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Document A-3 A one page Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, dated 
9/21/70, between the following Food and Drug employees: Mr. Will Swain, 
B.T. Loftus, and Robert W. Case. 

The memorandum involves a discussion pending litigation and probable 
Government witnesses, including names and addresses of these persons. 
All the material except for paragraph 5 is releasable. This portion of 
the document consists of the identity of a potential witness who is a 
confidential source exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



Document A-4 A memorandum dated 2/6/63 to Director, Baltimore District 
from John C. Bullard. Subject: Hubbard E Meters 4-093V FDC 48405. 

The memorandum is a report on information obtained on an investigation 
conducted outside the Food and Drug Administration involving the Church 
of Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions in 
paragraphs 1 and 3 on page 1 contain the name and address of an individual, 
which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). In paragraph 2, the 
deleted portions of the first and second line consist of the name and 
address of a particular individual. Line 3 consists of a name of a 
second individual. Line 4 consists of the name of the second individual 
and a third individual. Line 5 consists of the name of the second 
individual mentioned above, and line 6 consists of the name of the city 
in which the interview was taken. These portions are exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D) because release would disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. The deleted portions in paragraphs 1 and 4 on page 
2 contain the name of one specific individual, which if released would 
disclose the identity of a confidential source. The deleted portions in 
paragraph 3, that is lines 2 to 8 and 10 to 11, consist of a detailed 
description of a specific event involving Scientology, including medical 
references. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C) 
because release would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy. The deleted portion on line 1 of paragraph 5 contains 
the name of a specific individual, which if released would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. The deleted portions from lines 3-5 
in paragraph 5 contain confidential information supplied by the individual 
mentioned in line 1. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C) 
because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. In paragraph 6, the deleted portion in line 1 contains the 
name of a specific individual, which if released would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. The deleted portions in line 2-4 
contain confidential information supplied by the individual mentioned in 
line 1. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C) because 
release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
In paragraph 7, the deleted portions in lines 1 and 5 contain the names 
of one specific individual, which if released would disclose the identity 
of a confidential source, exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



Documents A-6 and H-69 are identical. This document is a two page 
Memorandum for the File dated 1/30/63 prepared by George B. Tilroe, 
Inspector, Baltimore District. 

This memorandum describes the inspector's interview with a specific 
individual about specific incidences involving the Church of Scientology 
and certain persons associated with the organization. 

This document is released with deletions. In paragraph 1 on page 1, the 
deleted portions on lines 1, 2, and 5 contain the name and address of 
one specific individual, which if released would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. The deleted portion in line 4 consists of a description of a 
specific event, which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion 
of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

In paragraph 2, the deleted portion on line 1 contains the name and an 
identifying characteristic of the individual, which if released would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). The deleted portions in lines 2-11 describe in 
detail a specific event involving the individual mentioned in line 1 and 
the Church of Scientology and individuals associated with that organ-
ization. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D), 
because release would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

Paragraphs 3 and 4 are deleted in their entirety because they contain 
detailed descriptions of events, which if released would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 
In paragraph 1 on page 2, the deleted portion on line 1 contains the 
name of the individual previously deleted from paragraph 1 on page 1. 
The deleted portions from sentence 2-14 contain detailed information and 
description of a specific event involving the individual mentioned in 
sentence 1 and persons associated with the Church of Scientology. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 



Paragraph 2 is deleted in its entirety because it contains confidential 
information in regard to the incident that was deleted in the paragraph 
above. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because 
release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and 
disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

In paragraph 3, the deleted portions in lines 1 and 5 contain the names 
of two specific individuals, which if released would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and would also disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). The deleted portions from lines 2-5 contain 
confidential information supplied by a confidential source. This portion 
is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

In paragraph 4, lines 1-3 contain specific information provided by a 
confidential source. Release of this portion would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 
The deleted portion on line 4 contains the name of a specific individual. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

In paragraph 5, the deleted portions in lines 1, 3, and 4 contain names 
of two specific individuals who are considered as confidential sources. 
The release of these portions would constitute an unwarranted invasion 
of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). The deleted 
portions in lines 2 and 3 contain confidential information furnished by 
one of the confidential sources. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion 
of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

In paragraph 6, the deleted portion contains the name of a specific 
individual, which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



Documents A-7, E-20 and H-104 are identical. This document is a four page 
memorandum dated 2/20/63 to Director, Philadelphia District from Inspector 
W. Remle Grove. Subject: Hubbard E Meter 4093V FDC 48405 DRM/F memo 
2463. 

•This. memorandum is an interview with a specific individual regarding 
that individual's experiences and involvement with Scientology and 
individuals associated with that organization. 

• 

'This document is released with deletions. In paragraph 4, on page 1, 
the deleted portions from lines 2-4 contain confidential information, 
which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 

In paragraph 6, the deleted portions on lines 2 and 3 contain names of 
specific individuals, which if released would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of confidential 
sources. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

In paragraph 5 on page 4, the deleted portions on lines 1 and 2 contain 
the name of a specific individual, which if released would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

In paragraph 7, the deleted portions in lines 1 and 2 contain the name 
of a specific individual, which if released would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 



Documents A-8 and H-90 are identical. This document is a two page 
Memorandum of a Telephone Conversation between a complainant and Mr. 
Raymond L. Sweeney, Food and Drug Officer, Buffalo District, reference: 
Scientology of Washington, D.C., dated 11/13/70. 

This memorandum relates the complainant's opinicins and observations in 
regards to Scientology and its effects on her relations. 

This document is released with deletions. On page 1, the deleted portion 
on the title contains the name and address of the complainant, which if 
released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy 
and disclose the identity of a confidential source. This portion is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

The deleted portions in paragraphs 1 and 4 contain the name of the 
complainant which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 	0 

In paragraph 2, the deleted portion on line 1 contains the name of the 
complainant. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), 
because release would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
The deleted portion on line 4 contains the name of the complainant's 
relative, which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy and would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

In paragraph 3, the deleted portion in line 1, 5, and 15 contains the 
name of the complainant, which if released would disclose the identity 
of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(D). Part of line 1 and all of line 2 and portions deleted in 
line 4 and portions deleted on line 14 contain the addresses and name of 
the complainant's relative. These portions if released would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source, the complainant. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). The deleted portions in lines 
10-12 contain medicaLreferences and details of a specific individual, 
which if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). 



The deleted portion of the title on page 2 contains the name and address 
of the complainant, which if released would disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

The deleted portion in paragraph 1 contains the name of the complainant 
which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). In paragraph two, 
the deleted portions in lines 1, 3, and 6 contain the name of the 
complainant and specific information, which if released, would disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

0 



Document A-9. A two page memorandum dated 12/9/64 to Division of Case 
Supervision, attention Mr. Will Swain, from George D. Tilroe, Supervisory 
Inspector, Baltimore District. Subject: Founding Church of Scientology. 

This memorandum is a summary of a telephone conversation with a complainant 
regarding present experiences with the Church of Scientology and members 
of that organization. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portion on the 
subject title on page 1 contains the name and address of the complainant. 
Release of this portion would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

In paragraph 1 on page 1, the deleted portions in lines 1 and 2 contain 
the name of the complainant. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. The rest of the deleted paragraph consists of specific and 
confidential information, including medical references, pertaining to 
the complainant's relative, which if released would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C). 

The deleted portions in paragraph 2 consist of the name of the complainant 
which is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because if released it 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. The rest of the 
deleted portion's consist of confidential information including medical 
references, which if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy of an individual other than the confidential 
source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). 

The deleted portions in paragraph 3 consist of the name of the complainant's 
relative and specific detailed information including medical references 
pertaining to that individual. Release of any portion of the deleted 
material would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy for that individual and would also disclose the identity of the 
confidential source.  These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D). 



The deleted portions in paragraph 4 consist of the name of the complainant 
and detailed confidential information given by that individual. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 

The deleted portions in paragraph 5, which continues on page 2, consist 
of the name of the complainant and specific confidential information. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 

The deleted portions in paragraph 2 on page 2 consist of names of three 
individuals, which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



Documents A-10 and H-194 are identical. This document is a one page 
Memorandum of a Telephone Conversation dated 9/13/63 between the following 
FDA employees: Arnold N. Morton, Seattle District, G. Wallace Rynerson, 
Seattle District, and A.M. Welch, Division of Regulatory Management. 
This memorandum pertains to specific persons and events that took place 
in the Seattle area. 

Paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 are deleted in their entirety. These paragraphs 
consist and describe in detail investigative techniques and procedures. 
These paragraphs are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(S). In paragraph 
5, the deleted portions in lines 2, 3, and 5 consist of the name of a 
specific individual. Lines 8 and 9 contain specific detailed information 
regarding this individual mentioned in lines 2, 3, and 5. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because this release would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. 

The deleted portions in paragraph 6 consist of specific confidential 
information including medical references of a third individual, which if 
released would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). 



Documents A-11 and H-24 are identical. This document is a three page 

memorandum dated 7/23/64 to Philadelphia District from Inspector Elmer 

W. Greve. Subject: DCS: BRC/Phila. ltr. 5-22-64 4093 V, E Meter, FDC 

48405. This document is an inspector's report on an interview with an 

individual concerning their experiences with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. Paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 on 

page 1; paragraphs 3, 4, and 6 on page 2; and paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 7, and 

8 on page 3 consist of the name and address of one specific individual. 

These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release 

of these portions would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 

privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

The deleted portions in paragraph 3 on page 1 consist of the names and 

addresses of two specific individuals and confidential information 

pertaining to both. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), 

because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 

privacy and would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

The deleted portions in paragraph 1 on page 2 consist of the name of a 

specific individual and also confidential information including medical 

references pertaining to that individual. These portions are exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D), because release would constitute a 

clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity 

of a confidential source. 

Line 1 in paragraph 4 on page 3 consists of the name of the individual 

who is considered as a confidential source. This portion is exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the identity 

of a confidential source. The deleted portion on line 3 consists of the 

name and address of a second individual, which if released would constitute 

an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 

In paragraph 5, the first deleted portion on line 1 consists of the name 

of the confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 

552(b)(7)(D). The second deleted portion on line 1 and the deleted 

portion on line 2 of this paragraph consists of confidential identifying 

information pertaining to a second individual. This portion is exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because release would constitute an unwarranted 

invasion of personal privacy. 



In paragraph 6, the first deleted portion consists of the name of the 
confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 
The remaining deleted portions on line 1 and line 2 consist of names of 
other individuals, while lines 3 and 4 consist of confidential information. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release 
of these portions would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy and would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 



Document A-12. This document is a two page memorandum dated 11/22/68 to 

Director, Baltimore District, from Michael D. Kennedy, Inspector, Baltimore 

District. Subject: Special Investigation, Scientology. This memorandum 

summarizes an investigation and interview with specific individuals 

about another individual associated with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions in 

paragraph 1 on page 1 consist of the names and address of two individuals, 

the release of which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 

privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. This portion 

is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

In paragraph 2, which ends on page 2 of the memorandum, the deleted 

portions found in line 1, the first part of line 2, and the middle 

portion on line 3, as well as the deleted portion in line 15, part of 

19, and the deleted portion in line 21, consist of the names and other o 

identifying characteristics of the individuals deleted from paragraph 1 

above. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because 

release of these portions would constitute an unwarranted invasion of 

personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

The remaining portions on lines 2 and 3 of this paragraph, as well as 

lines 4-14 contain the name of a third individual and a detailed description 

of the individual including medical references. These portions are 

exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C), because release would constitute 

a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The deleted portion 

in line 16 discloses the name of a fourth individual, the release of 

which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and 

disclose the identity of a confidential source. This portion is exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). The deleted portion in line 18 and part 

of 19 consists of confidential medical information, which if released 

would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C). The deleted 

portion found in lines 23-25 on page 2 consists of confidential information 

and the name and address of the fourth individual mentioned in line 16. 

Release of this portion would constitute an unwarranted invasion of 

personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

The deleted portions in paragraph 3 consist of names, addresses, and 

other identifying characteristics of four individuals, which if released 

would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and 

disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 

exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D). 



Document A-13(a). This document is a one page memorandum dated 1/7/69 
to Chief Inspector, from M.J. Ryan, Compliance Branch. Subject: 004-
093 V, Scientology. This memorandum is a request for an investigation 
of specific individuals for information on the E Meter. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions in 
paragraph 2 consist of names and addresses of two individuals, which if 
released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy 
and disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 



Document A-13(b). This document is a four page memorandum dated 1/22/69 
with a copy of the form FD 461, "Authorization for Medical Records 
Disclosure," to Director, Baltimore District, from Michael D. Kennedy, 
Inspector, Baltimore District. Subject: 004-093 V, Scientology. This 
memorandum is a report on the assignment requested in document A-13(a). 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions on 
paragraph 2 on page 1 contain names of three individuals and the address, 
the release of which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

The deleted portions in paragraph 4 on page 2 contain the names and 
addresses of two individuals, release of which would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

Paragraph 5 on page 2, which continues onto page 3, and paragraph 1 on 
page 3 are both deleted in their entirety. Both paragraphs consist of 
detailed confidential information including medical references, which 
if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. These paragraphs are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(C). 

In paragraph 2 on page 3, the deleted portions in lines 6, 7, 9, and 10 
pertain to confidential information including medical references. These 
portions if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C). 
The remaining deleted portions in this paragraph consist of names of 
three specific individuals, the release of which would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

Paragraphs 3 and 4 consist of names of specific individuals, the release 
of which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy 
and disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

The deleted portions found on page 4 of this document consist of names, 
addresses, and other confidential information, which if released would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 



The deleted portions on the attachment "Authorization for Medical Records 
Disclosure" consist of names of two specific individuals, the release of 
which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy 
and disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D). 



Document A-14. This document is a four page memorandum dated.1/31/68 to 
Director, Baltimore District Office, from William C. Drury, Inspector, 
Baltimore District Office. Subject: An individual's name. This memorandum 
is a summary of a telephone conversation and subsequent interview between 
a complainant and the inspector regarding that person's experiences 
with the Church of Scientology and persons associated with the organization. 

The deleted portions in the subject in paragraphs 1 and 2 on page 1 
consist of the names of two specific individuals, the release of which 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

The deleted portions in paragraph 3 on page 1 consist of names of specific 
individuals and confidential information obtained from a confidential 
source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), 
because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. The deleted 
portions found on page 2 consist of names of specific individuals and 
addresses, as well as confidential information supplied by a confidential 
source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), 
because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

Paragraph 2 on page 3 consists of detailed medical information supplied 
by the complainant. Release of this portion would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D). 
The deleted portions on the rest of this page consist of names of specific 
individuals, dates, and confidential information supplied by the complainant. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 

The deleted portions on page four of this document consist of names, 
dates, and confidential information supplied by the complainant. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 



Document A-15. This document is a three page memorandum dated 11/18/66 
to Director, Denver District, from Inspector D.C. Scherninger, Inspector 
John B. Powell. Subject: Sample No. 4093 V, Hubbard E Meter. The 
memorandum is a summary of pertinent informatin obtained by the inspectors 
during the course of an interview with a potential witness. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions on page 
1 of this document consist of the name and address of the individual who 
is a potential witness and the name of his relative. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of 
a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 
The deleted portion on line 1 of paragraph 2 contains the name of the 
confidential source, release of which would disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 
The deleted portion in line 3 of paragraph 2 consists of confidential 
medical information provided by the confidential source. This portion 
is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6), because release would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The deleted portions 
in paragraph 3 consist of the names, addresses, and a date pertaining to 
the confidential source and to other individuals. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and release the identity of 
a confidential source. 

Paragraph 4 is deleted in its entirety because it consists of confidential 
information including medical references supplied by a confidential 
source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C), because 
release would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. 

The deleted portions in paragraphs 5 and 6, and the entire paragraph 7, 
consist of the name of the confidential source and confidential information 
pertaining to this individual, release of which would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity 
of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D). 

On page 3, the deleted portions in paragraphs 1 and 5, line 1 in paragraph 
3, and lines 2, 3, 5, and 12 in paragraph 4 contain names of specific 
individuals; line 3 in paragraph 3, lines 1 and 11 in paragraph 4 consist 
of addresses; and line 13 in paragraph 4 contains a telephone number, 
release of which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). Lines 7-9 in paragraph 
4 consist of the name of a specific individual and confidential information 
pertaining to this individual supplied by a confidential source. This 
portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C), because release would 
constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 



Documents A-16 and H-20 are identical. This document is a two page 

memorandum dated 11/23/66 to Director, Baltimore District, from S. 

Elsbree, Norfolk Resident. Subject: A specific individual' name. Ref: 

Food and Drug Officer Ryan/Norfolk, Telephone Request 11/15/56. This 

memorandum is a summary of an interview and investigation with a specific 

individual regarding that person's relatives' association with the 

Church of Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions on page 

1 of this document consist of the names of three individuals, the deceased 

and relatives of the deceased, as well as addresses for all three. 

These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D), because 

release of any portion would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion 

of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

A portion of the deleted material on lines 1, 3, and 5 of paragraph 1, 

on page 2, contains the names of the individual being interviewed, 

release of which would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The remaining 

deleted portions consist of the name, address, and specific confidential 

information pertaining to a second individual, release of which would 

constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These 

portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C). The remaining 

deleted portions on this page consist of names and addresses of specific 

individuals and an institution, constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion 

of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D). 



Document A-18 and H-36; are identical. This is a thirteen page memorandum 
dated 2/4/63, to Director, Chicago District, from R.D. Sherman. Subject: 
4093 V, Hubbard E. Meter. This memorandum is a review of an Inspectors 
interview with a complaintant regarding that persons experiences with 
Scientology. This document is released with deletions. The deleted 
portion near the top of page one, consists of the name and address of 
the complaintant. The deleted portion found in paragraph one, three 
and line one of paragraph four, deleted portions in paragraph five, and 
line one of paragraph six, contain names of specific individuals. All 
these portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D) because, re-
lease of any portion would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. The remaining deleted portions on this page, consist of con-
fidential information which, if released, would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. 

The deleted portions found on page two, in paragraph one, consist of 
confidential information which, if released would constitute an unwarrant-
ed invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confiden-
tial source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 
The remaining deleted portions on this page, consist of names of specific 
individuals and addresses which, if released, would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 

On page three, a portion of line one, line two in paragraph one, all of 
paragraph three, and the deleted portion of the last paragraph, the 
deleted portions of line three, of paragraph two, consist of confidential 
information supplied by the complaintant. These portions are exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C) and (D) because, release of any portion 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, and 
disclose the identity of a confidential source. The remaining deleted 
poritons on this page, consist of names of specific individuals which, 
if released, would disclose the identity of a confidential source. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 

The deleted portions found on line three and four on page four, consist 
of confidential information of a medical nature which, if released, would 
constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This 
portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (6). The deleted portions 
found in lines six through the end of the paragraph in paragraph two, 
consist of confidential information supplied by the complaintant. 
Release of this information would constitute an unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy, and would disclose the identity of the confidential 
source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 

On page five, the deleted portions on this page, consist of names and 
addresses of specific individuals which, if released, would automatically 
disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 



On page six, deletions found on lines one, four, five, seven through 
fifteen, seventeen, nineteen, and twenty, twenty-two, and twenty-three 
in paragraph one, lines one, two, four, nine, twelve, and fourteen in 
paragraph two, and line five, and part of line four in paragraph three, 
contain names of specific individuals which, if released, would con-
stitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, and disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C) and (D). The remaining deleted portions on 
this page, consist of confidential information including medical ref-
erences which, if released, would constitute a clearly unwarranted in-
vasion of personal privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.0 
552 (b) (6) and (7) (C). 

On page seven, the deleted portions consist of names and addresses and 
other identifying characteristics of specific individuals which, if 
released, would automatically disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 

On page 8 the deleted portions found in paragraph one, on line one of 
paragraph two, lines one and four of paragraph three, and part of line 
one of paragraph four, contains the name of the complaintant which if 
released would automatically disclose the identity of the confidential 
source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). The 
remaining deleted portions on this page, consist of confidential infor-
mation pertaining to the complaintant which, if released, would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, and would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C) and (D). 

On page nine, the deletions found under exhibit three, and eight, consist 
of confidential information pertaining to the complaintant. Under 
exhibit nine, the deletions contain the name of the complaintant and 
a date. These portions are all exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C) 
and (D) because, release of any portion would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy, and would automatically disclose the 
identity of the confidential source. 

The deletions found on page ten, consist of specific dates and names 
which, if released, would automatically disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These deletions are exempt under 5 U.S.0 552 (b) 
(7) (D). 

On page eleven, the deleted portion on line five in paragraph two, 
under exhibit eighteen contains confidential information of a medical 
nature, which, if released, would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552 (b) (6). The remaining deleted portions contain names and dates 
which, if released, would automatically disclose the identity of the 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) 
(7) (D). 



On page twelve, the deleted portion in the last paragraph contains 
confidential information including medical references which, if released, 
would clearly constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (6). The remaining de-
leted portions on this page consist of the name of the complaintant, 
and a date, which, if released, would disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. 

On page thii-teen, the deleted portions found in paragraph one contain 
names of two specific individuals which, if released, would discicse the 
identity of the confidential source. These portions are exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). The deleted portions found in paragraph two, 
consist of confidential information which, if released, would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These portions are exempt 
under 5 U.S.S. 552 (b) (1) (S). 



Document A-1 A seven page list of names and addresses of individual's 
that had been mentioned in various investigations involving this litigation.. 

This list consists of names of people associated with Scientology and 
those who are not. Those who are not associated with Scientology were 
deleted from this list because release would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 



A- 

Michael 1-!oren 
1704-19th Street 
WashLngton, D. C. 

William S. Gibbons' 
1313-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

Marilyn .koktsong 
1818-19th Street 
Wnshington, D. C. 

Pcm Wall 
1827-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

Harris R. Arlgell 
2100 Connecticut Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Teaunette ngeli 

2100 Connecticut Menne, N. ;7. - 
Washington, D. C. 	• 

, Wash., D.C. 

David Hancock 
2110-19th Street 

George Hooker Hancoch 
• 2110-19th Street. 
Washington, -D. C. 

V 
Herbert V. Moore,• III 
1323 I Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Robert G. Stevens 
4303 Walsh Street 
Chevy Chase, Maryland 

Anton Janes 
1713 Riggs Place,. N.w. 
Washington, D. C. 

2rodel Zagley 
1900 S Street 
Washington, D. C. 

Eud Love 
1810-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

-Doris lea:. bright 
1907 3 Street 
Washington, D. C. 

'Jayne Rohrer 
4201 Werhin Ita41  
Annandale, Virginia 

Janet Tucker 
1114 Henderson Lane 
Falls Church, Virginia 

Ealan L. Hancock 
2110-19th Street 
Washington D. C. 

l!arguerite Edelstein 
1919-19th Srr.-et 
Washington, 13. C. 

Donald Millard Hoakins 
1921-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

Ann Uornpr 
I815-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

Natalie Pi3het 
1313-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

Jean Reeve 
1921719th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

• 
Roger M. Conway 
1500 Massachusetts Avenue, N..:7. 
Washington, D. C. 

Eunice Ford 
-'i 1713 Rives Street, N. W. 
Washington; D. C. 

F. Fred Walker 
1261-21st Street, n. 
Washington, D. C. 

Fred Payer 
1823 Lanont Streer, N. W. 
Washin-,ton, D. C. 



Stella L. King 
1900 S Street, N. W. 
Washington,-  D. C. 

Arthur L. Horner 
1816-19th Street,' H. W. 
Washington, D. C..: 

John J. 0illispie .  
2011 Columbia Roads  N. W. 
Washington,. D. C. 

Douglas S. Eaacock 
2110-19th Street,.N. W., Wish., D. C. 

pawl M.- Dreedon. 
1921-19th 	• 
Washington, D. C. 

Maurin Adkln 
1322-19th 
Washington, D. C. 

John i. Wooten 
252 Park Strait 
Kenhrille, Nova Scotia 
Canada' • 

• .- 	 - 
Marie toruck 
1713 Riggs Place, B.. W. • -
Washington, D. C. 

Werner Babrika 
1810 Connecticut-Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Idogens V. lierizann 
1830 Connecticut Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

David K. Foster 
170S-16th Street, N. W., Wash.,-D. 

William F. noP. III 
2413 old Frederick Road 
Catonsville 23, Maryland 

-7s 



fr Fudge, Jahn -Was'aingtoo, D. C. 

Turner, Bonnie 3, -WitYA:niferti  P.c. 

Salzer, Jolia 253 S. Oxford St., Loa Angeles.  

1-fonteoo, liar:net- 'Los Angeles, Calif. 

Oalos Robert - Los Angeles, Calif; 

Gene - flaw York 

liobel;.Arlya - Sew York 

Pinch, Thocal - New York 

- 4dingate, Rohert. E. 	1510 Carr Street, Lakewood, Colorado 
1439 E. Eandriek Dii7e, Tucson, Arizonai 

RaY,  John 

• r-rfield, Trying - Ca.ewlen, Net Jora y 
pf 

tows, 
 lx-,1-1-4-hi 

Pirbard 	- Phoenix, Arizona D.D. 

5W4ason, aalph D. or Kenneth -. 1334 Col. Rd. 11.W., Washington _  

2335 N. 29th Street, phoenix 61*  • 	. 
1749 W. 32nd placa, Phoenix 

Zon95:e.g, Lon iS C.:ertrnAitt 

King, Stella - 29 Middle Road, Levittown, Pennsylvania 



N 

Re'v. Andrew 200 West 24th Street, new york 

Batteau, Or. Dwight Wayne 	Memorial Drive, CatidS0, }$ass. 

Sturge, Charles - 21/ CItrendor Street, Syracose, New York 

2 

... 



 

Elliot, Glen 'toe' 

Cattier-1, Mildred, .• 

Calusha, John c.D.:-4401 /4  

3 

anlpern, :an 

Chriatine C. - 2107 Carterdale Road, aalttn.ore, ?gangland 

atarp.e, Ara - 49-23 Stinson, Houston, Te...-Z-ss 

Halliday,. Betty - 4923 -Stinson, Houston, Texas 

11 er, Elda - 4923 Stinson, Houston, isms 
- 	 . 	. 

	

Ilarmann, Inger - 4323 Htinson, Flonstan, 		 

T 1.,essier, yrank Bar ari 	123 S. Carden Drive, 'Aevsrly Hilln, Calif. 

P-ichaz.-d B. - 	 California 

.6.!' Purcell, Don C. - Olrago Oil Cnnpany, Wichita, K,sasaa 



.............. 

4 

—Ualger, Rowland N. (or B.), Jr., :.Eorfol, Vir3inla 

Ferrell, or Terrell, John B, - Box 611 Winter Park, Florida 

. 	. 	• 

• Cal-/bell, John U. - 'llerd Jersey 

.Vort, A. E. - Caltforn.in VA  ,At-t- ri 	(St,,,.. .A 

	

, 	.. 	

Willinn W. 1326 R Street, U. W. (1953), Washington, D. C. 

DeVault,non - Blogie Inst. Inc., 120 E. 7th Avntue, Ccnshoheezen, 



pas.. 
 .........."- ".,.•7C''.r-  . 

, 

p 	Ray, John R. - Ray Electronics, 965 Bellevue, Apt.2, Salem, Oregon 

Rithham, 3611 Mary Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 
cr. 
Ifm. Kan 3) 

IcedFr P yer - 

Oeo1 HI mock 

Stella Ming. 
. I 

J. 	,.
\ 
Gillespie 

\I 	' Frey Fairchild 

Ana Horner 

Dil Mo re 

D. i light 

Dou 	ock 

Ma rea
l
-ti

‘  I

rdlin 

• Al D7 la's 

Wer,er B hnke. [ 

	

.....1 	1  
Panm M. -reeden 

3 
• II 	- 	- ?far.tuer4 e Edelstein 

Der 	right 

allot- 	d, 233 Monroe Street, Brooklyn, New York 

1 1  - Na‘I alle Fisher 

1 ( I Mithl Ton, 1704 19th Street, N.W. 

Jeln 

/ lei1 

I 	1 
Fred P lker 

11  •  Dlvid ,7;oster 

.g-avid 
1  
Bent k 



4-C93 V • 
Civil Ne.D.C. 
7DC No. 43435 
I-lubber:3 B Meter 

  

The Founding Church of Scientology 
Washington, D. C. 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, Aurt.ust 21, 1970  

Mr. Will N. Swain, Region IV, Special Prograta Branch 
Mr. B. T. Loftus, Bureau of Drugs, DCG (telephone 443-4250) 
Mr. aob-rt U. Case, Food and Drug Officer, Baltimore District 

1. The trial of the Church of Scientology will be set by the judge on 
September 3, 1970. It is anticipated it will begin about September 15, 
1970. The government will have the following four expert witnesses: 

... 

ilichara. .k. Steinbach, M.D. 
Chief, Dept. of Psychiatry 
Georgetown University School of Medicine 
Washington, D. C. 

Leon Yochelson, M. D. 
Chief, Dept. of Psychiatry 
George Washington University School of Medicine - 901 23d St., Wash., DC 
Washington, D. C. 

Walter Lester Henry, Jr., M.D. 
Chief, Dept. of Medicine 
Howard University School of Medicine 
6th and Bryant, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Thomas McPherson Brown?  N.D. 
Anderson Clinic Building 
South 25th and Army Navy Drive 
Arlington, Va. 22206 

2. 	inc. above expert witnesses will be needed foSiewe da y s pretsial and one 
de:, At the trial.. 

Cht,ries Eve-line, Food and Drug Officer, MyK-DO, will be receded for 
-- least two days. 

Michael F. Karners, Tnspecter, 	 N. C. tcsident 

..=lent.. Diatrirt, will be needed for at least .two days. 

S. Tn C2:7:2 Hr. Loftus or Mr. Swain are needed to answer any questions Cu 
this case, call them at 44-4250. 

.,/..,. (.. .c-C.i.- --7 	....„/ 
/ /71  

g7/ 	
-- ce  

:.v 	 "T U. CASE 
roe(' rnd Dtzug Cfacar 

cc: Eir.; GaW; C.T.; Admin. Off. 



 

 

2_5172211CRE DISTRICT 

John C. Ili:J.1.12rd 

ilebruary 6, 1953 

4-121-3V, 1:ublard 2 Meters 	
L. Ron Hubbard, Distribution ..  	

rtc 4,;40.5 	 Conter, Inc., Founding Church . 	 

of Scientology, et al. 

DRM/Balt. District 	clated 1;24/63, requested a visit to( 	 

	  According to evidence conpiled. bY 2RM, the 

	 reportedly made an investigation of L. Ran Hubb
ard 

and his associations oa January 22, 1937. It w
as requested that full informa-

tion as to their investigation and findings be 
obtained. 

Ca 2/4/63 T visited the 	
 

	

 	1.  

first talked to   After I had related the information 

as outlined in the paa memo, 	called, 
	 -  

tato the office and briefly sum-ifli,.ad my statements. 	stated that 

had been in .... _   only since 19.01 and would
 probably not be familiar 

with investigations prior to that date. 

Or REGULATORY MA0AZEMENT: 

For your in7ormation. . 	wil
l check with   in about one week. 

GST:fw 

0&cc-DRA 
cc-BFA 

GOT 

GORGON G. THOMPSON .  

Chief Inspector 
2-3-63 

.... 



:71:77.77:17,7a;;;;;;-i•iet'. ;;;;;;;Fir:;,:aaa;;17" 

Hubbard B :Asters, 5CD, 2/5/63 

	 stated that he recalled the investigation quite vividly. lie,in 

fact, had been the ngant assigned to conduct this investigation. 	..  
recalled the following information from memory: 

Initially their office was requested to conduct an investigation 

by L. Bon Hubbard and his wife, nary Sua Hubbard. They stated that 
they were interested in obtaining evidence to be used in a slander 

suit that they were considering bringing against sone unknown in-
dividuals. 

Apparently the whole thing started with a member of the Founding 

Church of Scientology who was 	

	  Hubbard felt that this incident was being 

used to discredit the Church of Scientology, and desired to know the 

	

individual who vas responsible for 	

	stated that he, himself, met with Hubbard and histife at 
the Founding Church, located on 19th St. in Pashington. He stated 
that he was quite impressed with the building andits furnishings. 

,,,,,,, ====„stated that he conducted an investigation of an intermediate 

length, and stated, that as he recalled, they did obtain the infor- 
mation desired by Hubbard. 	  

   He stated. - _ 	  
that on his first visit to the Founding Church, he inquired as to 
what Scientology was. He stated that in response to this question 

they tried to indoctrinate him in the beliefs of good Scientologists. 

	stated that it was his recollection that Hubbard had requested 

	

their agency to rake several  other investigations after this. r 	

	stated that due to the age of this case the files would be in ;Hew York. 	- 
City. He stated that he would contact the New York office and request the 

information contained in this investigation. The inspector suggested that 

ha phone the Baltimore District Food and Drug office when :this information is 

•available. [ 	'stated that this would be agreeable and suggested that it 

would tahe about one weak to obtain this information. 

(2%0 
C 21:1.1.A20, -Inspector 



• 

47093 V 	 L. Ron Hubbard 
E meter 	 Founding Church of Scientology 
FDC 43405 	 Distribution Center Inc 

The Hubbard Guidance Center 
Ztc., Washington, D. C. 

January 30, 1963 

MEMORANDUM FOR FILE  

On January 29 2 interviewedi   Attorney,with offices 
at 	  'Jas 	t re- 

f----d  to me b7 Mrs. Sisk of the General Counse—l's office as Cl.a indiv—
idual  who  had been connected with    L. Rea Hubbard? dlr..; 

   sunulied the following information. 

	 became close 
'friends with Yr. L. Ron Hubbard sometime in 1953. Mr. HUGbard.becams 

	 ,for Et. }iubbard's use in the 
related firms of the Founding Church of Scientology. 	  

	

_ Mr. Hubbard.  	

	

Vt. Hubbard suggested 	that 	

	

Flabbard.,V  	

HUbbard 

	

I 	 -- 	



".. 

2 

	was able to determine that Er. Hubbard would be in the Washington areal 	   

These included the Founding Church of Scientology of the District of Columbia, the Founding Church of Scientology of New York, Mary Sue Hubbard, L. non Hubbard and Marilyn Routsoag. Upon confronting Er. Hubbard with the 

_ ..... 	  	Ron Hubbard, Mary Sue Hubbard, ,Enrilyn Routsong and a few other individuals who were in ac- companiz-Pint with Ex. Hubbard., 	  

	 then made arrangements with 	 
	'for Mr. Hubbard, to tail Mr. Hubbard's deposition,. 	 
	 but vas unable to contact Er. Hubbard. 	  	he confronted:- 	'and was told that he had not issued the required legal papers In order to obtain this deposition. 

• 

	still intends to contact Hr. Hubbard for deposition after filing the proper legal forms. This case is still outstanding. No trial has been held; however, several motions have been filed. 

	 stated that 	 was required to join the Founding Church of Scientologyi 	   	 offered to ac- company me on an interview with, 	 who he felt would be able to supply much information abouf- the Founding Church and other organiza-tions of L. Ron Hubbard, and who would be a very willing witness if 
• 

needed in any court case. 

I intend to interview_ 	 at my.ne=topportunity. 

George D. Tilroe 
Inspector, Baltimore District 

ce.Balt/ 
cc CC DFA 
GM'ilroe:ms:rb 1/30/63 

1 	 



0..TION•L ronm No. to 

Lils.:ITED 'STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

K 	1-- • 	/r." 
f 	• 

------4---t---  • 
FEB 2 '3 it:-111  

TO 	: Director, Philadelphia District nATE:2/20/63 

 

 

FROM : Inspector W. Remle Grove L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Dianetics Foundation Inc. 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
et al 

 

  

 

 

 

SUBJECT: Hubbard E Meter 
4-093 V 	/ /7: I  

--FDC-48405.1 ' 
DRM/P memo 2/4/63 

 

 

 

DRM/P memo of 2/4/63, (copy of subject memo attached to this 

report) requested that Mrs. Margaret Ochs, Gap, Pa., first wife of L. 

Ron Hubbard, be interviewed and determine what she knows of Scientology 

and the current addresses of the children (Kathrine and L. Ron Hubbard, 

Jr.) born during this marriage. 

Arrangements were made to interview Mrs. Margaret Ochs on 

2/18/63. 

I arrived at Gap, went to the Och home and knocked at the door. 

The door was opened by a man who identified himself as Mr. John Ochs. I 

identified myself to Mr. Ochs (pronounced "Oaks") by showing himny credentials 

and stating that I had made arrangements to speak with his wife concerning 

Mr. L. Ron Hubbard. He asked me to step in and introduced me to his wife 

who was sitting in the living room. 

Mr. Ochs then stated that ordinarily he would be working_at 

the Lukens Steel plant in Coatsville, Pa.; however, L. Ron Hubbard.: 	

I asked Mrs. Ochs if she would tell me about L. Ron Hubbard and 

Scientology. Mrs. Ochs indicated that she was willing to cooperate as 

much as possible and hoped that she didn't sound like a vindictive wife. 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAMIENT 

Interview of Mrs. Margaret (John) Ochs, Gap, Pa. has supplied 

the current addresses ofi     LA District, 

by copy of this memo, 
DRM memo of 2/4/63. 

is being requested to interview 	 as per 

Additional leads 
may want to follow up.  

have been  set forth in this memo which you 

Enclosure: pamphlet "Scientology 

WRG/ fmz 
cc: BFA 

LA 
Balt 

•  
FRANCIS J. FISKETT 
Supervisory Inspector 

in Phoenix" 



She gave Hubbard's background as follows: Born at Tilden, Neb. 

on 3/13/11, attended high school in Helena, Montana, traveled with his 

parents to Guam, returned to Washington, D. C. and attended Army-Navy  Prep 

Schaal, entered George Washington College, Washington, D. C. (exact date 

not known but believed to be 1930 or'31) but flunked out during the second 

year. Hubbard then had trouble with the Federal authorities in 1932 for  

taking some bonded whiskey.  (Mrs. Ochs could not supply any names or 

dates.) 

Mrs. Ochs met Hubbard on a blind date in 1932 and was married in 

September 1932. From Sept.'32 until Dec.'41, Hubbard lived in or around 

the Georgetown area writing fiction stories and selling them to national 

magazines. 

Hubbard was in the Navy from 12/41 until 9/45 during which time 

he attended a Navy training school at Princeton, had several legal intangle-

ments with the Navy but his father (a Naval officer) managed to keep his 

son's name clear. He went directly to Secretary Knox and got a Lt. JG 

commission. — • 

Mrs. Ochs indicated that Hubbard received some type of injury 

during 1945 and was stationed at the Oak  Knoll Navy Hospital. 

All during this conversation, Mrs. Ochs repeated that Hubbard was 

really a genius with a misdirected mind. 

When Hubbard was discharged, he went to Hollywood to become a 

script writer; however, his wife would not go and went to stay with Hubbard's 

parents in Bremerton, Washington. She apparently did not see Hubbard until 

she asked for a divorce in 1947. Mrs. Ochs stated that she paid for her 

own divorce and in the divorce was granted $25 a month maintenance for each 

of the two children. (Hubbard never paid her anything in connection with 

the divorce.) 

Mrs. Ochs stated that up until the time of her divorce she had 

never heard of Scientology and even now could not tell me anything about 

the organization. 

When Hubbard showed up for the divorce proceedings in Port Orchard, 

Wash., he had another woman with him that he was,supposed to have married 

during 1946. 

Mrs. Ochs produced two old newspaper articles which gave an 

account of the divorce proceedings of the second wife. The articles in 

"The Mirror" Los Angeles, Calif. paper dated April 23, 1951 page 12, and 

the "Los Angeles Times" April 24, 1951 related bow Mrs. Sarah Northcup 

Hubbard, from a Pasadena family, was kidnapped, had her child (Alexis 

Valery - 13 1/2 month old daughter) taken from her by Hubbard and was 

asking for a divorce. Mrs. Ochs believes that Hubbard's second wife is 

currently living in either San Marieno or Santa Maria, Calif. as Mrs.  

Sarah Hollister. 



- 3 - 

Other articles which Mrs. Och had relating to Hubbard w
ere; 

1. "Look Magazine" Vd.. 14, ii25 

Dec. 5, 1950 7 article titled "Dianetics - Science o
r Hoax?" 

by Albert Q. Maisel 

2. "Newsweek" August 21, 1950, page 85 	 • 

article about Hubbard's book called "Dianetics" 

3. "Time" Dec. 22, 1952, page 34 

article•about the addition of the E meter to Scientolog
y 

Mrs. Ochs gave me a booklet titled "Scientology in Phoe
nix" 

which described the organization of Scientology, gives 
pictures and names 

of individuals involved in Scientology. (The original b
ooklet and one copy 

is attached for DRM's information.) 

At about this point in the interview, Mrs. Ochs stated 
that 

Hubbard's father was thoroughly disgusted with his son 
and his crazy 

ideas and would probably be glad to give us any informa
tion that we might 

want concerning Hubbard's "scraps" with the law. 

The father's address is; 

Lt. Commander H. R. Hubbard (retired) 

1212 Gregory Way 
Bremerton, Washington 

mailing address is: P. O. Box 4072 
Wycoff Station 
Bremerton, Washington 

Mrs. Ochs had two children while married to L. Ron Hubb
ard, a 

son, L. Ron Hubbard, Jr, nickname of "Nibs", and a daug
hter Katherine. 

When she was divorced from Hubbard, the children went t
o live 

with Lt. Commander Hubbard at Bremerton, Wash. L. Ron 
Hubbard. Jr. left 

the Port Orchard high school about 1949 or.'50 and join
ed his father in 

Phoenix, Arizona. He apparently stayed with the organi
zation until 1960 

when he left and moved to California. Mrs. Ochs believ
es that her son is 

a security guard with some company unknown to her. His
 current address 

is 6231 Palm Ave., Bell, California. 

Mrs. Ochs described her son as a gentle man, very gulli
ble, and 

an easy mark for his quick-talking father. 

Katherine Hubbard married Mr. Rod Whittaker in 1956. T
hey moved 

to Washington, D. C. and her husband worked with Hubbar
d for approximately 

one year but apparently Whittaker and Hubbard didn't ge
t along so Whittaker 

left Hubbard and divorced Katherine in 1957. Katherine
 then worked in 

the Washington, D. C. offices during 1957 and '58, unti
l she remarried in 

'58. Her currenttame and address are: 

Mrs. James F. Gillespie 

7455 Balvona Ave. 
Van Nuys, California 

--- — 



Katherine is a housewife and has lived in California for approx-
imately 4 years. 

Mrs. Ochs' final statement was that she believed Hubbard is now 
in England and has been for about 3 years. The last address she had on 
Hubbard, Sr. was Dr. L. Ron Hubbard, Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, 
Sussex, England. She obtained this from the American Primrose Society 
booklet (Spring '62) printed at 2406 Bayer Ave., Seattle 2, Washington. 

Inspector's Conclusion 

Mrs. Margaret (John) Ochs has supplied some background information 
on L. Ron Hubbard; however, she could not supply any information concerning 
Scientology. It appears that Hubbard began this organization sometime after 
'47. 

The current address for Katherine (daughter) is: 

Mrs. James P. Gillespie 
7455 Balvona Ave. 
Van Nuys, California 

In 	connection with DRM's request for, ,,,, ====, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,, ,,, ,we 
are requesting LA District by copy, of this memo to 	 and 
obtain any additional information concerning Scientology. 

Current address for L. Ron Hubbard, Jr. is: 

6231 Palm Ave. 
Bell, California 

Division  of Regulatory Management may want LA District to 	 

Copy of a booklet concerning Scientology given to me by Mrs. 
Ochs is attached to this report. DRM may want LA District to follow up 
in Phoenix, Arizona. 

Lt. Commander H. R. Hubbard (retired) 1212 Gregory Way, Bremerton, 
Washington (Seattle District) may be able to supply information on Hubbard's 
activities. 

<_\ 

	c.,f 

W. REMLE GROVE 
Inspector, Philadelphia District 
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7.(erf:oraneltra of Telephone Conversation 	 Novienber 13, 1970 

Bet-Jean  
	

and 

	 estate-d- she wantc:d to report the, illegal distribution of drugs by 

a 'dashington, D. C. firm and seems other information indicating that_thefirm.: 

should be put out of business or cleaned up.. 

	 stated that 
she had been called by 
anklgranddaughtar out. 
the laughter, 

she- had just. returned: f.roca.Waahington, D.. 	•where,   

liar-son-in-law co see if. The -could •help 'her. daughter.: • 

Tha son-in-1iw had..been- unable-  to do anYthing..with:: 

• • 	•-• _ . 	•. • 

stated that her daughter  vas currently living et 	 

Washington, D. C. :She stated that her grentidaughter, 12 -y-ears 	living 

	 who is-involved with Scientology of Washington, D. C. 

located at 1310-1.1Thineteenth Street. I   stated that her daughter. 

is keeping the graruicLaughter at' the address of 'Scientology and that. the • 	r 

place is a habitat for bippias-and drug users— She stated that although she:-'  

had no concrete proof,. her-  observ-ations le-ad her to believe that this office 

of Scientology is nothing but a. drug pushing office and that het daughter 

has become involved .with this operation., 	  

•:" ''''''''' """ She stated that because. ox . the-work.ha daughter is doing: at .this 

f • address,. Sgientology.•is planning-. to,Set :.her up asimanager , of the-Scientology-, 

office at 	
in the very:..  • 

near future.,   stated- she believes. this will only. help .to  

:ors videspread 'the. illegal. distribution of drugs. 	• 

------------------------- 	atat‘d that slia.hopes someone c= check:out this distr.ioutian of 

do gs 	s rd.COder‘ ei 	t--ioas and also believes that •the enhealt'ay conditions are - 

rey:ven 
4: 
t' both 'et \he office of Scientolor/ .at WaShington-and at the 

- 
12.31:1- 2;teeathd,'Iddress. where. her daughter is presently living. 

r.NI,TT:10.1.3—DI 7.17. "Err -.•••• 

For yrt..1:1,i'af.,6roatiOn Arionnecticm with•the operations apparently.  carried on. 
- • 

by Scientolo-grYrkzr; .tiashing,-*,/"D. C. The informant here stated in addition 

to above 	 had...nOiSpecific knowledge of the type of 'drugs that may be 

r.sed and diArratite
"d

rfran this place. 
I\ 2 .  

1 cc: Daltimare District 



	

- 2 - 	Memo of Telephone Conversation 

	

.. ...... 	..... 	 ........ 

— - 

 	 hated that she i3 S registered nurse and is familiar, with the. 

affects of drugs being used. :She stated that she .believed her...daughter ...-: 

may be beyond help but thatiser granddaughter may yet be saved.:.'. 

	

. 	. 	. 	. 	- 

tole 	 that -assn!t sure that sur.eiency had much jurisdictiOn://s, 

over this operation but that- I would.report  what she had told me to the  

office covering Washington, D. 	andt__ 	  

stated that if she could Ipeof.any assistance:in.helping to investigate 

the onerations of this firm,. she would be very:happy to do so.'-(She gave.:, 

her telephone-number 	 - • 

-,-.Raymond L...Sweeney.:::-
: Food and Drug_Officer' 
.Buffalo District; FDA. 

alS/m1 



i • 

;):- 
:!viSlON OF C.;;SE L'JPERVISICti 
	

accemoer 	lti64 
AriTh MR. 'ALL. 

2.31thora District 

:!-.urch of Scientology 

Cr, December 3, 354 	telephoned 	to determine  the  present 
-status of her husband_with relation to Scientology.  	

. 	 Indscated 
ac her husband ban 	  

	

   also indicated that he has Seen given a 	

	

irdivranais at the church. She did not know the name of the 	
	gut indicated it was 	

	 to date has spent 	on Scientology.  	

	 ' He has still not received his 
oz:,:iitor's license but plans to  3o  to St. Hill, England, to become a 
:;thalified auditor. 	 suggested that if additional information .  
',Jere desirod we contact 	  

	he would 	 discuss Scientology 

which he has been given. ''' 	 'i-las purchased a tape recorder and 
''''''''' 	 She would also attempt to determine the naive of 	  

''''''''''' 	'  

reczrcis ail talks with .her husOandiy ''' She offered to let z;s listen to the 
tape iF anything develops that might be of interest. 

Curing the conversation with/    she was ofeoccuoled w;th the sexual 
activities  of the Founding Church and, 	  

    I questioned 



:2113;J:4 OF CASE supanisioa, 	 'JILL S'./AIN--Dec. 9. i3)&74 

to who is currently in charge in 'Alashington. The indicated. 

that Zheanor Turner was apparently the top woman. She stated that Anton 

Zawes 13 thought to be in a'gland at this time. 

cOU ray wish to ask'    to investigate the connection of 

	 with the Founding Church of Scientology and perhaps meet 
__..._..` 
	at the hotel to sae what information :le would supply. if further 

foi3r4,Op 35 indicated, please let is know. 

GEORZZ D. MADE 
c'-upervisory Inspector 

Cf.cc-nCS 
cc tWO 



(Itx_rth cI -..",tienrolory 

fl-itIa3d 2 ::eter 
	 Dintribution Can:csr 

7.-22 435 	i 
	 Wnstii.#5,-gzon D C 

Saa!-ember 13, 1963 

r 

 	Arnold 	Ijorton, Seattle District 

C. Wallace aroerson, Seattle D'istric: 

A. M. ;.;eloh,. Division of-legulator.y Ithaaseu-ent 

Seattle. District ^=11 ---d and said titer_ itaverand William. 3. :isk had been 

7;7:0 C. and killed. on -Lae evenircg of 9/13/63. 	Ioissell 	Lthnson bad. 

been art-esteci for this mirder atd the Seattle pavers reported that Rev-

erend flak bad been deliberately shot before four witnesses. 

soector 13;1 Floyd of Seattle District has had some prior conversations 

 	These occurred on Augusc__27 and September 5, and it 

I; s endrs thod Stir ing these meetings;   	would provide to the '-•• 

Inspector some information about the operation or this Scito13-6/ group. 

	

   had adrised Inspector Floyd that there were approximately 

C iieters at the Fourth Avenue address and he had obtained some of the 

liternrurs used by the Church. Cn Sap:amber 9, he indicated to Inspector 

.1.0y a that inasmuch as 	  	  -- 

A. IL ..etch 

9-13-63 



71"-\ 	 \ 
. 

". 

I 	) te a( 23, 1964 

Ihspector Elmer 	Greve 

) CS: fl/?hi`.. 	5-22-14 	 3Y:itriburion Center 
ashingten,3._ C. 

7: meter 
777. ;;405 

2ureau of rnvest1g2-;ion an April 2:11, 1764 asking 2.70)11:-: 
2cientolog7 Center. Mea. letter 1,Jas ,--4.--rod  to tte T-Ood and 

A-_lr;m;atration and a raply to ter letter ;7-Is sent on ;!a7 22, 
o2._Case Sapervision reported this to us and ast-ed that we 

roatacr 	 'to ;et some i'rcts about Sciantolo37 and to 
fe:arn;,e 	she m42:nt :7-m:re a good wit:ass:3 in the pending case. 

: had a very difficultYcine contacting 	  After 7 inallr  
c‘ni-orted het, T iound out the reason ::or the 11r:-.Z1lt7. 

. 	, 

is 	the process of getting a divorce iron her husband, 

  

	  n Cer 1 moutn 

  

   

       

    

old toy are how living .Fitt her parents S.7 	w_ 	 Although the • 
c276rce has not yet beem granted, her husband is married again to 
	 older than he is, and 'ai-:(> is an ardent Scientologist.  	
	 and her Lather and mother were susPicious 	anvone coning to 

    

door and would not answer the door.  	

            

                

               

                       

                       

                       

                       

                       

                       

                       

                       

                       

                       

                       

                       

                       

                       

(Cont i (' en page 2) 

         

         

SUP7-=\777::2;: 

	 ezives the oppeaannce 9,2 a cuci 'aitoess although the 
bozi: cor-rz,271,-s 	Scientolory are socchzt cratcsing to her. We would 
sgest that ,,,he he intort-is-5ed zpri.a 	\ - nu 	to use her testi:3°11y 

she 	be ,,tie to recall core hccr.aate 	pointed in;!orcation. 

   

   

    

          



4.  

. 	. 
	 said that her husband is now .31 years of age, end he became 
.:otcee.e.e2d in 3c4 ento,cgy at the age of 21. -She said that after she married 
I*. he hecume more ardent in. Scientology' End fiuzily they sot to the point 

	

where ti:ey crud all the timeH 	

• 
she said she and her husband. used to go:to the ScientologyCenter/in New York' 
City': which she said is on:eThird Astenue2 and she is not sure whether it is at . 
67th 'at' Sith Avenue: She said she went- to just ene meeting, and there was one 
epea.:er:at that 	Se said folding chairs.  were set up in the room; 	tbere 
was an offering bon with`  a little sign on it. She said she found the meeting 
very coafuiing, and hard to follow what was zoing en. She said people could ask 
questions. -She said that the people.who attended the meeting appeared to her to 
be lonely people or people wht aeededebelp, but they had cone to the-wrong place. 
she said they were :mostly au "odd-ball" or beat nick type of person. She felt 

- as' though she didn't fit in with the group. 

• In spite of her feelings,         began processing.. The came site was 
Y,.' 	used for this. She said.  that there were two absolutely plain rooms off the larger 

,7on7 used for meeting.--Sue said the larger roomeuasenot much larger than the 
conOined living-and-  dining rooms- in the row house where she lives with ter 
parents. The plain rooms tadno pictures, no drapes-only a desk and two chairs. 
fence:le - who do the processing are called auditors.. The fee for processing is 

for three hours. TT. 1.3 recommended by the cult that one take 300 hours of 
rocessing. .She doesn' remember just how much processing she sot, but she 
said it was between, 

doesn't remember 
and 5250 dollars worth, stye finelle stooped because 

' she became so depresed mentally that she was crying every day.:' 
_tee 

en her second or thirdyisite• 	 said she had to take some sort of an 
ICI test, end or several times'after- thai.-  She said that Scientology claims 
it can raise one's ICI:. and so'frequent:tests. are given to determine this. .She 
found this very depressing mentally. 

a 

,ebile being processed,-she said she had to hold on to two metal cans, about the 
size of cans which contain cat food, one in each hand. She was told to squeeze 
the cans tightly. The auditor asks, "what have you done to someone?" The 
auditor observes a needle attached to the meter and cans he is using. if there 
is no - reaction on tie meter, the- Auditor asks-next. ";;flat has someone done to 
you?" As soon as the meter shpws some reaction;  you are supposed to talk 
• about that subject; 	• 	 • 	 • 

=....._ .............__............."said that she dfeaded goind !or processing so numb that she 
lound encuses for not mind, such as being, sick, or having to work. She said 
You are supeosod to tell the auditor if you don't like his lcocs 6F. if you 
ton't like him in any way. She said the auditor will tell you to get up from 
your chair and go over and put your hands on the call. 2i you don't do just as 
he tulle 7DII, he 	 you and makes yOu sit down right opposite bin and eo 
through the sane notions that he does. She said tee seditor would say, "Stand 
up. walk over and touch the wall" and "touch wall, tern. around" - all in a quiet 
but very commending tone of voice. 	he said that once she tried to run out of 
the re= and the auditor forcibly made her stay in the room._ The auditor would 
sah also, 'To make the able more able." She said the auditor wouldn't let you 
go out of the resm until the needle on the meter 	 ply more. _she 

.en became co depreseed mentally that she would cry in the rcon. 
- 



CO 

• 

	  ,red tat she didn't know O. any religious angle tosci.atology. 

 

said e?.ear az 	could see,-they had 
Che worh "love" a: "hate" or "God" or. 

cv.:r erne a:1y clains CC Scientology curing 
racIposed to help by tria;iag up everything.  
hushaad.clpined ::hat L2 could re,:•euaer the 
auditor was always stressing "Awareness." 

no religion. Ste said they nave: 

	

"3lhle." Neither did  	
physical diaeasee. 3hc --" 4+ was 
3i3C2 childhood. She said ter 
day ht was burn. Ste 	the 

• 

  

     

     

        

        

        

that 5112 33d to hold the cans. every time the,: 51;ewas processed. 
said vuoi. an anizteur any process anuthcl amateur. She said rht.ordimazili' 

. door to he larger roam W23 always closed'and 	 end zte could neva-- 
-Iderstand th4 s. She said that half the tine'the al:zdtors used such jargon 

that she didn't know what they were telhing about.• 

Iccordina to 	 the term "?re-clear" is 2-;•plied tcone just starting 
out in nrocessinz. Ti:e tern "Glear"'is used when everything is off the 
mind and she said - there axe very .few "Clears." she said that you don't. 
to be a "Clear" in ardor to be an: auditor. She said that another cardinal . rule- 
c± Scientology is tbatyou can't process any one free of charge. Everyone, 
including friends and relatives have to pay . money. 	' 	• 

.............. . . . . . ' - said _that when she married her husband he owed G1:300 for processing 
a. n she pad or .`,?OD o« ... thebill as she hates debts-taaging over her head. He 
cased this 54 1.1  to 	-- 

	 -said that -herihuShandr.ta 	 and at present  be is 

    

   she a-ere:red to bin as 2n odd-bail.  

    

    

    

• 

   

;17,J dilt ';-”!t to 117e with. She said_ than the whole cult is hard-headed. She 
you can't reasonwith them.. 

• • • 
	  said: that 	 Was 2 auditor in New Tort. Also 	 
	 ::ere auditors. -She,  has forgutteUYtheir lost nzne. 	 

	showed me an article about Salentology which appeared in THE 
- - SATT;.DAY '77111VING POST, March 21, 1964, page.81.-.9lso, she (;rave me a photocopy . 

of pu article in the NEW ;'CRS TIMES, December. 3, 1953. Ste have 'me two other 
piccea of literature, both-put out by the Hubbard Comunications Office, 1017 
1 9th St., II.IlL'I'leshingtoa 9, D. C. and saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, Sussex, 

Oneis "Toll CAN DR a:;-7,Rr" andihe other is "C.:77nLIC 7777 W OF SCI 7vTOLCG7." 
• 

According to 	 she could still Gobach for processing. She said that 
is the rood and nrug.Adniniatration wanted an7 particular inormation and wanted 
to jay her exyenses, she could prcbably et it, alone as far as she :`.-sot's, she 
is still in rood. standing 	the orranization. She said she could have .aiven. 

=C-11 
 

:_ore✓ literatnre, ii only she had saved it. 

ELMER 2.1. Gq.= 
Inspector, ?hila. District 

7:1:13n7,4: Literature (2 pieces) ne'ispaper article. 

•E-7; n:P'tt'iirn1"-"cr 	wog"- 175-R:frAlustITc" 4.rrecre• 	
- 	• 

........ 	 ......... 	• 	, 



DIRECTOR, eALT1ORE DISTRICT 	 November 22',, 1968 

Washington, D. C. Resident Post Founding Church of Scientology    '' 

Washington, D. C. 

Soecial investiaation 

Scientology 

.. 	, 
. 	, 	

. 	.-.. 
• :Y.'. 

.:- 	-• 	 . 

 

 

   

On this date I received a phone assignment fiom Food & Drug Officer 

Ryan of 3artimore District to'contact 	  
	 and obtain 

any information they-might:have.on Scientology Patients. 	 ---. • 

. 	. 

Upon arriving at.    I spoke with, 	  

    They stated that in July, 1368 	 

	'had arrived at 	 and expressed a desire to 	  

. 	" • • 	•- 

In early November 	 received a phone call..from his mother stating. 7- 

thatipoth she and 	 had received Scientology "disconnect"- letters-from , ,, 

their son in which heindicated that he.was now a Scientologist,and was breaking.,- --,.. 

- 	 - - 

	 visited him at his new living quarters at  

Scientology Headquarteis,. 1812- 19th-  Street', N, W., Washington; 	while .T). 

still friendly he refused:to-return to 	 and would not:see 

DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE/RC-100: 

AT 	Mr. Rankin 	- 

For ;our information. 

HT?:cp 

  

H. T. PRICE, JR.. 	- 
Supervisory Inspector 

December 30, 1368 	- 

  
  

  

  

  

CF.-cc-RC-100 
cc--‘ ash RP 

  

 
  

  

 

  

 
  

  

 

  



prilECTOR, DALTIORE DISTRICT-11/ 22/63 	 2. 

parents or speak with them. He reportedly hates his parents and will 
have nothing to do with then. 	  

	At 	the time they visited=  ,,,, 	....  Scientology  Headquarters the 

	

'uncle-  lived 	 His  uncle, 	 can-be 
reached a.- 	 . 	_ 

approximateVYT-the  same age-as[  	

have nothing to do with them since joining Scientology. 

   He reportedly alitihates his parents and wilt', 

	

   _  

On returning to the office.  1.was informed that this assignment had been 
modified-therefore: no further interviews were made.. 

MICHAEL. D. KENNEDY; 256' .  
Inspector,,Ealtimore District 

1DK:cp 



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

/T 	 7 
ern 0 Tet 12 a 7.71 7.71 ASST=ENT 

TO 	C.= lb:SF:IC:TOR 
	

DATE: January 7, 1969 

FROM : 	Cor.piiance Branch 
Founding Church of Scicatoloe.y • 
Washin.icon, D.C. 

SUEJECT: 	OO1.- 	V, Sc_ 	to 
	

11.2=i4) 

Mt. Tom Rica, LOC, called Monday, January 6, 1569 regarding the 
subject matter. He reported that they had reviewed Inspector 
K-nnedy's November 22, 1963 memo and would: lihe a limited amount 
of additional investigation. 	• 

 

    

    

	

recuested that we contape 	
	 is the father of onc of the 
inaividuels reported to-the U. S. Attorney's office by 	  

    Nr. Rice suggested that we. discuss this 
matter 	 along the lines of what he knows about the 
use of the S-_..ter in this matter; that in), whether he Las any t vsthdnd 
information that it is being used as a drug or as a device. 

He also suggested that we proceed,as previously planned, with a limited 
investigation of the Founding Church of Scientology, 7.Cashington, D.C. 

This investigation would be limited to an incognito visit to determine 
.h.at type literature is being currently distributed by the organization. 

N. J. RYAN 

January 7, 1969 

, 	 . 

This assignment is to be completed in accordance with th1s—zezio 
and your telephone discussion with Mr. Ryan on 1/7/69. 

0 t--1,--1_;2,•rn• 
BUEL M. WALTERS 
Chief Inspector, Balt-DO 

    

U.S. 	s bonds Rec....tar 	the Tri.• 	)7••cs Ph::: 

        

        

        

        

        

TO: WASHINGTON RESIDENT POST 
Attn: Inspector Michael D. Kennedy 



..;HECTOR, SALTIliORE DISTRICT 

i;shington, D. C. Resident Post 

'I, Scientology 

January 22, 1969 

  

Founding Church of Scientology 
Washington, D. C. 
(CF#11,234) 

  

  

In resonse to the attached assignment memo dated 1/7/69 I visited-the 
Headquarters of the Founding Church of Scientology at 1312 19th Street, 

W.,.Washington, D. C..on 1/3/69, As I approached the Scientology 
Headquarters I noticed students distributing leaflets on a nearby street 
corner. I obtained one entitled "Advance Reservation for the Free World' - 
Congress" (See-Exhibit 1) and used this Scientology leaflet as an excuse 
for my visit to-Scientology Headquarters... On arriving at 1312 19th Street. 
i entered the building and spoke with the receptionist. I stated that I - 
had been handed-the pamphlet attached. as Exhibit 1 on a nearby street 
corner and was interested*.  learning mole about the Scientology Organl- 

'Lhe asked what I-knew of the organi:ation and I responded that I khew 
very little but had on occasion been handed -pamphlets on the street in the 
Dupont Circle area. She seemed quite pleased by this and escorted me to a .  
desk marked Cashier. - A man in 	 name'an 

1..lantified myself as  'atnan Kennedy and-listed my address as 1733 N Street, 
(N. W., Washington; D. C.,:-'Though the address is correct I used the name 

/Nathan because to my knowledge there is no Nathan Kennedy in Washington, D. /- 
(51. and  no phone-listing -for  a Nathan Kennedy in this area --!-The cashier filled - 
out a receipt and-markedjt No 	rge saying t at . Would give me a. six 
month introductory membership in the organization which would entitle-me to • 
buy books and pamphlets at a 20% discount. - He stated- that this membership 
card would also allow me to attend.several free lectures. He invited me to' 
attend an introductory lecture held everyday both afternoon and evening. 

TO: DIVISION OF CASE- GU)DANCE/RC-I00. 
ATTENTION: Tom Rice 	. 

This is the report o 	nsoector Kennedj2  limited investigation of 
Scientology which you requested during your January .6  call  to Baltimore 
District  Compliance Branch. His contact with, 	 As  f_IA__.-egfoted.  	 _  

	

( 	 have  no knowledge  of the E-Heter aTii14-)ts use on(f.7-i:eir son 	
	 :had  stated that the E-Meter  was being used on' 		 ..,....— 

....... 
hie will continue forwarding Scientology literature to you as receiveoL 

and will make no further investigation unless directed otherwise.. 

c:3-cc-DCG/RC-1C0  

•-:.;_'ash a? 

H. T. PRICE,- JR. - 
Supervisory Inspector 
..!ailuary 27, 1969 



3ALT1IORE DISTRICT--I/22/59 	 2. 

The free pass to this introductory lecture is attached as Exhibit 3.- . 
The cashier then escorted me to 1810 19th Street, N. W., where on the 
second floor I was introduced to a girl named Judy Acon (This name maybe 
misspelled) who said that she would fill out my introductory membership 
card. She filled out the pink card with the name Nathan Kennedy, the-  ,. 
previous days date (1/7/69) and the words None at Present in the space.,  
provided for level of Scientology Training. She Insisted that 1 sign 
the reverse side of the card In her presence and place my fIght thumb 
print on the front side of the card.: She did not, attempt to obtain a 
copy of either my signature or thumb print.. A copycof%this card.ls 
attached to this memo as Exhibit 2. I have retained the original card 
in my possession. At this.  point I returned to the organization's book 
store in the,1812 19th. Street building and placed- the name Nathan Kennedy . 
on the organization's mailing list.. The leaflets attached to this report•...i. 
as Exhibits 4•through 7 were obtained from the..book store at no- charge. 
All other-publicatlons on hand were.for.saleand consequently copies were. 
not obtained.. 

Both the cashier and the receptionist who are located in the book store 
arta were reluctant to enter into any.further discussion of Scientology,. 
its effect on disease or. the E-Meter....I was informed that if I wished  
to learn more I should start attending the lectures and buying the various 
books on sale:. At this point I left the building and returned to the 

. Resident Post.  

During the course of my visit ,1 did not sign any forms for the organi 
zation, enter into any contracts .or make any. payments to them.. 

In response to the second portion of the attached assignment memo_dated 
1/7/69 I visited 	  
on 1/13/6/1 -    and 	 Pre the parent of 
	 nreliber or the Scientology Cult (See Eiy memo2fLUZ22/68) 	 ------, 



DI RE:TOR, BALTIMORE 

. 
. 
	 . 	

, 	. 	
.,

_. •,• •• 	 _ 	.. 

	

   stated that members. of: the-:Scientol logy Organizat ion had apparently- - 
• • 

picked: up 	in the: Georgetown 	area of• Washington, D. C. and interested him::::: 
in theiScl entOlogy:Organ 'tat; on7,:.- 	 'were:  not awa re,. Of' hi  s ----:----. 
involvement:wi thHSciegtoidgy.unt FL i a te: October i 1968 ,H:: At :that- tire /7 .____- .-- 

• • 	• 	. 

talked  with.:the ,"Ethic-SlianYWhom she:: knew on l y:-as_Doug at the:Sclento-':: 
• 

I ogy Headquarters.:_: She: told j.himthar=7=7  
: -:,':and- askedHthat.he'ibe released, froM/ ihe organi zat ion:, ,She:- 

''stated: that she' threatened. to gO:to±the-  proper .authorl tJ es unless 	was  

• released.- - Doug, • who she describedyast  tal l.  and:  learir said :that all 	 
•• • 	 • . 
	were a ba.-IchJ  Of .quacksand*that Scientology*Oould heal any -problems.• ,:  
- might:have: : 	  stated that Doug Went-:on :to say that'Sceintology* 

-: wi l . hea l everything.' :. Short] y- a f terL:th I s - y i s 1 tThoth,.. 	 
received Scinetology Disconnect - Letters fromAheir son,, ,,,,,, ,,,,, :The . grand-j. 

-,. 
parents .and numerous relatives.`. on, both sides- of 	 faMily have - - 
received Di sconnect,Letters, according to 	  

. 	• 

	 stated that she :visi tedScientology Headquarters again during 
the week .of -1/6/69 and was Shecked,,a t her; son's. appearance" and-:. 1 oss :of 

we I ghin L-She y i sl ted T t he Sc 1 entokogy:Pgani  za t 3 on : after several ya t temptsH1:- 
to centact,„„„,by phone•enci.f;41-led... 	missed an appointment .with:- 

,,,,,,, 	 'stated,that 
- needed- dente 1:.:work:,and,;:hadcnetooth:_that.'peeded fi Wng-.badly ;:She 

went onto 'state that=77=7=1S:Currentlyunder. d.21 year coot ractito:Worki,,1 
. for the 'Scientology Organization and: tha tts he: is very wort-  ied:due te:s ignS::

. 
 

. of falling health. in her son. She 'stated- thatthek Sc i entol ogy Organization   
. has milked hlm.of his savings' 'of over-$800,00as well as his car, watch., I, ' , 

- ski ing. equipment ,. and virtually 'everything, of-value- that he had_ ever owned,* 

. 	• 	______ ,,,,,, ............, 

	 stated that neither ' she nor   had any knowledge of= T 
the E-Meter or its use by the organization... , She 	stated that they had nevr, - 

_ 

	

e 	.••-• 
• seen any device being used. on or 'b 'the'  r .son- ............... ---- Shs stated •that her-: . 

sonr-----  .......  and her three daughters 	 / Mi.ght y have- some  

know ledge-of the device  frorythe I r occasional i conversat 1 ons: with  v----  ......... 



DI-ECTOR, SALTINORE DISTRIC
T-1/22/69 	

4. 

	

ccn acted, 	 again on 1/16/69 to determin
e whether!.;,____ 	

son 	or her daughters had any kno
wledge of the E-:rietar. She

 stated 

thatlerdaughter„ 	
had told her that during one

 of her visits to 

c' 	  at the Scientolo
gy Organization he had told.

her that the E-Meter 

was tieing used on him and m
any of the other people visi

ting Scientology 

Headquarters in Washington._
  She stated that_ 	_.;;_

had not actually seen 

the device in use andi    h
ad apparently not gone into

 any detail as 

to how the device was used o
r•what recommendati.ons were

 made for it.  

	 informed me thatt 	 

7.0 

Copies of a Medical Record A
uthorization form signed by 
	 are 

attached to this memo as  Ex
hibit 8: These authorization

s are of 'Question-- 

able value however since 	
 is twenty-three'years old.  
	

	

Cobli)lndicated that ther'l
was a strong possibility th

at her son 	 

might be reclassified and d
rafted Into the Army and th

at both she and ' 

	were hoping that if this cou
ld be arranged it would brea

k 

his connection. with the. Sci
entology Organization. 

4,3 
MICHAEL D. KENNEDY, 256 

Inspector; Baltimore Distric
t 

MDK:cp 

(oict.) 

• 
. 	

. 

. 	

. 

• .. • 
. 	- 	. 	• 	• 	

• 
. 	 • 
• 

. 	 - . 

. 	
• • • 

, 	
- • • 

• 

Encl. 
Cy of Memo Dtd. 1/7/69 

Exhibits 1-8 

: 	,==-77.77-rataaceerourcisz1/4-sritz-trnaTw. riser. „ 	1-=‘te- 

• 



   

 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDLICAT!ON, AND 'AELFAP,E 
FOOD AND DRUG ADmINISTRATION 

 

    

AUTHORIZATION FOR MEDICAL RECORDS DISCLOSURE 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

You are hereby authorized to furnish the United States Food and Drug Administration 

all information and copies of any and all records you may have pertaining to (my case) 

(the case of 
Name • 

Relationship to )ou 

including, but not limited to, medical history, physical reports, laborato:y rep.:mts and 

pathological slides, and X-ray reports and films. 

• 

pnre) 	 (Signare) 

:3) 

FORM FD-461 (Rev. 3'17) 
EDITION OF C..-"O‘: MAY es USED 1.2:47!,_ 4.27P_ 
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----------- --- -- -- .........................  ...... 	 ;:cv_A 

- • 	 ••"s 	 "---tOr-r-c' -5"  2.1-1 

115 uifl supposedly c.o. 

. 	 hu:sband scr.-ects to uoll 
t.) 	 tr. 

:._3 7 1  fa ;do icie.--.tology. 

	 1:L11 rAt 	tir:es. 	T1.-Le 
f-corl the 	 trip to 	 fi.e.corclin,-.: tr. 	  

his jzie  01-fly becalce 	 no; ricd 

1= `,1 	 hal iljo 	 Sh-3 

:lade 	sir --Li incr.:no to z returns 04-ofore th,..e.y arc :filled out JU tre-p.:nt her 

0.1. -I- • 

joihed Scicr/tole;;y-  of itprove 1,1;r:scif. 

1101.--1,` I1C-1 	 LIC:t 	 711:11;:::UaLl 

rovca._ the act/iv-it/L.3 of ti-le L•ciuntoleaLz,- 

r 

1;2, 	 tiers C-.)1"):.:2.d fr.:71 reCOr.i.i r-a712 	 to 	y 

fr:rt!rrii C;4"  301 	sli 

- ,,,,, • 	 tha 1—sfetors And Iitcraturce 

(2) Loco: d 	32::;::t _:ter L. P:on 	 6, 19::12.. A Jar' tcrtnt cr, $ohn 
L;cierilt„..ole -  c.:,,nec.etcyj 	 • 

(3) iz The 	L  Church cf Scicntoloccr? 

zosli.nst 	 110 

() Le5tcr. 	 Tjarvey, De.:uty 	 to vicr:atoT 3. Caleb Taozcs 

-Lo 	CO:::11 .1:-1:lt ':ode by 2--abort 	:711,-,1121ord 
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rc-2f 7a::J. CeliNS2L'S 
	 11/13/56 

?:Irs. J. Sisk 

This in2oration was phoned to General Counsel on 11/13/66 

1:y inspector Dsnisl 	ahneringer. 

JOHN 3. COX 

-BaltiXyan 

DIRRCTOR., laBBIPRR DISTRICT 
	

1I 5/oo 

Tz:ioactor D. C. Behneriager 	Mending next:a oZ Sciantolegy 
.".tapector Sobs B. ?owsi1 

Sa=ple No. 4093V 
Nnbbard B. 'cleter 

) 

In accordance withMemorandum- of Talaphane Conversation dated 
710-tembier 5, 1966 het-ti-:en Mr. N. J. flyer, Food. and !)rn Officer, Balti=ore 
;i:itz-ict and Hr. Donald M. Taylor, 2ood .. and Drag Officer, aenver Distrtzz, 
inspector "well and =yaeli visited 	 
	 on this date.' 

	 stated tat he .aras williog !zo teatil7 Lor the 2ood 

lctrer he wrote to 	  
statai that Ile could not find :lin copy of the nttni L2e,.rata to the 
	 and be did not rezaed,or exactly Witat he Ltad 

ztated in the let ter. 

	..a.....l2..b-..Z'l  r r" -2^-,Z..r1-5-c.r. -̂̂ r  • • 	. . 	.. fn .. ..-r-ri.e.." tYsTr-n•Og .- 4-.-.»...Ait-ctiszo.tanatiwrsr.-tntver ,̂•••ave."..,,,..- 
. . 	. .... .. . • - • 	....... 	. . .... .. 	 . 

• 
. 	. 	.... .. . ... 	.. . . ..... . 

. 	. 	' 	 . 

	

. .. . 	. 	. • , 	 . 	. 	..... 	 .... .. 	.. 	. 	 .... .. 	 . 

- 	
. . 	... .. .  	... . . 	.. . 	 . 

	

. 	 - 



1)711",=?R, LE vTa D157.11CT 
43r3igi-u'obard 11. n?-tOr 
11117/Sa 
PaE:,e 2 

	

lin discussed theose of the  R.  :Yetar 1,' the deceased; 	
	..ith his hrOtner,   Ha stated that be did tot 
..nni,,  if hia brother_ 	had used the'dev4ce ..it that he had seen 
am eloctronic instrueent utast 	described as a type of 
deflce t'aet mould piC* up weak'llec 	. c currents, that it vas being used 
by 	 -.Wed =is rooqrmats. The rooernatesa name is -town. 

• During the conversation -with   he stated that his 
opinion al a layman use that ary 	r.lic.al  attention squid 'sot have el-sr-zed 

	

the Zaet that his brother 	

Luria; the conversation, me mere inforved by. 	  
__at 1-4s brother.  after twit cut of money Ln 	v4nt to another 

!.-cti that his brother bed stated to   	1that 	toes in a 
me:try poor state of health.' 	tart stated that '-his brother in 
	 .eflht know ire ~bout the actions of 	

during the time that ha wes taking this "c092:84" at the Church of 
trilogy to  ' 	- - - 

	 a 	 

.•+,••••• 

While interviewing_ 	 he stated that he nomld be 

	

attending an electronics school in, 	
	starting cm December 5th and ending on December 10th, 1966. 

	 did not know what formalities he noula have to 
nu thyau,z“i! he waa delivered 'a subpoena in renard to the above stele 
17,-Caer. F 	  
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UNITEDISTATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
DATE: November 23, 1966 TO 	: DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 

FROM : S. Elsbree, Norfolk Resident 	 Founding Church of Scientology 
Washington, D. C. 

SUBJECT: 	 Deceased 

(Refer Food and Drug Officer Ryan/Norfolk 
Telephone Request 11/15/66) 

concerning any 

knoiiTe-dge that he might have with respect to ' 	brother's contact 

with the Founding Church of Scientology. 	 stated that_ he 

had only seen his brother on two occasions, while 	  	 resided 

in Washington, D. C. He recalls two addresses_ 	 

in the years 1958 through 1959 	 recalls that his brother 

found out about the Founding OiltifUlrOfSeientology while in Texas and 

moved to Washington to work as 	'''''''''''''''''  -Snd attend on a part-time 

basis the Founding Church of Scientology.:-''''''''''''  ------'--stated that he 

never did see the Hubbard ErMeter but recalls that his_brother had several 

books about the Founding Church of Scientology.     did state 

that he remembers seeing some books about the Founding Church of Scientology 

in :his brother's apartment and - that later after his death the books were 

returned to his father's 	 He recalls one conversation with 

his brother in which he asks:====what he could accomplish with the 

training he received at the Founding Church of Scientology. His brother 

stated that once he got a license that he could hang  his shingle anywhere.  

	

The books maybe located at the parent. home, 	

TO: GENERAL COUNSEL, ATTN: M. J. RYAN 

For your information as requested. 

id la-4,-- 
W. 	ROVE 
Supervisory Inspector 
Baltimore District 
11/30/66 

WRG:mjd 

- As requested by, 	District telephone call of November 15, 1966 

I contacted 	  

	 -bra-Tel:ear the arctige-d 



       

           

           

   

	 Deceased 

  

   

___cuing Church of Scientology 
Povember 23, 1966 P. 2 1  

           

           

	 does remember that his brother haiLa roommate named 
who also went to the Founding Church of Scientology while working as a 
	  La tar; 	 rurnished 
me with a home address of this roc:lactate,' 	  
	 believes that 
this is 	  

	 thought that another brother, 	 . 
   a.principal at the local high 	 . 	— 	. 	 

efhool, mii.ht be able to provide additional informationsecarding 	  

	

.1 	activities since he believes';haft 	visited 	-Yore often.  	
	also mentioned that a sisterk._ 	  
	 'May have additional information. about 	
association with the Founding Church of Scientology.: 

	 noted that'Soth: nad-he  and his brother,    were 
rssoonsible for 	 final treatment at 	  

	

    Hd noted that his parents were sanewhat bitter after 
	 but that  his  parancs probably could be interviewed 

	

.if necessary at their home in 	

S. ELSBRZE 086 

SE/pp 

cc: Norfolk 



Febraw 7, 1953 

• • _ 	•.• _ 
	 tazted that.,-..Zater,  :on 	 tried 0,:develoi, a port. ton of.. • 

L'cient ology 	 ref:fptont , 	  

ze-...7n as it-cc-reps 	 3 :-. 3.7.9.14C.  	jaa:a..-7 25, 

tVii} fonard rfl-Fintag infarmation as soon as a7P41Pble: 

37TISTaii CP 7v".  57-ATOF1 

: Mr. W.1.1-1- 

are fonirci 

. 	,  
..,:•..ector Chicaii..) District 	 -Fe br !Lary 4, 1 953 

Lcilayette 27 on Hubbard, 

0. Sherlan  	 .70:..stdino CI:urch of So ic.ento2og
. 
	

zi 
Di. 	riDut ion Center, Ste. 

 	...... 

;Rift: )125/63 as Part' of Dalt' 1/24/5-3 inve.st !gat i or. of above. perty 
or j7on -lzrzt I cern-3 requ-ests an. interview with 	  

f'he nssignment indl.cates  that ni.4 party :wrote -  to the'  Administration 

	

to 	effect that sne  	
are- open-. to us - zn• connection wi,:h the abot'e cc 

She stated' the science:of 	i entologu ..is being misused., 
• 

   was -  first'rinterviewed'at her-residence at the above 
caress on January 30.,:. -1/963 -.and again-on. the. 31st. She is--the wife 

_ 	. 

As 2.,ack.ground 	 lshoed me that her hu_sbond is I tatted  

"7?:o i s .47.te,  in 	
,r 

 the idwest 	He is listed  as a grad:zate of 	 

	

 	 He hes zror.;:ed ct  the.  

	 had four 'years 'of science in high school 
ar.i icter studied ct bisiness]aChooLe zoos e...tpLoyed as-a sesre- 
,2:ary in 	  

. 	. 	 .• 
f:rst- - learned of ScientoZogy• thrts.-her husband'. • -. Together-  they, 

•..7777'01 Zed:  in •a: course: t:oStudy Scientology, about-. 1954. .-1' group of, 
.2bout: o or. . 7;•seople. frie t',  a t.••-- their,-teSidence .  inhere the- course- =a 

„:”. 4-093 .1:T:2hbard H:..11eter 



2/4/63 February 4, 1963: • 
Lafayette Ron Hubbard u  

• Founding Church of ScientologY 
.Distribution Center . 
Etc.: 	• 

0 93 TT • 

'Hubbard. 27 'fetter'. 

?his co.urse• cost about., -,51)-8,00 for •he.r and her husband s. The•basia.  ..• book .was Dianetics; the 1.1odernSciende of 22'ental.Health by L, Ron. 
Hub,bard publ ished by:Hermitage House; :Meth. York. _ : She• showed Me- . 
certificates standing on. the mante[ .inyher-iiving 	 showed-r 

• that both she and.)-herhusbar-djare Hubbard Certified ... Audit-orgy' .tiers..::..• 
...is  dated 12/12/56., -. Her • c er t If tcatenwnber is '''''' '''''''''' ••••••••• '''''''''''''''' 	''''''''''''' 	'''''' •- . 

 

  

. „ . 

 

  

1so used in. the course was ,a mimeographed: booklet -,'Scientology,. 
2-8003 the Discover and.Increase of t  Life..iTherg-g.7 by L. Ron Hubbard.: 

7Founding. of a .Church.,S-::.• -  

The first professional.degree is that of Audi tore. At .the beg 
0 ,7' .t .? 	 ''''''''''''''''''' 	''''''' Imade :it clear that al though ..she• 
degree..of Auditor. she 'is rt.  ora'practicing Auditory thet • she..does-...•-1-  
not.'Auditaipeople professionally:(16 r moncy).-,  The nembers:'.of • .-
Scientology :receive. a .; periadica Z• which.: ia.  published at:, irregular 
int env.: 2.2 end is ent it red 	Z t 	• 	 _ snowed Ira.  e : a•card•:,  
which . indicates she-  is-:.a.,..Member.. of ZUSbard -  Association of Scientolo‘; , : sts, Ire.. 

 • • 	..:•.• .• 

A t • one t 1;48. durintef:Mieting of-the : people whg are interested.in .  
Sc tent al ogy. a..nropoSat -.zoos ma de_.  to organize, a Church of Scientology ... of IIZirois, 

	

	_ 	 •inqUired:as. to-aihy:  theY should 
:_oragni se this • as- a• church 'she= was. told;` by a woman a ad i tor named.. 

----    that the :pUrpase3 was,-.;_t -o keep policemen  f ram- 
znquir i.ng orrmeddr ing 	 practices,:.' 2Th is.:-puzzl ed. 	
	because.she Could. not-see the.HLConnection between a ..sc tense 	• 
car 	 a Church.   address book listed the 	 maiden ruin-Le. • 

	

of 	  when• she • I ived 	
nave did not•hav tile present 

. _1.2-7dreS3 of this party but she did-  have-  one for
,.  
'''' ' 

'' 	' 

-?long the • Zater•degrees or steps in Scientology 
"Clearing". from reading certain booklets the 
"auditing" to-"recan" block •er.grams. wi'dch must 
Then a person has been 'cleared" he is apparent 
mental. inhibitions or;psychOlogical blocks; the 
physical abilities are ate-  thel.r• peak. Any-7ny; 
interviewed an azzi I tor. namedi 	 on the 
The address in her address bc-iok is virtually it 
-;sd a mintster's certificate hanging on the wal 
,:.•;:d there was one for another person. ;Then r s 
	 'she recalled that this was correct 

is a process of 
process involves 
be "cleared." 

Zy free from all 
n his mental and 	- 
she and her  husband 

_ 	
of this-  office 

uggested the name, 
His name is 
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Founding Church of Scientology 
Etc. 

4-0O3 7 
it.z"ubbard 2 Meter 

	as in our assignPlent. 
determzngd that *seeded auditing:and . that it would  prgbabh tans about 3 we 	 ..eks. to -"clear her'... The fee for this deter-' 	..... _ 77:i 7:C t i on !Las :1319.00.. 	.. 

	 'had been:attending regular business eneetings of the 	 
organiaation at an address;on.the 	 for about a year. 	• 
cittendance at the business t:e.eting w--3 by written. Insitation only 
so that they 	that anyone present tsould be a fully accredited 
auditor. Lecture meetings are ope.n to the public. During these  
12usinoss meetings they became acouainted with a wan ;clown as. 	  

	 claimed that in addition to being a qualified auditor 
for Scientolocy that he had:a diplo,-ta to practice psychoanalysis. 

	

Thejee for  clearir:g- 		 was paid in .advance In the -amount: _ 	. 

	 =S al lowed to proceed with 
her a:/-dit  since ins:: wanted their.vioney's -worth for that ?thick 

‘11"—nxras"rrni="....r --3flr—Ir=tn-477- 	 --r -Er— 

" 	• ' 	 ' 
. 	.... 	 . 

Jr. 	. 
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.r.. 	-.- 
. _ 	. 	 . 

Hubbard 2 Meter 	• 	. 	 ..- 	*.. 	' 	- -.- .:- ,*- 
..,....- 

	

	 _. 
...... _. 

...... ._. ...... 
_ had c /ready been  paid.. Vert) shortly it became apparent to  	

. ..... :..... 
. 	................. ___t;lat 

1.-.2as not following •the methods orescribed. by .-- 	...... 

Sci,rniology  as vaev Knew  it. 	 ...... ....... . 	... :::: 
4 

. 	. . 	 . 	• 	 - - 	- 

It should. be explained at :this:tiMe that the process- of aUditing 
consists of commands, given. by J-he - auditor to_the - subject,:whi le . 
the subject holds in his_handsv.two electrodes of the E-Miter. • . 	.. 

-. • iL.)3e first.  commands. are 	:for-  orientation,-such as "Look 	
. . 

	

at the t - 	-  
door.  Thank you.- Look at the. ceiling. Thank you. Think of a . • . - _ . 

-moment of 'pleasure."* Then .if the. subject- in :thinking of this mogw1t. 
- . 	of plaa.ture-.doesnat-reeponcL truthfully the 	will. reaiater  

rf:a this defection:i''-.She'Showed'mea meter Which belongs to- 	.. 
.and is .labeled.:as.  "Hubbard Electrometer for' use-1n SotentolocicaL• - 
. clearing.. ".. She was eventually' able to' find a _manuc I for this device- 
:,,lich• rus 116 pages.(--  ;Then she first tp/d Tie of the meter: she called 
It an Electropsycho4:eter and showed-.me a'Manual„"Electropaychometerx" 
.:y Volneu G. Mathisoni:Lcs Angeles, .Cal ifornia. - It showed a picture 
of an entirely-  differentYdevichen :1-  protested that this .7:anuaZ 
Wa;."3 for a different deviCe:she:finally..found the correct manual-which 
she 'showed me the next:day.:* .:1-;:.----; • - -• 	 . 	. 

In the intervalHbetweenmy twointervieu 	 :had ascertained 
front her husband .that 'he boughft_histglectrometer in the summer of 
1359 at --17ashirzgton,:•D.C.:-..‘fron.I3 Wingate, then of Phoenix, Arizona..? 

• It cost $76. She shoued:me•-tii-e. manual entitled "The Hubbard.  - 
. • 	- EZectrorneter :by john'Sanbornhnsed on research and developcient. by 

L. 	Eon Hubboird0.7: 1959,j all' rights resethed-.-H ..... _ .... 

	 complaints to her husband were /unavailing.  as  he • 
considered .thdt it only shored all the more that 	 was 
In ::ore need of clearing. 	 • 	 - 

. 	. . 	 . 	. • - 	 . 	 . 	 . 	_ .. 	 • 	• 	.- 	- 
    began to threaten' -to telephone the police and eventually.. 

	

--.7,i'4  so: however, she was overheard on the telephone byi ... „ ....... _  	
    Before the two• pol:cemen arrived at the house,',_,_. ,, 
	picked her up bodily and carried her fighting all the qty 
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WCS the wcy they.rreated/Peoplex-who Were psychotic.- 
	 i:egsn to telephone other auditors and complained about- - 

	

L-77.a. treatment  she was reaeivinglii. She telephoned one named 	

	

    wgao telephoned. - 
-herhusoand- ond-remindect.himthat_after-aZZ this: Ls:his- 	 - 
She wrote to the iirashIngton,HD:C.. offtee Of:-Scientalegy. - She 
telephoned - 	,, - 	,, 	 her,-  	.z don't think you arci:  

• in_aane... Are you willing_to:go:on.withtherAuditr Since her 
husband zxs sidinc-with 	)she,: i=s - obliged to go on: with the--  r 
audit. There ens a:room:.oh.the.:second floor ditch vas if-zed as - 
an office in which the auditing.  was done- -She st‘ited that at 
lecst : on one occassion,when she told====„1that she did- not 7.,,tnt 
to proceed with the..audit) ,]Lo grabbed by the arm and forcibly pulled 
her into-:the - auditing 

- 	, 
told me she:went to the Lawyer's-Referral Service and - 7 

considered filing for.divorce. durino this time of troubleShe 
said I could verify this'll-I wished by contacting that agency. 
PossiblV her complaint to the-;Pashington headquarters bore 
since eventuallu:she and.ber husband  were asked.to come to local .- - 
headcuarters on the  near ,,, - ,,, -  	and see 4_  

	  interp 4  ,el rd  
..1., 	 

	 alone and -then sent..them- out and talked-to 	
clone. Then they. called - them- all-in4oJether including the_three.  

	

children.     told '   to move out of 	
hcce, that his certificate its no longer in order.       then 
left her home sometime in.  Auoust. of 1961. Lly notes indicate _that 

	

„ 	, 	 e.tated that. 	::: ..:::first went' to ihes....cddress at(. 	

.2302.41   moved into an apartment with 
his afildress 

• 

t:awever,  they had not heard the  and of‘   He appeared 
• -     

cnd 	tried to 	_ '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 	 „„Alatmina to bel 	  
The4 - 	"authorities permitted him to seer.  '''''''''''''''' 	........ in their 
presence and when they denied any relationship, theywatched htil 
go walking down the road. The;. 	. *:authoritles telephoned 

upstairs and dropped her: into  a chair. lleanwhile-when the two _.-• 
officers arrived    	 met them at the door and identified-:: 
himself as1,-= „,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, and. told:them his wife uns being given a .: 
treatment, Believing the matter to -be a domestic affair-the 
policemen went.cway. 	- 	• --:).-- 	:*. '. H.. 	' 	. 	, : - :...- . - 

. 	_ 	- 	• .• •-•• "• - 	•"•- 	• ,, -; 	- •.„ .. 	- 
------"  ,, - ,,,,,,, ---ansWered her-complaints about. his domineeringthat-  .. 	_ 

''' 	'''' •:::: 
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	 1 -e fronortirn this instance.'• Sometime, after this inci 
aent he joizowed1. 	- ' 	'fright into" the    and .. 	... -:. 
triad Lc 	 -- 	 _ 	  caZled 
t72,  police.  As  I understood 	 Ithe:palice arrived and .. :...; 

arrested! 	and: asked whether- 	 .cared to sign a - 
comoicint against him:- From another- spurce SI  learned 'this occurred 	_ 
in September or October/ 4561  but that     escaped before the 	. --::-. 
police crrived.:y Anyway,_ 	reported - both of these:in-at- . -,- .• .-- , nts to 	 :n person::  	"told her ' to go .to a 	 .---- 
,R.:Lige  and  sw-ear 63..tt:a..zzarrant against    not to  	

but notTto say:any-more than.thiS. 1 asked 	 - -i--- 

dictating this, report I ascertained from the marshal's 
office that three deputies did .go  to her  home and attempted to. 

    was-  told that 	
r eal TISMe is 	

	 meant by not-telling:any more: 'Apparently .this 

	

zeferred•to 	 Connection-with'Scientolooj::  	
................  that she could_tell• her something. 	about  	....... 	• 

but. she was not 	 _called something to his wife 	:• 
about:her 	beino,•an•accessory..H:Tincaly  in her  conversation with. .. 

	 -mentioned that,     whent he:hadbeen in- . • 
,:ame 	 hati    Immediate/y:. 

	

   exclaimed something,. Wire this, -UhlHhe-si.Touldn't.have• 
ELIna .4:hat,"  and fin422y- toZd•her.:,that 	  

• ....... 

	where he:had  moved after 
icaoing.her place.   	 told me  	 was also ctxre- 
	was origina:14 	 - 	
:This aauld be why 	 accused his  wife of being an accessory 
if anythino-had.happened  to  

.7fLen 1 asked If 	- 
aenied this; 	was just veruiriendly with them. 

• • 	•• 	. . 	- - 	- - 

	

- 	 - -stated that she: wrote-a letter to' 	
; 	-= :.-but never hat,-any:reply„ Rich& after Christlw.s three.. :.H. 
TI, 	S. Marshals called at their home with warrants' to apprehend:— .1  

-   1 told her - it seemed Unusual r for three federal marshals to 
come Zooking- for one mamand was.she certain there were that ccny:-
and that they were Federal. : rather than State officers.. She - insisted .  
they were Federal Marshals, Later. in january'af-19-63 agents or :c.--:.  
the 721 called on her 4 -couple of1L,eekStbefore.. my:visit. .j-hey' - 
ware also inouiring:the whereabouts :of, 	 Zither the marshals.  
or t:Ie FBI agents told her that 
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	 related otl er incidentswhichillustrate if.:ne-character 	, :  , -..-;..H..:• 
...• 	 ; ,,,,, : 

of sore of the followers-of 'Scientology- At- 	one time`        
... 

sore 
 

<.-...n .c=f1 tor, spoke at, a eet int: fn.  the downtoLin Chicago • ....iatentology --.- . ..... 
office' in r_-hich  he -used very-. ..vulgar. language... He' 2.:=3 . insolent ,.;..chen--, - - 
	 apparent Zy..protested. such.' conduct. • He state_d•I that:1.:.  -. 
Scientologu Considered anyone who outst toned such conduct • ca .  : . •••H'.,:- :...,... ... 
Haberrated. ". - f1.72 i 3 . seeined to. be the. general _ at t itude-.of-thfs 'group.'----- 	.- - 

• . 	-..- 	-.-- 	.... 	. 	. 	.... 	. 	. • ... 	. 	. 	. 	.. 	• 	• 	.. 	.. 	. 
On oi-lother .accession about_L januarte.:1962.a• man te/ephOrk.cd  her husband::: - • ; 

	

cr.d. • intrt-duced hir-self as i 	
-inother auditor . in Chicago'4ad• referred:atm-  so . 	)for •he.lp. 7-':. 

• 'is car was..stuck• in a snow bank..-.   inouired7.theitier. thezi --:...  

	

.... 	.- 	. 

	

..... 	could .put. him  up- fortherinightand 'stated that:he bad 	  
	.... 	

   tra ve 2 ing-..1.71..th.:hi:4;,.. When -her husband ... broucht. the _ coup lc to-:.•••:•'.."•••.- '..-.. ..., •-•• ' .. their residence. thevdiscovered -that 	 with him tz2s'obviou-ely ..H_ .  • 
	stated that: 	 r: 	 she reprocced-- 	 :..

f  	 :...= ......... ..
or ,.,..  

_ .  

..:...-.-)J.no r.his since it- would make trouble for -her• a7.7ong her 'neighbors..-:• ' • 
	st.cyed five days. and ultimately borrowed money:be-fore- they '. 

• 
• 

	 stated that 	 ia-joner of the ritOst'stic.cesaful:H..,  -..-fro11 a. find-natal- standpoint Of any-L-o1;the.•auditors, cccording• to - - , - 
::ic Own' C la 	 ia aS outt,_50 years .old and said , to -  h CVC . a-  • very 

voice... _Cn one -51 	night lectu_esi 	  
wnable to-a t t end--"- so 'her. husband  ,•taed 	 gv„. a. .record in . 

	

possible .  that 	 stz 	nes this- tape..- ••  	
-did not theatre since- T  -a±: nol'aure'cis •:71111- 
is toLfard. .the. Food &Drug •Ad4iniatration..• 

• • 
- 	rzy second  visit     told -ane that 	 ad i

gvto%  
.• talked to d 	 

like-  to nave the inspector telephone him. ay. 	  

	

in-zd been an invertiaation' of the E-lieter seve) 	
n-2medi 	  
Wised t hold the regular Friday night meetings until they learned 
of the legal action at Washington, DX. After learning of this 

-701 action he declined to hold any further 7:set:trigs and they 
?...ere  at present being held at   	and  being  conducted 	 
edy 

?:es_- lectwre.a are open to the public for a dollar per c:eeting.i 

	 showed we a book distributed by Hubbard entitled  
".111 About—Radiation" by It-tedious, who'd she believes to be Hubbard. 
in the back of this book zoas a formula - for Vita:nits •Sxich 	called 
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"Sianezene." Tablets by this name were" recommended as . a preventive 
of radiation injurri.: 	asked 	' 	r-Jb..,ara nad ever been' 
sel ing such tablets and. she • told me that she did not know of any 
such enterprise.'-.  

07,.urch ,,,,,,2rsus Science  

	 fold me: that she. had. alays. considered 
_'a9  a. aciance; she stressed. this 'very much..p 	 

L. Ron Hubbard 

	

_ 	. 	 . 	...... 	. 
	

9) 
 stated that on :one occasa :on She -asked. her .hus-ana 	Sc ient ologywast-- ,  
was 	anl he could not.define it.. ........................ 	.... • • 

•••• 	. 	•. 
	 told me that"theSeventh-and.elghth portions of ScientolPny 
did deal with man's survivalas'a spirit 'but this is.  the. closest the - 
t?:.f.n.g comes rto religion. '_'She has always opposed passing. off 
Scientology as a religion.i-qnfortunately„ 	 does not 
iceep• carbon copies :of her_;.corr.esppntrence and 'much.  of it is on' postal. 
cnrd.C. 	Sher-sometimesi:types)zer:ideas:doun -  on. pieces.  of- paper and 
I co,ildnot:tell 	:theseuere:CoPiesof correspondence which she .' 
had sent-  out or` just .her.ideas pn the subject, so I had her_identily 
some ofHthese* She permitted' Melt° esamine-  all: of her. correspondence. 
:chic% she had filed underHth'etChurch„'  and 'permitted  me 'to. borrow 
this correspondence:: for-reproduting: 

	

-it will' be noted that 	 , has a. habit of 	  

	

    she 
neir ideas; nowever„ 
the original., 

C C72TSP.:2NDS:C3 :7-tPL3   

22c copy attached . 
  

EXEI3IT 2 7- faZder„"Scientology Can Raise duman• Ability.  to 
HHigher  Levels;". 

it3 

	

	 Understanding of Li_fe.Crn•  7---rease  Your  
And  fro".17262st tru-d-pyrignted 4901 by L. R0n.bubOard.. 

...Ire eL„planat:on of 5*cientology constitutes an aduertiSement for.  

rm,•••••••9- --bp"- 	 .. 	 —4̂ r"  retartwr-7;77,"?."7  

received from others in which sae comments on 
such comments are easily distinguished from 
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processing and training and various lectures fora fee. For infor-
7,:otion the reader is referred to; Phyllis Fletcher, 842 W. Ainslie St. 
.p t . A2, Chicago  40, _Illinois. 	- 	- 	- • 

2.7,1C7.123IT 3 - gha I; is Scientology?. The Founding Church. of.  
Scientology xxx -A-C-Fashington.,- D.C." • 

.17;:is sheet defines Scientology, -.the Creed of the Church,-  the Code-  of 
Thncr, and advertises that. a local church of Scientology has a basic 
co:LT.3e Cnich teaches Scientology and life and offers certificates 

Sc-ientology Basic Auditor and Spiritual Cour-galore For infornation 
the reader is referred to John A- Harlan  Scientologist,  .9229 S. - 	 __ 
cospeot Ave., Chicago 43,. 

CA.: . lf•ArI_TBIT-  4. -.. "The-  Works of . E.  . , Ron -.Hublxird ,. and • other • tr.:: t eria I and • •• 
'3 /4-z‘'' books of Dianetics and' Scientology.. .--The Distribution Center,. Ina,. 

So-4 242, Si I v-er.Spr. 	ing ,t. aarylande.• ,  • .: .:.,...-.:-,:•1., ': • - : 	. 	.  
. 	.. • •  •• • ... 	, 	•_ 	... 	• 	 • 	• . 	• 	.• 	. 

	

. 	. 	. 	. •• 	• 	• 	• 	• 
:2;_2212731T•5 ;-;-.T7--ze Taped-. Lectures -of-L. Ron Hubbard,xx:(The Distribution • 

Censer 'Inc .- 0: Silver Spring, -garyland..-- 	.. - .. 	. 	• L  • . 	. •• 	.. •• 	. 	. . 	. ,. .,..  • l'7.X.H.Tafie. o - Hubbarct•Corran-unications Office, Rook Dept. 258 S. 
• - 	:Oxford Ave.',. Losc'• Angel.es• 4.,:,Ca I ifornia, -So i antolouy 

. 	• 	• _ • • . 	. 	. • •.- Rook List. -,...,f.H,• 	•-• , 	. : 	. 	 .. 
• - 	- 	 _ 	' - •—___:__—_ 

'-- .7.-r2E1SIT 7.7-:.:-"I:Shallir-.±-F-:i-:-C----::7:1'..1 - : ,: - 	. . 	• • 	 _ , . • • : . 
. 	.. . 	.. . 	• 	-. . • . . 	. 	• 	. . • 	. • . 

	

	 • 	• 	. 	.• 	. •• . 	.....•. 	. 
- -: • . 	•-- 	1. -  Keep •uPTPril-.thentbershipi•. in.the EASI*14-Ift 	- - . 	. 	. 

!sirs,. Harlan has. •identif 'ed:this. as  her. plans: for her' participation - _ • :. 
..,..- in Scientology and her.b.eliefstbat.Scientolooy should net be corimuni- -..- • 

Iciek: sated .cs a church organization......;The.reference to '1..1' is .prdbabLy -  F 
ez-olained by. the.  chart •ort e.....-"hibitin- which.-7.2. represents. Covert 
Hos t il i ty.' 	. •• 	• 	• 	 •  . 	•...•.• 

FJL2IBIT  8  - "3/3/62 re. 	  

	 identified this as a copy of a letter 	  

.7.1aflarfi  9 - "Hubbard Guidance Center, Los .43-Igeles 4, -Cal tfornia 

...... 

This. letter suggests that'      core to Los Angeles for 
processing. 

ELY_L---11-3IT 10 - "Church of Scientology. Your use of letter head 
not diacussina dgncric 	shows that religion is real to uou***." 
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accears  to na 	 copy of the zetter wruch 	..... 
ezh 	3> 

21:1132'2' 11 -"This.ia- an envelope in•zahich a fon letter and ian apolication blank w•ere received from .the Cht.zrah of Scientology ;` cos Angeles Californz.a.- 	• 
• . _ 

E:27577IT /2 - "Cllurch of:Scientology of California; latter of Ocaohn A.D. 12 ad.:_:"ross-erl. to Dear Preclear.... 	 • 
Thg. ctIrious date could be the 12th Year. -  After Dianetics, the book-  2..xs-  pac Z ish_ed.: 	• 	r:. 	 . 	 •  

T ;i9 
E.X:H1317 /3 - The Church of Scientology of Cal ifornia*-H-*Takea res2onsibility.  of Clearing 	t.?-:e State of ;First Goal Clear by reason of his/her -enrollment in the Hubbard Guidance Cenz-:er." 

Apnarently this enrollment- 	farm for -Processing. wc.z sent: after the- - Zet.:;zr coverer.? by•the:rze4t exhibit 

	

Let/13= 1-4""--- Church of Scientology-of California letter- 	• ▪ -DG  

	 is urgedto -come out :to California for processing- 

	

fli:a typed insertions on this: letter were-placed there by 	• cc,7ments on ,  this letter. 	 , 
. 	. 	. 	 • 

Ele--7:_.:23217 15  	"The Found f_ng Church of Sc. fentoIocyl- ilezz York: 11, 

	

arez.o 	letter of 	

Chia indicates 	 first became a minister in 1961-and was • ai.h'itor since 1950. Hells-the asthistant pastor of the above church,' 
-TTT 75 — The Founding,. Church of Scientology, Net-, York 	Herr  in letter of 	  

	 question as to t?7e legality of the founding 

77;ra-1-3271  17 - :The -rounding Ch•4rch ni  Scientology, Washington 9, D.C. letter Of 	 

_T :s :-C3 a reply to 	 letter of 	and the statenent ; `!S of your L-2n-k," sre cons' ldered 	irzsclenr- 	it apparently 
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is to some sort 	aberation in Scientology. 
. 	, 

E..12-72792-T 13  - Four pages of a copy of a letter addressed 
	Eubbard Communications Office,. • 

;.,3snznoton, 23.C. 

in 	this letter  '''''''''''''''''' ' v"""'1""'" ''''  protests certain illegal operations 
crtder the naene of .Sciantoligy,',w h ch.: she feels is. being perverted; in' 
a 7-religion... Shecassprotests:thatlpsychotics are permitted-  to 

... 1:SO 07-e  auditors, zthich appears to be-a reference to the. use-of 
'' '' ''''''''''.....as-alt auditor, who. 

L. Hon Hubbard 

zeted, on. ize.r fa7:11y. 	 "... 

 	i9 - The-  Founding Church of Scient010,7Y; 
rashington,.D.C-. letter of. 	 

_nis appears to be a replu to her letter of 	  cr.bib“- 13. 

- The...Founding:Church of_Scientologv- letter 

• • • 
This is in reply- to 	 inquiry. about the scientific 
bac:I:ground of people- .connected wirn Scientology and the connection 
between auditors and ministers in the Chwrch of Scientology. 

This bears 	 .typed coralents thereon. 

-'1132.2." 21- - The ToUndinirCharch of -  Scientology, .'leaf- o, x-, 

This letter rev? tea to the - card utich was sent  to taree of tne 
churches of ScientologyIn Olio?'   tried ta ascertain,._ 
'Then 	you start-to cor.zivunicate•bcientology as a religion:2s;  

Fir.TIFErr 29 - 	CARD DATZD 	from T,2-2 CabreCIT OF 
SA.VIEGO, VALI.flifTA. 

In reply to the sa-me Question as above; this indicates that 
churs?: as founded there in August 1954.. This is the same year .  
„that 	 reported to r.le that she and her husband began 
to s?,udy Scientology and not as a religion. 

.3217273_72 23 - CHURCH OF SC.E.T.ITOLOGY 	CALI.FCEVL-1, 

	

letter of 	 

11-: response to the sax...e-  ouestion,.the ar-zwer is: 'Scientology hos 
al:.rvs been a religion 	we are dealing with the hl.cmart spirit •-• 

25Ptter the human scirit -  Isn't that what religion is for?" 
;:n this letter 	 nns again added her corre.nent o  part of 

the 

LOS .4..'iti_31173'5 



"The seizure of the:property: and records of cur re-2 fgzou-s organi-zation, the-  Ec.und ing Church of Scientology at the ins i gat on - of ±2e -Food 	Dru_o•f4cininetrationjerr":- 

• 

.-=.11.9TT 26 

a cont1nua 

"*.ki • STAT---=-71  ay 1, 	1..-7533.4E,g FCR JANUARY', 1963444' lion-- of-the above state-nent in jilzhibit 2c7- 
SEC aVD 	 .7-::Cfat .5:7733,4 RD .714.2117,13Y- 6 1963" 

27 05.?0.17-7 C.:MTRCH 0? SC=IPICZ WY?" 

=23 IT .27- 

E22-27.32:r 	
FR.75_2=7' amprz...a 5714727.8 0? 1717.,'  IC-Mx -4( 

S ETC EP:SLY ir OCRS; 	 fie; P.. ANGELL= 

	-1,a a Hubbard Certified Auditor, : since 1956. She sincerely believes in the CIO Je,7len t as a- science but has been: 	• 
co?n2,-atting all attezTrpt to rac;re it into C reltglon.'• She has: offered 
"";27" files on Scientology -  _for our use  in  our leTcl action against  the: 
3 •••,eters. Her husband:-     ta, in possession• of an .3 ceter and manual obtained 

In undergoing "clearing"  by an  aiditor of the Chicago  gro • -fa z enrol ogzi  follorers,i 	 'P 
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dfnce t'h=s0 events'    71as.correspo4ded vigorously with • 
2,.a.zders of the ScLintoiugy movement —in an effort to coenbat.turning.: 
ne ou,een2... into a religion  and also  to protest allowing az.Ldi.t.ors 
of the caliber-of 	........ 	 ....   to represent the 7:ovement.- 
She is correct imthat H Cere..isverY little zlention of —God:by • 
teir Church..  

 	• • 

	

   I.  am unsure of 
the position of' 	.............. """"=in this:regard cnd.although-.:I understand 
he I.s greatly shocicedtalind-tat 	  ...... • .... 



Document A-1 A seven page list of names and addresses of individual's 
that had been mentioned in various investigations involving this litigation. 

This list consists of names of people associated with Scientology and 
those who are not. Those who are not associated with Scientology were 
deleted from this list because release would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 



1'; 

V 

Jean Reeve 
1921713th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

Roger H. Conway 
1500 ma2sechusett3 Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Eunice Ford 
1713'R3tas Street, U. V. 
yaehington,'D. C. 

F. fled Walker 
1261-213t Street, V. W. 
Washington,'D. C. 

Fred Payer • 
1818 Ls=ont Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

George Hooker Nsncoo!...: 
2110-19th Street _  

Washington, AD. C. 

Herbert W. Moore, III 
1323 T Street, H. W. 
Waahiagton, D. C. 

Robert G. Stevens 
4503 Walsh Street 
Chevy Chase, Maryland 

Rud Love 
1313-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

Michael 1-!oraa 	• 
1704-19th Street 
Weshl_ngton, D. C. 

Marilyn Roktsong 
1813-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

?cm Wall 
1327-19th Street 
Wzshington, D. C. 

Wayne Rohrer 
4101 Wat-kin rail 
Annandale, Virginia 

Janet Tucker 
11:4 Henderson Lane 
Falls Church, Virginia 

nelon L. Hancock 
2110-19th Street 
Washington D. C. 

Earguerite Edelstein 
1919-19h Street 
Ueshington, 13. C. 

Donald Millard Hoskins 
1921-13th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

Ann Horner 
1816-19th Street-
Washington, D. C. 

David Hancock 
2110719th Street , Wash., D.C. 

Anton Saxes 
1713 Riggs Placa,. N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 

7rodel npagley 
19C0 S Street 
Washington, D. C. 

Doris larahright 
1907 3 Street • 
Washington, D. C. 

William S. Gibbons 
1313-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

k Harris R. ArLaell 2100 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Jeannette Angell 
2100 Connecticut Avenida, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Natalie Fisher 
1318-19?-h S?--et 
Washington, D. C. 



Stella L. King 
1900 S street, N. W. 
Washington,. M. C. 

• Arthur L. Hamar 
1816-19th Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C: 

John J. Cil/ispie • 
2011 Colunnbia Road, N. W. 
WashingPon,.D. C. 

Douglas S. Eancock 
2110-19th Street,. P. 

"Paul M. random 
1921-19th 
Washington, D. C. 

W-, Wish., D. C. 

Maurin Adkin 
1312-19th 
Washington, D. C. 

John P. Wooten 
252 Park Street 
Kanbrille„ Nova Scotia 
Canada • 
• 

Marie Borock 
1713 Riggs Place, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Werner Sehnka 
1810 Connecticut.Avenna, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Hogens V. Eerrann 
1830 Connecticut Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

David K. Foster 
170S-16th Street, W. Wie, Wash., D. 

William F. Snop, III 
2413 Old Frederick Road 
Catonsville 23, Maryland 



Barrott, Menneth'D. 	 CT-Lett", 

Fudae, John -Washington, D. C. 

Turner, Eonnia 3.  

Sal=er, Julia - .233 S. Oxford St., Loa Angeles 

1-!onteno, liargaret- Los Angeles, Calif. 

0410. Robert - Los Angeles, Calif: 

'Lobel, Cane - New York 

Hobel;..Arlyn. Nay York 

Pinch, Thomas.- -5e14 ycrk 

-Vingate, Robert E. 	1610 Carr Street, Lakgwood, Colorado 
1439 E. vendrick Drive, Tucson, Arizona 

Ray, John 

• ficrfield, Trying - Cartaen, Nov Joraey' 
• 

Ott 
. 

. ( Staves, Richard F. - Phoenix, Arizona r o D  

. 5W-anson,•aalph D. or Kenneth - 1834 Col. Rd. 11.14., Weshinaton_ 
• 2335 N. 29th Street, Phoenix 

/749 N. 32nd Placa, Phoenix 

Zunsr.en, Louis 	zr-NeL Ce•-•  0 
t  

Ping, Stens - 29 Middle Road, Levittown, Pezasylvania 

t. 



2 

fli2ST.= 

tsaglay, row. Andrew - 200 West 24th Street, New York 

gatteau, Or. Dwight Wayne - SOS Memorial Drive; Ca2;oridge, Baas. 

Stutge, Charles - 211 Clirendor Street, Syracuse, New York 



liiG t, Glea "DCC" 

Calueba, 

calusi's, 

Mildred . • 

John bc-2/10‘ \"thMAkY 

3 

2.21p-era, Zaa 

• irree, Chriatine C. - 2107 Carterdsle Road, Baltteore, lizryland 

Sharpe, A-ra - 4 923 Stinson, llouston, ta.7:2e 

gallidaY,Aletty 4923 'Stinson, Houston, Texas 

• lager. Elda - 4923 Stirzso-n, rtouston, TeXaS 

. 	 , 	 . 
ilerrrAnn, anger 4323 S tizsait, 	 Tn-as  

Dessler, :rack Barnard - 123 S. Candea Drive, Beverly Bills, Calif. 

15eMille, Richard B. - Hollywood, California  

y-urrell Don C. - Onago Oil Cocepaay, Wichita, Kaasaa 



4 

--Valker, Rowland N. (or B.), Jr., :-i—Rorfofl, Virginia 

Brand, St:okay 

Farrell, or Terrell, Jolta 2. - Box 611 Winttr Park, F13r4da 

• Ca4.0bell, John W. - ',ley Jersey 

$./v-ot... ". Ceiti' rvir  
j 	„t4- ,•1 n 	it  Et 

A. E. - California HAT 

r?oung, tdilli>t R. 1826 R Street, N. W. (1959), Washington, D. C. 

DeVanit,non - Bioaic Inst. Inc„ 120 E. 7th Avf.277ue, Ccnehoho.Aen, 

.... . v  

-YS 

."" 



Eumlict-to d, 233 Nonroe Street, Brooklyn, New York 

Hajallie Fisher 

ron, 1704 19th Street, N.W. 

D. 	ii  lane 

Dou- 	ncock 

Nadfrelnkllin 

Al B41sLx 

1 eA. r B hnke  

Pau A. -reeden 

1 I 1C5rsueri Edelstein 

t La right 

Jet len, 

Fred Walker 

Dlvid '.osier 
I 	1 

Hanc k 

• 

cr/ 
Ray, John W. - Ray Electronics, 965 Bellevue, 7pt.2, Salem, 

Pinkham, 3611 Nary Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 

VC, F-n • 

Fred P• yer 

Lie° H ncyck 

Stella 'a:IDS 

J. J. Gillespie 

Frerairohild 

Mn Horner 

Bilk Mo re 

Oregon 

4.? 	
• 1-Syzrc- 

- 	e -tz• 



A- 

a • • Buz?. Love 
1810-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

Michael Moran 
/704-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

NarilYn Rolitsong 
I818-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

Pen Wall 
1327-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

Wayne Rohrer 
4201 WatkLn Trail 
Annandale, Virginia 

Janet Tucker 
1114 Henderson Lane 
Veils Church, Virginia 

helm L. Hancock 
2110-19th Street 
Washington,D. C. 

"'Doris LanbrIght 
1907 3 Street 
Washington, D. C. 

William S. Gibbons 
1318-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

r  ,Harris R. Angell 
2100 Connecticut AVenue, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Jeannette Angell 
2100 Connecticut Avenue, 
Washington, D. C. 

Natalie Fisher 
1313-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

Jean IteeVe 
1921719th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

Roger H. Conway 
1500 Massachusetts Avenue, N.M. 
Washington, D. C. 

H. • 

Marguerite Edelstein 
= 1919-19th Street 
flUeshington;HD. C. 

Donald Millard Hoskins 
1921-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

.Ann Horner 
1816-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

David Hancock 
2118-19th Street , Wash., D.C. 

Anton James 
1713 Riggs Plate,. N.W. 
Wsshington, D. C. 

Frodel gagloy 
1900 S Street 
Washington, D. 

Eunice Ford 
171313ggs.Street, 
Washington, 'D. C. 

F. Fred Walker 
1261-21st Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. . . 

Fred Payer 
1823 to not Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

George Hooker Hancock 
• 2110-19th Street 

Washington, D. C. 

Herbert W. Moore, III 
1325 T Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Robert G. Stevens 
4503 Walsh Street 
Chevy Chase, Mrparland 



Stella L. King 
1900 S Street, N. W. 
Washington,-  Di C. 

Arthur L. Horner 
1816-19th Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

:John J. Gillispie 
2011 Columbia Road, N. W. 
Washiagton, D. C. 

Douglas S. Hancock 
2110-19th Street,. H. W., wish., D. c, 
Paul M. Brandon 
1921-19th 
Washington, D. C. 

Maurin Adkin 
1312-19th 
Washington, D. C. 

John P. Wooten 
252 Park Street 
Renbrille, Nova Scotia 
Canada. 	• 

Marie goruck 
1713 Riggs Place, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

warner Behnke 
1810 Connecticut Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Mogen V. Hermann 
1830 Connecticut Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

_David K. Foster 
1708-16th Street, N. W., wash.:  D. 

William F. Rnop, III 
2413 Old Frederick Road 
Catonsville 28, Maryland 



Sanborn, John - Washington, D. C. 

Barrett, Kenneth 	P1  *16" Q.44,. -a, C714-ti,  

Sharpe, Reg 

'tk Vedas, Joha - Washington, D. C. 

1 _.,:,e-,.tifeciiineerassfrimemsrost.. 

4?, Turner, Bonnie S. - itii111-7;rlyfvrl i  Ac• 

Selmer, Julia - 258 S. Oxford St., Loa Angeles 

Mt:Ultano, Margaret..-  Los Angeles, Calif. 

Cak3, Robert - Los Angeles, Calif; 

' Rubel, Gene - New York 

Eobel -Arlyn - New York 

pinch, Thomas - New York 

klingate, Robert E. 1619 Carr Street, Lakewood, Colorado 
1439 B. Hendrick Drive, Tucson, Arizona 

Rey, John 

801ette. Joan-r:Washington:„AX,C 

Belotto, Joseph - Washington, D. C. 2.2705: 	Ai&  

Carrot, Harcid 

arfield, Irving - Camden, New Jersey - 

-Staves, Richard P. - Phoenix, Arizona (i- )
1, 6 3v-vi ellAcvA l 

Swanson,  aalph D. or Kenneth - 1834 Cal. Rd. 3.W., tiosbie8toe,  
2833 N. 29th Street, Phoenix 
1743 N. 32nd Placa, Phoenix 

ZunssAin, Louis anise-4r 

, Talent, Phillip 

King, Stella - 29 Middle Road, Levittown, Pennsylvania 



Aleberg, Mario - Washington, D. C. 

. Corry, U. g 
41St*E 
ii ;;414C  

Xemp, Ray 

treat 

Breeding, Judy - Was ington, D. C. 

Watson, Bolger. 

Lou,g Mary .  

2 

"Pr 3.481617. Rev. Andrew - 200 West 24th Street, New Fork 

'Battean, Dr. Dwight:  ayne - SOB Memorial Drive, Cambridge, Mass. 

Williams, Peter:" Melbourne, Australia 

Foster, Vied 

' Wright, Rusty 

Strosfeld, Stanley 

Spikes, Paul . . , . 

MIMI, Jeanne ±-• 

Cete7. Pedro A. 	
11 

Harvey, Bob 

Park, Joubert - S. Africa - 

Dillon, William C. - 113 La Media Rd., S. W., Albuquerque, mew meat= 

Sturge, Charles - 211 Clarendon Street, Syracuse, Neu York 
:if 
Breeden, Joseph - 2876 tigertail Avenue, Miami, Florida 
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Elliot, Glen "Doc" 

/Calusha, Mildred 

•Galuau, John cDsh,tk. trov Cer-+ 

Roberts, Marls 

Eathary, Dale 

Halpern, Jan 

Hubbard, Nibs- 

-Tree, Christine C. - 2107 Carterdsle Road, Baltimore, Maryland 

Kraadsen, Ruth L. - 1315 :Uranus, El Cajon, California 

Albright, Carl David - 206 Bonner, Dayton, Ohio 

Sharpe, Ann - 4923 Stinson, Houston, Teas 

,Ealliday, Betty - 4923 Stinson, Houston, Texas 

Savant, Toni - 4923 Stimson, Houston, Texas 

Ilser, Bids -,4923 Stinson, Houston, Texas 

liereann,7Inger 4923 Stinaonv,-:Hoision,?Texas 

McCullough, Hanes - Box 904, San Leandro, California 

Truelove, Tam 

Ic 

840a1;;C;M:rf 

James, Batty - Lovejoy, California, nosy Washington, D. C. 

Alden, Mildred J. - 13801 Osborne Street, Pacoima, California 

f-Dessler, Frank Barnard - 128 S. Camden Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 

'tonne, Richard B. - Hollywood, California 

Purcell, Don G. - Omega Oil Company, Wichita, Kansae 
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--Walker, Rowland-  N. (or 11.), Jr., :7.Norfolk, Virginia M.O. 

Blaine, Daniel - M.D., 1624 Eye Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 

Dunn, Edward R. 	Florida Allapattah Station 42 

Revey, Ralph - Miami. Florida 

Maloney, Joan U.7  U. S. Navy Reserve, Serial No. 212257 

golualas, pliabert0 R. iimed'oao/ 6L 1  4%47 --/9 	St 00,1/437-1. 

Meaton, Charles B.  B. S nwl e5 ':L 

Nercenasi Clara M. 

Leonard, Charles 

/ Brand, snokey \e".8  

Townsend, Vern . 

Area, Jane Hazel 

Maxwell, Thomas A. - 9120 Quince Street, New Orleans 

- Farrell, or Ferrell. Join E. - Box 611 Winter Park, Florida 

- Mann, Rosins' - Washington, D. C. • • 
• _ 

• • Campbell, John W. - New Jersey 

Rogers, Ronald .? Nev Jersey 

fix(. -a ,A 4-5 

Next, A. E. - California Hi, 
 

• 

William H. 1826 R Street, N. W. (1952), Washington, P. C, • 

-Davis, warren - Upland, Indiana 

Swims, Louise - New York,. 

Stanley, Cordon Wm. 

DeVault,Don - Bionic Inst. Inc., 120 E. 7th Avenue conabohocken, Pa. 

Mahoney, J. N. - California; Kansas 
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Stevens, Mathiew - M.D. - Medical Arts Bldg., Portland, Oregon 
.47  Ray, John W. - Ray Electronics, 965 Bellevue, Apt.2, Salem, Oregon 

.- Finkham, 3611 Mary Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 
r.  
ha. Kan 
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Document A-3 A one page Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, dated 
9/21/70, between the following Food and Drug employees: Mr. Will Swain, 
B.T. Loftus, and Robert W. Case. 

The memorandum involves a discussion pending litigation and probable 
Government witnesses, including names and addresses of these persons. 
All the material except for paragraph 5 is releasable. This portion of 
the document consists of the identity of a potential witness who is a 
confidential source exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



4-093 ' - 
	 A-3- 

Civil Wa. D.C. 1-63 
PDC No. 43435 
	

The Founding Church of Scientology 
Hubbard E Meter 
	

Washington, D. C. 

Memorandum of Telenhone Conversation, Aurrust 21 , 1970 

Mr. rill N. Swain, Region TV, Special Program Bt-anch.  
Mr. B. T. Loftus, Bureau of Drugs, DOG (telephone 443-4250) 
Mr. Robert W; Case, Food and Drug Officer, Baltimore- District 

1. The trial of the Church of Scientology will be set by the judge on 
September 3, 1970. It is anticipated it will bei.:in about September 15, 
1970. The government will have the following four expert witnesses: 

Richard.  A. Steinbach, M.D. 
Chief, Dept. of Psychiatry 
Georgetown University School of Medicine 
Washington, D. C. 

Leon Yochelson, M. D. 
Chief, Dept. of Psychiatry 
George Washington University School of Medicine - 901 23d St., Wash., DC 
Washington, D. C. 

Walter Lester Henry, Jr., M.D. 
Chief, Dept..of Medicine 
Howard University School of Medicine 
6th and Bryant, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Thomas MCDherson Brown, M.D. 
Anderson Clinic Building 
South 25th and Army Navy Drive 
Arlington, Va. 22206 

The above e::pert witnesses will be needed or,two days pretrial and one 
At the trial.. 

Charles Everline, Food and Drug Officer, UYR-DO, will be needed for 
ac least two days. 

2,r 1 nnta District, will be needed for at least two 	
H. F. _Careers, inspector, F:DA, Raleigh, H. C. Resident Post, 

151  

O. In Case Hr. Loftus or Mr. Swain are needed to answer any questiond on 
this case, call them at 44=-4250. 

•-•"( /"Y 

au2:nT/  U. CASE 
%--7 ooe. sad 	Officer 

es: 	-.; CRW; C.I.; Admin. Off. 
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Civil Nc. D.C. 1-6' 
?DC No. 45435 
	

The Founding Church of Scientology 
Hubbard E Mater 
	

Washington, D. C. . 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, Auf*.ust 21, 1970 

;Jr. Will N. Swain, Region IV, Special Program Branch.  
Hr. B. T. Loftus, Bureau of Drugs, DCG (telephone 443-4250) 
Mr. Robert 	Case, Food and Drug Officer, Baltimore District 

1. ifle trial of the Church of Scientology will be set by the judge on 
September 8, 1970. It is anticipated it will begin about September 15, 
1970. The government will have the following four expert witnesses: 

Richard A. Steinbach, M.D. 
Chief, Dept. of Psychiatry 
Georgetown University School of Medicine 
Washington, D. C. 

Leon Yochelson, M. D. 
Chief, Dept. of Psychiatry 
George Washington University School of Medicine - 901 23d St., Wash., DC 
Washington, D. C. 

Walter Lester Henry, Jr., M.D. 
Chief, Dept. of Medicine 
Howard University School of Medicine 
6th and Bryant, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Thomas McPherson Brown, M.D. 
Andersen Clinic Building 
South 25th and Army Navy. Drive 
Arlington, Va. 22206 

2. The above expert witnesses will be needed fo:two days pretrial and one 
day at the trial. 

Mr. Charles Everline, Food and Drug Officer, WYK-DO, will be nceded for 

least two days. 

4. Mr. Mirhael F. Kerne-as, Inspector; FDA, Raleigh, N. C. Resident Post, 
Atlanta District, will be needed for at least .two days. 

5. 	In case Mr. Loftus or Mr. Swain are needed to answer any questions• on 
this case, call them at 443-4250. 

/ 	 • 

„ 	

77 

 

RuSERT U. CASE 
Foci! and Drug Cfficor 

cc; Dir.; CX4; C.I.; Admin. Off. 

"t"."‘-"veac;, • rWitf  afatgai'XitersraFc. 4.419 
7,'" a;.""a4r...WA.Wgnre . 	*12'3'1-.71(S .gi rta'fi rn,intl =7, • 	it:.   
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Civil No. D.C. 1-63 
PDC No. 	

D.C. 

Hubbard S Meter 

A-3- 
The Founding Church of Scientology 
Washington, D. C. 

Memorandum of Telephone ConversatiOn, August 21,  1970 

Mr. UM N. Swain, Region IV, Special Program Branch 
Mr. B. T. Loftus, Bureau of Drugs, DOG (telephone 443-4250) 
Mr. Robert W: Case, Food and Drug Officer, Baltimore District 

1. The trial of the Church of Scientology will be set by the judge on 
September 3, 1970. It is anticipated it will begin about September 15, 
1970. The government will have the following four expert witnesses: 

Richard A. Steinbach, M.D. 
Chief, Dept. of Psychiatry 
Georgetown University School of Medicine 
Washington, D. C. 

Leon Yochelson, M. D. 
Chief, Dept. of Psychiatry 
George Washington University School of Medicine - 901 23d St., Wash., DC 
Washington, D. C. 

Walter Lester Henry, Jr., M.D. 
Chief, Dept. of Medicine 
Howard University School of Medicine 
6th and Bryant, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Thomas McPherson Brown, M.D. 
Anderson Clinic Building 
South 25th and Army Navy Drive 
Arlington, Va. 22206 

2. The above expert witnesses will be needed forkwo days pretrial and one 
day at the trial. 

3. Mr. Charles Everlinc, Food and Drug Officer, NYK-DO, will be needed for 
least two days. 

4. Mr. Michael F. Farpers, Inspector, FDA, Raleigh, N. C. Resident Post, 

`itlanta District, will be needed for at least two days. 

5. L. ;on Hubbard,.. Los Angeles, California will be a fact witness. We 

: expect ;inn fo be brought to the trial by the U. S. Marshal. 

3. In case Mr. Loftus or Mr. Swain are needed to answer any questions•on 
thsi case, call them at W.:(-4250. 

ROBERT W. CASH 
Food and Drug Officer 

cc: Dir.; ORW; C.1.; Admin. Off. 



Document A-4 A memorandum dated 2/6/63 to Director, Baltimore District 
from John C. Bullard. Subject: Hubbard E Meters 4-093V FDC 48405. 

The memorandum is a report on information obtained on an investigation 
conducted outside the Food and Drug Administration involving the Church 
of Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions in 
paragraphs 1 and 3 on page 1 contain the name and address of an individual, 
which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). In paragraph 2, the 
deleted portions of the first and second line consist of the name and 
address of a particular individual. Line 3 consists of a name of a 
second individual. Line 4 consists of the name of the second individual 
and a third individual. Line 5 consists of the name of the second 
individual mentioned above, and line 6 consists of the name of the city 
in which the interview was taken. These portions are exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D) because release would disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. The deleted portions in paragraphs 1 and 4 on page 
2 contain the name of one specific individual, which if released would 
disclose the identity of a confidential source. The deleted portions in 
paragraph 3, that is lines 2 to 8 and 10 to 11, consist of a detailed 
description of a specific event involving Scientology, including medical 
references. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C) 
because release would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy. The deleted portion on line 1 of paragraph 5 contains 
the name of a specific individual, which if released would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. The deleted portions from lines 3-5 
in paragraph 5 contain confidential information supplied by the individual 
mentioned in line 1. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C) 
because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal ' 
privacy. In paragraph 6, the deleted portion in line 1 contains the 
name of a specific individual, which if released would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. The deleted portions in line 2-4 
contain confidential information supplied by the individual mentioned in 
line 1. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C) because 
release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
In paragraph 7, the deleted portions in lines 1 and 5 contain the names 
of one specific individual, which if released would disclose the identity 
of a confidential source, exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

4 
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DI2ECTOR, 7ALTIACRE DIST117CT 	
February 6, 1953 

Jolla clew 

4-2w, Dsbbard E 'Meters 
	 L. non Hubbard, Distribution 

I'DC 46.405 
	 Center, Inc., Founding Church 

of Scientology, et at. 

IlZi/Ealt. District =at:0, dated 1/24/63, requested a vi
sit to . 	, 	 

• 2 ACCOrdinS to evidence cora:piled by DR14, the 

	 reportedly ma— investigation of L. Ran Eubbard 

his associations ou January 22, 1957. It was reque
sted that full informa-

tion as to their investigation and findings cc obta
ined. 

Cn 2/4/53 7  visited the 	
 

  	_ 	I 

first taIlced to     After T and relzted the informat4 ca  

	

as outl;Lied in Che 	memo, 	called 	

into the office and briefly Snrm.Prid  9 statement
s. 	 __stated t2hat 

he had been in 	 only since 19:7:0 and would probably not be familiar 

with iavestigations prior to that data. 

DIVISIOii OF REGULATORY MAAGEMENT: 

 

 

 

in about 	week. 
rer your inFormation. We will check with__ 

	 

 

 

V.7 
GGT:fw 

3&cc-ORM 
cc-SEA 

GOT 

GORDON G. ThiOMPSON 

Chief Inspector 
2-3-63 



hubbard..::abeam, JCD, 2/5/63 

stated that he recalled the investigation quite vividly. Ue,in 

fact, :lad been the agent assigned to conduct this investigation. , ,,,,,,, == ,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

recalled the following inlormation from memory: 

Initially their office was requested to conduct an investigation 

by L. :Ion Ut)bard and his ;.?ife, :Lary Sue Hubbard. They stated that 

they were interested in obtaining evidence to be used in a slander 

suih that they were considering bringing against some unknown in-

dividuals. 

Al;parently the whole thim.,  started with a member of the Founding 

Church of Scientology who was 	

	  Hubbard felt that this incident was being 

used to discredit the Church of Scientclo7.y, and desired to ..now the 

individual who was responsible for  	

    stated that he, himself, met with Hubbard and h,s:dfe at • 

the Foundimc,  Church, located on 19ch St. in Washingtcn. Ee stated 

that he was quite impressed with the b 	 "A4ng t•nd its furnishings. 

	stated that he conducted an it:vestige ion of an intermediate 

length, and stated,. that as he recalled, they did obtain the infor- 

mation desired by Hubbard. 	  ..... 

   Ee stated 

that on his first visit to the Founding Church, he inquired as to 
what Scientology was. He stated that in response to this question 

they tried to indoctrinate him in the beliefs of good Scientologists. 

	 stated that it was his recollection that Hubbard had requested 

their agency to make several  other investigations after this. r 	

	stated that due to the age of this case the files would be in 7jew York - -

City. He stated that he would contact the Liew York office and request the 

information contained in this investigation. The inspector suggested that 

he phone the Baltimore District Food and Drug office when this information is 

available. i 	stated that this would be agreeable and suggested that it  

	

.... 	
ouid  tflt e. about oae week to obtain this information. 

C IHT.TA2D, inspector 

ist 



GORDON G. THOMPSON 
Chief Inspector 
24-63 

DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 	 February 6;1963 

John C. Bullard 

4-093V, Hubbard E Dieters 	 L. Ron Hubbard, Distribution 

-PDC 43405 	 Center, Inc., Founding Church 

of Scientology, et al. 

DRM/Balt._District memo, dated 1/24/63, requeste
d a visit toctia! Finktn.) 

Cpetective AieltaW:Bdltimore, Md: According t
o evidence compiled-STIRH, the,  

ginkertontetective Agency2reportedly made an 
investigation•of L. Ron Hubbard 

and his associations on January 22, 1957., it 
was requested that full informa- 

tion as to their investigation and findings b
e obtained.* 	‘ • 

On 2/4/63 / visited the FinkertonDetective Ag
ency located -in Room 509, One-A: 

(Charles Center, North Charles and Fayette St
reets; Baltimore, Maryland .) I : 

first talked tocilt.. E. C. Fay, manager) After
 I had . related the information 

as outlined in the siRM memodys. Fay)callediee-s
sistant manager, C. E. McElwee,) 

into the office and briefly summarized my stat
ements. (Mr. Fayistated that 

ha had been.inChaltimore)only since 1960 and w
ould probably not be familiar 

with investigations prior to that date. 	
I 

0Pi I S ION OF REGULATORY MANAG EMcNT: • 

For your information. We will check withi
CCITriker 	in about one week. 

GGT:fw 

0&cc-DRM • 
cc-BFA 

GOT 



Hubbard E Meters, JCB, 2/6/63 

McElwee)stated that he recalled the investigation quite vividly. He,in 
`fact, had been the agent assigned to conduct this investigation. lar. McE1Wee) 
recalled the-following information from memory: 

Initially their office was requested to conduct an investigation 
by L. Ron Hubbard and his wife, Mary Sue Hubbard. They stated that 
they were interested in obtaining evidence to be used in a slander 
suit that they were considering bringing against some unknown in-
dividuals. 

Apparently the whole thing started with a member of-the Founding• •n-
?Church of Scientology who wasessigned es a guardian of a Mongolian,; 
'idiot. According to the investigation this Scientologist was ac-
aeompanying the-Mongolian idiot along the streets of Washington when. 
etite idiot suddenly to run down the street,Thway from the guardian,-
ietaking off his-clothes in the meantime. According to(lAcElwee) the 
nWashington newspapers picked up this incident and promoted it- to.a,  
more than ordinary degree;  Hubbard felt-that this incident wes'being 
'used to discredit the Church of Scientology, and desired to know.  the 
Oindividual who was responsible for(Continuing'these articles. in the 
apapers9' 	 . 

• .) 
(HcElwee)stated. that-heahimself, met with Hubbard and hisTife- ata: 

the Founding Church, located on.19th•St. in Washington.. He stated 
. that he. was quite impressed with the building and its furnishings. 

(McElwee) stated that he conducted an investigation of an intermediate- 
• length; and Stated,that as he recalled, they did obtain the infor-

mation desired by Hubbard. (During this investigation, he stated' 
that his discussions with Hubbard and his wife,-Mary Sue Hubbard,',. 
led him to believe that they were a bunch of quacks,) He stated a 
that on his first visit to the Founding Church, he inquired as to 
what Scientology was. He stated that in response to this. question, 
they tried to indoctrinate him in the beliefs of.good Scientologists. 

(McElwee) stated that it was-his recollection that Hubbard had requested 
their agency to make several other investigations after this. (He, - 
stated that they had tactfully declined due to the nature of the) 
organiaationpa_ 	 • 

(.aa,_. .aay)stated that due to the age of this rase the files would be in.New York - ?  
City.' He stated that he would contact/ he New York office and request the 
information contained in this investigation. mrne inspector suggested that 
he phone the Baltimore District Food and Drug office when this information is 
aavailable. 6Mr. Fay)stated that this would be agreeable and suggested that it 
would take about one week to obtain this information. 

all/C BULLARD, Inspector 
CC:DEM, CDT 
JCB:bic/diot 



Documents A-6 and H-69 are identical. This document is a two page 
Memorandum for the File dated 1/30/63 prepared by George B. Tilroe, 
Inspector, Baltimore District. 

This memorandum describes the inspector's interview with a specific 
individual about specific incidences involving the Church of Scientology 
and certain persons associated with the organization. 

This document is released with deletions. In paragraph 1 on page 1, the 
deleted portions on lines 1, 2, and 5 contain the name and address of 
one specific individual, which if released would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. The deleted portion in line 4 consists of a description of a 
specific event, which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion 
of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

In paragraph 2, the deleted portion on line 1 contains the name and an 
identifying characteristic of the individual, which if released would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). The deleted portions in lines 2-11 describe in 
detail a specific event involving the individual mentioned in line 1 and 
the Church of Scientology and individuals associated with that organ-
ization. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D), 
because release would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

Paragraphs 3 and 4 are deleted in their entirety because they contain 
detailed descriptions of events, which if released would constitute a; 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 
In paragraph 1 on page 2, the deleted portion on line 1 contains the 
name of the individual previously deleted from paragraph 1 on page 1. 
The deleted portions from sentence 2-14 contain detailed information and 
description of a specific event involving the individual mentioned in 
sentence 1 and persons associated with the Church of Scientology. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 



tar 

Paragraph 2 is deleted in its entirety because it contains confidential 
information in regard to the incident that was deleted in the paragraph 
above. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because 
release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and 
disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

In paragraph 3, the deleted portions in lines 1 and 5 contain the names 
of two specific individuals, which if released would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and would also disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). The deleted portions from lines 2-5 contain 
confidential information supplied by a confidential source. This portion 
is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

In paragraph 4, lines 1-3 contain specific information provided by a 
confidential source. Release of this portion would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 
The deleted portion on line 4 contains the name of a specific individual. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

In paragraph 5, the deleted portions in lines 1, 3, and 4 contain names 
of two specific individuals who are considered as confidential sources. 
The release of these portions would constitute an unwarranted invasion 
of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). The deleted 
portions in lines 2 and 3 contain confidential information furnished by 
one of the confidential sources. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion 
of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source,. 

In paragraph 6, the deleted portion contains the name of a specific 
individual, which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 
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FDC. 4:3405 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center Inc 
The Hubbard Guidance Center 
Etc., Washington, D. C. 

January 30, 1963 

1,7,11.01.:1/211DTIN FOR FEE  

Cn January 29 1 intn.-yiswerL 	 Attorney,with offices 
:11..4 	 'was re-
f----d to me by Mrs. Sisk of the General Counse_l's office as :1.n indiv-
idual who had been connected with      L. Ron Hubbard; 1.1.r... 

    supplied the following inforration. 

	 became close 
fticinds with Vt. L. Ron Hubbard sometime in 1953. Mt. Nugbard became 

	 for Mr. Huhbardls use in the 
related firms of the Founding Church of Scientology. 	 

	 Nt. Hubbard. 	  
Hr. Hubbard susgested that 	  

Hubbard.— 

Hubbard 



2 

was able to determine that Mr. Hubbard would be in the 1;ashiugton areal"  
............. 	.... _ 

These included the Founding Church of Scientology of the District of Columbia, the Founding Church of Scientology of New York, Nary Sue Eubbard, L. Ron Hubbard and Marilyn Routsong. Upon confronting Mr. Hubbard 'with the 	
 

_     Ron Hubbard, Mary Sue Hubbard, Marilyn Routsoug and a few other individuals who were in ac- companirent with Mr. Hubberd4______ 	 .. 
_. 

then made arrangramants with 

I 

• 	

for Mr. Hubbard, to tali.; Mr. Hubbard's deposition 

	 but was unable to contact Mr. Eubbard. 	  	he confronted 	 'and was told that he had not issued the required legal papers in order to obtain this deposition. 

	 still intends to contact Mt. Hubbard for deposition after 
No trial held; however, several motions have been filed. 

	

join the FOunding Church of Scientology, 	

- ..... 	stated thatc--  ...... 	 was required to 

	
offered to ac- company me on an interview with, 	 who he felt would be able to supply much information about the Founding Church and other organiza-tions of L. Ron Hubbard, and who would be a very willing witness if needed in any court case. 

I intend to interview._ 	 at my.nettcpportunity. 

George D. Three 
inspector, Baltimore District f'-'c) 

cc CC DFA 
GE;Tilroe:=L:rb 1/30/63 

filing ts 
has been 

he proper legal forms. This case is still outstanding. 
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_ 4-093 V 
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ITC 48405 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church ofScientOlogy 
Distribution Center Inc 
The Hubbard Guidance Center 
Etc:, Washington,  D.C. 

January 30, 1963 

MEMORANDUM FOR FILE 

On January 29 I interviewe jh., Malcolm Houston? Attorneyiwtth offices 
et (1010 Vermont Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C.' Mr. Houston)waa re-
ferred to me by Mts. Sisk of the General Counsells office as Om indiv-
idual who had been connected withaniassault)bg/L. Ron Hubbard": -Er. 
Houston) supplied the following information. 

([Jr. Joseph Ettelman, owner d a jewelry manufacturing plan) became close 
friends with Mr. L. Ron Hubbard sometime in 1958. Mr. Hubbard became 

a partner with MkT-Ettelman-in-thifleWartgEtifiEttifIngToperatien-and 
,vsupplied-Ettelman-with-credit-of-$507000r'-The-jewelry-firm-was-to-make 
ependants-containing-signs-of-the-Zodienflor Mr. Hubbard's use in the 
brelatedfirms of the Founding Church of Scientology. ahese pendants were 
to be given to the auditors depending upon their progress and status in 
the organisation. The various Zodiac symbols would indicate their status. 
Mr. Ettelman was also supplied with money for down payment on manufac-
.turing eqUipment by)Nr. Hubbard. [As Mr. Ettelman bad difficulty with 
the IRS, Mr. Hubbard suggested thatghe property of the jewelry firm be 
sold to Mt. Hubbard.,  ?mediately upon the sale the property ices leased 
on a fiVe-year basis hack to Mr. Joseph Ettelman. Difficulties then arose 
wheriTMr. Hubbard geclined to make further payment on the machinery which 
he had supplied the down payment for and Mr. Ettelman had various suits. 

//outstanding for the claim) 	. 

AHLiss Marilyn Routsongthen filed a complaint for the Founding Church.  
of Scientology against(Mr. Ettelmal9on the basis that the contract for,  
the sale of the property was made under false pretense. The contract 
indicates in fine print, that the property was free and clear.j  The ' 
Founding Church claimed that they had no contact with Mr. Ettelmanjother 
that:Lie sale of this property. ftehis charge was filed in Hyattsville, 
Md. on July 20, 19593 

,tome. Ettelman was placed in jail three different times and each time was 
released on bond which bond was increased in value up to $4,000. He was 
then indicted'at Grand Jury in Upper Marlboro, Md. and found not guilty. 
Attorney Houston)then obtained a complaint of false arrest which was 
filed in the District of Columbia on January 4, 1960 and is referenced 
zs DC 14-60. 



2 
Ettorney Houstonjwas able to determine that Mr. Hubbard would be in ' the Washington area [on January 4 and that he was living at the Shoreham? Hotel under an assumed name of Jamas Olsen. Attorney Houston and a process server, Nrs. Cynthia Steketee Harrison, proceeded to the Shoreham Hotel to serve the papers on five separate individuals or organizations.).  These included the Founding Church of Scientology of the District of Columbia, the Founding Church of Scientology of New York, Mary Sue Hubbard, L. Ron Hubbard and Marilyn Routsong. Upon confronting Mr. Hubbard with the gapers Mrs. Harrison's hands were slapped and the papersf were strewn to t floor, on five separate occasions. A fight then developed amongst Mt. Houston, Mrs. Harrison0Ron Hubbard, Nary Sue .,,-Hubbard, Marilyn Routsong and a few other individuals who were in ac-companiment with Mr. Hubbard. attorney Houston states that Marilyn" Routsong pounced upon him, scratched and kicked like a wild cats? /1  

21I 	 

.  
Eventually the fight broke up and the papers were given to 	Hubbard as he entered an elevator. He again knocked them to the floor but was 

Eventually 

that the papers bad been served. 

Lilt Houston then made arrangements with/attorney James Dopovan who was' handling the case)for Mr. Hubbard, to take Hr. Hubbard's deposition& London, England. This was by Gentleman's Agreement. Er. Houston traveled to Englan4)but was unable to contact hr. lUbbard. (upon returning to the Countrzihe confronted(ilt. Donovaland was told that he had not issued the required legal papers is order to obtain this deposition. 

Houston stated thatte,had not filed an assault suit against Hubbard after much consideration. He stated that he did not want the - publicity which would 

	

	
s2 

evolve due to his other suit which was in process  . Houstoalstill intends to.contact Mr. Hubbard for deposition after filing the proper legal forms. This case is still outstanding. No trial has been held; however, several motions have been filed. 

Eik. HoustoOstated thatdis client, Mt. Joseph Ettelman,)was required to join the Founding Church of Scientologyan order that the business deal with L. Ron Hubbard could be consummated:3 	. Houston] offered to ac-company me on an interview with Mr. Ettelman1 who he felt would be able to supply much information about the Founding Church and other organiza-tions of L. Ron Hubbard, and who would be a very willing witness if needed in any court case. 

I intend to interview*. Ettelmatpat my.nextopportunity. 

George D. Tilroe 
inspector, Baltimore District 

cc CC EPA 
CDTilroe:ms:rb 1/30/63 
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/ 
Miss Marilyn' Routsong tben filed a conilaint:for the/Founding Church . 

. gr!EKriiology agath“- Nii. Ettelman)on the basis. t attthe contract for 
the sale of the prop rtfwas made under.false prete /se. The contract 

.indicates: in fine pri ti, that. the prOPerty.was.fre 	d clear. :11e 
Founding Church claim that.they had-no contact ith Et. Ettelmanjother 

. than the sale of this, pro erty„ (This charge was filed in :Hyattsville,. 
Md,, on July 20, 1.959:2" 

Mr. Ettelman as'-laced 'in jail thkee different.t
/
imea and each time:Was 

released:On bon which bond was'increased in 	ue up to $4,000. He was 
then indicted ai and Jury in UpPer.Matlboto, 	and foundnot.guilty.: 
Attorney Hot (on thenNbbtained a comiiiaint,O fal arrest which was 
filed in dud District of Columbia on Januar 4,'1960 and istreferenced.  ."' - 
as DC 14-60'. 	- 	• 

OS January 29 I interviewe 	 Hoser, 	Attorne . 	 ,with offices 
at•nattaZnI,-  inatorcirp.  •. was re-
ferred. to me by Mrs. Sisk of the General Counsel s o rice as ea indiv-
idUal Who' had been connected_ with anCertrrnusaut,..orttanD  

... 

upplied the following information. 

Jose 	h Ettelmaa)  owner & ajewelry Manufactuting,plant became close 
. L. Ron.  Hubb rd sometime in'19 . Mr; Hubbard became 

i a 'partner -:with Mr. Ettelman i this jewelry nufacturing opetatiop and 
' supplied Ettelman:with credit of $50,000. . The jewelry firm was to make 
pendants containing signs of t e lbdiae or Mr. Hubbard's use in the 

*related firms of the Founding b urCh o Scientology. ,These pendants were 
to be given to the, auditors dep;ndine upon their progiess and status in ._ 
the organization. ' The various di c symbols would indicate their stains: ____..   
Mr. Ettelman was also Suet: 	ill?: money for down payment On manufac- 
,turing equipment by Mi;,Hubbard. •s Mt. Ettelman had difficulty with., 
the IRS, N. Hubbard suggested' a the property of the jewelry firm be 
sold-to Mr. Hubbard.  Lmmedia -ly von the sale the property was leased- . 
on a five-year basis back'te 	. Jo,:-cph Ettelman. Difficulties then arose . 
when Mt. Hubbard declined tO make fu ther payment on the machinery which 
e had supplied the dowrCplyment for ..d MryEtielman had various suits ' 
o tstanding for the claim, 	. e 
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Eventually the fight broke up and the papers- were given to Mk. 'Hubbard 
as he entered,an elevator. He again knocked them to the floor but Was 
informed that the papers had been served. 

tlr. Houston)then made arrangement& with Attorney Jamesjlonovan who was 
handling the case for Mr. Hubbard, to,take Mr. Hubbird's deposition in 
'London, England; ThiswaS,by Gentleman's 'Agreement.. kr.,Houstori traveled' 
to England but- was unable to cOntaceMr. Hubbard.. Upon returning 'to' the: ' 

\
,
:
r
lountry he confronted Mt. Donovan and was told thai.be had not issued the 
equired jegal papet& in order to obtain this deposition.  

Il

. 	. 	, 
Mr.Houston stated thathehad not filed an assault suit against Mr.' 
Hubbard after much consideration. He stated that he did not want the 
publiCity which would evolve due 'to:  his/othet suit which was 'in process. ' 
Mt. Houston still intendi to contact Mr. Hubbard -for,deposition,after 
filing the proper legaliorms". lhisicase is still outstanding'. . Ho trial, 
has been held; however;,,; 	motions have-been filed.  

, Mr. Honston stated that his.  client, 	. Joseph Eitelman-, as required toI\ 
join the Founding Church of Scientolo in order that, the business deal 
with I.,Alon Hubbard could be coniummat d. • Mi. Houston offered to ac-
company me on an• interview with/Mr. Ett lman who he lelt would be able 
re supply much 'information about the Founding Church and other organiza-' 
tions of L. Ron Hubbard; andi4ho would be%a very willing witness if.' 
needed in any.court case, 

intend'Io interview Mr. Ettelman at my neitopportnnity. 

Ir
eedf77e.:9- /* MEL,:  
eorgd D..Tilroe 	- 
Inspector,. Baltimore District 

- 	' 

cc Balt 
cc GC- BFA 
GDTilroe:ms:rb 1/,30/63. 



Documents A-7, E-20 and H-104 are identical. This document is a four page 
memorandum dated 2/20/63 to Director, Philadelphia District from Inspector 
W. Remle Grove. Subject: Hubbard E Meter 4093V FDC 48405 DRM/F memo 
2463. 

This memorandum is an interview with a specific individual regarding 
that individual's experiences and involvement with Scientology and 
individuals associated with that organization. 

This document is released with deletions. In paragraph 4, on page 1, 
the deleted portions from lines 2-4 contain confidential information, 
which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 

In paragraph 6, the deleted portions on lines 2 and 3 contain names of 
specific individuals, which if released would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of confidential 
sources. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

In paragraph 5 on page 4, the deleted portions on lines 1 and 2 contain 
the name of a specific individual, which if released would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

In paragraph 7, the deleted portions in lines 1 and 2 contain the name 
of a specific individual, which if released would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 
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She gave 15:bbard*O: background as fallOnsi Born at Tilden,:Neb.-. 
cia 3/231113  attended high ichool in Helena; Montana, traveled with' 	' 7 . 

M rf parents to Guatt; ratureet1 so Washington, D. C. atd attended Aretreltvy ?rep 
. School, tutored Georg* ilasbington College; tiashington,..DIC. :(faxact'dara„.: ; • . 

‘• tzt. Wawa be: believed to bo 1930 or' 3.) but 21;mked Out 'dean the acme& 
yaar.. Ilubbard thee. had traubitt;ith the Pcdaral auchniii.6#:•40:1932-  for I:a:sir.; Soma bonded. oblately. E 	Or.h.s.could not 1;4*i:ratty lumen or 

the: Ceorgeteve• area .writing fietion Stories • =11saliing. them t6' ni 4 	:t 

rsilitetlibat 1932. . Fr.o-a ZePt.,32. until 17 .'.41: intbafreiVdt lived7tilee.o/Oundi: • 
tt.a. achis not • Ilubhor4 ou  `i : blind dati,  Lit 102:Cest niatsp.FIted in ''.."9:::'

,

11::  

, . 	 • 	_ 

	...;"•41.• 

.417,1X 

• .. • . 	. 
:./.:1'!.11, 

..,.... 
• . 	..., . 	. 	, . 	, ....e ,......; 	„ •,. 	• • -4: • 	-:.... .„... 	:5421 

.. 	Eubliart astit'iii the Tim" from 12/4/ cattilr9/4.5:shring tAiicli,tizia;i7e. :,11,,,41 
attemdadrd IdieP:',t.t94aing cahoot at Prineecotieliad saviraVloolpta!ssiai+filifiliA7: 

iatai• witli:thw. Nair. bit:his gathar.,(4,;NavaI tifiectr)• Winnow/ :09;keati: 	,i;;.tai;I:clattI•e 
S-1* .4.s7.4...; 

•Avs,-..4,:t. • 	. 

• eanvorsation, Mrs. Ochs' repeated" that Bubhe 	 -4; . : 	- 	, 	 Y,;11. ar genius With a adsdireeted 

lien.thbeardlisan disicbarg3/3. ho tent :ta Ilollywood tau:been= 
bewevai, his 7.rila mould not ; go and 	to:stair-with Re.bberdts?);V:Ps.r.th: . pa:-.ents 	ftrawarton,.Falaingtou. She' apparently ..diti" not Taint elibbe*d.-11,14 

. sha••isaked•Cor R diva:Ow:la 1947; • Mn. Oohs atated:ttuattabie 	 7.":;f42,1„4:;;' 
'divorce 	 Ilia granted $25 a Menth•teLisitensweo.f:fer 	:c?.4714  

....: • of the two childron:“(thsbbard .noiver asid%bor atrything. 	connetiloa with. -;‘..!-'"f.1-21;A" a:. • 
dioracq.) .f . 	. 	.:-:.. 	• 	e 

,„ •.• ..• 	tihentubbard. shiniest us-. far: the. divorce'. procenol.tns. cis:Port-  Oninitd. 
had'ainthor woman with hilt that bl. ves.:=ppot?"1."..tk *rya' ;orrieck„" • 1.1.:  

durius 1946: 	: •'. 	• 

We:" Orly trsoduied two old newspaper emit--led.,wliteirgavii isco 
account a the divorce proceedings al the second wifiliThe,artteles 
"Tho Mirror" Las.dagaist, Calif. paper dated apri1:23;1951 page 12, and' 
the. toe Angeles Time" April 24, 1951 related ••-a Mrs. Sarah IlcrthouP.F.-..... Ili band,. from a gasudosa farailY, was kidnapped, bad bar Child 
Areir7. - 13 112 =nth old daughter) taken from her by Bubbcd .ad Irma 

Far a divorce. 	Ochs believes that Lubbard's asoand wife 1.5".:t 
'Currently living in either San Mariano or Sazaca Haria,,Calif., as Fro. --4:4.:41;1.7:>••••• • 
Sarah 

aisei,namo:..eleat4:4 	diract1Sto:Sserecary 
; 	 " 	• 	" • .1 	 ' • 

Ochk.'indicatad..tbat Bubbord./tice/yed:.'seces. type 
Id 45. and; I.Q3 State 03:Atfegi at the Oak Znall 

- • 	 ";1, ,that.up:until the lima'of her divorce she Lad 	444 nevar'becird" Of Stleita.  /ogy and even "nws.enuld Dot tell r anything:about/7 

• 



Other a-rticleS. 	 Och had misting 	rd 

' 

"Look -.2 4-;c/-4ne" Vd. 14, 025 
Dec, 5, 1950 -.article titled "Diamtios »tie ca Cr nra-r. 
b 411.ii,art Q.. tasi.suk • 

'Newsweek." August 21, 1950, page. 65 
	 lhibbard's book called 'Dinctics" 

u. 

41=4 Durf::.22Si,  1252 ',: Paati 34  ." 
artiola4bOut:.tho.'addition of-lthe a:net-or to Galante 

Mt3. 0.431-.1 ZWite =0 a bet)itiet titled "Scientology to Phoetne? 
which descr.ibcdrthe oitio-"vcation ox Scientology, gives picmszes lanai - nasuau;:.  

Sciantolagy, (The arig-i-/;1t hoedlat and.  one 'copy 
is attached tor- 1424'0 information.) • 	 1 • 

kt -ahasit'thin point-iii the linterviewil4rs: Celts stated. that  . 
,Iubbardi f/flier., was thoroughly.,disgusted wita nia, son and his crazy 
ideas and:would probabIy:..bo glad,  to giz-o. us any infotration that weinaight 
w=ia. concerni•PUbbard's-"sorape: with tire 

The-4.atht;i's =0AreaaliasH 

t.PCcizrasuider'Ud-Lit Haber  d retired) 
1212-Gregory Way, 

canerton,. Washington -- 

Iresa 	t'. 0.-Dox 4072 -, 
Wycoff Station: : 
armserton;:.Washingtori.  

- . • 

tec. Ochs batc'ittni children 	Wan-C at to L. Ron liabbardi_ 
con, L. Ran thakaid,, Jr;:nickagtei of. "Niba"-, and :i dairahter Katherine.: 
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Phoenix, Arizona., lie apparently stayed with the organir.ation until - 1,960', 
when he left and waved to California. lira. Ochs belinves that her son is 

security guar.c1 with Soma: cospany unknown- to her. Bia current:  address 
is 6231 Pain Ave., Belli California: 

 

Ochs described bar son as a gantle:ann, very gullible 
an tusy nark for his quick*talking father., 

Catherine llubbard narried•Hx. god. Whittaker in /956.--  They awed 
to 'Washington, D. C. and hers intsband worked with F4'Woard for appertnaimately 
area year but apparently Whittaker-and Hubbard: didn't get along so 'Whittakar ' 

lbabbard and divor.ced Katherine iu 1957.- aatherine then tarrimd.  
the idashl-ston, D. C. offices during 1957 and '5a, until; she. r.osartla in 
'33. Wier curzent=o_ and address ‘aret 

Lira: James P. Gillespie 
745:3 Salvo= Ave.- . 
Van Nuys; California 
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.• 
Katherine la a housewifs and has lived in. California. for approx—, 

• . • 	imately 4 yeara:•.. 
- 	. 

• , 	}Ira. Ochs' final; Statism-at was.that.the- believed'..Bubbeiri is nora:> 
• • ititnaLlud and Ilea Ikea for about 3 yeart.....T-The last -441dreSs she bad cn ' • 

Dtbbards,Sr. vas Dr.:L. Ron ltubbard, Saint:11111 Manor, Dast • Crinstead, 
Suaaox)  England. She obtained thii from:the Ameriean Primrose Socioty";" 

,• • hat.Arlet (Spring '52)• printed at, 2406- Bata. 	Seattla 	tgashingtomo,1  . 	• 

• „L.; 	'.• Cf`: 	ne* 
• • 	treA—p1C.T 	sre 

t ;PI  tri  "rker th,••".." 

• • 	• 
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Ins:Nick-or s 

:moo., Itargarot (John) Ochs has suppitid. cane 
I.; lion liubb.ardl hoc/aver, she could not supplfany 

Scirm• tolov. It appeara that Itubhard began this or
147; 

TAUS current adchtsa; far Katherine-(daughtar) rat 

• Iirs. Janes P. CiLleepth.„ 
7i55 Balvone Ave. 	• 
Van Days, California 

ccmaectipaiwith D101's request for rixtreisiinuint Ratherind;tia:-: • 

• arc reqUaattinik Dliti@f'13*, copy of this :memo to interview N.ithurine tied.-: 
obtain any;  additional in.formation concerning Scientology. 	 :•••••• • 

Cux•rintladdress for t. Son Ibahharri,c4titc  

• 
backgieuzid. inforis;loa• . 

yinfornation 
sumat4ins,:nfter 

••••".: -* 

.•. 
• A-1”..4i 

6231 Pala Ave. - '";;;Tikt 
Dell California - 	';'...745,Ircy:.rt: 7 

•. 	at Regulatory Management rmy want LA Diiikci-Th:Ce.. 0.. 
oa Hubbard , Jr. 	 - 	 • 	 :rIP:2 1;•fp, • . 	• 	. . 	1Y•lite: 

•••'::-2.Zir'r •O.Opy.  of a boohlat coming Scientology givea tom by:.  iteii.;-.1,3;:it,-A4.;:fig.‘114.-:: 
Oeh.ii.;.3; attached to.- this report. MI may wart La Diatrict:td follert,ttpteel752;i2:-11." 

Lt. • Co=tander iI. 	Hubbard (retired) 1212 Gregory days..  ittemarten, 	I 
Washington (Seattle biatrict) may be ably to supply information on lierbbard I 

• - :757-1c; • 

• 
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Memorandum 
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2, S. 1111 FEB  

TO 	Director, Philadelphia District DATE:2/20/63 

 

 

FROM : Inspector W. Remle Grove L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Dianetics Foundation Inc. 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
et al 

  

  

SUBJECT: Hubbard E Meter 
4-093 V / 

AFDC 48405' 
DRM/P memo 2/4/63 

  

  

  

DRM/P memo of 2/4/63, (copy of subject memo attached to this 

report) requested that Mrs. Margaret Ochs, Gap, Pa., first wife of L. 

Ron Hubbard, be interviewed and determine what she knows of Scientology 

and the current addresses of the children (Kathrine and L. Ron Hubbard, 

Jr.) born during this marriage. 

Arrangements were made to interview Mrs. Margaret Ochs on 

2/13/63. 

I arrived at Gap, went to the Ochhome and knocked at the door. 

The door was opened by a man who identified himself as Mr. John Ochs. I 

identified myself to Mr. Ochs (pronounced "Oaks") by showing himuy credentials 

and stating that I had made arrangements to speak with his wife concerning 

Mr. L. Ron Hubbard. He asked me to step in and introduced me to his wife 

who was sitting in the living room. 

Mr. Ochs then stated that ordinarily he would be working .at 

the Lukens Steel plant in Coatsville, Pa.; however, L. Ron Hubbard 	

I asked Mrs. Ochs if she would tell me about L. Ron Hubbard and 

Scientology. Mrs. Ochs indicated that she was willing to cooperate as 

much as possible and hoped that she didn't sound like a vindictive wife. 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT  

Interview of Mrs. Margaret (John) Ochs, Gap, Pa. has supplied 

the current addresses ofr   LA District, 

by copy of this memo, is being requested to interview 	 as per 

DRM memo of 2/4/63. 

Additional leads have 
may want to follow up.  

been set forth in this memo which you 

	-*/  
;If  

FRANCIS J. FISKETT 
Supervisory Inspector Enclosure: pamphlet "Scientology 
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She gave Hubbard's background as follows: Born at Tilden, Neb. 
on 3/13/11, attended high school in Helena, Montana, traveled with his 
parents to Guam, returned to Washington, D. C. and attended Army-N 	Prep 
Schoal, entered George Washington College, Washington, D. C. (exact date 
not known but believed to be 1930 or'31) but flunked out during the second 
year. Hubbard then had trouble with the Federal authorities in 1932 for  
taking some bonded whiskey. (Mrs. Ochs could not supply any names or 
dates.) 

Mrs. Ochs met Hubbard on a blind date in 1932 and was married in 
September 1932. From Sept.'32 until Dec.'41, Hubbard lived in or around 
the Georgetown area writing fiction stories and selling them to national 
magazines. 

Hubbard was in the Navy from 12/41 until 9/45 during which time 
he attended a  Navy training school at Princeton, had several legal intangle-
ments with the Navy but his father (a Naval officer) managed to keep his 
son's name clear. He went directly to Secretary Knox and got a Lt. JG 
commission. 

Mrs. Ochs indicated that Hubbard received some type of injury 
during 1945 and was stationed at the Oak Knoll Navy Hospital. 

All during this conversation, Mrs. Ochs repeated that Hubbard was 
really a genius with a misdirected mind. 

When Hubbard was discharged, he went to Hollywood to become a 
script writer; however, his wife would not go and went to stay with Hubbard's 
parents in Bremerton, Washington. She apparently did not see Hubbard until 
she asked for a divorce in 1947. Mrs. Ochs stated that she paid for her 
own divorce and in the divorce was granted $25 a month maintenance for each 
of the two children. (Hubbard never paid her anything in connection with 
the divorce.) 

Mrs. Ochs stated that up until the time of her divorce she had 
never heard of Scientology and even now could not tell me anything about 
the organization. 

When Hubbard showed up for the divorce proceedings in Port Orchard, 
Wash., he had another woman with him that he was supposed to have married 
during 1946. 

Mrs. Ochs produced two old newspaper articles which gave an 
account of the divorce proceedings of the second wife. The articles in 
"The Mirror" Los Angeles, Calif. paper dated April 23, 1951 page 12, and 
the "Los Angeles Tines" April 24, 1951 related bow Mrs. Sarah Northcup 
Hubbard, from a Pasadena family, was kidnapped, had her child (Alexis 
Valery - 13 1/2 month old daughter) taken from her by Hubbard and was 
asking for a divorce. Mrs. Ochs believes that Hubbard's second wife is 
currently living in either San Mariano or Santa Maria, Califs—es Mrs.  
Sarah Hollister. 
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Other articles which Mrs. Och had relating to Hubbard were:
 

1. "Look Magazine" Vd.. 14, ic:25 

Dec. 5, 1950 7 article titled "Dianetics - Science or Hoax?" 

by Albert Q. Maisel 

2. "Newsweek" August 21, 1950, page 85 

article about Hubbard's book called "Dianetics" 

3. "Time" Dec. 22, 1952, page 34 

article.about the addition of the E meter to Scientology 

Mrs. Ochs gave me a booklet titled "Scientology in Phoenix
" 

which described the organization of Scientology, gives pic
tures and names 

of individuals involved in Scientology. (The original book
let and one copy 

is attached for DRM's information.) 

At about this point in the interview, Mrs. Ochs stated tha
t 

Hubbard's father was thoroughly disgusted with his son and
 his crazy 

ideas and would probably be glad to give us any informatio
n that we might 

want concerning Hubbard's "scraps" with the law. 

The father's address is: 

Lt. Commander H. R. Hubbard (retired) 

1212 Gregory Way 
Bremerton, Washington 

mailing address is: P. O. Box 4072 
Wycoff Station 
Bremerton, Washington 

Mrs. Ochs had two children while married to L. Ron Hubbard
, a 

son, L. Ron Hubbard, Jr, nickname of "Nibs", and a daughte
r Katherine. 

When she was divorced from Hubbard, the children went to l
ive 

with Lt. Commander Hubbard at Bremerton, Wash. L. Ron Hub
bard, Jr. left 

the Port Orchard high school about 1949 or.'50 and joined 
his father in 

Phoenix, Arizona. He apparently stayed with the organizat
ion until 1960 

when he left and moved to California. Mrs. Ochs believes 
that her son is 

a security guard with some company unknown to her. His cu
rrent address 

is 6231 Palm Ave., Bell, California. 

Mrs. Ochs described her son as a gentle man, very gulli
ble, and 

an easy mark for his quick-talking father. 

Katherine Hubbard married Mr. Rod Whittaker in 1956. They
 moved 

to Washington, D. C. and her husband worked with Hubbard f
or approximately 

one year but apparently Whittaker and. Hubbard didn't get a
long so Whittaker 

left Hubbard and divorced Katherine in 1957. Katherine th
en worked in 

the Washington, D. C. offices during 1957 and '58, until s
he remarried in 

'58. Her currentname and address are: 

Mrs. James P. Gillespie 

7455 Balvona Ave. 
Van Nuys, California 
- 	• 	, 	• . ..... 
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Katherine is a housewife and has lived in California for approx-
imately 4 years. 

Mrs. Ochs' final statement was that she believed Hubbard is now 
in England and has been for about 3 years. The last address she had on 
Hubbard, Sr. was Dr. L. Ron Hubbard, Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, 
Sussex, England. She obtained this from the American Primrose Society 
booklet (Spring '62) printed at. 2406 Sayer Ave., Seattle 2, Washington. 

Inspector's Conclusion 

Mrs. Margaret (John) Ochs has supplied some background information 
on L. Ron Hubbard; however, she could not supply any information concerning 
Scientology. It appears that Hubbard began this organization sometime after 
'47. 

The current address for Katherine (daughter) is: 

Mrs. James P. Gillespie 
7455 Balvona Ave. 
Van Nuys, California 

In connection with DRM's request for 	 we 
are requesting LA District by copy of this memo to 	 and 
Obtain any additional information concerning Scientology. 

Current address for L. Ron Hubbard, Jr. is: 

6231 Palm Ave. 
Bell, California 

Division  of Regulatory Management may want LA District to 	 

Copy of a booklet concerning Scientology given to me by Mrs. 
Ochs is attached to this report. DRM may want LA District to follow up 
in Phoenix, Arizona. 

Lt. Commander H. R. Hubbard (retired) 1212 Gregory Way, Bremerton, 
Washington (Seattle District) may be able to supply information on Hubbard's 
activities. 

• r 	(3--( 
• iC,\JW- /..,  

W. REMLE GROVE 
Inspector, Philadelphia District 

• 
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may want to follow up. 

Enclosure: pamphlet "Scientology 
in Phoenix" 

c  
FRANCIS J. FIS TT 
Supervisory_ nspector 

IIRG/fum 
cc: BFA 

LA 
Balt 
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TO 	: Director, Philadelphia District 

FROM : Inspector W. Remle Grove 

SUBJECT: Hubbard E 	
j L

ITter 
4-093 V 	/71  

DRMIP memo 2/4/63 

DATE:2/20/63 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Dianetics Foundation Inc. 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
et al 

DRM/P memo of 2/4/63, (copy of subject memo attached to this 
report) requested that Mrs. Margaret Ochs, Gap, Pa., first wife of L. 
Ron Hubbard, be interviewed and determine"*hat she knows of Scientology 
and the current addresses of the children (Kathrine and L. Ron Hubbard, 
Jr.) born during this marriage. 

Arrangements were made to interview Mrs. Margaret Ochs on 
2/18/63. 

I arrived at Gap, went to the Ochs home and knocked at the door. 
The door was opened by a man who identified himself as Mr. John Ochs. I 
identified myself to Mr. Ochs (pronounced "Oaks") by showing hinny credentials 

and stating that I had made arrangements to speak with his wife concerning 
Mr. L. Ron Hubbard. He asked me to step in and introduced me to his wife 
who was sitting in the living room. 

Mr. Ochs then stated that ordinarily he would be working at 
the Lukens Steel plant in Coatsville, Pa.; however,,14. Ron Hubbardthadt" 
sworn to "get" his wife and he wanted to be at home when I arrived to 
make sure.that Hubbard wasn't trying to pull some trick,7. 

I asked Mrs. Ochs if she would tell me about L. Ron Hubbard and 
Scientology. Mrs. Ochs indicated that she was willing to cooperate as 
much as possible and hoped that she didn't sound like a vindictive wife. 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT 

Interview of Mrs. Margaret (John) Ochs, Gap, Pa. has supplied 
the current addresses of(Katherine and,L. Ron Hubbard, Jr.) LA District,
by copy of this memo, is being requested to interview(Katherin5fas per - 

DRM memo of 2/4/63. 

Additional leads have been set forth in this memo which you 



She gave Hubbard's background as:follows:-.Born at Tilden, Neb. 
on 3/13/11, attended high school in Helena, Montana, traveled With his 
parents to Guam, returned to Washington, D. C. and attended Army-Navy Prep  
School, entered George Washington College, Washington, D. C. (exact date 
not known but believed to be 1930 or'31) but flunked out during the second‘' 
year. Hubbard then had trouble with the Federal authorities in 1932 for  
taking'some bonded whiskey. (Mrs. Ochs could not supply any names or 
dates.) 	 _ 

*L-  Mrs. Ochs met Hubbard-On a blind date in .1932 and was married in 
'September 1932. .From Sept.'32 until Dec.141, Hubbard lived in or around 
the Georgetown area writing fiction stories and selling them to national . 

- magazines. 

Hubbard was in the Navy from 12/41 until 9/45 during Which time: 
he attended a  Navy training school. at Princeton, had several legal intangle-

' meats with the Navy but his father (a Naval officer) managed to keep his 
.son's name clear. He went directly_to Secretary Knox and got a Lt: JG 
commission. 

Mrs. Ochs indicated that Hubbard received'some type efinjury 
during 1945 and was stationed at the Oak Knoll Navy'Holpital. 

All during this conversation, Mrs. Ochs repeated that Hubbard was 
really a genius with a misdirected mind. ' 

When Hubbard was discharged, he went to Hollywood to become a 
script writer; however, his wife would not go and went to stay with Hubbard's 
parents in Bremerton, Washington. She apparently did not see Hubbard until 
she asked for a divorce in 1947. Mrs. Ochs stated that she paid for her 
own divorce and in the divorce was granted $25 a:month maintenance for each 
.of the two children. (Hubbard,never paid her anything in connection with 
the divorce.) 

Mts. Ochs stated that up,until the time of het divorce she had 
never heard of Scientology and even- now could not tell me anything about 
the organization. 

- When Hubbard showed up:for the divorce proceedings in Port Orchard, 
Wash., he had another woman with him that he was supposed to have married 
during 1946. 

• 
Mrs. Ochs produced two old newspaper articles which gave an 

account of the divorce proceedings of.the second wife. The articles in 
"The Mirror" Los Angeles, Calif. paper dated April:23, 1951 page 12, and 
the "Los Angeles Times" April 24, 1951 related how Mrs. Sarah North-cup 
Hubbard, from a Pasadena family, was kidnapped, had her child (Alexis • 
Valery - 13 1/2 month old daughter) taken from her. by Hubbard and was 
asking for a divorce. Mrs. Ochs believes that Hubbard's second wife is 
currently living in either San Marieno or Santa.Mariat_gatiga, as Mrs.  
Sarah Hollister. 

e 



Other articles which Mrs. Och had relating to Hubbard were: 

1. "Look Magazine" Vd. 14, #25 
'.Dec. 5, 1950 -. article titled "Dianetics 	Science or Hoax?" 
by Albert Q. Maisel 

. 
2. "Newsweek" August 21, 1950, page 85 

',article about Hubbard's book called "Dianetics" 

3. "Time" Dec. 22, 1952, page 34 
-.article about the addition of the E,meter to Scientology 

Mrs. Ochs gave me a booklet titled "Scientology in Phoenix" 
which described the organization of Scientology, gives pictures and names 

-of individuals involved in Scientology. (The'original booklet and one copy 
is attached for DRM's information.) 	., 

At about this point in the interview, Mrs. Ochs stated that 
Hubbard's father was thoroughly disgusted with his son and his crazy 
ideas and would probably be:,glad to give us any, information that we might 
want concerning Hubbard's "scraps" With the law. 

The father'S address is: 

Lt. Commander H. R. Hubbard (retired) 
..1212 Gregory Way 	, 	- 
Bremerton, Washington. 

mailing address is: P. O. Box 4072 
Wycoff. Station . 
Bremerton, Washington 

Mrs. Ochs had two children while married, to L. Ron Hubbard, a- 

• son, L. Ron Hubbard, Jr, nickname of "Nibs", and a,daughter Katherine. 

When she was divorced from Hubbard, the children went:to live 
with Lt. Commander Hubbard at Bremerton, Wash. L: Ron Hubbard. Jr left 
the Port'Orchard high'school about 1949 or '50 and joined his father in 
Phoenix, Arizona. He apparently stayed with the organization until 1960 
when he left and moved to California. Mrs.:Ochs believes that her son is 
a 'security guard with some company unknown'to her. His current address 
is 6231 Palm Ave., Bell, California., 

Mrs..0chs described her son as a gentle man, very gullible, and 
an.easy mark for his quick-talking father., 

Katherine.  Hubbard married Mr. Rod Whittaker in 1956. They moved 
to Washington, D. C. and her husband worked with Hubbard for approximately'  

one year but apparently Whittaker and Hubbard didn't get along so Whittaker 
left Hubbard and diVorced Katherine in, 1957. Katherine then worked in 
the',Washington, D. C. offices during 1957 and '58, until she remarried in 

'58. Her, currentvame and address are:.  

Mrs. James P. Gillespie 
7455 Balvona Ave. 
Van Nuys, California 



- 4 - 

Katherine .is a housewife and has lived in California for approx- 
imately 4 years. 	. 

Mrs. Ochs' final statement was that she believed Hubbard is now 
in England and has been for about 3 years. The last address she had on 
Hubbard, Si.'was Dr. L. Ron Hubbard, Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, 
Sussex, England. She obtained this from the American Primrose Society 
booklet (Spring '62) printed at. 2406 Bayer Ave„ Seattle 2, Washington. 

Inspector's Conclusion 

Mrs. Margaret (John) Ochs has supplied some background informaiion 
on L. Ron Hubbard; however, she could not supply any ,,information concerning-: 
Scientology. It appears that Hubbard began this organization sometime after 
'47. 

The current address for Katherine (daughter) is: 

Mrs. James P. Gillespie 
7455 Balvona Ave. 
Van Nuys, California 

In connection with DRM's request for interviewing Katherine, we 
are requesting LA District by copy of this memo to byterviewiKatherine and 
obtain any-additional information concerning Scientology. 

Currentaddress for L. Ron Hubbard, Jr. is: 

6231 Palm Ave. 
Bell; California- 

Division of Regulatory Management may want LA District todollawn 
up on(Rubbard; Jr_17 

Copy of a booklet concerning Scientology given to me by Mrs. 
Ochs is attached to this report. DRM may want LA District to followmp 
in Phoenix, Arizona. 

Lt. Commander H. R. Hubbard (retired) 1212 Gregory Way, Bremerton, 
Washington. (Seattle District) may be able to supply information on Hubbard's 
activities.. 

W. REMLE GROVE 
Inspector, Philadelphia District 



Documents A-8 and H-90 are identical. This document is a two page 
Memorandum of a Telephone Conversation between a complainant and Mr. 
Raymond L. Sweeney, Food and Drug Officer, Buffalo District, reference: 
Scientology of Washington, D.C., dated 11/13/70. 

This memorandum relates the complainant's opinions and observations in 
regards to Scientology and its effects on her relations. 

This document is released with deletions. On page 1, the deleted portion 
on the title contains the name and address of the complainant, which if 
released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy 
and disclose the identity of a confidential source. This portion is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

The deleted portions in paragraphs 1 and 4 contain the name of the 
complainant which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

In paragraph 2, the deleted portion on line 1 contains the name of the 
complainant. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), 
because release would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
The deleted portion on line 4 contains the name of the complainant's 
relative, which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy and would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

In paragraph 3, the deleted portion in line 1, 5, and 15 contains the 
name of the complainant, which if released would disclose the identity 
of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(D). Part of line 1 and all of line 2 and portions deleted in 
line 4 and portions deleted on line 14 contain the addresses and name of 
the complainant's relative. These portions if released would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source, the complainant. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). The deleted portions in lines 
10-12 contain medical references and details of a specific individual, 
which if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). 



The deleted portion of the title on page 2 contains the name and address 
of the complainant, which if released would disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

The deleted portion in paragraph 1 contains the name of the complainant 
which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). In paragraph two, 
the deleted portions in lines 1, 3, and 6 contain the name of the 
complainant and specific information, which if released, would disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



..._C:oranchzt of Telephone Conversation  

Between:. i 	
 

end  
. • M.r. Raymond T./Sweeney,. Food &Drug Officer, Suc-VDDH 

. 	. 	• 
Ref 	Sci ettology. of:Washington 

	 --- --- 	'state& she wantt'd to report the illegal dist
ribution of drugs by  

a Washington,D..O. firm, and.Occe other information indi
cating that,the_firS 

should be put out-of buniLess or cleaned up.: 

	 stated stated that she-tad just returnea:-.ou Withington, D.C.H where • 

:she had.been called by her-son-in-lnw to•see if she could 
help her inughter.".:jy 

aad granddaughter cut. ,The son-La-13w had bea'unable'to
 do anYthing_with:Jri . 	_ 

	

the daughter," 	 _. . 	. 	.- . 	
. 

. 	 ••'- 

	

. 	, 	. 
 	 stated

.
that. her daughter vas currently living ac

:: 	  

4.4aanington, D. C..-She stated that her --anddaughter, 1
2 years-cid, is living 

- 	 whciAsHinvolved with Scientology of Washington, D.- C. - 

located.st 18107127AneteentoThtreet.• 	 stated that her.daughtar: 

in keeping the granclaughter•at: the address Of.:Sflentolog
y and that. the - 

i3 a habitat jor:hiOpies-and drug users-H She stated tha
t although she* 

had no concrete prooftclaer-observations:lead her
 to believe rat this office 

-of Scientology is nothing but a. drug pushing office and
 that het daughter 

has become involved with this operation:- 

--- .......::She stated that because.om,the.work:her daugh
ter is doing.  at this' 

-Cddress Ssientology:is planning, to,eetHher•
Up as_managerOf- the-Scientology-, 

office at 	
in the very,_ 

near future:7-  ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 'stated-she believes -
thia will only.helvto maIre;..y 

widespread'theiliegal distribution of drugs* 

- 	• 

	 atat4 that she -hopes' someone can checkoct this distr
ibutinn.o4  

drugs a„,e.tatst.„..71c.cetions and also believes tha
t-the unhealthy conditions are. 

rvorj.int both-at
'the office of ScientoloTy at Washinaton.and at the 

IF.JOIN4'"'teenth,SL\address where her da
ughter is presently living. 

• - 	. 

nAlfirnICRa-DIST77Crtk,v;% 	. 

_ 	1.%‘  
'For you-rn ,..arnatiOn &:,Conneotion with the operations 

apparently carried on 

by Sc=i271tOlcSt.-Of Washinc,toni
'D. C. The inforrant here stated in addition 

to above ttintKhile had mC/Specific knowledge of the type 
of drugs that may be 

need and diAriaUtee from this place. 

oriz. 	1 cc: Salt'-ere District 
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- 2 - 	liemo of Telephone Conversation 

------ 	 ------- -- 	• 
, 	. 

• 
• 

• 

_  

	

   tated that she ia I registered nurse And is faflitiar, with the .  

affects of drugs being use& _She stated that sta believed her_daughtar - 

may be beyond help.  but thatJter granddaughter nay yet be saved.:. . • 	- 

_ told 	 t..:1Lt 	wrsn't stir& that our: agency hzd mvc% 

over 	operatran but tat I would r3port what- she bad told me to the 	- -  

	

_ - 	  
office cove-inn Tiashinnton D C 
stated that if she could be of.any assistance in helping to investigate 	 - _ 

the operations of this firm, she would:be very happy to do so.- She gave 

her telephone-number 	
. • 

   : 	„ 	, 	 ,• 

Food and Brug_Officer 
.Buffalo District, FD0,1::,y 	 

• 
• . 

	

, 	. 	. 	• • 

• . 	 . 

	

. ,.• 	 'I • 

• 1 	. 	 t • • 



Nemoranduth of TeleoGone Conversation 
	

November " 13, '1970':  

Between •Emrs. Alma Nit t ..-:1018...North Military Roe d;.: Niagara: Falle;:r.4.. 

Mr. Raymond 	Sweeney, Food ei.. Driig of f LearOl Buf/D0.< 

Ref: Scientologyof•WashingtonO,4.; 

Nittantated. she,  wanted, to report-,the:.,7illegal:,diatribUtioni of:dings.' by 

a 	

• . 
washini6on,??.p;:. 	f 	and " :Sane " other.'inforMation::indiesting::that_"theflfirTat 

... 
should' be put, out. of business or,.cleaned%up.cy 

GirS;' hitt?. stated that she had just returnedc, from Waaningtono,: .,. .s,whirey 
, 	. 

-;.,-;she" had been,-Cailed-lbys,..•'her: scin;in7law)tc:i'see if . she :CoUld ,heli,  he.-:i. Ldeughtet 

'

Elsg: 

and: granddaughter;: Out"....--', „The (aon•;•in,  Whad:.been;:ur.ible: to  

.... t'ne ldanghtero• Ca .. zirs ,:ff Rena, Ate/Winder, 	
. 

„ 
/ Lars ..-..Nitti 3tatedi,that-  heridanghterj 'was currently:living:at: 1813,11ineteenth 

	

_ • 	. • - 	-,-.•• 	•  	, ,.••    
Street but-  was ', moving i- in. about:4 weelc• to 1915: 	NorthWesty. 23rd: Street,. 4-,  7:-   ,   

	

.., 	4..,  

Washington, D.' C..;7, She: stated that_- her tarenddatighteri 11  years el d ,=I la-I•iyin 
, 

't witht; _':fr s. Alaxaider 3 Who.  :is.  involved: ; With tScientology:•of . Washington; - D.c,-C;. ";2:1- 

se. located .at =.'1810;42,,Nineteenth(.:Street 	s.: 	a a e trther Lau'-71341 o- 	. d'er f 

	

. 	2.1 tt 	. .  

	

. 	- 	- 	. 	• 	• 	• , . , 
is: keeping, the granddaughter/ at' the address' of-:Scientology.• and that. tha•-•,..,.).12,Q, .. , 

• - 
plaCe, is a .hahitat.forihiPpies'rand -drugiuifirs.L.'-..:".She.  stated that although "shiy- 

' had no: concrete :piticif,J,'...her observations': lead; her'.ib:,believe that - this office,  

'Y.. •-• 

 

of Scientology:  is..-nOthing'.hdt, a i.drug•- pUshing. office and that' her I datighterLi_ 

4. has „become involved with ' this operatisan.":Lihei  sta tad,  that her - granddaughter-4,.,::, 

- -, et is. a. diabetic and-appears to have•fill!the.:Symptocits'of _venereal dineasejas well 

ie,:nowj.: She. stated:that. because; Of, the!-worlc.:hat _daughter:: is` doing. e t: this 

- add-resist; rientOlogy.fis- planning to,  Seitheid4 '40;fmariager'7,-of' tae Scientology  

-,.....2....4office at 425 yeat FarMingtark-:Road; -Virginia,  Reecho:Sirginia-ain the ,Very 

it.i

a7  

• near future. tiird..Nitti3stated she'LhelieVei::  this' will • oray.-}telli”;o make 
. more widespread 'the illegal :distribution of drugs:C.;.: 

 

E: M_rs. Nitti2,e4_ a Sa.,  that.  she ;hones seMeene? can thee   k ':Ont 'this distribution of 

drugs  a$-taiS4-11iicetions and 'alit; believes that: the. Unhealthy conditions are,.:- 

prev;lent both 411.-Ahe -  office• of Scientology at.  et.  Washington, and at .the '  

18-V Nexteesith 8.b.:*laress - where: her ,Ldaughter 'is presently living:— 
. 	_.. 

, ... 	• 	,_ 	, 

BALTINCRX-DISTRIOTt*-*-.  

For youz\tnfOrmatioja ilf,connection with the operations apparently carried,on 

by Scientololit og Washington;'' D. C. The informant here stated in .addition 

to above tttaKilie had,suarspecifie knowledge of the type of: drugs that may be '

used and didt.r.ihntedrircks this 	- 	'z' • 

orig. & 1 cc: Baltimore District 



(Ire.`Nitt tatedithat she is i kegistimeditui-se and is familiar, with the  
affects.of-dkugibeirii-aeiL:1,She*ateethats*helieved:her.tiughtar;f2,.. 
may be beyond help h.1.1#7thotheriLgrandclaughterimayyethOoveth  

I: told jrs iitti2 1.1.1t-twasn.
# 
 t sure thato4ragency,had muchAurisdiction 

.averitAnoili.ation but that:twould.,upoiitihat:Ishe'hadhtoldine'to'the:*::  
office:covering.tiashington,.M. 	 Virginia Beach area bfrs .Plit"~~. 

..--.-staScl:that'itshe-could,be..oLanY:assistice.is.helping'to; investigate F^. 
the operatiOns.of:this:firm,Ishe-wpuld-h4:mety;hapioy 	so‘-„(fille-gavel 
her telephong-Smiger&:Butler 3-7772. 
• • 

:-.Raymond 
'good andAirugjlfficep 
BUfealaistrict;-/TA. 



NOTE.-DO NOT USE THIS ROUTE SLIP TO I DATE „ 	I  
SHOW FORMAL CLEARANCES OR APPROVALS 	ri (Z3'  7 o  

TO: DIVISION OF CASE 	AGETrgrktgen  ROOM 
GUIDANCE (BD-310) 	 9B-37B 

ROOM 

ATT: BERNARD T. LOFTUS 

❑ APPROVAL 
	

O REVIEW 
	

❑ PER CONVERSATION 

	

0 SIG NATURE 
	

❑ NOTE AND SEE ME 
	

O AS REQUESTED 

O COMMENT 
	

O NOTE AND RETURN O NECESSARY ACTION 

It FOR YOUR INFORMATION 

O PREPARE REPLY FOR SIGNATURE OF 

REMARKS: 

(F 'Id here for return) 

To George. R. White .  
From_ 

PHONE 
i 00.1 & pair  Officor,  BLT-DQ 

LDING 

FORM HEW-30 REV. 111% ROUTE SLIP G10.1156-0-400606 



a. 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation November 13, 1970 I. 

 

 

 

Between; Mrs. Alma Nitti, 1018 North Military Road, N
iagara Valle, N. Y. 

and 
Mr. Raymond L. Sweeney, Food & Drug Officer, Buf/DO 

Ref: Scientology of Washington, D. C. 

Mrs. Nitti stated she wanted to report the illegal dis
tribution of drugs by 

a Washington, D. C. firm and some other information in
dicating that the firm 

should be put out of business or cleaned up. 

Mrs. Nitti stated that she had just returned from Wash
ington, D. C. where 

she had been called by her son-in-law to see if she co
uld help her daughter 

and granddaughter out. The son-in-law had been unable
 to do anything with 

the daughter, a Mrs. Rena Alexander. 

Mrs. Nitti stated that her daughter was currently livi
ng at 1818 Nineteenth 

Street but was moving in about a week to 1915 NorthWes
t 23rd Street, 

Washington, D. C. She stated that her granddaughter, 
12 years old, is living 

with Mrs. Alexander who is involved with Scientology o
f Washington, D. C. 

located at 1810-12 Nineteenth Street. Mrs. Nitti stat
ed that her daughter 

is keeping the granddaughter at the address of Sciento
logy and that the 

place is a habitat for hippies and drug users. She st
ated that although she 

had no concrete proof, her observations lead her to be
lieve that this office 

of Scientology is nothing but a drug pushing office an
d that her daughter 

has become involved with this operation. She stated t
hat her granddaughter 

is a diabetic and appears to have all the symptoms of 
venereal disease as well 

now. She stated that because of the work her daughter
 is doing at this 

address, Scientology is planning to set her up as mana
ger of the Scientology 

office at 425 West Farmington Road, Virginia Beach, Vi
rginia, in the very 

near future. Mrs. Nitti stated she believes this will
 only help to make 

more widespread the illegal distribution of drugs. 

Mrs. Nitti stated that she hopes someone can check out
 this distribution of 

drugs at these locations and also believes that the un
healthy conditions are 

prevalent both at the office of Scientology at Washing
ton and at the 

1818 Nineteenth St. address where her daughter is pres
ently living. 

BALTIMORE-DISTRICM 

ihiOfMfltieh in conneetieft With the OM:1E8E1.6nd 6DP4fe1O1 et
iaitd on 

tty tieolotelegg of Weehtogeoo, 	Us Tie 	 here stated in oddttion 

to above that she had no specific kunt31,:dvI pi! the ty
pe of drugs that may be 

used and distributed from this place. 

orig. & 1 cc: Baltimore District 
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Mrs. Alma Nitti 	 2 	 Memo of Telephone Conversation 

' Niagara Falls, N.Y. 

Mrs. Nitti stated that she is a registered nurse and is fami
liar with the 

affects of drugs being used. She stated that she believed he
r daughter 

may be beyond help but that her granddaughter may yet be saved,
 

I told Mrs. Nitti that I wasn't sure that our agency had muc
h jurisdiction 

over this operation but that I would report what she had tol
d me to the 

office covering Washington, D. C. and the' Virginia Beach ar
ea. Mrs. Nitti 

stated that if she could be of any assistance in helping to 
investigate 

the operations of this firm, she would be very happy to do so. She gave 

her telephone number as. Butler 3-7772. 



Document A-9. A two page memorandum dated 12/9/64 to Division of Case 
Supervision, attention Mr. Will Swain, from George D. Tilroe, Supervisory 
Inspector, Baltimore District. Subject: Founding Church of Scientology. 

This memorandum is a summary of a telephone conversation with a complainant 
regarding present experiences with the Church of Scientology and members 
of that organization. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portion on the 
subject title on page 1 contains the name and address of the complainant. 
Release of this portion would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

In paragraph 1 on page 1, the deleted portions in lines 1 and 2 contain 
the name of the complainant. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. The rest of the deleted paragraph consists of specific and 
confidential information, including medical references, pertaining to 
the complainant's relative, which if released would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C). 

The deleted portions in paragraph 2 consist of the name of the complainant 
which is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because if released it 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. The rest of the 
deleted portions consist of confidential information including medical 
references, which if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy of an individual other than the confidential 
source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). 

The deleted portions in paragraph 3 consist of the name of the complainant's 
relative and specific detailed information including medical references 
pertaining to that individual. Release of any portion of the deleted 
material would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy for that individual and would also disclose the identity of the 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D). 



The deleted portions in paragraph 4 consist of the name of the complainant 
and detailed confidential information given by that individual. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 

The deleted portions in paragraph 5, which continues on page 2, consist 
of the name of the complainant and specific confidential information. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 

The deleted portions in paragraph 2 on page 2 consist of names of three 
individuals, which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



Document A-9. A two page memorandum dated 12/9/64 to Division of Case 
Supervision, attention Mr. Will Swain, from George D. Tilroe, Supervisory 
Inspector, Baltimore District. Subject: Founding Church of Scientology. 

This memorandum is a summary of a telephone conversation with a complainant 
regarding present experiences with the Church of Scientology and members 
of that organization. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portion on the 
subject title on page 1 contains the name and address of the complainant. 
Release of this portion would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

In paragraph 1 on page 1, the deleted portions in lines 1 and 2 contain 
the name of the complainant. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. The rest of the deleted paragraph consists of specific and 
confidential information, including medical references, pertaining to 
the complainant's relative, which if released would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C). 

The deleted portions in paragraph 2 consist of the name of the complainant 
which is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because if released it 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. The rest of the 
deleted portions consist of confidential information including medical 
references, which if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy of an individual other than the confidential 
source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). 

The deleted portions in paragraph 3 consist of the name of the complainant's 
relative and specific detailed information including medical references 
pertaining to that individual. Release of any portion of the deleted 
material would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy for that individual and would also disclose the identity of the 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D). 
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The deleted portions in paragraph 4 consist of the name of the complainant 
and detailed confidential information given by that individual. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 

The deleted portions in paragraph 5, which continues on page 2, consist 
of the name of the complainant and specific confidential information. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 

The deleted portions in paragraph 2 on page 2 consist of names of three 
individuals, which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



Document A-9. A two page memorandum dated 12/9/64 to Division of Case 
Supervision, attention Mr. Will Swain, from George D. Tilroe, Supervisory 
Inspector, Baltimore District. Subject: Founding Church of Scientology. 

This memorandum is a summary of a telephone conversation with a complainant 
regarding present experiences with the Church of Scientology and members 
of that organization. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portion on the 
subject title on page 1 contains the name and address of the complainant. 
Release of this portion would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

In paragraph 1 on page 1, the deleted portions in lines 1 and 2 contain 
the name of the complainant. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. The rest of the deleted paragraph consists of specific and 
confidential information, including medical references, pertaining to 
the complainant's relative, which if released would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C). 

The deleted portions in paragraph 2 consist of the name of the complainant 
which is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because if released it 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. The rest of the 
deleted portions consist of confidential information including medical 
references, which if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy of an individual other than the confidential 
source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). 

The deleted portions in paragraph 3 consist of the name of the complainant's 
relative and specific detailed information including medical references 
pertaining to that individual. Release of any portion of the deleted 
material would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy for that individual and would also disclose the identity of the 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D). 



The deleted portions in paragraph 4 consist of the name of the complainant 
and detailed confidential information given by that individual. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 

The deleted portions in paragraph 5, which continues on page 2, consist 
of the name of the complainant and specific confidential information. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because. release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 

The deleted portions in paragraph 2 on page 2 consist of names of three 
individuals, which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



•-••!viS1.2H OF C.,;SE L'.:PES71SlOti 	 Ek:cember 

2alti:ora :District 

:!.,urch of Scientology 

DecemCer 3, 12;64 T talephoned:   	 to determine the present 

status of her husband  with relation to Scientoiocy.  	indisated 

her htisband had 	  

. 	also indicated that he has been given a. 	  " 	. 
-5y indiviauals at the church. She did not know the name or 

out indicated it was 	  

	 to date has spent,    on Scientolooy._ 	

   He has still not received his 

-..uditor's license but plans to  _go to St. Hill, England, to becoce a 

qualified auditor. 	 Suggested that if additional information 

t ere desirad we contact 	  
•	  

	 rile would wilii.Dgiy discuss Scientology 

	

--- '''' -- '''''''''' — ''''''  Sne would also attpot to determine the nape of 	
which he has been given. ' 	'has purchased 3 tsoe recorder and 

..  

records aii talks with her husbanC She offered to let us listen to the 

tape if anything develops that might be of interest. 

wring the conversation with/...._.... 	she was preoccupied with the sexual 

activities  of the Founding Church and, 	
	  I ciuestioned 



5:VIS;J:4 OF CASE sun%visloa, A771: U. 	SaAiN --Dec. 9, 

   as to ....no is currently in chars.e In !daslmlington. Sha indicated 

that flaanor Turner was apparently the top woman. She stated.thet Anton 

.:cakes is thought to be in England at this tinua, 

icu may wish to ask 	 to investigate the connection of 

	 with the Founding Church of Scientoiosy and perhaps meet 

_. 	' ''' 	"''at  the 2.00tei to sae what information he would supply. lf further 
-YOCo.,t-tip Is indicated, please let us know. 

GE:JRZZ D. TIL.RDE 
Supervisory insoector 

9 	f337:fw 



17i5?0 	 f.ece•-•ber 	11,:614 

Sistrict 

:::H4rch of Scientology 

jecember 3, 3564 t  telephoned    	-to determine the present 

..itatus of her arusband  with relation to Scientology. 7  ---- 	-- .-Tindicated 

t:'-ae her h-isband haa 	  
... 	.... .  	_ ............. 	_ 

. _ 	. . -• -  also indicated that he has been given a  
	_ 

. 	_ 
5,/ irdiviauals at the church. She did not know the 	 name of 

nut indicated it was 

	to date has spent 	on Scientology. - 	  

   He has still not received hi5 
t,uditor's license but plans to  _go to St. Hill, England, to becoce a 

cualified auditor. "= '''''''''''''''''' =Suggested that if additional information 

desired we contact 	  

Ina  would wiliingiy disass Scientology 

'''''''''' She would also attempt to determine the -leo* of 	 

:rich he has been given: 	 ram purchased 3 tape recorder and 

records ail talks with her bus-Dank: 	She offered to let us listen to the 

tab- .1F anything develops that might be of interest. 

Curing the conversation withi„„=„she was preoccupied w;th the sexual 
__activities . of  the Founding Church and 	  

questioned 



i-AV:ElJi4 Jr CASE SUPERVISlea, ATTN: nil. 'JILL SWAIN—Dec. 9, l3;4 

as. to who is currently in charge in !Aasbington. She indicated 

that Elaanor Turner was apparently the top wce.ea. She stated that Anton 

ass is thought to be in England at this time. 

iv./ may wish to asst 	 to investigate the connection of 

	 with the Founding Church of Scientology and perhaps meet 

	at the hotel to sae what in.l:ormation he would supply. If further 

foilcw-up is indicated, please let us know. 

GE:3NY/. D. TILRDE 
Supervisory inspector 

"..*---7,•11emer 	v‘••••— 	 • 



l 7iSlOA OF c...;s17  31.;PERVISiCti 	 1:.;64 
'JILL 

jalti;:ore 
• 

di a :l%urch of Scientology 

)ecember 3, i364 t telephoned: 	 to determine  the present 
_.ated tatus of her husband with relation to Scientology. . ._ . 	 indic.  

1:%At her husband 1-;i2 	  

.5y indiviaiials at the church. She did not know the name ot- 
._..._ _.also indicated that he has been given a. .. 

..... 
aut indicated it was 

• —  
	 to date has spent 	on Scientology. 

...... ..... 	 ...... 
• 

	

   He has still not received his 
:;ditor's license but plans to  _go to St. Hill, England, to become a 
qualified auditor. 	 Suggested that if additional information 
"..ere desired we contact 	  

	 !he wcuid 	 discuss Scientology 

	  She would also attempyo determine the nary of 	 
;rich he has been given. 	 'has purchased 3 tape recorder and—  
records ail talks with her 	 She offered to let 1:s listen to the 
tape if anything develops that might be of interest. 

Daring the conversation with/ 	 she was oreoccuoied with the sexual .  
activities of the Founding Cl-zurch and, 	  

ziuestioned 



,1°113:_iN OF CASE SUFEJNISiCa, A7TN: 	'JILL S'aniN--Dec. 9, ;3;4 

	 as ro who is cwrrentiy in charge In Washington, She indicated 

that :laanor Turner was apparently the top weiten. She stated that Anton 

aneS is th0u9ht to be in Sngland at this time. 

,ou ray wish to ask 	 to investigate: the connection of 

	 with the Founding Church of Scientoloyy and perhaps meat • 

''''''' 	-at the iotel to sae what information he would supply. If further 

73How-up is indicatad, piaasa let us know. 

GEt:Ria. D. TILRDE 
upervisory Inspector 

(27-r-c-)CS 
cc DFO 
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December 9, (964 DiViSION OF CASE SUPERVISION 
ATTN: MR. WILL SWAIN 

Baltimore District 

)i  
Founding Church of Scientology , 
Mrs. Elmo K. Troup (Mildred) 
Arlington ;ewers Apartments 
Arlington, Va. 

4111 

On December 8, 1964 St telephoned(Mrs. TrouP,?to•determine the present . 
status of her husband.with relation to Scientology. (firs. Troup)indicated 
thatcher husbandihadgveen sent to Albuquerque, New Mexico, by a women at 
the Founding Church to obtain treatment from a chiropractor by the name 

- 	;-, 

of Dixon. He has been in Albuquerque for the past two months but plans .. 
to return to Virginia for Christmas. Mr. Troup is in company with a 
65-year old woman who is taking him to the chiropractor daily.. He is also 
being treated by a dentist in Albuquerque by the name of Mayz) 

(i4rs. Troup also indicated that he has been given a‘iTook on (nervous disorders.) 
by individuals at the church. She did not know the name of theawaok at this . 
tic&but indicated it wes(Published by the Lippincott Company23 

tiTr. Troup/to date has spent($70,000)on Scientology. (in addition, he is 
lending money to students and auditors. To date he has lent $34,000 in 
quantities ranging from $3,000 to $8,000:1 He has still not received his 
auditor's license but plans to go to St. Hill, England, to become a ' 
qualified auditor. (its. Trcup suggested that if additional information 
were desired we contact Mr. Troup at the White Winrock Motel In 	• 
Albuquerque. She stated that by merely questioning him concerning his 

-shaking condition (Parkinson's disease) he would willingly discuss Scientology 
with anyone) She is also desirous of knowing whether4the chiropractorlis . 
connected with the Founding ann.& 	. 	 . . 

Mrs. Troup said she Was calling her husband on the evening of December 3 
and would obtain from him the full name and address of the chiropractor and 
he dentist,j She would also attempt to determine the name of the book . 

which he has been given. (1rs.  Troun)has purchased a tape recorder and 
records ail talks with,her husband!' She offered to let us listen to the 
tape if anything develops that might be of interest. 

During the conversation with(nrs. Troupjshe was preoccupied with the sexual 
activities of the Sounding Church andther husband.She indicated that 
individuals at the church are pressuring him to divorce her 	I questioned 
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DIVISION OF CASE SUPERVISION, ATTN: MR. Witt SWAIN--Dec. 9. 1964 . 

5.-irs. Trougas to who is currently in charge in Washington. She indicated 
that Eleanor Turner was apparently the top ?amen. She stated that Anton 
James is thought to be in England at this time. 

i

You may wish to askgbenver District)to investigate the connection of 
Or. DixorDwith the Founding Church of Scientology and perhaps meet . 
, r. Troupjat the hotel to see what information ha would supply. If further  
follow-up is indicated, please let us knew. 

GEORGE D. TILRUE 
Supervisory Inspector 



Documents A-10 and H-194 are identical. This document is a one page 
Memorandum of a Telephone Conversation dated 9/13/63 between the following 
FDA employees: Arnold N. Morton, Seattle District, G. Wallace Rynerson, 
Seattle District, and A.M. Welch, Division of Regulatory Management. 
This memorandum pertains to specific persons and events that took place 
in the Seattle area. 

Paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 are deleted in their entirety. These paragraphs 
consist and describe in detail investigative techniques and procedures. 
These paragraphs are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(E). In paragraph 
5, the deleted portions in lines 2, 3, and 5 consist of the name of a 
specific individual. Lines 8 and 9 contain specific detailed information 
regarding this individual mentioned in lines 2, 3, and 5. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because this release would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. 

The deleted portions in paragraph 6 consist of specific confidential 
information including medical references of a third individual, which•if 
released would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). 



Cht:rch cf Sciencolc'sy 
pictri'cution Cancer 

”nscil.ncon D C 

September 13, 1263 

;a:ricaAiipum or T,1”r3otrz co7.7.sa.i.wroN  

eas: Arnold 'J. 2orton, Seattle District 

7Callace Rynerson, Seattle District 

A. M. 7:;e1c11,. Division of-legulatory Hanagement 

Seattle District called and said that Reverend William 3. Ptak had been 

taoC and killed on the evening of 9/1J/53. 	:ussell 2. ,LT:remson had. 

been arrested for this murder and the Seattle papers reported that Rev-

erend Sisk had been deliberately shot before..iour witnesses. 

Inspector Ell Floyd of Seattle District has had some prior conversations 

tilt..   These occurred on August27 am4 September 5, and,  it ' 

tan understhod d:aring these meetings   	'would provideto the -%-

InaPector some information about the operation of this Scientology4roup.-'. 

	 :had servised Inspector Floyd that there were approximately  

`i-5- Z ileters at the Fourth Avenue address and he had obtained some of the 

literature used by the  Church. On September 9, he indicated to Inspector ' 

	

rio,a that iaasruch as 	

2-7 3-63 

A. LI. I.ielca 



Church of Scientology 
- The Distribution Center', 
Washilgton D C 	 • 

4-093 V 
Hubbard E Meter 
'DC 43405. 

September 13;.1963 
• . 

MEMORANDUM OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATION- 

between: Arnold N.,Morton, Seattle District 
' — 

Wallace,.Ryuerson',,,:Seattle District 
: 

A; MA4elch,:Division_otraegulatory Management 

-.Seattle District talled,and'Said that Reverend WilliaM J. Fisk had been 
• shot and killed on the.  evening of 9/10/53. A RusseIXE: Jnhns61:01ad. 
been arrested lorthis murder and the Seattle papers reportedthattiter'- 
erend-Fisk had been deliberately. Shot,beforefourWitaesSes 	' 

Seattle WilltsubMit more complete reporting 	the purpose of this:calln, 
was toreport the, request of the Seattle Police-Captain,that,wasylanning 
to conduct a raid of the Church Prepertie4 et 1112 FourthAvenuaHowthS* 
morning Of 9/12/53. The police captain had contactid:the,Distrint:and:: 
requested or asked if their, inspector would.are to accompany them,i,. 
District was-calling'foc permissioato.tamply with this request. 

Mr.:Smart, in the absence ofMr.;:tOldhammer, authorizedSiattle-Distrint*. 
to cooperate fully with the Seattle police:: He later Contacted:Mr:,- Stephens! 2 . . Er;,. Stephens_ 

confirmed Mr: Smart's authdriaationto Seattle District;_- ; :-, • 

They were advised to discuss with the Captain the future need for testimonyH 
( 	and to arrange with the,. Captain toimmediately:,submit.a-RegulatiOn.4fl 

, 	• 
Inspect° rd Floyd of Seattle. District has had SomekPriol,ConveisatiOnsr. 
with Mr. Johns 	Theseoccurredion AnguatLazad September75,:andityv 
was unterstoodduring:these.meetingsohnseWould pxoVide 
inspector aomejnformationbout,,the'operation:OfkthisScientologjgroup:, 
aTEEZEDD>hadadvisecLInsPOntOr Floyd that'there'vere approximately 
%ts flaters at the Fourth Avenue address and he had obtained some of the 
literature used by the Church. "On September 9, he indicated:tcOnspector ,  
Floyd that inasmuch asSgiewife was now proposingtd:take their small chil 
aren to this Church he wouldges,ahead with a-diVoice4.). 

Mr. Morton advised that approximately two, weeks ago he tiaii learned that 
Polly Hubbard,. second wife of Ron Hubbard, was experiencing .a re-occurrence 
of her cancer and Mr. Morton_suggeitad-that if depositionswerebeing 
contemplated,. that they be obtained 	the stery:near:future:*:116 understood:; 
that her name was tolls and. was.living at/Gap,- Pennsylvania: 

cc•aalw 
-- 	Se 

BE 
DFA 

AMSiolch: J1 9-13-63 



g!IColch:11 9-13-63 

oarrebogetientology 
-'2ho Distribution totem; 

474pailifttstces DC: . . , , 	„ .„ .... 	• 
Septr4N: or 	noi 

• 

CZ =SW= IZMIT91371SA:,MCI  

Doted=  Arnold M. Morton, Seattle.Dlotrict 

G. Dellacellymersouplebt0e1120trict: 

A. U. Voleh;:alvibiOnsof,dounietorYtanoaartent . 	. 
SeattleDistrict colic;d'and said that DaVeread Million .1'. Mukha' been 
chat cad trilled on tho evealn6 of 9/10/64. A assooll B. Jabascalled 
been eserested for this warder and- the Seattle papers reported that ROVm 
mead. Dish bed been deliberately shot before foor-witneasee. 

Seattle vill seltsitcnne.cosplota reportilktend thaOMPeoe of this call 
woo to report the request of the Costae tblice horsier that eta planning 
to conduct a retiof.tho,ChirCh prat:ernes-Eat 1112 rourthAvenee on the 
corning of 9/12/63. `fhb pa/ice ccp#16 ha =tatted the District and 
requested or oohed ii their inspectsremald core to eccc=pany then. The 
District= calling for permission to ce.-Iymith this reqqest. 

44r.:Smart, in the abscess of rt. Coldh=ere  cathorisad Seattle District ' 
to ca pewee° fully with the Seattle police. Ca later contacted-Ur. Stephens 
who confirmed Ur. Snares outhorisetion'to Seattle Diotrict.-.,: 	• ' 

TheY:vero advised to diztueo with the Captain the fetereeeed for tistimony:. 
and-tottrato with the Captain to'infladiotely submits Deaulation 4.1 
CWiesi;  

Inspector Ed Yloyd of Beattie District has .recd Gam  prior converoatiomo 
. vitb Os. Janson. These °tetrad on &meat 27 sad Septcher 5; and it 

tuts -understood during these meatless, 	johnzOatoold provIdo.to the 
IttePector Seep information about the operation of this ScientOlocy group. 
13r. Johaboehed advised:Inspector11°yd that:themmoro apprealnately.' 
I5.11 Motors at the Worth dVanaoeddrassend he had obtained same of the • 
litereturo used by. theantrch.' Ca September 90  ho indicated to Inspector 
Ulayd that inattach ea his pars= nam-proposing to taftc their =11 Chit, 
Oren to this March ho would go Otrevith a divorce. 	- • 

• 
Mr. Morton Steed that appranimately tuoMoehe ego he bad learned that 
telly Eubbard,adcandelfe of fleptibbard, wee empterientits a ro-occurrence 
Of her center and Ur. Mrton unmasked that if:depooitioas mere being 
conCeoplatedi that they bp obtained intha very near future. Ba understood 

. that her =Maims Oghs.aS moo living at Gap, Ptmoylvania 



Documents A-11 and R-24 are identical. This document is a three page 

memorandum dated 7/23/64 to Philadelphia District from Inspector Elmer 

W. Greve. Subject: DCS: BRC/Phila. ltr. 5-22-64 4093 V, E Meter, FDC 

48405. This document is an inspector's report on an interview with an 

individual concerning their experiences with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. Paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 on 

page 1; paragraphs 3, 4, and 6 on page 2; and paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 7, and 

8 on page 3 consist of the name and address of one specific individual. 

These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release 

of these portions would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 

privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

The deleted portions in paragraph 3 on page 1 consist of the names and 

addresses of two specific individuals and confidential information 

pertaining to both. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), 

because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 

privacy and would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

The deleted portions in paragraph 1 on page 2 consist of the name of a 

specific individual and also confidential information including medical 

references pertaining to that individual. These portions are exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D), because release would constitute a 

clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity 

of a confidential source. 

Line 1 in paragraph 4 on page 3 consists of the name of the individual 

who is considered as a confidential source. This portion is exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the identity 

of a confidential source. The deleted portion on line 3 consists of the 

name and address of a second individual, which if released would constitute 

an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 

In paragraph 5, the first deleted portion on line 1 consists of the name 

of the confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 

552(b)(7)(D). The second deleted portion on line 1 and the deleted 

portion on line 2 of this paragraph consists of confidential identifying 

information pertaining to a second individual. This portion is exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because release would constitute an unwarranted 

invasion of personal privacy. 
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In paragraph 6, the first deleted portion consists of the name of the 
confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 
The remaining deleted portions on line 1 and line 2 consist of names of 
other individuals, while lines 3 and 4 consist of confidential information. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release 
of these portions would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy and would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
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n 

) jmy 23, 1964 

   

    

    

    

Distribution Center 
':shington,D, C. 

   

V 
r...eter 

77C 47.4;23 

7effaera1 bureau of investiga.:ion on April 23, 1964 askiog:Thhout - 
."7cientologv Center. 17er 'otter 1.4as ,--=---red  to tte Feod and 2.7,c.  

At..cinisrraticn and a raply to ter letter was sent pa Nay 22, 1954-. 
o2  Case Supervision reported this to us and ash-ed thet- we 

	

 	 to `;et sone :cats about Sciettology_and to 

	

dotzrnine if she mi2.:at maice a good   in the pending case. 

..... 	ft 	7  7  tad a very difLicuittime contacting 	  A er 	4-211,. 	  
contacted ter, 7 found out the reason :or the d;41:4 ault7. 

iu the process o getting a divorce from ter husband; 
	 'and -.er 21  month 
oi“ 1.:n7 .sre .:ow 1191n2 wit::: her parents1n,,    Although the 
di7c,I-C? has not }'et teen granted, ter husband is married again  to 

	

..,,,..an  older than he is, and who is an ardent scienrologisr.  	
	 aad her father and mother were suspicious of anyone coning. to 

	

the door and would not answer tee door. 	

    

(Cont'd cm page 2) 

    

         

    

Tuly 27, 1;64 

   

    

 	 iveri the appearance of 2 :-::nu witness altboua the 
basic concepts oiscientolor4y are so..pe,:hzt confraing to ter. 7:je 
sp:gest that Lhe be intar=1:-.7ed cgain if ':au 	to use ber testLaony 

ohe 	,bln to tecall zore ccr=rote 	pointed infornaticn. 

   

   

   

- - 

Thscector 



	 said that her husband is now .21 years of age, and he becane 

.:eteed 	scientology at the age of 21. -She said that after she married 

?to:- ti2ey at-geed all the time. ...... 	
ee ........ _ .................. h:ee 	k"ceme note ardent in. Scientology End finally they eot to the point 

She said she and her husband used to go.to the Scientology Centerfin New York 
City: which she said is on,IThird eVenue,1  and she is-not sure whether it is at 
67-t.n .;DU 37th Avenue: 'She said she went to just Cele meeting, and there was one ' 
speaker - at that 	. She said folding chairs•were set up in the room, and there 
.as 24 offering box with a little sign on it. She said she found the meeting 
very confuiing, and hard to follow what was going on. She said people could ask • 
eeezetions -She said that the people- who attended the Meeting appeared to her to • ' 
be lonely people or people who neededebelp,•but they had come to the 'wrong place. 
she ;aid they here mostly an "odd-ball" or beatnick type of person. She .felt 
2s' though she didn't fit in with the group. 

In spite of her feelings, 	  .     began processing.. The same site was 
used for this. She said that there we're two absolutely plain rooms off the larger 
room used for neeting.,_She said the larger roomevasenot much larger than the. 
combined living-and.  dining rooms- in the row house hbere she lives with her -
par?__:. The plain rooms hadno pictures, no drapes-only a desk.andtwo chairs. 
9coPle .who do the processing are called auditors.,  The fee for processing is 
-:125 for three hours. It is ,recommended by the cult teat one take 200 hours of , 	. 
mrocessing. She doesn't reneoberjust tow much processing she got, but she 
said it was between , S200 and 5250 dollars worth:elte finally stooped because 
she became so depre'Ssed mentally that she was crying every day:' 

On her second or third_visite 	 said she had to take some sort of an 
ICI test, and for several times'after. that: She said that scientology claims 
it can raise ones 	and so feequent:tests.zre given to determine this. She 

• -• 
 

found this very depressing mentally..: 
. 	• 	•.. 

efhile being processed,-she said she had to hold on to two metal cans, about the 
size of cans which contain cat food, one in eats hard. She was told to squeeze '. 

ei 	the cans tightly. The auditor asks,•"What have sou done to Someone?" The 
auditor observes a needle attached to the meter and cans he is using. If there 
is no - reaction on -be meter,-the- auditor asks-next, "csnat has someone done to 
You?" As soon as the meter shylva some reaction, you are supposed to talk 
about that subject; . 

 	 aid that she dieaded going for processing so much that she 
toand cncuses for not.gning, such as being.sick, or havin::: to wore. She said 
-nu are suptosad to tell the auditor ii you doe't, like his looks OLT  if 'sou 
ton't like him in any way. She said the auditor will tell you to get up from 
your chair and go over and put your hands on the wall. Ti you don't do just as 
te tell: yea, he scolds you and makes yea sit down right opposite him and go 
through the same notions that he does, She said Lee auditor would say, "stand 
up. 'eelk over and touch the wall" and "touch wall, tura around" - all in a quiet 
but very commanding tone of toice. she said that once she tried to run out of 
the :con and the auditor forcibly made-her stay in the rocm._ The auditor would 
sa!:, also, ' Io make the able more able." she said the auditor wouldn't let you 
go out of the rcem until the needle on the retest dien't register any more. she 
teen became so depressed mentally that she would cry in the room. 



.:-.:flvc,;d that she d;dn't know of tny religious pagle toSci•nt01037. 
aid ajr.r an 	coald see,-they Lad no religion. She. said they never 

	

worh "lova" a: "hate" or "Sod" o: "21h1e." Neither did. 	
'ceiz any clains eX Scientology curing physical diseases. She said it was 

s-a ,7osecl to help by hringing up eve:y± ink 3i2C2 childhood. She said her 
hpshand•claired --.at 1-.2 could reasenber the day ht. was horn. She said the 
auditor W;.".3 always stressing "Awareaess." 

• 
......... 	........ 	............. aid that she ead to hold the cans. every tine that shewas processed. 
72he said that au amateur ;lay process another. amateur. She said theC.ordinariFf 
the 

 
dear to the larger room '423 always closed'er'd 	 cad 	could nev,..r 

e-iderstaad this. She said that half the tine the auditors used such jargon 
that the didn't hnow 	they were talhiugabout.• 

	 the terra  "pre-clear" is a;plied tonne just starting ileco=e1:1,7 
	............ 	......... _ 

out in processinz. The tern itlear•'. is used when everything is oiX the • 
mind and she said there axe very few "Clears." She said that you don't. haVe.' 
to be a "Clear" ;II 	to- be an: auditor. She said that azother cardinal 'rule 

Tr-6. of Scientology is thatyou can't process any one free ei'Ctarge. everyone, H 
including friends and relatives have to paymoney. 

.......... 	....... = ............... 'said that when she married.  her husband he owed'.;1300for process4ng. 
ehd she paid ofX'S700  on thebill as she  bates debts-hanging over her head. He 

	

owed this bill to 	

	 said that -herhusazdrts 	 ”nd at present he is 
   she referred to 'Lin as an odd-ball.:. 
and difficult to live with. She said- that the whole cult is hard-headed. She 
chic' that you can't reasonwith them. 

	 said.. that. 	was 2C auditor in New Yuri:. Also 	 
	 :s..re auditors. -She has folgettentheir last name. 	 

•-• 	. 
	 showed me an article about salent:'01ogy ttjcb coneared in THE - . 	• 
SATUTIDAY =WING POST, Narch 21, 1964, page.51.- .Also, she cove me a photocopy 
-ol on article in the 	d'YORK TIMES, December- 3, 1903. She gave'ne two other 
pieces of literature, both- put out by the Hubbard Communicationa office, 1312 
19th St., 11.11. Washi-r-ton 9; D. C. and saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, Sussem, 
Eaglaad. Oneis "YOU CAN BE airmr"  and the other is "CA=LIC 77.2W OS SCIeN'TOICS7."  

According to 	 she could still mohach 13r processing. She said that 
is the Food and nrugAdministration wanted any Partir-'ar ;fl=oration and wanted 
to ,:mY 	eNr:en,.'es, site could probably get it, sisce as fa: as she !paws, she 
is st 4 ll in c•ood standing 	the or7anization. She said she couid have .7:;vert 
us 	..,::ore literature, if only she Lad saved it. 

FfliER fl. OR= 
Inspector, 'Mile. District 

Enclosure: Literature (2 pieces) arts?aprir 	11. 

tn:7rrt,-;57,r2reifIregt.t.lifiRR,P444-Vcxwottect-Tronr."-r-a.:----v:-,7:-.7-7.!r-c•-•-•rearnt  
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Inspector Elmer W. Greve• 
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/tr.: .5-22-64 Distribution Center .  
Washington, D.. C. 

ilrs. Barbara Winslow, 204 :;abash Avenue, Lansdowne, Pennsylvantai‘wrote 
so the Federal Bureau of Investigation on April 28, 1964 asking about-- ; 
the Scientology Center. Her letter was rererred to the Food and Drug 
Administration and a reply to ter letter was sent on May 22, 1964. 
Division of Case Supervision reported this to us and asked that we - H 
contactfirs, winslovgto get some facts about scientology&nd to :‘ 
detc...rmir:e if she might ,  make a good witne.ss in the pending case 

I had a very difficult time contacting/,air s. itinslOw) After I finally 
contacted her, I found out: the reason for the difficulty.,  

is in the process of &fling a divorce from her husband/Rap winnalOW.T 
:ave. wee's; the matter was pending 	Winslowiand her-21 month  

old bny  are now living"with her parents iniLansdowne.)-.  Although the :•••: 
divorce has rot "yet been granted, her husband is married again-to 
F. woman older than he is, and who is an ardent Scientologist. ri4rs„, . 
lin:31.o.oursd her father and mother were suspicious of anyone coming to 
the door cad would not answer the door. They. were afraid it might 
he some process-server orlawyer sent there by her hushanditwto 
lives in New Vork - Cit7 

- (Cont'd on Page 2) 

July 27, 1964 
1 

DIVISION 07 CASE SUPERVISION: 
• • 

(Mrs. -•iinslows)giveathe appearance of a good witness-although the-
basic concepts 01 Scientology are somewhat confusing to her. We would .• • 
sngrest that she be intercriewed again if :ion wish to use her testimony 
since she ma-/- be :able.-•to recall more accurate and pointed information.... 

   

PJF/kp 
ncl. as noted 41 

cleu.o 
cc: Bait. 

FRA2•EIS 	FISTarr 
Supervisory Inspector 



winslowlsaid that her husband is'nowi-31 years of age, and he:bedame 
interested in Scientology at the age of Elti She said that after she married: 
him he became more. ardent in Scientology and finally.theygot to. the point • 
where they argued all the time. is  he becameHvery depressed, and. for that 
reason she-isinow getting.a divorcqt. 

She said she and her husband, used to go-to the scientology centerLio:Ne4.york 
city) which she said is on Third Avenue? and she is not sure whether'it is at 

	

Elgith. or With Avenoeiyshe 	 went-i t° just cn& meeting, and there :vas one:.  
speaker. at that:timesh  Sbesaid-foldingchairs were set un in -the:room, and there 
was an offering box with alittle sigh on it. She laid.shefound the meeting 
very confusing, and hard totfollOW what was going on; Sha saidpeople could ask 
questions; :She said that the People.who attended'the'theetiag,  appeared to her to 
be lonely people Or people who,neededehelp,-but thef had come to the wrong place. 
She said they were:mostlY.an "odd7trall" or beatnick type of person„ She felt._'.- 

-- as though see didn't fit in with the group.: 	. - - _  	 - 
• 

In spite Of:her feelingsrmrs.Winslow)began Proceasins.... The same'site was..  
(I used for this She said that there were twor.absniutely plain rooms off the larger::::, 

room used for Meeting..,,-. She said the larger roomawasdnot:mech.largerthanthe,„ 
combined living-and.ldining rcomsAm the row houeewhere-she•lived with her. -' 
parents.: The.plaidrooMs hadno'pictures, no drapes-only. a -desk.and_two-chairs. 
people who do- the processing--are called auditors.- The fee :for proCessing is 
$25.-or three hours. 	recommended by the chit that one take 300 hours cit.:: 
processing. She doesn't remember just:how much processing she gotiThut'she.it-:._: 
said it was betweenf$200 and $250 dollars worthy§he finally-stoppedbedause:'-' 

__she became so depressed mentally that she-was crying every day;) 

On her second or thirclyisit1mra..- Winal&aaid spe had to takesome sort of an. 
III test, and for several times after-that. She said that Scientology claims 
it can raise one's 10„.- en4 So:frequentrtestsare given to determine this. ilshe'Hf 
found this very depresSing.,menta 

- 	- 	• 	. 	-., 	v. 	_ _ 	, 

while being processed,.:shesald she had to hold:on to two metal cans, about,the 
size of cans which contain cat food,.one in each hand.. She was told to squeeie: 

'the cans tightly.:The auditor asks;,"Whathavesybudone to aomeoneThe 
auditor observes hneedie attached:to the meter and cans he is using..if there-. 
is no reaction on fie meter;.the'auditor, 	asks-:next, "what hassomeone done

, 
 

-You?" As soon as the meter shcowsaomereaCtion',.youarer.supposed to talk. .• 
about that subject: , 	• 	 • . 

• ._-• 	- 	 . 	, 
?rs. winsloW• said that.she dfeaded goin4 for processing so much that she
found excuses for not:going, such.as beifigl.sick,or having, to work. :She said' 
you are supposed to tell the auditor if you don't.  like his looks o if-'you . . 
don't like him in any .way. She said- the auditor will tell you to.get up from' 
your chair and go over and put your.hands on the wall. If you don't do just.as 
he tells you,- he scolds you and makes yOu sit dOwn right opposite him and go ..: 
• through the same motions that he does. She Said th.z. auditor would sayt-'rstand-- .  
up. walk over and touch.the'wall". and "touch wall, tura around" -'all in a quiet . 

- but very commanding tone'mf soice.- Ishe said that once, she tried to run out of. 
the room and the auditor'forcibly made her stay in the .room.D The auditor would 

. sap,. also, "En make the able More able:" she said the auditor wouldn't let you - 
go out of the room until the 'needle on the meter didn't register any more. (She 
often became so depressed mentally that she. would cry in the room  	, 

-2..,- 



' • 	Winslot5said that she didn't knowqof any religious, angle to Sci;:ntology-S 
. 

,ire •said as..ar as she could see,- they:had. no religion. She said they never.  used the worh "love" or "hate" or tad" or "bible." • ceither did ®rs.-Winslorti:: 
ever hear any claims of Scientology curing physical diseases: She said it was-
supposed to help by bringihg ,v.p everything since childhood. :she said -her , 

- husband claimed that he could remember the day he was born. ' She said the 
auditor was always stressing "Aware/n.255.'1 .1 - 

. 	- 	• 
c 	,:anslot)aid that she had to hall the cans every time that shewas:  processed 
She said that an amateur may, process another- amateur. She -said thi41: ordinarily 

,the door to,the larger room was always Closed . and loeked;-2and :She. o'uld- never; 
understand this . She said,that half .the time'auditors used, such jarriOn. 
that she didn't know what they, were tel%iug about, 

According-toirs.-.  
- out in processing 

mind and she said 
to be:-a :"Clear. is .: 
01 Scientology s 
including 'friends: 

Winclew)the term "pre-clear"- is 'applied toonejlast starting 
:The term-"Clearhis used when 'everything 

there 'axe>very few "Clears.7 , Shejsaldthat:You.dong t:haVe:::: 
order:to:he an:auditor.. She' said 'that another cardinal rile 
thatyou- can't process any onefree.of:.:caige:::I.EVetYPnec:: 
and, relatives- have to pay money;_. .̀ 

it's. Winslowisaid that when She-  married her husoand he oweri1609)for ',recessing, 
and she paid :off (..filoa• thebill as she hateiHdebtshangiagi'evet her head. fie 
owed this. Sill to An-y parlOgau in Detroit, Michigan. 	- 	, . 	.  .- 	• 
ra. winplot said that lterihuShandrts 

playing in Philadelphia at .the Golden 
and difficult to live with.:: She said 
:aid that 'you can't reasonwith  

a orrUa ic iant end: at ' pre sent he is 
8032. She ireTerre4 to him as arr\ odd-ball,[:, 
that the whole Cult is hard-headed, She \,' 

Mrs; Winslol)said,thattlbdris.Lamberi7wasan aunftoran 	 Also 009,  
. 	. 

and his wife* Jan There auditors. -Stu..pes forgottenAheir 'last name. : Ear 
hnshand'S present WIL2: ilgron nnglanctbeze- oh..  began Scientology: She is . 	. 	 . 

Mrs.. Winslem9showed 'me an article about' Slentology,  which.  appeared' in THE..  
. 	• 

SATMDAY EVENUNG POST, ±arch 21, 1964, page:81.-H ls0; 	gave ne ja 'Photocopy *, 
yof an article in the - NEWtORK TIMES4-December 3,: 1963;2 Ste gave:me; :two other.--

pieces .of literature, - both:Put:out by the Hubbard Communications office, '1812 
- I9th 	 Washington,(), D. C. and Saint Hill 'Manor, East Grinstead;. sussex,:. 
England. One is "YOU CAN BE RIGHi"-and The other is "cATTione VIEW OF SCIIINTOL071? 

According to Mrs. winslow:.she could still goback .for processing. ' She said lhat± 
the Food and Drug. Administration Wanted any;particular information and wanted 

to pay-her expenses., she could probably get- it,.sioce as far as she taoiis, she 
is still in good standing with the organization. ,She said she could have given-
us much more literature, if only she Lad saved 

older. than he. is: 	, 	 • 	• 

ELMER'. W. GBEVE 	• 	: 	- - 
Inspector, Phila. District : 

Enclosure: Literature (2 pieces) newspaper: article. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 
	

PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT 
	 DATE:July 23, 1964 

FROM 	Inspector Elmer W. Greve 

abash Avenue. Lansdowne. Pennsylvania 
to the Federal Bureau of Investigation on.  April 28, 1964 asking about 
the Scientology Center. Her letter was referred to the Feod and Drug 
Administration-  and a reply to her letter was sent on May.22, 1964. 
Division of Case supervision reported this to us and asked that we 
contac 1rs. Winslowlo get some facts about Scientology and to 
determine i she might make a good witness in the pending case. 

I had a very difficultetime contacting(mrs. Winslow. After I finally 
contacted her, 	found out the reason for tried iculty. 

She is in the process of getting a divorce from her husbandAay Winslow. 
For five weeks the matter was pending .)(Mrs. WinsloiOnd her 21 month 
old boy are now living with her parents in&ansdowne.) Although the 
divorce has not yet been granted, her husband is married again to 
a woman older than he is, and who is an ardent Scientologist. (Mrs. 
Winslow) and her father and mother were sus icious of anyone coming to 
the door and would not answer the door. alley were afraid it might 
be some process server or lawyer sent there by her husband, who 
lives in New York City; 

(Coned on Page 2) 

July 27, 1964 

DIVISION OF CASE SUPERVISION:  

Mrs. Winslow gives the appearance of a good witness although the 
basic 	cepts o Scientology are somewhat confusing to her. We would 
suggest that she be interviewed again if you wish to use her testimony 
since she may be able to recall more accurate and pointed information. 

FJF/kp 
Encl, as noted in 

memo 
cc: Balt. 

r f_.-A-aar  COPY SEM TO 
RAMC 	 GENERAL COUNSEL 

Supervisory .Inspector 
!Alt 

BT 	e 	  



fis.iThrnsrpi0  said that her husband is no1631 years of age, and he became 
interested in Scientology at the age of 21. She said that aftei she married 
him he became more ardent in Scientology and finally  they  got to the point 
where they argued  all She time. /She became very_depressedricirtar tirt:>  
reason sihe is now getting a diverce,.., 

She said she and her husband used to go to the Scientology Center in New York 
City, which she said is on Third Avenue, and she is not sure whether it is at 
67th or 87th Avenue. She said she went to just one meeting, and there was one 
speaker at that time. She said folding chairs were set up in the room, and there 
was an offering box with a little sign on it. She said she found the meeting 
very confuiing, and hard to follow what was going on. She said people could ask 
questions. She said that the people who attended the meeting appeared to her to 
be lonely people or people who needed;help, but they had come to the wrong place., 
She said they were mostly an "odd-ball" or beatnick type of person. She felt 
as though she didn't fit in with the group. 

In spite of her feelings, tlis. Winsi-ft  began processing. The same site was 
used for this. She said t at there were two absolutely plain rooms off the larger 
room used for meeting. She said the larger roomowas not much larger than the 
combined living and dining rooms in the row house where she lives with her 
parents. The plain rooms hadno pictures, no drapes=only a desk and two chairs. 
people who do the processing are called auditors. The fee for processing is 
$25 for three hours. It is recommended by the cult that one take 300 hours of 
processing. She doesn't remember just how much processing she got, but she 
said it was between $200 and $250 dollars worth. she finally stopped because 
she became so depressed mentally that she was crying every day. 

On her second or third visit, ts. Winsiftlsaid  she had to take some sort of an 
IQ test, and for several times a nat. She said that Scientology claims 
it can raise one's IQ, and so frequent tests are given to determine this. She 
found this very depressing mentally. 

While being processed, she said she had to hold on to two metal cans, about the 
size of cans which contain cat food, one in each hand. She was told to squeeze 
the cans tightly. The auditor asks, "what have you done to someone?" The.  
auditor observes a needle attached to,the meter and cans he is using, If there 
is no -reaction on tie meter, the auditor asks next, "What has someone done to 
you?" As soon as the meter shows some reaction, you are supposed to talk' 
about that subject. 

rs:'winsloci)said  that she dfeaded going for processing so much that she 
ound- excuses for not going, such as beidg sick, or having to work. She said 
you are supposed to tell the auditor if you don't like his looks of if you 
don't like him in any way. She said the auditor will tell you to get up from 
your chair and go over and put your hands on the wall. If you don't do just as 
he tells you, he scolds you and makes yeu sit down right opposite him and go 
through the same motions that he does. She said the auditor would say, "Stand 
up. Walk over and touch the wall" and "touch wall, turn around" - all in a quiet 
but very commanding tone of voice. She.said that once she tried to run out of 
the room and the auditor forcibly made her stay in the room. The auditor would 
sat, also, "To make the able more able." She said the auditor wouldn't let you 
go out of the room until the needle on the meter didn't register any more. she 
often became so depressed mentally that she uould_cry in the room. 
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,..0.1der than he t87-., 

et-mrg. Winsloshowed me an article about Scientology which appeared in THE 
- 	

O 
 AY EVENING POST, March 21, 1964, page 81. 'Also, she gave me a photocopy 

of an article in the NEW YORK TIMES, December 8, 1963. She gave me two other 
pieces of literature, both put out by the Hubbard Communications Office, 1812 
19th St., N.4.  Washington 9,D. C. and Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, Sussex, 
England. Oneis "YOU CAN BE RIGHT" and The other is "CATHOLIC  VIEW OF SCIENTOLOGY."  _  

. 	. 
According to. Winsloi)she could still gobick for processing. She said that 
If the Food and Drug Administration wanted any particular information and wanted 
to pay her expenses, she could probably get it, since as far as she InowS, she 
is still in good standing with the organization. She said she could have given 
us much more literature, if only she had saved it._ 

said that she didn't knowoof any religious angle to Scientology. 
sai as,"far as she could see, they had no religion. She said they 	never 

used the work "love" or "hate" or 1;od" or "Bible." Neither didelns.  Winslow)  
ever hear any Claiml of Scientology curing physical diseases. She said it was 
supposed to help by bringing up everything since childhood. She said her 
husband claimed that he could remember the day he was born. She said the 
auditor was always stressing "Awareness." 

said that she had to hold the cans every time that shewas processed. 
said that an amateur may process another amateur. She said that ordinarily 

the door to the larger room was always closed and locked,.and she could never 
understand this. She said that half the time the auditors used such jargon 
that she didn't know what they were talking about. 

According to(Ufs.  Winslathe  term "pre-clear" is applied toone just starting 
out in processing. The term "Clear" is used when everything is off the 
Mind and she said there are very few "Clears." She said that you don't have 
to be a "Clear" a order to be an auditor. She said that another cardinal rule 
of Scientology.is  thatyou can't poocess any one free of charge. Everyone, 
including friends and relatives have to pay money. 

Ititr  Winsl  said that when she married her husband he owed $1600 for processing 
and she paid off $700 on thebill as she hates debts hanging over her head. He 
owed this bill tolrarrirregininirallithirap  

said that berihusbabdtisCSEEEV,-  and at present he is 
at-the Gtailairtom She referred to him as an odd-ball' 

an if icult to live with. She said that the whole cult is hard-headed. She 
said that you can't reasonwith them. 

eicE:aillwas  an auditor in New York. Als 
ors. She  has forgotten their last name. 

tom.England-mhere, she began  Scientology. She a:, 

ELMER W. GREVE 
Inspector, Phila. District 

Enclosure: Literature (2 pieces) newspaper article. 



Document A-12. This document is a two page memorandum dated 11/22/68 to 

Director, Baltimore District, from Michael D. Kennedy, Inspector, Baltimore 

District. Subject: Special Investigation, Scientology. This memorandum 

summarizes an investigation and interview with specific individuals 

about another individual associated with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions in 

paragraph 1 on page 1 consist of the names and address of two individuals, 

the release of which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 

privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. This portion 

is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

In paragraph 2, which ends on page 2 of the memorandum, the deleted 

portions found in line 1, the first part of line 2, and the middle 

portion on line 3, as well as the deleted portion in line 15, part of 

19, and the deleted portion in line 21, consist of the names and other 

identifying characteristics of the individuals deleted from paragraph 1 

above. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because 

release of these portions would constitute an unwarranted invasion of 

personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

The remaining portions on lines 2 and 3 of this paragraph, as well as 

lines 4-14 contain the name of a third individual and a detailed description 

of the individual including medical references. These portions are 

exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C), because release would constitute 

a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The deleted portion 

in line 16 discloses the name of a fourth individual, the release of 

which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and 

disclose the identity of a confidential source. This portion is exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). The deleted portion in line 18 and part 

of 19 consists of confidential medical information, which if released 

would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C). The deleted 

portion found in lines 23-25 on page 2 consists of confidential information 

and the name and address of the fourth individual mentioned in line 16. 

Release of this portion would constitute an unwarranted invasion of 

personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

The deleted portions in paragraph 3 consist of names, addresses, and 

other identifying characteristics of four individuals, which if released 

would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and 

disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 

exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D). 
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Founding Church of 
Washington, D. C. 
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Scientology 
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DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 	 November.22', 1968 

Washington, D. C. Resident Post 

Seecial Investigation 
Scientology 

On this date I raceived.a phone assignment from Food & Drug Officer, 

Ryan of Baltimore District to'contact 	  
	 and obtain 

any information they-might:have-on Scientology Patients. 	 • 

Upon arriving at    I spoke with, 	  

	

   They stated that in July, 1968 

	nad arrived at 	 and expressed a desire to 	  

In early November 	 received a phone calrfrom his mother stating .;- 	._ 

that both she and 	 had received Scientology -"disconnect"- letters-fiom ,  , . = .. 	.._. 
their son in Which heindicated that he. was now a Scientolocist:and was breaking/ 

'-,-,'off-.,:allrelations--with:them: 

  

visited him at.his new living quarters at 	7 	2_ 

Scientology Headquarters.- 1812:19th Street-, N. W.,.Weshington, 

still friendly he refused to.return•to 	 and would not:see his.*:;> 

  

  

  

DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE/RC-100: 

ATTENTION: Mr. Bankin 	. 

For your information. 

   

H. T. PRICE, JR.. 	: • 
. Supervisory Inspector 

December 30, 1968 	• 

  

NTP:ce 

    

    

e&cc-RC-100 
cc--gash RP 

  

      



' 	• 	 . 

• MICHAEL D; KENNEDY; 256': 
Inspector,. Baltimore District 

• 

MDK:cp 

:1) 

01:IECT9R, DALTftORE DiSTRIC7--1 1/22/63 	 2. 

parents or speak with them. He reportedly hates his parents and will 
have nothing to do with them. r  

••• 

	At the time they vlsitedt 	  

	

-at Scientology  Headquarters the 	 ----- 
	  They learned that 	

 

	 can-be .-- ,' ::::---F: uncle" lived-- — - 	 - - Hi  3  uncle; 	  
' reached at  

	... 

	 jig-  approximatel±the same age-as    . 

	

   He reportedly also hates his parents and will :. • 
nave nothing to do with them since joining Scientology. 

- 	- 	- . 	 . 	 . 
On returning to the office 1.was informed that this assignment had been 

modified-therefore:  no further/Interviews were made.. 	 ' 	-,- - ,.. 
_ 	 ... 

. 	 - 



DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
	

November 
	

1968 

Washington, .''C. Resident Post Founding Church of Scieritoloinri 
Washington;: .D C. 

Special Investigation 
Scientology 

_ 	I On this date I received- a `. phone "assignment from Food E.. Drug'. Officer 
Ryan of Baltimore District ..tcleoritactra Father: E; McCorkel I. and a Father ,  
Paschal Balkin -at the. Holy CrOsr-Abbey,-  Berryvi 1 I er,".-Vi rginiadand okta 
any. iriformat ion Ahey- mightil.have,  on Scientology Patients. r. 

. 	. 	. 	• 	 ; 
,....„,.:-./Jpon arriving a; the abbey :I:: spoke with Father! MCCorkellthe 'Abbott ',..,...,. 
rid:-.Father Balkin, -tlieT-Gliest- ster:71 ,Theristated that .:in.:'Jilly1968foliert ..„1-  

Noble.lhad arrived_ at rtrhe abbey and expressedca.  desire.'to..joi nr,- theirl1arder.:';;' 
(Trap ist-  Monks) 	They -stated 'that Mr.:- Nob) e was 23. on-2 -years old, and lha z.:.. 
a-  history of -drug ..atisth 	purl ng,J96i-  he. was-associated    with:.„''HIPpy-groups 

. 	...:- 	...ci 
	

.. 
.' around Los' Angeles,.  California.  0;,, -.Thoughl' he had- apparently T: returned:: ta'-, norma 
-.and: given. up.  drugS, tneY:51 i d.,.pce-..feel..- he was.-.7ready4o:join;zithe:Trapist4rder.: 

... He  came tortheabbey-.3,t64tiMaraTmonth :'to:!sPenCieVeral 'cleys".j.Lif:rnm' ',11.1iii...`i' 
'until    .; OctOtrer,:41968;,,.,. .The Monks .i suggested that he :t ry.that:yetri:J1sych6.,::, 
therapy.„-• He agreed to - this Ca nd'IS ta rd sess ioniflinti th

.
,a Dr.:2Hall*,OfYWastiingibri 

] D. 7-.. C. but -broke:of -I,  after.oniY::twO '.s es s iOns.:1̀±. T ha." mOn la ' peri tied eet im4• t Of.: re '. 
sume treatment with :Dr,2" -ithes -Foy t:Cif.,  the. Psydhiat ri d' Sect i on ofi..GeOrg et own . ;-.. 
University ' HOs pit a i,,, WaSh i ng toir,:zp,:;:tt-...,:i.“ Ha,wen t4tici..seriera!::: 	withsessicOs-i.y. 	:::thiS, 
psych tatr I sttand promised.the.monks to tont inue treatment at - i east:8,weeksalit. 

fri,' early: November the-monk received   ;ap110/1; cal1jrera his:. mother  ..:, stating  ::: 
tbat-1,both'.She,.anti Mr: Noble hadl:received:Scientoingr 1.`disecinnect!!Fletters:4rom4 
thekr:-son in. which he indicated: thatFhatwas noi4a' SCientologiit,:ind-,was'..;breakin 

ff4'-a115.i-il at i ons„. with    r.T.t keni.:44.,3ann t /*LT h I s-zittl4 s,;:to At r.:±iT,F cyl.l.We rtrit 6pliicLt , 
about. this same  timetThe monksivis i tad; him at.. his . net; '  living;quarters at i4 
SC i ent ol ogirt Headquari4..'1812:7f9t fr.  St ?et, 'N.:M.,;..LbleshingtoniC'.1)4,.c.:..,iyhile}?..1 r. 
st i It friendly he refused ; to: re turn':  to the.  Mona; tery3end .would ''not:', Sea his S. 

DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE/RC-100: 
ATTENTION: Mr. Bank in , 

For.your information. 

HTP:cp 

Ogcc-RC-100 
cc--Wash RP ' 

H. T. PRICE, JR. 
Supervisory Inspector 
December 30;_1968.;  
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• - 
parentslor speak .with, them.- He repcirtedly'hateS 'his parents and will'. 
have nothing:to;  do:with•theM. 'Due to his history of  drug abUse- his  rt.:?.... 
parents Brio. General and Mrs: Charles Noble, 634,6 MunFITT—Court, Mc  .1-7,f,, 
Lean, Virginia are very worried.2;  

	

.. 	..,. 
• :: At the. time they vis_kted[Robert -Noble at Scientology Headquarters the 
mOnk9met Elohn Devereux;zhis:roonnate. -They. learned thalDevereux,V): y 
fine) e l lye' onre- efarsinea r' the* abbey; HIS uncle;Erlr.' kemp:-Devereu9atir.,dec 

... 1  

. 
reached at Blairs T:V.',-  5422 Western Avenue, N. W., Wistiihgtori,..D.„WCJohn; 
Devereux) is approx !mate) y ;the same, age -as' Bob Nobler  and -  apparently :suf. fer_ 
six:itJar mental problemsHi- repOrtedly a lso hateS ,his parents- and- wi 11 {, 

-have nothing to :do with:them :since -Joining-,Scientolegy.._  
' 	'• - .') - 	",.:,... ..,:.::: ,p'. i'.; ;".:7:::::::.-..i. -?;...z_ .:1„ --,..,. ;it.: 	r:.-.- :- 

. .?"On returning tojthe office- I:Was _informed that:ihisassignment had been;  

	

modified-therefore nO jfurther.;interviews,  were Made.'. '-'. .2 	
• , 

MiCMAEL:-.tr:KENNEDY256. 
insaector;,:  Bal tividre. District 



Document A-13(a). This document is a one page memorandum dated 1/7/69 
to Chief Inspector, from M.J. Ryan, Compliance Branch. Subject: 004-
093 V, Scientology. This memorandum is a request for an investigation 
of specific individuals for information on the E Meter. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions in 
paragraph 2 consist of names and addresses of two individuals, which if 
released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy 
and disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 	 , 

ir n 	 7 
eillOraitialrin 	 LSSIC=IT 

TO 	 CBI7f TRiFT'CvOR 	 DATE: January 7, 1969 

FROM : 	Compliance Branch 
Founding Church of Scientolosy 
Washinpton, D.C. 

SUBJECT: 	a.:)4 D.9") V, Scientology ( 	- 11.24) 

flr. Tom Rice, DOG, called Monday, January 6, 1369 regarding the 
subject matter. He reported that they had reviewed Inspector 
Kennedy's 1:3,v-ember 22, 1965 memo and would 141o= a lar:ted amount 
of additional investisation. 

requested that we contact:  
	 is the father of onr Of: the 
individuals reported to the U. S. Attorney's office by 	  

    Mr. Rice suggested that we discuss this 
matter with 	 along the lines of what he knoms about th e 

use of the E-Y„eter in this matter; that i 1, whether he has - 	rsthand 
information that it is being used as a drug or ac a device. 

He also suggested that we proceed, as previously planned, with a limited 
investigation of the Founding Church of Scientology, .:ashington, D.C. 

This investigation would be limited to an incognito visit to determine 
what type literature is being currently distributed by the organization. 

N. J. RYAN 

TO: WASHINGTON RESIDENT' POST 
Attn: Inspector Michael D. Kennedy 

January 7, 1969 

   

   

   

   

    

     

This assignment is to be completed in accordance with thbs—memo 
and your telephone discussion with Mr. Ryan on 1/7/59. 

J3UEL M. WALTERS 
Chief Inspector, Balt-DO 
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CHIEF INSPECTOR 
	

DATE: January 7, 1969 

FROM : 	Compliance Branch 

SUBJECT: 	004-093 V, Scientology 

Founding Church of Scientology 
Washington, D.C. 
(CF# 11.234) 

Mr. Tom Rice, DCG, called Monday, January 6, 1969 regarding the 
subject matter. He reported that they had reviewed Inspector 
Kennedy's November 22, 1968 memo and would like a limited amount 
of additional investigation. 

He requested that we contact&rig. General Charles Noble, 6346 Munhall 
Court, McLean, Virginia) CGeneral Noble)is the father of. one of the 
individuals reported to the U. S. Attorney's office by/ihe Holy Cross 
Abbey, Berryville, Virginia.? Mr. Rice suggested that we discuss this 
matter with(Oeneral Noblejanng the lines of what he knows about the 
use of the E-Meter in this matter; that in", whether he has any firsthand 
information that it is being used as a drug or as a device. 

He also suggested that we proceed,as previously planned, with a limited 
investigation of the Founding Church of Scientology, Washington, D.C. 

This investigation would be limited to an incognito visit to determine 
what type literature is being currently distributed by the organization. 

a 

TO: WASHINGTON RESIDENT POST 
Attn: Inspector Michael D. Kennedy 

January 7, 1969 

:Aft/ 

This assignment is to be completed in accordance with this-memo 
and your telephone discussion with Mr. Ryan on 1/7/69. 

kL„Avro 
BUEL M. WALTERS 
Chief Inspector, Balt-DO 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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- 
Mr. Tom Rice, DCG. called Monday, January1.6,1:1909iregarding. the 
subject matter: ,  lie reported that they'had'reviewed7.Inspecter... 
Kennedy's November 22.. 1968 memo and would like a limitetaMOthat. 
of additional investigation:.  

He requested that.wa contact Brig.'General Charles Noble, 6346 mailtiaii.f. 
Court, McLean..Virginia. General Noble -is the father of one- of. 

'individuals reporte4:- to the W. S. Attortisyts office by _the Holy. Cross.,.; 
1."..1.: Abbey•  Berryvillelin4tntik.... 	iiiiiil,atiggested. that we discuss. thial.7.-_4, 

matter with Genearsel4hable along the'llrintif what he knows:about:thect..p,'.;.' 
• 

use of the R•;Matettilifthis matrer;`,thattls— ', whether he has,:anri..firithiiid 
information that ,  it is being used as- 1 :adiug or as a device. 

Re also suggested that we Proceed,as previously planned,' 
investigation of the Pounding Church of Scientology; iiashington;:p.C.:: :- .  

• •.•1% 
This investigation would be limited to an incognito visit to determine_ 
what type literature is being currently distributed by the organization. 

, • 	. 

• ••;.$•-*„...,..7-ctr 
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TO: 1•IASHINCTON sisinztrr POST 
Attn: Inspector Michael D.. 
• ty 

•:-.:••••••:, 	 :AC 	n!qt. 	 • 
This assignment is to be completed in accordance with this 
and your telephone discussion with Xr. Ryan on 1/7/69.. 
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ASS157i1.;1NT  

CHI t /NS1212-CTOR 	 January 7::1969_'.  

Compliance Branch 
Pounding Church ofiScientology 

J. 004-093 V, Scientology 	 (C.  

Tom Rice,,DCC,:ealled Moniay,-,January16,,1969 regaraing the 

Mennedy14 NoveMber 22,.1968:menm-end would likeja limited :emouniL - 
of additional investigation.**--- .::: 

subject matter. Be ieportecithattheyShad,reviewed 

He requesteidthai Ma contsak - Biii.;Geneiil Charles Noble, 6346/SunhalL" 
Court, 1,11-Part„. Virginia"— .General. Noble:is the !ether of one-of:.thity. 
individuals reported-to:thetS.:Attorney!s office bY,the Holy'Croes'-1 

...Abbey,;Berryville;-,Virginiair..::Ricfluggested that_we discuss:thin:, 
matter with GenerarAgoble.along the lines of Athat- he-knows . aboutthe 

-..use of the E-Meyer,An thiamatter::.that.-is-, whether he hannyjirsthand 
--7:infornationithac:it;ifleing'usedastdrug..or as a device.., 

Ret . aiiii:sUggested,(that:We4roceed;ae:;preWlouslY-planned,With,a:limited 
investigation of the loading Church otScientology Washington,.D.C.:, ± 

. 	...,_...... 	_. 	.. 
This investigaticrtimmil41s-ilimited-tmamincognitnvisitto..determine- 
what type literature is beint,currently_distributed by the organization„. 

- 	. 	 , - - - - 

34.:„J rfAlt-1 

TO: WAS 	RESIMCWT POST 
Attn: Inspector Michael D. Nennedy 

4amaary 7, I 

.and your telephone discussion with Mr. Ryan on 1/7/69.- 
This assignment is to be completed in accordance with this memo 

BUEL M. WALTERS_ 
thief.Insactor, 



Document A-13(b). This document is a four page memorandum dated 1/22/69 
with a copy of the form FD 461, "Authorization for Medical Records 
Disclosure," to Director, Baltimore District, from Michael D. Kennedy, 
Inspector, Baltimore District. Subject: 004-093 V, Scientology. This 
memorandum is a report on the assignment requested in document A-13(a). 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions on 
paragraph 2 on page 1 contain names of three individuals and the address, 
the release of which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

The deleted portions in paragraph 4 on page 2 contain the names and 
addresses of two individuals, release of which would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

Paragraph 5 on page 2, which continues onto page 3, and paragraph 1 on 
page 3 are both deleted in their entirety. Both paragraphs consist of 
detailed confidential information including medical references, which 
if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. These paragraphs are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(C). 

In paragraph 2 on page 3, the deleted portions in lines 6, 7, 9, and 10 
pertain to confidential information including medical references. These 
portions if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C). 
The remaining deleted portions in this paragraph consist of names of 
three specific individuals, the release of which would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

Paragraphs 3 and 4 consist of names of specific individuals, the release 
of which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy 
and disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

The deleted portions found on page 4 of this document consist of names, 
addresses, and other confidential information, which if released would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 



The deleted portions on the attachment "Authorization for Medical Records 
Disclosure" consist of names of two specific individuals, the release of 
which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy 
and disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D). 



DIRECTOR, BALTWORE DISTRICT 	 January 22, 1969 

ieshington, D. C. Resident Post 
	

Founding Church of Scientology ::  
Washingcon, D. C. 
(CF:411,23.4) 

D04-093 V, Scientology 

In response to the attached assignment raeiro dated 1 /7/69 1 visited-the 
Headquarters of the Founding Church of Scientology at 1312 19th Street, 

Washington, D. C. on 1/8/69. As 1 approached the Scientology 
ileadquarters I noticed students distributing leaflets an a nearby street 
corner. I obtained one entitled "Advance Reservation for the Free World' - 
Congress" (See-Exhibit 1) and used this Scientology leaflet as an excuse 
for my visit to-Scientology Headquarters... On arriving at 1312 19th Street. 
i entered the building and spoke with the receptionist. I stated that 	- 
had been handed. the pamphlet. attached. as Exhibit I on a nearby street 
corner and was interested in' learning more about the Scientology Organi-
7ation. She asked what I-knew of the organization and I responded. that I knew 
very little but had on occasion been handed pamphlets on the street in the 
D,pont Circle area. She seemed quite pleased by this and escorted me to a 
desk marked Cashier. - A man in 	 name-an 
I ;44ag4;"' d 	self as at an Kennedy and listed my address as 1733 N Street, i  

( N. 	t:4'ashington; 	C.-:-'Though the address is correct I used the name 	•. 4 /Nathan because to my knowledge there is no Nathan Kennedy in  Washington, D. ) 
(C and no phone.listin for a Nathan Kennedy in this are_e.,,<The cashier filled 
out a receipt and.markeclit No barge saying that -he Would give me a. six 
month introductory membership in the organization which would entitle-me to -
buy books and pamphlets at a 20% discount. - He stated. that this membership 
card would also allow me to attend.severai free lectures. He invited me to
attend an introductory lecture held everyday both afternoon and evening. 

• 
TO: DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE/RC-300. 
ATTENTION: Tom Rice" 

C 	 

This is the report o 	nspector Kennedy. 	limited investigation of 
Scientology which you requested during your January .6 call to Baltimore 
DistrIct Compliance Branch. His contact with, 	is also repo ted.  

   have no knowledge of the E-Heter and its use on(fleir son 	  
717:7;9-eVer  	 ha  stated that the :-Meter was being used on, 	

 
 

 

 
 

lwe will continue forwarding Scientology literature to you as received 
and will make no further investigation unless directed otherwise.. 

TScc-'CG/3C-100  

sh a? 

H. T. PRICE,-JR. 
Supervisory Inspector 
January 27, 1969 



BALTIMORE DISTRICT-1/22/69 	 2. 

The free pass to this Introductory lecture is attached as Exhibit 3. 
The cashier then escorted me to 1E110 19th Street, H. W., where on the 
second floor I was introduced to a girl named Judy Acon (This name maybe 
misspelled) who said that she would fill out my introductory membership 
card. She filled out the pink card with the name Nathan Kennedy, the-  
previous days date (1/7/69) and the words None - at Present in the space: -
provided for level of Scientology Training. She Insisted that 1 sign 
the reverse side of the card in her presence and place my right thumb 
print on the front side of the card.: She did not, attempt to obtain a 
copy of either my signature or thumb print.: A copyofthis card,is 
attached to this memo as. Exhibit 2. I have retained the original card • - 
in my possession. - At this-  point i returned to the organization's book 
store in the. 1812 19th- Street building and placed the name Nathan Kennedy. 
cm the organization's mailing list.. The leaflets attached to this report - , - 
as Exhibits t: through 7 were obtained fromthebook'store at no- charge. 
All other- publications on hand were.for.saleand consequently copies were, 
not obtained. 

Both the cashier and the receptionist who are located in the book store 
area were reluctant to enter into any further discussion of Scientology, 
its effect on disease or. the E-Neter._ 1 was informed that if 1 wished 
to learn more 1 should start attending the lectures and buying the various 
books on sale._ At this point I left the building and returned to. the 
Resident Post. 

During the course of my visit I did not sign any forms for the organi-
zation, enter into any contracts or make any payments to them..  

in response to the, second Portion of the attached aAsignment,memo_dated 	 
1/7/69 1 visited 	  
cn 	1/laJ6o-    'and( 	 are the parent of 

 	member . of the Scientology , Cu if --(See my memo of"02 /681, 



1)1 RE.cTOR , BALTIMORE Di STF1 	/22/69•:;•7 

	'Stated that, members. o . the--Scientology .Organizat ion had apparently.  • 
. 	. • .. 	....•• 

J -  flPiCked up , 	in the Georgetown f area 'of. Washington, •D. C.- and interested him 

in 	the-, scientology: 0 rgan i zatl ow-...„.. ..... 	........ ............. „,:!we re not  aware  -:a:V./11s 
„,.•  

	

_ 	.  
involvement" with'.  th Sc i entel OgiC.unt 1.1.:la to: October, 1968,..:- At :that time 7: fl.:Th 

t 	talked with :the !',F.i1-11 csYMa0:.Whom • she: knew 	at the:So I en toe: -:-, . 	... 
logy HeadquarterS;i;She:Itoldj.him. the 	  <a 	  

_ ...... _______. ......................... ___ ............. 	___ 	- 

	

. 	_ 

	

... 	.. 	• 	. 	. 	  
======  and asked 	he; 	released, from .the organi za t 1011:,% 7 She:.-• ,. 

stated: that she threatened .,to gO.'..ta the.  proper .authori ties unless, 	--- ..... 	--.1.4 

rel eased. 	Doug;:• who, she descr ibed.   ai'.  tail.  and . 1 emir  said .: that. al  1  .................. --'- ' ... _ 
	'were a ladich.Of.qUacks.:and*that Scientology could heal any -problems,: ..,, 
might- have.. , 	 .stated.,tha t Doug- Went-:on AO say .that'Sceintoicgy* 

'win heal everything.'. Shortly afterthis visit -botik 

received Scinetology Disconnect- Letters from: their, son 	 The grand-. 

parents and numerous-relatives .on both sides of 	 family have 

received Disconnect Letters. according :to 	 

	 -stated that she visited Scientology Headquarters again. during 

the week of-1/6/69 and was ShOcked.at her' son's. appearance an&Joss:of 

weight: 	v 	ted: t he ,Scl entol ogy:Organ za t  on after several :: 
attempts  - 

to con tact„„„„;,by.  phone/and, 1 1 ed.. 	mIssed an appoiniment,with,- .  
	 stated,that,  

... 	needed-dents IJWork:anth.hadT:onetooth LthatHneededji Iling badly_Sh 

went on-to state:that: 	... 	is Currentl*Tunder.a-21 year contracttowerk 

for the Scientology Organization-  andithatishe:is very worried due[tO:signS: 
of failing health in her son. She stated thaflhe; Scientology Organization:: 

has milked him.of his. savings 'of over,$800,00as well as his car, Watch., 

skiing equipment ;. and virtually everything of value that he had ever owned...Y* 

stated that nelpher she nor    had any knowledge-oft 
the E-Meter or its use by the organizailon: She stated that they had never;": 

seep:any device- 	being used. on or by:their son   Shs stated that 

son.-- . 	and her three daughters( 	 Might :have Some  

knowl edge -of the device f rom the 1 r occasionalconversat 1 ons:wi th 	 



MICHAEL. D. KENNEDY, 256 

Inspector;, Baltimore Distr
ict 

EHY:ECTOR, aALTINORE DISTRI
CT--l/22/69 	

4. 

	

1 ocnZacted 	 again on l/16169 to determ
ine whether( 	

son 	or her daughters  had any
 knowledge of the- E-Meter

. She stated 

that t'' 'her  daughter. 	-h
ad  told her that during one

 of her visits to. 

	

c'    at the Scientology O
rganization he had told_he

r that the E-Meter 

was Cling used on him and 
many of the other people v

isiting Scientology 

Headquarters in Washington
._  She stated that 

 ''''     had not actually seen 

the device in use and 	
had apparently not gone in

to any detail as 

to how  the device was used 
or.what.recomendations wer

e made for it.  

	 informed me thatt 	
 

Copies of a Medical_Record
 Authorization form signed

 by 	 are 

attached to this memo as Ex
hibit 8.. These authoriz

ations are of question  

able value however since 	
 is twenty-three years old.

 	 

	

Cobli)indicated that there
 was a strong possibility 

that her son 
	

might be reclassified  and
 drafted into the Army and

 that both she and 

	 were hoping that if this c
ould be arranged it would 

break 

his connection with the. S
cientology Organization. 

Encl. 
Cy of memo Dtd. 1/7/69 

Exhibits 1-8 
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CV 

DEPARTMENT OF HEAL -TR, EDUCATION, AND ‘6,ELEAR,7- 
FOOD AND DRUG AD:AiNi5TRATION 

AUTHORIZATION FOR MEDICAL' RECORDS DISCLOSURE 

To WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

You are hereby authorized to furnish the United States Food and Drug Administration 

all information and copies of any and all records you may have pertaining to (my case) 

(the case of 
Ns::ne 

Relationship to you 

including, but not limited to, medical history, physical reports, laborit.,,.. 	'DZ'rtS and 

pathological slides, and X-ray reports and films. 

())/s-.)9‘.9 

              

              

              

     

(SiEsnaOn) 

      

           

           

           

           

(riimns s 3) 

FORM FD-A61 (Re.. 3167 ) 
	 ED. 



DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 

Washington, D, C. Resident Post 

004-093 V, Scientology,' 

January 22, 1969 

Founding Church.  of Scientology...  
Washington, D C- 	" 
(CFlli 1 ,234) 

in response to the attached aSsignment memO.dated 1/7/69 i visited the 
Headquarters of.  theFounding.Churchof:Scientelogy at,.1812-  19th Street;:: 
N. W. ,. Washington.' D. I. 	on 1/8/69;.. Ai I, approached the Scientology 
Headquarters. I noticed students (Bs tribut 'rig leaflets: on a, nearby street 
corner. 	obtained one. ent tind ,"Athiance :Reservat orr for the Free; World 
Congress"' (See Exhibi 	'and used 	Scientology,:l eaf 1 et as, an excuse7', 

:for my:-  yi sit to': Sci entol ogy:,Headquarters4y-bn arriving at:. 1812:19th.Street  
entered: the building' and :spoke with. the treCePt ion istC. I .stated that I 

had been handed:':the paMphletcattached: ai'Exhibit:t.on anearby 'street 
Corner, and ,was-,interested inl„1 earn i ng.,mOre abotitr:the. Scientalogyc0rgani-l.  
zation.':: She. alked 	knew': of the:organi.,zatiOn and I responded that I. knew 
verylittlebut2had:on,,occasion:been handed .. pamphlets on the street., in the 
Dupont Circle area. clC,.She seemed: quica.:Pleased -.b-y< this•• and. eScorted.'ine[rto :ar-i 

: desk marked Cashier A man.i 	 name an  
aa.Lu d myself as at an'Kennedy and _listed my address es '1733 N Street 

N. W., Washington, D. C...-'Though the address:is correct- I used the name, 
Nathan-because to my knowledge there is no Nathan Kennedy in  Washington,  

EC, and no phone-listing for a Nathan Kennedy in, this area /The cashier filled 
out a receipt and marked, it No -ieWnirTclgar--7-; would give me a'six 
month introductory membership in the organization which would entitle-me to 
	 buy books and pamphlets at a 20% discount. 	stated. that this membership-, 

card would also al low.me to attend several; free _lectures. He invited me to 
-. attend an introductory lecture held- evertday both:afternoon and evening.' 

?O r:; DIVISION OF;CASEGUIDANCE/RC-100::- 
ATTENTION:. Tom Rica-1 . 

- This is the repOrt of( limited investigationTof 
.Scientology which you requested during yourf:Janua 	6 call to Baltimore:;:b: 
Dls ict Compliance Branch. , His contact with- 	 is also reported;  

have no. knowledge of the E-Meter an its use on eir son 
stated' that the:.E-Meter was being used:an obert. 

lie will continue forwarding Scientology' literature to you as'received 
and will make no further investigation unless directed otherwise.,  

06,cc-DCG/RC-100 

cc-Wash RP 

H. T. PRICE, JR." 
Supervisory Inspector, 

.January' 27, 1969 

r b I 



-"'".031•11011r_ 

'' DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT--1/22/69" . -  

, 
The free pass to.this introductory lecture is..attached-astxhibitl,8.--,.. 
The cashier then escorted melo 1810 19th Street,: N. W., Where* the 
second floor I was introduced to a girl named'JudyiAcon (This bamec maybe 
misspelled) who said that'she would fill put my IntroductorY.membership. 
card.' She filled out the pink card.With'the nameHathan'Nennedy,,the'Z' 
previbus day; date (1/7/69) and the words.NonejatPresentinthe-sOace 
provided for level` of Scientology Training:HSheinsIsta“hat,:rSIgri2:Y :  
the reverse:Side of the card in her:.presence:and:place 	right.;thumb  
print on the front sideofthe-bard.Shedid- nbi,attemptttO,obtain.a 
copy .  bf either mylsigpeture:- or.thuMb print.01:copytiofthis.-oardjs 
attached 	this memo'as.,:Exhibit.:2:T.1:have:reteineCthe briginek,Card 
in my possessionAtthisYpointi:returned-to. thi-organization!S7bbok, 
store in the-1812•19thistreet.  building andlacedthei,name?hathan,Kennedy,, 
pre - the organization's - Meikingilst.,1:;Theleafiets.joaitached to.thisireportH4 
as-bnibits 4 through:-7„Weretobtained'ifroM?thebbokstereatanOcherge. 
AllThther-publicationScon hancrwere , fornsele:endcboesequentjyl,topiel:Were 
notHobtained.,,, 

. 	. 	 . 

Both the cashier and.,tha receptionistwit are located-in the bookstore: 
area were reluctanttoenter into any,,fuither discussion Of:Scientology; 
its effect on disease-br:,the'E-Meter...-.TI wasinformed:that if;1 

, to:learn more I shouldStart attending!th-electures- andbuyingithe,varlouS 
books on sale:.*At,thii,point:1 )eft,the.building,and'returned to the `y 
Resident Post.. 	' 

!During the coUrsebf-my'„VisitA:did no•Cilgwany 	
cv 5 1 
	forms for the,Organi..;;„ 

zation;:enter into any: 	 , :,COntractsor make: 	tthem.: 
5  

In response to the second 	POrtibn of the attachectassignmentLmemoidatell 
1/7/69Arvisitecl-M 	harles ,HoiD-4%' 	 Court; McLean'`itiminia  
on 1/13/6 	lg. Genera and' rs2.:Charies2CNobter- re the parent.off,c 

member:of.the c ento 	- u . ee my memo of:11/22/68). 
g.. General Nob e is currently onassignmen tir.rGermany and/eau:Wit  „ 

be:Anterviewed. 	 

elig:Tici013:->tated:thatliiiii0s the oni 
selly-mantaf- pr lems. He suffered a stys 
when he was si years old and complained 
years after tha 
of judgement ate 
was reluctant to 
California referre 

treatment:. Mrs. 	 appar tly:throughtlhe ,was 
coMpletely,recover d from -py mentalipr 	kn_the_late sprIpg-of,1968 

ert.  Nob 

i he became Interested in the Trappist Order -of:Catholie honks'iat.the'Berry7; 
ville; Virginia Monastery. He visited-them-friquentlY:during the - summer: 

. He 
rding 

Sc•  

Hall a psychiatrist t 	 y. 	 ;Wash 
After seeing Dr. Ha 	 ths he 

always.bisplay 
o Mrs. Noble. Aft 

s (apparently Robert 
in my memo of 11/22/ 
Georgetown Univers! 
ce a week for thr 
Noble stated th 

one of her- e fivchlldrenshowingc:-, 
e fall 	ith head Injuries .in:France-,--% 
f he aches and 	somn 	for several"' 

signs of gu 	jiti:end 
one family:pr ems 'which she 

oble-history 	drug abuse in 
).Robert st 	to go_ to 

pital 	 ngton, 
four- 



DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT--I/22/69 

contacted Mrs. Hoble)egain on I/16/69 - t6 determine whethetairs. Noble' 

son (Steve or her daughters had. any knowledge:of the:E.-Meter. She * stated 

that het daughter(CaroV had told het that during one'of her visits to 

(Robert at the Scientology Organization he had toid_her that the E-trieter. 

was being. used on him and many of the other people,.viSiting Scientology 

Headquarters In ,Washington..- She stated that /Carol) had not actually seen, 

the device in use and(Robert) had apparently not_gone into any detail ea 

, to how the tievice was used-or-what ,recommenclations:lwere•inadajor:-:lt.. 

Fs.,,Noblej informed me; that(Brig. General Noble)would not return from: 

t Germany for-over-a year and ,that-she.and the family_ were moving to Join 

him in. Europe. es of 1/20/69.;, The Nobles' address-in Europe will be• 

arl g. General and 	'Charles-1Mis. 	C.;  Noble.'' 

'''Office of the Engineer 

New York; New York `,- 09403 
7..;  

Copies of-,a Medical..Record-AuthorizatiOn. forM;signed.,byrnrs-.'Noble)aree., 

attached to this memo as.:Exhibit 8. ., These,aUthorizailons,are,of Auestion-:-

able value however since fRobert-  Noble3.istWenty-,three'Years,ald.'.j,41rs:. 

t Nob) e)lnd dated that . there was a strong- possibility that, her son Siebert 

might be.reclassified.and drafted into:the Army and that -both shetand,-..: 

IGenera 1. 	were. hoping: that if this 'caul d tie' arranged t would*reak 

his;: connection with the. Scientology, Organization.:2:.' t - 

;7- 

MI CHAEL: 0 '.KENNEDY, ,: 256.7 

Inspector,i:    Baltimore; plat !apt 
• • 

,I1DK:cp 
{Clot.) 

Encl, 	_ 
Cy of Memo Dtd.-.1/7/69 

	

Exhibits 1-8 	- ' 



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 
FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 

AUTHORIZATION FOR MEDICAL RECORDS DISCLOSURE 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

You are hereby authorized to furnish the United States Food and Drug Administration 

all information and copies of any and all records you may have pertaining to (my case) 

(the case of 
Name 

Relationship to you 

including, but not limited to, medical history, physical reports, laboratory reports and 

pathological slides, and X-ray reports and films. 

FORM FD-461 (Fey. 3/67) 
	 EDIT ION OF 0/66 MAY BE USED UNTO_ SUPPLY IS EXHAUSTED. 



(Signalura) 

4:114-(1(1.l .114  

(Witness) 

4. 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 

AUTHORIZATION FOR MEDICAL RECORDS DISCLOSURE 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

You are hereby authorized to furnish the United States Food and Drug Administration 

all information and copies of any and all records you may have pertaining to (my case) 

(the case of 5  
Name 

Relationship to you 

including, but not limited to, medical history, physical reports, laboratory reports and 

pathological slides, and X-ray reports and films. 

FORM FD-461 (Rev.  3/67) 
	 EDITION OF 6/66 MAY BE USED UNTIL SUPPLY IS EXHAUSTED. 



(Date) (Signature) 

(witness) 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFA9E 

F000 AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 

AUTHORIZATION FOR MEDICAL RECORDS DISCLOSURE 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

You are hereby authorized to furnish the United States Food and Drug Administration 

all information and copies of any and all records you may have pertaining to (my case) 

(the case of eXetee.e/ 	 'te4ỲA"-e-i  

Warne 	 17 

Relationship to you 

including, but not limited to, medical history, physical reports, laboratory reports and 

pathological slides, and X-ray reports and films. 

FORM FD-461 (Rev. 3/67) 
	 EDITION OF 6/66 MAY BE USED UNTIL SUPPLY IS EXHAUSTED. 



Document A-14. This document is a four page memorandum dated 1/31/68 to 
Director, Baltimore District Office, from William C. Drury, Inspector, 
Baltimore District Office. Subject: An individual's name. This memorandum 
is a summary of a telephone conversation and subsequent interview between 
a complainant and the inspector regarding that person's experiences 
with the Church of Scientology and persons associated with the organization. 

The deleted portions in the subject in paragraphs 1 and 2 on page 1 
consist of the names of two specific individuals, the release of which 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

The deleted portions in paragraph 3 on page 1 consist of names of specific 
individuals and confidential information obtained from a confidential 
source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), 
because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. The deleted 
portions found on page 2 consist of names of specific individuals and 
addresses, as well as confidential information supplied by a confidential 
source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), 
because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

Paragraph 2 on page 3 consists of detailed medical information supplied 
by the complainant. Release of this portion would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D). 
The deleted portions on the rest of this page consist of names of specific 
individuals, dates, and confidential information supplied by the complainant. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because releA.se 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 

The deleted portions on page four of this document consist of names, 
dates, and confidential information supplied by the complainant. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 
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• - 	 s'.)nt 	 :-=ocrs 	 .L.1) Aaalzt,aLt 
Paator 	.72.=-Thz Oh' 	of Scientc.l. • 

(*) 12,ttcir 	 :thicl; Of iicer to 

	

ha. sof 	 o- 

1/4I'D) Lotter 	 to laD cLilth'an in  7,44cli h3 L.efors .__ 	. 
., ,.,, 7-....„fl.,,„,.. 	. 

	 .c 1- ,-,- nn..„-o -....:,--.
1, 
	 .—T 

___. 
''''''''''''''''''' '_; ;lio ni.:ildr,,r1 1.._.. ho f. s a 3c,  enboloat st :-...;,1 

C21 :11-, cci.--.. -1..117ica.t.a, ,ra-c, :az; wife aftor t'ac S'..1.35:-.ii70 i-::17..,:y:l 0:i.:".22. i-zas 1-?laezd 

Ciartifcc +'or Grade 0--/V P.2loace Ire.7.entari t- 

for -pf.y.ont of Chock-out aladit. 

(2
1
,) :CO 	 AU7. c 1965  Iteleac-a Sc.“1-;:as, 

att,ch--d 5.3 an a:-..- idairzt :-.,-;!cle.d 
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.•• 

I-aarectr 	 fl,.trict 
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DISTICT 
	

Jan. 31, 1968 

'ton Rasidont St;:tioa 

(Iiihonas S. 77.71.-.77 

The FeundLig Church of Scientology 
1312  19th. St. 
Uashington, D.C. 

On 1/29/63 1 received a call 2= 	Victorine S, I1erte 	She coiled to in c,-; 
quire of proceednf;s against The ?oumding Church of Scientolom 1 informd 

icerW:3-04'  trie seizure action  involvi:ig the E-No-tors)  the contested seizure, 
alfi the 	 athrisedllIrs. NerteiDthat the ?peal is pending. 

(:Trs. 11",,2rta informed ne that her husband/ Thomas S. i-lert7S77hEs been associated 
wi.tn ziclen..;ology _OP l7  years since 1951 after reading Dianetics. During,ti,ds • 
conversation and subsequent interview on 1/30/68 the following imfornation was 

• obt.ained: 

S 'eLts., is Ithys:::rs old. He uas raduated from the(ailiyerity -.F12-]-
Cai.^e. In lihUZ iqo received a Masters Degree fronaliversity ofDZila4arSaji:1541. 

Pr::e7x7Cri;t.'clly .:olds a responsible position ith,63sr,  Oil CO. Phi7a. Pa.? He first 
became ossoc:::Lterl ,rith Scientology after reading Dianetics in 1951. Ee later 
be ,an attending Scientology meetings 	 A small group was forod 
	 flP:17in'77.7Mpro;ihly in 1955. The group sup:osed17 con-

72ZIP7-7Z15777-1171Yrnrd,  uhr1r271aerail T11777W3rts..At tnat ti.e 
nb 	Cu7 l_f0rd 	court r000rtor to The Couit of Cha::oory headed by 

Collths Seitz ;ho is now J:. _;e for the 3rd. District U.S. Court of '.ypeals 
(See exhi:)it-5). Guil2ord su,)posedly is new a staff nemher ilith the k,abbarci 
Counications OXfice, East Gjilstoed Enclord. Chris ossee ,;:as suy)9sedy 
a redical discharge by Tie Dupont Co. antis now living in Severna Par, Zd. 

• 

IIS•el=1011MIWSPISIIRP 



P. 2 

-tr:Inber 1965'1 	iarbeS,ILC.7"G home because a Suppressive Person Crder 
wna !adds aa:ainst ,,./77T271:77t7--(Soo eerhbbits- 7 10T. In 	 717;,-c  
sent to Eubbard Com„.S.7177177a, Orfico, East Grinstead England for an ei7E1 week 
training ca us re in ":?ower Processing". -firs. Eerbc.22fecis that her husband had 
been brainwashed (Sec exhibit-10). 

Nertos tatcd that in an effort. to gat her husband to retui-n to the family 
she contacted The foandin Church of'Sciontelegy and agreed not to interfere 

til 
 to_participate in Scientology Processing. She was audited by 

hC r hay.sband's be le 	(r.ce "`ii. ibit-9). Following this 	Tit7.Ert;;.Z)aL;reod - 

e-r-T---: - 	 7- 	= <5,  v.  iam3TA)11 	 gre7710/.7)through tho first 3Mlease , 
St.nres Th- Po-,rth 	 at the Fflrtes IamilY >$. 	• 	. 	_ 	. 

hone in Pitoboth Mach Delaware on 9/? J7. Helen hitney's hone address 
(eiSS nritioc.3. 1. 

According to€YeT>;,the so-called processing involvedgholding the :tin cans 
• 

attached te the E,Noter and responses to recreated questions asked by flelen Mlitney. 
The so-c:.11sd processing revealed the follcuir.€:, 	• 	• 	 • 

Roloase-Grade 	Disclosedtars. Nertt:;)bad no orcbism 
eemsinicating. 

Release Svc:de 1-  So-coiled Problem Release disclosedehan 
(...YrZ7777.1>had a pr-oblem, namely.  her husban5 and her interference :.7ith his 

Scientology beliefs. 	 . • 
Release Grade II-So-callod'Relief Grade disclosekthati, 

el.fro.1ikertuas relieved having recognised the problem. 
Release: Grsee III-,  So-called Freedom Relea-0  472o114 2;.? 

supposedly.taRin3 atoes to sol.55-The problem and is becoming free es. the 
problem. 	 • 

, Release Grade IV- So-cIllied Ability Release, disclosin- ' 
ctLat hrs. i.lertoj)has the ability to handle the proo/em. 

• if: 	 . 	  

oopt, 1967' for Ghaek-Out  auditing..•  She stated that she, was'made to sit  1t. lade  
F2112Uict procossingss„  YerterTi ontil 'Jerk with Helee  

ccortil7hed nothil la,  and missed her trsin home.. She went to.Uaw 
.(15117/1167 with her hushanOto  aapear in the Scientologychaeol tl  u0 tarashout 

the sroblem" after t-Alich she $.,a -Purer thetcheek-eut rmliittteched ariceazhibite' 
11-13 are: Release Cortificse for Grades 0-1V5 floceipt for payment gc release 
the 	nnd Roleag Stcgca bulletin all o2 whifgere eresented to,ii.:24„1:aTtea • 

the Mr. 14 1967  Meetjngo AOCOrding tgCnirSi P.J.Ttos. her hushard pala „,350.30 
for her enscossim< snd checic_out audit. 	 , 	. 

ocessine.v Helen Uhitney, Yrs, forte21tated 	thet thc.place.wha:e 
Yuit d 	 .r.ssedi ,Jas stsch-ed tlith vit:Im:ne endti:atClelon ;:hitactast:.:::ast ed ae 
u t .:.:). _ Try . ^ke..64)fl2 of the vitamins WriG7 to processig..stating that the . 
72Gamine-Weals .ielp _ho he feel bettor during the iirocest:iing..CE;77Nriltoc  ...) 
stated that she declined ta take the vitamins. 	 . 

TriStitswisanwawraipm-in, 



p. 3 

3-lolteTry-tated ths.t her husband of bc.,:n taking nun:ctsous vitmlin and health 
,..?:•cp.Rrz..tionr.•,,. ouch as vitsrin-E, Calcium Clucont:to, end Whoat c2;ent. 

pack3u0:3 	theso products 1.Thich her husbad fact left at ho:.;le. 

1....r.s...i.ett.e-s`.ttated that she had had ear ourcrutions 	I;ov. 1966 and June 1967 
y 

	

	 ,Ltr 	ClantZitS. AC:Canal-IC to 	Mertes, her hushond coraaented 
j T  ho-ce the r.:toct,ors donit moos you us so that Scientology can,  t helou.• 

.  l.b..:rto.Luip,, .,,oes;;K1 to go to St. Hill, &1st Grinstead England lICI:trch 19  P ,,,, 

for 	 trajasin,g using."The "%bilious Power Reoccsscs" in Ithich he will 
solo audit  ?Lisaccaf. He will supposedly ray 0750.00 for the internsidp training. 

According 4., ,;.Itrtes her husband erects to sell oaa. property and _have 1. 

his 	acceluy.ry nan to En;:fland. She thinks he expects to remain io.-ELgiand - 
chd devote 	life to Scientology. . 

kur 	that her husband is considered a field auditor of ;Scienl toogy 
and he carries an E--1'1oter.n-..,:th him s,t all -tlises.. The E-1-lete.r  vas-  suonosedly 
b:-.ought bacic front thefilc/55-60 trio to Erziand.. According to 	l'iertcThher 
husband has 	able to goon his job only because ho has adaittangly not tried 
inS:luatice 	wo.ricors. She stated Iat he is living in it ene--ron•,,  dump in 

Phila. at.. 2-"Xe3 '.133.nv.tSt„ io,7•which he pv3 G7.00 .tr.:7; .11c)rit,11 in rent.1 She does 
not know 	su. of noney he has giVOS 	14:Cient010[::,/. She acira14,:s t;- <; t ho 
has trade her sin income tax rel.:Luta before they are filled cut to prevent her 
freall. kr:3cl' !lg. ..4.1.1at he 	e cc.,ntributed. 

Lied. y joined Scientology to improve, himself• 

iEtirtes•atatod thcrt sub would be till:Ling to act as an informant and would 
r.E;r:.:e to testily in an ut.tept to reveal the activitios of the Scientology 

Thp 	 er.17,11)its were C-) 'LC 	V9COrd3 rtaaC aWiliabi0 to me 

(1/- 	 Et( Found:Lig 	 Jany.5, 2.j.;;631-- i,5..tat 10 
staterttent 	fl)Ate seizure Of the E-1,:etera and 1it2.•atnre../27.; 	- 

(2) A • -, oconci 	 13-y-  L. Eon ibabbard Jen. 61  19623. Jr. state.tiont - thi the armed - 

r ' 7 

(3) Wi-e2.t, I: 7.1e Fcturwlinr, Church of Scientology'? 

(ii) Lf.tte” kr; 	 Kormedy protesting against raid bv U.S. 1.1:;velv.12.1t3 
.he _Lurch ci Scientology. 

(5) Letter 5:rc.,;:i. John idarvey, Deputy Connissioner FDA to Senator J. caacb, 
reerNm;:, ‘.:o a coEplaint, nude by Robert U. Guilferd nuabst.the E-Netsr 

seizure. 

the Church of Scientology conducted by 1.1:.t..• 



Also attached is an affidavit signed v NTS. 17(77:7-7-:› 

Ifiliiam C. Drury (073) 
Inspector, Baltimore ed_strict 

P, h 

‘S) jiette? tor:Irs. Ilertr,s frota FDF)re: FDA role in E-:,.oter case. 

(7) Latt” 0-`-

\\

722/e5 	HCO T:th-:cs Orf'cer -zhLch hod been sent to ET. 
Cr57717naCC101 4 	s a SunPressive l'orcon (Su.;orcsolve Person OrfWor). 

tse 	t-er (2,10-rPt7:7-7 	ecr„,  to biL3 t rUe. 

GL)'0±-iedlY sent to Sciestolorcy members by John 	DD Assistant 
Pastor, The F-:unding ar.:.rch of Scientoloc7.y. 

(9) Lot  %. ,..,f,42130/66 from Natalie Fisher,  'cientology Ethics Officer to 
15;:t es re: !,:rs. i'iartos 	'Th; herself with the organization. 

("j_0) Lotte 2 YA:b. 1, 1960 frplit no, Herte;Dto  his children in tahich_he refers 
to the Discosnedt and  Suppressive Person Ordere placed 	nstazllerte:Ilby 
Scientology. zaCiitestells his ch 	 i ildren that he s a Seientologint and 
er.al not ccnrwicate with his wife eiter the Suppressive Person order was placed 
against her. 

(31)_24epse Ce:.ifieate for Grade 0-T Release presented to(1.4rs. 
Sa4tac2LY-5., 	. 

OP) Receipt for paymentof Check-out =lit. 

(2n_IJC0 Fu'letin of „s_Ll965 neleace Statics, This bulletin was presented 
tc(?..s. liertcs on Dec.  h,  19617); 	 -a 



Document A-15. This document is a three page memorandum dated 11/18/66 
to Director, Denver District, from Inspector D.C. Scherninger, Inspector 
John B. Powell. Subject: Sample No. 4093 V, Hubbard E Meter. The 
memorandum is a summary of pertinent informatin obtained by the inspectors 
during the course of an interview with a potential witness. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions on page 
1 of this document consist of the name and address of the individual who 
is a potential witness and the name of his relative. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of 
a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 
The deleted portion on line 1 of paragraph 2 contains the name of the 
confidential source, release of which would disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 
The deleted portion in line 3 of paragraph 2 consists of confidential 
medical information provided by the confidential source. This portion 
is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6), because release would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The deleted portions 
in paragraph 3 consist of the names, addresses, and a date pertaining to 
the confidential source and to other individuals. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and release the identity of 
a confidential source. 

Paragraph 4 is deleted in its entirety because it consists of confidential 
information including medical references supplied by a confidential 
source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C), because 
release would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. 

The deleted portions in paragraphs 5 and 6, and the entire paragraph 7, 
consist of the name of the confidential source and confidential information 
pertaining to this individual, release of which would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity 
of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D). 

On page 3, the deleted portions in paragraphs 1 and 5, line 1 in paragraph 
3, and lines 2, 3, 5, and 12 in paragraph 4 contain names of specific 
individuals; line 3 in paragraph 3, lines 1 and 11 in paragraph 4 consist 
of addresses; and line 13 in paragraph 4 contains a telephone number, 
release of which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). Lines 7-9 in paragraph 	4 	 
4 consist of the name of a specific individual and confidential information 
pertaining to this individual supplied by a confidential source. This 
portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C), because release would 
constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 



Po 

-Cr:1:17C.:AL CCfljr3.77-'5 eFFTCY. 	 11/13/56 
2-:±6.. J. Sisk 

Thia information was ;boned to General Counsel on 11/13/66 

1:1 Imapector Dzinial C. Sc.'amarinser. 

JOHN J. COX 

-3olt/Z-Iyan. 

TO: 	Dinze:ok, n4E/MR DISTaICT 	 11/i5/66 

1-;;?actor s 	richncissat 	Voinxiing Cburea of 3ci.ratoles7 
r.zspeccor Jobu B. ro.:all 

fi.tatiflCZ: Sar.ple No. 4093V 
Nab,blarri 

in Acnrdance with liestorawaum of Talepboon Conversation dated 
::a-teber 9, 1966 betI44een Nr. IL 3. Cyan, !Toed aad Mrlig Officer, Zaltinore 
r;i3trict and -rfr. Donald M. Taylor)  Food  And Yen Officer, 2enver District, 
ins:hr:rector ?owell an4 r4yaeli visited 	 
	 on this 

	 stated that he ::es wiltios 	testily 5or ete.:food 
rirlig Administration in resard to his brociler,==- ===.-and a  

lctter to wrote to 	  
itatad that lie could not fin,* his copy of the Mtzoi >ze ,Irota to tha - 
	 and he did not re-ioel,ior exactly tat 	ead 

Lated in the letter. 



dartog the t 
Scteetolov in. 	  

4-me that he ewes taking this "course" at the Church of 

• 

• D7717.tatls, DITIM DinnIcT 
43)3712iubard 2. Neter 
17.11,/3a 
Pa:2.yd 2 

	vita his brother,!   Be stated that be did tot 

	

We discussed thocee of the  R.  Meter br the deceased  	

7:rflow If his brother'    has used thedevice, hut that he had seen 
ao sloetronie instrualent vhiCh 	 daribed as a tyoe of 
cictvirce  that non14  pie* wove* elect 	0-1 c =sire:eta, that it vas being used 
by 	 and his Loom-mats. The rte's n. is unknown. 

During the conversation-1th 	 he stated that his 
c21miso as t layman as that any ;relic-al attention oould not have ^' raged 
the 2act that his 

	

Duties the conversation, ve neve Lulea-fled by.. 	
h13 brother, alter rainiag out of money in 	-4..3nt to another 

'Atrother, 	  
▪ that -i113 brother bad stated to   that 	was is a 
vcry poor state of health.' 	 then stated that t2his brother in 
	 n•ffeqt know more stout the actions of 

Wbiln Leterviestmg_ 	 he stated that he would fee 
attending an electronics school in r 	  
	starting on Docsaber 5th and ending on December 10th, 1 )66. 

	 lid not know -41.st formalities he zooid have to 
• throu6 Le he was delivered a 3ta01)00.31,6 in rngard to the abov, 5,,:syte 

	

f 	



:z70 DItSCTCS, 	 n:sTa7cr 
4c.nv1aubbarli E, "later 

2a2:a 3 

is no individual. of shove average intelligtor^, taLzefd fraely with the  
D• ring our conversation 	 _ 	, 	it ap”.sred that he 

inspectors c nppearad to be vary er.w.lans to aid the governaeut in any 
action os,4”.4t the Pounding Church of Scientology. It also appears 
that ::!fis has. me Loma of the literatara published by this rtiornh„ 

he ins tars then telephoned the office of the General Counsel, 
Vashiugtoa, D. C. in accordance with TWX 0001-314-01.50 tod talked with
:rr. M. J. :crap. na9 shove ininruation was gives to 	Ryes,  and be 
roouested tae follog.--,.daltional information: 

t_  	bed in his possession any books or literature 
Erd'el the 7oundiug Church of Scientology - If he had ever 
attented this church when howas in 	'letting 
his brother 

rau intusectors then  phoned 	 and 
dr.:tarsi-reel that 	 has rases 4 book. titledianeticon  written 
by a ;:tell En:heard which VOA in the possession of. his..brother-----    lust 
Le did tot hae this book or  any other literature. itau the church La ::is 
possession. 	 also stated that he had'nevar been to the Church 
of Scientology or had met any other in&ividonals associated with it. 
added that he believed that his brother in -j 	or July,  1959 was sharing 
as aoarbent with. a 	 
	cc believed this individual 

worked on a night shift. Be also atated.thot his brother had lived in 
,,,,,,,,,   at that time. 	lie 

9 t49-9a his 	 ...................... , 
t1 at 	h g 	his arcar.,-..•"• 

r. 	would kmmo.the 	Correct address. At 

I then telephoned Nr. Ryan in Washiass 	, D. C. and ;rye him 
tbs .::.suers obtained from 	  

DAV= C. 3C5,NT.R.  a 
inspectvr, Denver District 

..TDGN B. PCWZ1J. 
Tnspector, DenverDistrict 

DCS:tjw 



cc -Baltiliyan• 
77C1c,:le  

TO: 	DIRECTOR, Wank DISTRICT 

PADA: 	Inspector O. C. Schneriager 
Zmispeetor Jobs B. Powell 

3b23SCT: Sample No. 4093T 
Subbard 2. Meter 

TO: GENERAL COUNSELS OFFICZ 
	

11/18/66 
ATTEtiTION: Mts. J. Sisk 

• 

This information was phoned to General Counsel on 11/13/66 

by inspector Daniel C. Schneringer.. 

11/15/66-, 

Founding Church of.SelentalCgy 

James Tiller, T/Sgt.,.. 
AF /5293100y' - 
%Ira Communications di 
Electronics Maintenance 
Stioneron 

Eelloam Air - Force. -Base • 7./.. 
Alamogordo, New Wa..1.400,:  

Residence Telephinse:.57; 
. 505-473-6311, Bac.g5il 
-Barrecks 342 

3 - 

Deployed -_Uldg. 323,,.,2bot. 4242 

In accordance witliNWsoranduaof Telephone Conversation dated 
Voyember 0, 1966 bean en Mr. M. J. Byen, Food.aud Drug Officer, Baltimore 
District and Mr. Donald M. Taylor, Food and Drug Officer, Denver District, 
Inspector Powell and m/seli vielted47S-gt. James Tiller at toil: man Air 
Verse Base, PAsmogetdo, New Mexico, on this date2 

Mr. Tilleapstated that he man milling to testify for the.Teock., 
sad Jena Administration in regard to his brother, amard Taler4and a . 
letter be wrote to the American Medical asnociation[in 1960. /Sgt. Tillati 
stated that he could not find hie copy of the letter be wrote to. the 
American Medical Association-and he did not remeehar exactly what.  be bed 
stated in the letter... 	„ 	- 



TO; DrtECrat, DMHDDI DISTRICT 
40938/Rubbard E. Niter 
11/15/66 
Page 2 

We discussed the oactof the R. Meter by the deceased,riUward - 
Tilleri7ulth his brother, /Sgt. filler:7 U. stated that be did not 
%vow if his brother[Hewardihe& used the device, but that he bad seen' 
aa electronic immanent 4faichff/Sgt. Tiller-pescribed as a type of 
doeitte that mould piCh wryest electronic currents, that it von being used 
bytUonard Till:

E
land hie tocermate. The roomenatea name is unknoen. 

ET/Sgt. Tiller; • 30 orated that ha felt the Founding Church of Srettentologel '- 
as a ease outfit._ 	 ' 	- 

During the conversatienedthfi/Set.'Tiller,lbe stated that his 
opinion an a layman was thet any medical attention would not have changed 
the fact that his bautbettpreard had a ealigantbrain tumor?' 

Pats brother, after running out of, money in (1959 tent to another 
During the conversation, weave infotmediryti/Sgt. 

that h  
brother,C!4r. Odell Tiller, 3743 Jefferson Blvd., Virgindameeebt  Vireiaia2 

4  end that his brother had stated tePT/Set. Tille52thattFowardluse is a 
very poor state of health. Li/Sgt.Tillat)then stated that this brother in 
{Virginia Death, Virninia)beight know more about tho actions °EC:Howard ' 
flex/ during the time that he wee taking this "course" at the Church of-  " 
Soientologyfin Weshingeon, D. C.) 

ceiggc. Tiller then stated thatciTowerd>weet to another brother, 
Quince A. Tiller, P. 0. Bat 464, Dnogerville, Texas and that that brother 
had taken Nomad,  to o doctor and the doctor had stated, "Howard must 
have an operation". T/Sgt. Tiller then obtained emergency leave and vent 
to Texas and took his brother Howard to the University of Texas Medical 
rizemb at Calveaton, Texemeebere neurosurgery,  otaperforned and-it 

~tter*in that Hower& hal a malignant bruin tumor. 

While interviseingti/Sgt. Tillegbe stated that he meld be 
attending an electronics school int?alifornie for the United States Air 
Porce)starting on December 5th and endiag on December 10th, 1966. 

[T/Set. Tilleildid not know,  elect formalities he vonld have to 
go through if he was delivered a subpoena in regal to the above ample 
member. dherefore,ve contacted Lt. Col. Jake J. Weldon, Judge Advocate's 

\fl  Office, Halloran Air race D430. Lt. Col. Weldon Informed T/Sgt. Tiller 
\-1  that he would be on a temporary duty, the Air Force would take care of the 

transportation and be reimbursed by the United States Attorney in accordance 
with the United States Attorney's Menval, Title 6, Page 120,,i 

T
Lt. Col. Walden stated that it weld simplify natters if 

T/Set. Tiller in subpoened, that the imdividual delivering the subpoena 
ould. one in advance, set up an eppointtentiwith the Base Security 
Offite ant they would have T/Sgt. Tiller present at the nein gate for 

/ delivery of the aubpoena and at the gee* time, if the office isseieg the 



TO; DIRECTOR, DEEM D:sTalcr 
-4093ViSubbard E. Meter 
11/15/66 
rage 3 

During our conversation withET/Sgt. Tiller;,/ it appeared that he 
is an individual of shoes average intelligence, talked freely with the 
inspectors end appeared to be very anions to aid the government in any 
action against the reunding Church of Scientology. It also appears 
that he has read some of the literature published by this Church.  

%he inspectors then telephoned the office of the General Counsel, 
Washington, D. C. in accordance with TWX 0001-314-0150 end talked with 
Nr. M. J. Ryan. The above information VAS given to Mk. Ryan and ha 
requested the folloOkagadditional information: 

IefriSgt. Tiller led in his possession any beaks or literature 
from the i.7eundiag Church of Scientology -,If‘hOL,had ever 
attented this church when he&as in Washington, D. Cljvisiting----- , 	• his brother. 

Tee !Specters tbenpboned Holleman Air Perce Rap&and' 
determined tbatCli/Sgt. T 	jillerhaa readiwbook,:iitled,'Sienetice written 
by a Ranell Hubbard rich wine in thirpossession of his,brotber(Oomard/but 
tie did tot have this book or any other literature:Irmathe church in his 
possession. Pk/Sgt.. Tiller)also stated thetisahad'inver been to the Church 
of Scientology or bad net any other individualecassociated with it. )la 
added that be believed that his brother 	or July, 1959 was aharingl 
as apartment with a Mt. White who as a printer or typesetter on a 
newspaper located in Washington, D. C.2 Be believed this individuall ' 
worked on 4 night shift. He also stated that his brother had lived in 
Eche MOO block on Riggs Street, Washington, D. C.Jat that tine. He 
natal bla brother;(PdellIraler;?mopld know the correct addreas„At.'s' 

:t:latti21'4C'he-114*1A 	7 1  - 7.;r4e4-4.-11-.7:03.74411-3.812.30--,..--  

I the telephoned Mt. ?yen in Washington, D. C. and gave btu 
era obtained fromi*.,Tiller;3 

Diti13:34  C. SES 
Inspector, Denver District 

=V 
tesperr, Denver District 

DCS:cka 

the 



Documents A-16 and H-20 are identical. This document is a two page 

memorandum dated 11/23/66 to Director, Baltimore District, from S. 
Elsbree, Norfolk Resident. Subject: A specific individual' name. Ref: 
Food and Drug Officer Ryan/Norfolk, Telephone Request 11/15/56. This 
memorandum is a summary of an interview and investigation with a specific 
individual regarding that person's relatives' association with the 

Church of Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions on page 
1 of this document consist of the names of three individuals, the deceased 
and relatives of the deceased, as well as addresses for all three. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D), because 
release of any portion would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion 
of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

A portion of the deleted material on lines 1, 3, and 5 of paragraph 1, 
on page 2, contains the names of the individual being interviewed, 
release of which would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The remaining 
deleted portions consist of the name, address, and specific confidential 
information pertaining to a second individual, release of which would 
constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C). The remaining 
deleted portions on this page consist of names and addresses of specific 
individuals and an institution, constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion 
of personal privacy and disclose the, identity of a confidential source. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D). 



3010-107 OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 'NI EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
DATE: November 23, 1966 TO 	: DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 

FROM : S. Elsbree, Norfolk Resident 	 Founding Church of Scientology 
Washington, D. C. 

SUBJECT: 	 Deceased 
(Refer Food and Drug Officer Ryan/Norfolk 
Telephone Request 11/15/66) 

'As requested reqUestedby Baltimore District telephone call of November 15, 1966 

I contacted 	  
I 	---- ''' brol-Fe7roz the deceased    concerning any 

knociledge that he might have with respect to ''' his—brother's contact 

with the Founding Church of Scientology. :==„  ,===,  .... :stated .that he 

had only seen his brother on two occasions, while 	  --resided 

	

in Washington, D. C. He recalls two addresses 	

in the years 1958 through- 1959:--. ...... 	. .... —recalls that his brother 

found out about the Founding 616FaiveifSeientology while in Texas and 

moved to Washington to work as a 	 and attend on a pa-.:t-time 

basis the Founding Church of Scientology..  	stated that he 

never did see the Hubbard E,-Meter but recalls that hisbrs_ytter had several 

books about the Founding Church of Scientology.  	 did state 

that he remembers seeing some books about the Founding Church of Scientology 

in:his brother's apartment and_that later after his death the books were 

returned to his father's home-===  He recalls one conversation with 

his brother in which he asks:,,,,,,what he could accomplish with the 
training he received at the Founding Church of Scientology. His brother 

stated that once he got a license that he could- tang his shingle anywhere.  

	

The books maybe located at the parent.; home, 	

TO: GENERAL COUNSEL, ATTN: M. J. RYAN 

For your information as requested. 

ttl 	 
W. 	ROVE 
Supervisory Inspector 
Baltimore District 
11/30/66 

WRG:mjd 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



 

 

	Deceased 

 

Frunwing Church of Scienlogy 
7:0v-riber 23, 1966 

  
 

   
  

  
 

   
  

  
 

   
  

  
 

	 does remember that his brother had.ls roommate named-
wno also went to the Founding Church of Scientology while working as a 

 	 -furnished 
1:e with a home address of this rootrata,f 	  
	 believes that 

this is, 	  

	thought that another brother, 	
- _  -_ _. , 	 .. a principal at the local high 

a.shool,miXht be able to provide additional information regarding 	 
activities since he believes that 	visited 	-more often. ''''''''''''''' -- ______ ''''' 

	 noted that' both' and- he and his brother,    were 
'responsible for 	 final treatment at 	  

	

   acw noted that hia parents were somewhat bitter after 
	but that  his parents probably could be interviewed 

:if necessary at their home in 	  

_   also mentioned that a sister 	 
	 may nave additional iniormation.about 	

nasociation with the Founding Church of Scientology..: 

S. MSBRES 086 

SE/pp. 

cc:.Norfolk 



r 
y 

DIRECTOR, DALTIMORR,DISTRICTY 	 November 23, 1965 

S. Elsbzee, Norfolk Resident 
	

Founding Church of Scientology 
Wa!hingt914,  

Erase of Howard 0.rTiller,.Deceased„ 
(Refer. Food and Drug.OfficerRYee/Notfolkt:  
Telephone Request .11/15/66).._.- 

As requested byhaltimore.District4elephonecall of Hoveraher,15,1966 
j_contactedut. Odell Tiller,v3745 Jefferson, Boulevard, Virgind.a..E.eaCh, ,:. 
Virginia,:ibrother_of. the deceaseChoward.p..,TilierjconcernAn&Any z 4 ,, 
knowledge that.beL might have with respectite-bis brothees.contset - 
with-the..Founding.,Church of -Scientology. Odell, iilleristate&thatbe 
had.only seen 	h his broter on.rwo ceasidna,...whiiejloward.O.aiiler4eside- ... .  	-. . 	o 	_.d - ,in WashingtooviD.

, 
 C.J.Herecalls.two.addressnst..1713 Riggs. Place and ._ 

1310:19th Street, Northwest, Washington, D. CQwhere his brother resided 
gl* the years 1953, through.195926dell.Tille5jrecallsthat.his:brother:. 
.found.. out about the Founding.rhurch of. Scientology WhileCia Texa2dand 
moved.tofiliashingtoe)to_woik aiii draftsman and attend.nn a pant,-time 
baaiS"."ihe Fonading,dhurch Of.Scientol gy Odell 11411 3 stated that he: 
nave=. did. see the,Bubbard ESIeter but. recalls that his brother bad several 
books about the Founding Church of Scientology. &dell Tilletidid stated ' 
that he remembers seeing some books about the Founding Church of. Scientology'c„ 
indhis brother's apartment and that later after his death the books were 
returned to his father's home in Texas.jHe recalls one conversation with 
his brother in which he asks Howard2what he could accomplish with-the - 
training he received at the Founding Church. of Scientology... His brother 
stated that once begot a license that,he could hang his shinglonywhere... 
The hooka maybe located at the parents tiOrme,Ciames B. Tiller, pr O. 
!,,ox,.1.281, Hooks, Texas' 

TO: GENERAL COUNSEL,_,ATTN: 14. J. RYAN 

For your information as requested. 

W. RULE GROVE 
Supervisory Inspector 
Baltimore District 
11/30/6O., 

WRG:mid 



Galveston,-Texas.7..lid noted that. hia'parentswere soMewhat_bittercafter. 
the operation ailed but that his-parents-protably-conld be interviewed 
'f,neceasery at their heMelin Hohka,. 

tEr.aSe of Howard 0. Tiller, Decease_42.  
Founding Church of Scientology 
November 23, 1966 P. 2 

ladell Tiller/does remember that his brother hacks roommate nameAhite,7 
Who also went to the Founding Church of Scientology while working 	a 

9 printer for one of the Washington newspapers.) Later,&dell Tiller furnished 
me with a home address of this roommate,d4r. Bill White,-;.Houte 3 (State,. 
Highway 88), Box 145, Hot Springs, Arkansas. Mr. Tiller believes that 
this is Mr. White's family address!? 

5r..TilleTithought.rhat another brother,&ince Tiller, 1102 Webb Street,. 
. 	--, 

Daingerfield, Texas (phone 0214-645-2793), a principal at the local high 
school,] might be able to provide additional information

iregardingiHowerd's) 
activities since he believes-thatguincejvisited@owardimore often..dell :' 
Tillex7also mentioned:thai.esister,Elrs,'Howard-Zimmer, 915-Carpenter.,:;.,. . 
Avenue,. Daingerfield,-TexaiMay have additional information.abentliioward 
association with'the Founding- Church of, Scientology,  

dell.Tiller no ed* har both- and-he and his 	Quincebrother Ailler27mere 
responsible for his brother'sriinalctreatnent:attihe Galveston Hospitelrti ., 



DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 

S. Elabree, Norfolk Resident 

November 23, 1966 

eounding Church of Scientology 
Washington, D. C.- 

Case of Reward O. Tiller, Deceased 
(Refer Food and Drug Officer Lynn/Norfolk:, 
Telephone Request 11115/64)  

As requested by Baltieere District telephone call o2 November 15,. 1966 
r_oistacted Mx. Odell Tiller, 3745 Jefferson Boulevard, Virgiaia Beach, 

Virginia, brother of the deceased, Edouard O. Tiller, concerning anye 
knowledge that he might have with, respect to his brother's contact 
with the Founding Church of Scientology.. Odell Tiller stated that he 
had only seen his brother on two occasions, utileReward O. Tiller resided 
in reashingtou, D. C. Be recalls two addressee: 1713 Riggs Place and 
1910 19th Street, Northwest, Washington, D. C. where his brother resided 
in the seers 1955 through 1959. Odeil Tiller recalls that his brother 
foeud out about the Founding Church of Scientology while in Texas and 
moved to Washingtoa to work as a draftmmniand attend en a part-time 
basis the Fending Church of Scientology. Odell Tiller stated that he 
never did see the Bubbard Stetter but recalls that his brother had several 
books about the Founding Church of Scientology. Odell Tiller did stated 
that he remembers seeing aome books about the Fouading Church of Scizatology 
tz;his bre:Agee apartsat and that later after his death the books were 
returned to his father's heed in Texas. Ha recalls one conversation with 
his brother in which he asks Howard valet he could accompiiah with the 
training he received at the Founding Church of Scientology. as brother 
stated that niece he got a license that he could hsag his shingle anywhere. 
The beciat me''pa located at the parent16 home, James B. Tiller, P. O. 

- Box 32il, 	 t  Teen*.  

it CENEIIAL CCI EL, Arm 23. J. EUAA 

Foy your information as requested. 

REHLE 
Swervisory Inspector 
11:17 1-5flLre District 
11130166 

WILeeeld 



C40.52 'Yard 0. Tiller, Deceased 
lv4ing Church of Scientology,  
ZinIpber 23, 1956 

cA,41 Tiller does remember that hie brother Wakes roommate named-White, • 
vAre Also meat to the Mending Charth of Scientology while morkingns a 
Pc:cites for one of the Washington newspapers. later, Odell Tiller furnished 
me Ka a lux,e address at this roommate, Mr. Dill White. Route 3 (Stets 
II:au-047 33), Box 145, flat Springs, Arkansas. Mr. Tiller believes that 
t:1-44 is Mr. Faits's Easily address. 

th--t 7111mx thought.. that another brother, Quince Tiller, 1102 Webb:ft:tett  
Da'elierfield, Tense (phone #214-645-2793). a principal at the 1o:dalhigh 

&aht be able to provide additional information regarding flcnrd's 
atom ties since he believes thatQuince visited Howard more -Often::  04011 
1113L r also mentioned that a sister, H:=3. Howard Zimmer, 915 Carpenter 
Avtelen, DaIngerfiald, texas may have additional information about Deward's 
or: 	-Utica with the hounding Church Of• Scientology. 

OdellTiller noted that both 	sal his brother, Quince Tiller, were 
re4ovasible for hia brother's final treatment at the Galveston ElesPltol, 
C-7al'itston, Tessa. HO noted that his parents were somewhat bitter after 
e operation failed bet thet his parents probably could be Interviewed 
if m;cessary cAt their home in liehks, Torte.- 

act folk 

P. 2 



V/ 	OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 	 3010-107 
MAY MU EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. TO. 27 

tj1tE1D STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT DATE: November 23, 1966 

FROM : S. Elsbree, Norfolk Resident 	 Founding Church of Scientology 
Washington, D. C. 

SUBJECT: (i5nriCard7.7111:DDeceased  - 
(Refer Food and Drug Officer Ryan/Norfolk 
Telephone Request 11/15/66) 

As requested b Baltimore District telephone call of November 15, 1966 
I contacted Mr. Odeii-Tifter7-3745-7Ufferson Bou.levartfltrgirrta-Stsarb, 

brot er o 	e ecease 	oward 0. Til 	, concerning any 

knowledge that he might have with respect to his brother's contact 

with the Founding Church of Scientology. 4:0D.ell Tille stated that  he 

had only seen his brothei'on two occasions, whileacicarl  (1, Tille  resided 

in Washington, D. C. He recalls two addressese•t1411,Elsgs  fiacikaud  
03'IggrirMett, NorthweXt, Gast' ngton, D. 	where his brother resided 

in the years 1958 thiah  19'507.76-dErriIiler recalls that his brother 

found out about the Founding ehUrattf Scientology while%in Texas and 

moved to. Washington to work as a ealTiaB)and  attend on a part-time 

basis the Founding Church of Scientology. ‘08i111._?Ii.r stated that he 

never did see the Hubbard ETMeter but recalls that  his _ro_ther  had several 

books about the Founding Church of Scientology. (dwell =Le? did state 

that he remembers seeing some books about the Founding Church of Scientology 

inThis brother's apartment and that later after his death the books were 

returned to his father's home in Texa= 	He recalls one conversation with 

his brother_in which he ask- 	what he could accomplish with the 
training he received at the Founding Church of Scientology. His brother 

stated that once he got a license that he could'hang his shingle siiiiWhere. 

The books maybe located at the parentig home, Byes-Brfilreirfl>  
2:21;12AL_Hooks,-Texas-.., 

TO: GENERAL COUNSEL, ATTN: M. J. RYAN 

For your information as requested. 

W. REMLEAROVE 
Supervisory Inspector 
Baltimore District 
11/30/66 

WRG:mjd 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



-of-Howard 0, Tiller,)Deceased 
Founding Church of Scientology 
November 23, 1966 
	

P. 2 

01141,2111 does remember that his.  brother hads roommate named ' 
w on so went to the rounding Church of Scientology while wor 	as'A -7 

cotfinte0f6P-Ola of „the WaShiagtOn„fiewspnper4.4_Lal 	Odell Till furnished3 
me with a  home 	ess of.ehis roommate,' r. Bill White 

	

re'tirn"ll§i) 	
--.....-,....*_-_-,  of Springssvekansag) 	i ler •el eves t =t 

	

is is r. 	amily a restr;) 

r  r. Till thought that another" brother, 65Ze Tiles 1102V  Webb 3ti ; 
snik:#4!Thigfa7-t-  ,( finee' at4-645-2793))  a pr ncipal il-En-Mgthi•h 
Mhtgitiiirgra e to provide anctintnal information regarding toward 
activities since he believes thact4ginciO visite owar ore often. 

lso mentioned that a sisteT, Virrliowar 	Zimme 4;7415 Car en 
paingritill4Sdrelitiomay have additional information a outo"11yry.  

association with the Founding Church of Scientology. 

Odin. Tillernoted that both -1:t)he and his brother, QuICaceTir.„, were 
responsibrior his brother's final treatment atatiggP4Iyeston 4222sgan 
G~ivesto~n, Texas.. Hd noted that his parents were somewhat bitter after 
lie pration failed but that his parents probably could be interviewed 
if necessary at their home Cain Hooks, Texa37, 

_>G/ CN6LA 
S. ELSBREE 086 

SE/pp 

cc: Norfolk 



Document A-18 and H-36;  are identical. This is a thirteen page memorandum 
dated 2/4/68, to Director, Chicago District, from R.D. Sherman. Subject: 
4093 V, Hubbard E. Meter. This memorandum is a review of an Inspectors 
interview with a complaintant regarding that persons experiences with 
Scientology. This document is released with deletions. The deleted 
portion near the top of page one; consists of the name and address of 
the complaintant. The deleted portion found in paragraph one, three 
and line one of paragraph four, deleted portions in paragraph five, and 

these portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D) because, re-
line one of paragraph six, contain names of specific individuals. All 

lease of any portion would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. The remaining deleted portions on this page, consist of con-
fidential information which, if released, would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. 

The deleted portions found on page two, in paragraph one, consist of 
confidential information whichlif released would constitute an unwarrant-
ed invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confiden-
tial source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 
The remaining deleted portions on this page, consist of names of specific 
individuals and addresses which, if released, would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 

On page three, a portion of line one, line two in paragraph one, all of 
paragraph three, and thedeleted portion of the last paragraph, the 
deleted portions of line three, of paragraph two, consist of confidential 
information supplied by the complaintant. These portions are exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C) and (D) because, release of any portion 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, and 
disclose the identity of a confidential source. The remaining deleted 
poritons on this page, consist of names of specific individuals which, 
if released, would disclose the identity of a confidential source. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 

The deleted portions found on line three and four on page four, consist 
of confidential information of a medical nature which, if released, would 
constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This 
portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (6). The deleted portions 
found in lines six through the end of the paragraph in paragraph two, 
consist of confidential information supplied by the complaintant. 
Release of this information would constitute an unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy, and would disclose the identity of the confidential 
source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (p). 

On page five, the deleted portions on this page, consist of names and 
addresses of specific individuals which, if released, would automatically 
disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (p). 



On page six, deletions found on lines one, four, five, seven through 
fifteen, seventeen, nineteen, and twenty, twenty-two, and twenty-three 
in paragraph one, lines one, two, four, nine, twelve, and fourteen in 
paragraph two, and line five, and part of line four .in paragraph three, 
contain names of specific individuals which, if released, would con-
stitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, and disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C) and (D). The remaining deleted portions on 
this page, consist of confidential information including medical ref-
erences which, if released, would constitute a clearly unwarranted in-
vasion of personal privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.0 
552 (b) (6) and (7) (C). 

On page seven, the deleted portions consist of names and addresses and 
other identifying characteristics of specific individuals which, if 
released, would automatically disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 

On page 8 the deleted portions found in paragraph one, on line one of 
paragraph two, lines one and four of paragraph three, and part of line 
one of paragraph four, contains the name of the complaintant which if 
released would automatically disclose the identity of the confidential 
source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). The 
remaining deleted portions on this page, consist of confidential infor-
mation pertaining to the complaintant which, if released, would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, and would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C) and (D). 

On page nine, the deletions found under exhibit three, and eight, consist 
of confidential information pertaining to the complaintant. Under 
exhibit nine, the deletions contain the name of the complaintant and 
a date. These portions are all exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C)/ 
and (D) because, release of any portion would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy, and would automatically disclose the 
identity of the confidential source. 

The deletions found on page ten, consist of specific dates and names 
which, if released, would automatically disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These deletions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) 
(7) (D). 

On page eleven, the deleted portion on line five in paragraph two, 
under exhibit eighteen contains confidential information of a medical 
nature, which, if released, would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552 (b) (6). The remaining deleted portions contain names and dates 
which, if released, would automatically disclose the identity of the 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) 
(7) (D). 



On page twelve, the deleted portion in the last paragraph contains 
confidential information including medical references which, if released, 
would clearly constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (6). The remaining de-
leted portions on this page consist of the name of the complaintant, 
and a date, which, if released, would disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. 

On page thirteen, the deleted portions found in paragraph one contain 
names of two specific individuals which, if released, would disclose the 
identity of the confidential source. These portions are exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). The deleted portions found in paragraph two, 
consist of confidential information which, if released, would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These portions are exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C). 
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••:actor Chicago .District 	 l'ebruary 4, 19'63 . 

. 	• 	 Lafayette   ?on, Hubbard 
4 . . %2. • 71 e.1",1Q n  	.Foz.tr_dino C..7?:.u.rch of Loiento2 ogv 

	

. . 	 Distribution Center, Eta, . 	. 

c o t ; 4 -093 7 r:rubbard lir 'Siete r . . . k 	..... . 

	

. - . .  	

1i -:;,03 	parit• oftd 1/24/63 investigation of above party 
73i3 ariTonizationa rocu•ests an. interview with 	  

The nssionztent i-..^ :cotes that this party :wrote' to the Administration • 

	

f;he effect that she C. 	
nr_d her'llies are- open-. to us- in•connection with the abo:ve acses -T:' 

.S;he stated the' science:of !Scientology:is being .wisua ed. 

	 WC 3 first' -intervie.wed . at her residence 
fid.urns 'on'fanuary 30:1/963.end again-on the. 31st. 

• 
As Liackground 	 lshowed -is that her, husband is listed' in 

;Thn:,...1 it. the idwest; 	He is 1 fisted • as a graduate of 	 
e has woriced et  th&I  

	 izad four years of science in .3:Igh school 
i.^ tar studied at  blisiness.schooZ;-.she loos et:played as-o scorer- 

:3n in 	  

:11.31e 1:rst- learned of Scientology• thrtt her husband,. Together they.- 
.::nroiled in a courser to study Scientology about 1954. :A .  group of 
about- 6 or. 7 people inet at their,residence where the course le,X13 

..Di yea by' 	

	 -tated that:•-later-on. 	tried 	_I av a portion of. 
- • - • 

-.t.31 forrard resin' ing infornation as soon as e.vPil2b1c. 

Febraary 7, 19(53 

;e are forwarding t1213 Ler)  as it , covers Paragraph. 3 of mm/c mato of January 25, 

. 
Robert W. .Case 
aattag Sunerri30ry 	 

C..' 	el-0 	. .-29 
: 	t 

... 

DIVISION CF panadvroRY 
Attention: Mr. Will Swain 

at the above 
She is the wife 
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Lafayette Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of-Scientology - 

.Distribution Center-7; . • 

4-093 V 
"Eubbar 4  .?? Aete  

••••-:. . 	 . 	• Chia course cost about.: 43800 for •?:eranther-husband..' The•baSic 
book:L.:4.7s planet/as,. the:-  litodera.icienee of .21ental.3ealth by- D. Ron •- • 

. Hubbard;publ tsred by..Hermitage House; New York. _..She-  show-ed me-
ce;-tificates standing on the manterin±her-liuing room...which showedi, 
that both she and.her . husbar.djare Hubbard Certified 	Au_ditors.-.  

...is  dated 12/12756., -.Her - certfficats- number is . 	 ... 

- . 	. 	... 	 . 	... 
.1.2so• used in the course. wa-,sa m i meoaraphed- booklet:„. "Scientology:..,  

.  

3-800,9 the ' :and,..Incrcgse ,of t.Life. Energy. " .bY 1..• • Ron• Hubbard.: Discovery; 	 .    

"Founding. of a .Church"..,••••: 

The first professional: degree.. is that - •6 f .  Auditor. A . 	t -th 	b e 	eg innincr..:-  
of 	the 	tervicw- : 	................... •••• ...... 	:it clear. that although-.she- 
degree.... of Auditor she. is n ors;  practicing 1uditor, that she.. does 
not.'Auditn.: people professionally :_(for money).--',. The mt...mberslof 
Scientology :rece 	a', pert -631dd l• zol-aich.  is .  publ isheki 	irregular ...' - 
intervals and. is e.ntitled -.."Ability": 	 _ •sh owed Ime : a • card,  •:4-,  

	

ich . indicates she 	 Hubbard Association.. of . Scientolo‘;. 
Inc....- 

• Jt one.  time.  during--e.thieting otihe: people who arc interested in 
Scientology- ajoropoS.d t•,-was  -mcic  to organize, a Church •of Scientology . _ of 	Illinois, 	.. . ... ... . 	............ 	................... to 	: they . should 	• • •• 

..._orcanize this •asia.-churckshrund 	a r woouin auditor named 
............ ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ' '''''''''' 	'''''''''' 	;the :pUrpos. 	e-:•was-. to Xeepnoticemen: from-. 
• Ing-u:ring ormeddr.ng:in-d•- thezr,practicesr 	This.:•puzsted 	
	because_she.  could.  not .see the-connections between d 	fence 

(.7..--La  a  Church.   address  book listed the maiden nane 
of 	en• she • I ived 	 
	 :The did not ha :;:irtize present 
address' of this party but she did have• one for 	  

Along the' later-decrees or steps in Scientology is a process of 
"Clearing". From reading certain booklets the process-  involves 
'auditing" to "recall" block ,engrams: which must be "cleared." ..• 
eTh.en a person has been - "cleared" he is apparently free from.a12 
mental. inhibitions or:psychological blocks; •then his mentaT.cind;.":-.. 
physical abilities are at ftheir -  peak. Anytxry; She and her hashar4.. 
interviewed an auditor named 	on the 	 '''''' 	Tha c.ddress In her address book is virtually 	 ‘. 	
7-...td a minister's certificate hanging on the wall of this-  office 
cr-d;here was cne for another person. When 2: suggested the name, 

she recalled that this it:•es correct. His name is 
'' 1: 	-••• 
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Founding Church of Scie.ntology 
Etc.. 

4-093 V• 
Eub rd 	Meter .. 

	 as in our aosignMent.. - 
detgrmznad. that 	 needed- auditing: cry that- it - would • • 
probably take about 2 7 ,..:eekSto •"clear her.... The fee for this deter-•• :;rat ion =a :519.00. • 	• . 	:• 	..:* 	.• • - • 	 ••••••-• • 

.... 

• • 	. 	. 

	

. 	• 	. 	 • 	• 

	

business meetings of the 	 	 hod been.attending regular busi  _ .  _ organizazion at an address on the 	 , 	for about a year. 
 

... •jtter-dance at the :9IL3 iT1C9S ?nesting was by critten invitation only -.. 
o that they concluded :that anyone present would be a fully aceredited 

	

a2ditor, -Lecture mee.tings are open to the public. During these 	

	

bus:nesa meetings they became acouainted. with a man iczown as 	

	 claimed that.inaddition to being a oual fired auditor'• 
it3 

 
for scientology that- he bara.:diploma to practice , psychaanalysis,• _  

• 
The _fee.- for, clearing- 	 was paid in advanc-e in the amount 

	 wis allowed to proceed with 
her cid1t since they wanted their •money's -worth for that uThich 

• TrIZ:enC."- fle 4.-,4,\  
. 	. . • 	 • 
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Lafayette Ron Hubbard 	• 
Pounding Church of Scientology 
Ztc. 	. 	. 

4-Q93 7  
Hub:card 2.,” Meter . 	 .. __—.--. 	 ...... 

.:. t 	.... 

7..cce a it.,,ady been  paid.. 7erg shortly it became apparent  to    . .. 	...... ... 
   that 1 	 -..:--,s not following - the methods orescribed. by • 1  .:- • 	:::::"::: 

	

 	.... 

	

..  	
SC I TrntOi  Ogy as etle7 	/ knew it.., 	  

• 

should be explained.  at:this..tinte that the process Of auditing 
consists of commands.given by%the-auditor to_the subject,:lzhile 
:he subject holds in his..han.ds,two electrodes of the E-1.1eter. 

. Ihs first coaLmands'.are•those for orientation, such as "Look. at the 
door, Thank you. Look at- the . ceil ing. Thank - you. Think of 	. • 

_moment of sleasure,":“:Then :if the.subjectin :thinking of this moment 
of pleasuremdoesnat-teSpomd.. truthfully- the-meter 	 ..

n.
will. reciater  

	

this dejectio:SheShowed• mz.a meter which belongs to 	
cid is : labeled,:as "Hubbard Electrometer for use-in Scientolocical. 
nlearing.".. _She was ;eventually/able to find a_manual for this device-
Ichoh runs 116 'pages.-.  ;Then she first t31d me of the meter:  she called 
it an.Ziectropsychometer and showed-.me a manual, "Zlectropsa/chometerya.  
iij YoZn e 	2fathison.,JLcs Angeles, .California. - It showed a picture 
,),r. an entirely different'device:- Fihen .I protested that this manual 
wcs for a different deviCe:she'finally.found the correct manual- which 
see showed:me the nest day.:  

In the interval-  hetw.eenYmy twcOnterviews 	 v had ascertained 
from her husband ,that `ha bought. his 'Electrometer in :51e sum:41er of 
1359 at -Jrashington, D.C.-sfromiTh Wingate; then of Phoenix, Arizona...! 
It cost .j0.• 	She showed:meth-e:manual entitled "The 2:1-ubbard 	" - 
EZectro4leterbY fohn Sa7iborn0:-.based on' research  and development _by- 

Eon Hubbard„1959..,Jall .  righ ts reser&eds: 	  

. • 	. 

i 	 complaints to her husband were—unaPailino  as  he _ 
considered .that it only showed all the ,.ore - that 	 was 
in -:ore need of clearing.  

	 began to threaten to telephone the police and eventually :• 

	

nowever, she was overheard on the telephone by ( 	
   Before the two policemen arrived at the house; 	 
	-ticked her up bodily and carried her fichting all the way 

....... 
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upstairs and dropped her: into  a chair. ileanwhile-when the two _.-• 
officers arrived   	 met them at the door and identified sH  
himself oat_ 	 , 	and. told.:them his wife was being given a 
trc,-.1tiaer:;. t3elfeutng tne matter to -he a domestic affair the 
policemen wsnt.cway.. 	- 	•-:)*. ,,.. 	. 	, • :_. • . , • 	, ,:./ „. 

Th. / - -- ..,,. 	-- .. 	--. .. - 	. 
_ 

====  ''''''''''' ---ansWered her.-complaints about-hiS domineering•that: 

	

this was the way thcrtreatedPeoplei-lwho.Were psuchotic„  	
n to telephone .other auditors and complained about.- 

	

'' treatment  she was  receiving:kg... She  telephoned ore named 	

	

    who telephoned. 
her husband-and-reminde4T. himc.that_after-alZ thisHulashis 

--• She•wrote tg. the Washington.,' , .DX, 	Of:Scientalagy.A. - She 
telephoned========-Tui;o : told 3.e r, 	 1don f t - think•you•are :  

Are you willing_to•golon.ultkthe- Auditraji..7“nce her 
husband wcssiding-With 	jsne:: Was'obliged to go onwiththe': 
audit. There.was a:room:.on.thisecond floor. Oiich.was fixed cs.• 
em Clot- in which the•auditing was done, :she stated - that at ;• 
leaston one occassion,when she told,===ithat.she.did• not. unnt, 
is proceed with the:duditgrabbed by the arm and forcibly pulled, 
her inta.:the/auditing'room.. - 

. 	• 	• 

told ma she.:went 'ter the Lawyer's- Referral'Service and 7 	 
considered filing for.divorce'durino•this time of trouble.: :She.. 
said i'could - verify - thisjf-1-wished.by contacting that'agenOy. 
Possibfli.her complaint. to.the'Washington heatiouarters bore fruit.* 
since eventually:she and,1;er  husband  were askel.to come to 
headquarters on  the near   and seed - 

	  interviewed 	 
	 aZonednd then sent them-out and talked. toj_  	
alone.- - Then the;.. called . them- all in iliogether including  the_three  ' '    
children. ----- ''''''''''''''  - told 	 to Move out of 	  

	

_ 	 _ _____ _____ 	
homes  that his certificate was no longer in order._„„„-- '' then 
Left her hgme sometime la Aucust.of  1961. Hy notes indicate that  
	 stated thati= ,„,-first  went to this_address at(•  	

    that of the.  '  
as 	 moved into an apartment with 

- 	'' - ''''''' ' -  - - - 	tel,Dohone  book shows his address 

How.cver, they had not heard the  end ofd   He  appeared : 

   

ana tried to sec,_,'' 	'''''''' ................................   ... 	 to  bei 	 
ime; 	 	- authorities permitted him to seel 	....... 	in their 
presence 	and when they denied arty relationship, they `itched him 
1.20 walking down the road. The , 	-  authorities teZephoned 

r 	fl—Ron Hubbard  
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. I 	 ;reporting this'instance. -- Sometime, after this irtci ... 
aent he joi Lowed\ 	 'fright  ir.t.o• the   	and 
tried to 	 I  cc 1 I ed _ 

i .J-7;',3 police.  As  I understood 	 1the..police arrived and 

	

: 	. 	. arrested 	and asked tznether 	 s cared to sign a  
ea:Iola:Tr:L against big:, From.another-  spurce I Learned 'this occurred • 
Szr September or 'October/ 1501  but that  	escaped before the 	. . 
poi-  ice 4-...rrived.-: •Anyzaoy., 	 re.ported'both of these .tinci7.• . 	. 	 • 	  cents to 	 :n person.- 	 ' t old her  to go ,to a• 	• . ._ judre cnd  swear out-a..z.zarrant against 	not •to 	  
.. ...................... 	 but not; to:7Say.•••any .more than. tniS. • I aske!

...

. 	  
.7;2 .11 Z .1  	

. 	- -- meant, •by not , telltng.:any more. .Appar.e.-nt- ly . this •........-- .... 	. 	• 
..referre.ci • to 	 Connection' zoithcie..-ntolooy:, 	 told:- 

	

   that she could tell her .soinething more about 	- 
r-T- 	but she tr-C13 not going to. 	 called something to his wife 

about lzer  beino an accessory. -Finally   in her  conversation with 
	 mentioned that 	  Olen he had been in 
n.er i7.ome 

	

	 ' 	Immediat-aly - 

	

    exclaimed something.  lzir.e-  this,  "Uhl he shouldn't . have 
-7)ne ;:hat,"  and  finally told her  that 	  

:;7.zen I asked if 	 
denied this; 	was just very friendly with them, 

stated that she wrote a letter to 	  

	

 	 but never had-any reply.. Hight after Christ• ts three, 
Er, S. tilarshals called at their home with w.....--•rrants to apprehera• - 

	

   I told her it seemed unusual for three federal marshals to 
vome looking for one man and was she certain there were that many 
and that they were Federal rather than State officers.. She insisted. 

	

they they were Federal Marshals, Later. in January of 1963 agents of 	:•• 	- 
the 731 called on hrr a couple of weeks -  before, my-:  visit. They- 

	

u:are.: also inouiring the whereabouts oft   Either the marshals 
or the 731 agents told her that 

,efcre dictating this report I ascertained from the Tr.crshaPs 
office that three deputies did go to  her home  and attempted to  

real name. 13 	  
	 twas• told that ,,,,,,, 

	where  ha. had  moved after 
	 told m   	also c:,,tre•

s   

	

locoing her place.  	

	

originally 	
	  y 

	

lly  	
.;:;.s could be why 	 accused his Wife of being an accessor 

	

if anythinc.had happened to  	
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k . 	. 	...•. 	- 	:.• 
   relaz-:ed other'' 	incidents which.Illustrate tj-ze- character--:-.:.- 

	

R7 dome of the followers-of 'Scientology. •At •one tlizet  	
an c:.....cf.itor, spoke at. a zeeting.•:in-  the downtown Chicago•.acientology 
Of . 	- in which he •used.  veryy.vulgar. Zang!age.. He.  1:=3 -  . insolent when; 
	 apparently, protested such' r conduct. - He stateacr.that.'; 122 ion t o i o:p., cons id ered• anyone' .  who ausst i oned such conduct • as,-  ., . 

naberrated."_ • This .see2ned to. .be •thegeneral-•attitude'of-this -1group.- ....._ 	..___-. • .......•... 	- 	. 	. 	: 	. 	.. 	. 	 - 	--- 

	

. 	. 	. . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	 . Cr. cap the.r .66 Gass ion aboutJanuar-p.:1962.a 'man telephoned her husband.:.“. 

	

an,...' • introduced hizself cast,: .... • ...............  -------•-----...-- an auditor from 	

	

... 	......  	_inother auditor . in Chicagcrizad referred.: .121Z .  to 	 for - help.:  
I173  car was.Stuck'in asnozi'bank.- 	 inquired 7.-n•it...thr_ they ••...••.-.. cooed . put. hi .n up• for: the,inightand`stated tact: he cad    

 , 
	traveling .:si.th-...hime.:::;. ;Than:her . hu_saand brottoht - the.coupie.-.to2. -...:- ,, .....- 

	

. 	...  ... their-  residence. t_herfdIscovered - that ... ......... ..................... with hitt was •obviously.:•. .. 	 `stated that, she reorocched.  	...f 
..:-_-..-..7,c ants since it. would erdke trouble for her. 	among her - neighbors.H.- - 
	 stayed five days. and ult.iAately borrowed ifionev.- before. they; .. 

coi_ild get.' rid 	of _hiz4.:.,....:..::..• . ,: c. -.___,......'1._:.".:: _ __- ..- 	- 	: 

	 stated that  	is-one-  of the. :::ost successful -  
-.;:ro:n a _fin-Inc:al standpoint of any--of ,the auditors, according to  

:is can clal.-:-.. He is about ya years.  old and said to have cr  very  
7cod voice. _On one. go the regular .?ridav night Zecturesi 	 
:..2...s unable to attend-- so her hv_gband_taped a recording of this - , 
•::::.6.ing, it is possible that 	 still has this-'ave.. I 
(lid not inouire since I alz norsure as vet Wil-ote 	 attitzae 

	 — 

is to:...-a.rd. the Food-  & Drug Administration 	 

ifurina-  rzy second  viSit       told _me that 
talked to a 	  - 
__'re to rave the. znspector telephone- 	...-.e. 	  
had been an invertfacitton of the E-Lfeter seven 	  
no.-:zed( 

. !Lath 	hold the regular Friday night meetings tz_nt:1 they .learned 
of the legal action:  at Washington, D.C. After learning of - this 
7.2.721 action he declined to hold any further Tneetincs and they 
users  at rresent being held' at    and  being  conducted 	 

z,se lectures are open .o the puolze for a dollar per r:eeting./ 

	 showed we a bobk distributed by. Eruborl entitled 	_ 
About —Radiation a  by 2dedtcus, whose she believe:2 to be Hubbard. 

In the back of this book oas a formula - for Vitamins zahich ids called 

if) 
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i'L`fanez.ene." Tablets by this  name  wera'recommended c:.4. a prc.'Jentive 
cf 	radiation injury. 	I asked i  '''''' 	''''''''''''''  	if Hubbard had ever been' 
se1222-zg such tablets and ..she told me that she did not know of an9 • 
such enterprise.t 

C7i.ltrch versus Science  

 	'old' me: that she. had Zwcys. considered that Scientology_ 
_C.:7  c. acianc,;' she stressed. this very' 	cluch.. Es 	- 

    She 
stated that ono-ne occasalon , she as:red-her husband.chat. Scientology. 

	_ 	-old me that 'that -seventh and .  eighth portions of Scientology 
dlr.? deal with men's survival.as'a spirit 'but this is.  the. closest the -
thing comes to religion.-She has always opposed passing. off 
Scientology as a religion. /Unfortunately,_ 	 does not 
issep carbon copiesIof herscorresp'Findence and 'much-  of 4' 	t is on postal. 
cards. , Shesolnetimes ty-Pes?'her:jdeas:d own -  on. pieces of - Paper and 

could:nottell 	theseillere:Oapies-Of Correspondence which she 
' -' 

	

	sent- out or just her.:. ideas .pn the subject, so I had her .:.ident ify 
of - these: She permitted Ma_to .  examine-  all, of her correspondence 

which she had filed under.theL,tChurphl it and 'par:mitted me 'to borrow 

4  this correspondence.for-reproducing: . 	  

	

rtill be noted that 	 , 	has a habit of 	
     she received fro. others in which she comments on 
r-eir ideas; nowever„ such comz-lents are east ly distinguished from 
tY:e original... 

22027:1C3 

OiLe. 'copy attached. . 

EXT-IIBIT 2 ± folder,. ocientotoo Can Raise Hunran•Ability• to 
• ' • 	. 	' - 'Higher Levels:". 	''''- • 	' • 	• 	. 

. 	 . _  
• F •  

doc toefit1,.7P .67".,Ve w&r • Understandino of Lif:04Can  rre.roas!,,,_ your  • _ 
jr.e.qilh_AEJ  Ha oo iness t tria-OPY 7'1-57.1ced J30/ by  L. Ron, Hubbard. 

'.:: .12 2.--.-p1allar.:on GI 5t;entology constitutes an advert ia07,-:ent for.  

.-- 4  
	 "03nsUrIktcrt.C• 	 tritS7:47,,Fr'",,..... .:177" 

. 	. 
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ELLIBIT.  4. "The. Works of 	Ron -.HubbardTand other•rmoterial and :- 
books of Dianetics and-Scientology. ±--The Distribution Center,. Inc.,. 
So- 242, Si I ver. Spring It. 

Z.1:173IT.5 The Taped-Lectures •of L. Ron Hubbard 1-x 1The Distribution-
Center Inc ..„• Si 1 ver Spring,-  garylanci..-• 

.. 	• 	, 	..• 	.•• 	• 	• 	_.• .•. 	• 
.-72:H_TRET 6 - .riubbardComnunications 'Off ice, Book De t.• 258 

Oxford :Ave:) , Los-- Angekes 4):_CaZ orn la -Scientology 

"I Shall' 

1.• Keep up nry membership in the H.ASImt 
Mrs. Harlan has identified this as her plans for her participation 
in Scientology and her belief_that Scientology should not be communi-

f .k. sated as a church organization._ The reference to /-I is probably 
e:.:plained by the chart on exhibit-2-  in-which.-1.1 represents Covert _ 	. 

	identified this as a cozy of a letter  	

4.7.7:-?1-3E.:1_. - "Hubbard Guidance Center, Los Angeles 4, California 

pro,cessing arxi training and - various lectures - fora fee. 	Or.- in-for- - 
/7.'0. 7: Ion the reader is. referred to; ..Phy1.112 Fletcher, 842 W. - Ainszie St. • 

.42„. Chicago . 40,-/ I1 I ino 	- 	• 

EZETIBIT 3 - 	'Ts.  Scientology?. ; The Found.  ing ChurchHof..... 

sheet defines Scientology,. 	Creed 'of the Church.* the-Fade- Of s- ,  
E:;72 or, and advertises . thatz, a local church- of Scientology.  has . a• basic.; 
c ours e' uhi ch. teaches 	e.nt o I ogyjand 	an,d . offers- ce.rtif /cotes 	• 
as. Sr....--ienz.'ology•Basic Auditor-  and Spiritual -  ,Counselor. .--i7Or information 
the. readt,er -  .is. .referred-- to... john -  A-.  Harjan Sciento Z og late,-  : 9720-  S. . • 
2rospect.Ave.*Chicaga 

.This. letter suggests 'that'     come to Los Angeles for 
processing.   

2f5f1-11312 10 - "Church of Scientology. Your use of letter head 
not discussing dynamic va  shows that religion is real 	uou." 

Hostility. 

• rra-TRIT  8  - "3/3/62 re: 	



hurch. 

--10- L. 30n Eabbard 
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appr.ars to 

e;:intbit  

	 __copy of the letter zthich 	

m - 727--H-1-32-27. 11 	Th fa. - i3= an.enoe I ope 
7.71  a Da ecer, ion blank were. received-froi Los-  Ange l es Cal ifornia::,•;• 

EXHIBIT 12 - :n0hurch of. Scientology of California; letter o I c On !ober A.D. /2 addrossed-ta..Dear -.Free ;dare-n:11 

f1:72 	:27' 0 U-3 date could be the 12th year. After Dianetics book xa puclished. ; 	-  

• ,T5c_17.1-3.2-I 13 - The. • urch Of So fent-61'00y of Ca 2 ifornis'k**-*To.kea 1:.:12 responsibility of Clearing  • 	 t1-le State of First Goal ear by reason ofhis/her -enrollment •  in the Hubbard Guidance Center, 
Apparentiv this 'enrollment Jerm for -Processing: ',pas sentz'after 	- Zstt2r covered by ;he ne.z.t-e:.....hibit.  

17.X.711-3117 14 - Church of Scientology of California 

	 is urged to come out:to California for_ processing. 

	

fho typed insertion.? on this_ letter-  u-iere-placed there by  	as comments on this letter. • 	- 

r-2BIT 15 	 "The Founding Church of Sotentolocy 

	

rev; ions-  te-ter 	

27: es indicates  	 first became a minister in•1961 ,and Leas auditor since 1950. 	fs-the assistant pastor of the above church, 
E-C.C.13TT 16 - The Founding.  Church of  Scientology, 

	

in Zetter of 	

1717' 	question as to the leaclity 

York 11., 

of the Founding 

 

 

 

in-tthich-  a font letter and 
the Church.of Scientology- 

fieni York.  11).  

f- 3I_"-32-r -17 - 	Pounding Ch '47C: nt  Sc tent a/ 09Y D.C. letter of 	 
Washington 9i 

Ch.s !Las a reply to 	letter of C
. 	

czna. the statement -117 t otit of your bane," she cor4tdered most insolont. It apparently 



-11- 	 L. Ron Hubbard • 

-O2? 7 	pnc, 	2/4/63 

tg_some sort of aberation in Scientology, 

2:32171  13  - Tour pages of a copy of a letter addressed 

n this letter 	 'protests certain illegal.  operations 
zi-nder the ncvne of Scie.ntology.which she feels is. being perverted in t o 
a religiGn. She alsa-protests• that psychotics are permitted to • 
beco7e  a ,./:ditorsi  which appears to be a reference to the u_se 

$- 
3n11 z c ;7. ed on. her 	 . 

19 - The: -Founding Church of Scientology; •.._‘ 
...Zetter.of 	  

This oppears to be a:reply to her letter of 	- 
. 	. 

ound. ng:Church - of S c ent el og 

. 	. 

:-(72 is 	is 	in repl y-to , , .................. . .. ........... 	................... . . 	inquiry.about- the sclentific'.. 
1:cal:ground of peopleciconnected•witn.Scient.olog y and the connection- - 
La u:a 	al.& I tors .  and -;7Iin is tors . in the Church of Sc lentoTook. • 

This bears   typed cora-lents thereon, 

    

    

2=r-iii-T 21.- The. Foundjr.ir  Ch rca Of Scien taZogy, AT aw- 7 ork N,7,-- 

-• 	• ' • , 	 - 	 • .. 

letter 'replies to the::card wbich- was sent.. to tares of the 
charches of:Scientology -in mhich    tried to 

: • ..Then did :you- 	to-.comxriazicate:b.czentoZogy cs-a religion?";. • 

.17:;1717-312' 22 - ?CST CARD DATSCD 	frail: = CHURCH. OF 
SC.r2-1210LX7 SA.771EGO, -CAL 12MVIA. 

In reply to the same Question as above; this indicates that the 
church .-„-•ers founded there in August 1954.. .7771S is the satie year :  

at 	 reported to r.:e that she and her husband began 
to -study Scientology and not as a ref :glen. 

	

23 - 	 SC=OLC-LT OF CALTECT--V.I.,-1, LOS it'IG.2,71•Zi -  	
letter of 	  

In response to the same-  ouestion„ . the'ar-swer is: 'Scientology has .  
al:xvs been a rel igion 	we are dealing with the h:onan spirit - 
to b-,tter the hwian spirit -  isn't that what religion is for?" • 

t this letter 	 nna again added her cotr..ne:nt, part of 

=22: TT 

This 



• 

which is 	Pitotar: sharthand„ a%trans2at ion of which ST 
of Gcd.. ;Y:e don't do that in Scientology ff you understand 61/2d." 

to one .of the-girls in cur o_ffice:"No, religior: fa for-the .2,orshi.p,, 

22.1f-7-1131"1" 24— 	POWIDZYG C4u73CH 0? SCii_g":"OLOGY, 1-121,3H,LVGTati, D.C. 

r I have the regretabie duty of submitting to you (.; sheaf: o_f paper containing ev-idence of .a serious attack on religious f r:ad or.,-. 
.:;.5 n-27.25; ST.A2r-c:WIT 37 ..FCUJID.Z?iG C...7.Zi7-itd 0 SCIEWTOLOGY, ATA.:3HIDOTCW D.C. January 25, 1963. 

"The seizure of the property-and records. of our re2fgeotr_s organf zailon, the- -mounding Church of Scientology at the instigation of - the Food 	̂r'=2 .-la'sdrzetration-÷3€": 
rarT 25:'` _ 	 El L. 2027 =BARD ?CR- .2DP.333 JNIUART F„ 1 C.'63**a.  cont-inuation of the above stcternent in E-Vlibi 7". 251 

"A SEC C0173 ST,l_TaS-a"."" 37 L. 2.:3C_I; HY:32,4RD -- 7 4111.7;12.7., 6,, 1953" 

zed r'S 1213-  .F0D.70.17-1C C-laWRCH 0? SUEL71/TOL003:17# 
"25.; J.F. 	PRJ—SIDE:TIT Cr-ITT:771 STATE.3 0? .12.-̀1.721-CAxAAAX 

SITICDR3LY: YODRS--.122.72.P.-21D H. R. ANGTELn 
COVCIL7.,F,TOYS  

	is  a Hubbard Certified Auditor, since 1955. She sincerely believes in the nove.nent as 0 - science but has been: °girl:batting all attempt to i-..c;re it into 4' religign.. She has offered hdr files on Scientology for.  Our use in  our leaar action G oa-inst. th e  , eters. Her husband  	13 in possession of an 3 ceter and manual obtained 

•L'c entol o.g.Y  fall Owe  

In undergoing "cleartne  by an araitor of-the Chicago  group of. 
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• • • 

- 	.. , 	. 	:, 	• 	.. 	..y: 

L'fnce th=sa events/    
 has- corregpanded vigoros_sly win 

2,Faciers-  of the ScLintocogy movement "in an effort to.combat.,turning. 	_ ---- ., 

ne sv..);)elent& into a religion  and also  to protest allowing av2l.tors • 
of 	i:71 e. ca liber 	men-as. ,,,,,,,,,,,, „...... to represent . the movement,- ••H 
She is correct in" thatthere:iwverYlittle iention of -God:by : ---. 
_.la{ r, Church. . 	

.: .,..... 	. ••. 	 . 	... 	. • • 	 • 	 • 
. •_ 

: 	.: _. 	. 	. 	_ 	 .• -... 

.   I am unsure Of 
4 t & pea i t I on of 	 in.thi.g•regord olthoughT:I understand i .... 
he  2.: as greatly shociced..to find-that 	

_ and. 
 

_ 	. 
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cr0- v't•?..-"hfor Chicago District 

.0. 	She.  rr.an  

• FlA%--  
February 4, . 1963 	• - 	.• 

Lafayette Ron Hubbard 
Foundina-  Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center, Etc. 	• - • 

12rubbard H Meter . .• (Perl L. Tiarian(Mrs.•Jahn-A.Har•la? 
. .• 9220 S,. Prospect Ave., . 
••I'—Chicago 43,-11 I • t 	I' • 

• 
• . 	1/25/63 as part of DP-M.' 1/24/63 investigation '.of above party . 

and zi 3 orenni•,a+i-na --reguestq an,. interview with Pearl •Harlan. --7 s  

The assignment indicates that this party wrote to the:  dwinistration 
ta the effect that she•Cis the order of the formula of Scientologiu 

files are- open: to us- in connection with the above case: 	:. 
She stated_ the science of Scientology is being misuse.d. 	 -• 

ra. Harlan Was first' interviewed at her residence at the above 
address on January 30„11963 and again on the 31st. She is: the wife 

_of John tit.#son Harlan;. 

As.  background' Mrs,. Harlanshowed' me that' her husband is llated • in' .  . -• 
”.5ilho is '473e:,..in - the :i.ildwest/i - EreHis listed: as; a graduate -of.:•?.urclue-•• - • - :7. -
,Dii '1 pers i ty: ;• ins'lietal Jury ical-• Engineering.. -- He has worked; at th.,.. ••.- .. 1-:, -, , 

.,x,.11 ison -.En:gine- CoMpany•::of.:ind ianapol is; J:nd.., Dodge Corporation, .•••'',:-. 
Internation.al:Harvester -CoMparty.,ar.d.. Crane Company of Chicago,.' ;  
fit inols.,'..Fearl- Harlan had four -yfear.l.'of science- in:.high'sc.hoot 7-  
ar.:1 ta ter studied at business ..sehooli,:phe,. was employed ,a-s-a• se.cre.-.• •• ., 
tar- is *he research•- laboratory at Crane' CoMpeny:. where.  she first 
•',•at 	her' hu.s.bar.4,-  .; 	• • • • 	• ••.• • 	• . 	• 	•"•• 	':-;" • 	, 	- 	'.,• 	• "'I .  l'. 	• .-:;,:-, 	- _, 	. 	...., 
She .ftrat•- learned of Scientology. thru her husband. . Together- they 

about' U or 7 people.,  ine el a t-  • their_  residence where the course,  Zal 3 
.V17-04 lad in . a course: to study 4-cientalogy about. 1954. . A' group of..: ...-: ,. 

p 1 sea_ . byaval A.• Ida inard; who is..now 2 iving:.in-rowa,ipossibly.  Dee Mc i.1183. 
• .. ' 4-1::)C1' A i . Mainard• •ite 44I-  doctor:of Naprapathy,0'.. - .,:..• •'• 	-r• • -- - - • .1.- 	'. 	' 

. 	. 	• 	 . ... 	: 	 • 	, 
,•-Irs. Harlan.. stated- thatlater on..11,11inard,tried tarldei:elap...a portion,.of.:.., 
L'aientologyi. ca.. a : t rut; religion. ••••. She.  !understood, he•,tried.: to:. conduct' 
some- sort of regular.; rel igouS ,  service:-  bat- she attended.none ..of : them •;:: .: - • 
except one ceremony in. which he conductett:a. ma rriage.. of_ a•:.gir I' . ' -. .. - • ::.-7: 

1 na--;zed Constance to Mr. Harry Ralph.- !they. apparently now reside- at 
Lf-ax. .1-  1.5. 7.-  .aau t e- 2, _arcui we2 I- Dad., _Barr .0.19 ilpy,,, ... ILI h fr-to_i 4.  --- •• 

DIVISION OF RaTI-ULATORY. MANAGE:14E117 .7.- 	, .',, . -. Febrsarr 7,. 1963 
attant.ica: Mr. W1,21 Swain -- T' -" ' - 	.   .. 	4 , 	. 	:, 	- 	. 	

. 
	 . 

t; e. :..1::::: fr3rwardins thi s memo as it cower Paracaph 3 ofr..MY/C 'demo - of January 25, ,:-:• 
106-= ., _,• 	 • 

suvieCt; 4-093 Y.  

• 

We 	forward ,---4.1r hg.infprmation as soon as available. 

• Robert W.'Case. 
Acting Supea-riaory 

ft;C:rc 
cc thin meigo w,kx. 1-29 

1: 

Inspector 
- -• 
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HUbbard E Teeter,- 

This course cost about et  00 for her and her husband. The basic 
book was &fanatics, the Modern Science of Mental Health by L. Ron 
Mtbbard published by Hermitage House, Heur York. _.Sthe showed we certificates standing on the mantel in her living room which showed--
that both she and her husband-are Hubbard Certified Auditors. (Hers.,;.. Is dated 1V/2/56., Her certificate number is 169 preceeded by an illegible initial 'voicing like 

_liso used in. the course was a mimeographed booklet, "Scientology , 
e-8008 the Discovery and Increase of Life Energy." by Z. Ron Hubbard. 

"Founding: of a Churcr• 

fe?1,5 first professional_ degree is that of Auditor., At -the beginning.----, o,f the Intervier4irs„Hubbarlimade it clear that although she has a degree of Auditor she, is not a practicing Auditor, that she does. not 'Audit' people professionally (for money). The ezernbersof 
Scientology receive .a periodical which is published at irregular...- intervals and is entitled "Ability". girs. Harlan-Showed "me a card which indicates she is a member of Hubbard .  Association. of Scientolo;-gists, Inc. 

4 

.. At• one. tiers during-d,  meeting of the people. who are interestedin.'r Scientology-a proposal was made to organize, a Church of Scientology _ of Illinois. Lumen Pearl Rarlan)inquiredas, to-why:  they should 
rganize this as a church. she was told:by ar womanauditor-  named, •!::: 'rs. Roger Forquson.  that- the purpost)144s::.44 'keep poliCemenj.ftenr-

inquiring.  orMeddling - intV theirpractices;" This.- puesledEprrs. .„. HEarlargbecause rshe could_ not see the-connection between a ,spiencei. 
ca 	 Ls d a church. :irs. Harlan'S address book listed. the maiden name of Airs. Foraueon as Daun Alexander when she • lived at 4035 N. 
Southport, Chicago 13, Illinois0 She did not have the present , 
address of this party but she did have' one forUeeverend ;Ting and' • Sookey Angell as Apt.. 1704, 14 W. Elm St., Chicago 10, nitnoisj- 

Arlong  the later degrees or steps in Scientology is a process of "Clearing". From reading certain booklets the process.  involves 
"auditing" to "recall" block engrams1 which must be "cleared." 
Then a person has been "cleared" he is apparently free from all 
mental. inhibitions or 'psychological blocks; than his mental and, . 
phvaical abilities are at : their.  peak. Anytmy; She and her husband. 
interviewed an auditor. namedgack Hornerion the near north.side 

. The address in her address boot is virtually illegible; (Horner 
?ad a minister's certificate hanging-on the wall of this-  office 
nd there leas one for another person When I suggested the - name, I!  nng eingellushe recalled that this Was correct. Eris name is 
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Founding Church of Scientology 

• Etc.. 

spelled with twor l'S. rather-J.than one as in our assignmeni,: Horner - ' determined/  that alrEr. .Harlan needed. aud t int and .  that-  it would ' probably take about 3 weeks to "c/ear 	-The fee for this deter urination Was 00.00. 

\.=r. S. Mn'. HarlaiDhad been attending.  regular business meetings of the organization at an address ,on the near north side for about a year.T Attendance at the business meeting was by written invitation only co that . they concluded, that anyone present would be a fully accrectieed auditor. Lecture meetings• are• open to the public. During these  business meetings they became acquainted with a man known as/Roy %ustin, 

(Roy Justin claimed that_ in:addition to being a,gualified ,_for Scientology :that-:he had'a dfiplana to practice psychoanalysis, Justin was livint with- a woman', whom he introduced as-Mra.: just 
I and two children inra,trailer at Gary, IndianarNrs, Harlan later , learned. that he was:not:married-to. thifloman. Since it would re-1 ..r. • guAte about 4 houra a -day.to-audit Airs. Harlan*,: she suggested that - -- ...he. stay. in their home-  which,  is a very large house .with spare rooms. Justin was - also-to-be a sort-  of a partner with the Mariana in. that Jwstin would - audit 'clients which would be secured by Mrs; Harlan.. Part:of the fees for-  this;auditing would be shared with Mr: 4 :Airs.: Earian since they werefurnishing the office, space. ifowever„ this plan fell thru for inability to obtain clients.-. From another source- I 	that she sent postcards to people. including doctors H suggestina they be audited.:- 	 : . 	. 	. 

The fee- for clearings. : Barlan Una Paid in-advance in the descant of ,21,000. 'Tustin moved in about - November 1960. A day,or-se- later Justin,-was driven by hir; & Mrs. Harlan accompanied by their three daughters over to where Just in.'s trailer was parked: They. arrived just as the trailer was being repossessed and Justin barely had . time to get some of his clothes out of the trailer. Justin's "wife' and two children had decided to take one of his four-cars about this time and return to Washington, D.C. Within a few days they learned that the entire ft10 000 was gone, what with debts for the four cars he had been driving. The knowledge of this financial . instability came as rather a shock to both Mr. & Hrs. Harlan inasmuch as they had anticipated that anyone who was authorized to "clear" another person should be a highly. successful and responsiblel person jneluding 
financially. 

. In. spite of their shaken faith Justin was allowed to proceed with 
f her audit since they wanted their money's worth for that which • 

fairsona,•••••eeparNa tr,nr,m-Immsammimnonamm,mummflminctulmr,"", 
	 10WOMIS411},1=ftr Cr_ 
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.'had already been paid... Very shortly it became'apporent.to Mrs. 
Harlan that Justin was not following the methods-  prescribed. by 
Scientology as they knew. it. :Ara... Harlan began to Suspect that -
_Justin was off mentally.„-Ty.  

:It should be•exulained'at.this.tiMe that the process.  of auditing 
. 

consists of commandsgiven.bythe.auditor to7the.subject,:whild .' 
the subject holds in his,hands,two electrodes of the E-Meter. 
The first'comMande.are -those-jar- orientatton,,suCh as "Look.at the 
door,: Thank you. 1",00k.  at .the,ceiling. Thankyou. Think.of a 

.moment of-oleasure0". Then :if the.subjeat-iit :thinking of this,  moment 
.ofPleasuredoes• not-.reapond_ truthfully- the-meter-will. register 

0  thisdefectioneShowed'Me.a meter which'belengs'to her husband ' -.and is.labeled:as:",flubbardElectrometer for'use-in Scientological: 
clearing.". She wasceventually'able to'find a_manua1 for this device
which runs 116' pages. When she first tpid me of the.meterl sheicalled. 
it an.Electropsychome.ter and showed-me'aHMenual,"BlectropayChometeryn 
by I/Olney s, gathison;2Los Angeles, .0alifornia. It showed a picture.t  -
.of an entirelyclifferent-device;-'When I protested that this manual 
was for a different device she finally found the correct manual: which 
she'showed,me the next day. 

• • 
In.the interva.Lbetweem.My two interviews cdis. harlan7had ascertained- , 

• 

from her husband that -he bought hieWlectrometer in the 	of;  
1954 at Washington, 	 Wingate, then-of Phoenix, Arizona 
It cost $76. She shouted - me - tPie manual entitled "The Hubbard 
• Eiectrometer;by Jahn- Sanborn, based on research and development_by 
L. on Hubbard„-" 1959„:all rights reserved.:4rs,Barlan's. three. 
daughters, are now 14, 12, 8 years. old. , In addition to breaking the- 

w -  auditing rules Justin began to take over the household as though 
he owned the place. He was paying no board nor room for his entire' 

stay of about nine. months and raided the refrigerator at will. If 
one of her daughters vacated a chair while watching TV, Justin might 

sit down and refused to relinquish the chair when the child returned. 
He walked into the girls' bedroom, which naturally caused them to • 
protest, and. on one accession he even followed Mrs, Harlan through 
her bedroom into her private bathroom. 

?earl Harlan's complaints to her husband were unavailing as he-' 
considered .that it only showed all the more that Mrs. Harlan was 

in more need of clearing. 

Mrs. Harlan began to threaten to telephone the police and eventually ,\ 

did so; however, she was overheard on the telephone by her husband 

or by Justin. Before the two- policemen arrived at the house,' Roy-.- 
„Tustin picked her up bodily and carried her fighting all the way 
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upstairs and dropped her: into a chair. MeanWhile when the two 
officers arrived her husband mete then at .  the door and identified 
himself as Mr. Harlan and told them his wife was being given a treatment. Believing the matter to be a domestic affair. the 
pal icemen went, away. 

Roy Justin answered her..co-  mplaints about hiS domineering that 
this was -the way they treated people,. who were psychotic..,F Mrs., Harlan began to telephone other auditors'and complained about-::,'. 
the treatment she 1 Xls receivine3. She telephoned one amed Joseph,. cid Ile of 1/383 li;,.Maucit•Ave., _Chicago 14,. III inois,- who telephoned 

• her husband and -reminded. him-,that after all this was. hie, wife._,/-7-' 
ens wrote to the Washington,'D.C. office Of Scientolegy.- . She 

• te-2aphoned Wing Angell -  who:told her, Vear1, 1 1 don't think you tare(.. Insane. Are you willing to goon With the Auditla  Since her re.• husband uns Siding:With Justin she, was obliged to go on with the-; audit. There was a room on the.second floor which was fi-zed as :.- an 'office in which.the auditing was,  done.' She stated, that at.:- 
least on one accession when she told Justin that she did,  not want 
to proceed with the:  audit,,he grabbed by the am and forcibly pulled: her into- :the auditing room..- -- 	••• 	 - , 

Tht Pearl Harlan told ma she went•to the Lawyer'sReferral Serviceand considered ,filing for divorce during this time of trouble. 'She 
said / could verify this if I wished by contacting that agency. 
Possibly her complaint to the Washington headquarters bore fruit---since eventually she and her husband were. asked -to come to local.- 
headquarters on the near North Side.and sae a Mr. & Mrs. Ralph - 
Qieda whose.'hiime address is Fleetwood Apartment Hotel, 6026 N.-
Winthrop. Ave., Chicago, Illinois.-  Mrs. Ojeda interviewed Mr. . ,6e Ers. Harlan alone and then sent them out and talked to Roy Justin alone.- Then they called them all in together including the three. children. Mrs. Ojeda told Roy Justin- to move out of Mrs. Harlan's home, that his certificate was no longer in order. Justin then 
left her home sometime in August of 1961. Hy notes ind feats that 
Mrs. Harlan stated that Justin first went to this address at 6926= N. Winthrop Ave., Chicago, Illinois, that of the Ojedas. Next • 
day Mrs. Harland stated that Justin moved into an apartment with 
a James Brubaker, an artist; the telpphone book shows his address 

S 	19 .3 • Pearson St., Chicago, Illinois. 

However, they had not heard the end of Roy Justin. He appeared 
at a Girl Scout Camp at Butternut Spring near Valparaiso, Indiana 
and tried to see two of her daughters claiming, to be their uncle. 
The camp authorities permitted him to see the girls in their 
presence and when they denied any relationship, they untched him 
go walking down the road. The camp authorities telephoned 
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Harlan reporting this instance. Sometime, after this inci 

dent he followed the. girls. right into. the Vanderpoel School and .--
tried to remove one -of' the girls from school; the principal-called. 
the police. As I -unclerstood'Mrs. Harlan, the .p-ol ice- arrived and 
arrested .Justin and• asked whetherilirs. Ha rlan• cared to sign a  
complaint against 	From.another-  source•I learned -'this occurred 
in-September or 'October:4-961 but that Justin escaped before the. 

. police arrived.. - : Anyway, Hrs. Harlan. reported both of these- inciff! -• • 
dents to Mrs. Ojeda in- person;:.. Mrs.. Ofeda told her.  to go -to a 	- 
judge and swear out a.: warrant. against.  Justin. not to molest-the 
children but notT ton'sak -any•-•more'. than thi's.. .I  asked lira,. .Harlan..),:.: 

• :tat: Mrs.--.0.jeda-Meant -by notetelZing,any more. Apparently _this 	" 
referred• ta'..TUatinfis,Connection with'Scientology,;•..,.-Mrs: ..Ojeda 

• • /lira. -Harlan, that she:could .tell - her - something.  more about Justin:
butcshe was: not :going.to.:•Mr.--Ojeda• called: something to his .wife's 
about,- her . being.-an.  accessory.- s.lina I ly .in her: conversation With •- 
Mrs:.  Ojeda, .• 	. Harlan" ment toned that J:u.stinr when...he:had,-  been la - 
herhome .h8Cislept±in ,the-same bed with ;ter daughter. Immediately.;_ 
Mrs. ..Ojeda exclaimed something,. I Ike-  this,-: "Oh/ .he -shouldn't -  have- 

- -done.,  that," and finally tolther..that - Justin was an escapee--from 
St. Elizabeth'SHospital.

.
•(for the insane)- at .WaShington, 

Then I.asked if Justin ever assaulted. her daughters, Mrs. Harlan 
denied this; Justin was just very friendly with them. 

• 
Airs. -Harlan l  stated-.that she wrote a letter to St. Elizabeth's 
iospttal bu't never hadHany 	Eight after Christmas three,-_.. 

• 17. S. Marshals called at their home with warrants to apprehend-'; 
Justin. I. told her - it seemed. Unusualfor three federal marshals to.  
come . looking. for, one man. and was. she certain there Were that-  many 
and that they-were Federal .rather than State officers. She- insistedl 
they :were Federal Marshals.. Later- in January' of--1963 agents. of-
the F3I called on her a couple - ofweeks before: my: Visit., They 
were also inauiring the whereabouts of Justin.- Either: the marshals: 
or the FBI agents told her that Justin. was involved in the rape of. - 
a two year old child at the residence where he had moved after 
leaving her place. Mrs. Harlan- told me Mrs. Ojeda was also aware. 
Justin 	originally incarcerated because.  of an assault- on a. minor. • 
This could be why Mr. Ojeda accused his wife of being an accessory' 

- if anytiting had happened to Mr. Harlan's daughters while Justin • 
was in their home. 	 , 

Before dictating this report I ascertained from the Marshal's • 
office that three deputies did go to her home- and attempted to . 
reprehend Justin as an escapee-  from St. Elizabeth's Hospital and 
also wanted for. rape in 1962„ Mrs. Harlan was told that jloy Justin's 
real name is Burstein. 

Ron Hubbard 
' Pearl E. Harlan 



Mrs, Harlan, related other incidents which _ illustrate the character, of some of the followers of Scientology.. At one time William 2ankcr, 
an auditor, spoke at a meeting: in' the downtown C7ticagoiScientology: 3.f office in which, he used very vulgar language.- He was :,insolent when-;. 
13rs. Harlan apparentl,y. protested 314C4 conduct._ He stated": that .  
Scientology considered anyone aih o questioned such conduct 
naberrated.". This seemed to be the general. attitUde'of- this'grou 

On another Occassion about,January 19 2 a man telephoned her husband 
and' introduced himself as Cy Addison, an auditor from Florida. :  -I 	tcl  Another auditor.  in Chicago'had referred, him to Mr. Harlan for help. His car- was stuck in a snail). bank. Addison inquired whether they' 
could put him up for thee

` 
 night, 	stated that .  he .bbd' a-dark .Itatian girltraveling with him. :1412en her husband brought the couple:.to, •,-,; their residence they discovered 'that the girl uith him 'as 

a colored girl. airs., Harlan stated that she . reproached-Addison doing this since it would make trouble for her among her neighbors._; Addison stayed five days: and ultimately borrowed money:before theyi-il could get rid of him.. 	 ;- • 

tire: Harlan]statedthat'epling Angell7 is one-of the post - successful _from a financial standpoint of any-bf,the auditors, according to oxIn claims,. He is about 5-0 years- old and said to-have.a very 
good voice. -Qn one gai the regular Friday night ZeCtures(lirs. Harlan as unable to attend- so her. husband_ taped a recording of this'„,. r ing. It is possible that Lift. Hanan}titi has this-  tape. 	;_ d id not inouire since I at not sure as uet what C4r. Harlan'sjattitude r: toward the Food & Drug Administration. 

.rJurina my second visit (lire. liarlanjtold me that her husband had 
talked to aCJerold Hedin of 425 Surf Street Apt. 708jand he would 
like to have. the inspector telephone him. He mentioned that there;, had been an invertigation of the N-Lieter several years ago. A man - namedL_Paul Bezazian of 5231 H. Wayne Drivel  Chicago Hp illinoisS twed to hold the regular Friday night meetings until they learned of the legal action. at Washington, D.C. After learning of this logsl action he declined to hold any further meetings and they were at present being held at [the Sands Scoteliand being _conducted [-by Hedin and Maury Lerud 	108 	Oak Court, Villa Park, Illinois; (These lectures• are. open to the public for a dollar per meeting.) ''"" 

Ciro; Harianishowed me a book distributed by Hubbard entitled .  
"All About—Eadiation" by Medicus, whom she believes to be Hubbard. In the back of this book W43 a formula for Vitamins which was called 
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"Dianezene ." 
of radiat ion 
selling such 
such erterpr 

Tablets by this name were recommencled.aa a preventive 
injury: I aske..digrs. HarlarDif Hubbard had ever been .  
tablets and she told me that she did not know. of any 

lee. 

Church versus Science  

(4) 

Harlan told me that she had always considered that Scientology 
was a Science: she stressed this very much.. She has a copyrighted. 
mimeographed sheet entitled "A Basic Evaluation of Science," which 
she sells for 30/ a piece and I bought, three• of these., it-;;is dated

. 
 

July-30, 1962 and defines her interpretation of Scientology. She 
stated•that on one occassion she asked-her husband ,,what Scientology. 
was and he could not define it. Apparently she has set forth to 
define it as in thia sheet. These sheets are identified' as 

This sheet is her basis for stating that she owns the formula 
of Scientology. She-has corresponded with the Washington office• 

of Scientology on this nsatter. 

2.5fr s;," Harlanitold me that the seventh and eighth portions of Scientology 
did deal with man's survival as a spirit but this-  is the closest the 
thing comes to religion. She has always opposed passing off 
Scientology as a religion. &nfortunately, Mrs.-  Harlan does not 
keep,carbon copies _of her correspondence and mush of it is on postal,  

cards. 	She. sometimes :types her ideas: down on pieces of-paper and 
I could'  not tell if these were copies of correspondence Which she 
had sent out or just her: ideas on the subject., so I had her. identify 
oNe of these, She permitted me to examine alb of her correspondence 

which she had filed under the ."Church„" and perMitted me. to borrow 
this correspondence for reproducing. I had her initial and date 
this material so it could be identified later:] 

It ?sill be noted that Airs. Harlan has a habit of making.  notations 
on correspondence she received from others in which she comments on 
their ideas; however, such comments are easily distinguished. from••. 
the original., 

CORRE'SPONDEUCE EXHIBITS  

See 'copy, attached 

I 11 	
. 	.. Higher Levelth:", 	:... -'.• - .. 

iTi:3.2_4_42.p_c,0g..nt ispa".Arethier Understanding of &j f..e:.,can_.......Lncre.a.e..e Your  --- i_z_u_ . ze_a  z t h  eird  Happiness  I  arropyr..rpield . 1961 by L. Ron.Hubbarchli • ./. -n: explanation of Scientotogy constitutes an advertiSement' for 

• 

2 - folder,: "ScientologY Can Raise Human Ability to 



processing and training and various lectures fora fee. For infor-
mation the reader is referred to; Phyllis Fletcher, 842 ;11; Ainslie St. 
Apt. 42, Chicago 401 .  Illinois. 	-: 

EVII3IT 3 - &hat ta Scientology? The Founding Church of 
Scientology ,xxxsA.Yashington,:-D:C." 

This sheet defines Scientology,.the Creed of the Church,-  the-Code, of 
Honor, and advertises that. . a local church of Scientology has a basic:, 
course which teaches "Scientologyand I lie-  and offers cert if icates 
as. Scientology Basic .4uditor and Spiritual- Counselor. For information 
the reader is referred to.  John A. Harlan' ScientoZogist 920 S. 
Prospect Ave., Chicago 43,Th Illinois. :(This is Pearl: Harlan ts husbandali 

E;CIIBIT 4 -• "The Yorks of L. Ron-Hubbard-and - other•inaterial and 
books of Dionetics and Scientology. The Distribution Center.„:.Inc.„. 
Sox 242, Silver%Spring,. Maryland: - 

n" 5 - .The Taped Lectures of L. Ron Hubbard,nxThe Distribution 
Center Inc:, Silver Spring, garyland. 

.72.1.TIBIT 6 - Hubbard Communications Office, Book Dept. 258.S. ,-  
Oxford Ave., Loa Angeles 4, California, Scientologg 
Book List. 

" 	EXHIBIT 7 ".I Shall: 

1. Keep up' my Membershiviii.the EASI***". 
Mrs. Harlan has identified this as her plans.for her participation 
in Scientology and her belief_that Scientology should not b&communi-.-s- 
cated as a church. organization:: /The.reference .to 	is.prObably -
ezplained by. the.  chart on exhibit,  2-in: uhiek.4.1. represents Covert 
Hostility. 

. 	_ 
EXHIBIT 8 - "8/8/62 re: Confusion- in the field with. being an . 

auditor and a minister of the-church - of Scientology..": 

Mrs. Harland identified this as a copy of a letter she sent to: 
L. R. Hubbard, aro office Washington, D.C. - 

EXHIBIT 9 - "Hubbard Guidance Center, Los Angeles 4 
. . dated 8/9/62. 

.This. letter suggests - that. Pearl Harlan co e .to Los Angeles for 
processing. 

flhIBIT 10 - "Church of Scientology. Your use of letter head 
when. not discussing dynamic 8 shows that religion is real to 'you*”." 

California . 
'1 / 4 	• 
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This appeora to be Pearl Harlan's copy of the 'letter Which she sent to the Los Angeles office in 'reply to the.irsletter of 8/9/62, exhibit 9, , 
EXHIBIT 	- This-  is (in eriverlope in•which a font letter and- application blank usere, received-.from - the Church,of. Scientology Los Angeles Cal ifornia;--, 

EXHIBIT 12 -'"Church 	Scientology. of California; letter' o October A.D. 12 addressecl-to„Dear-Preclear.":. 
The: Curious date.  couldibe the- -12th year, ," After.Dianetips; book was puclished.i :  	- 	C'  

- 	 . ./MVP-1r 13 - The. Church of .5'cienttilogy of Californis****Takea ;  full -  resoonsibility of Clearing 	 _ 	 Tc,the State of Firat:'0oal ,  Clear by reason of his/her enrollment n the Hubbard Guidance;Center," - i 	 . .  
- A:oparently this enrollment form for Procesaing-4  ups sent 'after the Lotter covered by - the,- ne..Ft eithibit. " - ,, 	. 	, 

dated:8/24/62. *.• 
-- -7 

14" - Church of Scientology:of California letter-- 

Again Pearl 'a-orlart is urged to Come. out-ri.o California. for processing. The, 'typed insertions on this letter were-  placedthere by Mn.MrS.- Harlan:  as comments on this letter. 	." • 	 — - 
• : EZEIR.27' 15. 4. "The Founding Church-  of. Sc ientol ogy.,-..New- YOrk: j  1 1,. . ‘ tem York letter:of 3/10/62,': - 	 ... . 

This indicates Andrew Doyley first became a minister in 1961.--and Ems 	- 
i  

an awiitar since 1950. He is the assistant pastor of the above church - 	- fr. , EXHIBIT 16 - The Pounding Church-  of Scientology, New York iii- d' Y, 
. . - H 

in letter of 8/20/62. 	:. 	-,- 	-__ ... 	, This answers Pearl Harlan's question as -to the legality .of,the Founding Church. 

ac.LIBIT 17 - The Poundin.q Church of Scien ology, Washington 9.0- :  D.C. letter of 8/23/6 	..2.  
This was a  reply to Pearl Harlon's 'letter of 8/23/62 and, the-  statement.  "Get out of your bank," .she bond (dared most insolent, _ It- apparently- 
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is to_Some sort Of aberation in Scientology;? 

18.-Four pages. of a copy' of a letter addressed--
10/13/62 to 'Miss Eleanore 'Turner, Hubbard Communications: Office, 
Ptashington, D.C.  

- 	this letter Pearl:Harlan ;protests certain illegal operations 
'ier the name of Sciantolegy,whick he 'feels is being :perverted: tc 
a re.? iss-ficn.. She also,  protests ,  that ,rpsychotics are 'permitted: to-y .* 
become auditors, which appears :to, be-a referencerto the. 
Roy Justin,: an escaped-criminal insane•person„. as-:an auditor; Joh 
II X t 3 inflicted- -.on her.family.- • 

L. Ron Hubbard -
Pearl E. Harlan, 

LI:1242.1T ,1) The:Founding Church of Scientology;.,.. 
of  

This appears t o 	o.: reply, to her letter.  of, 10/18/62,,,:: eah ibi 

The,Founding''Church ofacientology'letter= 
of ,11/12/62.; -= 

This ia 	reply,to:Peart.HarIan's: inOUiry abaut:the scientific,  
background of- people connected with Scientology and the-connection-
be.tu;een auditors ant ministers -  in the Church of Scientology. 

This bears. Pearl Harlan's typed comments thereon; 

.i.trHIPIT 21 -'The jounding:Thurcn o 
-letter of 1/22/63. 

This letter replies to the card which-was sent:  td three of the , 
churches of Cci.ntology  in which. Pearl Harlan tried totascertain,.,_ 
"When did - you start - to cpmmunicate•Scientology 	religion?". 

EATIBIT 	- POST CARD DATED 1/24/63 from Tll CHURCH OF 
SCIENTOLOGY SAd DIEGO, CALIFORNIA. 

In reply to the same question as above; this indicates% that the 
church t..s founded there in August 1954.. This,  is the sane year: 
that Pearl Harlan reported to me that she and her husband began 
to study Scientology and not as a religien: 

EXHIBIT 23 -7  CHURCH' OF SCIENTOLOGY Oil CALIFORNIA DOS' ANGEIRS:ct: 
letter of 1/25/63.  

In response to the'same guestion„;the answer is: "Scientology has - 
alz:vs been a religion 	we are dealing with 'the human spirit- 
to better the human spirit 	isn't that what religion is for?"' 
On this letter Pearl Harlan has again added her comment, port of 
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which is; in .Pitman shorthand; a translation of which I .ami indebtez 
to one of the girls in our office:Wet  religion is for-the worshii 

'of God.. We don't. do that:in Scientology if you understand. God.".:-. 2,7-0278IT 	TI:0 POUNDING 'C'HUI?CH OF SCIENTOLOGY, IPASHINGTONt  D.C. 	•• 
'Sir I have: the regretable duty of submitting to you -cr sheet-  of' • 
paper containing - evidence:of a serious attack on religious-freedom SMITEIGMT EY FCCINDINO CHURCH OP SCIENTOLOcr,- WASHINGTON 	January 25;-1963.-;  "The seizure. of-the:Propertyand records:Of our religlatilt ration,. the- Paunding Church:of:Scientology at the instigation - oft 
the Food & Drug‘Adminetration."r  ? = 

KICHTEIT 26 - ," 3+i+A:STATEMENT-BY L. PON ifirEaffEW POP.' ±rnyk' (a continuation of-the above' statement in Exhibit:25), EMICRIT 	"A SECOND STATEASWT BY L. RON HUBBARD IC' ,IANUARY 6,= 1963#; 	'2 
rS TH.?, FOU1VDING CHURCH 0? SCIENTOLX..Y.?" YHIBIT 	"J111?; 	...W,NATEDY" PRESIDENT 07 UNITED S'I'ATT.3 	A.Paiii-CA 44-veinrr**7- 

YOURS; REVEREND H. R. • ANGELL° • 
corvctus,rotts • 

Peoria. is a Hubbard Certified Auditor, since 1956. :fits 
sincerely believes in the movement as a science but has been: —
conbatting all attempt to 7/ake •it into a religion. She has offered 
her flies on Scientology for our use in our legal action against the 
E meters. Her husband John A. Harlan is. in possession of an r - 
meter and manual obtained in 059.. 	 - 	a 

i

In undergoing "clearing" .by an aUditor: of-the Chicago- group 'of 
Scientology followers, Roij Justint ,_she ended up with him as an ;. 
umsanted house guest for-  9 months.? This man- is still wanted 
the FBI and the Chicago pOlice as an escaped inmate of St: 
glizabeth's Hospital (for the insane.i.of rrashington- D.C. and for 
the rape of a 2 year child in

. 
 Chicage•after:  leaving her re.siderzce.. 

After heaving her-  residence. he made two:attempts• to abduct her 
daughters., 	

• 



i Since these events Pearl Harlan has corresponded vigorously with 
leaders of the Scientology movement in an effort to _combat.. turning: 
the movement.  into a religion and also to protest allowing auditors ;-
of the caliber of men as Roy Justin: to represent, the movement.' 

LAThe is correct in that-there ia verj little mention of God,  by.: 
• their Church.  

• 
' r aelieve she could be, a useful witness for .our case,..-:.I gin unsure of 

`ha position of her husband in this regard and: although:J understand.; 
he was greatly shocked to find that Roy -Tustin ZDC23 an.escaped se* 
criminal,,rdo not know zehere his 

217Szhjb - 
enc. Exs - 29. 
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TO: Director Chicago District 

FROM: R. D. Sherman 

Subject: 4-093 V Hubbard E Meter 

in  fifr 	lk 	40:4e 
February 4, 1

01

963 
Lafayette Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Sciental y 
Distribution Center, Etc. 

earl E:\lan(Mrs.John.A.Harla7 
9720 S. P spect Ave., 
( hicagor43 Illinois. 

DRM/C 1/25/63 as part of DRM 7/24/63 investigation gf_ahava_p_qzty 
and his organizations requests an interview with Rear_l_Harlan..)  

The assignment indicates that this party wrote to the Administration 
to the effect that she Os the owner of the formula of Scientology) 
and her files are open to us in connection with the above case. 
She stated the science of Scientology is being misused. 

John
eas_aa_fraahisa321963 and again on 

As background rs. Harlar)showed me that her husband is listed in 
"Who's Who in 	. 	." He is listed as a graduate of1Purdue 
University in Metallurgical Engineering.j He has worked at the 
Zlison Engine Company of Indianapolis, Ind., Dodge Corporation,) 

International Harvester Company and Crane Company of Chicago, 2 
Illinois. Pearl Harlan) had four years of science in high school 
and later studied at business school; she was employed as a secre 
tary in the research laboratory at Crane Company where she first 
met her husband) 
She first learned of Scientology thru her husband. Together they 
enrolled in a course to study Scientology about 1954. A group of 
about 6 or 7 people met at their residence where the course was 
given by(Ival A. Mainard, who is now living in Iowa,(possibly Des Moines 
Ival A. Mainard is a doctor of Naprapathy.; 

(Mrs. Harlan stated that later on (Lainarditried to develop a portion of 
Scientology as a true religion. She understood he tried to conduct 
some sort of regular religous service but she attended, none of them 
except one ceremony in which he conducted a marriage of a girl 
named Constance to Mr. Harry Ralph. They apparently now reside at 
Box 135, Route 2, Bradwell Road, Barrington, Illinois.) 

0. 	Alison Harlan. 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT 	 February 7, 1963 
Attention: Mr.-Will Swain 

We are forwarding this memo as it covers Paragraph 3 of DRM/C memo of January 25, 
1963. 

I  s. Harlan  was first interviewed at her residence at the above 
the 31st. She i s the wife 

We will forward remaining information as 

RWC:rc 
Enc. cc this memo w/Ex. 1-29 
cc: Balt, Ad/file 
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This course cost about 0800 for her and her husband. The basic 
book was Dianetics, the Modern Science of Mental Health by L. Ron 
Hubbard published by Hermitage House, New York. She showed me 
certificates standing on the mantel in her living rvom which showed 
that both she and her husband are Hubbard Certified Auditors. Hers 
is dated 12/12/56. Her certificate number is (169 preceeded by an 
illegible initial looking like C.) 

Also used in the course was a mimeographed booklet, "Scientology 
8-8008 the Discovery and Increase of Life Energy." by L. Ron Hubbard. 

"Founding of a Church" 

The first profession L-ds 	is that of Auditor. At the beginning 
of the interview 
degree of Auditor lie tri15t a practicing Auditor, that she does 
not "Audit" people professionally (for money). The members of 
Scientology receive a periodical which is published at irregular 
intervals and is entitled "Ability". Mrs. Harlan showed me a card 
which indicates she is a member of Hub rzl 	Association of Scientolo-
gists, Inc. 

At one time during a meeting of the people who are interested in 
Scientology a proposals to organize a Church of Scientology 
of Illinois. When_ earl RgrZ 	inquired as_to why they should, 

anize this as a c 	s e was told by a woman auditor named 
Irs77FPF-Torqusgs)that the purpose was to keep policemen f 
zn u'ring or meddling into their practices." This puzzled 
ar a because skg_aaaLlrft see the connection between a sczence 
and a church. gis. Harlgais address book listed the maiden name 
o Mrs. Forquson as Dawn Alexander when she lived ate...7'40351c 
ou por 	Chicago 13 rIlznozs. She did not h 	 ent 

ad 	is pazkyaku„,,a,s_dsid ha"v"e one for evergnd Win and 
mokey Angel 	s  Apt. 1704, 14 	Elm St., 	ru, 

Among the later degrees or steps in Scientology is a process of 
"Clearing". From reading certain booklets the process involves 
"auditing" to "recall" block engrams which must be "cleared." 
When a person has been "cleared" he is apparently free from all 
mental inhibitions or psychological blocks; then his mental and 
physical abilities are at their 	Anyway, she and her husband 
interviewed an auditor named ack Horner on the near north 
The address in her address boo 

	',- 
ually illegible. onnerw 

had a minister's certificate hanging on the wall of this office 

dfind *hare was one for another person. When I suggested the name, ing Angell, she recalled that this was correct. His name is 

made it clear that although she has a 
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spelled with 	 ther th 	as in our assignment. 
determined tha 	s. DrarlaiDnee 	auditing and that it would 
probably take about 8 weeks to "clear her.' The fee for this deter-
mination was 10.00. 

fir.  & Mrs. Harlit)had been attending rqgular business meetings of the 
organz a zon at an address on the mar north sz 	for about a year. 
Attendance at the business meeting was 	 en invitation only 
so that they concluded that anyone present would be a fully accredited 
auditor. Lecture meetings are open to the public. During th 
business meetings they became acquainted with a man known as oy 'Tustin, 

claimed that in addition to being a qualified auditor 
tolo 	 hhd a diploma to practice psycho  nl7 5. 

twig with a_woma 	whom he introduce 	a 	J 	, 
and wo chi m ni,45114:1taser  at Gary,  ndiana, ca.—Harlan  ater 
Zear e "tithe wastnot 	married to this wom 	iii67—rt—Would re- 
quire about 4 hours addrttraudi-t- (re'. garlan, she suggested that 
he s 	in their'-home which is a very large house 	.are rooms. 

Imo
_ i - 'n that 

would audit clients which would be secured b 
•s also to be a sort o.f a partner with the 0.4 t  

r of the fees for this auditing would be shared with 
dirtffilm since they were furnishing the office space. However, 	is 
MP-Ifell thru for inability to obtain clients. From another source 
I learned that she sent post cards to people including doctors 
suggesting they be audited. 

ad' 	vance in the amount 
vember 1.60 A day or s 	ter 

accompanied by their 
was p '31;gesd.. They arrived 

essed an .Tru tizz)b t 	had 
of th traz er, 	ustin 
to take one o his our cars about 

Within a few days they 
s gone, what with debts for the 

	

g The knowledsaa 	thiin  *nancial 

	

instability came as rather a shock to bothUr. 	&Mrs. Harlan inasmuch 
as they had anticipated that anyone who was autt7T-ized to "clear" anothe 
person should be a highly successful and responsible person including 
inancially. 

CT.ra spite of their shaken faith-0121D6s allowed to proceed with 
her audit since they wanted their money's worth for that which 

Th flea,fokr clearing 
pf '1 GOO.r.) ,Caripmpe 

drzven by Jr. 
over 	to where 

jus as the elfailei)was 
tis 	get some • his 

"Tell:A- and 
'-414re8-1-ime an return to 
learned that the entire -1,000 

cars he had been drz 

jus 
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had Zready been aid. Very shortly it became apparent to.: 

ology 	 knew it. 	rs. Harlan) began to suspect tha 
ustin 	s not followin the  methods prescribed by 

• 
 that 

y. 

It should be explained at this time that the process of auditing 
consists of commands given by the auditor to the subject, while 
the subject holds in his hands two electrodes of the E-Meter. 
The first commands are those for orientation, such as "Look at the 
door. Thank you. Look at the ceiling. Thank you. Think of a 
moment of pleasure." Then if the subject in thinking of this moment 
of pleasure does not respond truthfully the meter will raeLdter 
this defection. She showed me a meter which belongs tocithusband 
and is labeled as "Hubbard Electrometer for use in Sciento ogical 
clearing." She was eventually ab'e to find a manual for this device 
which runs 116 pages. When she first told me of the meter she called 
it an Electropsychometer and showed me a manual,"Electropsychometery" 
by Volney G. Mathison, Lod Angeles, California. It showed a picture 
of an entirely different device. When I protested that this manual 
was for a different device she finally found the correct manual which 
she showed me'the next day. 

In the interval between my two interviews AeLs...—Ud;7Th had ascertained 
from her husband that he bought his Electrome er in the summer of 
1959 at Washington, D.C. from R. Wingate, then of Phoenix, Arizona. 
It cost $76. She showed me the manual entitled "The Hubbard 
Electrometer by John Sanborn, based on researchzart 0j 	 by 
L. Ran Hubbard "  L959,  all riahts reserved. .C.Alt Bar 	three 

(daughters are now 14, 12, 8 years o 	In addition to brea -Thrth";\ 
auditing fil7edr‘ustl,rbegan Cr la e over the household as though 
he owned the place. Be was paying no board nor room for his entire 
stay 	ab 	 onths and raided the refrigerator at 

vacated a chair while watchinq„25; 
s 	down an re used aoszelauish the chair when (`the 	chz 	returned. 
He walked into the girls' bedroo 	which naturallt 	them to 
protest, and on one 	asszon he even followed rs. Harla through 
her bedroom into her private bathroom. 

	

(Pearl Earla,n-q complaints to her husband were unav 	trag..,442r 
considered that it only showed all the more that  rs. Harlan was 
in more need of clearing. 

(Tustin 

rs. Harla began to threaten to telephone the police and eventually 
tnr dottser, she was overheard on the telephone by(hez_hu 

___12 	Before the two policemen arrived at the house, 
us in picked her up bodily and carried her fighting all the way 

If 
might 
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upstairs and dropp 
officers arrived ver 
himself as 
treatment. :e zeving 
policemen went away.  
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	 L. Ron Hubbard 

Pearl E. Harlan 

'nto a chair. Meanwhile when the two 
met themeat the door and identified 

told them his wile; was being given a 
he matter to be a domestic affair the 

CRoy Justi3 answered her complaints about his domineering that 
tt:z5 the way they treated people, who were psychotic. azil 

4gRrlan began to telephone other auditors and complained about 
e 	atment ehe-w s receivingn,2„ag telephoped one named 

alai g...a.LC23 H. Maud 	arh7cago 14, Illinois, who telep oiled 
her husbara-FiffaraTh 	zm that a; 	all this as his 'wife. 
She wrote to hp Wa.hington, D.C. offi 	Scientology. She 
telephoned  ing Aagi7) who told her, Pear. I don't think you are 
insane. Are you willing 	on, 	e Audit?" Since her 
husband was siding with 	she was obliged to go on with the ) ustin  
audit. There was a room on the second floor which was fixed as 
an office in which the auditing was don 	She stated that at 
least on one bccassion when she told- ustin that she did not want 
to proceed with the audit, he grabbed by the arm and forcibly pulled 
her into the auditing room. 

earl HariTia)told me she went to the Lawyer's Referral Service and 
considered filing for divorce during this time of trouble. She 
said I could verify this if I wished by contacting that agency. 
Possibly her complaint to the Washington headquarters bore fruit 
since eventually she and her 	nd were askteqjfi,..c,opze to local 
headquarters on the near or h 4Szd„,gnd see a 	& Mrs. Ral h 

hose home address is Veetwooq-A9qrANpa  

	

.ArChicago, 	. 	liaOLOg) interviewed 
lone and theh sent them out and talked to 
e

.
ffralled the 	'n together includin. 	the ree 

children, rs ojsso told oy asti to move out of Os. Harazi, 
home, that his certificate was no longer in order. e. 	en 
left her home sometime in 	st of 1961. My notes' ingzcate t Ctrs. 	Harlan)stated tha 	Li_ first went to this 	address  at 

rilVt-W7hthr. 

	

hicago, liinozs that of Ce_z-0.12cSlas 	, Hex  
day 24501141_ 	stated 	at, us is  moved into an.apartment with 
a ja -t--: 	, an_artist; the telephone book shows his address as 	Pearson Ye., Chicago, 	beirt 

n t heard the end of gy (Tustin He.speared 
at Butternut Spring n 	paraiso IhdrOrd 

to see 	 alrz 
uthorities permitted him to see• 	 in 

presence and when they denied an relationshzp, 	ey watched him 
go walking down the road. The camp  authorities telephoned 

he girls 
e 	ezr unc e. 
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• 
ander 

.II 

Har al 

Mrs--Ha 

to say any more than t is. I asked 
meant by not telling any more. -Apparen  

gatizZilconnection with Scientology. ars. 
hat she could tell her something more abou 

/zz s e was not going to. ogbWScalled something to his wi, e 
about her being 	an  accessory. 	inally in her conversation with 

	

Ha 	mentioned thatAtilgT7Then  he had been in 
er 	home hal  ep zn 	e same-bed with her daughteld. Immediately  

/9 rs. Ojeda exclaimed something Zike this, ."01.a! he shouldn't have 
iJ ne 	.t.,.2....a 	'nally told her that nstz zws qn_sscapee from 

t. 	Elizabeth's Hos zta 	 Washington •  D C. 	/  
1.4 When I asked • 	s zn ever assaulted Sher daug e  .......= _Jak 73denied this 	was just very friendly with Them. 

fats,...-EarduiPstated that she wrote a letter tolli5t._Ejizabeth'y ' 
fl..pspitalbut never had any reply. Right after Christmas thr e 

ae_Asslagrshals called at their home with warrants to apprehend 
1>fustin./ I told her it Seemed unusual for three federal marshals to 

come Looking for one man and was she certain there were that many 
and that they were Federal rather than State officers. She insisted 
they were Federal Marshals. Later in January of 1963 agents of 
the FBI called on her a couple of weeks be ore my visit. They 01 were also,inguiring the whereabo is o Justin 	Either the marshals  
or the FBI agents tol her that 	 rd-Tfilhe rape of/to 
tfisaygaz_.0-d child at the rest enc where he had moved after 	..- c-, 	 ineavin her place. 	 old me rs 	e a 	s Zs - m 

 was origin 	 ecauseflogLan assault on a minpri0 
zs ould be wh 	 accused his_wife 	of ejng,an 	ssor 

if anything had happene to/Mr. Harlan's dauahlerytwhLle_jizstin
y
/ 

-10072,7fhe 17.a 
Before dictating this report I ascertained from the marshal's 
office that three deputies did go to her home and attempted 

	

cflppr7 en justz as 	esca ee om r77Friza e s os a a 	4 
g /also wanted-yor rapg...1 	Mrs. Harlan was told t a 	oy us zn s ( S real name zsant_5121 

1;1
2
arl!.3,reportin this instance. Some 	 his 

Vent e .followed 	e girls right into the 
tried to remove on 

f/the police. As I understood 
Carrested ete and asked whether sirs. Harla 
complaint against him. From another source I learned this occurred 

-pin September or October 1.61 but that Just' escaped before the 
gpolice arrived. Anyway, 
ydents to zO lin person 
Iqudge and swear out a warrant against 

z 4RMF b 
Itwha 
/referred 
/1  

rs. 

orted both of these znoz-
old her to 0o to a 
not to molest t 

he 

inci 
oel Schoo • and 

e.przncz•. called 
po zce arrived and 
cared to sign a 

• 
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42472a PiaLlappelated other incidents which illustrate the harnctpr i  
of some of the followers of Scientology. At' one time 11' 	m Bank6 ., an auditor, spoke at a meeting in the downtown Chicago Scientology 
office in which he 'used very vulgar language. He was insolent when 

ibrerPaflaTilapparently protested such conduct. He stated that 
Scientology considered anyone who questioned such conduct as 
"aberrated." This seemed to be the general attitude of this group. 

On another occassion about  January  1 62 a man telephoned tier husband 
and introduced himself aste-V Addison,  an auditor fromiLgriclaj 
Another_ auditor in Chicago had referred him to7Mr. Har1anifor'help. 
His car was stuck in a snow bank. LagoLgoveznquired whether they_  
cou put him up for the night and —stated that he hadlaiqnrk Italian/ 

traveling with him. When her husban br ught thflbuple to 
eir 	residence the discovered that th 	'rl with him wa 	• sly 

A colored girl 	rs. ar 	stated that she reproached Addis 	or 
doing t is site it would make trouble for her among her neighbors. 

/stayed five days and ultimately borrowed money before they 
could get rid of him. 

r731stated that/Wing Angell/is one of the most successful 
77am a financial standpoint of any of the auditors, according to 
his own claims. He is about 50 years old and said to have a veru  
good voice. On one sit. the regular Friday night lectures Mrs. Harlan/ 
was unable to attend so her husband taped a recording of this 
meeting. It is possible thatIgir. Harlan/still has this tape. I 
did not inquire since I am not sure as yet whatr. HarlanAlattitude 
is toward the Food & Drug Administration. 

During my second visit 'rs. Harlan told me that  er,auabandhad 
talked to a  erold e in of 	urf-rereerp . , 08"and he would 
like to have the inspe3 or e ep one 	e men zoned that there 
had been-an investigation of the E-Meter several years ago. A man 
named/Paul Bezazzal'ofg7377arp7rT7777=cago 11, 1777-4776; 
usedto. hold the regular Friday night meetings un irthey learned 
of the legal action at Washington, D.C. After learning of this 
legal action he declined to hold any further meetings and they 

by 	
resea.t heina held t thelbands_Motelland bein conducted 
and Alauryarp, of 	10 E. a 	our 11.1.1,212.C1 	z ozs 

(These le tures are open to the public for a dollar per meeting.) 

t Mrs. Harlazyshowed me a book distributed by Hubbard entitled 
"All About Radiation" by Medicus„ whom she believes to be Hubbard. 
In the back of this book was a formula for Vitamins which was called 

were 
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"Dianezene." Tablets by this name were  recommended as a preventive 
of radiation injury. I asked ors. Ho •W if Hubbard had ever been 
selling such tablets and she told me that she did not know of any 
such enterprise. 

Church versus Science  

Mrs. Harla told me that she had always considered  that Scientoloqy 
o 	'ce; she stressed this very  much. /She has a copyrighted/ 

/mimeographed sheet entitled ),,4 parrEEvaluq,fr jon  of  Science," whith, m̀imeographed 
• a-spbeee—and—I'5677he of th-ed----reTa-te 	  f00 	— 

'July  30, 1;62 and 'defines reFintierpreeTtrflr'Scientology She 
5757ed that o one occassion she askeae-r• husband/ whar-Siczentology 
was and he could not 	define  it. cApparently she htfligrreflIrWaN 
define/itias  zn this sheej.J  These sheets are identified as Exhibit 
,Lr--Th-fr 	 s her basis for stating thatIshe_Aggs  the 	:ormural 
cof 	Scientology She has corresponded with the Washington oftzTfl 
of Scientology on this matter. 

ers. Rarlaii)told  me that the seventh and eighth portions of Scientology 
azd--cleal with man's survival as a spirit but this is the closest the 
thing comes to religion. She has always oppossa_ Pass? off 

//Scientology as a religion. Unfortunatelyorn ta. Harlan does not 
keep carbon copies of her correspondence and much of it" is on postal 
cards. 	She sometimes types her ideas down on pieces of paper and 
I could not tell if these were copies of correspondence which' she 
had sent out or just her ideas on the subject, so I had her identify 
some of these. She permitted me to examine all of her correspondence 
which she had filed under the "Church," and ermitted me to borrow 
this correspondence for reproducing. /7 a 	er initial and date` 

1.....Scastra.zst.aauld...be—lart.aire-C-1 1a,lezy: 	 403eareS." 

(It will be noted  thatidinsaa4,7426as a habitk making notations/ 
(on correspondencelshe  received from others in which she comments on 
their ideas; however, such comments are easily distinguished from 
the original. 

CORRESPONDENCE EXHIBITS  

See copy attached 

EXHIBIT 2 - folder, "Scientology Can Raise Human Ability to 
Higher Levels." 

cument is 04"Newsw Understanding  of  Life  Can Increase Your j 
ealth And ~Happ iness," copyrighted 1961 by L. Ron Hubbard. 

This exp • a ion o mien o o constitutes an advertisement for 
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processing and training and various lectures for a fee. For infor-
mation the reader is referred to; Phyllis Fletcher, 842 W. Ainslie St. 
Apt. A2, Chicago 40, Illinois. 

EXHIBIT 3 - What is Scientology? The Founding Church of 
Scientology *****Washington, D.C." 

This sheet defines Scientology, the Creed of the Church, the Code of 
Honor, and advertises that a local church of Scientology has a basic 
course which teaches Scientology and Zife and offers certificates 
as Scientology Basic Auditor and Spiritual Counselor. For information 
the reader is referred to John A. Harlan ScientoZo is 
Prospect Ave., Chicago 43, Illinois. g his is earl Harlan's husband.!) 

EXHIBIT 4 - "The Works of L. Ron Hubbard and other material and 
books of Dianetics and Scientology. The Distribution Center, Inc., 
Box 242, Silver Spring, Maryland. 

EXHIBIT 5 - The Taped Lectures of L. Ron Hubbard,***The Distribution 
Center Inc., Silver Spring, Maryland. 

EXHIBIT 6 - Hubbard Communications Office, Book Dept. 258 S. 
Oxford Ave., Los Angeles 4, California, Scientology 
Book List. 

EXHIBIT 7 - "I Shall: 

1. Keep up my membership in the HASI***". 
Mrs. Harlan has identified this as her plans for her participation 
in Scientology and her belief that Scientology should not be communi-
cated as a church organization. The reference to 1.1 is probably 
explained by the chart on exhibit 2 in which 1.l represents Covert 
Hostility. 

EXHIBIT  8 - "8/8/62 reid gjAm_ju thr P-PZ 	• h being an 
ED27212:Mitamjnieter_of the church of Scientology.7 

f

Ms  HarlanVidesaaldyys ss..a  copy at a letterkhe._Tan—r'n .' 
. W. yLd—VI-Lshinaartg. .r  

SaTRIT 9 - "Hubbard Guidance Center, Los Angeles 4, California 
dated 8'9/62 

This letter suggests that/Pearl Harlano4ome to Los Angeles for 
processing. 

EXHIBIT 10 - "Church of Scientology. Your use of letter head 
when not discussing dynamic 8 shows that religion is real to you***." 
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This appears to be/Pearl Harlan's/copy of the letter which he_ sew e Los Angeles office in reply to their letter of 8/9/62) exhibit 9. 

EXHIBIT 11 - This is an envelope in which a form letter and an application blank were received from the Church of Scientology of Los Angeles California. 

EXHIBIT 12 - "Church of Scientology of California, letter of 10 October A.D. 12 addressed to Dear Preclear." 

The curious date could be the 12th year. After Dianetics, the year the book was published. 

EXHIBIT 13 - The Church of Scientology of California****Takes full responsibility of Clearing 	To the State of First Goal Clear by reason of his/her enrollment in the Hubbard Guidance Center." 

Apparently this enrollment form for Processing was sent after the letter covered by the next exhibit. 

xgraly 14 - Church of Scientology of California letter dated /24/62 

gUazniPearl Harlan)is urged to come out to California for processing. "The-typed insertions on this letter were placed there by/Mrs, liarzan_i as comments on this letter. 

EXHIBIT 15 -,_"The Founding Church of Scientology, New York 11, New York letter of 18/10/62) 

This indicateshdzaalssifirst became a minister in 1961 and was an auditor since 1950. He is the assistant pastor of the above church. 

EXHIBIT 16 - The Founding Church of Scientology, New York 11, N.Y. 
letter of/  8/20/62.  

This answers/Pearl Harlan's/question as to the legality of the Founding Church. 

EXHIBIT 17 - The Founding Church of Scientology, Washington 9, 
D.C. letter off5J 

This was a reply toPearl Harlan'/letter of/8 2 62 and the statement "Get out of your bank," she consza-ered most insolent. It apparently 
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is to some sort of aberation in Scientology. 

XHIBIT 18 - Four  a es of a  copy of a letter addressed 
10/18/6 to Pss lrleanore uzzzer, Hubbard Communications Office, 
as zng on, D.C. 

In this letteritgark_UaLlanArotests certain illegal operations 
- under the name of Scientology which she feels is being perverted in to 
a religion. She also protests that psychotics are permitted to 
become auditors, which appears  to be a reference to .the use of 

fRo
,
k 	ustin 	n escaped criminal insane personi as an auditor, who 

'rnas-inflicted777777717T. 

EXHIBIT 19 

This appears to be 

EXHIBIT 20 

- The Founding Church of Scientology, 
Washington, D.C. letter f el..1/1/62,) 

a reply to her letter of 0/18/64 exhibit 18. 

- The Founding Church of.  Scientology letter 
ofd_1/12/62) 

This is in reply to/Pearl Harlan's Inquiry about the scientific 
background of people connected with Scientology and the connection 
between auditors and ministers in the Church of Scientology. 

This bears ,Pearl HarZan'ityped comments thereon. 

EXHIBIT 21 - The Founding Church of Scientology, New York, N.Y. 
letter ote122:2127--  

This letter replies to the card which was sent to three of the 
churches of Scientology in which rearl Harlaiitried to ascertain, 
"When did you start to communicategaie7277775yns a religion?" 

EXHIBIT 22 - POST CARD DAIT/1/24/61from THE CHURCH OF 
SCIENTOLOGY S DIEGO, CALIFORNIA. 

In reply to the same question as above, this indicates that the 
church was founded there in August 1954. This is the same year 
that aarf garranfreported to me that she and her husband began 
to sty Scientology and not as a religion. 

EXHIBIT 23 - CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES 
letter of/25/63;) 

In response to the same question, the answer is: "Scientology has 
always been a religion - we are dealing with the human spirit -
to better the human spirit - isn't that what religion is for?" 
On this letter,173777-577-an ►has again added her.comment, part of 
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which is in Pitman shorthand, a translation of which I am indebted 
to one of the girls in our office:"No, religion is for the worship 
of God. We don't do that in Scientology if you understand God." 

EXHIBIT 24 - THE FOUNDING CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

"Sir I have the regretable duty of submitting to you a sheaf of 
paper containing evidence of a serious attacn on religious freedom**". 

EXHIBIT 25 - STATEMENT BY FOUNDING CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY, 
WASHINGTON D.C. January 25, 1963. 

"The seizure of the property and records of our religious organi-
zation, the Founding Church of Scientology at the instigation of 
the Food & Drug Adminstration**" 

EXHIBIT 26 - "**A STATEMENT BY L. RON HUBBARD FOR THE 
PRESS JANUARY 5, 1963**" 

(a continuation of the above statement in Exhibit 25) 

EXHIBIT 27- "A SECOND STATEMENT BY L. RON HUBBARD 
JANUARY 6, 1963" 

EXHIBIT 28 - "WHAT IS THE FOUNDING CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY?" 

EXHIBIT 29 - "MR. J.F. KENNEDY PRESIDENT OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA***** 

SINCERELY YOURS, REVEREND H. R. ANGELL" 

CONCLUSIONS 

Pearl  	is a Hubbard Certified Auditor, since 1956. She 
erely be zeves in the movement as a science but has been 

combatting all attempt to make it into a religion. She has offered 
her files on Scientology  for our use  in our legal action against the 
meters. Her husband/John A. Marla, is in possession of an E 

meter and manual obtained in 

In undergoing "clearing"  bq an auditor of the Chicago group  of 
Scientology 	followers,l Rustin s e ended up with him as 
unwanted̀- house guest for -, month,' This  man is still  wanted by 
the FBI/ and therfar s anlrenaped 	inmate  of—St, 
Z‘?qbetirflgflirdjdfor2:01-0—"insaneLegW[ashington o  ": and for ,  

theizape_ga:-A-2L-,yeariad....naLaagatqfter  leaving her residence 
After leaving  her residence he made/two attempts to abduct her / 

(daughters/  
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Since these events ?earl Harlgyhas corresponded 
leaders of the Scientology movement in an effort 
the movement into a religion and also to protest 
of the caliber of men as/trot,' Justzn/to represent 
She is correct in that there is very little ment 
their Church. 

vigorously with 
to combat turning 
allowing auditors 
the movement. 
ion of God by 

(I believe she could be a useful witness . or our oafs I am unsure of 
the position of/her husbang/zn tnis regard and  although I understand 
he was 	eatZy shocked to find that 
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Documents A-20 and H-41 are identical. This document is a four page 
memorandum with a two page police report attached, dated 2/12/63, to 
Chicago District, from R.D. Sherman. Subject: Hubbard E Meter 4093 V. 
This memorandum consists of a summary of the inspector's interviews with 
various individuals regarding their experiences with Scientology and 
members of that organization. I  

This document is released with deletions. On page 1, the deleted portions 
in line 1 of paragraph 1, lines 1, 4, 5, 10, 11, and 12 of paragraph 2, 
and the deleted portions of the enclosure references contain names of 
specific individuals. The deleted portion on line 9 contains the address 
of one of the individuals mentioned above. These portions are exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the identity 
of a confidential source. The deleted portion in paragraph 2 on line 1 
and 3 consists of confidential information pertaining to one of the 
confidential sources. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), 
because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. The deleted portions in lines 6, 7, and 8 in paragraph 2, and 
line 1 in paragraph 3 consist of confidential information, including 
medical references, pertaining to the individual in question. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C), because release 
would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

The deleted portions in line 1 in paragraph 1, on page 2, consist of 
specific names of individuals, which if released would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The deleted portions in sentences 2-6 and part of 
7 consist of confidential information pertaining to the individual in 
question. Release of this portion would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. 	This portion is exempt under S U.S.C. 
552(b)(6). Part of the deleted portions in sentence 7 and all deletions 
in sentence 8 consist of the name of a specific individual and confidential 
information pertaining to that person. These portions are exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. Deletions in paragraph 2 consist of names of specific individuals, 
which if released would disclose the identity of confidential sources. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The deleted portions 
in lines 1-4 in paragraph 3 consist of names of specific individuals and 
addresses, which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy and disclose the identity of confidential sources. 



These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). The deletions 

in sentence 8 of paragraph 3 consist of confidential information pertaining 

to the individual in question. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 

552(b)(6)(7)(C), because release would constitute a clearly unwarranted 

invasion of personal privacy. The deleted portions in paragraph 4 

consist of names of four specific individuals and identifying characteristics, 

which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The deleted 

portions in sentences 1-3 in paragraph 5 consist of names of specific 

individuals, which if released would identify a confidential source. 

These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The deletions 

found in sentences 5-9 in paragraph 5 consist of confidential information 

pertaining to two specific individuals. These portions are exempt under 

5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C), because release of these portions would constitute 

a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The deleted portions 

in paragraphs 6 and 7 consist of names of specific individuals, which if 

released would disclose the identity of a confidential source. These 

portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). In paragraph 4, on 

page 3, deletions on lines 3, 6, and part of 4, and lines 1, 2, 4, 6, 

and part of 3, in paragraph 5, consist of names of specific individuals, 

which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The remaining 

deleted portions in paragraph 4, found on lines 4 and 5, consist of 

confidential medical referenced information. This portion is exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6), because release would constitute a clearly 

unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The remaining deleted portions 

found in paragraph 5 on line 3 consist of confidential information. 

This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because release 

would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

The deleted portion on line 1 of paragraph 1, on page 4, consists of the 

name of a specific individual. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 

552(b)(7)(C), because release would constitute a unwarranted invasion of 

personal privacy. The deleted portions found on lines 3, 4, and 6 of 

this paragraph consist of confidential information of a medical nature. 

These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6), because release 

would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

The deleted portion in paragraph 2 consists of the name of a specific 

individual, which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion 

of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 

The deletions found in paragraphs 3, 5, and 6 consist of confidential 

information, including medical references. These portions are exempt 

. under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6), because release would constitute a clearly 

unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. Deletions in paragraph 4, 7, 

and 8 consist of names of specific individuals, release of which would 



disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

The two police reports mentioned earlier are deleted in their entirety, 
because release would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy. Thesse portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C). 



Document A-21. This document is a three page affidavit dated 2/14/63, 
describing the complainant's experiences with Scientology and members of 
that organization. 

This document is released with deletions. On page 1, the deleted material 
above paragraph 1, and the deleted material in sentence 1 of paragraph 1 
consist of the name and address of the complainant. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the 
identity of a confidenital source. Deletions in sentences 3 and 9 
consist of names of two specific individuals, which if released would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). The deleted portion on line 6 
of paragraph 1 consists of the name of a location, which if released 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. This portion is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

Lines 1 and 7 contain names of two specific individuals. Lines 3 and 4 
contain the names of specific individuals and an address. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because release would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The deleted portion on 
line 5 contains the name of a location, which if released would disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

Line 1 and part of line 3 contain names of specific individuals, release 
of which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). The remaining 
deleted portions in this paragraph, as well as the deleted portions in 
paragraph 4, consist of confidential information pertaining to specific 
events disclosed by a confidential source. These portions are exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. The deleted portion under the title of "Firm" 
contains the name of a specific individual, which if released would 
disclose the identity of a confidential source. This portion is exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

On page 2, the deleted portions found at the top of the affidavit and 
at the bottom contains the name of the complainant, which if released 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The deleted portions in lines 3 
and 4, paragraph 1, contain confidential information pertaining to a 
specific individual, which if released would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). The remaining deletions in this paragraph consist 



of names of two specific individuals, which if released would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These portions are exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 

Paragraph 2 is deleted in its entirety because it consists of detailed 
confidential information supplied by a confidential source. This portion 
is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release would con-
stitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. 

In paragraph 4, deletions found on lines 9-12 and portions of line 16 
and 17, found on page 3, consist of confidential information pertaining 
to a specific individual. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(6)(7)(C), because release would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. The remaining portions of this paragraph 
consist of names and specific events, which if released would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

The deleted material on page 3, other than on line 1, contain the name 
and address and specific information pertaining to the complainant. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 



Document A-22 and H-38 are identical. This document is a three page 
memorandum dated 2/15/63 to Director, Chicago District, from R.D. Sherman. 
Subject: 4093 V, Hubbard E Meter. The memorandum consists of the 
inspector's description of his investigation and interview with a member 
of the Church of Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deletions found on page 1 
of this document consist of the name and address of the individual being 
interviewed. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), 
because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

On page 2, the deleted portion at the top of the page and in paragraph 5 
contains the name of the individual being interviewed. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of 
a confidential source. Deletions found in paragraph 1 consist of the 
name of a specific individual and confidential information pertaining to 
that individual and the person interviewed. These portions are exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and would disclose the identity 
of a confidential source. 

Deletions found in paragraph 4 consist of the investigator's opinion 
concerning a specific matter. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(5), because it is a personal opinion stated by the investigator 
in this document. 

Deletions found in paragraph 6, which continues onto page 3, consist of 
names of specific individuals and confidential information pertaining to 
these individuals. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), 
because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. 

The deleted portion at the top of page 3 consists of the name of the 
individual being interviewed, which if released would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



Deletions found in paragraphs 1 and 2 on this page contain naves of 
specific individuals and confidential information pertaining to these 
individuals. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D), 
because release would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy and would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. 



Documents A-23 and H-39 are identical. This document is a four page 
memorandum dated 2/25/63 to Director, Chicago District, from R.D. Sherman. 
Subject: 	4093 V Hubbard E Meter, FDC 48405. This memorandum consists 
of the investigation of a specific individual associated with the Church 
of Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. On page 1, the deletions 
shown in paragraph 1, in lines 1 and 2 of paragraph 2, contain names of 
specific individuals, which if released would disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 
The deleted portions shown in lines 4 and 5 consist of confidential 
information pertaining to the individual in question. This portion is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6), because release would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

The deleted portion in line 1 in paragraph 1 on page 2 contains the 
name of a specific individual; the deleted portions in paragraph 4 on 
page 2 contain names and addresses of specific individuals; and the 
deleted portion in paragraph 2 on page 3 contains the name of a specific 
individual, all of which if released would disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 
Deletions found in sentence 2, 3, and 6 of paragraph 1 on page 2 and the 
deleted portions found in paragraph 5 on page 3 consist of confidential 
information, which if released would constitute an unwarranted) invasion 
of personal privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 

The remaining portion of page 3 and all of page 4 are released. 



Documents A-24 and H-37 are identical. This document is a one page 
memorandum dated 2/25/63 (with three pages of copies of correspondence 
between individuals), to Chicago District, from R.D. Sherman. Subject: 
4093 V, Hubbard E Meter. This memorandum is the inspector's description 
of the attached correspondence. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions of this 
document consist of names and addresses of specific individuals as well 
as confidential information, which if released would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 



Documents A-25 and P-8 are identical. This document is a one page 
memorandum, dated 3/2/66, of a telephone conversation between George W. 
Sooy, Director, Baltimore District and George Brubaker, Division of Case 
Supervision, BRC. This memorandum consists of a discussion concerning a 
purported suicide of a scientologist. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions found in 
this document contain the name of a specific individual, which if released 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. These deletions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



Documents A-26 and A-27 are identical. Document A-26 is a typewritten 
copy of the teletype sent to Seattle District, while A-27 is a copy of 
the teletype itself. Therefore, a copy of document A-27 and comments 
on that document will be made. 

Document A-27 is a copy of a teletype dated 11/10/66, containing five 
pages and one additional page of correction, sent to Seattle District/Groth, 
Food and Drug Officer, from FDA, Baltimore District/M.J. Ryan, Food and 
Drug Officer. This document describes a specific individual's experiences 
and impressions of Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions in page 
1 consist of confidential information, which if released would disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. Deletions found on page 2, 3, 4, 
and the correction sheet consist of detailed confidential information, 
including dates, addresses, and other identifying characteristics, which 
if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D). 

Attached to this document is also a copy of the typewritten copy of the 
teletype, which is the same as document A-26. 



Document A-28. This document is a one page memorandum of a telephone 
conversation, dated 4/6/67, between Mr. J. Kenneth Kinney, Acting 
Supervisory Inspector, Seattle District, and Mr. Ernest L. Brisson, 
Acting Food and Drug Officer, Baltimore District. This memorandum is a 
report of a conversation with a specific individual regarding a telegram 
received. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions in this 
document contain names of specific individuals as well as addresses and 
telephone numbers. Release of these portions would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 



Document A-29. This document is a one page copy of a teletype dated 
3/30/67 to Food and Drug, Baltimore District, Attn: Gordon Thompson, 
Acting Director, from Food and Drug Administration, Seattle District/HWFD. 
This document pertains to arrangements being made for a perspective 
witness. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions of this 
document consist of the name of the perspective individual and other 
confidential information, release of which would constitute an unwar- 
ranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 



Document A-30. This document is a one page memorandum of a telephone 
conversation dated 4/3/67, between Merl J. Ryan, Food and Drug Officer, 
and Gordon G. Thompson, Acting Director, Baltimore District. This 
memorandum deals with specific arrangements being made for a perspective 
witness based on recommendations from General Counsel. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in this 
document consists of confidential information and includes the name of a 
perspective witness. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), 

because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 



Document A-31; undated, is a three-page attorney work product titled 
"Points to be Provided". It consists of instructions as to steps to 
be taken in pending litigation, including names and addresses of pro-
spective witnesses. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5), 
because it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-32; undated, is a four-page proposed testimoney for a proposed 
witness prepared by an attorney. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5), 
because it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-33; undated, is a two-page proposed testimony for a proposed 
witness prepared by an attorney with a copy of a one-page letter of 
complaint. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. (b) (5), because 
it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-35; undated, is a one-page proposed testimony for a proposed 
witness prepared by an attorney. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5), 
because it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-36; undated, is a one-page proposed testimony for a proposed 
witness prepared by an attorney. 

The document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5), 
because it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-40; undated, is a one-page specifically proposed testimony 
for a proposed witness prepared by an attorney. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5), 
because it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-41; undated, is a three-page specifically proposed testimony 
for a proposed witness prepared by an attorney. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5), 
because it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-44; undated, is a one-page proposed testimony for a proposed 
witness prepared by an attorney. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. (b) (5), because 
it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-45; undated, is a two-page proposed testimony for a proposed 
witness prepared by an attorney. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5), 
because it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-48; undated, is a thirteen-page proposed testimony for a pro-
posed witness prepared by an attorney. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5), 
because it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-49; undated, is a two-page proposed testimony for a proposed 
witness prepared by an attorney. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5), 
because it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-50; undated, is a two-page proposed testimony for a proposed 
witness prepared by an attorney. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5), 
because it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-51; undated, is a one-page proposed testimony for a proposed 
witness prepared by an attorney. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5), 
because it constitutes attorney work product. 

S 



Document A-52; undated, is a one-page proposed testimony for a proposed 
witness prepared by an attorney. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5), 
because it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-53; undated, is a one-page proposed testimony for a proposed 
witness prepared by an attorney. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5), 
because it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-54; undated, is a one-page proposed testimony for a proposed 
witness prepared by an attorney. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5), 
because it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-56; undated, is a two-page proposed testimony for a proposed 
witness prepared by an attorney. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5), 
because it constitutes attorney work product. 

a 



Document A-57; undated, is a two-page proposed testimony for a proposed 
witness prepared by an attorney. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5), 
because it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-58; undated, is a sixteen-page proposed testimony for a proposed 
witness prepared by an attorney. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5), 
because it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-59; undated, is a fifteen-page proposed testimony for a pro-
posed witness prepared by an attorney. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5), 
because' it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-60. This document is a two page memorandum dated 3/22/67, 

prepared by an attorney, listing perspective witnesses for pending 

litigation. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions consist 
of names, addresses, and telephone numbers of potential witnesses not 
previously identified. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(5), 

because it constitutes an attorney's work product. It also is exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because disclosure would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 



Document  A-61;  is a three-page memorandum dated 11/4/71 addressed to 
the Office of General Counsel from the Director, Office of Compliance. 
This document consists of recommendations and discussion of options 
pertaining to the E-Meters. 

The document is exempt from disclosure in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 
552 (b) (5), because (1) it consists of recommendations and options, and 
(2) it constitutes attorney work product. 



Document A-62. This document is a three page memorandum dated 2/13/63, 

to Director, Detroit District, from Inspector Carl Larrick and Joseph H. 

Cox. Subject: 4093V Hubbard E Meter, FDC 48405. This memorandum 

consists of a summary of an investigative report on members of the 

Church of Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions in 

paragraph 2 and line 9 of paragraph 3 on page 1 consist of names of two 

specific individuals, release of which would disclose the identity of a 

confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

The deleted portions in lines 10-13 in paragraph 3 contain confidential 

information, including medical references on a specific individual. 

This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C), because release 

would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

The deleted portion in line 1 on page 2 consists of the name of a specific 

individual, which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential 

source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The deleted 

portion in paragraph 4 consists of the name and address of a specific 

individual, while the deleted portions in paragraph 8 contain the name 

and confidential information on a specific individual, both of which are 

exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because release would constitute an 

unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

The deleted portions on page 3 contain the name and location of a specific 

organization, which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential 

source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



Documents A-63, D-1, and E-35 are identical. This is a four page State 

Attorney General's Office inter-office communication dated 3/7/69. It 

consists of summaries of investigative interviews with individuals 

regarding Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portion from the 

title "From" and below the title "Subject" contain the name and location 

of the individual preparing this memorandum. These portions are exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the identity 

of a confidential source. The deleted portions in paragraphs 1, 2, and 

3 consist of names of four individuals and confidential identifying 

information on each, release of which would constitute an unwarranted 

invasion of personal privacy and would also identify the author of this 

memorandum, who is a confidential source. These portions are exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 
0 

On page 2, the deleted portion in paragraph 5 consists of the name of a 

specific individual, which if released would constitute an unwarranted 

invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 

552(b)(7)(C). The deleted portions in paragraphs 8 and 9 consist of the 

name of a specific individual as well as the address and other confi-

dential information pertaining to this individual. These portions are 

exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because release would constitute an 

unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

The deleted portions in lines 3-7 in paragraph 1 on page 3 consist of 

confidential information including medical references pertaining to a 

specific individual, which if released would constitute a clearly unwar-

ranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 

U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C). The remaining deleted portions in this paragraph 

consist of confidential information pertaining to a specific individual, 

which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 

privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 

The deleted portions in paragraph 2 on page 3, and on page 4, consist of 

names of four specific individuals as well as addresses and identifying 

characteristics of these individuals, which if released would constitute 

an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and would disclose the 

identity of the author of this document, who is a confidential source. 

These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 



Documents A-64, D-2, and E-36 are identical. This document is a five 

page State Attorney General's Office inter-office communication dated 

5/13/69. It consists of a summary of investigative observations of a 

Scientology center. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions in this 

document consist of the author of the memorandum as well as names, 

dates, and locations of various individuals associated with Scientology 

by the author of this memorandum. The deleted materials also contain 

confidential specific information supplied by these individuals inter-

viewed. All of these portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(D), because 

release of any portion would immediately identify a confidential source. 



Documents A-65, D-3 and E-37 are identical. This document is a three 
page State Attorney General's Office inter-office communication dated 
6/4/69. This memorandum is a description of the author's investigation 
and interview with a specific individual concerning Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The following deleted portions 
in this document are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source: 

1. the deleted portion from the title "From" on page 1, because it 
contains the name of the author of the memorandum. 

2. the deleted portions in paragraph 1 on this page because, it contains 
the name and addresses as well as confidential information pertaining to 
the individual being interviewed. 

3. the deleted portions in paragraphs 2 and 3 on this page because they 
contain the name of the individual being interviewed. 

4. the deleted portion found on page 2 in paragraph 1, subparagraph 2, 
6, and line 1 in subparagraph 7, and line 1 in subparagraph 11 on page 
3, and line 1 in the last paragraph on page 3, because these contain the 
name of the individual being interviewed. 

The deleted portions in lines 2-6 in subparagraph 7 on page 2 consist of 
confidential information, including medical references submitted by the 
individual being interviewed, which if released would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity 
of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D). 

The deleted portions in subparagraph 8 on page 3 contain the name of a 
specific individual and confidential information relating to that person, 
which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. 

The deleted portions in lines 2 and 3 in subparagraph 11, and line .3 in 
the last paragraph on page 3 consist of names of specific individuals 
named by the person being interviewed. Disclosure of these portions 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 



Documents A-66, D-4, and E-38 are identical. This document is a six 

page letter dated 1/19/69, addressed to a private individual from a 

complainant, regarding that person's experience with Scientology. This 

document was in the files of a State Attorney General's Office. 

This document is released with deletions. The name and address of the 

addressee are deleted because release would constitute an unwarranted 

invasion of personal privady. The deleted portions in paragraph 1 and 3 

consist of confidential information, which if released would constitute 

an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. Both these portions and 

that of the name of the addressee are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 

The deleted portion in paragraph 4 consists of a name of a specific 

individual, which if released would constitute a unwarranted invasion 

of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source, 

the complainant. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

The deleted portion in paragraph 5 consists of confidential information 

pertaining to the name of the complainant's husband's firm, release of 

which would immediately identify the confidential source. This portion 

is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The deleted portions in paragraphs 

1 and 2 on page 2 of this letter consist of confidential information, 

which if released would immediately identify a confidential source. 

These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The deleted 

portion of the last paragraph on page 2 consists of confidential medical 

information, which if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted 

invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 

552(b)(6). The deleted portion on page 3 consists of confidential 

information, which if released, would constitute an unwarranted invasion 

of personal privacy and would disclose the identity of a confidential 

source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

The deleted portions on page 4 consist of names and confidential information, 

which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 

privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). The 

deleted portion on page 5 consists of the name of the complainant, which 

if released would disclose the identity of a confidential source. This 

portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

Page 6 of this document consists of the envelope in which the letter was 

delivered. The name and address of the addressee and complainant, as 

well as the postmark, have been deleted, because release of any portion 

would disclose the identity of a confidential source. This portion is 

exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



My report of 2/4/63 indicates-  that 
experience with Roy Justin. • 

2717-63 I interviewed 
Justin. He introduced the 
447464 
of Roy Justin 

Columbia indidated.that Roy Justin 
This is the address of 

15PSIMilrICIOWleinquiring 
heard from them., Naturally 
ment of Justice. 

• v-th4-1P 

a. very unfortunate - 

t‘ 
acraVE.-  Itat 

.re 
ntettper tasvffleazatt,4:0.t...••;,40 	$ ..-Mr--T•rootiorw.  

Therefore, on 
with reference to Roy 

hdwed - me 

might be staying at 
she told me that she wrote 
the status of Roy Justin and 

eferrbd-the matter to the Depart- 
never 

A letter from the U. 5; Marshal for the District 

William G. r:~1rt 
Chief Insbector. 
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DATE: 2/12/63 )1\ 

- " - 
L. Ron Hubbard 
Distribution Center, etc. 
Washington, D. C. 

born Burstein (or Bernstein) 

TO 	: Chicago District 

FROM : R. D. Sherman 

/ 

SUBJECT: Hubbard E Meter ; 
4-093 V ! 

/Roy Justin, 

DRM/C 1/25/63 requested an interview withigegit..60 

• as per DRM/Districts 1/24/63 re: L. Ron Hubbard and hisyarious operating 

names. 	 • 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEENT, 
Attention: Mr. Will Swain 

We are submitting a part of Roy Justin's 
will be submitted when obtained. . 

RWC:WGK:rc 
Enc. cc this memo 

and 
cc: Walt w/same enclosures as to DPI( 
Ad/file 

February 15, 1963 

The remainder 



RDS 	2/12/63 
4-093 V 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Kiashington, D.C. 

Rou Justin, born ::Burstein (or Bernstein) 	• 
before attempting the arrest contacted the 4agazaw 

learned he was wanted by them in connection with 0== 

1 ndicated that he interviewed 400;:1440.T4'40.emextql,0,0WMAP-0141,AAintam14. 
	 re Justin's attempt to take anamemmtp 
Justin Las thwarted by the 

handled the affair, which took place in 

(This was one of the addresses that 
Justin went to after being compelled to leave 

For this reason 
went t 
gone from the:re for some'tme: 

faiStOstated that qO police detective 
mafMatito- .found papers where Justin had been living on 

indicating he had gone to atiti ttetto 

took two other deputies with him when he 
residence and learned that Justin had been 

police reported Justin Las there until 
of 1962 and then disappeared. Justin is 

. 	•-•::!Siagatilirtjal;',1L 
..4.r.'xiAcs,..t ---tti.-:45:&.:•,*4-  way 

November 

-2- 

From some source l'efeck•-45SZtriti. learned 
14, 1961 at 
, rr: 4M;4,?..n complaint ri-F2218. he 
consisting of panhandling in that  
a woman and asked for money. 	 

	  Justin skipped bond, h4sa,repiname. is Roy 
Burstein and his father istaifflaSI:IMISail 

After .dictating my report on 	 I called 
w.447, 

Police Headquarters. There I obtained copy of 	 -olice Depart- 
ment Daily Bulletin for 1 1/ 13/62. This describe's ko 	ustin's latest crime and desc'ibes him as 27 years old, white male, 6'1" tall, 
weioht 195 lbs. medium build, blond hair, and a blond Van Dyke beard 
at that time. His occupation is listed as self employed artist and at that time he was staying with an artist. 

that Justin was arrested on August 
shortly after leaving the Astosena 

wasbooked for disorderly conduct 
hewent into a store operated by 

From the 
was arrested by 

arrest record, file 8258748 I learned a Roy Justin 
on 2/25/62 on a traffic warrant case in 



EDS 	2/12/63 	 L. Ron Hubbard 
4-093 V 	 Thshington, D.C. 

Raz: Justin, born Burstein (or Bernstein)  

the 7100 to 7300 block of Jeffrey Blvd. This man was described as 
26 Years old, 190 lbs., 6'0" height, white, brown eyes and (I thought 
black hair with light complexion. He was born on 5/25/35 in 
Pennsylvania and gave his residence as 3100 Liverpool Rd., Gary, Ind. 
Justin stated that he was the manager of some business at 1126 M. 
State St. Except for the black hair the rest of the description 
seemed to fit Roy Justin with whom we are concerned. It was dark 
when this arrest took place as near as I could interpret the ticket. 

There was another file for a Roy Justine of 1260 N. Astor St., 
Chicago,: Illinois in connection with assault on S/26/61. File 
'/RD249494. Further follow up in this case disclosed it was a Roy 
Justin who complained as a victim of a strong arm.  robbery and assault. 
Interviewed by police at Passavant gemorial HospitaZ,IChicaao, Ill. 
he gave his residence as Dearborn 7-8245 and business phone as 
Ta 9-6212. He listed his occupation as a salesman. Justin was 
lacerated on the left side of the mouth and reported a loss of his 
wallet with :;,580, a Pennsylvania Driver's licence, and registration 
certificate for his 1958 Volkswagon. He stated that he would be 
unable to recognize the lone assaillant because he was grabbed from 
behind. • 

A police comment on this first report indicated that this was typical 
of a number of strong arm robberies in which the victim was intoxica-
ted and unable to furnish much information about the robbery. A few 
days later Justin was interviewed again and changed his story. It 
was an Indiana licence on the car and the amount of money lost was 
slightly larger. ;Thether he• indicated more men or not were involved 
is not clear but at a subsequent showup he tentatively identified 
three men who were subsequently convicted of a series of strong arm 
robberies. 

INTZETIEK; WITH FBI  
The safne date I interviewed agent John E. Whalen of the FBI at their 
office, 536 S. Clark St., Chicago, Ill. I told him there seemed 
so,ie possibility-  that 	 according to the story o 

had prevzous khoii edge that Roy Justin was 
iThalen referred we to the noen‘,s who 

had interviewed 
James R. Rwwioh 
Nelson rr Jennett 

Zr. Rump stated that they had already interviewe 	 as 
well ae 	in their efforts to - locate Ray' us n wr was 

He ointed put that the 	 ave 
the--: a better impression than did 	 in that theY calmly 
discussed the matter of Roy Justin. I agreed that this was ouite 
possible and pointed out that the 	 had been making money by 
"auditing" people who ore paying a very hioh price for the•privilege. 



i,J0 

4-093 V 
L. Ron. Hubbard 
;gshinoton, D.C. 

Rov Justin, born Burstein (or Bernstein)  

story was that they had known Justin's father, Burstein 
as being active in Scientology some years ago. Ro Justin had told 
them that he had been 

and, of course, was free to leave whenever he chose. 
Apparen ly their store to the FBI. is that they did not know the 
reason 

2/12/63 
-4- 

Justin was last understood to be headed for Spokane or the Facific 
. Northwest to get in touch with someone inter -seed in Scientology 
there. I told him there was a man named 	ctive sometime ago 
in Spokane, 

FBI DOSSIER ON ROY- JUSTIN 
1953 Roy Burstein 

   Zater he was granted a 
full unconditional pardon. 

9/15/56 	 police files show a Rot 9vrstien  gas 
arrest 	or carryzno gangerous weapons. His car contained a veri-
table arsenal. 

3/2/58 Roy  Justin was arrested .for , 	  

 

11/2/59 Justin was given convalescent leave or a promise 
on 11/29759. He never did so. Previously he ugs treats:: 

o retLy.rn 

  

   

 
   

 

  

   

 
   

 

  

   

 
   

 

  

   

 
   

 

  

   

 
   

 

7/11/61 Roy Justin was arrested at Renollievada .for violation n' 
Green .giver Ordinance for soliciting.without a cit7z, 
AgghECItold the FBI agents that Justin took a vacation and 
hest before she finally got him out of her house. 	

.1. out 

time permits from other rush assignments I propose to fall 	up 
on so-re of the addresses and telephone numbers listed 

racord of Justin. Enclosino photo copies of 	 olice 
Bulletin. 

- 	
4_6-4-17v1,44.‹ 

R. D. Sherman 
Inspector 

encl:cys Chao. Police 
Oai2v Bulletin 

-\\ 



 	 I do not professional audit other people. 

Or I 

	
Sample Sc. 	

P A)  	

Se fore me, 	Palat? D. Sher!an 	, an employee of the Dpe....rtment of Ilea•.th, 

e-r.0 Wel fare, Food and brut Administration, designated by the Secretary, under ac :hors ty 
o: Ine Act of January 31, 1025, 43 Statutes at Large 803 (5 U.S.C. 521); Reorgenization.Plan No. IV, 
Secs. 12-1E, effective Jur.e 30, 1940; and Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1953, Secs. 1-9. effective 
,2r1t...5..1.,...1953.  to administer or..teus....naths.  arm rations, and affidavits, personally appeared 
1 	  the county and State aforesaid, who, being 
first duly sworn, deposes and says: 	 ............... ......................... 	 ........ 	. 

I am a housewife living ati 	  
, 
and "y . husband first'became interested in Scientology about 1D54.  	

ogIUMMOOMMOINOIrand met in a small crout izt paid .,;800 jointly t 
ho'e to study Scientology. sothof us received the dearce 

rubbard'Certified Auditor. Mine is dated 12/12/56. After that :::e  
!ct 	with other people interested in Scientology._ here z 	 it  	

	

in,2 such meeting it was proposed that we form a church. wince 	.. 	

	

tology is a qcience as I know it and not• a religion, I asked why. 	...... 	

	

..... 	
an Auditor, replied that it items to keep policeme? 	..... = ...... _ 

Jam meddlina . in our business.. 
was said to have conducted religious services but T: 

attended only ore; this was  a ceremony in which he married a airl 	=7-= 

-Larzed 

.... 

We attended regular Friday nighr 
meetings at an address on the near/north side o, 	 these are 

bzi written invitation only to the business meetings.,  There we met 
who would'have to be an Auditor, since business meetings 

(ire 21ml 	to Audi ors 
;e paid )10 	 to decide how Zong it woul:1 

take to audit me to 	Clear; it was estimated 2 months'at 4 

e 	Pal 	 to Clear me  and  	

Although my husband and I were shocked at this display of 
financial instability, since we had spent the money, it was decided 

Firm_ 	 
• r 	 

Per 	  Title 	  

Subscribed and sworn to before me at 	  

,this 	  day or 

FD-1A33 (Fov. Fo.A. 1958) 

• • • •• 	.:...git‘VLI 7-n r ..., ."•‘:ira:-..c..:Ciew  

i9 • 

• A ; 
amplojee of :be 2.1pertment of Health, Educ_ttion. and 
Wel rare den: E.-..ated under Act of January 31, 1925. 
ReorgeJlication Plan IV effective June 20, 11;40; and 	• 	 
Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1953, effective 
).oril 11. 1953. 



  

AFFIDAVIT 

    

      

      

       

• Sage 2 

     

     

 

Sample No. 	  

   

    

       

       

       

or 	Illfnnis'  

     

      

      

  

Cook 

     

       

       

        

        

Fe fore me. 	Roland D. .Dnern,an 	, an employee of the Depart:sent of *,....al th. 
: ..... 	... . , and Welfare, Food and Drug Administration. des'. hated by the Secretary, under auti.orl Cy 
o: tr.< Act of January 31, 1925, 43 Statutes at Large 603 (5 U.S.C. 521); Reorzani nation Plan No. IV. 
Sacs. 1:-15, e f f eon ve June 30, 1940; and Reorganization Plan Ho. 1 of 1953, Sees. 1-9. effective 
• 

 
rll 11. 1653. to administer or tae oaths, of 	atlons, and affidavits, personally appeared 

n the county and State aforesaid, who, being 
.:Irst aul-y sworn, 	e poses and says: • 	'' 	' 

ni 

	

o Zet tiga5t-  proceed with his Audit of me. It was soon apparent he  	

	

1:ins not fol .wing the auditing rules as we knew then, and I protested  	
to my husband  that 	  
	 I proteszed 

	told me that suci, was the way Procgssors treated.people 
   and 7-4 	:old ? c ,cyself who were unbalanced. 	phoned: 	'' 

.me he did not think I was crazy, did I wish to proceed with th.? 
!Audit? Reluctantly I agreed to proceed. On at least one occasion 
;when I did not —wish z to proceed with the AudtAIMPONNOOPgrobed 

.  

cie by the arm and forcibly dragged me into the office used cs an 
'audit room. I evenccalled the police but was frustatcdbi, 
,carrying me out of the front room before arrival of tw, oiLfrcers. ............ .... 

• ........................................ 

	

my home but went to a 	  

	

and tried 
to  	

 
but 	when the girls denied he was ........ 	............... 	..... _ he .2.s sent 

V or,:n the road_and the authorities phoned me: AOrn,It S.epter,::,:r or 

	

r :961(     and 
'tried to . 	 office phoned 
L'olice and 	 as unsuccessful. 	I discussed these til:o 
Hncidents with 	 she agreed I should swear out a !;-:.rra-,,  

	

Hzt  not tell the police 	

	

    She also kra7; i. .4;ls 
	  So, -I wrote a letter to 	 •  

	but never heard ,from them, Right a'ter C'ristmai.  .....  
khree deputy U% S. marshals came to my home looking for 	 el to 

..,.. 	. 

I`. ,2;arrantjrn.t he had gone to live with , 	eqr 
7.-4 a;:,  

	

   Later two '.3.I. agents called on ;fle 
' 	• 

Firm 	 

Per 	 

r.scri nod and sworn to before me at 	  

tr.: s 	  day of 

 

	 16 	. 	 ;(21 .r..) 	/2  

 

of the Department of 	Education. and 
Bel fare des! mated under Act of January 31, 1925, 
Rec,r;;;anir.ation Plan IV effective June 30, 1040; and 
Recr;ani zatl or. Plan No. 1 of 1953, et fecti we 
April 11, 1053. 

.C.-L:.5 3a (Rev. Feb. 1958) 

-P:71 

'91-fr 

:nquiring about 	  I learned from one of these nen 



AFFIDAVIT 

?ago 3 Sample Nc. 	  

Sze - e of 	r 7  2 	 

County o: 
	Gook 

3e tore me, 	n inn 	P. S7iermgr 	an employee of the Departr.ent 'of ii.ealth, 

end '....:are, Food and Drug Administration, de sl;nated Cy the Secretary, under a‘.thority 

c' the Act of January 31. 1925, 43 Statutes at Large 603 (5 U.S.C. 621); Reor;ar, I zation Plan No. IV, 

Secs. 12- 15, e ft ective June 30, 1940; end Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1953, Secs. 1-9, effective 

,A,Arl I II. 1953,  to administer .or take oaths, e.ffiie ations, and at fidavits, personally appeared 

	
tr1 the county and State aforesaid, who, being 

rst duly sworn, deposes and says: 

	 at the above address since leaving my
 

i
nome. 

The 7th and 8th portion of Scientolog
y deal with man's 

• 

survival as a spirit but 	is the only reference as to 

am interested in Scientology as a 
Science and have been opposing 

passinc it off as a religion. Therefo
re I wrote cards_  to three of 

!their Churches asking when it .first 
becqme a Church. 	 

nave protested to the National'''' headc
uarters at T7ashing:on, 

!D.C. this perversion qf Scientology 
as a religion. As a member of.  

Yrubbard Association of Scientolocists
, International, I receive the 

:periodical, Ability. On January 30 
and 31,1963 Inspector 

FL D. Sherman interviewed me and I permitted him 'to borro
w some of 

Hy Ability magazines and other corresp
ondence, which I inir.ialed 

1/2 nd dated.  He gave me a receipt for ma
terial borrowed,. 	 . 	. 

Firm 	  

Per 	  Title 	  

	

5..hscrlDed and sworn to before me a t 	

, ='e hr r 
chi s 
	 day of 

FT.)-/.63a (Rev. Feb. 1958) 

1913. 	 • • • 	• 

. 	• 	.• 	_ 	. 	• ••1 /4.-._ 

Employee o toe Department of Era-1th, EC_IratiOn, and  	

Wel tare des: znated under Act of January 31, 1925, 

Rear..;ar. 1 ration Plan IV effective June ZO, 1940; and 	 

Reorjaal ....scion Plan No. 1. of 1051 effective 

April 11, 1053. 



, 
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Fabruary 1.5, 1953 • 

R. D. Sherman 	 \V 

4-093 
Hubbard 2-'2ieter 

Lafayette on Rubbard 
Founjing Church of Scientology 
• Distribution.  Center • 

,;Sanington 9, D. C.;  

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

Refer to continuing assignment DSM/Diztricts 1/24/63 vith re.gard to the 
dbove firm and subject. An investigation ...ma made of 	

 

which was the subject of my memo of 2/4/63. During a telephane.caii 
between Chicago. District and Will Swain-of D'-X, a request was made-to 
obtain an aifiaavitOzrom. 	 ..indz1:,,o to obtain - additional copies :-.. ...... 	 
o: Ability to %.ie seutto Washington' zor revisor.. , 	-. ' . 	i 	- .. 

. 	: . 	.  
On 2/13h3 I again interviewed___ 	 %furnished me -• 
additional correspondence which- she bad not previously shown me and in- H  . 
izialad znd dated these...Tbese letters Ildentilied as Exhibits 1-7 for- -: 
2/12/53. At this time ahe also furnished me a =umber of .books on :Inlet,- . 
toto,7 zhich I ijentiiied as Exhibits A through G. Oneof'them consists.., . 
zi" two pages from a magazine.-- During this visitJ.:re:4'44d to herAZILITY,-7 -j-. 
..,ssues number 140,- 141,• 144 and 145. /n...sziettion -to;.Se Sonics, sae fur-:._-% 
zished me additional issues of.ABIkrit:foro%Urcreview..- :%:: 	• ' 	. . .. ,.. 

fi 	 • , 	%- •%•• 
..... 	,-- 	 . 

. 	 . 

     

3-963 DITIBIDN CF ..720.1LA:UKI 11411.4.GIMET72: 	 •-_2e-Itxuary 15 
.Attenticn: gr-tImOis 	 , 	- 

're are salimitt_hg -14e4 i.tirs-*A1 4-wrh4bits receivd 
the affidavit you.reviested L.-Lusher: 

  

G Lipp  

issteds-..cr 

 

.1X:WGKrrc 
cc this memo. 	  affidavit, 

Ex. cor=dence 	 
Ex. 1-7, 2/13163 

lty, 2/14/63  
cc: Lalt v/cy 	 n'f4davit„ 	G, 

correccedence-sita - Zr. 1-29, 2121163 
1-7, 271.7g3 - • 

211:./63 

 

    

    

     



. SJ_): 4-093 -7 
Thibbard Be 

_n _ 

, 	• •f" 
Ilubbard 

liashington 9, D. C. 

1 returned again on-2/14/p and returned to her photostats of her 
cerrespondence ihic ltackad up during my first visit. She aee-eed that 
it would be better.efor:_ue to retain the originals until after the :Leshing- 
ton trial so that ift 	 or anyone else tried to obtain then, - they. 
would be unable to do so. Cn 2/13/63 I told her I hid interviewed 	
	mince my first visit and had 	  

   I obtained her affidavit re her dealings with.3cientoloecin 
form on 2/14153. 

7aenI returned on the 14th I save her an itemized receipt for the books 
..rich I had borrowed on the 12th. At this time she furnished ma with more.  
espies of coreeeoundence and she initialed and dated these. These-.are 
lebibies 1 throush 7 for rebruary 14. Ca the 14th she save me one more 
book, :ehibit ti; she told me that Hubbard issued ialtructioes on what to 
say eisea any of his auditors were caught by hospital authorities during.-
their contact with patieuts. This book is dated 1955 and is one of the 
first attempts to associate Scientology with religion. On pages 5 and e -
they recognize the naceesity of medical doctors but claim that they ars un- 
able to treat psychosomatic medicine. On pacess 6 and 7 are instructions on 
.10Y.4 to conduct th,=msalves if they should be arrested.. 

It should be noted that in some-of the issues which have been returned to 
her inasmuch as DRM apparently had these issues there was.sone very interest-
ing material. In lases 142 on pages l2 and. 14 under the title U11T, • - . 
:eating Promotion by Le Rem nubbard, he describes how they practice healing, 
and suggested methods of evading the Lays with regards to engaging•in 
bailing practices. 

Issue 144 on page 6 describes a.nualer of crises and that the U. S. cr 4 s's 
',73.5 caused  by  the irate parents of a student urging 7DA to seize all 
:Stews. 	  

?ax ?nee 16 speaks of treating patients'. 9 page 13 it points that the only 
legal compliance with California laws governing psychology are threuen 
'minieters of the Church of Scientology'. I also note that tan percent 
of gross income from auditing is supposed to be sent to the central agency. - 

_ 
1.nrieg.my  visit tc 	 on February 13, she clarified several 
points on -which I had been in ''' ebubt from listening to her rather involved - 
atory of her troubles. 

	

/The correct spelling Lai 	
	  1.27 nuseand,   177/3 wata 	  

of 1261 beiere ellen ha 	nr. on 	trip cut west during the ..:]!=^.9' etnany 



Sin: 4-093 V .. 
Lubbardeter 

•-•LL 	/75"V". •-• 

sot him out of her home.. She knewh 

  	The discussion with__ ..... 	during •.. 

L. Zan Hubbard 
::ashington 9, D. C. 

aaica she Darned: that 	

 

 

 
 

t2laphone. 	  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Tjirh the reference to the attempt of 	 ______ ..... _ 	 
	  she corrected_my earlier impression and stated- .. 
*-1-tt the 	 called the police but 	was gonelbefore they ar-.: 

'ciT'Y 	rived.- The ponce than sot in touch with her  and 	 as to whether 
they wished to swear- out a:warrant against   . This oorresonds.  to _ 
the Deputy Aarshalls storyof.- this same oc•-urrente from his investigation- 
of it.  

R. u. Sherman 
RDS:cs 

Eats. Affidavit 
• tshibits G, 1-7(2/13/53), 1-7 (2/14/63) 



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
5010-104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: Director, Chicago District DATE: February 25, 1963 

FROM : R. D. Sherman 	 L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center, Etc. 
Washington D. C. 

Roy Justin (Burstein) 

DRM/Districts 1/24/63 re:. above firms requested the backgrounds 
of the men behind the Scientology movement. My report of 2/12/63 covers 
‘Roy Justiril whose real name is Burstein. I pointed_out_that some addi-
tional information would be forthcoming: Since 

never asked to see any identification card s o 	 y Justin 
an accredited representative of Scientology, it becomes important to 

show that this is the case. 

Enclosed dwith my report of 2/12/63 was a copy of the 
police department arrest slip and officers report on Roy 

3/14/61. Because/Justin' was arrested for a misdemeanor, no 
fin_gerprints dare made and it was not discovered he was an escapee from 

No identification cards 
were recordea w c would indicate he was a minister of 

the Church of Scientology. 

Since I recalled some mention that either Roy Justin or somemdwith 
him had been carrying a minister's card I again contacted the FBI and 

NI 	 Special Agent Rumph told me their files indicated Justin had set up a 
church in, San Antonio, Texas during 1956. The FBI office was again visited 
on 2/15/63 and I was permitted to read a portion of their files. Mr. Rumph 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT: 	 February 25, 1963 

Attention: Mr. Will Swain 

This report provides additional informatithn on the activities of 
Roy Justin. The investigation reveals that Justin operated a Church of 
Scientology at San Antonio, Texas in 1956. 

JB/WGIC:mh 

Encl: cc this memo 
cc: 	Batt 

,--12 ' 
William G. upp 
Chief Inspector 

f
k
ill 5  

SUBJECT' 4-093 V  
--Hubbneter 

FDC 48405 



MEMORANDUM 	2/25/63 RDS 
	

4-093 V Hubbard E Meter 
Roy Justin (Burstein) 

also furnished other information. All of this FBI information is classi-
fied as CONFIDENTIAL. 

Refer to 
which showed Ro 	 or questioning regarding the 

The last name of the mothe 	f this child is 
that Justin met in a near gorthsid bar and took 

his apartment where she remained with her chifrior several days until 
She reported that Justin was carrying some kind 

or a car• which identified him as a minister. 

FBI report for San Antonio, Texas, dated 9/20/56 covers: 

Roy R. Burstein - aka Roy Justin Burton, Reverend Roy R. Justin, 
Justino dslos Reyes, Justino Reyes, address 1723 W. Kings Highway, 
San Antonio, Texas. 

About 6/9/56, Justin came to the FBI office bringing a letter post-
marked San Antonio 6/8/56. This letter stated that the writer was giving 
Justin and his fanatic friends three days to move off the block and if he 
was still there by Sunday his house would be blown up. Justin claimed he 
was a counseling Scientologist and was operating a church at that address. 

manager of 
stated that in 195 

ented the building to a person named Ronald Arnold. 
La e 	man CATIe is o represented himself as Reverend Roy Justin and who 
presented a hundred dollar rental fee. It was represented that they would 
use the building for several months before they were permitted to rent it; 
later -Wt.!.  had difficulty collecting the second month's rent. 

During the investigation of the bombing threat Arnold told FBI 
agents on 6/19/56 that he was the Reverend Ronald Henri Arnold and was 
executive administrator of the San Antonio church (of Scientology). 
Arnold was interviewed by the FBI in 1962 at(8601 - 17th N. E., Seattle, 
Washington. Through - Arnold'or any other SciegEolagy'acquaintance, the 
FBI is still trying to locate Justin. Arnold stated that he and Roy Justin 
graduated together from the Phoenix, Arizona school of Scientology. 

On 6/29/56 Justin phoned the FBI that he was moving his activity 
to 622 Avenue E, Sari Antonio, Texas. Other members of the church of 
Scientology were interviewed in an effort to learn who could have sent 
the threatening letter and a man who quarreled with Justin was also 
interviewed. The charges and counter charges in this latter case were 
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filed with'the San Antonio police. This individual admitted stealing a 
rifle from Justin:to prevent Justin harming him. It was suspected that 

'Justin might-EaTie written the threatening letter himself in order to 
publicize his church and the Scientology movement. 

I mentioned to Mr. Rumph that 	 told me that Roy Justin 
once made derogatory remarks about a Meiribrial Da ceremony and claimed 
he Was a conscientious objector. We became curious about Justin's draft 
status. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Roy Justin Burstein is registered with local draft board 136 or 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. His selective service number is 36-136-35-133. 

Somewhere there is : reported to be a letter dated 3/14 /5 7 on the 
letterhead of the Church of Scientology, 1812-19th St. N. W., Washington, 
D. C. to the effect that as of 11/18/55 Roy Justin (Burstein) had been 
duly selected and ordained by the church council as a minister of the 
Church, signed by William H. Young, chairman of the council; also signed 
Elaine M. Nichols, secretary of the council. 

The FBI believe Roy Justin's leather is 
at present he makes his living from 'managing an apartment building which 
he owns. 

On 2/13/63, I interviewed Roman J.PMzurek at 855 N. Dearborn 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. He is the oWffer of the building at this address 
which was advertised at one time as a Dianetics Institute of Chicago. 
Mazurek and his wife still teach Dianetics and Scientology. Mazurek 
showed me a card which indicates he is a minister of the Founding Church 
of Scientology at Washington, D. C. 

Mazurek was asked if he knew Roy Justin and told me that several 
years ago Justin callerlon him and talked for a few hours. He left the 
room to see if his wife knew anything more about; Justin and returned with 
a card bearing the following information: 

Link Bernstein, lawyer, 1436 Land Title Building, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 6/60. Auditor. Washington training. 

Mazurek 'stated that this man was Justin's father. (First name is 
Lincoln according to FBI.) 
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Mazurekis a lawyer who retired from practice about 10 years ago. 
He told:me that he and his wife were on the verge of divorce when they 
heard about Hubbard's book on Dianetics. His wife obtained the book and 
they read it and began to study Scientology. They became reconciled and 
began teaching Scientology. Their certificates on display show the 
Phoenix, Arizona Hubbard Association of Scientology. 

On 2/13/63, I called at 1126 ITT. Rush Street which is also ,the 
same as .1126 N. State Street. When Justin was arrested by Chicago police 
on a traffic charge, he indicated that he was manager of the above State 
Street address. At present this is the location of the Chicago Health 
Club and I talked to a Mr. Monaco, who stated he was the manager. He did 
not know Roy Justin but stated four months previously this same premises 
use to be a Vic Tanny Gymnasium. Apparently Roy Justin was connected 
with the Vic Tenney Gymn at the time of his arrest, since Mr. Rumph of 
the FBI told Me that from another source they learned that Justin had 
been connected with the Vic Tanny Gymns at one time. 

CONCLUSION 

Roy Justin represented himself as a minister of Scientology in 
San Antonio, Texas in 1956 where he operated a church. If we are able 
to locate and subpoena the letter mentioned from the Church of Scientology 
of Washington, D. C. it will show that Roy Justin was officially recosnized 
as a minister of their church. 

R. D. Sherman 
RDS:mh 	 Inspector 
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R. D. Sherman 

4-D93 y 
anbOard :Peter 

2efer to.  DRK/C 1/25/63 and DM/Districts 1/24/63, requesting infOr-
mmtion about subject  firm. Co 2/19/63 when I retuned photocopies 
of correspondence to 	 she.furnisheame the most recent,  

	

copies of her correspondence-: 	

R. D. Sherman 

DIVISION a2CULATOKY ?<X31. 	NT 	 February 25, 1963.  

Attn: Mr. Will Swain 

Far your information. 	i2 additional correspondence from- - 

W. G. S:upp 

-T3/flirts 

Enos: cc this memo 1i/exhibits 1-3; 2)19/63 
cc: Belt w/exhibitn-1-3i 2/19/63 

a 

Lafayette Ron 'dubber& 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center 

Pabruary 25, 1963 -  



I have be-en hearing some rumors,that you have talked to 

the Federal Food and drug Adm.about Scientology and that it is not a 

Religion and other things you have claimed it is not. I am sure that 

the rumors that I have heard are untrue  and that you have only told 

them whet is true. I am very sure that 	 are both in 

complete.agreement with L. Ron Hubbard and his views in regards to 

what Scientology is and has to offer the people. 
V.any people have many different ideas about what Scientology 

is and what it is doing, I am quite sure that you want to help 

your friends in the best way possible to dc,so. 
I would like to know what you told the FDA when he was out 

to see you a few weeks ago so that the ugly rumors I have heard 

are either denied or agreed to. 
Would you please let me know about the above matter. 

Sincerly 	 



t 

Sg/kxd Cgammuntiaticna 050i-e 

1812 19th Street, N. W. 

Washington 9,  D. C 

Dear 	

I have received your recent postcard. All your corres
pondents 

and anyone else interested has been informed that you 
declare 

that you will answer their questions later. 

As }ICC Board of Review, and in view if your recent act
ivities 

regarding the FDA and your unto-operative communicatio
ns with us, 

in view of these things„ question your right and abi
lity to 

retain your certification. You are not in agreement w
ith the 

general tenets of professional scientology. 

•?-1A(v 3  

. 	. 	. 	. 
. 	• 	 . 	• •  



I. 	swnr the four written communications 
whirl) I h5vn snnt to you. 

2. Havr your fkinnds who are issuing tht 
ucly rug-orr confront inn. Don't you know 
your tc5-ntoloy? Givr, their nanny. 

3. If yu arm aura that thn ru..7.ors which 
"au hey- heard arfl untrut, why do you 
nek7- to Aeny or c:-;nfirm thnm? That 
kind of fool do you think I sm? 

4. y,k John n'or)ut hie views. "n - rn. not 
in confl1=Ite agrnament on anythinE. 
That tiav- you done to a govarnment? 

Thar- ar- comn indiviluals who 	that 
all at you are un-Amarican. I am trying to 
Poft-an 	f, lints to you. 
7,,11 Roc, HuboTrd that I am awaiting hie 
a!!nv-r to, "-hat hava you dory=' to a Ronr-
--7:t" 
'ill anrwnr your 
arse:-re, too. 

5.  

have talked to 
and that it is not a 
s not. I am sure that 
t you have only told 
i John are both in 
views in regards to 

bout what Scientology le. 
to help vou want  

when he was out 
I have beare 

matter. 

ntlPtiDflP latnr--nlnd corn 

• Y1 -a I 
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. 	Founding Church of-Scientology 
• Uashington D C -.  

P. 	7 
Eubbard 2-deter 

March 2; 1966- 

laMORANDUM 0? TELEPHONE CONVERSATION  

vtetween: Mr. George W. Sooy, Director, Baltimore District 

Mr_ George Brubaker, Division of Case Supervision,.BaC 

r _. ..... 	
. . 

-1966, to inform him that a Mr..Roger Couwav, a friend and a scientoloist, 
	 a former sciantologiat; called Mr. Swain on 'March 2, 

had committed suicide on February 24, 1966. _. 	 believed Lnat- 
possibly .3cientoiogy• might have had some connection vita Mr 	Conway's 
auicide and that he had left a suizide note.. 

Z called lir. Sooy to request that he have an inspector obtain all avail-
able information on Mr.-Conwayr o suicide framthe police and also ottzmut 
to set a nopy - of the suicide--aota. T told It/. Sooy that Mr. Coevav had 
11.;ed at t.ne 	Eause,•13'T Sc.,. 11.W., Washington, D. W., Rnich is 
a rooming hotts-e for scientologists. Mx. Sooy said he would-nave this 
,attar investigated. We agreed that further follow-un would depend upon 
the information obtained.* . 

George A. Brubaker 

.cci Balt,/ 

cc ERG Reading rile  

(.! 4 rubaker:ja-3/2/66 

' 	. 	. 
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=DA t.7.ALTIORE DIST/ M. J. RYAN, FOOD AND DRUG OFFICER 

SEATTLE ErT/GROTX FOOD AND DRUG OFFICER 

L. 	HUBBARD 
	

IS THE ORIGINAL FOUNDER OF THE 

           

           

           

FT-J:NDI:-:G CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY. IT BEGAN WITHL:.. 

       

       

NITICS IN 1943/49. AROUND1950, HE BEGAN WRITING ARTICLES 	THE 

SUBJECT AND EVENTUALLY FORMED CORPORATIONS IN CAY,DEN, NEW JERSEY, 

XANSAS, LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA,' 	PHOENIX, ARIZONA, AND 

ENGLAND. 

RELIGIOUS ASPECT CSOIENTOLOGY) 	INTROUCED AROUND 	 IT 

EEC: E 

	

	CHURCH IN l\rwit. ONLY, FOR INCOME TAX PURPOSES AND TO CTROUMV7NT 

DIFFICULTIES. IN 1959, THE CULT UAS FORCED TO PAY.ICOME TAXES 

TO.YM.:NOWLEDGE BY THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE(FED7RA* AN APPEAL 

LIS ..:ADr.TO HAVE THE ORGANIZATION CLASSED AS A NON—PROFIT ORGANIZATION 



• 

r;U:7V1:1-IF00O3 

-.UT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE, THIS APPEAL WAS LOST. 

ME OR GANI ZATI ON ALSO HAD DIFFICULTY WI TH THE FDA IN 1957 BECAUSE OF 

A FOOD SUPPL 	 TAMI N PREPARATION ( DI AZI NE) NI CH WAS HANDLED BY 

M 	MD ' WHO WERE MEMBERS OF THE OR,=AN.17ATI 3:4. TH7  RESULT rEA'z. THAT 

7-17  I T:-7:11 WAS DROPPED 2Y THE CULT WHEN ACTI ON WAS TAKEN AGAINST THE 

C UNKNOWN TO NE) 

71-47 	T WAS NOT 

auczT OF DRUGSDY THE CULT. 

I 	A;NF ASSOCIATED 	TH THE  

BECAUSE OF MISBRANDING (LOW POMTNCY). 

I CAN THINK OF NO OTHER INVOLVED Iii THIS ACTION) 

nRizAN r ZAT 7  ON I ii 	  

*Fr> 	...iv 14--Zra. • 	 Cr  -42; 
"1j 	 Y-hc 	 -•!‘,1"7.- 1": cr. 	it;C ,a 

t; Z4c; i, ,.!:-2-/1.ts,,,--t,.:T.-",  
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ALL OF THE CERTIFICATES WERE REVOKED BY THE ORGANIZATION 	

	 THERE WI-5.S A CONSTANT TURNOVER IN TECHNIQUES, IN 

7 1: 	OLD 
	

DISCARDED ANE THE AUDITORS 14CULD HAVE TO. 

EE RETRAI ;ED CAT 	R EXPENSE) 

I EST I :.,A.TED THERE ARE PRESENTLY APPROXIMATELY 2) 000 AUDI TORS IN THE 

L:il TED STATES, EACH OF WHOM HAVE PAID 3 TO FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR 

COURSES. IF THE AUDI TORS DO NOT XEEF THEIR TRAINS UP, THEY 

AR 	TUN 	A 	TIN'U 	7 INS.   EDO 	 E 	NIZAO 	BL  

	

T ' S 	OROPHY S DA T-.D ON THE  I NT7R— RE: ATI ONSHIPS BETWEEN 

17,7 EDDY , NI ND) AND SRI RI T 	TH THE li•VVI RON:1EN T 	AL,  DISEASES AND 

*7C  S7   ARE THOOUGHT TO BE OF A PSYCNOSOMATI C NATURE 

IT IS NY OPINION THAT THE E METERS ARE WORTHLESS FOR DIAGNOSTIC AND 

ASSESSMENT OF MENTAL AND PHYSICAL• DISEASES.ANY AUDITOR WI LL DISCLAIM 

I-7.E CHAR GE THAT THE E METERS ARE USED IN A MEDICAL SENSE, HOWEVER, THE 

NET=R S ARE THE BASIC TOOLS USED ITO PRODUCE "BENEFICIAL RESULTS". 

MR' 7  'E 	ERELy MEASURE THE GALVANIC SX I N RESPONSE, AND THE ONLY 
	. ' 

, 	• 
. • . . • . 
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TELETYPE TO SEATTLE DISTRICT 

L. Ron Hubbard RSr.), 	 is the original founder of the Founding 

me 

Church of Scientology. It began with 	 dianetics in 

1943/49. Around.1950, he began writing articles on the subject and 

eventually formed corporations in Camden, New Jersey, Wichita, Kansas
, 

Los Angeles, California, Phoenix, Arizona, and London, England. 

The religious aspect (Scientology) was introduced around 1952. It 

became a church in name only, for income tax purposes and to circumve
nt 

legal d ifficulties. In 1959, the cult was forced to pay income taxes 

to my knowledge by:the Internal Revenue Service (Federal). An appeal
 

was made to have the organization classed as a non-profit organizatio
n, 

but to the best of my knowledge, this appeal was lost. 

The organization also had difficulty with the FDA in 1957 because of a 

food supplement/vitamin preparation ("Diazine") which was handled 

by the MDs who were members of the organization. The result was that
 the 

item was dropped by the cult when action was taken against the manufa
cturer 

(unknown to me) because of misbranding (low potency). The cult was 
not 

involved in this action. I can think of no other use of drugs by the
 cult. 

I became associated with the organization in 
	

• -"'!"-- 1-4'ea4a0“.C.:-:C;CP,?(CrOVI.Z4.r.fr,:frffir!y.t.trtry!!???9,44,-*",:ak:7)>Y4t!.'r—<•-%fegcwrie'""t"'"?-.r-citt 



All of the certificates were revoked by the organization 	- 

	 There was a constant turnover in techniques, in which the 

old ones would be discarded and the auditors would have to be retrained 

(at their expense). 

I estimate there are presently approximately 2,000 auditors in the 

United States, each of whom have paid 3 to five thousand dollars for 

their courses. If the auditors do not keep their training up, they 

are denounced in the organization's bulletins. 

The cult's philosophy is based on the inter-relationShips between 

the body, mind, and spirit with the environment. All diseases and 

c:1-3 illnesses are thought to be of a psychosomatic nature. It 
is my 

opinion that the E meters are worthless for diagnostic and assessment 

of mental and physical diseases. Any auditor will disclaim the charge 

that the E meters are used in a medical sense, however, the E meters 

are the basic tools used to produce "beneficial results". The E meters 
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MEMORANDUM OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATION 

BETWEEN: Mr. J. Kenneth Kinney, Acting Supervisory Inspector, Seattle 
District 

AND: Mr. Ernest L. Brisson, Acting Food and Drug Officer, Baltimore 

District 

Mr. Kinney called to say Seattle District had been advised by 

	

   that she has received a telegram addressed to 
	  - 
	 which reads: "Phone me 	  

Today 10 a.m. your time 	  

	says   is anex-scientologist 	

Ca;  
ERNEST L. BRISSON 

ELB:cgk 



.. 	 -  

CF; LESS • 	FO STOF::- 	::. 

FDA RI:U.21..1 .z: 

ifISTiilC7/2-HREi 

V • 	• 
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A.pril 3, 1)67 

0? T71127HONE CC-7ilfr),SArIG13 

U.erl J. Ryan, Food. sad Drug Cfricer 

• Csnion G.. Thc=pson, Acting Director, Daltincre District. 	• • . 	-• 	• 	. 

Rvan teleo:poned•tnis morning and requested  that we: have an .insnec- 

	

t.:r present La court .to aerve s:-.41awhat SS' 4_ 	  	- 
	Jduriag the Sciuntolozy trial.: General Chunsel Geesla to ?el that.  
3cientoloc5; 

- 	 ct.; tiring ..trial. 7 	: 
• .• - 

?s-t.teci t=at At wPuld have a man avaL2.able and eu..-esteci to Paz that_ ,, 
..he LI se Bill .W2bblrtht on for this  purpose today,• 

• •... 	• 	 • 	 . 	. C r 7. -7-:SMOZCR: : - 	. - 
. 	. ,    

J „ - 

	

-'1 eysi- =elect  a forceful individual to. stay 	- 	
	 while this trial is underway. j.ihoever is . 

selected sho=d i report.-...to Assistant United States Attorney II dell ta:  
?...:.om 3427, District Court Building, before 10:00 a.m., April 4. - 

	

IN, 	Pftt Ryan will probably he'there and :can. outline 'what i3 exPected of. -.:i t .:- . - 
„. _ 	 .. 

	

..•4!. 	the-  :inspector. ... 	• 	-. 	.. ..  
• 

• • 
• 

s 
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Monday, April 3, 1967' 
Hubbard E-Metar or Electrometer 
(4-091 V)  

PRESS:4r STAZUS' ...... 

Unable to contact on 3 octant. 	
Will call again 3/22/67. 

	

[ 	 

'Contacted his nurse on. 
3/16 and 3/20/67.. She:. 
resorted. she would uork 
h4s schedule and contact 2e.  	
tail re-contset 3422/67- •  	

Contactad his nurse. an 
.3/16 and 3/20167.. She 
rnaortad he had been working 	 
only vart-tir..... 	  
injured his back gad, appar-
-antly, would be ranch more 
available ct this tube, due 	 
to tha :nature of his injury,  	
then 	 • 	• 
She has not contacted tee. 
Will re-contact 3/27/67- 

Ms.de tcmtative sir ranacment 
3/20/67 for 	 to 
appear in U.S. Attorney's 

	

Ot:fice 9:45 A.4., Wednesday,  	
?torch 29th.. 

Re requested that wt write 

	

him a latter confirming this.  	

Ha will be available on 
March 29 at 2:00 Pell. 
Also rnquested rie write him 
a letter 3,2hea we hav-s a fly 
date. 

rAtis PTTITESS 	 TSUPEC€F.  

Dr. Laster Manry- 	 AD 262-62 
Professor'mnA Head 
	

Ext: 264 
Department of Internal "Mdicine 
Howard University School of Medicine 
Washington, P. a:. . 

2) 	Dr. 'hods  McPherson Brovn. 	, 131-6282- 
rrofeseor.and Chairtsn 
Dooartzseat of internal Med'ane 
George Washinstou.University 

School of 'aledicine 
i*.allington, D. C. 

t;r. Richard Steinbach 
	

625-7350 
Professor and Chairman 

k-e,spertment of Psychiatry 
' Georzotown University School of Medicine 

Washington, D. C. 



3/22/67 

6) ”r. LItCn Yochelson 
r7ofessor and Head 
:'apart lent of Psychiatry 
"'sorsa Washington University 

of "Medicine 
'41shiagton, D. C. 

Memorandum - cont2nued  

331-6)}10i 

School 

-"hn T. Lacey, Ph. D. 	Area Code: 513 
Olairman, Deparent of 	767-7331 

Psychophysiology-Neurophysiology, 
Fa13 :Research lastituta and . 

n3Fas90r of Psychophysiology 
attioah College 
v-71low Springs, Ohio 

(2) 

ASS:. U.S.Atty. Dodelle has  
agreed to interviaw Dr. 
Yochelson at 10:C0 AM ona(Tues ) 	
March 23th in the doctor's 
office at. 3000 Connecticut Avei* 

Sent Testimony Sheet to 
Dr. Lacey an 3/20/67 and also  	 
contacted him by telephoaa.- 
Ea reported he 'would be out. 	-- 
town from 3/20 thru 3/26; 	- 	 
agreed to aniwer the queetions:--= 
en the Testimony Sheet & 
return sane as soon as passibli._ 	
after 3/26167.- 

Dr. Lacey stated he was alread: 2;  
scheduled to be out of town 
April 6, 7, 9, 11,.12, 13, 14,-
20, 21, 26, 27, 23 and 29. 
la view of this full schedule; 	 
I suggested he arrange to be 
in Nom. Dodelle's office oa 
April 4, 1967. Be will come 
to Washington the evening of 
the 3rd - and we have node 
reservation at DuPont Pla.141 
- 	- 	. 



DRM-BE/Detroit District memo of 2-5-63 called for an investigation of a case' 
against the Hubbard organizations developed by Detroit Police in 1953. 

On 2-11-63 we visited tbe,Detroit Police Department, Special Investigations 
Division, where 	 etermincd that the "Dianetics" filo :lad 
gone to the vau ten 10-17- .. He was unable to find it and said.it may 
have been destroyed during cleaning-out operations in the last few years. 
He promised further attempts to locate it. 

However, one of the primary investigators on the case, Detective Lt. 
Raymond Forrestal, vas present to tell us that they had developed.a case 
against two of Hubbard's people for (1) practicing medicine without a 
license and (2) operating a.trade school without a license during 1953. 
He said that they had complaints and decided that the confessional sessions 
connected with Dianetics were being used for "shakedowns" or;• at, least, 
could bc.used as-such. A-Detroit policeman, since resigned, had entered 
the dianetics course and-stated that ha could recill when he was a "pink 
lady on Mars." 	 -o itA & 	 aid that he investigated one of l t:- 	"Dianetics" • (pole as late as 1957-58 .. and said that she 

She told 'him she could -reMr.imber when she was 
ouch the trees with her baby in her arms. 

TO: ADMINISTRATION 
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Th ,:13 W. Bre,  
Chief Inspector 

For your information. 

TO/bez 

cc: BFA 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Me momndum 
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r  
cal/ 

TO : DIRECTOR, Detroit District DATE: February 13, 1963 

L. Ron Hubbard 
FROM : Inspector Carl Larrick & Joseph H. Cox Founding Church of 

Scientology .  
Hubbard Dianetics Assoc. 

SUBJECT: 4-093V et. al. 
Hubbard E Meter 
FDC 43405 

'Lt. Forrestal said that the device used in Dianetics was a simple lie 

	 Continued 	  



TO: DIRECTOR, DETROIT DISTRICT 	-2- 

detector and that'when 	  retended to be interested in 
Dianetics and used then 	e, he co) [. vary the reaction of the machine 
by squeezing or releasing the "two tin cans" held in the hands. 

S ince names of the defendants could not be recalled, we contacted both 
Detroit newspapers and obtained the attached copies of all information on 
Dianetics and the defendants. (See attached.) 

As stated by the detectives, the case was considered a failure because "the 
two counts charging a conspiracy were dropped. Trial was held 8-26-53 and the 
defendants were fined $50 each and each was given 2 years probation. 	. • 

The first defendant, Earl Cunard, was supposedly an intelligent man with 
several years of.college et.0klahoma A & N and Northwestern State College 
in Oklahoma, 17 ^j_no probation he cu .bsedly went to Oklahoma and stayed 
with his mother 
Once during. the two years probation he was allowed to attend a course • 
of several months at the School of Scientologymat Catjden, New Jersey ark 
in his report to probation officer; Eugene W. Sage, he expressed a desire 
to enter Scientology upon completion of probation, He also attended an 
International' Convention of Scientology in Cailen„ New Jersey about 
October, 1954, His case (Probatibn No.. 56683)  was closed on 8-26-55 
although he had not filed his last report. His present whereabouts is 
unknown. 

His co-defendant, Mrs. Refa Postel (Mrs. Kenneth Pastel) of 16545 OF4efield 
in Detroit, was rated by probation officers as a 47 year old woman of 
over-average intelligence. She isstill living at the above address. 
However, a review of .the church listings in the yellow pages of the 
Detroit Directory show her as "Rev. Refa Postal - VE-6-7389" under the 
initial heading of "New Horizons Church, Incorporated; 2300 N. Woodward, 
Royal Oak, 547-31044 11 This may be a front_ for another Dianetics operation, 
and an investigation may be desired. 

Also noted in the Detroit Yellow Pages is a listing fort First Church of 
American Science Detroit Scientology, just south of Schaefer, 18212 Jas 
Couzens - 342-2767; Rev. Beth Fordyce - CR-4-8632, Farmington Township. 

This sounds like another Dianetics operation, and investigation may be 
desired. 

Since testimony at the trial was by police officers.only, the court record 
for both defendants under File YA71738 gave little additional information. 
The names of about 100 persons who attended the Dianetics sessions are 
-rive 	ssible witnesses in proving the conspiracy. Expert witness, 

ho was to testify about the galvanometer device and its 
now employed in the special investigations unit 



TO: DIRECTOR, DETROIT DISTRICT -3- 

A calla 	 on 2-12-63 
shows that erhad no interarin the matter an-cilid no files on_Cunard 
and  Pastel.. This bears out Detroit detectives who expressed disappointment 
tl- 7Fe AMA. would not back them up. A lady in charge at thlt9pplatpu 

tet :paid they referred several psychiatrists to the police Note the . 
last column of the Detroit Free'Press article'on March 26, 1953 re: Dr. 
C.L,R. PearMan.) but that no other action was taken. 

No further investigation will be made until ordered. 

6tLI  
• Carl tnrrick 
.Inspector, Detroit District 

Cl/be 

cc: BFA 
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Attorney General's Office 
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DATA. March 7' .19 69. 

TO: 	File 

	

FROM: \  	

SUBJECT: Scientology 

	 Executive Director, 	  
_  

was contacted. On an 

earlier visit the request was madeof 	 that he 

obtain a copy of the,' kehnifig.er Report, a psychiatric study 

of Scientology, and To obtain' as much information as.he could 

from the psychiatrists int.-       regarding their 

thoughts on Scientology. 	 had done neither and, 

in general, showed a lack of enthusiasm for our Scientology 

inquiry. 

Recontacted' 	 

   It will be recalled that' 	 

had conducted his own study into Scientology! 	 _ 	. 

   advised that the new head of  	Scientology 

	

branches  	.had'Arisited with him.  
	

. _ 	 
further relevant information but promised his further coopera-i 

	nad no: 

tion with this office. • 

HiInterviewed t 	 

	 who visited      of Scientology in the'. 

latter part of 1968 	 
	 Following is a summary of her 

 	.... , 
activities at the branch office:. 



1. She viewed a film, fi
fteen to twenty minutes in . 

length, of L. Ron Hubbard wherein throug
h an interview type 

Program he described the virtues of Scie
ntology. 

2. She received a twenty m
inute lecture from an individual 

- at the branch office who made 
explanations about Scientology. 

r 

3. She was introduced to a y
oung man named/DavIC They 

were seated at a table facing each other
 and they were told 

by the lecturer to stare at each other w
ithout,movement or 

conversation. This situation endured for
 approximately 41/2  

minutes at which time the lecturer inter
vened and closed the 

session. 

4. She then received a fifteen minu
te lecture on communi-

cations and the Scientology gradient cha
rt. 

5. She then entered a room with a fem
ale whom she described 

as "hippie" appearing. In this room she 
was put on the E- 

Meter with the E-Meter being situated in
 such a position that 

she and the auditor could.. look at  the Me
ter. They spoke 

briefly of her upsets. 	 upset, she explained, was 

trouble with her employer. 

6. She was asked by the lecturer as
 noted in No. 2 to 

complete a questionnaire, the same consi
sting of general 

type questions. 

7. She visited with the Registr
ar who spoke to her of the 

different processes one could receive in
 Scientology. .She 

also explained the advantages-of the dif
ferent processes and 

their cost. The Registrar then asked for
 a check but-was 

not overly adamant about same. 

I contacted 
• 

will be recalled that 	 had written the: 	— 

	 complaining about Scientology and the 

ill effects it had upon their son:„.. 
	 'were von,  

receptive and cordial people and turned 
over to the writer 

numerous articles and other materials re
lating to Scientology. 

They related the following story: 

non hna crc..4n un as a very religious Pers
on 

tt) 

  

 

_ ......... 	............. 	atnosp'here. 	He ha,1 never given 

  

 

 
 

farni. 

 

 
  

 
 

 
 



Scientology at 19 years of age. After being introduced 
into Scientology he complete changed, gave up his schooling 
and became very uncommunicative with his family. His parents 
claim that because of Scientology they had numerous problems 
with him which resulted in their calling 	  

CI- 
   Their son is presently living 
with them although they claim he. is not the same as he used 
to be before ScientOlogy processing and that once he attains 
the age of 21 he will re-enter into the Scientology way of 
life.  	

	 Their son received a certificate from 
Scientology certifying him to be a minister in the Church 
of Scientology: He was active in Scientology and spent weeks 
in 	  J     'and also had gone to England to Saint 

	

Hill Manor_to carry on further studies.  	

	 Although the family meant well, it 
seems quite apparent that their son will return to Scientology 
and create a firm disconnect from them. 

r2-27-69D Interviewed 

	 advised that his wife to whom he was married for 
20 years and his eldest son,.19 years of age had disconnected 
from him because of Scientology. He advised that his wif.e• 
had become interested in Scientolog in 1967 and at the H. 
present time was in k california where she has achieved grade' 
OT-4. He and his wife had been married in ,the Catholic 
ChuralTand through' the years had experienced the usual. 
matrimonial disputes but once his wife commenced with Scientology 
studies he was unable to reason with her. In -1968 she comr. 
menced divorce proceedings against him because he was not 
amenable to the teachings  of Scientology. 'in order to save 

	

his twenty year marriage, 	

	

, 
	 came to  	.... . 

	  and conferred with( 	
the  reason being that he believed 

He conferred with 	for approximately 
four or five hours and after being audited and making certain 



	

concessions. 	called his wife in 	
on a Sunday night to stop all divorce proceedings. His 
wife, upon the orders ofF   did that and again communicated 
with him. Later, with each little problem that would arise 
in the family life, his wife would call 

'Clear, her personal auditor who would  then phone:—  ''''''  --and 
H.  tell him how to conduct his affairs. 	 'being unable 
HTto cope-with this situation, then commenced divorce proceedings 

against his wife receiving same the latter part of 1968. He 
:.advised his son had also disconnected with him this being the 
influence of his wifeF  ------------- 



DATE:  May 13) 	19 69 . 

FROM: 	 

SUBJECT: Scientology 

raffia jam:}:E writer proceeded 
Scientology franchise centers. 

visit the 

TO: File 

INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION 

Attorney General's Office 

	

Writer contacted 	 daughter of the owner 

	

of subject franchise, 	 -ikleastfl,igt was asked no questions because of er, parent young age. writer merely observed the surroundings and made arrangements to confer with .the owner at a later date. 

writer conferred with 
Writer general conversation wit 

any books or records. She advised that th 
enter for Scientology was commenced in 19W under the 

To her knowledge, there'are'.ap-
centers of Scientology.  

She advised t at,thehead-
franchises is ua ;,,Church of Scientology located She commented .that a weekly report is prepared 

and that 10% of the receipts are transmitted to the world-wide headquarters for Scientology-located in ingland. She further advised that all records made during the auditing sessions are confident'al as 	the prepared questions as lased.  by the auditor. 	 urther advised that -the approx7  imate cost for a education in cientology for the approximate 26 steps in their gradient chart is V,500.00. For the train-ing to be a professional auditor, you add an additional $2,000.00 more. She said the complete course t ?es approximately two years to complete. She he 	 tudents enrolled in 

ad only a 
ask to see 
franchise 
direction 
proximate. 

arter such 

franchise 

n. did not 



for 
the 

the Scientology processing 
ease to the .Grade 4 Release. 

eiftmqn. 
n train only to the 

Sub-0's. The,Church of Scientolog= 	can train 
through the Class 4 Auditor. For training after this Point, 
the Scientologist must go to Los Angeles, California; Corfu, 
Greece; Or East Grinstead, England. 

(3) .Thy 	students presently attending the center 
are comprised of people from all walks f life, including 
students, engineers, housewifes, etc. 

an conduct 
only from the Straight Wire 
For training in Scientology 

(2) 

" 	• 	. 

?age 2 

Scientology i 
Scientology and its 
unknown known".. 

'13 

Her definition 
processes known as auditing is "making 

'Triter visited the Scientology franchise 

This particular center is owned and operate 

:the center is open from 10:00  
- students are presently enrolled. 

Some 
concerning Scientology  

There are 	 and 
. to 10:00 
Writer conferre. wit  
e ral items of infOrmation 

operation are as follows: 

(1). During the auditing session, the auditor does 
make certain notations of the information furnished by the 
pre-clear. This information is then placed in a folder 
which contains all data concerning this particular pre-
clear. The files are strictly confidential and no copies 
leave the franchise center. • Once a person terminates his 
associatf0n,with'Scientology, the file is not returned. 

(4) The questions that an auditor uses during the 
processing sessions are prepared questions that do not vary 
from student to student. The questiOns, or questionnaires, 
are considered by Scientology to be confidential commencing 
at Grade 5 Release. All greeti-ons, of course, are confi- 
dential. 	 al,siveks 

(5) Scientology will accept all persons for Sciento-
logy processing with the exception of an individual convicted 



o' a rrIony and a person:with a
 proven. record of insanity. 

In the "Iter case, a person m
ay petition L. Ron Hubbard 

for a waiver of this regulati
on. A person will not be 

audttcH while under the influe
nce of alcohol, drugs, or 

ir he is the recent recipient 
of shock treatment. 

6) Concerning the practice of
 disconnection 

produced a Hubbard Communicati
on Office policy letter 

dated"November 15, 1968, which
 read "Since we can now hand-

le all types of) cases, discon
nection as a condition is 

cancelled." 

(7) Scientology has a legal d
ivision, their attorney 

being
l
pga Thomas. Such division is l

ocated in  New York 

City. 	  

(8) definition of"Scientology is "
to be at 

cause ov r ear nvironment --
 a person who can make 

things happen rather than a pe
rson who says 'Look what 

happen to me.'"  
U 

(9) sir-that the following quote be pl
ated in 

the reqor • 	hothing in Dia
netics or Scientology is true 

for you unless you have Observ
ed it and it is true accord-

ing to your observations". Su
ch was written by L. ROn ' 

Hubbard. 

(10) Scientology conducts tra
ining drills for its 

students in the early stages 
of the processing. Such drill

s 

, compose of communication an
d confront. A practice utiliz

ed 

by Scientology in their commun
ication is a drill known as 

"Dear Alice". 

(11) 
makes out a 

weekly report and on such repo
rt are listed the receipts,. 

the expenditures, number of st
udents, start members and 

any notation as to problems co
nfronting the particular 

center. 10% of the receipts a
re transmitted to the world-

wide headquarters for Sciento
logy. The 10% of the receipts

 

is transmitted for services re
ndered by the headquarters, 

such as books, pamphlets, cour
se instruction, etc. 

. (12) For a student entering
 Scientology who is under 

21 years of age, he must obtai
n parental consent before 



Page 4 

processing will be instituted.  	ave such a 
form 

to writer.:,. 

FolloWing will be the set of questions.. that an 
auditor 

uses in Scientology processing from the Grade 0 
Release through 

the Grade 4 Release. It is noted that each rele
ase of this 

Particular franchise center cost S175.00and the
re is no set 

time, as such time varies with a particular stud
ent. It. is 

further noted that thejauditor during the auditing
 sessions 

makes no comment whatsoever other than asking th
ese questions. 

At the outset, the goal is noted and the particu
lar release is 

not terminated until the pre-clear signs an atte
station that 

he'has attained that particular goal. 

-\-Grade 0 Release - The goal is the abil
ity to communicate 

freely with anyone on any subject. The commands
 are: . 

(1).  What are you willing to 
talk to me about? 

(2) What would you like to tell me aboUt that?
 

In this particular release these are the only t
wo 

comments, and they are used over and over until 
the pre- 

clear feels he hat attained the particular goal
 involved. 

Grade 2 Release - The goal is the ability to rec
ognize 

the source of problems and make them vanish. Th
e commands 

are: • 

What is the problem? 

What solutions have you had? 

dvised that,.?-as a rule, Comment No. 2 is 

used ver and over again, inasmuch as the pre-cl
earls 

solution usually creates another problem. 

Grade 2 Release - The goal is relief from hostil
ities and 

sufferings of life (commission or omission, sin
ful or 

unethical -- something akin to guilt feelings.)
 The.com- .. 

mands are: 

(1) What have you done? 

(2) What has been done to you? 

(3) What has another done to a
nother? 
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Grade 3 Release - The goal is freedom from the offsets 
of the past and the ability to face the future. The 
commands are: 

What change has happened in your life? (This 
question is asked repetitively and given a date..) 

(2) Was this a break in affinity, reality, communi- 
cation or understanding? 

9 
During this release the E-Meter is utilized to find 

the arc break and to then determine: 

Are you curious about, desired, enforced or 
inhibited? 

• Grade 4 Release - The goal is moving out a fixed condition 
and gaining abilities to do new things. The commands are: 

(1) What do you use to make others wrong? .(A list 
is compiled through the use of the E-Meter) 

(2) How does 	  make you right? 

(1) 



SUBJECT
y 

On May 27, 1969, writer 

-e- 

Ii`ImETZ-OlirNCE COMMUNICATION 

Attorney General's Office 

DATE: 	T tu:,.., e  

TO: 

 

File 

presently living in 	 and comes t 	 ccasionally in con- 

nection with his. 	
It will be r.oted.th  	:as a 

Scientologist for about a year and a half, but became diPenchanted with the 

movement and h s spoken out against Scientology. In addition to the follow- 

ing information 	 id make available'sevoral pieces of literature 

with relevance to Scientology. 

furnished the following information: He was -introduced 

into Scientology by answering a newspaper ad for a.company known as Power 

Leadership, Inc. Such company was headed by Alan Walter and Ed Clapp 

and its purpose according to 	 V12..:5 to introduce Scientology into the 

business community. The business community appeared to he interested in 

the program of Power Leadership but each time a contact was made by the 

salesman.Walter and Clapp failed to follow through and the company in time 

folded. 	 analyzed Power Leadership, Inc. as a method by which 

Walter could make a buck on the side. Clapp was strictly a salesman type 

having previously worked for several inS.urance companies. He described 

Walter, the-Scientology franchise holder for Dallas, Kansas City, St. Louis, 

etc. as a pompous know-it-all. Th e classes of Power Leadership, Inc. 

were conducted in the offices of Scientology in&F..xchange Park Tower (since 

moved.) 

It was in the latter part of 1966 tha 	 commenced his study 

in pure Scientology inasmuch as he was out of work (the failure of Power 

Leadership, Inc. ) and somewhat depressed. -  After being in Scientology only 

a short time he was advised to divorce his wife inasmuch as she was a 

deterrent to his progress. 	 did. admit that he had intended to divorce 

his wife anyway but the Scientology decision did act as a salve to his con- 

science. 	 had no exact figure as to how much money he had paid to 

ScientOlogy but claimed it was several thousands of dollars. He said he re-

ceived no benefits whatever from Scientology training and processing. 



7. ad experienced many difficulties in life whom 

he attributed to hi 
During Scientolo 

processing he was advise• to disconnect from his 

Thus, at the urpin of Scientolo y he wrote 

a letter of disconnect to hi 

-2- 

3. 

was a member of Scientology for a year and a-half taking 

part in the processing of Scientology and not the training aspect of 	As 

follows are some of his impressions of this organization: 

1. Scientology has two separate functions: The obtaining 

of the certificates and the auditing. Two prices. 

2. Scientology claims it has a liberal policy with re•ard 

to the refunding of money to its preclears. 

says thisvis not so; you are given a test by an auditor 

to determine if you are "deserving" to get the money 

back. The interpretation of such test is strictly up to 

the auditor. 

If, at the completion of a particular grade release, the 

preclear does not feel that he has reached or accomplished 

the specified goal,, he is required, for additional considera-

tion, to take a review course. Scientology answer is thus, 

for any unsolved problem - a review course - a review 

course - a review course. 

	

4. 	The cost of the training, the certificates, the grade re- 

leases, the review courses, etc. are never set published 

prices but are strictly whati Alan Walter thinks they 

should be at any given moment. 

It is not obligatory that Scientology students buy the 

numerous books and publications of Ron Hubbard (about 

fifty) but most of the training and processing is geared 

to the student's familiarization with one or more of the 

publications. The publications are widely advertized in 

Scientology periodicals and are prominantly displayed 

at all Scientology franchise centers. When a question 

is presented to the auditor he merely dire-cts the Pre:—

clear to a costly Hubbard publication. 

	

6. 	 described L. Ron Hubbard as a "beautiful con 

artist. " He has never met Hubbard but came by his  

description upon the writings and prepared takes by 

Hubbard. 



3. The following names were furnished b 
5 f r further informatio 

noted that of all the people he knew who got involved in 
ared the worst because of it. He especially made mention 

The changed environment creates more 
problems than it solves. 

	rMfal"PAS;e.stateMilarit4,..4;MX 

He had sexual intercourse witl 
a "clear" who at one tim 

ad propositioned him 

He, in an audit-
admitted to•having sexual 

and 	related 
im for 

ing session with 
relations wit 
such misdeed o Walter.; Walter berated 
about an hour for act/acts but then concluded by 
telling him hg could get straight by paying $200. 00. 

Scientology helps no one and offers to help only 
those who can pay the bill. Most of those who come 
into Scientology are filled with the concerns of every-
day living. Scientology, at a very high price, offers 
to solve these concerns and they do it by, taking the 
preclear from his present environment and placing 
under the control of the Scientology environment. 

10. Although Scientology claims to be a church, such 
function is always played down,,the more commer-
cial aspect, of the training and processing always 
being pushed to the forefront. •• 

-3- 
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Documents A-20 and H-41 are identical. This document is a four page 
memorandum with a two page police report attached, dated 2/12/63, to 
Chicago District, from R.D. Sherman. Subject: Hubbard E Meter 4093 V. 
This memorandum consists of a summary of the inspector's interviews with 
various individuals regarding their experiences with Scientology and 

members of that organization. 

This document is released with deletions. On page 1, the deleted portions 

in line 1 of paragraph 1, lines 1, 4, 5, 10, 11, and 12 of paragraph 2, 
and the deleted portions of the enclosure references contain names of 
specific individuals. The deleted portion on line 9 contains the address 
of one of the individuals mentioned above.- These portions are exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the identity 
of a confidential source. The deleted portion in paragraph 2, on line 1 
and 3 consists of confidential information pertaining to one of the 

confidential sources. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), 
because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. The deleted portions in lines 6, 7, and 8 in paragraph 2, and 
line 1 in paragraph 3 consist of confidential information, including 
medical references, pertaining to the individual in question. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C), because release 
would constitute a clearly unwarranted, invasion of personal privacy. 

The deleted portions in line 1 in paragraph 1, on page 2, consist of 
specific names of individuals; which if released would disclose the 
identify of a confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The deleted portions in sentences 2-6 and part of 
7 consist of confidential information pertaining to the individual in 
question. Release of this portion would constitute a clearly unwarranted 

invasion of personal privacy. 	This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 

552(b)(6). Part of the deleted portions in-sentence 7 and all deletions 
in sentence 8 consist of the name of a specific individual and confidential 
information pertaining to that person. These portions are exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. Deletions in paragraph 2 consist of names of specific individuals, 
which if released would disclose the identity of confidential sources. 

This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The deleted portions 
in lines 1-4 in paragraph 3 consist of names of specific individuals and 
addresses, which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy and disclose the identity of confidential sources. 

:3 



These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). The deletions 

in sentence 8 of paragraph 3 consist of confidential information pertaining 

to the individual in question. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 

552(b)(6)(7)(C), because release would constitute a clearly unwarranted 

invasion of personal privacy. The deleted portions in paragraph 4 

consist of names of four specific individuals and identifying characteristics, 

which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The deleted 

portions in sentences 1-3 in paragraph 5 consist of names of specific 

individuals, which if released would identify a confidential source. 

These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The deletions 

found in sentences 5-9 in paragraph 5 consist of confidential information 

pertaining to two specific individuals. These portions are exempt under 

5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C), because release of these portions would constitute 

a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The deleted portions 

in paragraphs 6 and 7 consist of names of specific individuals, which if 

released would disclose the identity of a confidential source. These 

portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). In paragraph 4, on 

page 3, deletions on lines 3, 6, and part of 4, and lines 1, 2, 4, 6, 

and part of 3, in paragraph 5, consist of names of specific individuals, 

which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The remaining 

deleted portions in paragraph 4, found on lines 4 and 5, consist of 

confidential medical referenced information. This portion is exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6), because release would constitute a clearly 

unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The remaining deleted portions 

found in paragraph 5 on line 3 consist of confidential information. 

This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because release 

would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

The deleted portion on line 1 of paragraph 1, on page 4, consists of the 

name of a specific individual. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 

552(b)(7)(C), because release would constitute a unwarranted invasion of 

personal privacy. The deleted portions found on lines 3, 4, and 6 of 

this paragraph consist of confidential information of a medical nature. 

These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6), because release 

would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

The deleted portion in paragraph 2 consists of the name of a specific 

individual, which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion 

of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 

The deletions found in paragraphs 3, 5, and 6 consist of confidential 

information, including medical references. These portions are exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6), because release would constitute a clearly 

unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. Deletions in paragraph 4, 7, 

and 8 consist of names of specific individuals, release of which would 



disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

The two police reports mentioned earlier are deleted in their entirety, 
because release would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy. Thesse portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C). 



 
 

DATE: 2/12/63 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Distribution Center, etc. 
Washington, D. C. 

heard from them, NatUrally 
ment of Justice. 

A letter from the U. 5: Marshal for the DiStrict 

Columbia inoicated.that Roy Justin might be staying at 

	

This is the address of (@:-,sgr" 	she told me that she wrote to 

	

inquiring 	the status of Roy Justin and never. 
eferied—the matter to the Depart- 

of Roy Roy Justin 

My report of 214/63 indicates that 

experience with Roy Justin. 

271163 I interviewed 
Justin. He introduced me t 

ad a very unfortunate 

Therefore, on 
with reference to Roy 

howed:me • NY 
• 

AtaJi•gami.hir:'srs•itr. 

William G 
Chief Insnector_ 

RWC:WGK:rc 

	

Enc. cc this memo 	 

	

andIA0 	.4AF4z*: 
cc: Balt w/same enclosures as to DP11 

Ad/file 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. M 
MIO-MA 

-UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: Chicago District 

FROM : R. D. Sherman 

SUBJECT: Hubbard EMeter 
4-093 V I . :% 	I . 	 • . 

_____ 	/.Roy Justin, born Burstein (or Bernstein)  
• 

DRM/C 1/25/63 requested an interview withtt 

• as per DM/Districts 1/24/63're: L. Ron Hubbard and hiiyarious operating 

names. 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMIT, 

Attention: Mr. Will Swain 

We are submitting a part of Roy Justin's 

will be submitted when obtained. 

February 15, 1963 

The remainder 

'I 	• 



Ategottgindicdted that he interviewed Sii-S-*Witi;.:6a7a:, iziggt,-  
re Justzn's attempt to take atagnisty s  

NaewattitliSIntAph.Fv Justin was thwarted by the 
JefteAntsentsnalawho handled the affair, which took place in 

	  (This was one of the addresses that 
went to after being compelled to leave 

For this 
went t 
gone from.. there 

took .two other deputies with him when he 
residence and learned that Justin had been 

for some'time.- 

police detective  
found papers where Justin had been livinc on 	 

indicating he had gone to 
police reported Justin was there until 

then. disappeared, Justin is 

stated that 
:4s-03ANatiwik-aitt-4 
414,r4a,w 

November of 1962 and 

-2- 

RDS 	2/12/63 	 L. Ron Hubbard 
Kfashington, D.C. 

Rov (Tustin. born ::Burstein (or Bernstein) 	• 
before attempting the arrest contacted the t" 

'Police and learned he was wanted by them in connection with attafai 

. From some iource.ta-z,  learned that Justin was arrested on August 
14, 1961 at 

	

	 shortly after leaving the 
n complaint X-7718. lie was booked for disorderly conduct 

consisting of panhandling in that he went into a store operated by 	. 	  a woman and asked for money., 	 ..... 	............ . 

Burstein and his .father is  
	Jusc2L1g bond, h:,s real nameis Roy 

After dictating my report on;gal--..ntk4vgiV/ called 
Police Headquarters, There I obtained copy of 	o2ice Depart-
ment Daily Bulletin for 11/.13/62. This describes itoy ustin's latest 
crime and descigbes him as 27 years old, white male, 6'1" tall, 
weioht 195 lbs. medium build, blond hair, and a blond Van Dyke beard 
at that time. His occupation is listed as self employed artist and at that time he was staying with an artist. 

4-093 V 

Nttnt•t4, 

From the 
Was arrested b 

arrest record, file 2258743 I learned a Roy Justin _ 
2/25/62 on a traffic warrant case in 



RDS 	2/12/63 	 L. Ron Hubbard 
4-993,V 	 Zashinaton, D.C. 

Roy Justin, born Burstein (or Bernstein)  

the ;199 to 7300  block of Jeffrey Blvd. This man was described as 
26 nears old, 190 lbs., 6'o" height, white, brown eyes and (I thought 
black hair with tight complexion. He was born on 5/25/35 in 
Pennsylvania and gave his residence as 3100 Liverpool Rd., Gary, Ind. 
Justin stated that he was the manager of some business at 1126 N. 
State St. Except for the black hair the rest of the description 
seemed to fit Roy Justin with whom we are concerned. It was dark 
when this arrest took place as near as I could interpret the ticket. 

There was another file for a Roy Justine of 1260 Ii. Astor St., 
Chicago, Illinois in connection with assault on 8/26/t1. File 
#RD249494. Further follow up in this case disclosed it was a Roy 
Justin who complained as a victim of a strong arm robbery and assault. 
Interviewed by police at Passavant Memorial Hospital, Chicago, Ill. 
he gave his residence as Dearborn 7,3245 and business phone as 
Ta 9-6212. He listed his occupation as a salesman. Justin was 
lacerated on the Zeft side of the mouth and reported a Zoss of his 
wallet with :,:p89, a Pennsylvania Driver's licence, and registration 
certificate for his 1958 Volkswagon. He stated that he would be 
unable to recoonize the Zone assaillant because he was crabbed from 
behind. 

A police comment on this first report indicated that this was typical 
of a number of strong arm robberies in which the victim was intoxica-
ted and unable to furnish much information about the robbery. A few 
dayr later Justin was interviewed again and chanced his story. It 
was an Indiana licence on the car and the amount of money Zcat _.as 
slightly larger. -finether he indicated more men or not were involved 
is not clear but at a subsequent showup he tentatively identified 
three wen who were subsequently convicted of a series of strong arm 
robberies. 

IHTZRV= WITH FBI  
The same date I interviewed agent John E. Thalen of the FBI at their 
office, 536 S. Clark St.; Chicago, Ill. I told him there seemed 
sore possibility that 	 accordino to the story a 

had prevzou Knout edge hat Roy Justin was 
1:/halen referred we to the agents who 

James R. Rumph 
Nelson X. Jennett 

ker. Rump stated that they had already interviewe 	 "-gas 
well, a 	 in their efforts to. locate Roy Jus n uhq,was 

He .ointed out that the` 	:.ave 
them a better impression than did 	 in that they calmly 
discussed the matter of Roy Justin. I agreed that this was quite 
possible and pointed out that theelelafhad been making money by 
"auditing" people who are paying a very high price for the privilege. 

had interviewed 



, '2/12/63 .Jn  0 

4-093 V 

-4- 
L. iron, Hubbard 
Washington, D.C. 

2ov Justin, born Burstein (or Bernstein)  

story was that they had known Justin's father, 
as being active in Scientology some years ago. Roy Justin 
them that he had been ran.;.4-t.ezztara.,."-aena..ai'wen,  „.,2,701re& 
ZAWPI. S

- 
,, and, of  coarse, mos ,free to leave whenever he chose. 'vci 

eipparen 3 ly their story to the FBI is that they did not know the 
reason s, ,: v4,-;,,7,-,4%,  

Justin was last understood to be headed for Spokane or the P-acific 
Northwest to get in touch with someone interested in Scientology 
there. I told him there was a man named age ctive sometime ago 
in Spokane, 

Burstein 
had told 

PEI BOOSTER ON Roy JUSTIN 
1953 Boy Burstein was._ 

    Zater he ,.was granted a 
full unconditional pardon. 

9/13/56 
	

police files show a  ROE,  Burstien 
arrestea,  or carrying LaIngerous weapons. His car cont.nir,ed a veri-
table arsenal. 

3/2/53 Roy 'Tustin was arrested for 

11/?/59 Justin was given convalescent leave on a procr,ise to rszIrn 
on  11/29/59. He never did so. Previously he 	treotea: Zu 

?/11/61 Roy Justin was arrested at Reno,evoela for violati 
Green Th•ver Ordinance for soliciting without a cif?, perit. , toza the FBI agents that Justin took a vacation a^.:): .,_Grit 

st before she finally got him out of her house. 

7 
.1 permits from other rush assignments I propose 

some of the .addresses and telephonefluwbers.  
record of Justin. Enciosinc photo copies of 

7-- Bulletin. 

to .10 7 .1 	LCD 
in t 

vLsce-7-4(4.w.,*-11,„0,„it 
R. D. Sherman 
Inspector 

enci:cys Chao. Police 
Daily Bulletin 



1L- ciaicay,o District 2/12/1'v -.;C:,  

R. D. SI:err-at 	 Ron Hubbard,  . r:  
,DistribUtiou Caster, eta. 
Washington, 

Subhard:.E Meter.' 
4-093 

Roy es le; ors aurstein (or Bernitaia  

Miff I/25/63ralueste • an.-  iaterwiew with. Pearl E. 	411e of Chicago 
as par. D.,iitiDisr.,ricta.1/24/63. rot--  7.. Ron 'Hubbard and 	various:pPerating 

• • 

ePort of.2,14/63-1,indicates that ,Pearl -  Harlan hail a-  yert safortusiate 
e-Aperience.With toy Justin:... . liar story was se -fautaatie:.that -before 1.1.c.i;. 
eared .report it;-' 2 determined 'to..etrify. certain features::_.: Therefore, 

-:2/1;6) i -interviewed Chief:Deputy Marshal. Sullies& with refereac 
Justin.; Ha- introduced ma. to deputy Brio Jona-on. Janes* shovel: ue 
Warrant,  377-53 - frans.the . Dia crict of Colncbin dated 4/ 7/62-lftir -thatarrest: 
of 	 -ea ran eicapee i reit St.. laizabethis:HiosuitallAfsr the inaare) . 	. - 	 .  
at -dashington,..D. 	letter ,  from 	5 Marshal -for -therDistrict-Of 

. calaahia inair..atia. that. Roy slustia.might i be.-ataiing at..9720 praSpeCtlASTe. 
ih3s. is: z.h.e address of Pearl‘liarlatt;:' oho told se that aha•vrata-.to:St.,:-..' 
Elitabethl s ospi tar.  incitsiiing.:  al:tilt: the :stanis..of. Roy:liar/a. and aeaer 
heard from r_hera..: -Matta-S/1y the hoapital referi*i.,  the matter:ie.:the D*paii•g. 

      

OF:RPlinarrIliCf 
Atteptious.: Mr. hill Swain 

   

 

elaraary• 

e ars^ submitting a part of Roy .7ustins flea regard: The, rematinclair 
wi:L1 be submitted Van obtained.' 

Kitty 
. Inspector 

Enc. ea this memo -sio Pollee Dept. Thin  etin 2-1113162 - ,- 
' 	arc  Zver----een Park Police Dept... arrest -alip- .8-14-61.• 

ea: Balt sissme-enclasuras as to n41.-  ' • • _ 	 ... 	,. 	. . .. . 	 , 	..,  
Palifile- • ' 



jonesen iizd tea ted that:, heK;interviethedlloYee,).ohnsen; principal:S 
tbs.. Vanderpoel,:SchSo II:L.- in Ott &ago. r e 4'11stin's t 	to-,  taka.., ',One-.- ofa the:  
arlan' girls from the sChool.. Justin Lfl3 th&trted.by The aasis:ant 

ipa 	of the.4ichoOrra.qm--"hand eel( the affairs  
..,b'epteMberi „or:.  C ctO 

Fromi, .96Sie sairCe'.;ToneatinUecirned,",that-.TiiStin. 
14:0, , 1961 at.  47vergreent.:Pa rk.;•.:' .11 I :nets ?her t 	after.:: leaving Lan. 
reeidence' 	complaint'7 #771f9 ,:ilizrithas bboked -fOt.,,dtaarderlY:'-c.ondiect;-  

'consisting.i":of.:panha77drin.g,,:lin.:,:..3/4hati.her...i.went*into-;,a.-"Stare :opera ted:: by :Y 4  
o zetiman.; and...asked fOr:Money,,She, 	.frightene by the-menacing 
.apPearance,,:cif,'Tua tin;:dnet.:*.tortiinately,:sepera I. ma leaustomers;;CCingin: 

held 4ins. 	 #01 JO re. Y.' (Mere,. is i.-no,:iparga*,.-, -;---  
rsportrOn4this:ph4siciustirrsoriPPs4Rbo#d;h44:;7441.flinclie(:44.0Y 
Burthtein-.,and,-111.s,.,;:fathet; is a lawyer in Phrtladetphia, Pa . 

After; dictating MY report. on ?earl Harlan on2/4/63 I Ca 
peadguarters.....Lh.There,,:r. obtained. copy 'of. Chicago 

'Arent Daily Bulletin'forH.11:13.62..;-"This:describes Roy Justin!a - Zateat2]..!" 
• crime and describes. hil aer27 years oldi-white - male 6 1 1!1,- .tall;" 

weight. 195 lbs..' mediuM build, blond-hair, and "a blond.,Tran,Pyke: bear 
at that .  t:me.-  Hie •occupationrils-‘'liated as self eMployed 'artist and. ,a 
that-  time he tons staying ..with-  an artist. 

. 	. 	. 
Prom. the.' Chicago arrest recOrd;:ifile:32537.4ThIjearned a-Roy, Justinrc 

, 	„ 
wr,..o. arrested.- by District .13 :-on 2/25/62 on 	trod'? lc- -byirrant "case Tthi 

R•33 	2/12/63 	 L. Ron Hubbard. 
4-093 V 7 	 Washington, /p.c.: 

RO/ jUet 	 Eau ra tfln (or Bernstein)  
_Deputy joneson be,fore attempting the arrest contacted the Chicago 
Police. and learned he was-wanted:by them in connection with a rape:: 
case. This case': was' the basis for another Federal ;Tarrant #9741 
jar the Northern .Tudicial•DiatriCt of „Illinois dated 12/27/62,-_-_. 
alleging unlazrjul - flight.to avoid proSecution fOi. taking-indecent 
Liberties with a.23 month old child about 10/21/62 at .19',E. Pearson 
St., Chicago,. Ill., (This , uaris ' one of the addresses.-. that%Pearl Harlan:-
indicated Justin went to•after being compelled to leave-her home.) 

For th i -reason.  Jonsson:took• two other deputiea with his When: he 
went to 2Irs..HarlaraPs residence_and. 'learned that Justin.had.'ibeen-, 
gone from there for some- 

Joneson,itated, tha tT.Chiceigo-.42o I ice.  :get-eget lye; 	Greiner of Traci'  
Detective Bureau: fouiid,PapOrs where 'Justin-  had been living on :Pearson 
Street.;-.Ind ica t ing> het had gone ,; 	3316 , t5an:,-ifor ina 	LOS - Angeles,,.. 
Cad i tarn i a .A1: Las:,' Angel es Police- e: reported: Justin. zegs....th ere./ unti l  
November--  of/9621 andi:cthen... d isappeared:'.;, Ais t 	is:"at I L.,a1Tfud 



L e.  Ron Hubbard 
Washington, 

Rev' Justin, horn Burstein (or Bernstein)  

the 7/00 to 7300 block of Jeffrey Blvd.- This.man WaS described as 
26 years- old,, 190 lbs., 6'0" height; white, broialeyes and (Ilthought 
black hair with light comple•xion. ,He was born on

. 
 5/25/35 in: 

..Pennsylvania and gave his residence as 3100 Liverpool Rd.; Gary.,:.'Inc.' :; 
Justin stated that he uns the manager of some business at , 1126-21.,:: 
State St.. Except fore the:black hair the rest Of the description 2 

- seemed to fit Roy Justin with whom-we.are coneerned.•1•Itswas dark
this arrest' took place as ;war as I' could interpret .the ticket.- 

There unth another file for a Roy JUstine of 1260 N. Astorr.St.,, , 
Chicago,,Illineis:in connection with assault on 8/26/61:-  
1/R0249494. Further follow um in this case disclosed it Was a Boy 
Justin- who Complained as a victim 'of a strong ant robbery: and assaukt: ,  

4a, 

	

	Interviewed-  by pot ictiat Fassavant MeMorial Hospital, -Chicago„:-111.'" 
he gave his residence'.as;'Pearboin:7-8245:and'businees phone.as-Z:t,:: 

'Ta 9-6212., ,He listed-  hiSacCvpntion..as a salesman. 
lacerated on the -left -'sidenof thnouth'and reported a 	of" his 
wallet with $: 80 -j a Pennsylvania priver's Jicence, and registration 
certificate" forzhisi 1958 Volkswagen.' -He ;stated -thatthit-,watild :be  
unable hp-recognize the Ione,..asscaillant .because:: he SS:grabbed fraM ,  

A Police' comment.,: on 	report-' indicated that ,thia.:twas•tgpicalH 
of a number of Strong arm robberies .in which- the' victim was.  intoxiea-.;- . 
ted ancLunable: to furnish much information-about-the robberYtA fe45,, ,' days later Jastin.was:H intsroleteed_ again and _changed hisistory;:, jit,:.. 
was an Indiana licence on the:car. and the - amount- of ±tonegt:Iost - zols;7-,.:  slightly larger. ;  Whether:he indicated more men or not were involved;l' 
is not clear but at a subsequent showup he .tentatively identifiedhLri-  
three men who Were subsequently convicted of a series of Strong--arrt - 
robberies.; 	 . 	, 

INTE??V.M7 	WITH FBI 
.-. 	 ,.. In' e same date I. interviewed agent John S. Pihalenr. of the ,  FBI-  at ateir, 

office, 536 S; :Clark..-St.; chica.go„. Ill.:: I. taidihim-• thereC,, Seemed!::.'Z'- ;,., some possibility'` that. Mrs..Ralph 'Ojeda according 	the,story"'ot Mrs..
Harlan, had previous knOwledge that Roy Justin was- an escapee,' 

from St. Elizabeth s Hospital. Wheaten reffrred me to the. agents Who 
had interviewed .Pearl Harlan: 

,• 	James R. Bumph  
Nelson If. Jennett 

• 
Air. Rumph stated that they .had -already:interviewed the. Ojeda's a 
well as Pearl Harlan in their efforts to locate Boy Juittin tell°, was;;; 
still a badly - wanted - fugitive. He pointecVout that the-Ojedas gave; 
them a better impression than did 'Mrs.: Harlan in, that they..calmly*.  .... \discussed the Matter: of Roy JUStin; -I:agreed, that:.-this ,thas:.quitit- } 

'Rossible and pointed out that the Ojedas had:been:making money by; 
.luditine Donnie Ight, are namina'n aera high nrihesAnrytho nriiIi7on#:.. 



L. Ron -Hubbard 
Washington, D.C. 

Roy Justtn, barn Burstein or Bernatoin)  
The Ojeda's, story was that they had knoun justin's father, Burstein_ as being active in Scientology some years ago. Roy Justin had told them that he had been a voluntary patient at-St. Elizabeth's: 	• Hospital, and, of courses  was free to leave whenever he-chose. Apparently their story to the FBI is that they didinot know.the reason for the commitment. 

. • " 

JuStin was ,last Understood. to. be headed for Spokane'orYthe,Pacific: Northwest to ge in touch with someone interested in Scientology: there; I told him there wasz.a.  man named Hanan active sometime age*: in Spokane. ;..  

FBI DOSSITR ON ROY :JUSTIN • I •  
1953 Roy Burstein zs sentenced to five years for taking lindecent,i liberties with- a minor ot.•.Salidas„Colorado; later he z..tz.e granted:a, full unconditional pardon. 	 '-- • •- 
9/18/56 Nashington,CD.C: pal ice 	snout 	a Rau Burstien  'was arrested for carrying dangerous weapons.... Hiscar contained:.a veri;; table- arsenal. - 

- 	- 3 V2/58 Roy Justin was,  arrested fort indecent acts committedThz.oith liner 'child and 0n.,9/25/58 was sentenced . tO St. Elizabeth's Hospit Irashinoton D.C. assia :sex. psycopath. • 	- 
• • 	

•• 1 1/9/59 Justin.was given convaleacent -leaVe on--'a prbmise ,to return On" 1 1 /29/59. He never did sb.-- [-Previouslyihe was treated - inPhiladelphia for a mental.disturbance. ' • 
7/11/61,  Roy Justin.was arrested at. Rqno Arewzda for-  ulolat fon of the 1/4 .6e Green. River Ordinance for soliciting -without a city permit. -"Pearl:-„ Harlan' told'the FBI agents. that Justin toot a vacation'and went out. West ,beform- she finally got him-out of her,,house: 
If time permits . from other rush assignments I propose-  to follow- up:;; ,'on some of the addresses and telephone numbers listed in the Chicago arrest record of Justin. Enclosing photo'copies of Chicago Police Daily-  But 	, 

R. D.:Sherman.  
Inspector_ e.nertcys Chgo. Police 

• 
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EVE :217:1 PARK POLICE DEPT. 
ARREST. SUP AND OFFICERS REPORT 	 DATE. —August..14.,1146.1. 

Ci5py .  to Citigf 	 Comp. No, 	7718 	 

Subject 	 Address 9720• S...Pncs.pect7C4icaga 	 

	Sett... M. 	Social Security No.. Z07-.2.6.0 28) 	  

Date of Birth. 5.7 Z5r.1.9R5....iit...6!1.7...vit...190... tir...b?",....464..b 	e....comp.. Ugh t 	 

Scars—Deformities 	
 

Occupation... 1th e m plo yod. 	 Employer 	  

OFFENSE..D.1.30.r.2.0 rly..cond.uct 	 Date. Au 6u z.t 

mc.ofoccumne.2.14)—W.95..51...t..varlous..othar.buienes.c.houses_in..EIc.fl. 	 

compkimmt..Mra.:renc..Egan 	 Address. 1123.6. LEINdr..W.Ortib..Tel...Cits 	:3:11 

Anyorineofficer.taxistenrSchierelbain 	Daw. Aug.14.71$61 	nme 

Record and ttlis 	  

Court Dates...5 apt....771t16L 	  

PO  
Court Disposition.... 	...(......r)us- ti  

by lltel 	
Address 	 Tel. 	  

methoti cfofften.Sub4ett_attimpted.to—ohtaimmoney.by_bagginge 	  

.:,̀
:)trscribe Stolsm Property 	  

FACTS CONCERNING ARREST 

Police reeved 1. call from. ahove Comp in regards to subject entering 1 

Calco here Imtrc-rer!nnts Office Irnere the Comp. 1.7.; employed p and telling 

the Comp. he is destituude t and his children are hungary. 

Police observed the subgett Roy- Justin pon 95 St. going in and out of tl 

stores.When the police talked to Mr.Justin l he told them his children hi 

no food at home and would like some help in raising money. 

Mr.Justin was brought to the station. 
Officers DAWalder & E.Schielfeltein found a wallett containing 443.00.: 

Mr.Justints 195' Voiks. LIc.ind CK8411, 
.iutjezt tooke-, M.-rderly 	 nat at $50.00.. 

1 

4).0) 
21/3/L3 

Omat.A.Ccarsten 	  
use rovers* if needed 
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	 0. W. WILSON, SUPERINTENDEI,  

WANTED FOR DECEPTIVE 

PRACTICE AND THEFT' 

LEO ROLLINS — E51367 

• M/N, 45, 5-8, 213, heavy build, dark bra 

comp, bra eyes, black hair, clean shaven, 

has gold crown on upper front tooth. Wear-

ing a gray top coat, dark brn trousers, gray 

fedora hat and black shoes. Accompanied 

by M/N, 39, 5-11, .165, slender build, dark 

bra comp, bra eyes, gold crowns on four 

upper front teeth, wore a dark fedora, 

length dark coat and black shoes. Wanted 

g for lk;
c
--
r
iotive Practice and Theft from Per- 

il son 	.eons of a "Pigeon Drop"., 

R.D. A389332 Gen. Assgn. Sec. Area 5. 

• .•••••••-- 

WANTED FOR QUESTIONING 

, VI, 	

ROY JUSTIN 

6-1,‘ 	195, medium build, blonde 

711.1 blonde Van Dyke beard, wearin 

-• 	- ----- 1.1 nt-Ir trousers, white sill- 

BEAT MEN! 	TRAFFIC MEN!. 

The petroleum industry has been co-

operating -in developing a citizen-police 

operation for catching criminals spotted 

by gas station operators. The Depart-

ment has been giving tips to 2600 Chicago 

gas stations through a periodic Special 

Bulletin distributed to them by their in-

dustry. This bulletin carries tips on de-

tecting car thieves, stolen cars, and-

other criminals. Attendants are told not 

to take any "open" action, but to call 

PO 5-1313 immediately. 

Get acquainted with the gas station at-

tendants on your beat. They can be of 

great help to you in advising about sus-

picious or actual criminal activities on 

your beat. 

r 
per jacket, Occupation: Self-employed Artist 

Is known to frequent the area of Oak and 

State sts. May be driving a 1953 Beige 

Sunbeam Talbot convertible, with Cali-

fornia license EEJ-468. Wanted for ques-

tioning regarding the rape of a 23 months 

old female, occurringon 21 Oct. 62 

R.D. A373292 — Flom.-Sex Area 6. 

—J 

MISSING PERSON 

LILLIAN LUFF 

1442 N. Central Park Ave. 

• 
F/W, 18, 5-4, 115, slender build, blue eyes, 

silver blonde hair worn long, poor front 

teeth, light comp. Wearing a brn skirt, 

white blouse and black shoes. Missing • 

since 27 Aug: 62. Fla/ A351794 — Youth 

Section, Area 4. 	- 

WANTED FOR INVESTIGATION 

MALCOM F. SCOTT — E66093 

Alias: "Pee Wee" 

M/N, 20, 5-8, 150, medium build, medi,  

bra comp, brn eyes, black hair, clean shay. 

has upper front tooth missing. Wanted 

investigation regarding theft of 1962 Ch 

rolet sedan from 5835 Emerald BY. Bas a 

been implicated in robberies by accompl 

who is now in custody. Warrant for I 

arrest on file at Burglary Section, Area 

R.D. A380441. 

INTRA-DEPT BASKETBALL 

The next scheduled meeting of the n 

intra-Department Basketball Lague 

Friday, 16 November 62, 1330 ho,  

Personnel Division, Room 301, 112 

State Street. 

CONTACT: Sgt. C..Erickson, Spe 

Services Section, Pax 224, Bell 

CANCEL: Wanted for Murder mess 

Emmett. Suggs, Jr., .1508 S. St. Lou 

published in the DAILY BULLETIt 

PLEMENT, Vol. 3, No. 242. Suspe 

in custody homicide-Sex Area 4. 

TRAFFIC REPORT FOR 10 NOV, 

Traffic deaths to date this month ... 

Trafiit deaths same period last yea 

Difference 	Mi 

Traffic deaths to date this year .... 

Traffic deaths same period last yet 

Difference 	 1 

1 n 

C% 
r 	h 

4, 	  



Allk 'OPTIONM FORM NO. TO 
5010-101 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	Chicago District 

FROM : R. D. Sherman 

SUBJECT: Hubbard E Meter 
4-093 V (Olk 

/Roy Justin,  

L. Ron Hubbard 
Distribution Center, etc. 
Washington, D. C. 

— - - — — - - - - - - 
born Burstein (or Bernstein) 

DRM/C 1/25/63 requested an interview with Pearl E. Harlan of Chicago 
as per DRM/Districts 1/24/63 re: L. Ron Hubbard and-his various operating 
names. 

My report of 2/4/63 indicates that(tearl Harl;li'had a very unfortunate-
experience with, Roy Justin. Her story was so fantastic that before _I 
dared-report it, I determined to_verify certain features. Therefore, on 
2/1/63 I interviewedrChief Deputy Marshal Sullivan with reference to:RoL) 
Justin. He introduced Me to deputy EricJoneson. Joneson showed me 
Warrant 377-58)from the District of Columbia dated 4/27/62 for the arrest , 
`of Roy Justin as an escapee from St. Elizabeth's Hospital'(for the insane) 
at Washington, D. C. A letter from the U. S. Marshal for the District Of_ 
Columbia indicated that Roy Justin might be staying at-9720 Prospect Ave. ) 
This is the address of Pearl Harlin': she told me that she wrote to'St.; 
Elizabeth's Hospital inquiring about the status of Roy Justin-and never 
hdaird from them. Naturally the hospital.referred the matter to the Depart-
ment of Justice. 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT 	 February 15, 1963 
Attention: Mr. Will Swain 

We are submitting a part of Roy Justin's criminal record. The remainder 
will be submitted when obtained. 

William G. 
Chief Inspector 

RWC:WGIC:rc 	 , 
Enc. cc this memo w/Chgo Police Dept. 

and Evergreen Park Police 
cc: Balt w/same enclosures as to DRM 
Ad/file 

Bulletin 11/13/62 
Dept. arrest slip 8-14-61 
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RDS 	2/12/63 	 L. Ron Hubbard 
4-093 V 	 Washington, D.C. 

Rou Justin. born BRurstein (or Bernstein)  
Deputy Joneson before attempting the arrest contacted the Chicago 
Police and learned he was wanted by them in connection with a rape 
case. This case was the basis for another Federal Warrant #9741 
for the Northern Judicial District of Illinois dated 12/27/62, 
alleging unlawful flight to avoid prosecution for taking indecent 
liberties with a 23 month old child about 10/21/62 at 19 E. Pearson 
St., Chicago, Ill. (This was one of the addresses that Pearl Harlan 
indicated Justin went to after being compelled to leave her home.) 

For this reason Joneson took two other deputies with him when he 
went to Mrs. Harlan's residence and learned that Justin had been 
gone from there for some time. 

Joneson stated that Chicago police detective Sam Greiner of Area 6 
Detective Bureau found papers where Justin had been living on Pearson 
Street indicating he had gone to 3316 San Marino St., Los Angeles, 
California. Los Angeles police reported Justin was there until 
November of 1962 and then disappeared. Justin is still a fugitive. 

Joneson indicated that he interviewed Joyce Johnson, principal of 
the Vanderpoel School in Chicago re Justin's attempt to take one of the 
Harlan girls from the school. Justin was thwarted by the assistant 
principal of the school who handled the affair, which took place .in 
September or October of 1961. 

From some source Joneson learned that Justin was arrested on August 
14, 1961 at Evergreen Park, Illinois shortly after leaving the Harlan 
residence on complaint #7718. He was booked for disorderly conduct 
consisting of panhandling in that he went into a store operated by 
a woman and asked for money. She was frightened by the menacing 
appearance of Justin and fortunately several male customers came in 
and held him for the arrival of the police. (There is no police 
report on this phase.) Justin skipped bond, his real name is Roy 
Burstein and his father is a lawyer in Philadelphia, Pa. 

After dictating my report on Pearl Harlan on 2/4/63 I called Chicago 
Police Headquarters. There I obtained copy of Chicago Police Depart-
ment Daily Bulletin for 11/.13/62. This describes Roy Justin's latest 
crime and describes him as 27 years old, white male, 6'1" tall, 
weight 195 lbs. medium build, blond hair, and a blond Van Dyke beard 
at that time. His occupation is listed as self employed artist and at 
that .time he was staying with an artist. 

From the Chicago arrest record, file B258748 I learned a Roy Justin 
was arrested by District #3 on 2/25/62 on a traffic warrant case in 



RDS 	2/12/63 
4-093 V 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Washington, D.C. 

Rou Justin, born Burstein (or Bernstein)  

the 7100 to 7300 block of Jeffrey Blvd. This man was described as 
26 years old, 190 lbs., 6'0" height, white, brown eyes and (I thought 
black hair with light complexion. He was born on 5/25/35 in 
Pennsylvania and gave his residence as 3100 Liverpool Rd., Gary, Ind. 
Justin stated that he was the manager of some business at 1126 N. 
State St. Except for the black hair the rest of the description 
seemed to fit Roy Justin with whom we are concerned. It was dark 
when this arrest took place as near as I could interpret the ticket. 

There was another file for a Roy Justine of 1260 N. Astor St., 
Chicago, Illinois in connection with assault on 8/26/61. File 
#RD249494. Further follow up in this case disclosed it was a Roy 
Justin who complained as a victim of a strong arm robbery and assault. 
Interviewed by police at Passavant Memorial Hospital, Chicago, Ill. 
he gave his residence as Dearborn 7-8245 and business phone as 
Ta 9-6212. He listed his occupation as a salesman. Justin was 
lacerated on the left side of the mouth and reported a loss of his 
wallet with $800  a Pennsylvania Driver's licence, and registration 
certificate for his 1958 Volkswagon. He stated that he would be 
unable to recognize the Zone assaillant because he was grabbed from 
behind. 

A police comment on this first report indicated that this was typical 
of a number of strong arm robberies in which the victim was intoxica-
ted and unable to furnish much information about the robbery. A few 
days later Justin was interviewed again and changed his story. It 
was an Indiana licence on the car and the amount of money Zost was 
slightly larger. Whether he indicated more men or not were involved 
is not clear but at a subsequent showup.he tentatively identified 
three men who were subsequently convicted of a series of•strong arm 
robberies. 

INTERVIEW WITH FBI  
The same date I interviewed agent John E. Whalen of the FBI at their 
office, 536 S. Clark St.; Chicago, Ill. I told him there seemed 
some possibility that Mrs. Ralph Ojeda according to the story of Mrs. 
Pearl Harlan, had previous knowledge that Roy Justin was an escapee 
from St. Elizabeth's Hospital. Whalen referred me to the agents who 
had interviewed Pearl Harlan: 

James R. Bumph 
Nelson K. Jennett 

Mr. Rumph stated that they had already interviewed the Ojeda's as 
well as Pearl Harlan in their efforts to locate Roy Justin who was 
still a badly wanted fugitive. He pointed out that the Ojedas gave 
them a better impression than did Mrs. Harlan in that they calmly 
discussed the matter of Roy Justin. I agreed that this was quite 
possible and pointed out that the Ojedas had been making money by 
"auditing" people who are paying a very high price for the privilege. 
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RDS 	2/12/63 
	

L. Ron Hubbard 
4-093 V 
	

Washington, D.C. 

Roy Justin. born Burstein (or Bernstein) 

The Ojeda's story was that they had known 
as being active in Scientology some years 
them that he had been a voluntary patient 
Hospital, and, of course, was free to Zea 
Apparently their story to the FBI is that 
reason for the commitment. 

Justin's father, Burstein 
ago. Roy Justin had told 
at St. Elizabeth's 
ve whenever he chose. 
they did not know the 

Justin was last understood to be headed for Spokane or the Pacific 
Northwest to get in touch with someone interested in Scientology 
there. I told him there was a man named Hanan active sometime ago 
in Spokane. 

FBI DOSSIER ON ROY JUSTIN  
1953 Roy Burstein was sentenced to five years for taking indecent 
liberties with a minor at Salida, Colorado; later he was granted a 
full unconditional pardon; 

9/18/56 Washington, D.C. police files show a  Roy Burstien  was 
arrested for carrying dangerous weapons. His car contained a veri-
table arsenal. 

3/2/58 Roy Justin was arrested for indecent acts committed with a 
minor child and on 9/25/58 was sentenced to St. Elizabeth's Hospital, 
Washington; D.C. as a sex psycopath. 

1 1/9/59 Justin was given convalescent leave on a promise to return 
on 11/29(59. He never did so. Previously he was treated in 
Philadelphia for a mental disturbance. 

//11/61 Roy Justin was arrested at Reno,Nevada for violation of the 
Green River Ordinance for soliciting without a city permit. Pearl 
Harlan told the FBI agents that Justin took a vacation and went out 
West before she finally got him out of her house. 

If time permits from other rush assignments I propose to follow up 
on some of the addresses and telephone numbers listed in the Chicago 
arrest record of Justin. Enclosing photo copies of Chicago Police 
Daily Bulletin. 

R. D. Sherman 
Inspector 

encl:cys Chgo. Police 
Daily Bulletin 

RDS:hjb 
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WANTED FOR INVESTIGATION 

$.1y 

• CONFIDEN 11 AL — For Police Use Only 
	 0. W. WILSON. SUPERINTENDENT 

WANTED FOR DECEPTIVE 
PRACTICE AND THEFT'. 

LEO ROLLINS — E51367 

M/N, 45, 5-8, 213, heavy build, ,dark brn 
comp, brn eyes, black hair, clean shaven, 
has gold crown on upper from tooth. Wear-
ing a gray top coat, dark brn trousers, gray 
fedora hat and black shoes. Accompanied 

by M/N, 39, 5-11, .165, slender build, dark 
brn comp, brn eyes, gold crowns on four 
upper front teeth, wore a dark fedora, % 
length dark coat and black shoes. Wanted 
for Deceptive Practice and Theft from Per-
son by means of a "Pigeon Drop". 

R.D. A389332 — Gen. Assgn. Sec. Area 5 

WANTED FOR QUESTIONING 

ROY JUSTIN 

M/W, 27, 6-1, 195, medium build, blonde 
hair and blonde Van Dyke beard, wearinff 
n beige sweater, black trousers, white zipj. 

BEAT MENI 	TRAFFIC MEN! 
The petroleum industry has been co-
operating in developing a citizen-police • 
operation for catching criminals spotted 
by gas station operators. The Depart-
ment 'has been gtvirig tips to 2600 Chicago 
gas stations through a periodic Special 
Bulletin distributed to them by their in-
dustry. This. bulletin carries tips on de-
tecting car thieves, stolen cars, and. 
other criminals. Attendants are told not 
to take any "open" action, but to call 
PO 5-1313 immediately. 
Get acquainted with the gas station at-
tendants on your beat. They can be of 
great help to you in advising about sus-
picious or actual criminal activities on' 
your beat. 	( 

per jacket. Occupation: Self-employed Artist 
Is known to frequent the area of Oak and 
State ste. May be driving a 1953 Beige 
Sunbeam Talbot convertible, with Cali-

fornia license EEJ-468. Wanted for ques-
tioning regarding the rape of a 23 months 
old female, occurringon 21 Oct. 62 
R.D. A373292 — dom.-Sex Area 6. 

MISSING PERSON 

LILLIAN LUFF 
1442 N. Central. Park Ave. 

F/W, 18. 5-4, 115, slender build, blue eyes, • 
silver blonde hair worn long, poor front -
teeth, light-• comp. Wearing a brn skirt, - 

white blouse and.. black shoes. Missing: 

since 27-Au6 62.• %D. A351794 — Youth 
Section, Area 4. 

MALCOM F. SCOTT — E66093 
Alias: "Pee Wee" 

M/N, 20, 5-8, 150, medium build, medium 
brn comp, brn eyes, black hair, clean shaven, 
has upper front tooth missing. Wanted for 
investigation regarding theft of 1962 Chev-
rolet sedan from 5835 Emerald ay. Has also 
been implicated in robberies by accomplice 
who is now in custody. Warrant for this 
airest on file at Burglary Section, Area 3 —
R.D. A380441. 

INTRA-DEPT BASKETBALL 
The next scheduled meeting of the new 
Intra-Department Basketball League is 
Friday, 16 November 62. 1330 hours, 
Personnel Division, Room 301, 1121 S. 
State Street. 
CONTACT: Sgt. C. --Erickson, Special 
Services Section, Pax 224, Bell 626. 

CANCEL: Wonted for Murder message on 
Emmett- Suggs, Jr., 1508 S. St. Louis ay., 
published in the DAILY BULLETIN SUP-
PLEMENT, Vol. 3, No. 242. Suspect now 

in custody Homicide-Sex Area 4. 

TRAFFIC REPORT FOR 10 NOV. 1962 

Traffic deaths to date this month 	6 
Traffic deaths same period last year 	 8 

Difference 	Minus 2 

Traffic deaths to date this year 	196 

Traffic deaths same period last year 	244 
Difference 	 Minut 48 • 
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T he .etroleum industry has bee co- 
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operation or catching crimin. s spotted 
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A:kREST SUP AND OFFICERS REPORT. 	 Augu.a 	1961. 

Copy to Chief 	 Cal". NO 	77.18 	 

sobioct..'Roy..Just in 	  Address. 9720..S..Prz 	cag.o 	 

Tel.. 843.8.53 1.6 ...Row W 	Sex— M.1 	Social Security No.. 2.0 7..26..3 283 	  

on, of sirth. 	,192 	 e.... Comp.. Light 	 

scar-Deforrines 	  

tsoompation...Unemploy.ed. 	  ronFicter 

 

 
   

 
  

 

 
  

 
 

 
  

OFFENSE..D1.3ardarly..conduct 	 Dais. Augus.t . 1  4..r1961 	Tbne.2 35 . PM: 

Mace of Occur* 	 OLA • • 

compiainont
Ho

ettazzanerzwit
4 
	 Address at3364tErWerribiftrItb-i*-Csera4-40 .A.  	

A  

Arresting Officer.frearazaa.Sehi-ersi-bartm).... Dow.. Aug.14-,19 61 	now. 2:50.2M 

Record and No. 	 

court DC614...Sept..71.196L 	  

Court Disposition:. VW/4 	e2":"( 	 

- 	 Address    Tel 	 
, 	- 	• 	• 	. • . 	. 	 • 

A fiethod of Offense. Subjett..attemp.ted . to. .ohtain. money. by. bagging. 	  

Dirialber:Star_!roperty.. t  .. 	. 

OAS CONCERNING ARREST 

-:1! 	
- : r 	 - 

-019 Police .rat ieved- -a- cal-I-from-above 	pu-iii,:regards-to, subject entering tkisay,  

{Calna-Hett-imne-ents-ttfti-tahhere the Comp. is employed land telling 
: 	. the Camp. he is destituude , and his children are hungary.- 

Police observed the subdett Roy Justin, on 95 St. going in and out of the 
stores .When the police talked to Mr.Justin,he told them his children had 
no food at home and would like some help in raising money. 

;Justin was brOught to the station: 
found a wallett containing $41.00 in 

Mr. Justin ' 	Volki.: Lit ; Ind CK8411, 
Subject booked disorderly,,,tconduct-Bond sat at $50.00.  



Document A-21. This document is a three page affidavit dated 2/14/63, 
describing the complainant's experiences with Scientology and members of 
that organization. 

This document is released with deletions. On page 1, the deleted material 
above paragraph 1, and the deleted material in sentence 1 of paragraph 1 
consist of the name and address of the complainant. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the 
identity of a confidenital source. Deletions in sentences 3 and 9 
consist of names of two specific individuals, which if released would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). The deleted portion on line 6 
of paragraph 1 consists of the name of a location, which if released 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. This portion is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

Lines 1 and 7 contain names of two specific individuals. Lines 3 and 4 
contain the names of specific individuals and an address. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because release would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The deleted portion on 
line 5 contains the name of a location, which if released would disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

Line 1 and part of line 3 contain names of specific individuals, release 
of which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). The remaining 
deleted portions in this paragraph, as well as the deleted portions in 
paragraph 4, consist of confidential information pertaining to specific 
events disclosed by a confidential source. These portions are exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. The deleted portion under the title of "Firm" 
contains the name of a specific individual, which if released would 
disclose the identity of a confidential source. This portion is exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

On page 2, the deleted portions found at the top of the affidavit and 
at the bottom contains the name of the complainant, which if released 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The deleted portions in lines 3 
and 4, paragraph 1, contain confidential information pertaining to a 
specific individual, which if released would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). The remaining deletions in this paragraph consist 



of names of two specific individuals, which if released would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These portions are exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 

Paragraph 2 is deleted in its entirety because it consists of detailed 
confidential information supplied by a confidential source. This portion 
is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release would con—
stitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. 

In paragraph 4, deletions found on lines 9-12 and portions of line 16 
and 17, found on page 3, consist of confidential information pertaining 
to a specific individual. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(6)(7)(C), because release would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. The remaining portions of this paragraph 
consist of names and specific events, which if released would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

The deleted material on page 3, other than on line 1, contain the name 
and address and specific information pertaining to the complainant. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 



AFFIDAVIT 

• 

t -717 

	 Sample NC. 	 '/AL 	
 

:Oanty c: 	  

Se fore me, 	ii i'-.1 D. Shf!rryldn 	an employee of the DE artment of Hee. th, 
ttlta. e_nd welfare, Food and Drug-  Administration, des1;nated by the Secretary, under authority 

or 	ACt of January 31, 1925, 43 Statutes at Large 803 (5 U. S.C. 521); Reorgent cation .Plar, No. IV, 
Secs. 12-1s, effective June 30, 1940; and Reor;an zation Plan No. 1 of 1953, Secs. 1-9, effective 
Aari 	1953, to administer or 	tto;0. ',Atha. a tri rmattons, and at fidavi ts, personally appeared 
k 

	

	  the county and State aforesaid, who, being 
rat duly swam deposes and says: 

I am a housewife living at, 	  
and Ty _husband .first became interested in Scientology about. 1/54; 

I 2 paid .;;;890 jointly tot*4,,A 0370.4.and met in a small ,:rout :4t 
i Hy home to study Scientology. Both of us received the degree 
ubbard . Certified Auditor. Mine is dated 12/1270. After that we 

,-et with other people interested in Scientologuhere inattfare,e; It  	
kine such meeting it was proposed that we form a church. Since cicien- 
kology is a science as I know it and not a religion, I asked why. 	----- 	— 	 

an Auditor, replied that it was to 'keep polfcem,== ...... 
rom meddling in our business.. 

was said to have conducted religious services but 

at ended only One; this was a ceremony in which he married a .-"i7- 7 

	

near north side ofittreaethese are  	• 

	

the business meetings.,  There we met  	

	

be an Auditor, since business meetings  	

We attended regular Friday nigh; --J  

meetings at an address on the 
by written invitation only to 

who would have to 

named 	 

	

lore Jim! ca to Audi 	s. 
I 	::;e paid )19 to 	 to decide how Zone, it wool1 

	

tame to audit me, to 	Clear; it was estimated 2 months at 4 h..--s 

*-:ily. We paid00eWiVto Clear me and 	  

	 I do not professionally audit other people. 

Although my husband and I were shocked at this display of 
financial instability, since we had spent the money, it-was decided 

Firm 	  

Per 	  Title 	  

Subscribed and sworn to before me at 

this 	  day of 	  19  

• (2."'"?' • A  • ". 	A 	 ) • 

FL -ZARA (Roy. 70.•• 1958) 

• ' • • 	 ..•44"-* :7Cr..11C.Saa44.9.2".tike-t.tatiZIlat'A.V.Cri.."1:2±COAPS...e". 

l'atployee of the DLpartment of Health, Zduc....tion. and 
Welfare des: ,tnated under Act of January 31. 1925. 
P.eorgani cation Plan IV effective June 30, 1.,;40; and 
Reorganization. Plan No. 1 of 1953, et teen ve 
April 11, 1953. 



:agmtring about   .1 learned from, one of these men 

Page 2 Sample Nc. 

AFFIDAVIT 

4o--7 

	

of 	Ill inni~  

;.10:C.  

	

:our. ty c 	  

Roland D. Sherman Fe fore me, 	Ro land 	employee of the Department of 
and Wel fare, Food and Drug Adrlinistration, des: dated by the Secretary, under at :Lori ty 

c, •tht Act of January 31, 1925.' 43 Statutes at Large 803 (5 U.S.C. 521); Reoraani zatlon Plan No. IV, 
Sacs. 12-15, effective June 30, 1940; and Reorg2_11zation Plan No. 1 of 1953, Secs. 1-9, effective 

r11 11. 1963. Co administer or, take oat s, af -mations, and affidavits, personally appeared 
n the county and State aforesaid, who, being 

first .:tuly sworn, reposes and says: 

to let 	 proceed with his Audit of me. It was soon apparent he 	 
WEA'S not .fol acing the auditing rules as we knew them, and I protested 	 
to my husband that 	  
	 _ 	 I protesLed :rd 
E 	told me - that sucl_was - the way Procsssors treated.people !::e 

e uslf 	 . who were 	,• I phonecR 	  
 	 . 

	

   and h :old 
I -- 
me he did not think I was crazy, did I wish to proceed with the 

!Audit? Reluctantly I agreed to proceed. On at least gne occasion 
'when I did not-..wish to proceed with the Audit,IIMMS0,042agrbbed" • 
:me by the arm and forcibly dragged me into the office used -,' an 
'audit room. I evenccalled the police but was frustated . bb - 
(carrying me out of the front room before arrival of tw,: (); `2.cers. 

	

my home but went to a 	  

	

and tried to 	  
but when the girls denied he was 	 ,,,,, 	sent 

own the road_and the authorities phoned me: About Septem:...:r or 
October 	;'061/ 	 ............................. 	.... ------and 
tried to 	 office cloned he 
notice and 	 was unsuccessful. Then I discussed these two 
Mcidents with 	 she agreed I should swear out aw:Jrran: 

	

Hut  not tell the police 	

khr'ee deputy U. S. Marshals came to my home looking for 	 r:ith 
wSrrantby.it he  had gone to live with 

...... 	Later two .8.1. agents called 

	  She alsokr .  
    So, 1 wrote a letter to 

but never heard from them, Right a`ter 6- ristmaS: 	... 	= 	

;T.0 

Firm 

Per t 

3.J;cscrloed and sworn to before me at 	  

tr.:Ls 	  day or 

 

16 	. /2 

 

    

o: the Dcphrtment of lieaLth. Education, and 
welfare desiEnated under Act of January 31, 1925, 
Reoranizatlon Plan IV effective June 30, 1040; end 
Reorzanization Plan No. 1 of 1953, effective 
April 11, 1953. 

A-C--L.:63s. (Rev. Feb. 1958) 



?age 3 

5te - e or 	r7 >,-n±. 

AFFIDAVIT 

Sample Nc. 	  

County or 

3e tore me.  T;n7e7r4  D. S7-70rmon 
	, an employee of the Deparent 'of Health, 

go,:o_tich, end '...:are. Food and Drug Administration, designated Cy the Secretary, under aidinorlty 

c: the Act. or January 31. 1925, 43 Statutes at Large 603 (5 U.S.C. 521); Reorganization Plan NO. IV, 

Secs. 12-15, e If ective June 30, 1940; end Reorganization Plan No. 1 or 1953, Secs. 1-9, effective 

;.1,_...  1953._,_ to .... adm1nister or take oaths, e.: fltimations, and affidavits, personally appeared 

	
In the county and State aforesaid, who, being 

ritst duly sworn, deposes and says: 

; 
	at the- above address since leaving 

ray 

The 7th and 8th portion of Scientolog
y deal with man's 

':survival as a spirit but f.“Is is the o
nly reference as to T- 1irft,n. 

an interested in Scientology as a Scie
nce and have been opor.sina 

,passing it off as a religion. Theref
ore I wrote cards_ to three of 

'their Churches asking when it first 
became  a Church, 	 

D.C. this perversion of Scientology as a reli
gion. As a member of 

nave protested to the rational--- headquarters at Washing:on, 

Yubbard Association of Scientologists
, International, I receive the 

.geriodical, Ability. On January 30 a
nd 31, 1963 Inspector 

0. D. Sherman interviewed me and I permitted him 'to borrow sone o
f 

Hy Ability magazines and other corres
pondence, which I ininialed 

ii:nd dated.  He cave me a receipt- for material borrowed,..__._  

Fl row
.  

Per 	  'title 	  

	

5-.hscrl bed and sworn to before me af  	

this 	  day of 	  

1=210Yee of the Department of 	Sz.ucation, and` 

Welfare des's/mated under Act or January 31, 1025, 

Reanionization Plan IV effective June z..D, 1940; and 

Reorj,anization Plan No. I or 1953. of Iective 

April 11. 1953. 

FD-1.63a :thy. Feb. 1958) 



Sample NC. 	  

1-ozz ty 
- 	

• 
serer° me, 	n-Olctr.q. L., Oher Cr/ n 	an employee of the Der ,::•tment of Heath, 

2,1L, t:ic:„ and wel tare, Food and Drug Administration, designated by the Secretary, under authority 
of :ne Act of January 31, 1925, 43 Statutes at Large 803 (5 U.S.C. 521); Reorganization Plan No. IV, 
Secs 12-1E, effective June 30, 1940; and Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1953, Secs. 1-9, effective 
;art 	II, 1953, . to administer o take oaths/  affirmations, and affidavits, personally appeared 
4 .- e(-27- 1  gar lan, ii.rs, John A. nor  La  W the  County and State aforesaid, who, being 
trra duly sworn, deposes and says: 	 r' 

• • 	. 

I am a housewife living at&220 S_ Prospect Ave., Chicago /3,IZU 
and - fly_husbrzr4d first - became interested in Scientology about_fl54... 

e paid -;;;SOO Jointly toi(Ival A. Mainard'and met in a- small !Jou': .at 
home 'to studll ScienteZogv. Botb of us received the degree 

'ubbarli‘Certified Auditor. kline is dated 12/12/56. After that t:e 
'et with other people interested in Scientologyizer'e intChiccac.1 it 
one such meeting it was proposed that we form a church... Since 3'cien-
4ology is a science as I know it and not-a religion, I asked win1. 
('rs. Roger Forgusonran Auditor, replied that it was to 'keep pol;:ceme 
from meddling in our business. H 	 . 
---tIval L2-ainard was said to have conducted religious services_ Out 

: attended only one; this was a ceremony in which he married a girl 
named Constance to Harry Ralph; they now reside at Box 135, Rte. 2, 
Bradwell Road, Barrington, Ill4 We attended regular Friday night ' 
meetings at an address on the near/north side of Chicago;/these are 
by written invitation only to the business meetings. There we met 
-oy Justint)who would have to be an Auditor, since business meetings 
are limited' to Auditors.  

• ;Ye paid :)10 totBev. Jack Hornerjto decide how long it would 
Bake to audit me to be a Clear; it was estimated 2 months at 4 h.-s. 
'daily. /e paid(Roy Justin to Clear me and live at our residence 
Where we would be partners in an undertaking to audit others. I 

( 

would get the clients and Justin would audit them. For furnishing 
office space and getting the clients, my husband and I would share 
Ahe  fees,,) I do not professionally audit other people. 	

- 

' en our whole family drove Justin to Cary, Ind. where he was 
living with a woman he introduced as his wife and their two children 
we arrived just as his trailer was being repossessed; he barely had 
time to remove his clothes. His "wife, and children" returned to 
Washington, D.C. Justin told us the fl1000 was gone for his cars. 
He never paid board nor room for the nine months he spent with us, 

Although my husband and I were shocked at this display of 
financial instability, since we had spent the money, it was decided 

Firm 	( 	1 '2 ,----t't 	/ '-;--7---•'t.---  '---*--)  
I.  

Per 	  Title 	  

Sunscribed and sworn to before me at 	  

day or 	  in 

employee of the 10.1partment of Health, Education, and 
Welfare desiated under Act of January 31, 1925, 
Reorganization Plan IV effective June 20, 1w40; and 
Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1953, effective 
April 11, 1953. 

FD-Al3A (Rev. ie... 1958) 

141.1difaSert 

this 

AFFIDAVIT 



• , Page 2 

2t.att,nt 	II7 in1is 
• 

.7ounzy of 	  

AFFIDAVIT 

Sample Nc. 	  

3e tore se,- 	R 0/city/ D. Sh 0 r T..7/z n. 	 , en employee of the Department of i, al th, 
e .1zcati on, and Welfare, Food and Drug-  Administration, des13nated by the Secretary, under autr.ority 
o: tite Act of January 31, 1925, 43 Statutes at Large 603 (5 U.S.C. 521); Reor;'an 1 zatlon Plan No. IV, 
Secs. 1Z-15, effective - June 30, 1940; and Reorganization Plan Ho. 1 of 1953, Secs. 1-9, effective 
, - (.11 11, 1953, to administer or take oaths, affirmations, and affidavits, personally appeared (40 
.r -:::-- 7 h1/2 r Lin, L:rs . John A. b o. r 1072 1  in the county' 	and State aforesaid, who, being 
f 1 rst Ouly sworn, deposes and says: 	 ,....: 

to letustin)proceed with his Audit of me. It was soon apparent he 
was not following the auditing rules as we knew them, and I protested 
to my husband that(Roy Justin must be off mentally. Justinbtrgan 
to take over the household as though he owned u„,) I protested tind 
RPv)told me that such was the way Proc ssors treated people 12,:e 
myself who were unbalanced. I phoned Rev. Wing Angell)and h.,7 :old 
me he did not think I was crazy., did 	wish to proceed with the 
Audit? Reluctantly I agreed to proceed. On at least one occasion 
when I did not wish to proceed with the Audit, (Roy Justil)grabbed 
me by the arm and forcibly dragged me into the office used as an 
audit room. I evenccalled the police but was frustated by('J ustin) 
carrying me out of the front room before arrival of tw3-  officers. 

I phoned protests to other Chicago auditors such an6loseph 
Palaile of 7883 N. Maud Ave p)and wrote letters to the ftashiah'9?,, 	/ 
D.C. office. Finallya!rs. Ralph Ojeda, of 6026.11.Winthrop Ave.,)-  
r:hjcago,i) heard us separately and then in the presence of m-2,,. hr,..srrii 
and three daughters orderedgustiq to-.leave my home, that his 
certificate was no longer in order. . 	 . 

V (Iustin
j)left my home but went to a Girl Scout Camp at Eittut) 

.ipring, Valparaiso, Ind) and tried to remove two sf my girls from) 
4':he camp,) but when the girls denied he was (heir uncle) he tx_s sent 
clown the road and the authorities phoned me. About Septemr or 
October 1961C1ustin followed my girls into Valderpoel Schooliand 
tried to(remove one of them. The principal'sjoffice phoned the 
.00lics and(Justin)was unsuccessful, When I discussed these two 
:ncidents with (Mrs. Ojeda)she agreed I should swear out a warrant 
1.4t not tell the police Justin was an escapee from St. Elizabeth's_ 
hospital (for the insane) at Washington, D.C.) She-  also knew he was 
4$ent there for rape o.f a minor.) So, I wrote a letter to &t. 
!?clizabeth's flospitalput never heard from them. Right after Christma. 
three deputy U. S. marshals came to my home looking for(Justin)with 
-warrant but he had gone to live with (an artist named James 

772rubaker at 19 E. Pearson..) Later two F.B.I. agents-  called on ,ne 
/aguiring about(Justin.) I learned from one af these men(Iustia 	LO 
_ . 	 Firm 	  

r  0 Pe   
 

Title 	  

S•Jr,scrlOed and sworn to before me at 	  

this 	  day of 	  19 

 

• ,C)  , /2 	.4" 	 ) 

 

    

£;:.2:.o:ee of the Department of Neon, •EducatIon, and 
Welfare (lest ;mated under Act of January 31. 1925. 
Reorganization Plan IV effective Jute 70, 1940; and 
Reor:;anization Plan No. 1 of 1953, effective 
Anil 11, 1953. 

ID-463a (Rev. Feb. 1958) 

a 



AFFIDAVIT 

Sample Nc. 	  

Sza.:(e of 	I" 	inn ir 

county or  • — 0 ok • 

3efore me.  IC 17 nr 4  D. Sher.7,077, 	, an employee of the DepartMent -of Health. 

and Wel fare, Food and Drug Administration, designated by the Secretary, under authority 

C 	the Act of Janutry 31, 1025, 43 Statutes at Large 603 (5 U.S.C. 621); Reorgan :zation Plan No. IV, 

Secs. 12-15, effective June 30, 1940; and Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1953, Secs. 1-9, effective 

erg, 	11 
1.
, 1953, co administer pr talcs oaths, affi.mations, and affidavits, personally appeared 

nor Ian., 	,John 	Hari /min  the county and State aforesaid, who, being 

(listduly sworn, deposes and says: 

(raped a two year old infant)at the 
above address since leaving my 

home. 
The 7th and 8th portion of Scientolo

gy deal with man's 

:survival as a spirit but !.is is the
 only reference as to re1i.c7ia. 

I am interested in Scientology as 
a Science and-have been opposing 

passinc it off as a religion. Therefo
re I wrote cards to three. of 

roe 'r Churches asking when it .first
 became a Church, (i have 

Icopyrichted my own views on Scientol
ogy.) 

• I have protested to the National hea
dquarters at Washing:on, 

0.C. this perversion of Scientology 
as a religion. As a member of 

.1-rubbard Association of Scienolb
gists, International, I receive the 

periodical, Ability. On January 30 a
nd 31,- 1963 Inspector 

2. D. Sherman interviewed me and I p
ermitted him to borrow some of 

my Ability magazines and other corres
pondence, which I initialed .  

and dated. He gave me a receipt for
 material borrowedjand paid 

-ire 90% for three copies of my formu
la of Scientology as I conceive 

it to have been in the beginning.) 

Firm 	/ 	• --- 

Per 	  Title 	  

n.bscribed and sworn to before 

this 	//212? 	day of 	 

me at(ch icaco 

ifehrvr;ry 

TI 1 inn i s )  
• • 

ImPloyee of the Department of EeL(th, F.hucation, and 

Welfare des:ranted under Act of January 31, -  1025, 

Rcorganizatior. Plan IV effective June 53, 1940; and 

Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1953, -effective 

April 11. 1953. 

ED-463a (Rev. Feb. 1958) 



Document A-22 and H-38 are identical. This document is a three page 
memorandum dated 2/15/63 to Director, Chicago District, from A.D. Sherman. 
Subject: 4093 V, Hubbard E Meter. The memorandum consists of the 
inspector's description of his investigation and interview with a member 
of the Church of Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deletions found on page 1 
of this document consist of the name and address of the individual being 
interviewed. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), 
because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

On page 2, the deleted portion at the top of the page and in paragraph 5 
contains the name of the individual being interviewed. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of 
a confidential source. Deletions found in paragraph 1 consist of the 
name of a specific individual and confidential information pertaining to 
that individual and the person interviewed. These portions are exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), because release would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and would disclose the identity 
of a confidential source. 

Deletions found in paragraph 4 consist of the investigator's opinion 
concerning a specific matter. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(5), because it is a personal opinion stated by the investigator 
in this document. 

Deletions found in paragraph 6, which continues onto page 3, consist of 
names of specific individuals and confidential information pertaining to 
these individuals. Thege portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), 
because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. 

The deleted portion at the top of page 3 consists of the name of the 
individual being interviewed, which if released would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



Deletions found in paragraphs 1 and 2 on this page contain names of 
specific individuals and confidential information pertaining to these 
individuals. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D), 
because release would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy and would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. 



V 

ninza:ca, CHIC140 DISZUCT 

R. D. Sherman 

4-093 7 
aubbard :I-Meter  

7ahruary 16, 1963 

La:'ayette on ?ubbard 
rcunding Church of Scientology 
Distributitua Center 
.ashington 9, D. C. 

Refer to continuing assi,roment DRM/Districts 1/24/63 with regard  to the 
.Jove firm and subject. An investiaation .Sea made tot - 

e7la . 	thich -was the subject of my memo of 2/4/63. During a telephona_csii-.  
between Chicago. District and Will Emain.of D214, a request-was made-to 
obtain dn aZfidavit.from 	 and s.:;d to obtain - additional copies ..... 	 
of Ability to be ::eat to Washington. ZCT rev a.. 

• : 	. 
Cu 2/13/63 I again interviewed_ .     'furnished me 
additional correspondence Nnich.she had not previously shown me:and in- • 
izialed and dated these...Thsse. letters Identified as Emhibits 1-7 for. 
7/12/53. At this time She also furnished me a number of.books on 3cian--, 
toto.ry :which I identified as Exhibits A through C. One of - them consists 

f two cages from a magazine. During this visit 1-re-t-Cd to her AEILITY,-T-
-.issues member 140,.141,• 144 and 145. in catiettiOn'to4the ceoks, she fur-. .H. 
Itished. me additional issues of. ABIlarrfor. nUrcrevi_ew; • 	- 

	

DIVT2ION OF nal.nxda maa_olutizr: 	'.---_,24:eraary- 15, 1563 
Attentica: 	 _ 

-Te are siilirrit-td- thatirnal  sarb-thrits received Pew  	
the affida. rit you. respected f.trs her; 

1- 

It:411 4731 G 
Insr-Ins 

:73•Ust zrc 	 • 
this mere 	 affIdErrit., 
2x. 	c:a-rozendence 4xhihits, 
Ex.. 1-7, 2/13/63 
fm.1 1, 2i14/63 	• • 

cc: 331t w/cy 	 afftdavit„ 	r 

correspandence.4w-"Ml's - 7-. 1-29, V21/63 
213/63-  

It< 
-1-6-/ "--) 

- • 	..... 

' 	. 	••-•-•-• 
• • : 	...... 	- • 

•rl • 	11. :::: 	•••••.: 

„..  



-2- 

ee 
.12113: 4-033 •V 

   

e. an Ilubberd 

   

   

Z.ubbard Eel 	 Waehington 9, D. C. 

I returned again  en-2/14/63 and returned to her photostats of her 
cerreepondence Uhihil-packed up during my first visit. She aneeed that 
it would be betege:.loreus to retain the originals until after the eZashins 
ton trial so that if - 	 or anyone else tried to obtain thele,.they. 
would be unable to do so. Cn 2/13/631:told her I hid interviewed 	
	since my first visit and had 	  

   e obtaened her affidavit re her dealinss with.3cientoloev in 
teal form on "/14/53. 

Then I returned on the 14th = gave her an itemized receipt for the hooks 
lich I had borrowed on.  the 13th. At this tine she furnished ma with more 

eepies of correspondence and she initialed and dated these. Theseare 
Cehibits 1 through 7 for rebreary IS. to the 14th she save me one eore 

:ehibit 	ehe told me thee' Hehbard iesued ieetruccioas on what to 
nay een any of his auditors were cauehe by hospital authorities during.. 
their eontazz with patients. This book is dated 1955 2nd is one of the 
first attempte to associate Scientology with religion. On pages 5 rnd 6 
they recognize the necessity of medical doctors but claim that they are un-
able to treat psychosooatic medicine. On pass 5 and 7 are instructions on 
how to conduct themselves if they should be arrested., 

• 
It should be noted that in Some-of the issues which have been returned to 
her inasmuch as Dile( apparently had these issues there wareeome very interest-
ing material. In Issue 142 on pages l2 and. 14 under the title UW.NT, • 
:leatieg ProOotion by L- Mon Hubbard, he describes how they .Practice heeling, 
and suggested methods of evading the laws with regards to engaging-in • . 
beating practices. 

Issue 144 on page 6 describes a =ember of crises and that the U. S. crisis 
was caused  by  the irate parents of a student urging )DA to seize all 
2-7elettre. " 	  

_ 
Peee 15 speaks of treating 'patients". On page 13 it points that the only 
1ura1 compliance with Celifornia laws eovereing psychology are through 
"ministers of the Church of Scientology". I also note that tan percent 
of gross income from auditing is supposed to be sent to the central agency.' 

eriug.my visit tc 	 on February 12, she clarified several 
poents on which I had been in 	doubt from listening to her rather involved 
story of her troubles. 

The correct spellin 
ele-einir 	us)and,:   wrle eeth( 	  

of 1951 :->tn:trz She finally "?)=:1 ea %en: on a trip out N".113: during the 
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L. Son Hubbard 
Washington 9, D. C. 

  
 

       
     

  
 

       
     

 

sot him out of her home.. 

       
     

 

       
     

 

       
     

  
 

       
     

  
 

       
     

  
 

       
     

  
 

       
     

  
 

       
     

  

• 

       
     

	 -71.r.st.z-ame. is ,   7.he discussion with 	 durios 
'-atica sae learned- that 	  

taiaphone. 	  

.lith t:ne :-.eference to  tha atrtript of/ 	 ........... ............... 

	

   she corrected my aaxlier impression and stated-  
that the 	 called the police but 	-vas gone.  before they 

Th
ar-. . 	 .. 

rived... 	e polies then sot in touch with her and 	 as to '41-tether 	.. 	
.  

--....• 
........ 	. .. 	. 

they Irished to swear•out a:warrant   against::::..:::.-:::::,:....:- 	- This cor-resp-onda to ..  
.. 	. 	...... the Deputy ;tiers-eel's story of •thi.3 same.occ--L.--re--e :,..01:1 :us investigation - 

or 1:-..   . 	 . 	. 	.   	.... v.v.  ........ 	. 	 ' 	.' 	 . 	... 
-,• 

..... ":: 

.•. 
. • 

• • 

R. D. Sherman 

Bats. Affidavit 
2:chi:sits G, 1-7(2/13/53), 1-7 (2/14/53) 

• 
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La5ayette on riubbard 
Patnaing Church of Scientology 
Distribution Caatar 
7.ashington 9, D. C. 

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

a 

• c 
;afar to continuing assignment DaM/Districts 1124/63 with regard tá the • . 
..Jove arm and•subject. An imvestisazion -.ma made of   -  
talon was the subject of my memo of 2/4/32. During atelephoneTthali. 
betueen Chicago. District and Will Swain-of DEM, a request,uas nade-ta.  _________. ............... 
obtain an a2fidavir.from 	.:.n "to obtain additional cooies 
ofAallity to le ::else to Washington-  	review.. 

 	• 	- 
CT). 2/13/53 I again inter-flawed_ 	..... 	........... 	...........  	-'furnished ne 
additional correspondence which. she had not previcusl,y•shOwn-me, and in- • 
itialed and datad these...Theat letters Ildentified as Exhibits 1-7 for 
2/12/53. At this time nhe also 2=rnisbeO me a scriber of books on Scien--.H 
toto,.ry mnich 1 identified as Exhibits A through. C. One of them consists 
.;.f two panes from a magazine.- During this visiti..-retedto her•ADILITY,- 7--.• 
!...csuas number 140, 141,- 144 and 145. laaittiom.toithe oases, she tux- 	;. 
cisbed me additional issues of.A2ni=flor.0.UrcrSvtra.- 	• 

.•. - 

• 
•- 

	

DITI4DN r7  antratrtrYIALVer.: 	 '--„,:abruary- 15, 1563 
iLS7—Ssain 	_ 

M are sdamitt-Ing saaltir-Al exhibits received eras- 
the aiflaavit you.revested £ni. her: 

William G Marpn -. 	.... 

F.Taief ihs-cector 	. 	. 

:--•`•.:C :Wilt ne. c 	- .. 	 II:,  
i7-c..... -c.c. this 	.............  	--• affidavit?  

	

; 	:.. 
fa= ..:77.  corrasoandesce Henillits„._ ' 	 . • 	. 
Itt. 1-7, 2/12/63 	. 	• - 	 „ -: '.••:::: ... 

- a 	r - 	 • 	. 	.aa. 	—:::: 
. 11, 2/14/63 ..  

cc: 7alt ,Vc7 ..... . . ............. .... 	 affidavit, St. G, 	 . 	::. 	  
corres.Dat.sence ar7 .611 	Jaa. . 	-. , .1 63   

1 -7, 2 i I.7/ 63  

	

i,i, 1/4.- -, 	 . . 

	

--5, c'.,( -/"-, 	 • . 

•••-.47.\ 
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F.ubbard 

      

      

    

	 :ton flubbard 
1.4ashingten 9, D. C. 

    

    

    

I returned agalh on-2/14/63 and returned to her ehotostats of her 
cerrespondencewhizaad up during ray first visit. She efl-eed that 
it would be becter..forus to retain the originals until attar the Uashing- 
toe trial so that if 	 or anyone else tried to obtain them,they 
would be uneble to do so. Cu 2/13/63 1 told her I had interviewed 
	oince my first visit and had 	

   I obtained her affidavit re her dealings witheicientoloev 
fizal form on 2/14/53. 	• 

Then I returned om the 14th : gave her an J.`mi-ed receipt for the books 
I had borrowed on the 13th. At this time she furnished ma with more-

spies of correspondence and she initialed and dated these. l'hesnrs 
:.:1117.31;:.3 1 through 7 for February IS. Ce the .14th she-gave me one -tore 
book, 	Li; she told me that Hubbard issued LeatructiOas on what to 
say even any of hia auditors were caught by hospital authorities during. 
t'eeir tontacc with patients. Tale book is dated 1955 and is one of the 
__rut ettarapte to associate ScientOlogy with religion. On pages 5 end -6 
they recognize the necessity of medical doctors but claimrst they are 
s'ale to treat psychosomee- medicine. Cu pgs e 6 and. 7 are instructions on 
how to conduct themselves iZ they should be arrested.._ 

It should be noted that in Some ,of the issues whith -have'been returaed to 
her inasmuch as DRM apparently had theSe issues there war.some very interest- 
ing material. In Issue 142 on pages12 and. 14 under the title UZ0=7, 
7-enlists ?remotion by 	on 2ubbard, he describes beW they practice healing, 
and suggested methods of evading the lams with regards co engaging-in 
healing practices. . • 

Issue 144 on page 6 describes arramberof-crises end that the U. 3. crisis • 
was caused  by the irate parents of a stedent urging FDA to seise all 
:-Heters.  	

save 15 speaks of treating "patients". On page 13 it points that the only 
legal compliance with California laws 7e.vernia3 psychology are through 
"einisters of the Church of Scientology". I also note that tan percent 
of g7053 income from auditing is supposed to be sent to the central agency.' 

Duriag.my visit tc 	 on February 13, she clarified several 
points on which I had been in deubt from listening to her rather involeed 
star:,  of her troubles. 

	

Tbe correct spelling isi  	

fte-eine• 	huabaad,‘    Was "With 	  

eben 	;;set on z trip out -. at during :ne 	o 1?S1 before sine -;inaLly 



• 

/115-'11' L. on Faabbard 
;:azhington 9, D. C. 

S3D: 4-093 
Lubhardeter 

r-01- him out of 

.•• The discusaion with 	. 	daring 
',Ilea sea learned:that 	''' 

talaphcne. 	  

Nith the reference to  the attempt of/ 	
	 she corrected_my earlier izapression and stated. . 
that the 	 called the pollee but 	was ororr..Seiore they 
rived.- The polite then mot in touch wita hei and 	 as to vhether 
;they 'fished to swear out a:warrant 	at::::::::.........-.....:aAain_ 	This corresponds co 	- 
_::e Deputy liershel's story%of..thiasame.occurrence fromhie investigation: 
of it. 

R. D. Sherman 
-=s: is 

acs. Affidavit 
• Zahibits G, 1-7(2/13/53), 1-7 (2/14/53) 

tc7&rre• 



..V 
Dr.ECTOR, CHICAGO DISTRICT" 

R. D SherMan 

4-093 V 
'Hubbard E-Meter 

February I5, 1963 

Lafayette Ron.Hubbard-,..-2 
Founding C'aurcii-  of .Scientoloe...--

- Distribution Centel,. 
_Washington 9, D. C. 

earlrtnerlan 
Chita 	Illinois . 	. 	• 

..,Refer to continuing assignment DRM act eta 	63.2th regard . to..the hiti . ' 1 	'i/i4j ' 	'   
shove fire and subject: %An- investigation-iwas oadet of Pearl. W.;211arialts",t 
,which' was .. the subject of mg memo of 2i4/63 .2 • During; a, telephone:, Call-  :' . - 	 . . . :.'. between .Chicago, District- and Wilt-  Sigain: Of DIM, a.,.., requeit -.was: made-- tos:.‘N,,," 

'.obtain an ';:ff idavit circra, Pearl.. Ilarlan.).ani:al se Lta:ebtain'additional: copies . 	--.. of Ability :to be.  seut. to Washington for reviaw._;....4:,-  

on 2/13/63 tagain„ne itrvieWed(Peart Harlan' , itS 	 n .,.;:ilarla furished:me . .  additional correspondence which .she.bad not , previonsly 'shown- me aukint:  
. - - -2 it Soled and datea 'these. T̀hese: letters , I Identified..as - Exhibits ta7:•forici, --: 

-72/13/53. At 'this,  time abe*also furnished ,  We A. Amber of ,No9ks: on- 40244'4:1 /4: . 
- ,,toloa.  T.itir  0;1.1 identified as Exhihiti A through G.,. One of;chein:',Cosilista*--2 

of, two pages from a mcigazine:.7,During this: 

;i

s

c

isit-.1;retUtI.. 	ci to 

 

her.ABILITY, 
: issued number 140,!:-141-,% 144 aid 145:. .14,eitFraa%HSt#4-9s,-smec.11r, 
misled: cue additional issued-  of. ABIldy:forzitr1review." 	

.   
. 	. 

DITMERI •REGULfglifik_wi 	 t:  
on:,  OW bitUaLL 

We are submitting additional thibits 	 
the- affidavit you requested front InstraM:r,“ 

- • - 

- 

Pt.ssrl Harlan) 

G. 
0:Lief Inspector.. 

2w:siva:re 7-t--777K 
'irst. cc this 	wfr_earl Harlan affidavit/ 

norrespoodeno,evhibtta.,2„i.,.1' 
1-7, 2/13/63 

at. 1-7, 2/14/63 
malt Wcy- Pearl Harlan ,i,ftidavit, 

;rri'hitta aca 	i 63 
1-7 2: 13 o3 

2/14/63 
Ad/file 

cc: 

A 



returned ;twills on4H2/14/63 and returned to her, photostats of her 
carrespondence whicbc.:2-Acked up, during my first visit. She agreed that 
it 'would be bettelf--_for us to retain the, originals until after the washing-
ton trial so that if rtev. iledin)or anyone else, tried to obtain them they,  
would be unable to do, so. On 2/13/63 .1 told her I had interviewed(Ray.. 
aedil9 since my first visit and had&efused hiM any information about-
interview with her except to deny that she had ever demonstrated thel. - 
3-4ietera l'obtained her affidavit re her dealingswith Scientology in 

iaal foria.on 2/14163. 

`;.rnere I returned on. the 14th 1 gave her an itemized receipt for the books : 
which I had borrowed on the 13th:. At:this time she furnished ma with more -=" 
copies, of correspondence and she initialed and dated these.  These-are!. r7F 
Exhibits 1 through 7 for Pebruary 14., Oa the /Atli she gave Me one more 
book, Exhibit R; she ', told me that Hubbard 'issued= instructions on what-  to .2: 
eay when, any of his auditors were caught;  by hospital- authorities during 
their contact with patients.'. This  book.is dated 1955 and is one of the 
first attempts to associate Scientology wittcr-aligion. On pages 5 and .6 
they recognize the necessity of medical doctors but claim that, they are  Un- 
able_ to treat psychosomatic medicine. -  On pages 6.and 7 are instructions tin t" 
hOw'o conduct themselves if they should be:arrested. -: 

- It should be noted that in some of the issues whiCh have beet:Crete-reed ta• 
her ir-asmuch;as DRM apparently had these. issuestherewasiSome very interest 
ing material:- In Issue 142 on pageslr and.!14 ender the title URGENT, 

:..11ealing Promotion by L.. Ron. Hubbard, he.describes hew-  theY:PraCticehealing, -• 
and suggested methods ?of evading the. laws with regards .to "engaging- 

Issue 144 on pav 6 describes a number of crises and that the U. S. crisis 
'was caused by the irate parents of a student urging OM to seize all , 
t-iieters. Chia makes, me wonder whether we could have a Ink at. our Washing-
ton headquarters with regard to a complaint received about scientologya 
Page 16 speaks of treating "patients's. On page 18 it points that the only 
legal compliance with California laws governing psycholov are through 
"ministers of the Church of Scientology". 1 also note that ten percent 
of gross income from auditing is supposed to be sent to the central agency. 

During my visit to eearlyllarkai  on February' 13, she clarified several 
points on which I had been in doubt from listening to her rather involved; 
story of her troubles. 

.• .Y • . . 	 . 	 , . 	 . 	- 	.. 
/The correct spellintt is(Forgusoe)for the woman who wanted to start a church'.'. 

 

in thi.qChicago areal' liar husband/Roger Ferguson) was with(Roy Justin)/ -..., 	• 
Lrwhen ale went on a trip out west during the summer of 1951 before she finally. 

., 	_„- . 



SUB: 4-093 .V 
Dubbard,-,E-Meter 

1") 

-;?. A Si 6 3 C. 	 --tr Ron Hubbard •.. 
Washington 9, D; C. 

. 	. 

_ - . 	 , 
him out of her . home.,:..'ShikneWriusein irae•airei ed for soliciting 

711 	a :licahSe 

AT . Ojeda i rtifirsttaame iseat), The discussion witii(irs.. Oje duri'ng 
-which she learnedIthat .ojr Justin was...a farmer inmate-, of SL siiizabeth's 
Hospital (for the Insane) St .Washington; D..,C;)took/Place over the 

tit was during this.' conversation she heazdSfra.: 0 et;dal 8/1
.,
1:11sba.  cal.}... out to fret) that' she was an accessory before the fact 

With the, reference to the attempt of (Justin to.remove. one of her ciaugnters. 
. from the Vanderpoe 1_ School -she corrected.  my earlier: 'in:pre/stop, and ,Stated.;:: 
thet the;  (pr inc ipal.) Cal led ,the police -but Clustinlives-: gone- before they: 	'er-2,!,-_-• 
r.ivedr.. The police-  then got in touch' 	 to whether, 
they:  wished;  to .swear' out .ameatrint.:. ig.iii4it:(sui!tip.),:;/Thia. corresponds= to 
g.the Deputy 14arshal ia story of 	Same ,demirrence:.Eiosi his investigation 
of i:. 	 : • 

. 6.1....Sherta;a'n 
RDS:cs.  

Enos. Affidavit 
Exhibits G, 1-7 (2/13/63), -7 (2/14/63) 



SUBJECT: 
wiact9.3j1„„/ 
Hubbard E-Meter 

We are submitting additional exhibits received fromCarl Harliet) and 
the affidavit you requested from her. 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGviN 	 February 15, 1963 
Attention: Mr. Swain 

10 
.47,70,

7$1No. 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DIRECTOR, CHICAGO DISTRICT 	 DATE:February 15, 1963 

FROM : R. D. Sherman 
Lafayette Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center 
Washington 9, D. C. 

Fearl Harlan 

Refer to continuing assignment DRM/Districts 1/24/63 with regard to the 
above firm and subject. An investigation was made of<ZEFT-E. ar  
which was the subject of my memo of 2/4/63. During a telephone cal  
between Chicago District and ' 	wain of DRM, a request was made to 
obtain an affidavit fro earl Harlan and also to obtain additional copies 
of Ability to be sent to as ington for review. 

On 2/13/63,1 again interviewed B5771:17). `mils. Han furnished me 
additional correspondence which she ad-not previously shown me and in-
itialed and dated these. These letters (identified as Exhibits 1-7 for 
2/13/63. At this time she also furnished me a number of books on Scien-
tology which I identified as Exhibits A through G. One of them consists 
of two pages from a magazine. During this visit I returned to her ABILITY, 
issues number 140, 141, 144 and 145. In addition to the books, she fur-
nished me additional issues of ABILITY for our review. 

William 
Chief Inspector 

RWC:WGIC:re 
Enc. cc this memo witar:"Iyarl affidavit,  

Ex. H, correspondence exhibits, 
Ex. 1-7, 2/13/63 
Ex. 1-7 	14 63 

cc: PAlt 1,7/ay 	1 Har 'affidavit, Ex. GI  
correspon e ce exhibits - Ex. 1-29, 1/31/63 

1-7, 2/13/63 
1-7, 2/14/63 

Ad/file 



L. Ron Hubbard 
Hubbard E-Meter 	 Washington 9, D. C. 

SUB: 4-093 V ge  Li 2As/6 3 

I returned again on 2/14/63 and returned to her photostats'of her 	,. 
correspondence which I picked up during my first visit. She. 	agreed .that 
it would be better for us to retain the originals until after. the Washing-
ton trial 'so that if eNtaj„...biedior anyone.else tried to obtain them they.  
woai& be unable to do so. On 2/13/63 I told her I had interviewed 
p101pOsince my first visit and had refused him any information about my 
interview with her except to deny that she had ever demonstrated the 
g-Meter. I obtained her affidavit,fe her dealings with Scientology in 
final form on 2/14/63. 

When I returned on the'14th I gave'her an itemized receipt for the books 
which I had borrowed on the 13th. At this time she furnished me with more 
copies of correspondence and she initialed and dated these. These are 
Exhibits 1 through 7 for February 14. On the 14th she gave me one more 
book, Exhibit H; she told me that Hubbard issued instructions on what to 
say when any of his auditors were caught by hospital authorities during 
their contact with patients. This book is dated 1955 and is one of the 
first attempts to - associate Scientology with religion. On pages 5 and 6 
they recognize the necessity of medical doctors but claim that they are un-
able to treat psychosomatic medicine. On pagm 6 and 7 are - instructions on 
how to conduct themselves if they should be arrested., 

It should be noted that in some of the issues which have been returned to 
her inasmuch as DRM apparently had these issues there was some very interest-
ing material. In Issue 142 on pages12 and 14 under the title URGENT, 
Healing Promotion by L. Ron Hubbard, he describes how they practice healing, 
and suggested methods of evading.  the laws with regards to engaging in 
healing practices. 

. 	 . , 	. 
Issue 144 on page 6 describes a 'number of crises and that the U. S. crisis 
was caused by the irate parents of a student urging FDA to seize all 
E-Meters. This makes me wonder whether we could have a leak at our Washing-
ton headquarters with regard to a complaint received about scientology. 
Page 16 speaks of treating "patients". On page 18 it points that. the only 
legal compliance with California laws governing psychology are through 
"ministers of the Church of Scientology". I also note that ten percent 
of gross income from auditing is supposed to be sent to the central agency. 

During my visit to 	 on February 13, she clarified several_ 
points on which I ha een in doubt from'-listening to her rather involved 
story of her troubles.,... 

The correct spelling is 	 ior 	who wanted to 	 urch 
in the Chicago area. Her s•and, oger Forgusop, was with 
ẁhen he went on a trip. out west during the summer of 1961 before she finally 



SUB: 4-093 V 
Hubbard E-Meter 

7 	3-  

R-Ood9 3a/-CA eteam914z4L,) . 
L. Ron Hubbard 
Washington 9, D. C. 

Eo._ t ,im ollt,s4.Lhar_home. She knew 	 g., gustirOwas arrested for solicitin  
without a license InieVaida 

first name is 	The discussion with 	 during 
she learned that(k 	ustin as a ormer inma 	ElizabetLA 

(for 	the Insane at( Washington, D...C. too pl• 	he 
ephone. 	was during this conversation she heard 	 husband

call out to iat that she was an accessory before the 

With the reference to the attempt 	 o remove one of her daughters 
from theCF2;ipoel Schooll, she corrected m -arlier impression and stated .) 
that the principal cane the police but 	as 	efore they ar- 
rived. The police then got in touch with 	 as to whether 
they wished to swear out aiaarrant agains 	 This corresponds to 
the Deputy Marshal's story of this same occurrence from his investigation 
of it. 

R. D. Sherman 
RDS:cs 

Encs. Affidavit 
Exhibits G, 1-7(2/13/63), 1-7 (2/14/63) 

AAA.- 



LIST OF EXHIBITS WITH MEMO 2-15-63 

Exhibits obtained 2-13-63 
77A1.0it 

1: Huard Communications Office, Washington, D.C., 
HCO Newsletter of January 24, 1963 

This requests scientologists to write their congressmen but not the court. 

Exhibit 2: 
Church of Scientology of California, Los Angeles, California 
Letter 2-5-63 

A further effort is .made to enroll Mrs. Harlan for additional 

processing. 

Exhibit 3: 
Hubbard Communications Office, Los Angeles, Californaa 
Letter of 2-6-63 

This is a notification of the coming Congress of February 22,23, and 24, 1963. 

Exhibit 4: 
Church of Scientology of California, Los Angeles, California 
Letter of 2-6-63 

This letter advises all scientologists to write their congressmen in 

protest of the seizure of the E-Meters at Washinton D.C. 

Exhibit 5: 
The Founding Church of Scientology, Washington, D.C. 
Letter 2-6-63 

This asked (earl HarlaJto deny that she has informed the FDA that 

scientology is not a church. She told me she sent them a card on 

2-8-63 that she would ass answer their questions at some later time. 

xhibit 6: 
Hubbard Communications Office, Washington, D.C. 
Letter 2-8-63 

This letter inquires regardingOjed)n 	y Jusjawil  whether 

he is now(LEJail or hospit& 

Exhibit 7: 
, 2-11-63 to the Governor of California. 611-..—nErtan

,
9 

points out that the letter received by her on 2-8-63 

indicated that scientologists are evading California law by claiming 

chat they have always had ministers in scientology and that it is 

I 



L"- )̀21 /rC44-6.-cile 

. , 
LISTS OF EXHIBITS WITH MEMO (coned) 

Exhibits obtained 2-14-63 

JCA9->--E 

Exhibit 1  
Hubbard Communications Office, East Grinstead, Sussex 
HCO Information Letter of January 8, AD13 
Ron'S Journal No. 3 (two pages) 

Exhibit 2 
Hubbard Communications Office, East Grinstead, Sussex 
HCO Administrative Letter of Janugry 14, AD13 

Saint Hill Special Briefing Course, Course Departures 

Exhibit 3 
Hubbard Communications Office, Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, Sussex 
NCO Infot..  _ion Letter of January 15, AB40- AD13 
The D C Situation 

Exhibit 4 
Hubbard Communications Office, East G instedd, Sussex 
HCO Information Letter of January 15 AD13 
Letter to a Congressman (two pages) 

Exhibit 5 
Hubbard Communications Office, East Grinstead, Sussex 
HCO Information Letter of January 16, 1963 
Our Role In the World (two pages) 

Exhibit 6 
Hubbard Communications Office, East Grinstead, Sussex 
HCO INFORMATION LETTER OF January 17, AD13 
Two Case Histories (two pages) 

Exhibit 7  
Hubbard Communications Office, East Grinstead, Sussex 
HCO POlicy Letter of January 22, 1963 
RR Re-issueSeries (9), Hats and Other Folders (two pages) 



Documents A-23 and H-39 are identical. This document is a four page 
memorandum dated 2/25/63 to Director, Chicago District, from R.D. Sherman. 
Subject: 	4093 V Hubbard E Meter, FDC 48405. This memorandum consists 
of the investigation of a specific individual associated with the Church 
of Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. On page 1, the deletions 
shown in paragraph 1, in lines 1 and 2 of paragraph 2, contain names of 
specific individuals, which if released would disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 
The deleted portions shown in lines 4 and 5 consist of confidential 
information pertaining to the individual in question. This portion is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6), because release would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

The deleted portion in line 1 in paragraph 1 on page 2 contains the 
name of a specific individual; the deleted portions in paragraph 4 on 
page 2 contain names and addresses of specific individuals; and the 
deleted portion in paragraph 2 on page 3 contains the name of a specific 
individual, all of which if released would disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 
Deletions found in sentence 2, 3, and 6 of paragraph 1 on page 2 and the 
deleted portions found in paragraph 5 on page 3 consist of confidential 
information, which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion 
of personal privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 

The remaining portion of page 3 and all of page 4 are released. 



DATE: February 25, 1963 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center, Etc. 
Washington D. C. 

Roy Justin (Burstein) 
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OFNIONAL FORM NO. 10 
.5010-104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

-Memorandum 
TO 	: Director, Chicago District 

FROM : R. D. Sherman 

5  
SUBJECT: 4-093 V 	

In 1  
' itabba'?rrMeter 

FOC 48405 

DRM/Districts 1/24/63 re: above firms requested the backgrounds 
of the men behind the Scientology movement. My report of 2/12/63 covers 

,Roy Justin, whose real name is Burstein. I pointed_out that some addi-
tional information would be forthcoming.'Sint 

never asked to see any identification card s owln 
an accredited representative of Scientology, it becomes important to 

show that this is the case. 

Enclosed dwith my report of 2/12/63 was a copy of th 
police department arrest slip and officers report on Roy 

ust1n 	3/14/61. Because 'Justin was arrested for a misdemeanor, no 

oy Justin 

was not discovered he was an escapee from 
No identification cards 

were recor ea w 1B would indicate he was a minister of 

fihgerprintswore made and it 

n his pos 
the Church of Scientology. 

Since I recalled some mention that either Roy Justin or somectewich 
him had been carrying a minister's card I again contacted the FBI and 

[g 	 Special Agent Rumph told me their files indicated Justin had set up a 
church in. San Antonio, Texas during 1956. The FBI office was again visited 
on 2/15/63 and I was permitted to read a portion of their files. Mr. Rumph 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT: 	 February 25, 1963 

Attention: Mr. Will Swain 

This report provides additional informatiOn on the activities of 
Roy Justin. The investigation reveals that Justin operated a Church of 
Scientology at San Antonio, Texas in 1956. 

JB/WGK:mh William G. upp 
Chief Inspector 

Encl: cc this memo 
cc: 
	

Balt 
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also furnished other information. All of this FBI information is classi-
fied as CONFIDENTIAL. 

tfiti 
which showed Ro Justin is ante 	r questioning regarding the 

The last name of the motherfilis child is 
S 	was a "pick up" that Justin met in a near‘ lrthsid bar and took to 
his apartment where she remained with her child for several days until 

She reported that Justin was carrying some kind 
o a car 	ich identi ted him as a minister. 

FBI report for San Antonio, Texas, dated 9/20/56 covers: 

Roy R. Burstein - aka Roy Justin Burton, Reverend Roy R. Justin, 
Justino delos Reyes, Justino Reyes, address 1723 W. Kings Highway, 
San Antonio, Texas. 

About 6/9/56, Justin came to the FBI office bringing a letter post-
marked San Antonio 6/8/56. This letter stated that the writer was giving 
Justin and his fanatic friends three days to move off the block and if he 
was still there by Sunday his house would be blown up. Justin claimed he 
was a counseling Scientologist and was operating a church at that address. 

manager of 
tated that in 195 

ented the building to a person named Ronald Arnold. 
La 	man Callen w o represented himself as Reverend Roy Justin and who 
presented a hundred dollar rental fee. It was represented that they would 
use the building for several months before they were permitted to rent it; 
later 	had difficulty collecting the second month's rent. 

During the investigation of the bombing threat Arnold told FBI 
agents on 6/19/56 that he was the Reverend Ronald Henri Arnold and was 
executive administrator of the San Antonio church (of Scientology). 
Arnold was interviewed by the FBI in 1962 at (8601 - 17th N. E., Seattle.; 
Washington. Through Arnoleor any other ScienE616gy'acquaintance, the 
FBI is still trying to locate Justin. Arnold stated that he and Roy Justih 
graduated together from the Phoenix, Arizona school of Scientology. 

On 6/29/56 Justin phoned the FBI that he was moving his activity 
to 622 Avenue E, San Antonio, Texas. Other members of the church of 
Scientology were interviewed in an effort to learn who could have sent 
the threatening letter and a man who quarreled with Justin was also 
interviewed. The charges and counter charges in this latter case were 



MEMORANDUM 2/25/63 RDS 	 4-093 V Hubbard E Meter 
Roy Justin (Burstein) 

filed with'the San Antonio police. This individual admitted stealing a 
rifle from Justin to prevent Justin harming him. It was suspected that 

'Justin might-Fa-13e written the threatening letter himself in order to 
publicize his church and the Scientology movement. 

I mentioned to Mr. Rumph that 	  told me that Roy Justin 
once made derogatory remarks about a Memorial Da ceremony and claimed 
he was a conscientious objector. We became curious about Justin's draft 
status. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Roy Justin Burstein is registered with local draft board 136 or 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. His selective sereice number is 36-136-35-133. 

Somewhere there is : reported to be a letter dated 3/14/57 on the 
letterhead of the Church of Scientology, 1812-19th St. N. W., Washington, 
D. C. to the effect that as of 11/18/55 Roy Justin (Burstein) had been 
duly selected and ordained by the church council as a minister of the 
Church, signed by William H. Young, chairman of the council; also signed 
Elaine M. Nichols, secretary of the council. 

The FBI believe Roy Justin's Eather is 144' 
at present he makes his living from managing an apartment building which 
he owns. 

On 2/13/63, I interviewed Roman J.NMzurek at 855 N. Dearborn 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. He is the oWiter of the building at this address 
which was advertised at one time as a Dianetics Institute of Chicago. 
Mazurek and his wife still teach Dianetics and Scientology. Mazurek 
showed me a card which indicates he is a minister of the Founding Church 
of Scientology at Washington, D. C. 

Mazurek was asked if he knew Roy Justin and told me that several 
years ago Justin called,  on him and talked for a few hours. He left the 
room to see if his wife knew anything more about;Justin and returned with 
a card bearing the following information: 

Link Bernstein, lawyer, 1436 Land Title Building, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 6/60. Auditor. Washington training. 

Mazurek -"stated that this man was Justin's father. (First name is 
Lincoln according to FBI.) 
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Mazurekis a lawyer who retired from practice about 10 years ago. 
He told"me that he and his wife were on the verge of divorce when they 
heard about Hubbard's book on Dianetics. His wife obtained the book and 
they read it and began to study Scientology. They became reconciled and 
began teaching Scientology. Their certificates on display show the 
Phoenix, Arizona Hubbard Association of Scientology. 

, •••••• 	_ 
On 2/13/63, I called at 1126 N. Rush Street which is also .the 

same as 1126 N. State Street. When Justin was arrested by Chicago police 
on a traffic charge, he indicated that he was manager of the above State 
Street address. At present this is the location of the Chicago Health 
Club and I talked to a Mr. Monaco, who stated he was the manager. He did 
not know Roy Justin but stated four months previously this same premises 
use to be a Vic Tanny Gymnasium. Apparently Roy Justin was connected 
with the Vic Tanney Gymn at the time of his arrest, since Mr. Rnmph of 
the FBI told tie that from another source they learned that Justin had 
been connected with the Vic Tanny Gymns at one time. 

CONCLUSION 

Roy Justin represented himself as a minister of Scientology in 
San Antonio, Texas in 1956 where he operated a church. If we are able 
to locate and subpoena the letter mentioned from the Church of Scientology 
of Washington, D. C. it will show that Roy Justin was officially recognized 
as a minister of their church. 

RDS:mh 

/1-749<&. 41-42-4--c_ 

R. D. Sherman 
Inspector 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

5010-104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: Director, Chicago District 

FROM : R. D. Sherman 

SUBJECT: 4-093 V 	
Ilt I-5  

--I-1[11511dr t eter 
FDC 48405  

DATE: February 25, 1963 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center, Etc. 
Washington D.. C. . 

Roy Justin (Burstein) 

DRM/Districts 1/24/63 re:.  above firms requested the backgrounds 
of the men behind the Scientology movement. My report of 2/12/63 covers 
Roy Justiriiwhose real name is Burstein. I pointed_out_that some addi-.  
tional information would be forthCOMirii: 

never asked to see any identification card s owln 
VMS an accredited representative of Scientology, it becomes important to 
show that this is the case. 

Enclosed dwith my report of 2/12/63 was a copy of th 
police department arrest slip and officers report on Roy 

3/14/61. Because/Justin' was arrested for a misdemeanor, no 
made and it was not discovered he was an escapee from 

No identification cards 
n :us pos 	were recor•ea w is wou d indicate he was a minister of 
the Church of Scientology. 

Since I recalled some mention that either Roy Justin or somemewith 
him had been carrying a minister's card I again contacted the FBI and 

to 	 Special Agent Rumph told me their files indicated Justin had set up p 
church in San Antonio, Texas during 1956. The FBI office was again visited 
on 2/15/63 and I was permitted to read a portion of their files. Mr. Rumph 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT: 	 February 25, 1963 

Attention: Mr. Will Swain 

This report provides additional information on the activities of 
Roy Justin. The investigation reveals that Justin operated a Church of 
Sdientology at San Antonio, Texas in 1956. 

1 
JB/WGK:mh 	 William G. upp 

Chief Inspector 
Encl: cc this memo 
cc: 	Balt 

fingerprintswore 

... 
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also furnished other information. All of this FBI information is classi-
fied as CONFIDENTIAL. 

Refer to the 
which showed' Ro Justin wanted" or questioning regarding the 

The last name of the mothe 	f this child is 
Sne was a "pick up" that'-Justin met in a near orthsid bar and took to
his apartment where she remained with her chil).—for several days until 

She reported that Justin was carrying some kind 
ox a car 	ich identified him as a minister. 

FBI report for San Antonio, Texas, dated 9/20/56 covers: 

Roy R. Burstein - aka Roy Justin Burton, Reverend Roy R. Justin, 
Justino delos Reyes, Justino Reyes, address 1723 W. Kings Highway, 
San Antonio, Texas. 

About 6/9/58, Justin came to the FBI office bringing a letter post-
marked San Antonio 6/8/56. This letter stated that the writer was giving 
Justin and his fanatic friends three days to move off the block and if he 
was still there by Sunday his house would be blown up. Justin claimed he 
was a counseling Scientologist and was operating a church at that address. 

manager of 
stated that in 195 

ented the building to a person named Ronald Arnold. 
La e 	man Calle 	o represented himself as Reverend Roy Justin and who 
presented a hundred dollar rental fee. It was represented that they would 
use the building for several months before they were permitted to rent it; 
later 	had difficulty collecting the second month's rent. 

During the investigation of the bombing threat Arnold told FBI 
agents on 6/19/56 that he was the Reverend Ronald Henri Arnold and was 
executive administrator of the San Antonio church (of Scientology). 
Arnold was interviewed by the FBI in 1962 at(8601 - 17th N. E., Seattle; 
Washington. Through'Arnolcror any other Scientol8gy'acquaintance, the 
FBI is still trying to locate Justin. Arnold stated that he and Roy Justin 
graduated together from the Phoenix, ArizOna school of Scientology. . 	. 

On 6/29/56 Justin phoned the FBI that he was moving his activity 
to 622 Avenue E, San 'Antonio, Texas. Other members of the church of 
Scientology were interviewed in an effort to learn who could have sent 
the threatening letter and a man who quarreled with Justid was also 
interviewed. The charges and counter charges in this latter case were 



MEMORANDUM' 2/25/63 RDS 	 4-093 V Hubbard E Meter 
Roy Justin (Burstein) 

filed with 'the San Antonio police. This individual admitted stealing a 
rifle from Justin to prevent Justin harming him. It was suspected that 

'Justin might-fie written the'threatening letter himself in order to 
publicize his church and the Scientology movement. 

I mentioned to Mr. Rumph that 	 told me that Roy Justin 
once made derogatory remarks about a MeM-orial Da ceremony and claimed 
he was a conscientious objector. We became curious about Justin's draft 
status. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Roy Justin Burstein is registered with local draft board 136 of 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. His selective seruice number is 36-136-35-133. 

Somewhere there is : reported to be a letter dated 3/14/57 on the 
letterhead of the Church of Scientology, 1812-19th St. N. W., Washington, 
D. C. to the effect that as of 11/18/55 Roy Justin (Burstein) had been 
duly selected and ordained by the church council as a minister of the 
Church, signed by William H. Young, chairman of the council; also signed 
Elaine M. Nichols, secretary of the council. 

The FBI believe Roy Justin's father is 
at present he makes his living from managing an apartment building which 
he owns. 

On 2/13/63, I interviewed Roman J. Mitzurek at 855 N. Dearborn, 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. He is the OWffer of the building at this address 
which was advertised at one time as a Dianetics Institute of Chicago. 
Mazurek and his wife still teach Dianetics and Scientology. Mazurek 
showed me a card which indicates he is a minister of the Founding Church 
of Scientology at Washington, D. C. 

Mazurek was asked if he knew Roy Justin and told me that several 
years ago Justin called-on him and talked for a few hours. He left the 
room to see if his wife knew anything more about:Justin and returned with 
a card bearing the following information: 

Link Bernstein, lawyer, 1436 Land Title Building, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 6/60. Auditor. Washington training. 

Mazurek 'stated that this man was Justin's father. (First name is 
Lincoln according to FBI.) 



MEMORANDUM 2/25/63 RDS 	 4-093 V Hubbard E Meter 
Roy Justin (Burstein). 

Mazurekis a lawyer who retired from practice about 10 years ago. 
He told ".me that he and his wife were on the verge of divorce when they 
heard about Hubbard's book on Dianetics. His wife obtained the book and 
they read it and began to study Scientology. They became reconciled and 
began teaching Scientology. Their certificates on display show the 
Phoenix, Arizona Hubbard Association of Scientology. 

. 	 • 	 . 

On 2/13/63, I called at..1126 N. Rush Street.' which is also ,the 
same as 1.126 N. State Street. When Justin was arrested by Chicago police 
on a traffic charge, he indicated that he was manager of the above State 
Street address. At present this is the location of the Chicago Health 
Club and I talked to a Mr. Monaco, who stated he was the manager. He did 
not know.Roy Justin but stated four months previously this same premises 
use to be aVi'd Tanny Gymnasium. Apparently Roy Justin was connected 
with the 'Vic Tanney Gymn at the time of his arrest, since Mr. Rumph of 
the FBI told'Me that from another source they learned that Justin had 
been connected with the Vic Tanny Gymns at one time. 

'CONCLUSION 

Roy Justin represented himself as a minister of Scientology in 
San Antonio, Texas in 1956 where he operated a church. If we are able 
to locate and subpoena the letter mentioned from the Church of Scientology 
of Washington, D. C. it will show that Roy Justin was officially recognized 
as a minister of their church. 

412) 14,X4J,11-4-4-._ 
R. D. Sherman 

RDS:mh 
	

Inspector 



FROM : L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center, Etc. 
Washington D.. C. 

Roy Justin (Burstein) 

R. D. Sherman 

ffii I- 
SUBJECT: 4-093 V 	k 

--Hubbard E-Meter 
FDC 48405 

OPIIONA.1 FORM NO. 10 

5010-101 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 
	

Director, Chicago District DATE: February 25, 1963 

DRM/Districts 1/24/63 re: above firms requested the backgrounds 
of the men behind the Scientology movement. My report of 2/12/63 covers 
Roy Justin whose 'real name is Burstein:  I pointed_out,that some addi-
tional information would be forthcoming."Sint 

never asked to see any identification card s own 
was an accredited representative of Scientology, it becomes important to 
show that this is the case. 

Enclosed dwith my report of 2/12/63 was a copy of th 
police department arrest slip and officers report on Roy 

ustin 	3/14/61. Because(Justin was arrested for a misdemeanor, no 
fingerprints ,tee made and it was not discovered he was an escapee from 

No identification cards 
S pos b 	were recor e 	wou d indicate he was a minister of 

the Church of Scientology. 

Since I recalled some mention that either Roy Justin or someasa with 
him had been carrying a minister's card I again contacted the FBI and 

lt 	 Special Agent Rumph told me their files indicated Justin had set up p 
church in San Antonio, Texas during 1956. The FBI office was again visited 
on 2/15/63 and I was permitted to read a portion of their files. Mr. Rumph 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT: 	 February 25, 1963 

Attention: Mr. Will Swain 

This report provides additional informatithn on the activities of 
Roy Justin. The investigation reveals that Justin operated a Church of 
Scientology at San Antonio, Texas in 1956. 

JB/WGK:mh 

Encl: cc this memo 
cc: 	Balt 

:i120-L24- 	' 
William G. 

1 
upp 

Chief Inspector 
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also furnished other information. 
fied as CONFIDENTIAL. 

All of this FBI information is classi- 

 

 

 

 

which showed Ro 

S e was a "pick up" 
his apartment where 

or questioning regar•lng the 
The last name of the mothe 	f this child is,

that•Justin met in a near orthsid bar and took 
she remained with her chilaTor several days until 

She reported that Justin was carrying some kind 
ied him as a minister. o a car wnich identi. 

FBI report for San Antonio, Texas, dated 9/20/56 covers: 

Roy R. Burstein - aka Roy Justin Burton, Reverend Roy R. Justin, 
Justino dabs Reyes, Justino Reyes, address 1723 W. Kings Highway, 
San Antonio, Texas. 

About 6/9/56, Justin came to the FBI office bringing a letter post-
marked San Antonio 6/8/56. This letter stated that the writer was giving 
Justin and his fanatic friends three days to move off the block and if he 
was still there by Sunday his house would be blown up. Justin claimed he 
was a counseling Scientologist and was operating a church at that address. 

manager of 
ated that in 195 

ented the building to a person named Ronald Arnold. 
La e 	man Cal e w o represented himself as Reverend Roy Justin and who 
presented a hundred dollar rental fee. It was represented that they would 
use the building for several months before they were permitted to rent it; 
later 	had difficulty collecting the second month's rent. 

During the investigation of the bombing threat Arnold told FBI 
agents on 6/19/56 that he was the Reverend Ronald Henri Arnold and was 
executive administrator of the San Antonio church (of Scientology). 
Arnold was interviewed by the FBI in 1962 at(8601 - 17th N. E., Seattle; 
Washington. Through'Arnold'or any other Scientolliby'acquaintance, the 
FBI is still trying to locate Justin. Arnold stated that he and Roy Justin 
graduated together from the Phoenix, Arizona school of Scientology. . 	. 

On 6/29/56 Justin phoned the FBI that he was moving his activity 
to 622 Avenue E, San Antonio, Texas. Other members of the church of 
Scientology were interviewed in an effort to learn who could have sent 
the threatening letter and a man who quarreled with Justin was also 
interviewed. The charges and counter charges in this latter case were 



MEMORANDUM' 2/25/63 RDS 	 4-093 V Hubbard E Meter 
Roy Justin (Burstein) 

filed with 'the San Antonio police. This individual admitted stealing a 
rifle from'Justin,to prevent Justin harming him. It was suspected that 

'Justin might- e written the threatening letter himself in order to 
publicize his church and the Scientology movement. 

I mentioned to Mr. Rumph that s." 	 told me that Roy Justin 
once made derogatory remarks about a MeMorial Da ceremony and claimed 
he was a conscientious objector. We became curious about Justin's draft 
status. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Roy Justin Burstein is registered with local draft board 136 of 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. His selective seruice number is 36-136-35-133. 

Somewhere there is : reported to be a letter dated 3/14/57 on the 
letterhead of the Church of Scientology, 1812-19th St. N. W., Washington, 
D. C. to the effect that as of 11/18/55 Roy Justin (Burstein) had been 
duly selected and ordained by the church council as a minister of the 
Church, signed by William H. Young, chairman of the council; also signed 
Elaine M. Nichols, secretary of the council. 

The FBI believe Roy Justin's father is 
at present he makes his living from managing an apartment building which 
he owns. 

On 2/13/63, I interviewed Roman J.Mazurek at 855 N. Dearborn, 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. He is the °Wirer of the building at this address 
which was advertised at one time as a Dianetics Institute of Chicago. 
Mazurek and his wife still teach Dianetics and Scientology. Mazurek 
showed me a card which indicates he is a minister of the Founding Church 
of Scientology at Washington, D. C. 

Mazurek was asked if he knew Roy Justin and told me that several 
years ago Justin called.on him and talked for a few hours. He left the 
room to see if his wife knew anything more about,Justin and returned with 
a card bearing the following information: 

Link Bernstein, lawyer, 1436 Land Title Building, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 6/60. Auditor. Washington training. 

Mazurek '.stated that this man was Justin's father. (First name is 
Lincoln according to FBI.) 
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Mazurekis a lawyer who retired from practice about 10 years ago. 
He told:me that he and his wife were on the verge of divorce when they 
heard about Hubbard's book on Dianetics. His wife obtained the book and 
they read it and began to study Scientology. They became reconciled and 

' began teaching Scientology. Their certificates on display show the 
Phoenix, Arizona Hubbard Association of Scientology. 

On 2/13/63, I called at 1126 N. Rush Street" which is also the 
same. as 1126 N. State Street. When Justin was arrested by Chicago police 
on a traffic charge, he indicated that he was manager of the above State 
Street address.. At present this is the location of the Chicago Health 
Club and I talked to a Mr. Monaco, who stated he was the manager. He did 
not know.11oy Justin but stated four months previously this same premises 
use to be aVfc Tanny Gymnasium. Apparently Roy Justin was connected 
with the Vic Tenney Gymn at the time of his arrest, since Mr. Rumph of 
the FBI told Me that from another source they learned that Justin had 
been connected with the Vic Tanny Gymns at one time. 

'CONCLUSION  

Roy Justin represented himself as a minister of Scientology in 
San Antonio, Texas in 1956 where he operated a church. If we are able 
to locate and subpoena the letter mentioned from the Church of Scientology 
of Washington, D. C. it will show that Roy Justin was officially recoanized 
as a minister of their church. 

RDS :mh 
R. D. Sherman 
Inspector 
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DATE: February 25, 1963 

1_ • 
William G. upp 
Chief Inspector 

JB/WGK:mh 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
5010-101 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: Director, Chicago District 

FROM : R. D. Sherman 

SUBJECT: 4-093 V 	
/if  

---Eubbhr 	eter 
FDC 48405 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center, Etc. 
Washington D.. C. 

Roy Justin (Burstein) 

DRM/Districts 1/24/63 re: above firms requested the backgrounds 
of the men behind the Scientology movement. My report of 2/12/63 covers 

..,Roy Justin, whose 'real name is Bursteini  I pointed_out_that some addi-
tional information would be fortheoming: Sinc 

ever asked to see any identification card s o 
was an accredited representative of Scientology, it becomes important to 
show that this is the case. 

Enclosed dwith my report of 2/12/63 was a copy of th 
police department arrest slip and officers report on Roy 

stin o 	3/14/61. Because(Justin. was arrested for a misdemeanor, no 
fingerprintsre made and it was not discovered he was an escapee from 

No identification cards 
nis pos 	were recor ect w is would indicate he was a minister of 

the Church of Scientology. 

Since I recalled some mention that either Roy Justin or somecu.lwith 
him had been carrying a minister's card I again contacted the FBI and 

1,1 	 Special Agent Rumph told me their files indicated Justin had set up p 
church intSan Antonio, Texas during 1956. The FBI office was again visited 
on 2/15/63 and I was permitted to read a portion of their files. Mr. Rumph 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT: 	 February 25, 1963 

Attention: Mr. Will Swain 

This report provides additional informatithn on the activities of 
Roy Justin. The investigation reveals that Justin operated a Church of 
Scientology at San Antonio, Texas in 1956. 

Encl: cc this memo 
cc: 	Balt 
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also furnished other information. All of this FBI information is classi-
fied as CONFIDENTIAL. 

Refer to the 
which showed'Ro Justin is ante 	or questioning regarding the 

The last name of the mothe 	f this child is lt)Spe was a "pickup" that'Justin met in a near gorthsid bar and took co 
his apartment where she remained with her chical—Tor several days until 

She reported that Justin was carrying some kind 
o a car which identi ied him as a minister. 

.: ____. ._.... 

FBI report for San Antonio, Texas, dated 9/20/56 covers: 

Roy R. Burstein - aka Roy Justin Burton, Reverend Roy R. Justin, 
Justino dslos Reyes, Justino Reyes, address 1723 W. Kings Highway, 
San Antonio, Texas. 

About 6/9/56, Justin came to the FBI office bringing a letter post-
marked San Antonio 6/8/56. This letter stated that the writer was giving 
Justin and his fanatic friends three days to move off the block and if he 
was still there by Sunday his house would be blown up. Justin claimed he 
was a counseling Scientologist and was operating a church at that address. 

manager of 
stated that in 195 

ented the building to a person named Ronald Arnold. 
La 	man Cal e 	o represented himself as Reverend Roy Justin and who 
presented a hundred dollar rental fee. It was represented that they would 
use the building for several months before they were permitted to rent it; 
later 	had difficulty collecting the second montlis rent. 

During the investigation of the bombing threat Arnold told FBI 
agents on 6/19/56 that he was the Reverend Ronald Henri Arnold and was 
executive administrator of the San Antonio church (of Scientology). 
Arnold was interviewed by the FBI in 1962 at(8601 - 17th N. E., Seattle; 
Washington. Through•Arnold'or any other Scientolbgy'acquaintance, the 
FBI is still trying to locate Justin. Arnold stated that he and koy Justin 
graduated together from the Phoenix, Arizona school of Scientology. 

On 6/29/56 Justin phoned the FBI that he was moving his activity 
to 622 Avenue E, San Antonio, Texas. Other members of the church of 
Scientology were interviewed in an effort to learn who could have sent 
the threatening letter and a man who quarreled with Justin was also 
interviewed. The charges and counter charges in this latter case were 
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filed with -the San Antonio police. This individual admitted stealing a 
rifle from Justin to prevent Justin harming him. It was suspected that 

'Justin might-Egiie written the threatening letter himself in order to 
publicize his church and the Scientology movement. 

I mentioned to Mr. Rumph that 	 told me that Roy Justin 
once made derogatory remarks about a MeMbrial Day ceremony and claimed 
he was a conscientious objector. We became curious about Justin's draft 
status. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
-.•._••••-• 

Roy Justin Burstein is registered with local draft board 136 or 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. His selective sermice number is 36-136-35-133. 

Somewhere there is 	reported to be a letter dated 3/14/57 on the 
letterhead of the Church of Scientology, 1812-19th St. N. W., Washington, 
D. C. to the effect that as of 11/18/55 Roy Justin (Burstein) had been 
duly selected and ordained by the church council as a minister of the 
Church, signed by William H. Young, chairman of the council; also signed 
Elaine M. Nichols, secretary of the council. 

The FBI believe Roy Justin's leather is 	 
at present he makes his living from managing an 
he owns. 

 
  

 

apartment building which 

 

On 2/13/63, I interviewed Roman J. Mitzurek at 855 N. Dearborn, 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. He is the OWiter of the building at this address 
which was advertised at one time as a Dianetics Institute of Chicago. 
Mazurek and his wife still teach Dianetics and Scientology. Mazurek 
showed me a card which indicates he is a minister of the Founding Church 
of Scientology at Washington, D. 

Mazurek was asked if he knew Roy Justin and told me that several 
years ago Justin called'on him and talked for a few hours. He left the 
room to see if his wife knew anything more about.Justin and returned with 
a card bearing the following information: 

Link Bernstein, lawyer, 1436 Land Title Building, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 6/60. Auditor. Washington training. 

Mazurek 'stated that this man was Justin's father. (First name is 
Lincoln according to FBI.) 



MEMORANDUM 2/25/63 RDS - 4 - 	 4-093 V Hubbard E Meter 
Roy Justin (Burstein). 

Mazurekis a lawyer who retired from practice about 10 years ago. 
He told "me that he and his wife were on the verge of divorce when they 
heard about Hubbard's book on Dianetics. His wife obtained the book and 
they read it and began to study Scientology. They became reconciled and 
began teaching Scientology. Their certificates on display show the 
Phoenix, Arizona Hubbard Association of Scientology. 

On 2/13/63, I called at 1126 N. Rush Streee which is also .the 
same as 1126 N. State Street. When Justin was arrested by Chicago police 
on a traffic charge, he indicated that he was manager of the above State 
Street address.. At present this is the location of the Chicago Health 
Club and I talked to a Mr. Monaco, who stated he was the manager. He did 
not know Roy Justin but stated four months previously this same premises 
use to be a 'Vic Tanny Gymnasium. Apparently Roy Justin Was connected 
with the Vic Tanney Gymn at the time of his arrest, since Mr. Rumph of 
the FBI told re that from another source they learned that Justin had 
been connected with the Vic Tanny Gymns at one time. 

CONCLUSION 

Roy Justin represented himself as a minister of Scientology in 
San Antonio, Texas in 1956 where he operated a church. If we are able 
to locate and subpoena the letter mentioned from the Church of Scientology 
of Washington, D. C. it will show that Roy Justin was officially recognized 
as a minister of their church. 

RDS :mh 

W 9 

R. D. Sherman 
Inspector 

,,, 



R. D. Sherman 

SUBJECT: 4-093 V ' k /Pi 1.  

--Habbai.d E Meter 
FDC 48405 

FROM 

Roy Justin (Burstein) 

DRM/Districts 1/24/63 re: above firms requested the backgrounds 
of the men behind the Scientology movement. My report of 2/12/63 covers 
Roy Justirii whose 'real name is Burstein.. 	I Pointed_out_that some addi-
tional information would be forthdomIng. Since 

never asked to see any identification card s own 
an accredited representative of Scientology, it becomes important to 

show that this is the case. 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center, Etc. 
Washington D.. C. , 

oy Justin 

OP11ONAI FORM NO. 10 
5010-104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: Director, Chicago District 
	

DATE: February 25, 1963 

Enclosed dwith my report of 2/12/63 was a copy of th 
police department arrest slip and officers report on Roy 

ustin 	3/14/61. BecauselJustin'was arrested for a misdemeanor, no 
fingerprintswere made and it was not discovered he was an escapee from 

No identification cards 
n nis pos 	were recor•e• w is wou d indicate he was a minister of 
the Church of Scientology.: 

Since I recalled some mention that either Roy Justin or somecrouith 
him had been carrying a minister's card I again contacted the FBI and 
Special Agent Rumph told me their files indicated Justin had set up p 
church in. San Antonio, Texas during 1956. The FBI office was again visited 
on 2/15/63 and I was permitted to read a portion of their files. Mr. Rumph 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT: 	 February 25, 1963 

Attention: Mr. Will Swain 

This report provides additional information on the activities of 
Roy Justin. The investigation reveals that Justin operated a Church of 
Sdientology at San Antonio, Texas in 1956. 

JB/WGK:mh 
	

Willia;TG71.upp 
Chief Inspector 

Encl: cc this memo 
cc: 	Balt 



MEMORANDUM 	2/25/63 OLDS 
	

4-093 V Hubbard E Meter 
Roy Justin (Burstein) 

also furnished other information. All of this FBI information is classi-
fied as CONFIDENTIAL.  

Refer to the 
which showed Ro Justin is wante. or questioning regarding the 

s r rTM  The Last name of the moth 	f this child is
s e was a "pic up" that.Justin met in a near orthsid bar and took o 
his apartment where she remained with her chill—For several days until 

She reported that Justin was carrying some kind 
o a car which identified him as a minister. 

FBI report for San Antonio, Texas, dated 9/20/56 covers: 

Roy R. Burstein - aka Roy Justin Burton, Reverend Roy R. Justin, 
Justino dBlos Reyes, Justino Reyes, address 1723 W. Kings Highway, 
San Antonio, Texas. 

About 6/9/56, Justin came to the FBI office bringing a letter post-
marked San Antonio 6/8/56. This letter stated that the writer was giving 
Justin and his fanatic friends three days to move off the block and if he 
was still there by Sunday his house would be blown up. Justin claimed he 
was a counseling Scientologist and was operating a church at that address. 

manager of 
stated that in 195 

ented the building to a person named Ronald Arnold. 
Late 	man Calle w o represented himself as Reverend Roy Justin and who 
presented a hundred dollar rental fee. It was represented that they would 
use the building for several months before they were permitted to rent it; 
later 	had difficulty collecting the second month's rent. 

During the investigation of the bombing threat Arnold told FBI 
agents on 6/19/56 that he was the Reverend Ronald Henri Arnold and was 
executive administrator of the San Antonio church (of Scientology). 
Arnold was interviewed by the FBI in 1962 at8601 - 17th N. E., Seattle; 
Washington. Through Arnold or any other ScienEengy acquaintance, the 
FBI is still trying to locate Justin. Arnold stated that he and Roy Justin 
graduated together from the Phoenix, Arizona school of Scientology. 

On 6/29/56 Justin phoned the FBI that he was moving his activity 
to 622 Avenue E, San Antonio, Texas. Other members of the church of 
Scientology were interviewed in an effort to learn who could have sent 
the threatening letter and a man who quarreled with Justid was also 
interviewed. The charges and counter charges in this latter case were 



MEMORANDUM 2/25/63 RDS 	 4-093 V Hubbard E Meter 
. Roy Justin (Burstein) 

filed with'the San Antonio police. This individual admitted stealing a 
rifle from Justin: to prevent Justin harming him. It was suspected that 
•Justin might-fie written the threatening letter himself in order to 
publicize his church and the Scientology movement. 

I mentioned to Mr. Rumph that 	 told me that Roy Justin 
once made derogatory remarks about a Memorial Da ceremony and claimed 
he was a conscientious objector. We became curious about Justin's draft 
status. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Roy Justin Burstein is registered with local draft board 136 or 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. His selective service number is 36-136-35-133. 

Somewhere there is : reported to be a letter dated 3/14/57 on the 
letterhead of the Church of Scientology, 1812-19th St. N. W., Washington, 
D. C. to the effect that as of 11/18/55 Roy Justin (Burstein) had been 
duly selected and ordained by the church council as a minister of the 
Church, signed by William H. Young, chairman of the council; also signed 
Elaine M. Nichols, secretary of the council. 

The FBI believe Roy Justin's gather is 
at present he makes his living from managing an apartment building which 
he owns. 

On 2/13/63, I interviewed Roman J. Mdzurek at 855 N. Dearborn, 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. He is the owner of the building at this address 
which was advertised at one time as a Dianetics Institute of Chicago. 
Mazurek and his wife still teach Dianetics and Scientology. Mazurek 
showed me a card which indicates he is a minister of the Founding Church 
of Scientology at Washington, D. C. 

Mazurek was asked if he knew Roy Justin and told me that several 
years ago Justin called. on him and talked for a few hours. He left the 
room to see if his wife knew anything more about,Justin and returned with 
a card bearing the following information: 

Link Bernstein, lawyer, 1436 Land Title Building, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 6/60. Auditor. Washington training. 

Mazurek ::stated that this man was Justin's father. (First name is 
Lincoln according to FBI.) 



MEMORANDUM 2/25/63 RDS 	 4-093 V Hubbard E Meter 
Roy Justin (Burstein). 

Mazurekis a lawyer who retired from practice about 10 years ago. 
He told:me that he and his wife were on the verge of divorce when they 
heard about Hubbard's book on Dianetics. His wife obtained the book and 
they read it and began to study Scientology. They became reconciled and 
began teaching Scientology. Their certificates on display show the 
Phoenix,. Arizona Hubbard Association of Scientology. 

On 2/13/63, I called at 1126 N. Rush Street" which is also the 
same as 1126 N. State Street. When Justin was arrested by Chicago police 
on a traffic charge, he indicated that he was manager of the above State 
Street address.. At present this is the location of the Chicago Health 
Club and I talked to a Mr. Monaco, who stated he was the manager. He did 
not know Roy Justin but stated four months previously this same premises 
use to be a Vfc Tanny Gymnasium. Apparently Roy Justin was connected 
with the Vic Tanney Gymn at the time of his arrest, since Mr. Rumph of 
the FBI told .tie that from another source they learned that Justin had 
been connected with the Vic Tanny Gymns at one time. 

'CONCLUSION 

Roy Justin represented himself as a minister of Scientology in 
San Antonio, Texas in 1956 where he operated a church. If we are able 
to locate and subpoena the letter mentioned from the Church of Scientology 
of Washington, D. C. it will show that Roy Justin was officially recoranized 
as a minister of their church. 

RDS :mh 
R. D. Sherman 
Inspector 



-Director, Chicago District February ,25i 1963: 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Churth of.,ScientologyY.,. 
Distribution Canter, Etc.. 
Washington D.  

(Roy Justin (Berstein) 

R. D. Sherman 

4-093 V 
Hubbard E 11.4.eter 

46401 • 

DRHIDistricts4/24/63 re:.'; abate firms reqUested the backgrounds 
the men behind the Scientology. movement,- My report of 2/12/63 Covers 

Roy Justin whose real name .1s 'Burateing/y pointed-out that some alidit:K: 
tional information, would ,beforthcoming.,. SinceCiearl Harland( 

i  

a her'- - sr__ 

t  
hushanlineverasked to see any-identification card. ehoming the  Boy Justine: 
mai an accredited representative,pf, SCientology, it ',beep:pas ins.1:ortant to,,., 
emit twat .this,  ia:the casez,,Th./  

Enclosed'.with my report of 2/12/63 was a copy-ogihe Evergreen -. 
, 

Park:  (Illinois) police department arrest slip and officers report. on .Boy 
Justin dated?8/14/61.T 	

i 
Because 'Justin was arrested for a misdemeanor, no -'-Y _ 	, 

fingerprintsverei made, and.  t was mot discovered he:Was:an esspeecfras. : 
St.' Elizabeth'sHospital of Washington- D.- 'Cg.. No identification Cards --..:- 
in his Possession mere recorded, which-  'mold,  indicate- be was a.minister,O.I. 
the::Church of: Scientelogy: :: .7-  - - 

, 	. 
Since I recalled some mention- that eitherfiny Justinior someams With 

'7 	. 

him had been carrying a minister's card I again contacted, thejc2Brendl±,..... 
Special Agent Humph told:sue .their files Indicated Justin had. lei - up 
cborch in San Antonio,,,Texas durinri9562/The.  FBIoffice ; was again visited 
on, 2/15/83 and: /,was permitted to read al portion-of their filea..j, t1r4,Rumith r' 

-DriISION 07 REGDIATORY MAHAGIDi3: T
Attention:1 Hr.: Will. Strain c 

This report_ provides addition:ill:informs t len - on . the . ac t iv i t ies- of 
CBap Jastin:?- . The investigation. reveals .that Clusti) operated a Church o 
Scientology &t• San Antonia; Texas in .1956: 

JB/NGX:mh 

ruck: cc this memo 
Bait 4-.-C 



r' 

also furnished.other itiformatien. 
fled as C9SFIDL4T1,7.  

Refei, te:the Chicago- FiniiaeltepertMent-j,daily,halletin.OfJ1/13/62H 
which showed. toy': 	iLieented:..for:.4uestioningjregarding:tho:rapciof:a 
23 months old child.'.,:-The.laatYnamaiof ( the mother,of:thischildjaHannah.:7 
Shra.uss:a "pick-ue:thee-Justin mat is aJnear_Northeida-havand- toOk- te 
his aparNeat-where:she 	her child.. for. several.: days;  until 
the'essault-tookplatie. i'Shereported,that'Justinwas:carrying:aneeltind, 
of a card.  hich.-- idintified,::him:a*4 Miniater7,  

FBfleport::.fOruSa&Antbelo::-Tiais,:date49126/56:coversv 

jtoy-.R.<Borstatat._ 'altettey.Justin...Burto,:.Reverendr,Roy11::„Just 
Justino:delos-Reyes;justino Reyes,,Caddriaa:1723'.WIngsilic 

;Antonio, 	 ' 	, 	 •-'- 
• ' 

AbOule.6/9/56,,Jestinleatee....teCthe,lll.Office'bringing?A:leiter . 
San Antonio 6/9/5tphis"letteratated:that the,, writer was giving 

Justin and:his janaticjIr endsthreirdayEtemove off the,blocItLeadslf.jheY 
aniptilli'there by: Sunday:his-house:would be blownlua.-,stigelaimed .he] 

Was a aeueseling:Scientologiet_npd;wasioperating a:churchratthataddreal; 

Ciesu'Gragg', -manaietiflt•  Origgand Company,: 211 Treadiflhalding 
San:AntoninOststetthatia.4956,his- grandMother.whopunsitheTbUilding at 

6723 W. Kings Highleszjiente“fie:building-,to,4 personnimegionald-,Arnolc4 
Later.a man: called who:impresented"hitSelf:aiieyerend.RoyiJusfe who 
presented av:hundred. dollatrentil"feeii_was-represented•that- t 
uselthe building fer several months before'. they were permitted to  
dater Gragalbad difficultiSellecting;theHaecondimontbs:rent, : -  

During the' investigation of the bombing thiiii(Arnold2thld-"FBC .  
agents on 6/19/56 that he was2ihe Reverend-Ronald Henri Arnolend max 
ermcutive administretor of-A-he:San Antonio churcityof Scientology 
gimpla was interviewed by Ebe FBI in 1962kii 8691 - 17th H.. E., Seattle,'; 
WashSgtong Through(Arnolgarany othercie,tology acqueintanceithe± 

'FBI is stilt trying to locategustin2&nold.stated that he and{Roy Justin-,--
graduated together.from the Phoenix, Arizonilschool of Scientology. 

• Con 6/29/56 Justin 	ned the FBI that he was moving' his activity 
. 	. 

ho 
Lo 622 Avenue E, San Antonio, Texas.J Other members of this church et -
Scientolohy -were interviewed in.an effort to learn who co 2.d have pent': 
the threatening letterrandja manGyloo quarreled,uith Justiajuas also 
interviewed. The charges and counter charges. in this  batter. ca se were 



1ZNBRAND124 2/25/63 at's : 	....: 3 - 	 4-093 V Hubbard. E. Meter 
oy Justin (Burstein} . 	- 

filed withl San Antonin police2 This individual admitted steeling a -: - . 	 , 
rifle Erten Justin to prevent just n harming himj /t was suspected that 

alatinjmight have written the threatening letter himself in order to 
publicize his church and the Scientology oovement. 

1 mentioned to Mr. Ruciebt that'ESail Railaa7tOld tie that Roy Justin) 
once made -.derogatory remarks about n Meaorial Day ceremony and claiined 
he was a cOnsaientions objector- ,Ca became curious about -Jui.Cin's draft '- 
status .-7) 	T- ' 	-- 	-" 	-. 	'I .:::--- 	• 

cotrywErrtu, • 
• ., 

Roy Juseing. rstein is registered with 1dcal draft hoard 136, of 
Philadelphia, PennsylUania:.' His 'selective service number :is 36-436-35-433.:, 

. 	 - 	"• 	. 	. 
Somewhere: there is a :repotted to be a letter dated 3/14/57 on -:,the.::, 

',letterhead of the Church of SCientplegy, 1812-19th St. N. W.; liashington.t::- 
. D.; 	to"ths effect thatas.of II/18/55 Roy JuLtin(Bursteia) had been: 
duly Selected and ordained by the. church council asa-minister of the 
ChUrah, signed by 	 chairman of Checouncil; also signed 

Nichols, secretary. of the council.% 

"The FBI believe Roy.Justin's father is a. possibly disbarred attorney;-
at present he:Makee his living from managing an apartment building =which 
he owns.. 

, 	, 	. 	 ,,:.• 
On 2/13/53, -1 interviewed,  Roman.J.}-leturek at:855 N.,  Dearborn:' 

-Avenue,: Chicago, 	 is the owner of the bditaing at this address 
which was advertised at one. time as a Dianetieslnatitute.of Chicagp., !...--; 

:.11siurek and his wife still teach 	and. Scientology. : Hazurek 
showed ine„alCard which-,indicates he is a minister of. the :FOUnding- Church`,, _'  
of.  Scientology at Washington, 

Mazurek was asked if he knew Roy Justin and toltme -that, several 
yeari ago Justin called on him and talked for .a few hours.' He left the 
roman to see if his 'Ale knew anything spare about Justin and returned with' 
a , card bearing the following information: 

Li z Bernste.5.n, lawyer, 1436 Land.  Title Building, Philadelphia 
Pennsylvania 6/.60.. Auditor. Washington training. --   

liazurek ::..stated that this man was Justin's father. (First name-is-',-. 
Lincoln according to 2T3/.) 



Mazurekis a lawyer Who retired from practice about 10 years ago.: 
He told ' me that he and his wife, were on the verge of divorce when they 
heard about•Hubbard's book on Dianetics. His wife obtained the book and 
they read it and began,. to study Scientology. They became reconciled and- 
began teaching Scientology.... Their cercificatesfon display ,  show the - 
Phoenix, Arizona 'Hubbard Association of Scientology.  

On 2/13/53, called.at 26 N. Rush Street which is also the 
same as 1125 N. State Street. When Justin was arrested by Chicago police 
on a tr.affic charge, he indicated that he was manager of the above State.
Street address. At present thia is the location of the Chicago Health 
Club. and I talked to a Mr.-Monaco, who stated ha was the manager. He did 
not know Roy Justin'but stated four.months previously thia same premises'"; 
use to be a Vic TannyGymnasium. — Apparently Roy Justin was connected 
.with the Vic Tenney Gyula at- the time-of his arrest, since Mr. Rumph of . ' 
the V3I told me that from another source,  they learned that Justin had.  
been connected with the-Vic Tanny Grans at one time. 	• 

CONCI.USION  

San- Antonio, Texas in .1956 ' where -he .operated . a.church. If we are:  able-
to locate and subpoentrthe.letter.Mentioned ,-from•tha Church of Scientology 
of Washington, D.:, C. it 	 that•Roy.Justin was officially recognized: 

• as a minister of.their .church..: 
• • 	• .' • '" 	. 	• 

„-..- 
.1 stip represented himself. as a minister of Sraeniiiloiy' 

MEMORANDUM -  2/25/63 RDS 4-093 V Hubbard E Meter 
Roy.  Justin (Burstein) 



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
5010-104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

 

TO 	: Director, Chicago District DATE: February 25, 1963 

FROM : R. D. Sherman 

SUBJECT: 4-093 V 
eter 

FDC 48405 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center, Etc. 
Washington D. C. 

Roy Justin (Burstein)) 

DAM/Districts 1/24/63 re: above firms requested the backgrounds 
of_the men behind the Scientology_movement. My report of 2/12/63 covers 

(Roy Justirl whose real name isiBursteli. I pointed out that some addi- 
tiddi r--- information would be forthcoming. Since earl Harlant, and h 
usban. never asked to see any identification card s owing f at \Roy Justin 

n accredited representative of Scientology, it becomes importadf- to 
show that this is the case. 

Enclosed dwith my report of 2/12/63 was a copy of theloaui-551-) 
( Fark- mlinois  police department_arrest slip and officers repoit on Kiix) 
austiWdate ,8/14/61.) Because(Justin)was arrested for a misdemeanor, no 
fili—erprintstimre-made and it was not discovered he was an escapee from 

Elizabeth's Hospita of ashington D. C. No identification cards 
m his po 	were recorded 	which would indicate he was a minister of 

the Church of Scientology. 

Since I recalled some mention that either(Roy Justid or someone with 
him had been carrying a minister's card I again cdniiCied the FBI and 
Special Agent Rumph told me their files indicated Justin had set up a 
church in(n Antonio, Texap.jduring 1956. The FBI office was again visited 
on 2/15/63 and I was permitted to read a portion of their files. Mr. Rumph 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT: 
	

February 25, 1963 

Attention: Mr. Will Swain 

_ This report provides additional informatithn on the activities of 
Roy Justih. The investigation reveals that Justin operated a Church of 
STiaOlogy  at'San Antonio, Texas in 1956. 

JB/WGK:mh 

Encl: cc this memo 
cc: 	Balt 

William G. 	p 
Chief Inspector 



MEMORANDUM 	2/25/63 gns 
	

4-093 V Hubbard E Meter 
Roy Justin (Burstein)) 

— - - 
also furnished other information. All of this FBI information is'classi-
fied as CONFIDENTIAL. 

• 
Refer to the7Chicago Police De artment da'l b 	of 11/13/ 

which showed'ROy Justin' is wanted for questioning regarding the 	of a 
(2.5 Maths old child) The last name of the mother of this child is anna 
She was a "pick up" that(justir?met.in a near Northsiae bar and too to 
his apartment where she rerilaiined with her child for several days until 
the assault took placei, She reported that Justin ,was carrying some kind 
o a car which identified him as a minister. 

FBI report for San Antonio, Texas, dated 9/20/56 covers: 

Roy R. Burstein - aka Roy Justin Burton, Reverend Roy R. Justin, 
Justino delos Reyes, Justino Reyes, address 1723 W. Kings Highway, I 
San Antonio, Texas. 

Abcut_6/9/56, JUTil;)came to the FBI office bringing a letter post-
marked San Antonio,6/8/56. This letter stated that the writer was giving 
Justin and his fanatic friends three days to move off the block and if he 
Was still there by Sunday his house would be blown up. Justin'claimed he 
was a counseling Scientologist and was operating a church at that address. 

manager of 71. 	Gragg and Comiany. (211 Travis Building  
stated that in 1956ikaszaidiLsother who Qwns the building at, 

ented the building to a person named(Ronald Arnold: 
Later a man 	e. w o represented himself as(Reverenc Roy Jultin and who 
presented a hundred dollar rental fee. It was represented that they would 
use the building for several months before they were permitted to rent it; 
later 	had difficulty collecting the second months rent. 

During the investigation of the bombing threat Arnolertold FBI 
agents on 6/19/56 that he was the Reverend Ronald Henri Arnold'and was 
executive administrator of the San Antonio church_(ofScientology). 
Arnold was interviewed by: the FBI -in-1962 at (89_1 - 17th N. E., SeaaTel 
Washington. ThroughcArnofd)or any other Scientology acquitntance, the 
FBI is still trying to locate ,  Justin: ....Arp_plfl stated that he and'Roy JusEria-
graduated together from the (Phoenix, Arizoa ,school of Scientology. - 

On 6 / 29/56 -Justiliphoned the FBI that he was moving his activity 
to(622 Avenue E, Sag-Antonio,Tex:ia'. Other members of the church of 
Scientology were interviewed in an effort-to learn who could have sent 
the threatening letter and a man who quarreled with Justitf was also 
interviewed. The charges and counter charges in this latter case were 



MEMORANDUM 2/25/63. RDS 	 4-093 V Hubbard EMeter 
--Eby Justin (Burstein)- 

. 	. 	. 
filed with ftlje $anAntonio police- This individual admitted stealing a 
rifle fromtJustin)to prevent/Justin-l harming him. It' was suspected that 

('Justin mighi-Thrve written the-ihreatening letter himself in order to 
PUblicize his church and the Scientology movement. 

I mentioned to Mr. Bumph that earl
i
tla told me that. Roy Justin' 

once made derogatory remarks - about a Memoria Day ceremony and claithed 
he was a conscientious objector. We became curious abbut Justin's' draft 
status. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Roy Justin Burstein is registered with local draft board 136 of A 
\ Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. His selective seruiee number is 36-136-35-133. 

Somewhere there is : reported to be a letter dated 3/14/57 on the 
letterhead of the Church of Scientology, 1812-19th St. N. W., Washington, 
D. C. to the effect that as of 11/18/55 Roy Justin (Burstein) had been 
duly selected and ordained by the church council as .a minister of the 
Church, signed by William H. Young, chairman of the council; also signed 
Elaine M. Nichols, secretary of the council. 

The FBI believe„Roy Justin's father is a rC:ssnby disbarred attorna 
at present he makes his living from managing an apartment building which 
he owns. 

On 2/13/63, I interviewed Roman J.Mamurek at 855 N. Dearborn) 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. He is the -eV:War -6f the building at this address 
'-which was advertised,at one time as a Dianetics Institute of Chicago. 

Mazurek and his wife still teach Dianetics and Scientology. Mazurek 
showed me a card which indicates he is a minister of the Founding Church 
of Scientology at Washington, D. C. 

Mazurek' was asked if he knew Roy Justin and told me that several 
years ago Justin called-on him and talked for a few hours. He left the 
room to see if his wife knew anything more about(Justin and returned with 
a card bearing the following information: 	 - 

Link Bernstein, lawyer, 1436 Land Title Building, Philadelphia,,  
(Pennsylvania 6/60. Auditor: Washington training. 

. 	 - 
Mazurek ?stated that this man was Justin's father. (First name is 

Lincoln according to FBI.) 



MEMORANDUM 2/25/63 RDS 	 4-093 V Hubbard E Meter 
Roy Justin (Burstein), 

Mazgrekis a lawyer who retired from practice about 10 years ago. 
He told Eme that he and his wife were on the verge of divorce when they 
heard about Hubbard's book on Dianetics. His wife obtained the book and 
they read it and began to study Scientology. They became reconciled and 
began teaching Scientology. Their certificates on display show the 
(
1/4
Phoenix, Aiizona Hubbard Association of Scientology:' 

On 2/13/63, I called atL1126 N. Rush Streets which is also the 
same as (1126 N. State Street.' WEigJustinwas arrested by Chicago police 
on a traffic charge, he indicated that he was manager of the above State , 
Street address. At present .this is the location of the Chicago Health' 

"s Club and I talked to a Mr. Monaco, who stated he was the manager. He did 
`not know(Roy Justin but IfalerfOur months previously this same premises 
use to be a-Tgc. Tanny Gymnasium. ApparentlytRoy Justin was connected 
with the 1Vic TanneyGymnlat the time of his arrest, since Mr. Rumph of 
the FBI tord-me that from another source they learned tha(Justin -had::, 
been connected with the Vic Tanny Gymns at one time. 

• - 

CONCLUSION  

Roy Justiri'represented himself as a minister of Scientology in 
San Antonio, Texas'in 1956 where he operated a church. If we are able 
to locate and subpoena the letter mentioned from the Church of Scientology 
of Washington, D. C. it will show that'Roy Justin was officially recognized 
as a minister of their church. 

R. D. Sherman 
RDS:mh 	 Inspector 



Documents A-24 and H-37 are identical. This document is a one page 
memorandum dated 2/25/63 (with three pages of copies of correspondence 
between individuals), to Chicago District, from R.D. Sherman. Subject: 
4093 V, Hubbard E Meter. This memorandum is the inspector's description 
of the attached correspondence. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions of this 
document consist of names and addresses of specific individuals as well 
as confidential information, which if released would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 



MCA= D/STaICT 

R. D. Sherman 

4-093 7 
aboard 2to 

Refer to. DRK/C 1/25/63 and DWI/Districts 1/24/63, requesting infor-
mation about subject  firm.' Cn 2/19/63 when returned photocopies 
of correspondence to 	 she furnished me the most recent 
copies of her corresiandence, . ....... = ........... 	....... 	.... 	,,,,,,,,,,, 	..... 	• 

Lafayette Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center 

February 25, 1963 • 

R. D. Sherman 

7I9131014 RECUIATORY MaalLkitanerf 	 February 25, 1963 

Attn: Mr. will Swain 

Far your information. This is additional correspondence from 

d. 	Kapp 

33./WCX/ts 

Etcs: cc this memo w/eahibits 1-3; 2/19/63 
cc: Dalt wleahibit11-1-3, 2/19/63 



Lear 	  
I have been hearing some rumors,that you have talked to 

the Federal Food and drug Adm.about Scientology and that it is not a 

Religion and other things you have claimed it is not. I am sure that 

the rumors that I have heard are untrue  and  that you have only told 

them what is true. I am very sure that`_ .,.. _,__ 	 vire both in 

complete agreement with L. Ron Hubbard and his views-  in regards to 

what Scientology is and has to offer the- people. 
Wany people have many different ideas about what Scientology 

is and what it is doing, I am quite sure that you want to help 

your friends,  in the best way possible to dc,so. 
I would like to know what you told the FDA when he was out 

see you a fcw weeks ago so that the ugly rumors I have heard 

are either denied or agreed to. 
Would you please let me know about the above matter. 

Sincerly 	  

... 	.. 
.. 	 ........ 



,Yaliaxa! (gemmuntialien5 
1512 19th Street, N. W. 

Washington 9. D. C. 

Dear 	 

I have received your recent postcard. All your correspondent
s 

and anyone else interested has been informed that you declare
 

that you will answer their questions later. 

As IICO Board of Review, and in view if your recent activities
 

regarding the FDA and your unco-operative communications with
 us, 

in view of these things,4 question your right and ability to
 

retain your certification. You are not in agreement with the
 

general tenets of professional scientology. 

	

B4t.  	

	 As 	  



1. l)r- swnr the four written communications 
which I have sent to you. 

2. Havr yoyr Mends who are issuing tht 
us l.y rurorr confront mn. Don't you know 
your itc)-ntoloRy? Give their narens. 

3. If e u nr- sure that thn ru-Tors which 
you hey- heard arc untrue, w}:y do you 
aek. 7,- to Aeny or confirr them? 'mat 
kinA of fool do you think I nm? 
rk John about hie views. "e -ire not 

An corirletm agreement on anything. 
5. !that tmyfl you done to a government? 

Thor: ar' come individuals who fal that 
311 at you are un-American. 1 am tryin to 
soft-n th-mir feelings to. you. 
Tell Ron Hubbrd that I am awaiting hict 
qfl" - r to, ."Hnnt have you done to a Rov ,rr-
--%t'?" 
'ill anrwrr your nuestiorls later—need sore  
arswrre, too. 

)10  

'VI 1/ 4 3 
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CHICAGO DIST-a/CY' 	 Februari 25, 1963 • 

R. D.ipberman 

4-093 V 
Hubbard E stater 

- Lafayette Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church. ofSriookology 
Distribution Center • 
Etc 

Pearl Harlan 
9720 S. Prospect Ave 
Chicago,: 

u 	_ 	. 
Refer.  to DRM/C 1/25/63 and DIN/Districts 1/24/63, requesting infer- 
ration about subject firsi:ivOrt 2/19/63 when I returned photocopies A .:: of correspontience toclearl:Harlartjahe furnishes me the most. recert::.:,  -copies of her coriespondence.„.i4ressure,.is being applied to this 

'potential witness and her future source's of correspondents to 
members appears, in danger of being curtailed) 

DIVISION REGULATORY MANAGEMENT  
. 	.„ 

Attn: Mr. Will Swain ,. 

Fehrea-ry 25 

Far your information.- This is dditional correspondence 

N. G. Kapp 

JD/Wafts 

Ercs: cc this memo w/exhibits 1-3, 2/19/63 
cc: halt w/exhibits-1-3, 2/19/63 



108 IOak St. 
Villa Park,I11. 
Feb.14,1963 

rcrs John Harlan :720 Prospect Ave. 
C.hicago,I11. 

Lear Mrs Harlan;)  
I have been hearing some rumors,that you have talked to 

the Federal Food and drug Adm.about Scientology and that it is not a 

Religion and other things you have claimed it is not. I am sure that 

the rumors that I have heard are untrue and that you have only told 

them what is true. I am very sure that(you and Johniare both in 

complete agreement with L. Ron Hubbard and his views in regards to 

what Scientology is and has to offer the people. 
Wany people have many different ideas about what Scientology 

is and what it is doing, I am quite sure that you want to help 

your friends in the best way possible to dc,so. 
I would like to know what you told the FDA when he was out 

tc see you a few weeks ago se that the ugly rumors I have heard 
are either denied or agreed to. 

Would you please let me know about the above matter. 



giellaxd rosomanicaiiorth tice 

1812 19th Street, N. W. 

Washington 9. D. C. 

pearl Harlan, HCA 
9720 Prospect Avenue 
Chicago 43, Illinois 

Dear 6229; 

14 February 1963 ) 

I have received your recent postcard. All your correspondents 
and anyone else interested has been informed that you declare 
that you will answer their questions later. 

As BCC .Board of Review, and in view if your recent activities 
regarding the FDA and your unco-operative communications with us, 
in view of these things„ question your right and ability to 
retain your, certification. You are not in agreement with the 
general tenets of professional scientology. 

0 

CO 	rd of Review and 
Secrete ial to the Executive Director 

-)-1' ,..; I.-. „....._ ;..„ ......4„..._ 7../_. 

• -,. -4.' . -7 - - R.( .-7-74-- 6-.• --. --...0  
,  d (,..;.-L-,_-:"C. 2- i---1-,_ A_ 	et_ 	.0-c 	..,. _..- . c:-_,-- .,--- 	. 	..A... ci 	 ..1 

..6:1 •0-,-.---,- 1 - • 	Lc- i 	C -t 1_ 1- 2. 



los .Oak st. 
-.,•.a  

14,1963  
----, (-Feb. 1E,  

ar 
..•••-••••••••••• 

1. Answer the four written communications 
wlileh I hove sent to you. 

2. Have yoyr fit ,trils who are issuinE the 
ugly rumors confront me. Don't you know 
your Sci-ntology? Givr, their names. 

3. If v'u are sure that the rirors which 
you hev- heard pro untrue, why do you 
nekme to deny or confirm them? That 
kind of fool do you think I rim?,  

h. ink John about hie views. ice ..re not 
in -conolete agreement on anything. 

5. ,That !gayn you done to a government? 

Th=e' arm nom individuals who feel that 
911 o` you are un-American. 1 am trying to 
soft 	th-ir fetilings to you. 
Tell Ron Hubberd that I am awaitinE his 
enew-r to, "Met have you done to a gov,rn-
--,:t?" 
till answer your oulstipos later--nend 
asewmre, too. 

20 1)::()SP 
HAPIAN, 

 SCIENTOLOGIST 
ECT AVE.. 

CHICAGO 43, /L1. 
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TO 	: CHICAGO DISTRICT 

FROM : R. D. Sherman.  

,,11t 
APPTIOT,11 FORM NO. 10 
1 	,Frti tkle.- 1 0 4 

NITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
DATE:February 25, 1963 

• _ 	. 

Pearl Harlan 
9720 B. Prospect Ave. 

agor—bIlinois 

SUBJECT: 4-093 V 	/Y7  
u ar E meter 

Lafayette Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center 
Etc. 

•••••••• 

Refer to DRM/C 1/25/63 and DRM/Districts 1/24/63, requesting infor-
mation about subject firm. On 2/19/63 when I returned photocopies 
of correspondence to (earl Harlan  he furnished me the most recent 
copies of her correspondence. tessure is being applied to this 
potential witness and her future sources of correspondence to all 
members appear$ in danger of being curtailecip 

aeg2A-444-a4c 
R. D. Sherman 

DIVISION REGULATORY MANAGEMENT 	 February 25, 1963 

Attn: Mr. Will Swain 

For your information. 
arl—ECHarlan. 

This is additional correspondence from 

JB/WGK/cs 

Encs: cc this memo w/exhibits 1-3, 2/19/163 
cc: Balt w/exhibits 1-3, 2/19/63 



• 

108 1.0tisc St. 
Villa Park,I11. 
Feb.14,1963 

/ Yrs John Harlan 
( 9"2,C,' Prospect Ave 

Dear Mrs Harlan; 
	I have—been hearing some rumors,that you have talked to 
the Federal Food and drug Adm.about Scientology and that it is not a 
Religion and other thingS you have claimed it is not. I am sure that 
the rumors that I have heard are untrue and that 	have only told 
them what is true. I am very sure that you and oh. are bcth in 

completeragreement with L. Ron Hubbard and his ews in regards to 
whet Scientology 	and has to offer the people. 

Many peoPle have many different ideas about what Scientology 
is and what it is. doing, I am quite sure that you want to help 
your friends in the best way possible to dc,so.. 

I would like to know what you told the FDA when he was out 
to see you a few weeks ago so that the ugly rumors I have heard • 
are either denied or agreed to. 

Would you please let me know about the above matter. 

5232.171Y 

Met----L-L-cp a.  
Maurice A.Lerud 



4-• 	C't 

7?  
44_4* 

B 

4411014 1114‘  

:14111111 t - Review and 
reta ial to the Executive Director 

Sdiaa rommanicaliond CA6 
1812 19th Street, N. W. 

Washington 9, D. C. 

   

/1 
14 February 1963
) 
fr 

earl Harlan, HCA 
9720 Prospect Avenue 
Chicago 43, Illinois 

I have received your recent postcard. All your correspondents 
and anyone else interested has been informed that you declare 
that you will answer their questions later. 

As HCO Board of Review, and in view if your recent activities 
regarding the FDA and your unco-operative communications with us, 
in view of these things„t question your right and ability to-
retain your, certification. You are not in agreement with the 
general tenets of professional scientology. 

Olt? 
:21111 



r-. 

Lid-Aar r. Lerurl: 
	Feb. le, 1963 

1. Answer the four written communications , 
• which I have ennt to you. 
- 2. dave your Mends who are Issuing the 

ugly rumor r confront me. Don't you know 
your 90mntology? Give their names. 

3. 1f y)u aro sure that the rw.ors which 
you have heard ar^ untrue, why do you 
ask me to deny or cDnflrrr them? That. 
kind of fool do you think I am?. 
Ark John about hip 	 :1•e. not 
In complete agreement on anything. 

5. shat flys you lone to.a government? 

rher ar' some individuals who feel that 
all or you are un-American. I am trying to 
soften their feelings to you.. 
Tell Ron Hubbard that I am.awaiting his 
aner to, "That have you done to a govern-
!rent?" 
gill answer your euertions later--need some 
answers, too. 

1,  7I!" SCIENTOLOGIST NIOSTICT AVE, CHICAGO 43 IL(. 



Documents A-25 and P-8 are identical. This document is a one page 
memorandum, dated 3/2/66, of a telephone conversation between George W. 
Sooy, Director, Baltimore District and George Brubaker, Division of Case 
Supervision, BRC. This memorandum consists of a discussion concerning a 
purported suicide of a scientologist. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions found in 
this document contain the name of a specific individual, which if released 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. These deletions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



• George A. BzuOaker 

. cci Balt/ -1 

CC 3RC Reading File 

GA3rubaker:ja-3/2/66 

4-093 V 
Hubbard E-Meter 

- Founding Church of Scientology-
Washington D C 

March 2; 1966- 

16NORA1WUM OF TELEPHONE CONVHRSATION  

	 Mr. George W. Sooy, Director, Baltimore District 

Mr. George Brubaker, Division of Case Supervision,. BRC- 

	 a former scientologist;called Mr. Swain on March 2, 
1365, to inform him that a Mt..Roger Conway, a friend and a scientoloF4 mt, 

or, 	 Lad ,.amatiLted suicide on February 24, 1966, 	 believed that- 
possibly•Scientology might have bad some connectionwith 	Conway' 
auicide and that he had left a suicide note.. • 

i called Mr. Sooy to request that be have an inspector obtain all avail- • • 
nble information on Mr..Oonway's suicide framthe police and also attempt 
to set a mopy'of the suicide•mote. T told Mr/.. Sooy that :Jr. Ctc?..lay h.td, 
lived at %he Holly House,-13.1' St.,. U.7., Washington, D. C., vghich 13 
a rot:ming house for scientologists. i. Sooy said he ,sould•have this 
_._star investigated. We agreed that Zurther follow-up would depend upon • 
the information obtained.:. . • • • 



• 

4-093 V 	 FoundingChnich of Scientology 
Hubbard E-Meter 	 Washington D 

March 2.,1966- 

ADUNKMA.NOUM OF TELEPHONE-CONVERSATION  

Between: Mt. George W. Sooy, Director, Baltimore District 

Mx. George Brubaker, Division of Case. Supervision,_BRC... 
• 

D.Mr.,,M.cPheeterge'lormer scientologist,..calledMr..Swain on March 
.1966, to inform him thatili Ar.:Eoger. 	Conway, ,,a friend and a scientologist,—  
had cammitted. suicideon February 	—1966,,C-i5r. McPheetergbelieved. that.: 
possibly •Scientology Might have. bad same.connectionwithr. Conway's' 
suicida'and that he had left a-suizide.mote- . 	, 

. 	• 
I called Mr. Sooy to request that he have an inspeator obtain all avail 
able information oniMfl-Conwayt97suicide.from-the.Police and also attempt • - 

- to get a copy -of the-suicide.neter.. I told Mr:. Sooy that:Ars Coawa77had-- 
: lived at tne holly Honse,-18 T St.,. N.W., Washington, D. 	which is-: 

aroominghouse_forScientologists,: 	Sooy said hewouldhave. this 
• matter investigated.. We agreed that further ollow.-up•would depend, upon 
the information obtained.': 

George A. Brubaker- 

cc Bal;/:  

----- _ 
cc, BBC Reading File-: 

CArtrubaker:ja 3/2/66 



--"tra,int:4%ItcZartmetmloses.,- 

A. F. 75 %to  FILE 

4-093,,V 	--- 
ThihOrd g-meter 

/9;4 

Founding Church of Scientology k-  

Washington 0 C 

March 2, 1966 

MEMORANDUM OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATIO
N 

Between; Mr. George W. Sooy, Direct
or, Baltimore District 

Mr, George Brubaker, Division of Ca
se Supervision, BRC 

4 Mr. Mclinnaters, a former scientol
ogipt, palled Mr. %lain on March 2, 

L966, tp Inform him that a MrAPpger
 Conway, a friend and a scientologi

st, 

had camitted anicide on rebruAry24
, 1966. Mr. McPhecters believed th

at 

possibly SsionteleGy.might,have bad 
porno connection with Mr. C

onway'a 

soicLdriind that he had left a suicide' note.  

I called Mr. Pony to request that he have an inspe
etor obtain all avafl- • 

able information on Mr. CnnwaY's  
suicide from the police/and also at

tempt 

to gat a copy of the suicide note. 
I told Mr. Sony that Mr. Conway had

' 

lived at the Holly House, 18 T St.,
 N.W., Washington, U. C., which is 

,A -rooming house for, scientoLogists
. Mr. Sooy said he would have this 

matter investigated. We Agreed that
 further follow-up would depend noo

n 

the information obtained. 

';
9 	

4V"/  

/<-eZe te, 	 '  

Gewpge A. Brubaker 

Pc P414 

ea pRq AelOttig File 

C4Bruheikeiniq 3/2/66 



TELETYPE TO SEATTLE DISTRICT 

Ron nubbard (Gr.),Gty father]  is the original founder of the Founding 
Church of ScientOlogy. /t began with&fathir Atudyia-!jdianetica. in • y 
1948/49.. Around 1950, he began writing articles:on the sUbjeCt:and-:I.,  
eventually formed corporations in-Camden,New- Jersey, Wichita,- Kansas,"  
Los Angeles, California,: Phoenix,--Arizona, and London, England:_ 

religious Aspect (Scientology) was introduced around - • . - became a church in name.only,:for income tax purposes and to vcircumvent 
legal 

my 

d ifficulties...: In 1959,.thecult.:was forcedto'pay"income.,taxeS, 
knowledge b j  the Internal-Revenue Service (Federal):  An-appeal-',- . 	, 

was made to have the organization classed as a non7prolitf:organizatien 
but to the bast of my knowledge, this appeal was lost:. 

• " 	 ,? 	. The organization also had difficulty with the. FDA in 1957 becausetpf-a 
food supplement/vitamin-preparation-e!Diazinel whiCh was handled::: 

, 	
• by theDi:Ds:who were-members. of th&organization.', The'result.wasthat-the-:, • 	 , 

Item was tripped,biy tha.cult when-nctioawas taken'against:the minulaeturers 
t  :r _ 

— 	. unknown to me) because of misbranding (low poiency). The cult.wes not: 
involved in this action. I can think of no other use of drugs by tfie cult: 

I became associated with the organization it4954-iieventually became. 
Executive Secretary in Washington, D.C., a position now held by John 
Fudge: I,was also technical director and an ordained.ministerrinthe Church of;-i 
Scientology. In addition to my other; duties I-wesengage&intteaching . 	. as a certified auditor 



Th_ ollowingcertifiCataa were received by me without any particular r  
- ,caining: Doctor of Divinity (7/28/54), Hubbard.DianeticAuditor±(1-31/51).  
1/ 	

. 	.  

//ellubbax.d Certified Auditor (1/11/52). I was also issued the degree:of: 
;: 
i 	Batchelor of,icientology in May 1954-  and,ihe degree of Doctor of:`.  

Scientology in July 1954.n- 
- 

, 	 . 
All.of the 'certificates were revoked by the:Organization when‘Vreeigned 

xn Novomher 23, 1959,-IJ resigned for a numbernf reasons,l inelUding:  

-financial anc(lacknk:faith.>;I:never saw a eaaa.becOMing:comPlately::-  

:-L"clear"]-There was a cOnstant,turnOverJintechniques,---.intwhich.:the 

.old ones would be.discarded and ths'auditors:would:haVe. to-be retrained: 

at their expense). 

'1 2 estimate there:,ere'Presently. approkimately 2',.000Handitors in the 

United States,'each of whom hive paid3;to fiVe thousand dollars fo 

their coursesIfthfluditors do not keep,their training up;., they 

are denounced in the organization"s bulietins.A 
- 	• 

cultl- cphiloSOphY,is,based:onthaLlnter-reletionahipSAbetWeen 

body, mind and spirit:with- thienvironment.H.411 diseases.and.- 
•7, 	. 	. 	. 

on illnesses are thought to be of'a psychosomatie. nature -It.ia-,  
, 

••- 

opinion that the E meters are worthless for diegnostic-and'aseessment>: 

of mental and physical diseases., Any auditor will disclaim the-.charge 

that the E meters are used in,a medidal sense, however, the E meters' 	- 

are the basic tools used to produce Ybeneficial results": : The E 



fr. 

• 
y measure thegalvanic skin response, and the only differenOeT-, . 	. 

tween- the older and  the newer modela is that of senlitivel.-"7' 

:Anyooe with the ;money can purchase an:It.,metei,'elthoOgh noe-membera. 
. ,  

Hof the, cult pay aoout 540. More :1 around $
t
125) 

'hen I resigned .from 'the'dultsin.1.959,X came to California I am 

now, Woriing. as .a serviceman for, 	AMetican District- 	Co- •  

artetf inal lyreceiving-security   ,  	Clearance. 

2 	--'- 

'1/6/63,  	D 72:-Harpet Werecieteryiewe 

n~n}r Home 16231 halm Avenue, Bell; California 	the above  

iniormatlon oas'provided:.voluntarilY2to 

. . - 

'the.  inopectors.i. I also ga 

- y possession: which  

wero issued to me by:the.cult. n addition 	e..inapectorrwete:al owe 

to photocopy letter. dated Ehriutry 15', 1963addreSeed*ctOmea 

sent by: the rounding. Church of ScieniOloil3W19th,street' N 
, 	. 
Washington 9, 	, urging---texPeri' witnesses-on Scientology'!''

avail themselVei:ie.appeal.in court in--,the forthcoming trial 

involving the /TIC IM/63,-  against 'the *P.Church.3 •  

. 	. 	. 	 _ 
- Thers is no .geity . involved ln the 'Church of Scientology.: Most of. the 

methber4 become unaffiliated with theit previous cburches aftei,:becemi 

a menlber._..The Church of Scientology is. based on. a .code of ethics:and 
- - . 	. 	 . 	. 

philosOphY -with: ,the balic.: idea, that self :is the. total cause 

and responsibility- 	 without 'relation .between, self; and - the: 

environment;',. The .total'.curative powers. -are vested 	self.c 

 

tir 



! 	. 

• 

7:21.21-rn TO szArnz DiSMICT 

Ron Mbbard (Sr.),I 	  is the original founder of the Founding 
Church of Scientology. It bPgaa with 	 dianetics in 
1cL31 0 	"—and 1950, he began writing articles on the subject and 
ayecCually formed corporations in Camden, New Jersey, Wichita, Xansas, 
Loa Angeles, Cal?lornia, Phoenix,-Aricona, and London, F.mgland. 

The religious aspect (Scientology) was introduced around 1952. It 
bcicame 	church in name only, for income tax purposes and to circumvent., 

1 '"4-u1-;fls. In 1959, the cult was forced to pay income taxes 
ts my.Knowledge by the Internal Revenue Service (Federal). An appeal • 
::as made to have the organization classed as a non-profit organization, 
hut to the best of my knowledge, this appeal was lost. 

The organization also had difficulty with the FDA in 1957.  beCause of a 
food supplement/vitamin preparation ("Diazine") which was handled 
by the MDs who were members. of the organIzation. The result was that the 

. 	- 

its  was dropped by the cult when action.was taken against the manufacturer . 	 •.. 	.. 	• , 	. 	
. . • 	• 	• (--known to me) because of misbranding (toy potency). The cult was not 

involved 

I became associated -2ith the organization in 	 

in this action. .I can think of no other use of drugs by the cult. 



Allot the certificates were revoked by the. organizarion 	

constant turnover in techniques, in which the 

old 'ones would be discarded and the auditors would have to be retrained 

(at, their expense). 
. 	. 

. 	 . 
2 estimate there- ars presently approximately 2.,000 auditors in the. • 

_sited States, each of whom have paid 3 to five thousand dollars for. 

their courses.. If the auditors do.  not keep their training u?, they.' 

are denounced in the organization"s bulletins- 

cult`s philosophy is based on the inter-relationships between 

the body, mind, and spirit with the environment. All diseases and. 

o7- illnesses are thought to be of a psychosomatic nature. It is my . 

opinion that the E meters are worthless for diagnostic and,  assessment. 

el! mental and physical diseases. Any auditor viii disclaim the charge 

that the E meters are used in a medical sense, however, the F. meters 
K-- 

are the basic tools used to produce "beneficial results"- The 



ethics and 

, motivation 

and the 

a member. The Church of Scientology is based on a code of 

philosophy with the basic idea that self is the total cause 

and responsibility 	 without relation between self 

environment. The total curative powers are vested in self. 

._ /.6 measure the galvanic skin response, and the only difference 

4itween the older and the newer models is that of sensitive,-,--'-4-2—

Anyone with the money can purchase an 2. nater, although non-members 

of the cult pay about $25.00 more((around $125).  

.. _ -. 

3/6/63, ?DA inspectors D. L. Dovel.and.D. Z. Harper were interviewed ..t.- 	-. f-ya. 
, 	 . 	 - 	.:. 

- in 	 -All-of tie above; 

information was provided voluntarily to:the inspectors.' I also gave.-H- 

them(to photostat)'certifieatee%and degrees in my. possession whits_ 

were issued to me by- the cult.; in addition, the-inspectors were allowed 
 	. _ 	 • 

to photocopy a letter datk 

. 	_ 

Thera is no ieity involved in the Church of Scientology. Most of the. 

=embers become unaffiliated with their previous churches after becoming 

;J.] 	 • • L--c e.*--,  

- 	• 	
..... :.• 

/ 



flITT-L7S TO SZATT1.2 OiS7n7rt  

Ron nubbard   is the original founder of the rounding 
Church of ScientoTogy. It began with  	dianetics in 
153/E9 	'-^und 1950, he began writing articles on the subject and 
_.actually formed corporations in Camden, New Jersey, Wichita, Xansas, 
los ngelea, California, 2hoenix,-Arizona, and London, England .  

he religious asoect (Scientology) was introduced around 1952. It 
became a church in nmne only, for income tax purposes and to'circumvent, 
1-;gar 	 j 4-uitas. In 1959, the cult was forced to pay income-taxes 
to my know/edge by the Internal Revenue Service (?ederal). An appeal 
::as made to have the organization classed as a non-profit organisation„ 
but to the nest of my knowledge, this appeal was lost. 

The organization a130 had difficulty with the F.DA in 1357 because of 
food supplment/vitamin 

by the Nns who were memo 

itam was dropped by the 
• 

(--x-ovn to me) because 

involved in thin action.  

preparation ("iliazine") which vas handled 

ers of the organization. The result vaa that the 

cult -when action.was taken against the manufacturer 
J.Y 

of misbranding (low potency). The cult was not. 

I can think of no ocher use of drugs by the cult. 

I bed ws associated 	the organization in 	  



All.of the certificates were revoked' by the. organization 	

	 There -Jag a constant turnover. in techniques, is which the.  .• 

o'A ones would be discarded and the auditors would have to be.  retrained - 

kat. their expense). 

7 estimate there•are presently approximately 2,000 auditors in the 

United States, each of -whom have paid-3 to five thousand dollars -for. 

their courses.. If the auditors do not keep their training up, they•  

are denounced in the organizatioes bulletins.. 

The cult's philosophy is based on the inter-relationships between 

the body, mind, and spirit with the environment. All diseases and. 

or- illnesses are thought to be of a psychosomatic nature. it is my . 

opinion that the E meters are worthless for diagnostic ann assessment. 

c2 mental and physical diseases. Any auditor will disclaim the charge 

that the E meters are used in a medical sense, however, the 2 meters 

are the basic tools used to produce "beneficial results"- The E 

• 



-3- 
./ 

/Lc :measure the galvanic skin response, and the only difference 

At-wirien the older and the newer modela is that of 	 - 

Anyone with the money can purchase an 3 meter, although non-nembers 

of the cult pay about $25.00 more' around $125). 

On 3/6/63, FDA inspectors D. L. .Dovel and.D. Z. Harper were interviewed 1: 

in 	 -All of the above. 

Information -gas provided voluntarily to the inspectors. I also gave• 

them(to phatostat)`certifiCatesmand degrees in my.posseision which 
". 	 • 	- 

7.7.ere issued to me by-the cult.: In addition, the-inspectors were allowed 
- _  

• 

to photocopy a letter dated, 

Thera 13 no ;laity involved in the Church of Scientology. Most of the. 

mowers become unaffiliated with their previous churches after bete-mini. 

a member. The Church of Scientology is based on a code of ethics and 

philosophy with the basic. idea. that self •is the total cause, motivation ,  

end responsibility 	 without relation between self and'the 

environment. The total curative powers are vested in self. 



• . • 

• 

• . 	• 	• 

fl.1.27.??E TO SZ.A=2 DISTRICT 

• 

Ron :ubbard (Sr.),     is the original Founder cf the Founding 
Church of Scientalogy. It began with 	dianetics in  

• • . Around 1950, he began writing articles on the subject and 
evsatually formed corporations in Camden, New Jersey, Wichita, ;Kansas, 
Lot Angeles,  California, Phoenix,-Arizona, and London, England. 

:he relivicus aaaect (Scientology) was introduced around 1952. It 	. _ 	. 
became a church in name only, for income tax purposes and to c;rcumvant_ • 
legal :1 ifficulties. In 1959, the cult was forced to pay income taxes 
tO _77 knowledge by the Internal Revenue Service (Federal). An appeal 
::as made to have the organization classed as a non-profit organization,:. 
but to the bast of my knowledge, this appeal was lost. 

The organization also had difficulty with the FDA in 1957 because of a 
food supplement/vitamin preparation (Tiazine") which was handled 
by the MDs who were members. of the organization. The result was that the 
item was dropped by the cult when action.was taken against the manufacturer ....• 	. (unx_noson to me) because of misbranding (low potency). The cult was not. 
involved in thin action. I can think of no ocher use of drugs by the cult. 

becate associated -J-ith the organization in-- 	



All.of the certificates were revoked by the:organization 	

------------- -------- _m ere  was a constant turnover, in techniques, in which the.  
. • 	• 

old'ones would be discarded and the auditors would have to be retrained - 

(at. their expense). 

• 
• : 	• • 

- 	. 

estimate there- ars presently approximately 2,000 auditors in the • 

United States, each of whom have paid 3 to five thousand dollars for 

their courses.. If the auditors do_ not keep their training up, they 

are denounced in the organization"s bulletins.. 

he cult's philosophy is based on the inter-relationships between 

the body, mind, and spirit with the environment. All diseases and 

n7— illnesses are thought to be of a psychosomatid nature. It is my 

opinion that the E meters are worthless for diagnostic and assessment 

of mental and physical diseases. Any auditor will disclaim the charge 

that the n meters are used in a medical sense, however, the 3 meters 
r-- 

ar2 the basic tools used to produce "beneficial results".. The E 



/ 

• • - 
• 

- • 3- 

4  measure the galvanic skin response, and the only difference . 
4tween the older and the newer models is that of 

non-members with the money can purchase an 11 meter, although 

of the cult pay about 425.00 more'(around 4125). 

Ci /6/63, FDA inspectors' D. L. Dovel-and.D. Z. Harper were interviewed 

	 Ali of the shove_: 

Information was provided voluntarily tothe inspectors.'. I also gave',  

them(to photostat) certifiCatennd degrees. in My possession which -. H 

were issued to me by the cult.: In addition, the-inspectors were allowed 

to photocopy a latter dated, 	 . - . 

Thera is no ieity involved in the Church of Scientology. Most of the 

=ethers become unaffiliated with their previous churches after becoming. • . 

a member. The Church of Scientology is based on a code of ethics and 

philosophy with the basic idea that self is the total cause, motivation ... - 

. and responsibility': 	 without relation between sell and - the 

environment. The total curative powers are vested in salt. 



TO.SZATTIE DISTRICT 

Ron :ubbard (31%),    is the original founder of the Founding 
Church of Scientology. It began wita  	dianetics in' 
1343!49. .,sound 1950, he began writing articles on the subject and 
eventually formed corporations in Camden, New Jersey, Wichita, 7nnsas, 
Los Angeles, California, Phoenix,-Arizona, and London, England. 

The religious aspect (Scientology) was introduced around 1952. It 
became a church in n nice only; for income tax ;urposea and to circumvent_ • 
1e3a1 c iffizulties. In 1959, the cult was forced to pay income •taxes 
to my. knowledge by the Internal Revenue Service (?ederai). An appeal 
::as made to have the organization classed as a non-profit oz-sanitation, 
but to the best of my knowledge,  this appeal was lost. 

The organization also had difficulty with the :FDA in 1957 heCause of a 
• food supplement/vitamin preparation ("Diazine") which was handled 

by the NDs who were members of the' organization. The result was that the 
Item was - 	

- 
(tinknown to me) because of misbranding (low potency). The cult was not. 
involved in thin action. .I can think of no other use of drug3 by the cult. • 

I became associated with the organization 

dropped by the cult when action was taken against the manqlaoturer.  
• . 



_o_ 

  

• ........ 	 ..... 	,,,,, 	 • ... 	,,,,,,,,,,,, 

- 	 . 	. 	 • 	• 	. 	
. 

. 	 - 
.• . 	. 

• • 

. 	 _ • • 	 • 

	

Ali.of the certificates were revoked by the-organization 	

	 There was a constant turnover in techniques, in which the. 	• • 

old 'ones would be discarded and the auditors would have to be retrained 

• 
(at. their expense). -.  

2 estimate there are Presently approximately 2,000 auditors in the 

United States, each of whom have paid 3 to five thousand dollars -for. - 

their courses._ If the auditors do.  not keep their training up, they' 

are denounced in the organization"s bulletins.. 

The cult's philosoohy is based on the inter-relationships between 

the body, mind, and spirit with the environment. All diseases and. 

o.T.= illnesses are thought to be of a psychosomatic nature. it is my 

opinion that the Z meters are worthless for diagnostic and assesrment-

cl .mental and physical diseases. Any auditor will disclaim the charge 

that the B meters are used in a mediae' sense, however, the 3 meters 

• • • 

are the basic tools used to produce "beneficial results"- she 

. 	. 

........ 
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measure the galvanic skin response, and the only difference . 

/itween the older and the newer models is that of sensitive- 	- 

Anyone with the money can purchase an B. meter, although non-members 

     

 

------ -•• 

      

i• 
of the cult pay about $25.00 more (around 425). ...- 

/.• 
. 	. 	. 	- 	... 	-. 	. 	. 	. . 	• . 	 .. . 	... 	. 	 . 

On 3/6/63, PEA inspectors D.. L. Dovel and. D. 3. Harper were interviewed 
. 	. 	 • 

In 	  All of the above...: 

information was provided voluntarily to the inspectors. I also gave- 

them(to photostat)'certifiCatea,and degrees. in my possession which 

wore issued to me by-toe cult.. In addition, the.-inspectors were allowed 	- 	-- 

to photocopy a letter datk 	  

Thera is no ;lefty involved in the Church of Scientology. Most of the. 

=enters become unaffiliated with their previous churches alter becoming 

a member.. The Church of Scientology is based on a code of ethics and 

philosophy with the basic idea that self is the total cause, motivation 

responsibility 	. without relation between self and the 

environment. The total curative powers are vested in sel'. 



Documents A-26 and A-27 are identical. Document A-26 is a typewritten 
copy of the teletype sent to Seattle District, while A-27 is a copy of 
the teletype itself. Therefore, a copy of document A-27 and comments 
on that document will be made. 

Document A-27 is a copy of a teletype dated 11/10/66, containing five 
pages and one additional page of correction, sent to Seattle District/Groth, 
Food and Drug Officer, from FDA, Baltimore District/M.J. Ryan, Food and 
Drug Officer. This document describes a specific individual's experiences 
and impressions of Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions in page 
1 consist of confidential information, which if released would disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. Deletions found on page 2, 3, 4, 
and the correction sheet consist of detailed confidential information, 
including dates, addresses, and other identifying characteristics, which 
if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C)(D). 

Attached to this document is also a copy of the typewritten copy of the 
teletype, which is the same as document A-26. 
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A ELALTIMORE DIST/ M. J. RYAN, FOOD AND DRUG OFFICER 

FDA SEATTLE DTST/GROTX FOOD AND DRUG OFFICER 

1-A 3 C/acQy 

G Nov bii 19. -073 

C7112:7  WLROV. 

L. R(..1 RUZBARDICSR.),1 
	

IS THE ORIGINAL FOUNDER OF THE 

Fr..tUNDING CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY. 	IT BEGAN 	'''''''''''''''' - 

DIA.NFTTCS IN 1949/49. AROUND1950, HE BEGAN WRITING ARTICLES ON THE 

SUBJECT AND EVENTUALLY FORMED CORPORATIONS. IN CANDEN, NEW JERSEY, 

WICHITA, KANSAS, LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA, PHOENIX, ARIZONA, AND 

LONDON, ENGLAND. 

'IRE RELIGIOUS ASPECT CgCIrNTOIOGY) WAS INTRDUCED AROUND 1952. IT 

	

ZECA-E A CHURCH IN NANE ONLY, FOR INCOME TAX PURPOSES AND TO CIRCUMVRNT  	

LRGAL nIFFICHLTIFS. IN 1959, THE CULT WAS FORCED TO PAY.INCOMF TAXES 

TO 	;CNONLEDGE BY THE INTERNAI'R=VrNUE SERVICECFEDERAL). AN AFP7AL 

	

DE .TO HAVE THE ORGANIZATION CLASSED AS A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION  	



:•iasal•a.••;‘-;;;g: 

wo 	rv7HP0263 

EtiT TO THE BEST OF MY 

	

	)14LEDGE) THIS APPEAL WAS OST.• 
<N' 

• ORC ANI ZATION ALSO 

	

	DIFFICULTY WITH ME FDA IN 1937 BECAUSE OF 
A I, 

A FOOD SUPPLEThT/VI 	PREPARATION CDIAZI NE) WI CH WAS HANDLED BY 

T-1 7  MO' S WHO WERE MEMB,Ry3 OF THE ORGANIZATION. THE 	 wA:S. THAT 

▪ IT:.. WAS DROPPED r,-y• TcIE CULT :;;HEN ACTTC.1:-; WAS TA.KEN AGAINST THE 

TUR ER ( UNKNOWN To NE) BECAUSE OF MISBRANDING 	OW POTFNCY) • 

TH.F CU! T WAS NOT INVC:v.ED IN'  THIS ACTION). J CAN THINK OF NO OTHER 

aucc a: DRUGS BY THE Clp 

OR r.tAN r ZATT ON T 	  EFCA F ASSOCIATED rI TH THE: 



TH ;:•7  .1JFVEHF0003 

ALL OF 14..1 CERTIFICATES WERE REVOXED BY THE OPGANi7ALION 	

	 THERE "./AS A CONSTANT TURNOVER IN TECHNICUFS,  iiv 

WN 7 I-H 	OLD ONES WOULD BE DISCARDED ASE ME AUDITORS WOULD HAVE TO. 

RETPAINE0 CAT THEIR EXPENSE). 

,.1..S11..vJAHLD THERE Am- ntr_sr:NTLY APPROXIMATELY 2/ 000 AUDITORS IN THE 

,..ITED STATES, EACH - OF WHOM HAVE PAID 3 TO FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR 

TITTR CDURgEs. IF THE AUDITORS DO NOT XEE? THEIR TRAING UP, THEY 

_R .E nr.'N:)PNCED IN THE ORGANIZATION'g EULIETINS. 

. GIN T'S PHILOSOPHY IS nAS±D ON THE INTrR-RELATIONSHTPq 137, 1- W,7EN 

GOD( , ..IND, AND SPIRIT WITH THE ENVIRONMENT. ALL DISEASES AND 

L;. SS? ARE THOOUGHT TO BE OF A PSYCHOSOMATIC NATURE. 

17 IS Mt OPINION THAT THE E METERS ARE WORTHLESS FOR DIAGNOSTIC AND 

l'.gr,“-SSNENT OF MENTAL AND PHYSICAL- DISEASES.,  ANY AUDITOR WILL DISCLAIM 

THE CHAGE THAT THE E METERS ARE USED IN A MEDICAL SENSE, HOWEVER, THE 

NETE::,5 ARE THE BASIC TOOLS USED ITO PRODUCE "BENEFICIAL RESULTS-. 

TH 7 - 77ERS,27:271  Y MrAqURE THE GALVANIC SHIN RESPONSE, AND THE-ONLY 

. 	 . 	
. 



DET:IEEN THT nLDTR 	 .'1 0771...5 IS THAT OF 	 • 

NY ONE WITH THE NONE'? CAN PURCHASE 	E NETER AITNO: 	H. 

ERR OF THE CULT PAY ABORT 25.00DOLLARS XORECAROUND 5125) 

ON 3.6.63) FDA INSPECTORS D. I. DOVEL AND D. E. HARPER WERE 

. " 
INFORHATION WAS PROVIDED VOLUNTARILY TO THE INSPECTORS. I ALSO 

-1. F( (TO PHOTOSTAT) CERTIFICATES AND DEGREES IN NY POqcITS=ION:  

IRE: ISSUED TO ME BY THE CULT. IN ADDITION THF:INcRFOTORS.  

AILONED TO PHOTOCOPY A L=11:1-, DATED 	

(T. 

EASE FIVE RUEVEHP3003t 

THERE IS NO DEITY INVOLVED IN THE CHURC OF SCIENTOLOGY. NOST OF THE 

7;_ ETON_ "NAFFTIT ATTD EITH r:5 7 TH THEIR PREVIOUS CHURCHES AFTER 

TCONII;G A MEMBER. THE CHURCH OF SCI7NTOLOGY IS BASED ON A CODE OF 

ETHICS AND PHILOSOPHY WITH THE EASIC IDEA THAT SELF IS THE TOTAL CAUSE 

AND R ESPONSIBILITY I4ITHOUT RELATION. BETWEEN SELF AND THE 

;HE TOTAL CURATIVE POWERS ART VESTED IN SELF. 
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• ?:2Aij RLEVENP0004 3142205-UUUU--RUWLF:flV. 

RUE EHPU003 PAGE TWO LINE 9 SHOULD READ: 

Ti.:•.c;:: 	A5.1-750C I TrD WITH THE 	 ZnT.10:•: 

-16-1•64•W5r,tntiSf.nraTnennsIcit‘rn-re•sraul-t'engtv""'"*""reaq9"Pg"4"51"Pc1:1; 	-..- -•-• 
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1'E1:TYPE TO SEATTLE DISTRICT 

	

,  	

	

L. Ion Hubbard (Sr.,),, 
	
is the original founder of the Founding 

• 

Church of Scientology. It began with'    dianetics in 

1943/49. Around 1950, he began writing articles on the subject and 

eveltually formed corporations in.  Camden, New Jersey, Wichita, Kansas, 

Los Angeles, California, Phoenix, Arizona, and London, England. 

The religious aspect (Scientology) was introduced around 1952. It 

became a church in name only, for income tax purposes and to circumve
nt 

legal d ifficulties. In 1959, the cult was forced to pay income taxes 

to uy knowledge by:the Internal Revenue Service (Federal). An appeal
 

wa5 made to have the organization classed as a non-profit organizatio
n, 

but to the best of my knowledge, this appeal was lost. 

The organization also had difficulty with the FDA in 1957 because of a 

food supplement/vitamin preparation ("Diazine") which was handled 

by the MDs who were members of the organization. The result was that
 the 

item was dropped by the cult when action was taken against the manufa
cturer 

(ucknown to me) because of misbranding (low potency). The cult was 
not 

imolved in this action. I can think of no other use of drugs by the
 cult. 

I iecame associated with the organization in 	
 

"="7-1."<irtesk.:MIt„,„A•clattelttirft•ttro•-•:"> 
• 

. 	. ..... 



Al) of the certificates were revoked by the organization 
	

	There was a constant turnover in techniques, in which the 

oli ones would be discarded and the auditors would have to be re
trained 

(a; their expense). 

I tstimate there are presently approximately 2,000 auditors in t
he 

Un.ted States, each of whom have paid 3 to five thousand dollars
 for . 

th:ir courses. If the auditors do not keep their training up, t
hey 

art denounced in the organization"s bulletins. 

Th: cult's philosophy is based on the inter-relationships betwee
n 

the body, mind, and spirit with the environment. All diseases a
nd 

illnesses are thought to be of a psychosomatic nature. It is m
y 

opinion that the E meters are worthless for diagnostic and asses
sment 

of mental and physical diseases. Any auditor will disclaim the 
charge 

that the E meters are used in a medical sense, however, the E me
ters 

ar2 the basic tools used to produce "beneficial results". The E
 meters 



-3- 

Jmerely measure the galvanic skin response, and the only difference 

between the older and the newer models is that of sensitive 	~~ 

Anyone with the money can purchase an E meter, although non-members 

of the cult pay about $25.00 more (around $125). 

3: 3/5/63, FDA inspectors D. L. Dovel and D. E. Harper were interviewed 

in   All of the above 

information was provided voluntarily to the inspectors. I also gave 

them(to photostat) certificateS and degrees in my possession which 

w=ee issued to me by the cult. In addition, the inspectors were allowed 

tc photocopy a letter dated' 

,3 

There is no deity involved in the Church of Scientology. Most of the 

merhers become unaffiliated with their previous churches after becoming 

a member. The Church of Scientology is based on a code of ethics and 

philosophy with the basic idea that self is the total cause, motivation 

and responsibility 	 without relation between self and the 

environment. The total curative powers are vested in self. 

	--7.7.awa,x.,k-Der-tr-mcrittrist.• 	 ."—. ;-• 
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C7112E WLROV, 
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HWFD 

FM FILM BALTIMORE DIST/ N. J. RYAN, FOOD AND DRUG OFFICER 

TO FUL, SEATTLE DIST/GROTH FOOD AND DRUG OFFICER 

Cr7 

L. RO4 HUBBARD SR.),CMY FATHER, /IS THE ORIGINAL FOUNDER OF THE- 
., 

FOUND:NG CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY. IT BEGAN WITH 6Y FATHER STUDYINp 

DIANErICS IN 1943/49. AROUND195b, HE BEGAN WRITING ARTICLES ON THE- 
, 	 . 	 . 

SUBJEfl AND EVENTUALLY FORMED CORPORATIONS IN CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY, 

';.-. WICHITA,- KANSAS, LOS ANGELES-CALIFORNIA,-.PHOENIX; ARIZONA, AND 

LONDCM, ENGLAND. 

• THE FELIGIOUS ASPECT (SCIENTOLOGY) ',/AS INTROUCED AROUND 19.52., IT 

BECAME A CHURCH TN NAME ONLY, FOR INCOME:TAX PURPOSES AND TO CIRCUMVENT 

DIFFICULTIES. IN 1959, THE CULT WAS FORCED TO PAY. INCOME TAXES 

1-0.M KNOWLEDGE BY THE INTERNAL:REVENUE SERVICE(FEDERAL.). AN APPEAL 

WAS HADETO HAVE THE ORGANIZATION CLASSED AS A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION 



PAGE TWO RUEVEHP00O3 

,BUT TO .THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE, THIS. APPEAL WAS LOST. 

TriE OR3ANIZATION ALSO HAD DIFFICULTY WITH THE FDA IN 1957 BECAUSE OF 
• 

A FOOD SUPPLEMENT/VITAMIN PREPARATION(DIAZINE) WICHWAS HANDLED BY 

THE ME'S WHO WERE MEMBERS OF THE ORGANIZATION. THE RESULT WAS THAT 
.• 

T4E; IlEyi WAS DROPPED BY THE CULT WEN ACTION WAS TAKEN AGAINST THE 

WANUFE-CTURERCUNKNOWN TO NE) BECAUSE OF MISBRANDING (LOW POTENCY) 
. 	• 	. 

ME,CILT WAS NOT INVOLVED IN THIS ACTIONS I CAN THINK OF NO OTHER-

RUSE (F DRUGS BY THE CULT. 

'I BEC1ME ASSOCIATED WITH THE ORGANIZATION IN/T95.fil 	 Y.  EVENTUALL 

BECAMI EXECUTIVE SECRETARY IN WASHINGTON DC A POSITION NOW . 

HELD iY JOHN FUDGE. I WAS ALSO TECHNICAL DIRECTOR AND AN ORDAINED 

MINIS-ER IN THE CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY. IN ADDITION TO MY DUTIES I 

WAS E!!GAGED IN TEACHING AS A CERTIFIED AUDITOR. THE FOLLOWING 

CERTI 'ICATES WERE-RECEIVED BY.ME,WITHOULANY PARTICULAR-TRAINI 

DOCTO! OF DIVINITYC7/28/54), HUBBARD DIABETIC AUDITORC1/31/51).. 

HUBBAW CERTIFIED AUDITOR(1/11/52). I WAS ALSO ISSUED THE DEGREE OF 

BATCHELOR OF SCIENTOLOGY IN NAY 1954 AND THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF 

SCIENTOLOGY IN JULY 1954] 



PAGE T iREE RUEVEHP0003 

ALL OF THE CERTIFICATES WERE REVOKED BY THE ORGANIZATION&HENI 

RESIGNED ON NOVEMBER 23, 1959. I RESIGNED FORA NUMBER OF REASONS, 

INCLUEENG FINANCIAL AND LACK OF FAITH. I'NEVER SAW -A CASE BECOMING 

COMPLETELY nCLEAR". THERE WAS A CONSTANT TURNOVER IN TECHNIQUES; TN 7 . 

'/IHICH THE OLD ONES:WOULD BE DISCARDED ANE. THE AUDITORS WOULD HAVE:T 

BE RETRAINED CAT THEIR EXPENSE). 

I ESTI'IATED THERE ARE PRESENTLY APPROXIMATELY 2, 000 AUDITORS IN THE 

UNTTEE STATES, EACH OF WHOM HAVE PAID 3 TO FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR. 

THRIR COURSES. IF THE AUDITORS DO NOT KEEP'THEIR TRAING UP, THEY.  

ARFiDENOUNCED IN THE ORGANIZATION'S BULLETINS. 

THEiCIIITS PHILOSOPHY IS BASED ON THE INTER-RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN 

THEBCDY 	MIND, AND SPIRIT WITH THE ENVIRONMENT. ALL DISEASES AND 

ILLNESSES ARE THOOUGHT TO BE OF A PSYCHOSOMATIC NATURE. 

IT IS MY OPINION THAT THE E METERS ARE WORTHLESS FOR DIAGNOSTIC AND 

ASSESEMENT-OF.MENTAL,AND-PHYSICAL-7-.DISEASES* ANY?AUDITOR.WILL-MISCLATii-.7 

THE CEARGE THAT THE E METERS ARE USED IN A MEDICAL SENSE, HOWEVER, THE 

E METERS ARE THE BASIC TOOLS USED ITO PRODUCE "BENEFICIAL RESULTS". 

THE-E METERSMERELY MEASURE THE GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE, AND THE-ONLY 



PAGE 'FfUR RUEVEHP0003 

OIFFER[NCE BETWEEN THE OLDER AND THE NEWER MODELS IS THAT OF 

SENSIT VENESS. ANY  ONE WITH THE -MONEY CAN PURCHASE AN E METER ALTHOUGH 

NON—ME1BERS OF THE CULT PAY ABOUT 25.000OLLARS MORECAROUND 5125) 
r- 
W-iEM I RESIGNED FROM THE CULT - IN 1959 I CAME TO CALIFORNIA. I AM 

NOW WOKING AS A SERVICEMAN FOR THE AMERICAN DISTRICT TELEGRAPH CO. 

AFTER •TIMALLY RECEIVING SECURITY CLEARENCE. 

ON 3,6.63) FDA INSPECTORS D. L. DOVELHAND D. E. HARPER WERE 

1.NTERV/IEWED INT1-1( HOME 16231 PALM AVE., BELL, CALIFORNIA.7ALL OF THE 
. 	• 

:TROVE INFORMATION WAS PROVIDED VOLUNTARILY TO THE INSPECTORS. I ALSO 
- 	 . 

GAVE 1HEM (TO PHOTOSTAT) CERTIFICATES AND DEGREES IN MY POSSESSION 
• . - • 	. 

• ':;dIOH. WREE ISSUED TO ME BY THE CULT. IN ADDITION THE:INSPECTORS 
, 	. 

WOWED TO PHOTOCOPY A LETTER DATEDREBRUARY. 15, 1963 ADDRESSED 

TO ME AND SENT BY THE FOUNDING CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY, 1S12 

WASHIIGTON DC, URGING ...EXOERT WITNESSES ON SCIENTOLOGY" TO AVAIL -. 

TiEMSI:LVES TO APPEAR IN COURT IN THE FORTHCOMING TRAIL INVOLVING THE 

FDA, /4/63, AGAINST THE "CHURCH",13 

LVE.cRUEVEHPOOD3:'..:. 

THERE IS NO DEITY INVOLVED IN THE CHURC OF SCIENTOLOGY. MOST OF THE • 

MEMBE)S BECOME UNAFFILIATED EITH WITH THEIR PREVIOUS CHURCHES AFTER 

BECOM(NG A MEMBER. THE CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY IS BASED ON A CODE OF 

ETHICS AND PHILOSOPHY WITH THE BASIC IDEA THAT SELF IS THE TOTAL CAUSE 

MOTIWITION AND RESPONSIBILITY WITHOUT RELATION BETWEEN SELF AND THE 

ENVISDNMENT. THE TOTAL CURATIVE POWERS ARE VESTED IN SELF. 

BT 
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TE.ETYPE TO SEATTLE DISTRICT 

L. Ron Hubbard&Sr.),.my father,2is the original founder of the Founding 

Church of Scientology. It began withE my father studyin.9dianetics in 

1518/49. Around 1950, he began writing articles on the subject and 

eventually formed corporations in. Camden, New Jersey, Wichita, Kansas, 

Los Angeles, California, Phoenix, Arizona, and London, England. 

Tie religious aspect (Scientology) was introduced around 1952. It 

inane a church in name only, for income tax purposes and to circumvent 

legal d ifficulties. In 1959, the cult was forced to pay income taxes 

ti fmy knowledge bgthe Internal Revenue Service (Federal). An appeal 

made to have the organization classed as a non-profit organization, 

bit to the best of my knowledge, this appeal was lost. 

Tee organization also had difficulty with the FDA in 1957 because of a 

fiod supplement/vitamin preparation ("Diazine") which was handled 

ET the MDs who were members of the organization. The result was that the 

item was dropped by the cult when action was taken against the manufacturer 

(unknown to me) because of misbranding (low potency). The cult was not 

involved in this action. I can think of no other use of drugs by the cult. 

became associated with the organization in(1950711 eventually became 

:;xecutive Secretary in Washington, D.C., a position now held by John 

'udge. I was also technical director and an ordained minister in the Church of 

;cientology. In addition to my other duties I was engaged in teaching 

is a certified auditor.] 



do not keep their training up, they their courses. If the auditors 

ae denounced in the organization"s bulletins. 

{ 

Tle following certificates were received by me without any particular 

training: Doctor of Divinity (7/28/54), Hubbard Dianetic Auditor (1-31/51) 

Htbbard Certified Auditor (1/11/52). I was also issued the degree of 

Batchelor of Scientology in May 1954 and the degree of Doctor of 

Scientology in July 1954. 

A71 of the certificates were revoked by the organizationtWhen 'resigned 

cr November 23, 1959. I resigned for a number of reasons, including 

financial and lack of faith. I never saw a case becoming completely 

"clear". There was a constant turnover in techniques, in which the 

o)d ones would be discarded and the auditors would have to be retrained 

(:t their expense). 

I estimate there are presently approximately 2,000 auditors in the 

Ulited States, each of whom have paid 3 to five thousand dollars for 

The cult's philosophy is based on the inter-relationships between 

6 e body, mind, and spirit with the environment. All diseases and 

cxx illnesses are thought to be of a psychosomatic nature. It is my 

oiinion that the E meters are worthless for diagnostic and assessment 

o: mental and physical diseases.. Any auditor will disclaim the charge 

that the E meters are used in a medical sense, however, the E meters 

a:e the basic tools used to produce "beneficial results". The E meters 



m. rely measure the galvanic skin response, and the only difference 

between the older and the hewer models is that of sensitive, 

Anyone with the money can purchase an E meter, although non-members 

o.  the cult pay about $25.00 more (around $125). 

r ten I resigned from the cult in 1959 I came to California. I an 

tin./ working as a serviceman for the American District Telegraph Co. 

fica 	/1/ after finally receiving security clearance. 

01 3/6/63, FDA inspectors D. L. Dovel and D. E. Harper were interviewed 

iley home 16231 Palm Avenue, Bell., California. All of the above 

itformation was provided voluntarily to the inspectors. I also gave 

tlem(to photostat) certificates and degrees in my possession which 

vere issued to me by the cult. In addition, the inspectors were allowed 

t) photocopy a letter datedfrebruary 15, 1963 addressed to me and 

sent by the Founding Church of Scientology, 1812 19th Street, N.W. 

Vashington 9, D. C., urging "expert witnesses on Scientology" to 

svail themselves to appear in court in the forthcoming trial 

involving the FDA, 1/4/68, against the "Church". 

d 
P:here is no deity involved in the Church of Scientology. Most of the 

'embers become unaffiliated with their previous churches after becoming 

:. member. The Church of Scientology is based on a code of ethics and 

Hhilosophy with the basic idea that self is the total cause, motivation 

.:rid responsibility 	 without relation between self and the 

mvironment. The total curative powers are vested in self. 



Docultent A-28.  This document is a one page memorandum of a telephone 
conversation, dated 4/6/67, between Mr. J. Kenneth Kinney, Acting 
Supe- visory Inspector, Seattle District, and Mr. Ernest L. Brisson, 
Acti,tg Food and Drug Officer, Baltimore District. This memorandum is a 
repo t of a conversation with a specific individual regarding a telegram 
rece ved. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions in this 
document contain names of specific individuals as well as addresses and 
telephone numbers. Release of these portions would constitute an 
unwa -ranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
conf .dential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 



April 6, 1967 

4-C)3 V 
Hutaard E-Meter 
F.L.C. No. 48405 
Cr. Ref. 1-63 

The Founding Church of Scientology 
Washington, D. C. 

 

  

MEMORANDUM OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATION  

BE1421EN: Mr. J. Kenneth Kinney, Acting Supervisory Inspector, Seattle 
District 

AND: Mr. Ernest L. Brisson, Acting Food and Drug Officer, Baltimore 
District 

Mr. Kinney called to say Seattle District had been advised by 	 
	  that she has received a telegram addressed to 
	which reads: "Phone me 	  

Today 10 a.m. .... your time 	  
	says   is an ex-scientolcrnst 0 

CCP 
ERNEST L. BRISSON 

ELI:ccak. 



A-29 
April 6, 1967 

4-093 V 	 The Founding Church of Scientology 
Hubbard E-Meter 
	

Washington, D. C. 
F.D.C. No. 48405 
Cr. Ref. 1-63 

MEMORANDUM OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATION  

BETWEEN: Mr. J. Kenneth Kinney, Acting Supervisory Inspector, Seattle 
District 

AND: Mr. Ernest L. Brisson, Acting Food and Drug Officer, Baltimore 
District 

Mr. Kinney called to say Seattle 
L. Ron Hubbard, Jr; that she has 
Mr. Hubbarq)which reads: "Phone 
Today 10 a.m. your timegsigned) 
Hubbard says Nin,yis an ex-scien 

District had been advised byLfirs. 
received a telegram addressed to 
me Reverse Charges ,Maidevale 0400g 
Nine-(Pacific Coast-Time)7 51rs. 

-7n tologist ,n England; 

ERNEST L. BRISSON 

ELB:cgk 



Docwent  A-29.  This document is a one page copy of a teletype dated 
3/30,67 to Food and Drug, Baltimore District, Attn: Gordon Thompson, 
Acti)g Director, from Food and Drug Administration, Seattle District/HWFD. 
This document pertains to arrangements being made for a perspective 
witni ss. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions of this 
document consist of the name of the perspective individual and other 
conf:dential information, release of which would constitute an unwar- 
rant, d invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
conf:dential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 



Doculent A-29. This document is a one page copy of a teletype dated 
3/30,67 to Food and Drug, Baltimore District, Attn: Gordon Thompson, 
Acti:g Director, from Food and Drug Administration, Seattle District/HWFD. 
This document pertains to arrangements being made for a perspective 
witn. ss. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions of this 
document consist of the name of the perspective individual and other 
conf:dential information, release of which would constitute an unwar- 
rant. d invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 



Docurent A-29.  This document is a one page copy of a teletype dated 
3/30,67 to Food and Drug, Baltimore District, Attn: Gordon Thompson, 
Actilg Director, from Food and Drug Administration, Seattle District/HWFD. 
This document pertains to arrangements being made for a perspective 
witntss. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions of this 
document consist of the name of the perspective individual and other 
conf:dential information, release of which would constitute an unwar- 
rantid invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a 
conf:dential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 
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FDA SEATTLE DISTRICT/HUFD 
49 

TC FDA BALTIMORE DISTRICT. ATTN:. GORDON THOMRSON, ACTING DIRECTOR .:• 

c:2f   RON HUBOa)/IILL ARRIV*AL FLT. Ii2,V737)FREFARED FOR ONE 

!:i.NTK TRIAL MORE DR LEES. FOSTOFFICE 	ISSUE NORMAL PAY CHEC:AS 

REQUEST FDA. REIMBURSEMENT.(7-tHUBDARIIDWILL NEED IMMEDIATE ADVANCE. 

OF FUNDS TO COVER PER DIEM ON ARRIVAL IN WASHINGTON,. D.C. 

J. KENNETH KINNEY, ACTING SUFV. INSP. 
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Document A-30.  This document is a one page memorandum of a telephone 
conversation dated 4/3/67, between Merl J. Ryan, Food and Drug Officer, 
and C)rdon G. Thompson, Acting Director, Baltimore District. This 
memorandum deals with specific arrangements being made for a perspective 
witness based on recommendations from General Counsel. 

This locument is released with deletions. The deleted material in this 
docuumt consists of confidential information and includes the name of a 
perspective witness. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D), 
because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
prive2y and disclose the identity of a confidential source. 



:ta.:ieRa:fD4 r4 0? TIILL..."--717:ONS CCN`Fr:3ATID2 

J. Ryan, ?cod. and Drug Cfficer 

Thocrason, Acting Director, Baltimore Dintrict 

.t•fran t&leohoneti talc: morning and requestati that we:have an  1.2.16Dec_ 
•crtts;--_-_rst in coltha:to serve scrdewhat as' 
. 	sfte Scientoloay trial-.  General 1 tinsel seeas to 	that

uric _,trial. 

.. 

that we would have a man available and sug-a,---bsted to Pat.  that::  
te 3111 Wc.tbleton far thia purpose today.- 

- 	. 

,,elect a forceful individual to. stay. 	  ......... 	 
	 while this trial is underway. .Vatever is . • 

&let ted should' reporn-.-to Assiatant:United•States Attorney Dodell L 
P.zom 3427, .District Court Sui131n,. before.  10:00 	April 
Pat i ran will -.probably he' thee 	:can outline what in expected of. 
the- 2a.s.tectr;r.::.• 

-72 trs 

0?_XN -G.. rdr...CN 

-7 



tween: Merl J. Ryan, Fc64 and.  Drug °Meer 

.th2  d -, 	G Thr..mpson; Acting Director, Baltimore.Distri 

- Mt: Ryan telenhoned•"ti3ie:Morning and request that:Iwiihave en -inspec- ... 
- - 

	

... 	, •'';'.1.t: r nresent in con; I-, : to serve Somewhat' a.;.: e.  odYgnar  a-  for L.  Ron  
ji pdirri,i.? the- 	Sdientolog4triaLl.i.Generel...- ouns-ei Seems (.to feel thnt 
-gc ental.oey. raiieeLv..Miglit.-t;:i,to•moHIAat enalts-coeree. filrh .  Hubbard sp.netj,.. 

.- wuld -chnnge-hrilitestimony: urin&triall.,- .... 	Th, .  

agreed that,.weiWonDi.?ialre.:a'..man'aysilable and:T.i;ttigge  liced to Pat'tti. 
.,,use-  Bill.. Wobbleton 

C- Ersire, Iii3Pv(.: CA: z 
. 	, 	... 	 - 

PI :ase Select a forceful indiiidual to stayt7si.thilft's Hubbard tin:  the 
c: irtrocan and elsewhere while this triallis underway: Whoever is .- 
et Lected should' reportr  o.AssistantiUnited•States.Attorney.Dodell IS-

1 

R:3/33 311-27, District Court:-Building,:. before:10:(X) a-Lm...
-
, April 4..:- 

, Ps : i-en will probably be there' 	and-.can' outline. what ii expected:of 
tr.: Inspector 



Docurent A-60. This document is a two page memorandum dated 3/22/67, 
prepzred by an attorney, listing perspective witnesses for pending 
litiiation. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions consist 
of rumes, addresses, and telephone numbers of potential witnesses not 

prevously identified. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(5), 
because it constitutes an attorney's work product. It also is exempt 
uncle] 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because disclosure would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 



SavotsilkagaANY 

l',TTMOiANDUM 
	

3//67 

TR.ML tATE3 Monday, April 3, 1967 
'Hubbard E-Matar or ELoctrometer 
(4-091 V)  • 

rJ:is  07 VITnSS 	 riL2PECINE FO. 	 • PPEStil STATUS.' 
• 

D:, Loatar Nanry- 	 AD 262-62 
	

Unable to contact on 3 octcsit 	 
1fassor- anil Head 	 Est:. 264 
	

tali call na-ain 3/22/67. 
,Thpartment of Internal Medicine 
1'a„,ard =jaivarsity Srbnol of Medicine 
W‘ shington, D. 0. 

Thonas McPhersca Brown _ • 331-6282 
l,zofesuor.and Chairrasn 
Dtoart=ent of taternal Medicine 
C<orga Washington-University 

School of Medicine 
i,;',11...iagton, D. C. 

3) 	Dt. Richard St2inbeen 	 625-7350  
Pzsfessor -s.nd Chairman 
)1..-11,3?ertment of Psychiatry 

University School of Medicine 
N.-,311.ingtoo, D. C. 

Contacted his nurse on.  
3/16 and 3/20/67. She: 
'reported:she would work out.  	
his ochedula and cont.:et ma. 	 
Will re-itontact 3/22/67. 

Ccutactsd his nurse on 
3;16 and 3/20167- She 
ro:)ortad 'ae had boen -4orkins  	
only part-tite, 	  
injurad his back and, cppar-
ently, woula ba zalch more 
Jvailable 	this time, due  	
to the nature of his injury,  	
than 

She has not contacted w4.. 

illl re-cootact 3/27/67. 

4) 

Si 	4 	 

Nada tealtative scanaement 
3/20/67 for 
appear in U.S. Tztlge;?s 
Office 9:45 A.M., Wednesday,  	
Notch 29th.. 

Earoluested that va write 
him c letter confirming this. 	 

EA Will be avAlable on 
Ynrch 29 at 2:00 ?.M. 
Also raquested tic write blot 
a letter when we have a firm 
date. 



(2) 

3  

Ilemorandum - contZnued 

3/22/67 

331-6144 “r. _eon Yochelaon 
17-11.f!ssor and Head 
'tp.T:1--Pnt of Psychiatry 
"^or;e Washington University School 

Medicine 
'/lehngton, D. C. 

AS3t. U.S.Atty. Dodelle has 
--red to interview Dr. 
Yochelson at 10:00 AM on(Tues ) 	
March 23th in the doctor's 
office at 3000 Connecticut axe; 	 

6) 

Sent Testimony Sheet to' 
Dr.- :ace; cn 3/20/67 and also:.= 
contacted him by telephone. 
He reported he would be out of" 	
town from 3/20 thru 3/26;. - 
agreed to answer the questiimmr: 
on the Testimony Sheet & 
return sate as soon as possibli 
after 3/26/67.. 

	

Er. Lacey stated he was alread::_:: 	 
scheduled to be out of town . 	 
Aril 6, 7, 9, 	11,.12, 	13, 	14,- 
20, 21, 26, 27, 25 and 29. 	- 
in viaw of this full senedule,L 
I suggested he arrange to be 
in at. Dodelle's office on 	tv- 
Aril 4, 1967. Be will coma -L  
to Washington the evening of 	 
the 3rd - and we have Bade.:_.:-:'
reservation at DuPont  Plaza-.lc- ... 

J.-,hn I. Lacey, Ph. D. 	Area Code: 513 

0.1-airman, Department of 	767-7331 

?>chophysiology-lieurophysiology, 

.121s Research Institute and 
vrofesser of Psychophysiology 
'tiach College 
1- 113.w Springs, Ohio 



• 
1 

3//67 

K 1/2MB  0? VIITESS  

MEMOIMUR 

TRIAL  DATZI  Monday, April 3, 1967 
Huhbard E-Mater or Electrometer 
D-023  v)  

THISPBONS NO. 	 • PRESMST STATUE H''' 

E -. Lester Henry- 	 AD 262-62 	Unable to contact on 3 occas3 
Efofessor and Head 	 Est: 264 	Will call again 3/22/67. ilpartmett of Internal Medicine 
E3ward University School of Medicine 
:Oshington, D.C. 

2) 331-6282 U7. Thomas &Pherson Brown 
P:ofessor and Chairman 
B3partment of Internal Medicine 
Gorge WashingtoulUniversity 
School of Medicine 

Elshiagtos, D. C.  

Contacted.his nurse on: , , 
3/16 and 3/20/67:: 
repotted:ohs would work 
his ochedula: and contact me: 
uiil re-contect,3/22/67.---s;-,  

3) 	D. Richard Steinbach 
P rofessor and Chairman 

ar-Dtpattflant of Paychiatry 
C torgotown University School 
U tshingtOn, D. C. 

of Medicine 

625-7350 Contacted.his nurseon 
3/16  and 3/20/67:: She J.  
reported he had been Working 
only part-time, 	thtz 
injured his back' and,appir-
nntly, would be much more 
available at-  this timep.due-
te the nature of his injury, 
than 	 

She has not contacted me. 
Hill re,-contact-3/27/67-_ 

4) 	D -. Irving Brick 	 6.2.5 724: 
Ctief, Gastrointestinal Diseases 
Dtpartment of Internal Medicine 
Gtorgeteen University School of Madicine 
Pkabington, D. C. 

) 
D'. Richard C. Crenell 
	

955-itaP 
p. •o 	of Psychiatry 
Utivereity of Maryland School of Medicine 
Batimore, Maryland  

Made tentative arrangt. 	it 
3/20/67 for Dr. Brick to 
appear in U.S. Attorney's 
Office 9:45 A.M., MednesdaY, 
March 29th.. 

Be requested that we write 
him a letter confirming this. 

He will be available on 
March 29 at 2;00 P.M. 
Also requested we write him 
a letter when me have a firm 
date.' 



-fr-24;7.4111a?.r.t.": 

Asst. U.S.Atty. Dodelle has 
agreed to interviewDr. 
Yochelson at 10:00'AM on(Teeit 
March 28th.in thedoctot's 
office at.3000 Connecticu4ee 

Sent Testimony Sheetto:H.  
Dr. Lacey on 3/20/67'1nd:7i:1246 
contacted him by telephone. 
Ha reported he woulkbeYoui:Of 
town from 3/20 thru.A/26;-: 
agreed to answer the:euestiOan 
on the Testimony Sheet,31CH 
return. same as soon'es-peeeibl 
after,3/26/67, 	- 

Dr. Lacey stated he was-Olresi 
scheduled to be out'of tot'f-A: 
April 6, 7, 9;%11,,14. 13';,14r, 
20, 21, 26, 27, 28 and. 29.- *1' 
In view of this full.schedule,  
I suggested he arrange,,io.-kei, 
in Mr. Dodelle'a office64- 
April 4, 1967. He will come, 
to Washington the evenine.of 
the.3rd - and we haveymade*,1, 

(4-Cltki Memorandum - contEaued  

6) nr. Leon Yochelson 
V:ro!esnor, 	and Head 
1eptrtment of Psychiatry 
4.o:ge Washington University School 
_ If Medicine 
Thelington, D. C. 

331-61+144 

49ba T. Lacey, Ph. D. 	Area Cade: 513 
Ilharman, Department of 	767-7331 /, 

?sychophysiology-Neurophysiology, 
Pols Research Institute and 

trtfessor of Psychophysiology 
:\niioch College 
tn}low Springs, Ohio • 



Docusant A-62.  This document is a three page memorandum dated 2/13/63, 

to Director, Detroit District, from Inspector Carl Larrick and Joseph H. 

Cox. Subject: 4093V Hubbard E Meter, FDC 48405. This memorandum 

consists of a summary of an investigative report on members of the 

Church of Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions in 

paragraph 2 and line 9 of paragraph 3 on page 1 consist of names of two 

specific individuals, release of which would disclose the identity of a 

conffdential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

The celeted portions in lines 10-13 in paragraph 3 contain confidential 

information, including medical references on a specific individual. 

This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(C), because release 

woul( constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

The celeted portion in line :1 on page 2 consists of the name of a specific 

indiidual, which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential 

source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The deleted 

port: on in paragraph 4 consists of the name and address of- a specific 

indiidual, while the deleted portions in paragraph 8 contain the name 

and confidential information on a specific individual, both of which are 

exam] t under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C),  because release would constitute an 

unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

The celeted portions on page 3 contain the name and location of a specific 

orga- tization, which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential 

source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



LRM-BI/Detroit District memo of 2-5-63 called for an investigation of a case -
againEt .the Hubbard organizations developed by Detroit Police in 1953. 

On 2-D1-63 we visited the,Detreit Police Department)  Special Investigations 
Divisi on, where 	 etermincd that the "Dianetics" file :lad 
gone iD the vault on 10-31- .. He was unable to find it and said.it may 
have teen destroyed during cleaning-out operations in the last few years. 
He prcnised further attempts to locate it. 

Howevc:')  one of the primary investigators on the case, Detective Lt. 
Ra_ymor i Forrestal, was present to tell us that they had developed:a case 

.agalmit two of Hubbard's people for (1) practicing medicine without a 
licenEa and (2) operating a -trade school without a license during 1953. 
be sail that they had complaints and decided that the confessional sessions 
connected with Dianetics were being used for "shakedowns" or; at least.r  could )e;used as such. A .Detroit policeman)  since resigned)  had entered 
the diineties course and- stated that ha could recoil when he was a "pink 
lady el Mars." 	 aid that he investigated one of 

"ELanetics" 	op e as late as 1957-58.  and Said that she 
She told 'him she could 'rethember amen sh 

ough the trees with her baby in her arms. 

• 'Lt. Forestal said that the device used in Dianetics was a simple lie 

	 Continued 	  
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L. Ron Hubbard 
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Hubbard Dianetics Assoc. 
sunJEc': 4-093v 
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February 13, 1963 
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For yo Lr information. 

T.`i7B/be ; 

cc: BF.. 

: att._ 

Th a W. Brot.  
Chief Inspector 



-LISTaies 

TO: IIRECTOR, DETROIT DISTRICT 	-2- 

detect)r and that when 	 retended to be interested in 
DianetLcs and used the n 	e, , e co 	vary the reaction of the machine 
by squezing or releasing the "twotin cans" held in the hands. 

S ince names of the defendants could not be recalled, we contacted both 
Detroit, newspapers and obtained the attached copies of all information on 
Dianetics and the defendants. (See attached.) 

As stated by the detectives, the case was considered a failure because'  
two cc lints charging a conspiracy were dropped. Trial was held 8-26-53 and the 
defendants were fined $50 each and each was given 2 years probation. 

Since 
for bo 
The na 
give 

?at defendant, Earl Cunard,. was supposedly an intelligent man with 
L years of.college .at.Okiahoma A & M and Northwestern State College 
haze, U 'Tar,  probation he supposedly went to Oklahoma and stayed 
Ls mother 
'ring the two years probation he was allowed to attend colxrse 
:ral months at the School of Scientology,at Ca-dden, New Jersey and 
report to probation officer, Eugene W. Sage, he expressed a desire 
:r Scientology upon completion of probation, -He also attended an 
Itional'Convention of Scientology in Ca*en, New Jersey about 
:, 1954. His case (Probation No..56883) was closed on 8-26-55 
;h he had not filed his last report. His present whereabouts is 
1. 

-defendant;  Mrs. Refa Postel (Mrs. Kenneth Postel) of 16545 0;Lfield 
:pit, was rated by probation officers as a 47 year old woman of 
rerage intelligence. She is still living at the above address. 
,„ a review of .the church•listings in the yellow pages of the 
Directory show her as "Rev. Refa Postel - VE-6-7389" under the 

L heading of "New Horizons Church, Incorporated; 2300 N. Woodward, 
547-34)!4." This may be a front for another Dianetics operation, 

investigation may be desired. 

)ted in the Detroit Yellow Pages is a listing for: First Church of 
?n Science Detroit Scientology, just south of Schaefer, 18212 Jas 
; - 342-2767; Rev. Beth Fordyce - GR-4-8632, Farmington Township. 

)ands like another Dianstics operation and investigation may.  be  
L. 

testimony at the trial was by police officers.only, the court record 
;h defendants under File #A71738 gave little additional information. 
les of about 100 persons who attended the Dianetics sessions are 

ssible witnesses in proving the conspiracy. Expert witness, 
ho was to testify about the galvanometer device and its 

mess 	now employed in the special investigations unit 

t., 
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TO: )IRECTOR, DETROIT DISTRICT 	-3- 

A call. a 	 on 2-12-63 
shows that ey-had no intef&sve-in the niitT;F-Anaiia no files on.Cunard 
and P stel. This bears out Detroit detectives who expressed disappointment 

'- b're Ala would not back them up. A lady in charge at th 
said they referred several psychiatrists to the police ots the . 

last :olumn of the Detroit Free Press article:on March 26, 1953 re: Dr. 
C.L.R. Dearman.) but that no other action was taken. 

No fu7ther investigation will be made until ordered. 

Cid  
• Carl T.Arrick 
.Inspector. Detroit District 

cc: B 'A 



ThofaK3 W. Bro 
Chief Inspector 

cmomAl. ORMI40.10 

UNIT! D STATES GOVERNMENT 

Mgmorandum 
TO 	: DIRECTOR, Detroit District 

FROM : Inspector Carl Larrick & Joseph H. Cox 

4-093V 
Hubbard E Meter 
FDC 43405 

DATE: February 13, 1963 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of 
Scientology 

Hubbard Dianetics Assoc. 
• et. al. SUTAJE( r: 

DRM-SVDetroit District memo of 2-5-63 called for an investigation of a case 
again;t the Hubbard organizations developed bytetroit Pollee in 1953. 

On 2-1-63 we visited t e'Detroit_Police Department, Special Investigations_ 
where(Detective Lt.~CooTc determined that the "Dianetics" file had 

gone :o the vault on.10-17-58. He was unable to find it and said it may 
have ieen destroyed during cleaning-out operations in the last few years. 
He pry:lased further attempts ta locate it. 

HowevIr, one of the primary investigators on the cases_Detectiva It. 
Raymozd Forrestal:, was present to tell us that they had developed.a case 
against two of Hubbard's people for (1) practicing medicine without a 
licen;e and (2) operating a trade school without a license during 1953. 
He sa.d that they had complaints and decided that the confessional sessions 
conne :tad with Dianetics were being used for "shakedowns" or; at least, 
could be'used as such. A:Detroit policeman, since resigned, had entered 
the d.anetics course-and-stated that he could recall when he was a "pink 
lady )n Mars." ,(Ptte-c-tfirarDPESfEeTTA)said that he investigated-one-of 
the ".d.anetics" paoplo_as:late-as_1957=55 and said that_she-was-as-Unu;1? 
	a_:ruitcalRe.nhe told 'him she could remember wh-errewas a mother 
Tape s:: nging through the trees with her baby in her arms. Lt. Stearla 
contacted the woman's parents and she was institutionalized. 

'Lt. FJTrestalsaid that the device used in Dianetics was a simple lie 
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TO: )ERECTOR, DETROIT DISTRICT 

detec .,or and that when/Lt. Joseph Van 111.3)pretended to be interested in 
Diane les and used thecmacEITerif6-Courd vary the reaction of the machine 
by sTeezing or releasing the "two tin cans" held in the hands. 

S inc, • names of the defendants could not be recalled, we contacted both 
Detro:t newspapers and obtained the attached copies of all information on - 
Dianet ics and the defendants. (See attached.) 

As st:ted by the detectives;  the case was considered a failure because the 
two aunts charging a conspiracy were dropped. Trial was held 8-26-53 and the 
defencants were fined $50 each and each was given 2 years probation. 

The ffrst defendant,'Earl Cunard,) was supposedly an intelligent man with 
severilyears of college at:Oklahoma A & M and Northwestern Sate College .-
in Ok: anoma. ,  Daring probation_he_supposedly went to  -Oklahoma and  stayed' 
with lis- idatherairs.  L.-B. (Clara) R-gerFf7R77107;70M;  Oklahoma.  
Once curing the two years probation he was allowed to attend a course • 
of smeral months at the School of Scientoiogy,atPawrien, New Jersey and,  
in hi: report to probation officer, Eugene W. Sage;  he expressed a desire 
to enter Scientology upon completion of probation. He also attended an 
Interlational- Convention of Scientology'-in Camden., New Jersey about 
October, 1954. His case i(Probation No., 56683) was closed on 8-26Z55 
althoigh he had not filed his last report. His present whereabouts is 
unknoin. 

His cc-defendant;  Mrs. Refa Postel (Mrs. Kenneth Postel) of 16545 Oakfield' 
,in Deiroit;  was rated by probation officers as a 47 year old woman-  of 
over-average intelligence. She is still living at the above address. 
However, a review of the church listings in the yellow pages,of the 
Detroit Directory show her as "Rev. Refa Postel - VE-6-7389" under the 
inititl heading of "New Horizons Church,. Incorporated; 2300 N. Woodward, 
Royal Dak, 547-3444." This may be a front for another Dianetics operationt
and az investigation may be desired. 

Also rated in the Detroit Yellow Pages is a listing for: First Church of 
American Science Detroit Scientology, just south of Schaefer, 18212 Jas 
Couzers - 342-2767; Rev. Beth Fordyce - GR-4-8632„ Farmington Township. 

This r)unds like another Dianetics operation, and investigation may be 
desired. 

Since testimony at the trial was by police officersionly, the court record 
for bcbh defendants under,File #A71738'gave little additional information. 
The vanes of about 100 persons who attended the Dianetics sessions are 
given as possible witnesses in proving the conspiracy. Expert witness, 

1577riangt;;) who was to testify about the galvanometer device, and its 
ratIZI)ness,  is now  employed in the special investigations unit at 
T83.4)11)4nrin Detroir:.> - 



A ca a at, the Wayne 
show; that erh-la 
Band 'ostel._ This b 
that the 	would 
ISZ7f :ty- said they r 
last column of the 
C.21; '.. ?carman.) bu 

not back them up. A lady in charge at the/Medi-cap 
eferred several psychiatrists to the police,(Nas the 
Detroit Free Press article on March 26, 1953 re: Dr. 
t that no other action was taken. 

ears out:Detroit detectives who expressed disappointment 

County Medical Society in Detroit, Michigan on 2.12-63m  
no interest in the matter and-have no files on,Cunard ) 

Carl Larrick 

TO: DIRECTOR, DETROIT DISTRICT 	73- 

No further investigation will be made until ordered. 

,Inspector, Detroit District 

Cl/b: z 

cc: )FA 



Docupents A-63, D-1, and E-35 are identical. This is a four page State 

Attorney General's Office inter-office communication dated 3/7/69. It 

consists of summaries of investigative interviews with individuals 

regaiding Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portion from the 

title "From" and below the title "Subject" contain the name and location 

of tie individual preparing this memorandum. These portions are exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the identity 

of a confidential source. The deleted portions in paragraphs 1, 2, and 

3 consist of names of four individuals and confidential identifying 

information on each, release of which would constitute an unwarranted 

invasion of personal privacy and would also identify the author of this 

memorandum, who is a confidential source. These portions are exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

On page 2, the deleted portion in paragraph 5 consists of the name of a 

specific individual, which if released would constitute an unwarranted 

invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 

552(1)(7)(C). The deleted portions in paragraphs 8 and 9 consist of the 

name of a specific individual as well as the address and other confi-

dent- al information pertaining to this individual. These portions are 

exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because release would constitute an 

unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

The (eleted portions in lines 3-7 in paragraph 1 on page 3 consist of 

conf:dential information including medical references pertaining to a 

specific individual, which if released would constitute a clearly unwar-

ranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 

U.S.' . 552(b)(6)(7)(C). The remaining deleted portions in this paragraph 

consist of confidential information pertaining to a specific individual, 

whicl if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 

privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 

The eeleted portions in paragraph 2 on page 3, and on page 4, consist of 

name: of four specific individuals as well as addresses and identifying 

characteristics of these individuals, which if released would constitute 

an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and would disclose the 

iden ity of the author of this document, who is a confidential source. 

Thest portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 



INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION 

Attorney General's Office 

DATE: 

TO: 

March 7 	.19 69. 

File 

FROM: inPll MrC4regar.  

SUBJECT: Scientology 

relAt Dallas 2-26-69) 

Millard Heath3 Executive Director,

5 

Dallas County Medical 

Association, Medical Arts Building was contacted. On an 

earlier visit the request was made of Mr. Heathithat he 

obtain a copy of the Henninger Report, a psychiatric study 

of Scientology, and to obtain as.much information as.he could 

from the psychiatrists in the Dallas aree.2regarding their 

thoughts on Scientology. Mr. Heatl)had done neither and, 

in general, showed a lack of enthusiasm for our Scientology 

inquiry. 

Recontacted(Fred Pass, the Dallas Morning News, Dallas 

Morning News Building.; It will be recalled thatCMr. Pass) 

had conducted his own study into Scientology prior to 2 

Writing a series of newspaper articles that appeared in the 

Dallas Morning News in the early part of January, 1969.1' 

(Mr. Pass] advised that the new head of Cthe Dallas Scientolpgy 

branches(Tony Hitchmanil had visited with him. It was Mr. 

Pass' impression that Hitchman had come to Dallas to replace 

Allan Walter. According.to  Pass' impressio , Walte had, 

somehow fallen out of favor with Hubbard.] Mr. Pass had no:  

further relevant information but promised his furt er coppera-; 

tion with"this office. 	 . . 
• 

InterviewediNancy Mancuso, an employee of the Dallas Mprning 

News, who visited the Dallas branch of Scientology in the .  

latter part of 1968 in conjunction with the article that was 

being written by Mr. Pass.) Following is a summary of her 

activities at the branch office: 



I-1- 71 
65{()  

1. She viewed a film, fifteen to twe
nty minutes in 	.3 1 

.ength, of L. Ron Hubbard wherein through an int
erview type 

:)rogram he described the virtues of Scientology
. 

2. She received a twenty minute lecture from
 an individual 

it the branch office who made explanations about
 Scientology. 

3. She was introduced to a young man namediDavi
d.] They 

'sere seated at a table facing each other and th
ey were told 

:17 the lecturer to sQare at each other without.m
ovement or 

:onversation. This situation endured for approx
imately 41/2  

iinutes at which time the lecturer intervened an
d closed the 

3ession. 

4. She then received a fifteen minute lecture o
n communi-

sations and the Scientology gradient chart. 

5. She then entered a room with a female whom s
he described 

is "hippie" appearing. In this room she was put
 on the E- 

4eter with the E-Meter being situated in such a 
position that 

;he and the auditor could look at the Meter. Th
ey spoke 

)riefly of her upsets. Ckancy:sjupset, she expla
ined, was 

:rouble with her employer. 

6. She was asked by the lecturer as noted in No
. 2 to 

7,omplete a questionnaire, the same consisting of
 general 

:ype questions. 

7. She visited with the Registrar who spoke 
to her of the 

different processes one could receive in Scien
tology. She 

also explained the advantages of the different p
rocesses and 

:heir cost. The Registrar then asked for a chec
k but was 

lot overly adamant about same. 

I contactedCg4'1,Mrs. W. Major Bowles at 6ii-OrB-Tur;.i
; 

Zreek Blvd>  ,(North Central Expressway at Hillcrest-E:yIt
 

v-ill be recalled thatOrriam -had written the State:, 

Jelfare Department complaining about Scientology
 and the 

ill effects it had upon their son.jghe<BOwleUw
ere 

receptive and cordial people and turned, over to 
the writer 

iumerous articles and other materials relating t
o Scientology. 

['hey related the following story: 

Their son had grown up as a very religious perso
n 

in Ca Church of Christ family atmosphere. He had
 never given 

us family a moments trouble until he was introd
uced to 



•..., 6f5(Q 

Scientology at 19 years of age. A
fter being introduced " 	

i 

into Scientology he complete chang
ed, gave up his schooling 

and became very uncommunicative wi
th his family. [His parents 

claim that becauSe of Scientology 
they had numerous problems 

with him which resulted in their c
alling the police to put 

him in jail-ron-two-occasions and placed
 him in the psychiatric 

ward ar(farkland Hospital>.:2 Their
 son is presently living 

with them although they claim he ,is not the same as 'he used 

to be before Scientology processin
g and - that once he attains 

the age of 21 he will re-enter int
o the Scientology way of 

life. (because of their hatred for
 Scientology and the 

trouble they caused their son and 
to the local branch, their 

son was branded a PTS (potential t
rouble source) because of 

his unruly family3 Their son rece
ived a certificate from 

Scientology certifying him to be a
 minister in the Church 

of Scientology: He was active in 
Scientology and spent weeks 

in the Austin branch and also had 
gone to England to Saint. 

Hill Manorjto carry on further st
udies. She writer's im- 

pression of the situation is that 
most of the trouble 

occurring between the Bowles and t
heir son probably could 

have been prevented had the family
 taken a more tolerant 

view and it was not necessarily Sc
ientology that created 

their whole problem. Although the
 family meant wellIfit 

seems quite apparent that their so
n will return to Scientology • 

and create a firm disconnect from 
them. 

InterviewedGichard Stetzel, 3949-W
entwoedTh)buSiness 

address 	000 Stem mons
llas Furniture Ma-tt>s _ 

Stetzeldladvised that his wife -t(-5-WITE5M-We was marrie for 

-20 years and his eldest son,.19
 years of age had disconnected 

from him because of Scientology. .
He advised that his wife' 

had become interested in Scientolo
gy in 1967 and at 	_ 

present time was in California whe
re she has achieved grade' 

OT-4.) He and his wife had been ma
rried in [the 

Churchjand through'the years had e
xperienced the usual:: 

matrimonial disputes but once his 
wife commenced with Scientology 

studies he was unable to reason w
ith her. In -1968 shecomr 

menced.divorce proceedings against
 him because he .was net 

amenable to the teachings of-Scien
tology. CIn order trrgS-46 

his twenty year marriage,(Mr. Stet
zel came to_the,branch 

headquarters in Austin and conferr
ed with fit. John McCoy 

the reason being that he believed 
115COY:to-15-e-the-heda-61 the 

Texas organization. He conferred w
it:FT-Mc Coy) for approximately 

,four or five hours and after bein
g audited and making certain 



oncessions, called his wife in Dallas at 11:30 p.m. 	J17 
)n a Sunday night to stop all divorce proceedings. His 

'rife, upon the orders of 	y.? .11cCo did that and again communicated 

'rith him. Later, with each little problem that would arise 

.n the family life, his wife would call'Delores Stokes', a 

!that', her personal auditor who would then_phone 1/48tetze-Dand 

:ell him how to conduct his affairs. - Stetzei,l,being unable 

:o cope with - this situation, then commenced divorce proceedings 

against his wife receiving same the latter part of 1968. He 

.tdvised his son had also disconnected with him this being the 

mfluence of his wife, Pat Stetzel. 
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INT11.7:72-OFFICE COMMUNICATION 

Attorney Gen2:rnal's Office 

ATE: 

1 0: 

March 7 	.19 69. 

File 

 

ROAM: \• 	 

DEJECT: scientology 

•... ..... 

Executive Director 	4.     was contacted. On an 

	. 	_ 
earlier visit the request' 	wasmadeof 	

that he  

obtain a copy of the; Menninger Repor
ts; a psychiatric study 

.,.. _ __ _. 	, 

of Scientology, and to obtain as 
much information as.he could 

ram the psychiatrists in;  	
their 	 regarding  _ 	,  

'Thoughts on Scientology.7    	
had done neither and, 

q 	 :.n general, showed a lack of enthusia
sm for our Scientology_ 

inquiry. 

econtacted 	

- .... 	.  It will be recalled thatr 	 

iad conducted his own study into Scien
tology-

. 

_ =  

	

   advised that the new head of 	
	Scientology 

..  	_ 

branches  	 had visited with him. 	 

	 nad no 

further relevant information but prom
ised his further ccogera-; 

tion with' this office. 
. 	. 

Interviewed 	- 

	who visited ..  
	of Scientology in the'- 

latter part of 1968TT 	 
 	Following is a summary of

 her 

activities at the brahch office:. 



1. She viewed a film, fif
teen to twenty minutes in 

length, of L. Ron Hubbard wherein through 
an interview type 

prDgram he described the virtues of Scient
ology. 

2. She received a twenty minut
e lecture from an individual 

at the branch office who made explanations
 about Scientology. 

3. She was introduced to a young
 man namedi David:7 They 

were seated at a table facing each other a
nd they were told 

by the lecturer to stare at each other witho
ut., movement or 

ccnversation. This situation endured for 
approximately 41/2  

minutes at which time the lecturer interve
ned and closed the 

session. 

4. She then received a fifteen minute l
ecture on communi-

cations and the Scientology gradient chart
. 

5. She then entered a room with a femal
e whom she described 

aE "hippie" appearing. In this room she w
as put on the 

ME -ter with the E-Meter being situated in suc
h a position that 

sle and the auditor could look at the Met
er. They spoke 

briefly of her upsets. 	 upset, she explained, was 

tiouble with her employer. 

6. She was asked by thelecturer as noted
 in No. 2 to 

c(mplete a questionnaire,'the same consist
ing of general 

type questions. 

7. She visited with the Registrar who
 spoke to her of the'  

d:.fferent processes one could receive in 
Scientology. She 

alco explained the advantages of the diffe
rent processes and 

teir cost.. The Registrar then asked for 
a check butLwas.,  

nut overly adamant about same. 

I contacted 	

wHll_ be recalled that 	 had written the 	 
... 	   
.....  . 

	

	
gy and the -complaining about Scientology  . 

iLl 	effects it had upon their son.'',„ ..... ___ .... _ ......
... _:...1were very - 	 

r?ceptive and cordial people and turned ov
er to the writer 

nlmerous articles and other materials rela
ting to Scientology. 

Tley related the following story: 

1-hr.ir non hn3  nrewn un n.s a very religious person 

tn,„,. ........... ,„. ................................. „r:171ily atm
onphere. 	He !Ial never given 

La fart?. 	 rf- rrten't, 	 :or-fl t:ce.,d to 



Scientology at 19 years of age. After being introduced 'c 
ii to Scientology he complete changed, gave up his schooling 
aid became very uncommunicative with his family. His parents 
c: aim that because of Scientology they had numerous problems 
with him which result.c.!d in their calling 	  

	  Their son is presently living 
with them although they claim he is not the same as he used 
tc be before ScientOlogy processing and'that once he attains 
tie age of 21 he will re-enter into the Scientology way of _ .. 

	 Their son received a certificate from 
Scientology certifying him to be a minister in the Church 

'of Scientology: He was active in Scientology and spent weeks 
-in 	  f      'and also had gone to England to Saint 

	

Hill Manor_to carry on further studies.  	

	 Although the family meant well,/it 
SE3MS quite apparent that their son will return to Scientology 
and create a firm disconnect from them. 

1-2"27-69D Interviewed 

	 advised that his wife to whom he was marriedfor 
20 years and his eldest son,.19 years of age had disconnected 
frpm him because of Scientology. .He advised that his wifk. 
_hal become interested in Scientology in 1967 and at the- ' 
. present time was in,california where she has achieved grade' 
OT-4. - He aid his wife had been married in the Catholic 
ChirEh.?and through the years had experienced the usual'.. 
matrimonial disputes but once his wife commenced with.  Scientology 
studies he was unable to reason with her. In'1968 shecom(- 
meiced divorce proceedings against him because_ he was riot 
aminable to the teachings  of Scientology. ',in order to save 

	

hi; twenty year marriage 	 came  to  	
	 and conferred withi 	

	

thi reason being that he believed_ 	
	  He conferred with 	for approximately 

folr or five hours and after being audited and making certain 



.• 
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c)ncessions, 	called his wife in 	  
of a Sunday night to stop all divorce.  proceedings. His 
w.fe, upon the orders oft     did that and again communicated 
vith him. Later, with each little problem that would arise 
iA the family life, his wife would call 	 a 
C _ear, her personal auditor who would  then phone) 	_and 
-Lull him how to conduct his affairs. t 	 'being unable 
tip cope•with this situation, then commenced divorce proceedings 
acainst'his wife receiving same the latter part of 1968. He 
:, a(Vised his 'son had also disconnected with him this being the 

	

ii.fluence of his wife' 	
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INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION 

Attorney General's. Office 

ct Dallas 2-26-697 

Allard HeathjaExecutive Director, Dallas County Medical 

cssociation, Medical Arts Building, was contacted. On an 

earlier visit the request was made of afir .3  Heatgthat he 

Dbtain a copy of the Menninger Report, a psychiatric study 

Df Scientology, and to obtain as much information as.he could 

from the psychiatrists in the Dallas arearegarding their 

thoughts on Scientology. Mr2. Heatjhad done neither and, 

in general, showed a lack of enthusiasm for our Scientology 

inquiry. 

Recontacted&red Pass, the Dallas Morning News, Dallas 

Morning News Building) It will be recalled that ff4r. Pas 

had conducted his own study into Scientology /prior to, 

writing a series of newspaper articles that appeared in the 

D 
a. 
allas Morning News in the early part of January, 19697 

- Fir. Pas9 advised that the new head ofCthe Dallas Scientology 

branchesnony Hitchmanlihad visited with him. It was Mr. 

Pass' impression that Hitchman had come to Dallas to replace Dallas  

Allan Walter. According to /Pass' impression Walter had 

somehow fallen out of favor with Hubbard:) &. Pas  acl no :  

further relevant information but promised his further coppera-r 

tion with this office. 
 

InterviewedElancy Mancuso, an employee of the Dallas Morning 

News,)who visited Elie Dallas branchjof Scientology in the' 

latter part of 1968 in conjunction with the article that was 

being written by Mr. 
L 
 Passj Following is a summary of her 

activities at the branch office: 
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3 1. She viewed a film, fifteen to twenty minutes in
 

1?ngth, of L. Ron Hubbard wherein through an inter
view type 

program he described the virtues of Scientology. 

2. She received a twenty minute lect
ure from an individual 

at the branch office who made explanations about S
cientology. 

3. She was introduced to a young man name
d:David.'s They 

ware seated at a table facing each other and they 
were told 

ti the lecturer to Aare at each other without,mov
ement or 

cpnversation. This situation endured for approxim
ately 41/2  

ninutes at which time the lecturer intervened and 
closed the 

sassion. 

4. She then received a fifteen minute lecture on 
communi-

cations and the Scientology gradient chart. 

5. She then entered a room with a female whom she
 described 

ES -"hippie" appearing. In this room she was put on
 the E-

r.eter with the E-Meter being situated in such a po
sition that 

:he and the auditor could look t the Meter. They
 spoke 

triefly of her upsets. Nancy' s upset, she explain
ed, was 

trouble with her employer. 

She was asked.by the lecturer as noted in No. 2 to
 

complete a questionnaire,'the same consisting- of- general 

type questions. 

7.' She visited with the Registrar who spoke to he
r of the 

eifferent processes one could receive in Scientolo
gy. ,She 

zlso explained the advantages-of the different pro
cesses and 

their Cost...,  The 12.egistrar.then asked forsacheck:b
utLwas5.. 

zot overly adamant about same. 

I contacted 	& Mrs. W. Major Bowles at 7308 T
urtle 

creek Blvd. (North Central ExpresswSy at Hillcre
st).H4 

till be recalled that Mrs. Bowles had written the. State -, 

Velfare Department complaining about Scientology a
nd the 

:.11 effects it had' upon their sori,j&he Bowles wer
e very .  

:.eceptive and cordial people and turned over to the 
writer 

flimerous articles and other materials. relating to S
cientology.' 

"hey related the following story: 

Their non had grown un as a very religious person 
pltirch or chrs,.:_?Enmily atmoSpherc: lie had never given 

::lo !n:,41-1 a =s-alaaat= t.rn“111.; 	 wno introduced to 



Scientology at 19 years of age. After being introduced - 
into Scientology he complete changed, gave up his schooling 
ald became very uncommunicative with his family. CH is parent, 
claim that because of Scientology they had numerous problems 
with him which resulted in their calling the police to put 
h im in jail on two occasions and placed him in the psychiatric 

-ward ar Parkland Hospita1.2Their son is presently living 7 
with them although they claim he is not the same as he used 
t , be before SciehtOlogy processing and'that once he attains 

itle age of 21 he will .re-enter into the ScientOlogy way of 
life. (Because of their hatred for Scientology and the 
t rouble they caused their son and to the local branch, their 
son was branded a PTS (potential trouble source) because of 
h .s unruly family.eiTheir son received a certificate from 
Scientology certifying him to be a minister in the Church ' 

(:). Scientology: He was active in Scientology and 'spent week! 
i:I theiZustin branch and also had gone to England to Saint.  - 
H.11 Manor„sto carry on further studies. She writer's im-
iiession of the situation is that most of the trouble 
oi!curring between the Bowles and their son probably Could 
have been prevented had the family taken a more tolerant 
v:.ew and it was not necessarily Scientology that created 
their whole problem. Although the family meant welljit 
si!ems quite apparent that their son will return to Scientology 

.aitd create a firm disconnect from them. 

2-27-69: Interviewed-tRichard Stetzel, 3949 Wentwood, business 
al!dress - 2000 Stemmons Freeway, Dallas Furniture Mart...7 , . 

CL Stetzegadvised that his wife to whom he was married for 
211 years and his eldest son,.19 years of age had disconnected 
from him because of Scientology. He advised that his w4e,  
hid become interested in ScientelOgy in 1967 and at the'lr_ 
faesent time was in California where she has achieved grade 
Z-4. He aid his wife had been married in the Catholic,' 

Clurch and through'the years had experienced the usual - . 
mitrimonial disputes but once his wife commenced with Scientol9gy 
studies he was unable to reason with her. In -1968 shechmt- 
m(nced divorce proceedings against him because he was not,  
alienable to the teachings of Scientology. In order to save 
his twenty year marriagear. Stetze9came to (the branch 
headquarters in Austii.pand conferred with (Mr. John McCoy,) 
tie reason being that he believedcmcCoy to be the head of the 
TExaeorganization) He conferred with(MccoY)for approximately 

:fcur or five hours and after being audited and making certain 



65& 
2oncessions,(McCoy)called his wife in(pallas at 11:30 p.m.) 

'Dn a Sunday night to stop all divorce proceedings. His 
vife, upon the orders of&,4cCoy) did that and again communicated 

. with him. Later, with each little problem that would arise 
in the family life, his wife would calltifgr&F- Stokes,—Stbk-d-S-),  a 
:fear, her personal auditor who would then phoneeteri,E1 and 
:ell him how to conduct his affairs. Ste-CEZII being unable 
o cope with this situation, then commenced divorce proceedings 

:tgainst his wife receiving same the latter part of 1968. He 
Ldvised his son had pis() disConnected with him this being the 

t - :.nfluence of his wife,tiat  Stetzd›  
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Millard Heath Executive Directqi?5;allas County Modica  

Ass cia'tiun, lellicarATts Building, was contacted. On an 

earlier visit the request was made of Mr: He;.Z that he 

obtain a copy of the Menninger Report, a psychiatric study 

of Scientology, and to obtain as much information as he could 

from the psychiatrists in 92.2Oallas area regarding their 

thoughts on Scientology. CMr. Heath had done neither and, 

in general, showed a lack of 	usiasm for our Scientology 

inquiry. 

Recontacted(!red 	Pas),. e Dallas Morning NejZ  Dallas 

-ening News Buildint It will be recalled that Mr. Pas 

had conducted 	his own study into Scientologyff2Elor*l_ 

(writing a series of newspaper arti=g-fhat appeared in the 

Dallas Morning News in the early part of January  

Mr. Pass ad__ VI-s 	a ed_tht the new head of the Dallas Scientology 
_.--- 	..„, 

bx.anches,(Z22L11.tchman'N, had visited with him. It was 
...---.--. 

Pass' impression that Hitchman-had come to Dallas-to replace 

Allan  Walter. According.to  Pass' impressioner had, ---... 

somehow fallen out of favor with,Hubbard.Ci 	

M 

r: Pas had no . , 

further relevant information but promised Influrther coopera-I 

tion with this office. 	. 	 . . 

• 

-Interviewed Nancy Mancuso, an employee of the Dallas Mornir;) 

GiewZwho visited-tErebranch of Scientology gi-fhe . . 

latter part of 195p_in_c_onjunction with the article that was 

being written by Mr. P. Following is a summary,  of her 

activities at the branch office: . 



1. She viewed a film, fifteen to twenty minutes in',  
length, of L. Ron Hubbard wherein through an interview type 
program he described the virtues of Scientology. 

2. She received a twenty minute lecture from an individual 
at the branch office who made explanations about Scientology. 

3. 'She was introduced to a young man named David,: They.  
were seated at a table facing each other and they were told ; 
by the lecturer to &hare at each other without.movement or 
conversation. This situation endured for approXimately 41/2  
minutes at which time the lecturer intervened and closed the 
session. 

•- 4. She then received a fifteen minute lecture on communi-
cations and the Scientology gradient Chart. 

5. She then entered a room with a female whom she described 
asc"hippie" appearing. In this room she was put on the E-
Meter with the E-Meter being situated in such a position that 
she and the auditor could look at the Meter. They spoke 
briefly of her upsets. Nancy's upset, She explained, was 
trouble with her employer. 

6. She was asked by the lecturer as noted in No. 2 to 
complete a questionnaire, the same consisting of general 
type questions. 

7. She visited with the Registrar who spoke to her of the 
iifferent processes one could receive in Scientology. .She 
flso explained the advantages of the different processes and 
their cost. The Registrar then asked for a check but wav 

. iotoverly adamant about same. 

I_contacted 	& Mrs. W. Major Bowle rtl'  
reek_alfS.C.7(HortlidCiffb-Nr=Expre-a7M777CE Hillcrest5Tht 
irrr-be recalled that Mrs. Bowles had written the State' 
Velfare Department complaining about Scientology and the 
ill effects it had upon their son. The(5-owle-ZWere very .  
:eceptive and cordial people and turned over to the writer 
numerous articles and other materials relating to Scientology. 
"hey related the following story: 

• 
Their son had grown , up as a very religious person 

.n a Church of Christ family atmosphere. He had never given 
)iis family a moments trouble until he was introduced to 



Scientology at 19 years of age. After being introduced 

into Scientology he complete changed, gave up his schooling 

and became very uncommunicative with his family. His parents 

claim that because of Scientology they had numerous problems 

with him which resulted in their calling the police to put 

him in jail on two occasions and placed him in the psychiatric 

.ward ar Parkland Hospital. Their son is presently living 

with them although they claim he is not the same as he used 

to be before ScientOlogy processing and -that once he attains . 

the age of 21 he will re-enter into the Scientology way of 

life. Because of their hatred for Scientology and the 

.trouble they caused their son and to the local branch, their 

•%son was branded a PTS (potential trouble source) because of 

his unruly family. Their son received a certificate from 

Scientology certifying him to be a minister in the Church 

of Scientology: He was active in Scientology and spent weeks 

in the Austin branch and also had gone to England to Saint 

Hill Manor to carry on further studies. The wtiter's im-

pression of the situation is that most of the trouble 

occurring between the Bowles and their •son probably could 

have been prevented had the family taken a more tolerant 

view and it was not necessarily Scientology that created 

their whole problem. Although the family meant well, it 

seems quite apparent that their son will return to Scientology 

and create a firm disconnect from them. 

2-27-69: Interviewed Richard Stetzel, 3949 Wentwood, business 

address - 2000 Stemmons Freeway, Dallas Furniture Mart. 	
• 

Mr. Stetzel advised that his wife to whom he was married for 

'20 years and his eldest son,..19 years of age had disconnected 

from him because of 8dientology. He advised that his wife• 

had become interested in Scientology in 1967 and at the 

.present time was in California where she has achieved grade
.  

OT-4. He ald his,  wife 
had been married in the Catholic 

'Church and through the years had experienced the usual 

matrimonial disputes but once his wife commenced with Scientolo
gy 

studies he was unable to reason with her. In -1968 sbecomt 

menced divorce proceedings against him because he was not 

amenable to the teachings of Scientology. In order to save 

his twenty year marriage, Mr. Stetzel came to the branch ' 

headquarters in Austin and conferred with Mr. John McCoy, 

the xeason being that he believed McCoy to be the head of the 

Texas organization. He conferred with McCoy for approximately 

;four or five hours and after being audited and making certain 
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concessions, McCoy called his wife in Dallas at 11:30 p.m. 
on a Sunday night to stop all divorce proceedings. His 
wife, upon the orders of McCoy, did that and again communicated 
with him. Later, with each little problem that would arise 
in the family life, his wife would call Delores Stokes, a 
Clear, her personal auditor who would then phone Stetzel and 
tell him how to conduct his affairs. Stetzel, being unable 
to cope with this situation, then commenced divorce proceedings 
against his wife receiving same the latter part of 1968. He 
advised his son had also disconnected with him this being the 

/Influence of hie wife, Pat Stetzel. 



Docurents A-64, D-2, and E-36 are identical. This document is a five 
page State Attorney General's Office inter-office communication dated 
5/13,69. It consists of a summary of investigative observations of a 
Scientology center. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions in this 
document consist of the author of the memorandum as well as names, 
date!, and locations of various individuals associated with Scientology 
by tle author of this memorandum. The deleted materials also contain 
confidential specific information supplied by these individuals inter-
viewed. All of these portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(D), because 
release of any portion would immediately identify a confidential source. 



II`TTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION 

Attorney General's Office • 

DATE:  May 13, 	19 69 . 

TO: . 	 File 

Ecientolo 

SUBJECT: 	Scientology  

rr writer proceeded 	 ovisitthe 
franchise centers. 

daughter of the owner 
was asked no 

Writer contacted 
subject franchise, 

qlestions because of air 	arent young age. Wriuer merely o)served the surroundings and made arrangements to confer with .tae owner at a later date.. 

writer  conferred with 
Writer 'd only a general conversation wit 	 did not ahk to see any books or records. She advised that th f7anchise enter for Scientology was commenced in 196WW-under the d:xection 	 iyaEtL To her knowledge, there'ares.p- poximate 	 centers of Scientology.  111 irz*ia 	 She advised that-theAnead-larters for such franchises is 61 ::Church of Scientology located 

'She commented.that. a- weekly report is prepared 
and that 10% of the receipts are transmitted 

-Lc the world-wide headquarters for Scientology-located in T4hgland. Sle further advised that all records made during the auditing s€ssions are confident'al as „, Yoh° prepared Questions as used by the auditor. 	 urther advised that -the approx7  inate cost for a. education in cientology for the approximate 2E steps in their gradient chart is *7,500.00. For the train-ins to be a professional auditor, you add an additional $2,000.00 more. She said the complete course tales approximately two years to complete. She ha 	 tudents enrolled in 
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, 

PaLe 2 

)d, 
Scientology 
Sci9ntology and its 
unl;aown known".- 

processes Known as 
her definition. for 

auditing is "making-the 

writer visited the Scientology franchise 
cente_ i 

This particular center is owned and operate 

the center is open from 10:00 . 
.stulents are presently enrolled. 

Some 
con!erning Scientology 

There are 
. to 10:00 .14. 
Writer conferrer with 
e erral items of information 

operation are as follows: 

(1). During the auditing session, the auditor does 
make certain notations of the information furnished by the 
pre-clear. This information is then placed in a folder 
which contains all data concerning this particular pre-
clear. The files are strictly confidential and no copies 
leave thefranchige center. Once a person terminates his 
associati-Oflith Scientology, the file is not returned. 

can conduct the Scientology processing 
only fronthe S raight Wire 6- ease to the .Grade 4 Release. 
For training in Scientology 

in only to the 
Sub-0's. The,Church of Scientolog 	61,can train  
through the Class 4 Auditor. For training after this point, 
the Scientologist must go to Los Angeles, California; Corfu, 
Greece; or East Grinstead, England. 

(3) ,Th 	students presently attending the center 
are comprised of people from all walks of life, including 
students, engineers, housewifes, etc. 

(4) The questions that an auditor uses during the 
processing sessions are prepared questions that do not vary 
from student to student. The questions, or questionnaires, 
are considered by Scientology to be confidential commencing 
at Grade 5 Release. All questi-ons, of course, are confi- 
dential. 	 a,,iwepeg 

(5) Scientology will accept all persons for Sciento-
logy processing with the exception of an individual convicted 



of n rninny and a person'with a 
proven record of insanty. 

Tn the later case, a person may p
etition L. Ron Hubbard 

c)r a ::aiver of this regulation. 
A person will not be 

while under the influence of alco
hol, drugs, or 

be -Ls the recent re
cipient of shock treatment. 

loosz
i6) Concerning the practice of d

isconnection 

produced a Hubbard Communication 
Office policy letter 

dated- November 15, 
1968, which read "Since we can no

w hand-

le all types of cases, disconnect
ion as a condition is 

cancelled."  

(7) Scientology has a legal divi
sion, their attorney 

being b Thomas. Such division 
is located in New York .  

City. _ .. 
	

(8) definition of Scientology is "to 
be at 

cause ov r eir nvironment 	
a person who can make 

things happen rather than a perso
n who says 'Look what 

happen to me.'" 

(9) sk- that the following quote b
e plated in 

the recor : 	Nothing in Dian
etics or Scientology is true 

for you unless you have obserVed 
it and it is true accord-

ing to your observations". Such w
as written by L. H&c' 

Hubbard. 

(10) Scientology conducts traini
ng drills for its 

students in the early stages of 
the processing. Such drills 

compose of communication and con
front. A practice utilized 

by Scientology in their communica
tion is a - drill known as 

"Dear Alice". 

(11) 
makes out a 

weekly report and on such report 
are listed the receipts,,  

the expenditures, number of stude
nts, starf members and 

any notation as to problems confr
onting the particular 

center. 10% of the receipts are 
transmitted-to the'world-

wide headquarters for Scientolog
y. The 10% of the receipts 

is transmitted for services rende
red by the headquarters, 

,such as books, pamphlets, course
 instruction, etc. 

. .(121 For a student entering Sc
ientology who is under 

21 years of age, he must obtain p
arental consent before 
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processing., rill be instituted. 
to writer..  

ave such a form 

Following will be the set of questions.. that an 
auditor 

uses in Scientology processing from the Grade 0
 Release through 

the ;rade 4 Release. It is noted that each rel
ease oCthis 

Particular franchise center cost $175.00?and th
ere is no set 

time, as such time varies with a particular stu
dent. It is 

furtler noted that the auditor during the audit
ing sessions 

make; no comment whatsoever other than asking t
hese questions. 

At tie outset, the goal is noted and the particu
lar release is 

not terminated until the pre-clear signs an att
estation that 

he - has attained that particular goal. 

Grade 0 Release - The goal is the ability to com
municate 

freely with anyone on any subject. The command
s are: . 

(1).. What are you willing to talk to me about
? 

(2) What would you like to tell me about that?
 

In this particular release these are the only t
wo 

comments, and they are used over and over until
 the pre-

clear feels he haS attained the particular goal
 involved. 

Grade 2 Release - The goal is the ability to rec
ognize 

the source of problems and make them vanish. Th
e commands 

are: • 

(1) What is the problem? 

(2) What solutions have you had? 

dvised that)-as a rule, Comment No. 2 is 

used ver and over again,: inasmuch as the Pre-c
learls.  

solution usually creates another problem. - 

Grade 2 Release - The goal is relief from hosti
lities and 

'sufferings of life (commission or omission, si
nfUl:or 

unethical -- something akin to guilt feelings.)
 The.com-

mands are: 

(1) What have you done? 

(2) What has been done to you? 

(3) What has anoth
er done to another? 

• 
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Grade 3Release - The goal is freedom from the offsets 
of the past and the ability to face the future. The 
commands are: 

What change has happened in your life? (This 
question is asked repetitively and given a date..) 

(2) Was this a break in affinity, reality, communi-
cation or understanding? 

During this release the E-Meter is utilized to find 
the arc break and to then determine: 

Are you curious about, desired, enforced or 
inhibited? 

Grade 4 Release - The goal is moving out a fixed condition 
and gaining abilities to do new things. The commands are: 

(1) What do you use to make others-wrong? .(A list 
is compiled through the use of the E-Meter.) 

(2) How does 	  make you right? 

(1) 



INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION 

Attorney General's Office.  

FROM: 	(Ray McGregor 7 

SUBJECT: 	Scientology 

DATE: May 13, 
	
19±2:  

TO: 	 File 

At Dallas
.
) 

[On April 2: 196911writer proceeded(to Dallas)to visit the 

Scientology franchise centers. `The addreses for these centers 

are as follows: The Scientology of Dallas, 2405 Cedar Springs; 

Scientology Institute of Applied Philosophy, 621 Park Road, 
Arlington; Scientology of Richardson, 777 South Central Express-

way.) 

Writer contacted(herene FilisT daughter of,,the owner 

of subject franchiset-Bette Filisky. 	Filiskmiwas asked no 

questions because of her apparent young age. WriLbr merely 

observed the surroundings and made arrangements to'confer with 

the owner at a later date 
_ - 

(At 2405 Cedar Springs, Dallas; writer conferred with 
eSusan Ballantyne, Area Director, Scientology of Dallas.i,Wigiter 
'had only-a general conversation withxeiss Ballantyne,.)an Aid not 

ask to see any books or records. She advised that theCballas 	) 

franchise center for Scientology was commenced in 1964 under the 

direction(of Alan C. Walter.) To her knowledge, there:arqap-

proximately(five)franchise centers of Scientologyan TeXaS,"the 

three in Dallas and two in Houston...) She advised that theThead-

_quarters for such franchises is the Church of Scientology located 

n Austin, Texas.j'She commented that a weekly report is prepared 

by the Dallas centerjand that 10% of the receipts are transmitted 

to the world-wide headquarters for Scientology-located in England. 

She further advised that all records made during the auditing 

sessions are confidential as are the prepared questions as used 

by the auditor. (Miss Ballantyne)further advised that-the approx-

imate cost for an education in Scientology for the approximate 

26 steps in their gradient chart is $7,500.00. For the train-

ing to be a professional auditor, you add an additional $2,000.00 

more. She said the complete course takes approximately two years 

to complete. She has(approximately 65Jotudents enrolled in 
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Scientology in Dallas at the present time.)Her 'defin
ition, for 

Scientology and its processes known as and ting is "
making the 

unknown known".: 

(At Arlington) 

(On April 3, 1969,) writer visited the Scientology franchise 
center in Arlington known as the Scientology Institu

te of Applied 

rhilosophy.) This payticular center is owned and ope
rated by 

(Richard Stetzel, Jr., and Arnold Gunstanson, an ex-
chief of 

ietectives from Mesquite, Texas.) There are(sixemplo
yees,)and 

the center is open from 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. (Th
irty-five) 

students are presently enrolled. Writer conferred w
ith(Mr. 

3tetzel and Richard Zarro. Some general items of inf
ormation 

concerning Scientology in he Arlington,)operation ar
e as follows: 

(1) DUring the auditing session, the auditor does 

make certain notations of the information furnished 
by the 

pre-;clear. This information is then placed in a fol
der 

which contains all data concerning this particular p
re-

clear. 

 

The files are strictly confidential and no copies 

leave the franchise center. Once a person terminate
s his 

association with Scientology, the file is not return
ed. 

(2) (The Arlington franchise center, as all franchis
e 

centers in Texas,)can conduct the Scientology proces
sing 

only from the Straight Wire Release to the Grade 4 Release. 
For training in Scientology, (the Arlington franchise

 center, 

as all franchise centers in exasjcan train only to 
.the 

Sub-0's. The Church of Scientology(in Austin)can tr
ain 

through the Class 4 Auditor. For training after this point, 
the Scientologist must go to Los Angeles, California

; Corfu, 

Greece; or East Grinstead, England. 

(3) The(35)students presently attending the center 

are comprised of people from all walks of life, incl
uding 

students, engineers, housewifes, etc. (A state legis
lator, 

John Lawrence, was a student in Scientology in the D
allas 

franchise center some time ago (writer was unable to
 find 

a John Lawrence listed in the present State Legislat
ure). 

(4) The questions that an auditor uses during th
e 

processing sessions are prepared questions that do n
ot vary 

from student to student. The questions, or question
naires, 

are considered by Scientology to be confidential com
mencing 

at Grade 5 Release. All quest-ions, of course, are confi- 
dential. 	

64-owekg 

(5) Scientology will accept all persons for Scie
nto-

logy processing with the exception of an individual 
convicted 
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Hof a felOny and a person with a proven record 
of insanity. 

:In the latter case, a person may petition L. R
on Hubbard 

for awaiver of this regulation. A person will
 not be 

audited while under the influence of alcohol, d
rugs, or 

if he is the recent recipient of shock treatmen
t. 

c 
6) Concerning the practice of disconnection, M

r. 

Zarro produced a HUbbard Communication Office 
polic letter 

dated November 15, 1968, which read "Since we c
an now hand-

10 all types of) cases, disconnection as a condi
tion is 

;cancelled." 

(7) Scientology has a legal division, their at
torney 

being Bob Thomas. Such division is located in 
New York 

Cit 	A personal friend of Richard Stetzel, Dr
. Henry 

Schlicting, an M.D. who resides in Phoenix, Ari
zona, is a 

Scientologist, as is Dr. J. J. Julian, an M.D. 
who resides 

in Los Angeles, California. Another personal f
riend of 

Stetzel, Fay S. Troksh, a registered psychologi
st who 

resides at 4642 Idlewild Road, Salt Lake City, 
Utah, is a 

Scientologist. 

(8) Zarro's definition ofiScientology is "to b
e at 

cause ovettheir environment -- a person who ca
n make 

things happen rather than a person who says 'Lo
ok what 

happen to me.'" 

(9) (Zarro ask that the following quote be plad
ed in 

the recor 	"Nothing in Dianetics or Sciento
logy iS true 

for you unless you have observed it and it is t
rue accord-

ing to your observations". Such was written by
 L. Ran 

Hubbard. 

(10) Scientology conducts training drills for 
its 

students in the early stages of the processing
. Such drills 

compose of communication and confront. A pract
ice utilized 

by Scientology in their communication is a dril
l known as 

"Dear Alice". 

(11) rThe Arlington franchise center makes out 
a 

weekly report and on such report are lis ed the 
receipts, . 

the expenditures, number of students, sta?f mem
bers_and 

any notation as to problems confronting the par
ticular 

center. 10% of the receipts are transmitted-to
 the 

headquarters for Scientology. The 10% of the r
eceipts 

is transmitted for services rendered by the hea
dquarters, 

such as books, pamphlets, course instruction, e
tc. 

(12) For a student entering Scientology w
ho is under 

21 years of age, he must obtain parental consen
t before 



processing will be instituted. [Zan° 
gave such a form' 

to writer 

Following will be the set of questions
. that an auditor 

uses in Scientology processing from th
e Grade 0 Release through 

tte Grade 4 Release. It is noted that
 each release ofrthis 

particular franchise center cost $175.
02)and there is no set 

time, as such tine varies with a part
icular student. It is 

ftrther noted that thq)auditor during the
 auditing sessions 

mEkes no comment whatsoever other than
 asking these questions. 

Al the outset, the goal is noted and t
he particular release is 

nct terminated until the pre-clear sig
ns an attestation that 

hE has, attained that particular goal. 

, 
Grade 0 Release - The goal is the abil

ity to communicate 

freely with anyone on any subject. Th
e commands are: 

(1) What are you willing to talk to
 me about? 

(2) What would you like to tell me a
bout that? 

In this particular release these are t
he only two 

comments, and they are used over and o
ver until the pre-

clear feels he has attained the partic
ular goal involved. 

Grade 1 Release - The goal is the abil
ity to recognize 

the source of problems and make them 
vanish. The commands 

are: . 

(1) What is the problem? 

(2) What solutions have you had? 

(Stetzel advised thatjas a rule, Comm
ent No. 2 is 

used over and over again, inasmuch as 
the pre-clear's 

solution usually creates another probl
em. 

Grade 2 Release - The goal is relief f
rom hostilities and 

sufferings of life (commission or omis
sion, sinful or 

unethical -- something akin to guilt f
eelings.) The com-

mands are: 

(1) What have you done? 

(2) What has been done to you? 

(3) What has a
nother done to another? 
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. 	. 
.HGrade 3 Release - The goal is freedom from the offsets 

of the past and the ability to face the future. The 
. 	commands are: 

• 
(1) What change has happened in your life? (This 

question is asked repetitively and given a date..) 

(2) Was this a break in affinity, reality, communi- 
i 	 cation or understanding? 

• 
During this release the E-Meter is utilized to find 

the arc break and to then determine: 

Are you curious about, desired, enforced or 
inhibited? 

Grade 4 Release - The goal is moving out'a fixed condition 
and gaining abilities to do new things. The commands are: 

(1) What do you use to make others wrong? .(A list 
is compiled through the use of the E-Meter.) 

(2) How does 	  make you right? 

9 
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INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION 

Attorney General's Office 

DATE:  May 13, 	19 69 . 

TO: 	File  

FROM: 	CRay McGregor)  

SUBJECT: 	Scientology  

(Al  Dallas) 
(in April 2,'1969 writer pro eededi

e
to'Dallas)to visit the Scientology franchise centers. The addresses for fheSe centers are as follows: The Scientology of Dallas, 2405 Cedar Springs; ._Scientology Institute of Applied Philosophy, 621 Park Road, -:Arlington; Scientology of Richardson, 777 South Central Express- way:3 

Writer contacted Qherene Filisky, daughter ofc  the owner of subject franchise, Bette Filisky.j(Miss Filiskyi was asked no luestions because of her, apparent young age. Writer merely Dbserved the surroundings and made arrangements to confer- with the owner at a later date. 

/At 2405 Ced6r Springs, Dallas, writer conferred with 13usan Ballantyne, Area Director, Sc entology of Dallas.)-yriter Aad only a general conversation with(Miss Ballantyne7and .did not :ask to see any books or records. She advised that the6milas D :ranchise center for Scientology was commenced irtl964 under_the., Itirection(ofe, Alan C. Walter'.-`To her/knowledge, thre:areai) 	"' - proximatelyLfivranchise centers of ScientologyLin Texas,-the Alree in Dallas and two in Houston? She advised that:thehead-cuarters for such franchises is th ChurCh of Scientology located 5n Austin, Texas.',D'She commented that a weekly report is prepared the Dallas cente)and that 100 of the receipts are tranSmittsed lo the world-wide headquarters for Scientology located in Wigland. The further advised that all records made during the auditing Eessions are confidential as are the prepared questions as used ty the auditor. LMiss Ballantyne)further advised that-the approx.!. irate cost for an education in Scientology for the apprOximate 25 steps in their gradient chart is $7,500.00. For the train-ing to be a professional auditor, you 'add an additional $2,000.00 mere. She said the complete course takes approximately two years t) complete. She has (approximately 65)students enrolled in 
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Scientology in Dallas at the present time.7 Her 'definition. for 
Scientology and its processes known as auditing is_ llmakingthe 
wanown known". 

(At Arlington
.
] 

Con April 3, 1969i7writer visited the Scientology franchise 
center inerlington known as the Scientology Institute of Applied.  
Plilosophy. This .particular center is owned and operated by 
ichard Stetzel, Jr., and Arnold Gunstanson, an ex-chief of 
Etectives from Mesquite, Texas.? There areGix employees„)and 

the center is open from 10:00 A-M. to 10:00 P.M. (Thirty-Tlve7 
students are presently enrolled. Writer conferred withair. 
Stetzel and Richard Zarroa Some general items of information 
concerning Scientology in tthe Arlingtoajoperation are as followsf 

(1). During the auditing session, the auditor does 
make certain notations of the information furnished by the 
pre-:clear. This information is then placed in a folder 
which contains all data concerning this particular pre-
clear. The files are strictly confidential and no copies 
leave the franchise center. Once a person terminates his 
association with Scientology, the file is not returned. 

(2) [The Arlington franchise center,.as all franchise 
centers in Texas' can conduct the Scientology processing 
only from the Straight Wire Release to the Grade 4 Release. 
For training in Scientology, [the Arlington franchise'eenter,. 
as all franchise centers in Texas, can train only to :the., 
Sub-O's. The,Church of gcientologyan Austin can train 
through the Class 4 Auditor. For training after this'point, 
the Scientologist must go to Los Angeles, California; Corfu, 
Greece; or East Grinstead, England. 

_Thep5)students presently attending,theenter _ 
are -comprised Of people from ail Walks of life; ineluding - 
students, engineers, housewifes, etc. CA state legislator, 
John Lawrence, was a student in Scientology in the Dallas//  
franchise center some time ago (writer was unable tolfind 
a John Lawrence listed in the present State Legislature). 

(4) The questions that an auditor. uses during the 
processing sessions are prepared questions that do not vary 
from student to student. The questions, or questionnaires, 
are considered by Scientology to be confidential commencing 
at Grade 5 Release. All questions, of.course, are confi- 
dential. 	 614-5 :VCR 5 

(5) Scientology will accept all persons for Sciento-
logy processing with the exception of an individual convicted 
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of a felony and a person with a p
roven record of insanity. . 

In the latter case, a person may 
petition L. Ron Hubbard 

for a waiver of this regulation.
 A person will not be 

audited while under the influence
 of alcohol, drugs, or 

if he is the recent recipient of 
shock treatment. 

6) Concerning the practice of dis
conneetionj:i4r. 

Zarr) produced a Hubbard Communic
ation Office policy letter 

date November 15, 1968, which re
ad "Since we can now hand-

le all types of) cases, disconnec
tion as a condition is 

cancelled.' 

(7) Scientology has a legal div
ision, their attorney 

being Bob Thomas. Such division 
is located in New York. 

City._filpersonal friend of Richa
rd Stetzel, Dr. Henry 

SC-I-Meting, an M.D. who resides 
in Phoenix, Arizona, is a 

Scientologist, as is Dr. J. J. Ju
lian, an M.D. who resides 

in Los Angeles, California. Anot
her personal friend of 

Stetzel, Fay S. Troksh, a regist
ered psychologist who ' 

resides at 4642 Idlewild Road, Sa
lt Lake City, Utah, is a 

Scientologist. 

(8) CZarro's definition of Sciento
logy is "to be at 

cause over their environment -- a
 person who can make 

things happen rather than a perso
n who says 'Look what 

happen to me.'" 
rk• 	,  

(9) Zarro ask that the followin
g quote be plaCed in 

the recor 1  "Nothing in Dianetic
s or Scientology LS true 

for you un ess you have observed
 it and it is true accord-

ing to your observations". Such 
was written by L. Ron 

Hubbard. 
 

(10) Scientology conducts traini
ng drills for its ' 

students in the early stages of 
the processing. Such drills 

compose-of communication and con
front. A practice utilized 

by.Scientology in their communica
tion is 	known as. 

"Dear Alice". 

(11)(The'Arlington franchise ce
ntejmakes.out a_ 

weekly report and on such report '
are listed the-  receipts;? 

the expenditures, number of stude
nts, start members_and 

any notation as to problems confr
onting the particular 

center. 10% of the receipts are 
transmitted to the'world-

wide headquarters for Scientology
.  The 100 of the receipts 

is transmitted for services rende
red by the headquarters, 

such as books, pamphlets, course 
instruction, etc. 

• 

.(12) For a student entering Sci
entology who is under 

21 years of age, he must obtain p
arental consent before 



processing will be instituted. [ZarrOgave such a form'. 

to writer. 

Following will be the set of questions-that an auditor 

uses in Scientology processing from the Grade 0 Release_t
hroUgh 

the Grade 4 Release. It is noted that each release of:thi
s 

particular franchise center cost $175.00 and there is no 
set 

tim?, as such time varies with a particular student. It i
s 

further noted that the;auditor during the auditing sessio
ns 

maks no comment whatsoever other than asking these quest
ions. 

At the outset, the goal is noted and the particular relea
se is 

not terminated until the pre-clear signs an attestation t
hat 

•Hile las attained that particular goal. 

Grade 	0 Release - The goal is the ability to communicate 

freely with anyone on any subject. The commands are: : 

(1) What are you willing to talk to me about? 

(2) What would you like to tell me abdut that? 

In this particular release these are the only two 

comments, and they are used over and over until the pre- 

clear feels he has attained the particular goal involved.
 

Grade 1 Release - The goal is the ability to recognize 

the source of problems and make them vanish. The command
s 

are: - 

.(1) What is the problem? 

(2) What solutions have you had? 

6tetzel)advised that;'--as a rule, Comment No. 2 is 

', used•over and over again,:inasthuckas thepre,
clears 

. solution usually creates another probleM
T 

Grade 2 Release - The goal is relief from hostilities and 

sufferings of life (commission or omission, sinfUlor , 

unethical -- something-akin to guilt feelings.);Thecom-

mands are: • 

(1) What have you done? 

' (2) What has been done to you? 

(3) What has another done to another? 
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Grade 3 Release The goal is freedom from the offsets 
of the past and the ability to face the future. The 
commands are: 

What change has happened in your life? (This 
question is asked repetitively and given a date..) 

(2) Was this a break in affinity, reality, communi-
cation or understanding? 

0 
During this release the E-Meter is 

arc break and to then determine: 
utilized to find 

- . 

Are you curious about, desired enforced or 
inhibited? 

• Grade 4 Release - The goal is moving out a fixed condition 
and gaining abilities to do new things. The commands are: 

,(1) What do you use to make others wrong? .(A list 
is compiled through the use of the E-Meter.) 

(2) How does 	  make you right? 
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INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION 

Attorney,General's Office • 

'DATE::  May 13, 	1969  . 

.'File 

Scientology 

At Dallas  

On April 21'1969, writer proceeded to Dallas to visit the 

..Scientology franchise centers. The addresses for these' cen
ters 

.'are as follows: The Scientology of Dallas, 2405 Cedar Sprin
gs; 

Scientology Institute of Applied Philosophy, 621 Park Road, 

Arlington; Scientology of Richardson, 777 South Central Express-
way. 

Writer contacted Sherene Filisky, daughter of the owner 

of subject franchise, Bette Filisky. Miss Filisky was asked 
no 

questions because of her apparent young age. Writer merely 

:;observed the surroundings and made arrangements to confer w
ith 

the owner at a later date. 

At 2405 Cedar Springs, Dallas, writer conferred with 

Susan Ballantyne, Area Director, Scientology of Dallas.'Writ
er 

had only a general conversation with Miss Ballantyne and did 
not 

ask to see any books or records. She advised that the Dallas
 

franchise center for Scientology was commenced in 1964 under 
the 

direction of Alan C. Walter. To her knowledge, there arp:ap-

proximately five franchise centers of Scientology in TeXas,
-the 

_three in Dallas and two in Houston. She advised that,thelle
ad-

quarters for such franchises is the Church of Scientology loc
ated 

, in Austin, Texas. She commented that a weekly report is pr
epared 

by the Dallas center and that 10% of the receipts are tranSmi
ttpd 

to the world-wide headquarters for Scientology-located in Eng
land. 

She further advised that all records made during the auditing
 

sessions are confidential as are the prepared questions as us
ed 

by the auditor. Miss Ballantyne further advised that•the app
rox-

imate cost for an education in Scientology for the approximat
e 

.26 steps in their gradient chart is $7,500.00. For the trai
n-

ing to be a professional auditor, you add an additional $2,00
0.00 

more. She said the complete course takes approximately two y
ears 

to complete. She has approximately 65 students enrolled in 



(5) Scientology will accept all parsons for Sciento-

logy processing with the exception of an individual convicted 
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. Scientology in Dallas at the present time. Her definition, for 

'Scientology and its processes known as auditing is "making. the 
'unknown known". 

At Arlington  

On April 3, 1969, writer visited the Scientology franchise 

center in Arlington known as the-Scientology Institute of Applied.  

Philosophy. This paryticular center is owned and operated by 

Richard Stetzel, Jr., and Arnold Gunstanson, an ex-chief of 

detectives from Mesquite, Texas. There are six employees, and 

the center is open from 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. Thirty-five 

students are presently enrolled. Writer conferred with Mr. 

.Stetzel and Richard Zarro. Some general items of information 

concerning Scientology in the Arlington operation are as follows: 

(1) During the auditing session, the auditor does 

make certain notations of the information furniShed by the 

pre-clear. This information is then placed in a folder 

which contains all data concerning this particular pre-

clear. The files are strictly confidential and no copies 

leave the franchise center. Once a person terminates his 

association with Scientology, the file is not returned. 

(2) The Arlington franchise center, as all franchise 

centers in Texas, can conduct the Scientology'processing 

only from the Straight Wire Release to the Grade 4 Release. 

For training in Scientology, the Arlington franchise center, 

as all franchise centers in Texas, can train only to .the , 

Sub-0's. The Church of Scientology in Austin can train 

through the Class 4 Auditor. For training after this point, 

the Scientologist must go to Los Angeles, California; Corfu, 

Greece; or East Grinstead, England. 

(3) The 35 students presently attending the center 

are comprised of people from all walks of life, including 

students, engineers, housewifes, etc. A state legislator, : 

John Lawrence,.was a student in Scientology in the Dallas 

franchise center some time ago (writer Was unable to find 

a John Lawrence listed in the present State Legislature). 

(4) The questions that an auditor uses during the 

processing sessions are prepared questions that do not vary 

from student to student. The questions, or questionnaires, 

are considered by Scientology to be confidential commencing 

at Grade 5 Release. All questions, of course, are confi-

dential.  



,iof a felony and a person with a proven record of insanity,: In the latter case, a person may petition L. Ron Hubbard for a waiver of this regulation. A person will not be 'audited while under the influence of alcohol, drugs,'or if he is the recent recipient of shock treatment. 

(6) Concerning the practice of disconnection, Mr. Zarro produced a Hubbard Communication Office policy letter . dated November 15, 1968, which read "Since we can now hand :21e all types of) cases, disconnection as a condition is -icancelled." 

(7) Scientology has a legal division, their attorney being Bob Thomas. Such division is located in New York . City. A personal friend of Richard Stetzel, Dr. Henry Schlicting, an M.D. who resides in Phoenix, Arizona, is a Scientologist, as is Dr. J. J. Julian, an M.D. who resides in Los Angeles, California. Another personal friend of Stetzel, Fay S. Troksh, a registered psychologist who resides at 4642 Idlewild Road, Salt Lake City, Utah, is a' Scientologist. 

(8) Zarro's definition of Scientology is "to be at cause over their environment -- a person who can make things happen rather than a person who says 'Look what,  happen to me.'" 

(9) Zarro ask that the following quote be plaCed in the record: "Nothing in Dianetics or Scientology is true for you unless you have observed it and it is true accord-ing to your observations". Such was written by L. Ron Hubbard. 

(10) Scientology conducts training drills for its 'students in the early stages of the processing. Such-drills compose of communication and confront. A practice utilized by Scientology in their communication is a drill. knot,in as "Dear Alice". 	 . 

(11) The Arlington franchise center makes out a weekly report and on such report are listed.the receipts, the expenditures, number of students, staff members,and any notation as to problems confronting the particular 'center. 10% of the receipts are transmitted to the'world-wide headquarters for Scientology. The 10% of the receipts is transmitted for services rendered by the headquarters, such as books, pamphlets, course instruction, etc. 

..(12) For a student entering Scientology who is under 21 years of age, he must obtain parental consent before 



processing will be instituted. Zarro gave such a for
m 

to writer. 

Following will be the set of questions.that an audito
r 

uses in Scientology processing from the Grade 0 Relea
se through 

the Grade 4 Release. It is noted that each release of this 
particular franchise center cost $175.00 and there is

 no set 

time, as such time varies with a particular student.
 It is 

further noted that theg auditor during the auditing session
s' 

makes no comment whatsoever other than asking these q
uestions. 

At the outset, the goal is noted and the particular r
elease is. 

not terminated until the pre-clear signs an attestati
on that 

he has attained that particular goal. 

\. Grade 	0 Release - The goal is the ability t
o communicate 

rreely with anyone on any subject. The commands are:,
 . 

(1) What are you willing to talk to me about? 

(2) What would you like to tell me abdut that? 

In this particular release these are the only two 

comments, and they are used over and over until the p
re-

clear feels he has attained the particular goal invol
ved. 

Grade 1 Release - The goal is the ability to recogniz
e 

the source of problems and make them vanish. The com
mands 

are: 

(1) What is the problem? 

(2) What solutions have you had? 

Stetzel advised that,'.as a rule, Comment No. 2 is 

. used over and over again, inasmuc
h as the pre-clearls 

solution usually -creates another problem. 

.Grade 2 Release - The goal is relief from hostiliti
es and 

sufferings of life (commission or omission, sinful or
 

unethical -- something akin to guilt feelings.) The. 
 com-

mands are: 

(1) What have you done? 

(2) What has been done to you? 

What has another done to another? 

• 



Grade 3 Release - The goal is freedom from the offsets 
of the past and the ability to face the future. The 

'commands are: 

(1) What change has happened in your life? (This 
question is asked repetitively and given a date.) 

(2) Was this a break in affinity, reality, Communi-
cation or understanding? . 

0 
During this release the E-Meter is utilized to find 

the arc break and to then determine: • 

Are you curious about, desired, enforced or 
inhibited? 

Grade 	4  Release - The goal is moving out• a fixed condition 
and gaining abilities to do new things. The commands are: 

What do you use to make others wrong? .(A list 
is compiled through the use of the E-Meter.) 

How does 	  make you right? 



DocuTents A-65, D-3 and E-37 are identical. This document is a three 
page State Attorney General's Office inter—office communication dated 
6/4/(9. This memorandum is a description of the author's investigation 
and rnterview with a specific individual concerning Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The following deleted portions 
in tlis document are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release 
woulc disclose the identity of a confidential source: 

1. the deleted portion from the title "From" on page 1, because it 
contains the name of the author of the memorandum. 

2. ihe deleted portions in paragraph 1 on this page because, it contains 
the Tame and addresses as well as confidential information pertaining to 
the individual being interviewed. 

3. the deleted portions in paragraphs 2 and 3 on this page because they 
contain the name of the individual being interviewed. 

4. the deleted portion found on page 2 in paragraph 1, subparagraph 2, 
6, and line 1 in subparagraph 7, and line 1 in subparagraph 11 on page 
3, and line 1 in the last paragraph on page 3, because these contain the 
name of the individual being interviewed. 

The caleted portions in lines 2-6 in subparagraph 7 on page 2 consist of 
confidential information, including medical references submitted by the 
individual being interviewed, which if released would constitute a 
deafly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the identity 
of a :onfidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(1)(6)(7)(C)(0). 

The caleted portions in subparagraph 8 on page 3 contain the name of a 
specific individual and confidential information relating to that person, 
which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privc :y. 

The caleted portions in lines 2 and 3 in subparagraph 11, and line 3 in 
the last paragraph on page 3 consist of names of specific individuals 
names by the person being interviewed. Disclosure of these portions 
woulc constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 
5 U.E.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 
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DATE: 	June 4. 	19  69  • 

TO: 	 File 

FROM: 	iRay McGregor  -3 

SUBJECT: 	Scientology  

On May 27 1969, writer proceeded to_ ,all_as and talked to"-M-... arvii's 

ref eldman, 5222 Wal ut Hill Ln:Theetelephone ft E 1-0 la.) Feldman 
-------- ...... 

presently living in Mexico City land comes to alias yccasionally in con- 

It will be notedathat Oeldmaii,was a 

% 	Scientologist for about a year and ahalf, but became disenchanted with the 

movement and has spoken out against Scientology. 'In addition to the follow-

ing information retamanThid make available' several pieces of literature 

with relevance to Scientology. 

c
„...--FeldmarOfurnished the following information: He was introduced 

into StiTh=it-ology by answering a newspaper ad for a company known as Power 

Leadership, Inc. Such company_was headed by Alan Walter and Ed Clapp 

and its purpose according tofFeldmarDWas to introduce Scientology into the 

business community. The business community appeared to be interested in 

the program of Power Leadership but each time a contact was made by the 

salesmaCalte and Clapp failed to follow through and the company in time 

folded. Feldman' analyzed PoWer Leadership, Inc. as a method by which 

• Walter could make a buck on the side. Clapp was strictly a salesman type 

having previously worked for several insurance companies. He described 

Walter, the Scientology franchise holder for Dallas, Kansas City, St. Louis, 

etc. as a pompous know-it-all. Th e classes of Power Leadership, Inc. 

were conducted in the offices of Scientology in (Exchange Park Tower (since 

moved.); 

It was in the 'latter part of 1966 that(teldma-4 commenced his study 

in pure Scientology inasmuch as he was out of work (the failure of Power 

Leadership, Inc. ) and somewhat depressed. After being in Scientology only 

a short time he was advised to divorce his wife inasmuch as she was a 

deterrent to his progressldmai2did admit that he had intended to divorce 

his wife anyway but the Scientology decision did act as a salve to his con-

science. Carlrirai)had no exact figure as to how much money he had paid to 

Scientology but claimed it-was several thousands of dollars. He said he re-

ceived no benefits whatever from Scientology training and processing. 

nection with his door lock business. 
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(rieldmariwas a member of Scientology for a year and a half taking 

part in the processing of Scientology and not the training aspect ocit. As 

follows are some of his impressions of this organization: 

1. Scientology has two separate functions: The obtaining 

of the certificates and the auditing. Two prices. 

Scientology claims it has a liberal policy with_regard 

to the refunding of money to its preclears.  Feldman  , 

says thiscis not so; you are given a test by an auditor 

to determine if you are "deserving" to get the money 

back. The interpretation of such test is strictly up to 

the auditor. 

If, at the completion of a particular grade release, the 

preclear does not feel that he has reached or accomplished 

the specified goal, he is required, for additional considera-

tion, to take a review course. Scientology answer is thus, 

for any unsolved problem - a review course - a review 

course - a review course. 

4. 	The cost of the training, the certificates, the grade re-

leases, the review courses, etc. are never set published 

prices but are strictly whatrAlan Waite/  thinks they 

should be at any given moment. 

It is not obligatory that Scientology students buy the 

numerous books and publications of Ron Hubbard (about - 

fifty) but most of the training and processing is geared 

to the student's familiarization with one or more of the 

publications. The publications are widely advertized in 

Scientology periodicals and are prominantly displayed 

at all Scientology franchise centers. When a question 

is presented to the auditor he merely directs the pre- ,  

clear to a costly Hubbard publication. 

6. Feldman  described L. Ron Hubbard as a "beautiful con 

artist." He has never met Hubbard but came by his 

description upon the writings and prepared takes by 

Hubbard. 

7.-  Feldman had  experienced many difficulties in life whom 

he attributed to his (Step-father) This step-father had 

committed suicide six years agog During Scientology 

processing he was advised to disconnect from his (lead -

step-father? Thus, at the urging of Scientology he wrote 

a letter of disconnect to his(dead step-father.) 
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He had sexual intercourse withGelores 	Stokes;  

a "clear" who at one time6vas Hubbard's ersonal 

secretary had propositioned himit
. 
 y stat-

ing "I have removed my 'hat' of Scientology and 

have put on my 'sexual hat. "JHe, in an audit-

ing session with(S-tokesdadmitted to having sexual 

relations withEpother student, and Stokes(related 

such misdeed to Walter)1Valtei2berated him for 

about an hour for act/acts but then concluded by 

telling him hey  could get straight by paying $200. 00. 

9. Scientology helps no one and offers to help only 

those who can pay the bill. Most of those who come 

into Scientology are filled with the concerns of every-

day living. Scientology, at a very high price, offers 

to solve these concerns and they do it by.taking the 

preclear from his present environment and placing 

under the control of the Scientology environment. 

10. Although Scientology claims to be a church, such 

function is always played down, the more commer-

cial aspect of the training and processing always 

being pushed to the forefront. 

11. The following names were furnished by(CF-eldma9) as 

contacts for further information: CJ. B. Ryals.--'‘Dallasp 

,MarirBOTid, - Irving; Tack Mailzy Dallas. 

Keith-nap. noted that of all the people he knew who got involved in 

Sc ientology-all fared...the-worst because of it. He especially made mention 

of /Paul Mantle anclajm Cool The changed environment creates more 

pi 5Blems-than it solves. 
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Attorney General's Office 

DA' 'E: 	Tnne. 	196p:  

TO: 	 File 

iJECT: 	Scientology 	
 

On May 27, 1969, writer proceeded t 
19 

pm sently living in 	 and comes t 	 ccasiona.11y in con- 

ne :tion with hi 	
It will be noted.th 	 :as a 

Sc.entologist for about a year and a half, but became disenchanted with the 

movement and h s spoken out against Scientology. In addition to the follow-

am 
in ; information 	 id make available . several pieces of literature 

with relevance to Scientology. 

furnished the following information: He was introduced 

it to Scientology by answering a newspaper ad for a. company known as Power 

L2adership, Inc. Such company was headed by Alan Walter and Ed Clapp 

a id its purpose according to 	 vas to introduce Scientology into the 

b isiness community. The business community appeared to be interested in 

the program of Power Leadership but each time a contact was made by the 

s alesman.Walter and Clapp failed to follow through and the company in time 

f 	d ed. „ 	 analyzed Power Leadership, Inc. as a method by which 

'falter could make a buck on the side. Clapp was strictly a salesman type 

I axing previously worked for several insurance companies. He described 

;falter, the Scientology franchise holder for Dallas, Kansas City, St. Louis, 

e:tc. as a pompous know-it-all. Th e classes of Power Leadership, Inc. 

• ;ere conducted in the offices of Scientology in:Exchange Park Tower (since 

noved. 

It was in the latter part of 1966 tha 
	 commenced his study 

!n pure Scientology inasmuch as he was out of wort: (the failure of Power 

Leadership, Inc. ) and somewhat.  depressed. After being'in Scientology only 

a short time he was advised to divorce his wife inasmuch as she was a 

deterrent to his progress. 	 did admit that he had intended to divorce 

his wife anyway but the Scientology decision did act as a salve to his con- 

science. 	 had no exact figure as to how much money he had paid to 

Scientology bat claimed it was several thousands of dollars. He said he re-

ceived no benefits whatever from Scientology training and processing. 



3. 

ad experienced many difficulties in life whom 

he attributed to hi 

I I 

cycacji' 
-r• 

vas a member of Scientology for a year and a half taking 

pa rt in the processing of Scientology and not the training aspect tint. As 

follows are some of his impressions of this organization: 

1. Scientology has two separate functions: The obtaining 

of the certificates and the auditing. Two prices. 

Scientology claims it has a liberal policy with re 

to the refunding of money to its preclears. 

says thisvis not so; you are given a test by an auditor 

to determine if you are "deserving" to get the money 

back. The interpretation of such test is strictly up to 

the auditor. 

If, at the completion of a particular grade release, the 

preclear does not feel that he has reached or accomplished 

the specified goal, he is required, for additional considera-

tion, to take a review course. Scientology answer is thus, 

for any unsolved problem - a review course - a review 

course - a review course. 

4. 	The cost of the training, the certificates, the grade re-

leases, the review courses, etc. are never set published 

prices but are strictly what:
/ 
 Alan Walter thinks they 

should be at any given moment. 

It is not obligatory that Scientology students buy the 

numerous books and publications of Ron Hubbard (about::  

fifty) but most of the training and processing is geared 

to the student's familiarization with one or more of the 

publications. The publications are widely advertized in 

Scientology periodicals and are prominantly displayed 

at all Scientology franchise centers. When a question 

is presented to the auditor he merely direCts the pre 

clear to a costly Hubbard publication. 

6. 	 described L. Ron Hubbard as a "beautiful con 

artist." He has never met Hubbard but came by his • 

description upon the writings and prepared takes by 

Hubbard. 

During Scientol 

processing he was advise 	 from disconnect fro his 
Scientolo 

Thus, at the ur II1P of Scientology he wrote 

a letter of disconnect to hi 

-Z- 

• 



13. The following names were furnished b 
f r further informatio 

noted that of all the people he knew who got involved in 
ared the worst because of it. He especially made mention 

The changed environment creates more 

Sciet 
of 
problems than it solves. 

	15ega,*".....aiStrteert,6•11*4=‘" 

He had sexual intercourse wit 
a "clear" who at one tim 

He, in an audit- 
ing session with 	admitted to.having sexual 
relations wit 	 and 	related 
such misdeed o Walters: ,Walter berated iirri for 
about an hour for act/acts but then concluded by 
telling him hg could get straight by paying $200. 00. 

Scientology helps no one and offers to help only 
those who can pay the bill. Most of those who come -
into Scientology are filled with the concerns of every-
day living. Scientology, at a very high price, offers 
to solve these concerns and they do it by. taking the 
preclear from his present environment and placing 
under the control of the Scientology environment. 

10. Although Scientology claims to be a church, such 
function is always played down,,the more commer-
cial aspect. of the training and processing always 
being pushed to the forefront. 
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TI): 	 File 

F1.0M: 	(Ray MaGregor? 

SUBJECT: 	Scientology 

On May 27, 1969, writer proceeded toipallas and talked to~IyIarvin 

eldmati, 5222 Walnut Hill Ln., telephone 1/ Elv11-052Dfreldmar)is 

. p resently living in(Mexico City)and comes to(Palla4ccasionally in con-

nection with his@oor lock business) It will be note thatZeldman)was a 

E cientologist for about a year and a half, bUt became diSenchanted with the 

r iovement and has spoken out against Scientology: In addition to the follow-

i ig informatiorneldma..
gdid make available'several pieces of literature 

Irith relevance to Scientology. 

eldma@furnished the following information: He was introduced 

.nto Scientology by answering a newspaper ad for a company known as Power 

readership, Inc. Such company was headed by Alan Walter and Ed Clapp 

.nd its purpose according tooreldman)was to introduce Scientology into the - 

easiness community. Thebusiness community appeared to be interested in 

:he program of Power Leadership but each time a contact was made.  by the 

3alesman:Walter and Clapp failed to follow through and the company in time 

olded. 	eldman)analyzed Power Leadership, Inc. ;  as a method by which 

Walter could make a buck on the side. Clapp-was strictly; a salesman type 

having -previously worked for sevdralinSuratice companies. He described 

Walter, the Scientology franchise,holderfor;  Dallas, Kansas City, St. Louis, 

etc. as a pompous 	 Th e classes of PoWei'LeadershiPInc...,-; 

were conducted in the offices of Scientology in Exchange Park Tower (since 

• moved. ) • 	
• 

It was in the latter part of 1966 thattFeldman commenced his study 

in pure Scientology inasmuch as he was out of work (the failure of Power - 

Leadership, Inc. ) and somewhat depressed After being  in Scientology only 

a short time he was advised to divorce his wife inasmuch as she was a 

deterrent to his progress. (Feldrnanidid admit that he had intended to divorce -

his wife anyway but the Scientology decision did act as a salve to his Con- - 

science. (Felcirriatha.d no exact figure as to how much money he had paid to 

Scientology but claimed it was several thousands of dollars. He said he re-

ceived no benefits whatever from Scientology training and processing. , 



CFeldmai37was a member of Scientology for a year and a half taking 
Dart in the processing of Scientology and not the training aspect 	As 
Follows are some of his impressions of this organization: 

Scientology has two separate functions: The obtaining 
of the certificates and the auditing. Two prices. 

Scientology claims it has a liberal policy with regard 
to the refunding of money to its preclears. [Feldman 
says thisvis not so; you are given a test by an auditor 
to determine if you are "deserving" to get the money 
back. The interpretation of such test is strictly up to 
the auditor. 

If, at the completion of a particular grade release, the 
preclear does not feel that he has reached or accomplished 
the specified goal, he is required, for additional considera-
tion, to take a review course. Scientology answer is thus, 
for any unsolved problem - a review course - a review 
course - a review course. 

4. The cost of the training, the certificates, the grade re-
leases, the review courses, etc. are never set published 
prices but are strictly what Alan Walter thinks they 
should be at any given moment. 

It is not obligatory that Scientology students buy the . 
numerous books and publications of Ron Hubhard.(abOut .  -* 
fifty) but most of the training and processing is geared 
to the student's familiarization with one or more of the - 
publications. The publications are widely advertized 'in 

. Scientology periodicals and are prominantly displayed 
at all Scientology franchise centers. When a question 

'is presented to the:auclitelf he mei:err:directs the
to a costly Hubbard publication. 

6. (FeldmanJdescribed L. Ron Hubbard as a "beautiful con 
artist." He has never met Hubbard but came by his 
description upon the writings and prepared takes by 
Hubbard. 

7. (Feldman)had experienced many difficulties in life whom 
he attributed to hisGtep-father2 CThis step-father had 
committed suicide six years ago; During Scientology 
processing he was advised to disconnect from hise;tead 
step-fatheri Thus, at the ur ing of Scientology he wrote 
a letter of disconnect to his dead step-father.) 



He had sexual intercourse with(belores Stokes,j 
a "clear" who at one time/Was Hubbard's personal 
secretaryES.. toke3had propositioned him(by stat-
ing "I have removed my 'hat' of Scientology and 
have put on my 'sexual hat. ' ,D He, in an audit-
ing session withigtokesjadmitted to ltavin_, sexual 
relations with&nother student? and(Stokes related 
such misdeed to Walter. Walter berated-  im for 
about an hour for act/acts but Ellen concluded by 
telling him hey  could get straight by paying $200. 00. 

Scientology helps no one and offers to help only 
those who can pay the bill. Most of those who come 
into Scientology are filled with the concerns of every-
day living. Scientology, at a very high price, offers 
to solve these concerns and they do it by. taking the 
preclear from his present environment and placing 
under the control of the Scientology environment. 

Although Scientology claims to be a church, such 
function is always played down,,the more commer-
cial aspect, of the training and processing always 
being pushed to the forefront. 

The following names were furnished by/Feldman)as 	.• 
contacts for further informationcJ. B. Ryals - Dallas; 
Mary Bond -Irving;; Jack Mauzy - Dallasa 

d'eldrna&noted that of all the people he knew who got involved in 
Scic atology all fared the worst because of it. He especially made mention 
ofq iul.  Mantle and Jim Cook' The changed environment creates more 
prol lems than it solves. 



INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION 

Attorney General's Office 

DATE: 

TO: 

June 4 
	

1969 . 

File 

FROM: 	Ray McGregor 

H SUBJECT: 	Scientology 

On May 27, 1969, writer proceeded to Dallas and talked to Marvin 
Feldman, 5222 Walnut Hill Ln. , telephone. # EM1 -0523. Feldman is 
presently living in Mexico City and comes to Dallas occasionally in con-
nection with his door lock business. It will be noted that Feldman was a 
Scientologist for about a year and a half, but became disenchanted with the 
movement and has spoken out against Scientology. In addition to the follow-
ing information Feldman did make available' several pieces of literature 
with relevance to Scientology. 

Feldman furnished the following information: He was introduced 
into Scientology by answering a newspaper ad for a company known as Power 
Leadership, Inc. Such company was headed by Alan Walter and Ed Clapp 
and its purpose according to Feldman was to introduce Scientology into the 
business. community. The business community appeared to be interested in 
the program of Power Leadership but each time a contact was made by the 
salesman.  Walter and Clapp failed to follow through and the company in time 
folded. F[eldman analyzed Power Leadership, Inc. as a method by which 
Walter could make a buck on the side. Clapp was strictly a salesman type 
having previously worked for several insurance companies. He described 
Walter, the Scientology franchise holder for Dallas, Kansas City, St. Louis, 
etc, as a pompous know-it-all. Th e classes of Power Leadership, Inc. 
were conducted in the offices of Scientology in Exchange Park Tower (since 
moved. ) 

It was in the latter part of 1966 that Feldman commenced his study 
in pure Scientology inasmuch as he was out of work (the failure of Power 
Leadership, Inc. ) and somewhat depressed. After being in Scientology only 
a short time he was advised to divorce hin wife inasmuch as she was a 
deterrent to his progress. Feldman did admit that he Ion ci intended to divorce 
his .wife anyway but the Scientology decision did act as a salve to his con-
science. Feldman had no exact figure as to how much money he had paid to 
Scientology but claimed it was several thousands of dollars. He said he re-
ceived no benefits whatever from Scientology training and processing. 



Feldman was a member of Scientology for a year and a half taking 
parVin the processing of Scientology and not the training aspect orit. As 
follows are some of his impressions of this organization: 

Scientology has two separate functions: The obtaining 
of the certificates and the auditing. Two prices. 

Scientology claims it has a liberal policy with regard 
to the refunding of money to its preclears. Feldman 
says thistle not so; you are given a test by an auditor 

, 'to determine if you are "deserving" to get the money 
back. The interpretation of such test is strictly up to 
the auditor. 

If, at the completion of a particular grade release, the 
preclear does not feel that he has reached or accomplished 
the specified goal, he is required, for additional considera-
tion, to take a review course. Scientology answer is thus, 
for any unsolved problem - a review course - a review 
course - a review course. 

4. 	The cost of the training, the certificates, the grade re-
leases, the review courses, etc. are never set published 
prices but are strictly what Alan Walter thinks they 
should be at any given moment. 

It is not obligatory that Scientology students buy the 
numerous books and publications of Ron Hubbard (about 
fifty) but most of the training and processing is geared 
to the student's familiarization with one or more of the 
publications. The publications are widely advertized in • 
Scientology periodicals and are prominantly displayed 
at all Scientology franchise centers. When a question 
is presented to the auditor he merely directs the pre 
clear to a costly Hubbard publication. 

6. Feldman described L. Ron Hubbard as a "beautiful con 
artist. " He has never met Hubbard but came by his 
description upon the writings and prepared takes by 
Hubbard. 

7. Feldman had experienced many difficulties in life whom 
he attributed to his step-father. This step-father had 
committed suicide six years ago. During Scientology 
processing he was advised to disconnect from his dead 
step-father. Thus, at the urging of Scientology he wrote 
a letter of disconnect to his dead step-father. 



He had sexual intercourse with Delores Stokes, 
a "clear" who at one time was Hubbard's personal 
secretary. Stokes had propositioned him by stat-
ing "I have removed my 'hat' of Scientology and 
have put on my 'sexual hat. ' " He, in an audit-
ing session with Stokes, admitted to having sexual 
relations with another student, and Stokes related 
such misdeed to Walter. Walter berated him for 
about an hour for act/acts but then concluded by 
telling him h could get straight by paying $200. 00. 

Scientology helps no one and offers to help only 
those who can pay the bill. Most of those who come 
into Scientology are filled with the concerns of every-
day living. Scientology, at a very high price, offers 
to solve these concerns and they do it by. taking the 
preclear from his present environment and placing 
under the control of the Scientology environment. 

10. Although Scientology claims to be a church, such 
function is always played down, the more commer-
cial aspect of the training and processing always 
being pushed to the forefront. 

11. The following names were furnished by Feldman as 
contacts for further information: J. B. Ryals - Dallas; 
Mary Bond - Irving; Jack Mauzy - Dallas. 

• - 
Feldman noted that of all the people he knew who got involved in 

cientology all fared the worst because of it. He especially made mention 
f Paul Mantle and Jim Cook. The changed environment creates more 
roblems than it solves. 
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4221 Newton Avenue 
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Witness 	 Applicant 

Witness 	 Parent or guardian if applicant under 21 

-3- 6 

Signed 

Witnessed 

Date 

The applicant undertakes tp take the following courses and/or intensives 

UNDERTAKINGS TO L. RON HUBBARD 
In consideration of L. Ron Hubbard researching into and developing Scientology 
and maintaining high technical standards of Scientology now and in the future 
and making such available to me through training and/or processing, I hereby 
agree to waive any and all claims howsoever arising that I may have against 
him now and in the future. 

Signed 

Date 

UNDERTAKINGS OF THLICENIER 
We, the Scientology Richardson Franchise Center, a Franchised Branch of the 
Church of Scientology of California, do hereby undertake, that in consideration 
of the agreements entered into heretofore by 	  
(the applicant) to ensure personal case supervision for the duration of such 
period as he is under our charge and to make every effort to ensure that the 
applicant progresses and attains the end result of the training or processing 
contracted for in the shortest possible time and to give to the applicant such 
certificate (s) of attainment. 

Signed by and on behalf of the Scientology 
Richardson Franchise Center, a Fran-
chised Branch of the Church of Scientology 
of California. 

Date 

Signs this 	  day of 	  19 	, in witness whereof 

	 (the applicant) have entered into the 
aforesaid agreements and undertakings. 



WHY FEEL 

..icesSing is the action of 
auditor letting the pre-
ar (person not yet cleared) 
d the actual source of his.;  
sicalillness. It required- , 

.ninimum of 25 hours or 
re-, depending upon the 
.iv idual. 

ny people who cannot work; 
o cannot enjoy life, are 

.,-sically ill without real- 
. ng 

• 
HIES, PAINS, COLDS; ev'en.  
..1functions of the body are 
mptoms of illness; 

A.NETICS now completely 
ra ses those things which. -
:<e a pet-son susceptible 
and hold in place physical 
;Less. 

THE REGISTRAR AND 
.1:0IvIE A WELL, HAPPY 
MAN BEING-NOW... YOU 
RSERVE IT! 

ME SEE OR CALL... 
PENNE THOMAS 
Scientology of Dallas 
:405 Cedar Springs 
Suitt 204 
Dallas, Texas 75201 

ONE...748-4207 



FEEL WELL AND HAPPY WITH Various 'fo.rrrx.s of mental 

therapy were in existence 

LIFE. 	 before DIANETICS. These 

were psychology, psychiatry 

OUR CENTER IS FRIENDLY. 	and psycho-analysis. 

IT IS ONLY HERE TO HELP 

You. 	
Psychotogy and psychiatry were 

developed chiefly by a Russian 

veterinarian named Ivan 

Petrovich Pavlov (1849 -19 3 6). 

AUDITING (it means to listen) 	Psychology is mainly used for 

is a term given to the appli- 	testing aptitude or intelligence. 

cation of DIANETICS. 	 It has counseling as part of its 

activities but it is more con- 

NO DRUGS, NO HYPNOTISM, 	cerned with and financed for 

NO MECHANICAL TREATMENT warfare. The result of 

IS USED. 	
psychiatry are physically 

damaging, consisting of 

DIANETICS (Dia-through, 	various brutalities and often 

noos, mind) has been 39 years injure the patient for life or 

in developme nt. 	It is the 	kill him outright. 	There have 

first fully precision science 	never been any cures listed or 

of the mind. 	 claimed for psychiatric treat- 

meat as its interest lies only 

PHYSICAL illness, aches, 	in control. 	The cost is about 

pains, continual, exhaustion, 	$2000 a month often for years 

body malfunctions are 	 in America and £60 a week for 

created or held in an un- 	as long as a decade in England. 

changing state by the mind. 

This is called psychosomatic 	Psycho-analy,sis was developed 

(psycho-spirit, somatic-body) by an Austrian Jew Sigmund 

illness. It has been known 	Freud (1856-1939). 	It requires 

about for a century but the're 	up to five years for an un- 

'has never been a positive 	certain result and costs about 

- — " 

remedy before DIANL'ii.Co. 

illOso two 011ojc!LCO 0.d.Ve 

'bitterly contested any, h 

ing subject and use publ 

media, governments and 

even rumor to forward 

population Control. Th 

action has often made it 

difficult to bring bonaf, 

mental health to the per 

There is no quarrel bet 

DIANETICS and general 

practitioners of the me 

profession. 	They both 

the same purpose (to m 

people well) and are nc 

political. 	It is freely 

mitted in DIANETICS tt 

physical illness that 

effectively treated mec 

should be so treated. 

ing will not set a brok, 

or deliver a baby. 	Bo.' 

can help get the leg he 

in two weeks instead o 

usual six and after eff 

of childbirth do not C:f. 

when DIANETIC auditii 

also used., 

DIANETICS was first 3 

leased in 1950 and . has 

increasingly suecessft 

since that time. 	Unli: 

earlier studies,-  theti: 

of DIANETICS w a s'ittic 

of physic al s 

requires onl 

hours, only belt:IS:Y:11a; 

AUDITING CAN NitiKE 
	The actual source of 

psychosomatic illness has been 

YOU 
	 isolated in. DIANETICS. 
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KUBBIYM CONfliflIICATION:7, OFFICE 
Saint Hill Manor, East GriucLead, 2UO2CX 

ECO POLICY LETTER OF 6 MAPCN 1969 

C 	El: TOlic 	S. f.:; A inW,3 	ON 

3 •
1  

"Ec5.crtolocy in 	roli(*-)o in the olci.ct :.:ori5e of 
- a,stujy o, vrisdo. Scien1:oon7 is a study or nau 	a 

in iii. ..o 	 ;:o life and thr: 

It is nod-dw)csiir;,tionF:2. 	thr; 	rciehat that l•Hirriole:::y 

is •.%:)..:s to Thso21 	 *nnf hnd 	 h 
pc-f- cudw s 	 hih 	 1:nt s.,-;:lihts 

thOcitt,fir taidcrFrlan 	 ja a. pinituyi 
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%;i7; "Crunicution" 
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.51;dctinary (2nd 	 - Plc World PublinLnC0;.3phy, 
cYnna hod 	Thrh 	lf.TS9). 

A. 	ff.T..; 	(oo-aa) 

fr0-2; 	 it 
d7c;.:0 2  (eonac:Lio%iourricao) 	 fort.. 

(to 	l,:sr)s), re-, hhiLligarc, (to 'sin:1), (t-') o-.:.J trysirer). 

kay 	 wcsoaHi:+, _o:'.1 !r 	 oft ,,n 
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hiz; (r::ligioh. 

D.' 	 (adjoctive) 
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rpl:i0on; no, a (rolif;:iona) 	 (reliciouL) su'hccts. 
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CR”C.lid; 	rUp121.01:2;. con,:ciei,;',i(2nnii:: exact; ouch as r.Hic*Dn/  

chsrvidhce of vow:: Or 

C. 	P!rTWIOritY (Mori( ) 
----------- 
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Orcially, 107e of 	 nad 

-;t10  Prochc;0 	 I:Joint and condhet; tl%eriry or 

.i.hvonUicatioa o-;: the Frnihip'.es sr lh..;- s thnt rorn1,-,ts tIdc 

cal universe and underlih 	 1:now3e • c sLd..ruality: 

in the  ::. 1dy are runth,.,tirn, 	 L ;c. 

1.11is c.cr,oral principles or jnws or a ficld of 
Inc; aY3 the (p)ii.lohon) of :r.spcniiic. 
(:t) A phrticniar 	 priciciyjieJ fin: the conduct of lif ,t); 
(S) A troal;5ue bovurinu, nnoq 

A :;tuay of nuinun mo.cadn.. cnisrdctt:r acid hohnviour. 

Thc 	 balaPce Uellov ,::6 to redi:lt from this; c:d1mncr.:8; 

comTchnic. 
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If anyone hakes this up into a single tablet be a 72.  that the tablet is not 
pressed so hard that it won't dissolve easily in the stomach. 

Dianazene (for radiation) fails utterly when all ingredients are pressed 
together into one tablet. ' 

Vitamin E is generally available. but sometimes has to be specially ordered. 
:t is useless to buy it in less than 100 m;,:j tablets.' Preferably 200 mg tablets. 
?1.' it should be bought. 	Estzever it is bought, just:be sure there's enough of it 
500 to 600 ms). 	Small quantities don't produce any effect at 	 i3 why 
the medicos earlier missed its value. 

Anyone's auditing can benefit from it but at Levels VI and VII 
quite vital. 

OXygen causes the body to attract ,mental image pictures less. 
doxide pulls mental images hard. inon the body. 

Vitamin E, oxygenating the body, acts mentally like taking oxyzon. 	The body 
tan go isnger on loss oxygen and becomes less exhausted when taking Vitmin E in 
:ufficient cnantity. 

The body is of course a carbon-caysen engine running et a temperature of 
y-3.0 F. 	There is posSibly less oxygen, in Earth's atmosphere thsn there was and•  
the body runs better when it can better utilise whatoxyFen there is. 	Vitamin E 
ssists it to do this eoil so it doesn't pull in mental masses. 	At least that's 
bc.theory I've boon able to work out to accent for the obsedsrod increase in 

T!--71,aiter action in the preclear who is daily taking sufficient Vitamin I. 	When 
1 -vievitamin is no longer administered, is abcuth 	clar  s 	,_ten  to 
Ion less cosily (s re as bcP:e.- _. Vitemin 	Idus ony auditing gaid) and the needle 
lead size returns to what 	.,us before Vitamin - E Was used. 	Ythen Vitamin E is 
:rmi,n daily admdnistered, in two days, meter behavior improvos a(2nin- 

I have not had time to do many series but the observational data is so 
mIrked that it's like pt0ViAr; steuesiioe solid. 	One doesn't feel like repeating 
tie expeyipent endlessly - it is so obvious. 

A menial Subject addressed reads 2.232= (more reads) in the presence of 
7Ltrimin F than in its absence but clears pore thoroughly, leaving loss mental 
mIss. 

I only insist that porsons in , , and on . . Leval VI and VII Courses should 
u:c Vitamin N and that Saint Hill preclears for. Grade V be put on it and only 
frrbid pcs to he processed without it in high altitude Johannesburg. 

The cost of it is the pc's. 	No. ol.s is to supply it. 	Webbor Pharmaceutical 
La can probably direct one to better supplies or brands of it. 

We are not in the V5tsnin business or oven in the hoalth.businoss. 	Anyone 
0:MO 	it• in proceng does so at his or her on choice. 	This 1100 B is a 
release of scientific data. 

Vi basins are food.' They are not drugs. 	Processing under drugs is very bad. 
St.me vitrumins, hOwever, help. 	And Vitamin E i t a wonder. 

,.:ml 
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statutory legal rociuironts 	 S2f.:-.es in the 
area of healing: 

2CDTCAL 

THIS.IS A ME':4BER OF THE C=Cil CT SCIEETOT.JOY. 	 EE 
1=SECALLY ILL, WE WIS A FULT. 
AEI) V:R1. 2ROVEN NEDICAL TRT:AINT  
WILL 1,,ESO;AVE 	1;A,X1:32 	 T17.E LEATE CY; 	HFEICAL 
EOCIT;P, 1%ND WITH THE PATIEYT UXDER 	GliRE WE !AY 
MI.Y1TYC PASTOI 	COUNSt.L1Y7) 	Wc7,  TO E/IlliTC%.LLW :J:JIST HIS 

a:iALEO, 	;:.TI)J..9:I LS r;UT 
fli:MTOLOP,Y. 	 EULLI WI.TH 

	

WI'VER WE ASCI2C ;NO 	 5:11.ThITY 
:,1EDICAL T.REATH= Al):,11.NIST=D, ca 	 CIVFN." 

REGISTR (CI-:URCE 	CO=CLOSY OF 

HAVE F.:MD THE ABOVE AND 	IN AGPSEI=NT WI= ITS CO„ES. 

PARISF.I(= 

FL 	firs. "flianctic rry::7..ann", in Paa77-.77.1 
wordin7; of tht) .'‘. •fn to L..7: 	 41-1 ail 

n10..)1:a 
ry 

llsc con.2orm as above: 

OU 	NATE: CO !(1.F. IiTa57, TO 	FCcf ,r7i:ALLy1 	Jl CC:: A P(:1`SICAL 
il.L.? :SS; SliT3 TI117 	 1:C;;;Y:::' 	 F,77.;i, CAN 

.:0.7:1D01:7:;2ii.t..:.1i7. i7.:CR 	 :NAT ION 
TithATC.11,NY.. 

:.)11,11.7EICS PASTORAL CCU... aLING 	 W7EL7 YOU ARE UNDER 

TIS3 OTi2R FACETS OF SCIETOLGT.: TRAI=S 
ON 	ROAD TO TOTAL' FET.i. 

wcir(tin;: than t11.: 	 11Oferfld 
OT 	 cho Unitca 	 to avoid any 

thc 	 c? legi 

• 

RO:= .i. THOMAS 
CuaTdiaa US 

thc 	 Pivoc. 	0:c thr-: 
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SCIENTOLOGY OF DALLAS 
1012 EXCDANGE DANZ( TOWER 

DALLAS, TEDLAS 75232 

rlaziw000 2.9351 

)1M GOAL IS TO HAVE 30 CLEARS IN DALLAS BY MID-1968! Already Dolores 
.tekes, Joy Walter and Alan Walter'are Clear. The following people are at St: Hill 
very close to Clear: 

1.ebecca Jones 	Norman Mehr 	Flo Barnett 	 Bill Chadwick 
Hick Nichols 	, Sandi. Mehr 	 Clarisse Barnett 	Betty Chadwick, 
1:dith Nichols 	Betty Cook 	• 	Betty Filisky 	 Janet Lunde 

o 	Susan Ballantyne 	Wally Stokes 

'ou can be one of them, but you must start doing courses NOW. Please call and 
-f.nd out what you'need to do for your next step to Clear. 

c********:.-********************************************************************************* 
INDIVIDUATION 

I 'ossibly one of the major mental illnesses of our times. Symptoms: loneliness; 
r o clos'e friends; inability to keep case gains; cannot belong to a group; very critical 
c f others; often upset and argumentative. 

.• 	• 

i.n individuated person cannot work as part of a team. Not only that, he or she is 
sways getting upset with people. Continuously feels that people are against him or 

her. 

1) he real thing is that a person who is individuated is really against everyone. If 
you suffer from loneliness, it is because you are individuated: You are against 

eople, therefore, people feel this attitude and go against you. 

l.n individuated person would love to have close friends, but never can. Often an 
idividuated person who is married cannot feel close to his family. 

I idividuated people would like to belong to a good group, but somehow they cannot. 
.1 bout the only group to which individuated people can belong is some type of drinking 
g roup. U they get half drunk, they can put up with one another. 

nother symptom of individuation: when a friend leaves the group, or is out of 
e irshot, individuated people criticize, complain about, and generally attack that 

rson's character in an attempt to make the missing person seem bad. This is 
c3mmonly !mown as gossipping. 	 • 

A. salesman who is individuated would have great trouble with his customers as he 
would be working against them, and they also would be working against him. 

A married couple, where one or both are indis iduated, would work against each 
ether instead of working together. 

businessman who is individuated from his staff would find that he is against his 
staff and his staff is against him. 

person caves in by individuating. 

I ecause of his individuation, this person is always upset, life goes poorly for him, 
a id should he belong to a group, the group quickly gets disorganized. 

-Pi oday-Scientology has made a forWard step in clearing an individual of his aberrations 

a ad *J;irT, -.:t0 
. 	(-.7 '  - - : , 	 Utcp.a Scientology Style .. 

A groupof individuals-with each person trained in how to make another better. 

V, Ming to help each other get better. 

A s one,  person gets into better. shape, he can help the others get into better shape. 
• 

'I his is a continuous effort. In tirbe, each person in the group would become much 
b Ater. Not only that, but this is the only way to get and keep stable case gains. 

I. is always the highest toned and most able people who can belong to a group that 

is high survival goals. i  

(The Perfect Group) 
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L.ttoh-nny Gezar: ctr. Off. ... 

13. 	1969. 

TO: 	 File 

17=4: 	Ray NcGrec:or 

SE[174ECT: 	SciantoloRy 

t Dallas 

011 April 2:19691 writer Proceeded to Dallas/ to visit the 

Scientology franchise Centers. The adcfresses for the
se centers 

are as follows: The Scientology of Dallas, 2495 Ceda
r Snrings; 

Scientoloc;y Institute of Applied Philosophy, 621 Par
k Road, 

4rlintcn; Scientology of Thichardson, 777 South Ce
ntral Express 

\ 

Writer contactedSherene Filishy,_dauqhter of the own
er 

of subject franchise, Bette Filisky.j/Miss FiliskLwa
s asked no 

1;uestions because of her apparent young age. Writer
 merely 

observed the surroundings and made arrangements to eo
nfer with 

the owner at a later date. 

(At 2405 Cedar Springs, Dallas, writer conferred with
 

(Susan Ballentyne, Area Director, Scientology of Dal
las."Writer 

had only a general conversation withC,Miss Dallantyne
)aLl.did not 

ask to see any books or records. She advised that tr
ie:Dallas 	• 

franchise center for Scientology was commenced in 19
64}  under the 

direction(of Alan C. Walter.) To her knowledge, ther
e'arflp-

proximately(five)franchise centers of Scientology4in 
Texas,' the 

three in Dallas and two in Houstont) She advised t
hat the- Mead-

Quarters for such.franchises is the Chu
rch of Scientology located 

in Austin, Texas. YShe commented that a weekly repor
t is prepared 

by the Dallas cenierjand that 1Cc of the receipts are
 transmitted 

to the world-wide headquarters for Scientology- locat
ed in'England. 

She further advised that all records made during the
 auditing 

sessions are confidential as are the prepared questio
ns as used 

by the auditor. (Miss Mallantyne further advised that
'the appro::-

imate cost for an education in Soientoloriy for the
 approximate 

26 steps in their gradient chart is $7,500.00. For t
he train-

ing to be a professional auditor, you add an additio
nal $2,000.00 

more. She said the complete course takes approximate
ly two years 

to comniete. She has(anproximately 65Hstudents enrol
led in 



i 

S:iontology i.n Dallas at the Present time
./  :ler definition for 

S :icntology and its processes known as a
uditing is "making the 

ii ilelown known". 

At Arlington / 

(On April 3, 1959„ writer visited the Scientology
 franchise 

c3nter in 'Arlington ;down as the Scientology Inst
itute of Applied 

Tilosophy.3 This peeycicular center is ow
ned and operated by 

;Richard Stetzel, Jr., and Arnold Gunstan
son, an ex-chief of 

datectives from Mesouite, Texas.) There ar
e(six employees,?. and 

tie center is coon from 10:00 A.M. to 10
:00 P.M. (Thirty-five; 

students are presently enrolled. Writer 
conferred with/Mr. 

Stetzel and Richard Zarro.-) Some gen
eral items of inforMation 

concerning Scientology in `the Arlington) 
operation are as follows: 

(1) During the auditing session, th
e auditor does 

make certain notations,of the information
 furnished by the 

ore-clear. This information is then plac
ed in a folder 

which contains all data concerning this :
articular pre-

clear. The files are strictly confidenti
al and no conies 

leave the franchise center. Once a nerso
n terminates his 

association with Scientology, the file i
s not returned. 

(2) !The Arlington franchise center,
 as all franchise 

centers in Texas,lcan conduct the Sciento
logy nrocessing 

only from the Straight Wire Release to th
e Grade 4 Release. 

For training in Scientology, (the Arlingt
on franchise- center, 

as all franchise centers in Texas,) can tr
ain only to ,the 

Sub-0's. The Church of Scientologyjn Aus
tin,)can train 

through the Class 4 Auditor. For training 
after this point, 

the Scientologist must go to Los Angeles,
 California; Corfu, 

Greece; or East Grinstead, England. 

(3) Thef35/students presently att
ending the center 

are comprised' of people from all walks o
f life, including, 

students, engineers, housewifes, etc. (
/
A state legislator?:  

John Lawrence,, was a student in Scientol
ogy in the Dallas 

franchise center some time ago (writer w
as unable to find 

a John Lawrence listed in the present St
ate Legislature). 

• 

(4) The questions that an auditor
 uses during the 

processing, sessions are prepared questio
ns that do not vary 

from student to student. The questions, 
or questionnaires, 

are considered by Scientology to be confi
dential commencing 

at Grade 5 Release. All clues-Urns, of co
urse, are confi- 

dential. 	
(A-11J/c1 425  

(5).  Scientology will accept all perso
ns for Sciento-

logy processing with the exception of an 
individual convicted 



of a frml 	and a person w
ith a proven record of insani. 

In tno latter case, a 'Jerson may 1
-:etition L. Ron Hubbard 

for a waiver of this roulation. 
A nersen will not be 

audited uhile under the influence
 of alcohol, drugs, or 

if he is the recent recipient of 
shock treatment. 

.(6) Concerning the practice of d
isconnection,(Nr. 

Zarroiproduced a Hubbard Communic
ation Office policY letter 

Uovember 15, 1968, which read "Si
nce we can now hand- 

all types of cases, disconnection
 as a condition is 

cancelled." 

(7) Scientology has a legal divi
sion, their attorney 

being Bob Thomas. Such division i
s located in New York 

City.S.K personal friend of Richar
d Stetzel, Dr. Henry --" 

ISEhlictinc' an M.D. who resides i
n Phoenix, Arizona, is a 

tJ 

;Scientologist, as is Dr. J. J. J
ulian, an M.D. who resides 

in Los Angeles, California. Anoth
er personal friend of 

Stetzel, Fay S. Troksh, a registe
red psychologist who 

resides at 4642 Idlewild Road, Sa
lt Lake City, Utah, is a • 

Scientologist. 

(6) (7,arro's definition of/Scient
ology is "to be at 

cause over their environment -- a
 person who can make 

things happen rather than a perso
n who says 'Look what 

happfln to mn.'" 

(9) ( Zarro asks  hat the following auote be pl
ated in 

the record: ? "Nothing in Dianetic
s or Scientology is true 

for you uiTfEss you have observed
 it and it is true accord-

ing to your observations". Such 
was written by L. Ron 

Hubbard. 

(10) Scientology conducts trai
ning drills for its 

students in the early stages of t
he processing. Such drills 

compose of communication and conf
ront. A practice utilized 

by Scientology in their communica
tion is a-drill known as 

• "Dear Alice". 

(11) /The Arlington franchise 
center/makes out a 

weekly report and on such report 
are listed the receipts, 

the expenditures, number of studen
ts, start' members and 

any notation as to problems confr
onting the particular 

center. 10 of the receipts arc 
transmitteito the world- 

wide headquarters for Scientolog
y. The 105 	the receipts 

is transmitted for services rende
red by the headquarters, 

such as books, pamphlets, course 
instruction, etc. 

(12) For a student entering S
cientology who is under 

21 years of age, he must obtain p
arental consent before 



11'o instituted. .Zarro r.;are 
:ych a 

	

lo;:rinr; will be the set of que
stions - 	n auditor 

	

processing from the Grade 	
_ease through 

	

:raease. Xt is noted that eyc
h . 	a offthis 

	

fvinchise center cost $175.00 :
and 	is no set 

such tifume varies with a partic
alal- st,:s:ch 	It is 

that  theauitor during the au
c-- 	cossions 

es 	 wilatsoe7c other than asi 	
-7.2 questions. 

j",t 	outsfl;:- '6he 	noted and the p 	 =Jca:e is 

vintil the nre-clear sicns an 	
::f_cn that 

Ho ha-  atted that p=ticular
 goal. 

0 "!Release - The goal is the ab
ility to comet nica;:c 

u.2.-Gn anyone on any subject. T
he cc=anci.s arc: 

(1) What are you willing t
o talk to me about? 

(2) What would you like 
to tell me abtut that? 

In this particular release the
se 

comnts, and they are used ove
r and over until 

clear - _.ls he has attained th
e particular goal 

to 
e 
volved. 

Ljn 	 - The r:oal is the ability to r
ecognize 

-13 ram.: pie of nroplems and make them
 	. The commands 

arc: - 

(2) What is the problem? 

(2) What solutions have you h
ad? 

Stetzel advised that,[as a rule
, Comment iTo. 2 is 

used over and over again, inas
much as the are-clear's 

solution usually creates anoth
er problem. 

Grade 2 Release - The goal is 
relief from hostilities and 

sufferings of life (commission
 or omission, sinful or 

unethical -- something akin to
 guilt feelings.) The com-

mands are: 

(1) What have you clone? 

(2) What has been done to 
you? 

(3) What h
as another done to another? 



-c,he 	ana 
CC=I 

al is froc:dci f ro`1 tbr,  
5ility to face 	rut-u.re. The 

(3.) That chanr;e has bar:pc:nod i your life? (This 
nuestion is asked reDeti 	and -iven a date.) 

(2) 	Was this a break in affinp. 	r n P ity. co-r•mni- 
cation or understanding? 

During this release the E-11eter is utilized to find 
the arn break and to then determine: 

Are you curious about, desired, enforced or 
inhibited? 

Grade 1.  Release - The goal is moving ou.t a fixed condition 
and gaining abilities to do new thincs. The commands are: 

(1)  'That do you use to make others wrong? .(A list 
is compiled through the use of the E-Tfeter.) 

(2)  Low does 

 

make you 
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E lie 

ROM: Ray 1".j.c'Gregor 

On 	lay 27, 196 '2, writer proceeded to Dallas .and talked to Marvin 

•• Feldman, 57.22 	 Ln. -, telephone /1  E.1C11-053. Feldman ie 

presently living in;it•- :tco City and comes to Dallas occasionally in con-

nection with his door lock business. It will be noted-that Feldman was a 

Scientologist for about a year and-ahalf, but became disenchanted with the 

movement and has spoken out against Scientology. In addition to the follow-

ing inforMation Feldman did make available several pieces of literature 

with relevance to Scientology. 

Feldman furnished the following information: He eras introduced 

into Scientology by answering a newspaper ad for a company known as Power 

Leadership. Inc. Such company was headed by Alan Waiter and Ed Clapp 

and its purpose according torkeldmaniwas to introduce Scientology into the 

business community. The business community appeared to be interested in 

the program of Power Leadership but each time a contact was made by the 

salesman Walter and Clapp failed to follow through and the company in time 

folded. EFeldinajjanalyzed Power Leadership, Inc. as a method by which 

Walter could make a buck on the side. Clapp was strictly a salesman type 

having previously worked for several insurance companies. He described 

Walter, the Scientology franchise holder for Dallas, Kansas City, St. Louis, 

etc. as a pompous know-it-all. Th e classes of Power Leadership, Inc. 

were conducted in the offices of Scientology inxchange Park Tower (since 

moved.Jj  

It v.ras in the latter part of 1966 that Feldmarl  commenced his study 

in pure Scientology inasmuch as he was out of work (the failure of Power 

Leadership, Inc. ) and sorne‘yhat depressed. After being in Scientology only 

a short time he was advised to divorce his wife inasmuch as she was a 

deterrent to his DrOCITCSS.CFCICIrrIallIdid admit that he had intended to divorce 

his wife anyway but the Scientology decision did act as a salve to his con-

science. 4721(1man1had no exact figure as to how much money he had paid to 

Scientology but claimed it was several thousands of dollars. He said he re-

ceived no benefits whatever from Scientology training and processing. 



a meini)or of Scientology for a year and r. : 

Scientology and not the training aspec 

of his impressions of this organization: 

Scientology has two separate functions: The obtaining 

of the certificates and the auditing. Two prices. 

Z. 	Scientology claims it has a liberal policy with regard
, 

 

to t2rD refunding of money to its preclears. CFeldman,,' 

says thisJis not Co. you are given a test by an auditor 

to determine if you are "deserving" to get the money 

back. The interpretation of such test is strictly up to 

the auditor. 

at the completion of a particular grade release, the 

prezlear does not feel that he has reached or p.c.:x.(7=2i 	!d, 

the 

 

specified goal, he is rcoui-fed, for additional considera-

tion, to take a reyiew course. Scientology answer is thus, 

for any unsolved problem - a review course - a review 

course - a review course. 

The cost of the training, the certificates, the grade re-

leases, the review courses,_etc. are never set published 

prices but are strictly what:Alan Walter:thinks they „ 

should be at any given moment. 

It is not obligatory that Scientology students buy the 

numerous books and publications of Ron Hubbard (about 

fifty) but most of the training and processing is geared 

to the student's familiarization with one or more of the 

publications. The publications are widely advertized in 

Scientology periodicals and are prominantly displayed 

at all Scientology franchise centers. When a question . 

is presented to the auditor he merely directs the pre-

clear to a costly Hubbard publication. 

6. Feldman described L. Ron Hubbard as a "beautiful con 

artist. " He has never met Hubbard but came by his - 

description upon the writings and prepared takes by 

Hubbard. 

7. Feldman had experienced many difficulties in life whom 

he attributed to his i:step-father.) 'This step-father had 

committed suicide six years agoR During Scientology 

processing he was advised to disconnect from his:dead 

step-father.? Thus, at the urging of Scientology he wrote 

a letter of &connect to his(i.dead step-father..) 



al iTMCCCOUrfie With DelOrCS Stoi:es,  

a Heirs, 	-viio at one time:Iv:as itubbard's personal 

sect. ctary,,iSt?iies had propositioned him/by stat-

ing "I have removed my 'hat' of Scientology and 

have put on my 'sexual hat. "lige, in an audit-

ing session withiStolies, !admitted to haying sexual 

relations withranother student, and Stokes related 

such misdeed to 1'ialter.d4NalteVieratcd 	'or 

about an hour for act/acts but then concluded by 

telling him lic; could get straight by paying S200. 00. 

9. Scientology helps no one and offers to help only 

those v.ho can pay the bill. Most of those who come 

into Scientology are filled with the concerns of every-

day living. Scientology, at a very high price, offers 

to solve these concerns and they do it bv,taking the 

preclear from his present environment and placing 

under the control of the Scientology environment. 

Although Scientology claims to be a church, such 

function is always played down, the more commer-

cial aspect of the training and processing always 

being pushed to the forefront. 

	

The following names were furnished by-Feldman as 	- 

contacts for further information: 3. B. Ryals - Dallas; 

Mary Bond - Irving; Jack Mauzy - 

Feldman noted that of all the people he knew who got involved in 

Sclentology_all fared the worst beiause of it. He especially made mention 

of. Paul Mantle and Jim Cook The changed environment creates more 

priblems than it solves. 



PFANilUM DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, 
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 

TO 
	

BUREAU OF MEDICAL DEVICES 
	

DATE: March 27, 1975 
AND DIAGNOSTIC PRODUCTS (HFK -100) 
Attention: Pamela Wojtowicz 

FROM : Dallas District (HFR-675) 

SUBJECT: FOI Request - Church of Scientology 

Dallas District has searched its files for Church of Scientology material 
and has 67 pages which may be furnished. This is broken down as follows: 

19 pages consisting of Import Sample Reports, Notices of 
Detentions, and Notices of Refusal of Admission on Import 
Samples DAL 12716 and DAL 12729/31. 

All of the import samples collected during the period during which E-meters 
were being detained had been sent to Federal Records Center and when we 
requested these documents from the Records Center, only the four listed 
above were furnished. On 3-12-75 we were advised that they were unable 
to locate any others. According to our log, the following jackets covering 
detetions of E-meters should have been in storage at the Federal Records 
Center: 

DAL 1458 
	

DAL 11286 
DAL 9694 
	

DAL 11287 
DAL 10287 
	

DAL 11288 
DAL 10288 
	

DAL 11289 
DAL 10289 
	

DAL 11290' 
DAL 11244 
	

DAL 11779 
DAL 11263 
	

DAL 11780 
DAL 11276 
	

DAL 11919- 
DAL 11283 
	

DAL 11961 
DAL 11285 
	

DAL 12112 

On March 17, 1975, Debby Henderson, Compliance Branch Clerk-Steno, visited 
the Federal Records Center in Fort Worth and went through every box of 
import material in storage but was unable to locate any jackets on the 
above import sample numbers. In addition, she went through all of the 
Dallas District domestic legal files in storage and was unable to-locate 
any information on the Church of Scientology. 
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March.  27, 1975 

In addition to the review of the files stored at the Federal Records Center, 
Mrs. Henderson and Darlene Woodruff, Supervisory Legal Processing Clerk, 
thoroughly searched all of the legal and import files maintained by Compliance 
Branch plus the general files maintained by Administrative Branch and we are 
aware of some information on Scientology which we were unable to locate. 
One specific item we were unable to locate consists of the records covering 
an attempt by the Church of Scientology to obtain an injunction against the 
Food and Drug Administration, which was filed in Texas. We frankly cannot 
understand why we cannot locate these documents but can assure you that an 
extensive and thorough search was made for them. We can also assure you 
that no one in Dallas District Compliance Branch has destroyed any records 
on the Church of Scientology and we know of no one else in the District who 
has. 

In addition to the import records listed previously, we were able to locate 
a limited amount of miscellaneous material on the Church of Scientology which 
was not issued by headquarters or previously submitted to headquarters. 
There are 15 pages of miscellaneous information which we intend to furnish 
to the Church of Scientology. Attached to this memo are copies of documents 
that we would like to have reviewed by your office for releaseability. We 
have definite reservations concerning their release due to their content. 
We are aware that we could delete the names of the individuals on the 
documents headed "Inter-Office Communication" furnished by the Attorney 
General's office; however, due to other information contained in these 
memos, we doubt

l 
 whether the mere deletion of names would protect the 

identity of the individuals who furnished the information contained in 
these memos. For example, the Inter-Office Communication dated June 4, 1969, 
covers an interview with an individual which contains the statement "He had 
sexual intercourse with (deleted), a 'clear' who at one time was (deleted) 
personal secretary. (Deleted) had propositioned him by stating 'I have 
removed my 'hat' of Scientology and have put on my 'sexual hat.' ' He, in 
an auditing session with (deleted), admitted to having sexual relations 
with another student, and (deleted) related such misdeed to Walter. Walter 
berated him for about an hour for act/acts but then concluded by telling 
him he could get straight by paying $200.00." 

In addition to having the name of the individual interviewed, it has 
information concerning his present residence outside the United States, 
the type of business in which he works, the date when he was a member of 
Scientology, and the length of time that he was a member, and we feel that 
this information could make it possible for the Church of Scientology to 
determine who furnished this information. If you feel that these documents 
can be properly edited for release to the representatives of the Church 
of Scientology, we would appreciate your direction concerning the information 
which should be deleted. If the total documents are to be refused, please 
advise this office of that fact. 



HFK-100 	 March 27, 1975 

Other information in the attached documents for which we have reservations 
are the bottom of page 2 plus pages 3 and 4 in the March 7, 1969 Inter-
Office Communication and the letter marked as Exhibit #4 in the attachment. 
The May 13, 1969 Inter-Office Communication appears to be reasonably 
innocuous. It would appear that the mere deletion of names in that 
document would be satisfactory and we see no reason why the.remaini4 
documents in this-attachment could not be released. 

For your information, other documents in our file, which we intend to 
furnish unedited to the Church of Scientology, are as follows: 

Kirk/District Directors 4-10-69 memo re Hubbard "E" meters 
with attached Policy Statement (5 pages); 

Hile/District Directors 2-24-69 TWX re ACFC memo on E meters 
(1 page); 

BFA Hansen)/Directors All Districts 7-11-62 memo re Mark VI 
E-Meter (1 page); 

BE (Milstead)/Directors of Districts 8-31-62 memo re E-Meter 
(1 page); 

BD (Loftus)/Dallas District 9-23-71 memo re E-Meters (2 page 
memo plus 19 page U. S. District Court for District of 
Columbia Memorandum Opinion); 

Dallas/BD (Loftus) 1-8-71 memo re Scientology (2 pages); 

LA/Dallas 12-8-70 memo re Scientology: Request for 
Investigation (1 page); and 

Loftus/Reverend John R. Beck III (Austin Church of 
Scientology) letter dated 12-4-70 (1 page). 

die  
Robert J. Hatfield 
Director, Compliance Branch 

RJH:dpw 

Attachments 



• 

Documents A-66, D-4, and E-38 are identical. This document is a six 

page letter dated 1/19/69, addressed to a private individual from a 

complainant, regarding that person's experience with Scientology. This 

document was in the files of a State Attorney General's Office. 

This document is released with deletions. The name and address of the 

addressee are deleted because release would constitute an unwarranted 

invasion of personal privacy. The deleted portions in paragraph 1 and 3 

consist of confidential information, which if released would constitute 

an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. Both these portions and 

that of the name of the addressee are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 

The deleted portion in paragraph 4 consists of a name of a specific 

individual, which if released would constitute a unwarranted invasion 

of personal privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source, 

the complainant. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

The deleted portion in paragraph 5 consists of confidential information 

pertaining to the name of the complainant's husband's firm, release of 

which would immediately identify the confidential source. This portion 

is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The deleted portions in paragraphs 

1 and 2 on page 2 of this letter consist of confidential information, 

which if released would immediately identify a confidential source. 

These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The deleted 

portion of the last paragraph on page 2 consists of confidential medical 

information, which if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted 

invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 

552(b)(6). The deleted portion on page 3 consists of confidential 

information, which if released, would constitute an unwarranted invasion 

of personal privacy and would disclose the identity of a confidential 

source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). 

The deleted portions on page 4 consist of names and confidential information, 

which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 

privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). The 

deleted portion on page 5 consists of the name of the complainant, which 

if released would disclose the identity of a confidential source. This 

portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

Page 6 of this document consists of the envelope in which the letter was 

delivered. The name and address of the addressee and complainant, as 

well as the postmark, have been deleted, because release of any portion 

would disclose the identity of a confidential source. This portion is 

exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 
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This contract is made between 

41,,...-1./.1.-•• 

(Full name of applicant in block letters) 

of 

(Full postal address in block capitals) 

(hereinafter called ("The Applicant") of the one part and the Scientology Rich-

ardson Franchise Center (hereinafter called "The Center") of the other part, a 

Franchised Branch of The Church of Scientology of California 

on the 	day of 	  19 	 

Whereas the applicant is desirous of obtaining the services of the Center, he 

hereby declares and makes it known that: 

a) he is to pay the Center the fees for processing rici/or training. 

b) to always act in accordance with the Scientology Ethics Codes and understands 

that any violation of them may result in suspensac,n or expulsion from training 

and/or processing. 

c) any monies paid the Center for training or processing may be returned if he 

is not satisfied, but that by such an action,# is possible he may be refused 

further training and/or processing at any Scientology Organization or Center in 

the world. 

d) he is to receive no other training and/or processing from other quarters with-

out the express permission from the Director of Processing and the Director of. 

Training. 

e) he is - enrolling with,.the Center under his own self determinism and for the 

sole purpose of improving himself. 

f) he does not have a history or record of institutionalisation in any insane 

asylum or similar place. 

g) he does not: have a criminal: record for-felony. 

h) he is not connected to any person or group which is an avowed or known enemy 

of Scientology. 

i) that he has fully read and understood this document and has signed it of his 

own free will, 

j) I understand Scientology is a spiritual and religious guide intended to make 

yersons more aware of themselves as spiritual beings and not treating 
or diagnosing 

any human ailments of body or mind whatsoever. 



WHY FEEL 

physically 	ure anyone. 

ocessing is the action of 

auditor letting the pre- 

•ar (person not yet cleared) 

d the actual source of his • 	••• 

ysical illness. 	It requires, 

ninirnum of 25 hours or 

re-, depending upon the 

ny people who cannot work; 	' 	• 

3 cannot enjoy life, are 

sically ill without real- 

ng it. 

HES, PAINS, COLDS, even 

'functions of the body are 

-nptoms of illness. 

ANETICS now completely 

.tses those things which 

ke a person susceptible 

and hold in place physical 

ties s. ' 

72 THE REGISTRAR AND 

I:OME A WELL, HAPPY 

'MAN BEING-NOW... YOU 

RSERVE ,IT 

ME SEE OR CALL... 

PENNE THOMAS 

Scientology of Dallas 

i405 Cedar Springs 

Suite 204 
Dallas, Texas 75201 

ONE... 748-4207 



	

AUDITING CAN MAKE 	The actual source of 
psychosomatic illness has 

YOU 	 isolated in. DIANETICS. 

FEEL WELL AND HAPPY WITH Various fo.rms of.mental 
therapy were in existence 

LIFE. 	 before DIANE TICS. These 
were psychology,i psychiatry 

OUR CENTER IS FRIENDLY. 	and psycho-analysis. 
IT IS ONLY HERE TO HELP 
YOU. 	 Psychology and psychiatry were 

develdped chiefly by a Russian 
veterinarian named Ivan 
Petrovich Pavlov (1849-1936). 

AUDITING (it means to listen) 	Psychology is mainly used for 
is a term given to the appli- 	testing aptitude or intelligence. 
cation of DIANE TICS. 	 It has counseling ,as part of its 

activities but it is morecon- 
NO DRUGS, NO HYPNOTISM, 	cerned with and financed for 
NO MECHANICAL TREATMENT warfare. The result of 
IS USED, 	 psychiatry are physically 

damaging, consisting of 
DIANETICS (Dia-through, 	various brutalities and often 
noos, mind) has been 39 years injure the patient for life or 
in development. 	It is the 	kill him outright. 	There have 
first fully precision science 	never been any cures listed or 
of the mind. 	 claimed for psychiatric treat- 

ment as'iits interest lies only 
PHYSICAL illness, aches, 	in control. 	The cost is about 
pains, continual, exhaustion, 	$2,000.a month often for ,  years 
body malfunctions are 	 in America and L60 a week for 
created or held in an un- 	as long as a decade in England. 
changing state by the mind. 
This is called psychosomatic 	Psycho-analysis was developed 
(psycho-spirit, somatic-body) by an Austrian Jew Sigmund 
illness. It has been known 	Freud (1856-1939). 	It requires 
about for a century but there 	up tofive years for an un-
'has never been a positive certain result and costs about 
remedy before DIANETI.CS. 	L9000. 

These two subjects have 
bitterly contested any he 
hag subject and use publi 
media, governments and 
even rumor to forward 

- population Control. 	This 
action has often made it 
difficult to bring bonaficl 
mental health to the peop 

There is no quarrel betw 
DIANETICS and general 
practitioners of the medi 
profession. 	They both h, 
the same purpose (to male 
people 'well) and are not 
political. 	It is freely ac 
mitted in DIANETICS that 
physical illness that can 
effectively treated medic 
should be so treated. Au( 
ing will not set a broken 
or deliver a baby. But i 
can help get the leg heals 
in two weeks instead of t 
usual six and after effect 
of childbirth do not exist 
when DIANETIC auditing 
also used. 

DIANETICS was first re-
leased in 1950 and has be, 
increasingly successful 
since that time. 	Unlike 
earlier studies, the inte: 
of DIANETICS was the re 
of physical suffering. 	It 
requires only a matter of 
hours, only helps and do  

‘n-z„, 

been 
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SCIENTOLOCr: 

"Scientology is a rclirioa in the oldet sense of the yerd, 
at5tu.ay• 	wisdom. Elleatolor:i is a study of mau vs a  
in 	iniationshrip no life uut the -n:rjail 

it is nou-Aenosiiin-“,lustl. By t.hrtt 	mennt tUa.t. 
In nden tc paople 	nnd h-2sofs: und •in 
tre.: to '?Qrf:C.:: a priso:a ffsfu his re:li;r;icou, :jet ass.ihth him 

hett:tr und;:rstaud .7: 1'' ha io a hpirituvi 

Mary Sue iinhtard 

	

Cupplement 	.o:•,usunicution" 

September 19(-:,4 

The follaisg ncfinitiess are frog Webster'n 	-Lteatietn 

Cent.,Iry Dictionary Lud Edition - T'do World Publisi.i.w.TCorispdny, 

CleyaJaud•nud NduYorh. 	19:52). 

A. flfirtiOTON (noun) . _ 	_... 	• 	- . • 

Der::.v,::sios :- from Istin religic (-onich (relicioni, 	-• 

(„-tie)•(eoascicW,lciusncoo) Cscrpuleashess), flicks rnl?.(7.are, .. 

(to blurt lnact:.), re-, and ligarc, (tO bind), ;to bihtd-to...:Itnee). 

(a) nd 	hpedific system of belief; vorship,-conduct ntc., eft,>n - 

5.n.1,71--vinsi, 0. code of ethiLen o.cd a philo2ophy:. es the Chrintin. -... 
(rnlig:ien), 'che Bud4nist i.relirien), etc. Cu) () J-00' . -7/Y 	-1- 

.syster. of beliefa,. prdetices,. ethi.culvalueuci:.c. rci:berc-;1---  st' e-c 
-Unstivri 0r.., ,of lik(7:1-4:L•tic;:snhiSy6tem,..h11:r;a049.pi-J,:int.:1:.i.-,1  

,-,• -. -:,-,---':-:-J.*:* 
;1is (rc)ijsioa':. 

B. 	PELTGIOUS .(atlieetive) 	- • 

Derivation 	.from Latin religiosuo, (relirjons). 	• - 
Of, concerned with, appropriate to, teaching, or relating to 

slit,ion; 4E, 4 (reliF 	) fllndo• (relirious) 

Also 

Cadefol; hcrapntuho; consciehtioaoly exact; such ah reSirion; 
3.er:inures; as, 

 

it (religions) ctservsnde or vow:; or promises. .• 

pq“,,.)no-!.-..ny (noun) • 

1),,:r1/2.!:tion. :- from La ion -2:-iilosophia; Greek.•phflonophia,.. 
frsi: (isudXphilosopho:, froui nhilos, (loving), and :ThDhos, • • . 
iu). 	• 	. 	• 	_  .. 	. 

Oririnally, love of iisdom n.n know-;cdr,c,  

-I; atls:ly• of thd preceo Fovernici-. thought and conduut; thecry or - • .. 
-iuvuotigation of the princl-nien or la-zs thud. regulate 1.i ph 	• -711--r  

cul universe en6 undarlid e.l1.1cnowledy::c and-raalitys. .inclued 	, 
in the stady arc oenthctties, dties, lezic, metaphynics t/s..c. • 	-- 

Tho gesoral principles or }a7_ of a..-1''icid of knowledsie, activity -. 
otc; ars the (philosophy) or ecouoii.:iun. 	. 	. 
(R) A pArticular systes. of prichiploo liar the conduct of life.;-.I.' 
(it) A treatihe covering hnon :1 hystem. 	_ . 	.. _ 

A study of numsn ooraas. cht„racter ':.!iii bobitYlour. 	• 

The menta.1 balance belisad to, rcsalt front tniG; calmness; 
ccncpsnye. 



. 	 _,...,.. 

reliop hf tho 'serf nature. of it:: -r,h4..Loz- • 	• •-•'' • . 	:, 

o -,,,hy aPti ayatem or: Ethica, T6cno.oloy, :'
,nd Adainf, atflItittli ;::,.11_ 
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If-anyone makes this up into a SiriefiC table
t be sure that the tablet is not 

pressed so hard that it won't dissolve easil
y in the stomach. 

anazene (for-radiation)_fails.utterly when a
ll ingredients are pressed 

together into one tablet. 	. • • • 

Vitamin E is generally available but sometim
es has to be specially ordered. 

It is useless to buy it in less than 100 
mg tablets.: Preferably 200 mg tablets 

of it should be bought. Eoeever it is bough
t, just be sure there's enough of it .  

(300 to 600 mg). Small quantities don't pro
duce any effect at all, which is why 

the medicos earlier missed its value. 

Anyone's auditing can benefit from it but at
 Levels VI and VII it becomes 

quite vital. 

OXyzon causes the body to attract mental im
age pictures less. Carbon 

Dioxide pulls mental images hard in on the b
ody. 

Vitamin E, oxygenating the body, acts mentall
y like taking ex:fgen. 	The body 

can go longer on less oxygen and b
ecomes less exhausted when taking Vitamin E 

in 

sufficient quantity. 

The body is of course,a carbon-oxygen engine
 sunning at a temperature of 

98.60  F. 	There is possibly less 
oxygen. in Earth's atmosphere than there was 

and 

the body runs better when it can better utili
ze what -oxygen there is. 	Vitamin E.  

assists it to do this 'and so it .doesn't pul
l in mental mosses.' At leAst that's 

the theory I've been able to work out to acc
ount for the observed increase in 

E-Yeter action in the preclear who is daily
 taking  sufficientVitazin E. When. 

the vitmin is no longer administered, in abo
ut 24 hours the preclear begins to 

*stn less easily (save as bC:n. `vitamin Z pl
us any auditing pain) end the needle 

read size returns to what itv ,s before Vitasin•E was used. 	Vihen Vitamin
 E is • 

again daily administered,in two dEiys•, meter
 behavior improves again. 

I have not had time to do miry 	
but the observational data is so 

marked that it's like proving stones are sol
id.- One doesn't feel like repeating 

the exneriment endlessly - it is so obvious.
 

A mental subject addressed reads longer (mor
e reads) in the Fresence of 

Vitamin E than in its absence but clears mor
e thoroughly, leaving less mental 

mans. 

-.7.0nly-insist that persehs in Enpland on t
he Level VI and 	Courses,: should 

use Vitamin F, and that Saint Hill sreclears fe
:1- 'Grade V be- Tut-on it,  and:zcil. 

forbid pcs to be processed without it in hig
h altitude Johannesburg. 

The cost of it is the pc's. 	No 
or„ is to supply it. Webber Pharmaceutical

 

Ltd can probably direct one to better suppli
es or brands of it. 

We are not in the V),tanin business or even i
n the health business. 	Anyone 

in.procehg/does.sp at his or her own
 choice. 	This NO B.is a 

release of Scientific 

Vitamins are food. 	They are not 
drus. Processing under drugs is very bald.`

 

vitamins, however, help. 	And Vit
amin E is a wonder. 

L. TiON HUBBARD 

Copyribt 1965 
by L. ;ton Hubbard 
ALL PaGflTS RESMVED 
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wordin of the Medical'Rcyfonal 
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wj.th statutory legal reguircAants it 	Stc.::os  2i1 the 
area at healing: 

MITMICAL 
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SCIENrrOLAJLT X • 

1012 EXCHANGE) DANK TOWER 

DAZI-.AS. TEXAS 76235 

FFFFFF orlD 3-9331 

OUR GOAL IS. TO HAVE 30 CLEARS IN DALLAS BY MID-1968! Already Dolores 

Stokes, Joy Walter and Alan Walter'are Clear.- The following people_are at St. Hill 

very close to Clear: 

Rebecca Jones Norman Mehr - Flo Barnett Bill Chadwick 

Nick Nichols Sandi. Mehr Clarisse Barnett Betty Chadwick .  

Edith Nichols Betty Cook Betty Filisky Janet Lunde 

Susan Ballantyne 	Wally Stokes 

You can be one of them, but you must start doing courses NOW.  Please call and 

find out what you need to do for your next step to Clear. 

c****************************
*********************,:t*******

****************************
***** 

INDIVIDUATION 

Possibly one of the major mental illnesses of our times. Symptoms: loneliness; 

no clos'e friends; inability to keep case gains; cannot belong to a group; very critical 

of others; often upset and argumentative. 

An individuated person cannot work as part of a team. Not only that, he or she is 

always getting upset with people. Continuously feels that people are against him or 

her. 

The real thing is that a person who is individuated is really against everyone. If 

you suffer from loneliness, it is because you are individuated: You are against 

People, therefore, people feel this attitude and go against you. 

An individuated person would love to have close friends, but never can. Often an 

individuated person who is married cannot feel close to his family. 

Individuated people would like to belong to a good group, but somehow they cannot. 

About the only group to which individuated people can belong is some type of drinking 

group. If they get half drunk, they can put up with one another. 

Another symptom,  of individuation: when a friend leaves the group, or is out of 

earshot, individuated people criticize, complain about, and generally attack that 

person's character in an attempt to make the Missing person seem bath This is --

commonly known as gossipping. 

A salesman who is individuated would have great trouble with his customers as he 

would be working against them, and they also would be working against him. 

Alrna.iried couple, where one,,or.both are individuated, would work against each 

other instead of working together: — 	- 

A businessman who is individuated from his staff would find that he is against his 

staff and his staff is against him. 

A person caves in by individuating. 

Because of his individuation, this person is always upset, life goes poorly for him, 

and should he belong to a group, the group quickly gets disorganized. 

Today Scientology has made a forward step in clearing an individual of his aberrations' 

and upsets. 
Utopia Scientology Style 

(The . Per :ect Group) 

A groiq of individuals with each person trained in how to make another better. 

Willing 	help each other get better. 

As one person il.tits into better shape, he can help the others get into better shape. 

This is a continuous eft? "ral.  rt. In time, each person in the group would become much 

better. Not only that, bathis is the only way to get and keep stable case gains. 

It is always the highest tonea and most able people who can belong to a group that 

has high survival goals. 	'‘, 



• 
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SCIENTOLOGY RICHARDSON FRANCHISE C
ENTER. 

AGREEMDT AM RELEASE 

This contract is made between 

• (Full name of applicant in block 
letters) 

of 
a 

(Full postal address in block cap
itals) 

(hereinafter called ("The Applica
nt") of the one part and the Scie

ntology Rich-

ardson Franchise Center (hereinaft
er called "The Center") of the oth

er part, a 

Franchised Branch of The Church of
 Scientology of California 

on the 	day of 	  19 

lahereas the applicant is desirous
 of obtaining the services of the 

Center, he 

hereby declares and makes it know
n that: 

a) he is to pay the Center the fees f
or processing ,:nd/or training. 

b) to always act in accordance with
 the Scientology Ethics Codes and 

understands 

that any violation of them may res
ult in suspension or expulsion fro

m training 

and/or processing. 

c) any monies paid the Center for
 training or processing may be ret

urned if he 

is not satisfied, but that by such
 an action it is possible he may b

e refused 

further training and/or processin
g at any.  Scientology Organi

zation or Center in 

the world. 

d) he is to receive no other tr
aining and/or processing from othe

r quarters with-

out the express permission from th
e Director of Processing and the D

irector of 

Training, 

e) he is enrolling with the Cente
r under his own self determinism a

nd for the 

sole purpose of improving himself.
 

f) he does not have a history o
r record of institutionalisation i

n any insane 

asylum or similar place. 

g) he does not have a criminal
 record for felony. 

h) he is not connected to any per
son or group which is an avowed or

 known enemy 

of Scientology. 

i) that he has fully read and und
erstood this document and has sign

ed it of his 

own free will; 

j) I understand Scientology is a spir
itual and religious guide intended

- toke 

7ersons more aware of themse
lves as spiritual beings and not t

reating or diagnosing 

any human ailments of body or min
d whatsoever. 



SCIENTOLOGY OF DALLAS 

1012 EXCIIANCIE BANK TOWTM 
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LLLLLL mace 2•93S1 

OUR GOAL IS TO HAVE 30 CLEARS IN DALLAS BY MID-1968! Already Dolores 

Stokes, Joy Walter and Alan lValter'are Clear. The following people are at St. Hill 

very close to Clear: 

Rebecca Jones 	Norman Mehr 	no Barnett 	 Bill Chadwick 

Nick Nichols 	Sandi Mehr 	 Clarisse Barnett 	Betty Chadwick, 

Edith Nichols 	Betty Cook 	 Betty Filisky 	 Janet Lunde 
o 	Susan Ballantyne 	Wally Stokes 

You can 13e one of them, but you must start doing courses NOW Please call and 

find out what you need to do for your next step to Clear. 

c**************************;;:*************************************************************** 

INDIVIDUATION 

Possibly one of the major mental illnesses of our times. Symptoms: loneliness; 

no clOse friends; inability to keep case gains; cannot belong to a group; very critical 

Of others; often upset and argumentative. 

An individuated person cannot work as part of a team. Not only that, he or she is 

always getting upset with people. Continuously feels that people are against him or 

her. 

The real thing is that a person who is individuated is really against everyone. If 

you suffer from loneliness, it is because you are individuated; -You are against 

people, therefore, people feel this attitude and go against you. 

An individuated person would love to have close friends, but never can. Often an 

individuated person who is married cannot feel close to his family. 

Individuated people would like to belong to a good grOup, but somehow they cannot. 

About the only group to which individuated people can belong is some type of drinking 

group. If they get half drunk, they can put up with one another. 

Another symptom of individuation: when a friend leaves the group, or is out of 

earshot, - individuated people criticize, complain about, and generally attack that 

person's character in an attempt to make the missing person seem bad. This is 

commonly known as gossipping. 	 • 

A salesman who is individuated would have great trouble with his customers as he 

would be working against them, and they also would be working against him. 

A married couple, where one or both are indk iduated, would work against each 

other instead of working together. 

A businessman who is individuated from his staff would find that he is against his 

staff and his staff is against him. 

A person caves in by individuating. 

Because of his individuation, this person is always upset, life goes poorly for him, 

and should he belong to a group, the group quickly gets disorganized. 

Today Scientology has made a forward step in clearing an individual of his aberrations 

and upsets. 
Utopia Scientology Style 

(The Perfect Group)  

A group of individuals with each person trained in how to make another better. 

Willing to help each other get better. 

As one person gets into better shape, he can help the others get into better shape. 

This is a continuous effort. In time, each person in the group would become much 

better. Not only that, but this is the only way to get and keep stable case gains. 

It is always the highest toned and most able people who can belong to a group that 

has high survival goals. 
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If anyone makes this up into a sinr.;lc tab. 

at be sure that the tablet is not 

pressed so hard that it won't dissolve easily in 
the stomach. 

Dian zone (for radiation) fails utterly when all 
ine-redients are pressed 

tosether into one tablet. 

Vitamin E is generally available but sometimes h
as to be specially ordered. 

It is useless to buy it in less than 100 mg t
ablets. Preferably 200 mg tablets 

of it should be bought. 	Hotrever it is bo
ught, just te sure there's enough of it 

(00 to 600 mg). 	Small Quantities don't pro
duce any effect at all, whichis rhy 

the medicos earlier missed its value. 

Anyone's auditing can benefit from it but at Lev
els VI and VII it becomes 

Quite vital. 

0,--:ycon causes the body to attract mental i
mage pictures less. 	Carbon 

Dioxide pulls mental images hard in on the body.
 

Vitnain .1,, oxygenating the body, acts mentally li
ke taking oxwo.tn. 	The body 

can go longer on less oxygen and becomes less ex
hausted when taking Vitamin F in 

sufficient cuartity. 

The body is of course a carbon-oxygen engine run
ning at a temperature of 

95.6°  Y 	There is possibly less' oxyge
n. in Earth's atmosphere than there was and 

the body runs better when it can hotter utilize 
what oxygen there is. 	Vitamin E 

assiats it 'Lo do this 'Ind so it doesn't pull in 
mental mosses. 	At least that's 

the theory I've been able to work out to account
 for the observed increase in 

-Meter action in the preclear who is daily taking
 sufficient Vitamin. B. 	';then 

the vitmin is no loner administered, in about 24 
:io'n's the pr. clear begins to 

run less easily (s;Jme as 	_ Vitamin
 E plus r,ny auditing gaiJa) and the needle 

read size returns to what 	before VitaT,in - E Was used. 	When Vitamin E is 

again daily administered, in two days, meter beha
vior improves af;ain. 

I have not had time to do many series bu
t the observational data is so 

marked that it's like proving stones are solid. 
	One doesn't feel like repeating 

the experiment endlessly - it is so obvious. 

A mental subject addressed reads lonLfr (more re
ads) in the resence of 

Vitamin E than in its absence but clears more th
oroughly, leaving less mental 

mass. 

I only insist that persons in Enuland on the Lev
el VI and VII Courses should 

use Vitamin F and that Saint Hill precleare for 
Grade V be put on it and only 

forbid pea to be processed without it in high al
titude Johannesburg. 

The cost of it is the pc's. 	No ors is to au
PPly it. 	Webber Pharmaceutical 

Ltd can probably direct one to better supplies o
r brands of it. 

We ore not, in the 	business or even in the health business. 	An
yone 

else using it in pcoce!...tne:: does no at his or her own choice. 	This
 HCO B is a 

release of scientific data.- 

Vithmins are food. 	They are not drugs. 	
Processing under drugs is very bad. 

Scree vitamins, however, help. 	And Vitam
in E id a wonder. 

L. RON 'HUBBARD 

Copyri)1965 
by L, Ron Hubbard 
ALL 21GliTS AF,EFFNED 
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"Lciertology is a rclinis in the oldest aenoe of 	werd, 
a study' 0 wiadom. Scicatoj.o!;7 is a study of man sr a ;3::r3t, 
ill hio lelstions:14 	1:fe aed the p::fbThal vnive-:se. 

It 17. so-a-t'ellos.inticinti. 	tiiat i5 me s. 	thnt hcirsta-le?.y 
is t',2es 	.per-ple 	 bu 	fs ant. ie 

to 	perete a pc:.-fir  n-1 fru.:t 	 aosista him 
. tO teti;':-=r 	 ;',piritUt!1 

ec Hubbard 

):'von Uflpplmtient ,e ”Gotdounicat::ou" 

Septeber 196h 

:Colio1;10!:: ncfieitloso are Crom WaLater's 	D-Tentiftn 
Centry Tfirtnrary (2na 	 - The World FulilioLia . Cowipany, 
Cleve:in-A(1 :teal Ne:4 Thrh 	12:;7). 

A. 111..:LfJ;l:0.7; 	(noun) 

DerivatioP :- from La.tin 	 (-onar! 	:.11.7 -3 co; 
(eonacientiousneoo) (scrunuicesacns). 

(to hind 	ci.j>  re-> awl  lir.arc> Ctfl hind), (to bi.ad 

(a) Any specific aystot of belief, worship, condurt etc., often 
inio'vicg a code of ethics a 	il 

	

and a pHeJ:onhy: 	sa thc fbriatibb. 
(r:- ligion), the Budeihiat 	 cte. (Li)  
r7;;ter. of beliefs, nracticco s  ethcal. values etc. reseaehlin::, - 
sc,3";eativa of, or liheT:nen to such a System, ao,_humanism lo 
his (r,:ligioa). 

B. HELIGTOUG (adjective) 

Derivation .- . from batin 	 (religioun). 
Of, concerned With, apuyopriste to, teaching, or relating to 
rtligion; nn, a (reliEiooa) ;'lace; (rclicious) nubjectn. 

Also 

rarefol; scrupulous, conaciebtinusJ:: exact; such ao rn3icion
., 

;"1'1 11;1 :'; 1".j> a (rei:;.r;inu::) chaerv:%nce of vow. or 1.(- 01Tii. 

C. FUTi.itlf7;0”:Ci (noon) _ ..... 
Derivation :- from Latia pH.lose)phis; Creek. phi.l.osonhia, 

(loviuE), and h;anhon, 

0.THs;itally, love of 1..ii:sdo!il oad knovlede. 
study- of the proe0,-.0 governing th;flight and condnet; thecry or 

i.uvoatiation of ti:e prineiplco or laws that regrlo.te 
cal universe and underlic all koowleg,c 	 it:cal:Pea 
in tjer. study arc aentheties, ethics, loc.7.ic, 

o 
 metaph:alua 

Yb s gcneral 	 'I;...- ..principles o 'I;...- ..'I;...- .. of a rieln 	f km:v:ler:Jo, 	.ei.: 
etc, a5 the (philosophy) of economies. 
(a) A particular system 	r:s o.f pacivie.; for 	 t the conduct. of ilia 
(b) A treatise covering such a syste.;!. 

A study of numan morals, character and hoheviour. 

The menta3 
compenure. 

balance holi--ed 	ren,alt from this; calmness; 
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physically 	"ure anyone. 

3cessing is the action off 

auditor letting the pre-
-ar (person not yet cleared) 

d the actual source of his 

'sical illness. It require(' 

minimum of 25 hours or 	-! 
re-, depending upon the 
:iv idual. 

ny people who cannot work, 

o cannot enjoy life, are 
sically ill without real-

ng it. 

HES, PAINS, COLDS, even 

ifunctions of the body are 
mptoms of illness. 

WHY BE 

WHY BE IN 

WHY FEEL 
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ANETICS now completely 

..ses those things which ' 

ke a person susceptible 
and hold in place physical 
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D, THE REGISTRAR AND 
COME A WELL, HAPPY 

MAN BEING-NOW... YOU 
RSERVE IT! 

ME SEE OR CALL... ' 

PENNE THOMAS 
Scientology of Dallas 

:405 Cedar Springs 

Suite 204 
Dallas, Texas 75201 

ONE... 748-4207 

"Th 

ad 



	

AUDITING CAN MAKE 	The actual source of 
psychosomatic illness has been YOU 	 isolated in. DIANETICS. 

FEEL WELL AND HAPPY WITH Various farrne af mental 
therapy were in existtence LIFE. 	 before DIANETICS. These 
were psychology, psychiatry OUR CENTER IS FRIENDLY. 	and psycho-analysis. IT IS ONLY HERE TO HELP 

YOU. 	 Psycholegy and psychiatry were 
developed chiefly by a Russian 
veterinarian named Ivan 
Petrovich Pavlov (1849 -19 3 6 ) . AUDITING (it means to listen) Psychology is mainly used for is a term given to the appli- 	testing aptitude or intelligence cation of DIANETICS. 	 It has counseling as part of its 
activities but it is more con- NO DRUGS, NO HYPNOTISM, 	cerned with and financed for NO MECHANICAL TREATMENT warfare. The result of IS USED. 	 psychiatry are physically 
damaging, consisting of DIANETICS (Dia-through, 	various brutalities and often noos, mind) has been 39 years injure the patient for life or in developme nt. 	It is the 	kill him outright. 	There have first fully precision science 	never been any cures listed or of the mind. 	 claimed for psychiatric treat- 
ment as its interest lies only PHYSICAL illness, aches, 	in control. 	The cost is about pains, continual, exhaustion, 	$2000 a month often for years body malfunctions are 

	
in America and £60 a Week for created or held in an un- 	as long as a decade in England. changing state by the mind. 

This is called psychosomatic 
	

Psychot-analysis was developed (psycho-spirit, somatic-body) by an Austrian Jew Sigmund illness. It has been known 
	

Freud (1856-1939). 	It requires about for a century but there 	up to tfive years for an un- -has never been a positive 	certain result and costs about remedy before DIANETICS. 	L9000. 

These two suujects have 
bitterly contested any heal 
ing subject and use public 
media, governments and 
even rumor to, forward 
population Control. This 
action has often made it 
difficult to bring bonafidel 
mental health to the people.  

There is no quarrel betwee 
DIANETICS and general" 
practitioners of the medica 
profession. 	They both hay ,: 
the same purpose (to make 
people - well) and are not 
political. 	It is freely ad-
mitted in DIANETICS. that 
physical illness that can 13,  
effectively treated medical 
should be so treated. Audit 
ing will not set a broken le 
or deliver a baby. But it 
can help get the leg healed 
in two weeks instead of the• 
usual six and after effects 
of childbirth do not exist 
when DIANETIC auditing is 
also used. 

DIANETICS was firist re-
leased in 1950 and has beer 
increasingly successful 
since that time. 	Unlike 
earlier studies, the intere 
of DIANETICS was _the reli 
of physical suffering. 	It 
requires only a matter of 
hours, only helps and doe., 
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Documents B-1, and H-68; are identical. This document is a fifteen 
page memorandum dated 11/19/68, to the Director, Dallas District, 
from Edward R. Atckins, Inspector. Subject: Consumer complaint, 
Scientology. This memorandum is an inspecotrs investigative interview 
concerning a consumer complaint against the Church of Scientology. 

This document is released with deleations. The deleted portions in the 
upper right corner of page one of the document, consists of the address 
of the Scientology Center, and the name and address of the complaintant. 
The deleted portion in paragraph one also contains the name and address 
of the complaintant, as well as line one in paragraph two. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D) because, release of either 
portion would identify a confidential source. 

The remaining deletions in paragraph two consist of the name of a third 
individual and confidential information including medical references 
pertaining to the individual. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552 (b) (6), (7) (C) because, release would constitute a clearly un-
warranted invasion of personal privacy. 

The third paragraph is deleted in its entirety because, it consists of 
confidential information pertaining to the complaintants. This portion 
is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C) because, release would consti-
tute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

Deletions found in paragraph four consist of names of three specific 
individuals, release of which would identify a confidential source. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 

Paragraph five is deleted in its entirety because it consists of con-
fidential information including medical references pertaining to a 
specific individual, which if released would constitute a clearly un-, 
warranted invasion of personal privacy, and would disclose the identity 
of a confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) 
(6), (7) (C) and (D). 

The deleted portions found on page two and three consist of names of 
specific individuals and specific dates which if released would dis-
close the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 

On page four the deleted portions found in paragraph two, five, and 
line one in paragraph four, consist of names of specific individuals 
and specific dates. The deleted portions found in lines one and two, 
in paragraph three, and line five of paragraph four, contains the names 
of specific individuals. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 
(b) (7) (D) because, release would disclose the identity of a confiden-
tial source. 
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Deletions found in line five, paragraph three, and line three and four 
of paragraph four, as well as the remaining deleted portions on this page, 
consist of confidential information including medical references per-
taining to a specific individual which, if released,would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, and would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552 (b) (6) and (7) (D). 

Deletions found on pages five and six, consist of detailed confidential 
information involving medical references supplied by specific individuals, 
which if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy and, would identify a confidential source. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (6), (7) (C) and (D). 

On page seven the deleted portions found on the upper portion of the 
page and in the middle section of the page, consists of confidential 
medical information pertaining to a specific individual, furnished by 
a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 
(b) (6) and (7) (D) because, release would constitute a clearly un-
warranted invasion of personal privacy, and would disclose the identity 
of a confidencial source. 

The remaining deleted portions of this page consist of names of specific 
individuals which if released, would constitute an unwarranted invasion 
of personal privacy and would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (0) and (D). 

Deletions found on page eight, consist of the names of the complaintants 
which, if released, would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. These portions on this page are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) 
(7) (D). 

Deletions found in paragraphs one, two, five, seven, and line one of 
paragraph six, contains names of specific individuals which, if released, 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 

The deleted portion found in line six, paragraph six, contains the name 
and address of a specific institution. Release of this portion would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, and would dis-
close the identity of a confidential source. This portion is exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (c) and (D). 

Deletions found in the last paragraph on page ten, line one from the 
second to last paragraph, deletions found in the third from the last 
paragraph, and deletions found in the fourth from last paragraph, on 
lines one, two, six, and part of line five, consist of names of specific 
individuals which if released would disclose the identity of a con-
fidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) 
(D). The remaining deleted portions from the fourth from last paragraph, 



lines three, four, five, seven, and eight, consist of confidential 
information including medical references which if released would con-
stitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These por-
tions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (6). The deleted portion found 
on lines two, and three of the second from last paragraph, consist of 
confidential information which, if released, would constitute an un-
warranted invasion of personal privacy and, would disclose the identity 
of a confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 
(b) (7) (C) and (D). 

Deletions found in the last paragraph on page eleven, consist of names 
of two specific individuals which if released would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). The remaining deleted portions on this page 
consists of confidential information including medical references per-
taining to a specific individual which, if released, would constitute 
a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, and would disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (6) and (7) (D). 

The deletions found on page 12, 13 and on the attached authorization 
for disclosure, consists of specific names which, if released, would 
disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 
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TO: 	DIRECTOR, Tual_AS  DISTRICT 	 November 19, 1968 

FROM: 	Edward R. Atkins, inspector 
Scientolony Center 

SUBJECT: Consumer Complaint 
Church of Scientology 

On or about 10-16-68 	 .called this 
office to inquire if FDA had knowledge of the Church of Scientology and 
their use of the Hubbard IC-Neter. 4 Hie also vented to know what action 
FDA had taken-against- them.-  He ves - told by this inspector that the 

_ Dallas office had sore knowledge and that be could write for and would 
receive any public-information.-  The Dallas- District 	address was 
given to his at this tins. 

	

Shs said that her mother, 	
On or about 10-23708 	 fulled this office.  

She said that 
,,,,,, ,„, ,,,,,,,,,,, unad been attending the Church of Scientology regularly 

and tad been treated with the Hubbard Z-Meter, and that her family 
thought that Scientology bed caused hermental- brealdown. Sbe said 
that all of her family had taken courses at the Scientology Center and 
that they aid Other relatives and friends mould be willing to help the 
Government -in a case against-thetChurch of Scientology. - - 

On 10-29-68 thietnspetter bent to_the-rvsideace_:off 	 to  

	

obtain additional information.  	

	

   furnished the'-information -des Ind.:, 	
was-also-preoent fer a-few ndAttes-and;answared some questions. 
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, 	 said that her family became interested in Scientology due to 	 .  
--the ' efforts-of her beighborsc 	  
They went to the Scientology Center onou.uly 14,.1968; to.hear their firer 
Lactate and to take the free personality test.t. 	? 	*rated that  
the first persons in the_femily to nttend_thacogree,laclded: ''' ---  

_ 	 . 

OefLit4S-they returned to the center to obtain the results from their 
personality tests and also paid. $15 each to take the HAS (Hubbard Apprentice 
SCientologist) Courseahich included membership in the Church of 
Sciamtology. 	 stated that they then attended classes for the . 	. 
meat three peaks on turns days and Thursdays. 	r-  - 

	 said that this course essentially is a public speaking course 
in that they learned to speak to people. 

„. 	. 	. 	• 

	 Stated that he took the personality test and signed up for 
tne HAS Coursees42!IW- 
	 .„ 
	 stated that at the beginning they were told that Scientology 
.was not a- religion and would not interfernith their family life. They 
were told that it was simply a self-improvacent way of bettering their 
lire*. 	- 

During this time' 	' 	 istated that other member, of the family 
began taking_____thecoure0s at the Scieutplogy.tentar„..04#h,Ancluded„,  

In addition..? 	 Stated that many of her neighbors and friends 
have or are active at the Scientology Canter.. 

	 1 	- '- 	  atated. that.the next:course taken was the HqS -(Rubbard 
Qualified-Scientologist),rwhich cost $30.  

. 	 . 
The Dissemination Course 	then taken, which is free. .This ;is a course 
in which‘they are taught how to interest other peopLk in- Scientology.and - 
to bring them to meetings, etc. 
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    and 

himeelt onr=====" '''''''''`: )  Auditing is usteng the Hubbard E-Motor. 	

	nun thAi-ibe was placed on a chair holding a tin can in each 
hand:'-The ens are connected to the E-Netar by wires. She subject cannot 
no the dials on the eater. The auditor (the person whotaads_the dials 
and.asks the questions) then asked  her question..     said that 
the questions are nits personal.., 	 said that the questioning 
lasts up to an hour or_two....Sho said that the auditor begins with word 
associations trying to find oat words which ars related to emotions, fears, 
and past experiences that you do not went to-talk about.  This in then-- 
brought up again and again natil_it in thor11904y7discussed.  	
said that it was like confession of sins. 	Tsaid thiniaese 
people could-try to blackmail oamenaifthillantid to do so. .  

	 said--hat this is supposedly to relieve the mind and is revealed 
onthe I -Maier.mben this Ls-dons. She said thattin-auditor keeps asking 
if -you have gotten a "release" yet. Altar the person says yes, be has to 
sign an affidavit that be got a "release." This is then kept in their 
records at the center. 	. 

After being audited a number of [imas t.they were to begin "auditing." This 
involves a number of courses or Levels that each person must attain before 
going to the next level. The first level.is the "0", or "Sub -0".which involves 
three levels -..recallr ancoadary, and Ingram. 

' 	-  !amid that be paid in advance far the auditing coarsen - a total 

-et $817.50 for himself plus $142.50 for the "Sub-0" auditing. 

Be said thati 	- '''' 	' Warted the "Sub-0" auditing. 	  

	

    Se said  that_ 
	 was at the center every day and nightLfrOM 	

seven days a week. Shratarts4  bere"Sub 4" auditing 	_:..: 	and finished 

	 acid thatSari7;;D'uss also taking a great unbent vitamins, 
espaTialli Vitamin E  	''''''''''''''' 	 that, he center told them to 

-tnks:VitamlnIt especially on tIe-days of auditing. She said .that ctba--m  
	 at the center told than that Vitamin I gives more oxygen in the. 
Uny and thus provides for a better stimulation for the S-Meter. - ''' - 

''' 	'''  )sleoaaidtbet  a doctor told-her that Vitamin I stimulates sexual 
''''''''' 

potency. 	 said that it was required-to take Vitamin E on the 
days-of auditing. 	 . 	 • 	. 
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She acid thatSir mother cues tikingwp to eight tablets of Vitamin /I every _ 
day inse4dition to the other vitamins 
_--- 

4 	 stated that durintk 	 ber-me Met interest 
linithe family. She stated that she was as longer ciiierne -niih keeping the 
honsa_slean or cooking their regularly scheduled meals. She stated that 

•ioothetatopped going to church and attending any oiler functions other than 
going to the Scientology Center. 

	 stated that on two or three oacesioaliterieotber,,cams home froze 
tialtsmali commis/4..4%g of shortness offrbrnuth.r 	 Stated that 
during the first two weeks of OctObar(SlwiieldidriOtralaap well. did not 
eat hardly-anything  except to take her vitamin pills, and had once asked 
	 _Be said that she also thought that she was a god from 

tbi-ima3Watrination she received at the center, that she confused the Bible 
with Scientology, substituting words of the Bible with those of the 
Scientology Center. 

.... , _ 	 __. 
	 stated thatlis wifi-,:lase _ ...._-___ 
-ban—  in tne morning end Maid thatiMilehad died at-the manlier. Be exOleitted 
'that she had fainted. later he said that she had spoken of 	

tile in the garage washing clothes tIMIsammmerning but had stopped 
teat=8a of a sign on the tell reading rStep.":  	_explained that 

c__lebt6therbed SUP Castor ern stickers on daSThiiIriLaibat , hei.-moOwir,  
interpreted these as ,"Stop, change life, end start:Scientology." She 
explained that this was gee of the sayings at the Scientology Cantor. 	• 

;t 	 said that. en Tuesday, 	 bar-.motheirled told 	 ___ ______ 
'-Mr that she was a sod =A that .she 	going to Los Angeles, California, 

to the Org Canter far 'Femur processing." Than she would have the power 
to haul "tough assist." :. ..: 	.. -..._,_•. 	. 	•, , .. 	• 	_ 



DDAUalfamorsndun Taw S 	 dovesobar 19,15'68 

	said that they. got :no ,benaf it from the 
-cantor. 	enid-tEirhe  !pit rho-canter-around 	' 

	aad-tliar.bo   	 onidlflat;she.quit ),  

ceround‘    after finishing the 	''''''''''' 

... 
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Se said-that this.cne has-been selected for.presentationtbefore.thai 	
----- ----- - paneland has.been covered extensively.by. 	the,Department. 
	aaid that ho did not believe that the 11-iieter•or_the Scientology 
'Center bad caused her problems. Ba believes that this Scientology kick ems 
homethieS-,to.nplace,anothar mania which she might have entered.into othera 
win. 	

.,    iaid,thit.he.hea,not board of any 	sinilarInjuries to this 
-Ins. se said that bans being tranaferred and that another resident mould 
be in charge of this case. 	• 

Ca 10'3148 a visit vas endi. ti,the efEice of  	

when 	 eas.taken to   Be vas not aware of the 
ScierilliOgy interest except that she bad not been in his office as with 

--------- 	---------------- that_he thought- thatinwas.the,fimily.physician and • 
. 	, 

stated that ------- - 	................ -Asa only:been in his office six tins this year. 

	 saidldeat,tha omlytvitsaine_prescribed me son Vitamin B1 
Supplement in-conjunction mithlier - pormal diet.which he said night not.  - 
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	She said that this is evidently pee reason u
by the fanny had become 

interested in Scientology ante*    bad allowo(Lthe family to 

spend as much money as they had et. the senter
. = . .. 	_ 

 	 said that evidently the lemily,bas been very 
(strict in the past 

	

and that there has been family trouble, and from her-
 discussion with 	

	- -she-haurconcluded that,the Scientology 

interest bee merely precipitated that which 
was there and not caused it. 

Other information regarding the  Scientology 
contsaj mes also obtained from 

	said that the center tells 

people attending the centerito etpp makieg.a
ll-mediciees and that they use 

"tooth assint".-to cumtphysical illness. 

Scientology tails then not to talk tow now source, investigator, pollee, 

doctors, gartrzunant people. and expecially U. S. rood and Drug inspec
tors. 

Be said that he thinks the center is trying 
to get her to stay at the 

center in order to get what:may00rd. hav
eiat-the present. 

 	-saidiihntTio_lbes spent over.41,090 at the. canter and showed 

cAts inspector several cancelled chocks. It 
should be noted that two of 

the checks are doposited.itia Switzerland b
ank account. 

	 said that he-'is going-to.  tryto get his qty back 
somehow 

and that he is trying to bring pressure against the center so that other
 

people witl_mot be taken.likabe mes. 	
- 

	said that be  month wee-tbyeinal for
ce211 needed. this  

inspertor ne& 	told him that ho should not think of using f
orce 

Land that ha should let the leer anfarcsizent agencies do their job. 
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	 ntated'that he and,Wis daughtail hava•contacted •all .of the 
eonatragenciee Laclnding the City- District Attorney but. that they are 
either unwilling or unable - to do a thing. . Bo naked if the •non.profit 
status of the clinic should be shocked into •sineo :two •of - his chocks were 
'deposited into a Swiss .bank and that- they are satisfied that this is not 
a non-profit -organization. This inspector told his that the IRS night be 
interested in this and that he could contact then U he wanted to. 

-..........::::::stated   that' slas. knew of •three t-Meters in the Scientology 
Canter and that' tlaere -right be sore. She said that they are used both 

	

in rhe house and in a garage-type building in back of the house. 	
#   	'state:cc-that everyone active at the canter ruses the It-losterIs they 
are'remiiired to.be "released" in each of their sessions. She said that 
ante you become an "auditor" you have to have to have an E-Nets in order 
to '7Andit".other people. • . 	-- • - 	• ".•-•. 	-• ••• 	. • 	. 

She gave the following list of people whole they think to have S-Meterss 

Otis -11.041 Betty Halliday. Director of the Center and 
samara of the franchise. 

• • Joe and Sally Thompson, 98.2.5 Bans 

Billsand.Bobby Wilson. 10018 Boras), 	. 
• .. 	_ 	.•_ • 	- 	 • 

' 	• = -Psis and Judy Pooell 	_ 	• 	• . 

John Riven, 3014 Loa Palmas 

Sin and Bldg Eiger. Bookkeeper and Treasurer 

(lusererand-tiot) Zwarlays--11.547 Althea 

- .• Pat and tails Flartagan, 5102 Mimosa 	• 

k. C. and Joyce.ltolland.• and their daughter, Tanis. 

Both said that they !MSS noes of the above peop/s would cooperate as they 
ware definitely antiellA end that none of their relatives wore auditors 
and, therefcce, did not have the 8-Meters. 
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 	saiditheimeet of.tha I-Meters used an electrical ping-in 

but that be had not seen &eard on a couple of machines and, therefore, 

concludes that they nay have been  battery powered. - Re said that he could 

not feel any electricalcurrent. ..  _ 	.   asid-that she got a definite 

tingle in bar arms. , 	said that Be Could not feel a thing 

while holding :theeeis. 

After a meter session 	said thei-_other people at the center 

always complimented the individual oi how wall- be or sheClooked, how the 

(ryas were so clear, aparkling..etc. •  . 

Both said that themmners of the K-Mater also audited people in their own 

beams besides at the center. 

Both stated that no medical claims wars ever wadi to them for the Z4bater 

other than to enrich and move their lives. 

 	were _talking of having their own franchise 

in their home. She atatedelatlihey:had- s.:supply of tape recordings and 

printed material already....inIthatir_heme: 	• 	.' 

said t̀hat bei-leibilik;d been raking s- latge amount of vitamins 

-under the canter's direction. She vitamins indicated calcium, 81, C, B. A, 

and protein.-She said -thatimiatemt5mea,taking eight , times as much 

Viteaut.S-as-sho should end maNc.frequentli.teke a bunch of capsules 

sevefa1,mimes.daily. fibe.seid that(ker  motheIDObteined the vitamins from 

the 	  

_ 	 . 
The vitamins found,in.the home of 	 are as follows: 

tz:,-.,30‘tabletTbettli_of . 2.50 mg protein nanmfactured by --

Stanlabs, inc., Portland. Oregon coded 05002805. 

,..„: ,Other vitamins I-Aura...turgid *that sane firm are 	- 

• 
100 capsule bottle 100 mg thiamine chloride 

BI .coded ,75014801 

• . 
•,,"-,- -50 mg thiamine chlorLdieyitamin 31  coded S00588071. 

100 capsule bottle of 200:isternationsi units of 

Vitamin It and whoat oil, Radisnra Products Comgeny, 

Allabbra. California. coded 0624109. 
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250 tablets natural Vitamin C and sterols manufactured 

by Universal Nutritious, Inc.. Yonkeri, Nee York coded 

14338. 

The following vitamins were manufactured by the Wolins Pharmacal Corp., 

Farmingdale, Nov York: 

Calcium lactate 10 grains 1,000 tablet bottle coded 058872.. : 

Vitamin A 5,000 USP unite 1,000 tablet bottle coded 5725. 

Vitamin E 100 International units1100 capsule bottle coded 

5701. 

	 said that.his_wife  felt so strongly about Scientology that 	 

she called her.,brother,  	 and told him to come to -- 

and be cured. He-explained that 	  

   stated that 	 

	attended the Scientology Canter and was audited with the E-Neter . 	 

	

-severel times. He returned Co 	

	

1 	  

	 furnished other informationWhieh does not appear to be of

ineerest:.-the Scientology Church has ships and intends to take over 

the world; England has kicked L. Bon Hubbard, the found of Sceintology,
 

out of the country; that England mill not giye "work permits" to any 

aliens to enter the country to study Scaintology; the Sciantologists 

believe their mantis can Leave their.bodies and take over others; or can 

visit other places; and that they can comnunitate with each other - through 

electrical wires and systems; etc. 

	 stated that the Scientelogy.Center normally baka -firm where 

	

individuate may work to pay for their Scientology courses. ( 
	

71t.mas pointed out to 	   	 that the interest of 

.-the Food and Drug Administration lies in.theE-Msfer, literature, and - '
 • 

-.possibly the vitamins. it yes explained to them that our investigation 

and results mould not be available to them Both of them stated that 

• they understood and indicated that they mould, help the Government in a
ny 



f 	 
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SIMMART: 

These courses included many hours of auditing on the Hubbard E -Meter of 

which the only claims made ■are.to increase the individual's peace of mind, 

etc. This appears to be a form of psychoanalysis by unqualified people. 

The center apparently tries to.get individuals to sever their family Life, 

unless the family also joins the center, and to spend their time and money 

at and.for Scientology.  

The family knew of three different LC-Meters at the center and said that 

other individuals listed above weld hare the device as they were qualified 

by the ScLontology Canter_ to _ audit people. 

The center demands that Vitamin Z be taken in Addition to other vitamins, 

and that the people stop taking all drugs and seeing their medical physicians. 

It also tries toinstill a Irear. of•any isawammdia and law enforcemen
t 

agmncies. 
• • 

	

A list of vitamins given to, 	
by_ 	 - 	

	indicates one or two capsules of 23,000 International Units per 

day. Since she had capsules of 50,000 International Units of Vitamin 

she may have been teking.100,000 International Units of Vitamin A per day 
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It should be noted that all books sold by the canter contain tho statement: 
"The E.468ter is not intaded or affective for the diagnosis, treatment, or 
prevention of any disease." This sticker is plated on the inside cover of 
each booklet sold by the center. 

During this investigations 	 furnished this inspector with various 
letters, pamphlets. and other information regarding Scientology. Other 
information was collected and attached to this report as Exhibits 1-41. 
These arc as follows: 

1. A vitamin order bleak and ammo which instructs "not to have any 
drugs {or 24 hours prior to a session." 

2. A vitamin advertisement. 

.: 3. A vitamin-advertisement. 

4. A vitecin advertisement. 

5. A vitamin advertisement. 

6. A list of vitamins given to: 
	 by 

7. Vitamin advertisement letter. 

8. "The Coda of a Scientologist." 

9. "Thu Auditor's Code." 
. 	. 

10. The Scientology policy on physical healing, insanity, and 
troublesome sources. 	- 

11. "The Monthly JouneeI-efScientelogy." :(S.. page 2 for an 
advertinement of the 8-Muter.) 

12. Prices for courses at the Scientology Center  	

.13. ,4k dictionary-of Scientology. terra., 

14. "What is Scientology?" 

IS. "What are: people for?" 

16. A Scientology Staff Pitcher Magazine. (See page 31 for E-Meter 

Advertisement). 
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17. "The Chsracter.of Scientology." The inside of the back cover lists a number of the Churches of Scientology in the world. 
18. "A Student Goes Through Saint Hill." 
19. "The Findings on the U. S. Food and Drug Agency." (See page 24. 

"The Charter," the sixth paragraph, and page 25, item 6.) 
20. A progress letter 'to 	 
21. An article writteaby-7-. • 
22. A contract signed:hi 	.. 	 
23. An advertisement for a field staff member. Sots that a commission 

is to be paid even though this is a non-profit organisation. 
24. An explanation of the Scientology processing and a listing of each of the grades or Levels through Grade IV. 
25. A price list for the Loa Angeles Org. 
26. A book advertisement. 

27. A book advertisement. 

28. An address change for the Los Angeles Org. 
29. Advertisement (see Exhibit 23). 
30. A book advertisement. 

31. A sheet to extract money from the members. 
32. Another price list of the worse*. 
33. through 38. News letters with articles'by members of the center which,  include 	 

39. A newspaper article. 

40. A newspaper article about 4 local Scientology Center tether. 



41. A magazine article. 

EDWARD R. STEINS; 237 
INSPECTOR 
HOUSTON RESIDENT POST 

ERA/dpw 

Attachments 
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DALLAS DISTRICT 

Atkina l . lespector 

TO: 	DIRECTOR, 

PEON: 	Eduard R. 

November 19, 1968 

SUBJECT: Consumer C 
Church of 

omplaint 
Scientology 

Scientelory  Center 
2415 

-Houston, Texas 

On•orlabout• 10-16.458(*-:--EtCwardL. 'Romans, •1549 CardeniAlicalled this 
office to inquire if FDA bad knowtidii- of the.Church of Scientology and 
theirusecia-the Hubbard E-Meter." tBe:alsowanted'toinureuhat action 
FDA -bad taken-against:them.'Mevas - told by this inspector that the 

_ 	office had more knowledge and that be could wilts for and would 
receive eny:publiwtinformation;" The DallasIdstrict-office tddress was 
given to him *titbitcrises. 

On or About 10-23-686iii7iwireoleiurbTRomanOcalied:thisoffice.' 
She said thattber-mother, ar...,-is -in the Be!:) 
Taub Hospital .  Houston - 	Trir'pffehrairiAmare./ihesairdidt 

bad been attending the Church of Sciedtology regularly 
treated with the Hubbard E-Meter, and that her family 

thought that Scientology had camsedtherleentarbreakdown44 She said ' 
thatell. of bar lastly bad taken courses at the-Scientology Center and 
that they sibl'other relatives and friends would benwillingttoiselp the 
Governmentliva-case againatthe‘Cburch :oflicientology.v--- - -' ' 

he indicated that her famileontemplating 'civil-suit against the-1 She 
irch-of'Scleitology as"attempti - to get city end other law enforcement 

agencies to take action have been futile. . 

On -10.29-68 thii'insPeeterient;tO-thr:rearidence  of(. E. Johanse+o 
obtain additional  information. (Mr. JohausnUand  his_daughter 	 

(Xii"Oiiiy)RomantglUrnishedtheqnformatime-desired 
was-also-present for-e=letiiinteitUanswered seem questions. 

.- W:'2.:(Velma).:Jobeisodentered:thillen iTeui'HUspital;;Heuston.cTiisai  
for:psychiatric-care'on-WS48. lir..-Jobanson-stated.thatthis -wife is' 

47,'5'4".'end iseighs9.25-lbs:-.He stated that prior to her -interest in 
Scientology she was a perfectly sane, normal wife and mother. 

• 
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airsttmaThs  said that.  bar family became interested in Scientology  due, to 
the e orts -ot her teighbors Air. and Mrs. E. C.. (Buster and DotrattilTh 
They went to the Scientology Center on. July 14,4968. to.hear their first 
lecture and to take the free personality Clot. <Hr. •Johanson)stated that  
tha.  p ame? in theelly 	Und_st course 	uded s. Johanson 
their 44 -year 	son, *dies) and (Mrs . Romans :the). daughter). 

On" 7-16-68 they returned to the center to obtain .the results from their 
personality testa and also paid; $15 each to.  take.. the. HAS 11babbard Apprentice 
ScientologistLC

: 
	 menhership in the Church of 

Soitettology.- ..- 8_,_ 	stated that they then attended classes foilthe 
next• three weeks on Tuesdays and' Thursdays.  

that this course essentially is. a.  public speaking course 
in that they learned • to.  'Peak. ta • people. 

fated :that he trek the.  persone114, test. and signed 4 for 
Course wn" 

Setated that at the beginning they were told that Scientology 
was not a religion and would not interfere:with their family life. They 
were told that it was simply'a selttimprovesent raj of hectoring their . 	 . lino.  

...' 	-.  	z  ..    Daring this time 	Johan* 	tated that other members of the family , 
began 
N. r)—aidn't-  lisa—riltiaiss— aria sw—offrilditiii award and I. yell /Romani; 

taking 	.• sea at the ScCogytenterrithickareluded 

d Romans.,  • 
-11i-of .1 . Jaanson• A 	..... o 	Romans; mother 

• nd 	 trri:Trnotand sinefof 
--ter 	son- 

c_b . J 	a 	 is Be 	ohanson • *libel"; and Darnell 
-Waliiibtrother of  	............,.. 

In addition. AaLltoMansistatid that many of her neighbors and friends 
	4.. 

have or are active at 	Scientology Center. .. 	 _ 

stitted9that.tho neiteituiiie;trksin..44 th•'_114:,_:(Inbh•id 
Qua 	d Scientalogist).-ehich cost 830.. -:  

The Dissemination Course 'was then -taken, which is free: "1  Thiii;is a cerise 
in which‘ thwart taught how -to interest other people iilleientology.and - 
to bring - them to meetings, etc..  



Auditing is using the Hubbard I-Meter. cgit 
RomassIsta 	 was placed on a chair holding a tin can in each 
band.•• 	thel.Meter by wires. thesubject cannot 
seethe dials on-the meter. ...me auditor-(tm person 	_reads the dials 
antasks the:questions) then asked.her 	ons• 	 said.that 

said that 	questioning 
lasts up to an hour ot,tme.,:She sa 	t the auditor begins with word. 
associations trying to find out words which are related to emotions. fears. 
and peatimperiences.that you do not want-to-talk. about. tThis 	then-- 

- brought.'" again and againwntil_it is therm: 101y  discussed. 	s. Roman  
said that•it was like confession of sins. (Mi,Jeliiiiiinsaid  that these 
peoplweould.try.to  blackmail someone.if,tbey wanted to do.so.I., 

OiFi;;:-.4;:aidibatthil;:is'aupgosedlyfte relieve the mind andis revealed 
on,the H-Meteremben this Le ,dons. She said that,tbs ,auditor keeps.asking 
if-you-have gotten a "release" yet. After the person says yes, he has to 
sign an affidavit that be got a "release." This is then kept in their 
records at the center. 	- 

- 	: 
After being audited a number of iimes..theymere to begiw"aUditing." this 
involves a number of courses or levels,that eseh t person must attain before 
going to the an level. :She first level-is-the ".,0"kor."80,0".whiCh_involves 
three levels ,7.xecall.: secondand-ingraw 

leTh. Johan* 	 family began auditing on stgust 1St  191Z  and 
himself  on 

-the questions are quite personal. 
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	, eisnasaid that he paid in.aiMincw.for the auditing-courses - a total 
of $617.30 for himself plus $142.50 for the "Sub-0" auditing. 

He.said-that(1C.-JobaneeiNstaried.the "Sub-0" auditing t got,it4ree 
 	. 	. 

pgnayrkedit the-center as.a BAT body registrar. Re iaid_that 
s. 	-Jo 	was-at-the center *Very day and nigh 	 r_l 

seven days a week. tLhatetatted  bereSub-0" auditing 	 and finished 
Credo 19,:en ,otabaseX/0.210,68) 4, 	2:,74 	(• • 	 - 

said.theilmunotheCwas also-taking.e,grest;numher,of vitamins. 
aspect 	y Vitamin g.  	 thatAe-oenter:told,them to 
taks-Vitanlali especially onIre days.of auditing. fibe,said lthat 

at the center told them that Vitamin H gives sore oxygen in the 
and thus provides for a better,stimulation far thelleMetes. 

pommy., 	 said that it was required-to-take VitaminI on the 
Lao said 	t a.doctor told herrthat VitaminM stimulates sexual 

t; 
- rt tl 

4  rni) 
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She said.tbst(her mother was taking-up to sight. tablets ofYagodaI every 

day ineaddition to the other vitamins. 	 . . 

41MI  stated that duringnSttatlaneia4hemother lost interest 1  
• family. -She stated that she was no longer concerned with keeping the 

house clean or cooking their regularly scheduled weals. ,She stated that_  her 

mother.  topped going to church and attending any ofter.functicawother im; 

going to the Scientology Center. 

stated that on two or-thres.ocessions he 	 home from 

complaining of.shortness of.b 	 stated that 

during the first two weeks of Octoberb 	 p well. did not 

eat-hardly 	except to take ber vitamin palls. and had once asked 

or a di 	.,_Be said that-she also thought that.sbs was a god from 

octrination.shexeceived at the amts.-that she confused the Bible 

with Scientology, substituting words of the Bible with.those of the 

Scientology Center. 

On itineray.tc4; OtoC16;19611robansonAulted that his wife came 

home ln theiorning end said.tbrEmilae had died al-the center. ifs explained 

,/ that she bad fainted. Later he said that she bad spoken of(ioamitting2 

V suicide while in the garage washing clothes the same meeting but had stopped 

because of • sign on the wall reading ,Stop.m.4grefloasiaiDexpleined that 

',bet brother bad ST2 boatoreil) stickeri ea the walIsnd that her mother 

interpreted these as:,Stop. change life. and start4Scientologyer She 

explained.thst this was one of the sayings at the Scientology Center. 

ellr," ,̂̂  said dam Tuesday (Otaikiaiaiiii—mot:ber)bad told _ 
thatshe .wasased wed that .she was,goingto, .Angeles,.California, 

to the Org Conterlor,"power preeessing.",Then,she Would have the was 
to heal "tough assist." 	,  

On Thared47.-10.41.68.-00-family-hgefinally  docdettors. Johani;i) 

to th4en  Taub'Bospitallor psychiatric cuiriDar.Johansoi)stated that 

they bad been trying to takirhaliiiifeto the hospital 011,tbatiweek but 

she refused , to d 	bussid that they decided tO.tsick-ber into.gping 

_by saying;thatlBr.,Johansol9had bort his leg.in-anmutomobilo accident. 

rUhen6C-.._Johauesoadid norshowup at the.canter.on.Thuradays  

. 
-celled and wanted to br 	her to the centerpfor:good. 	  id 

:that he to 	Hall 	that he had.been in 
,to the hospital. - said that-she wanted-to give

an accident-and was going 
bin `tough assist? over 

the telephone but that he refused to talk to her obralonger and also refused 

to go to the center for the "touch assist" healing. 
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.Rs said that 'before they *gnu,  I 	firs. Maids?  came charging_inta.the eave,c

t 

 
tome demanding to it Johanson. -.-Johanson-3said thatTire 

was •in the garage wash 	totharind Thwtheertreletto jet 

,to tan-before she cams beck into the house.:-Mze.• 	Romani) 

rliell 	refused to leave •until she had talked -to MI. Johan.  - ms.  

chanson stated that -by then he-was quit* 	 t her with his fist 

iltraking--  her down. 	 said the lirtC_joz  j_Lalliday till did not want 

to leave and they 	to ag her by the arm out the zone door. 
..,- 
Iir. Jobanaon-said that s. Halliday then tat in her car on the street • 

outs the 	house dor ashlififore she finally ltaft and they could take 

Div. Johanson'to the hospital. 

cksissl.nir.,-,..1a
:

_ - 
5

ohans and‘Mrs.‘Actsens 	that  they: got mo4benef it from the , , 
..- 

.reenter. ....1 	iiiir be quitliher -esnterround*ptember 
"eaefirga 

 
finished Level:IPL.Nrs..4omansJeaid:ainit 

remand  September 3, 1968, after finishing the ntlabt0" level. 

faid
1049•68-e-visitostosde .to the Den Taub MeepitaL Psychiatric :Clinic 

.-)r. alter .3.1,,D*803!•)*. resident psychiatrist. ,was ;interviewed. ;  

oy-said that 	he had been treat lira. Johanson ace her arrival. 

Se said 	Johansoll is acutely psychotic, that she  is presently 

iundetotteligious :delusion .,that ohs Ss a god: ',Jas.:prognosis ..is „that she 

tie. Otareneitechisopbrenic...::Re (stated thet ,she may have been ;schisophrenic 

,
x, • i.e,•12.;. 	 e;7,1L 

tae said the Mrs. aohansolt -told him :of Lover:7thirty ,operations.-- ommy of 

	

re 	ohieb obe was tomplaining ?pais ow: .. 

,Delkyeald that ohs was ortrumsly. osale sad 	in the:past 	,bas 

— off on tangents for days at a time, such as saving constantly, 

	

tansitibleeete..k 	 wo-ct °cat! vitg 1s t  

. 	A:- 	 VT:10‘. 

Aurtvocua'/On the,l/th-of October ubsiTMr. and Mrs. Jobe= were entering oy 	101.that her family e both busedistwond her side a is very 

the.elinito NtpitigyAss not :sure 
JoheasosPorho'shoulthe admitted beasulas 14C7ohaason; , 

Dr. Defoy said that Mrs. Johansoshad two brothers, one of which committed 

muicide>during oririgiraftstaierld.Dar,II. eaCtheAather 411*440 three 

inervous:hreakdowns, betwedatittedto the.,$tate5psythiatric,Rospitei 

Raleigh, llorth-Carolinerend has been treated with shock treatments. 
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He said that this,caselhaa-been selected foriprosentation.before the&exas 
Medical Center)panel and has_been covered extensively by the,Department. -  

cHafritereald that he did• not believe that the S-Meter•or_the Scientology 
i Center bad canoed her problems. He believes that this Scientology kick was 
i something to replace,another amnia which she might have entered into other- 

wise.-CSe said that she as presently being treated with Mousing and that 
H.C.a. 	bsinit sonsidarads)  , 

-r.14=75iaid-tbit he.has not beard of any or-hos tile/ler Injuries'to this 
sas.. ale  said thatlamas being transferred and that another resident would 
Ds in charge of this ease. 

Oa_19,31Astak viaMiass.sede teethe office  of ohnEL'Harlind. 
itebitthilloustonfrtiels.(DresHarland.,itaid that he.was quite surprised 
when Mrs. JeMants_swes.taken-to-thCbeiiitalt . He:was not aware of the 
SeLeattiFiriiiterest except that she had not been'in hiseffice as much 

Dr.A_ta 	„id that-he-theughe:that_be was-:,92s4amily_physician)and -. 
stated that(MlinfiliieiqOas_enlybeen'in his office six times this year. 
ait said thattha-tretrange because she usually eases into his office at 

b.7 	...“.416'1.t,74 :  ;?.:' . 	.- 

Dr. Harland said that hemefirst visit was in196iiied ebiti she has 	- - 
__,_.,-„- 

periodically suffered:fron.reapiratory4roblems. She has been treated 
ter:.a.virese,gmatiOliesetinal.troUble..and nausea. .lieetated !hit one 

'Cles_he.put)ber en a liquid digt, -ad that the has had arthritis' IS the 
right elbow. Dr. Harland said that he has prescribed antibiotics and 
entihistandnes.to-het-at,yerioes.tless._JAHarl967.she.ses.em.eake.e 
low.dose,o“aliem fhteejimes,dailylibieehc.only-eSekehia;Periedicilly. 

MM. 1-1-1 -7)AsaidAhat-ths esistwassissiaFassaibad use aamslatemio_91:,„ 
aupp 	....4. coalungii*P4*0•01!.?"041: 045•!/bPs11;S:#1a4 ISibt Ot-; 
bedesPaila , i0emapt 	-L.: 4 157.:,.f.t-4.7-ci. 	::,..,:15:: er.-j  	- ' 	-- 

1.-- 

le. Hariand,sai&thet.Mte.4ehasson la.poychonacrotie.and is.anzious,aud 
Mai. most!of the4lei.:  Welaid.that.ihe, 	' SWid:that).she "applied._ 

blasigif4•:•113 #saaada4 gagaa:54•FS0411:-.- 	- 	 . 

Dr. Harland asid.thetigte:,.!pheneen recently quit.work.immd atopped.seekIng 
.. 	 . 

easel& ebstb•SismiSt of , 
- 	

iis,.rea=. 444,Sa!4440,464814:40-, this because 
Pfsbillas 	— .— i . 	 m., en:zTe,u,Q:,gxnc,e% 4v. iruir.Q: 
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ieW Dr. Borland said chitin thinks, thatprobablywees other doctors-besides 

his bat doss not know for,surs..Aisalsofia14 that-both-dasghtetwof Mrs. 

Johanson:Are eatrweely-werveas andissywhedewritai- prob/ews.in_the:past. 

Oa /14448Mrs.S.,Levy.,8ecial Worker. ,See,Faub-Seepital.ftychistrie Clinic, 

wskinterviewa4..,,She said that apparently-Hrs.iJohanson has-always been 

neurotic-as Kr.-Johanson.plans on,. newthly.drughiLlef Around 475.00 for 

her. She said that this is evidently one reason,  why the family bad become 

interested in.Scientology,endwhy*.yJohansollhad allowed the fanny to 

spend as mush motets' thethed atTths gloater. z i-- t  -, ,. t-,I.-, -, ;.,,, r.-. 

a511.7)said that evidently:tkeliellyisas beenveryistrict An the 

nd-ratthere ham been-family trouble.., and_frowberascussion-with 

clobansen.tlirdatikrerirarthirfaaniDabe has conc/wded.riuwas Sc 

Interest ixas,secely, precipitated that which was there and not caused it. 

OtharAnisamationsegarding the Scientology penterawas also obtained' from 

Cts:Johamiand Mrs.loesns. _Mrs. Roma said that the center tells 

people attending thwnenter:to epip-tablog-all-medieleesend that they use 

"touch aseisr4oeure:physisal illness. 

Scientology tells thessaotpte.telk.to  ;my new source. 

doctors. government people, and especially U. S. Food 

n2.14 :Inc r..:::.,= 	,..,.. “;: 	;....7:._ ,,,-  

(ii . Johanson, said that since his wife has been in the 

received phone cslleitswpeopliademanding to talk-to 

where she is. 	 . - 

Be said that he thinki the center is trying to get her to stay at the 

center in order to get whatwoney,they:Optbave-atjebe.present. 

(Ms. Job 	said:ties-le hes speut,wm,420000.4atetstAnntor and showed 

this inspee 	several cancelled checks. It should be noted that two of 

the cheeks were-depooltsd_its Switacrlsnd*sskeccount. 

NSSjpbanonsald:tbacheassaette,txrt*Vott4e4set7itanOretcni 

and that he is =Ong te bring pressure against the Center so that other 

peop*wilkwo; Wtaken, likfickelma. 	J7w*tr;At 	 en ":;r:f 

Atr;,-fr,14Y 	 ne 't:Ajw 	 terp. 

twA
r
rafActhettettesaltusepborsteal lottecif needed. This . 

and*lgtip>told his that he should not think of using force 

Cand_that he shouldet the law enforcement agencies do their job. 

investigator. police, 
and Drug inspectors. 

hospital they have 
her and to know 



r 
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ce
it-Johansoe_,""statet that he end his daughter-have contacted •all Tot the 

ity Sties including the City District Attorney but .that they are 
either unwilling or unable 'to do a thing. INe.saked if thereon-profit 
status of the clinic- should be sheeted into since two of his ,cheeks were 
deposited Into a Swiss bank and. that they are satisfied-  that this is not 
a nen.profit.organisation. This inspector told him that the IRS night be 
interested in this and that he could contact them if he wanted to. 

(NreflomingstateCthatiebeknew-oUthree ReNsters-le.the Scientology. 
Center7anathatCiamareAmightNe sore. She said that they are used both 
in the house end in a garage-type building in back of the house. 	 

SstateShbat everyons.active atthe: concerns's thelleNster,sa' they 
ameilOuired.to:be.ftelessed" in each of their sessions. She said that 
once you become an "auditor" you have to have to have an B-Meter in order 
to.ftuditc:other people.,  't 	 cc,;;.  

She gave the following list of people whom they think to have SeNsters: 

7 	 -,-Otisand.Betty Bellidayaitector.i.o/ the Centerrandsi. 
..- ownersoUthetfranchles.A 

..loe and. Sally Thompson. 9823 liorwana 

• t 	Billassid:Bobby Nilson.110018 Bordley 	• 	 r : 

John Riven. 3014 Los Paiute 
ke.2:71,L. 	 4 	th 
Jim and Bide Eiger. Bookkeeper and treasurer 

:J.: t. 	rr: 	I Li 4: • 	- 	 r- 7.t i;••:71-tnar'•:::1 -tr.? 

(Busterand-Mot) Searlay,(4567,iathes 
• 

and Leila Planagen,13102 *limos& f:t.:^7.1. 	 , 

Lis C.,t end ...loyee. Relland.-.. and : their daughter, Tanis. 
:•; 

Both said that-they knOw none of the above people would cooperate as they 
were definitelyntstleYDA ant-that imnia.ief ,thetir relatives-were.. auditors 
and, therefore. did not have the B-Meters. 	• 

tCE 

,72-,m,,Ln 	nzid 	 4:y . 
! 4 71 • 	5,1 
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Johanso&tbatemst of AM./Januar* used an electrical plug-in 
liartislicrhi- 	not seen .a cord on a toupla•of machinea:ant; therefore, 
concludes that •thsy may have been battery powered.' Es aid that he could 
not feel any electrical current. (Mrs. Bomanipsaid that she got a definite 
tingle in her arms.,Ckta.Lohanson)said.that ha eould not .feel a rhiag 
while,holding lths eans. 

After a meter .sessiontozricTeeSsaid that ;other .people at the canter • 
always tomplicianted the intaildual on ha well hs'or she 'lookedflow 'the 
eyes were so char m  sparkliag..oto. i.C, 	• 	 . 	 • • 

Both said that.thrvonmers of the Z-Notat also audited people in their own . 
homes besides at the center. 

Both stated that.no medical claims were over ands to them for the 3-Meter 
other „thin to enrich onA4oPpows their lira; ' • 	"' '' " 

• 
S.-ansmas atiratarthe.Cenalsys ware :talking. of having their owl 'friechiae 

in 	 .haen:supply' of tape recordings' 	and: 
printed Materiakelreek4e..thair_.homn:' 	. 	• 	':-• 

.1Thossas said that her Star 	rakint Cleige ascent of Vitamins 
undone center's direction. Ms vitamins indluded calcium, Bi. C. 11. A. 
and protein.- /Mt.-said ithat hew..atbarpaks4aking.sighttins as such 
Vitamin AL :es make should ,and. 	. .fro ntl" .teke ,i boat of, capsulap • 
'several times aily. 	saki • ihit bar .imthjr? obtained' tiro vitamins-  from 
the aiarood ra.Chipha lacirtirthentabliairiClituston, 

The ; vitarmins:. foond 	tin;  homsef Hr. Johanson !te ao.  follows : 

c ;1 °: 	4,1:" 	'. :44 	' 	 'zr 	mr,r 	'^ 	"' 	• 	 ••• ;2E:  
S0: table •bettis.,of 230 mg protein manufactured by"' 
Stanlabs,"Inc..•  Portland. Oregon coded 08002803. 

:24/611...,...;,.•:51 	 $ 	tfL., ,-;,) -z--,  r•-• e 1:7": 	 ••  
by the same firm arcs'. 

	

10thar 	 ,. 	her. 	313 rsta 5. 
i 	 • tr 

100capaile bottle 100 ag thiamine chloride 
41  Vitamin NI .coded.ppbssoi, 	Asat.• 	tt:Ac thiar ::: in 	T 

$o az ;IdAmdia.clalitr4de'Vitamialiilzoded 300588072.' 

100 laPinsle bottle Of 200,11ternitiaal unite et — 

Alhabbra, California. coded 0824109. 
Vitamin a and Wheat oil, tedisete Preshictstopiii4r 
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.2.50 tablets natural Vitamin C . and sterols manufactured 
by Universal Nutritious, Inc.. Ionkeris  Now York coded 
14338. 	. 

!The following vitamins ware amnufactured by theWolins Pharwacal Corp., 
Farmingdale, Nevi York: 

t:.Calcium.lactate 10 grains 1,000. tablet bottle coded 058872: • 

VitaminA 5,000 =finite 1.000 tablet bottle coded 5725. 

Vitamin S 100 International units1100 capsule bottle coded 
5701. 

/5
„
1.45;ffiltdosaid that -his Wfis,felt.so-strongly about Beintology,that 
she called berebrother,(1MtnelleS shatietind told him to come to quilit  

3and-be cured. He enflalned.that 	 otd;5btCsuffered11  
Wthree nervous breakdowns and has been treated with aback Eantments at_the, 
flItatwilospital, Raleigh. North Carolina; 	Johansoistated,thaqii7) 
ellicathe3attended the Scientology Canter and was audited with the 8-Meter 
lsevartt-tSes..t Bs returned to(Raleighiafter Mrs. Johanson entered the 

baspir 

Roasql)furnishadother.informatin-Which does not copier to be of 
ti 	.ineereattithe Scientology,Ohutch has ships and intends to - tanner 
c-the,world; England,ns kicked L.'Ron Hubbard, the fond enc.:sinology.. 

out of the country; that England will not give "work permits" to any 
riollenamboontertthe/ccuntry to study Sceintology; the Scientologists 
-..lbellovethair minds-conleave their?bodies and take.overothers; -or can 
relsit.othor places; and that they can communicate with each -other -through 
-electrical wires and systems; etc. 

'Cllr. JohansoAtated.that.the Beienhology.Canteroormally:bno-firm where 
individuals maylwork-to perfot4heirlScientologioeurni.‘01e'said that 
this firm in Houston is ICN,i) 

. 
:.=Itivas pointed out.to6Nr.Johansonadd..Nrs. - Ronans

i
Zthat theIntereeref .  

‘the Pood and Drag Administration iies,in,theikNe r;Jiteiatcri.jind-"4' 

4.cpossibly the vitamins. It was explained to'then that'eur-laveltigation 
and results would not be available to them. Both of them stated that 
they niderstood and indicated,that-they moulkhelp.tbeflovernment in any 

Thst:AL. 	 4 
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Oa Oa 11-1348 Mr. Johanson again stated.that.they are contemplating a
 civil 

suit against the Scientology Center. .0n this date Mr. Johanson said th
at 

his.wife is such better, that she had come hams over the weekend of
 

11-9 1.1048,.and that she would be home the next weekend. 11-16 & 17-68. 

Mr. Johanson stated that she may be released from the hospital on 11.19
a68. 

During the 

 

During the investigation Nu 	 ta . Levi. mentioned above, stedthat'His.. 
Johanson had.gssponded well.to.the Short:ins and,this inspector.does no

t 

believe:that she.received the shock treatments. 

[ 

On 10-17-68 Mrs.. 	11:,(Velms)-Johanson was committed by her family to the 
psychiatric clinic of Ben Taub Hospital for treatment. The family feel

s 

that the Scientology-Center .of Houston is responsible for her mental br
eak-

down. The members of this family, a total of eleven people. attended t
he 

Scientology Center-between July../4 and October 17, 1968, and took various. . 
courses. 

. 	 • . 	_ . 	 , 
These courses included any hours of auditing on the Hubbard H-M

eter of 

which the only claims made were‘to increase, the individual's peace of m
ind, 

etc. This appease to be a form of psychoanalysis by unqualified people
. 

-The centsr;apperently:tries toget individuals to sever their family life, 

unless the family also joins the center, and to spend their time and mo
ney 

at and: for Scientology.. 	..,-. 

c
to 	 e  

ob 

Nts. Johanson, 47.pmerslold,.3'4" 123 lbs. apparently was paranoiac prior 

her interest in Scientology, mad her family has a background of mental 

The family know of three different H-Meters at the center and said that
 

ether, dndivitbaalsilisted above wohld.hsve the device. as they were' qualified 

bythelkientology Center:tuaudit people. 

The eenterllosaodmthat‘Vitemin lt be taken imaddition.to other 
vitamins, 

and that the people stop taking all drugs and sewing their medical phys
icians. 

It also tries recAustilVA.4ess'fig,semses media and Law enforcement 

agencies. 

A list of vitamins giVen ta6drs. Johanson)by(Mrs. Lida Elgeri (attaclod as 

Exhibit 6))tedicates.oce or.two.capsules of 23,000 International Units 
per 

day. Since she had capsules of 50,000 International Units of Vitamin A 

she say havti:beentekingak000:1otitrnatianal Uuits.ofyitemin-Aper day 
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It should be noted that all books sold by the center contain the- statement: 
"The SeNster is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment, or 
prevention of any disease." This sticker is placed on the inside cover of 
each booklet sold by the center. 	. 

During this investigatioA(Nx. Johansoiqurnished this: inspector with various 
letters.-pamphleterand other:information regarding Scientology. Other 
information was collected end attached to this report as Exhibits 1-41. 
These are as follows: 

1. A vitamin order •blank and es. which instructs "not to hive any 
drugs $or 24 hours prior to a session." 

2. A vitamin advertisement. 

3. s A vitamin advertisement. 

4. A vitamin advertisement. 

5. -.A vitamin advertisement. 
• ,e% 

6. A list of vitamins given to(i.ral. Johansoe)tey(Slds Slgar:) 

7. Vitamin advertisement letter. 
r 	• • 	 . 

8. "The Code of a Scientologist." 

9. 'The Auditor's Code." 

10.. The icientologi policy on physical healing, insanity, and 

11. "The Monthly.ionneelrof:Seientology.7A3os Ms 2 for an 
advertisement of the 8-Meter.) 

12. Prices for courses at the Scientology Cente4f Houston.) 

alitionsty-oi:Selentologuterms. 

14. 	"What. is -  

"Vhstereastople%for?" 

16. A Scientology Staff Member Magasine. (See page 31 for S-Ester 
Advertisement). 
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17. "The Character:of Scientology." The inside of the back cover lists a number of the Churches of Scientology in the world. 
18. "A Student Goes Throggh Saint Sill." 
19. "The Findings on the U. S. Food sad Dreg Agency." (See page 24, 

"The Charter," the sixth paragraph. and page 23, item 6.) 
20. A progress letter.to(Nrs. Jebanson.1 
21. An article mitten hy(lrs. Johanson) 
22. A contract signed by (Mr. Johanson) 
23. An advertisement fora field staff amber. Note that a commission 

is to be paid even though this is a non-profit organisation. 
24. An explanation of the Scientology processing and a listing of each of the grades or levels through Grads' IV. 
25. A price list for the Los Angeles Org. 
26. A book advertisement. 
27. A book advertisement. 
28. An address change for the Los Angeles Org. 
29. Advertisement (see Exhibit 23). 
30. A book advertisement. 

31. A sheet to extract money from the members. 
32. Another price list of the courses. 
23. through 38. News letters with articles by members of the center which incisbehe Jehamsons and the Romans.) 
39. A newspaper article. 
40. A newspaper article about a local Scientology Center .amber. 
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41. A magazine article. 

EDWARD R. ATKINS; 237 
INSPECTOR 
HOUSTON RESIDUE: POST 

ERAMPw 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR DISCLOSURE 

To Whom It May Concern: 

You are hereby authorized to furnish the 

United States Food and Drug Administration all 

information you may have pertaining to my case  

(the case 	
) oardina a: 	sera_ 

ri 

a_ 	state relationship to you 

including medical history, physical, laboratory, and 

X—ray reports. 

Date 

   

/
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ED-461 (Rev. 2/56) Medical Records Authorisation 



I 	FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DIRECTOR, DALLAS DISTaICT 

Edward R. Atkins, Inspector 

Consumer Complaint 
Church of Scientology 

NoveMi)er 19, 1968 

Scientology Center 
2415 Brazoria 
Houston, Texas 
and 
W. E. Johanson 
1630 Chippendale 
Houston, Texas 

  

   

On or about 10-16-68 Mr. Edward L. Romans, 1549 Gardenia, called this 
office to inquire if FDA had knowledge of the Church of Scientology and 
their use of the Hubbard E-Meter. He also wanted to know what action 
FDA had taken against them. He was told by this inspector that the 
Dallas office had more knowledge and that he could write for and would 
receive any public information. The Dallas District office address was 

' 	• given to him at this time. 

On or about 10-23-68 Mrs. Edward (Beverly) Romans, called this office. 'L ( 
She said that her mother, Mrs. W. E. (Velma) Johanson, is in the Ben 
Taub Hospital, Houston, Texas, for psychiatric care. She said that 
Mrs. Johanson had been attending the Church of Scientology regularly 
and had been treated with the Hubbard E-Meter, and that her family 
thought that Scientology had caused her mental breakdown. She said. 
that all of her family had taken courses at the Scientology Center and 
that they and other relatives and friends would be willing to help the 
Government in a case against the Church of Scientology. 

She indicated that her family is contemplating civil-suit against the 
Church of Scientology as attempts to get city and other law enforcement 
agencies to take action have been futile. 

On 10-29-68 this inspector went to the residence of W. E. Johanson to 
obtain additional information. Mr. Johanson and his daughter, Mrs. Edward 
(Beverly) Romans, furnished the information desired. Mr. Edward Romans 
was also present for a few minutes and answered some questions. 

Mrs. W. E. (Velma) Johanson ,entered the Ben Taub Hospital, Houston, Texas, 
for psychiatric care on 10-17-68. Mr. Johanson stated that his wife is 
47, 5'4", and weighs 125 lbs. -He stated that prior to her interest in 
Scientology she was a perfectly sane, normal wife and mother. 
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Mrs. Romans said that her family became interested in Scientology due to 
the efforts of her neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. (Buster and Dot) Cearly. 
They went to the Scientology Center on July 14, 1968, to hear their first 
lecture and to take the free personality test. Mr. Johanson stated that 
the first persons in the family to attend the course included Mrs. Johanson, 
their 14-year old son, Eddie, and Mrs. Romans, their daughter. 

On 7-16-68 they returned to the center to obtain the results from their 
personality tests and also paid $15 each to take the HAS (Hubbard Apprentice 
Scientologist) Course, which included membership in the Church of 
Scientology. Mrs. Romans stated that they then attended classes for the 
next three weeks on Tuesdays and Thursdays. 

Mrs. Romans said that this course essentially is a public speaking course 
in that they learned to speak to people. 

Mr. Johanson stated that he took the personality test and signed up for 
the HAS Course on 7-29-68. 

Mr. Johanson stated that at the beginning they were told that Scientology 
was not a religion and would not interfere with their family life. They, 
were told that it was simply a self-improvement way of bettering their 
lives. 

During this time Mr. Johanson stated that other members of the family 
began taking the courses at the Scientology Center, which included 
W. E. and Velma Johanson and son, Eddie; Edward and Beverly Romans, 
daughter and son-in-law of Mr. Johanson; Mrs. Dorothy Romans, mother 
of Edward Romans; Bruce and Joanne Taylor, daughter and son-in-law of 
Mr. Johanson; Jack and Marie Beil, Mr. Johanson's nephew; and Darnell 
Trabathen; brother of Mrs. Johanson. 

In addition, Mrs. Romans stated that many of her neighbors and friends 
have or are active at the Scientology Center. 

Mrs. Romans stated that the next course taken was the HQS (Hubbard 
Qualified Scientologist), which cost $30. 

The Dissemination Course was then taken, which is free. This is a course 
in which they are taught how to interest other people in Scientology and 
to bring them to meetings, etc. 

LN) 
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Mr. Johanson stated that the family began auditing on August 15, 1968, and 
himself on August 17, 1968. Auditing is using the Hubbard E-Meter. Mrs. 
Romans stated that she was placed on a chair holding a tin can in each 
hand. The cans are connected to the E-Meter by wires. The subject cannot 
see the dials on the meter. The auditor (the person who reads the dials 
and asks the questions) then asked her questions. Mr. Johanson said that 
the questions are quite personal. Mrs. Romans said that the questioning 
lasts up to an hour or two. She said that the auditor begins with word 
associations trying to find out words which are related to emotions, fears, 
and past experiences that you do not want to talk about. This is then 
brought up again and again until it is thoroughly discussed. Mrs. Romans 
said that it was like confession of sins. Mr. Johanson said that these 
people could try to blackmail someone if they wanted to do so. 

Mrs. Romans said that this is supposedly to relieve the mind and is revealed 
on the E-Meter when this is done. She said that the auditor keeps asking 
if you have gotten a "release" yet. After the person says yes, he has to 
sign an affidavit that he got a "release." This is then kept in their 
records at the center. 

After being audited a number of times, they were to begin "auditing." This 
involves a number of courses or levels that each person must attain before 
going to the next level. The first level is the "0" or "Sub-0" which involves 
three levels - recall, secondary, and ingram. 

Mr: Johanson said that he paid in advance for the auditing courses - a total 
of $617.50 for himself plus $142.50 for the "Sub-0" auditing. 

He said that Mrs. Johanson started the "Sub-0" auditing but got it free 
because she worked at the center as a HAT body registrar. He said that 
Mrs. Johanson was at the center every day and night from October 1 thru 16 
seven days a week. She started her "Sub-0" auditing on 9-23-6E and finished 
Grade IV on or about 10-10-68. 

Mrs. Romans said that her mother was also taking a great number of vitamins, 
especially Vitamin E. Mrs. Romans explained that the center told them to 
cake Vitamin E especially on the days of auditing. She said that the 
Hallidays at the center told them that Vitamin E gives more oxygen in the 
body and thus provides for a better stimulation for the E-Meter. Mrs. 
Romans also said that a doctor told her that Vitamin E stimulates sexual 
potency. Mrs. Romans said that it was required to take Vitamin E on the 
days of auditing. 
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d 	She said that her mother was taking up to eight tablets of Vitamin E every 
d 	day in addition to the other vitamins. 

Mrs. Romans stated that during September and October her mother lost interest 
in the family. She stated that she was no longer concerned with keeping the 
house clean or cooking their regularly scheduled meals. She stated that her 
mother stopped going co church and attending any other functions other than 
going to the Scientology Center. 

Mrs. Romans stated that on two or three occasions her mother came home from 
the center complaining of shortness of breath. Mr. Johanson stated that 
during the first two weeks of October his wife did not sleep well, did not 

4 	eat hardly anything except to take her vitamin pills, and had once asked 
him for a divorce. He said that she also thought that she was a god from 
the indoctrination she received at the center, that she confused the Bible 
with Scientology, substituting words of the Bible with those of the 
Scientology Center. 

On Wednesday, October 16, 1968, Mr. Johanson stated that his wife came 
home in the morning and said that she had died at the center. He explained 
that she had fainted. Later he said that she had spoken of committing 
suicide while in the garage washing clothes the same morning but had stopped 
because of a sign on the wall reading "Stop." Mrs. Romans explained that 
her brother had ST? (motor oil) stickers on the wall and that her mother 
interpreted these as "Stop, change life, and start Scientology." She 
explained that this was one of the sayings at the Scientology Center. 

Mrs. Romans said that on Tuesday, October 15, 1968, her mother had told 
her that she was a god and that she was going to Los Angeles, California, 
to the Org Center for "power processing." Then she would have the power 
to heal "touch assist." 

On Thursday, 10-17-68, the family had finally decided to take Mrs. Johanson 
to the Ben Taub Hospital for psychiatric care. Mr. Johanson stated that 
they had been trying to take his wife to the hospital all that week but 
she refused to do so. He said that they decided to trick her into going 
by saying that Mr. Johanson had hurt his leg in an automobile accident. 

When Mrs. Johanson did not show up at the center on Thursday, Mrs. Halliday 
called and wanted to bring her to the center for good. Mr. Johanson said 
that he told Mrs. Halliday that he had been in an accident and was going 
to the hospital. He said that she wanted to give him "touch assist" over 
the telephone but that he refused to talk to her ahy - longer and also refused 
to go to the center for the "touch assist" healing. 
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He said that before they could leave Mrs. Halliday came charging into the 
house demanding to see Mrs. Johanson. Mr. Johanson said that Mrs. Johanson 
was in the garage washing clothes and that they tried to get Mrs. Halliday 
to leave before she came back into the house. Mrs. Romans said that Mrs. 
Halliday refused to leave until she had talked to Mrs. Johanson. Mr. 
Johanson stated that by then he was quite upset and hit her with his fist 
knocking her down. Mrs. Romans said that Mrs. Halliday still did not want 
to leave and they had to drag her by the arm out the front door. 

Mr. Johanson said that Mrs. Halliday then sat in her car on the street 
outside the house for an hour before she finally left and they could take 
Mrs. Johanson to the hospital. 

Both Mr. Johanson and Mrs. Romans said that they got no benefit from the 
center. Mr. Johanson said that he quit the center around September 15, 
1968, and that he had finished Level IV. Mrs. Romans said that she quit 
around September 3, 1968, after finishing the "Sub-0" level. 

On 10-29-68 a visit was made to the Ben Taub Hospital Psychiatric Clinic 
and Dr. Walter J. DeFoy, a resident psychiatrist, was interviewed. 

Dr. DeFoy said that he had been treating Mrs. Johanson since her arrival. 
He said that Mrs. Johanson is acutely psychotic, that she is presently 
under a religious delusion that she is a god. His prognosis is that she 
is a paranoid schizophrenic. He stated that she may have been schizophrenic 
most of her life. 

He said that Mrs. Johanson told him of over thirty operations - many of 
which were exploratory - in which she was complaining of pain etc. 
Dr. DeFoy said that she was extremely manic and that in the past she has 
gone off on tangents for days at a time, such as sewing constantly, 
reading the Bible, etc. 

Dr. DeFoy said that her family - both immediate and on her side - is very 
nervous. On the 17th of October when Mr. and Mrs. Johanson were entering 
the clinic, Mr. DeFoy was not sure whether it was Mr. Johanson or Mrs. 
Johanson who should be admitted because Mr. Johanson was so upset. 

Dr. DeFoy said that Mrs. Johanson had two brothers, one of which committed 
suicide during or right after World War II, and the other has had three 
nervous breakdowns, been admitted to the State Psychiatric Hospital in 
1,.aleigh, North Carolina, and has been treated with shock treatments. 
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He said that this case has been selected for presentation before the Texas 
Medical Center panel and has been covered extensively by the Department. 
Dr. DeFoy said that he did not believe that the E-Meter or the Scientology 
Center had caused her problems. He believes that this Scientology kick was 
something to replace another mania which she might have entered into other-
wise. He said chat she is presently being treated with Thorazine and that 
E.C.T. is being considered. 

Dr. DeFoy said that he has not heard of any other similar injuries to this 
one. He said that he was being transferred and that another resident would 
be in charge of this case. 

On 10-31-68 a visit was made to the office of John M. Harland, M.D., 330 
W. 20th Street, Houston, Texas. Dr. Harland said that he was quite surprised 
when Mrs. Johanson was taken to the hospital. He was not aware of the 
Scientology interest except that she had not been in his office as much 
recently. 

Dr. Harland said that he thought that he was the family physician and , 
stated that Mrs. Johanson has only been in his office six times this year. 
He said that this is strange because she usually comes into his office at 
a "drop of a hat." 

Dr. Harland said that her:first visit was in 1961 and that she has 
periodically suffered from respiratory problems. She has been treated 
for a virus, gastrointestinal trouble, and nausea. He stated that one 
time he put her on a liquid diet, and that the has had arthritis in the 
right elbow. Dr. Harland said that he has prescribed antibiotics and 
antihistamines to her at various times. In May 1967 she was to take a 
low dose of talium three times daily but she.only took this periodically. 

Dr. Harland said that the only vitamins prescribed was some Vitamin B1 
Supplement in conjunction with her normal diet which he said might not 
be enough for her. 

Dr. Harland said that Mrs. Johanson is psychoneurotic and is anxious and 
tense most of the time. He said that the background that she supplied 
his office only included four operations. 

Dr. Harland said that Mrs. Johanson recently quit work:and stopped smoking 
around the beginning of the year, and he was quite pleased with this because 
of her respiratory problems. 

it 
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Dr. Harland said that he thinks that she probably sees other doctors besides 
him but does not know for sure. He also said that both daughters of Mrs. 
Johanson are extremely nervous and have had marital problems in the past. 

On 11-14-68 Mrs. L. Levy, Social Worker, Ben Taub Hospital Psychiatric Clinic, 
was interviewed. She said that apparently Mrs. Johanson has always been 
neurotic as Mr. Johanson plans on a monthly drug bill of around $75.00 for 
her. She said that this is evidently one reason why the family had become 
interested in Scientology and why Mr. Johanson had allowed the family to 
spend as much money as they had at the center. 

Mrs. Levy said that evidently the family has been very strict in the past 
and that there has been family trouble, and from her discussion with Mrs. 
Johanson, the doctors, and the family, she has concluded that the Scientology 
interest has merely precipitated that which was there and not caused it. 

Other information regarding the Scientology Center was also obtained from 
Mr. Johanson and Mrs. Romans. Mrs. Romans said that the center tells 
people attending the center to stop taking all medicines and, that they use 
"touch assist" to cure physical illness. 

Scientology tells them not to talk to any new source, 
doctors, government people, and expecially U. S. Food 

Mr. Johanson said that since his wife has been in the 
received phone calls from people demanding to talk to 
where she is. 

investigator, police, 
and Drug inspectors. 

hospital they have 
her and to know 

He said that he thinks the center is trying to get her to stay at the 
center in order to get what money they do have at the present. 

Mr. Johanson said that he has spent over $2,000 at the center and showed 
this inspector several cancelled checks. It should be noted that two of 
the checks were deposited in a Switzerland bank account. 

Mr. Johanson said that he is going to try to get his money back somehow 
and that he is trying to bring pressure against the center so that other 
people will not be taken like he was. 

Mr. Johanson said that he would use physical forceif needed. This 
inspeCtor and Mrs. Romans told him that he should not think of using force 
and that he should let the law enforcement agencies do their job. 
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Mr. Johanson stated that he and his daughter have contacted all of the 
county agencies including the City District Attorney but that they are 
either unwilling or unable to do a thing. He asked if the non-profit 
status of the clinic should be checked into since two of his checks were 
deposited into a Swiss bank and that they are satisfied that this is not 
a non-profit organization. This inspector told him that the IRS might be 
interested in this and that he could contact them if he wanted to. 

Mrs. Romans stated that she knew of three E-Meters in the Scientology 
Center and that there might be more. She said that they are used both 
in the house and in a garage-type building in back of the house. Mrs. 
Romans stated that everyone active at the center uses the E-Meter as they 
are required to be "released" in each of their sessions. She said that 

ii once you become an "auditor" you have to have to have an E-Meter in order 
to "Audit" other people. 

She gave the following list of people whom they think to have E-Meters: 

Otis and Betty Halliday, Director of the Center and 
owners of the franchise. 

Joe and Sally Thompson, 9825 Worwana 

Bill.and Bobby Wilson, 10018 Bordley 

Briz and Judy Powell 

John Niven, 3014 Los Palmas 

Jim and Elda Elger, Bookkeeper and Treasurer 

E. C. (Buster and Dot) Cearley, 1547 Althea 

Pat and Leila Flanagan, 5102 Mimosa 

R. C. and Joyce Rolland, and their daughter, Tamie. 

Both said that they knew none of the above people would cooperate as they 
were definitely anti-FDA and that none of their relatives were auditors 
and, therefore, did not have the E-Meters. it 
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Mr. Johanson said that most of the E-Meters used an electrical plug-in 
but that he had not seen a cord on a couple of machines and, therefore, 
concludes that they, may have been battery powered. Be said that he could 
not feel any electrical current. Mrs. Romans said that she got a definite 
tingle in her arms. Mr. Johanson said that he could not feel a thing 
while holding the cans. 

After a meter session Mrs. Romans said that other people at the center 
always complimented the individual on how well he or she looked, how the 
eyes were so clear, sparkling, etc. 

Both said that the owners of the E-Meter also audited people in their own 
homes besides at the center. 

Both stated that no medical claims were ever made to them for the E-Meter 
other than to enrich and improve their lives. 

Mrs. Romans said that the Cearleys were talking of having their own franchise 
in their home. She stated that they had a supply of tape recordings and 
printed material already in their home.: 

Mrs. Romans said that her mother had been taking a large amount of vitamins 
under the center's direction. The vitamins included calcium, 81, C, E, A, 
and protein. She said that her mother was taking eight times as much 
Vitamin E as she should and would frequently take a bunch of capsules 
several times daily. She said that her mother Obtained the vitamins from 
the Health Food Store, Shepherd Plaza, 11th and Shepherd, Houston, Texas. 

The vitamins found in the home of Mr. Johanson are as follows: 

30 tablet bottle of 250 mg protein manufactured by 
Stanlabs, Inc., Portland, Oregon coded 08002805. 

Other vitamins manufactured by the same firm are: 

100 capsule bottle 100 mg thiamine chloride 
Vitamin 131 coded 75014801 
and 
50 mg thiamine chloride Vitamin B1  coded 500588072. 

100 capsule bottle of 200 international units of 
Vitamin E and wheat oil, Radiance Products Company, 
Alhabbra, California, coded 0824109. 
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250 tablets natural Vitamin C and acerola manufactured 
by Universal Nutritions, Inc., Yonkers, New York coded 
14338. 

The following vitamins were manufactured by the Wolins Pharmacal Corp., 
Farmingdale, New York: 

Calcium lactate 10 grains 1,000 tablet bottle coded 058872. 

Vitamin A 5,000 USP units 1,000 tablet bottle coded 5725. 

Vitamin E 100 International units. 100 capsule bottle coded 
5701. 

Mr. Johanson said that his wife felt so strongly about Scientology that 
she called her brother, Darnell Trabathen, and told him to come to Houston 
and be cured. He explained that Mr. Trabathen, 38 years old, has suffered 
three nervous breakdowns and has been treated with shock treatments at the 
State Hospital, Raleigh, North Carolina. Mr. Johanson stated that Mr. 
Trabathen attended the Scientology Center and was audited with the E-Meter 
several times. He returned to Raleigh after Mrs. Johanson entered the 
hospital. 

Mrs. Romans furnished other information which does not appear to be of 
FDA interest: the Scientology Church has ships and intends to take over 
the world; England has kicked L. Ron Hubbard, the found of Sceintology, 
out of the country; that England will not give "work permits" to any 
aliens who enter the country to study Sceintology; the Scientologists 
believe their minds can leave their bodies and take over others; or can 
visit other places; and that they can communicate with each other through 
electrical wires and systems; etc. 

Mr. Johanson stated that the Scientology Center normally has a firm where 
individuals may work to pay for their Scientology courses. He said that 
this firm in Houston is ICE. 

It was pointed out to Mr. Johanson and Mrs. Romans that the interest of 
the Food and Drug Administration lies in the E-Meter, literature, and 
possibly the vitamins. It was explained to them that our investigation 
and results would not be available to them. Both of them stated that 
they understood and indicated that they would help the Government in any 
way. 
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On 11-15-68 Mr. Johanson again stated that they are contemplating a civil 
suit against the Scientology Center. On this date Mr. Johanson said that 
his wife is much better, that she had come home over the weekend of 
11-9 & 10-68, and that she would be home the next weekend, 11-16 & 17-68. 
Mr. Johanson stated that she may be released from the hospital on 11-19-68. 

During the investigation Mrs. Levy, mentioned above, stated that Mrs. 
Johanson had responded well to the thorazine and this inspector does not 
believe that she received the shock treatments. 

SUMMARY: 

On 10-17-68 Mrs. W. E. (Velma) Johanson was committed by her•family to the 
psychiatric clinic of Ben Taub Hospital for treatment. The family feels 
that the Scientology Center of Houston is responsible for her mental break-
down. The members of this family, a total of eleven people, attended the 
Scientology Center between July 14 and October 17, 1968, and took various 
courses. 

These courses included many hours of auditing on the Hubbard E-Meter of 
which the only claims made were to increase the individual's peace of mind, 
etc. This appears to be a form of psychoanalysis by unqualified people. 
The center apparently tries to get individuals to sever their family life, 
unless the family also joins the center, and to spend their time and money 
at and for Scientology. 

Mrs. Johanson, 47 years old, 5'4", 125 lbs., apparently was paranoiac prior 
to her interest in Scientology, and her family has a background of mental 
problems. 

The family knew of three different E-Meters at the center and said that 
other individuals listed above would have the device as they were qualified 
by the Scientology Center to audit people. 

The center demands that Vitamin E be taken in addition to other vitamins, 
and that the people stop taking all drugs and seeing their medical physicians. 
It also tries to instill a fear of any news media and law enforcement 
agenCies. 

A list of vitamins given to Mrs. Johanson by Mrs. Elda Elger (attached as 
Exhibit 6) indicates one or two capsules of 25,000 International Units per 
day. Since she had capsules of 50,000 International Units of Vitamin A 
she may have been taking 100,000 International Units of Vitamin A per day 
or more. 
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It should be noted that all books sold by the center contain the statement: 
"The E-Meter is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment, or 
prevention of any disease." This sticker is placed on the inside cover of 
each booklet sold by the center. 

During this investigation Mr. Johanson furnished this inspector with various 
letters, pamphlets, and other information regarding Scientology. Other 
information was collected and attached to this report as Exhibits 1-41. 
These are as follows: 

1. A vitamin order blank and memo which instructs "not to have any 
drugs for 24 hours prior to a session." 

2. A vitamin advertisement. 

3. A vitamin advertisement. 

4. A vitamin advertisement. 

5. A vitamin advertisement. 

6. A list of vitamins given to Mrs. Johanson by Elda Eiger. 

7. Vitamin advertisement letter. 	
- 

8. "The Code of a Scientologist." 

9. "The Auditor's Code." 

10. The Scientology policy on physical healing, insanity, and 
troublesome sources. 

11. "The Monthly Journal of Scientology." (See page 2 for an 
, advertisement of the E-Meter.) 

12. Prices for courses at the Scientology Center of Houston. 

13. A dictionary of Scientology terms. 

14. "What is Scientology?" 

15. "What are people for?" 

16. A Scientology Staff Member Magazine. (See page 31 for E-Meter 
Advertisement). 
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17. "The Character of Scientology." The inside of the back cover• 
lists a number of the Churches of Scientology in the world. 	• 

18. "A Student Goes Through Saint Hill." 

19. "The Findings on the U. S. Food and Drug Agency." (See page 24, 
"The Charter," the sixth paragraph, and page 25, item 6.) 

20. A progress letter to Mrs. Johanson. 

21. An article written by Mrs. Johanson. 

22. A contract signed by Mr. Johanson. 

23. An advertisement for a field staff member. Note that a commission 
II is to be paid even though this is ,a non-profit organization. 

24. An explanation of the Scientology processing and a listing of 
each of the grades or levels through Grade IV. 

25. A price list for the Los Angeles Org. 

26. A book advertisement. 

27. A book advertisement. 

28. An address change for the Los Angeles Org. 

29. Advertisement (see Exhibit 23). 

30. A book advertisement. 

31. A sheet to extract money from the members. 

32. Another price list of the courses. 

33. through 38. News letters with articles by members of the center 
which include the Johansons and the Romans. 

39. A newspaper article. 

40. A newspaper article about a local Scientology Center member. 
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41. A magazine article. 

EDWARD R. ATKINS, 237 
INSPECTOR 
HOUSTON RESIDENT POST 
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nneth P. Ewing 
Compliance Officer 

ME4MORANDUM 

TO' 
	

BMDDP/HFK -100 
Attn: Pamela Wojtowicz 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 	

t‘i 
DATE: March 26, 1975 

FROM 	Houston Section 
	 Church of Scientology 

HFR 6340 
	 Houston, Texas 

SUBJECT: FOI Request 

Houston has one investigation in its files and several documents 
already public information. 

The 14 page memorandum. dated 11/19/68 reports a consumer complaint 
of Mrs. Edward Romans. The report consists of a predominance of 
privileged medical information so inextricably intertwined with other 
information as to make it impossible to purge. I recommend that this 
memorandum, and the Medical Release be denied disclosure. 

The remaining documents in the file are FDA Press Release 67-53, a 
clipping from Houston Post 12/13/69 page 9, and a newspaper article 
entitled "A Cult Called Scientology" from "Spotlight" The Houston 
Post 1/12/69, all records currently publicly avail ble. 



Document C-1; is a two page memorandum,'dated 3/27/68, to Director, 
Chicago District, from Roland D. Sherman, Inspector; subject: 4093 V 
Hubbard E. Meter. This memorandum consists of information regarding a 
specific individual to be used in providing a response to document C-2. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions found at 
the top of page one, line two of paragraph two, and deletions found on 
paragraph three, on page one, consist of the name and the address of a 
specific individual which, if released, would disclose the identity of 
a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) 
(7) (D). The remaining deleted portions found in paragraph two, consist 
of confidential information pertaining to a specific individual including 
medical references. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (6) 
and (7) (0), because release would constitute a clearly unwarranted in-
vasion of personal privacy. 

Deletions found on page two of this document, consist of confidential 
information which, if released, would constitute an unwarrented invasion 
of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. (b) (7) (C). 
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Document C-2; is a two page letter dated 4/9/68, addressed to a State 
Official, from the Deputy Director, A. J. Beebe, Detroit District. This 
letter consists of information on a particular individual. 

This document is released with deletions. The name and address of the 
addressee is deleted because, release would constitute an unwarranted in-
vasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 
(b) (7) (C). The deletions found in lines two, and four through to the 
end of paragraph three, consist of confidential information including 
medical references pertaining to a specific individual. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.O. 552 (b) (6), because, release would con-
stitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The re-
maining deletions found on page one and two, consist of the name of a 
specific individual which, if released, would disclose the identity of 
a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 
(b).(7) (D). 
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Document E-l; is a three-page memorandum, dated 1/24/63, to Los Angeles 
District, from Van W. Smart, Division of Regulatory Management, Bureau 
of Inforcement. Subj; 4093 V, Hubbard E. Meter, FDC 48405. This 
memorandum is an assignment request for information regarding specific 
individuals associated with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deletions found in sub-
paragraph three on page one, line four on page two, deletions in the 
second paragraph of sub-paragraph four, and deletions found in line 
three and four of sub-paragraph five, and deletions found in sub-
paragraph seven, consist of identifying characteristics which, if re-
leased, would disclose the identity of a confidential source, and 
disclose the investigative techniques and proceedures. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D) and (E). The deletions found 
in lines five, and six, of the first paragraph on page two, consist of 
the names of specific individuals which, if released, would disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. This portion is exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). The deletions found in line six to the end of 
the paragraph of sub-paragraph five, consists of confidential information 
which, if released, would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (c). 
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DATn: 

 

   

FROM 	 of :. 	 L. Hon s9.....LarLI 
Duren,: c: Z.:earn...eat 	 ,uheih.3 „fnurch of Sciev.t.,1cLy 

Ltstributisa Center, 	. 
SUBJECT: L.-jy3 

Hui.l.arci 2 
YDC 41:4D5 	 1:te. 

O_. UU invest 	_1C.. cf the sbov... 
'0 	. 	 ..- ry 24), invesciLintion ef the 

is eesiree: 

Certified Lapses of carcorntioa papers h.-Y.: the treldLonl Linnetios 
Research Youndation c: California, Inc., which was chatered,  on 

9/5/5e,  and corporate papers of ;•:• related firm. 

Investigeeior. todotc inCicateS thet sey.erel tak liens, suits, nr.< 
other liens and earnishants :;erc filed ;,3ainst 	KuLbarC Diane- 

tics ..,:scorch Youndeeian of Call20min, Inc., in 	Los Alv,;clis 

arca durinL 1953 throu3h presenc Cate. Enny of the liens end 
suits are soli:. to roc:.ain unsettled. 	hove no specific informs_ 
Lion as to the nature of these lions but 	°'  e. nny inferation 
you may be able to uncover with  	photor -" •• copies o.2 

the information. 

3. In the Superior Court of Los Ancles County on April 23, 1951, 
an cation was taken hy Mrs. Sera Horthrup 'Hubbard, wife of I. Ron 
Hubbard, against Mr. Hubbard ea charges of hid napping of their 
ehilij, torture and bigamy. This case nu::cer is believe,: to be 
"A (or 1.1)(235379" file,: April 24, 1951. Asum=ans Y03 if,SLI‘±C: to 

1-ir. L. icon HuLl'ard, suhraans ne:,.ber is D-4,14,49C. ::nrner and 
Jackson, attorneys located at 639 South Spring Street, Los AngelLs, 
handled this action. Other ineividuals tine were named in the 
action have also appeared in vnricus places in our investiatson 	 

Information ecricernin3 these iadivid:ucis 	
is desired. These ikdividuals are: 



if 

1 

Of particular interest also is the fact thoe 	Sara Hubbard 
on 3,11/51 wit-ad:raw all statements which she had mode rl'et:TISt 
L. ::on Hubbard. The reasons for this withdrawal 	unknown. 
7:,Te suggest investigation of the  	zertific/ 

	

copies of aoy obtained and contact wit', 	
	 'for any aecitecnol info-not:5n walen they 
racy be able to supply. He are also desirous of obtaining in-
formation concerning the marriage of Hr. Hubbard to Sara N. 
Hubbard. The m.,errioge Sate is said to be :.ugust 13, 134,6, 
however location is u" '--0-:.:.. 

4., Fir. Ralph Ktnneth Swanson is an individual who has been con-
nected with thaPbacnix Institute of Scientology and the HubLard 
Association of Scientology International. He has apparently 
resided at the iollowing addresses: 

2835 Horth 29th Street, Apt. 3, Yhoen'n, Arizona. 

1749 North 32nd Place, Phoenix, Arizona. 

The Phoenix Institute of Scientolov was at one time located at 
423U North 32nd Street, Phoenix (October 1953 to Jonunry 1354), 
and the Hubbard Association of Scientology International was 
located at 675 North 3rd Street, Phoenix, from Narch 1354 to 
September 1954. Nr. Ralph Swanson was born in Jacksonville, 

	

Florida, on July 3, 1928.  	

5. Nr. Frank Bernard Desslcr. This individual has also been con-
nected with L. Ron Hubbard. His only itnown address is 120 South 

	

Comen Drive, Beverly Hills, California. 1:e desi.t.  	

	check of, this individual ond deterinction of his con- 
nectionwiththesubjector .subjee r. Dessler is b ._  

	

lieved to haver 	

3. Please visit the offices of the Letter Business Burn..,, in 
Phoenix, Arizona, and obtain copies of any corrospandinee 
or information that they have concerning these otganizatiens 
or individuals. 

7. Also moRe 	 on),:r. James Olsen, which 4 s an alias 

believed tO  Have becn- Uccd by Hr. L. Ron Hubbard. Hr. Olson's 

address is 12:: South Or-.den Drive, dew:J.1y Hills, California, 

which id the smoc as n-z. Prank iiEsicr's. 
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The Kirror, Los 
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DI, Part I, p 

The Los An:cies 	1:ay .2 	 Pcrt IT , no:u 

	 ,,agazne, rrneion I r..1 . 	n a Doceo.tor 17.252 issue c't ta,e 
is mode that the orz.;ani.,-'on has 	y 	nrcc.'. the 
question of proctice of pzycholoe.y. They refer to an ntten:pte6 
prosecution of a California nuditer. Lny infornazticn concerning 
this action is c..:siraLle. 	 nizo obcnin info=ation con- 
cernirv6 California Psychology law: 	res-f2act to this type 
practice. 
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OPTIONAL FOAM NO. Or 
1013-104 

. ;UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: LOS ANGELES DISTRICT DATE: January 24,1963 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

Diviaion of Regulatory Management 

Bureau of Enforcement 

4-093 V 
Hubbard E meter 
FDC 48405 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
,Distribution Center, Inc. 
Hubbard Dianetics Research 

Foundation 
Etc. 

As part of our investigation of the above individual and subject firms 

(refer to DRi1 briefing memorandum of January 24), investigation of the 

following is desired: 

1, Certified copies of corporation papers for the Hubbard.Dianetics 

Research Foundation of California, Inc., which was chartered on 

9/5/50 and corporate papers of any related firm. 

2. Investigation todate indicatcs that several tax liens, suits, and 

other liens and garnishments were filed against the Hubbard Diane-

tics Research Foundation of California, Inc:, in the Los Angeles 

area during 1950 through present date. Many of the liens and 

suits are said to remain unsettled. We have no specific informa-

tion as to the nature of these liens but desire any information 

you may be able 'to uncover with certified photostatic copies of 

the information. 

3. In the Superior Court of Los Angeles County on April 23, 1951, 

an action was taken by Mrs. Sara Northrup Hubbard, wife of I. Ron 

Hubbard, against Mr. Hubbard on charges of kidnapping of their 

child, torture and bigamy. This case number is believed to be 

"A(or H)035079" filed April 24., 1951. A summons was issued to 

Mr. L. Ron Hubbard, summons number is D-414,498. Warner and 

Jackson, attorneys located at 639 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, 

handled this action. Other individuals who were named in the 

action have also appeared in various places in our investigation. 

Information concerning these individuals Including police checks) 

.is desired. These individuals are: 

Frank Bernard Dossier 

Richard D. DeMille 
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Of particular interest also is the fact that Mrs. Sara Hubbard 
on 6/11/51 withdrew all statements which she had made against 
L.- Ron Hubbard. The reasons for this withdrawal are unknown. 
.7de suggest investigation of the (court reeordsiwith certified 
copies of any obtained and contact with4he law offices of 
Warner and Jacksonjfor any additional information which they 
may be able to supply. We are also desirous of obtaining in-
formation concerning the marriage of Mr. Hubbard to Sara N. 
Hubbard. The marriage date is said to be August 10, 1946, 
however location is unknown. 

4. Mr. Ralph Kenneth Swanson is an individual who has been con-
nected with thePhoenix Institute of Scientology and the Hubbard 
Association of Scientology International. He has apparently 
resided at the following addresses: . 

2835 North 29th Street, Apt. 3, Phoenix, Arizona.• 

1749 Nbrth 32nd Place, Phoenix, Arizona. 

The Phoenix Institute of Scientology was at one time located at 
4238 North 32nd Street, Phoenix (October 1953 to January 1954), 
and the Hubbard Association of Scientology International was 
located at 616 North 3rd Street, Phoenix, from March 1954 to 
September 1954. Mr. Ralph Swanson was born in Jacksonville, 
Florida, on July 3, 1926. 	lease obtain a police check on this 
individual and attempt to determine if any state or local actions 
have been taken against him; 

5. Mr. Frank Bernard Desslcr. This individual has also been con-
nected with L. Ron Hubbard. His only known address is 128 South 
Camden Drive, Beverly Hills, California. 'We desire& police3 
record check of this individual and determination of his con-
nection with the subject or subject firms.' Mr. Dessler is be-
lieved to havc(C police record in California for car theft and% 
a record in Arizona for grand theft. Certified copies of any. 
police records should be obtainedi 

6. Please visit the offices of-the Better Business Bureau in 
Phoenix, Arizona, and obtain copies of any correspondence 
or information that they have concerning these organizations 
or individuals. 

7. Also make LPolice checijon.Mr. James Olsen, which is an alias 
believed to have been used by Mr. L. Ron Hubbard. Mr. Olson's 
address is 123 South Camden Drive, Beverly Hills, California, 
which is the same as Mr. Frank Dessler's. • 
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8. We also desire copies of newspaper articles concerning Dianetics, 
Hubbard or related firms which appeared in the following papers: 

The Mirror, Los Angeles, May 1, 1951, page 16. 

The Mirror, Los Angeles, April 24, 1951, page 20 and 
April 10, 1951. 

The Los Angeles Times, April 25, 1951, Part I, page-2. 

The Los 'Angeles Times, May.15, 1951, Part II, page 0. 

9. In a December 1962 issue of the firm's Ability magazine, mention 
is made that the organization has successfully answered the 
question of practice of psychology. They refer to an attempted 
prosecution of a California auditor. Any information concerning 
this action is desirable. Please also obtain information con-
cerning California Psychology laws with respect to this type 
practice. 

Enclosures: 
cc this memo (2) 
Briefing memo 1/24/63 
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ADMINISTRATION:  Atta: MM 	 2/7/63 

Submitted for your information. Additional information mill be submitted as obtained. 

KENNETH E. Linn 
Supervisory Inspector 

Ertel: 
cc this memo 

cc: S. 7. Dist.: Note: Please note   	may 
have some information of value: 	
Photocopy of original assignment 
attached. 
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Document E-2; is a four page memorandum, dated 2/6/63, to Director, 
Los Angeles District, from D. L. Dovel, Inspector, subject: Hubbard 
E. Meter 4093 V, FDC 48405. This memorandum consists of information 
obtained on specific individuals in response to Document E-1. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portion found 
in sub-paragraph two on page one, and at the bottom of page one, contains 
specific names which, if released, would disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) 
(7) (D). On page two the deletions found in paragraph two, four, and 
line four of paragraph three, contain identifying characteristics which, 
if released, would disclose the identity of a confidential source, 
and disclose investigative techniques and procedures. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7).(D) and (E). Deletions found in lines 
one through three in paragraph three, one through three in paragraph 
five, and all the deletions found in paragraph six, contain specific names 
which, if released, would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). The deletions 
found in lines four through five in paragraph five, contain confidential 
information pertaining to a specific individual which, if released, would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C). 

On page three the deletions found in sub-paragraph five, and line one in 
sub-paragraph seven, contain identifying characteristics which, if released, 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source, and disclose the 
investigative techniques and procedures. These portions are exempt under 
five U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D) and (E). Deletions found in line two, and 
three of sub-paragraph seven, and those found in paragraph two of sub-
paragraph seven, contain specific names of individuals which, if released, 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). The deletions found in the second 
paragraph of the sub-paragraph eight, contain confidential information 
which, if released, would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy, and would also disclose the identity of a cofidential source. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C) and (D). 

Deletions found on page four consist of specific names and identifying 
characteristics which, if released, would disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) 
(7) (D). 
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Documents E-3.and H-130; are identical. This document is a one-page 
memorandum dated 2/7/63, to the Chief Inspector, L. A. District, from 
the Phoenix Inspection Station; subject, 4693V, HubbardE-reter, DRM/ 
LA Memo 1/24/63, FDC 48405. This memorandum consists of information 
(obtained from specific individuals in response to Document E-l. 

This document is released with deletions. Deletions found in paragraphs 
qane and two; and lines one and three in paragraph three; and in the 
"Enclosed" title. These contain specific names and identifying char-
acteristics which if released would disclose the identity of a confiden-
tial source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 
theletions found in lines 4 through 10 in paragraph three, contain con-
fidential information pertaining to a specific individual which if re 
leased, would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
(privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (6). 
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DATE: 2/7/63 

• t 	\ OPPONAt FORA NO. 10 
1  . 	0fl 	 • 

( 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

'Memorandum 
TO 	: Chief Inspector,L.A. District 

Phoenix Inspection Station 

4-00, 	,  L  V  'Hubbard E. meter -Fr-4  
DiliiLA Memo 1/24/63 
FLC 48405 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of 
Scientology,et al 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

In response to DRN/LA memo, 1/24/63 the following information is 
!hereby reported: 

Ralph Kenneth Swan C; Frank Bernard Dressler 	 Jas 
neoative. Check was made with 
gatattSnatte'tgagegettelocal office of FLI. 

Phoenix Better Business Bureau- had no information on the above 
individuals,but had an extensive file on Hubbard G Hubbard Association of 
Scientology of BEE loaned me the files on this 
organization. Attached to this memo are copies of the DBLfiles. Hubbard has 
not been active here in several years(1955-56) according to these records. 

Lad no record on the above individuals, but they 
e a file on HuLoard Institute of 

contained inquiries from 
investigatio 
a "consulting scientolcgist" 

Accbroing to 0? 
ndicated that li this 

probably involved 	. 	 • 
Attached to this memo are copies of the 

AltSMISMOSSOSffiles on this organizationf 

• Please note that,due to the volumninous files on this organization,only 

certified copies of aK record at a later date. 
1 copy of each record was obtained,for review. If  desired we can obtain 

Gea Earat 
Albert Ackerman 
Phoenix Resident Inspector 

BIXTi Copies of BBB Files 

Wa2/021203114Files 
LIZZVLA Memo 1/2/463 

ADMINISTRATION: 	 February 8, 1963 

Submitted per DEM request. Other information w 11 e su it d as 
obtained. KIMLEL 
Encl. 	 Supervisory Inspector 

cc this memo 

'.0(..VA1171-0 1ftetEs. .4Ctilra 

4.4A.VIt—P14,4  

Scientology(sic),et al. These records 
and in particular an 

appLrantly Wes 



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
3010-104 

t 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
To 	: Chief Inspector$L.A. pistrict 

FROM : Phoenix Inspection Station 

er(r- 

SUBJECT: ,4"-•053 V ,  Hubbard E. meter 
DEE/LA Memo 1/24/63 
FEC 48405 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of 
Scientology,et al 

In response 'to DP VI memo 1/24/63 the following information is 
Thereby reported: 

Ralph Kenneth Swad Frank Bern rd Dressler 	  gas 
necative. Check was made with 	 

local office of FBI. 

Phoenix Letter Business 'Bureau- had no information on the above 
4ndividuals,but had an extensive file on Hubbard .& 
1Scientology.angantatgazof BEE loaned me the files on this 
organization. Attached to this memo are copies of the BEE 'files. Hubbard has 

Hubbard Association of 

not been active here in several years(1955-56) according to these records. 

.ht-g“ 	.1 had no record on the above individuals, but they 
did have a file on huLoard Institute of Scientolocy(sic),et al. These records 
contained inquiries fromp,.,;4,‘11,y,.,r,-.t.1*14,nd in nart'cular an 
investicatio 	 c*T-'clir=1I-"S=1=Iria'r-T:rantlY was 
a "consulting scientolcgist" 

According to 
ndicated theta this 

probably involved 
Attached to this memo are copies of the 

files on this organization,[ 

• please note that,due to the volumninous files on this orcanization,only 
1 copy. of each record was obtainedsfor review. If desiregoye can obtain 

02.4  fat  
Albert Ackerman 
Phoenix Resident inspector 

ONCL: Copies of BEE Files
If 	I 

 

DR.';/LA Eemo 1/2/463 
(ADMINISTRATION: 	 February 8, 1963 

obtained.  
Submitted per DRM request. Other information w 11 e su it d as 

K.E. KIMLEL 
Encl. 	 Supervisory Inspector 

cc this memo 

certified copies of aK record at a later date, 



did hate a file on MuL,Jard Institute of 
contained Inquiries from 
!investigatio 

"consulting scientolcgist" 

pansegres4Files 
DRL/LA I.emo 1/2/463  

,ADMINISTRATION: 

ENCL: Copies of' BEE Files.' 

11.  

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
5010-104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

1Mernorandum 

TO 
	: Chief Inspector,L.A. District 

FROM :.Phoenix Inspection Station 

SUBJECT:  4- 293 V  Hubbard E. meter 
Dithl/LA Nemo 1/24/63 
FX 484o5 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of 
Scientology,et al - 

In response to DRM/LA memo 1/24/63 the following information is 
hereby reported: 

Ralph Kenneth Swan Frank Bernard Dressler 
:jleoative. Check was made with 

local office of FBI. 

Phoenix Better Business Bureau-  had no information on the above 
individuals,but had an extensive file on Hubbard t Hubbard Association of-
Scientology of BEE loaned me the files on this 
;eroanization. - Attached to this memo are copies of the BBLfiles.•Hubbard has 
;not been active here in several years(1955-56) according to these records. 

as 

record on the above individuals, but they 
Scientology(sic),et al. These records 

and in narticular an 
aripLrantly WS'S 

.S1 
00iioiopt 
ccording to 

ndicated thatA this 
Probably involved 

Attached to this memo are copies of the 
files on this organization/  

Please note that,due to the volumninous files on this orranization,only 
1 copy of each record was obtainedsforreview. If desiretwe can obtain 
certified copies of al( record at a later date, 

Albert Ackerman 
Phoenix Resident Inspector 

February 8, 1963 

Submitted per DRM request. Other information w 11 e submitted as 
obtained.  

K.E. KIMLEL 
Encl. 	 Supervisory Inspector 
cc this memo 



DATE: 2/7/63 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of 
Scientology,et al - 

Hu,.....ard Institute of Scientology(sic),et al. These records 
and in particular an 

INT 	...4  4-. 
 -..3.a.,prinntly was 

	

,,-waif 	g:..2.2St.- 
,._j..-:- :,,t,- .-7-Fn4.:5-0.7iz:•,,-tkit4s•' 
ndicated theta this 

did ha.e a file on 
contained inquiries 
investioatio 
a "consulting scientolcgist" 

from 

probably involve' 
*4qt Attached to this memo are copies of the 

files on this organization] 

--- 

-, 	J v 	OPTIONAL FORA NO. 10 	. 
S010-104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: Chief lnspector4L.A. District 

FROM : Phoenix Inspection Station 

,r• 

SUBJECT: 4-01'3 V ,  Hubbard E. meter 
ThliM/LA Memo 1/24/63 • 
FDC 48405 

In response to DIDI/LA memo 1/24/63 the following information is 
hereby reported: 

Ralph Kenneth Swan C: Frank Bernard Dressler. 	 as 
negative. Check was made with 
4335gMaigtaftSgage local office of FBI. 

Phoenix Setter Eusiness Bureau- had no information on the above 
individuals,but had an extensive file on Hubbard & Hubbard Association of- 
Scientology. 	 of BEE loaned me the files on this 
organization:Attached to this memo are copies of the DBL.files. Hubbard has 
not been active here in several years(1955-56) according to these-records. 

had no record on the above individuals, but they 

please note that,due to the volumninous files on this orcanization,only 

certified copies of aK record at a later date. 
1 copy of each record was obtainedifor review. If desiretwe can obtain 

Albert Aci-eflan 
Phoenix Resident Inspector 

!MILT_.: Copies of BEB Files' 
*1 	it 	ttatgralia File s 
DR:VIA Memo 1/2/463 

!ADMINISTRATION: 	 February 8, 1963 

obtained. 	
Jill e su td as Submitted per DRM request. Other information  

K. E. KIMLEL ii 
Encl. 	 Supervisory Inspector 
cc this memo 



DATE: 2/7/63 

In response to DRM/LA memo 1/24/63 the following information is 
hereby reported: 

Ralph Kenneth Swan t: Frank Eernard Dressler 	 gas 
neoative. Check was made with. 

local office of FBI. 

Phoenix Setter Business Bureau- had no information on the above 
individuals,but had an extensive file on Hubbard t: Hubbard Association of. 
Scientology, 	 of DEE loaned me the files on this 
crganization. Attached to this memo are copies of the BEL'files. Hubbard has 
not been active here in several years(1955-56) according'to these records. 

Cl/TIONat POLY MO. 10 
5010-101 

UNITED.  STATES GOVERNMENT 

,Memorandum 
TO 	: Chief Inspector.L.A. District 

FROM : Phoenix Inspection Station 

"7,r 

SUBJECT:  4-,003 V ,  Hubbard E. meter 
DRM/LA Memo 1/24/63 
FTC 48405  

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of 
Scientology,et al - 

contained inquiries 
investigatio 
a "consulting scientolcgist" 

did ha e a file on HuLoard Institute of 

- 	 -J4.1"7-4:01.1.1411"1110,44.- .S7t  

coo rcan g t o -C- 

from 

had no record on the above individuals, but they 
Scientology(sic),et al. These records 

and in particular an 
appLrantly was 

ndicated theta this - 
probably involved 

Attached to this memo are copies of the 
files on this organizationt 

• please note that,due to the volumninous files on this oroanization,only 
1 copy of each record was obtained,for review. If desire‘ we can obtain 
Certified copies of 	record at a later date. 

Albert 'Acker-an 
Phoenix Resident Inspector 

• 

ENCL: Copies of EBB Files 
gattgethemIFiles 

LIIII/LA Memo 1/2/463 	
• 
	qt. 

,ADMINISTRATION: 	 February 8, 1963 

Obtained. 
Submitted per DRM request. Other information w 11 e su t d as 

K.E. KIMLEL 
Encl. 	 Supervisory Inspector 

cc this memo 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

• 
5010-104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
DATE: 2/7/63 TO 	Chief Inspectort1.4A6  District 

FROM : Phoenix Inspection Station 

SUBJECT: 4093 V A   Hubbard E. meter 
DRM/LA Memo 1/24/63 
FEC 48405 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of 
Scientology,et al - 

  

In response'to DRM/LA memo 1/24/63 the following information is 
hereby reported: 

Ralph Kenneth Swan & Frank Bernard Dressler-police check was 
negative. .Chack.was made vithiPhoenix & lUcson.local law enforcement agencies, 
State Penal Institution, andilocal office of FBI. 

Phoenix Better Business Bureau- had no information on the.above 
individuals,but had an extensive file on Hubbard & HubbOrd Association of 
Scientology. IMrs Thelma Miller,Asst Mgrjof BBB loaned me the files on this 
organization. Attached to this memo are copies of the BBB files. Hubbard has 
not been active here in several years(1955-56) according to these records. 

(Phoenix Police---jhad no record on the above individuals, but they 
did have a file on Hubbard Institute of Scientology(sic),et al, These records 
contained inquiries from( 	.other Police Leptsiand in particular an 
investigation(L1955) of EDD CLARK 1822 N 1st Ave Phoenix. Clarkiapparantly was 
a "consulting scientologist",&ho in 1955 was (Charged with 5 counts of 
practising medicine without a licensqAccordiiig to/Maricopa CRunty Attorney's7 
office the charges were dropped (in Dec 1956. Police indicateOthatli this 
probably involved(1 dropping of charges providing Clark left town or ceased 
his activities in this field!) Attached to this memo are copies of the 
Phoenix Policsgfiles on this organization/ 

Please note that,due to the volumninous files on this organization,only 
1 copy of each record was obtainedIfor review. If desired we can obtain 
certified copies of aK record at a later date. 

Albert Ackerman 
Phoenix Resident Inspector 

ENCL: Copies of BBB Files' 
Ephoenix Polic) Files 

DRM/LA Memo 1/2/463 
ADMINISTRATION: 

Submitted 'per DRM request. 
obtained. 

February 8, 1963 

Other information !111 e su t d as 

K.E. KIMLEL/Y 

 

 

2 Encl. 
cc this memo 

 

Supervisory Inspector 

   

I 



Document E-4; is a one-page memorandum dated 2/E/6s, to the Director, 
Los Angeles District, from D. L. Dover, Inspector; subject: Hubbard 

Sample No. 4391, riff ' 43405. This memorandum is a summary of 
the investigation made on certain individuals associated with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions consist 
Of specific names and identifying characteristics which if released, 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 



• 7".E 	i.DTS CT 	 Feartitry 6, 1963 

De t. Tot'elp.Insprtar 	 Tsardint Clarroh tf 1cfentolesy 
tnor Cryin:nicnt.tcri ei'f4ct 

Centar 

T:c1t1.trd S'%ettr. 	 :tidanee renter 

c 	Z1.-3:9V 	 on S;c1icattio:v 

Refertato t. :..ode to L.:?:.vna..  l'22::.3 of 1-22-.:5 vc:n- .;sting ti-.e. invocti:istien 

cf iniviths.-.'s connected vith the 	a/ 4 n,7 Chtrcb of :m 4 entolo;; ct-ol. 

. 	 • 	. 	. 	.. 	. 	. . 	 . 	. 	. 	• 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 

	

   etc, . weS.Thnode:of Julia :17171em.(Lnflean nom_ .7.i.1ia Levis.' . 	- 
rosien-  eirectsr; ::::.ret •c,  'coo, recenticrist; and rZobart CnIlcs, 

c.crn:icotar 	  
   .Ln addition tc 

. cnt1ed 	 7erocas t;cre 
	 7:otort 	 cin:::0:tt, end V:51cy 

tt-2 

Foundotiaz in las .:t-vcolc from abot 1953 to 19-3. iiincc his 1:reak. <nth 

lalbbar:.,.:;!rtth&con h7.n o' 	c! hie. cersn bronc:-. of 0. jour - iva cult ty-pc f irm 

callad the r'rcer. 1-nnufoaturin; Company.  nt 1.Z1!; 	?3.th E.oreot in nnelcs. 

.A. S. vanVogt wan the direct_.. of 't .c flubbard 	 r.csearch Forzedat 4 o” 

in LoS 	beck about 1c50. Fe elso eponrent2y split oft. from fllt.hart 

about thin title. 7c is listed in 	classified otr2Lion of tIte 1os 4nocles 

tele7tonc director; on bolting an office nt 7c,55 Trfl.orne Clvd. under the 

rime 02 1;c11:reod 

Foot! of the above nentioned individuols h.d 	

un:ior tt,c names nrOviele4 c, A 

Lim4 linr 	 dol:o cr. 5:6'ert 	'cir.::tc,  in 1.r 4 acas nt 

this time). 	.hone results ,.1.11-bc sub=itted tndor a.cat.larcto C3 Vero 

visited .thc offices of the Stns.° 1.ttorney Coneral for inforciction :  

pertaining to the liccosioo of . rainistors and 	Califcruio 	i yes told 

t -̀at there is no ench provisi= for licene4 	tAoisters •A:• aro tny£'2C!1C 

qufAifiettinlin required. Ter 	1e, e .1,c-callc7T 	 py:ft-77!:  

r_arrtate 1.Phick is ...clic! 	C7Ilif:.-nia if bQ si, or; lbe 	czrtificatc. 

along with the portice 	 Mere is nr :list of C1-.7 t.r,e,  of 7.-inist,=. 

1'. 1.. !:..aval, 'tones:or 
Les An7;c:1-s 

fri"C`Z: Attn: OT... 

LLY/L'.-r;7:6t 	• 

 

2/10/63. 
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":EPARTNIENT OF 

1.0"-ONTICAL MEMORANDUM 

WELFARE 	;5' 
• • 	•,/c" , 

„ 
67) 	051\  • 
• t',"), 1  . 

January 22, 1 963 

1-i EALTN, ED jCATION," AND 

 

DATE 

=yonEtNsTunT___ 
1CSANL2LEf DIjTatCr. 

Division of Regulatory Nanac:ement 

Bureau of Enforcement 

meter 

Sample No. 4-093 V 
MC 43405 

Founding Church of Scientology 
':ubbard Commthlication Office 
Distribution Center 
Hubbard Guidance Center 
Academy of Scientology 
Nal.,  York Tasting Clinic 

in anticipation of a contest of our recent seizure of the Hubbard E meter 

in Washington, D. C. information is desired as to the background and 

	 of individuals connected with the Founding Church of 

	

Please investigate the 	

	 against all individuals co.....ah_Led at the tine of yo:nr-

recent inspection of these fire:S. Certified copies of any cations or 

records involving these people should be obtained. We also wish to 

know if these individuals are licensed ministers uneer local laws. 

Individual's to be investigated will include at Los Angeles District: 

1. Julia Salmen, Resident Director 

2. Margaret Montano, Receptionist 

3. Robert Oaks, Communicator 

And at New York District: 

1. Jene Hobel 

2. Arlyn Nobel, Director of Processing 

3. Thomas Pinch, Director of Administration 

4. Andrew Bagley, 200 Nest 24th Street, New York,:N.,
Y. 

Information concerning other individuals connected with this organization 

uncovered during this investiLczion should also be documented. 



	

It  is also requested that Los Angeles District investigate' 
	

	of a 11r. Robcrt E. Wingate who during 1959 is said to have 

resided at 1439 East Hendrich Drive, Tuscon, Arizona. Mr. Wingate 

was the manufacturer of the Hubbard E meter during the early stages
 

of its development. Mr. Wingate was last known to be residing in 

Lakewood, Colorado. 

Van W. Smart 

Enclosure: 
cc this memo NY (2) 
cc this memo LA (2) 

2 



Documents E-5 and H-181; are identical. This document is a two-page 
memorandum dated 1/22/63, to the New York District, and the Los Angeles 
District, from Van W. Smart, Division of Regulatory Management, Bureau 
of Enforcement; subject: Hubbard E meter. Sample No. 1:-093V, FDC 48405. 
This memorandum is a request for investigative information on several 
individuals associated with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted mortions on pages 
one and two are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (E) because release 
Would disclose investigative techniques and procedures. 
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It is also.requested that Los Angeles District investigat
e &he police 

record of a Mr. Robert E. Wingate who during 1959 is sai
d to have 

resided at•1439'East Hendrich Drive, Tuscon, Arizona. Mr
. Wingate . 

cwas the manufacturer of the Hubbard'E- meter during the early stages 

of'its development. Mr. Wingate was last-known to be res
iding-in 

'Lakewood, Colorado. 

Enclosure: 
cc this memo NY (2) 
bed this memo LA (2) 



E-6 andE-139(b); are identical. This document is a two page letter, 
dated 2/25/63, addressed to Mr. R. G. Wood, Food and Drug Administra-
tion, 1521 West Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles, California, from Volney G. 
Mathison. This letter suggests individuals who could be contacted as 
possible witnesses. 

This document is released with deletions. On page one, in the last 
paragraph from line six to the end of that paragraph, the deleted por-
tions consist of confidential information which, if released, would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion 
is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C). The remaining deleted por-
tions consist of names and addresses of specific individuals which if 
released would disclose the identity of confidential sources. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 
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it OLNEY-  a AfATHISON, Elccropsychomethst 

Personalized Sell-Suggestion and Se11.1-lypno Recordings 

Inventor and rtanL!futt::rer cf :he ::athiscn Eiect:opsychometer 

1203-: 21. 4 WEST 30TH STREET 

LOS ANGELES  7. CALIFORNIA 

Don't drift 

UpootheOcearsoflifer 

Set a course 	
sood & Drug Administraton 
1521 West Pico Elva. 

Thmwtiethertheweather, Los Angeles, California 
BeJunnyoraormy— 

Holdloil. 

Arrive 	ATTEVTTON: Mr. R. G. Wood 
THERE is A WAY! 

—Voincr 	 wear Sirs: 

The enclosed correspondence with the publisher 
of the Aberree Magazine of Enid, Oklahoma, seems 
to indicate that the FDA needs witnessess in the 
scientology case. 

This should be an effec,:ive one: 

	 _icelied, said he had been taken 
for :T:,1.100 by scientolorare in Los Angeles, wanted 
an c,lectropsychometric asseasa:enT„to show that he was 
in baa snaoe as Tr7,5ed to bring suit to recover 
his money. I had to tell him this would be a waste 
of time. 

Also, suggest you in  

scientdlo —was a major fa,u,sr at Washington, D.C. 
My "grapevine"' says he has had a.complete falling 
out with Hubbard. 

In 1957 there was a story in the Chicago 
Tribune about a scientolcgist holding up a psychiatrist, 
at gunpoint and demanding he write a check for X30,000. 
Was arrested. I am trying to -ciet more specific data 
on date, nam2 of p^- h-: 	r.11 forward if 1 do. 

In Phoenix, Arizona, fall of 1956 or early 1957 
a group of 10 or more fraud suits were filed simultaneousl: 
against Hubbard and Scientology.— Hub' rd's Phoenix 
attorney at that  	 Not sure 
to what degree  	 Hubbard 
had instructed' 	  

February 25, 1963 

Ya 
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Tel. REpublic 2-5C 

VOT 	G. MATHISON, Eic:tropsychometrist 
Personalized Self-Suggestion and Self-Hypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathiso5 Electropsychometer 
1208-1214 WEST 30TH STRECI" 

LOS ANGELES 7. CALIFORN:A 

Don't drift 
Upon the Ocean of Life 

Sec a course 

Then, whether Ike we.:.'ner 
Be sunny or storrn)— 

Hold to if. 
Arrive! 

THERE IS A WAY! 
—Volney.G. Alatbnon 

Food & Drug Administration 
February 25, 1963 
Page 2. 

ir 
I may obtain more definite information and I do will send it "CO you. • 

Very sincerely yours, 

Mk.:)51-1.50;@ LC—Seizt:2PS7Cii0ETERS I / 

\C--c . 	• • (1). 	 2 C.Ilirattis'S 	I 

_ 

Enclosures 
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VOLNEY G. MATHISON, Eleciropsychometrist 
Personalized Self-Suggestion and Sclf-Hypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 

1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 

LOS ANGELES 7. CALIFORNIA 

Don't drift 
Upon the Ocean of Life 

Set a coarse 

Then, whether the weather 
Be sunny or stormy—

Hold to it. 

Arrive! 

February 25, 1963 

Food .L Drug Administration 
1521 West Pico Blvd. 
Los Angeles, California 

ATTENTION: Mr. R. G. Wood 
THERE IS A WAY! 

—Volney G. Mathison Dear Sirs: 

The enclosed correspondence with the publisher 
of the Aberree Magazine of Enid, Oklahoma, seems 
to indicate that the FDA needs witnessess in the 
scientology case. 

This should be an effective one: 

/r. Alex Penzenik, 169 South Oxford 
Los, Angeles 4. 

Penzeniiocalled, said he had been taken 
for * TOO by scientology here_ in Los Angeles, wanted 
an electropsychometrici assessment„ito show that he was 
in bad shape as he wanted to bring suit to recover 
his money. I had to tell him this would be a waste 
of time. 

Also,_suggest you interview5c7-77Tard Halpern 
(Route 1 Roxbury REirarStrarTrfOr,ConacTeTIT.6  

(L. ,la_perruis out large sums of money on 
scientology, was a major factor at Washington, D.C. 
My "grapevine"' says he has had a complete falling 
out with Hubbard. 

In 1957 there was a story in the Chicago 
Tribune about a scientologist holding up a psychiatrist 
at gunpoint and demanding he write a check for $30,000. 
Was arrested. I am trying to get more specific data 
on date, name of psychiatrist, will forward if I do. 

In Phoenix, Arizona, fall of 1956 or early 1957 
a group of 10 or more fraud suits were filed simultaneouSly 
against Hubbard and Scientology.  Hubbard's  Phoenix 
attorney at that  time was  awes  Struckmei2/,  Not sure 

,to what -degree tguckmeyer 	cooperate. Hubbard 
)01-lad 	instructed  	tcuccmeye to 	sue me  for cancellin 
(Hubbard's distributorship 	of Electropsyd=CTFT77  ut 
,Struckmeyer wrote me a very confidential note indicating 
the was  pretty soured-it-HM=7i. 
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Then, whether the weather 
Be sunny or stormy—

Hold to it. 
Arrive! 

THERE is A 47/1 11 I do will send it to you. • —vaneya Mathison 

_ :Very sincerely yours, 

mivilsoq ELECIT.,PS CHOMETERS 

11>- 7( 	OL  

, 

iy.01/Mal 

J 

DoWt drif t 	 Food & Drug Administration Upon the Ocean of Life February 25, 1963 Seta course 
Page 2. 

I may obtain more definite information and if 

I 

VOLNEY G. MATHISON, Electropsychotnetrist 
Personalized Self-Suggestion and Self-Hypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 
1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 

LOS ANGELES 7,-CALIFORNIA 

Tel. REpublic 2-502 

Enclosures 



VOLNEY G. MATHISON, Electropsychometrist 
Personalized Self-Suggestion and Se1f-Hypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 

1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 
LOS ANGELES 7, CALIFORNIA 

Tel. REpublic 2-5024 

/2_ kt-' 

1W;C*  

Don't drift 

Upon the Ocean of Life 

Set a course 

Then, whether the weather 

Be sunny or stormy—
Hold to it. 

Arrive! 

THERE IS A WAY! 

—Volney G. Mathison 

February 25, 1963 
Food & Drug Administration 
1521 West Pico Blvd. 
Los Angeles, California 

ATTENTION: Mr. R. G. Wood 

Dear Sirs: 

 

The enclosed correspondence with the publisher 
of the Aberree Magazine of Enid, Oklahoma, seems 
to indicate that the FDA needs witnessess in the 
scientology case. 

This should-be-an-ellfective-one),_ 

Mr. Alex Penzenik, 169 South Oxford 
Los Angeles 4. 

AWSSIMIIIIIIMIN- lled, said he had been taken 
for 	•y scientology here in Los Angeles, wanted 
an electropsychometric assessment to show that he was 
in bad shape as he wanted to bring suit to recover 
his money. I had to tell him this would be a waste 
of time. 

Also, suggest-you-inter4 	Richard Halpern, Ck-O ute 1 Roxbury RoacII Stamford, Con 	• IA, 	  

Halpern Halpern • out large sums of money on 
scien,ology, was a major factor at Washington, D.C. 
My "grapevine" says he has had a complete falling 
out with Hubbard. 

In 1957 there was a story in the Chicago 
Tribune about a scientologist holding up a psychiatrist 
at gunpoint and demanding he write a check for $30,000. 
Was arrested. I am trying to get more specific data 
on date, name of psychiatrist, will forward if I do. 

In Phoenix, Arizona, fall of 1956 or early 1957 
a group of 10 or more fraud suits 	 aneoubly 
against Hubbard and Scientolo v 	ubbard s 
attorney at that time was 	 Not sure 
t2what,dagres_Strnekmrl__ cooperate. 
had instructed Struckmeyer to sue me for c_ancelLing-
Hubbard's 'distributorship of Electropsychometerar_but 
Struckmeyer wrote me a very confidentialnote_indicat-Lng-
he was pretty sour on Hubbard.  

Hubbard 
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VGM:m 

VOLNEY G. MATHISON, Electropsychometrist 
Personalized Self-Suggestion and Self-Hypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 

1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 
LOS ANGELES 7. CALIFORNIA 

Tel. REpublic 2-5024 

Pt  

Don't drift 	 Food & Drug Administration 
Upon the Ocean of Life February 2 5, 1963 

Set a course 	
Page 2. 

I may obtain more definite information and if 
I do will send it to you. 

Very sincerely yours, 

MA' 

	

	 CHOMETERS PO ELEGY  

Enclosures 

Then, whether the weather 
Be sunny or stormy—

Hold to it. 
Arrive! 

THERE IS A WAY! 

—Volney G. Mathison 



Documents E-10 and H-139(d); are identical. This document is a two 
page letter, dated 2/19/63, addressed to Volney, from Alphia Hart. 
This letter discusses specific individuals associated with Scientology. 
This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions consist 
of names, and the addresses of specific individuals which, if released, 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7)(c). 



tad td 7 
E-.sc. 	:an ttic.‘: :2 a year; 55 :or 3 ye: o. 	 (...oies. 25: 

/.1  

-t for t? 	crca:ney d: 
b-.rth 'Jost:a:bra, 
Y22,. 	idanyo• St., 
tstoifice ra.1 ..S. 	fl:c. 

a.-.d Tn,: Re% ar. Dr. ALPHI4  CitEZA HART, 	 31)j' B 	:Zia. ra, et a) Le. infini•o..- 	noosebr.. sn: • 	 1-1, HCA. 	 or.. FCC. 
KL:CT: 	la: :e it oc ern • beriously. .be  	of ::an s on: .at.= rent:tea to 	" sylit ioftnity" by aars, taxes, 137 	C1:.ert. t:tit 	ne a:reaty aas in or. • 

Dec,: oLney 

c: Ls s or. !i eze autaorizead at a:C. t5i 	Posto: :ice 

I would be quite surpr, cef 	ccraGS cL LhaL 	 is one of the prime movers in the :LA drive on Scientolopv, since both
... 

	and his wife--   have been such an integral part of Scientology for so many years. Howev'er, I  did notice a remark in some Hubbard Pub.Lica- tion recently about - 	"" 	" 	 status with the organization that, at the time, caused me to wonder. Eut 7 was not sufficiently concerned to remember what tne re-ark was or even in which ene_Pft-jce various aolvazines _t appeared. The last address we have fort " 	 

As I told you the other day, an FDA age ht was in and talked to me for more than a couple hours. Lassured h im that I was not in sympathy with their drive against individual frauds until they were willing to apply the same treatment against the major ones, such as the Catholic church, the various large orthodox churches, the A.;fi 	, the ICinisterial Alliance, AND the FDA. "As you can see, I'd not make a very good govern-ment witness," I told him. I assured him that I'd never seen a Hubbard to meter, knew nothing about them, but if they worked, they probably were the most honest thing in Washington—the FDA and the rest of the govern-ment not excepted. I was having a bit of fun needling the guy--"tushing buttons",. as they used to call it. 

I gather that what happened is this: Hubbard, in his egomania; tried to show off by writing President Kennedy personally, offering the aid of .Scientology and the Hubbard meter in :the government's drive against Communism. This resulted in the government tutting one of their men, in. Hubbard's classes as a student, and 	 ..,c:-1‘, he filed enouch infor- mation to bring about a seizure of the Meters, whicn 	ciassiried as similar to letting Capone get by with murders while he was convicted for a bit of income tax evasion. The 'F1A agent cited the law to show that the meter was the only bit of concrete evidence that possibly was in violation UNDER the law--and the rest of the operation, even tho possibly fraudulent, couldn't be touched. Anyhow, the "student" got into trouble, was sent to a mental ward, and Scientology thinks he'll be, in no position to make a good witness; but this FDA agent seemed tothi_nkthat if it was possible for Scientology to work on the mind to the extent they might effect a "clear", they could Co the reverse to someone not sharp and 



stable, and he (the FDA guy) recretted that a more stable agent hadn't been sent to the Sci.classes. So, it's q.iite possible that this rumor is correct. 

Hubbard probably will spend enouch money on attorney fees to make it a rather interesting case—and he's certainly Icing a lot of propaganda mailing to members, e:c-members, and to churches. ';le con-tinually get letters and bulletins--sent firs: class and via air mail--and if these come to US, how about the assault on the more loyal? It must be terrific--and costly. out, as I said in my othsr letter, I'll not be at the trial. I've no intention o: being a witness—pro or con. 

All the best, //, 

/
/1/ 

.La Hart 
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Dear Volney -7 

I would be quite surprised if it comes out that Dick HelpeD is  one of the primnvers in the FDA drive on Scientology, since both Gleand his wife Can have been such an integral part of Scientology for so many years. However, I did notice a remark in some Hubbard publica-tion recently about,Distatus with the organization that, at the time, caused me to wonder. —̀But I.was not sufficiently concerned to remember .what the remark was or even in which ort...a4---1-he various advazines it appeared. The last address we have for(Haloe.7pon is:  

12 

Richard Halpern 
Route 1, Roxbury Road 
tamford, Conn.  

As I told you the other day, an FDA agent was in and talked to me for more than a couple hours. I-assured him that I was not in sympathy with their drive against individual frauds until they were willing to apply the same treatment against the major ones, such as the Catholic church, the various large orthodox churches, the A.M.A., the Ministerial Alliance, AND the FDA. "As you can see, I'd not make a very good govern-ment witness," I told him. I assured him that I'd never seen 'a Hubbard meter, knew nothing about them, but if they worked, they probably were the most honest thing in Washington--the FDA and the rest of the govern-ment not excepted. I was having a bit of fun needling the guy--"pushing buttons",. as they used to call it. 

I gather that what happened is this: Hubbard, in his egomania; tried to show off by writing President Kennedy - personally, offering the aid of Scientology and the Hubbard meter in the government's drive against Communism. (This resulted in the government'putting one of their men in Hubbard's classes as a student, and after a month, he filed enough infor- mation to bring about a seizure of the meters, which I classified as 	• similar to letting Capone get by with murders while he was convicted for a bit of income tax evasion. The FDA -agent cited the law to show that the meter was the only bit of concrete evidence that possibly was in violation UNDER the law--and the rest of the operation, even tho possibly fraudulent, couldn't be touched. Anyhow, the "student" got into trouble, was sent to a mental ward, and Scientology thinks he'll be in no position 'to make a good witness; but this FDA agent seemed to think that if it was possible for Scientology to work on the mind to the extent they might effect a "clear", they could do the reverse to someone not sharp and 



All the best, 

C 

Alphia Hart 

-2- 

stable, and he (the FDA guy) regretted that a more stable agent hadn't been sent to the Sci.classes. So, it's quite possible that this rumor is correct. 

Hubbard probably will spend enough money on attorney fees to make it a rather interesting case--and he's certainly doing a lot of propaganda mailing to members, ex-members, and to churches. We con-tinually get letters and bulletins--sent first class and via air mail--and if these come to US, how about the assault on the more loyal? It .must be terrific--and costly. But, as I said in my other letter, I'll not be at the trial. I've no intention of being a witness--pro or con. 

:11 
. 

t; 
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POLICY: Don't take it so damn' seriously. The infiniteness of Man is no 
reduced 	to a 	"split infinity" by wars, 	taxes, 	or " expert 
seek to sell him that which he already has in an infi 

' 	We 	reserve 	t 	 c 	 ., ': • 

Dear Volney -- 

I would be quite surprised if it comes out that Dick Halpern 
is one of the prime movers in the FDA drive on Scientology, since both 
Dick and his wife Jan have been such an integral part of Scientology for 
so many years. However, I did notice a remark in some Hubbard publica-
tion recently about Dick's status with the organization that, at the time, 
caused me to wonder. But I was not sufficiently concerned to remember 
what the remark was or even in which one of the various advazines it 
appeared. The last address we have for Halpern is: 

Richard Halpern 
Route 1, Roxbury Road 
Stamford, Conn. 

As I told you the other day, an FDA agent was in and talked to 
me for more than a couple hours. I assured him that I was not in sympathy 
with their drive against individual frauds until they were willing to 
apply the same treatment against the major ones, such as the Catholic 
church, the various large orthodox churches, the A.M'A., the Ministerial 
Alliance, AND the FDA. "As you can see, I'd not make a very good govern-
ment witness," I told him. I assured him that I'd never seen a Hubbard 
meter, knew nothing about them, but if they worked, they probably were 
the most honest thing in Washington--the FDA and the rest of the govern-
ment not excepted. I was having a bit of fun needling the guy--"pushing 
buttons", as they used to call it. 

I gather that what happened is this: Hubbard, in his egomania; 
tried to show off by writing President Kennedy personally, offering the 
aid of Scientology and the Hubbard mete/tin the government's drive against 
Communism. This resulted in the government putting one of their men in 
Hubbard's classes as a student, and after a month, he filed enough infor-
mation to bring about a seizure of the meters, which I classified as 
similar to letting Capone get by with murders while he was convicted for 
a bit of income tax evasion. The FDA agent cited the law to show that 
the meter was the only bit of concrete evidence that possibly was in 
violation UNDER the law--and the rest of the operation, even tho possibly 
fraudulent, couldn't be touched. Anyhow, the "student" got into trouble, 
was sent to a mental ward, and Scientology thinks he'll be in no position 
to make a good witness; but this FDA agent seemed to think that if it 
was possible for Scientology to work on the mind to theziextent they might 
effect a "clear", they could do the reverse to someone not sharp and 
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stable, and he (the FDA guy) regretted that a more stable agent hadn't 
been sent to the Sci.classes. So, it's quite possible that this rumor 
is correct. 

Hubbard probably will spend enough money on attorney fees to 
make it a rather interesting case--and he's certainly doing a lot of 
propaganda mailing to members, ex-members, and to churches. We con-
tinually get letters and bulletins--sent first class and via air mail--
and if these come to US, how about the assault on the more loyal? It 
must be terrific--and costly. But, as I said in my other letter, I'll 
not be at the trial. I've no intention of being a witness--pro or con. 



Documents E-14 and H-22; are identical. This document is a five-page 
memorandum, dated 4/24/63, to Director, Los Angeles District, from 
Inspector D. L. Dovel, subject: Interview regarding Hubbard E. Meter. 
This memorandum is a report of a particular individual's experiences 
with the Church of Scientology 

This document is released with deletions. The deletions found on page 
one, consist of the name and address, and other identifying characteris-
tics of the individual being interviewed which, if released, would i-
dentify a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552 (b) (7)(D). 

On page two, the first paragraph starting with line six to the end, 
lines three through five in paragraph two, and lines ten through four-
teen, and sixteen through seventeen in paragraph three, contain con-
fidential information pertaining to the individual being interviewed. 
Release of these portions would constitute an unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy, and are therefore, exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) 
(C). The remaining deleted portions on this page consist of the name of 
the individual being interviewed, release of which, would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 

On page three, lines two through six in the last paragraph on this page, 
consist of confidential information including medical references which, 
if released, would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (6). The re-
maining deleted portions on this page consist of names of specific in-
dividuals which, if released, would identify a confidential source. 
These portions are exempt under 5. U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 

On page four, the deleted portion on the first line on this page, consist 
of the name and address of a specific individual; the name of a specific 
individual is also given on part of line one of paragraph three; and the 
last two lines, in the last paragraph, consist of confidential infor-
mation. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C) 
because, release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. The remaining deleted portions on this page, consist of the 
name of the individual being interviewed which, if released, would 
disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7)(D). 

On page five, the deleted portions, consist of the name and address and 
phone number of the individual being interviewed. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7)(D) because, release would disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 



DISC: R, LC,'4  Ur" DISTRICT 	 . ' April 24, J943 .. 

"Founding Church of Scientology, et: 
':,- 	• 	 . 

Inspector, D.L. Dovei 	
Los ArneCalif.- .les • Calif. - 	- 	• 

:- 	 - 	 • 
Washinitnn; D,C." 

• . 	 • 	. . 	 .. 
• • 	 . 	. 

Incervisw 
regarding Hubbard E-Meter 4-093V 

• 

A 	  

phoned tbrs office en April 12, 1963 to report that she had sctre in-

-forrdation of value to us concerning the Church of Scientoicgy. I ccnr • 

tented 	 via telephone ca 4-19-63 and arranged to visit with 

	

her at 	place 	of ei:,ployment, 	

• On April 19,- 1963 inspector  Clyde D.Beaty  and I interviewed 	

	 -at her place cf F:dp1oyment.4  .......  	. ............ __is eb-?lbyed as  	

	

.  	
........ 	.T.7Lta tht aeove organizaticu.-__. ........ ______ ..... ______ ..................... ____„ ................. ..  

	

   Onjanuary 14 of , 

	  _ 	... 7.".7e hea 	
i 

d of this year she moved in with a family in 	 • 

this neusencid was a Scientology auditc: eecordiag  ton .. — ........... ,,,,, bur-

ing•her stay with this faoil the husband thou I ' 
	  She stated that the' 

man told her they'could."straighcen'her out" by auditing her on the : 

E-Meter.- According:to 	  the can would 	.    i •• 
-':--   -for-the purpose ofauditing'her on the E-Meter.  	 stated; 

the received. -75 hours of ft_herapy".,frcm this.  individual. 	. .... : 	- 	
___, 

.•, 	.,•„•... 	, 	...    

Cc3 	 

- - On February 21,1.963 	 stated that she came to, 	 

employcent.-She explained that she held - a bachelor's degree in 	. - 
dr(0.1 

	

and she was interested in Scientology, although her brief, 	, 

prior experience:  with‘it was not entirely pleasant. 	Gegna7sai&she 

. 	_ 
• 

.:. 	•• 	 . 

:,ABMI 	- 

	

NISTRATION: 	.•-•.1• -Y,"... 	..f ': 	: 	-. 	May. 2, 3963 . : .....: 

Attn:-I'Division oneiulatory 'Management/ .. ,  	-- - , .--. •
 

. 	 - . 

	

. 	• • 	-- • 	- 	, 	-• . .. 	. 	. 	. 	 . . 	. _ 	 . 

- - 	Submi'.ted for yc,-..2.-  information. 
. 	,  . 	 , . 	• - 	- • . . 	 . 

REALLIT 
'SuparvieoryInspector 

"Founr'ing - Church of Scientology, at 
Los Angel,-,s,-  Calif. -• 	, 
;aching tan,' C.C." 

• 

• - • .. 	: • 



1" 	fl,  .;.;4 

L.\ Dlasticz -- 	 • 

laic:view t,..f.thf   re Hubbard E-Meter 4-093VH 

attended' the cult 's free Personal Efficiency course whichtuns for two 
weeks. 'At this cime various mambers.4ri th-elocal "church" attempted to H. 

H3ersuada,--- ......................  into taking more' courses with the. organization. 

- explained that she 'informed them.that.she could not afford the expense: 
of taking any additional courses as,.she was faced with meeting her living ' 
expenses at that time. 	  

. 	 . . 	 , . 	_ 	 . 	 . 
	 stated that she did not understand.hoW.she was ever 

:--taken in by these- Scientologists as- she is a "very intelligent person" 

She. informed'usthat'she has_an-IQOf: 	  

	 mentioned that she had con- 
tinued-with her "education" in Scientology by taking the "Anatomy of  
the Human Mind course". She stated chat she also attended two- sessions 

of the basic Communications Course at the center. We then inquired why 
	 thought Scientology would be cf any benefit-toher. According 

	

   she 'teals that the principles relating to the practice. 
Hof Scientology, including the use:of.the E-Mster, are sound, and:are po-
tentially of a great use to mankind if used properly.. 'She explained that 
they:had told her that auditing cia.:the E-Meter could improve her eyesight 

and:helR her to lose weight. ' 	admitted that the claims for 
.Amproving:her'eyesight were pe;haps a bit extravagant, but 'she thought.' 
the'Weight.reduction claims expressed:had some merit. At the time of 

this interview 	 was wearing:glasses and her figure did not offer 
any evidencathat:any type of weight reduction had been successful inkier 

: 	- 
. 	 ' 	 "„ 	' 	• 	. 	. 

	 went. OR to explain that she then enrolled in the Cult's 
Hubbard,!Certified'Atditor Course.' :This course Yqualifies".the individual 
tO.use the E-Meter. 	Before the course could be taken, however, it was . 

necessary-that 	 take and, pass the organization's "Student.-: 
HSecurity:Check".: :She explained that this consisted of- placing the sub- / 
ject On%'!the.cans" (E-Meter) and asking the student several questions. 

.....these questions consisted of queries such as "Are you an enemy of Scientol-
..ogy, and do you plan to:use the, information gained to destroy Scientology?"; 
"Are you a member of any.,_ subversive organization?"; 41:.re you an enemy of 

	

- 	Ron Hubbard?", etc. . 	

	

- 	I 	
1gshication 14750.00 for ta'-'s ccersa which she 	  

	 - She explained .;that she could still 
take the Course, but .she would be reqUired to cake "processing" to re-.. 

	

mcivethe.'blochs" which hadLbeen'rciponsibl,;. for  	
	 did not -appear very concerned that- she was 

- at least temporarily.:ainus $75.0.00,with no chande of getting it back.. 

She then informed us that  she.had paid the or- 



•ItI.”.131 

withv 	
rc aubbard 

	 stated that she. also. had purchased an E-Meter're7  
.-Hcently to use wile she was.a student:in the RCN:course Mentioned - 

	

.The The'meterIwas-sent:tuterlIY. the Organization rrcm 	
   Accordirto"   she - is. undecided whether .............. 	.................  

_or not she will continue with her'Scientolot‘y traininfc.-  She-told us. . 
that there are "many fine people in'the organization such as L. Ron 
Hubbard; Julia Salmen,.the Los Angeles resident director; and Brown. 

:McKee, instructor at the Lak....Academy. of Scientology: HShe:stated that t: 
-she knows Hubbard personally. and was going to write him 'a letter in 
:the  near future. This letter will presumably be concerned-with sug-
gestions for getting ridIofthe undesirable:elemant in the: local or- 

	

- As mentioned earlier,;    has the opinion Scien-: 
tology and the S-Meter are useful to humanity 	 She does feel, however, 
•.that..  certain local individuals are abusing their ri2i.ts as scientology;  
auditors:' [the onlYHspecilic naMe'wha:would provide-us with was vIl: ........... 

she - informed us/t1-Tat the organiz-
„ation was going to revoke:his. certi-ficates and require that he be 
.'retreaded" by processing:if,he was to rerain in good standing with 
. the organization.. 

	

'.According to'    _she was able to purchase the E-Meter 
by enrolling in the :CA course. 	:She is not a member of the local or- 

.- ganization. It was-not necessary:that-a person be a member, of, the or--
:ganization orLnossess arly_specific• belief to be successfully audited 
according to 	 _Regarding any failure to better the indivi- 

:dual-by 'auditing, 	explained this by stating that if the-' 
autlitor'and.meter did not-,prOvide-.theIsocalled beneficial results; they: 

:w ere produced by. the-individUalhiMself. Therefore, if no success was : 
gained'fromauaiting,' it. Oddld7bO-excuied by the auditor that the in- 

HdiVidual had:failed by .w.inting:tb'helPIhimself.. 	- 	- 
• 

. 	:We-also asked 	 if the thoughtII-me was such-:. -athing 
as a "clear"?'-She replied 'that Ishe-his:herself/them. .According to her,: 
this is an-undesirable:traitlfroth'her-point of.view as they are:devoid: _ 	- 

	 informed - us that a:.friend of her's, a 	  

	

has been audited on the E-Meter in an  effort to 	

	 She stated that 	 aas journeyed 

	

to 	to have  		 per23thed on her, statinz that this has oc - 
curred on 5clifferent occasions  	 is presently:-living With ,  

. 	• 	. 



-- 4-24-53 	 

re i:uVi-:rd E-Miter 4,093V: 

nsmed 

claimed that =any of the local members of.the .or- 

.,alication. are cohabiting with• oneanother. 	• -.:• 

   stated•she.belieVea -FDA does not have a case as far.  

as the S-Mater Went, but expressed that•sothe agency, perhaps the
 APA,• 

would do:: sccething to control the use of the E-Meter, -limiting
 its_ 

use to responsible individuals only.. 

During our our conversation 	 mentioned that a• 	. 

of. the local Dianetics• organization was using the Russian Sleep
.Machine.• • 

This organizatioa is not connected•with the church of Scientolo
gy. 

	 appeared to be Well indoctrinated with the organize- 

"partyline", 	respect to the E-Meter.• Because of her limit
ed 

enoerience with the organization. along with her attitude towar
ds it and 

the E-Later,  is appears that 	 —could be of very little value: _  

as a witness for the Government 	
 

D. L.Dovel,Inspector, 
Los.  Angeles District. 
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ADMINISTRATION:  
Attn: Division of RegulatOry Management 

-bay 2, 1963 

Submitted for your Anformation.'... 

' 	FRED SHALLIT 
Supervisory Inspector 

April 24, 1963' 

"Founding Church of Scientology, et al 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

,-Washington, (LC." 

DIRECTOR. LOS ANGELES DISTRICT.  
• 

Inspector, Da. Dover 

cterView with  JoanS\-\ 
regarding Hubbard E-tile;_ei 4-09317 

7/ 
A 	an Gt n 	8 o. Mar s A rtment 20 	e6C  	 

phoned this office on April 	963 to report .that she had some in- • 
formation:Lc value to, ue 'concerning the-thurCh of Scientology. I conn 
[acted iss Gegn via telephone on-4,1963 -and arranged to visit with - 
her..et 	er p ce of employment - Educationalaiidince 	AsioCiaeihrap7  

<Research office, 3106 W.jefferson Boulevard, LbeTtitigef92 

On April. 19,1963 inspector -C1 • de D.Beaty and I interviewed 
at her place of eMployment. - 	 is employed as a psycho; 

. • 8 st with the above organization. Miss Gegna explained .that,phecmas, 
.recently released from au tregonnreical institu t 1.155-irTnriallu a ry '14 of _.1.-. 
this year --'s hi rsio-ferifiaj.liftfaiiiitriii ctifflTirr, 
this household was a Scientology auditor acc 

Matt 	 - - hOgEft--  13,P Gegat  
ertingan undesirable influence on his:children. She_statcd that the 

• Chan-thid=her-fhey-caurifraTigen-lier-buti  by auditing litr-OrtEe, :...., 
2 -..LWZFe7r7aracIallir—•  g to fie Gea----, thrsianiiiidarxi41celjferNitdtitiliE the;̀ 

• night for the purpose of: auditing her on thi-E=Mitii. Iiiiii-Geiretifed _ 
L-Ed-feeei-Vadi73' lioiii4 of =fl tt-ieiopy--1*(ith.-ttirw-imiTitow _. 

	

- 	... 
On February 21, 1963 gas GegnZ)tated that she came to Los Angeles .. 

seeking employMent. She exPlaTinflhat she held a bachelor's degree in ; 
Nelgaology and she ,was interested in Scientology, alth gh_tatr.brief, 
prior experience with it' was not entirely pleaeant. Miss Gegna said she 

	

., • 	• 



Dir: LA District -- 4-2 
Re-: Interview with 	 re Hubbard E-Meter 4-093V. 

attended the cult 's free Personal Efficiency course which runs tor two.  
weeks, At t. 	me various members bathe local "church" attempted to 
persuad‘daret into taking more courses with the organization. She 

_ 	. . 

explained that she informed them that she could not afford the expense 
of-taking any additionalcourses'as she was faced with meeting her-living 
expenses' 	time. According to her, one of:the cult's local aud- 
itors, oe Fottna , made a salient  gesture at that point said invited her. 
to share his a artmettnan-Elm_so_sbeliiiiilrbe_able,to.carryron with 

n o ogical  education.  N 	stated la es Geg stat shesccepted ti;CrorcePti'D 
kineand-Werous offer, however, their relationship was of a "platonic" 
nature. 	. 	

. 

<Tiles GegaiDstated that she did not understand'how.  she wile-ever; 
-taken in by these Scientologietsss she'is a "very intelligent  person" . 

' 	informed-uS.,:that_skehas an -IQ of90.4tEeflitiering  thirtaretaritr  
the inspectors felt 	ewgat infer —'-in  havingSkjaTeiviWn_person 
as Lnte111geaLas~H'ise  Geg 	iss.Geg mentioned thatshe had con- 
tinuedyith her ' 	- 	in c entology by taking the -"Anatomy of 

- the Human Mina course". She stated that she also attended two-sessions 
- Of the basic Communications COurse'at -the center. We then inquired why 

ughtScientology would be of any benefit to her. According.  
she feels that the.ptinciples relating to the practice 

of c en o ogy, including the use 'of-that-Meter, are sound, and are-po-
tentially of a great use to mankind -if used properly. She explained that 
-they had told her that,auditing  on_the E-Meter could improve her eyesight 
and help her to lose weight:  ciliLrajagni>admitted that the claims for -
improving her eyesight were perhaps-a bit extravagant, butAshe thought 
the weight reduction claims expressed had some merit. .At  the time of  
this 'interyi,at  -was wearing glasses and her figure did not offer--
any evidence that any- type ofyeight reduction had been successful in her 
case. 

	

- 	 ' • 

Hiss Ge 'went On to explain that she then enrolled in the Cult's . 
'Hubbard er ied Auditor Course. This course "qualifies" the individual 
to use the E-Meter; - Before the course could be taken, however, it was 
necessary thatt4411176i.;;;Make and pass the organisation's "Student 
Security Check". 	She explained that'this Consisted of. placing the sub-
ject:on "the-cans"- (E-Meter) and eeking the student Several questions. ' - 
These; questions' consisted of queries: 'such as "Are you an enemy of Scientol.: 
ogy, and do you plan to use the inforMation gained to destroy Scientology?"; 

."Are you a' meMber of any subirersive Prganization?"; Are you an enemy of. 
14. Roiut.„Lki,adn'n1 	 etc, 	as-Ge 	explained that she had "failedlisi> 

eettudent Security Check., 	e then informed_us.sha ard. the  or- 
ganizafion 

 

 	750:0Slitencourseela she was not-lIWYTOOffloiltali: 
ecause she had failed.the22Student_Security  C ec 	fie money would not 
SiMiTraed-SZEUParoctoalss.Gepia). Shee- expliined lthat she could still 
take the course, but she J65-11 be required to take "processing" to re-
move the "blocks" which had  been. responsible-for her failing the Student 
Security Check. 	so Geg did not appear very concerned that she was 
at least temporar rmtnus $750.00 with no chande of getting it back. 



, 	. 
Dir:A.A District -- 4-24-63 .  
Re 'rinterview with Joan Gegna - . 
' 	reliubbard 13-Meter 4-093V 

<gain Geg stated thit,she'elso had.Ourchased an 5-Meter re- 

, 
cently to use w ile. she was a• student intne RCA couree-Men 
above.e meter was sent to her 6  or anization from ilve  

'Opt. ngs,....Mar 	. According to iso Gegna she is undecided whether 

• or not s e-will'continue with her c Vitit-taogy training. She told us 

that there. are ";.many fine people" in the organization. such as 	on 

a' Junalm SLos- Angeles resident 	air_ r . 
.........----- . 	 ...) 

Pa3OPIP• pstructor at the L.A.Academy of Sttentoiogy. she stated that 

_ nows Hubbard personally and-was going to write him a letter in 

the near future; Thilletter will-.presumably be.concerned with sug-

gestions for getting- rid of:the undesirable -elecent in.the local or- • 

sanitation. As, mentioned earlier, 	 :has.the opinion Scien-- 

tology and the B-Meter are - useful to 	ty; Shedoes feel, however, 

that certain local individuals are ebuning their rights as scientoigsy 

audi • at The onlySetific name_whe weuld,provide_us_with_masSIV 

,- 	,ITeclaiS ha ve—addietioatatesuil.pazzate, 

ating_that_the_ehurch:wes_gging to  "presecuti"-OpeWhan we 44- 

. red what the meant by prosecute; she informed us that' the organize ' 

eition was going to revoke his certificates and require that he be 

"retreaded" by processing if he was to remain in good standing - with 

the organization.'  

• 7 	According to &C  Gegna she was able to purchase the' 5-Meter 

bY,enrolling in the RCA course. She is not a member of the. local or-

- sanitation. It was not necessary that a peraon be a member of the or-• 

_sanitation or 	any specific belief to be successfully'audited 

according - to iss Ge 	Regarding any failure to better the indivi-

dual by audit ng, icalretrt explained this by stating that if the 

auditor and meter •id not provide the socalled beneficial results; they 

w ere produced by the individual himself. Therefore, if no success was 

-gained from auditing, it could be excused by.the auditor that the in- • 

diVidual had failed bywanting to help hiMself. 

We also asked 	s Ge 	if She thought time was suoh- gthing 

as a "clear"? She rep e 	t she has herself/them. According to her 

,this is an undesirable trait from her point erview as they are devoid 

of all emotion.  

i:  informed us that a friend of her's 	stance Del 
onjthe R-Meter in an effort to roduce abort on . She 

	

as De ewes 	pertddia 

	

__. 	 firing vizth-a . 	1'640 
n is cue  

e eta e• that v  ss 	l has journeyed 
o er, stating t t this has-oc-, 

so Del►  is presently living with a ' 

• isai e 
has-been audit 
explained that 

• to 
curre 

entology au 
ently_carr 
Ciro o have CRIIMEMilrperformed 

on 5 different occasions. 



D. L.Dovel,Inspector, 
Los Angeles District 

-4- 
Dir: LA District -- 4;24-63 
Re : Interview mittlegna 

re Hubbard II-Meter 4-093V- 

facily named 6iskler (phonetic) at 7220 Parkview, Los Angeles. 

as Geg claimicOthat many of the local members of the or- 
ganizat on are cohabiting with one another.  

p
a

LGignatated she believes FDA doeenot'have a case as far 
as the 7 ter went, but expressed that some ageney, perhaps the APA, 
would doe something to control the use of the'll-Meter, limiting its 
Use to responsible individuals only.: 

During our conversatio _ids Gegn ,Mentioned that aCgr_,__Anderson 
1Q....°   of the local Dianetics organize n was using the Russian Sleep Mat'  

' ,This organization is not connected with the church of Scientology.. 

iss Ge 1;74)4p-eared to be well indoctrinated with 
's 	 with 	

ITETWar—ayi. 
.tion 'party line" ih respea to the 	Because  
experience with the -biginizetio 	long-with 

._ 	 --,------ h--er .attitude towards it and 
the R-Mateir, it appears that- Ise Ge 	would,be of very little.m ue 
as a witness for,the.Government n spite arirr-g-=  AA is a 

--  

Cpatelyerfrerarrro at.least porno Of.the male scientologre 	 . 



Documents E-15 and H-88;  are identical. This document is a four page 
memorandum dated 12/7/70, to Deputy, Regional Food and Drug Director, 
Los Angeles Field Office, from Inspector, James P. DiGrazia, subject; 
Scientology. This memorandum is a report on a particular individual's 
detailed experiences with the Church of Scientology and members of that 
organization. 

This document is released with deletions. The deletions found on page 
one of the document, consists of the'name and address and other specific 
identifying characteristics pertaining to the individual being inter-
viewed. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (0) and 
(D) because, release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy and would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

The deletions found on page two, and three of this document, consists 
of detailed confidential information pertaining to the individual's 
experiences with Scientology and members of that organization. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (6) and (7) (D) because, 
release would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy, and would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

On page four, the deletions found in paragraph one, in lines four and 
five in pagragraph four, lines five through seven in paragraph five, 
and lines three through seven in paragraph six, consist of confidential 
information including medical references which, if released, would con-
stitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (6). The remaining deleted 
portions, consist of the name and address of the individual being 
interviewed which, if released, would disclose the identity of the 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) 
(7) (D). 
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to ..:Jeat 	 E3 	to E-IC77==v::   
Z\ld 	 h2 caru'nf.ni:::ad 	cra-.:flL:1.115 cr.! rc.zerc.z.d Ly 

nuther.: 	cr.,lain.ri-Lat he wished to be very careful any 
rluze of to who= he u.an specaing.  	...... _ 	LtIon mtated ho wcul‘.: talk to 

proviZed u\Ideratool b57 religion permitting Him to toll only the 
troth; regardlosz of wha. it.benefited or detiimented. 

• 
	  in re2poace. to rly

. 
 • 

coestions he re1ate-7  the folio;: r3 information. 

	 is a 'sigh School stedate and :lac received formal .education 
Phya..es and Ensineerinz, althotzfr> 	holds no advance degree. 

I' 	....... ........... ...... 

..... 	 .......... ammampaa 

- -DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE . (BD 310) 
Attn: Bud Loftus 

For your information: 

12/9/70 

IEfl 	SYST777.T 
Supr. Inspector (illCO) 

Orig 6 ice 
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1,.11:32ector, 	 Crazia (311) 

12/7 / 70 



--• • • 	. 	t 	. 
	 remained rt-e--,inel associated 'w- th Scic7ntolorry.nntil • • . 
	 't...7hen ha was-declared' a nS,-?pressivea and an " Znem:/' by 
• L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. anic=ooriniticated from the Szientology.orsanizetion. 

T_ asked 	 why'he tra declared tittSe thinzs by L. Rca Enbbard, 
C— 

	 b-s= acquainted with Scientology 	4Une 195011 	  
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12/7/70 

To: DanD, LC:2-70. 
From: Insp. James P. Di Crazia (311) 
SMJECfl':. Scicztclo7T . 	• 

• cr1 	  

..... 
	 replied that he was told by L. Ron Hubbard, S. to stop 

usinc particular Scidetolorry_teachings the: he himself   had been 
. taught by the organizetion.H 

• • 	- 	 • 	- • • 	. 	.• 	 _ 
	 added.thathe  also refused to do things demanded by L. Ron 

•HHubbard; Sr. that he 	considered unethical. These inciaded appearing 
-on juries within the Organlantion_for the purpose of unfairly condemning 

.• people in Scientolo7v, 	 also felt there were numerable monetary 
injustices imposed upen. members:in the frit of required training.  	
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as: Earrn, 70;-70 	 ; 
Thspazt..cr, 3a=-_s c Di Grczia (311) 

SUBJECT: Scicfltolocry  

12/7/70 
. 	• 	  
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-nflnn 	-n 

7msn., Jfltzz 2. 	 (311) 
eUT.72CT: Scientology 

• • 	• 	 and 	 

• 

	 stated the Sea-Ors uaz the same an the Ethics Brard in 
Sc4entology and wa: the tierifo,-cor"within the organization. • tie stated it  
is staffed with non-U.S. C4 ticons and the only way tcGcurb its activities 
was with the aid of Interpol. 

.. 	. ,,,,statei 	becv- c,̂ 1,-,tolotry in a rel4 g4on because thg 
roe, of tha philosophy is spirituel. He added that 	treats 
the body through the spirit. He believes L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. does wish to 
help people end that Scientology does indeed help people. He feels, 
however, that the Scientology Organization is no: militant, mean, destructive 
and a damaging organization, because of the militant control exercised upon 
Scientology members. 

	 stated Scientology is not non-profit ergLainatiol. Fee 
not .:now woat happens to the acnay taken in by the organization, but 

stated'he rsomed for a short while with  a former treasurer of tha organisatii 
at St. Hill *inner  Sussex, England. 	  -; 

12/7/70 

stated ho considers L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. paranoid, schizo- 
phrenicand suffering from meglomonia. He stated L. Ron Huhb7;rd, Sr. is 
insane. He believes L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. goes to any means to accomplish 
.his goal of conquering the plant,'employing the pilosophy of "the end 
Justifying the means."  .. 	.... 	- . 	-------- 

I asked, 	 if he knew of chain-locker practices existing within 
the organization. He replied that he hp? never. been aboard „the Scientoloay.  

	

ship and never witnessed such incidents'. He referred me to 	
	for infornatic 

- 	regarding chain lecher treatment of  Scientologists.- ----------- 

: 	I discontinued the interviev at this pc T,_ and inform-.1 ------ ---= ''''' 1 ............ ___ 
7-...rob^bly would like to talk .;(3 him Lorain. 72.fl --- 14,,4  hn would talk to as at 
any time. -. . 	 • .   

• 

a.= P. Di GP.LZIA (311) 
Inspector, Los Angeles District 

JPD:ss 
12/8/70 
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D J. 	NSKI 
Supr. I 	ector (#180) 

0).;LONALFORMN0.10 	 1010-100 
MAY DM EDITION 
Obi GEN. REG. NO 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	DRFDD, LOS-FO 

FROM : 	Inspector, James P. Di Grazia (311) 

SUBJECT Scientology 

DATE: 12/7/70 

Charles Berner 
Crystol Creek Road 
Lucerne Valley, Calif 

And 

617 N. Larchmont Ave., 
Hollywood, Caiif. 

On 12/3/70 I interviewed 
iywood Carff7-12137466-0663 

_.....f-1041_____LJ a religious or anizat 	with or 	eadquarters at he  
C--of Cr 	stnr-Cree Road, Lucerne Valley, Calf., 	/148-7007), and a 

branch at 617 N. Larchmont I was referred to . Berner by Mt. and Mrs) 
Sack Horne, who stated(Berne  was a format Scientologist. 

I had previously phoned Mr. Berner at Lucerne Valley and arranged 
to meet him when he came to the 	Branch. When r 	Mr. Berner 
and identified myself, he scrutinized my credentials and recorde my 
identification number. He explain that he wished to be very careful and 
sure of to whom he was speaking. Mr. Berner then stated he would talk to 
me provided I understood his religion permitting him to tell only the 
truth, regardless of who it benefited or detrimented. 

Mr. Berner appears to be about 35 years old. In response to my 
quest one 	the following information. 

Mr. Berner is  a High School  graduate and has received formal education 
in Physics and Engineering, although he holds no advance degree. 

DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE (BD 310) 	 1779770 
Attn: Bud Loftus 

For your information. 

Orig & lcc 

Charles Berner at 617 N. Larchmo 
fir. ernerl3~a 	hear 
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/ Page 2 

To: DRFDD, LOS-FO 
From: Insp. James P. Di Grazia (311) 
SUBJECT: Scientology 

12/7/70 

Mr. Charles Berner 
Lucerne Valley, Calif. 

and 617 N. Larchmont 
Hollywood, Calif. 

Mr. Berner became acquainted with Scientology in June 1950. During 
the years 1954 through 1957 he was the President of the Church of Scientology 
of California and was instrumental in procuring non-profit status for that 
organization. He relinquished the presidency to Julia L. Salman around 1957 
and believes that organization was no longer non-profit under the leadership 
of Julia Salman. 

Mr. Berner was an employee for the Scientology organization for a six h 
week period in 1962. This was his only period of employment by Scientology. 

Mr. Berner remained remained associated with Scientology until 
February, 1965, when he was declared a "Suppressive" and an " Enemy" by 
L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. an/excommunicated from the Scientology organization. 
Mr. Berner stated he was the first person to be declared "Enemy Number 1." 

I asked Mr. Berner why he was declared these things by L. Ron Hubbard, 
Sr. 

Mr. Berner replied that he was told by L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. to stop 
using particular Scientology teachings that he himself(Berner) had been 
taught by the organization. Mr. Berner refused. VI 

Mr. Berner added that he also refused to do things demanded by L. Ron 
Hubbard, Sr. that he (Berner) considered unethical. These included appearing 
on juries within the organization for the purpose of unfairly condemning 
people in Scientology. Mr. Berner also felt there were numerable monetary 
injustices imposed upon members-in the form of required training. Mr. Berner 
stated he spent a total of $124,000 on Scientology training. 

Following his excommunication Mr. Berner received about 250 "Letters 
of Disconnection" from Scientology members. These letters informed him 
of his ostracism and also contained pornographic material. 

organization, informing him he was now fair game for any and all acts. 
Mr. Bernet stated he received other life threatening letters from the 
organization and went to the FBI in Los Angeles and Mohave, Calif. (Mohave 
station subsequently moved to Barstow). 

Mr. Berner stated on 5/30/68 (Memorial Day) Mailing Lists and Tape 
Recordings were stolen from his Institute of Ability, then located at 
1162 Placentia, Costa Mesa, Calif. Mr. Berner stated he believes this was 
doing of the Scientology Organization, considering what was stolen. Office 
equipment at the Institute, worth more than $5,000, was not taken by the 
culprits. This incident was investigated by the local police. 

1 

H 
h 

vi 

In the fall of 1965, Mr. Berner received a "Fair Game Order" from the 

h 
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To: DRFDD, LOS-FO 
From: Inspector, James P. Di Grazia (311) 
SUBJECT: Scientology 

12/7/70 

Mr. Charles Berner 
Lucerne Valley, Calif. 

and 617 N. Larchmont 
Hollywood, Calif. 

In September 1968, two incidents occurred which Mr. Berner described  
k as threats to his life. 

 

The first involved forgery of Jack Horner's signature on a letter 
sent to Berner and on a contract signed with the Los Angeles Herald 
Examirier for advertising space. Both letter and the ad concerned an 
evening speech to be given by Jack Horner in September at the Masquers Club, 

4 
1765 N. Sycamore, Los Angeles. Mr. Berner attempted to attend this speech 
but became lost and arrived late. The events that occurred before his 
arrival were related to him by friends in attendance, some of whom are still 
in the local area. 

At the meeting, members of the Scientology Sea-Org appeared, in uniform, 
and closed off the building. They played foreboding music, orally discredited 
Berner, and declared to the audience that Charles Berner was insane and that 
"Berner will burn". The frightened audience was permitted to leave as 
Berner arrived at the scene. 

Mr. Berner stated there was no police investigation of this incident 
\IV and that Jack Horner was in Chicago at that time. 

The second incident involved the use of firearms. Three armed men 
visited the Lucerne Valley Headquarters of the Institute of Ability, looking 
for Charles Berner and using walkie-talkies. Berner was not thereat the 
time and Akilitists at the scene observedtthese men fire upon the Institutes k 
property. No individuals were shot, but a car license plate number was 
reported to deputy Jim Clark of the San Bernardino Sheriff's Office.. 
Subsequently, an individual was arrested by the Orange County Sheriff's Office 
in Santa Ana and pleaded guilty to the witness acts. This person was a 
Scientologist. 

Mr. Berner could not recall the person's name or type of Court Sentence 
n received. 

Mr. Berner stated he has been recently harassed by the Scientology 
Organization. On 10/18/70 the Institute of Ability sponsored a speech by 
Mr. Berner (Self Realization -A hew Approach) At New York University, 
New York City. While setting up the lecture facilities several people 
inquireethe lecture by Berner were to be held at that place. They identified 
themselves as Scientologists and later attended the lecture. During Mr. Berne 's 
talk these people harassed hinnalked out during the middle of the lecture. 
A short time later police arrived at the scene and cleared the building 
because they had received a bomb threat. Mr. Berner believes Scientologists 
were responsible for the bomb threat. 

4, 
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To: DRFDD, LOS-FO 
From: Insp., James P. Di Grazia (311) 
SUBJECT: Scientology 

12/7/70 

Mr. Charles Berner 
Lucerne Valley, Calif. 

and 617 N. Larchmont 
Hollywood, Calif. 

Mr. Berner could not recall any other incidents of harassment or 
threat. 

Mr. Berner stated the Sea-Org was the same as the Ethics Board in 
Scientology and was the "enforcer"within the organization. He stated it 
is staffed with non-U.S. Citizens and the only way tocburb its activities 
was with the aid of Interpol. 

Mr. Berner stated he believes Scientology is a religion because the 
root of the philosophy is spiritual. He added that Scientology treats 
the body through the spirit. He believes L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. does wish to 
help people and that Scientology does indeed help people. He feels, 
however, that the Scientology Organization is now militant, mean, destructive 
and a damaging organization, because of the militant control exercised upon 
Scientology members. 

Mr. Berner stated Scientology is not a non-profit organization. He 
did not know what happens to the money taken in by the organization, but 
stated he roomed for a short while with a former treasurer of the organization 

lat St. Hill Manor, Sussex, England. This person was John Lawrence, Jr„ 
(now residing in ArrowRock, Missouri, as is John Lawrence, Sr., his father. 

Mr. Berner stated he considers L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. paranoid, schizo- 
phrenic and suffering from meglomania. He stated L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. is 
insane. He believes L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. goes to any means to accomplish 
his goal of conquering the plant, employing the pilosophy of "the end 

'justifying the means." He stated that he personally visited L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. 
(in 1962 at St. Hill Manor, Sussex and tried unsuccessfully to cure his paranoid. 
-,Mr. Berner first met L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. in 1953. 

I asked Mr. Berner if he knew of chain-locker practices existing within 
the organization. He replied that he had neverbbeen aboard the Scientology 

3ship and never witnessed such incidents. He referred me to Bernard Green, 
ahead of the Awareness Center, West End Avenue, New York City, for information 
(regarding chain locker treatment of Scientologists. Mr. Berner reported that 
‘Green's 4 year old step-son was placed in a chain locker by L. Ron Hubbard,Sr. 
1Mr. Green has subsequently filed law suites because of this. 

I discontinued the interview at this point and informed Mr. Berner I 
probably would like to talk to him again. He replied he would talk to me at 
any time. 



Documents E-16 and H-100; are iaentical. This document is a four 
page memorandum, dated 12/15/70, to the Deputy, Regional Food ana Drug 
Director, Los Angeles District, from John P. DiGrazia, Inspector, 
subject; Scientology investigation. Tnis memorandum is a report of the 
inspector's interview with two particular individuals regarding their 
experience's with the Church of Scientology, and members of that 
organization. 

This document is released with deletions. The deletions found in line 
six of paragraph tnree on page two, contains tne name of the individual 
not being interviewed at this time. This portion is exempt under 5 u.S.C. 
)52 (b) (7) lC) because, release would constitute an unwarranted invasion 
of personal privacy. The remaining deletions in this aocument, consist 
of the names and dates and specific identifying characteristics and 
events, pertaining to the two individuals being interviewed. The re-
lease of any poriton of these deletions, would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy, and would immediately disclose the 
identity of a.confidential source. These poritons are exempt under 
) U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C) and (D). 
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SUBJECT: 

DEPUTY DEPUTY REGIONAL FOOD AND 
DRUG DIRECTOR 
LOS ANGELES, DISTRICT 
James P. DiGraza Inspector 

Scientology Investigation 
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CSA.FPMR (41 CPR) soi-ti.• 

e, 'UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

and interviewed him an 
On December 9,1970 Bud

,
I;p444Wited the home osatSiWWICe 

Both are forme scientologists 
Whom I had interviewed on November 14  1970. 

reviewed. his early adult life and association with scientology 
row 	 " stated he was in the South Pacific 

thee re doing World War II and became interested in Science Fiction. After 
the war he obtai d a college degree in English and Journalism and undertook 
graduate work in 

It was at thi 
concluded that Dianetics was what 

DATE: December 15, 1970 

Or- 

Ref: 

book Dianetics and 
He then enrolled 

TO: DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE (BD-310) 12/29/70 
ATTN: Bud Loftus 

For your information. 
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Memo to De.,PUTY REGIONAL FOOD AND 
DRUG DIRECTOR 

re: Scientology Investigation 

   

   

   

   

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

     

in the first course given by 	Ron 
Elizabeth, New Jersey. From 
matter related to Scientology. In 
England to study scientology and was in and 
for several years thereafter. He did to 
scientology at Saint Hill, Sussex. In 
scientology there. He remained through 
States. 

Hubbard Sr., on this subject in 
he worked on his own subject 

e went to Saint Hill Manor, Sussex, 
out of the Scientolo gy Organization 

e went to 
when he re urned to 

in 
o teach 

the United 

stated his first break with scientology came in 
Shaiiiithereafter he reentered the or • nization and 

remained active rough  He stated that he became th 
n the scientology organization. He stated that he procured funds 

a for his schooling in scientology by being paid in advance for auditing that 
he performed throughout the United States. 

stated his final break with scientology came in 
received a fair game letter and a shooting letter (refer to as R2-45 
from the Scientology Organization. The former letter informed 
was subject to any or all actions from scientologist:. and the latter suggested 
he use a 45 caliber pistol to exteriorize himself. .in ...ettm,v44.0estated he was 
never shot at by the Scientology Organization but believes 	 did 
have shots taken at him by scientologists. 

hen entered the co versation and commented on violence 
within the Scientology Organitation. 	 stated when he was with 
L. Ron Hubbard Sr., in 1968 he saw written documents prepared by Mr. Hubbard 
ordering an ethic mission to 	 tated he requested 
L. Ron Hubbard Sr. not order This mission but was disregarded. 

stated L. Ron Hubbard Sr. has been kicked out of Greece 
for he practice of shocking scientologists aboard ship by throwing them 
overboard while the ship was docked in the harbor. 	 stated these 
incidents were performed before Greek officials and that it was ruddy bad 
manners to do such acts while guests in a foreign country. 
stated he himself was thrown overboard one morning when he failed to 

He claims that he was never informed that he was 

stated L. Ron Hubbard Sr. is a chronic hypocondriac and 
that e in in constant need of medical attention from the nurses and a 
doctor aboard ship. '*ti. stated Hubbard has a medicine cabinet full 
of drugs which he is always taking. 

efined "Love" as life worth living, being effective at 

hen he 
letter 

he 
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Memo to DEPUTY REGIONAL FOOD AND 
DRUG DIRECTOR 

re: Scientology Investigation 

what one is doing, and expression of winning, and happiness. 

stated "dianetics" is mental therapy and cures  psychosomatic  
i Inesses. 	e stated scientology was a religion_ 	

	 stated an attempt is being made 
to organize Scientology in the Roman atholic str cture and L. Ron Hubbard Sr. 
wishes to build a church hierarchy. 	 tated scientology is not a 
religion in England or South Africa and that scientology has no deity. 

tated that he has recently signed a affidavit for 
stating that scientology is 

stated by this affidavit he has made peace 
with the Scientology Organization. 

talked about directive counseling (auditing) and stated 
it is a workable method of treating psychosomatic illnesses. He does feel 
scientology can get along without the E-Meter. 

tated scientology does not set out to cure people of 
disease by design but that chronic conditions may disappear with auditing. 

tated L. Ron Hubbard Sr. turned totally anti-medical 
when a Bill Parsons, a acientologist at Saint Hill was given a total 

blood transfusion with blood of the wrong type and subsquently died. 

workable today. 

in scientology. 
all of man's rel gion. 

tated a Millen Bellknap of Ireland designed the cross used 
xplained this as an exploding cross symbolizing 

states L. Ron Hubbard Sr. is forcing his daughter Diana 
into the role of successor in scientology and Hubbard intends to, return as 
the first son of Diana in the perpetuation of scientology. 

tated the E-Meter does nothing and claimed he wished to 
he p n any way 	t would better inform the public. 



At this point 	 stated he had to attend 
meeting and would have to discontinue the interview 
is a card carrying member of 

tated that he would be 
week or two and would contact me at the time of departure. 

in a 

Page 4. 

Memo to DEPUTY REGIONAL FOOD MID 
DRUG DIRECTOR 

re: Scientology Investigation 

12/15/70 

ailed the E-Meter a measuring device and feared federal 
action would result in the loss of a useful tool. He stated he did not 
wis ;to see the E-Meter destroyed because of claims made by L. Ron Hubbard 
Sr.x2a=• 	added that he would assist in the prevention of false claims 

Before leaving 	provided us w-ith)cerox copies of a newsletter 
put out under the letterhead of Association of International Diagnologists 

	

and an open letter  from 	

James P. DiGraza (311) 
/nspector Los Angeles, District 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

DEPUTY REGIONAL FOOD AND 
DRUG DIRECTOR 
LOS ANGELES, DISTRICT 
James P. DiGraza Inspector 

Scientology Investigation 

ed J. S olenski 
Supervisory Inspector #180 

. 	ontoNAL. FORM NO. II 

DATE: December 15, 1970 

Ref: Jack Horner 
John McMasters 
1246 South Westgate Ave., 
Apt. #1 Los Angeles, 
California 
Phone: 213/479-7575 

On December 9,1970 Bud Loftis and I visited the home of Jack Horner) 
and interviewed him and (ohn McMasters) Both are former scientologists 
Whom I had interviewed on November 19, 1970. 

(Mr. Horner)reviewed his early adult life and association with scientology 
ficrui4950 through 1965.3(Mr. Horner? stated he was in the South Pacific 
theatre doing World War II and became interested in Science Fiction. After 
the war he obtained a college degree in English and Journalism and undertook 
graduate work in (Psychology.)  At that time he began to feel dissatisfied 
withiPsYehologyi and felt it was doing nothing with people other than 

:categorizing thern9 It was at this time that he read the book Dianetics and 
concluded that Dianetics was whatiPsychologyishould be) He then enrolled 

TO: DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE (BD-310) 
	

12/29/70 
ATTN: Bud Loftus 

For your information. 

Orig. & icc 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
50104 1M 
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Memo to DEPUTY REGIONAL FOOD AND 
	

12/15/70 
DRUG DIRECTOR 

re: Scientology Investigation 

in the first course given by L. Ron Hubbard Sr., on this subject in 
Elizabeth, New Jersey. From 11950 to 1952Jhe worked on his own subject 
matter related to Scientology. In5.952/he went to Saint Hill Manor, Sussex, 
England to study scientology and was in and out of the Scientology Organization 
for several years thereafter. 1He did teach(advancedclinical coursesjin 
scientology at Saint Hill, Sussex: In0e55)he went(o South Africajto teach 
scientology there. He remained through 1957)when he returned to the United 
Stateg. 

(Mr. Horner)stated his first break with scientology came in (1960 over 
teaching techniques Sh

(
prtl, thereafter he reentered the organization and 

remained active through 1965 :He stated that he became the first class six 
auditor)in the scientology organization. He stated that he procured funds 
for his schooling in scientology by being paid in advance for auditing that 
he performed throughout the United States. 

(Mr. Horner)stated his final break with scientology came in(1955)when  he 
received a fair game letter and a shooting letter (refer to as R2-45) letter' 
from the Scientology Organization. The former letter informed (Mr. Horner)he 
was subject to any or all actions from scientologist and the latter suggested 
he use a 45 caliber pistol to exteriorize himself. (Mr. Horner/stated he was 
never shot at by the Scientology Organization but believes(a Bob Beck)did 
have shots taken at him by scientologists. 

OAr. McMasters)then entered the conversation and commented on violence 
within the Scientology Organitation. (Mr. McMasters)stated when he was with 
L. Ron Hubbard Sr., in 1968 he saw written documents preared by Mr. Hubbard 
ordering an ethic mission to Los Angeles. (Mr. McMasters stated he requested 
L. Ron Hubbard Sr. not order this mission but was disregarded. 

(Mr. McMasters)stated L. Ron Hubbard Sr. has been kicked out of Greece 
for the practice of shocking scientologists aboard ship by throwing them 
overboard while the ship was docked In the harbor. (Mr. McMasters)stated these 
incidents were performed before Greek officials and that it was ruddy bad 
manners to do such acts while guests in a foreign country. (Mr. McMasters) 
stated he himself was thrown overboard one morning when he failed -Wipe the 
morning chaplain.) He- claims that he was never informed that he was Ito be chap-
lain that day.) 

(Mr. McMasters) stated L. Ron Hubbard Sr. is a chronic hypocondriac and 
that he in in constant need of medical attention from the nurses and a 
doctor aboard ship. (mm)McMasters)stated Hubbard has a medicine cabinet full 
of drugs which he is always taking. 

(Mx. McMasters)defined "Love" as life..0trith living, being effective at 
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Memo to DEPUTY REGIONAL FOOD AND 
DRUG DIRECTOR 

re: Scientology Investigation 

what one is doing, and expression of winning, and happiness. 

fikr. McMasters)stated "dianetics" is mental therapy and cures psychosomatic 
illnesses. He stated scientology was a religion [although he was flabergasted 
and laughed at L. Ron Hubbard Sr. when the latter appointed him the first 
"Pope" of Scientology in 1966_0(ft. McMasters) stated an attempt is being made 
to organize Scientology in the Roman catholic structure and L. Ron Hubbard Sr. 
wishes to build a church hierarchy. fkr. McMasters, stated scientology is not a 
religion in England or South Africa and that scientology has no deity. 

(Mr. McMasters)stated that he has recently signed a affidavit for(Bob 
Thomas, scientology guardian in Los Angele&stating that scientology is 
workable today. fMr. McMasters)stated by this affidavit he has made peace 
with the Scientology Organization. 

Cir. MeMastersitalked about directive counseling (auditing) and stated 
it is a workable method of treating psychosomatic illnesses. He does feel 
scientology can get along without the E-Meter. 

(Mr. McMasters)stated scientology does not set out to cure people of 
disease by design but that chronic conditions may disappear with auditing. 

(Mr. McMasters)stated L. Ron Hubbard Sr. turned totally anti-medical 
in 1964 when a Bill Parsons, a scientologist at Saint Hill was given a total 
blood transfusion with blood of the wrong type and subsquently died. 

(Mr. Horner? stated a Millen Bellknap of Ireland designed the cross used 
in scientology. (Mr. Horner explained this as an exploding cross symbolizing 
all of man's religion. 

(Mr. McMasters/states L. Ron Hubbard Sr. is forcing his daughter Diana 
into the role of successor in scientology and Hubbard intends to.return as 
the first son of Diana in the perpetuation of scientology. 

Mr. Mthastersirelated the recent incident of harrassment on September 
18,1970 when he entered the United States at New York. Mr. McMasters stated 
he was accosted by Federal Agents and asked to strip. He and his possessions 
were examined for LSD or any other contraband. Mr. McMasters Stilted a man 
named "Joe" was in charge of this investigation. Mr. McMasters did not know 
the identity of these people but believed they were falsely tipped off by 
the Scientology Organization. Mr. McMasters stated "Joe" gave a phone 
umber of: 212/620-3701. 

(Mr. McMasters)stated the R4Leter does nothing and claimed he wished to 
help in any way that would better inform the public. 
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Memo to DEPUTY REGIONAL FOOD AND 
	

12/15/70 
DRUG DIRECTOR 

re: Scientology Investigation 

(Mr. Horner7called the E-Meter a measuring device and feared federal 
action would result in the loss of a useful tool. He stated he did not 
wish to see the E-Meter destroyed because of claims made by L. Ron Hubbard 
Sr. (Mr. Horner)added that he would assist in the prevention of false claims 
including those used by him at his personal creative freedom center in West 
s Angeles (International AssOciation of Diagnologists). 

,Mr. Horner)stated a James F. Pinkham, 3902 Spruell Court, Kensington, 
Maryland.(phone: 301/942-1932) does all the taping for his personal 
creative freedom center and Mr. Pinkham did all the taping for L. Ron Hubbard 
Sr. when associated with Hubbard. Mr. Pinkham no longer does taping for 
the Scientology Organization. 

At this point(Mr. Horner)stated he had to attend a(Sereen Actor's Guild? 
meeting and would have to discontinue the interview. (Mr. Horner)stated he 
is a card carrying member of the Screen Actor's Guild and acts on a part-time 
basis„..) 

r,..--,  
LMr. McMasters )stated that he would be leaving for South Africa) in a 

week or two and would contact me at the time of departure. 

Before leavingAr. HornerOprovided us with xerox copies of a newsletter 
put out under the letterhead of Association of International Diagnologists 
and an open letter from John McMasters, both of which he claims are forgeries.? 
The former intimates the association is in difficulty and the latter intimates 
John McMasters is a homosexual. These letters 44- attache 

J mes P. DiGraza (311) 
spector Los Angeles, District 



	  • 	.. 	.................. 

Documents E-17 and H-82; are identical. This document is a seven-page 
memorandum, dated 11/23/70 (with a one page and a three page letter of 
complaint attached), to Assistant Regional Food and Drug Director, Los 
Angeles Field Office, from James P. DiGrazia, Inspector, Los Angeles 
Field Office, subject; Scientology. The memorandum is a report of an 
interview with three individuals regarding their experience's with the 
Church of Scientology and members of that organization. 

This document is released with deletions. Part of the deleted material 
found on lines three and four of paragraph one on page one of this 
document contain names on two specific individuals. On page seven, the 
deleted material beginning on line three to the end of the paragraph in 
paragraph three, contains the name and address of a third individual, one 
of which was interviewed at this time. These portions are exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C) because, release of any poriton would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

On page four, the deletions found in lines two through nine in paragraph 
one, and lines two, four through six, eight and part of line one in para-
graph two, consist of confidential information and medical references per-
taining to one of the individuals being interviewed. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (6) because, release would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

The remaining deleted poritons in this memorandum, consist of the specific 
names, and detailed events pertaining to each individual being interviewed 
which, if released, would automatically disclose the identity of the 
individuals being interviewed, who are a confidential source. These por-
tions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 

In the letter dated 11/3/70, the name of the addressee is deleted because, 
release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C). The remaining ' 
deleted portions consist of the name of the person sending the letter and 
that persons address. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) 
(7) (D) because, release would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. 

In the letter dated 10/30/70, the name of the addressee is deleted because, 
release of this would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal pri-
vacy. This portions is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C). The remain-
ing deletions in this letter, consist of the names and other identifying 
characteristics of the person sending the letter and the other individuals 
interviewed in the memorandum. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552 (b) (7) (D) because, release of any portions would automatically 
disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
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TO 	 ASST. REGIONAL FOOD & DRUG DIRECTOR, LOS-FO 

James P. Di Grazia, Inspector, Los-F0 	 
1) 	re: 	........ 

DATE: Nov. 23 1970 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: Scientology 

On 11/19/70, I visited IMGOR0.44A4,frg' at her home 

had written ,)42'..M.1";13•4:::1:11".441.,r(t17.3 7704nwi'l 

Exhibit 2, 10/30/70 ltr.) about the administrative 

pr ctices of . Ron Hubbard, founder of Scientology. 

2)  

3)  

her I showed my credentials to 
	 and informed 

had received her letters and reque ed an interview. 

to my request and asked if I also wished to speak to 

was staying with the I replied affirmatively.,  

that FDA 
assented 

LA,  

woke 	 ' 	Until the-latter appeared, I interviewed 

in t e iving room. 

appeared to be in her mid-thirties. 	She related the 

following, chronology of her association with Scientology. 

. 
is a nativ‘•44e1...I. 	She has a B.S. in Chemistry 

and Botony and became intereste• in Scientolog in 1955, whi
le working in 

a laboratory in 	 avg,1615,129  She felt Scientology would 
improve her ability to hap le her every day problems and she 

was interested 

in helping others do the same. 

DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE (BD-310) 

Attention: 	Bud Loftus  

11/25/70 

For your information. Interview with 
ill follow. 

TED J. -SY LENSKI (180) 

Supervisory Inspector, 'Los-Do 

orig. & 1 cc 



In 
enrolled and completed an advanced 

Sussex. 
and the 7 	moved bac t 

esumed his work in Scientology. 	In 1965, 

moved to Englan 	re 

course in Scientology at East Hill Manor; 

Memo to: 	 11-23-76 

	

ARFDD, Los-F0 
	 1), 	

re: Scientology 
	 —2) 	  

	

3) 	  

come toiroftgitial,10to teach Scientology at the first 
level. They 

At this time, she met her future husband, 	
who had 

were married before she enrolled in a professional cours
e. 	After 

completing the course, she worked with her husband and o
thers in 

....0.13 	 helping those who joined Scientology increase or realize
 

their potentials, 

to continue work in 

Sciento ogy. 	 y,opAassisted her husband in group work (Communication 

Drills ianirs,4 t a  er husband also worked five hour
s each day with 

individual members, processing them to control their min
ds, emotions and 

bodies, and to treat psychosomatic illnesses. She s ate
d that most members 

of the group wished to improv their everyday life. 	
continued 

to work in Scientology until 

From this time on 

stated that neither she nor her husband believed in a 

God or gods, but do believe in spirits. With the aid of
 E-Meters, members 

can recall life 	other times and prepare their spirit for
 life in the 

future. I aske *f this was a belief in reincarnation. She 

replied that it was. She described the E-Meter as an el
ectrical device 

being processed). She added that it enlarged mental awar
eness, eitt,„„*Lattk 

used as an objective test to measure the attention of an
 auditee (person 

stated that Scientology has enriched her life. 

Shortly after discontinuing her direct involvement in Sc
ientology, 

and her husband moved to 	 here he continued 

to work in Scientology group activity. 	In 
egan to 

feel the administration of the subject (indivt ua s bein
g processed) was 

less than ideal, 	She felt the relationship between aud
itor and auditee 

could be improved. She stated that she was also fed up 
with the cost of 

re-training imposed upon her husband by Hubbard. 	She r
eferred me to her 

husband for actual cost of his retraining. 

no longer was directly involved in Scientology 

teaching or processing but did have social teas at her h
ome for groups being 

instructed by her husband. She stated that she was, how
ever, always with 

her husband in spirit during his Scientology work. 

L. Ron Hubbard 
from Scientolo 
organization. 
grievances and 
subject. 

formulated a policy which directed that letters of compl
aint 

members be filed in a dead letter file by the Scientolog
y 

felt this was an improper way to handle 

was a further detriment to beneficial administration of 
the 
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Subsequently, still in 1965, L. Ron Hubbard formulated a stronger 
policy which directed that those members who expressed opinions divergent 
or contrary, to those of Hubbard be labeled "Suppressives". Such people 
were ostracized by the organization and its members. Organization members 
in good standing were required to write Letters of Disconnection to members 
declared as Suppressives. Although Suppressives were divorced from 
Scientology association, they were not excommunicated or expelled from the 
organization, and were given a chance to reform. 	Hubbard wrote at least 
three Amnesty Letters in which he listed Suppressives and the crimes they 
had committed, and therein forgiving them bringing these members back 
into the organization in good standing. 	 tated the phenomenon 
of repudiating and then exonerating members was.a Hubbard personality 
trait. 

Mr. Hubbard stated that there were many complaints from members 
who were labeled "Suppressives" claiming that this had been done without 
any justification. 

As a result of these policies and other restrictions  imposed upon 
him by Hubbard, 

	 was hampered in his efforts to teach Scientology. 

   L. Ron Hubbard responded by brandin 
a "Suppressive" and excommunicating him from Scientology. 
stated they received 70 letters of Disconnection from people within the 
organization. 

%restated her husband  left Scientology inand 
worked for five years in 	 until he 

	

overcame his inner conflict and 	

DuringagtA=Ceent back to work 
or a short tg61111°Ime. 

t in the interview 	 .s4 4ente ed the 

room, 	e i, introduced us to o e another. 	 *ndicated 

tha 	 knew more abo t some of the things she had mentioned in 
her etter, s. I agsked 	 to discuss his association with Scientology. 
He then related the fo oWing. 



pro 	sin• the pain disappeared and has never returned. He believes 

hiss 	#1 was related to a psychosomatic cause and was cured through 
Scientology..102Mastated that he, himself, has helped through 
processing, his own father's failing eyesight and arthritis, in addition 

to other people with migraine headaches and other corpomal afflictions. 
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and appears to be Mr. Is a native 
about 40 years 

he encountered Scientology for the first time. He felt that 
Scientology had tremendouseggigaiapplication and so informe 
algiail He discontinued his 
to pursue Scientology, intending at a later date to bring back what he 

had learned totgaa.taatne 

44ktyvisa*M*14-; 

tated that ever since 	1,,,,TiriWhe had 
After joining Scientology, he was 

processed using an. -Meter, an discovered that ever since his mother 
tremen•ous pain in 

stated that while working for Scientology in New York, he received $10.00 

per we -k food allowance and no other financial income, from the organiza- 

tion. 	 tated that all paper monies earned by Scientology 
are kept by Hubbard aboard ship, while notes and checks are kept in a 

Swiss bank. 

stated that each time he returned to Hubbard after 

completing a 	 L. Ron Hubbard would 

publicly repu•late, embarrass and punish 	 •emonstrating to 

all that he (Hubbard) was still the only'source" an voice of Scientology. 

=Iran tated that his hands and legs were bound on several occasions, 

and he was thrown overboard. I asked him how he survived. He replied he 

"swims like a fish". 	  

WASSilar elated incidents of child abuse aboard Hubbard's 

ship. He Stated that children from the age of 3 years old were locked 
up in chain-lockers aboard ship because of childish misbehavior. He 
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related an incident where a deaf-mute little girl was put in a chain
 

locker for 10 days. He stated that Hubbard considered these childre
n 

"Suppressive Beings", 	 continued that parents of these 

children, aboard ship, for training, were in a state of tetrorand  iss
ued 

no objection to such treatment,ati.cw . xi 	condemned this behavio
r 

as spiritual tyranny on the part of Hubb 	 added at this 

point, that such practice was sadism, 	 stated that he has 

learned through the grapevine of a local chain-locker and gagging tr
eat-

ment of Charles Allan, a Scientology member who was labeled a "Suppr
essive 

a d Betrayer" at the American St. Hill Organization, Los Angeles. 

did not know the exact location of this incident. 

	 left Scientology. He has not been 

excommunicated from the organization, nor has he been branded a "Sup
pressive". 

He believes that he and his efforts are too well known and too highl
y re- 

aided by members of Scientology to be castigated in such a manner. 

summarized Hubbard's policies as one which reflects the 

philosophy of the end justifying the means. 

I asked 
the E-Meter. 

o expand on omments concerning 

replied that the E-Meter picks up thoughts at a sub- 

awareness level. 	ach thought has its own energy and mental mass w
hich 

change the body's electrical resistance. 	The E-Meter registers thi
s 

resistance and enables the auditor and auditee to pick up a thought 
that 

would otherwise be suppressed or lost. 

I aske 
	 why Scientology is described as a religion. 

He replied that he never considered Scientology a religion but 

rather mental therapy of great value. 	He added that it probably is
 

described as a religion because a religious organization is less 

vo-lnerable, money-wise, than other organizations. , 	  

	  He stated there is nothii8  like a Diety or Christian 

Trinity in Scientology. 	 interrupted at this point to draw 

an analogy between Hubbard's punitive acts aboard ship and the Roman
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tt=.111-'44 tated he believes L. Ron Hubbard is attempting 

to control the earth through telepathy. He stated Hubbardbbasic objective 

is to capture this planet. 

-6- 

Catholic Inquisition. 
himself and 
on which he agreed wi 
believe in a Diety. 

then recalled ,a dialogue etween 

claim that cientologists did not 

*.:Attsi At the present time 	 r u'  
processing. Both he and 
an E-Meter with the name 
my discussion with  

Is assist 	 in 
E-Meters. 	 brought 
on it into the living room during 

subject. 

rrived. He ap.ears 
each other by 41:'-.X A: 

joined us and 

At this point in the interview 

to be in his mid-forties. 	We were introduced to 

who fed and briefed WP-4Y . 	After his meal, ,&r 
I interviewed him. 

	epeated some information already provided by either 

then described two recent incide s of 

He stated that during -*.s.er.4a ,stay with the 
was shysically a tac ed and beaten up attblalCaa 

, 
feels this was the work of Scientology 

were filed against any specific individuals. 

The second incident was a burglary of 

gain is sure that this 

was the work of Scientology, members, but no charges were filed. 

explained tSat when Scientology members are placed 

in undesirable categories such as "Doubt", they must deal a destructive 

standing. alltitbabiOflbelieves these acts were such blows. In 
blow to the enemy if they are to be elevated into categories of good 

	

addition, he stated Scientology groups have 	

tafEMMO I asked 	.1:--A‘A. if Scientology was a religion. 

stated that in 1950, when he first became acquainted with Scientology 

and Dianetics, he was a hard core materialistic atheist doing graduate 

work. After working with Scientology for many years, he has come to 

view it as a religion in the sense of an awareness of a spiritual being. 

He stated that administratively speaking, Scientology does not have many 

of the mechanics of religion such as the dress, the belief in a Diety, 

a tP.441.-It 
ai-T440-  

...cfM=Wett.4AW4i,..1".tww.. 

violence. 
gre4nwzR>ixtf-Strt.rk 
1040( one evening, 
members but no char 
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and rituals of Mass. 

At this point, the interviews were interrupted. I explained to 

the group that I wished to review and digest the information that I had 

garnered, and would probably be contacting them in the near future for 

additional information. TriSMM:INIF24.  sked that I phone before future 
interviews. 

stated that he would remain 
wished to speak to him. as we 

in as long 

Before leaving, the liatgor-`  provided me with the name of another 

former Scientology member who had been excommunicated and subsequently 

established his own  business. This individual is 	  

ames P. DiGrazia (311) 
Inspector, Los Angeles District 



----- • - • 

dI v;ish to no.r.ail-,t- yon v•ith son of the ae:ivities of 
1.i:fayette Rons16 Eubbord, American, who is the founder 
of Dianetic:: and'Scienuology. 1 have enclosed an in-
formative letter. 

'Yhe ship "Apollo" is reztistorud in rana 

Recently, 1 hesrd that-/a, replica of the ;I hip plus chain- 
. locker has been set up, by 4c.c "Sea Orge:nischt:;.on", it
tbe Los Lngeles area. .john Allan (not sure of the spot- 
ling) was imprisonediil it for a month or so. Liter 
he became 'hysterical, they gagned 

Hlf it is convenientt, would you picas°, suai;est to which 
body, a case nsains:: N. Hubbard i:nd the "Sea Ofi;onis- 
.ation" could be submitted, and F.ow the legal fees would 
be paid. 

I world prefer ray name not m:tntioned to any Scientology 
'organisation. 

Respectf“J.17 yours, 

• 

4 



Si-)7t 
• 

• I w.„nn to draw your attention to the Lctivitics of Lafayette 
Hubbard, founder of Dinnetiesand Scientology, who 

controls his organisations from aboard his ship the "Lpello" 
the n=ditcrr:Inc=nn Sea. Because he is the co:lin:odor° many 

people en varlous colIntriesA  who have lecitir:tato complaints. -
.•don't know to which authority they can report: him... 

• 
1 hflve enclo::cd the names and addresses of the various Scient-

.. 

sology orcanisations which Mr. Hubbard controls throuch his 
:tolcx syste::,,and his Sea Organisation. The Sea-OrT,anisation 
Las several. purposes, OYsC of which is the harassment and"Mafia-
ifle" control of people connected to the organisations, who 
disaftrce with Mr. Nubb:crd is policies.. . 

Scientolocy in its theory and lf,uch of its technolocy is Val-
t able to man, The technology directs a person, as a spirit, 
to gain better control over his mind, cMotions, body, and coma 
7flunication with others._. 1.:7%,  husband and I used to be Scientol- 
c.i.,ists, bite we /eft ih' ''''' ---- -- alter 	Hnhbard 2ut no policy 
5..uto effect uhaa* we'42)(1 other had tow cee ri 	letters of 61s- 
connection (excommunication) to forlter C:r.lends who sochow had 

T.fallen out of favor with Mr. 1:ubbard. Xn my opinion, Nr. 
1:ubbard's administrational policies, c:er the past six years, 
have cancelled-out a lot of the value o: the subject. his 
personality has crown more and more de:::tructi”e, and 7  <70.e' 
	 for the staff he traps aboard hiscship. 

   1  plan to write, to ash them 



4 

not to ban Sc5.cntoloty beceuse the stlbject can be ofL.reat 
benefit. However 1 shall 	3,est vhct the cond.7.tiens under 

vhich the movement may continue, be clear3.y dcfincd. 

r,ubhard is not vielco..'wee. by the ;c;vc1:=,',ants of the U.S. A. 

lAm 	 ., lflnd, Australia, Rhodesia and South Africa. 

On the ship "ispo/lo" (docks at CfeCC(') 	
flubl:ard end his 

rctularly train end indoctrinate the beads of staff 

'of Scientolez.
,y 0.ctanisetions from various couc;;;ries. After 

Chcy )tave spc2;)c SOlne ,Ionths on board, uncler;;oin procedures, 

::.hey are y;foicn thc!).r passflortf; 	
and made to return to 

orgenisations from which tbcy car.'.0;  to expand the st 
.lacte 

One man z-q1(1, v711c, South Africans and on board, gained the 

...1sapnroval..of Mr. Hubbard. 	elwr,
ped the hC,..sband plus pass-

-ort 7.1.n one country, en:.1 then damped the \arc plus passport, 
fin :another couutry. ENrenCurzi2y,  these T.7.9 fo;rne

,  each Other

-12.1%land and now they arc back in South Africa. 

	

Kubbard only recently, reportee.ly stopped a poa4,cy of 	 

throw:1n :i;embers cal staff overbonrd for "crimes." 	 

-.:1 	 ?he resizned fx-c::1 Scientology and retntrned 

co 	
He has told us recently how he and others attended 

ovcrao,
rd" ceremony. The-victim had his hands snd enkles 

ied, end. then vas tossed overboard ‘41i Lc cite chaplain chnteo 

thei: vhen the boa,  can,,c out of the -sce,-the person would be 
.•., 

a hotter spirit 	
?CIS thrown overboard twice, before Mr. a .,..,  

Ilubbard suddenly Irlao 	.7-5.5,:_zr.., 	 That mornin“ another 

person vas thrown eve_ oard 
s4, 	

sone 'Thnishent, bu' 

	

:fc:‘ t' 	

1.• 	repr',-,- nd, 1-12, 
tar 

<- f,ubberd or  1-0o 	
wrists and Cnkics bound and ha was thrown. 

	

, .,--, 	that each ,.::::,e, the men, exccutins the 
G.erboard. 	-...._ 

bil'Iclin,. 
 vere u,n,lappy about it, end tied the ropes li;.,htly so: 

.,that 	could r
,ake then off in the sea, end hst-‘1 himself 

Mac:: .1 oard.
ka t  

	
„,. ... 4 ..; ' 

0.4AIP 	
wanted to improve the apliction of Scientolozw

.  

so be endurcu Mn liubbard's inegr.:tzes fCt.  seven yea
,-,- ; re 

finally resined after ha beard 	
005.ntin, one o" Mr. Enbbara's 

sons had made a suicide atte:c.p':: 	
as si=e been usinz., 



•-• 

. 	 . 
• i e  Scientology technic:1.2es with Clients, quietly 	:11.13. ' , fle WbLliel tell the t-,n_h if a court as:zed 	tors.171::1 	elate his ex.- periences. He doscribes V. 

r, Hubbard's methods as,.spiritual tyranny. 

Possibly the chain-locker pun1shent 	 used on board the "Apollo," :-Alan Wniters, in Dt•troi"- Nichigan, U.S.A.,j vas 	%-isoned there, and othrIrs :thoT 	.off seon. 
flubbr:rd has imprisoned childven, at a very young age:  in - t1-:e • chain locker on board the "Apollo" for M.s owu spec.al 	sonc. am writing cilis Letter on.bchalir 0: thcse 6-12cnc pc:}p1L0 
*1:7 .1sr. Hubbard has stopped the "overboard ciercwonies;" 	thf_nk • .- that another );ind of punishraent will soon he metered out, He a sadist in my opinion and ',c4s 	 ri;zht to com7:,and Lie people on board, 2.,'or fi2tcen years,, I have ex-. 

_ . _ . 	. . _ _   
ypericed or watched, ho.::. 21e has indoctrinated and povrer- 

dicd people so that they arc silently agonised and afraid. • 

.,- appropriates much money. 	believe his accounts are i the ' 

.L  appeal to you 	send investitive officers to bee.;;:l tu2 
at unexpected intervals, They should have the autho 

r:J.ty to deal with Cowoodore L. Rona;_d Hubbard, a cunning 
202.-

sonality. Y. predict that he will become more :cad irOfo v3:cipus. 

N.Y:. 	this letter brings-a result, , would 7:refer my.r;sm3 . :-„lot mentioned as the. "henchmen 	 :ould probably j:. be ordered to get rid of me, or my 
2heir plIrsuit 

	

	
faml.j. 	,L11 obstacle in of Power, . 

necessary, please direct me 	•2o the •hierarchy.of authority reard to this matter.• • 
• 

• 

..... 	...... 	..... 



t," • fir 	" - 
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Respectfully yours, 

Melody Horner 

1246 Westgate Avenue 
West Los Angeles, CA, 90025 
November 3, 1970 

The President. 
The White House 
Washington, D.C. 

Presidents • 

I wish to aquaint'you with some. of the setivities of 
Lafayette. Ronald Ilubbsrd, American, who is the founder 
of Dianetics and 'Scientology. I have enclosed an in-
formative letter. 

The ship ':Apollo" is rotistcred in Panama. 

Recently, 1 heard that a replica of the ship plus chain-
locker has. been sot up, by the "Sea Organisation", in 
the Los Angeles area. John Allan (not sure of the spel- 
ling) was imprisoned in it for a month or so. After 	• 
he becaMe hysterical, they gagged him. 

If it is convenient, would you please suggest to which 
Indy, a case aga.inst Mr. laibberd and the "Sea Organis-
ation" could be submitted, and how the legal fees would 
be paid. 

I would prefer my name'not mentioned to any Scientology 
organisation. 

• 

t, 

1,:16 

, • • 
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H, 	 I United Staves of America  . . 
• ' 	 October 30c 1970 

• • • l• • •• 	
• 	

k 

\ 

Chief Justice of the 

ff. 	International Court of Justice 
The Hague 

\ -- 
1. 

. Netherlands 
	 • , I,  

I 	
Sir: 

41 wish to draw your attention to Inc activities of Lafayette 
Hubbard, founder of. Dianeticsand Scientology, who 

ycontrols ins organisations from aboard his ship the "Apollo" 
the Mediterranean Sea. Lecause he is the commodore:  many 

4:people fl-53M various. countries, who have legitimate complaints.. 
12don't know to which authority they can report him. 

have enclosed the names and addresses of t• he vario• us Scients.  
organisationg which Mr. Hubbard controls through his. 

- 	system and his Sea Orgahisation. The Sea- Organisation 	• 
;:has several purposes, one of which is the harassment and"Mafia-f-:... 
:clike" control of people connected to the organisations. who •• 

' 	 g -,:disagrce with Mr. Hebbaro s policies. 

..!;-Seicntology in its theory and much • of its technology is val- 
uable to man, The technology directs a person, as a spirit, ' 

Y. , 	to gain better control over his mind, emotions, body, and cora-
.1*- municarion with others.,. 1-;y husband and I used to be  seientoi-, 
'fiOgists,but arc left ine1965.jafter Mr. Hubbard put the policy : 
(Vnto effect Char we and other had to trite letters of die.- 	- ' 
1"ftconneetion (excommunication) to former -friends who somehow had : 
tj -11fallen out of favor with Mr. Hubbard. In my opinion, Mr. 
,'• AJrnbbard's administrational policies, over the past six years, • 
L,•i;. have cancelled-our a lot of the value Of the subject. his 

personality has grown more and more ditructivo. And I feel 
:,:"'sorry for the staff he traps aboard his ship. 

',I ...:H±..n ara.a naturalized Amorican citizen, formerly from South Africa.,) 
L:*- At present there in a Court of Inquir'y..ihto Scientology, by 
1 *:.-:;: the 	v - rit of South Africa,) I plan to write. to ask them 

• .. 	 . 	 . 	. 	• 	- 	• 	• . 	• .. 	 . 	 . 	 . 



,,A ,not to ban Scientology because the subject can be of 'great 

ii,,H bcalefit. However 1 shall suggest that the cond5.tiens under 

pq.CM)ich the movement may continue, be clearly defined.' Mr. 

4,c.Hubbard is not welcomed by the governments of the U.S. A.' 

f- - . England, Australia, Rhodesia,, and South Africa. • 

L.: 	On the ship "Apollo" (docks at Greece) Mr. Hubbard and .his 
.  

family, regularly train and indoctrinate the heads of staff 

Z Scientology Organisations from various c
ountries. After 

they have spent some months on board, undergoing procedures,' 

they are given their passports again, and made to return to 

the organisations from which they came, to expand the subject. 

One man and Wife, South Africans and on hoard, gained the 

disapproval of Mr. Hubbard. Ile dmIped the husband plus pass-. 

port ',n one country, and then clumped the wife plus passport, • 

sn another country. HE:vent:ire:12y, these vw found each other ..  

in -England and note they are back in South Africa. 

Mr. Hubbard only recently, reportedly stopped a policy of 

:throwing members of staff overboard for "crimes." raohn Mc-

Master, who lives in Durban, South Africa, has been staying 

with us for a few weeks, and will be returning via New Vor4. 

to Durbahsoon. He was Mr. Hubbard's chief spokesman for about 

throe years. Johs.vVeaster was given a Scientology mission 

:to the United Natkons. Ho_nppeared on television to talk 

about Scientology. ) 	
.. 

.,-. 	i 	. 	• 	 . 

in ('1969, November,) he resigned from Scientology, and returned 

to (]rirban. jlic has told us recently how he and others attended 

an "overboard" ceremony. The.vietim had his hands and ankles 

3:icd, and then vas tes1-2cdoverhoard while the chaplain chanted 

that when the body came - out of the sea, the person would be 

'a better spirit: (John)was thrown overboard twice, before Mr. .. 

Hubbard suddenly madc(john the Chaplain.) That morninA0  another .  

person was thrown overboard for some punishment, but klohn)had• 

not received the announcetilentilAthat he was to be the presiding 

thaplain,Dand so was not at the ceremonyt  In reprimand, Mr. . 

/ 
Hubbard orderedrohn's)wrists and :ankles ound- 	 ..and he was thrown 

overboard. fkAnt said that each timc g .the men, executing the 	--

binding were unhappy about it, and tied the ropes lightly so:. 

that john/could shake them off in the sea, and haul himself 

had: on board. in that last splash, 'John's shoulder was wren- .... 

C4ed, and it troubled him for montils„): . 	.. 	, 	. 

John McIleaster)wanted to improve the apPlica(tion of Scientology y, 

so he endured Mr. Hubbard's inequities i%x: seven years: no 

finally rebigned after he heard that,Quintin, one of Mr. Hubbard'n .  

cons had made.a.Duicide attempt. 60127has since been 
using .i.,•- 
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t.,L,..Scientology techniques with Clients, quietly and humanely. Thle would tell the truth if a court asked him to relate his ex-../periences. He describes Mr,. Hubbard's methods asYspiritual .tyranny. 

'Possibly the chain-locker punishment is 'still used on board , the "Apollo." Alan Welters, in Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A.,. vas imprisoned.there, and ot1u 	whom(jo1S/22has seen. Mr. ' Hubbard has imprisoned children, at a very young age, in the chain locker on board the "Apollo" for his own special reasons. .fram writing this Letter on_ behalf of these &Dont people. 
:If -Mr. Hubbard has stopped the "overboard ceremonies," I think that another hind of punishment .will soon be metered out. He s a sadist in my opinion and has nbnr:ed h:i.s right to command 
Syr 

.ship 	
n 

, and the people on board. ('or fiftee yesrs,,21 have ex- ., _._ perienced or watched, how ho has indoctrinated and power- . handled people so that they are silently arvanised and afraid. 
Ire appropriates much money. I believe his Accounts are in the . Swiss banks. 

1 appeal to you to send investigative officers to boa:ca the slit,)-)11o" at unexpected intervals. They should have the autho.. rity to deal with Commodore. L. Ronald Kubbr.rd, a cunning.per-:Sonality. I predict that he will become more and more vicious. 
R.?.. If this letter brings  -a result, I would prefer my name . • not mentioned as the-"henchmen"Cin Los An1;eles.]would probably, be ordered to 	rid of me, or My family, as an obstacle in.  their pursuit of. Power. . . 	 •. 
if necessary, please direct me to the hierorchy,of'aut4Ority.• • regard to this matcere'.' • 

Very truly yours, 
Jikk.o-Netit i-t-crifyur 

• 

• 
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• GSA GEN. REO. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	 ASST. REGIONAL FOOD & DRUG DIRECTOR, LOS-FO DATE: Nov. 23 1970 

FROM 
	

James P. Di Grazia, Inspector, Los-FO 
1) re: Jack Horner 
2) Melody Horner 

1246 South Westgate SUBJECT: Scientology 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025 

3) I John McMasters 

On 11/19/70, I visited/Mrs. Melody Horner)at
i 
	her home, 4246 South 

Westgate Avenue, Apt. #1 Los Angeles, Californ a (213/479-7575). 
(firs. Horner) had written President Nixon)(11/3/ 70 ltr.) and the International 
Court of Justics)(Exhibit 2, 10/30/70 ltr.) 'about the administrative 
practices of L. Ron Hubbard, founder of Scientology. 

I showed my credentials to(Mrs. Horner.) and informed her that FDA 
had received her letters and requested an interview. 	Horner)assented 
to my request and asked if I also wished to speak to(Mr. John McMasters? who 
was staying with the(Horner's. ) I replied affirmatively. (Mrs. Horner,Jthen 
wok4r. McMasters) Until the latter appeared, I interviewedeRrs. Horne 
in the living room. 

Horne.r)appeared to be in her mid-thirties. 	She related the 
following chronology of her association with Scientology. 

(ts. Horner?is a nativeCOf South Africa) She has a B.S. in Chemistry 
and Botony and became interested in Scientology in 1955, while working in 
a laboratory infjohannesberg, South Africa.; She felt Scientology would 
improve her ability to handle her every day problems and she was interested 
in helping others do the same. 

DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE (BD-310) 
	

11/25/70 

Attention: 	Bud Loftus  

For your information. Interview with (Hubbard, Jrjwill follow. 

TED J. 	NSKI (180) 
Supervisory Inspector, Los-Do 

orig. & 1 cc 
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At this time, she metcher future husband,CJack Horner,who had 

come to(Johannesberg)to teach Scientology at the first level. They 

were married before she enrolled in a professional course. 	After 

completing the course, she worked with her husband and others in 

(South Africa helping those who joined Scientology increase or realize 

their potentials. 

rtheiSorner's_jmoved to(Dallas, Texas,)to continue work in 
Scientology. (Mrs. Horner3assisted her husband in group work (Communication 

Drills) Sin Dallas.; Her husband also worked five hours each day with 

individual members, processing them to control their minds, emotions and 

bodies, and to treat psychosomatic illnesses. She stated that most members 

of the group wished to improve their everyday life. Mrs. Horner) continued 
C to work in Scientology until 1960, when her first ch ld began to walk. j? 

C  From this time on, Mrs. Horner.D no longer
 was directly involved in Scientology 

teaching or processing but did have social teas at her home for groups being 

instructed by her husband. She stated that she was, however, always with 

her husband in spirit during his Scientology work. 

[Mrs. Horne.Ostated that neither she nor her husband 
believed in a 

God or gods, but do believe in spirits. With the aid of E-Meters, members 

can recall life in other times and prepare their spirit for life in the 

future. I asked(krs. Horne)if this was a belief in reincarnation. She 

replied that it was. She described the E-Meter as an electrical device 

used as an objective test to measure the attention of an auditee (person 

being processed). She added that it enlarged mental awareness. CMrs. Hornet) 

stated that Scientology has enriched her life. 

Shortly after discontinuing her direct involvement in Scientology, 

rkrs. Hornei)and her husband moved to(Chicago„in 1960)where he continued 
to work in Scientology group activity. 	In (1.961, Mrs. Hornerjbegan to 

feel the administration of the subject (individuals being processed) was 

less than ideal. 	She felt the relationship between auditor and auditee 

could be improved. She stated that she was also fed up with the cost of 

re-training imposed upon her husband by Hubbard. 	She referred me to her 

husband for actual cost of his retraining. 

In (1964, six weeks after the birth of their second child, the 

Horner'slmoved to England where(kr. Horner7enrolled and completed analadvanced 

course in Scientology at East Hill Manor, Sussex. (Mr. Horner completed the 

course in less time than other enrollees and the forner'zflmoved back to 

(Chicago' where Mr. Horner] 	his wo in Scientology. 	In 1965, 

L. Ron'Hubbard formulated a policy which directed that letters of complaint 

from Scientology members be filed in a dead letter file by the Scientology 

organization. /The Horner'Jfelt this was an improper way to handle 

grievances and was a further detriment to beneficial administration of the 

subject. 
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Subsequently, still in 1965, L. Ron Hubbard formulated a stronger 
policy which directed that those members who expressed opinions divergent 
or contrary, to those of Hubbard be labeled "Suppressives". Such people 
were ostracized by the organization and its members. Organization members 
in good standing were required to write Letters of Disconnection to members 
declared as Suppressives. Although Suppressives were divorced from 
Scientology association, they were not excommunicated or expelled from the 
organization, and were given a chance to reform. Hubbard wrote at least 
three Ammesty Letters in which he listed Suppressives and the crimes they 
had committed, and therein forgiving them, bringing these members back 
into the organization in good standing. cifts. Horner)stated the phenomenon 
of repudiating and then exonerating members was a Hubbard personality 
trait. 

Mr. Hubbard stated that there were many complaints from members 
who were labeled "Suppressives" claiming that this had been done without 
any justification. 

As a result of these policies and other restrictions'impoied upon 
him by Hubbardrmr. Horner wrote several letters to Hubbard. Mr. Horner 
expressed his dissatisfaction with these policies and also informed Hubbard 
that he, (Horner), was hampered in his efforts to teach Scientology. 

fr. Horner2wished-to modify and expand methods of Scientology teaching and 
so informed Hubbard ,j L. Ron Hubbard responded by branding0Ar. Horner] 
a "Suppressive" and excommunicating him from Scientology. rifts. Horner7 
stated they received 70 letters of Disconnection from people within the 
organization. 

[Firs. Horner)stated her husband left Scientology in 6965)and 
worked for five years in Chicago on acting and business jobs 	he 
overcame his inner conflict and Lpened his own business in Los Angeles) 

Ees 
r. Horner presently operates the Personal Creative Freedom Center in 

twood (Los Angeles) where he teaches the philosophy of Scientology E
r. 
his own manner. 

Durin0967, Mrs. Hornet) went back to workZisna technical 
assistant at Northwestern University or a short time. 

At this point in the interview,(kr. John McNasteri?entered the 
room. [Mrs. Hornet) introduced us to one another. CMrs. Horne indicated 
Ithat@cMasters/knew more about some of the things she had mentioned in 
her letter, so I asked(kcMastersito discuss his association with Scientology. 
He then related, the following: 
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(Mr.(john McMas_te9)is a native f South Africa' and appears to be 
about 40 years old. LK the age of 26, he had(his stomach removed becausert 
of Cancer:' He was told that he had five years to live.: He decided to 
gttend medical school. In 1960, while in his third year of medical 
schoolDhe encountered Scientology for the first time. He felt that 
Scientology had tremendous medical application and so (Informed&e Dean 
of his medical school He discontinued hisfformnlentedical education) 
to pursue Scientology, intending at &later date to bring back what he 
had learned to [the medical profession:3 

C4r. McMastera)stated that ever since This operation,)he had 
tremendous pain inQis stomach) After joining Scientology, he was 

LI
processed using an -Meter, and discovered that ever since his mother 

—died of stomach Cancer, (he was five years old at the time), he had 
sub-consciously attempted to assume his mother's role. 	He was now 
experiencing his mother's death. Once this was revealed to him during 
processing!  the pain disappeared and has never returned. He believes 

[his (Cancerfwas related to a psychosomatic"cause and was cured through 
Scientology. [Mr. McMaster]stated that he, himself, has helped through 
processing, his own father's failing eyesight and arthritis, in addition 
to other people with migraine headaches and other corporal afflictions. 

(in 1966, Mr. McMasters was the first member of Scientology to be 
considered "Clear". He has performed many lectures and appeared on many 
radio and television shows for Scientology. All proceeds for these 
appearances and his many world tours went to L. Ron Hubbard4)6r. McMasterg 
stated that while working for Scientology in New York, he received $10.00 
per week food allowance and no other financial income, from the organiza-
tion. (Mr. McMaster.r.)stated that all paper monies earned by Scientology 
are kept by Hubbard aboard ship, while notes and checks are kept in a 
Swiss bank. 

Citr. McMaster stated that each time he returned to Hubbard after 
completing aLillssionroOpeaking engagements, L. Ron Hubbard would 
publicly repudiate, embarrass and pOnish(McMasters) demonstrating to 
all that he (Hubbard) was still the only"source" and voice of Scientology. 

cMr. McMaster)stated that his hands and legs were bound on several occasions, 
and he was thrown overboard. I asked him how he survived. He replied he 
"swims like a fish". (Mr. McMaster;stated the last time this happened, 
he sustained a left shoulder injury which paralyzed his left arm for some 
timeL 

(Mr. McMasterd
)related incidents of child abuse aboard Hubbard's 

ship. He stated that children from the age of 3 years old were locked 
up in chain-lockers aboard ship because of childish misbehavior. He 
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related an incident where a deaf-mute little girl was put in a chain 
locker for 10 days. He stated that Hubbard considered these children 
"Suppressive Beings". (Mr. McMastqcontinued that parents of these 
children, aboard ship, for training, were in a state ofterrerand issued 

no objection to such treatment. (Mr. McMast&condemned this behavior 

as spiritual tyranny on the part of Hubbard. (Firs. Horne0,dded at this 

point, that such practice was sadism. (Mr. McMasters)stated that he has 

learned through the grapevine of a local chain-locker and gagging treat-

ment ioftCharles Allan, a Scientology member who was labeled a "Suppressive 

and Betrayer" at,the American St. Hill Organization, Los Angeles.) 

EMr. McMaster] did not know the exact location of this incident. 

4n 1969, Mr. McMasters was sent on a Scientology mission to the 
United Nations in New York. Mr. Hubbard abruptly cancelled this mission, 

and in November 1969, Mr. McMastetaileft Scientology. He has not been 
excommunicated from the organization, nor has he been branded a "Suppressive". 

He believes that he and his efforts are too well known and too highly re- 

s 

arded by members of Scientology to be castigated in such a manner. 

(Mr. McMasters)summarized Hubbard's policies as one which reflects the 

philosophy of the end justifying the means. 

Mr. McMasters stated he recently decided to come to the United States 

and assist Mr. Horner in his Scientology teachings in Los Angeles. On 
9/17/70, he entered the country at New York and was apprehended and searched 

by federal authorities who had been tipped off he was an LSD smuggler. 
Mr. McMasters believes this false allegation was the work of the Scientology 

anization in an attempt to destroy him. 

I asked(Mr. McMaster to expand on 	. Hornees)comments concerning 

the E-Meter. 

(Mr. McMaster) replied that the E-Meter picks up thoughts at a sub-
awareness level. Each thought has its own energy and mental mass which 

change the body's electrical resistance. 	The E-Meter registers this 

resistance and enables the auditor and auditee to pick up a thought that 

would otherwise be suppressed or lost. 

I asked(Mr. McMasters)why Scientology is described as a religion. 

He replied that he never considered Scientology a religion but 
rather mental therapy of great value. He added that it probably is 

described as a religion because a religious organization is less 
v,-lnerable, money-wise, than other organizations. ate stated that when 
appointed the First Pope of Scientology by Hubbard, he laughed at Hubbard 

for such an idej He stated there is nothing like a Diety or Christian 

Trinity in Scientology. (Mrs. Hornei)interrupted at this point to draw 

an analogy between Hubbard's punitive acts aboard ship and the Roman 
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Catholic Inquisition. 64r. McMastersithen recalled a dialogue between 
himself and EitRoman Catholic priest on a New York television show) 
on which he agreed with the priest'siclaim that Scientologists did not 
believe in a Diety. 

(Mr. McMasters)stated he believes L. Ron Hubbard is attempting 
to control the earth through telepathy. He stated Hubbardbbasic objective 
is to capture this planet. 

At the present tim ,(Mr. McMaster)is assisttpg(Mr. Horner in 
processing. Both he and r. Horner)u e E-Meters. (Mrs. Horner)brought 
an E-Meter with the name "Jack Horner" on it into the living room during 41 
my discussion with iMr. McMaster/ on the subject. 

At this point in the interview,(Mr. Horner)arrived. He appears 
to be in his mid-forties. 	We were introduced to each other by(Mrs. Horner) 
who fed and briefed(Rr. Horner? After his meal,(Mr. Horner)joined us and 
I interviewed him. 

(Mr. Horner repeated some information already provided by either 
(1.&s.Horner or Mr. McMasters,) then described two recent incidextrs of 
violence. rHe stated that during fir. Mcliaster's2stay with the(Horner's, 

(he (Mr. Horner)) was _physically attacked and beaten up ataiis own dooi-
ste)one evening. L.Mr. Horne)feels this was the work of Scientology 
members but no charges were filed against any specific individuals. 

The second incident was a burglary of (Mr. Horner's Personal 
Creative Ereedom Center,? during which only tape recordings of lectures 
by him and Hubbard were stolen. Mr. Hornexjagain is sure that this 
was the work of Scientology members, but no charges were filed. 

CMr. McMaster explained that when Scientology members are placed 
in undesirable categories such as "Doubt", they must deal a destructive 
blow to the enemy if they are to be elevated into categories of good 
standing. (Mr. McMasters)believes these acts were such blows. In 
addition, he stated Scientology groups have(forged his signature to a 
recent letter expousing "Greek Love", and he feared such intimation 
of him as a homosexual might prevent his admission to the United States2 

I asked[Mr. Horner7if Scientology was a religion. CMr. Horner2 
stated that in 1950, when he first became acquainted with Scientology 
and Dianetics, he was a hard core materialistic atheist doing graduate 
work. After working with Scientology for many years, he has come to 
view it as a religion in the sense of an awareness of a spiritual being. 
He stated that administratively speaking, Scientology does not have many 
of the mechanics of religion such as the dress, the belief in a Diety, 
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At this point, the interviews were interrupted. I explained to 
the group that I wished to review and digest the information that I had 
garnered, and would probably be contacting them in the near future for 
additional information. (Mr. Horner)asked that I phone before future 
interviews. 

(Mr. McMastex)stated that he would remain inEhis countryjas long 

as we wished to speak to him. 

Before leaving, the(Mornees)provided me with the name:of another 
former Scientology member who had been excommunicated and subsequently 
established his own business. This individual is &-. Charles Berner 
operating the Institute of Ability, P.O. Box 798, Lucerne Valley, 
California (714/248-7007), and 617 North Larchmont, Hollywood, California 
(Los Angeles) (213/466-0663)2) 



Document E-21. This document is a two page memorandum dated 8/17/70, to 

Los Angeles District, from James P. DiGrazia, Inspector. Subject: 

Residence of a specific individual. This memorandum describes the 

investigation of a specific individual. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material at the 

heading of this memorandum and that in line 4 and part of line 5 of 

paragraph 2, line 3 and 4 of paragraph 3, line 7 and part of 6 in paragraph 

4, and all the deleted material in paragraph 6, consist of the name and 

address of the individual being investigated. These portions are exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because release would constitute an unwarranted 

invasion of personal privacy.. The remaining deleted portions on this 

page consist of names of specific individuals and other identifying 

characteristics, which if released would identify a confidential source. 

These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

On page 2, the deleted material contains the name and address of the 

individual being investigated. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 

552(b)(7)(C), because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion 

of personal privacy. 



DATE: 

'UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT' 

Memorandum 
TO 	: LOS ANGELUS DISTRICT 

1' 

S/17/7  0 

 	 j listed as legal owner o-f`  	  On 8/17 I visited     and spoke with 	 
He informed MP 	 
a 	  

tated as of 5/25/ 70, 	  

'does not exist. 

	

The January, 1970, telephone directory has listings for'  	

I conf immed the existence of both addresses. 

-1-- 	 6.."13/;.‘•• 

Jame s P. DiGrazia(211) 
Inspector, LOS-DO 

A 	FROM 	Jh me s P. DiGrazia, Inspec tor 

4 
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SUBJECT: 	..esthence oy•- 

	

' 		 
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sev eral loan c ompanies in I 	 area were listed as legal owners o n 1970 flegistration forms for'      _ 

	was listed as legal owner of 		 •  	 On S/i7 I visited 

	

   de in bated me -- 	 .  

	

    'nese is onlyy one 	open account with  	 had not contacted him since; the contract was drawn.   	_ 	stated there was no way to determine origin of monthly payment'. 

	 was list edaslcgal owner of 

	

On 8/17 I visited 	and  spoke with    He informed men 	 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT' 
SA GEN. NEC. O. 27 

Memorandum 
TO 	LOS ANGELES DISTRICT 

FROM : 	JA me s P. DiGrazia, Inspec tor 

SUBJECT: 
	Residence of(L. Ron Hub bard, Jr.) 

DATE: 8/17/7 0 

IC

L.ROMBUB,BARD, JR. 
7922 Dagget 
4246 Ridgeway ) San Diego, Ca. 

A c hec k with Department of Motor Vehicles, Sacramento, Cal.,)revealed 
several loan c ompanies in khe,San Diego)areafwere listed as legal owners 
o n 1970 Registration forms for (vehicles in the possession of L.Ron Hubb ard, Jr. 

(CNA; 3720 5 th Ave., San Diego)was listed as legal owner of (69 GlC DMP-
CE5700V, Vehicle Identification Numb er CE5700VA 070151.) On 8/17 I visited 

(CPA C\and sp oke with ihr;  Perry B arkalow, credit mgr.) He informed me(4r. 
Hubbardic: address, effe ctive 8/1/69, was 7922 Daggett  S.D.) There is only 
one (GMAC)open account -with(Mr. Hubbard and GNAC)had not contacted him since 
the contract was drawn. dir. Barkalow)stated there was no way to determine 
origin of monthly payments. 

tI 
'nited California Bank, 34 5 B St., San Diego,)was list ed as legal owner of 
NT L ZE62UTIL, VIN # C120SB274 021B2.) On 8/17 I visited(UCB)and spoke 

with(Mr. Dennis Hoehn, Credit mgr, loan dept.) He informed me QvIr. Hub bard's 
address, as of 11/10/69, was 7922 Daggett  S.D.) 

(Southern California First National Bank, 1201 5th Ave., San Diegodwas 
listed as legal owner of(314C 2C63FB, VIM # CG1210D.) On 8/17 I visited 

(this bank)and spoke with (r. William Becker, Installment Loans, mgr.) 
Be informed me(Mr. H ubbard had no open loan account with this bank for 
a v chicle, but did obtain a recent monetary loan secured by cash value 
of a life insurance policy. Oft. Becker)stated as of 5/25/ 70(Mr. Hubbard's 
address was 7922 Dagget, S.D.) 

(GYA C, 1441 6th St., San Diego,)1  does not exist. 

The January, 1970, telephone directory has listings for(L.R.Hubbard Lot. 
c ontr, 7922 Dagget(714-277-9300) and Res., 4 246 Ridgeway(714-281-9730).) 
I conf irmed the existence of both addresses. 

/ 2 

Jame s P. DiGrazia(311) 
Inspector, LOS-DO 



-745i-'79.47.,:r  .4: ;:F.F 



Document E-22; is a one-page handwritten memorandum, with 11 pages of 
computer printed information regarding a specific individual, dated 
8/24/70 from Lloyd Lehrer. Subject; Information requested by Bud 
Loftus, DCG/BD. This memorandum describes the investigation performed 
to obtain information on a specific individual. 

This document is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C) (D). Approximately 
90% consists of the names, addresses and other identifying characteristics 
which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. The remaining portion of this document consists of names of 
various agencies interviewed which if released would disclose the identity 
of a confidential source. 
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4"titAeri t• tele  

DATE: 07/31/70 TIME: 16:02 

REG :70 LIMEE6120 YRMD:50 MAKE:TILTB BTM :FR VINMT144 

luo :HUBBARD L R JR, 7522 DAGGET ST CITYISAN DIEGO 	C. 

SOLD:00/00/50 ISSD:10/00/65 L0CD:IN:A.:01/00/69 

ire-br-d 



• Wt. 

REG :70 LIC0:17937E YRMD:58 MANE:CHEV.BTM :Z13581DU 

s •R/0 :HUBBARD CR. 7922 DAGGET ST CITY:SAN DIEGO 

SOLD:00/00/58 ISSD,:05/29/69 LOCD:8 
• . 

:GMAC, 1441 6TH ST CITY:SAN DIEGO 



t. or: 4. 
viltr --VE(.44 	3.44b 
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DATE: 07/3 1/70 TIME: 16:03 

REG :70 LIU:GB8984 YRMD:58 MAKE:SPCNS BTM 

•R/0 :HUBBARD LR JR, 7922 DAGGETT CITY:SAN 
SOLD:00/00/58 ISSD:10/02/69 LOCD:5 



A3C M36667]( 

DATE: 07/31/70 TIME: 16:04 

REG :69 LIC#:M36667 YRMD:58 MAKE:CHEV BTM :7358PU VIN#:3A58L115028 

‘.R/0 :HUBBARD L R JR, 7922 DAGGET S,T CITY:SAN DIEGO 	C.C.:37 

SOLD:00/00/58 ISSD:01/00/66 LOCD:0 SUBP:3117937E N.A.:05/09/69 

0 :GMAC, 1441 6TH ST CITY:SAN DIEGO 

TYPE:31 CYL :06 POWR:G SMOG:0 AXLE:2 WGHT:03500 VEH :32 BODY:P CLAS:AN 

FEE :0030 

REC STATUS:SUB PLATE 

MORE 

::DATE:7,07/31/70.  TIME:, 16:04 

,"',REG :70 - LIC#:17937E YRMD:58 MAKE:CHEV BTM :ZB58PU VIN#:3A581.115028 

:R/O :HUBBARD L R, 7922 DAGGET ST CITY:SAN DIEGO 	C.C.:37 

SOLD: 00/00/5R ISSD: 05/29/69 LOCO:8 

,L/0 :GMAC, 1441 6TH ST CITY:SAN DIEGO 

TYPE:31 CYL 	POWR:G SMOG:0 AXLE:2 WGHT:03500 VE14 :32 BODY:P CLAS:AN 

FEE :0030 * 

,

END ' 



DATE: 07/31/70 TIME: 16:05 

REG :70 LTC#:M3666S YRMD:56 

. R/O :HUBRARD L•R JR, .7922 DAGGET ST CITY:SAN DIEGO 

SOLD:00/00/56 ISSD:01/00/66 LOCD:O N.A.:01/00/69 

4
10 :MAC, 1441 6TH ST CITY:SAN DIEGO 

it 



"A2C V28801 ][. 

DATE: 07/3 1/70 TIME: 16:06 	•• 

. 	REG I 70 1...IC#,V28801 MAKE:GMC RIM :2166STDP VI N# :V40014F36089E 

RIO t HUBBARD L R JR, 7922 DAGGET CITY:SAN DIEGO 

SOLD:00/00/66 ISSDs01/30/70 LOCD:3 
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CE, PO BX 2389 

CITY:SAN DIEGO' 

"A2C L6018211 

DATE: 07/31/70 TIME: 16:06 

REG '00 LIC#:L60182 MAKE:GMC.BTM s1C63FB VINCG1210D 

j1/0 :HUBBARD L R. JR CO, 7922 DAGGET ST CITY:SAN DIEGO 

SOLD:00/00/63 ISSD:01>00/66 LO0D:0 N.A.:01/00/69 

0 :SEC FST NATL BK, SAN DIEGO MAIN OFFI 

us R 



J. "aria  Jee.i-  7:3  

leole  • 

It44.1(!1 	 tilt '
A 

DATE: 07/31/70 TIME: 16:07 

REG :70 LIML97010 MAKE:INTL RIM :ZE62UTIL VINQ:C120S1327402182 
:NUBBA1D L R JR CO, 7922 DAGGET ST CITY:SAN DIEGO 

SOLD:00/00/62 ISSD:11/06/69 LOCDs2 

0 :UCB, 345 Et ST CITY:SAN DIEGO 

fc; 



raaein.- 	 • 2.714 

72C L9701011 

DATE: 07/31//0 TIME: 16:07 

'NEG :70- LICS:L97010 MAKE:INTL BTM i7E62UTIL VIN#:C120SB274021132 ;• 	• 	 - 
:P/0 :HUBBARD L R JR CO, 7922 DAGGET ST CITY1SAN DIEGO 	C.C.:37 

SOLD:00/00/C2 ISSD:11/06/69 LOCD:2 

tUCB, 345 B ST CITY:SAN DIEGO 

• 

END 

grg,c-netk 	, 
Yr.  4P4it. 

t••••:- tt**4 



aa2C 61429Elt 

DATE: 07/31/70 TIME: 16:08 

REG :70 LIC#:61429E YRMD:69 MAKE:GMC BTM :DMPCE5700V 

VIN#:CE5700VA070151 

R/0 :HUBBARD L R JR CO, 7922 DAGGET ST CITY:SAN DIEGO C.C.:37 

LD: 08/01/69 ISSD:11/06/69 LOCD:4 SUBP:3186442E N.A.:03/02/70 

L/0 :GMAC, 3720 5TH AV CITY:SAN DIEGO 

REC STATUS:SUB PLATE 

MORE 

DATE: 07/31/70 TIME: 16:08 

(''REG :70 LIC#:86442E YRMD:69 MAKE:GMC BTM 1:DMPCE5700V 
• 

VIWI: CE5700VA070151 

R/0 :HUBBARD L R JR CO, 7922 DAGGET ST CITY:SAN DIEGO 	C.C.:37 

SOLD:08/01/69 ISSD: 03 /19/70 LOCD:8 

• L/0 :GMAC, 3720 5TH AV CITY:SAN DIEGO 

'END 
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Document E-23 and H-55; are identical. This document is a one-page 
memorandum dated 8/27/70, to Deputy Regional Director, from Edward R. 
Esparza. Subject: (Individual's name). This memorandum describes 
the investigation of a specific individual. 

This doucment is released with deleations. The deleted portions in this 
document consist of names, addresses, and identifying characteristics 
which if released would disclose the identity of a potential witness 
who is a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552 (b) (7) (D). 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DEPUTY REGIONAL DIRECTOR 	 DATE: 8/27/70 

FROM : Edward R. Esparta 

SUBJECT: L, Ron Hubbard Jr. 

On 8/25/70, as per instructions received from Supervisory Inspector Ted J. 
Smolenski, I conducted an investigation to determine if L, Ron Hubbard Jr. 
of 15550 Goodhue, Whittier, Calif. is indeed the person in whom Bud Loftus, 
DCGAD, has an interest in. 

The first person interviewed was the letter carrier on whose route the 
subject address is on. He stated that he had never seen an adult male at 
the address; only a pregnant woman and about 5 or 6 children, lie vaguely 
remembered once having delivered an item to that address with "Church of 
Scientology" printed on the outside. No further information could be gained. 

The next person interviewed was a adult female occupant at 11101 Kibbee Ave„ 
Whittier, Ca., which is accroas the street from the address in question. 
This person stated that she knew L. Ron Hubbard slightly and described him 
as having red hair, about 42 years old, about 5' 11" in height, 180 lbs., 
and blue or green eyes. She stated that he was employed by Singer Sewing 
Center, Whitwood Center, Wittier, Calif. 

At the Singer Sewing Center I interviewed Mr. Phil Powell, Asst, Manager, 
who gave the following description of Mr. Hubbard: Red Hair, Stocky 190 lbs., 

9", about 40 years old, Blue or Green Eyes. He stated that Mr. Hubbard 
had mentioned that his father owned a boat and lived and traveled in Europe. 

It appears from the information gained that this is the person that Mr. 
Loftus requested the_ information on, 

Inspector, Los Angeles 

DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE/BD (BD-310) 
	

8/28/70 
Attn: Hr. B. Loftus 

For your information. Please disregard the San Diego information that 
was telephoned to you by Acting Chief Inspector Spivak. 

TED J 	OLENSKI (180) 
Supr nspector 

Orig & lcc 



3/27/70 EILEGFCa 

On 0/25/70, as per instructions received' r02 Supervise" ' 

S[ 	I conducted an investicfltion to deter:aim° i 
indeed =AC ocson in ta .cita 

4. 

EJ.ward fl. Esparta 

DCG/BD, has an,intcresc.in. 

inc first nerson intervicLed was- the latter carrier on %those route the 
subject address is on, fie stated that he had never seen an adult m.11e. at 
the address; only a pregnant wcman and about 5 or 6 children, lie vaucly 

fl -reme=bered once having delivered an item to that address with .:Chureh of 
rL  

ScichtologyY printed - on the outside.. L-o further riforaation codi ncd„ 

The next "arson interviettd was 
Which is accross 

tate' that she.  I:net. 

a adult faaalc occupant at 
tine straet-ir.4..the address 

and :arson 
as 

he stated that he was etip Oyu 

At the 	 interv' 
gave the follow:mei-description o‘ 

had nentioned that 

It appears from thelinformation gained that this is the person that Yr. 
Loftus requestedthe inforaation on. 

Ed;.ard a. Esparta_ 
insp2ctor, Los Arwelcs  

• DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE/BD (BD-310) 	 8/28/70 

Attn: Mr. B. Imftes 

For your information. F.ease disycgald the Ear, Diego informat 

WBS telephoned•to you by Actin?. Chief Inspector Splak. 

TEL J. SMOLENSKI (1 8C) 
Supr. Inspector 

Orig & lcc 

cn that 
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11-01C?:211., DIECT:_;1; 	 0/27/70 

n. Esparta 

. On C/25/73, as per instructions reeeived fro.-2. Supervise 	nspecter 'Led J. 

Suloiensh;, 7  conductfld an Ilvesti”ntion to detsr.ninc tOratt 
Awota-graetRni-c t 	 indeed 2:11e. person Ln dae_ 

UG0/131), has ar.cintereo.; in. 

The first :Jerson intervietced was. the letter c:rrier on whose route the 

subject address is on. lie stated that he lied never scan an adult uLle at 
the address; only a pregnant =man and about S cr 6 children. Ile va:Lucly 

. _e._.—bared once haven delivered an item to that address with::±hurch of 

cientclo2;y" printed on the outsiCo. lie further Lnforntion 
- - 	 . 

The next 7-arson interviced uns a adult _amain cerun,rat 

gtriftwaigc willch is accross the street frLin.the address L., :]uestiec. 

arson stated that shchnet. 	 -.1i:Thtly and descrit.>ed hi; . 

She stated that he vms-eri.p oye oy 

At the 	 intery 
uho Gave the following dcscrIption o 

nod mentioned that 
•• 	• 

# 
ITgaltr 	 Ht% 
'-',NvAtbatiogrocem*-7.,"4„;„  

It aPP0-aro from the information gained that this is e person that 

Ldfus requested the infornation on. 

Zdard R. Enparza 
Innt-,:tor, Loa Ancics 

DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE/ED (BD-310) 
	

8/2S/70 

Attn: Mr. B. Left:... 

For yell.` information. ILesse Of7i:o82ld the Gan Liege information that 

was telephoned to you by Actin?, Chief Inspector Spi ek. 
4 

TEL 3. STIOLENSKI (18C) 
Sept. Inspector 

Orig a ice 
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DEPUTY 1.11:;GIOi!:AL DII-ZCTOh• 8/27/70 

duord R. Esparza 

I; Ron-  Hubbard 

0t 8t25/70, as per: instrUctions received-from••SuPervisory Inspector Ted J. 
'Smolenski, conducted an investigation:todetermine if "L. Ron Hubbard •dr.• 

•r of -.15550 .Coodhue,.11.ittier,..:Califf25.4•,indeed ,the person 	thou Bud.Loftus,-,.. 
Pec;/80,: has an..interesi ;in,  

• . 
le•-t first parson"' intervieur.-&-:tha; the -letferr carrier on those route the 

sUb3ect-  address is Olt  Ile staterfthatidiehad never seen an adult inaleTat.-L, 
• the..addres4;itEenly a:pregnani 	 6,children.- 	vaguely 

:rritrnhered-.Once having: delivered: an;  iten. to that address:with "ChurCh•ot..,. 

_ 	ScientOlogy!'!printed'on.the outlidef.:: - No"  further!informiation crltetaF;Rned. 

The next person interviewed was -a adult female occupant at-E110110.13beci(Ave.. 
thittier, Caj thich is accross'the street "frcia::: the address in 

• ThiS4erson:state4 that she knew 1; Ron:ItUbbard slightly'afirldcscribed. higi-::?•%•-
alihaving aed";hair about 42''yearisold;145aboue '1.13.11  in height,  

•-and` blue or green eyes. • She.. stated ,that he';ths-eiaployed by Singer _Sewing 
Center thitwod• Center, tithittier . CaliS3!: 	 - 	.•; 

At the 'Linger Sewing Cente.r~L intervi bedLt. Phil -POwelly3Asst. tan cry 
Vfio gave the follow1ne:descriptiOn of ir. Hubbard. Red Hairs  Stocky 190clbs. p 

5! 9" .; about 40 years old, Blue .or .Green Eyes]. Re stated that ty,r.•:IlubbnrC" 
bad E.:Int:mod that Lis father Owned a boat and. lived and traveled' in' 

It appears from the information gained that this is the person that &".. 
Loftus requested the information on. 

. 	. 	• - 	 . 

 

Edward R. Esparza 
Inspector, Lon Angeles 

8/28/70 •:" DIVISION :OF. C.ASE GUIDANCE/BD (BD-310) 
Attn: Mr.-8•Loftus 

• • . 	. 
For. your information. Pease disregard the San 
was telephoned to you by Acting Chief Inspector 

• 

 

Diego information that 
Spi\ak. 

 

 

TED J. SMOLENSKI (180) 
Supr. Inspector 

Orig & lcc 



Documents E-24 and H-64 are identical. This document is an eight page 
memorandum dated 12/11/70, to Deputy Regional Food and Drug Director, 
Los Angeles Field Office, from Inspector James P. DiGrazia. Subject: 
Scientology Investigation. This memorandum is a report of an interview 
with a specific individual concerning that person's experiences with the 
Church of Scientology and members of that organization. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions throughout 
this document consist of detailed confidential information, which if 
released would immediately identify the individual being interviewed, 
who is a confidential source. All the deleted portions in this document 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 
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7 DEFJTY it GLO 1L FOOD AND D21.1G.DID.ECTOR, 

LOS A1C7.1M.E.S PIE.LD OFFICE •'- •• 	• 	• 
. 	 ...•. • 

• • 	
. 	. 

Inspector, -...Tr.z...czt P. Di Cn;zic 

December 11, 1970 

Scientology Investigation 

On-12/7/70, Bud Lontur of the Bureau 

..and 2 intervicwcd 
questions concerning ais knowledge 

provi.fied the folloving information 
• 

stated7he 

	

cf Drugs, 	ision of Cas 
Ve 

	

and halie's 	tic:lento:0ra. 

in response to tbosequestions... 

Tr728- 'apprcachOd by -the Scientology people 	moved 

-tto 	 At that •ti.•71.1, be was contacted bv_an old f-iend 	. 

of his who-asked that tne meet at 	  

TO: DIVLSL3N OF C.1,62 CJ.I-IDLECL,' (3D-310) 

kill:  Bud Loftis 

12/25/73 

Ted 3. StIolens1:4  - 
Supervisory Inspector 

ii ig. & Ice vith 



Decer.bs-r 11, 1970 I: 	DaFDD, LOS-FO 	 Pnre 2 -0 
-.  Fr=: 	 James P. Di Grazia 

:SUBJECT:": Scientology Investigation 

ye. 



To: 	Da7DD, LOS-F0 	Page p. 
Froth: 

December 11, 1970 
Insp., James P. Di Crazie 

SUBJECT: Scientology Investigation: 

efined religion as one's own relationship with Cod. He con-
siders 1-s a spiritual relationship between "I" and God. He stated there 
is noGod in Scientology, but rather one is a God unto. oneself. The supreme 

...being or theta in Scientology is oneself. Each person in.  Scientology is 

tatecIbecause the total cause point, for the future, present 
past, ,.:.. dnezelf; individuals are totally isolated in Scientology. 
individual becomes the ttal cause within the individuals own universe. 

• 
explained that the view point of "soul" in Scientology differs 
hodox concept of "soul" in that in Scientology one is;the soul. 
ownership in Scientology„ 

dded that because of the complete isolation in Scientology the 
by postulate;: causes all. 

xplained the Cross. symhol in Seientolo 
Buddhist Symbol) as eignifyingu never- ending life. 

<4.-Pfr..ifirr.a,  ate 
4W-44*e4-,1,. tated this state Of beingness can be 	produced by. Scientology. on .  

• 	_ 	 . 

	

asis.. 	

• 	 • 
mid his first major.break in Scientology occurred- then he realized 

.that these who 'oere declared "tics:" in Scientology did not dcmonstrate, 
through their philosophies and working and 0Pentine; ab' sties, this particu-
lar spiritual level that they e-:ppcsedly had attained. 

.that a "clear" should be able to demonstrate, in all aspects 
action toward'others, etc., this spiritual level, 
he has never.aeen a "clear" demonstrate such abilities. 

. The 

).n ividua 

, (Christian Cross with 	- 
	 stated Scien- , 

.tology transcends and includes all other religions. 

stated Christ would be considered an operating Thetan in Scien- 
. 	. 	. 

a routine 

elieves 
life, health, 
toted that 



December 11, 1970 To: 	 12 DD, LOS-P0 	Page 4 
From: 	Insp., JaM4S P. Di Grazia. 

stated Scientology explains this paradox by - Stating that-'ff thoseir 
:declared "clear" demonstrated.these_abilities, such demonstrationc - Wouldbe - • 

±..aati-survival-  for those of.the lower class or below "clear".' Such i.demon-T 
stration would cause hand upsemong the people in the lower claisesr-H: 

toted he has seen alleViation of physical ailments through 
Scientology treatments, but not cures of diseases. He illustrated this by 

:stating Scientology may take care. 	the spirit and alleviate arthritis. 

explained that Roman Catholici,- orthodox Jews, and °there belong 
orthodox religions:were very Lard to audit or process: 

...toted that upon entering - Scientology paople'are asked 
stating that processing is for religious purposes. 

.stated Scientology claims to be the only method known 
with the answers to- man's-illnesses..' 

stated.that.during:processing an assessment is run through a 
new,person in an.attempt:tofind incidents-in the persons' life (present or 
forma ).in which people were stuOk.-. He stated that people expected-to have 

;treatment. for illnesses, and that:the.expectation of having nothing wrong .  
uith:the body upon being declared ','clear" was presented.by Scientology to the : 	. 
person.: 	 • 	. 

CO sign 

to man 

. 	. 
stated that Scientologist only fool themselves and'practicemma- 

eur psycho-therapy,'.:: 	• 

stated 1....Ron-Rubbard,iSrYis strongly apposed 
cause thatgreup:servesas*commOn - enamy for Scientology, 
believesHit is a'precept of.group control that there be acommon enemy as 
well as a coon goal and payehlatryserves the purpose. He added that hyp- • 
notisti as well es'ptychistrists.vere at one. time a.  common en" 

Specifically, L. Ron Hubbard, Sr., is op.scsed to the electric shock 
therapy practiced by rychiatrists, bec-,re such tlerapy Man treat eLgrams 
which Scientolog,  attempts to remove. 

tated'that although .Scientology does claim that the E-Neter, 
among other things, As'used in a rocedurc tp relieve disease conditions, 
it is used as a spiritual guide. S 	 4.  t 

•  
zted auditing addresses the 

"I" spirit, Theta, ego, etc. 



To: 
tiram: 

SUBJECT: 

DRFDD, LOS-F0 	 Pre 5 Pape  
Insp., James P. Di Crania 

Scientology Investigation / 

Decanter 11, 1970 

toted that auditing is offered to people outside the. church 	. Scientology for the purpose of brie-r;n^ people into the or;;anizations and building up the church. arRaxlMili stated that if'one is "clear".it : is only logical to conclude that Scientology is the only answer.-:He feels .that through such logic anything can be proven. 	. 
• . 

efined "clear" 'as the total isolation of-oneself and the crea- • ion by.en individual of his- own universe. 
• . 	 _ 	 _ 	. 	• 

He stated Scientology he created its own universe in which no things are' 
oncludestbst Scientology,cxplained in this' 	. 

• • 

is a worship 
.14-*Sie 

stated there is a. game 'condition it Scientology. - Re stated theta large universe has been .crested, individually and in consort, within Scientology; creating the:game'which is now played by game players. He  stated that Scientology now attempts to further reduce people to pawns in 	' 

	

this  gar,' and to push bodies around.  	

tated-there are few people in Scientology who are associated -.with religions:,  He knew ofafew Roman'Catholic Priests in Ireland who became associated with.the organization. during an investigation by the R.oman Catholic Church and a South African-Bishop who did_join Scientology. 
• - .... 	• 

• 

manner,:is.e philosophy o him. 
• • • 

In .explaining a religious philosoph 	 stated th situation in Scientology. Scientologist-worship tnc "I": stated that this c:-rolains the use cf 
"Yours in God" meons-"Yours in ma"; 
eighth dynamic or the Supreme•Being. 
no God in Scientology, just individuals en 

accidental. 

e T;:ord CDC. in SCiel.,_,I.Orry letters: 
toted that Cod is the 
-toted that there is really 

that every individual is a god. 	t  
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To: 	Dna: DD, LOS-F0' Page 6 

Proc.: 	insp., ..lates P. Di Crazia 

SUBJECT: 	Sof ontology Investigati.on 

• 

stated that the E-MeterCame into use in 1952. He believes 

cicntelogy can get alon2; .withont,  the E-2.1eter and that the Scientology 

• •--....o.rganization has been back-peddling auditing, preparing for the continua... -.  

tion of :Scientology vithout .Use:of the E-Meter. . 	• • 

stated the E-Meter is used to detect when a person is clear on .. • 1 

-ha needle is floating et that state. 

•1
p.

4,.^4. 

ezt-te-ra..AgstatAstated there is self-processing T.:ith the E-Meter in the Stier. , 
tology crz-nization. 

--, _tated tae treaninz of "clear" today' 	tho sone as in tae isscrs. 

He stated that the procedure used to attain the level of "clear" has changed 

in that previous pocedures were negated by L. Ron  Hubbard  Sr., and new OT  

levels created by L. Ron 'Hubbard Sr. 

 	 stated that he believed 

- in processing while in the 'Scientolou organization 	 

42-.0. 
: earned $22,000.in one, year by:processing people throughout.t*e coun y. . He, 

i. did not- pay the expected la royalty to Scientology, (L.:Ron Hubbard Fono-,:: 

• dation„ Washington', D. C.) during this year of processing. Restated that 

splinter groups are required to do this when auditing'outsidethe Sciento-

logy organization. He added that although this was permitted, people'could.• 

only be audited up to a. certain level, aud - hzd to be referred to the Scien-. 

tology organization 77or high= level precoorin 

stated that after leaving the organization .1 he 



• 

::.StiliJECT: 	Scier..zology Investigation 
.• 

• ....,.. 	_ 

• 

stated that.the,ScientOlogy organization uses the word "missions" •ecause x  e organization , is a church.' The word "dices" is used"to designate 
4.4WVW0 added'thar Scientologistla believe 

J 	

fuinerals, weddings, etc. , 
-rything written by L. Ron Hubbard,Sr., is true and considered "dovaa". 1 .. 

-',7- 
WitA4War,i,tated that Scientology is a Science with axicns and stable datui'm. He stated that L. .Ron Hubbard, Sr., has set knatm researched pro- i':f 	 cedures that lead positively toward a know' goal: (the level"clear"). 

.... ......, . 

To: 	Da2DD, LOS-PO 	 December 11, 1970 From: 	• Insp.., James P. Di Gra21-a 

..   Te.stated thatScientology. iraL began to listen to legal counsel after the that HEW action. 	 eels that Scientology is opera- •ting on thin ice because the organization lacks financing and there are no Hibig supporters for the organization's entensive legal financing.  
.. 	 .. 	 •  

................ . 

. 	. 	. 	. 	 . . 	. 	. 	• 	- 	• 	• . 	. - 	- 	-• 	 - 
With respect to Orthodox religious terminology use by Scientolog :stated-that the rationale behind making people "ministers" in Sci of gy was'that as ministers of the'faitb, these people could audit others. .-. . 	. 	.. 	. 	-. , •: 	. . 	. 	 . -  

h 	 . 
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LOS-FO . 	 Page 3 
Insp., James P. Di Grazia 

Scientology investigation 

. 	• 

To: 
From: 

SUBJECT: 

Deceraber 11, 1970 
... 

The intervirn) wit: 
that he would be w:1 ing to d_scuss the =tzar further with us any time in 

- 	the future. 

as discontinued at this point and he stated 

JAICS P. Di GRAZIA (311) 
. : 	 Inspector, Los Angeles Field Office 

JPD/bg 
12/28/70 

• 

... 

stated%thathe believes that Scientology Organization no longer 
places ads 	newspapers.soliciting sic% people as they did in older days. 
• _ 	, 

With respect to' Scientology being:a gam VO:Stieinn oncluded. that.the • 
creator of the game, L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. ,'now totally.believes in the game. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum /69  

TO 	DEPUTY REGIONAL FOOD AND DRUG DIRECTOR, 	 DATE: December 11, 1970 
LOS ANGELES FIELD OFFICE 

FROM : Inspector, James P. Di Grazia 

SUBJECT: Scientology Investigation 

L. Ron Hubbard, Jr. 
13652 High Street 
Whittier, Calif. 
(Phone 213/698-3826) 

On 12/7/70, Bud Loftus of the Bureau of Drugs, Division of Case Guidance, 
and I interviewed Mr. Hubbard at his Whittier home. We asked Mr. Hubbard 
questions concerning his knowledge and beliefs of Scientology. Mr. Hubbard 
provided the following information in response to these questions. 

Mr. Hubbard stated he waskapproached by the Scientology people when he moved 
into the Los Angeles area. At that time, he was contacted by an old friend 
of his who asked that they meet at the friend's Beverly Hills office. When 
Mr. Hubbard arrived at that office, Bob Thomas, Scientology Guardian for 
Los Angeles, was there and informed Mr. Hubbard that his IRS testimony had 
disturbed Mr. Hubbard's father and upset others in the Scientology organiza-
tion. Mr. Thomas told Mr. Hubbard that it would be beneficial to the Scien-
tology organization and to Mr. Hubbard if the situation could be squared. 
Mr. Hubbard considered this a threat. 

TO: DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE (BD-310) 
	

12/29/70 
ATTN: Bud Loftis 

For your information. 

ed J. 	lenski 
Supe sory Inspector #180 

Orig. & leo with attach. 



To: 	DRFDD, LOS-FO 	 Page 2 
From: 	Insp., James P. Di Grazia 

SUBJECT: Scientology Investigation 

December 11, 1970 

L. Ron Hubbard, Jr. 
13652 High Street 
Whittier, Calif. 
(Phone 213/698-3826) 

In September 1969 Mr. Hubbard went down to Mr. Thomas' office and signed a 
counter deposition that had been prepared by the Scientology organization. 
Mr. Hubbard stated a legal staff representing the Scientology organization 
was present for that meeting, but he did not know or remember any of the 
individuals. 

We read the affidavit to Mr. Hubbard. Point Number 3 in the affidavit states 
Mr. Hubbard gave deep consideration to his IRS testimony. Mr. Hubbard stated 
to us he gave no consideration and no review to this testimony before signing 
this counter deposition. 

Point Number 5 of this counter deposition concerns why Scientology was in-
corporated as a religion. Mr. Hubbard stated that it is partly true that 
Scientology is a religion. 

Point Number 6 of this counter deposition concerns processing and any cure 
of specific diseases. Mr. Hubbard stated Scientology claimed diseases would 
leave the body when the person attained the condition known as "clear". 
This section of the affidavit also contains the word "Parishioner's." 
Mr. Hubbard stated he never used this word or heard it used in Scientology. 
He thinks it probably means someone desiring processing. 

Point Number 6 of this affidavit also contains references to Mr. Hubbard's 
knowledge of Christian Science and many other religions. Mr. Hubbard stated 
to us he knows nothing of Christian Science. He added that he did not know 
"faith healing" in the Episcopalian or Roman Catholic religions and conclu-
ded that he was not aware of the procedures, prayers, philosophy or mechanics 
of other religions. 

Point Number 8 of this counter deposition concerns Mr. Hubbard's examination 
into the cost of E-Meter. Mr. Hubbard stated to us he did not have any 
information or references provided him for a determination of the cost of an 
E-Meter at the time he signed the affidavit. Mr. Hubbard stated he simply 
talked to a Don Breeding, a person in the electronic field involved in 
Scientology, for the purpose of evaluating the cost of an E-Meter. 

Point Number 9 in this affidavit concerns Mr. Hubbard's classification of 
his testimony as vengeful. Mr. Hubbard stated to us he did not make this 
testimony in a vengeful manner. 

The final paragraph of the counter deposition concerns Mr. Hubbard's state- 
ment that Scientology is a truly effective method for helping mankind. 
Mr. Hubbard stated to us Scientology is not an effective method for helping 

mankind. 



To: 	DRFDD, LOS-FO 	Page 3 
From: 	Insp., James P. Di Grazia 

SUBJECT: 	Scientology Investigation 

December 11, 1970 

L. Ron Hubbard, Jr. 
13652 High Street 
Whittier, Calif. 
(Phone 213/698-3826) 

Mr. Hubbard stated this counter deposition was written by the Scientology 
organization and that he was coerced into signing this affidavit. 
Mr. Hubbard stated he signed 3 copies of this affidavit and none of the 
copies contained any dollar figures for the cost of an E-Meter or the date 
of the affidavit. Mr. Hubbard requested a copy and was given one by the 
Scientology organization. 

Mr. Hubbard defined religion as one's own relationship with God. He con-
siders this a spiritual relationship between "I" and God. He stated there 
is no God in Scientology, but rather one is a God unto oneself. The supreme 
being or theta in Scientology is oneself. Each person in Scientology is 
a God. 

Mr. Hubbard stated because the total cause point, for the future, present 
and past, is oneself; individuals are totally isolated in Scientology. 
The individual becomes the total cause within the individuals own universe. 

Mr. Hubbard explained that the view point of "soul" in Scientology differs 
from the orthodox concept of "soul" in that in Scientology one is the soul. 
There is no ownership in Scientology. 

Mr. Hubbard added that because of the complete isolation in Scientology the 
individual, by postulate, causes all. 

Mr. Hubbard explained the cross symbol in Scientology (Christian Cross with 
Buddhist Symbol) as signifying never ending life. Mr. Hubbard stated Scien-
tology transcends and includes all other religions. 

Mr. Hubbard stated Christ would be considered an operating Thetan in Scien-
tology. 

Mr. Hubbard stated this state of beingness can be produced by Scientology on 
a routine basis. As an illustration, Mr. Hubbard stated that he was declared 
temporarily clear about 5 times. 

Mr. Hubbard said his first major break in Scientology occurred when he realized 
that those who were declared "clear" in Scientology did not demonstrate, 
through their philosophies and working and operating abilities, this particu-
lar spiritual level that they supposedly had attained. Mr. Hubbard believes 
that a "clear" should be able to demonstrate, in all aspects in life, health, 
action toward others, etc., this spiritual level. Mr. Hubbard stated that 
he has never seen a "clear" demonstrate such abilities. 



To: 	 DRFDD, LOS-FO 	Page 4 
From: 	Insp., James P. Di Grazia 

SUBJECT: 	Scientology Investigation 

December 11, 1970 

L. Ron Hubbard, Jr. 
13652 High Street 
Whittier, Calif. 
(Phone 213/698-3826) 

Mr. Hubbard stated Scientology explains this paradox by stating that if those 
declared "clear" demonstrated these abilities, such demonstrations would be 
anti-survival for those of the lower class or below "clear". Such a demon-
stration would cause hand ups among the people in the lower classes. 

Mr. Hubbard stated he has seen alleviation of physical ailments through 
Scientology treatments, but not cures of diseases. He illustrated this by 
stating Scientology may take care of the spirit and alleviate arthritis. 

Mr. Hubbard explained that Roman Catholics, orthodox Jews, and others belong-
ing to orthodox religions were very hard to audit or process. 

Mr. Hubbard stated that upon entering Scientology people are asked to sign 
waivers stating that processing is for religious purposes. 

Mr. Hubbard stated Scientology claims to be the only method known to man 
with the answers to man's illnesses. 

Mr. Hubbard stated that during processing an assessment is run through a 
new person in an attempt to find incidents in the persons' life (present or 
former) in which people were stuck. He stated that people expected to have 
treatment for illnesses, and that the expectation of having nothing wrong 
with the body upon being declared "clear" was presented by Scientology to the 
person. 

Mr. Hubbard stated that Scientologist only fool themselves and practice ama-
teur psycho-therapy. 

Mr. Hubbard stated L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. is strongly apposed to psychiatry be-
cause that group serves as a common enemy for Scientology. Mr. Hubbard 
believes it is a precept of group control that there be a common enemy as 
well as a common goal and psychiatry serves the purpose. He added that hyp-
notists as well as psychiatrists were at one time a common enemy, and that 
his father was once involved with hypnotists, but long ago dropped the asso-
ciation. Specifically, L. Ron Hubbard, Sr., is opposed to the electric shock 
therapy practiced by psychiatrists, because such therapy may creat engrams 
which Scientology attempts to remove. Mr. Hubbard also stated that his 
father is opposed to lobotomy and related an incident where a psychiatrist 
performed 7 such operations in one day. 

Mr. Hubbard stated that although Scientology does claim that the E-Meter, 
among other things, is used in a procedure to relieve disease conditions, 
it is used as a spiritual guide. Mr. Hubbard stated auditing addresses the 
"I" spirit, Theta, ego, etc. 



To: 	DRFDD, LOS-FO 	 Page 5 
From: 	Insp., James P. Di Grazia 

SUBJECT: 	Scientology Investigation 

December 11, 1970 

L. Ron Hubbard, Jr. 
13652 High Street 
Whittier, Calif. 
(Phone 213/698/3826) 

Mr. Hubbard stated that auditing is offered to people outside the church 
of Scientology for the purpose of bringing people into the organization. 
and building up the church. Mr. Hubbard stated that if one is "clear" it 
is only logical to conclude that Scientology is the only answer. He feels 
that through such logic anything can be proven. 

Mr. Hubbard defined "clear" as the total isolation of oneself and the crea-
tion by an individual of his own universe. 

He stated Scientology has created its own universe in which no things are 
accidental. Mr. Hubbard concludes that Scientology, explained in this 
manner, is a philosophy to him. 

In explaining a religious philosophy Mr. Hubbard stated there is a worship 
situation in Scientology. Scientologist worship the "I". Mr. Hubbard 
stated that this explains the use of the word God in Scientology letters. 
"Yours in God" means "Yours in me". Mr. Hubbard stated that God is the 
eighth dynamic or the Supreme Being. Mr. Hubbard stated that there is really 
no God in Scientology, just individuals and that every individual is a god. 

Mr. Hubbard stated there is a game condition in Scientology. He stated 
that a large universe has been created, individually and in consort, within 
Scientology, creating the game which is now played by game players. He 
stated that Scientology now attempts to further reduce people to pawns in 
this game and to push bodies around. Mr. Hubbard stated his father con-
siders himself a nuclear physicist, although he failed after one semester 
of physics at George Washington University. Mr. Hubbard stated that his 
father holds a degree from Sequoia University, Los Angeles, a diploma mill. 

Mr. Hubbard stated there are few people in Scientology who are associated 
with religions. He knew of a few Roman Catholic Priests in Ireland who 
became associated with the organization during an investigation by the Roman 
Catholic Church and a South African Bishop who did join Scientology. 

Mr. Hubbard stated his mother (Louis or Polly Grub) is now deceased. She 
remarried John Ochs and resided at Gap, Pennsylvania, at the time of her 
death six years ago. His mother remarried Arnold Morton, now deceased, 
after divorcing L. Ron Hubbard Sr., in 1947. 

Mr. Hubbard stated his father married a Hollister after divorcing Mr. Hubbard's 
mother. Mr. Hubbard stated shortly thereafter his father remarried Mary Sue 
who was with him at the time L. Ron Hubbard Sr. wrote the thesis on Dyanetics 
in 1947. He stated that his father moved around a lot and at one time was 
kicked out of Elizabeth, New Jersey by the State Board of Medical Examiners. 
Mr. Hubbard stated his father became involved in a power struggle with a 
Mr. Purcel over copyrights to some of his publications in the state of 
Kansas. 
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SUBJECT: 	Scientology Investigation 

Mr. Hubbard stated his father copyrighted his 
growth of counter organizations. Mr. Hubbard 
he lived a great deal with grandparents since 
tensively. 

December 11, 1970 

L. Ron Hubbard, Jr. 
13652 High Street 
Whittier, Calif. 
(Phone 213/698-3826) 

publications to prevent the 
stated that as a young boy 
his father was traveling ex- 

Mr. Hubbard stated that the E-Meter came into use in 1952. He believes 
Scientology can get along without the E-Meter and that the Scientology 
organization has been back-peddling auditing, preparing for the continua-
tion of Scientology without use of the E-Meter. 

Mr. Hubbard stated the E-Meter is used to detect when a person is clear on 
a subject. The needle is floating at that state. 

Mr. Hubbard stated there is self-processing with the E-Meter in the Scien-
tology organization. 

Mr. Hubbard stated the meaning of "clear" today is the same as in the 1950's. 
He stated that the procedure used to attain the level of "clear" has changed 
in that previous procedures were negated by L. Ron Hubbard Sr.,.and new OT 
levels created by L. Ron Hubbard Sr. Mr. Hubbard stated he had been cleared 
briefly several times and felt no different after being declared "clear" 
by his father. Mr. Hubbard stated he himself was checked out with a E-Meter 
but had received very little auditing. Mr. Hubbard stated that he believed 
in processing while in the Scientology organization. 

Mr. Hubbard stated he made no money while in the organization and stated 
his father's recent policy that no one would profit from Scientology prevents 
members from leaving the organization. 

Mr. Hubbard stated that after leaving the organization in late 1959, he 
earned $32,000 in one year by processing people throughout the country. He 
did not pay the expected 10% royalty to Scientology, (L. Ron Hubbard Foun-
dation, Washington, D. C.) during this year of processing. He stated that 
splinter groups are required to do this when auditing outside the Sciento-
logy organization. He added that although this was permitted, people could 
only be audited up to a certain level, and had to be referred to the Scien-
tology organization for higher level processing. 

Mr. Hubbard stated he felt his father would take him back into the Sciento-
logy organization if asked. Mr. Hubbard stated that it is Mary Sue Hubbard, 
his father's wife, who does the torpedoing in the Scientology Organization. 
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Mr. Hubbard stated that the Scientology organization uses the word "missions" 
because the organization is a church. The word "Rites" is used to designate 
fuz'nerals, weddings, etc. Mr. Hubbard added that Scientologist's believe 
everything written by L. Ron Hubbard,Sr., is true and considered "dogma". 
Mr. Hubbard stated that Scientology is a science with axioms and stable 
datu413. He stated that L. Ron Hubbard, Sr., has set known researched pro-
cedures that lead positively toward a known goal. (the level"clear"). 

Mr. Hubbard stated that it is very difficult for his father to listen to 
anyone else, including the legal staff employed by the Scientology organi-
zation. He stated that Scientology first began to listen to legal counsel 
after the first HEW action. Mr. Hubbard feels that Scientology is opera-
ting on thin ice because the organization lacks financing and there are no 
big supporters for the organization's extensive legal financing. 

Mr. Hubbard stated he has been a sales representative in the home and at 
the store for the Singer Sewing Company for one year after leaving the 
U. S. Post Office Department. He feels that his father would not allow 
anyone in the organization to harm him or his family, but he fears disturbed 
people associated with the Scientology organization may cause harm to him 
or his family. 

Mr. Hubbard stated in the early 1960's, his wife informed him he would have 
to choose between Scientology and her. Mr. Hubbard stated he is of the 
Episcopalian faith at the present, as is Mrs. Hubbard. Mr. Hubbard stated 
he discussed Scientology at length with an Episcopalian Priest in 1963 
who "straightened him out". 

Mr. Hubbard stated that he is not hostile to his father on a personal basis 
and considers his father legally sane. He stated his father can be reached 
through cable communication,(';LRH") in Denmark, but he does not know the 
whereabouts of "The Ship Appolo". Mr. Hubbard stated the only contact 
L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. has with him or his family is via Christmas cards.that 
L. Ron Hubbard Sr., sends to his grandchildren. 

With respect to Orthodox religious terminology use by Scientology, Mr. Hubbard 
stated that the rationale behind making people "ministers" in Scientology 
was that as ministers of the faith, these people could audit others. 

Mr. Hubbard stated he knew Jack Horner, whom he last saw about six months 
ago. He considers Horner's International Society of Dianologists a Philo-
sophical organization. Mr. Hubbard stated he has never met John McMasters, 
although he knew McMasters was currently staying with the Horners. 
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Mr.'Hubbard stated he did not know Bob Thomas until he met him in Los Angeles 
in July of 1969. Mr. Hubbard feels that Thomas has neutralized him through 
the counter deposition. 

Mr. Hubbard stated that he believes that Scientology Organization no longer 
places ads in newspapers soliciting sick people as they did in older days. 

With respect to Scientology being a game, Mr. Hubbard concluded that the 
creator of the game, L. Ron Hubbard, Sr., now totally believes in the game. 

Although Mr. Hubbard does not fear physical violence from the organization, 
he does fear physical harrassment, as in the form of the 15 to 20 letters 
he received from the scientology organization after testifying in the IRS 
trial. 

The interview with Mr. Hubbard was discontinued at this point and he stated 
that he would be willing to discuss the matter further with us any time in 
the future. 

I C 496a 

JAMES P. DI GRAZIA (311) 
(inspector, Los Angeles Field Office 



2- Aar-ice 
0. If 7Q 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
SS. 

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

AFFIDAVIT  

L. Ron Hubbard, Jr., being duly sworn deposes and says: 

1. I reside at 6227 Palm Avenue, Bell, California 90201. 

2. I am the son of L. Ron Hubbard, the founder of the 

religion of Scientology. 

3. After deep consideration I have reviewed mytesti-

many given on July 10, 1967, before Trial Commissioner'Lane of the 

Court of Claims in the case of The Founding Church of Scientology 

v. The United States. 

4. I feel that my aforesaid testimony was incomplete 

and, therefore, misleading and I now wish to l of my own free will 

and in the interest of justice and without solibitation clarify 

such testimony. 

S. At the outset I believe the transcript of my testi-

mony concerning why Scientology was incorporated as a religion, 

is misleading as the transcript now stands. To the best of my 

knowledge and belief Scientology was incorporated as a religion 

because its founder and followers sincerely believed it to be a 

religion. The fact that tax exempt status and certain legal 

benefits might accrue to a religion was only a minor consideration 

involved in determining the structure of the religious organization. 

6. To the best of my knowledge and belief, none of the 

adherents of Scientology wore processed in order directly to cure 

any physical disease they may have had. Further, no individual 

was told, either directly or indirectly, that processing would 

cure any specific disease as processing agreements of the time 

clearly indicate. My testimony in connection with this area of 

Scientology was intended to convey the fact that the object of 

processing was to clear the parishioners soul and, when this 
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is done, the individual functions at a much higher level 

spiritually. The result (but not the object of processing) often 

is that incidently certain Physical ailments from which the 

individual suffer's become alleviated in whole or in part, as is 

true in many other religions, e.g. Christian Science. However, 

as aforesaid, I wish to be unequivocal in my statement that 

adherents were not and are not told that Scientology is a cure 

for any organic physical ailments they may have. 

7. I testified that the Church made attempts to sell 

notes to a bank. I would like to correct any impression•  that 

L. Ron Hubbard, Mary Sue Hubbard, or any officer including myself 

ordered this to be done. It was never actually done and was only 

considered by accounting personnel who did not at the time 

represent the official viewpoint of the Church.. 

8. I testified that the cost of producing a certain 

typo of E-Meter was about $12.50. First of all, this was merely 

a guess on my part. I have now examined into the cost of the 

particular E-Meter to which I had made reference and find that 

the cost at that time actually was $ 	to manufacture and 

sold for $. 	, as opposed to the about $12.50 which I had 

erroneously assumed to be the cost. I know, however:that there 

was never any attempt by the Church to profit excessively by 

their manufacture. 

9. Although I testified that I thought Scientology had 

very little validity, I made this statement vengefully at a time 

when I was undergoing a great deal of personal and emotional 

stress. Despite my personal state at the time which colored 

my testimony, I have always recognized that the founder and 

followers of Scientology sincerely believed in it as a 

religion. 
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I now unoquivocally feel that Sciontology is a vali
d 

tolitjoa and that its spiritual practices as develo
ped by my 

father, L. Ron Hubbard, are a truly effective metho
d for 

helping Mankind. . 



Documents E-25 and H-56 are identical. This document is a four page 
memorandum dated 11/25/70, to Deputy Regional Director, Los Angeles 
Field Office, from James P. DiGrazia, Inspector, Los Angeles Field 
Office. Subject: Scientology. This memorandum is a report of an 
interview with a specific individual concerning that person's exper-
iences with Scientology and members of that organization. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions through- 
out this document consist of the name of the person being interviewed 
and other individuals and specific confidential information supplied by 
the person being interviewed. All of these portions in this document 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release of any portion 
would immediately disclose the identity of the individual being interviewed, 
who is a confidential source. 
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. 	1. 

On 11/247 	I iatrrv4ewa- 

DEItUT".: ITEGIC:LL 

J2-0.3 P. D4Grazia, Inspector, Los-Fo 

Soir_ntolo7.y.  

BUTLEAD OF DRUGS Attn: Bud Loftus BD-310 

For your information. This intn.rview with 2^.1.A* 
shovr. a number of 	eresting thin,7s. First, he still feels the same way 
about Scientology 	 that it is a complete failure. se 
feels quite strongly about this. Secondly, 	 

who is in thn move ...lent who G can attemot to 
interview i ':cu co recuest. 

1:o will keep 1- .)u advisc6 of our progress in the investi.7atica. 

DO=TC 117CCITOT 

cc this memo 
	 Chief Inspector, Los-Do 

11-27-73 
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tc 	aec-icnal Director, Los-Fe 
	

1 1-25-70 
:a: Sciontolany 

1 ashci X ::.7m4kA0e for his current views on Scientology and to describe any recon, essOciation'he had had with the organization. - - 	• 	• 	. 	_ • . 	. 	. . 	. 	
. . 	. 	 . . 	- He stated that his position is the sate as empressed 

	 Ho feels that Scientology is a failure. 

L.riefly reviewed his backgroLad 4" 
He stated that he was first aware of Scientolosy in 
• involved in the organization in , 	  

Scientology. 
	 then became %Fog: 

   He was very active in the organize- tien until 
_ 	- 

 

'hen he left Scienfology 	tita-na- 

 
 

he discontinued all • contact with Scientology as he came to the realization that Scientology did not do whnt_it says it does. 	He stated that his change in beliels wao a zreduzl one that began several years before this date, and culminated with this strew convict;ca about Sc4entolccr.yi s failure• 

stated ho was not proud of what he had done while associated with Scientology. 

:stated he believes in God and that he has presented God and religion to his children for their own persOnal acceptance or rejection. 



: 

Mcr.o to Deputy Regional Director, Los-Fe 
re: Scientology 
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' 	

I asked( 	 to explain his conclusion that Scientology 
vas a failure. He stated that Scientology is dead-wrong, that it does 
not totally fres individuals from aberrations, nor reduce or clear mental 
hang-ups.. He state; that Scientology treats only the mizd or mental 
con“,-4-n, and t'areby ezhi1_"1-s a 1-",f' decree of '--- pcnsibilJty to the 
treati-mn.6 o: the physical being.' 

He cilatinuad that he considers Scientology a religion and that it 
- deals with the spirit, but that it is completely ineffective as a religion. 
He believes that it fails to free the spirit and to give one spiritual 
freedom. 	 . 

m. 	m  

	 if the Scientology organization was a violent 
one. He stated that scientology considers itself a world apart from 
so6iety, and a world in which anything end everything is possible. He 

Sstated,that the Scientology organization practices the philosophy of the 
•'yend-justifying the flans. " He believes there is considerable violence 

only within the organization. He stated that the reasons for violence 
. 	• 

 
is control of organ'i7fstion me-Tiers. He stated the Ethics Review Board 
in the organization is used to implement control. Ee added that with 
the advent of the Sea-Org, specialized groups of trouble shooters,, are 
dispatched from the Sea-Ors to enforce L. Ron: Hubbard, Sr.'s policies 

'and eliminate divergent views and redirect individuals out of line. 
."Fe believes the Sec-Org makes a concerted effort to reclaim individuals 
who have dropped out of Scientology. 	He could not name any.specific 
• individuals. 	 . 

	 ...onsidors the Se -Ong a r:ara military/religious 
group and believe: it operates torpedo boat: from a secret base an 
the coast of Baha, Mexico. 
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Mcz_z to Dci:uty acgionel Direztor, Los-ro 
rc: ec4=i-ology 

I asks 	 low defections were enplained within the 
organization.. Ee'repli that a'negative third party is always intro- • 
du:cad into the picture and blamed for the loss of a member. The third 
force varies tolit'the situation and receives the brunt of•the organiza-
tion vindictiveness for the loss of a st:icr. 

added that he considers Scientology u very badly 
run business; lie feels:that large curs of monty are squandered on items 
such as ships,,,Jand bases etc., and that the administration of finances 
is chaotic. t 	  

to1. 	 that I would disContinue the interview at 
• this pointran4 proba _y contact hio in the near future for continued 
dialogue. He indi ted he-would be amenable to additional intervies 
and stated he was 

J.ZES P. DICPAZIA (311) 
Inspector, Los Angeles DL trict 

• DiGrazia 
Ziccardi. 

JPD/iap 
11-27-70 

Los-Do 



DATE: 
11-25-70 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. IC 
MAT 1012 EDITION 
GSA FPMR (11 CFR) 101-11.11 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DEPUTY REGIONAL DIRECTOR, LOS-FO 

FROM James P. DiGrazia, Inspector, Los-Fo : 

SUBJECT: Scientology 
• L. Ron Hubbard, 

13652 High St. 
Whittier, Calif. 

On 11/24/70, I interviewed L. Ron Hubbard, Jr., at the Jolly 
Roger Restaurant, Whittwood Shopping Center, 15631 E. Whittwood Lane, 
Whittier, California. I had previously arranged with Mr. Hubbard to 
meet him at the Jolly Roger during his lunch break. He works as a 
route salesman for the Singer Sewing Center, Whittwood Center. 

Mr. Hubbard is the son of L. Ron Hubbard, Sr., founder and head 
of Scientology.• 

Mr. Hubbard has bright red hair, wears glasses, and appears 
to be about 40 years old. 

I asked Mr. Hubbard where he now lived. He stated that he had 
just moved into a house at 13652 High Street, Whittier, California. 
(Mailing address: P.O. Box 4094, Whittier; Phone 213/698-3826). 

BUREAU OF DRUGS Attn: Bud Loftus BD-310 	 11-27-70 

For your information. This interview with L. Ron Hubbard, Jr. 
shows a number of interesting things. First, he still feels the same way 
about Scientology, as he did in 1968, that it is a complete failure. He 
feels quite strongly about this. Secondly, that in 1968, he signed a counter 
deposition, prepared by the organization, reversing his testimony he gave in the 
Internal Revenue Service trial. He admits that the counter-deposition was 
given, not because of a change in beliefs, but essentially for the protection 
of his family. He has received 15 or 20 letters that could be considered 
harassing. 

He names a sister who is in the movement who we can attempt to 
interview if you so request. 

	

We will keep you advised of our p gresS in 	investigation. 

	

DOMINIC ZI 	I 
Chief Insp or, Los-Do 

cc this memo 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
3010-1011 
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11-25-70 
L. Ron Hubbard, Jr.-. 
13652 High St. 
Whittier, Calif. 

I asked Mr. Hubbard for his current views on Scientology and to describe any recent association he has had with the organization. 

He stated that his position is the same as expressed to the Food and Drug Administration and the Justice Department back in 1968, when he was a potential rebuttal witness in the E-Meter trial. He feels that Scientology is a failure. 

Mr. Hubbard briefly reviewed his background in Scientology. He stated that he was first aware of Scientology in 1947, then became involved in the organization in 1950. While in the organization, he held about every position of importance, including head of the Hubbard Guardian Center, Washington, D. C. He was very active in the organiza-tion until 1960 when he left Scientology and toured the United States on his own, lecturing and processing through contacts he had made while active in the organization. 	In February 1962, he discontinued all contact with Scientology as he came to the realization that Scientology did not do what it says it does. 	He stated that his change in beliefs was a gradual one that began several years before this date, and culminated with this strong conviction about Scientology's failure. 

Mr. Hubbard stated he was not proud of what he had done while associated with Scientology. 

Mr. Hubbard continued that he was very proud of his six children, the oldest a 13-year old boy, who is a superb athlete, the youngest, a pre-school child. He stated that he works with his children a great deal, and the five children in school attain excellent grades. 	Mr. Hubbard stated he believes in God and that he has presented God and religion to his children for their own personal acceptance or rejection. 

Mr. Hubbard stated that his family moved into the Los Angeles area in July 1968. At that time, he had several talks with the local Scientology organization, attempting to keep things quiet for the sake of his children. At that time, he signed a counter deposition prepared by the organization, reversing the testimony he had presented in the Internal Revenue Service trial. He stated that the information in this counter deposition was essentially a change of opinion. He signed this deposition in the Los Angeles office of Bob Thomas, Scientology guardian. He does not know if this deposition has been used in any manner. 

I asked Mr. Hubbard if he had attested to opinions in the counter deposition that he actually did not believe, and if so, why. He replied that he had, and he did this for the protection of his children. 

I asked him if he or his family had ever been threatened or 
physically attacked by the organization. He replied negatively, but 
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added that following his testimony in the IRS trial, he received 15 or 
20 letters from the organization, depicting a death scene of a previous 
neighbor and friend of his that he had known when formerly living in the 

Los Angeles area. His friend had accidentally shot himself. Mr. Hubbard 

stated that he forwarded all of these letters to an attorney handling the 

IRS case in Washington, D. C. Mr. Hubbard stated that these letters implied 

that he (Hubbard) had knowledge of, or association with the death. 

Mr. Hubbard stated he has not had recent contact with the organization, 

and has not seen his father since the late 1950's. He has a full sister 

involved in the organization. 	She is Mrs. Kathryn Gillispie, North Holly-

wood, California. 

I asked Mr. Hubbard to explain his conclusion that Scientology 

was a failure. He stated that Scientology is dead-wrong, that it does 
not totally free individuals from aberrations, nor reduce or clear mental 

hang-ups. He stated that Scientology treats only the mind or mental 
condition, and thereby exhibits a high degree of irresponsibility to the 

treatment of the physical being. 

He continued that he considers Scientology a religion and that it 
deals with the spirit, but that it is completely ineffective as a religion. 

He believes that it fails to free the spirit and to give one spiritual 

freedom. 

I asked Mr. Hubbard if the Scientology organization was a violent 
one. He stated that Scientology considers itself a world apart from 

society', and a world in which anything and everything is possible. He 
stated that the Scientology organization practices the philosophy of the 
end justifying the means. He believes there is considerable violence 
only within the organization. He stated that the reasons for violence 
is control of organization members. He stated the Ethics Review Board 
in the organization is used to implement control. He added that with 

the advent of the Sea-Org, specialized groups of trouble shooters4pare 

dispatched from the Sea-Org to enforce L. Ron Hubbard, Sr.'s policies 

and eliminate divergent views and redirect individuals out of line. 

He believes the Sea-Org makes a concerted effort to reclaim individuals 

who have dropped out of Scientology. He could not name any specific 

individuals. 

Mr. Hubbard considers the Sea-Org a para military/religious 
group and believes it operates torpedo boats from a secret base on 

the coast of Baha, Mexico. 
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I asked Mr. Hubbard how defections were explained within the 
organization. He replied that a negative third party is always intro-
duced into the picture and blamed for the loss of a member. The third 
force varies to fit the situation and receives the brunt of the organiza-
tion vindictiveness for the loss of a member. 

Mr. Hubbard described hisfather Is a master of group control. 
Mr. Hubbard stated his father makes sure that no one besides himself 
gets too powerful within the organization, and added that his father 
builds members of the organization to very high levels, then repudiates 
them once they have attained that level. 

Mr. Hubbard added that he considers Scientology a very badly 
run business. He feels that large sums of money are squandered on items 
such as ships, land bases, etc., and that the administration of finances 
is chaotic. 	He stated that his father's wife, Mary Sue Hubbard, makes 
most of the decisions regarding finances. 

I asked Mr. Hubbard if had any knowledge of Quentin Hubbard's 
attempted suicide. He replied that he had not seen his half-brother 
since he was a little boy, and had no knowledge of the suicide attempt. 
He stated that if such were true, he could well understand such an 
event, considering the tremendous pressures placed upon the "Successor 
to be" within Scientology. 

I asked when he last heard from his father. He replied that it 
has been many years, although his father sends Christmas cards to his 
grandchildren. He stated that he would like to meet his father again, 
as a father, and not as the head of Scientology. 

I told Mr. Hubbard that I would discontinue the interview at 
this point, and probably contact him in the near future for continued 
dialogue. He indicated he would be amenable to additional interviews 
and stated he was normally off on Tuesday. 

JAMES P. DIGRAZIA (311) 
Inspector, Los Angeles District 



Document 1-26; is a one-page memorandum of a telephone conversation 
dated 11/10/a6, between Merl Ryan, Food and Drug Officer, Baltimore 
District and Donald L. Dovel, Inspector, Los Angeles District. This 
memorandum relates Mr. Dovel's impressions regarding a prospective 
government witness. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D) because release of any portion 
would disclose the identity of a potential witness who is a confidential 
source. 



11/1C/C.5 
TE771Ts:T., coNvEasATIcr 

Academy of Scienrology 
..,.,„„yashingten, D.C. 

BetQaen: 	Merl Ryan, FED Officer - Baltimore District. 

Hand 

Donald L. Dovel, Inspector - L. A. District 

Mr, Ryan called to inquire if I though 
nid ba a snitable government witaess in the forthcc...a 

Academy 	Scientology, 7:ashington, D.C. I told 1171.m 1 thought 
should makes good government witness.. Mr. Ryan also inquired 
it necessary that I g. 	 nd ma%e the arrangements wit 
because,I waa the one who 	 4--',-.-vieued him with inspectar Harper. 
Le said General Council had raised this question. - 	told him that 	did  not 
believe this would be necessary. I explc:ined to.him 
very cooperative at the time Harper4nd I interviewed h_—. 

'Donald L. Dovel (116) 
Inspector, Los Angeles District 





Document E-21: is a one-page memorandum dated 11/2/66, :o the Director, 
Los An :ties District, from Donald L. Dovel. Subjent: (Tndivirlual's 
name). This memorandum provides information regarding a snecific in-
dividual. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted tortions contain 
names and addresses pertaining to the specific individual. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C) because release would consti-
tute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy'. 
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Document E-28. This document is a one page memorandum dated 2/4/63, to 

Philadelphia District, from Division of Regulatory Management, Bureau of 

Enforcement. Subject: Hubbard E Meter, 4093V, FDC 48405, Mrs. Margaret 

(John) Ochs, Box 289 Gap, Pennsylvania. This memorandum consists of 

specific information regarding specific individuals. 

This document is released with deletions. Deletions found in lines 2 

and 3 of paragraph 1 contain confidential information. Deletions found 

in lines 2 and 3 in paragraph 4 contain the name of a specific individual. 

These deleted portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because 

release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
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DISTRICT DATE: February 4, 1963 

During the course of cur investigatio detorminad that Mrs. Margaret Ochs is 

ma:ried to Mr. L. Ron Hubbard, Sr., and which she married Mr. S. H. Marton. 

Mr. L. Ron Hubbard, it was 

Mrs. Ochs was formerly 
was divorced in 1947 following 

a 

FROM 

SUBJECT 

• inviaion of Regulatory Management 
Bureau of Enforcement 

Hubbard B meter 
4-093 
FDC 48405 
Mrs. Margarete,(John) Ocha 
Box 289, Gap, Pennsylvania 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
et al 

Children of the marriage between L. Ron Hubbard and Margaret were L. Ron Hubbard, Jr. (who has also been connected with chic operation) and Katherine Hubbard. 

Katherine Hubbard married a Mr. Rod Whittaker in 1956 and was divtrced in 1957. It is believed that Katherine Whittaker hes remarried. Katherine has also been connected with the Scientology organization in Washington, D. C. 

Please interview Its. Margaret Ochs to determine what she 	of Scientology generally and els 	a ne the address of with view toward interviewing 	 oncerning the Scie organization. Mae. Oche nay 	able to supply additional information concerning Scientology and whether Katherina is still connected with the operation. 
• 
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)"-SL-&-.1101LLA DISTRICT DATE: February 4, 1963 

FROM &Division of Regulatory Management Bureau of Enforcement 

SUBJECT: 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology Distribution Center, Inc. 
et al 

Hubbard E meter 
4-093 Br 
FDC 48405 
Mrs. Margaret.(John) Ochs 
Box 289, Gap, Pennsylvania 

During the course of our investigation of Mr. L. Ron Hubbard, it was determined that Mrs. Margaret Ochs is the stepmother of Food and Drug Officer Arnold Morton of Seattle District.) Mrs. Ochs was formerly married to Mr. L. Ron Hubbard, Sr., and was divorced in 1947 following which she married Kr. C. H. Morton. 

Children of the marriage between L. Ron Hubbard and Margaret were L. Ron Hubbard, Jr. (who has also been connected with this operation) - and Katherine Hubbard. 

Katherine Hubbard married a Mr. Rod Whittaker in 1956 and was divtrced in 1957. It is believod that. Katherina Whittaker has remarried. Katherina ban also been connected with the Scientology organization in Washington, D. C. 

Please interview Mrs. Margaret Ochs to determine what she knows of Scientology generally and also to determine the address of (Katherine) with view toward interviewingiKathorin!)concerning the Scientology organization. Nro. Ochs nay be able to supply additional information concerning Scientology and whether Katherine is still connected with the operation. 

PHILA. 	ASSIGNMEN 
nn W. Smart 
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Documents E-31, H-34, and H-77 are identical. This document is a four 
page memorandum dated 3/18/63 (with a two page affidavit and copies of 
certificates), to Director, Los Angeles District, from Inspectors Donald 
L. Dovel and Dale E. Harper. Subject: Hubbard E Meter, 4093V, FDC 
48405. This memorandum consists of information obtained from two individ—
uals regarding their experiences with the Church of Scientology and 
members associated with that organization. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions through—
out this document consist of specific names, dates, and specific events 
as well as identifying characteristics, which if released would immedi—
ately disclose the identity of the persons being interviewed, who are 
considered a confidential source. All the deleted material in this 
document is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 
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Inroc.atorr ^-aild L. Bevel .  
and Dale E. Harper. • • 

Yeter 
4-0937 

• • ?larch IS, 11:;63. 

L. Ron Fu-bbard 
:Founding Church-of Scientolocy 
Dionezios Foundation, Inc.. ' 

. Distribution Center,- Inc.' 
• ,et al 

R,gorence.is made to1Inspactor 	Rem1e Grove/Pni1adelphia 
- Mr= flf 	 t—ich relator: an intarvieu 1:etii,nen Inspector 
- Cr-ova an:L 	  

_Inspector Harper end I visited 	 , 	• .• residence 
Ue ramg .the ,door bell' several times tdritholith anyone answering 

dodr. We inquired of the nemt door neighbor ifi___ 	 'as 
th 

AMINTSTaAr1017: 

Submitted 

cc this memo:, 

KEK/jat 

'March 19, 1963 

for your infornation. 

v v•\ 
Supervisory Inspector 	v 7-- 

• C> 

IC:I.L111 	ECIIILL'i 
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DILLID'. 7: 
ilubbar.d E Kate: • 
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usually Lu-ly du:it the day time. The neighbor replied that 	
	 wao usually home,' as•she did not volt. he roturnedto•the 
	 resicance,about. a.half. hour later, but once e.zait we. re 
•coived no reply to our'doorbellringing.. We then departed and drove 
-,to.a.tniepiaone booth wherews telenhonc'     home. 4. WOM=11. . 
answered who.identied  herself as; 	  

• 
. 	. 	. 	. 	. 

• • • 
	 tat- the appointed t:Lmei- Innpecter Earper and I 

retorted to 	 residence for thc. interview. 	  
• invited us.intb-h;ii 	roan t=ore she sestedus on the couch. -That:: 

tam ao one else ,Iresent during the interview. H. 

	

. 	. 
- 	 ' 	• 

We briefly.explcited the nature of our visit to herv, at .tick - 
• tirla she infonned the Inspectors that he was "pro-scientology'!. She 
expreseed:her:dionatisfaction with FDA for its Washington action aceinst 

• 
 

the" cult. Jqe attempted to explain to. her that-the Government was not. 
taking any action against•sny individual or group in the organization 
at thin time as our seizure action involved inanimate objects. only. 

'She atafled that shewas- employe.f. by the organization in 

	

. 	l'Z'achington.X.0 	
furnished:uswith very little factual information vith -• 

'respect to•the E-Meter or the•operatian of the organization.. She stilted 

	

..that she 7433 not agualified.eUdiccr and had not used the E-Meteri 	

According.to her; she knew of no type of claims that were made 
H foi the Meter during he.-: association with the organization. She denied 
that any type of illneesesireither physical or mental, Fare treated or 

Heicgnosed using the Meter.  
...- . 	_ 

She informed the Inspectors that the auditing sessions on the 
Meter had helpediher considerably, but she declined to elaborate en this 
point any. furthor. She hinted thst this was of a - personal nature and- 
did not involve any illness or disease, 	 informed us 	.-. 

_. 	 
that Hubbard and his:organization had done "consider:2:a good in the:. 
t rid" --- 

Che described ac ...Leif at a conservative Republican- who had the 

.-ppinicn that the Govern ent had no inherit right to decide that was 
right for the Individual. 	.  

I ceted that slle is not pres2ntly connected with 
the el-sanitation in any manner havinc; been inactive sinae 1959. 

- 	.. 	.' 	-- 	- 	' 	. 	i 	.. 	• 	 . 
She further explained chat the -;''.sychintristsand 'ca'-cholcF,ia-s 

w2-.7.1: bez.Lnnia3 to cdo?!: EJbl-.-ar-fH 11:i-.1-::::::::1:, cop,  --4  -1'y - -". :1--: 
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of pyschc,:bmatics. She indicated that :She personally felt the E-Meter 
vas use:u14 particularly to the neurotic 'porson, but the I 	vuld not cut: 

... antistatements withlrespect7tpits usefulness for any other:type of 
_-Hmental'or ph::sieal:,illinesies.-.,  . 	. 	, 	. 	•• . 	_ 	.. 	 . 	_. 	 . • . 	• 	. 	, . 	, • 	• 

-We inquired:if any specific belief or faith '.'as necessary to be 
- 'helped" With the Pieter She stated that this was unnecessary and'Y 
membership in the Church ass also not recuired for a :arson. to be heir 
She also -mentioned that-if one desired to, join tLe ch7.:.r 	3f Scientolc 
it viauld not be necessary to give up. one's present faith or otherviSe 
-_fetter L-ith your re2ular religiou3 beliefs or practices. 	. 

. 	 _ 	 . • - 
i;Z:, 	 This concluded cur interview.with 	. . 

, . 	 Inspector Harper and I visited the hOme of 

	

_ 	_  
	 7.1e ..man who 

	

. answered the door identifies herself as 	 /arid told us her 

.husband nue a.: work. .She indicated he tonic be  wiiling tc taik tom` . 

	

their residence es soon  as possible. 	 —esreed. to :tal% wi 
7., 1 . 	US at 111s,  rcsidence-oa   : :- 	r 	  ...-- 

.1.1.;), 	 -  	 • . 

_ 	  -  his resild::::*: IlarPz7: a'aci'Lral:11o=ant for thc 
' . 	interview. 	 'begot thd inter.-iew bycanenting that he was 

	

,c,.4. .-- -. • 	 ,:,. aware cf. Flik's action in Washin&ton and was in complete sympathy-with 

	

.rlikwit.7i
- 
 —:!: ' 	 • •-•.:. .position., .:He enplainedthat he is Tresently employed' 	

f°2•.‘"i'V ......  

• ties with t.le organization. After hie re.,icnation, the organization 
	 /resigned his position and completely severed a: 

rave:Led all his certificates. 

	. he stated his primary _c-son for leavin3 the organization vas 

	 Personal - obacrvazi;.n proved to hil=.• that the basic 
of the snit did net .:or:. cut as they had claimed. He rnol: 

.• that other people:1;hr: 	not Lisientolsiist5sppoared to him to be 
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Kubbard E Meter 
 4-0937 	4340.5:_ 

ashal-py and normal with no.More problcs then the  staunch disciples c 

	

Scientology. f 	

en:plained that the t:ashingtoncituatica had his own 

family in such turMoll that his trifle threatened to leave him  46  he di( 

not 	get out of the organization 	'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 	''''''''''''''''''' --------- ''''''''''' 

i 	_ 	2i.-ter ern-ring 	
___ 
	 stated he tried auditing 

lon'histywn icr sIlhile,Thut was not c---0-2.7u1 financially, so he soca 

idiscontinued tELt practice and tried a .`ore convential means for pro-
f Tviding for his family, He stated that he had----- — --jobs before 

' I 	
He c:plained that he has 

According•to 	 the E-Meter is used by the cult-to treat 

all diseases, both physical and mental. He stated see reason he beerf 
discouraged with the cult was a result of his personal'e:cperiences in 

volving trio E-Mcter. .He explained that the Meter simply did-not prod 
the results that vere'claimed for it Ey the cult in all respects, in-

-..cluding:alleviatingor.curing disease:. He told us.zhe organization 

:professed to be -able to successfully treat all diseases,-as. they are-

'pyschoscsetic in origin.-. Although they openiTElcim to be able to ti 

:.and diagnose all-disease and. illness, they say the E-lieter does not 
diagnoseany'disease,'however, the E--Meter is.an essential tc 

:.for the auditor to.produce.'!beueficial" results of ,any kind./ 

ACceirding" to 	anyone who wishes to purchase an E-Mcte: 

may do so vithoutl:ever having been connected with the organization ol 

.being a =mbar, simply by sending the =nay to England. Ee stated tI 
the use cf the E-heter does not require the subject to be a me-Tiber es 
the church 'or profess any faith in God or any similar deity. 

He estimated that an auditor -..cold spend freS.43 to $5000 

training with the cult to become c qualified auditor. He thinks the 
are about 2,CDO auditors in tha United States at the present time.: 

teach auditor count still contfnua to pay mosey to the cult eve 

after he has been "cart;fied".  %The cult is constantly revising its 

courses and technirues 	c.ylam ed, so it is necessary for 

:auditor to keep himself up-to-dote if h: is to remain in good standi 

with the or”nnication4 	 	csid it vas "like holding a carrot.i 

-rent of a donkey". 
. 

Rezarding the cult's being Cl cl:,:rch 	--stated "the Chu: 

ScienCologyis.a church in IlLma only.. ne stater:: this was done t 
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circum-.-ent legal difficulties. The Internal Revenue Service, in 1.959, 
ruled that the group must:pay tal:es as they did Lot fully meet the 
requirements for a'non-prOfit organization. He stated that the cult 
hired a law.  firnin Washington to contest the internal Revenue Service 
ruling, but Ehis was to no avail as the Tulin.; was upheld. He -  could nc 

recall any.  .other particulars:about this during the-interview: 

_ 	 r 
He ntatcd the organization indirectly 'badsc=c 'trouble with 

in 1957. He mentioned that acre  physiciuns connected with the'organia, 
were attampting to market -a food sup3.1ement or vitamin preparation cal: 
Diazine, but the manufacturer(nu=2 net kr,own)tcas charged with rdshrand: 
the producte, because it was low in pota-tcyj ao the cult dropped all in-

terest in the product. 

• •-- 
During tha 4ntervie - ........... —.displayed 11.1-s certificates and 

.froM the various related orgehizatiEns of the cult.  	

He also' displayed two' crosses ;lei th he said were on by 
'Scientology Church ministers... These consisted of a regular Christian 

t:* cress witht superimposed rcibe like cross ..:hich he identified as the 
"synbolof everlasting•life". We mentioned to him that this suggested 

IT.  us that the crosses. indicated the church mombers were followers of Ch: 
He. informed us that thisidas.not so, as the cult was-a church in name 
-only and there was no worship of any kind conducted at the co called 

. 	• 	. 	• 	•.:.. 

rd 



Se= 1 e No. 	 

_:ate or  cr_a__c.l -'-~-_ 
	 icc: 4.,::cf, 

County or  9,  cc  

Edu Oat ion, and welfare, Foot 	14-;;;:-;:c..r2.:nrstrati on, des: gnated by the Secretary, under author!: 

\ 	Before me, 	 , a-. employee of the Departmont of Heal tr 
o 	the Act or J Liu ary 3:, 1925, 43 Statutes at Large 603 (5 	S. C. 521); Reorgani zation Plan No. Secs. 12-15, effective June 30, 1940; and Reorgani zation PI an No. I of 1953, Secs. 1-9, effective ril 	11, 1953, to administer or take oaths, at f I rmations, and atfIdavits,  r I davi ts, personally appeared 

	 In the county and State aforesaid, who, being Cs r. Cu. y sworn, criP6 	akd says: 

L. flon Hubbard (Sr.) --    is the origiral  founder of the 
Founding Church of Scientelogy. It began with'   /studying dienctics in 192.8/1.9. Around 1950, he began writing ertiCles en the subjcat end =et-
tually formed °romps in C=den, N.J.; Wichita, Ransas; Los Angeles, Calif.; !thseni7:, AZ1-2.; and London, Engl,̂71. 

Th3 religf:cus aspect (ficientolony) vas introduced around 1952. It 
beer_ a.chures in name only, for incoMe-tan pnrce, ses harsdr,t21,circumvent legal slifficultiese In 1959, the cult was force-.027 pay finee:5.6 taxes by 
the Internal Revenue Service (Federal). An appaal vas made to have the 
organization classed es a non-profit orzanimation, but to the best of my 
knogilecte, this appeal was lost. 

The organization also had difficulty with the FDA in 1957 because of 
a food supplament/vitemin preparation ("Diazine") which vas handled  by the 1-17's who were members of the organization. The result 1:35 that the item 133$ dropped by the cult when action vas taken ecaimst the manufacturer 
(unknown to me) because of misbranding (low potency). The cult tas not 
involved in this action. I can trial: of no other use of drugs by the cult. I 	bees me associated with the °reanimation 	..... „. 

• 

	

All the certificates were revoked by the organization 	

von a constant turnover in techniques, in which the old ones would be 	 
	 discarded and the auditors would hated to be re-trained (at their 
	=pease). 

t` e 	  

St:scrlDed 	sworn co before me at 	  

tr.! s 	11411- 
	

r 	Y.2:34341 	  

ek-C. "-rt. -e>a-r 	 Es. c a t on. 
Wel :arc des: gnated under Act 	January 31, 192; 
F.eorgam tar: on PI an IV errect: ve June 30, 1943; 
Rec rgan za :1 oh Plan No. 1 of 1953. of remove 
A:.:12. :I, 

7D-1,63e (Rev. F..).b. 1958) 
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f!:st dm-ly sworn, deposes arid sails: 
I estia:,te that there are presently epprominately 2000 auditors in 

the United States, each of who have paid fro= $3000 to $5000 for their 
courses. If the auditors do not keep their training up, they are de-
nounced in the ornen-ction's bulletins. 

The cult's philor,ophyisbcsedon,the 4 ntor-relations.betwaen the 
body, mine.0  and c!rmra4"11.1 dideridea 	illnesees ::are thought to be of 

-acv,e,17sEmaticnature.it is my opinion that the E Noters are worthless 
physical diso,"=-eg. .t.ny auditor viii disclaim the 

charge that the E Meters ere used in a medical ens°, hraver the E Meters 
are the basic tools used to produce t'benaficial results". The E Meters 
=rely mcasuro the Galvanic Skin I:esp.:ease. end the only difference between 
the older end newer models is the t of sensitiveness. Anyene with the 
money can purchase an E Meter, although nor.-canters of the cult pay about f'25.02 .z.ere (ercund  6125.00). 

On 3/6/63, FDA Inspectors D. L. Dove and D. E. Harper were intervieved 
*7124a 	All the above information vas 

provided voluntarily to the Inspectors. . Else gave them (to photocopy) 
certificates end degrees in my possession vhich were issued to re by the 
cult. In addition, the Inspectors were alloyed to photocopy  a letter.::::: 

There is no deity involved in the Church of Scientology. Most of 
the members become unaffiliated with thc-;ir previous churches after becoming 
a member. The Church of Scientology is base::: cn a code of ethics and philo 
sophies with the basic idea that self is the total cause, motivation and 
responsibility,  with the relation betwecn self and the environment. The 
total curative rowers are vested in self. ,. 	  

Fir 	-c 	 

SuescrIced and sworn co Derore ne ate  	

County ofj.- , 	 r.  

Before me, 	a.- e,ployee or the Departnent of Heal' EducatIon, and Welfare, Food and Drug-  .1c.T.InIstratIon, 	 oy _he Secretary, under author of tne AC t or January 31, 1925, 43 Statutes at Large 	:.S.C. 521); Reorganization Plan No. Secs. 12-15, effect:ye June 30, 1940; and neorganizatIcn Flan No. 1 of 1953, Secs. I-9, effectIl April 	 to ad.:cinister or Saxe oaths, afflmaticns, and 2.1::C0V1 ts, personally appeared 
In the county and State aforesaid, who, being 

A • r--(1 	
.17\//. I 

tze :dep.:rt.-cent 'or ne.a,.th, Education, 
tesi;-..ated uncer ACC Or J'alik,lary 31, IP 2 F.e)r.z;Lnl.nnt:on Plan !V effective June LC, 1540; 

Secrg,enizatIcr. Plan No. 1 or 1053, effective 
Air.- 11. 1;Ez. 

tn:s 	11th 	day of 	March ' 

FL-2,63a (Rev. Fab. 1958) 
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(71.1iNv off men ly /fuse Tresenti 

is /hay ordainer! frt 

:Minh-Ayr 
of the Church of Scientology of California, and by the power invested in us by our Articles of Incorpora- 

tion and in aecOrdance with the n)'-Laws and Creed of the Church, we do hereby empower h/ .../77 	to practice 

Divine Healing, to give Spirituel! advice, to hear can I e.uianals, to officiate at marriages, funerals, baptisms 

and all other 	u'ntc, tc, am! Ja par f or ru all other duties that 111,1). dez.olve upon 	 as a Minister of 

mid Church of Scientology. 

cINC\ ' • , 
• 

,
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IN/ unseat a I land  c m d Seal of this Collimation nt C:lefrulale, Cilij„ this 

I It( \) l• 	? '1. 	 Motie 
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.111i;iated with the 
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1:7-31(oN 111.113BARD, FOUNDER 
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AFFIDAVIT 

.• 	. 

State of 	 

County o I 
Califernin 

Sample No.  t,093  
FDC48/105 

too Angelo° 

Edt\ation, and Welfare, FrOndle'nhriir grnistration, designated by the Secretary, under authority 

Before me, 	  en employee of the Department of Health. 
of the Act of January 31. 1925, 43 Statutes at Large 803 (5 U.S.C. 621); Reorganization Plan No. I Secs. 12-15, effective June 30. 1940; and Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1953, Secs. 1-9, effective April 11, 1963, to administer or take oaths. affirmations, and affidavits, personally appeared 
C
rs
i  rom Hubbard Jr.  -1 	 In the county and State aforesaid, who, being 1 	r duly sworn, diltOses arid says: . 

(t. Ron Hubbard (Sr.),Einy father.)is the or ginal fo,der of the 

?I 

Founding Church of Scientology. It began with my father studying dianetics in 19148/49. Around 1950, he began writing arts es on the subject and even- tually formed groups in Carden, N.J.; Wichita, Kansas; Los Angeles, Calif.; Phoenix, Ariz.; and London, England. 
The relig!ous aspect (Scientology) was introduced around 1952. It became a.church in name only, for income-tax purgpsesmad , tamircumvent legal difficulties. In 1959. the cult was forcecitAtes9 p4OLRJome taxes by the Internal Revenue Service (Federal). An appeal was made to have the organization classed as a non-profit organization, but to the best of my knowledge, this appeal was lost. 
The organization also had difficulty with the FDA in 1957 because of a food supplement/vitamin preparation ("Diazimea) which was handled by the ND's who were Members of the organization. The result was that the item was dropped by the cult when action was taken against the manufacturer (unknown to me) because of misbranding (low potency). The cult was not involved in this action. I can think of no other use of drugs by the cult. I became associated with the organization 	

ii74/40 Ittaty.S-Citt 1950 <1 even asLy became Executive Secretary in Washington. D.C., a position now held by John Fudge. I was also Technical Director and an ordained Minister in the Chmuch of Scientology. In addition to my other duties, I was engaged in teachino es a ertified Auditor.) 
.The following certificates were received by me without any particular rainings Doctor-of-Divinity 3/28f54), Rtbberd-Dianetic-Auditom.(1/31/51). Hubbard Certified Auditor (1/11/52). I was also issued the degree of Bachelor of Scientology Xn May, 19548 and the degree Doctor of Scientology in July, 195/4 
All the certificates were revoked by the organizationtwhen I resigned on Noyember 23, 1959. I resigned for a number of reasons, includ 	financial and lack of faith. I never saw a case becoming completely "clear:3 There was a constant turnover in techniques, in which the old ones would be tOmethigt .., TiftstiaZy discarded and the auditors would Slava to be re-trained (at their 	..., expanse) . 

Subscribed and sworn to before me 

Firm 	.,-7 	/ 	 c..;.. 

P ,T.--•  X1)."4 A • t ^ di ///  T tle ce-,..>u:/' / L..ic - • ti.50,0?? . 

at
ran Palm Ave., Bell. California) 

this 	11th day of Rauch 	 
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AFFIDAVIT 

Sample No. 

Page 2 of 2 

h-0193 V  

County °gang Argot-so 7 

Before me, 	Pelt: W.,. IrerpAr 	an employee of the Department of Health Education, and Welfare, Food and Drug Administration, designated by-  the Secretary, under authortt, of the Act of January 31, 1925, 43 Statutes at Large 803 (5 U. S. C. 521); Reorganization Plan No. Secs. 12-15, effective June 30, '1940; and Reorganization Plan No. I of 1953. Secs. 1-9, effective AprIl 1,1„ 1953, to administer or take oaths, affirmations, and affidavits, personally appeared C T... pnr. 14.1441,1 ry e  Jr 	in the county and State aforesaid, who, being first dilly sworn, deposes and s s• 
I estimate that there are presently approximately 2000 auditors'in the United States, each of who have paid from 0000 to $5000 for their courses. If the auditors de not keep their training upp they are de-nounced in the organisation's bulletins. 
The cult's p)ileAlphy is aftpdou_ the inter-relations between the 

')Iii 	'I . -4  re body, mind, and etheritA diseases an illnesses were thought to be of 
mgmacMcjeturolp It is my opinion that the 8 Meters are worthless et r..' aivesidusAmentia :mid physical diseases. Any auditor will disclaim the charge that the E Meters aro used in a medical sense, however the E Meters are the basic tools used to produce "beneficial results". The E Meters merely measure the Galvanic Skin Response, and the only difference between the older and newer models is the t of sensitiveness. Anyone with the money can purchase an B Meter, although non-members of the cult pay about $25.O0.more (around $125.00).  
When I resigned from the cult in 1959..1 came to California. I am now working ele44Biiatglik?ftr the American District Telegraph Cc. after 	7) finally receiving security clearance. 4,483PectWe-401eateYerr.SEItt.LAVIII atteritheik -  - - 	 _ziero 
On 3/6/63, FDA Inspectors D. L. :el and D. E. Harper were interviewed 

ettgaafesmoteesr-eaft 	 . 
ininy.home at 6291 Palm Ave.. Bell, Calif?? All the above information was provided voluntarily to the Inspectors. 	else gave them (to photocopy) certificates end degrees in my possession which were issued to me by the ult., In addition, the Inspectors were allowed to photocopy a letter dated Feb; 15, 1969 addressed to me end sent by the Founding Church of Scientology, 1812 19th St., North West, Washington 9, D.C. urging "expert witnesses on Scientology" to avail' the:twelves to appear in court in the forthcoming trial involving the FDA 1/A/63 activities against the "ckeittch:97 

There is no deity involved in the Church of Scientology.' Most of the members become unaffiliated with their previous churches after becoming a member. The Church of Scientology is based on a code of ethics and philo-sophies with the basic idea that self is the total cause, motivation and responsibility with the relation between self and the environment. The total curative rowers are vested in_solt.,,r— 
F1 rm 	7/  

State  

this 	11th day of 	March 19±53_, 1 
j 
, 

—CS --2/ fr,  
Employee of the Departraff‘t 'of Heatt

l
e; Education, Welfare designated under Act of J 	ary 31, 1925. Reorganization Plan IV effective June 30, 1940; a Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1953, effective April 11. 1953. 

FD-463a (Rev. Feb. 1958) 

of  CRTiorre.4n  MC 48405 

P er 	 /7-4-c-/TItle  

Subscribed and sworn to before me at  673,1 037m 	Pen s  
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of the Church of Scientology of California, and by the power invested in us by our Articles of Incorpora- 

tion and in accordance with the By-Lao's and Creed of the Church, we do hereby empower h/772 	to practice 

Divine Healing, to give Spiritual advice, to hear confessionals, to officiate at marriages, funerals, baptisms ,  

and all other sacraments, and to perform all other duties that may devolve upon hirtfr 	 as a Minister of 

said Church of Scientology. 
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Certificate Vo/.9 

Iritnesseth our Hands and Seal of this Corporation al Glendale, Calif., th is 

-72" day o f efert,1  	 in the year of our Lord,ef...rs-- 
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DIRECTOR, LOS Amass DISTRICT k 

Impactor° Donald L. Dovol 
and Dale 8. Harper 

Hubbard 8 Meter 
4-093V FDC 48405 

March 1E4.1963 

L; Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Dianotico Foundation, Inc. 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
at al 

Reference io made to Inspector U. Role Grove/Philadelphia 
Memo of February 20, -19630.ehich relates an intorvies between Inspector 
Grove and 	Margaret Oche of Gap, Pennsylvania. Rte. Ochs cm 
carried to L. Ron Hubbard from September. 1932. until 1947Q 

Tho above interview disclosed that the 2 children from the 
rriago batmen Margaret Grubb.Hubbardebro. Ochn)are non living in 

the Los Angeles Arm. 

Pursuant to DRU request coo of February 4, 1963, 6o daughter. 
Mrs. Jams P. Gillespie, 7455 Balboa Ave., Van Myst, California and the 
son, L. Bun-Hubbard„ Jr., 6231 Palm Ave., Bell, California? care in-
tervieued. 

Inspector Harper and I visited (the Gillespiteoidence ongnarch 
5, 1963) Uo rang the door boll several times with du anyone answering 
the door. tfo inquired of the mint door neighbor if /Mrs. Gillespie) uas 

ADMINISTRATIOM: 	 March 19, 1963 

Submitted for your information. 

=METH E. RIMEL 
Supervisory Inspector 

Encl: 
cc this memo 
kffidavit 

,,-Photocopy of ltr dtd 2/15/63  
C....Photocopies of 10 licences for Church of Scientology 

___--....-0----- 
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usually away during the day time. The neighbor replied the:fro. 
Gillespie was usually home, as she did not work. We return to the 

(Gillespie residence about a half hour laterubut once again we re-
ceived n reply to our doorbell ringing. We then departed and drove 
to a telephone booth. where we telopponedike Gillespie) home. A women 
answered who identified herselfeers. Gillespif

t
l &he indicated the 

reason she did not answer the door tta that she' et suffering from the 
flu, but ahe agreed to talk with us on the following day at 1:00 pan...) 

' 	. '0'11 March 6. 196:i at the appointed time, Inspector Harper and I 
returned to the(Oilles e)residence for the interview. furs. Gillespie) 
invited. us into -her living road where she seated us on t couch.. There 
was no one else present during the.intetviear. , 

We briefly explained the nature of,oui visit to herx_ at which 
Heim she:infanta the Inspectors that slhavaa'"prooscientology". She 
expressed her dissatisfaction with PDA for its Washington action against 

'the cult. We attempted to.explain to ber that the Government was not 
taking any.actionagainit any,individeal or group in,the organisation' 

-,at this time as our seizure action involved'inaniMate objects only. . 	. 	. 
• _, 	, 	. 	. 	.. 	. 	. 

She stated .that she vas employed by-the organisation in . 	' 
Washington, li.C.Ces a file clerk and receptionist from)1937 thru 1959., 
Cgrs. Gillespiiiifurnished us with very little factual information with 
respect to the II-Meter or the operation of the organisation. She stated 
that she was not a qualified auditor end had not used the 2-Miter. (She • 

'-indicated she had enrolled in only one of the cult's courses,. but she 
did not complete.it. This. warn stated to haVe been the Hubbard Certified 
Auditor Copse., • 	 -..: - 

• - 	_ 
Accotding-to hot, she knew of ,ne type of claims that were made 

for the Mater during heiassociation with the organization. She denied 
that any type of illnesses, either physical or mental„,wera treated or 
diagnosed using the Meter. 

• . 	 . 	,. 	 . 
She informed the Inspectors that the.auditing sessions on the 

Meter had helped her considerably, but she declined to elaborate on this 
point any further. She hinted that this 	of a personal nature and 
did not involve any illness or disease.

pas  
Odra. Gillespie7informed us ' 

that Hubbard and his organisation had done "considerable good in the 
world". 

She described herself as a conseivative Republican who had the 
-ypinion that the Government had no.inherit:right to decide what was 
right for the individual. 

Gillespie)stated that she io not presently connected with 
the organisation in any manner having been inactive since 1959: 

- She ftrther explained that the psychiatristsand Psychologisti 
tore beginning' to adopt Hubbardle:principals, especially in the.erea 
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of pyochoscatico. She indicated that she peroonallY felt the H-Meter 
tao,useful, particularly to the neurotic person, but she would not nehe 

, antatattecante with respect to its :Reclaim= fer'eny other type of 
rental or phySteal illineopeo. 

- 	He inquired if any specific belief' or. 	necessary to -be 
"helped" with-the Eater. She stated that thin was unnecessary and 

Asewberehip is the church van aloe not required for a.person to be helped. 
She also mentioned that if one desired to Join the church of Scientology 
it would not be nadepoavy to'give up one's-present faith or othervide 
interior pith your regular religious beliefs or practices.. 

.Thio concluded our interviewavith(60.Gilleapie.) 

„, 	(on Match 5, 19631nopecter Harper and I visited the home of :. 
Ron Hubbard, Jr., 6231 Palm Ave., Bell, California.) The tom= vho 

answered the door -identified herself eo(bas. Hahbanl and told go ter .:,_ , 
husband was at work. :She indicated he vejild be willing to talk with us-
at their residence an-odon as possible. (tr. tubbard7dgreedto talk Frith 
us at hie residence tinarch 7, 1963. at 2:30 p.n.) 	- 

,,, 	 . . 	• 
(On March 7,:1963/) Inspector Harper and I interviaved. Ron 

i 	 ; Hubbard began the interview by cementing that he was 
Hubbard, Jr.,]

lz
at hio Terence. -Jiro. Hubbard)vao also present for the 

nterviev.  
avare of FDA's action in HaohingtoaAnd tato in-caapletyi sympathy with our 
position. Ho captained that he is presentlytaployed by theAmsricen 
District Telegraph Co. of Loso-Aigeles as a servierirn. .r. 

cAle becoaa-cumeciated with his. fathar/aOrgonikation upon his 
graduation from high pchool in 1950. The youngerHubbard rose in the' 
organisatiOn until ho became cacoutive occretary, on office currently 
held by John Fudge. in addition to being the eaceutive secretary, Ron 
Jr. tan also technical directdi, andinetructoriand certified-auditor in 
the organisation.. He pointed 	that he was aloe en "ordained minister" 
in thaChurch Of Scientology. ' 	 . 

u
lin:1959 Ron jr.lrosigned his Position. and completely eaverdrall 

ties 6h the organisation: After hie resignation, the organisation - 
revoked all his certificates: 	- 	• 	= , 	 , 

• 
Ha abated his itleary reason for leaving the organisation vac, 

	

, 	. 	 . 	. 

moot financial. -Ho captained that the 	"wait earned in any given year - 
with the organisation was $2200. Same moldy pay cheese were as lov no 
$10 he stated. As the living coots were Sae/What steep in - the Hashiegton 
area, he stated he could not. Maintain hie wife and Children o: thin, 
meager salary. Another:reason for leaving woo that ho loot faith in the 

manisation.] Personal observation proved to him that the basic 
ideologies of the cult did not work out as they had'clabaed. He captained 
that other people shove= not ScientologietSappeared_to Moto be Join: 
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ao happy and normal with no tore prObleenthen the staunch disciples of 
Scientology. Cie indicated that theta VW also considerable friction 
with his father in all tatters involving the organitatien. Ron Jr. re- 
ferred to this coverall times during the interview -ea "thnparty_lino" 

• 
lon,Jr.- Indicated that'hie father wes Constantly in conflict with 

soMeoto.-Ronatpeaploinedehat the Caphingtonsituation had his ova 
ftwily in oudnemenoil'that his wife threatened to leave bin if he did 
not get out of the organisation. -(on november 23, 1959, he reeigned'his 
position with the cult and-left for California.) 	.  

After arriving in California, Ron Jr. stated he, tiled auditing . 
his con for drhilo, but wail pot successful financially, so ho soon 

discontinued this practice, and-tried a core committal mane for pros 
viting for hip fcwily. .Ho.otatodthat he had two other jobs before 
his current one with American District Telegraph. Home laid eff from 
his previous job because Of a panpowor cut.: Re explained that he has 
recently passed AmoricanDistrict Tolographineccurity clearance. 

e. 
According telEop Jr.,)01O 8-later ia,osed by the cult to treat -

all diseased, both physical and metal. -HO stated one reason ho became-
discouraged with the cultma a moult of his personal advertence° in-
volving the Celgoter. He expleincd that the fitter (Apply did not produce. 
the results that were claimed for it by the cult in all rimpectai-in.... 
cludiugnlleviating.or curing diseaset. He told us the organization 

'professed to be able to successfully treat oil diseases, as they are 
pyschosomatic in origin. Although they openly elabn to bnablnto treat 
and Magmata all'dieemo and illness, they bay the 13-Neter does not 

• seat ordiagnose any disease, howevet. the H-Meter ip an essential tool 
for the- auditor to producp "benelicial",resUlts of any kind.. 

According torRon14
3
aniene ebb visiento purchase! an'Tnetor 

may do so witioughever ha 	'been connected's/1th the orgepitation or 
being a member, simply by seeding the money to.England. He stated that 
the use of the R4noter doesnotrequire the subject to be aeswbet of 
the church or profess any faith in. GOd.or any similar deity. 

He edtimated that an. auditor would spend fran43 -to MOO taking 
'training with the cult to becoMen qualified auditor. He- thinks there 
are about 2,000 auditors 	the United States at the present tins. 

- Bach auditor must still continue to pay coney to thenult even 
after ho has been "certified". The cult io constantly revising its

techniques,CRon Jr.lemplained, so it is necessary for the 
. auditor to het* Mason upito4ato if hate to remain in good standing 

'with the oigunisation.0Mon.Jr.7paid-it was "like holding a carrot in 
front of a donkey". 

Regarding the cult's being a church,IRnaJr;2stated "the Church 
. Of Scientology is a church in name only". He stet this was done to 
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circumvent legal difficulties. TheInternal Revenue Sorvice, in 1959,, 
ruled that the group.cust pay tease as they did not.fullyieot the 
requirements fora non-profit organization. He stated that the cult 
hired a law firm is Washington to contest the Internal Revenue &atria, 
ruling, but this woo to no avail as the ruling too upheld. He could not 
recall any other particulero.about this during the interview. 

Ho stated the organisation indirectly had OU30 trouble with FDA 
in 1957. Ho mentioned that come phypicicao connected with the organisatior 
worn attempting to market a food oupplement or vitamin preparation called 
Dianine,but the zmnuleacturer(osemmk apt hnnwilhoo charged with zlobranding _ 
the product, becauoo ittno-low in potency so the cult dropped all in-
torast 

 
in the product: 

Ron Jr. stated that his father reload considerable oppooition to . 
tho Alaskan Mental Health Bill in 1955 or '56: Ron Sr..thought this bill 
gain) Psychiatrist and PsychOlogiatZ0eueh power. 

During the intertriew(lion Jr./displayed his ce ficates and-"degree" 
, Erectile varioud.related organizations of the cult. These include tan 
different items which ho pormitted us-to photocopy.these are oubmitted 
along with.  hio U4=2* Ho stated that three of these ware supplied to him 
by hio.father without any - opecific training or taking any-courses. Those 

' which we= accrdedto him vithogth any qualifications ware the Doctor 
of Divinity Degree, dated July,1954j the Hubbard Scientific Auditor Degree, 
dated January 11, 1953; and the Hubbard Dietetic Auditor Degree, dated 
January 31, 1951. .. 

. 	 . 
He also displayed two crosses which hi said were earn by 

Scientology Church ministers. These consisted of a regular Christian 
crone with a auperimpojed repo like cross which ho identified as the 
"oymbol of everlaating life". We mentioned to bin that this suggested to 
U3 that the crosses indicated the churchcomber° were-followers of Chridt. 
Rminforced us that this was not so, ao the cult wan a church in acme 
only and thore was nomorthip of any kind cocducted at the so. called 
services. 	•  

wk.,* 

We inquired ifflon Jr:. would be willing to sign an affadavit that 
would include the fore going infotationd Ho voluntarily agreed to do 
so-an4 oven stated that he would be *Ailing to testify for the CoVernMant 
if it !ore necessary. 

64,.thrch 11, 1963;TInopeetor Harper =turned to(cheflubbard)riai. — 
dente inplell„ California,)and prepared a 2-page affadavit in collaboration 
vithrL. Ron Hubbard, Jr., This affadavit is attached. 

• 
WEALD L. DOVEL • *MD DALE B. =PER 
Impactor ' 	: 	Inspector. ' 
Los Angeles District , 



TO 	: DIRECTOR, LOS ANGELES DISTRICT 

FROM 
	

Inspectors Donald L. Dovel 
and Dale E. Harper 

c 
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
5010-104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

SUBJECT: Hubbard E Meter 
4-093V FDC 48405  

DATE: March 13, 1963 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Dianetics Foundation, Inc. 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
et al 

eference is made to Inspector W. Remle Grove/Philadelphia 
Memo of February 20, 1963, which relates an interview between Inspector 
Grove and Mrs. Margaret Ochs of Gap, Pennsylvania. Mrs. Ochs was 
married to L. Ron Hubbard from September, 1932, until 1947. 

The above interview disclosed that the 2 children from the 
marriage between Margaret Grubb Hubbard(Mrs. Ochs)are now living in 
the Los Angeles area. 

Pursuant to DRM request memo of February 4, 1963, the daughter, 
Mrs. James P. Gillespie, 7455 Balboa Ave., Van Nuys, California and the 
son, L. Ron Hubbard, Jr., 6231 Palm Ave., Bell, California, were in-
terviewed. 

Inspector Harper and I visited the Gillespie residence on March 
5, 1963. •We rang the door bell several times withouth anyone answering 
the door. We inquired of the next door neighbor if Mrs. Gillespie was 

ADMINISTRATION: 	 March 19, 1963 

Submitted for your information. 

KENNETH E. RIMEL 
Supervisory. Inspector. 

Encl: 
cc this memo. 
Affidavit 
Photocopy of ltr dtd 2/15/63 
Photocopies of 10 licences for Church of Scientology 
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usually away during the day time. The neighbor replied that Mrs. 
Gillespie was usually home, as she did not work. We returned to the 
Gillespie residence about a half hour later, but once again we re-
ceived no reply to our doorbell ringing. We then departed and drove 
to a telephone booth where we telephoned the Gillespie home. A woman 
answered who identified herself as Mrs. Gillespie. She indicated the 
reason she did not answer the door was that she was suffering from the 
flu, but she agreed to talk with us on the following day at 1:00 p.m. 

On March 6, 1963, at the appointed time, Inspector Harper and I 
returned to the Gillespie residence for the interview. Mrs. Gillespie 
invited us into her living room where she seated us on the couch. There 
was no one else present during the interview. 

We briefly explained the nature of our visit to hers  at which 
time she informed the Inspectors that she was "pro-scientology". She 
expressed her dissatisfaction with FDA for its Washington action against 
the cult. We attempted to explain to her that the Government was not 
taking any action against any individual or group in the organization 
at this time as our seizure action involved inanimate objects only. 

She stated that she was employed by the organization in 
Washington, D.C. as a file clerk and receptionist from 1957 thru 1959. 
Mrs. Gillespie furnished us with very little factual information with 
respect to the E-Meter or the operation of the organization. She stated 
that she was not a qualified auditor and had not used the E-Meter. She 
indicated she had enrolled in only one of the cult's courses, but she 
did not complete it. This was stated to have been the Hubbard Certified 
Auditor Course. 

According to her, she knew of no type of claims that were made 
for the Meter during her association with the organization. She denied 
that any type of illnesses, either physical or mental, were treated or 
diagnosed using the Meter. 

She informed the Inspectors that the auditing sessions on the 
Meter had helped her considerably, but she declined to elaborate on this 
point any further. She hinted that this was of a personal nature and 
did not involve any illness or disease. Mrs. Gillespie informed us 
that Hubbard and his organization had done "considerable good in the 

world". 

She described herself as a conservative Republican who had the 
opinion that the Government had no inherit right to decide what was 

right for the individual. 

Mrs. Gillespie stated that she is not presently connected with 

the organization in any manner having been inactive since 1959. 

She further explained that the Psychiatrists and psychologists 
were beginning to adopt Hubbard's principals, especially in the area 
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of pyschosomatics. She indicated that she personally felt the E-Meter 
was useful, particularly to the neurotic person, but she would not make 
any statements with respect to its usefulness for any other type of 
mental or physical illinesses. 

We inquired if any specific belief or faith was necessary to be 
"helped" with the Meter. She stated that this was unnecessary and 
membership in the church was also not required for a person to be helped. 
She also mentioned that if one desired to join the church of Scientology 
it would not be necessary to give up one's present faith or otherwise 
interfer with your regular religious beliefs or practices. 

This concluded our interviewnwith Mrs. Gillespie. 

On March 5, 1963, Inspector Harper and I visited the home of 
L. Ron Hubbard, Jr., 6231 Palm Ave., Bell, California. The woman who 
answered the door identified herself as Mrs. Hubbard and told us her 
husband was at work. She indicated he would be willing to talk with us 
at their residence as soon as possible. Mr. Hubbard agreed to talk with 
us at his residence on March 7, 1963, at 2:30 p.m. 

On March 7, 1963, Inspector Harper and I interviewed L. Ron 
Hubbard, Jr., at his residence. Mrs. Hubbard was also present for the 
interview. Mr. Hubbard began the interview by commenting that he was 
aware of FDA's action in Washington and was in complete sympathy with our 
position. He explained that he is presently employed by the American 
District Telegraph Co. of Los Angeles as a serviceman. 

He became associated with his father's organization upon his 
graduation from high school in 1950. The younger Hubbard rose in the 
organization until he became exceutive secretary, an office currently 
held by John Fudge. In addition to being the exceutive secretary, Ron 
Jr. was also technical director, anCinstructor,and certified auditor in 
the organization. He pointed out that he was also an "ordained minister" 
in the Church of Scientology. 

In 1959 Ron Jr. resigned his position and completely severed all 
ties with the organization. After his resignation, the organization 
revoked all his certificates. 

He stated his primary reason for leaving the organization was 
financial. He explained that the most he ever earned in any given year 
with the organization was $2200. Some weekly pay checks were as low as 
$10 he stated. As the living costs were somewhat steep in the Washington 
area, he stated he could not maintain his wife and children on this 
meager salary. Another reason for leaving was that he lost faith in the 
organization. Personal observation proved to him that the basic 
ideologies of the cult did not work out as they had claimed. He explained 
that other people who were not Scientologist5appeared to him to be just 
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as happy and normal with no more problems then the staunch disciples of 
Scientology. He indicated that there was also considerable friction 
with his father in all matters involving the organitation. Ron Jr. re-
ferred to this several times during the interview as "the party line". 

Ron Jr. indicated that his father was constantly in conflict with 
someone. Ron Jr. explained that the Washington situation had his own 
family in such turmoil that his wife threatened to leave him if he did 
not get out of the organization. On November 23, 1959, he resigned his 
position with the cult and left for California. 

After arriving in California, Ron Jr. stated he tried auditing 
on his own for alkhile, but was not successful financially, so he soon 
discontinued this practice and tried a more convential means for pro-
viding for his family. He stated that he had two other jobs before 
his current one with American District Telegraph. He was laid off from 
his previous job because of a manpower cut. He explained that he has 
recently passed American District Telegraph's security clearance. 

According to Ron Jr., the E-Meter is used by the cult to treat 
all diseases, both physical and mental. He stated one reason he became 
discouraged with the cult was a result of his personal experiences in-
volving the E-Meter. He explained that the Meter simply did not produce 
the results that were claimed for it by the cult in all respects, in-
cluding alleviating or curing diseases. He told us the organization 
professed to be able to successfully treat all diseases, as they are 
pyschosomatic in origin. Although they openly claim to be able to treat 
and diagnose all disease and illness, they say the E-Meter does not 
Teat or diagnose any disease, however, the E-Meter is an essential tool 
for the auditor to produce "beneficial" results of any kind. 

According to Ron Jr., anyone who wishes to purchase an E-Meter 
may do so without'ever having been connected with the organization or 
being a member, simply by sending the money to England. He stated that 
the use of the E-Meter does not require the subject to be a member of 
the church or profess any faith in God or any similar deity. 

D00 
He estimated that an auditor would spend fromo$31  to $5000 taking 

training with the cult to become a qualified auditor. He thinks there 
are about 2,000 auditors in the United States at the present time. 

Each auditor must still continue to pay money to the cult even 
after he has been "certified". The cult is constantly revising its 
courses and techniques, Ron Jr. explained, so it is necessary for the 
auditor to keep himself up-to-date if he is to remain in good standing 
with the organization. Ron Jr. said it was "like holding a carrot in 
front of a donkey". 

Regarding the cult's being a church, Ron Jr. stated "the Church 
of Scientology is a church in name only". He stated this was done to 
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circumvent legal difficulties. The Internal Revenue Service, in 1959, 
ruled that the group must pay taxes as they did not fully meet the 
requirements for a non-profit organization. He stated that the cult 
hired a law firm in Washington to contest the Internal Revenue Service 
ruling, but this was to no avail as the ruling was upheld. He could not 
recall any other particulars about this during the interview. 

He stated the organization indirectly had some trouble with FDA 
in 1957. He mentioned that some physicians connected with the organizatior 
were attempting to market a food supplement or vitamin preparation called 
Diazine, but the manufacturer(name not known)was charged with misbranding 
the productt  because it was low in potencyjso the cult dropped all in-
terest in the product. 

Ron Jr. stated that his father raised considerable opposition to 
the Alaskan Mental Health Bill in 1955 or '56. Ron Sr. thought this bill 
gave psychiatrist:sand psychologist5to much power. 

During the interview Ron Jr. displayed his certificates and "degree"; 
from the various related organizations of the cult. These include ten 
different items which he permitted us to photocopy. These are submitted 
along with this memo. He stated that three of these were supplied to him 
by his father without any specific training or taking any courses. Those 
which were awarded to him withouth any qualifications were the Doctor 
of Divinity Degree, dated July,1954; the Hubbard Scientific Auditor Degree, 
dated January 11, 1953; and the Hubbard Dianetic Auditor Degree, dated 
January 31, 1951. 

He also displayed two crosses which he said were worn by 
Scientology Church ministers. These consisted of a regular Christian 
cross with a superimposed rope like cross which he identified as the 
"symbol of everlasting life". We mentioned to him that this suggested to 
us that the crosses indicated the church members were followers of Christ. 
He informed us that this was not so, as the cult was a church in name 
only and there was no worship of any kind a)nducted at the so called 
services. 

We inquired if Ron Jr. would be willing to sign an affadavit that 
would include the fore going information. He voluntarily agreed to do 
so and even stated that he would be willing to testify for the Government 
if it were necessary. 

On March 11, 1963, Inspector Harper returned to the Hubbard resi-
dence in Bell, California, and prepared a 2-page affadavit in collaboration 
with L. Ron Hubbard, Jr. This affadavit is attached. 

.1-9041/X- 01-.9GIAEP 	 1414 
DONALD L. DOVEL 	AND DALE E. HARP R 
Inspector 
Los Angeles District 

Inspector 
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Document E-32. This document is an eight page memorandum dated 3/19/68, 
from the files of a foreign agency. This memorandum consists of a 
report of investigation concerning the Church of Scientology. • 

This document is released with deletions. Deletions found on pages 1, 
2, and 7 contain the names of the agency and individuals associated with 
that agency. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), 

because release would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
The deleted material found on page 4 of this document consists of confi—
dential information, including medical references, which if released 
would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). 

The deletions made on page 6 and page 8 consist of confidential information, 

which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 

Note: Please excuse the poor reproductions of this document. Several 
attempts had been made by this Agency, using the instruments available 
to it, to reproduce better copies; however, we were unsuccessful. 
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Vlith reference to the attached. 	 . 
reference 6.21 dated 10th Capcmber, 	fro 
the Deputy Chief Con laude:', Lotective Dnreau, 
Deuartment of Police, Los Anele.1, 
requestin- information'oboue the Church of 
Scientology. 
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Etb.at scientel.ey 
,0 	 tt 	 17.c,.faarr of fraZ.:_f_as 

eteer 	attr:.:a ccual±d az;f:. 

..o t.._ 	to J.? 	opy)oce it. Itc 

-orieaftypic: 	2-....acttco2 alto a .5.-.citon4ica 
thee& 

so dol-ljud as to..aceo:::c 	Jelle:crc. Abova all, 
itn 	 -)e a ...arfJ::, 

	

clfaitt :ace 	 evidontc. t'eat 

(I) Thera is no :"1".? 	exiCti:6 law 

	

c:-.ectry tO 1120.-ALY 	77,X-.- 1!.cc of ccientoloz,y.  
cc-aa-ca.0. thLt  

	

it woy. 	:_eady to take all 

	

PoYar 	 ita growth. 

(.7) 	It ia ::no..... -;:---:;.. azi aszocicto compony„ 

I 
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:i.ct---.:1 	• 1'...; b.:..ttc 

aro (1.- ':2C:t...IT U,ZI-J.'--.2:Y7 fl.:. 	_ 1.-.0.7:terPL:..:.11, :72.ina:: 
i 	"'; --t,'::::.:1:1 S-S.ln :XI:. ..'.ortn .- 	....a. 	'The', fc.,..A• part of 
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ti.-,  arac. or.sani,..at.2.31-; 37.2_ ...-.. -. tcad for ar.ditiaar:; otuaai.t:... 
Tt :'.2 '..-..r.oi.T.  t:aaa 7.21CD. ztt C - 	Y.afajatte Ron 'Fiv.bbard 

1 	-.ICT -C CU .0,-,0.1- a7.e lleil:cir: 	C,;-:.-ard is aurrcntly 
' C:i :=.. 'Ths Royal Scot-  . 
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Th3 power thnd st,;ff oJ the orszc,nontion cano%. 

be underimated. 	Thuy 
are: wen able to coIr with 

intern-1. discipline and intc:ilfence fro.r. outsiOc 
the 

1 

org.ansation 
and follow the policy dictua laid. down 'v EProcrd 

that. 
-ney ay:e veru sensitive to criticism 

attack is Ithe best
0...:!fc,hce. 	naTc.cTopo :ationaj 

i Newspapers and the local Oopncil in East Grin: 

have attacked the orsahleay.ion snd a.n 
reHliation t2.he 

orE::anisatioa have take. riot Writs for libel a.'11:. '+ 

thorn.  

V!hilst students,  are beln7 7-)173‘oesAcd. 
they are 

advised to take a foi'm o2 vitamin tabTht. y'r.Lon 

contains 
vitamin E', -2:2o:,c2ibal by tics orL.anis-, tioi-J-

These tailets are believed to contain no :led5c.1. 

benefit %.liatsoevera 	Me ta-oleto aro enpensio. t'o 

1 	 Ellobardi tile for. 	fir 
the orzanisation, is sn 

; 	Anerican. citizen. 	lie w..-, boleh in :.'.....Po, on,12.1e 

I 	13th florLen, 191.1. 	H.:,  -Ft-..7-1. tho orf"...ni3ation in 1.9...-,..) 

•'In the United States of .j..f?ie,'. ard it is,h.notl as fn.:: • 

gnurch a Scientolo5y of CS_ifp-.2nia., 	
lie fo7laed•ti,. 

oltaisntions in thi:. ce,-.-2y.il-k 19520 	It wis not 

'til 1SSO tht i....i.... ept:-,5L.*:P:ed the Word-wide 
1::  
h.-adol.a:.ters ::t Saint Y111 1:27:12)?, Eaat 0-,Yinstead, 

i 	Sussea'.., 	Despite sone 
„7:f.,::.:1l72.r alaino, HilibarO. .:::.:,.---,.., 

1 	
to have no medical or sni....tc c.u.i.olificatia. 

Informaion is to "2 
t7. fb.c.t Hobbsrd, on ne 

1 	
17th Angast, 1948, woo flsed 25 dollars at. San Luis 

C.Y.)ies;e, Ualifornia, 
	tie-.,:t, and on 16t-r, 

‘il.:. 
152, at Ph:::•.:a..7nhia„ 

PennsylvaPia, l'..,1, 
: 	

.. 

.',.* 	ni:
9 
 ruPt0 	1..t i-.-:. ;.-ow alleged that he is h 

:Lin-lin:lire. 

i 	 ID--•-,bard hoasts -,-,..' - t he has the follciinE: 0::: 

i 	
.-j1W.ans of Panpla h-:',Iya:Thont the world 

west of the 

prtain, 	hs )...;:a kno,v.. to soy thst h..; ia 

	

travefled 
He a 	

bee mcr., Tc.s7inrz 	n o t the vasneto of 

	

...-07,v; ....a Lsr). 	
- 

pn. 19Ge 4;:he 
o?:-.-..*sation 7:3.0 a lapcc br:n2.1 :... 1 

:le at,-
.':o cf Vtc.:c.c-.:cka, :ae--,:ralia, and. its s,ettvit...c- 

i 	17;1 tP a 1ptv':q of c.1
7,  boin:i, appointee. th,.....: in 

i 	•-• :,.-c
-, y,,,L.-, sua,•• . _,..1.: :vi.Pb_r:. 

 t.,flaseiation ..t‘ 

1 	.7"..o:.a'.1: ;:off.c...ys elni:-
.; --, 'pi the wor2ld's 'Largest 	

nI-- 
.7. 

h...h".s.'7.:). 	 n. 	. .1 -1 1z• i; rsall Y is, hu:svcr
,  

.1.0 v.oi-Iii.*3 11.al"jest o:j-nsatto.7. Pf incivalified icrs,o, 
-0-:actica ..2 37:11P:Orn113 teehniquea whic: 

. 	.. 	_ Imsc2ade r':.-t_... i.o.3:::-ap:7'. 	
.2he report inr.:;3::,  vi:f..t. 

1 	

ihat L'i .H Lento. 
::: .t 

ao:y is evil, 4..t. toenicInes c‘.%ril, : .. 

-.

. 

:::?icals tr.a.cat .%;c1 n.. conit,;
,., r:;o:. 	..'. 

' 1).,:a.:-• anC. c:,,*ally, 	
.-.).L1:--lns th*t r:r7ort '— 

i 

..
.•;;;„ .•':;:A:n. c...'fect.iv1.-., f .-.:2.:,,,-:.ts.tho pfacticc ;.2f 

6:ientoloy. 



tqlo/r,' 

• 

721-0 orgaaisak,ion ha..7. r.oauldarablo assets in 
thiu aountrye It la hrioya to control an hotel, a 
Small tran:Tort fc2oa"), t—o estatc ao- ncia3, a LjTctf 
a s;iall o:demleal aapply o ,i-loan 	a indiocc  hairdrc,cr 
ntki owns'namorons country ;,auson. 

T 3Ck that this Topc7,f2  together with attached 
Look Order iA)rm f  be :Cori:yard:T:0, to thernoputy • 

Ch.Thf Commandor, Mtectiy0 ',)Jroan, Deportment of 
PolleJ, 150 N. Lou Jingo c_'_. 2:react, Los ATIsolcop 
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Docament E-33; is a one-page memorandum dated 12/8/70, to Dallas Field 
Office from James P. DiGrazia. Subject: Scienzolomv, Feouest for 
Investigation. this memorandum is a request to determine the type of 
investigation conducted by a State agency. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions consist 
of names and address which if released wculd disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) 
(i) CD). 
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Documents E-34 and H-111 are identical. This document is a two page 
memorandum dated 1/8/71, to Dallas District Director, from Inspector 
Gary S. Quam. Subject: Scientology. This memorandum is a report on a 
State investigation requested in document E-33. 

This document is 
document consist 
characteristics, 
agency involved, 
are exempt under  

released with deletions. The deleted materials in this 
of specific names, addresses, dates, and other identifying 
which if released would immediately identify the State 
which is a confidential source. These deleted portions 
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

O 

Exhibits 1-4, described on page 2 of this document, are identical to 
documents A-63, A-64, A-65, and A-66, which have been released with 
deletions. The remaining exhibits numbers 5-10 were released and identified 
during Mr. William L. Jackson's deposition of May 21, 1977. 
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• . 	 .. 	• 
She viewed a film, fifteen to twenty- MinUtes c  „. 

length; t)f 	Ron Hubbard wherein through an-Inte*view type 

prCgram, he described.the virtues of Scientology..y 

:She received a twenty minute lec'ture from ah'individuai 

at,the branch office'who made explanations-abOut:scientology 
. 	• 	_ 

3.  :Sheyas introduced tog a young man named.DaVid. Theyd  

were,Peatedat.e table facing each other: and they were told 

by the leCtUrer:to stare at each other without,movement4Dr.,  

conversation. ,This situation endured for approximately,41/2' 

inqt6P -atcWhiCh time the lecturer intervened and closed-the 

She then received a fifteen minute lecture on ComMUni-

catioqS and - the Scientology gradient chart. 

5. .She then entered a room with a female whom she described 

as "hippie" appearing. In this room she was put on the E-r:  
Meter with the E-Meter being situated in such a position- that'-,.. 

she and..the auditor could look at the Meter. They spoke..a 

briefly, of her upsets. Nancy's upset, she explained; was 

trouble with her employer. 

6. She was asked by .the"lecturer as noted In- No. 2 

:complete a questionnaire, 'the same consisting of genera 

type questions. 
• 

7. She visited with the Registrar who .spoketo her of-
,
the': 

tdifferent processes one could receive in Scientology...,p01: 

also explained the advantages'of the different processes 

theit- cosi The Registrar then asked for a check butwa"' 

hot ,overly Idathant about same. 

I contacted Mr. & Mrs. W. Major Bowles at 7308 Turtle:-.! 
Creek Blvd. (North Central Expressway at Hilicrest)..t- ti.'' 
will be recalled that Mrs. Bowles had written thecState:L 

vWelfare•Department complaining about Scientology and tile, 

ill effects it had upon their son. The Bowles were veryy 

.receptive and cordial people and turned.oVer to the writer . A • 
''numerous articles and other materials relatingto Scientelogy

i  

:They related the following_story: 	 " 

Their son had grown up apa very religious person 

in 
 t 

a.Church'br Christ ,:family atmosphere: He had. 	never given  

his family.a Moments trouble until he was introduced to ' ' T _ 
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INTER-OFFICE COMMDNICAT141:, -744 

Attorney General "s Office'  

DATE:  March 7  
4-• 

TO: 	• File 

1969. 

 
 

 

.4FRP.Isk,..4 nny'  Mr(741‘pqnr : 

;SUBJECT:'  Scientology,: , 

4.2kt Dallas 2r26-69 
• 

j?s :Millard Heath, Executive Director, Dallas County Medical••  

Association, ,Medical Arts Building, was contacted. On an 

earlier visit the request was made of Mr. Heath that he 

`obtain- a copy of the Menninger Report, a psychiatric study 

of Scientology, and to obtain as much information as he could 

from the psychiatrists in the Dallas area regarding their.. 

thoughts on Scientology. Mr. Heath had done neither and; 

in general, ' showed a lack of enthOsiasm for our' Scientology  

inquiry. 

jtecontacted Fred Pass,. the Dallas:- Morning News:• Dallas, 

44:Morning News: Building. It will be recalled that Mr. Pass 

had conducted his own study into Scientology prior to 

Writing'a• series :of newspaper :articles that appeared' in the 

Dallas Morning News in the early part cif January, .1969... 

Mr: 	Pass advised that the new head` of :the-IDallas.8CientOIO6y:  

jOranches,' Tony Hitchman, had visited 	 : It Was Mr:.. 

Pass' impression that Hitchman had come to Dallas to rerilace.  

Allan Walter.4.ACcOrding to .Pass! impression,. Walter halt, .. 

somehow fallen'.out of favor with Hubbard::: Mr: Piss  

',further releVant.: information but promiaed his further dopperari 

:Interviewed  ancy Mancuso an employee Of the Dallas:Morning 

NeW 	who visited the Dallas branch :of: Scientology "in•.the

atter.  part :of 1968 in conjunction:with: the article that: wa9 

being: Wr itten;loy,- Mr ; • Pass 	Followin4J is ,,a summary, of het.,  

activities '-at theibranch office.. 	 • 

1' 

- 	, 

tipn :witty this office. 

ai 
4b 

I C 
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)Scientology*at119 years of age. .After being introduced-11 

:into' Scientology the.complete changed, gaVe'up.his schooling 

and became very uncommunicative with his family. His parents. • 
claim that because of Scientology they had numerous prObleMe 

with'. hiMHwbich resulted in their callifig the police to put 

jaikofi,bwo occasions and placed him in the psychiatric,  *-. 
ward'ar Parkland Hospital:" Their son is presently'. living '- 

with therd- althOugh they claim he is' not the same as he used 

tO'beibefore;SCientology processing and that once he attains 

*.the age, of 	he will re-enter into the. Scient6logy way ,of 

lifec• Because ,of_their hatred for SCientology and the 

i-trouble they caused their son and to the' local branch, their' 

'son was, branded a PTS (potential trouble source) because bi' 

his..unruly:faMily. Their son received a certificate from 

.ScientologYlcertifying him to be a minister in the'Chfirch 

5:,of Scientology; He was active in Scientology and spent weekS ,;4 E • 

54n: theAustin branOh and also had,  gone to England to 	'- 

Hill 	'further studies.-  The writer's im7-7 

pressionCf.the situation is that most of the trouble 

. occurring,between the Bowles and their son probably could 

k  have been prevented had the family taken a more tolerant 1  

view and it was not, necessarily Scientology that created 

their whole'problem. Although the family meant wellOtA-, 

seems, quite apparent that their son will return to SCieptOlOgy. 

and create a'firm disconnect from them. 

2-27-69c Interviewed. Richard StetZel, 3949 Wentwood, buSilieSe 

address :2000 Stemmons Freeway, Dallas Furniture Mart;. 

Mr. Stetzel. advised that his wife to whom he was married Or T. 	. 
20•yearearld'his eldeSt son, 19 years'of age had disConpecte 

•frola.him because of Scientology. .He advised that his wife,;  

':had`becomeinterested in Scientology in 1967 and at the''tf. 

present .time was in California where she haS acnieved'grede''. 

OT-4.' He aid his wife had been married in the Cath6licst 

Church and through the years had experienced the usuelt:, 

matrimonial disputes but once his wife commenced withHSCientology 

studies-he was unable to reason with her.; In 1968 ehe.c6Mt-ii:, 

menced divorce proceedings against him because he Was,n0t.,i• 

' amenable to: the teachings of Scientology. In order tosaVe• 

.his twenty year marriage,. Mr. Stetzel came 'to :the branch   
headquarters-An Austin and conferred with Mr: John-McCoy, 

.the xeabOn'being that he. believed M6Coy to.be'the.head of the'. 

Texaa .brflnizatiOn. He conferred. with: 	for apprixtimatelY±• 

1:?.fOUrYOZA-fiVehours'apd after being: audited and 
making-Certain.. 



' t  •-/ 	' 
' 	."-ri; • 

pr. 	• 

, 
concessions; 

,
McCby. called his wifejn Dallas at.1100T.m. 

omaySundayjnightsto Stop all-divorce proceedings.':':Hie 
yife, i upon' - tbe orders of McCoy,.did that - and again :poMmuniCated 
with him. ..Later, With each little problem-that would, arise 
'in :the familyjife, his wife would call Deloree'StOkee', a 
Clear,-'herjpersOnal.auditor, 	who would then phone Stetzel and 
teil- hith.howy.to/conduct  his affairs.' Stetzel, being unable,. 
to'Cope- flaithl.this sitUation then commenced'diVorceproceedinge' 
againstYhi6:igifereceiVing same, the,latterpart of 1968:'-',.:Me 
adViseafhie,son had also disConnected'With.hiuLthis being the 
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xr 7 INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICApOW-t, • . 	• 
Attorney general's:Office,. 

DATE  May..13,j/  6j  

TO: 	 File/  

RQ 	'Ray MCGregor - 

susjieti 	Scientology  
S

UBJECT 
, 

At Dallas' 

. 	. 	.  
April ,:1969„.writer proceededitp -balla6 to-visit the 

Cientologyfranchise - centers.*The-addresPes for.theseHcenters 
are asfollOwa'.:, -The Scientology of Dailas,?2405 Cedar Springs:; 
Scientology 	of Applied Philosophy; 621 Park Road,-.YH 
Arlington; Scientology- pf.  Richardson, 777,South Central Express 
way.  

Writer,cOntacted Sherene Filisky, daughter of the owner 
of,subject :franchise, Bette Filisky. Miss Filisky was asked O. 
questions because- of her.apparent yoUng:age;. Writer merely 
observed the surroundings and made arrapgements-tb cOnOr-with' 
the owner at a later date. 

• 
At 2405 Cedar Springs, Dallas, writer conferred with 

Susan Ballatityne, Area Director, Scientology of,Dallast7:,,Writer 
- had.only a:general:conversation with Miss.BallantYne ancUdid. not 
ask tO:see any books or records. She advised that the.Dailas - 

'franchise.centeryor Scientologywas:commenced inU964.3'Underthe 
direction of Alan.C. Walter.- To her knowledge,:there*qap-! 
proximately",five 'franchise centers of Scientology in TO40,the 
three in Dallas and two in Houston. She adVised thatithe44ead-./. 
quartersAlbr-such franchises As the Church of Scientbiogrlocateld. 
in Austin, Texas. She commented that a weekly repotit is. prepared:. 
tly- ,the,Dalias Cenier,and that 10% of the receipts are tranSmittedt 
to the world-Wide headquarters,Tot Scientoldgy ledated:in,2:AnglandV 
She TUrther advised that all records made during the auditl.pg. 
sessions areconfidential'ae are the prepared quedtons•apyPsed 

-by the.auditor.*Miss Ballantyne further-advised' that—the'aPprox- 1, 
lthate coptfor:ari education An - ScientologY for the,  
-'.26 stopP-ihtheir.gradient - chart is $7,500.00. For the train-. 
ing to be a'professional auditor, you add an additional $2-,000.00c.  
4clore;-:.:SheYsaid'theHcomplete course takes approximately. twoyears'. 
i;:tocompleteahe-,has:approximately - 05s,tuden-4:ehro]ledAn 
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• „i4s.ii,,,Nf', r 2.:=::::! • ' 	• 7..-e. : 4' :. ::,- 	••• ';..-.. 	'-. 	
• • • 	•,, 	.,.: • 	••• 5 	'..., tIN.teis 	".: 

et.  Fr 	t , 	d••, ,.... 	, : : 	: . 	; •. 
, 	' • • . • *." . • 	2..s' ., 1 	•-: 	• 	At Arlington 	, ...... 	. 	. 	• 	-• • •  	...c,.:10,114 

• • On APril'i • 1969 writer visited the. Scientology franchise,. •;,••;,,? - .... ivy., 71,...i. 
. center in Arlington known as the Scientology Institute of ApPlipqk VC, • 

• . ire n' Pe'. 

, •  

• • 

1.̀*'-tel.eziiology in 'Dallas at the present time: Rer•i•dif,initiodl•kiir, 
vSCientologr. and: Ats prOcesses known as auditing iisiRmelii.rttheY  

41tillosophy:;,•This particular- center. is owned and operated.by4:K,' 
4RiChard Stetzel;•Jr:;. and Arnold Gunstansbn; an ex-.chief.--Of 

•v:ndetectivea',from• Mesquite," Texas There are six   eMployees, • 
tithel Center ;115.  Open • from .10 :00 A.M. . to .10:00'..F.m.• Thirtyjtistte.?>. 
.Astuitents:.ate :presently enrolled. Writer conferred•.with!. Mr: 

and-Richard Zarro. Some general items :of • inforniation.:-
tOCOnoeining.  Sdientology in the Arlington operation are: as: follOyeetee.k. 

";.••::-;•:, • 	• 	• 	,.r 	• 

1.):.:t.During the auditing session,' the auditor' does ; 	F ?pi • • 	k • 
.":,make".certain notations of the information furnished' by thew4:10•0.4. 

• - --Lc.re.,
•

• ,...erv. 
4cpreclear.... This information is then placed in a:folder y irp.t.•N.;o5. •;',5 

4,fl which Contains all • data concerning this' particular pre- : ; qwt 7,7 ,I.:.: 

4.1.4Y 	,, 1.0:r clear.; ; •The files. are strictly confidential and no copies:,,,v,(:,41.', JAI 

k  "Irti4 

	

	.•;.1:111eave the;-franchise center. Once a person terminates his: ,''(;.,.:1;: '',:i.‘•.  
:. 	"tiktft":6c;0.ssociatilan with Scientolog,y,i the file is not returned.' • ;:nt?;••-.•• 

4; 	. , 	t -7:::,..,• ,•'• 

ititati'• 	(2)1: ;The Arlington franchise center; as all franchise ;•, !.!•1:fri, .vt.:; &• 	i 	,. 	. 

'-"a!iir, centera ;in Texas, can conduct the Scientology•Processing • ••••;..C.1c;•44 
'''' - • ni 	' 	r  tly.r o y . from the Straight Wire Release: to `the :Grade .4 Release..-t:tsgw; 

•
,.i,  'FOr training in Scientology, the Arlington franchise"center;4 ti.:`;,(...i;,•:: 

.,-..y.r.• --'-'• 
g.K .as all;franchise centers in Texas, can train only to:,the ;-i.!.ii...„;;;‘,!,-1:-.. 

,4'-  - 	.4  Sub O's ' The Church of Scientology in. Austin can train ,-,c?.;:e.4.7W.:' 
:!,..t..1.-...:,, .).1t- !Al ,through:the Class 4 AuditOr. For training after thi4poin:t.,:m."y!..',1? ”.4.-..r: I. 	. ,,.1.,:. 	• 

's ri,ir ••:: 1A •the ' Se ientologis t must go to I,os ' Angeles, - California,..VOrfCt ••,,i;'9.- 
-. 	,,;. F fi .i.trFir! 

•  - .•:*(3) --:•••The 35 students presently attending.  the..cenOt•fAt  
,f;El.are.:Comprised of 'people; from all walks: 	 i...of life, including.  

P 4:21,;t•students , engineers , housewifes, etc.... A state legislator,  Ity- •sk.v.4.• 
%.4;-,,,jOhn :Lawrence., was a student in• Scientology.  in .the • 

',:.!Afranc.hise .center some time ago (writer-was' unable to : f, ind 
.r.'itii , JohnfLawrence listed in the present State, LegislatUte) 

• • 	• 	• • 	. 	 . • - 	- 	• ••• 	• 	• 	• 	'••••'44 

tiv„ 	(4); i.the• questions that an auditor ueet•during :the: 
.7.z.l„,• 300 PreiCeseing sessions* are prepared questions that do not .:vary7„4:4.:.ni:clge.::  

-4';*'!,•from student' to student.' The questions or • questionnaires  
„t, Litre ‘considered by. Scientology to be confidential: commencing'i.e....V,Li th 	

Okade.•-.5 -Release. An queati-ons, of course)", are ocinfir 
. 	• 	

• ••• 
• • 	' 

4,  541 .'t • a  0) So ientology will , c etit 	perions f SC ientO.: 
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lony and a person With a proven record-of 
1Inth latte case, a person may- petition L.. Ron HUbbard,-t.. . 	. 	e. 	• 
ifot a-waiver of this regulation. -A perton:will no-ybe yl 

:Audited. while under the influence of alcohol, drugs, Or 
is-the recent recipient of shocktreatment.. 

(6) - Concerning the practice.of disconnection, Mn, 
N2arroproduced a Hubbard.CommuniCation Office policy:letter 
r'dated No's/ember 153: 1968, which read ."Sifice we can new handx". 

types of cases, disconnection. as a condition is .; 
cancelled." 	_ 

(t) Scientology has a legal division, their atterna 
being Bob:Thelma, Such division is located.in NewYerk: 

,A'personal friend of Richard Stetzell,Drl. Henry./ 
fl'Schlicting,'an M.D. who resides in Phoenix,. Arizona.,Jsa,_ 
Zcientelogist, as is Dr. J. J. Julian, an M.D. who%repides 
an Los'Angeles,California. Another personal 'friend of 
Stetzer„ Fay S. Troksh, a registered psycholdgist who 

..resides.at 4642 Idlewild Road, Salt Lake:City,. Utah,--is 
r2Scientologist. 

:(8) - Zarro!s definition of Scientology..is "to be.a 
cause over their environment -- a person who can.  make: -t 

:things happen rather than a person who says 'Look what -
. -happen to me'" 

(9) Zdrro as2 that the folloWing quote-be plaCtO In 
,the record: "Nothing in Dianetics or ScientOlogy44 
for you unless you have observed it and it is true accord-, -  
ing to.your observations". Such was written by L. Ron. 
:Hubbard. 

(lO)' ScientOlogy Conducts training drills for its 
,students in the early stages of the procesping. .Sucrarilla.f 
'roompose.of communication and confront'. A practice ubiliaed 
'by .Scientology in their 'communication is e.,7drill knoWn.asc' 
k4Dear 

, 	. 
.(11): The Arlington franchise center makes out a , 

:
,
(weekiyfreport and on such report are listedt. the receiptsi 
;ithe expenditures, number of students,.staff !embers_and 
::::::any notation as to problems confronting the.partiCUlar ' 

':,dentery.: 1 10% of the receipts are transmitte,thflotldt 
.;-wide,headquarters for Scientology. The 10% ,Of the receipts 
jiSjranaMitted for services'rendered by the headquarters,. 
such as,books, pamphlets; course instruction, etc. 

,(12)i For a student enteringScientolbgy who is under 
c21 yeax'S -otage,. he must obtain parehtal.consent before, 
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•Atprocessing:;iiil be •institUted.'• ZariO gave 
to writer. 	

suc);ke e..i forM'4!..1. 
• • 	 -4, 	• 	".:• 4  t : 	• 	 • 	' 	• 	• 	•

ti 

44,4:•,50 	 Ci!:1•Sie1/49i1.4, 
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k:O ei.,V•CA :;" 

freely with anyone on any 

et:k•k•-•••• 	• ' 

2 	I - • ' 
' 	•.; . 

• , 	 •   •,.. 	• 	, 

6, 	I 1- - 4- 1-i tirc...., (1) : What are you willing to talk to me about?. 1 • • 
,.... : 	•;...1 •4..d.i  /4.-,  ti ni • ' ... " ). 	'. i:: . 	

• 

Following :Will lie the set of questions. that an auditor. 
t naafi in ,SaiiiitologY proCessing :from the • Grade 0 ,Release- througly.. 

.F.tithe Grade :4 Release.: ,Itianoted that each release • of :this /: 	• 
,partiCulai franchise center er cost $175.00 and there is no set, ...As  fA  
time; ;as auch time varies with a particular student. It is 

et.kurthet .notedithat . the 'auditor during the auditing sessions •
4makes no comment whatsoever other than asking these •quest ons. • 
4:Af'..the outset; ,ithe gOal is noted and the particular release itV 
ays.hOt",terininatedi'until the pre-clear signs an attestation- that. ;ray 

1$‘4,":1h0 . has attained that particular goal. •-:: • 	: 	•-• 	•  

• •.•' Grade a Release The goal is the• ability to Communicate 

r  ?.• * 7 ,ii ' ir.1 P-i-  ;it 	
- • • 

; (?) What would you like to tell me about .that? • .. ;tit 

, In. this particular release these -  are the only. two  
4..4 comments arid they are used over and over until the 
? Ft clear feels he has attained the particular goal involved: • • • 	; 	••• •N-4 

is the•ability •to recognize 	 . 
make. them vanish;.- The, command!' .*;;, 	• 

. 	. 

••. C: • lee?  
„ , • 	 27? 	rt. . 	

•. 

ave yOu had? 
• • 

tdensi4CIA41,`: . 	 % 

ri• refl..; itsea oVei:Eand over again, inasmuch as the pree.ni.p.Ta   

!la.•  •. .• 4.. Grade  4. Release -The goal is relief fromshOsiiiitieEi 

1•,:":Urietliical.:re something akin to guilt.  feelings.)lirt;aPpli....?t 

	

W't 1464* 8410.1., • ." 	
, 	,..• • 	 .-t• 

solution usually creates another problem: 	 . 	. 

sufferings,  of life (commission or omission,.. 

:;"• Stetzel advised that, as a rule, Comment No. .2:, .. 	• 

. 	::.e 
	 • 

• . 

:.;.I •  . • AC110%. 	4. CAP A.:r I 	•••-14 	r t.' 	 .• 

• CL.1.) ,:t e jke,:e.• :04....nighat have you.  done? ". •". - , ••-• •...•::i':::"1:. :(?)4-.1::-€ eLvN.r::: ; 	.. 	• • 	...... 	cc  	„ 	f a, 	-••• ...... • 

t 	 .141j 
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	dr.•;44:'' the source of problems and 
care: 

fie  What is the prob •(1) ' 

•• 	oyd /14 	• ( 2 ) What solutions h 
14:::• ';' • . • 
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;;11:.:911'4.1 tHbrade 3 Release - The goal is freedom• ftom the :offsets 114  
1t. .-vof the past and the ability to face the future. The. ..  

stcommands, are : 	• 	 • • 	. 	 • 

. 	' 	• 	• 

During this release the E7Metet 	Utilized' to fine% 
e arcet Aireak and to then :determine: , 	: • .; t i 

ri i• 	• 	4 	 ;c1-0•A 
„are, you curious abOut; 'desiredi encore ed 	ts;er 

-,,t.:;!? 	elp,•-:.•\..inhibited? 
• • 

	'Releabi t- The goal is loving out I& fixed conditi0Oti. ,..tV.S..4.. 
;,,p:and gaining abilities to do new things. The•:- 	commande.'ire'ift4A•052'.- .  • • -A,A. roar •:•‘::..........,1teitx% 	• 	• 

thiough the Awe. of the- E-Meteialteri: 	••••- 
• • 	• 	• 	4104' 	'Lt. • . 

• • 	• 	• 	? 	 : t.i : make' you tr 	4 	 •i• ,rd  
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INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION 

Attorney General's Office 

19 69  • 

FROM: 	Ray McGregor 

SUBJECT: 	Scientology  

On May 27, 1969, writer proceeded to Dallas and talkedito Maiwin 

Feldman, 5222 Walnut Hill Ln. , telephone # EM1 -0523. Feldman is 

resently living in Mexico City and comes to Dallas occasionally in con-

nection with his door lock business. It will be noted that Feldman was -a, 

Scientologist for about a year and 'a half, but became disenchanted, with the 

movement and has spoken out against Scientology. In addition to the follow-

ing information'Feldman did make available several pieces of literature' 

,.with relevance to Scientology. 

Feldman furnished the following information: He was'introduced 

into Scientology by answering a newspaper ad for a company)known as Power 

Leadership; Inc, Such company was headed by Alan Walter and Ed Clapp 

and its purpose according to Feldman was to introduce Scientology into, the 

business community. The business community appeared to be interested in. 

the program of'Power Leadership but each time a contact-was made by. the 

salesman:Walter and Clapp failed to follow through and the company in time 

'folded. Feldman analyzed Power Leadership, Inc. as .a method by which 

Walter could make a buck on the side. Clapp was stricara salesman type 

having preViouslY worked for several insurance Companie's. He desCribed 

Walter, the:'Scientology franchise holder for Dalias, Kansas City, St, Louis, 

etc. as a pompous know-it-all. Th e classes of Power Leadership', Inc. 

Were conduCted in the offices of Scientology in Exchange ParICtower (since 

moved. ) 

..:; 
It was in the latter part of 1966 that Feldman- corrixnenced his study 

in pure Scientology inasmuch as he was out of work (thefailure of,Power 

,Leadership, Inc. ) and somewhat depressed. After being -in Scientology only 

a short time he was advised to divorce his wife inasmuch as she was a 

-,deterrent to his progress. Feldman did admit that he had intended tb divorce 

' his wife anyway, but the Scientology decision did act as a salve to his Con-

science. Feldman had no exact figure as to how much money he had paid to 

Scieatology'but claimed it was several thousands of dollars He said.he.re-

ceiVed no benefits whatever from. Scientology training and Pii;cesaing. 
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He had sexual intercourse with Delores Stokes; 
sa 'clear" who at one time was Hubbard's personal', 
secretary. Stokes had propositioned him by stat-
ing "I have removed my 'hat' of Scientology and -/ 

-lhave put on my 'sexual hat. ' "' He; in an audit: 
chg session with Stokes, admitted to having sexual 
,relations with another student, and Stokes related 

'1',";;Suchmisdeed to Walter. Walter berated him for 
about' an hour for act/acts but then concluded by:  
telling him he could get straight by paying $200:00. 

";":::1":".••44,-"",7," 

Scientology helps no one and offers to help only 
those who can pay the bill. Most of those who come 
into Scientology are filled with the concerns of every-,„ 
day living. Scientology, at a very high price, offers',. 

C to solve these concerns and they do it by, taking the,;': 

preclear from his present environment and placing 

.1 /4-tinder the control of the Scientology environment. 

''Although Scientology claims to be a church, 'such 
; function is always played down, the more commer- 

cial aspect of the training and processing always 
",, being pushed to the forefront. 

• . 
11. 	The following names were furnished by Feldman as ,;•• 	 , 

- contacts for further information: J. B. Ryals - Dallas;  

• Mary Bond - Irving; Jack Mauzy - Dallas. •' 	: 

7)";;;r2„tif --, 	" 	Feldnian noted that of all the people he knew who got 
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Li
,Telbinan. Was a member of Scientology for a year ancl.ahalfjazi ki 

artrimtherprOcessing of Scientology and not the training'.' 
olloWe are some of his impressions of this organization: 

Th,Scientology has two separate fufictiOns: The obtainin 
'`of the certificates and the, auditing. Two prices. 

Scientology claims it has a liberal policy with regard 
to the refunding of money to its preclears. Feldman 
pays this is not so; you are given a test by an auditor 

tto,determine if you are "deserving" to get ihe Money.' 
back: The interpretation of such: test is strictly tiRto 
the: auditor. 

• If; at the completion of a particular grade release, the - 
preclear does not feel that he has reached or accomplished: 
the 4specified goal, he is required, for additional considera 
lion, to take a review course. Scientology answer is thus 

J. for any unsolved problem - a review course - a review 
course - a review course. 

The cost of the training, the certificates, the grade re 
;leases, the review courses, etc. are never set published ,  
',prices but are strictly what Alan Walter thinks theY ...) 
' should be at any given moment. 

It is not obligatory that Scientology students buy the .  
numerous books and publications of Ron Hubbard (about 

.'fifty) but most of the training and processing is geared' 
....to the student's familiarization with one or , more of th'§' 

publications. The publications are widely advertizedsi 
Stientology periodicals and are prominantly displayed;,' 
at all Scientology franchise centers. When a questlpn 
is presented to the auditor he merely directs the 'fire:. 
clear to a costly Hubbard publication. 

cFeldman described L. Ron Hubbard as a "beautiful Con. 
artist." He has never met Hubbard but came by his 
description upon the writings and prepared takes by 
Hubbard. 

Feldman had experienced many difficulties in life Whom 
-he attributed to his step-father. This step-father had 
committed suicide six years ago. During Scientology 

, processing he was advised to disConnect from his dead 
„step-father. Thus, at the urging of Scientology he wrote'", 
a letter of disconnect to his dead step-father. 
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Willis H. Lightfoot 
Supervisory Inspector, Dallas District 
January 11, 1971 

TO DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE, (BD-310) 
Att.: B. T. Loftus 

Investigation as requested by Los-FO/Dal-Fo memorandum of 
December 8, 1970 

whl;br 

0+1 BD-310 w/ attachs.1.-' 
cc 	Los-FO " 	" 	for info. 
cc - Bal-FO " 	" 	” 

cc - Dal-FO " 	" 
cc - San Antonio w/attach 

MEMORANDUM TO: 	DALLAS DISTRICT DIRECTOR 	1/-8-71 

FROM: 	 Inspector Gary S. Quam 

SUBJECT: 	 Scientology 

Ray McGregor 
Assistant Attorney General 
State of Texas 
Austin, Texas 

Reference Assignment Memorandum from Los Angeles Field Office 
dated 12-8-70,by James P. Di Grazia, Acting Supervisory Inspector. 
This assignment requested information obtained by Ict.MatieT517 in 
his investigation of the Church of Scientology. 

I visited withdir.  McGreepon  Jan. 7 & 8, 1971. He showed me 
voluminous files containing correspondence, periodicals, books, 
booklets, pamphlets, bulletins; etc., which were issued by the 
Church of Scientology and various organizations founded by 
L. Ron Hubbard. 	I went through this information but found very 
little material that probably would not have been collected at 
other sources previously. 

McGregoOmade an investigation of the Church of Scientology in 
CIVM- He stated that they found no proof of violation of the 
04;41 -MeilicaliytictiCii-AEV and the case is temporarily in abeyance. 

atr,,,_McGregor-/staEed that the main reason they were not able to make 
a case was because they could not find the proper witnesses. 	He 
said that if in the future they would reopen the case if the proper 
witnesses were found. 



-2- Memo to DDD Scientology GSQ 1-8-71 

During the investigation, I collected several copies of interviews 
and other information which may be pertinent to this case. 	These 
attached exhibits are listed as follows: 

1. A four page inter-office communication with a cover date of 
nFc1 22_12±a, covering (Mr. investigation at 

2. A five page inter-office communication by r. McGregor with a 
cover date of,May 13, 1969, covering his investigation of „ the Scientology franchise centersan  "-"Xthe  Dallas,  Texas, Area

- 
2 W., 	 

3. An inter-office communication of three pages, dated June 4, 1969 
coverinen. McGregor,.yinvestigation ofCMarvin Feldman, 5222Th 

clirginut Hill Lane, IrirbraciTexag,"Vho was a former member of 
the Church of Scientology. 

4. A fixa_page hand-written-letter,-dated4Jank.-19, 1969, written 
bys. William J. Little Jr,„ 4221-4ewton Ave., Bitilit)  
Texas, regarding(Srrtsed husband)who was a member

s —Of 
the Church of Scientology. 

5. A two page agreement and release contract for the Scientology 
Richardson 	center. 

6. A pamphlet entitled "WHY BE TIZIED/_WHY BE IN PAIN WHY FEEL 
BAD", issued by Scientology Callas, 2405 Cedar Springs 

7. A two-page letter identified as HCO Policy Letter of March 6, 
1969, copyrighted by L. Ron Hubbard. 

8. Page 2 of a letter copyrighted in 1965 by L. Ron Hubbard, regarding 
the use of Vitamin E. 	Page 1 was not available, for copying. 

9. A letter which is identified as Executive Directive, dated 
June 5, 1969, cerititled "Medical Notification and Referral", 
written by Robert H. Thomas. 

10. A one-page information sheet issued by Scientology<gq5aggL2 
apparently dated sometime in 1968. 

The above documents were mainly collected for obtaining names of 
people belonging to or disgruntled with Scientology. 	Some of 
these individuals might be considered for witnesses as they have 
knowledge of the operations of the Church of Scientology. 

gsq;br 	 Gary S. Quam 
Inspector 

"." 
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DIVISION OF CAEZ CUIDArCE, (8D-310) 
Att.: .B. T. Loftus .  . 

Investigation a..; requested 
December 8, 1970 

by Los-170/Dal-Fp memorand= 

0+1-  ID-810 Id attache.: 
cc 	Los-FO." 
-cc - Eal-170": 
'cc - Dal-FO "-

-San Antonio  

Willis H. Lightfoot.  
Supervisory insc-zetor, 
January 11, 1971 info.' 

Dallas District 

-,I,E11.10aANDUM TO: 	DALLAS DISTRICT DIRECTOR 

Inspector Gary S. Quam 

Scientology 

:Reference.Assignment Nemorandum.  from Los. Angeles Field Office 
.:dated 

assignment requested 
Di Grazia, Acting Super 

This 	requested informationobtained by 
:his inyeptigationthezChurchef.Stientology.. 

I visited wit 	 n 	& 8, 1971.:. He:showed me 
volumieousilles. containin g•rtorreSpondence, periodicals;, books, - 

"•booklets,t pam.phlets, .bulletinC-1-etc.;.:which were issued by the 
YChurch'.Of.u8cientolothiapd-yeifiorganizationi:founded_by' 

L. RonpUbberd.:A;.1 viiit.,:througli-thisinformation but :found very 
Aittlemateriel•thscprobably2vould not have been collected at 
-other sources previnusly4;.:-• 	 •- 

.. 	• 	.. 	 . 	• 
de an investi2ction of t',.e Church of Scientclo,,Ey in 

ated the^ tho foLnd no proof of violation of the 
nd the case is t...2porarily•in al:ayance. „ 

stc.ted that ti-.a 	reason tn!y were not able to maka,:.:.  case 'was 	cause they could not.-find the proper witnesses. 
'said that if in the future•they would reopen the case if the proper 
witnesses were found. " 	- . 



Memo to DDD Scientology GSQ 1-8-71 

During the investigation, I collected several copies of interviews 
and other information which may be pertinent to this case. 	These 
attached exhibits are listed as follows: 

1. 	A four page inter-office communication with a cover date of 
March 7, 1969, covering444=111131Winvestigation at 

Jc7rn 

the Churc of Scientology. 

4. A fiye page hand-yritten_letter,,dated.Jan._19, 1969, written 
by -tvgaiv,  

aR regarding 
the Church of SchITEalogy. 

who' was a member of 

communication of three 
nvestigation o 

ho was a former member o 

pa :•s dated June 4, 1969 3. 	An inter-office 
covering 

2. 	A five page inter-office communication by  with a 
cover date of,May 13, 1969, covering his investigation of 
the Scientology franchise centers c4.it 

page agreement and release contract for the Scientology 
ranchise center. 

5. 	A two 
01* .11 ,--flatea$ 

6. 

	

	A pamphlet entitled "WHY BE TIRED.' WHY BE IN PAIN 	WHY FEEL 

sea 

BAD", is

a

sued by Scientology 
,• _ 	 - 

7. A two-page letter identified as HCO Policy Letter of March 6, 
1969, copyrighted by L. Ron Hubbard. 

8. Page 2 of a letter copyrighted in 1965 by L. Ron Hubbard, regarding 
the use of Vitamin E. 	Page 1 was not available for copying. 

A letter which is identified as Executive Directive, dated 
June 5, 1969, ,entitled "Medical Nofification and Referral", 
written by Robert H. Thomas. 

10. 	A one-page information sheet issued by Scientology 45.9pittticr 
apparently dated sometime in 1968. 

The above documents were mainly collected for obtaining names of 
people belonging to or disgruntled with Scientology. 	Some of 
these individuals might be considered for witnesses as they have 
knowledge of the operations of the Church of Scientology. 

gsq;br 	 Gary S. Quam 
Inspector 
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, 	 ( _Investigation a.:requested by Los-YO/Dsl-Fo memorandum of 

DIVISION OF CAS: C5IrA170', (3D-310) 
Att.: B. T. Loftus 

Decemb:r 8, 1970 

/  Willis H. Lichtfood .13-310.1d attache.. 	/ - Supervisory 	ctor, cc -:Lo2-?O " 	" • :Mr info./ 	January 11, 1971 . :cc - Eal7F0 "I 	" 	" 	11 

' cc .. Da17170 It' ...II  

. cc.  - - San Antonio wiattech 

IEMOIVIDUM TO: 	DALLAS D!STPICT DIF.ECTOR 

Inspector Gary S. Quam 

Scientolosy 

Dallas District 

Reference- Assignment Memorandum' from Los.Angeleslield Office 
:.:dated .127877qm James- p;. DiGrazia,Acting'Supery 
This essignMent requested informationobtaihed by 
hie ieyestigition,Ofthe.sChurchOf Scientology.' 

• I -visited .with 	 n Jan:- 7 & 8, 1971:. He Shaded me 
*voluminous 'files contaiOing.;:morrespondence, periodicalP;-. books, 

'1:13ooklete,:paMphlets, .bulletThplietc:;:which were issued by 
thurch*oUScientologYiepd-veriourganizations.founde&bY 

	

RonAlubbard 	menythrough-thid. information out' found very  
. ,littlematericl'thet:probabIr2would not have been collected at 
'other sources previoualy1/.::- 

de an investisntion of t',.e Church of Scientcloay in 
Ea stated the? tte foLne. no proof of violation of the • 

nd the case is t.:nporarily.in s'c.oyance. 
sfated that tne :-Zi111:2:AGZifl they were not able, to rake 

case - was 	cause they coull not find the proper witnesses.% 
said that if in the future they would reopen the case if the proper 
witnesses were found. • 



Memo to DDD Scientology GSQ 1-8-71 

During the investigation, I collected several copies of interviews 
and other information which may be pertinent to this case. 	These 
attached exhibits are listed as follows: 

1. A four page inter-office communication with a cover date of 
March 7 1969, coverin_ 	 investigation at 

2. A five page inter-office communication by 
cover date of, May 13, 1969, covering his inve 
the Scientology franchise centers 

communication of three pa •-_s dated June 4, 1969 
nvestigation o 

ho was a ormer member of 

3. 	An inter-office 
covering 

ho was a member of 

the Churc of Scientology. 

4. A five page hand-writtendetter,--,dated .Jan._ 19, 1969 written 
by -- 

regardin  
the Church of Sci-Eirt-alogy. 

5. A two page agreement and release contract for the Scientology 
ranchise center. 

6. A pamphlet entitled "WHY BE TIRED. WHY BE IN PAIN WHY FEEL 
BAD", issued by Scientology 

7. A two-page letter identified as HCO Policy Letter of March 6, 
1969, copyrighted by L. Ron Hubbard. 

8. Page 2 of a letter copyrighted in 1965 by L. Ron Hubbard, regarding 
the use of Vitamin E. 	Pagel was not available for copying. 

9. A letter which is identified as Executive Directive, dated 
June 5, 1969, ._entitled "Medical Nofification and Referral", 
written by Robert H. Thomas. 

10. A one-page information sheet issued by Scientology 
apparently dated sometime in 1968. 

The above documents were mainly collected for obtaining names of 
people belonging to or disgruntled with Scientology. 	Some of 
these individuals might be considered for witnesses as they have 
knowledge of the operations of the Church of Scientology. 

gsq;br 	 Gary S. Quam 
Inspector 

*I• 
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Investigation  
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/'- 
DIVISION OF CASE CUIDA1:;.21, (BD-310) 
Att.: .S. T. Loftus • 

of 

• 
Sri'  LD-310w/ 'attache.: 
cc -. Los-F0'" 	" 	Enr 

:cc - Zal-FO.  
cc - Dal-FO 
cc - 'San Antonio w/attach 

Willis H. Lightfoot 
Supervisory Inspector, 

info. ✓ ' January 11, 1971 
Dallas District 

• IMIOBENDLIM TO: 

FROM: 

SU11572-C2: :  

DALLAS DISTRICT D/F2CTOR 

Inspector Gary S. Quay 

Scientolosy 

:Reference Assignment 242oorandum.  'from Los. Angdles Field Office 
`'.dated 1278770,w Jame S-  p:: Di GraziaLActing' Super 
This issignnent requested ihforcation obtained by 
his ihy*stiOtiow'of the -:Church.of Scientology. 

I visited with 	 n 	 He:Showed we 
''.voluminous files contain*.;4prreaPoildence; periOdicals; books, 
T:bookIet*, pemphlets,bullettne".; 	 were issued by the...-': 
.Church;:of .cientoitagyiepd NvrIc4s'Organizationi-lounded. by 
_L. Hoh';Hu.bbardi- - 1 wiitithrough-this: information bue:found very 
• :little materiell thnt probibEyAmuld.  not have been collected at 
-other sourceo .• 

de an investigation of t'e Church of Scientclo?y in 
tated thar the fo.,.ad•noproof of 'violation of the 

nd the C22_ is t..=porarily-  in s::.oyance. . 
stotcd that 	reason they were not able to make 

case- wea 	cause they coull not -find the proper witnesses. 
/aid that if in the future-they would reopen the case if the proper 
witnesses were found.- 	 - . . 



Memo to DDD Scientology GSQ 1-8-71 

During the investigation, I collected several copies of interviews 
and other information which may be pertinent to this case. 	These 
attached exhibits are listed as follows: 

1. 	A four page inter-office communication with a cover date of 
March 7, 1969, coverin 	 investigation at 

2. 	A five page inter-office communication by 	 with a 
cover date of,May 13, 1969, covering his investigation of 
the Scientology franchise centers 

3. 	An inter-office communication of three pa 	dated June 4, 1969 
covering 	 nvestigation o 

ho was a "Omer member o 
the Churc of Scientology. 

4. A five page hand7written_letter,--dated.Jan._19, 1969, written 
by 
	 regar in 
the Church of Scientology. 

5. A two page agreement and release contract for the Scientology 
ranchise center. 

6. A pamphlet entitled "WHY BE TIRED WHY BE IN PAIN WHY FEEL 
BAD", issued by Scientology 

7. A two-page letter identified as HCO Policy Letter of March 6, 
1969, copyrighted by L. Ron Hubbard. 

8. Page 2 of a letter copyrighted in 1965 by L. Ron Hubbard, regarding 
the use of Vitamin E. 	Page 1 was not available for copying. 

A letter which is identified as Executive Directive, dated 
June 5, 1969, ..entitled "Medical Nofification and Referral", 
written by Robert H. Thomas. 

10. 	A one-page information sheet issued by Scientology 
apparently dated sometime in 1968. 

The above documents were mainly collected for obtaining names of 
people belonging to or disgruntled with Scientology. 	Some of 
these individuals might be considered for witnesses as they have 
knowledge of the operations of the Church of Scientology. 

gsq;br 	 Gary S. Quam 
Inspector 

who was a member of 
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This contract is made between 

AGREaiENT A1' RELEASE 

(Full name of applicant in block letters) 

of 

(Full postal address in block capitals) 

	

(hereinafter called ("The Applicant") of the one part and the Scientology 	

	 Franchise Center (hereinafter called "The Center") of the other part, a 

Franchised Branch of The Church of Scientology of California 

on the 	day of 	  19 	 

Whereas the applicant is desirous of obtaining the services of the Center, he 

hereby declares and makes it known that: 

a) he is to pay the Center the fees for processing ,:nd/or training. 

b) to always act in accordance with the Scientology Ethics Codes and understands 

that any violation of them may result in suspensic.n or expulsion from training 

and/or processing. 

c) any monies paid the Center for training or processing may be returned if he 

is not satisfied, but that by such an action it is possible he may be refused 

further training and/or processing at any Scientology Organization or Center in 

the world. 

d) he is to receive no other training and/or processing from other quarters with-

out the express permission from the Director of Processing and the Director of 

Training, 

e) he is enrolling with the Center under his own self determinism and for the 

sole purpose of improving himself. 

f) he does not have a history or record of institutionalisation in any insane 

asylum or similar place. 

g) he does not have a criminal record for felony. 

h) he is not connected to any person or group which is an avowed or known enemy 

of Scientology. 

i) that he has fully read and understood this document and has signed it of his 

own free will, 

j) I understand Scientology is a spiritual and religious guide intended to make 

7crsons more aware of themselves as spiritual beings and not treating or d
iagnosing 

4irf human ailments of body or mUil whatsoever. 
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Signed 

Witnessed 

Date 

The applicant undertakes to take the following courses and/or intensives 

UNDERTAKINGS TO L. RON HUBBARD 
'In consideration of L. Ron Hubbard researching into and developing Scientology 

and maintaining high technical standards of Scientology now and in the future 

and making such available to me through training and/or processing, I hereby 

agree to waive any and all claims howsoever arising that I may have against 

him now and in the future. 

Signed 

Date 

UNDERTAKINGS OF THE  CENTER 
We, the Scientology: 	 Franchise Center, a Franchised Branch of the 

Church of Scientology of California, do hereby undertake, that in consideration 

of the agreements entered into heretofore by 	  

(the applicant) to ensure personal case supervision for the duration of such 

period as he is under our charge and to make every effort to ensure that the 

applicant progresses and attains the end result of the training or processing 

contracted for in the shortest possible time and to give to the applicant such 

certificate (s) of attainment. 

Signed by and on behalf of the Scientology 

   Franchise Center, a Fran- 
chised Branch of the Church of Scientology 

of California. 

Date 

Signs this 	  day of 	  19 	 in witness whereof 

	 (the applicant) have entered into the 

aforesaid agreements and undertakings. 

Witness 	 Applicant 

Witness 	 Parent or guardian if applicant under 21 



;.h)sically 	'tire anyone. 

, essing is the action of 

.,editor letting the pre- 

(person not yet cleared) 

the actual source of his 

;:ical illness. It requires. , 

:inimum of 25 hours or 
	

WHY BE 

:•e -, depending upon the 

people who cannot work, 

cannot enjoy life, are 

ically ill without real- 

.ig 	it. WHY BE IN 

HES, PAINS, GOLDS, even 

.functions of the body are 

.;toms of illness. 
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ETICS now completely 

those things which 

person susceptible 

hold in place physical 	
WHY FEEL 

1•1E HEGISTItAit AND 

A WELL, HAPPY 

:Ail BEING-NOW... YOU 

E It V 11: IT ! 

SEE OR CALL... 



FEEL WELL AND HAPPY WITH Various foxrn,s of mental 

therapy were in existence 

LIFE. 	 before DIANETICS. These 

were psychology, psychiatry 

OUR CENTER IS FRIENDLY. 	and psycho-analysis. 

IT IS ONLY HERE TO HELP 

YOU. 	 Psychology and psychiatry were 

developed chiefly by a Russian 

veterinarian named Ivan 

Petrovich Pavlov (1849-1936). 

AUDITING (it means to listen) 	Psychology is mainly used for 

is a term given to the appli- 	testing aptitude or intelligence. 

cation of DIANETICS. 	 It has counseling as part of its 

activities but it is more con- 

NO DRUGS, NO HYPNOTISM, 	cerned with and financed for 

NO MECHANICAL TREATMENT warfare. The result of 

IS USED. 	 psychiatry are physically 

damaging, consisting of 

DIANETICS (Dia-through, 	various brutalities and often 

noos, mind) has been 39 years injure the patient for life or 

in developme nt. 	It is the 	kill him outright. 	There have 

first fully precision science 	never been any cures listed or 

of the mind. 	 claimed for psychiatric treat- 

ment as its interest lies only 

PHYSICAL illness, aches, 	in control. 	The cost is about 

AUDITING CAN MAKE 
	

The actual source of 
psychosomatic illness has been 

Y.OU 
	

isolated in DIANETICS. 

pains, continual, exhaustion, 
body malfunctions are 

created or held in an un-

changing state by the mind. 

This is called psychosomatic 

(psycho-spirit, somatic-body) 

illness. It has been known 

about for a century but there 
'has never been a positive 

remedy before DIANETICS. 

$2000 a month often for years 
in America and £60 a week for 

as long as a decade in England. 

Psychosanalysis was developed 

by an Austrian Jew Sigmund 

Frelid (1856-1939). 	It requires 

up to five years for an un-

certain result and costs about 

L9000, 

These two subjects have 

bitterly contested any he4. 

ing subject and use public 

media, governments and 

even rumor to forward 

population Control. This 

action has often made it 

difficult to bring bonafide 

mental health to the people 

There is no quarrel betwet 

DIANETICS and general 
practitioners of the medic.  
profession. 	They both hay 

the same purpose (to make 

people well) and are not 

political. It is freely ad-

mitted in DIANETICS that 

physical illness that can b 

effectively treated medica 

should be so treated. Audi 

ing will not set a broken 1 

or deliver a baby. 	But it 

can help get the leg healed 

in two weeks instead of the 

usual six and after effects 

of childbirth do not exist 

when DIANETIC auditing is 

also used. 

DIANETICS was first re-

leased in 1950 and has bee 

increasingly successful 

since that time. 	Unlike 
earlier studies, the inter ,  

of DIANETICS was the rel'  
of physical suffering. 	It 

requires only a matter of 

hours, only helps and doe 
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ut 	:,tanor, 

MOO POLICY 	 OF 6  	1969 

SCI:TfliTOIen7. T.L. A R.T,:1,13TCJN 

"P.cior.tology 	 in the oldeLt uense of tho 
a.SmIldy 	 Syi.ento.7 O, 	is a rYtudY of man a 	a :1 1r5 t,  in - 	lotion :. hli 	J 	 the phyh::•:?.1 tniveroo 

9 that iA meant tnat 	ole?,y 
• d 	• .2 	A an 	 •" 

odrhe:d from his reli;:loh, 	ansiatu im 
eettar ur,c:Idrn.tanr: tha-t 	ia a ;:.yirituvl 	 If 

ry Sue Hubbard 

7rom E;upplemflit 	Cr.-1-:,.zunication" 

September 19EL 

The '•0l O' 	n a 	It t` 	are from Weboterts Wew T--rentietn 
Centtlry J' 	'L.:_ 	l Edition - The World PuliliohiagUom..pany, 
Clovei.flha :;26. Ne..; York - 1959). 

A. 

 

(noun) 

   

:- from Latin religio (-onin 
Ly), (ew•naei:entiouncaz) (scruelousness 

(to bihu 	ek), re-, aud ligarc, (to bind), 

(religion 

1 tOt.:YLLQ 1:). 

(a) Any specific ;:ystem of belief, worshi 	Jot etc., often. 
invo-. vies. a code of tit,,, .c: and a p)lilo.io., 	 the Thrjoti:.1./ 
(reliion), the Buddhist (religion), etc. 	J, loo.iy 	..ry 

em of belierTi, -practices, ethical. ,..alues etc. resel7:blinc;;,. 
sv'r_aestivci of, or likened to such a system, no, humanism is 
his (religion?. 

B.  IYLTGIOUS (ctuJfctlje/ 

Derivation :- from batin religiosun, (religious). 
Of, concerned with, appropriate to, teaching, or relating to 
religion; as, a (religious) place; (religious) subjects. 

Also 

Careful; bcrupulou • ; conseitiousay exact; sucfl ae reLigion/  
rcquiren;. as, a (reliOons) observance of vow.': or 1- romizes. 

C. PHILOSOPHY (nono) 

Derivation :- from Latin p'n110:-;ophiu; Greek. philor;ophia, 
frc,m. (irek?k,philoa0phoz-., from nhiloA, (loving), and Sophos, 
Yiar.e). 
Oriihally, love of wi5dom n.nd knowledge. 

of the proc;r:;;; FevernieR tholight and co duct; theory or 
vircation of the princp10:1 rZir 	 that regulate the 

cal. universe and under11.: all knowledge and•roality; incired 
in the study arc 0.;e2thetic:s, ethics 	 mtaphynic::. t:\.C. 
-L;.gcenral principle's or 	

• 
::n.w.; of a 	of knowledyi, antavi'Ly 

etc
I 

ar; the (philonii,.;-/hy; of .-!cra.“-)mic 
A pmrticuiar 	 (7,f- 	 iaJ. the coiuuct of life; 

(') A treatiue covering finch 

A :ittdy of nulr,;.n 

b!..CLaztr; 	! 



roion i3 	 anO 	up fcr nit! to frc:c: itAelf 'from 

f:n7". eau of the ,A'tOon 	 thrt uo,3 	itiven into the 

tr:ilfli71: Of 	 -0-; 	; Efl iT,4  of w:in, 	 - 

i:-o3to 	
nnn heen traile ani the baOic 

p
'
cHtitoli ai]o!::, anct 	 • 	enni IniAt Aot Ln tn,nperce with 

ty L. 	iio1i ....:)i. un 

	

(The celobrateci 	 oer:, flo 

	

Elven by L. Rom 	 t‘s tine 

ProfeuAional Court o, 

ArilAoho., in Joiy 17)5.5 

?cir •Inhbern.'s troatiAc on Scientolegy oA a roi.r.
ono 

- 	oopk:: And a roliflico:3 practice ir 	ih 	 CLso-oni- 

eat:0:m -Ontiotin tfl(Y..15 cc 21 June, 196L 

ond 	 2rnct,to°  (i:m revised :8 April, 1967). 

	

*ft in bir.,hly inportont .:Thfit all promotional 	 n!. 

Cr%roh literetPr reliont tna fact that C..eloA:“(../y• is 	roLieion. 

Yon :nstance one mrcnbotional piece of roceAt thin r!"ted 

'h..):H.ontolecy iA a philocnpAy c:.ti L. SCierICC:"
. ThOre wno no aehtion 

Lnat 5.tciectoler.,y was a r.eliion. 
• 

if eny AtatemoAtA are )on 	 t c tle in any liberarn .wkich reflect 

that Soioni;clogy 13 other than e. religions phileAopey, Vii: anpro-
, priAte eondition muot beTh:;signod to the party se making samo. 

Lhq:ci 
.2ec-JHEynt (c) 19;o9 - 

by L. 
TO ET(.'; 1:q1:flM7I;D 

Kevin Kember 
Safeguard Chief WW 

tame Yember 
The Guardia!; W'4 

fiiary Etc hubbarci 
The Controller WW 

ikr;.21C 
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akes his 	is o a 	tablet be 	that the tablet is not 

d that it won't CliSSOLVC: 	 the sto :ash. 
t 

(for. radiati'. 	S atierly ';fr:€r.1 all 	__cdients are pressed 

or a© tab'et. 

Vitazin E is generally available bst sometimes has to be specially ordered. 

It is usoless to buy it in 	 100 MO tabl.ats. 	Preferably 200 mg tablets 

of it should be bought. 	Eowever it is bought, just be sure there's enough of it 

(300 to 600 mg). 	Small cuantities don't •produce any effect at all, which is why 

the medicos earlier missed its, value. 

Anyone's auditing can benefit from it but at Levels VI and VII it becomes 

quite vital. 

Oxygen causes the body to attract mental image pictures loss. 	Carbon 

Dioxide pulls mental images hard. in on the body. 

Vitamin E, oxygenating the body, acts mentally like taking oxygen. The body 

can go longer on less oxygen and becomes less exhausted when taking Vitamin E in 

sufficient quantity. 

The body is of course a carbon-oxygen engine running at a temperature of 

96.6' F. 	There is possibly less oxygen. in Earth's atmosphere than there was and 

the body runs better when it can better utilize what oxygen there is. Vitamin E 

assists it to do this end so it doesn't pull in mental masses. 	At least that's 

the theory I've been able to work out to account for the observed increase in 

E-Meter action in the preclear who is daily taking sufficient Vitamin E. When 

the vitamin is no longer administered, in about 24 hours the preclear begins to 

run less easily (same as 	Vitaftin 2 plus any auditing gain) and the needle 

read size returns to what i.-„--;.as before Vitamin E was used. 	When Vitamin E is 

again daily administered, in two days, meter behavior imtroves again. 

I have not had time to do many series but the observational data is so 

marked that it's like proving stones are solid. 	Gne doesn't feel like repeating 

the experiment endlessly - it is so obvious. 

A mental subject addressed reads longer (more reads) in the presence of 

Vitamin E than in its absence but clears more thoroughly, leaving less mental 

mass. 

I only insist that persons in England on the Level VI and VII Courses should 

use Vitamin E and that Saint Hill preciears for Grade V be put on It and only 

forbid pcs to be processed without it in high altitude Johannesburg. 

The cost of it is the pc's. 	No org is to supply it. 	Webber Pharmaceutical 

Ltd can probably direct one to better supplies or brands of it. 

We are not in the ".;'--~ in business or even. in the health business. 	Anyone 

else using it in proceng does so at his or her own choice. 	This riCO B is a 

release of scientific data. 

Vitamins are food. They are not drugs. Processing under drugs is very bad. 

Some vitamins, however, help. 	And Vitamin E is a wonder. 

J.R.H:m1 
	 L. RON HUBBARD 

Copyright® 1965 
by L. Ron Hubbard 
ALL RIGHTS RESEHVED 
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MIS IS A M7S-41.';ER OF TH7  =ROI! 0.1.,  SC=7CLc2. y:. 	 EE 	• l'IY::STCALLY 	WISH A F-C,T, =7C.A.L 	 Afl DISOSIS- • 

WTLL R:r:OLVE 	ILLN:SS 1,0=. .:1^__ L7ATI: CS- fl.CUR 	 TNE P.ATITYT T.11,DER xc.0&2E, [17. j:17 
PACTCYRAL COYNSELXYG AS WELL TO 51,FIRT-SYM::: 	HIS 

7:77IS 1-13ST/N 	I.:07 
:SU= 

11:0WI'VER, W7 ASC12-T. 
:CDIGAL TREAT=T Alu:CNI:3T7=, 

	 R:GISTRn (ailiRCE (.117  cO=01-OGY OF 

T H.A7E READ THE ABOVE AND AM IN AGRE:aCE1,FT WITH 1T2 CCY.TENTS. 

FAICICI-T.ION7R 

-C.1 PT 	AQ 	 r?rcr 4 r1 n7-i." 	PErf:Y7=7.1 Two, zlves 
rdivIT of tbt-, 71Y-1 tO 1T.C; c3f.E:irxca :la all u=JT:71cLng 

r"'1 r 	 2.:2.1ws, to 
7.1so co:lIorzi as aoovc: 

TP =1 HAVE CONE 1-7.7T.: TO DE ST.':..171:ALLY Ci.77.7) 	A P7LSICAL 
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SCIENTOLOGY 

OUR GOAL IS TO HAVE 
	  The following people are at St. Hill 

very close to Clear: 

Rebecca Jones 	Norman Mehr 	Flo Barnett 	 Bill Chadwick 
Nick Nichols 	 Sandi Mehr 	 Clarisse Barnett 	Betty Chadwick, 
Edith Nichols 	Betty Cook 	 Betty Filisky 	 Janet Lunde 

Susan Ballantyne 	Wally Stokes 

You can be one of them, but you must start doing courses NOW. Please call and 
find out what you need to do for your next step to Clear. 

t******----;:**************************************************•“--“"s-““****************** 
INDIVIDUATION 

Possibly one of the major mental illnesses of our times. Symptoms: loneliness; 
no close friends; inability to keep case gains; cannot belong to a group; very critical 
of others; often upset and argumentative. 

An individuated person cannot work as part of a team. Not only that, he or she is 
always getting upset with people. Continuously feels that people are against him or 
her. 

The real thing is that a person who is individuated is really against everyone. If 
you suffer from loneliness, it is because you are individuated: You are against 
people, therefore, people feel this attitude and go against you. 

An individuated person would love to have close friends, but never can. Often an 
individuated person who is married cannot feel close to his family. 

Individuated people would like to belong to a good group, but somehow.they cannot. 
About the only group to which individuated people can belong is some type of drinking 
group. If they get half drunk, they can put up with one another. 

Another symptom of individuation: when a friend leaves the group, or is out of 
earshot, individuated people criticize, complain about, and generally attack that 
person's character in an attempt to make the missing person seem bad. This is 
commonly known as gossipping. 

A salesman who is individuated would have great trouble with his customers as he 
would be working against them, and they also would be working against him. 

A married couple, where one or both are individuated, would work against each 
other instead of working together. 

A businessman who is individuated from his staff would find that he is against his 
staff and his staff is against him. 

A person caves in by individuating. 

Because of his individuation, this person is always upset, life goes poorly for him, 
and should he belong to a group, the group quickly gets disorganized. 

Today Scientology has made a forward step in clearing an individual of his aberrations 
and upsets. 

Utopia Scientology Style 
(The Perfect Group)  

A group of individuals with each person trained in how to make another better. 

Willing to help each other get better. 

As one person gets into better shape, he can help the others get into better shape. 

Tills is .-. continuous effort. In time, c:ich r,rson in the group would In.:come much 
wetter. Not only that, but this is the only way to get and keep stable case gains. 

s always the highest toned and most able people 	can beion to a g roup 

s,,rvivai goals. 
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SCIi;NTUiDGY 	 CENTisR 

AGREEMINT MG RELEASE 

This contract is made between 

(Full name of applicant in block letters) 

of 

(Full postal address in block capitals) 

	

(hereinafter called ("The Applicant") of the one part and the Scientology. 	

	 Franchise Center (hereinafter called "The Center") of the other part, a 

Franchised Branch of The Church of Scientology of California 

on the 	day of 	  19 	 

Whereas the applicant is desirous of obtaining the services of the Center, he 

hereby declares and makes it known that: 

a) he is to pay the Center the fees for processing ;.rici/or training. 

b) to always act in accordance with the Scientology Ethics Codes and understands 

that any violation of them may result in suspension or expulsion from training 

and/or processing. 

c) any monies paid the Center for training or processing may be returned if he 

is not satisfied, but that by such an action it is possible he may be refused 

further training and/or processing at any Scientology Organization or Center in 

the world. 

d) he is to receive no other training and/or processing from other quarters with—

out the express permission from the Director of Processing and the Director of 

Training, 

e) he is enrolling with the Center under his own self determinism and for the 

sole purpose of improving himself. 

f) he does not have a history or record of institutionalisation in any insane 

asylum or similar place. 

g) he does not have a criminal record for felony. 

h) he is not connected to any person or group which is an avowed or known enemy 

of Scientology. 

i) that he has fully read and understood this document and has signed it of his 

own free will, 

j) I understand Scientology is a spiritual and religious guide intended to make 

:-e75,7ns more aware of themselves as spiritual beings and not treating or diagnosing 

;lay huma6 “iimemts of body or mtrid w;Intsoever. 
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Signed 

Witnessed 

Date 

The applicant undertakes to take the following courses and/or intensives 

UNDERTAKINGS TO L. RON HUBBARD 
In consideration of L. Ron Hubbard researching into and developing Scientology 

and maintaining high technical standards of Scientology now and in the future 

and making such available to me through training and/or processing, I hereby 

agree to waive any and all clpims howsoever arising that I may have against 

him now and in the future. 

Signed 

Date 

UNDERTAKINGS OF THE  CENTER 
We, the Scientology, 	Franchise Center, a Franchised Branch of the 

Church of Scientology of California)  do hereby undertake, that in consideration 

of the agreements entered into heretofore by 	  

(the applicant) to ensure personalcase supervision for the duration of such 

period as he is under our charge and to make every effort to ensure that the 

applicant progresses and attains the end result of the training or processing 

contracted for in the shortest possible time and to give to the applicant such 

certificate (s) of attainment. 

Signed by and on behalf of the Scientology 

   Franchise Center, a Fran- 
chised Branch of the Church of Scientology 
of California. 

Date 

Signs this 	  day of 	  19 	 in witness whereof 

	 (the applicant) have entered into the 

aforesaid-agreements and undertakings. 

Witness 	 Applicant 

Witness 	 Parent or guardian if applicant under 21 
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OUR CENTER IS FRIENDLY. 

IT IS ONLY HERE TO HELP 

Y OU. 	 Psychology and psychiatry were 

developed chiefly by a Russian 

veterinarian named Ivan 

Petrovich Pavlov (1849-193 6 ). 
AUDITING (it means to listen) 	Psychology is mainly used for 

is a term given to the appli- 	testing aptitude or intelligence. 

cation of DIANE TICS. 	 It has counseling as part of its 

activities but it is more con- 

NO DRUGS, NO HYPNOTISM, 	cerned with and financed for 

NO MECHANICAL TREATMENT warfare. The result of 

IS USED. 	 psychiatry are physically 

damaging, consisting of 

DIANETICS (Dia-through, 	various brutalities and often 

noos, mind) has been 39 years injure the patient for life or 

in developme nt. 	It is the 	kill him outright. 	There have 

first fully precision science 	never been any cures listed or 

of the mind. 	 claimed for psychiatric treat- 

ment as its interest lies only 

PHYSICAL illness, aches, 	in control. 	The cost is about 

pains, continual, exhaustion, 	$2000 a month often for years 

body malfunctions are 	 in America and L60 a week for 

created or held in an un- 	. as long as a decade in England. 

changing state by the mind. 

This is called psychosomatic 	Psycho ,-analysis was developed 

(psycho-spirit, somatic-body) by an Austrian Jew Sigmund 

il—l_nes—s. It has been known 	Freud (1856-1939). 	It requires 

about for a century but there 	up to ,five years for an un- 

"has never been a positive 	certain result and costs about 

remedy before DIANETICS. 	L 9000. 

These two sub j ects have 

bitterlyhese  contested any hea_ 

ing subject and use public 

media, governments and 

even rumor to forward 

population Control. This 

action has often made it 

difficult to bring bonafide 

mental health to the peopl ,  

There is no quarrel betwet 

DIANETICS and general 

practitioners of the medic.  

profession. 	They both hav 

the same.purpose (to make 

people well) and are not 

political. 	It is freely ad-
mitted in DIANETICS that 

physical illness that can b 

effectively treated medica 

should be so treated. Audi 

ing will not set a broken 1,  
or deliver a baby. 	But it 

can help get the leg healed 

in two weeks instead of the 

usual six and after effects 

of childbirth do not exist 

when DIANETIC auditing is 

also used. 

DIANETICS was first re-

leased in 1950 and has bee 

increasingly successful 

since that time. 	Unlike 

earlier studies, the inter. 

of DIANETICS was the rel ,  

of physical:suffering. 	It 

requires only 'a matter of ---

hours, only helps and doe „c  

‘GN‘ 

The a.i-tual source of 

psychosomatic illness has been 

isolated in DIANETICS. 

Various fonts o.f. mental 

therapy were in existe-nce 

before DIANETICS. These 

were psychology, psychiatry 

and psycho-analysis. 

AUDITING CAN MAKE 

IOU 

FEEL WELL AND HAPPY WITH 
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Vitamin E is sanerally available but sometimes has to be .;2e C'-, 	rdered. 

It is usr 	to buy it in less hEa 100 mg tablets. 	Preferably 200 mg tablets 

of it should be bou,,ht. 	However it is bought, just be sure there's enough of it 

(500 to 603 mg). 	Small quantities don't produce any effect at all, which is why 

the medicos earlier missed its value. 

Anyone's auditing can benefit from it but at Levels VI and VII it becomes 

quite vital. 

OxyL-en causes the body to attract mental image pictures less. 	Carbon 

Dioxide pulls mental images hard. in on the body. 

Vitardn E, oxygenating the body, acts mentally like taking orwgon. The body 

can go longer on less oxygen and becomes less exhausted when taking Vitamin B in 

sufficient cuantity. 

The body is of course, a carbon-oxygen engine running at a temperature of 

98.6°  F. 	There is possibly less oxygen. in Earth's atmosphere than there was and 

the body runs better when it can better utilize what oxygen there is. Vitamin E 

assists it to do this and so it doesn't pull in mental masses. 	At least that's 

the theory I've been able to work out to account for the observed increase in 

E-Meter action in the preclear who is daily taking sufficient Vitamin E. When 

the vitamin is no longer administered, in about 24 hours the preclear begins to 

run less easily (same as bcrfl Vitamin 2 plus any auditing P:ain) and the needle 

read size returns to what 	before Vitamin E was used. 	When Vitamin E is 

again daily administered, in two days, meter behavior improves as-‘?.._n. 

have not had time to do many series but the observational data is so 

marked that it's like proving stones are solid. 	One doesn't feel like repeating 

the experiment endlessly - it is so obvious. 

A mental subject addressed reads lon7er (more reads) in the presence of 

Vitamin E than in its absence but clears more thoroughly, leaving less mental 

mass. 

I only insist that persons in Enriand on the Level VI and VII Courses should 

use Vitamin E and that Saint Hill preclears for Grade V be put on it and only 

forbid pos to he processed without it in high altitude Johannesburg. 

The cost of it is the pc's. 	No ors is to supply it. 	Webber Pharmaceutical 

Ltd can probably direct one to better supplies or brands of it. 

We are not, in the Vitamin  business or even in the health business. Anyone 

else using it in procef;,;:tne; does so at his or her own choice. 	This HCO B is a 

release of scientific data. 

Vitamins are food. 	They are not drugs. 	Processing under drugs is very bad. 

Some vitamins, however, help. 	And Vitamin E is a wonder. 

LRH:m1 
	 L. RON HUBLARD 

CopyriL7ht01965 
by L. Ron Hubbard 
ALL RIC7TS RIT.E7RVED 
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SCIENTOLOGY 

puR GOAL IS TO HAVE /  
	  The following people are at St. Hill 

very close to Clear: 

Rebecca Jones 	Norman Mehr 	Flo Barnett 	 Bill Chadwick 
Nick Nichols 	 Sandi Mehr 	 Clarisse Barnett 	Betty Chadwick .  
Edith Nichols 	Betty Cook 	 Betty Filisky 	 Janet Lunde 

Susan Ballantyne 	Wally Stokes 

You can be one of them, but you must start doing courses NOW Please call and 
find out what you need to do for your next step to Clear. 

c*******************************************" 	 *********-““ '—************** *** 
INDIVIDUATION 

Possibly one of the major mental illnesses of our times. Symptoms: loneliness; 
no close friends; inability to keep case gains; cannot belong to a group; very critical 
of others; often upset and argumentative. 

An individuated person cannot work as part of a team. Not only that, he or she is 
always getting upset with people. Continuously feels that people are against him or 
her. 

The real thing is that a person who is individuated is really against everyone. If 
you suffer from loneliness, it is because you are individuated: You are against 
People, therefore, people feel this attitude and go against you. 

An individuated person would love to have close friends, but never can. Often an 
individuated person who is married cannot feel close to his family. 

Individuated people would like to belong to a good group, but somehow.they cannot. 
About the only group to which individuated people can belong is some type of diinking 
group. If they get half drunk, they can put up with one another. 

Another symptom of individuation: when a friend leaves the group, or is out of 
earshot, • individuated people criticize, complain about, and generally attack that 
person's character in an attempt to make the missing person seem bad. This is 
commonly known as gossipping. 

A salesman who is individuated would have great trouble with his customers as he 
would be working against them, and they also would be working against him. 

A married couple, where one or both are individuated, would work against each 
other instead of working together. 

A businessman who is individuated from his staff would find that he is against his 
staff and his staff is against him. 

A person caves in by individuating. 

Because of his individuation, this person is always upset, life goes poorly for him, 
and should he belong to a group, the group quickly gets disorganized. 

Today Scientology has made a forward step in clearing an individual of his aberrations 
and upsets. 

Utopia Scientology Style 
(The Perfect Group)  

A group of individuals with each person trained in how to make another better. 

Willing to help each other get better. 

As one person gets into better shape, he can help the others get it.to better shape. 

'lids is a continuous effort. In time, each pe rson in the group would become much 

uctter. Not only that, but this is the only way to get and keep stable case gains. 

it 	always the highest toned and most a bl e people who can heiong to a group that 

:.:-., ill Izi; survival goals. 



INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION 

Attorney General's Office 

I 	I; 

DATE: March 7 	19 69. 

TO: 	File 

FROM: Ray Mrnregnr 

SUBJECT: Scientology 

At Dallas 2-26-69 

Millard Heath, Executive Director, Dallas County M
edical 

Association, Medical Arts Building, was contacted
. On an 

earlier visit the request was made of Mr. Heath th
at he 

obtain a copy of the Menninger Report, a psychiatr
ic study 

of Scientology, and to obtain as much information 
as he could 

from the psychiatrists in the Dallas area regardin
g their 

thoughts on Scientology. Mr. Heath had done neith
er and, 

in general, showed a lack of enthusiasm for our Sc
ientology 

inquiry. 

Recontacted Fred Pass, the Dallas Morning News, Da
llas 

Morning News Building. It will be recalled that M
r. Pass 

had conducted his own study into Scientology prior
 to 

writing a series of newspaper articles that appear
ed in the 

Dallas Morning News in the early part of January, 
1969. 

Mr. Pass advised that the new head of the Dallas S
cientology 

branches, Tony Hitchman, had visited with him. I
t was M. 

Pass' impression that Hitchman had come to Dallas 
to replace 

Allan Walter. According to Pass' impression, Walt
er had 

somehow fallen out of favor with Hubbard. Mr. Pass had no 

further relevant information but promised his furth
er coopera-, 

tion with- this office. 

-Interviewed(Nancy Mancuso) an employee of the',Dal
las Morning 

,News, who visited the Dallas branch of Scientolog
y in the.  

latter part of 1968 in conjunction with the articl
e that was 

being written by Mr. Pass. Following is a summary
 of her 

activities at the branch office: 



1. She viewed a film, fifteen to twenty minutes in 

length, of L. Ron Hubbard wherein through an interview type 

program he described the virtues of Scientology. 

2. She received a twenty minute lecture from an individual 

at the branch office who made explanations about Scientology. 

3. She was introduced to a young man named David. They 

were seated at a table facing each other and they were told 

• by the lecturer to stare at each other without., movement or 

conversation. This situation endured for approximately 41/2  

minutes at which time the lecturer intervened and closed the 

session. 

4. She then received a fifteen minute lecture on communi-

cations and the Scientology gradient chart. 

5. She then entered a room with a female whom she described 

as "hippie" appearing. In this room she was put on the E-

Meter with the E-Meter being situated in such a position that 

she and the auditor could look at the Meter. They spoke 

briefly of her upsets. Nancy's upset, she explained, was 

trouble with her employer. 

6. She was asked by the lecturer as noted in No. 2 to 

complete a questionnaire, the same consisting of general 

type questions. 

7. She visited with the Registrar who spoke to her of the 

different processes one could receive in Scientology.., She 

also explained the advantages of the different processes and 

their cost. The Registrar then asked for a check but was.. 
not overly adamant about same. 

I contacted Mr. & Mrs. W. Major Bowles at 7308 Turtle 

Creek Blvd. (North Central Expressway at Hillcrest). ;it 

will be recalled that Mrs. Bowles had written the State', 

Welfare Department complaining about Scientology and this 

ill effects it had upon their son. The Bowles were veilv..  

receptive and cordial people and turned over to the writer 

numerous articles and other materials relating to Scientology. 

They related the following story: 

Their son had grown up as a very religious person 

in a Church of Christ family atmosphere. He had never given 

his family a moments trouble until he was introduced to 



. Scientology at 19 years of age. After being introduced 

into Scientology he complete changed, gave up his schooling 

and became very uncommunicative with his family. His parents 

claim that because of Scientology they had numerous problems 

with him which resulted in their calling the police to put 

him in jail on two occasions and placed him in the psychiatric 

ward ar Parkland Hospital. Their son is presently living 

with them although they claim he is not the same as he used 

to be before Scientology processing and that once he attains 

• the age of 21 he will re-enter into the Scientology way of 

life. Because of their hatred for Scientology and the 

trouble they caused their son and to the local branch, their 

son was branded a PTS (potential trouble source) because of 

his unruly family. Their son received a certificate from 

Scientology certifying him to be a minister in the Church 

of Scientology: He was active in Scientology and spent weeks 

in the Austin branch and also had gone to England to Saint 

Hill Manor to carry on further studies. The writer's im-

pression of the situation is that most of the trouble 

occurring between the Bowles and their son probably could 

have been prevented had the family taken a more tolerant 

view and it was not necessarily Scientology that created 

their whole problem. Although the family meant well, it 

seems quite apparent that their son will return to Scientology 

and create a firm disconnect from them. 

2-27-69: Interviewed Richard Stetzel, 3949 Wentwood, business 

address - 2000 Stemmons Freeway, Dallas Furniture Mart. 

Mr. Stetzel advised that his wife to whom he was married for 

20 years and his eldest son, 19 years of age had disconnected 

from him because of Scientology. He advised that his wifl• 

had become interested in Scientology in 1967 and at the ' 

present time was in California where she has achieved gracle' 

OT-4. He ald his wife had been married in the Catholic, 

Church and through the years had experienced the usual". 

matrimonial disputes but once his wife commenced with Scientology 

studies he was unable to reason with her. In 1968 she, comr 

menced divorce proceedings against him because he was nipt 

amenable to the teachings of Scientology. In order to; save 

his twenty year marriage, Mr. Stetzel came to the branch ' 

headquarters in Austin and conferred with Mr. John McCoy, 

the reason being that he believed McCoy to be the head of the 

Texas organization. He conferred with McCoy for approximately 

four or five hours and after being audited and making certain 
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concessions, McCoy called his wife in Dallas at 11:30 p.m. 
on a Sunday night to stop all divorce proceedings. His 
wife, upon the orders of McCoy, did that and again communicated 
with him. Later, with each little problem that would arise 
in the family life, his wife would call Delores Stokes, a 
Clear, her personal auditor who would then phone Stetzel and 
tell him how to conduct his affairs. Stetzel, being unable 
to cope with this situation, then commenced divorce proceedings 
against his wife receiving same the latter part of 1968. He 
advised his son had also disconnected with him this being the 
influence of his wife, Pat Stetzel. 



INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION 

Attorney General's Office 

DATE:  May 13, 	l961. 

TO: 	 File 

FROM: 	Ray McGregor 

SUBJECT: 	Scientology 

At Dallas  

On April 2;1969, writer proceeded to Dallas to visit the 
Scientology franchise centers. The addresses for these centers 
are as follows: The Scientology of Dallas, 2405 Cedar Springs; 
Scientology Institute of Applied Philosophy, 621 Park Road, 
Arlington; Scientology of Richardson, 777 South Central Express-
way. 

Writer contacted Sherene Filisky, daughter of the owner 
of subject franchise, Bette Filisky. Miss Filisky was asked no 
questions because of her apparent young age. Writer merely 
observed the surroundings and made arrangements to confer with 
the owner at a later date. 

At 2405 Cedar Springs, Dallas, writer conferred with 
Susan Ballantyne, Area Director, Scientology of Dallas. -Writer 
had only a general conversation with Miss Ballantyne and did not 
ask to see any books or records. She advised that the Dallas 
franchise center for Scientology was commenced in 1964 under the 
direction of Alan C. Walter. To her knowledge, there are ap-
proximately five franchise centers of Scientology in Texasithe 
three in Dallas and two in Houston. She advised that the -head-
quarters for such franchises is the Church of Scientology located 
in Austin, Texas. She commented that a weekly report is prepared 
by the Dallas center and that 10% of the receipts are transmitted 
to the world-wide headquarters for Scientology located in England. 
She further advised that all records made during the auditing 
sessions are confidential as are the prepared questions as used 
by the auditor. Miss Ballantyne further advised that•the approx-
imate cost for an education in Scientology for the approximate 
26 steps in their gradient chart is $7,500.00. For the train-
ing to be a professional auditor, you add an additional $2,000.00 
more. She said the complete course takes approximately two years 
to complete. She has approximately 65 students enrolled in 
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Scientology in Dallas at the present time. Her definition for 

Scientology and its processes known as auditing is "making the 
unknown known". 

At Arlington  

On April 3, 1969, writer visited the Scientology franchise 

center in Arlington known as the Scientology Institute of Applied,  
Philosophy. This particular center is owned and operated by 

Richard Stetzel, Jr., and Arnold Gunstanson, an ex-chief of 

detectives from Mesquite, Texas. There are six employees, and 

the center is open from 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. Thirty-five 

students are presently enrolled. Writer conferred with Mr. 

Stetzel and Richard Zarro. Some general items of information 

concerning Scientology in the Arlington operation are as follows: 

(1) During the auditing session, the auditor does 
make certain notations of the information furnished by the 
pre-clear. This information is then placed in a folder 
which contains all data concerning this particular pre-
clear. The files are strictly confidential and no copies 

leave the franchise center. Once a person terminates his 

association with Scientology, the file is not returned. 

(2) The Arlington franchise center, as all franchise 

centers in Texas, can conduct the Scientology processing 
only from the Straight Wire Release to the Grade 4 Release. 

For training in Scientology, the Arlington franchise center, 

as all franchise centers in Texas, can train only to the 

Sub-0's. The Church of Scientology in Austin can train 
through the Class 4 Auditor. For training after this point, 

the Scientologist must go to Los Angeles, California; Corfu, 

Greece; or East Grinstead, England. 

(3) The 35 students presently attending the center 
are comprised of people from all walks of life, including 

students, engineers, housewifes, etc. A state legislator 

John Lawrence, was a student in Scientology in the Dallas 

franchise center some time ago (writer was unable to find 
a John Lawrence listed in the present State Legislature). 

(4) The questions that an auditor uses during the 
processing sessions are prepared questions that do not vary 

from student to student. The questiOns, or questionnaires, 

are considered by Scientology to be confidential commencing 

at Grade 5 Release. All queeti-ons, of course, are confi- 

dential. 	 c.,," E'`` 

(5) Scientology will accept all persons for Sciento-

logy processing with the exception of an individual convicted 
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of a felony and a person with a proven record of insanity. 
In the latter case, a person may petition L. Ron Hubbard 
for a waiver of this regulation. A person will not be 
audited while under the influence of alcohol, drugs, or 
if he is the recent recipient of shock treatment. 

(6) Concerning the practice of disconnection, Mr. 
Zarro produced a Hubbard Communication Office policy letter 
:dated November 15, 1968, which read "Since we can now hand-
le all types of cases, disconnection as a condition is 
cancelled." 

(7) Scientology has a legal division, their attorney 
being Bob Thomas. Such division is located in New York 
City. A personal friend of Richard Stetzel, Dr. Henry 
Schlicting, an M.D. who resides in Phoenix, Arizona, is a 
Scientologist, as is Dr. J. J. Julian, an M.D. who resides 
in Los Angeles, California. Another personal friend of 
Stetzel, Fay S. Troksh, a registered psychologist who 
resides at 4642 Idlewild Road, Salt Lake City, Utah, is a 
Scientologist. 

(8) Zarro's definition of Scientology is "to be at 
cause over their environment -- a person who can make 
things happen rather than a person who says 'Look what 
happen to me.'" 

(9) Zarro ask
,A
that the following quote be plated in 

the record: "Nothing in Dianetics or Scientology is true 
for you unless you have observed it and it is true accord-
ing to your observations". Such was written by L. Rod 
Hubbard. 

(10) Scientology conducts training drills for its 
students in the early stages of the processing. Such drills 
'compose of communication and confront. A practice utilized 
by Scientology in their communication is 	known as 
"Dear Alice". 

(11) The Arlington franchise center makes out a 
weekly report and on such report are listed the receipts, 
the expenditures, number of students, staff members_and 
any notation as to problems confronting the particular 
center. 10% of the receipts are transmitted to the - World-
wide headquarters for Scientology. The 10% of the receipts 
is transmitted for services, rendered by the headquarters, 
such as books, pamphlets, course instruction, etc. 

(12) For a student entering Scientology who is under 
21 years of age, he must obtain parental consent before 
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/1. processing will be instituted. Zarro gave such a fo
rm 

to writer. 

Following will be the set of questions that an audit
or 

uses in Scientology processing from the Grade 0 Rele
ase through 

the Grade 4 Release. It is noted that each release of this 
particular franchise center cost $175.00 and there i

s no set 

time, as such time varies with a particular student
. It is 

further noted that the auditor during the auditing s
essions 

makes no comment whatsoever other than asking these 
questions. 

At the outset, the goal is noted and the particular 
release is 

not terminated until the pre-clear signs an attestat
ion that 

he has attained that particular goal. 

Grade 0 Release - The goal is the ability to communi
cate 

freely with anyone on any subject. The commands are
: 

(1) What are you willing to talk to me about? 

(2) What would you like to tell me about that? 

In this particular release these are the only two 

comments, and they are used over and over until the 
pre-

clear feels he has attained the particular goal invo
lved. 

Grade 1 Release - The goal is the ability to recogni
ze 

the source of problems and make them vanish. The co
mmands 

are: 

(1) What is the problem? 

(2) What solutions have you had? 

Stetzel advised that, as a rule, Comment No. 2 is 

used over and over again, inasmuch as the pre-clear'
s 

solution usually creates another problem. 

Grade 2 Release - The goal is relief from hostilitie
s and 

sufferings of life (commission or omission, sinful o
r 

unethical -- something akin to guilt feelings.) The com-
mands are: 

(1) What have you done? 

(2) What has been done to you? 

(3) What has another done to another? 
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Grade  3  Release - The goal is freedom from the offsets 
of the past and the ability to face the future. The 
commands are: 

(1) What change has happened in your life? (This 
question is asked repetitively and given a date..) 

(2) Was this a break in affinity, reality, communi-
cation or understanding? 

During this release the E-Meter is utilized to find 
the arc break and to then determine: 

Are you curious about, desired, enforced or 
inhibited? 

Grade 4 Release - The goal is moving outi a fixed condition 
and gaining abilities to do new things. The commands are: 

(1) What do you use to make others wrong? (A list 
is compiled through the use of the E-Meter.) 

(2) How does 	  make you right? 



INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION 

Attorney General's Office 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Tune 4, 	19  69  • 

File 

Ray McGregor 

Scientology 

On May 27, 1969, writer proceeded to Dallas and talked to Marvin 

Feldman, 5222 Walnut Hill Ln. , telephone ff EMI-0523. Feldman is 

presently living in Mexico City and comes to Dallas occasionally in con-

nection with his door lock business. It will be noted that Feldman was a 

Scientologist for about a year and a half, but became disenchanted with the 

movement and has spoken out against Scientology. In addition to the follow-

ing information Feldman did make available several pieces of literature 

with relevance to Scientology. 

Feldman furnished the following information: He was introduced 

into Scientology by answering a newspaper ad for a company known as Power 

Leadership, Inc. Such company was headed by Alan Walter and Ed Clapp 

and its purpose according to Feldman was to introduce Scientology into the 

business. community. The business community appeared to be interested in 

the program of Power Leadership but each time a contact was made by the 

salesman. Walter and Clapp failed to follow through and the company in time 

folded. Feldman analyzed Power Leadership, Inc. as a method by which 

Walter could make a buck on the side. Clapp was strictly a salesman type 

having previously worked for several insurance companies. He described 

Walter, the Scientology franchise holder for Dallas, Kansas City, St. Louis, 

etc. as a pompous know-it-all. Th e classes of Power Leadership, Inc. 

were conducted in the offices of Scientology in Exchange Park Tower (since 

moved. ) 

It was in the latter part of 1966 that Feldman commenced his study 

in pure Scientology inasmuch as he was out of work (the failure of Power 

Leadership, Inc. ) and somewhat depressed. After being in Scientology only 

a short time he was advised to divorce his wife inasmuch as she was a 

deterrent to his progress. Feldman did admit that he had intended to divorce 

his wife anyway but the Scientology decision did act as a salve to his con-

science. Feldman had no exact figure as to how much money he had paid to 

Scientology but claimed it was several thousands of dollars. He said he re-

ceived no benefits whatever from Scientology training and processing. 



Feldman was a member of Scientology for a year and a half taking 
part in the processing of Scientology and not the training aspect of it. As 
follows are some of his impressions of this organization: 

1. Scientology has two separate functions: The obtaining 
of the certificates and the auditing. Two prices. 

2. Scientology claims it has a liberal policy with regard 
to the refunding of money to its preclears. Feldman 
says this is not so; you are given a test by an auditor 
to determine if you are "deserving" to get the money 
back. The interpretation of such test is strictly up to 
the auditor. 

3. If, at the completion of a particular grade release, the 
preclear does not feel that he has reached or accomplished 
the specified goal, he is required, for additional considera-
tion, to take a review course. Scientology answer is thus, 
for any unsolved problem - a review course - a review 
course - a review course. 

4. The cost of the training, the certificates, the grade re-
leases, the review courses, etc. are never set published 
prices but are strictly what Alan Walter thinks they 
should be at any given moment. 

It is not obligatory that Scientology students buy the  
numerous books and publications of Ron Hubbard (about 
fifty) but most of the training and processing is geared 
to the student's familiarization with one or more of the .  "--
publications. The publications are widely advertized in - 
Scientology periodicals and are prominantly displayed 
at all Scientology franchise centers. When a question 
is presented to the auditor he merely directs the Pre-
clear to a costly Hubbard publication. 

Feldman described L. Ron Hubbard as a "beautiful con 
artist." He has never met Hubbard but came by his 
description upon the writings and prepared takes by 
Hubbard. 

7. Feldman had experienced many difficulties in life whom 
he attributed to his step-father. This step-father had 
committed suicide six years ago. During Scientology 
processing he was advised to disconnect from his dead 
step-father. Thus, at the urging Of Scientology he wrote 
a letter of disconnect to his dead step-father. 



The changed environment creates more 

He had sexual intercourse with Delores Stokes, 

a "clear" who at one time was Hubbard's personal 

secretary. Stokes had propositioned him by stat-

ing "I have removed my 'hat' of Scientology and 

have put on my 'sexual hat. ' " He, in an audit-

ing session with Stokes, admitted to having sexual 

relations with another student, and Stokes related 

such misdeed to Walter. Walter berated him for 

about an hour for act/acts but then concluded by 

telling him he could get straight by paying $200. 00. 

9. Scientology helps no one and offers to help only 

those who can pay the bill. Most of those who come 

into Scientology are filled with the concerns of every-

day living. Scientology, at a very high price, offers 

to solve these concerns and they do it by. taking the 

preclear from his present environment and placing 

under the control of the Scientology environment. 

10. Although Scientology claims to be a church, such 

function is always played down, the more commer-

cial aspect of the training and processing always 

being pushed to the forefront. 

The following names were furnished by Feldman as 

contacts for further information: J. B. Ryals - Dallas; 

Mary Bond - Irving; Jack Mauzy - Dallas. 

Feldman noted that of all the people he knew who got involved in 

Scientology all fared the worst because of it. He especially made mention 

of Paul Mantle and Jim Cook. 

problems than it solves. 
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NOTE.—DO NOT USE THIS ROUTE SLIP TO I DATE 
SHOW FORMAL CLEARANCES OR APPROVALS 

TO: AGENCY BLDG. ROOM 

❑ APPROVAL 

❑ SIGNATURE 

❑ COMMENT 

❑ REVIEW 

❑ NOTE AND SEE ME 

❑ NOTE AND RETURN 

❑ PER CONVERSATION 

❑ AS REQUESTED 

❑ NECESSARY ACTION 

❑ FOR YOUR INFORMATION 

0 PREPARE REPLY FOR SIGNATURE OF 

REMARKS: 

0,rp.ct73 Achti___wc 
D 	ApinitiQt 

(Fold here for return) 

To 

From 
PHONE 	 I BUILDING 

	
ROOM 

FOAM HEW-30. Rsv.11/56 ROUTE SLIP 
MIA. GOVERNMENT PRINTINil nrcmo- ig74 Q0-399/3503 1-3 
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SCIENTOLOGY RICHARDSON FRANCHISE CENTER 

AGREEMENT AND RELEASE 

This contract is made between 

(Full name of applicant in block letters) 

of 

(Full postal address in block capitals) 

(hereinafter called ("The Applicant") of the one part and the Scientology Rich-

ardson Franchise Center (hereinafter called "The Center") of the other part, a 

Franchised Branch of The Church of Scientology of California 

on the 	day of 	  19 	 

Whereas the applicant is desirous of obtaining the services of the Center, he 

hereby declares and makes it known that: 

a) he is to pay the Center the fees for processing ...nd/or training. 

b) to always act in accordance with the Scientology Ethics Codes and understands 

that any violation of them may result in suspension or expulsion from training 

and/or processing. 

c) any monies paid the Center for training or processing may be returned if he 

is not satisfied, but that by such an action it is possible he may be refused 
further training and/or processing at any Scientology Organization or Center in 

the world. 

d) he is to receive no other training and/or processing from other quarters with-

out the express permission from the Director of Processing and the Director of 

Training, 

e) he is enrolling with the Center under his own self determinism and for the 

sole purpose of improving himself. 

f) he does not have a history or record of institutionalisation in any insane 

asylum or similar place. 

g) he does not have a criminal record for felony. 

h) he is not connected to any person or group which is an avowed or known enemy 

of Scientology. 

i) that he has fully read and understood this document and has signed it of his 

own free will, 

j) I understand Scientology is a spiritual and religious guide intended to make 

?arsons more aware of themselves as spiritual beings and not treating or diagnosing 

any human ailments of body or mind whatsoever. 
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Signed 

Witnessed 

Date 

The applicant undertakes to take the following courses and/or intensives 

UNDERTAKINGS TO L. RON HUBBARD 
In consideration of L. Ron Hubbard researching into and developing Scientology 
and maintaining high technical standards of Scientology now and in the future 
and making such available to me through training and/or processing, I hereby 
agree to waive any and all claims howsoever arising that I may have against 
him now and in the future. 

Signed 

Date 

UNDERTAKINGS OF THE CENTER 
We, the Scientology Richardson Franchise Center, a franchised Branch of the 
Church of Scientology of California, do hereby undertake, that in consideration 
of the agreements entered into heretofore by 	  
(the applicant) to ensure personal,  case supervision for the duration of such 
period as he is under our charge and to make every effort to ensure that the 
applicant progresses and attains the end result of the training or processing 
contracted for in the shortest possible time and to give to the applicant such 
certificate (s) of attainment. 

Signed by and on behalf of the Scientology 
Richardson Franchise Center, a Fran-
chised Branch of the Church of Scientology 
of California. 

Date 

Signs this 	  day of 	 19 	, in witness whereof 

I, 	 (the applicant) have entered into the 
aforesaid agreements and undertakings. 

Witness 	 Applicant 

Witness 	 Parent or guardian if applicant under 21 
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AUDITING CAN M.KKE 
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The actual source of •„T‘hese two subjects have 

psychosomatic illness has been .,..,bitterl.y_contested any heal, 

tng:subjec,t and use public 

‘m,edia,,,governme nts and 

even rumor to forward 

Control.. 

' 	 has often•mad& it, 

difficult to bring bonafidq 

mental health to the peo,ple. 

isolated in DIANETICS. 

'FEEL WELL AND HAPPY WITH Various fo,rras of.men•tal 
• 

therapy were in existence.  

%before DIANETICS. These 

,were psychology, psychiatry 

OUR CENTER IS FRIENDLY. 	and psycho-analysts. 

F'sychpliody and psychiatry.  were 

• developed chiefly by a Russian 

veterinarian named Ivan 

Petrovich Pavlov (1849-1936). 

AUDITING. ( it-means to listen) 	Psychology is mainly used for 

is a term given to the appli- 	testing aptitude or intelligenCe. 

cation of DIANETICS. 	 It has counseling as part of its 

activities but it is more con- 

NO DRUGS, NO HYPNOTISM, 	cerned with and financed for 

NO MECHANICAL TREATMENT warfare. The result of 

IS USED, 	 psychiatry are physically 

damaging, consisting of 

DIANETICS (Dia-through, 	various brutalities and often 

noos, mind) has been 39 years injure the patient for life or 

in development. 	It is the 
	kill him outright. 	There have 

first fully precision science 	never been any cures listed or 

of the mind. 	 claimed for psychiatric treat- 

• 
	 ment as its interest lies only 

PHYSICAL illness, aches, 	in control.. 	The cost is about 

pains, continual, exhaustion, 	$2000 a month often for years 

body malfunctions are 	 -in America and L60'a week for 

created or held in an un-" 	.as.  long as a decade in England. 

changing state by the mind. 

This is called psychosomatic 
	Psychosana:l..y,sis was developed 

(PsYc-ho-spIrit, somatic-body 

illness. It has been known 
	) by an Austrian Jew Sigmund 

Freu-d•.(1856-,19 39). 	It reqUii•es 

up tolfive .. years for an un- 
about for a century but there 

- certain result. and costs about 
'has never been a positive 

';000. remedy before DIANETICS-,... 

IT fs ONLY HERE TO HELP 
There ts_no Dqua,r}:e11ketyee. 

DIANETICS and, general' 

practitioners of the .meaica 

profession., They both have.  

the same purpose (to make 

teople:%yel1) and are: not 

political.. It .is freely ad-

mitted in DIANETICS that 

physical illness that can be 

effectively treated medical 

should• be so treated. Audit 

ing will not .set a broken le, 

or ,deliver a baby. 	But it 

can help get the leg healed 

in two weeks.instead of the' 

usual: six and after effects 

of childbirth do- not.exist 
.. 	• 

.when. DIANETIC-auditing is• 

also used. ".‘ . „ 

DIANETICS was first re-

leased in 1950-and'ehas been 

increasingly suCcessful 

since that time. 	Unlike 

earlier studies, the intere 

of DIANETICS was ,the reli 

of, physical suffe-ring. 	It 

requires only a matter of 

'hours, only helpsan'd does 

---.A 



HUBBARD COMMUNICATIONS OFFICE 
Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, Sussex 

HCO POLICY LETTER OF 6 MARCH 1969 
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SCIENTOLOWl. 	A.•RT, 	lON 

• 
"Scientology is a religion in the oldest sense of the word, 

a\ study of wisdom. Scientology is a study of man as 
in• his relationship to life alfd tie 	 v"verse. ./ 

It is non-6.enefikinational. By• that is mealit that Sci::•ntology.• 
isopn to people of' all rcligion:A and h;•!.7;.,;:fs end in ao 
tries to persuade a person frog; his religion, but assists him 
to better understand that h2 15 a spiritual being...." 

Mary Sue Hubbard' 

Froth Supplement to "Communication" 

Serember 1964 

The following definitions are from Webster'; New Tvontieth 
Century Dictionary (2nd Edition - The. World Publishing Company, 
Clevel.and and Net'. York - 1959). 

A. RELIGION (noun) 

. 	Derivation :- from Latin religio (-cnis), (religion), 
( )2:, e ty ) 2 ( Con se tent iouncs ) (scrupulousness) , :f'roi rcI tgcre 
(to bind ?lack), re-, and ligarc, (to bind), (to bind toteter). 
(a) Any specific ,;steno' belief„worchip,'condect etc., Often/'. 
'i5vo7, ving a code of ethics and a philosophy:, as the Christian/. 
(religion), the Buddhist (religion), etc. (b) loose?y, 	/ 
system of beliefs, practices, ethical values etc. resemblin2;,.. 
suggestiva of, or likened .to such a system, as, humanism is 
his (religion): 

B. RELIGIOUS (adjective) 

Derivation :-.from,Latin religiosus, (religious). 
Of, concerned with, appropriate to, teaching, or relating to 
religion; as, a (religious) place; (religious) subjects.. 

Also 

Careful; scrupulous; conscientiously exact; such as religion/  
requires;.as, a (religious) observance-of vows or promises. 

C, PHILOSOPHY (noun) 

Derivation :- from Latin philosophia; Creek. philocophia, 
from Oreek,philosophes, from nhilos, (loving), and Sophos, 
(vise). 
Originally, love of wisdom and knowledge, 
•It study of the proceSs governing thought and conduct; theory or 
investigation of the' principles or laws that regulate the p'trsi-' 
cal universe and underlie all knowledge and-reality; included 
in the study are aesthetics, ethics, logic, metaphysics etc. 
The general principl'e's or laws of a field of knowledge, activity 
etc; as the (philosophy) of economics. 
(a) A particular system of principles for the conduct of life; 
(b) A treatise covering such a system. 

A. study of human morals, character and behaviour. 

The mental, balance believed to result from thiS; calmness; 
composure. 



„. . 
C:ja•il-F/0ra f 	"'. ft religion. hy the very nature of its. Odle-. 

ytand system of Ethics, Technology, and Administration, all':,.. ...,. 

.i.i.oh is designed and set up for life to free itself from 

entrabMent,'and restore total freedom to the spirit. •• 

Blt one of the oldest things that. was ever given' into the 

training of wise men that 	burry of was simply this.  - the 'pasietH 

faith in which the individual hhs been trained and the hasic 

political allegiance Of the individual must not be tamperoOtWith 

by the Order training him: Ard'it.Wan the Order itself.whicl-  • 

laid that dqvn..ThaYs an old, oJd ono. ,They .were training Ory 

wise xen and that war tne fig; 	 '!at they mu e sure noe; to / 

do, They did not triqer wit': 	nse 	 if the indivHdnal 

d to alter these t.hing 	1 	nobody 'vas e-en 

snoding him. It might be at 	course o.‘ his' study :ht ,t nu ..•oundt ' 

certain. th:ftgs that mon did la'ghttlfl:c 	conihiti- - 	or he Ieund . 

certain things that men t] .'I remodiable - but netg was standing 

there. trying to lead him if .'o a higher religi,..us 	polit1en1 

conviction. And that is the case with Scientology- if  

Extract. fro-,  Phoeni.x Lositures. 

by L. Ron liubbard 

(The celebrated lecture ser55:9 

given by L. Ron Iftliirarri to the 

Professional CourLo, fhoenia.., 

Arizona, in July 195h.') ' • 

• 
7,. Ron Hubbard's treatise on Scientolcgy as a rcligtona 

philosophy-  end a religious practice is given in Hnbbary 

cat2.0nr5 Bunotin '01;C-0.0 of 21 Juno, 19(.0 "R-iligiius 

'and Beligiouo'Practice (as revised 18 April,. 1967). 
• 

CL is highly importun!:t that all promotional ditsrs..• nr;', 

Church literature reflect the fact that Scientology is i peli 

For% instance . one promotional piece of recent time stzted • 

“Eoientelozy is a philosophy and a science". There was neaention 

thateihatology was a religion. 	• 

If ;my statements are made in any literature which reflect , . 

.that Scientology i other than a religious philosophy, art anpro- .  

priatn eondition must be' at 	to the party so makingsam.e. 

Kevin Kember 
Policy Safeguard Ch 

fare Kember 
The Guardian WW 

Mary.  Sue Hubbard 
LRUi. The:. Controller Wt' 
Copyright (c) 1969 -  
by L. Ron Hubbard 	. For:, 	 HUBBARD. 

AUL RIGHTS RESERVED 	 F'o'under 
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If anyone makes this up into a single tablet be sure that the tablet is not . 
pressed so hard that it won't dissolve easily in the stomach. 

Dianazene (for radiation) fails utterly when all ingredients are pressed 
together into one tablet. 

Vitamin E is generally available but sometimes has to be specially ordered. 
It is useless to buy it in less than 100 mg tablets. Preferably 200 mg tablets 
of it should be bought. However it is bought, just be sure there's enough of it 
(300 to 600 mg). 	Small quantities don't produce any effect at all, which is why 
the medicos earlier missed its value. 

Anyone's auditing can benefit from it but at Levels VI and VII it becomes, 
quite vital. 

Oxygen causes the body to attract mental image pictures less. Carbon 
Dioxide pulls mental images hard in on the body. 	• 

Vitamin E, oxygenating the body, acts mentally like taking oxygen. The body 
can go longer on less oxygen and becomes less exhausted when taking Vitamin E in 
sufficient quantity. 

The body is of course.a carbon-oxygen. engine running at a temperature of 
98.6°  F. 	There is possibly less oxygen. in Earth's atmosphere than there was and. 
the body runs better when it can better utilize what oxygen there is. Vitamin E 
assists it to do this and so it doesn't pull in mental masses. 	At least that's 
the theory I've been able to work out to account for the observed increase in 

t-Meter action in the preclear who is daily taking sufficient Vitamin E. When he vitamin is no longer administered, in about 24 hours the preclear begins to 
run less easily (same as before Vitamin E plus any auditing gain) and the needle 
read size returns to what ia'sas before Vitamin F was used. When Vitamin E is 
again daily administered, in two days, meter behavior improves again. 

I have not had time to do many series but the observational data is so 
marked that it's like proving stones are solid. 	One doesn't feel like repeating 
the experiment endlessly - it is so obvious. 

A mental subject addressed reads longer (more reads) in the presence of 
Vitamin F than in its absence but clears more thoroughly, leaving less mental 
mass. 

I only insist that persons in England on the Level VI and VII Courses should 
use Vitamin F and that Saint Hill preclears for Grade V be put on it and only 
forbid pas to be processed without it in high altitude Johannesburg. 

The cost of it is the pc's. 	No ors is to supply it. Webber Pharmaceutical 
Ltd can probably direct one to better supplies or brands of it. 

We are not in the Vitamin business or even in the health business. Anyone 
else using it in processing does po at his or her own choice. This HCO B is a 
release of scientific data. 

Vitamins are food. They are not drugs. Processing under drugs is very bad. 
Some vitamins, howeyer, help. And Vitamin E is a wonder. 

LRH:ml 
	

L. RON HUBBARD 
Copyright( 1965 
by L. Ron Hubbard 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED' 
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTIVE 

ED 98 AG US 

	

	 5 June 69 

MEDICAL NOTIFICATION & REFERRAL  

HCO PL 6 Apr 69 "Dianetics" ccntains a paragraph giving the wording of the Medical'Referral 'co be u.aef.1” ' This woraing given is changed, as per that policy, as foilc,wz,.to conform with statutory legal requirements in the U:ltad• States in the area orhealing: 

MEDICAL REFERRAL 

THIS IS IS A MEMBER OF THE CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY. AS HE MAY LE • PHYSICALLY ILL, WE WISH A FULL MEDICAL E2CAMINATION ;k.''._• N DIAGOSIS.— 'AND ANY PROVEN MEDICAL TREATMENT (EXCLUDING PSYCEIATniC) WHICH WILL RESOLVE THE ILLNESS FOUND. WITH THE LEAVE OF TilE MEDICAL DOCTOR AND WITH THE PATIENT UNDER HIS CARE, WE MAY EM:LOY. DIANETIC PASTORAL COUNSELLING AS WELL TO SPIRITUALLY Ari:SIST HIS RECOVERY. UNTIL HEALED, THIS PERSON IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR SCIENTOLOGY AUDITING. WE COOPERATE FULLY WITH THE “EDICAL PROFESSION: HOWEVER, WE ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY OF. LIABILITY FOR ANY MEDICAL TREATMENT ADMINISTERED, OR DIA(.4NOSIS GIVEN." 

	 REGISTRAR (CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF 

I HAVE READ THE ABOVE AND AM IN AGREEMENT WITH ITS CONTENTS. ' 

PARISHIONER 

HCO PL Apr 69 "Dianetic Registration", in Paragraph Two, gives the wording of the sign to he displayed in all Orgs servicing the general public. That wording is changed as follows, to'. also conform as above: 

IF YOU HAVE COME HERE TO BE SPF.ITUALLY CURED OF A PHYSICAL ILLNESS, SEE THE REGISTRAR AND SO TNFORM HER, SO THAT SHE CAN , EITHER .RE-airvimEND oR7WEA-RUt FOR A COMPETENT ‘"EJ)TCAL EXAMINATION AND TREATMENT: 

DIANETICS'PASTORAL COUNSELLING MAY TAKE PLACE WHILE YOU ARE UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF A DOCTOR. WHEN YOU ARE PHYSICALLY WELL, YOU CAN BEGIN THE OTHER FACETS OF SCIENTOLOGY TRAINING AND PROCESSING ON YOUR ROAD TO TOTAL' FREEDOM. 

II  

No other wording than the above shall he used for Medical Referral or the Sign in the United States Orgs, to avoidany.misunder-standings with the medical profession or legal complications. 

ROBERT H. THOMAS 
Assistant Guardian US for 
JANE KEMBER 
The Guardian WW 
for the Board of Directors 'of the 
Church of Scientology of California 

."7  
.1  t 	I  4-3  „ 

• '31/4  y 
-14 	cA' • 
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SCIENTOLOGY OF DALLAS 
1012 EXCHANGE BANK TOWER 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235 

CCCCCC ono 2•93S1 

OUR GOAL IS TO HAVE 30 CLEARS IN DALLAS BY MID-1968! Already Dolores 
StOkes, Joy Walter and Alan Waltert are Clear. The following people are at St. Hill 
very close to Clear: 

Rebecca Jones 
	

Norman Mehr 
	

Flo Barnett 	 Bill Chadwick 
Nick Nichols 
	

Sandi Mehr 
	

Clarisse Barnett 	Betty Chadwick, 
Edith Nichols 
	

Betty Cook 
	

Betty Filisky 	 Janet Lunde 
Susan Ballantyne 	Wally Stokes 

You can be one of them, but you must start doing courses NOW. Please call and 
find out what you need to do for your next step to Clear.. 

•****************************************************************************************** 

INDIVIDUATION 

Possibly one of the major mental illnesses of our times. Symptoms: loneliness; 
no clOS'e friends; inability to keep case gains; cannot belong to a group; very critical 
of others; often upset and argumentative. 

An individuated person cannot work as part of a team. Not only that, he or she is 
always getting upset with people. Continuously feels that people are against him or 
her. 

The real thing is that a person who is individuated is really against everyone. If 
you suffer from loneliness, it is because you are individuated: You are against 
people, therefore, people feel this attitude and go against you. 

An individuated person would love to have close friends, but never can. Often an 
individuated person who is married cannot feel close to his family. 

Individuated people would like to belong to a good group, but somehow they cannot. 
About the only group to which individuated people can belong is some type of drinking 
group. If they get half drunk, they can put up with one another. 

Another symptom of individuation: when a friend leaves the group, or is out of 
earshet, -individuated people criticize, complain about, and generally attack that 
person's character in an attempt to make the missing person seem bad. This is 
commonly known as gossipping. 

A salesman who is individuated would have great trouble with his customers as he 

would be working against them, and they also would be working against him. 

A married couple, where one or both are individuated, would work against each 
other instead of working together. 

A businessman who is individuated from his staff would find that he is against his 
staff and his staff is against him. 

A person caves in by individuating. 

Because of his individuation, this person is always upset, life goes poorly for him, 
and should he belong to 'a group, the group quickly gets disorganized. 

Today Scientology has made a forward step in clearing an individual of his aberrations 

and upsets. 
Utopia Scientology Style 

(The Perfect Group)  

another better. A group of individuals with each person trained in how to make 

Willing to help each other get better. 

As one person gets into better shape, 

This is a continuous effort. In time, 
better. Not only that, but this is the 

he can help the others get into better shape. 

each person in the group would become much 
only way to get and keep stable case gains. 

It is always the highest toned and most able people who can belong to a group that 

has high survival goals. 



Document E-39. This document is a three page memorandum dated 10/18/68 
to Director, Los Angeles District, from Inspector Lloyd Lehrer, Los 
Angeles District. Subject: Tax Status and Related Information of 
Church of Scientology of California. This memorandum is a report of 
investigation obtained from various State agencies on Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions in this 
entire document consist of the names of the various State agencies and 
individuals associated with the particular agencies. These deleted 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release of any 
portion would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
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The Church cf S;:iontoloe.ey of California is a nen-_ rift sorcoration 
with a charter filed cn 2/13/6:: *la I:: A:scales County, Charter.  

196, on 6/19/56 the am,': waschamged frma the Church cf.. 
Sciemtology to tha Church of Scinr"eti  gy of California 'le status -: en th 	was 	t. tax 	 ffice ,•' 
gave 

 
ti follotimg Phone number as t 

This 
nunber 'gas ca,len an a ort4e1,--d commiete copy of the corporation 
&ILrter and all en,-cn,r—rnts to date was re—Jested, and-is being 
cent.to the Los weles_Distrist Office 	 gaVe 	an. • - 
-Ltplic c.t ion for 	 and told 
that all records portimer to the% Ch"Pch of. Scientclogy,of Calif- 
ornia were 	 duo.toa centralization/ 
of all-records. 

contacted by we by phone and 
asked for mll 8 am ble infsematicn Pertaining to the Church of 	' 
Seientology cf California. 	 Lnfonsa ma that the orzanizstion 
was presently undo:-  investigation by their office, but they vane 
atm:I-tins the outer.: of the Federal Court Appeal before tola.ng any . 
further action and that thetr status at, present was still tax exemgt 
and that the information received from the 	 office 
us to their non-tam ene,.,pt status was incorrect. 	 .mthrsr 
stated that he would need ithor a letter or someone with aPpropriate., 

,efore any informntion could.  
s rameased.• At this-timo thonLe 	 ,nd informed him that • . 
theiSaeramento resident'would - call on him for the necessary 'Station. 

contacted Tflspector 21=11 of the:Sacranonto resiF,-nt -st)and informed 
him of the necessary details; he stated he would go 

innediately.and get the necessary records and 
er memo to Mr,Dichorman... 

credentials at his offic 

ror. 

following in 	as tO 
Scientology of CFI-leo-Pia eirst file , 
in 1964 and has been consid- 	:tempt to 
the church first file or a 
that excm tion'also: 

provisions 

	  save the 
the Cazwah of 

an 	.ition as e church 
the present'time. ' In 1967 

a has Tennintzined 
' the% 

siid that L.Church of Scientology of 
California has a business exemption for retail cals.: at en address 
of 253 South Oxford Ave.,and a buziness oxermtion for rctail sales 
at the- address of 23055 W.'9th St., At 2=5 W. 9th St. the church' 



,„ 	 —.Li 

of Ch.xc cf E.ctcntoiozy cf Ocilf. 

al-o has a firs ternit listed under the 'prevision for c-...hsolz. 
_tated that any orgaf:±zation that had aay religions connotation 

to it either by its name or by anything in the content of their tater 
vorb; vas auto:I:tic ,- granted an examntion. This exemption vas then 
ohs:abed opt by 

• 

,i4noventsP,fft-mgck4,rms, 
"z 10A:1.te S0e--..te.OaN.  

totwaiS'eMeAma.tiSty.o. 
been 

served upon then and the C rah of Scientology.of California has tvo 
or three verel:s tohntrvr. 	 gave z a. cony of a letter 
from. the Mnternal revenue Service to himself dated March fl, 1967 
ia 1:tich they :-eturaed literature E;Lvea to the IDS by the Social 
6ervicc Denartmaat for use.in the.case of ths founding Church of 
Scientoloc: v.. the Uni.te States, C -t of Cleinm 226:61 ad it 

' tlys letter &savored the t'nPri%s of a 

qz0!-sinals: 

and he told me that th 
onsidered the chcchcs operation as a brn'fn 

..Operation as die ,ne a  
'informed te that he had a cony of the by-la-,:s of tha organization and 

- vould be happy to give us 'a 'cony of any records that tie needed. 

Lloyd Lahr= (:)a) 
• insnector, Los Angeles Dintrict 

-as contacted next. He 

sunnliod the :allowing information; the Chruch of Scientology of 
California is presently in the exempt statue, but. the organization is 
being reinv-rticated by his department and at rresent islsetag served 
throuzh:the 

-ave me 
the Lurch of Scientolo 

At gal o tirm. 
donarumcdt .--_r' of tho 
b-tvc-flit 

41111g12=W4AILLimaral"n'' 

a copy of the covozio for t?oiniegation 
of Cfllifcvma b:Tiaq smagiakwipre 

gave D2 a copy of an int/. 
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Document EN-1. This document is a two page letter dated 10/21/71, 
addressed to Mr. Gene F. McHale, Special Investigations Division, U.S. 
Postal Service, from B.T. Loftus, Food and Drug Administration. This 
letter provides detailed information regarding a specific individual 
with respect to that person's experiences with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material found in 
paragraph 2 on page 2 of this letter consists of confidential information, 
including medical references, which if released would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). The rest of the deleted material 
consists of specific information pertaining to the individual in 'question, 
which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 



October 21, 1971 

"ere 	1-4cHale 
SPneW Investiciations Division 
U. S. Postal Service 
Uashinoton, 	?0260 

Dear ?ir. 

e letter we received fro. 

This confirins cur telePho• 
• • 

. 	. 	• 

conversation of t 52r 12, 1971, concernino 

cneornin 

r• 

The Church of Scientology of Calif 
Los Angeles, California. 

has advised us that he never believed that Scientoleyv is : 	_ 	. 	. or was eL religicn.. 	 • •• 

To hi:::, Scientoloy is r, socuThr 
a science; and whereas he has eschewed its religious ove,rtencs he still 
practices it as an "auditor". He uses the E-r.eter, and he curo:s :>:.(He; 

he helieves auditing cures people. 

I interviewed t   a.)on we t-!ere 
prerarin2 for the retrial of the E-Heter seizure action in the nistrict 
of Columbia. 	 and other former crests of Sciontolo.:y ha.1 
• indicatod the r willing ess to testify for the Govorrunent. For 	ninbor 
of mlsons, it was decided tha 'he Co, 	tent did not noPci these  people 
AS witnesses. Uhile I was i 	 n that trip, three f;:mer 
importaFA Scientologist told 	their 1 Yes had been thre3thened ,,and  that 
in one v:ay or another they had been place in jecnar.:iy by the Ch.irch of 
Soiontclogy. Nelave previously given details on this to 	ran;: flarsh 
of vour office.) 	  



• 

We sent you a copy of my memo 

ICr'L 

1. 	• 

rnm 

Sincerely yours, 

D. T. Loftus 
Acting Deputy Director 
Office of Compliance 
Bureau of Drugs 

Pace 2 - Mr. Gene F. rcHale 

A fee; weeks. no, I received a telephone call from_  	'who now 

resides at:. 

6f that conversation. 

For your information.- _ 
_ 	_ 	_ 

,SOSIOntasinveta 

Every time he has spoken to me he has 5:entioned that thn Scientology 

they do this in an attcpt to destroy his reputation. 	  
peeolohaveaSioStand h2 has averred  that 

We are roe in receipt of  	flatter. As you can see, 

 	All 
or hone of these allerjations may or mad not oc so, but they would U2 
littl, nr no interest to FDA wh-ther true or not. 	de do believe that 

otter tends to confirm 	 tatements that the 
c rientoiogy people are 'out to et him". 

:e do net know whether 	 tier violates any nflsta 
statutes, Jt we are referring it o you 	whatever value it ;:lay 
to your. 

cc: LOS-DO 

Enclos..1 
Couy 
letter 9/2.171 



'1. re 
b(n) 

41,1 

The Church of Scientology of Calif 
Los Angeles, California 

Mr. Gene F. McPale 
Special Investigations Division 
U..S. Pcstal Service 
Washington, D.C. 20260 

October 21. 1971 

Dear Mr. McHale: 

This confirms our telephone conversation of October 18, 1971, concernino 
a letter we received fromleverend Terry Milner, of the Church of 
Scientology of California, Los Angeles, California?) concerning (9r. Jahn 
McMaster.3 

Or. McMaster was the first "clear" in Scientology. His "state of clear' 
was announced by.  the Scientologists with much publicity, and he h,ls 
toured :-ouch of the world- as a public relations man for Scientology. lie 
broke With Scientology and its founder. L. Ron Hubbard, in 1969) 

64r. McMaster) has advised us that he never believed that Scientology is 
or was a. religion. 61e said he had on occasion appeared on television 
programs and at public gatherings wearing a black suit and a Roman collar 
because Mr. Hubbard asked him tog To hi:::, Scientology is a secular thing, 
a science; and,whereas he has eschewed its religious overtones he still 
practices it as an "auditor". He uses the E-Meter, and he cures people; 
and he believes auditing cures people. 

I interviewedThr. McMaster.) in(tos Angeles in December 19702when we .!re 
preparing for he retrial of the E-Meter seizure action in the District 
of Columbia. Stir. McMastet and other former greats of Scientology had 
indicated their willingless to testify for the Government. Fora number 
of reasons, it was decided'that the Government did not need those people 
AS witnesses. While I was in `Les Angelesion that trip, three fomer 
importart•Selentologist told me their lives had been threathened and that 
in one way or another they had been placed in jeopardy by the Church of 
Scientology. Ole have previously given details on this to Mr. flank Marsh 
of your office.) all three claim that they had been robbed by Church of 
Scientology people. One was assulted personallyj 



44.‘ V.) , 

Pace 2 - Mr. Gene F. McUale 

A few weeks ago, I received a telephone call from*. McMaster)who now 
resides at(Laguna Beach, California.) We told me, among other things, 
that his life had been threatened again) We sent you a copy of my memo 
of that. conversation. 

For your information, IFir. McMaster is a cherubic looking individual, 
soft spoken, small of frane and effeminate in his mannerisms and speech:3 
Every time he has spoken to me he has mentioned that the Scientology 
people have (-accused him of being a homosexual) and he has averred that 
they do this in an attempt to destroy his reputation. o suspect that 
Mr. McMaster is emotionally unstablgj 

We are noe in receipt of(Reverend Milner's)letter. As you can see, 
C

,I
Rceverend Milner says bad things about Mr. McMaster: he calls him a 
omosexual; suggests he is a drug user; suggests that in the past he 
has been of interest to FBI, Customs, and other regulatory bodiosp All 
or none of these allegations nay or may not be so, but they would be of 
little or no interest to FDA whether true or not. We do believe that the 
Milner letter tends to confirm fr. McMaster'ttatements that the 
Scientology people are "out to get him". 1e re not impressed-With 

(everend Milner's)representation that the intent of his letter was to 
help guide Mr. McMaster into competent professional hands.) 

ZWe have not answered or acknowledged Reverend ilner:t2letter and we will 
not do so We do not know whether 	 letter violates any postal 
• statutes, but we are referring it to yourfor whatever value it may have 
to your. 

Sincerely yours, 

cc: LOS-DO 	
C. T. Loftus 
Acting Deputy Director 
Office of Compliance 
Bureau of Drugs 

Enclosure: 
Copy of6ev. Milner's) 
letter 9/29/71 



Document EN-3. This document is a three page memorandum of a telephone 
conversation dated 9/24/71, between Bernard T. Loftus, Office of 
Compliance, and a private individual. Subject: Scientology — Hubbard E 
Meters. This memorandum consists of information regarding the individ—
ual's experiences with Scientology and persons associated with the 
organization. 

This document is released with deletions. On page 1, the deleted material 
found on line 2, 4-6, and part of line 1 in paragraph 3 contains the 
name of a specific individual, which if released would constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The deleted material found in 
lines 4-7 in paragraph 10 on page 2 consist of confidential information 
of a medical nature, which if released would constitute a clearly unwar—
ranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(6). The remaining deleted materials in this document are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release of any portion of 
these deletions would automatically disclose the identity of the informant, 
who is a confidential source. 



Thurch ni c:.H7-17.,1n.77 

TEL;F"dffl 

• September 24, 1`,171 

r'  

Ecrnard T. Loftus 
3fFice of Cempliencc(2D-300) 

t , • 	71r Scientology - i-iubbard E-Meters .....  

mc of 1.'723/71.. 
1. At 1:00 PM 14‘2

s
Lig

t

1
7,)m,

reternceliTOM4gEittOtelephone call to 
said that 	 ad den threatened by 

P-I a spucia1 mission 	 n7telars.t.A0:474fl4**m74WARI4•tgigsent by 
L. .or :jut:hard to estroy him. He said he_hadFieen s 	e. two days ago_ 

a friend who is still in Scientology. 	  

	

    said they had made threatening.  
,-.)one cells to him yesterday, and they warned him that he would be dead 
in 	days time. lie indicated that the sheriff's people 

Pave been most cooperative having come around to h s house twice 
yesterday at his request and havinc done some patrolling around the area 
to protect him. 

2. sold that L. Ron Hubbard has an intelligence division 
that would 'shock you". He said they get information anainst people 
they are after by rifling their cabinets. They do this in various ways. 
They get attractive young women to obtain jobs as stenegrauhers with 	- 
people they want to persecute, and these girls rifle the filing cabinets 
to get information for the Hubbard Intelligence people. 

3. 4,41,c 
  • sa id that he does not truste044**9-2 he 

as. belug just 	1 e L. on Hubbard. Hc said he think edr..,.37mr7. 0,4*,  s 
He said (and he repeated several times) that he wished that he could 
seen mc later that•eveninglast December:when I visited him and 

because le had so many thinns.totell me that he did not want to 
say in front o eftWris4 lail4W 1 suggested that he. gat touch with . 	- 	,v,  
Inspector DiGrazia of our Los Anneles.0f6ce and have a discussion with 
him, and that mr. DiGrazia would pass onThe - comments to us here. 

felt that Mr. DiGrazia either does not take him seriously 
sasnects that he is still a menter of the Kubbard nroup. I attempted 
assure him that Inspector DiGrazia considers seriously everything that 

ells him. 

- s life 
rrli754,  

described 
good. 
havn 



onvcrs2tin 

said that he is through with Scisntology forever ifiut 
that na still tHin::s Auditing is a very good thing. 	He ;till does 
Auditing, but at the moment he is not doing anything.. 

said that what he 't!ents is for eeople to become aware 
of ti,e Fact that Scientology is an addiction. he called it n superim-
posed dtechnology. He feels a great dcaI of guilt because he traveled 
around the.world a few years 3QC gaining converts for Hubbard. 

• 

	 aid he has been and is looking for employment in 
in r-latIon to drug addiction. He said that through Auditing 

he nas been able to help himself and others and that he can do a lot 
for adJicts. 	  

11. 	 aid; "The President has got lots and lots of letters 
from rnf an• I 'tale nice letters from him'. He said he-wrote the Fres!- 

. dent many times in 1969 under the guise of being in Scientology. and that 
he sent copies of those letters to Governors, Senators, Congressmgn, and 

ith a view to helping mankind through Auditing (in Scientology). 



.:cr 	- 	 MicHon,: Conversjlico 

aIttZ:= • 1  that  L. Ron Hubbard had him thrown overboard 
' 	

. 
after he/ 	 . 	. 

• 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, === ,,, 	'''''''''' 	"" 	Flevertheless, ml cannot help 
loving the man". A tew of his friends have died recently on the 

ship under mysterious circumstances (which he did not describe). 

13. 	I adviseska ratOthat he did the right think in getting in 
touch v!ith the local police officials when his life was threatened. 

I suggested that if he believes the Scientologists have some sort of 
international or interstate intelligence group that is destroying 
people that he tell his•story to the FBI. 	I explained the limitations 
of the FDEC Act and the FDA with regard to police matters. 

CON;IENT 

   I have advised Chief Inspector 
Dom Zicarrdi of the.Los Angeles.  District to have Inspector biGrazia keep 
up the contact witheatlftout not to become involved in "cops and 
robbers". There is probably tru h inaMIStanastatement that he 
has been threatened by the Scientologists (other people have told us they 
were threatened), but this is a police matter not properly a matter that 
can be handled by FDA. 

Bernard T. Loftus 

(------Eps -DO 



Church of Scientology 
Los Angeles, California 

World Council for Everyman 
Enlightenment 

Los Angeles, California 

MEMORANDUM OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATION 

September 24, 1971 

BETWEEN: (11:r. John McMaster 
31861 South Coast Highway 
Laguna Beach, California (phone: 714-449-1046) 

MD 	: Bernard T. Loftus 
Office of Compliance(BD-300) 

SUBJECT: Scientology - Hubbard E-Meters 

1. At 1:00 PM on 9/24/71, I returner:16'1r. HcMaster's)telephone call to 
me of 9/23/71. Pr. McMaster)sald that his life had been threatened by 
a special missionifo Los Angles called "Class 12 Auditors'asent by3 
L. Ron Hubbard to destroy him. He said he had been warned two days ago _ 
by a friend who is still in Scientology. the said the "Class 12 Auditors" 
came the same night with their "black magic" which consisted of, among 
other things, putting blood and candles in his mailbox, and making a lot 
of noise outside the house)gir. McMasti said they had made threateningV 
phone calls to him yesterday, and they warned him that he would be dead 
in 4 days time. He indicated that the sheriff's people from Laguna 
Beacri)have been most cooperative having come around to his house twice 
yesterday at his request and having done some patrolling around the area 
to protect him. 

2. Pr. McMaster)said that L. Ron Hubbard has an intelligence division 
that would 'shock you". lie said they get information against people 
they arc after by rifling their cabinets. They do this In various ways. 
They get attractive young women to obtain jobs as stenographers with 
people they want to persecute, and these girls rifle the filing cabinets 
to get information for the Hubbard intelligence people. 

Mct1aster7said that tie does not trustclackHorne whom he described 3.1rMr. 
 

as 'being Just lie L. Ron Hubbard_. He said he thinks M s. Horner)is good.L 
He said (and he repeated several times) that he wished that he cguld have,  
seen me later that eveningPast December,  when 1 visited him and [the 	9 
HornerS because he had so many thines\fd tell me that.he did not want tor 
say in ront offrr. Horner 	1 suggested that he. get touch with 	r. ? 
Inspector DiGrazia of our os Angelespftcet,and'have a discussion with 
him, and tha) Mr. DiGrazia would pass on  the -coMments to us here. 

fkr. McMaster felt that Mr. DiGrazia either does not take him seriously 
or suspects that he is still a member of the Hubbard group. I attempted 
to assure him that Inspector DiGrazia considers seriously everything that 

j r.i 	McNasteqtells him. 



La• 

Page 2 - Memo of Telephone Conversation 

4. Pir. McMastersaid that he Is through with Scientology forever but 
that he still thinks Auditing is a very good thing. He still does 
Auditing, but at the moment he is not doing anything.. 

5. fir. McMaster)said that what he wants is for people to become aware 
of he fact that Scientology is an addiction. He called it a superim-
posed technology. He feels a great deal of guilt because he traveled 
around the world a few years ago coining converts for Hubbard. 

6. (.Mr. McMaster said that when he resigned from Scientology in 1969, 
some of Hubbard's strong-arm men stole his files..? 

7. Mr. McMaster said that he recently formed with a physician named 
Jr. Julian the "World. Council for Everyr.an's Enlightenment". The dream 
of the World Council *as for Dr. Julian and Mr. McMaster to work together 
combining Auditing and medical science for the good of men. Rut 
Dr. Julian was a crook and took all the money, so the World Council is 
no longer existent. Mr. McMaster said that he has a lawyer in Washington, 
a Mr. Charles Norberg, who is trying to arrange for his permanent resi-
dence in the United States. He said he is not able to get references 
(which he apparently needs to stay In the U.S.) from his former associates 
in Scientology and that he is in the bad position of being an alien with 
no references. He said the Scientology people say they expelled him be-
cause of homosexuality, but he insisted that is not true. He resigned. 

1 
 3. Mr. McMaster said that Washington Attorney John Matonis is now a 
Vice President of the National Health Federation, and that Mr. Matonis 

:1- ow calls himself a Scientologist. 

( 

9. Mr. McMaster said that he is a friend of Charles Crecillus of the 
National Health Federation. He said Mr. Crecilius and he had worked 
together toward combining physical and mental health. :1 

U. air. HcMasterd)said he has been and is looking for employment in 
(America)in relation to drug addiction. He said that through Auditing 
he has been able to help himself and others and that he can do a lot 
for addicts. eric said that his stomach had been removed because cf.,/ 
cancer, and that following the surgery the pain would not go away, 
but that one(he became involved in Auditing the pain went away and 
never returnedJn 

II. Pr. McMaster.)said; "The President has got Tots and lots of letters 
from me and I have nice letters from him". He said he wrote the Presi-
dent many times in 1969 under the guise of being in Scientologyrand that 
he sent copies of those letters to Governors, Senators, Congressmen, and 

pr. U-Thant with a view to helping mankind through Auditing (in Scientology). 
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' 	Page 3 - Memo of Telephone Conversation 

12. clr. McMasteI said that L. Ron Hubbard had him thrown overboard 
after he Feturne from his around the world tour to promote Scien-
tology "to reduce him to size", and that his back was broken as a 
result of this humiliating experience 	Nevertheless, "I cannot help 
loving the man". A few of his friends have died recently on the 
ship under mysterious circumstances (which he did not describe). 

13. I advised/Mr. McMaster that he did the right think in getting in 
touch with the local police officials when his life was threatened. 

- I suggested that if he believes the Scientologists have some sort of 
international or interstate intelligence group that is destroying • 
people that he tell his story to the FBI. 	I explained the limitations 
of the FD&C Act and the FDA with regard to police matters. 

COMMENT 

F 
suspect thatIMr. McMaster:

i
ywas probably leading up to asking me (or 

DA) for some sort of recommendation that he could give to the immi-
gration officials, but he did not do soy] I have advised Chief Inspector 
Dom Zicarrdi of the Los Angeles District to have Inspector DiGrazia keep 
up the contact withfMr. McMasterbut not to become i'volved in "cops and 
robbers". There is probably truth inctir. McMaster's statement that he 
has been threatened by the Scientologists (other people have told us they 
were threatened), but this is a police matter not properly a matter that 

can be handled by FDA. 

Bernard T. Loftus 

CCCC: 

LOS-DO 



Document F-1. This document is a three page memorandum dated 5/22/66, 
to Director, Minneapolis District, from Walter L. Stauffacher, Inspector. 
Subject: Scientology Investigation. This memorandum consists of an 
investigation and interview of individuals regarding Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in this 
document consists of names, addresses, and identifying characteristics, 
which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. These deletions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 

0 



x 
DiiEcTos, MINNEAPOLIS DISTRICT 

Walter L. Stauffacher 
Inspector 

May 26, 1966 

. ,. Scientology - Twin Cities 

Scientology Investigation 
• • 

On Hay 19, 1966, Meattinral of the Minneapolis Better Business 
Bureau, contacte. me stating that t a:Scientology group is again active in 
the Twin City area. Two people contacted him statins that machines are being 
used for psychoanalysis and that a course is bein7, offered for anyone interested 
in "bettering themselves." He stated that he also had additional inquiries re-
garding scientology and its practice in seneral. 

Ottoz4s.yn .staztaagaragszsgetamstrwiama She stated that-a:friend 
of-hers, who wisled to rerein.  anonvuous, n.d a 15 Year old Child whc mas having 

aaggittia The child had been taking the course for r4proximatoly 
two weeks an.i had showed some improvement durinz that time. However, the corsc 

ge.740 called on May 5, 1966 and stated that if the anonrj=ous 
was very Sensiva and 	primary interest 	whether re course and the eroup 
were legitimate.  
individual had an questions he would callepiCletmo 	t the Better £iciness 
Bureau. 	 • 

BUREAU OF FXCULATORY COMPLIANCE 	 June 1, 1966 

For your information on the activities of our Scientology group. We plan 
no further investigation at this tine unless directed. 

• James W. Swanson • 
Supervisory Inspector 

SRC - Orig 	L cc. . 	 It 
CC: 

JWS:je 

G-2-66 

Tae first individual who called regarding the use of a machine -gas 
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On 'May 26e 1966, I contacted 

Scientoidgy Investigation 

On the afternoon of the same day an anonymous man contacte
d 	 and 

to essentially the same story regarding his 15 year old 
bo as had been t•Id 

by 	 (Apparently this was the individual referred to by 

concluded by seating that apparently the firm has began di
stri-

uting circu are inviting attendance at a beginning course 
in Scientology which 

is being held at 2312 32nd Avenue South, Minneapolis, Min
nesota. These "Orien- 

tation" courses are held every Sunday evening. 	
asx stated that he 

planned to attend one of the courses in the near uture and
 would keep in touch 

with es as to any of the activities cf the group. 

and asked her if she had any more specific 

machinery by this group. She stated that a 

had a 15 year old son with whom he had 

,/ This lad is eetremely intelligent, being in the upper lt o
f the 

national erveregli 	 had attended one of the orientation lectures, (she 

did not know the e aec 	.ss as to where this lecture was h
eld), 

description of the machine used is that it is e floor eeeie
l, with 	s, AL ..wo 

electrodes that are like."beer cans." These electrodes are
 held in either hand 

and then the subject is asked various questions and his re
action response recorded. 

At a later date, the'subject is told to again think about 
the identical questions 

and again the reaction response is recorded. The individu
als using the machiue 

make no curative or therapeutic claims. Apparently the gr
oup has mare than one 

machine as One failed to work pro•erly and they then went 
upstairs and obtained 

another, according to 	 did not know the names of an ,  of the 

individuals except th 	 e psyc ologist, was cal a "Larry. 

stated that she had attended this meeting with 

at hi 	lace of employment, 

cal 	  hat althoug 

"d?• give-me his name and phone numoer is being t e fat er
 of the indivi•uai who 

is being treated by the Scientology group, all of the info
rmation received by us 

is used sole' for investigational purposes and remains in
 the strictest of 

confidence. 	 ppeared to be quite willing to talk; howeyer, as he 

frankly admitte•, most of this was much too technical for 
him and he therefore 

did not understand it. 

On May 20, 1966 I contacted 

information regarding the use 

friend of hers, 

boy ha.  b 	attending the 

_rcquently by 
neve ras -uy enrn_ in 	Scientology 

Course. The cost of the course was $100 for the first two we
ek period and then 

$250 for each of teo two-week periods thereafter. Total c
ost of the course is 

S600 for a six-weck period. 	?:Yenned stated that this g
roup was using a 

new way-of approaching psychology by releasing "inner thin
king." 

had recceeenced tnnt 
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After tfie six-weeks course has been completed, the psychologist at Scientology 

then may suggest more courses or that the course be discontinued depending upon 

the needs of the subject. The subjects are told not to discuss the method of 

treatment or anything else concerning the group with any outsiders. 	  

stated that his son has not even discussed the functions of tha group with him. 

stated that the boy has now completed approximately four weeks of the 

course an he plans on having him drop the last two weeks and discontinue. He 

added that he has no proof of any foul play regarding the group o 

The boy appears to have improved and has also admitted to his father t at ne is 

now feeling better. Hnvever 	 tared that he has not decided whether 

all this is worth the money t 	'as been investing. 

The, only machine used on the boy was essentially the same as that discussed by 

That is a Machine with two electrodes which the subject holds and 

..men as he is interrogated his reactions are recorded 	arently the machine 

is based on reflex action, 	 stated as di 	 hat no cura- 

tive .- therapeutic claims are mac w th the machine 	 'also stated 

that 	 is a devout member of the Scientology 7,:clup, T1: is summer he is 

plenni.g on attending an advanced course iu Scientology held in Saint Hill, 

England. This is a final ccurso, at a cost of $5,000, vh:ch will enable him 

to become 	Scientology psychologist. 	7444aconcluJed by static.; it is his 

fear tha 	 ymay be "taken in" by the group and as a result could do 

the same to 	.is subjects. 

The Scientology group in the Twin Cities is being run by husband and wife; 

however 	 did not have their names at the time. He stated that they 

were on a cnacx receipt at his home and if needed be could obtain them for us. 

Ail of his checks are made out to the Minnesota Technical Institute of Scientology.'  

Another manber, ,Tan 7Xyker, =oho is a member of the School of Psycho\ngy, University 

of Minnanetn, is ci-u Knoc:a to be a dedicated memhcr of the StiJiltoiagy 

Since it appears that there is no violation of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 

Act at the present time, the investigation was terminated at this point. The 

above material is being submitted for information purposee. 

Welter L. Stauffacher 
Inspector 

5-26-66 
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Walter L. Stauffacher 
W,..enspectorl±csr 	 n:,.1/42::,1/4 ,:-:..4..-,,Selentology,‘-  Twin Cities • 

IScienitology Investigation 	 , 3 	. 

70n Kay 19,A.966, MCY;;;;h eariThe,.  of the Minneapolis Better Business 
Bureau, contacted me stating that the Scientology group is again active in 

Cthe-Twin City area. Two people contacted him stating that machines are being' 
:used for psychoanalysis and that a course is being offered for anyone interested 
.in "bettering themselves." He stated that he also had additional inquiries re-
.rgarding scientology and its-practice in general. 

-The first individual who called regarding the use of a machine was Mrs. Soyss 
ag.C7.75-4-10 Newton Avenue South Minna-Ms  Mitirelkita1/4- She stated tat-a-friend p 	, 	_ • 
rlifehers, who wished to remaint6Flyarliria a 15 year old child who.was having 
(problems ccmmunicatingA The child had been taking the course for approximately 
two weeks and bad showed some improvement during that time. However, the course 

cues •very expensive and her primary interest was whether the course and the group 
..were legitimate. 4142.:211.4>called on May 5, 1966 and stated that if the anonymous 
.individual had any questions he would call Me.,  Cartwright at the Better Business 

BUREAU OF HEGUIATORY . COMPLIANCE 	 ---juae 1, 1966-  --• 

, 	• 
'For your information on the activities of our Scientology group _lie plan • - 
'Mrs further investigation at this tine- unless directed. . 

,•_ 	_ 	_ _ 	. 

;;• ;,-•••!. 	 -1/4 	• 	 -;.•.1 /4. 	 tr.]: 

Supervisory Inspector 
jii 	tyv..Lired 

137AC -- Orig + 1 cc. . 
.cc. 

jws:ic 	 - 

6-2-66 	• 

A 	 w7-.7; 	c1/41/4  

••L.-1:tcr 
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Scientology Investigation 

On the afternoon of the same,day-an anonymous man;:contactede1/2: Cartvrista'and:,  

told essentially the same story regarding his 15yeer old boyar Hiebeen
 told -. 

by Mr :95;72 (Apparently this was the individual referred to(by Mrs. Ahr
..4 

.......41C cmcluded_by 'stating that-apparently the firm has began distri-• 

‘-'buting circulars inviting attendance at a beginning course in Sciento
logy which 

Is being'held'at 2312 32nd AVenue &Sikh, Minneapolis, Minnesota. These
 "Orien-

tation" courses are held every Sunday evening. tflattiffightnstated th
at he 

,planned to attend one of the courses in the nealtfuture and would keep in touch 

,with us as to =ref the activities of the group: 	 •-, 

On. May 20, 1966 I contacted&rs. Ahr/
land asked her.if she had any more specific 

information regarding the use of machinery by this group. She stated th
at a 

friend of hers (Mr. Frank Benson t)had.* 15 year old.son with whom he had problems 

cOmmunicatieg.) "pis laclis extremely intelligent, being in the upper 1%
 of'the 

,national aversee,264rs. Ahr,) had attended one of the orientation lecture
s, (she 

did not know the exact addresemas.to where this lecture was held). 
(Mrs. Ahr's) 

description of the machine used is that it is a floor model, with dial-e, and
 two 

electrodes that are like."beer cans.", 'These electrodes are held in eit
her hand 

and then the subject-is asked various questions and his reaction respons
e recorded, 

At a later date, the subject is- told to again think about the identical questions 

and again the reaction response is recorded. The individuals using the 
machine 

make no curative or therapeutic cleima. Apparently the group has more t
han one , 

machine as ene:failed to work pronerly and they then went upstairs and o
btained 

another, according to‘tAz eSek )61rs. Ahrd)did not
 know the names of any of the 

individuals except th one of the psychologists was called "Idarry.w(Mr
s. Ahr) 

stated that she had attended th1s,meeting with(EIr. Benson.) 	• 

On May 264 1966, I contacted(Mr. Bensonjat his place of employment4he 
Remington  

Rand Office (phone number 335-9321) I told(Mr. Benson)that although(Mr
sj/Ahri 

did give me his -name and phone number as bei g the father of the individ
ual who 

is being treated by the Scientology group, all of the information receiv
ed by us 

ie used solely for investigational purposes and remains in the 
strictest of 

confidence. (tir. Benson appeared to be quite willing to talk; however, 
as - he 

frankly admitte , mos of this was much too technical for.him and he the
refore 

did not understand it. 

elte...Nallealsjboy ha¢ b
een attending the ‘loomington School System  And had been 

seen frequently by di. Ubanks, a psycholo_ist of the Bloomington School 
System.) 

(Mr. Ubanke)had recoairiaid Mt(pir. Be.. 	have his-boy enroll in tire.
scientology 

course. The cost of the course was $100 for the first two week period a
nd then 

$250 for each of two two-week periods thereafter. Total cost of the cou
rse is 

$600 for a six-week period. (Mr. Ubanks)had stated that this group vas using
 a 

new way-of approaching psychology by releasing "inner thinking." 
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-4fter tEe six-weeks course has been completed, the. psychologist at Scientology- 
then May suggest more courses or that the course be•discontinued depending upon-. 

:Jthe-Aeeds: of- the subject. The subjects aretold- not to discuss the method of 
;;treatment or anything else concerning the group.elthAny outsiders. (Mr. Benson) 
" stated that his sonilas not even discussed the.functions of the group with him.,, 

Benson)stated that the boy has now completed approximately/four weeks of the 
..course And be .plans on having him drop the last two weeks and discontinue. He -
', added that he has no proof of any foul play reseeding the group or(Hr.  Ubanks)  
.The toy appears to have impr d and has leo admitted to his father that he is 
now feeling better. However, Mr. Benson toted that he has not decided whether 
all this is worth the money that/ 	been .investiae, , 

The only machine used on the boy was essentially the same as.that discussed-by 

	

Ahr.) That is a machine with-two electrodes which the subject holds And 	• 
)e then as he is interrogatedtis reactions are recorded. Apparently the me-china 

is-based on reflex action. (Mr. Benson)stated, as did(Mrs. Ahr) that no cura- ' 
- tive or therapeutic claims are mace with the machine. 	. nsonialse stated . 

thattr.  Ubanka) is a devout menthes of the Scientology group.: 	is summer he is 
plan ing on attending an advanced course iu Scientology held in Saint Hill, 
England. This is a final course, at a cost of $5,000, which will enable him • 
to become a Scientology psyehologist.&r. Benson)concluded by stating it is his 
fear that*. Ubankf9may be "taken in" by the group and as a result could do 
the same tariarcirchis subjects. 

• 
• The Scientology group in the Twin Cities is being run by husband - and wife; 
however,(Hr. Benson)did not have their names at the time. He stated that they 

. were on i(77777Ceipt at tis tome and ifineeded he could-obtain them for us. 
All of his checks are made cut.to the Minnesota Technical Institute of:Scientology 
Anothermember, Jan,Dykeri'who is a member of thejSchool of Psychology, University 
of Minnenetne is 4i20 iciciwa to be a dedicated member of the ScluntoLny  

Since it appears that there is no violation of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act at the present time, the investigation was terminated at this point. The 

. above material is being submitted. for information purposes. 

.Welter L. Stauffacher 
Inspector 



Dopument F-2 and H-99; are identical. 	dooront is a two-rage 
memorandum of telephone conversations, dated lItc1/10, between Frank A. 
'esebar, Supervisory Inspector, FDA, Kansas City District, and a com-
plainant. The memorandum consists of the complainant's discussion of 
a specific incident involving the Church of Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material consists 
of specific names, addresses, and dates which if released, would auto-
matically disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 
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KANSAS CITY DISTRICT 
November 10).1970 

MEMOR&NDUM OF TEDEPHOUE CONVERSATION - NOVEdIBM 6, 1970  k9, 
Between:  	

And; Frank A. Mosebar, Supervisory Inspector, FDA, Kansas City 
District 

Re; Church of Scientology 
Los Angeles, California, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
St. Louis, Missouri, & 
KansaS City, Kansas 

	 who lives at    called today to 
inquire if anything could'be done about the referenced church. mr. 
	said 	 was an Auditor in the Church of Scientology, 
and had been for several: years. He said   just committed 
suicide on 	 said that he had no proof; 
however, he directly related 	 'suicide to his involvement 
with the Church of Scientology. 

   said'     was age 35 at the time 
of his death. He has been deeply involved with the Church of Scientology 
for some time. He bad, in fact, recently been traveling to St. Louis, 
Missouri and Minneapolis, Minnesota working to set-up satellite churches 
in those areas. In addition, he had been deeply involved in trying, to 
set-up a church in Kansas City, Kansas. 

	 said 	 was totally emotionally involved in this 
movement. He apparently was so involved that he would sometimes reach the 

at the time. off 	,death.      said that,   had 
breaking point.' 	 said that apparently this was  the situation 

gone to 	 for treatment because he had been 

	

very "uptight". He committed suicide while at 	

	 knows that 	 was using a device described as a black 
box with two metal tubes hanging from it. 	 said that he 
understood 	 was using this device in the St. Louis Church of 
Scientology. 

	 who belted 	 pack her possessions after 
her husband's death, reported that the  widow haS one of these devices in 
her possession. (     said thati 	 'has received 

1 
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treatments at the Kansas City, Kansas  Church of Scientology. The .  
widow of 
	said the. 	 'ins apparently been "hooked" into 

'the Church of Scientology, but that due to the recent suicide of her 
husband,. she may break and disclose important information about the 
church if questioned. 

 	-aid that he would be willing to cooperate in anyway 
possible with FM in case we conduct an_investigation. He was 
considerably discouraged that the 	 lid 
not conduct any real investigation._  He feels strongly that the Church 
of Scientology is responsible for. 	 death. He further feels 
that the church should be stopped from capturing other innocent people. 
He said that the church drains a person emotionally, physically, and 
financially with resulting emotional breakdown. 

A.—A a • krztat,e, 
Frank A. bloseter 
Supervisory Inspector 

FAM:ajb 11-10-70 

v/0+1 - BD/Office of Compliance (BD-300) 
cc: - LOS-DO 

SLIS. 
D/F 
R/F 
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I] MBAS Cm MULCT 
November 10, 1970 

sumniutin TPLEPTICRTE CoMataTT1317_4_71=a6 I 
rer  Beteeens Mr. Cary Prewitt, Asaintant Vice-President, panniste Beet, 

300 flue Ridge, Razzes City, Missouri, Phone: 763-eale 

Ated4  •Prank A. Mosehar, ettoervisory lospeetcar, litAnCkasaa City 
District 

Rem Church of Scientology 
Lon Angplee, California, 
Minneapolis, Minnenota, 
St. Louis, Edzsouri, &-
Damao City, 'Banana 

1.6c7 Z;xedi who lin= at Route 	metal, Itileaouri called today to 
inguitz if'znythitt:_couid. oe eon* al5-cratet1areneed church. rn-. 
Pi-mitt) caidthin bra:rativao an Auditor in the.-Clio.wh /of Scientology, 

-(1 been-i_or ce.r.c.v.3.14-enry. 	hie 3,:rnt e.{' .tout contaitted 
el/icicle on '?etober 29, 19 "-iTh or. Pre,ritt4  sd-rd that he hod no proof; 
however, he 0.4..ruet. y relutodOds brot:-.tate euieide to bin involveAent 
with the C4-sech of flcientoloa.• 

wait his brather74? 7ne L. :len:vitt), Ian afbet 351:t the tine 
of hin.doath. itemnac been de*Iy-invoived with thb-ziiIiii;e1: of ::yientolotz • 
for goat tine. at 	in Met, recently tea tool:y.11as to St. 1outh, 
Miencial and ItimealKdis, litnnenota wor3s.ing to net-u;;„satellite elm:then 
in thane areas. In add:It:ton, he had been dee2ly Involved in trying to 
Get-up c. church in Mame City, Kareae. 

Previtt-said hir.....hrther-Aan tctolly ea:time-11y involved this  
move/rat, He amerrantly tee co involved that ho would caftetincm reeala the 
breelcing polut. Zr."-.—Pre-Tatt, said tttt at?ileocutly this ;mss t'al-s•itustion 
at the -tine ce eLs trtf.herls 	 twotho? had 
Ccgio 	Aef'X'arWliforrirlact lThrek7(ct trent,e.nt beenucehe Ind been 
very "1,71,-tight.47--Urecmitted nuieide wij10 ut(Loo Areelea is mocArthar. p87k.) 
_,- 	------, •Mfr.s.-Prmitt-Itnuwe thstacis tcalt la, usings-device described an t black 
box with two T:etc13, tube lian4rie, iircra it (-5..V. PrewitiTh.said tis...,t he 
undeitta-)dosis braithOstio tr,..nat  tiici derice in the Zit. Louie Chiron of 
Scitc(Lori-4,-.  

r ....•'-rtjtj,tnIT 	•Tho hel.pectIare. ainter-in-lw-)pnek her panne-onions after 
her /11t7filan.:75darial?  rest2rted that thz. 7-10.m 	-c 	dericcra in 
nor posnecnion. lir. Pi...Lev:Fit eaid. tlate:de ciste-in-latt 1--es received 
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treatments at the-SCanee City, !Osman Church of Scientology. The 
vidow_e4Syne Prewitt lives at EV,  Trcep, ?armee City, Erinneu3. 

tt)said-tra-tchirsister-in-lial)Va apparently been "hooked" into 
• t a Clirch of Selettasm but tbet duce to the recent suieic3e of her 

hnebaml, the may to-cak and disclose important information about the 
church if cnriztIcsed.,) 

   

(13conyp
h

et, 	said that he would be willing to cooperate in any tor 
possi e with FDA in case use condact 	an inve.stigation. no vas, 
conolderahly disco.--aged tin .theficsc Angel  Police Docartmentjdid 
flat cem.bct any real iumetit*tort. Ho feels strongly tharthe Cinzrch 
DP Scientelon• is responsible for hie ICtyth et seas death. He further feels 
that the eturch natal be flopped from capvuring other innomt.people. 
He said that the church drains a peroon eaationallY: DlysioallY, and 
financial:1y with resulting emotional breakdown. 

Prank A. }techar 
Cuperriain Ma:gel:tor 

PAH:ajb 11-10.40 

0+1 BD/Offiee of Compliance (BD-300) 
cc: - Lef;-DO 

ELM 

• L.:7;^:2 	' 
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MEMORANDUM OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATION - NOVEMBER 6, 1970  

Between: 	. Gary Prewitt, Assistant Vice-President, Bannister lank, 
900 Blue Ridge, Kansas City, Missouri, Phone: 763-8844 

And: Frank A. Mosebar, Supervisory Inspector, FDA, Kansas City 
District 

Re: Church of Scientology 
Los Angeles, California, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
St. Louis, Missouri, & 
Kansas City, Kansas 

Oqr. Prewitt) who lives at (Route #1, Drexel, Missouri) called today to 
inquire if anything could be done about the referenced church. Mr. 

(Prewitt) said(his brother)was an Auditor ie the Church of Scientology, 
and had been for several years. He said(his brother) just committed 
suicide on (October 29, 1970. Mr. Prewitt)said that he had no proof; 
however, he directly related(his brather's)suicide to his involvement 
with the Church of Scientology. 

(tr. Prewitt) said(his brother,)Wayne L. Prewitt,)was age'35.,et the time 
of his death. He has been deeply involved with the Church of Scientology 
for some time. .He had, in fact, recently been traveling to St. Louis, 
Missouri and Minneapolis, Minnesota working to set-up satellite churches 
in those areas. In addition, he had been deeply involved in trying to 
set-up a church in Kansas City, Kansas. 

(Mr. Prewitt)said his brother)was totally emotionally involved in this 
movement. He apparently was so involved that he would sometimes reach the 
breaking point. (Mr. Prewitt said that apparently this was the situation 
at the time of(his brother's death. 04r. Prewitt/said that Lis brother) had 
gone to rLos Angeles, California last week)for treatment because he had been 
very "up-tight". He committed suicide while at(Los Angeles in McArthur Park) 

Ottr. Prewittlknows that (his brother) was usig a device described as a black 
box with two metal tubes hanging from it. (Mr. Prewitt)said that he 
understood(his brother)was using this device in the St. Louis Church of 
Scientology. 

(Mrs. Gary Prewitt,) who helped/her sister-in-law)pack her possessions after 
her hustand's.death, reported that the widow has one of these devices in 
her possession. /Mr. Prewitt)said that his sister-in-law)has received 
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treatments at the Kansas City, Kansas Church of Scientology. The 
widow of(Wayne Prewitt liyes at.8524 Troup, Kansas City, Kansas.) (Gary) 

(Prewitt)said that kg sister-in-law)has apparently been "hooked" into 
the Church of Scientology, but that due to the recent suicide of her 
husband,(she may break and disclose important information about the 
church if questioned. 

(Gary Prewitt)said that he would be willing to cooperate in anyway 
possible with FDA in case we conduct an investigation. He was 
considerably discouraged that the(Los Angeles Police Department)did 
not conduct any real investigation, He feels strongly that the Church 
of Scientology is responsible forChis_trother'sideath. He further feels 
that the church should be stopped from capturing other innocent people. 
He said that the church drains a person emotionally, physically, and 
financially with resulting emotional breakdown. 

• ln 
Frank A. Mbsebar 
Supervisory Inspector 

FAM:ajb 11-10-70 

/0+1 - BD/Office of Compliance (BD-300) 
cc: - LOS-D0 

SLIS__ 
D/F 



Documents F-8 and H-1 are identical. This document is a one page memorandum 
dated 2/25/63, to Director, Minneapolis District, from Inspector I. 
Bearon. Subject: Scientology Investigation. This memorandum consists 
of a summary of a discussion with a State official regarding a Scientology 
investigation. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in this 
document consists of names and detailed events, which if released would 
automatically disclose the identity of the State official, who is a 
confidential source. These deleted portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(D). 



movement. 

On this date, I contacte 
relative to the Scientology 

.'Y! FED STATES GOV-FP.NMENT 

- 	 .7 e, z o ran awn 
TO 	: DIRECTOR, MINNEAPOLIS DISTRICT 

FROM : Inspector I. Bearon 

SUBJECT: Scientology Investigation 
(Addenda to my Memo of 2/21/62) 

DATE: 	February 25, 1963 

stated that, following my visit with him, he spoke with 
the alleged leader of the movement locally; and 

adVised her of his interest from the standpoint of the 
governing the operation of private schools. According 
AIMMONNOobjected to his making a personal visit. 
was quick to info 

	

	 that the Scientology movement was reli-
rmgraa.  gious in nature, and t at the groups were not conducting a school, 

at least at the moment. She also denised that any "tools or other 
paraphernalia" were being employed in Connection with their operations. 

allell, She did, however, ask 	 for information as to the method of 
establishing Scientology as a 6 urch in th 

cilliplinformed her that he did not know the answer, but would se to obtain it, and would make an appointment with her at that time to 
visit her personally. 

I told- - 	--that I would contact him again, when I heard from 
Washington. 

IB:gc 
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. Inspector ...Boston " • • 	' 	 7' '  	. 

Scientology Investigation  
(Addenda to my limo of 2/21i62) 

. 	. 	, 
en this date, I contacted air . Charles Shebat, Supervisor of. Private 
Itade4Schools for the State .of flinvesotag relative to the •Scientology 

;00h;  &a- . Shnbac) s taxed that, foam:ling.-my visit with him, he spoke with (lira. - -',-* - ,  ...% 
. 	, 

77W % H Geraldine Naatieland)the clliged lender of the noVement, locally, and  
advised her of his inter:estifrom the Etaadpoint of thp#Unnceota "lows2,-  :a 

';' - : ' • e.overnine the operation of private seheetee According toAhnbat, ta,) -- •-•> . 	;" , 
--• 	, 	 . • 	. , 

.;-„o• e,illandelantl)objected to his making a personal visit. (hrs. Bandeleade.7 
'-- 	•4-. ,, 

- 	.. 

- a -:. 	

•-•,_. 

Mos quick to inform An ShnbaEithet the Scientology movement was ran,: 
gious in nature,-and that the groups were not conducting a school, 
at Icael at the =Mart. She also denitod that any "tools Or other 
paraphernalia" mere being employed in connectioa with thair'operations. 

• 

She did, lawevea, .ark gr. Shahs 
establithing Scieoto/ogy oia.s c 

(Shubat)informnd her chat he did 
to obtain t and mould make an 
visit hex peraovally.  

for information as to the m
trch in the State -of Otinneacta.,  

etho-d-of  

not know the answer, but would week 
appointment with her at that .time. to 

!tfailathat told ma privately  that chile he Wasn't ajuire the State law 
gave him thfenportvr e  ha could use 	visit as a weans orelitaiiiirg 
entry and to make his observations.- 	 .••. 	" 

te. 	auggantedthat,  it I visited, I had his permission to 	to Mrs. -1 • e;'• - 
11anelana'a home(where, she admitted,_112prono assembled), as an agent . • r 

of the State, and to conduct my own invests Lion. 	:7  • ' 	 ' • 

I toldait. Shubat) that while I appreciated his offer, • I did not think 
tialt I could accept it. without clearance. I told him that, in my. 

• j.144,m.ent; the bast course mould be for me to tranamit this information 
to Washington, and await inatrections frank that point. _ 

I TeatOir, Shute!) that I vould contact him again, when :I heard from 
Ca,hiraten. 



OFTIONALPORMNaM 
[010-104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DIRECTOR, MINNEAPOLIS DISTRICT DATE: February 25, 1963 

FROM : Inspector I. Bearon 

SUBJECT: Scientology Investigation 
(Addenda to my Memo of 2/21/62) 

On this date, I contacted Mr. Charles Shuba , Supervisor of Private-) 
cal-jaiSchools for the State o innesofq5-celative to the Scientology 
movement. 

ptShubal stated that,-following my visit with him,_he_spoke with Mrs_ 
(Geraldine Handeland the alleged leErdenif-thrterceinent locall and 
advised her of his interest from the standpoint of the 
governing the operation of private schools. According_t2:Sh2h/t Mr 
and 	objected to 	his making a personal visit. elttliendelati& 
was quick to informCfit. Shubat that the Scientology movement was reli- 
gious in nature, and that the groups were not conducting a school, 
at least at the moment. She also deniqed that any "tools or other 
paraphernalia" were being employed in tonnection with their operations. 

She did, however, ask dai. Shubs0 for information as to the method of 
establishing Scientology as a church in the(State of Minnesota„Ilce 

(SiZiPinformed her that he did not know the answer, but would seek 
to obtain it, and would make an appointment with her at that time to 
visit her personally. 

Mr. Shubat told me privately that while he wasn't sure the State law 
gave him this power, he would use the visit as a means of obtaining 
entry and to make his observations. 	  

He'suggested that, if I wished, I had his permission to go to Mrs. 
Handeland's home(where, she admitted, the group assembled) as an agent 
of the State, and to conduct my own investigation. 

I told Mr. Shubat that while I appreciated his offer, I did not think 
that I could accept it without clearance. I told him that, in my 
judgment, the best course would be for me to transmit this information 
to Washington, and await instructions from that point. 

I told(Mr. Shubat)that Ilwould contact him again, when I heard from 
Washington. 

IB:gc 



Document H-2; is a two-page memorandum, dated 1/31/62, 	, the Director, 
Philadelphia District, from the Inspector W. Femle Grove. The subject 
of the memorandum, 4093 V, Hubbard E. Meter, FDC 48405. The memorandum 
is a summary of information contained in a State's investigative file 
regarding Scientology. It also includes the results of an investigation 
on a specific individual. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions in this 
document contain the names of specific individuals which, if released, 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 
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DATE: 

IdeuudL: 
eh cf Seith:, 

jNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: J-----e_, Phi 	is 	 

FROM : 	 . 	Grove 

SUBJECT: 

7-,•7 

Division or 2./ 
. Bic:. raiwtrt 

1.7anagement's (LE) mom.._ ar 1 

iCanitis,s 

   

Cr: Januer 	 isi: yes madt 	:_e Dr:— t::: :iedieel 
-sin : offie a: 2 ___i a----: St., Trenton, 	• -. 	 '...a_.: 

......- Dm:. 171). I cc-:. 	-d ::stir : 	 7 	 
	 dlw•irman cf t,-.; Board. and ;_mpleined tht 	 -. 	. 

!ratar- celled 	 and obtained persisci n 	me to 

	

rl,r• Lyard's minu-res for 1 ;50, 51, and 5'. 	171:1 7.'-: 	' 
'ears were reviewed and in only one instance was th Hubbard 
7'oundariou, Inc. mentioned. 

The Board  	of October 11, 1950 with Dr. David B. Allman 
presiding and Dr. E. S. Hollinger, Secretary, ...ado the following mrn:ion 
of Hubbard Dianetics Foundation, Inc., "The Hubbard Dianctic Research 
Feulleatien of Elizabeth, E. J. is conducting a medical school without 
a license and practicing medicine. This Foundation charges $500 for 
a :curse of ona mauth and we have been told upon completion of same 
they issue a certificate or diploma. with an 'M.D.' degree, meaning 
liaster of Dianetics. These people treat by mental means only. 

After some discussio•   moved, 'That the Socrbtary 
be instructed to write e letter to the Attorney General stating trial:.  
this matter has been referred to us and the Beard is without juris-
diction and rcouast him to refer it to tbo porper authorities - in cur 
opinion it is a vital matter and we are deeply iliterosted in the 
pesiiian made of this oases' Seconded b- 
carrice." 

	 secretary indicated that all reecrds prior to 
relating to the illegal practice and the Illonal Practice Com- 

mittee era hopt at the Attorney General's o._- 	., il30 acy7:scirKI 

21YISluE F flEcuL:::Ton 1;AHAGENEHT  

• This answers ret:ree-rs far informrti 	_ 
1;23/SI ..._so to P. Dist. Geller is.ftr:sazten will 	lyw 

ac•t:-.1 tl:Lt 	District's esaiot 
:tails in 	J. .._arm of 	 _ 
_-.__o_, 1:ewarh, E. -7. 	/I 



h, N. J. The individual that is precontly 	 ohs le„el 
fey the i-iod'eal Board and cilo miL;h: have infcniien on thie 

	

ia vopt. htz. Gen  c  	

We :;u2cesz that n: Dist. contact Dept. Att. Gen '''''  	_n 
he::arh, W. J. for additional informatien cn this ceso. 

Tha  same mamo from =4 requested an inverziLatieni,- 
   of 1:r. Irvine Garfield, 2255 Baird Blvd., Cal-:.don, h. 3. 

(1.id 6-241 ),en auditor for the Distribution Cenror, Inc. A check 
the 	 -- 
	 r 

.7) 

w. 7,--7 cacT: 
Inspector, 	 District 



II ORMONAL FORM NO. 10 

5010-104 

'UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

• Memorandum 
TO 	: Director, Philadelphia District DATE: January 31, 1963 

FROM : Inspector W. Remle Grove 

SUBJECT:  4-093 V  
Hubbard E Meter 
FDC 48405  

Hubbard Dianetics Foundation, Inc. 
Founding Church of Scientology 
L. Ron Hubbard 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
et al 
Washington, D. C. 

Division of Regulatory Management's (BE) memo of 1/25/63 
to Phila. Dist. requested a visit to the Board of Medical Examiners 
at Trenton, New Jersey to obtain details of a summons served on the 
Hubbard Dianetics Research Foundation, N. J. in 1951. 

On January 31, 1963, a visit was made to the Board of Medical 
Examiners office at 28 West State St., Trenton, N. J. .(telephone No.: 
EXport 2-2131, Ext. 272). I identified, myself to:the secretary of/Dr. 
ButlerR Chairman of the_Board, and explained the purpose of my visit. 
The secretary called [Dr. Butleriand obtained permission for me to 
review the Board's minutes for 1950, 51, and 52. The minutes for 
these 3 years were reviewed and in only one instance was the Hubbard 
Dianetics Foundation, Inc. mentioned. 

The Board meeting of October 11, 1950 with Dr. David B. Allman 
presiding and Dr. E. S. Hallinger, Secretary, made the following mention 
of Hubbard Dianetics Foundation, Inc„ "The Hubbard Dianetic Research 
Foundation of Elizabeth, N. J. is conducting a medical school without 
a license and practicing medicine. This Foundation charges $500: for 
a course of one month and we have been told upon completion of same 
they issue a certificate or diploma with an 'M.D.' degree, meaning' 
Master of Dianetics. These people treat by mental means only. 

After some discussioncbr. Schaaf moved, 'That the Secretary 
be instructed to write a letter to the Attorney&General stating that 
this matter has been referred to us and the Board is without juris-
diction and request him to refer it to the porper authorities - in our 
opinion it is a vital matter and we are deeply interested in the dis-
position made of this case.' Seconded byibr. Corrig9)and unanimously 
carried." 

fDr. Butler's?secretary indicated that all records prior to 
1960 relating to the illegal practice and the Illegal Practice Com-
mittee are kept at the Attorney General's office, 1100 Raymond Ave., 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT  

This answers requests for information in paragraphs 3 and 4 
of your 1/25/63 memo to P. Dist. Other information will follow 
shortly. Please note that NY District's assistance will 
for full details in N. J. Board of MgSiical Examiner, report to the 
Attorney General, Newark, N. J. 
FJP/fa 

NY 	 Supervisory Inspector 
cc: BFA 	 RANCIS J ISKETT 

be necessary 



-2 - 

Newark, N. J. The individual that is presently handling all the legal 
matters for, the Medical Board and who might have information on this 
case is Dept. Att. Gen.iNickolas Saros) 

• 
We suggest that NY Dist. contact Dept. Att. Gen. Parosjsk 

Newark, N. J. for additional information on this case. 

The same memo from DRM requested an investigation of any 
A-police recorl)of Mr. Irving Garfield, 2255 Baird Blvd., Camden, N. J. 
(WO 6-2414), an auditor for the Distribution Center, Inc. A check 
with the9-amden polic

.
Dfailed to show any record for Mr. Garfield. 

W. REMLE GROVE 
Inspector, Philadelphia District 

'[WRG/fue 

• 



Document H-3. This document is a two page memorandum dated 11/18/68 

(with a copy of one three-page and one two-page investigative report on 

two specific individuals and a letter from a State official to the 

Church of Scientology dated 2/16/66), to the San Francisco District 

Director, from Robert C. Howell, Inspector, Sacramento Resident Post. 

Subject: Request for Information Re: Church of Scientology of California. 

This memorandum is a summary of information contained in a State's 

investigative files pertaining to the status of the Church of Scientology 

and information on specific individuals associated with the organization. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted materials in the 

pages 1 and 2 of the memorandum consist of specific names and other 

identifying characteristics, which if released would automatically 

disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 

exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The attachments are released in 

their entirety. 



RM NO. 
Attn: Mr. Spivak 

OPTIONAL PO 	IC 

Submitted as requested by your Inspector L.iehret:t7 by_telephone 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT on 10/17/68. 

cidlIEV E. NORMAN — 

Memorandum 	 SupervisoryInspector 

XX 

TO 	 Director - 	 DATE: October 10,   1 
-,  DO  - 

FROM 	?Abort C. 
irnshoct o-e SF ore 	tO R.F. 

SUBJECT: 	for infors- ti.on re: 
Ghurch 	Scientolczy of Calif. 

ihnip/JP 
C,hurr_o of Sciectolo,y 

oo 7 

GlenAele 7, Calif. 

from Ino-7ector Llvoc. Lel:Ter, L'_$ -DO Oil 
re22onse 	tele-chon‘e recuestAC' 10/17/68 concerning the; above 

, 1 obtoLecci the -roll 	infonr.eti on. 

•ficited the offictos 

	

Zeile there I. revid-.:c.S. t. 	 • he 
riocnee.es 	. .cor-:c2tion for the Cleo_.,_. of Soil .ent 

1 in this 	 ::as e letter 
this L 	-eiection 	ta:: exesii:t 	 Thio letter 	t  

1/954. T ee,:z3e the reoteest thet all doceLoents 	thoteoe..:4 2::-. 
Loe 	-2 =s Dicke-lot no let-:'r `.hen lio-re-2cio October 	1 955. 

• 

10t 7/63 I .t3H sitOd.offices cf ths 

OIRSONSanant° -'1)11  
Leer:oration 

	

Don F. '7.. c 	111 7 Oronahe'o 	. 1,3:7 	 r. 
r2':rdriF, 	Farber 	109 S. rfry.en 3t. 91en*•le 7, 0- : 
J. 3.).2,ton Yrn-ber• 	109 3. D_— e_. St. 	0:1 21:.717:1-e 7, Co--if. 

CfficerF, 	te Cleecrc of Scientolo:-,y in 1 954 7 :ere the fo12.2,--fni:: 

	  Charles Serner 
re   J. 3vrton Farber 

Officers of this c 	aizetion at the ;resent t.tte 	 he tie! folic 

1:t7r.&clent 	 Julia 	e SeLnon 
	 Denny Louise _ '_ells  

fat:2:3. re___ .s o:: both :Cr. S-L'o-toz, Farb- 
to tir.e 1o:re 	.. ..;a1 3-ea --.-anors .'t '.g  of Cclifornie en-  c:e 4 1'. 1954 	711 
ap-olicrtion to the Slonokle Or.11fornif -ro1 ice De•:,ertIlent 	1c,49) rnd 
Do-o F-a1.1 erton i-ree (en e -eclication to the Str.te -Son.rd of 0b1.27/:. CtiC 

deo of 	.- .oceicaseits o'htei-Jeci ore stfeelitecil 

	

071i fOrr:2,7 	LOF 
John 	Y2-.eber 
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11-antt.   Situte 	  

- 	• . 	Applicant f.5•7 	  

G,  

/Jr , 

Naine or comp ,-. -/ 	 PT .  

C- 

Date 	 z • /' 	 * 

Adcir 
1: -7? 

Birthplace  l://1-4--*--)5----/C•C,  	Citizenship  J.% " S •  

Age 	-77'  Date of birth 
).• 

Heifint  1t7C 	 I/  	Weight  /  

Hair_ 4tx-1--cul_ 	  Eyes ____  
7C1 /2 

Complexion   Build 	  
/- 

Scars and marks _ 
2;- 

re* 	 0 —Li -:2n1; 

r- o T k%11 
	

11,41C42jiTat 	 z-f---)7•.trtm, 



T`rur.-.b 	 7. Index finger . 	, 	. 8. 7vlidelle anger angel' 
. 	. x  

: 	,, 	• , 	. 	• 

- 	, 

• 

L.2 

10 Lirtlz anger 

1. flu:T.:,  2. Index finger 3. 1.1idr5le finger 4. Ring anger 5. Little anger 

• 

1:1":1'..... -..../ 	 ... .._ 	 .... 	 ) 	r  - 	. 	. 	 . 

.....:- .. 	- 

r-• 	 Th. 
i•  

LEAVE THIS SPACE BLA:NIC 

- . . 
L_- 

,<7717. / /f.-7./-( ,..) 

.5 

Icar---gY72.15i7 7"7---17 	--/-Ce:22'.___ 	✓. _LT/2C-4%  77  -r-  l 	 / Classification 	
. 

_ ._..
(S _2_ (First) 	 (Middle) 

(;?L:::-...ST: YY:'7. Cr: Pit ITI PLAINLY) 

<K2. -  	Sex /14 i',:c Color _<_7  
rcz-z1-17 HAND 

No. 	  	 Reference 	  



DE;'•11;ECATiC);',', 	!NYE'S-IR:3A liC;•-1 

iu.to 	lg is the record of: 

, 	 u TT1 6 2-  • 
S 1 H III 5 

CIT 	11 _,. 

GR:ir nLU 

John Burton FAR3F:H 

IfiThM 1599 

tt 

/1/4 ,, 	._ 	R 
RECIVEC nEPART,,ENT4N, 	VMP:ER MAWC CSARSE r:I .:PCSTICh 

.., , PD Glendale 
--2444 

John Burton 
FARBER 

Applicr:nt 

5...lo-5 L S t. 	Ed. 	of rced ical John ::_lrton knnlicFint 
.7, :-: c . I: x miners , Sao ra It er t o FARBER 

6-5-57 419 
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-DO: 
Attn: Mr. Spivak 

OPTIONAL FORM NO.10 

ubmitted as requested by your  

Oct. 21, 1968 

Inspector iTIihrer by telephone 

A 1  earl  

hk1  -1)14 
Church of Scientology 
109 E. Dryden St. 
Glendale 7, Calif. 

' UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT on 10/17/68. 

- Memorandum 
TO 	'Bug no Spivak District Director - SAN-DO 

Sly,DCrVi2 r" Inc; tor LC' DO 

FROM :Robert C. Howell 
Inspector Sacramento R.P. 

SUBJECT: Request for information re: 
Church of Scientology of Calif. 

Supervisorylnspector 

)(/) 

DATE: October 18, 1968 

a 	 from Inspector Llyod Lehrer, LOS-DO on 
In response to yew telephone requestAdt 10/17/68 concerning the above 
subject, I obtained the following information. 

On 10/17/68 I visited the °facies of theaecretary of State for the State 
of California' While there I reviewed the micro-film copies of the 
documents of incorporation for the Church of Scientology in Glendalet  Calif. 
Included in this micro-film was a letter from the Franchise Tax Board giving 
this organization a tax exempt status. This letter was dated February 
18, 1954. I made the request that all documents be photocopied and sent to 
Los Angeles District no later than Monday October 21, 1968. 

Also on 10/17/68 I visited the offices of thecdalifornia Bureau of 
Criminal Identification and Investigation to run a check on the names 3 noted on the articles of incorporation no ed above. Listed were the 
following trustees: 

MY. Dow F. Ayres 
	

1117 Crenshaw Blvd. Los Angeles 19, Calif. 
E'Lois M. Farber 
	

109 E. Dryden St. Glendale 7, Calif. 
J. Burton Farber 
	

109 E. Dryden St. Glendale 7, Calif. 

Officers of the Church of Scientology in 1954 were the following: 

President 	 H. Charles Berner 
Secretary 	 J. Burton Farber 

Officers of this organization at the present time appear to be the following: 

President 	 Julia Lewis Salmon 
Secretary 	 Denny Louise Fields 

While atic.I. & I. I found records on both Mr. Burton Farber( an application 
to the Board of Medical Examiners State of California made in 1954 and an 
application to the(Glendale California',Police Department in 1949) and Mr. 
Dow Fullerton Ayres (an application to the State Board of Chiropractic 
Examiners). Copies of the documents obtained are submitted with this 
memorandum. 

. 
S 

On 10/18/68 I telephoned the California State Board ofledical Examiners! 
and learned that Mr. John Burton Farber had been issued a license as a 
physical therapist in 1955. License number was LP442. The Medical Examiners 



Church of Scientology 	 October 18, 1968 

Board stated that Mr. John Burton Farber died in 1959. 

Also on 10/18/68 I contacted a(kr. Duane Reule)of the Franchise Tax Board 
of California.: (%r. Reule) explained that sections'26451 and 26452 of the 
'California Revenue and Taxation Code.  prohibited him from giving Me copies 
of the Church of Scientology's application for tax exemption as well as 
other pertinent data. 

Reule)suggested that we contact the Internal Revenue Office in 
Los Angeles Califl as they would have more information and it would be 
more readily available. He also stated that it was his understanding 
that the IRS was investigating this organization and that in the near 
future he expected the tax exempt status to be withdrawn from the Church 
of Scientology. The said that the Franchise Tax Board of California was 
considering a similar action against this organization but was waiting 
the outcome of the Federal Investigation] 

Ro ert C. Howell 	(095) 
Sacramento Resident Post 

Addendum: 

On 10/17/68 I called Eugene Spivak, Supervisory Inspector LOg-DO and 
told him that it was doubtful that I would be able to obtain the copies 
of the application for tax exemption filed by the Church of Scientology 
of California as I had received a call from a(Mr. Duane Reul9 of the 
Franchise Tax Board and he had stated that such information was priviliged 
and not available. 'Mr. Spivak asked that I obtain as much information as 
possible and forward it to LOS-DO as soon as possible. 

Of note also is the fact that when I visited the offices of thejcecretary 
of State for the State of California...II found that photocopies of the 
documents of incorporation were already requested by the Los Angeles 
District office of the FDA. 
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Gentl &Jen: 

RE: Exe:r,ption From Franchise Tax 

It is the orinion af this office, based upon the evidence creuerted, 
that ydu are exenut fro,: Stu.te franchise tax under the CTOViSi.0115 of 
Section 23761d of the Revenue and Taxation Code, as 15.t. is :Mown that you 
are cr:7.Pn-ized and cceraSed exclusively as 

Accordins.1.7, you 	not be required to file franchise tax returns 
unless you. c'ane the churacter of yger CirFanizatien, be flurheers fer 
eihich you ware organized, or your method of operation. Yoe nre, hcwever, 
recuireU to file Form 	on or before r:arch 15 of each year and fnntber 
you are rcquired to fOr..C.7r. any chnnges in the ch.E3racter of your aranicatio: 

,
the curpoces for which it -J2S orsaniced or an ate iiethed of eperatien.:  

Contributions ..son to you are-deductible b the donors in arrivirr 
at their taxble net. incorie in thr:, 7:Jinn:sr and to the extent eroY-bied Ix! 
Section 17315, 17316, 17317, an.. 21.121X of the Revenue and Taxation Code. 

To 	ortaction 	not 7ot ineorleoratod or has not ye,t 
io do br.siness in Cciifornie, thisau:Tcval 	exiire within thirty days.  
unless inocrporatien or eualificatitn is cc:spleted within such -dendod, 

Vr,ry 	:1-0llre 

T.AX TCARD 
John „I. C:17::ohclI 
Rxeeutive Of.Picer 

n 

Piot 
Associate TPcc Counsel. 

cc - Faul Ruseull 



Document H-4; undated, is a four-page investigative report from The 
United States Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
It contains investigative information on a specific individual. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (6) and 
(7) (c) because disclosure would constitute a clearly unwarranted in-
vasion of personal privacy. 



DOCUMENT NO. 	DATE 	 DESCRIPTION 	 STATUTORY EXEMPTION 
& BASIS 

H —4a 2/13/63 	FBI record (1 page) S U.S.C. 552(b)(6), (7)(C) 
The report contains investigative and 
arrest information on an individual, 
the disclosure of whose identity would 
result in an unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
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I formation shown on this Identification Record represents data furnished FBI by fingerprint 
contributors. Where final disposition is not shown or further explanation of charge is desired, com-
municate with agency contributing those fingerprints. 

Notations indicated by * are NOT based on fingerprints in FBI files but are listed only as inyesti- 
gatiw0eads as being possibly identical with subject of this record. 	U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE :19C-0-G15915 
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Information shown on this Identification Record represents data furnished FBI by fingerprint 
contributors. Where final disposition is not shown or further explanation of charge is desired, com-
municate with agency contributing those fingerprints. 

Notations indicated by * are NOT based on fingerprints in FBI files but are listed only as investi- 
gative leads as being possibly identical with subject of this record. 	u S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE INI-0-1115915 



Document H-6. This document is a three page letter dated 9/22/66 with a 
twenty-two page attachment, addressed to Honorable Lester R. Uretz, 
Chief Counsel, Internal Revenue Service, signed by Michael Rogovin, 
Assistant Attorney General, Tax Division. This letter is an attorney 
work product requesting a supplemental investigation of specific persons 
and organizations as listed on the attachment. 

This document is released with deletions. The body of the letter is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(5), because it constitutes an attorney work 
product. The deletions found on page 2 and 5 of the attachments consist 
of the attorney's request for specific information to be obtained througn 
investigative procedures. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.0 
552(b)(7)(E), because release would disclose investigative techniques 
and procedures. 

The remaining deleted materials on this document consist of names, 
addresses, and confidential information pertaining to specific individuals. 
Release of this portion would constitute an unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy and is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 
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I 

SCM•.`TOL,%7 Gr.,37.3 AID OTT.L.T.A77.3 

A. The 	orranizations are listed az sciontoloLTy  
anurchns in 	United States: 

1. 11-lie Founding Church of Scientology 
1812 - 19th Street, Northwest 
Washington, D. C. 

(a) Distribution Center, Inc. 

2. The Church of Scientology of California 
1039 South Hoovcr 
Los Angeles, California 

3. The Foundinr, Church of Scientology of New York 
200 West 24th Stmt, Suite 401 
New York, New York 

4. The Founding COurdh of Scientology of Michigan 
18212 Janes Couzenz Highway 
Detroil, Michigan 

5. The Church of Scientology of Buffalo 
87 Elewood Avenue 
Buffalo, Nei York 

6. The Founding Church of Scientology of British Colurbis 
3660 East Hastings Street 
Vancouver, British Colunbia 
Canada 

7. The. ahurch of Scientology of San Diego 
3693 Fifth Avenue . 
San Dicgp, California 

8. The Founding Cnurch of Scientology of Tea 
4312 West Mociamingbird Lane • 
pro la3, Te=7; 



9. The Church of Scientolou of Washin0= State 
1112 Fourth Avenuo 
Sosttle, Wait-him-ton 

10. The Fe:riding Church of SciontoloGy of Florida 
37 South West 11th Street .  
Uami, Florida 

................ 

Sciontolo2y, 
Tho Acadsrry of Scientology* 
Hubtcrd Guidanco Center* 
Society of Ca)sultirc aniatersc 
American Society for Dizazter 
Freu.ilan Foundation of America?. 
Church of Arreican Science* • 
Radiation Research* 

1 le12 — 19th Street, Northwest, Washington, D.C. 



Personal Efficiency FnunclatiQza 
Pan American ?riends Fountation ofWnshinston, D.C.a 
National AoafIzny of American Pnycholoz.y0  
Hubbard Dianctic Re:sea:ion Poun-;ationa 
School of Gnostics, P.O.Box 346, Crewo, Virginia 
Sequoia University, 915 South Cranavied, 

Los Anzoles, C-411fernia 
A Church of American Science, 2812 Bbgent Street, 
DerY.elcy, California 

Scientology Council, 7070 Hollxood Blvd. 
Hollywood, California 

Hubbard Guidance Center, Academy of Scientolozy 
Los Arcelos, California 

Scientific ?nets, Inc., Box 634, Wichita, Kansas 
Allied Scientists of the World, 211 East Douglas 

&Sato= 

Allied Scientists of the World, Denver, Colorado 
International Library of Arts and Sciences 

211 West Douslas, Wichita, Zansas 

1 1612 - 19th Stroet, lortnwest, hazhinzton, D.C. 
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B. Me followin7 oranications are listed az ratters  
of trx.,  international hubbard Association of  
Scientoloilats, international (1.A.S.I.) a.-ri the  
Hubbars Com7.:nication 	(H.C.0.): 

1. The Hubbard Cccronicztions Office World Wide 
Saint 1311.1 Z.!anor, East Grinstead 
Sussex, England 

2, EASI and ECO London 
37 Fitzroy Street 
London, W. 1, England 

3. ma and HCO Sydney 
95 Riley Street, 
Sydney, N.S.W., Australia 

4. EAST and T:0 Yelbourne 
157 Spring Street, nelbourne 
Victoria, Australia 

5. and 11CO Durcan 
Lincoln House, Viz:sonic Grove 
Durban, Natal, South Africa 

6. HA SI Berlin 
Stanzfield, Berlin-Dahlam 
AzISchulerheim 4, Western Cen.any 

7. HAS' and HCO Port Elizabeth 
Lyndon, Park Drive, Port Elizabeth 
South Africa (P.O.Bos 1073) 

3. EAST and ECO Johannesburg 
27 Hancock Strect, Joubert Park 
Jchannesburg, Sixth Africa 

9. MASI and 1100 Aurklr.nd 
86 Dominion 	 Fount Eden 
Auckland, How Zealand 
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10. IFASI Capeta,rn 
2ea1are moue, Crt.,-4 a 
Gardenu, 	 Fcuth d"..frica 

11. ms: Trance 
Caricbell, 3 Avenu du General Linter° 
Parls XIVe, Franc F} 



	

ta:.1 	 itiVi..:iJ 

pJ.,7phlet 	by L.'. i7ca 	iu 19f.a, ctitdt2ea 

”'?:;'61:. 	 refft.rs 	bi-zcir us r'icct.cr 

au.7,..u-ae.zi pnyalc:s 	 cInti alzo 

stucar.. 	21.7..,,;%13.:1 Fretaa :trill otIcrs, 	 i.‘resent. re- 

seta-clx:s t:iirty yust-3 ;co at Gooz-zs2 	 Univers'Ity. 

arat:s..tic ri:ault has been t:uicntalzry c g c." 	rt.-qv:at* tacit 

bla:crophical 	 IhiOn-atian to Invoati..7_,teict 

In 	to verify its veLLILIIty. PleLac ott;1:1-e-/....1:511cri oc2icn 

	

iLth sans 'a acac!ccAc flr.4.1 extra- 	 Iti24:.11t. 

act:.ccd_rc;:',ictrecra. 

1. 	tin 	i 7:11 S. c) 
larcatrtz21, 

[me r*cor‘i drtddc:).er; 	flr. 
attenth:c Uricn 	:;;Mocl. 	1-)26.; 

L. 	 Zichool 
r;;c4r.th:..a 

[Tcs: raccl-c1 ir;'/Icateu Ut.ta.t 
1:';27 	1)23; 

is :tat; ex;t:11e.:a 	nr.:y 11, 1926, 5i-teat:as of 

"al 	j 

3. coc.wa Prcptcatory 

	

iirtivcr2;Ity cf 	Vatz.-;:c ;c 'z crristiun 

AasaaiatIce.] 
D. C. 

t. Ge.c.r6e 	 Univc:rulty 
2C;29 r Stt-cift. , 
e4asJr., D. C. 

[It hi..7earz• tact 12',:..bycttct 	habl,ar\l, 

-Jan ;•.:a.lttcti to Cor-,- ,e 	 enivcrttity 

cr. :1_1):-..c...1xer 2.1/4 	Le: 	•3.-n::x.1 of 
scitn 	t-rjor 

lit.cbLrti e -1,:d..7.3 o 1:.tvo reataved a cr,cuica1 
eskr,inverIrc. co:irtra 	tr',a 



J. Eecluoie University of Californi.; 
915 Eolith Oxforri Avenue 
Loa Anrolez, California 

[Tha record 4,y_lleateu that L. ?ton Hubbard 
received a Pn.D. from aciuoSa University in 
1950. It apl:eart that [Tior to the issuance 
of ::is def-rse, 	purchx,ed this 
"University", 	previously rendered de-
rrei.ga to chimIcrsctors. Presently, i.';cola 
University operates a Zeigatment of Sciento 
issuinz; bachelors, ntr.esters and doctorz degrees; 
Tv3 residency is required. Please obtain a copy 
of the charter of this school; Inquire a3 to 
the stananir, of the school with the Etas oC 
California Education Derart=rent; wscertaln tho 
na=cs and ?Wrestles of thn Dean and Lecturers 
at this institution.] 

6. CocrlanderTowsan (”.C.) 
United States Navy 

[Ribbard clains ti-.at he was trained in 
psycho-analyses by Corc42-mder To7.,son in 
Vashin;rton, D.C. 	fuitbcP c1ait3 that 
Ccr.tander Tor:pscn stwiled prmonally with i'reuti 
ar4 inst.ituted psychca.tralyses in the U.S. Navy 
for use in cli;.:.-)17; surgery. ] 

7. tr. tallian Ala' White 
f"X. Elizabeths Ponpital 
Conotsaional Heights, liCanhinctons  D.C. 

[nr. ztubbrd clai"ra that he wan trained by a 
Dr. William Alan Wnite„ then Sq7erintencient of ,  
Ct. 1.7]1.zabeths flospitsl, a GovernnIcrt asyl=.] 

8. U. S. Fultlic Eenith Office 
Gerontological Unit: 

[Mr. Eubbard talecca that in 1947 he yubliah-
ed a book for the Comntologics1 Society called 
"2cientolou A flarc. Science".] 



9. U. S. Veterans Administration 
Administrator of Veterans Affairs 
Veresnt Avenue - Between H & I Streets, N.H. 
Wezhirrten, D.C. 

[Our investigation indicates that La:layette 
Ron Hubbard, Naval Serial No. 113392, is draa- 
ing a 305 disability for claims of arthritis 
incurred while serving in the U.S. Navy. We 
would appreciate verification of this informa- 
tion cnd any other inforcation which might aid 
our investigation of the background of this 

10. Its. Sara North.. 	bard 
[No known address 

[In the Superior Cart of LO3 Angeles County 
on April 23, 1951, en action vas ta%en by res. 
Serallorthrap Hubbard, wife of L. Ran Hubbard, 
against Nr. fathbard on dates of kidneppin3 
of their child, torture and bicery. This case 
nureer is believed to be rA(or H) 035379" filed 
April 24, 1951. A su.sene son icoued to 14r. L. 
Eon Hsbbard, surtals nsther is D-414,493. 
Warner and Jackson, attoracys located at 63) 
South Spring St tact, Los Angelcs, handled this 
actiai. Of particular interest also is the fact 
that Its. Sara Hubbard on J.ela 11, 1951, 
dm: all statemntz htich shs had rcsIo a-alnst 
L. Eon Hubbard. The reasons for this vithdra2a1 
ax urdahown. lIte are 6zeircus of attaining in-
forration concernaric the rarrinre of rr. II.hbard 
to Sara N. Ib.tbord. The marriage date is •said 
to bo Au ,it 10, 1946; hswevar, tho location it 
mica: n. We sugatst that t1 law offices of 
Warner and Jackson be contacted as to the present 
location of Sara N. Hubaard, and that she be inter-
viewed eitonsively az to her knouledge of the 
scientology and dianetio rcvemants.] 
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Ca•MAIKrif) RD:FIVED LY PUi2LIC ANN 
PRIVATE. OThelANIZATIONL I.,:7012r1;;Ci 

ECIL7.1.:01.03ICAL :-'117,/}.)11714:7. 

Curin;; the interview of tit! fellovir4 	 Plcarie 
rieteraline wl-sethar the scient:olo;.:ical ercarilzation r.air.tained 
that they could cure a subJectis disease or aUtent; also deter-dna 

the ir.diviclual's urAierstandin.;;.az to whether Ile flat have a 
religious belief in the particulscr tetets of sclemtelciry in a•der 
to achieve itlprove-aeht. 	otl-;er words, whether the faith of the 
subject is an essential ele.tent of his treat::ent. 

A. Last: 

, 	: : 
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B. S:,-ith-Sth•ric..,st: 

1. Dr. Tic:1.'1nd Weslice:, Jr. 
11,ternist 
lerfol.:4, %artLinia 

.[Darin-...3 1950 ar;.1 1951, a Rohn n 1-:alkor. 
M.L., was said to be a s7yonsor of the Dianctics 
novar.ant in the 1:::..elar,..,,,on„ D. C., area. Dr. 
yeLallter.• ::as an internizt at ;.or folk, Virf3inia. 

1.4,=•11,.e.r cliseascelattyd hinself ‘dith the 11.'ianeties 
Izzve_eaent (!.ue 	prdctici:s with 	objecte-i. 

Please. rake :1;1 attrr.r.,,t to locate Dr. Walker 
in the Morfolk 	.:it.. view tro;,7—nd intervicorin; 
nir.1 coricerrkinG 	connect:loll with Diancticz 
arra.' reasons for I-213 iiiriazscctation: The 
Jc.Aurn:al does.  not list Dr. Walker, ho!..tive_r, be 

ITLV r,:4 be a Fr.a.L.7.,:ber of the local cedic-aa society.] 
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MR:LMTIMISeee3raimeh 
154.226-61 

• 

Honorable Lester R. Urets. 
Chief Counsel 
Internal Revenue Service, 
Wathineton, D. C. 20224 

Re; Founding Church of Scientology v. United States 
(Ct. Cl. No. 228-61)  

Your refs CC:R10.469 

Dear Mr. Ureter 
. 	, 

je—e---  The principal issue in the above-stated;case is Whether the 
alleged church is exempt from federal income taxation as a religious 
organization Within the meaning of Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal 
Reveeee Code of 1954. As vs view it, there aro essentially two 
questioes involved in our epee. The first is whether scientoloay 

1 la a ereligion". The second is whether the alleged church is really 
a profit-making oraanization for certain individuals. 

This organization was founded by L. Ron Hubbard*  a science,. 
fiction writer in 1955, as an outareeth of an earlier movement 
called "Dianatice. The alloyed church is located at 1312 - 19th 
Street, N. 4., 4aehineton, D. :.„ with breeches in almost every 
major city in the United States. It is part of an international 
organization with headquarters in England*  and branches in France; 
West Cernany; Australia; New Zealand; and South Africa. 

L. lion Hubbard who is still the leader of scientology emplains 
in his literature that it was established as a church in order to be 
protected from medical practice laws and to provide the practitioners 
with an avenue of access as ministers into hospitals, insane asylums*  
penitentiaries and other restricted places. The church organization 
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has also boon described tp individuals by its members to bo a 
"tax dodao". Consequently, many individuals untrained in psychiatry 
have boComie practitionars of the organization and have nado their 
activities a moans of livelihood. 

During the taxable years in issue, tho organization promoted and 
sold an electrical device called the "Z-Moter" for the auditing of 
individuals, who paid $22 an hour for this service; an eloctrie 
current was paused through the subject as in a tie-detector causing . 
certain neurophysical effects. It marketed a pill called "Disnezene 
which it claimed could prevent tho radiation effects rosultini from.  
atomic bomb testing. 

Moreover, it appcaro that the Founding Church claims the ability 
to cure diseases, including cancer, having discovered ttr ultimate 
secrets of life and the universe. On January G. 	approximatoly 
14 deputy marshals and several Food and Drug Ackanistration inspectors 
seised at toast 100 packages and beam of pamphlets and several dozen 
boxes of electrical gadgets as the Goveramout moved against its 
Washington headquarters. This action has resulted in a considerable 
amount of publicity and con&roseional inquiry, since the "church" 
argues that the gadgets are roliatoda instruments for use as part 
of its "confessional". Additional complaints regarding the Founding 
Church's operations havo boon made to local police stations, medical 
associations, psychiatric associations, batter business bureaus and 
state welfare departments.- 

/ 
In the preparation of our defense in this case. wo desire 

certain information concerning the various aciontoloalcal organiza-
tions and individuals connected therewith. We aro especially 
interested in dovoloping evidence and witnesses knowledgeable in 
the background and operations of this organization and its affiliates. 
Accordinaly. we have attached a list of known scientoloalcal groups and 
affiliates, individuals active in the movement. and public and private 
organizations which have received serious complaints regarding 
scientology operations.. 

We are also interested in substantiating the validity of 
L. Ron Hubbard's academic and professional background. 



WO therefore, request that a supplemental investigation be • 
instituted in order to ascertain in-detail the spcnified information., 

' If any of the individuals interviewed mict be unable as mitnesses 
in this case, it weld be most helpful if you could indicate their 
flinns  “nd business addresses. Conies of corroapondonce, books 
Accounts or other tangible things relevant to tho above-mentioned 
lemmas should also be made. 

Thank you for Your assistance. 

Simerely youfl, 

MITCITFTS.ROGOVIN 
Assiztent Attorney General 

Tcx Divizion 

• 

LYlE M. 7URNER 
Chief, Court of Claim Section 

Itaclosurea 



FOLLIDING mow CP SCM/IOLOGY 
1 
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SCMISIOLOGY coups Ate APFILIATES 

A. The following organizations are listed as scientology  
churches In the United States: 

1. The Founding Church of Scientoloa 
1812 - 19th Street, Northwest 
Washington, D. C. 

(a) Distribution Center, Inc. 

2. She Church of Scientology of California 
1089 South Hoover 
• Los Angeles, California 

3. The Founding Church of Scientology of New York 
200 West 24th Street, Suite 401 
New York, New York 

4. The Founding Church of Scientology of Michigan 
18212 JCL= Couzens Hielway 
Dotroil, Pilclittan 

5. She Church of Scientology of Buffalo 
87 Elmwood Avenue 
Buffalo, New York.  

6. The Founding Church of Scientology or British Columbia 
3660 East Hastings Street 
Vancouver, British ColuMbia 
Canada 

7. The Church of Scientology ofSantiago 
3693 Fifth Avenue 
San Diego, California 

8. The Founding Church of Scientology of Texas 
412 West Vbckirld.rdIane 	. 
Dallas, Texas 

• ij 
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9. 7ho Church of Scientolou of tlachingtan State 
1112 Fourth Avenue 
Seattle, Washington 

10. The 	Church of Scientoloey of Florida 
37 South West 11th Street. 
MIAMI. Florida 

We request that the following, information be ascertained: 

(1) Axe any of the above-listed sciantological 
oreanizations specifically exempt from federal in-
come tax under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal 
Rentue Cod* of 1954? If so, consideration should 
be given to the =vocation of theirexempt organiza-
tion status prior to the trial of this case. 

(2) We request certified copies of the corporate 
charter and by-ltrea and copies of the federal.incoze 
tax returns filed by the above-listed orepnixationa 
for the taxable years 1955 throutn 1959. 

(3) We  request that. a ampletental investigation 
be initiated radarding the operations of the above- 

.listed caggenizations. The investieetion should in-
clad, the national and local Better Ooziness Bureaus, 
local Police Departments, State Licensing Boards, 
Arsrican Fedical Association, and American Psychiatric 
Society. 

In addition, we believe that the following organiza-
tions are or have been affiliated with the scientolocey 
raomment in this Gauntry: 

Scientology 
Ito Acadevy of Scientology* 
Hubbard Guidance Center' 
Society of Consultillgidniflerag 
American Society for DisasterRellef, 
Freudian Poundation of America! . 
Church of American science* 	' 
Radiation Eesearche 



Perconal Efficiency Fnundation* 
Pan American Friends Foundation otWashington, 
National Acadezy of Arerican Psychology* 
Hubbard Dianotic Research Foundation* 
School of Gnostics, P.O.Box 346, Ctnue, Virginia 
Sequoia University, 915 South Grandview, 

Los Angeles, California 
A Church of American Science, 2812 Rbgpnt Street, 

Berkeley, California 
Scientology Council, 7073 Hollywood Blvd. 

Hollywood, California 
Hubbard Guidance Center, P.cadery of Scientology 

Los Angles, California 
'Scientific Piss, Inc., Box 634, Wichita, Kansas 
Allied Scientists of the World, 211 East Douglas 
VIthita, Kansas 

Allied Scientists of the World, Denver, Colorado 
International Library of Arts and Sciences 

211 West Douglas, Wichita, Kansas 

( -1d12 - 19th Street, Worthuest, Wasangton, 



• 
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B. The followinm organizations are listed az. verbers  
of the international Hubbard Association of  
Selentologists, International (H.A.S.I.) and the  
Hubbard Comunication Office (H.C.0.): 

1. She Hubbard Communications Office World Wide 
Saint Hill Manor, Bast Grinstead 
Sussais  England 

2. MASI and HCO London 
37 Fitzroy Street 
London, W. 1, 	• 

3. HASI and HCO Sydney 
95 Riley Street 
Sydney, N.S.W., Australia 

HMI and HCO ?ammo 
157 Spring Street, Melbourne 
Victoria, Australia 

5. HASI and HCO Durban 
Lincoln House, Itsonic Graves 
Durban, Natal, South Africa 

6. HASI Berlin.  
Stanfield, Berlin-Dablaa 
AmSdhulerheim 4, Western Germany 

7. HASI and HCO Port Elizabeth 
Lyndon, Park Drive, Port Elizabeth 
South Africa (P.O.Box 1078) 

8. !IASI and HCO Johannesburg 
27 Hancock Street, Joubert Park 
jobanneabum South Africa 

. 	. 
9. HASI and HCO Auckland  

86 Dominion Road, Nount Eden 
Auckland, New Zealand 



10. ii,141 Caretown 
Seafare House, Oranje Street 
Gardens, Capetanxt, Seuth Africa 

11. mu Prance 
Campbell, 3 Avenue du General Leclerc 
Paris XIVe, Prance 

request certified copies of the corporate charter and 
by-laws and copies of the forebr  tax returns filed by the above-
listed arranizstiors for the taxable years 1955 through 1959. 
Mc:toyer, we request that a supdlemental investigation he initiated 
in each of the above cities as to the operations of the scientology' 
arrsvizationa tAlorvin.' :Specific In:luirics zhould be made with the • 
geyerrxental bodies and Ices' 	derartrftonts. We have been in. 
Carted that the Hubbard Asseciatim:x cr ncient3loists. International 
doca not claim to be a nrcligicLs" ttody cuts.1(k. of Continental 
United States. Accordingly, we desirt information in this relz.nri. 



FOUNDZG CFAX,17.i; 017  ZCIL..h.M.Lara 

T't 

L. 
A1:11 PYCFZSSIONAL 

In 	an-, let Licueli by L. Ron Ev.to,rd in 1961, entitlea 
”Viat is Z>cientoloi:Nr. he refers to his:13011as 'Doctor Hubbard, 
nested in oKreanced physics and hizher r.-.Athewattcsand also a 
student of Sif-plumi 	othcr:1, begin his r.resent re- 
SOCPCheS thirty years azo at c:corg,e iix.shilton University: The 
clrarx-Aie result has been Scionto17y * * *." V.0 request that 
the followin bissrAphical baci-4youlvi inferm*.tiott to investi*.ted 
in order to verify its validity. Pleasoobtalccertified cq2is 
of 	_Hbbard's aoadg;Ao and ex tn.-currculeu rucc rCfrom the 
school r_@strer.--. 

	.__  

1. Union 	School 
brourton, 

(The record indicates that Mr. HuUbard 
attonded 	 1926.3- 

2. Helena 	6ohool 
Helena, Montana 

(7no mcord ir4icatea that Mr. hubbaril 
attended Melt= Hiv)3 Ifienpol. in 1927 and 1929 

- t WA,; exelled on nay 11, 1926, betAtuus of 
low gra1es.3 

3, Woo4wsrd Preparatory 2e:Icol 
[Southewetem University of tilie Young Mon's Ctristisn 

Association] 
Washini:ton, D. C. 

4. Geo.:-;e 	-linflon University 
2029 G Street, g. W. 
Washinton, 0. C. 

[I; 4i.pe2.rs that Lafayette Ronald 111?-)bard 
wan .adeatted to Utow,e :ei3sh1gSon University 
en ;:.r.pte:tber 01, 19* to the S. :tool of 
Eni7inecrin with a jot in civil enp,:ineerin ... 

iiubbard elains to hwAl received a oneuical 
enginoerihii degree frm the University.) 



5. Sequoia University of Colifonlic. 
915 South Oxford Avenue 
Los Anmlez. California 

[Ito record indicates that L. Ron Hubbard 
received a Ph.D. from Sequoia University in 
1950. It appear: that prior to the issuance 
of Ids decree, Wilbsrd purchased this 
"University". "filch previously rendered de-
grees to chiropractors. Presently, Sequoia 
University operates a Department of Scientology 
issuing bachelors, masters and doctors degrees; 
no residency is required. Please obtain a copy 
of the charter of thia school; inquire 03 to 
the stsndin of the school with the State of 
California Education Department; ascertain the " 
naves and addresses of the Doan and Lecturer° 
at This institution.] 

6. Commulica.7Ccrson (M.C.) 
United States Navy 	' 

[Wilford clailf° that he was trained in 
psycho-analyses by COMaanderiompeon in 
Washington, D.C. flubtard further claims that 
reurasnder7empson studied personally with Freud 
and instituted psycho-analyses in the U.S. Navy 
for use in Malt Surgery.] 

7. Dr. William Alan White 	' 
St. Elizabeth° hospital: 
Congrosaional Heights, WasallnEtons  D.C. 

[Mr. Hubbard claims that he wan trained by a 
Dr. William Alan White then Stmerixtendent of 
St. Elizaheths ricpital, a' Government asylum.] 

8, U. S. Public Health Office- 
Cerontolocionl Unit 	• 

[Mr. Webard alecce that In 1947 he publish-
ed a book for the Gerontological Society called 
"Scientology A Kew Science%] 
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9. U. S. Veterans Administration 
Administrator of Veterans Affairs 
Vermont Avenue - Between H & I Streets, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 

[Our investigation indicates.  that LaFayette 
. Ron Hubbard, Naval Serial No. 113392, is draw-
ing a 30% disability for claim of arthritis 
incurred whits serving in tha U.S. Navy. We 
would appreciate verification of this informa-
tion and any other information which might aid 
our investigation of the background of this • 
individual.] 

10. Mrs. Sara Northrup Hubbard 
(NO known addresa] 

[In the Superior Court of Los Angeles County 
on April 23, 1951, an action was taken by Mts. 
Sara Northrup Hubbard, wife of L. Ron Hubbard, 
against f**. Hubbard on chars of kidnapping 
of their child, torture and bigamy. This ewe 
number is believed to be °A(or H) C35C79" filed 
April 24, 1951'. A sumo-lamas issued to me. L. • 
Ron Hubbard, summons number is D-414,40. 
Warner and Jackson, attorneys located at 639 
South. Spring Street, Los Angeles, • handled this 
action. Of particular interest also is the fact 
that Iles. Sara Hubbard on June 11, 1951, with.. 
drew all statements which she had rade against 
L. non Hubbard. The reasons for this withdrawal 
are urielown. tie are eesiroun of obtaining in-
formation concerning tho marriage of Mt. Hubbard 
to Sara N. Hubbard. The marriage date is said • 
to be August 10, 1946; however, tho location is.. 
unknown. We auggpst that the law offices of 
Warner and Jackson be contacted as to the present 
.location of Sara N. Hubbard, and that she be inter-
viewed extensively as to berknoaledge of the 
scientology and dianatio Movements.). 



Yana= Ce2JRCii OF SCIENTOLLGY 

III 

=PLAINTS RECEIVED BY PUULIC AND 
.PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVING 
T1 SCIENTOLO3ICAL vootaman! 

. 	During the interview of the folio in individuals, please 
determine whether the sdientological organization waintained 
that they could cure a subject's disease or ailment; also detect:ince 
the individual's understanding as to whether he must have a 
religious belief in the particulnr tenets of scientology in order 
to achieve taprovanent. ,In other words, whether the faith of the 
subject is an essential element of his treatment. 	• 

A. East: 

1. Mr. l',1artin Ballard 
. 	Coordinating Minister of the 

Universal Christian Church 
• :3648 OakleighRoad 

Baltimore, Maryland 

[Mr. Eallard originally wrote the Food & 
Drug Administration on January 14, 1963. In a 
letter dated February 6, 1963, he indicated that 
the officers of the Hubbard Guidance Center have 
been trying to entice him to take courses at very 
high prices. He stated that he has kept most of 
the correspondence. Please ascertain what , • 
information Mr. :Allard has concerning this 
organization.] 

2. Ni'. Robert Waller 
Mrs. Dorothy Waller 
3540 Bryan Place 
Elmyre, New York 

(It appears that bc.th Robc:rt. and Dorothy 
Waller, husband al:zi 	were active in the 
scientology thovent. kobert Waller's declared 
reason for attending, the "churtn( was to rid . 
himself of a disturbing and disabling set of 
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pains in his back, shoulder, neck, as well as 
severe headache attacks. Both Mr.and Mrs. 
Waller indicated that they Ikad received no 
benefits fran the organization's practices. 
Mr. Waller characterized the whole matter on 
which he had expended several thousand dollars 
as being nothing more than a good rorlor game.) . 

3. Anna W. Perkins, M.D. 
Westerlo Albany County 
Albanyii,,, New York 

(Dr. Perkins compinined to the American 
Medical Association in a letter dated April 20, 
1962, about a scientology practioner, Neil R. 
Brown, Albany, New York, who was treating one 
of Dr. Perkins' patients.) 	. 

4. Mr. Arthur Ceppos, President 
Hermitage House 
New York, New York 

[Mr. Ceppos published L. Ron Hubbard's book, 
"Dianotice and became executive vice president 
of the Dionatics Foundation of New Jersey in 1950, 
He severed biz association from the movement in 
1953.) 

5. Mr. Irving Garfield 
2255 4ard Boulevard 
Camden, New Jersey 

• [Irving Garfield, who is allegedly a graduate 
of the Paz:ding Church, interested cartsin individuals 
in speech therapy for a very- high fee.] 

I 

1 
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Pinkerton Detective Agency 
Baltimore, Maryland 

(Ti,e Pinkerton Detective Agency of Baltimore, 
Maryland, reportedly made an inicatigation of 
L. Ron Hubbard and his associations on January 22, 
1957. Please obtain full information as to their 
investigation and findinga.] • 

7. Hits Christine C. Free 
2107 Canterdale Road 
Baltimore, Maryland - 

(Miss Free is listed in an old Ability 
nagazineas a scientologist. Please determine 
if she is a.frarchise holder and her understanding 
of the operation of the subject firm. 

An individual by the name of Pinkhom of 3611 
Mary Avenue, -Baltimore, Maryland, should also be 
interviewed to determine his or her connection 
with the above firm. Determine if the Pinicham 
individual is a franchise holder.] 

a. Mrs. Roy A. Parker, Jr. 
5203 Joan Lane, Southeast 

• Washington 22, D. C., 

[Mrs. Parker- comfaained to the Bureau of 
Investigation of the American Medical Association 
on Novi  mber  28, 1952, regarding her brother who 
was treated at the Hubbard Dianetic Foundation, 
Wichita, Eansas, and eventually was put in the 
Oregon State Hospital, Salem4%CWegon.] 



B. South-Southwest: 

1. Dr. Roland Walker, Jr. 
Internist. 
Norfolk, Virginia 

[During 1950 and 1951, a Roland Walker, Jr., 
M.D., was said to ue a sponsor of the Dianetico 
movement in the Wazhington, D. C., area. Dr. 
Walker was an internist at Norfolk, Virginia.  
Dr. Walker dispilsociated himself with the Dianetica 
taoveaent due to practices with saaich he objected. 

Please rake an attempt to locate Dr. Walker 
in.the Norfolk area with view toward interviewing 
him concerning hiz connection with Dianotics 
and reasons for his disassociation; The AMA 
Journal does not list Dr. Walker„howover, he 
may not be a meMber of the local medical society.] 

2. Dr. Mall P. tcAllister 
Departaent of Anesthesiology 
Wdical College of Virginia 
Rictoond, Virginia 

[Dr. MacAllister, of the Department of 
Anesthesiology, treated an individual who was 
being prodessed by the Hubbard organization. 
Dr. MacAllister complained to the Postal authorities 
of fraud. Plane contact Dr. MacAllister to detervAne 
his knowledge ofst:ye or, 	and the name and 	- 
medical records of the patient.] 

) 

3. Mrs. Pearl. Berman 
6277 Southwest 10 Terrace 
Miami, Florida 

[In April, 1960, Firs. Bern::, complained 
to the Pot. Office epartt 	that her con was 
being defraUded by the Nubbarderganization. The 
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boy claimedthat scientology could cure reflation 
burns and namerous other diseases. Please inter-
view Mrs. Berman to detenaine her knowledge of 
the operations of the organization. Follow up 
with an interview with her son.) 

. mr. Kermit V. Miller 
3628 BouthWest 511th Avenue 
Hollyrnyod, Florida. 

(Mr. Kermit V. Miller coiplained about the 
activities of the "belontology group" in Florida 
in a letter to tiro Saturday Eveiith Post dated 
!September 10, 1963. Please inquire as to evidence 
he might have which would be useful to the Govern-. 
neat in proof or the atovestated case.) 

5. Mr. Kernit V. Miller 
3626 S.W. 55th Avenue 
Helaywood, Florida 

(On February 5, 1963, Mr. Miller wrote to 
President Kennet/ indicating that this organization 
is assuming religious identity in order to; 

1. Avoid taxes; 

I

2. Practice medicine without a license; 

3. Use U. S. mall for fraudulent schemes. 

Please determine if nr. Miller can document any 
of these charges.) 

( 

6. Rev. William H. Foster 
Trinity Presbyterian Church 
16th and Inglewood Streets 

Cl_ington, Via ginia 
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. Rev. R. Matthew Lynn 
Pastor 
Firat Presbyterian Church 
tithe 1, Texas 

[In 1962, Reverend Lynn's son, who had 
certain rerital problems, became interested in 
scientology in Washington. As a result, Reverend 
Lynn phoned Reverend Foster and asked him to do 
whatever he could to dissuade the boy from his 
association with the cult. Since returning to 
Texas; the son returned to college, completed 
his education, and now is practicing law in Austin, 

.Texas. It would appear that the son should be 
willing to give us quite a bit of information . 
about the Founding Church of Scientology. Inasmuch 
as he h613 a law degree, he should take an excellent 
witness.) 

. 6. it. James Tiller 
P. O. Box 1261 
Hooks, Texas 

[Yr. James Tiller complained to the kzerican 
Medical Association in a letter dated July 20, 
1960, that his brother, Hossurd 0. Tiller, was 
treated by the Founding Church of Ucientology for 
what was subsequently diagnosed by the University 
of Texas Medical Center at Galveston, as a 
rial.ignant brain tumor. A copy of Howard Tiller's 
sionlcai records at the University of Texas Medical 
Center should be obtained. 



C. MIU-tlest: 

Pearl E. Harlan (Mrs. John A. Harlan) 
9720 South Prospect Avenue 
Chicago 43, Illinois 

[Pearl Harlan tas boon a Hubbard Certified 
Auditor since 1956. She sincerely believes in 
the 4x,veak2nt as a science but disagrees that 
St is a reli_ ion. f_kie tits offered her files 
on scientology to the Food & Drug Administration 
In their legal action against the SI meters. Her 
kaLkomn, John A. Harlan, is in possession of an 
F. meter and manual obtained in 1959. 

She- was "audited" by Roy Justin, who became 
her unwanted hot.= guest for approximately nine 
months. We believe that this man is wanted by 
the FBI and the Chicago police as-an escaped inmate • 
of St. Elizabeht's Hospital (for the insane) of .  
Washington, D. C., am: for the rape of a two year 
old child in Chicago after leaving her residence. 
he tat made two attempts to abduct her daughters. 

Since these events, Pearl Harlan has corm. 
spondea vigorously with leaders of the scientology 
movement in an effort to protest the approval of 
'auditors" or the caliber of men as Roy Justin to 
represent the movement.: She is correct in that 
there is very little mention of God by their troth. 

We believe that she may be a %theta' witness 
for cur case. We are unsure of the position of 
her husband in this relyri and althougb we under. 
stand he was greatly shocked to find that Roy Justin 
was as escaped sex criminal, we do.not know where 
his -allegiance lies.) 
• • 	• 



- 
2.- Mr. Ross Moshier 

4100 EL-widge Read 
•Dayton, Ohio 

[Ross Mushier is tile father of Steven Moshier, 
a Harvard colleze student tfta was referred to the • 
New York office of the Pounding Cl-nrch of Soientoloes 
in 1962 by a Dr. Dwicjiht Wayne Dattfmau, vice president 
in charge'of research at United Research, Inc., 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

.Sep also in this rezard: 

Dr. Dwight Wayne Battead 
'United Research, Inc. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Mr. Roger Williams 
1425 Harvest Avenue 
Kettering 29; 01-do] 

p. 

. Dr. Paul H. beaver 
Leetonia, Ohio 

(It appears t:_at Dr. Beaver, a graduate of 
Western Reserve University and practioner for 
approxIaltely 25 years, became tntorested in 
Dianetics in 1950. Ca plaints wore made to 
Dr. P. W. Conrad, president of the Columbiana 
County Medical Eni,it2 as to Dr. beaver's practice 
in the dianctic Yla. ?lease interview Dr. Paul 
H. Deaver as to h1c sa:,:eiations with Dianetics 
and scientology.] 

4. Searle T. Span:4er 
2732 Floral Trail 
Long Beach 
Michisan City, Virginia 



5. Dr. Vinc6nt 3. Strangle, D.O. 
301 Washinston 
Michigan City, Indiana 

6. Ernest P. Messner' 
La Porte County Medical Society 
Michigan City, Indiana 

Donald F. Pohlman 
3600 Franklin 
Michigan City, Indiana 

7. Roscoe Stevenson 
Merchants' National Bank 
6th & Franklin Streets 
Michigan City, Indiana 

. 8. Bob York. 
2202 South Franklin Street 
MichigsaiCity, Indiana 

9. Palmer E. Nyran 
Indiana State Prison Music Director 
Michigan City, Indiana 

k 10. Dr. Klaus M. Friecburg 
Threo Oaks 
MichiLinia 

11. A. E; Weiss, M.D. 
2911 Roslyn Trail 
Long Beach, Indiana 

13. Dr. James E. Carver 
New Carlisle, Indiana 

[The above-named individuals were Involval 
with the scientology group in Michigan City, 
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Indians. in 1960. Dr. A. E. Weiss, family doctor 
for Searle T. Cpan2;ler, cocplained to the Aalcrican 
Mc:ale:11 Association in retard to a Dr. CtranGio, 
Dr. Carver ani Dr. Mckenzie, scientologists 
who tried to cure Pr. Spanglor's child from 
"autism'. The sciontoloists lived in the 
Spaulding Hotel and tnen at the farm of Dr. Carver 
on Sajunay Lake. 

Dr. Strangio had taken lessorz in scientology 
in Crams° and recommended the subject to his 
patients and frienda. Dr. Strangio apparently 
had 100 hours in ao91tin3 and was qualified as 
an auditor in the orEsadzation. Dr. StranGio 
was available for private auditing at $25 a 
session. Nina West and L. Ron Hubbard, Jr., also 
Gave lectures in ecientoloa. It appears that 
Dr. Stramio is now scparatedfromids wife as a 
result of scientology. 

Mr. Roscoe Stevenson is the tenger Chief of 
Detectives of Michigan City. He has indicate-i 
that he has a file on the scientology group but 
refuses to disclose the individuals involved. Bob 
York stated that he first heard of scientology 
throuja his doctor, Dr. Strangio, when ne was under 
treatment for high blood pressure. Palmer E. 
Myran. the In: liana State Prison Music Director, also 
atoeled scientoloa unuor Dr. Stran3io. Dr. 
Fritdouro owns the Michigan Small Animal Hospital 
in Kichlzan City and rented the property to a 
Dr. Rolarli Mackenzie from 1957 to 1961. 

Please question the above-named individuals 
about Dr. Roland Mackenzie, a scientologist, who 
died accidentally in Bell, California, on June 30, 
1961 (the home of L. Ron Hubbard, Jr.). His wife 
Sylvia and their two children, Penny and Dawn, • 
survived him. It appears that Dr. Carver and Dr. 
Mackenzie were quite friendly. The Car-ers spent 
several thousand dollars (approximately $6,000) 
on audits with tho scientologists. Mr. Messner, 
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ofthe La Porte County Medical Society, first 
became aware of scientology through the complaint 
of Searle T. Span@er and as a result made an 
inquiry of the State Licensing 'Could. Investi-
gator JaMCCi E. LanLfard represented the State in 
this regard. Dr. Pohlman operates the clinic 
formerly owned by Dr. James Carver. He was 
associated with Dr. Carver for five years before 
aequiring Dr. Carver's business.) 

14. Donald:Al-Purcell 
Wichita, Kannas 

[A Yr. Don G. Pureell, said to have been head 
of the Omeisa Oil Company in Wichita, Kansas, 
allegedly finance:4 the Dian etics operation during 
its early conception. On June 12, 1958, Mr. Purcell -
filed an Injunction against Mr. Hubbard for claiming 
to represent Dianetica Foundation in Wichita, 
Kansas. Include in inveistigation of Mr. Purcell 
a police record checic and obtain information con- 
cerning this injunction and financing of Diiu3etics 
movement.).  

15. Leonard H. Field 
2010 Olen Drive . 
JackSon, Michigan 

[Mr. Field lnedc;ited in a letter dated 
January 16, 1963, to th.. Departnent of Health. 
Education & Welfare that ho rcccwered frac some 
physical conditions as a result or the use of 
the E Moter by a iiciet:Wiegy anaitor on him. 

' 	We would appreciate it if you w)uLl visit Mr. 
' Field anal learn further details of hie treatment 

at the Vashington organization. Determine 
whether or not any scientelou;ists indicated that 
by use of the E Yleter the professional auditor 
could brim; about improvment in physical 

-.conditions.] 



1. 

D. Far_West: 

Mrs. Bea Finch 
912 - 45th. Street 
Sacramento, California 

[Mrs. Finch complained to the Lou Angeles 
Better Business Bureau in a letter dated August 7, 
1961, about the scientology organization in 
reiArd to her minor son. She claimed that the 
scientologists inform4d him that psychologists and 
psychiatrists are not correct in their thinking and 
that they will raise his I.Q. 20 points for a 
$300 fee.] 

2. Solent County Nedical Society 
- 01 Tennessee Street 
Vallejo, California. 

[The Solaro County gedical Society reported' 
a "rather pathetic case in Vallejo", California, 
involving L. Ron Hubbard and the 'nnapitalization 
of a woman in the Napa State Mental Hospital.] 

3. Mrs. Mary Alice Dillon 
421.1/2 Goldenrod 
Corona Del 11.ar, California 

[In a letter dated January 23, 1963, addressed 
to the Food & Drug Administration, Mrs. Dillon 
discussod•her mother's bud experience with the 
scientoltty oranization.,:. Please have an agent 
visit the 'above-named indiVidual.].  • 1 • 

4. Mrs. Vincent U411, R.N. 
Palm Harbor Hospital 
12860 Palle Street 
Garden Grove, California 

.[Mrs. Vincent Wall, a re@stercd nurse, 
dcs1014ined to the Public Health Service on 
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November 7, 1963, about two individuals in need 
of medical care who are being treated by a 
scientology school. One of these Nen suffara 
from..;.voor eye sight; the other has painful 
arthritis.) 

5. Lt. D. R. Phillips 
Seattle Police Department 
Seattle, Washington 

[Lieutenant D. R. Phillips investigated 
the murder of William J. Fisk, pastor or the 
Church of Scientology, Seattle, Waddington, 
by Russell E. Johnson in September, 1963.] 

6. Nr. Victor Lygdran, Jr. 
5259 Univeraity Way d 101 
Seattle, Washington 	. 

[Mr. Lygdman indicated in a letter to the 
Departaent of Justice that he has had several 
contacts withitzbers of the scientology organization.. 
He was apparently a raclat-er of the Board of the local,  
Mental Health Association. Le stated that he has 
received invitations to meetings from a girl 
who Wa3 close to being psychotic" era ti-at at one 

time he was a mereber of a group tint combined 
scientolocy with occult practices. One woman 
in this group "was admitted to a mental hospital 
'suffering from a complete breakdown the day after 
a soientologist "auditors had pronounced her t'clecur":" 
Mr. Lyditan alno indicates ti-at the Seattle telephone 
directory lists an' °Institute of Scientific Relaxation" 
at 1012 Northeast Ravina Doulevard. Please inter- 	• 
view Mr. Lygiman to determine his knowledo:e of the 
various scientology organizations and determine 
if the Institute of Scientific Relaxation is, in 
fact, an organization «mooted with sc1antolosy.] 
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• 7. Mr. Don Win ate 
Wirkc:e  Entetwiner. 
Phoenix, Arizona 

arid 

2636 Colorado Doulevard 
Denver, Colorado 

a. Mr. John Ray 
c/o Ray Electronics 
1717 Southwest Parkview Court 
Portland 1, Oregon 	• 

[The above-named individualsmlnuibetured a 
skin Lalvanageter k=di as an E-Meter for L. Ron 
Hubbard. In Decer:ter, 1961, publications of the 

, ortLanizatimennameed that all authorization for 
John Ray or Ray Electronics to distribute the 
gachine had been cancelled and thit the machines 
wanufectured in the previous three years were no 
good and could not be used in the organization. 
Similarl,y, t r. WI: wale's name was dropped out of 
the literature as a supplier of the machines in 
1960. We request that the above-named individuals 
be visitei and inquiry be made as to their relnticxls 
with the sciantoloy orzwagations, the causes 
of the ate-nap:mem of machine production. A careful • 
inventory of machincein their possession as well as 
an examination of the invoices of sales should be 
made.] 

9. Mrs. Hierice Stanley 
2145 Lakeshore Htshway West 
Oakville, Ontario, Canada 

[Mrs. Stanley filed teem-plaint dated 
January 10, 1963, with the ?DI concerning her husband, 
Gordon William Stanley, who was processed by the 
Foundir4f Church in Washington for an amount in 
excess a. 33,500. .:-11-11. Stanley had to borrow money 
to pay this debt.] 



Document H-7. This document is a two page memorandum dated 2/12/63, to 

Director, Baltimore District, from Washington Resident Station. Subject: 

L. Ron Hubbard. This memorandum is a summary of the Secret Service's 

investigation of the National Academy of Psychology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material on page 

1 consists of the name of a specific individual and confidential infor—

mation pertaining to that individual, which if released would constitute 

an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). The deleted material on page 2 consists of 

the name and identifying characteristics pertaining to a possible confi—

dential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), 

because release would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 



For your information. 

CS.cc-ORM 

cc-BFA 

cc-GDT 

Onr- 

LA-4111$W-v44k 

GORDON G. THOMPSON 

Chief Inspector 

:NIFED STATES COVERNNIEN1 

v em o ra 77 dum. 	
/kir)  

TO 	:.1 1itECTC* ii:LTIMOSE OiSTRICT 
	

DATE: 

FROM e:shincton Resident Station 
...- • --", cl= Srinr.:--,..,  

:)itTh,: ?:. C:f-hter. Inc. ctrl. • 

 

   

  

SUBJECT: 	I . s.pn  Hubb r d 

 

Oh :His date, ..n. John 'ft'. Warner of the Secret Seryic:-L odvised me that 

Had 	some ;. for:ation which I had requested cocarhino -t r. L. Ron 

ard. 	I -crt. it;c2 tHiE InfcT7ation et the offioh; of 	:aoret 

On February 21. Y7:. :t the Secret Service was as'yed 77. ir.VC:StiCatr.: the 

1:ational Acadeuty of rs-rholcov on the  thitiailot-•  of the office of 

   R,nort indicates that the National Academy of Paychclosty 

had forvi-arded an oath of loyalty to all psychclooists, psychiatrists, 

and psychoanalysts, as well as ministers, A copy of this,  was also 

sent to   alone with a copy of 

Ability Maoazine No. o). 	This macazine ordarercly indicates that those 

who sign the oath of loyalty are safe prospects. Those who innore cr 

refuse to sign the oath of loyalty are potential subversive; and those 
t/ 	 who might rail against signing the oath of loyalty Ere subversive. 

The letter also indicated that Vice President Nixor as interested 

in a list of people who signed or did not sign this oath of loyalty. 

National Academy of Psychology also indicated that those sign would 

become accredited and would have their credentials available upon 
request at the Academy for any people interested in them. The 

charge for verification of credentials would be S2 G0. 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT: 



L. ;lur au :arc 

7 ., / a;.-5ret Service iavestiyated the matter; and Perini] :he investigation, \ 

/ 	;:,:... lodnd that a t.lr--..;,;.; Sari - or' dlliet, a mem;;:cr ef the Netia-ni , •\ 

	

flsychoiog* with address :given as-i- 717  G;,;-,.id Avonda ' 	\ 
/ 	Ell • ar Springs. Maryland, was arrested on Jandry iii. 1 :.':i c>'/ the 
i 

i 	
Cl-„ck and Fraud Squad o' the D. C. Metropolitan Rnlice. 	He wag 

I 	arre5ted or charges of false pretenses when he issued a :heck for 

i 	Sii3C1 .00 cr, a bank account which he had closed 5 months prior. 	The 

nascs was nnlie grossed. 	4-c-7--"Ilenn Cllic.-wa.s indite.:,  5 as having 

.,crn  :fr/taE. in 3ere:ich, Msire. 

errartmati:ns cannected with the katieral Academy af Psych:it-de 

re those :hat we have recertL referred to cdrind 

cf Mr. L. Ron Hd5hard, as well as the following which are not as 

c5m.gon: 

,he International Library of Arts 	Scientists 

The Scientific Press, Inc. 

Hubbard College. Wichita, Kansas 

The investigation also indicated that Hubbard Dianeti: Research 

F5endation was required to cease operations in Hawaii due to violation 

of The local medical practice laws. 

The investigation referred to aewsraqerarticles which indicated that 

or 

 

-..,ii 	17T,I. Mrs. Sara Northrup hutsard ;dee L. Ken Hollard for 

..i.,orce detrain.:  that he subjected her to scientific tertere 

um,-H.ri -dent 	denial of sleep, beatings, strannulaticr. and 	sti  

:hat she kill herself. 

The,  iiie else: indicated that, 	 

' had extensive files on these-orda“izations. , 

This file was closed and was filed as number. 	 It is classed 

as,a protective research case. 

raa7 wisa to contact our resider: in Hawaii to determine the lerel 

action tnat •E as aprarently taken against. the Hdaeard Dianetic 

Research Foundation in that state. 

GEORGE D. TILROE 

Inspector, Sait. Dist. 

:DT 



DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT: 

For your information. 

Ogcc-DRM 
cc-BFA 
cc-GOT 

GORDON G. THOMPSON 

Ghif 	spector 
2-14-6 

CI::°'"°  
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	 DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 	 DATE: February 12, 1963 

L. .Ron Hubbersia==w 
_ 

..FROM : Washington Resident Station 	 o I. • ci Church of Sciento.LOSy., 
Distribution Center, Inc. et al 

SUBJECT: L. Ron Hubbard 

On this date,,Mr. John W. Warner of the Secret Service advised me that 

he had some information which I had requeste_d_concerning 

'Hubbard 	1—revrewed'this information at the offices of the Secret 

§S-Wite. 

On February 21, 1958, the Secret Service was asked to investigate the 
National Academy of Psychology on the initiation of the office of 
tihe Vice President Nixon.7/fhe investigation indicated that the 
Vice President was not interested in sponsoring the National Academy 
of Psychology, and would not permit the Vice President's name to 
be used.2 Report indicates that the National Academy of Psychology 
had forwarded an oath of loyalty to all psychologists, psychiatrists, 
and psychoanalysts, as well as ministers. A copy of this was also 
sent to the office of fhe Vice President, along with a copy of 
Ability Magazine No. 65. This magazine apparently indicates that those 
who sign the oath of loyalty are safe prospects. Those who ignore or 
refuse to sign the oath of loyalty are potential subversive; and those 
who might rail against signing the oath of loyalty are, subversive. 
The letter also indicated that Vice President Nixon was interested 
in a list of people who signed or did not sign this oath of loyalty. 
National Academy of Psychology also indicated that those sign would 
become accredited and would have their credentials available upon 
request at the Academy for any people interested in them. The 
charge for verification of credentials would be $25.00. 

Ma 
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Or.Balt.Dist. 
	 2/12/63 

GDT 
	

L. Ron Hubbard 

/
Secret Service investigated the matter; and during the investigation,' 
they found that a Mt--G4-enn -Sanford Elliot, a member of the Nat-iOftef 
Academy-of-Psycho-l-ogt-with address given as-792?-Georiki.a....Avenue., 

Silver Springs, Maryland, was- arrested on Janury 24, 1957 by the 

Check and Fraud Squad of the D. C. Metropolitan Police. He was 
arrested on charges of false pretenses when he issued a check for 
$150.00 on a bank account which he had closed 6 months prior. The 

'4%.... 

case was nolle prossed. Mfv-G1-enn -El-Rot-was indicated as having 
been born 2/15/1895 in Berwick, Maine. 

Other organizations connected with the National Academy of Psychology 
were those that we have recently referred to during this investigation 
of Mr. L. Ron Hubbard, as well as the following which are not as 

common: 

The International Library of Arts & Scientists 
The Scientific Press, Inc. 
Hubbard College, Wichita, Kansas 

The investigation also indicated that Hubbard Dianetic Research,  
Foundation was required to cease operations in Hawaii due to violation 
of the local medical practice laws. 

The investigation referred to newspaper articles which indicated that 
on.April 24, 1951, Mrs. Sara Northrup Hubbard-s0e-d-UT-Ron Hubbard tor 
'divorce claiming that he subjected her to scientific torture 
experiment by denial of sleep, beatings, strangulation, and suggestions 
that she kill herself.  

/The file also indicated that(Lt. Chennalt of the D. C. Police Dept) \ 
had extensive files on these organizations. 1 

\\,‘ This file was closed and was filed as number(0-2-22,825)1t is classed,  

as a protective research case. 	 / 
; 

..,..... 	 / 
P 

We may wish to contact our resident in Hawaii to determine the legal 
action that was apparently taken against the Hubbard Dianetic 
Research Foundation in that state. 

GEORGE D. TILROE 
Inspector, Balt. Dist. 

GDT:ekm 

cc: GDT 



Document H-9. This document is a two page memorandum dated 2/26/63, to 
Director, Baltimore District, from George D. Tilroe, Inspector, Baltimore 
District. Subject: L. Ron Hubbard. This memorandum is a summary of 
municipal agencies' investigations of the Church of Scientology and 
individuals associated with that organization. This document is released 
with deletions. Deletions found in paragraphs 1 and 2 on page 1, and 
paragraphs 1 and 2 on page 2, as well as lines 1 and 2 in paragraph 4 on 
page 2, consist of specific names and identifying characteristics, which 
if released would disclose the identity of a confidential source. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The remaining deleted 
material on page 1 consists of names of two specific individuals and 
confidential information pertaining to these individuals, which if 
released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 

In paragraph 4 on page 2, the deleted material starting on line 3 through 
to the end of the paragraph consist of the name of an individual as 
well as specific confidential information, including medical references, 
which if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy. This portion of the document is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(6). 



DATE: February 26, 1963 

FoUnding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center,Inc. et al 

OPTIONAL reNint NO. 10 
010-111 

r 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
DIRECTOR 

TO 	' BALTIMORE DISTRICT 

FROM : Washington Resident Station 

SUBJECT: J., ,. Ron Hubbard 

On February 25 I reviewed the records of investigation made by(Lt. Chenaault, 
of the District of Columbia Police Department, Special Investigation Branchg 
concerning his investigation of the Scientology operation. His records sup-
plied the following information, which may be of benefit to our current in-
vestigation. 

Theblicago Police Department requested, in March of 1956,)an investigation 
of a Mr. Herschell Angell and a Mrs. Jeanette Angell. This is believed to 
be Mr. H. R. Angell, about whom we have additional information. cA(olice 
check was) made by Chicago District, however, the name Herschell may have been 
an alias used by Mr. H. R. Angell. The investigation indicated that'Mr. 
Angell was ordained as a minister of the Founding Church of Scientology in 
July 1954. 

Dr. William Helms Young was also investigated, due to his connection with 
the Scientology organization. Mr. Young was apparently a minister of the 
Church of American Science,(related to the Founding Church of Scientology). 
During interview with Mr. Young, he stated that the religion practiced at 
the organization was a Christian religion and that it used a Christian bible. 
`William Young has a police record, #PD97995„Xfie was convicted of a violation 
of the Healing Arts Act of Washington, D. C. on August 8, 1944.2ZDr. Young 
was said to known as a local psychology practitioner, who resided at 1826 
12th Street, N. W. Dr. Young was born November 21, 1906, in Hampton, N. J. 
did not obtain the police record at this time2 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT, ATTN: MR. SWAIN: 

For your information. Please advise if you want us to visit‘Mr. Jankousky) 

GGT:fw 	 (GOON G. TH MPSON 

08cc-DRM 
cc-BFA 

GDT 

Chief Inspector 

MAR 4 1963 
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Page 2, L. Ron Hubbard, GDT, 2/26/63 

The investigation made by 4t. Chennault)also indicated that a Dr. Lon H. 
Hubbard, Sr.(believed to be a typographical error) formerly practiced 
psychiatry in Los Angeles and had written several papers on psychosomatic 
subjects. Dr. Hubbard is said to have lost his practitioners license in 
California. 

A letter from(Chief of Police, Joseph W. Kanrella of thebtamford, Conn. 
Police Departmentjdated November 22, 1955, indicates that they had re-
ceived some complaints concerning this organization. 

The investigation included a check with the Washington Federation of Churches, 
which is an organization that maintains a directory of all religious denomina-
tions. This check was made during 1955 or 1956. The Washington Federation 
of Churches had no record of, and did not know of, the Founding Church of 
Scientology, or the Church of American Science, at that time. 

Also obtained at the time of this review of the files of (the Police Depart-
ment,) was information concerning an individual who was reported to have been 
missing 6n December 30, 1962) Abr. Vladimir T. Jankousky, of 123 Fourth) 

LS

t., S. E., Washington, D. C.,)reported to theeitlice Department)that his) 
niece, Miss Marina Jankousky was missing. He stated that he believed that) 
arina]was somehow connected with Scientology and that Fier brother, John ) 
van Jankousky, of 1919 19th St., N. W., Apt. 103,J was a Scientologist.practil 
tioner. *. Jankousky is employed at the Library of Congress, AID (phone) 
umber: Code 173, ext. 8061)jMr. Jankousky was said to be rather vehement 

against the activities of the Founding Church of Scientology. njiTike with 
co^ Captain Jefferson of the D. C. Narcotics Squad concerning Mr. Jankousky, and 
it was indicated that he was an elderly gentleman who apparently is having 	1 
some mental problems. Captain Jefferson checked with the Library of Congress 
and it was determined that Mr. Jankousky, although employed there at the 
present time, will probably not be so employed in the near future. The 
Library of Congress is apparently acting upon an official discharge of this 
..ipdividual) He may, however, be able to supply information that would be 
of benefit in our investigation. 

I plan no further follow up at this time, unless additional information is 
desired by Division of Regulatory Management from information supplied here. 

GEORGE D. TILROE 
Inspector, Balt. Dist. 

GDT:blc/dict. 



Document H-11. This document is a four page memorandum dated 9/13/63, 

to Director, Seattle District, from Supervisory Inspector G.W. Rynerson. 

Subject: Hubbard E Meters. This memorandum consists of a summary of an 

investigation conducted jointly with a municipal agency. 

This document is released with deletions. The only deletions in this 

memorandum are on page 1. Paragraph 2 is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(5), 

because it constitutes part of the deliberative process. The deleted 

material found on line 3 and 4 of paragraph 3 contains the name of a 

specific individual, which if released would constitute an unwarranted 

invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(C). The remaining deleted material in paragraph 3 is exempt 

under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(5), because it contains an opinion given by the 

inspector. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

 

TO 	: Director Seattle District 

 

DATE: 9-13-63 

FROM : Supervisory Inspector 
G. W. Rynerson. 

X Church  of Scientology 
ot-gashington State 

-Sederl-C-Washington 
SUBJECT: 	Hubbard E-Meters 	 .1•05111•4=milears......  

On 9-12-63 I received a phone call from. Captain D. R. Phillips of 

the Seattle Police Department.) He stated that he was on the Homocide 

Detail investigating the homocide of William J. Fisk which occurred-

September 10, 1963 on the premises of the Church of Scientology of) 
Washington State, 1112-1/2 Fourth Avenue, Seattle, Washington. He said 

it was his understanding that our department had taken some action 
against E-Meter devices in Washington D. C.. He asked if we had a file 

on them here and"-if we could furnish any information regarding them or 

the above named organization. I told him that we did have a limited 
file and that I would consult with the District Director and determine 

what information could be given. 

Inspector Ed Floyd and I then visited' Captain Phillips at his 

	

if 
	office.) We obtained the 'attached written request for information 	 

We gave,Captain Phillips a verbal resume of our contacts with 	 

	which have been reported to the Administration. Wt told 

	

. 	him that We have  a case pending on a seizure of E-Meters in Washington 

D. C. 	  

DYM 
' 

ADMINISTRATION: D 

NETH . MONT-ORB 
Director, Seattle If.i.c.rict 



Upon the invitation of Captain Phillips we accompanied him and other 
members of his staff to the premises of the Church of Scientology. While 
there, we were accepted as members of his group and were not introduced 
or identified. No Notice of Inspection was given. 

The person in charge of the premises at this time was Dorothy Ann 
Broaded who identified herself as acting secretary of the local group. 
She stated to Captain Phillips that she had been secretary of the local 
group until early this year when she had gone to the Los Angeles branch. 
She said she had returned here by plane following the murder and had 
been authorized by the national organization to assume charge of the 
office. Captain Phillips instituted a search of the office files where-
upon Miss Broaded objected and called an attorney. Upon the advise of 
an attorney she made strenuous objection to a search of any files per-
taining to individual members although Captain Phillips had been pre-
viously advised by the Prosecutors Office that he was at liberty to 
examine such files. He did avoid examination of personal files at 
this time. He did examine the business files and extracted portions 
of them for further examination at his office. 

On one wall of the reception room there was a large rack contain-
ing numerous publications pertaining to Scientology. Most of these 
bore the name of L. Ron Hubbard as author. While we did not attempt 
to make a full record of this literature, it didinclude stocks of a 
number of leaflets which were already in our possession and a number 
of books which appeared to be textbooks on Dianetics or Scientology. 
In one room of the premises there were four E-Meters arranged on 
small serving trays. Some had metal cans attached to the electrodes. 
Photographs of the devices and the room are submitted. .Chalk marks 
on the floor indicated where Reverend Fisk had been slain. There 
was another E-Meter in an adjoining room. In one corner of the 
room there was a small platform on which there were papers and files 
and two or three similar devices. Miss Broaded. told &Captain Phillips 
that those particular devices had been made locally. She stated to 
Captain Phillips that she,, Reverend Fisk and his wife, Donna Fisk„ 
had brought the other devices with them personally from England at 
various times. 

On a table in the file room there was a pile of papers which 
included instructions for conducting tests, lists of questions, and 
grading forms. These were not examined in detail but some of the 
mimeographed material taken by,the police is attached. 

Other information and exhibits picked up by the pence for use,  
in their investigation were examined later at the Police Office. Their 
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investigation had shown that an application for a business license had 
been made under the name Church of Scientology of Washington State, 
225 Westlake Avenue, North, Seattle, Washington, listing the following 
personnel: president William J. Fisk, 1022 Union Avenue, Apt. 4 

secretary Reverend Richard G. Walker, 4701 40th N. E. 
treasurer Donna Fisk, 1022 Union Avenue, Apt. 4 
staff members Phoebe Anne Hjelm, 4310 Corliss Ave. North 

Kurt Charles, 6204 Phinney 
Ronald H. Arnold, 2438 156th South 
William E. Lawrence, 16437 8th South 
Irene Durbin, 6204 Phinney 

The police had confirmed that the organization was incorporated 11-30-56 
as a non profit corporation under the name Founding Church of Washington, 
10405 Des Moines Way, Seattle. 

Included among the papers on hand were four invoices of Hubbard 
Communications Office, Limited, Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, Sussex, 
to Donna Fisk, Church of Scientology of Washington State, Box 75, Seattle, 
Washington showing charges as follows: 

1-24-62, E-Meter essentials $2.10 
1-24-62, one Mark IV E-Meter $95.00 
1-30-62, one Mark IV E-Meter $95.00 
2-5- 62, balance on E-Meters $20.00. 

Notations in the files showed that these charges had been paid. 

Also included was a letter from the same office postmarked 1-25-63 
addressed to Dorothy Broaded, 1112 Fourth Avenue, Seattle, acknowledging 
her letter of 1-21-63 and referring to her receipt of meters and advising 
her that they would reimburse her for customs dues in the amount of $14.95. 
This was signed Edgar. A photocopy is submitted. Other information indi-
cates that this was signed by Edgar Watson, technical materiel sec. 

Attached are photocopies of various form letters which were extracted 
from the files. These bear the letterhead of the Hubbard Communications 
Office, East Grinstead, Sussex and are identified variously as policy 
letters, administrative letters, and news letters. Although none of 
these bore actual signatures they contain considerable information about 
the organization of the cult, its purposes and operational procedures, 
methods of financing and use of the E-Meters for both mental and physical 
healing purposes. 

There was one bulky file on FDA which contained copies of letters 
from various members of the organization to numerous congressmen and 
senators and replies received. The file contained copies of letters of 
Mr. Harvey and Mr. Goldhammer which had been written in response to 



inquiries from congressional members. The following names were noted 
among those other than local staff members who had written such letters. 
Rev. Phyllis S. Moore, DD D Scn., 8060 West 38 Avenue, Wheat Ridge, 
Colorado, John Fudge DD Assistant Pastor, The Founding Church of Scien-
tology, 1812 19th St. N. W., Washington D. C., David Ziff, Staff Minister, 
The Founding Church of Scientology, 200 West 24 Street, Suite 401, New 
York 11, New York. 

Among the HCO newsletters was one in 1962 announcing that Mary Sue 
Hubbard would be deputy executive director while Ron Hubbard was in 
Washington D. C. 

An HCO Administrative letter dated 8-20-63 announced the appointment 
of Joseph Breeden as HCO franchise sec. WW. 

Attached are extracts from other letters not otherwise submitted. 

G. W. Ryn son 

Encl 
1. Exerpts from Correspondence 
2. Photos - 4 pages 
3. HCO Policy letters (16) 
4. HCO Adm. letters (4) 
5. HCO Newsletters (2) 
6. LSeattle Police Dept. ltr 9/12/63,.) 
7. Edgar - Broaded ltr 1/25/63 
8. Newsclipping 9/13/63 
9. Leaflets of Church of Scientology (34) 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 
	

Director, Seattle District 
	 DATE: 9-13-63 

FROM Supervisory Inspector 
G. W. Rynerson KChurch of Scientology 

—̀inr1WWITIWrState 
,seaffiec Washington 

SUBJECT: Hubbard E-Meters 

On 9-1,2-63 I received a phone call fromiCaptain D. R. Phillips of; 
the Seattle Police Department.lie stated that he was on the Homocide,.; 
Detail investigating the homocide of William J. Fisk which occurred" 
,September 10, 1963_,on the premises of the Church of Scientology of) 
Washington State, 1112-1/2 Fourth Avenue, Seattle, Washington.' He said 
it was his understanding that our department had taken some action 
against E-Meter devices in Washington D. C.. He asked if we had a file 
on them here and 	we could furnish any information regarding them or 
the above named organization. I told him that we did have a limited 
file and that I would consult with the District Director and determine 
what information could be given. 

Acting Director Morton and I then talked with Mr. Van Smart and 
Mr. 	ond Welch of BE and were advised to cooperate with(the Police 
Department)in disclosing pertinent information and to report any infor-
mation regarding the activities of this group which we might be able 
to obtain from(the police. 

Inspector Inspector Ed Floyd and I then visited Captain Phillips at his/ 
(office,),We obtained the attached written request for information. 
We gave(Captain Phillipsla verbal resume of our contacts with/Russell 
E. Johnsoti)which have been reported to the Administration. We told 
him that we have a case pending on a seizure of E-Meters in Washington 
D. C. and that pending adjudication of that case we are not expecting 
to make seizures of similar devices here at this time. I told him 
that we were interested however, in obtaining any information regarding 
the organizational structure of the group, the purposes and practices 
of the organization and information as to the interstate identity of 
any E-Meters on hand. 

ADMINISTRATION: D 

• 
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Upon'the invitation of Captain Phillips. we accompanied him and other 
members of his staff to the premises of therChurch of Scientology. While 
there, we were accepted as members of- his group and were not introduced 
or identified. No Notice of Inspection was given. 

The person in charge of the premises at this time was Dorothy Ann 
Broaded who identified herself as acting secretary of the local group. 
She stated to Captain Phillips that she had been secretary of the local 
group until early this year when she had gone to the Los Angeles branch. 
She said she had returned here by plane following the murder and had 
been authorized by the national organization to assume charge of the 
office. Captain Phillips instituted a search of the office files where-
upon Misi-Broaded objected and called an attorney. Upon the advise of 
an attorney she made strenuous objection to a search of any files per-
taining to individual members although Captain Phillips had been pre-
viously advised by the Prosecutors Office that he was at liberty to 
examine such files. He did avoid examination of personal files at 
this time. He did examine the business files and extracted portions 
of them for further examination at his office. 

On one wall of the reception room there was a large rack contain-
ing numerous publications pertaining to Scientology. Most of these 
bore the name of L. Ron Hubbard as author. While we did not attempt 
to make a full record of this literature, it didinclude stocks of a 
number of leaflets which were already in our possession and a number 
Of books which appeared to be textbooks on Dianetics or Scientology. 
In one room of the premises there were four E-Meters arranged on 
small serving trays. Some had metal cans attached to the electrodes. 
Photographs of the devices and the room are submitted. ,Chalk marks 
on the floor indicated where Reverend Fisk had been slain.) There 
was another E-Meter in an adjoining room. In one corner of the 
room there was a small platform on which there were papers and files 
and two or three similar devices. (Miss Broaded)toldiCaptain Phillips/ 
that those particular devices had been made locally. She stated to 
,Captain Phillips that she„ Reverend Fisk and his wife,"Donna Fisk, 
had brought the other devices with them personally from England at 
various times. 

On a table in the file room there was a pile of papers which 
included instructions for conducting tests, lists of questions, and 
grading forms. These were not examined in detail but some of the 
mimeographed material taken by(phe police)is attached: . 

Other information and exhibits picked up by,the pelicefOr use 
in their investigation were examined later at the Police Office. Their 
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investigation had shown that an application for a business license had 
been made under the name Church of Scientology of Washington State, 
225 Westlake Avenue, North, Seattle, Washington, listing the following 
personnel: president William J. Fisk, 1022 Union Avenue, Apt. 4 

secretary Reverend Richard G. Walker, 4701 40th N. E. 
treasurer Donna Fisk, 1022 Union Avenue, Apt. 4 
staff members Phoebe Anne Hjelm, 4310 Corliss Ave. North 

Kurt Charles, 6204 Phinney 
Ronald H. Arnold, 2438 156th South 
William. E. Lawrence, 16437 8th South 
Irene Durbin, 6204 Phinney 

,The police had/confirmed that the organization was incorporated 11-30-56 
as a non profit corporation under the name Founding Church of Washington, 
19405 Des Moines Way, Seattle. 

Included among the papers on hand were four invoices of Hubbard 
Communications Office, Limited, Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, Sussex, 
to Donna Fisk, Church of Scientology of Washington State, Box 75, Seattle, 
Washington showing charges as follows: 

1-24-62, E-Meter essentials $2.16 
1-24-62, one Mark IV E-Meter $95.00 
1-30-62, one Mark IV E-Meter $95.00 
2-5- 62, balance on E-Meters $20.00. 

Notations in the files showed that these charges had been paid. 

Also included was a letter from the same office postmarked 1-25-63 
addressed to Dorothy Broaded, 1112 Fourth Avenue,' Seattle, acknowledging 
her letter of 1-21-63 and referring to her receipt of meters and advising 
her that they would reimburse her for customs dues in the amount of $14.95. 
This was signed Edgar. A photocopy is submitted. Other information indi-
cates that this was signed by Edgar Watson, technical materiel sect' 

Attached are photoCopies of various form letters which were extracted 
from the files. These bear the letterhead Of the Hubbard Communications 
Office, East Grinstead, Sussex and are identified variously as policy 
letters, administrative letters, and news letters. Although none of 
these bore actual signatures they contain considerable information about 
the organization of the cult, its purposes end operational. procedures, 
methdds of financing and use of the E-Meters for bothewrital and physical 
healing purposes. 

There was one bulky file on FDA which contained copies of letters 
from various members of the organization to numerous congressmen and 
senators and replies received. The file contained copies of letters of 
Mr. Harvey and Mr. Goldhammer which had been written in response to 
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inquiries from congressional members. The following names were noted 
among those other than local staff members who had written such letters. 
Rev. Phyllis S. Moore, DD D Scn., 8060 West 38 Avenue, Wheat Ridge, 
Colorado, John Fudge DD Assistant Pastor, The Founding Chumh of Scien- 
tology, 1812 19th St. N. W., Washington D. 	David Ziff, Staff Minister, 
The Founding Church of Scientology, 200 West 24 Street, Suite 401, New 
York 11, New York. 

Among the HCO newsletters was one in 1962 announcing that Mary Sue 
Hubbard would be deputy executive director while Ron Hubbard was in 
Washington D. C. 

An HCO Administrative letter dated 8-20-63 announced the appointment 
of Joseph Breeden as HCO franchise sec. WW. 

Attached are extracts from other letters not otherwise submitted. 

/*leer  
G. W. Ryn te-1.--4-try\ son 

Endl 
1. Exerpts from Correspondence 
2. Photos - 4 pages 
3. HCO Policy letters (16) 
4. 4  HCO Adm. letters (4) . 
5. HCO Newsletters (2)..  
6. [Seattle Police Dept. ltr 9/12/63) 
7. Edgar - Broaded ltr 1/25/63 
8. Newsclipping 9/13/63 
9. Leaflets of Church of Scientology (34) 



Document H-12. This document is an eight page internal memorandum from 
the files of a municipal agency dated 6/16/61. This memorandum consists 
of a summary of an investigation conducted by that agency pertaining to 
Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. All the deleted material in 
this document is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release of 
any portion would automatically disclose the identity of the municipal 
agency, who is a confidential source. 



1. 12-3-60; 
receipt: 1 test, 
tan, $.16; Total 

DATE/© 16, 1961 	SERIAL 

 	Re* to Prior or Origix19:L Conpoint Report.) 

(ADDITIONAL INFORMATION-OR-INVESTIGATiON DETAILS) 

mentioned above., is as folltunsoEvery person carrying 
on o encagod in e profits:3ton, occupation, aniaccs of trotting, 
curing and trill-AM:tering to, or giving treat:tat to, the sick, wotndod 
or infirm for the purpose of bringing abott their recortuy by cay method 
err:a:Int to any belief, doctrine or system other than those) tv,:cifierlly 
cot forth in this Ord.inan0e or in any other Ordinance, ehmll  rte a li-
cease fee.° 

aSolling without a City Business License* 

'Location of Offense: 	 

	

Cuspectt 	

	

Victim: 	

Juno 14, 1961, 9:00 A.M. - Investigating Officers conferred 
(carding the Scientology group Which are operating at 

Trilittion and that it vas believed that subject did not have a Information is that there is possibly a racket being run a 

City license to sell or practice a business at this location. 

. investigating Officwers started to contact witnesses and at 10 
aem. this date contacted 

. 	' 
VW,  G n the 	er 

.for What they called °training 
that they have paid approximately $900 t. 	 t they 
owe 	at this,.Imo, approximately 02,ecg. Laves A sting Officers 
aped 	 the had any receipts shoring that ehe paid". 

men 	the ea to 	us • list of receipts Showing th 
indeed ay bad psi 	Land that they owe hi-men:toy. Caid 
receipts are listed, tad and ntmbored as follOwlst  0 

a:entity of thin 
1 book, 04.00; 

2' 

re- 

's a eltio. 
• a. 

been to 
Scientolo 

2. 	1-611 1,11106,1110010c =minty of receipt 
as fo awn: 	woks intensive, 0225.00; 
1st payment $50, pnlance 0175. Veto: psy-
ments $25 for a month, applied to fits% 
veak of each month starting Feb. 6t4. 

3. 1-27-61 
reoeip 	d o 	o 
Cal. tax $.05; total 

1,27-61 
of Finn-alustion 
$.04; Total: 01.04. 

Quantity of the 
(book), 01.25, 

1.30. 

anntityl.Chert 
boo) 01.00; OnlAck 



1.61; quantity: On acct., 
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5. uantity: On ac-
$25.00. 

6. 2-9-61; 	 uantity: On ac- 
count 	5 - wo weeks extensive 25-hr. 
auditing. $225.00; balance, $200. 

7. 2-18-61 	 quantity; 2 weeks 
intensive, $225.00. 

8. 2-27-61 	 quantity; 1 book, 
altigill  (Jesus) - 4 .30. Paid o.. 4Acct. 510.00. 

VitalMai  
9. 3-15-61 	 quantity"dontri0 

bution to 	owledgel, $2.50 (book)}  (Sanity 
for Laymen', $2.50; (book). Total: £5.00; 
tax $.20; ititimenT Total: 55.20. 

10. 3-31-61 11,111111111111111,uantity: Paid on 
Acct. $8). (. 

11. 4-10-61 11111101111111111 	Quantity; one 25- hour extensive, 3 0.0). Down payment: $50 
to be paid, then $50 per month on the total 
bill. 

12. 4-13-61 1011111,111,111one 25-hour intensive; 
0 	o, t pr 	2 t paid $50; balance $500 

Testing - no charge. 

Ar adiat  
13. 4-25-61 	 quantity: "Problems 

of Work", book $1.25; tax, S.05; balance 
$1.30. 

14. 4-14-61 	 quantity , Pre-paid 
deposition -CA with  ,District letter June 24. ire 

 

	

start. Amt. $25.00. 	

15. 5-14-61 	 Quantity: one 25-hour 
intensive 30 . 	y 22n , Monday through Friday, 
1:30 to 21,0; May 29th, Monday through Friday, 
less Tuesday, 7:15 to 10:00. 

16. 6-3-614014001illequantity: one 25-hour 
intensi 	300. 

"The above receipts are now being held byt-investigating Officers-) 
an evidence in the charge of openating a business without a license." 

further states that her husband first started this 
Seim o ogy 0. 	e around the first of the year and that he is steadily 
boccning involved in this matter; in fact, this trine training in Cciemtolo 
ha; led them have separated approximately 3 or 4 months ago. 
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further states that her husband insisted that she take this course; that it could help her straighten out their marriage. Therefor approximately• a' month or two ago she started this Scientology course. As stated above, they have spent and have invested $3000 into this so-called Scientology religion. 

en asked if 	h d ever seen a City Business Li- 
She stated she had 

said he 	d have a license to do business in 
n es 	ting Officers explained to her that we feel is poss • y a racket and that he is operating without a license. We asked if she would cooperate in this matter regarding the handing of the receipts to the investigating Officers. This she did. She 	stated if we wanted her to do so she would go with us to the office ofThis we did. 

	

t approximately 11:00 a 	June 14 1 61 Investi ating Officers, alon.1 with 	 arrived at 

	

roceeded 	e s a sway o 	e apart 
Upon contactin: 	 e stated "What s this all about?" We as 	if he had been 	ng business in without a license. He stated "What dc you mean?" He stated that he a r 	ing a church. We first stated we were not interested in any church movements or anything as such; that if he was practicing anything in My-thology or any practice similar, he needed a license to do so. He stated he did not have any City license o a kind, NOTE: It was noted by the investigating Officers that 	 started shaking violently; became upset regarding the 0 ficers 	e ng in his apartment. Upon asking dditional questions such as why he was practicing this Scien- tology 	 he became baLigerent and stated he didn't think he had to answer 	e ques ions. 

. 	We asked if he would come to4,11111111e lliaallagalito discuss this situation. He asked if he ha o go; wenformed m e did not have t• o tha, we could obtain a warrant for his arrest and then take him down. stated that he wo d at this time come with us to 

	

fore leaving fo 	 e showed Officers Diplomas an tate' 	following about th : Thane hlatter part of 1960 he went to a school in Washington, D.C., received a diploma stating the following: "The Academy of Scientolog Washi 	n, D.C., having aspirial trust in his skill and regard fo 	 ye do hereby attest and recommend his abilit in the practice - o Dynamics an cientology and have the honor to aver the rad or HUBBARD CERTI 	AUDITOR. By our hands this seal this' 
(Signed) (Signature not legible) Cer Numbe 

that it toda.8 weeks to obtain is diploma and that t weeks were in the practice of Scientology and 6 weeks of this training were in the leasing: and handling of What they called an E-Meter. Number 2 is called the Hubbard Communications Office LTD World-Wide. States the following: "To Whom this may concern: I, L. Ron Hubbard , cn4 the Hubbard Communications Office LTD, as owner of the copyright, regis- ter Marks •d 	•ts of Mate als of Solo olo 	 cs, do hereby franthisell 	 ractice Scientol- aid 0.-amcis profess onally for e period from 
and thusly assuring such interested persons tha this person so fran-chised in a duly accredited professional auditor and one Who receives regular ly the latest information on Scientology and Dybanhez. (Signed) L. Ron Hubb.7 dated at St. Hill Manor, E Grinstead, Sussex, ILL., this 20th day of rebruni: 

:t Note 	 a 	ed 	is as being more or less a license to trance aare=g71 -  



in the year 1961. Interun Franchise Certificate Nambe 
at the hottom that this certificate is not valid after 

AP7r1c5K- 

No. 3: Hubbard Associations rf' 

Arizona Corp.) "We do hereby tha'-
pleted a basic course in Sciento...Lg:  un•ex. 

signed) L. Pipn Hubba 
so-called 

Scientclogitto International (an 
successfully com- 

There is no da e on this 

as 
about li" 
tached to 
is a dial 
tectlion". 
sweep, a 
battery. 

then Offi 
s: t is a me 
thick; blue 
two tin cans 
that states 
On the left 

sensitivity s 

cers what he tailed an 2;-Meter; same is described 
talli7 bcx 	 flag, b" to 7" wide 
in oplr, r; ha,;  a ccrd runri:_ne, from this box and at- 

same as soup ?ens, vegetable cans. On this machine 
'Hubbard Electrcmeter - f.r asa in Psychophysical De-

hand side of this machine is what they call a dial-
etting l  u. and off. This machine is run by transistor 

Investigating Off 
so that we 

01.410111tasted to br 
could explain them ti‘ 

leers asked 1111"11  ;.: accompany us to ____ 
could discuss this at 

k 
er. He stated he wo d do so. 

ing his dirThmas and this .machine along so that he 
interested parties. 

Upon arriving at 
s to this bit on cientc.l.c.gy  and 

e states he has his church a 

nterrogated 
Church of Scien 

Sun ay nights, o 
there. States t 
since the first 
if he was a mini 
to Loa Angeles f 
then started to 
has charged the 
We told him that 
and that, as far 
and he admitted 
into the person'  
knowing of life 

Y 1  
they have meetings on 

pen tc the public, and he has appr7,ximately 10 to 12 people 
his is definitely E region and that he has practi..:ed this 
of the year. When inve ,;tigating officers first asked him 
ster or an ordained minister he said, no, that ha had to go 
or further training and would be an ordained minister. We 
interrogate him regarding then special meetings where he 
clien is sums of money for what 	calls intensive auditing. 
this was a practic.3, more or 	the sano as Psychology 
as we were concerned,.it pertained not at all to the church 

that there was m:Lthing pertaining to religion; that he delve! 
s mind to help him raise his I.Q. and help him get a better 
in themselves. 

When asked if he received payments for these auditing sessions be 
dated, No, that he never received any payments and that any money received 
was a donation to his church. Of leers then showe -  him receipts where 
statements were ,said as follows: 	 "Onsu .2-hour tatensive, 
.$300; down pa ent so much $50 . 	e paid and ;S 	a month on the total bill' 
This was for 	 He stated that, No, this was not a bill; this 
was a donation. (Investigat ng Officers, upon locking at this receipt, de-
finitely feel that this is. a receipt for a .ayment a d a contract, and is 
not a donation to any church.. Also, that 	 s trying to beat this 
City License angle by stating that anything he does is for the church and 
any money he receives in payment in a donation t) the church.) 

.., 	. 

At this time we askedipaileif he had any receipts showing that 
those were donations or Whe er they were payments, in his possession in his 
apapbtment. He stated he didn't think thip wcs the Officers' business and 
that he wasn't gdng to say. We then informed him that we could get a search 
warrant and go to the house, but asked him if he would be willing to bring 
this material, records, etc., in but he stated he would; he did not want us 
to obtain a search warrant at this time, it wasn't necessary;Othat he ,.uld 

co with us or go over and pick up the stuff himself •  end bring it to 	 



All records and receipts were brought to 
on his own free will. 

by alitattssr 

With thesbeve evidence Officers contacted City Attorney, 
and infor ed him of th goings-on a 
chargin with Sectio 

At t00 p.m. 6-14-61 
or the above c 

As desc bed as follows 
Employ- 

men t cientolog st. 

and he issued 
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All the above information is pertaining to doing business in the City 
without a license; the selling of books, etc., without a license. Upon the 
reactions of 	 and his so-called Church of Scientology, his be-
havior arroused Officers to believe that this is possibly a racket and 
possibly a Communist movement and that additional information andinvestiga-
tion should be made into this so-called church of Scientology. 

Below is a list of evidence pertaining to doing business in the City 
without a license: 

1. Receipts showing payments balance due amounts due; fo 
possession of 	 and also handed to Officers 111116-  

2. eanalleown admission that he was auditing people for 
money without a business license, and that he was also selling 
books without a business license. 

31,11.1111111.11111flawho testified that he made paymmats and that 
e was to make payments rggarding his auditing and that they were 

not donations. 

will testify to the fact that they have paid 
money in the sense of payments and that the balance was $3,000 
and that this was definitely not a donation to any church; it 
was for training in the .science of scientology. 

5.c 	
."1"Pw 	

an testify that he took this so-called scion- 
lietrilOgiatr.N.litaddhat the payments were $300 and that this was 
not a donation. 

at the time Officers first approached him, 
was packing is 	his trailor and leaving for Los Angeles. 
Therefore the arrest was made, on this date, without a warrant. 

With the above name and description Officer sent same to CII for a 
record check; same returned "No arrest - no record", in the CII files. 

cc broatht 

of this OhurCnof scientology s leaned to be 

wife, 	 made a 	1 to 
Officers' picking him up and briing 	to 

elayed the message she received from 
stated, c folios/ins: That if vo Go ouch 

or arrested Mn, tliat thQy 



1:2mli file suit against ths. 	 and the Investigating Officers. 

A phone call vas then placed to  	.-. 
invectigating officers talked to  	 _ 

he stated he . . ... _ 
did not know if they had made any-previous inVestigations into thistmien- 
tology deal but they would check same, and notify this.depertment. 

Received a teletype dated 6-14-61 fromL:  	,stating the fol2thringt 

"REOUR PHONE CONVERSATION THIS DATE EE   	--AND HUBBARD ASSOCIATE ET AL. SUGGEST U CONTACT 	 

	 HAS COMPLETE FILES WHICH RE. RECID FROM INVESTIGATORS THE 

	

   HIS INFO MAI  BE OF  BOMB VALUE IN YOUR INVESTIGATION 	  

..With this inform ation Officers talked to one of the investigators for 
the 	

.  
.. 	 Who sited 

	

he would call   and got the information we desired. Re- 
garding the church of scientology; as stated in aforementioned reports, in 
odder to become an auditor and make money at this racket all a person has 
to do is attend a vchool dither in Washington, D. C. or in Los Angeles 
California, for a period of 8 weeks. 	this school they study scientology 
for approximately 2 veeks and the balance of the time, 6 weeks, is studied 
on the socalbd "Hubbard E-Meter". Upon receiving your diploma you are en-
titled to practice and delve into people's minds, using this E-Meter and 
charge them. The rules of this organization are aftar they graduate these 
so-called "instructors" of scientology, any money they receive, 10% goes 
either to the Washington1 D.C. or Los Angeles. This is for.  n emergency 
much as one of the instructors being arrested as:.. 	-  .     and the orgeni- 
zation)ill hire and pay for attorney's fees to protect their c271 instructors 

Upon going through the files of 	 Officers found many letters 
to and from people throughout the U.S. and England, there there is definitely 
a feeling of communistic words and movements; throughout Johannesburg, 
Africa, England and the United States. These letters are being held now 
by investigating Officers. Also in these records are personal notes thieh 
the auditor writes dawn, of the person, which he calls "A P.C.". P.C. means 
the following: Pre-Clear; this means not yet clear in his mind. 

 	While looking through these notes we came onto the file ofone 	 
	there he makes admissions to the person auditing him, such as, 

"they 	put me down for blasting pot." Pot means the same as Oarijuana.  Also 
there are such words as   -  

	 and several times the 'word *pot", 
meaning marijuana. 
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	 freely admits that he is running a religious church and 
that 	he is there to help people, and that any money received in a donation 
and that he does not tell the people how much they have to pay, etc. When 
asked by investigating Officers why he has not audited any narcotic users 
he stated they didn't have the money to pay for an audit, such as the 25 
intensive-audit course. We then asked if his was a religious group and he 
was there to help all people, Why didn't he help the poor people as well 
as the rich people. He would not answer this question. 

	 Is as follows: He has this so-called church meeting on 
Sunday afternoon and tells people that hezican help them better themselves 
by their taking this extensive 25-hour auditing bit; before he will permit 
them to do so he checks into their financial background. If they have 
money he will start them on this so-called auditing, which will run into 
thousands of dollars. He will not audit any person who does not have the 
money. 

Regarding the use of his so-called machine, E-Meter, which is a.  Hub- 
bard machine, refer to statement given to investigating Officers b5 	 

Same will be attached to supplemental report in file. 

Peataining to this school of scientology in Washington, D: C.; also 
in Los Lngeles; it costs $700 for a person to go to the school. This is 
for admittance to the school for an 8-week course. If a person has the 
money they will flunk him at the end of the course, stating that he should 
take this course over; thereby obtaining another $700 from their client. 
Investigating Officers feel that an investigation, both bpi the Federal 
Government and the State Government should be made into this so-called 
church of scientology; also their school and their offices, which are tang 
run throughout the nation. Investigating Officers feel that this can be a 
syndicate-controlled situation; also, it is very possible that it is a com-
munist movement. Witnesses state that they treat Mr. Ron  Hubbard, who is  
in charge of this organization, as a  egd; in fact, 	

	

 

	

	and says he is going to be the leader 
of the world in approximately 2 years. 



tnvestigating  Officers feel that there is a need of reporting this in-
Revenue Office, the State Tax Office, and others, regarding this orgainizati 

formation to the Attorney General's office; also to the F.B.I. the Internal] 

records and it is poisible they are evading income tax and also the tax on 

and their personnel. We feel this is a racket and they do not keep proper 
books which they collect from this so-called organization. 

This case is still under investigation and additional information will be made a m  atter of report. Refer to additional information by investigate  	which will be in the file. 	 
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EUREKA POLICE DEP 
SUPPLEMEISTAL 

OFF7DISECAL 21118. Sec. g ana) DA 
°mom to Duty  it  Sit . 	-b R.14 to 

Officer 1Sn11 (ADDMONAL INFORMATIO 

SERIAL 
Prior or Original Complaint itegart) 

tC11014 DETAILS) 

16, 1961 

400tion 65-birtioned above, is as tollovpstivery person carrying 
on or engaged in • profdssion, oeoupatien, business of treating, 
curing end administering to, or giving treatment tot  the sick, winded 
or infirm for the 	se of bringing about their pommy by any method 
'aslant to any 	doctrine or system other than those eposcally 
set forth to this Ordinance or in any other Ordinance, Shall pay • li-
OW fee." 

Section $31)*8elling without a City Business License'. 

Location if Offenses(512 D Street, Sureki, 

Suspect. MAW WITCALD 

Victims City GS Rareke? 

Tuns lk, 1961, 9100 A.M. -`.Investigating Officer conferred re-
garding the Scientology group Which are operating at 512 S Street in 
inreka.) Information is that there is possibly a racket being run at 
this location and that it was believed that subject did not have a 
City license to sell or practice a business at this location. 

Investigating °Moven started to contact witnesses and at 10 
0116x. this date contacted a4Mrs. Sharon Curti** at her hens at 1755 
Dane Drive, Slag Salmon, flartika.) Conversation withArs. Cartissire-
goals that She and her husbandlitompy CurtissZhad been toC512 2 St.,3 
or tat they called 'training.' in the field of Scientology; admits 

that they have paid approximately $900 to($7. Metcalf)mgd that they 
own him, at this time, approximately $2,000. Investigating Officers 
asked/ire. Curtissjif She had any receipts shoving that gds paidLt. 
Metealfj 	. She then toyed as • list of receipts towing 1:2: 
lade* -theyhad paid [Mr . Metcalf) and that their _ _eve him socCI 
receipts are listed, dated and numbered as Marie 

1. 32-3-601Cheeeipt 	quantity of this 
reseipts 1 *NM, 	1 beck, #4.00; 
tam, S.16; fetal • • 

2. 1-611(isceipt #1731461iilantity of receipt 
as follows *2 weeks 	ive, 1415.001 
1st payment $90, Valance $173. Mites pay-
ments $25 for a meth, applied to Eliot 
Meek of each month starting Feb. 61a. 

3. 1-27
e
ileaseipt 11738500matitr of the 

roe 	Mond of though (book), $1.23, 
Cal. 	COS; total 11.30. 

4. 1.1;211Seceipt .7310.91)guontitys'Shaft 
oOkl $1.00; aaletaa of 	Ivaluation (b 

$. ; Totals $1.04. 

czt 

?RI  



5. 1-30-61;fieceipt #73854;7quantity: On ac-
count for former auditing; $25.00. 

6. 2-9-61;(Receipt #738570quantity: On ac-
count $25 - two weeks' extensive 25-hr. 
auditing. $225.00; balance, $200. 

7. 2-18-61-(Receipt #738591)quantity; 2 weeks8 
intensive, $225.00. 

8. 2-27-61 -(Receipt 0738620 quantity; 1 book, 
(Jesus) - $1.30. Paid on Acct. $10.00. 

9. 3-15-61 -(Receipt #73864;)quantity;'dontri0 
bution to Knowledge:, $2.50 (book); (Sanity 
for Laymen', $2.50; (book). Total: $5.00; 
tax $.20; MarYswww; Total: $5.20. 

10. 3-31-61 --(Receipt #73868 ;Quantity: Paid on 
Acct. $85.00. 

11. 4-10-61 -[Receipt #738$0 ;Quantity; one 25-
hour extensive, $300.00. Down payment: $50 
to be paid, then $50 per month on the total 
bill. 

12. 4-13-61 -(Receipt #73871/0 one 25-hour intensive; 
1550. Note: April 24th paid $50; balance $500 
(Tommy will finance) Testing - no charge. 

13. 4-25-61 -I-Receipt #220024 quantity: "Problems 
of Work", (book) $1.25; tax, $.05; balance 
$1.30. 

14. 4-14-61;(Receipt #10028)quantity, Pre-paid 
deposition 8-CA with _District letter June 24, 
start. Amt. $25.00. (Note: this is a receipt 
from the Church of Scientology in Los Angeles, 
California, 258 So. Oxford Avenue. Appears 
not to be the same receipt as received from sus-
pect Frank Metcalf.

p 
 

15. 5-14-61 -(Receipt 022003;)Quantity: one 25-hour 
intensive $300. May 22nd, Monday through Friday, 
1:30 to 2:S0; May 29th, Monday through Friday, 
less Tuesday, 7:15 to 10:00. 

16. 6-3-61(Receipt 422020 quantity: one 25-hour 
intensive, $300. 

17. (Receipt :017i)June 13 1961; quantity: On acct., 
$600. Receipt No.(22024.) 

"The above receipts are now being held by investigating Officers 
as evidence in the charge of operating a business without a license." 

(Mrs. Curtiss) further states that her husband first started this 
Scientology course around the first of the year and that he is steadily 
becoming involved in this matter; in fact, this same training in Scientoloo 
has led them have separated approximately 3 or 4 months ago. (Mrs. Cur-nay 
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fUrther states that her husband insisted that she take this course; that it could help her straighten out their marriage. Therefor approximately a month or two ago she started this Scientology course. As stated above, they have spent and have invested $3000 into this so-called Scientology religion. 

•Mrs. Curtiss)was then  asked if she had ever seen a City Business Li-cons in the office of(Frankyetcalf at 512 B Street.) She stated she had but(Mr. Metcalf said he did have a license to do business in 
not seen one, 

te City; of Eureka.) Investigating Officers explained to her that we feel 'ie is,-possibly a racket and that he is operating without a license. We asked if she would cooperate in this matter regarding the handing of the receipts to the investigating Officers. This she did. She also stated if we wanted her to do so she would go with us to the office of/Frank Metcalf.) This we did. 

At approximately 11:00 ar. June 14, 1961, Investigating Officers, along with/Mrs., Curtiss,) arrived at 512 B Street,'which is a 2-story wooft-frame) (building.) Officers proceeded up the stairway to the apartmenisof(Mr. Met-calf/and his girlfriend, Deana Thompson .1 Upon contacting(Mr. Metcalf2he 
(Eureka)without 

"What's this all about?" We asks a if he had been doing business in a license. He stated "What dc you mean?" He stated that he is running a church. We first stated we were not interested in any church movements or anything as such; that if he was practicing anything in Pky-chology or any practice similar, he needed a license to do so. He stated he did not have any City license of any kind. NOTE: It was noted by the investigating Officers that(Mr. Metcalf) started shaking violently; became very upset, regarding the Officers' being in his apartment. Upon asking (Mr. MetcaWadditional questions such as why he was practicing thin Scien-tology here (in EurekaOhe became beligerent and stated he didn't think he had to answer the questions. 

We asked if he would come to &he(Eureka Police Department)to discuss this situation. He asked if he had to go; we informed ham he did not have ,to go; that we could obtain a warrant for his arrest and then take him down. [Mr. Metcalf/stated that he would at this time come with us to(the Police De-partment.) Before leaving for Cthe Station?he showed Officers Diplomas and stated the following about them: That the latter part of 1960 he went to a school in Washington, D.C., received a diploma stating the following: "The Academy of Scientology, Washington, D.C., having aspirial trust in his skill and regard for(PRANK C. METCALF,)e do hereby attest and recommend his ability in the practice of Dynamics and cientology and have the honor to award him the grade of HUBBARD =TINTED AUDITOR. By our hands this seal this(6th day of Angrt, in the year of 1960.) (Signed) (Signature not legible) Certified Number A287.") 

NoteEMr. Metcalf)explained this as being more or less a license to practice Scientology in (the City of Eureka; that it took .3 weeks to obtain this diploma and that two weeks were in th6 practice of Scientology and 6 weeks this training were in the leasing and handling of What they called an B-Meter. Number 2 is called the Hubbard Communications Office LTD World-Wide. States the following: "To Whom this may concern: I, L. Ron Hubbard and the Hubbard Communications Office LTD, as owner of the copyright, regis-ter Marks and Rights of Materials of Scientology and Dynamics, do hereby franehiserrrank Metcalf, of Hanka, Califoraia, 	 practioe Scientol-ogr a
t
rd Dymamcis professionally for the period from(Marah 6, 1961 to June 6, 1961 and thusly assuring such interested persons that this person so fran-Shiest is a duly accredited professional auditor and one who receives regular ly the latest intonation on Scientology and Dykema:es. (Signed) L. Ran Hubb2 dated at St. Hill Manor, B Grinstead, Sussex, U.K., this 20th day of Februai, 
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in the year 1961. Interum Franchise Certificate Numbell(F-2056;") States 
at the bottom that this certificate is not valid after the(6th of June, 
1961 

No. 3: Hubbard Associations of Scientologitts, International (an 
Arizona Corp.) "We do hereby that&rank C. Metcalf)has successfully com-
pleted a basic coursj in Scientology under [Jess E. Gatlin, 3f Eureka 
Group 1. No. BC 163 (signed) L. Ron Hubbard." There is no date on this 
so-called diploma. 

Cketcalf)then Officers what he :sailed an Z-Meter; same is described 
as follows: It is a metallic box approximately 12" long, 6" to 7" wide, 
about le thick; blue in color; has a cord running from this box and at-
tached to two tin cans; same as soup cans, vegetable cans. On this machine 
is a dial that statesTubbard Electrometer - for use in Psychophysical De-
tection". On the left hand side of this machine is what they call a dial-
sweep, a sensitivity setting, en and off. This machine is run by transistor 
battery. 

Investigating Officers esked[Mr. Metcalf)to accompany us to6he Police 
Department7sb that we could discuss this matter. He stated he would do so. 
Stated he wasted to bring his diplomas and this machine along so that he 
could explain them to interested parties. 

Upon arriving at (the Police Department Officers)interrogated(Mr. Met- 
calf as to this bit on Scientology and 	s so-called Church of Scientology, 

(Eure a.) He states he has his church atc512 B StreetOthey have meetings on 
Sunday nights, open to the public, and he has approximately 10 to 12 people 
there. States this is definitely a religion and that he has practiced this 
since the first of the year. When investigating officers first asked him 
if he was a minister or an ordahed minister he said, no, that he had to go 
to Los Angeles for further training and would be an ordained minister. We 
then started to interrogate him regarding these special meetings where he 
hap charged the clien is sums of money for what he calls intensive auditing. 
We told him that this was a practice, more or less the same as Psychology 
and that, as far as we were concerned, it pertained not at all to the church 
and he admitted that there was nothing pertaining to teligion; that he delves 
into the person's mind to help him raise his I.Q. and help him get a better 
knowing of life in themselves. 

When asked if he received payments for those auditing sessions he 
dated, No, that he never received any payments and that any money received 
was a donation to his church. officers then showed him receipts where 
statements were said as follows: Receipt No. 73870))"One 25-hour Extensive, 
$300; down payment so much?  $50 to be paid and $50 a month on the total bill". 
This was for(Tommy Curtiss.) He stated that, No, this was not a bill; this 
was a donation. (Investigating Officers, upon looking at this receipt, de-
finitely feel that this is a receipt for ai payment and a contract, and is 
not a donation to any church. Also, that(Mr. Metcalf )is trying to beat this 
City License angle by stating that anything hm does is for the church and 
any money he receives in payment is a donation to the church.) 

At this time we asked/Mr. Metcalf)if he had any receipts showing that 
these were donations or whether they were payments, in his possession in his 
apapbtment. He stated he didn't think this was the Officers' business and 
that he wasn't gdng to say. We then informed him that we could get a search 
warrant and go to the house, but asked him if he would be willing to bring 
this material, records, etc. in but he stated he would; he did not want us 
to obtain a search warrant at this time, it wasn't necessarypithat h

i

p would 
go with us or go over and pick up the stuff himself and bring it to the Police 
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Alljecords and receipts were brought to (the Police Department by 	Met-
calf on his own free will. 

All the above information is pertaining to doing business in the City 
without a license; the selling of books, etc., without a license. Upon the 
reactions of (Mr. Metcalf7and his so-called Church of Scientology, his be-
havior arroused Officers to believe that this is possibly a racket and 
possibly a Communist movement and that additional information andinvestiga-
tion should be made into this so-called church of Scientology. 

Below is a list of evidence pertaining to doing business in the City 
without a license: 

1. Receipts showing payments balance due, amounts due; four 0 in 
possession of(Mr. Metcalf and also handed to Officers by(Mrs. 
Sharon Curtiss-.) 

2. (Mr. Metcalf!s?own admission that he was auditing people for 
money without a business license, and that he was also selling 
books without a business license. 

31 (Mr. Thomas Curtiss,)who testified that he made pay:milts and that 
he was to make payments rggarding his auditing and that they were 
not donations. 

4. (Mrs. Sharon Curtiss will testify to the fact that they have paid 
money in the sense of payments and that the balance was $3,000 
and that this was definitely not a donation to any church; it 
was for training in the science of scientology. 

5. (Mr. Jess Jewett)can testify that he took this so-called scien-
tology audit and that the payments were $300 and that this was 
not a donation. 

6. (Suspect Frank Metcalf,) at the time Officers first approached him, 
was packing his packing his trailer and leaving for Los Angeles. 
Therefore the arrest was made, on this date, without a warrant. 

With thesboveavidence Officers (contacted City Attorney&el Johnson) 
and inforrd him of 	goings-on at 512 B Street)and he issued a complaint 
charging rank Metcalf with Sections53 and 65-b of Ordinance No. 2148. 

At 4100 p.m. 6-14-61 Frank Metcalf)was booked at thp/iureka Police De-, 
partmentifor the above charges. Refer o Arrest Reportp 533. Mr. Metcalf) 
is described as followsORANK CLARENDON METCALF, WMA, 29 years, 6'1", 167 
lbs., brown hair hazel eyes; DOB 12-6-31, Santa Rosa, California0 Employ-
ment: Scientologist. 

. With the above name and description Officer sent same to CII for a 
record check; same returned "No arrest - no record", in the CII files. 

rk 8-3,84., Mr. Ketcalf1s)wife, Deana. ompsonOmade a 	1 to(Irs. 
an, in L.A.), regardipg the Officers' picking him up and brining him to 

the Police Department). (Mrs. Thompson)relayed the message she received from 
s. Balmen)to this Officer, which Stated the follewings That if we so much 

as bromght(Mr. Metcalf to the Police Department) or arrested him, that they 

1 

The head of this Chu:Aloof scientology in(California)is leaned to be 
 An JOLIL ISALSOI  258 So. Oxford Avenue, s 	elesisCalifornia; phone number 
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'wild file suit against the (Eureka Police Depaitment)and the Investigating Officers. 

A phone call was then placed to the Los Angeles Police Department;) investigating officers talked :gbapt. Didion, Bunko Detailt)he stated he did not know if they had made 	previous investigations into thissnien- tology deal but they would check same, and notify this department. 

Received a teletype dated 6-14-61 from.(Capt. Didion)) stating the 
foIkirmings 

"IREOUR PHONE CONVERSATION IS DATE RE (JTILIA SALMEN)AND HUBBARD ASSOCIATES 
zii AL. SUGGEST U CONTACT(JOHN RAUSE, ASST. CHIEF, BOARD OF MEDICAL) 4;4 	11, 4” GOLDEN GAT AVE., RM. 4184, STATE BLDG ANNEX, SAN PRA& 

•
SCOrEADSE)HAS COMPLETE FILES WHICH HE REC'D FROM INVESTIGATORS 

SOME VALUE IN YOUR INVESTIGATION /DIDION BUNCO FUG/ PD LOS ANGLES LOP My 
8 ANGELES OFFICE OF BOAYRLOF MEDICAL EXAMINERS.) HIS IN7V MAX BE OF t  

,With this inform ation Officers talked to one of the investigators for the(Californie State Board Of Pkarmacy, Mr. Floyd B. Blandenfelddilho Mated he would call(Mr. Rause, his boss,/ and get the information we desired. Re-garding the church of scientology, as stated in aforementioned reports, in odder to become an auditor and make money at this racket all a person has 
O  to do is attend a school either in Washington, D. C. or in Los Angeles, 

California for a period of 8 weeks. In this school they study scientology 
for approximately 2 weeks and the balance of the time, 6 weeks, is studied on the sociabd "Hubbard E-Meter". Upon receiving your diploma you are an-; titled to practice and delve into people's minds, using this E-Meter and Charge them. The rules of this organization are after they graduate these so-called "instructors" of scientology, any money they receive, 10$ goes either to the Washington,D.C. or Los Angeles. Tibia is.for an emergency 
inch as one of the instructors being arrested as (Metcalf isdand the organi-sationdal hire and pay for attorney's fees to protect their gbh instructors. 

Upon going through the files of&etcalf1)Officers found many letters to and from people throughout the U.S. and England, Where there is definitely a feeling of communistic words and movements; throughout Johannesburg, Africa, England and the Dated States. These letters are being held now by investigating Officers. Also in these records are personal notes Whist the auditor writes dawn, of the person, Which he calls "A P.C.". P.C. means the followings Pre-Clear; this means not yet clear in his mind. 

While looking through these notes we came onto the file of one(Frank Metealf4Where he makes admissions to the person auditing him, such as, 'they pu me down for blasting pot." Pot means the same as Marijuana. Also there are such words as(iouie Burro '(a known narcotic peddler in this area), 
Shark's Walt, a musician thought to be using marijuana in this area,. Carol I4117, a town prostitute in this area,)and several times the word "pot", meaning marijuana. 

Delving i:::(114tcalf's girlfttend, Deana Thompson )there is What you 
Mould call an 	salon, Where She states 	tier found pot in my purse." 

Ot  
I mould like to mention, at this time, that (Frank hetcalf)bas admitted having narcotic suers at his premises cm( B Street;)stated they did not W marijuana or narcotics; that he was trying tomes them and hel them. 
Wks asked if he did any good for them in scientology, he etatedi Jo, that 
he could not help the at all. When asked if he had ever been a, user of 
:Mo 
nnisotios, he stated, that be had never used nalieeties himself.„( As stated, 

ors Lame been investigating Metcalf, getting license members, ate., 0; 
miming to audit his place, and know that mareetie users in and Web SIPS have been ping to this establishment.-  Imwestigatienikeus that Shenk 
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SIin
Metcalf is nothing but a beatnik-type person; is believed to be a user of 
narcotics (marijuana); is a jazz-musician and has gone into this racket 

November of 1960. 

One of the victims and witnesses in this case is going to give a 
deposition (statement) as to how this operation is run and What is used 
as far as hypnosis and the use of the machine on the victims, in this 
so-called scientology auditing sessions. (Refer to statements attached 

this supplemental report for the M.O. of this operation) 

(Mr. Ketcalfifreely admits that he is running a religious church and 
that he is ther to help people, and that any mnney received is a donation 
and that he does not tell the people how much they have to pay, etc. When 
asked by investigating Officers why he has not audited any narcotic users 
he stated they didn't have the money to pay for an audit, such as the 25 
intensive-audit course. We then asked if his was a religious group and he 
was there to help all people, why didn't he help the poor people as well 
as'the rich people. He would not answer this question. 

(Metcalf's M.0t)is as follows: He has this so-called church meeting on 
Sunday afternoon and tells people that 'laden help them better themselves 
by their taking this extensive 25-hour auditing bit; before he will permit 
them to do so he checks into their financial background. If they have 
money he will start them on this so-called auditing, which will run into 
thousands of dollars. He will not audit any person who does not have the 
money. 

Regarding the use of his so-called machine, E-Meter, which is g Hub-
bard machine, refer to statement given to investigating Officers by(Frank# 
Metcalf.) Same will be attached to supplemental report in file. 

14:staining to this school of scientology in Washington, D. C.; also 
in:Los Angeles; it costs $700 for a person to go to the school. This is 
for admittance to the school for an 8-week course. If a person has the 
money they will flunk him at the end of the course, stating that he should 
take this course over; thereby obtaining another $700 from their client. 
Investigating Officers feel that an investigation, both bp;! the Federal 
Government and the State Government should be made into this so-called 
church of scientology; also their school and their offices, which are bins 
run throughout the nation. Investigating Officers'feel that this can be a 
syndicate-controlled situation; also, it is very possible that it is a com-
munist movement. Witnesses state that they treat Mr. Ron Hubbard, Who is 
in charge of this organization, as a led; in fact (this ding-a-ling Frank 
Metcalf, gets himself into a trance and says he is going to be the leader 
of the world in approximately 2 years. 

Begirding the church of scientology in 	eka, at 512 B StreetOinvesti- 
teflon shows that thi is nothing but a beatnik-type hangout; it thews same 
im the apartments of Frank Metcalf and discloses that he is a marijuana user; 
also his girlfriend, is a narcotic/  user.) We do feel that these peopel are a 
detriment to society and should be asst itopped from operating in this City, 
and as far as we are concerned, throughout the nation. For inStaice, Why 
Should a person going to school for 8 weeks, two weeks studying scientology 
and six weeks studying this so-called IS-Meter, be able to pry into a person's 
mind and personal life for a fee or, for that matter, even for nothing? These 
people could be dangerous to the society and the publicos weak-minded people 
attend these lectures or audits or Whatever they want to call theme  and fall 
into the beliefsoof scientology. We have information pertaining to such 

croons is Eureka that have flipped Steer off their main trades is society. 
are so far gone that investigating Officers comet talk to them they 

Will met talk to a doctor, they will confide in no one; they have minds made 
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cos umboldt Co. D. A. Office 
Board of Medical Examiners 
Officer of Interns. Rwvenue 
F.B.I. Agent in Eureka 
State Tax Collector 
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it

in this scientology that same is going to rule the world in two or three years and that they want to be at the top of the group with the rest of them (Ding-a-lings). 

%Investigating Officers feel that there is a need of reporting this in-formation to the Attorney General's office; also to the F.B.I. the Internal Revenue Office, the State Tax Office, and others, regarding this orgainisati' and their personnel. We feel this is a racket and they do not keep proper records and it is possible they are evading income tax and also the tax on books Which they collect from this so-called organization. 

This case is still under investigation and additional information will made a m atter of report. Refer to additional information by investigator CDon Newell,7lhich will be in the file. 
. Hussy, Sgt. 
Eureka Police Deprtment 



Document H-13 (b); dated November 24, 1967, is a one-page letter to 
Alfred Barnard, Director, Bureau of Regulatory Compliance from Fred 
J. Douglas, Chief, of N.C.B. The letter discribes the attached report 
regarding a specific individual. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portion is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D) because if released, it would 
disclose the identity of a confidential source. 



INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL POLICE ORGANIZATION 
INTERPOL 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

INTERNATIONAL OFFICE; 
SECRETARY GENERAL 

37 BIS. RUE PAUL VALERY 
• PARIS (16'). FRANCE 

U.S. ROMESENTAMEt 
DIRECTOR. LAW ENFORCEMENT 

COORDINATION 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20220 

CABLE: INTERPOL WASHINGTON 

Room 610 
633 Indiana Ave N.W. 
Washington,D.C. 20226 

 

November 24,.1967 

Mr. Alfred Barnard 
Director 
Bureau of Regulatory Compliance 
Food & Drug AdMinistration 
2221 Jefferson Davis Highway 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 

Re: HUBBARD, Lafayette Ronald 
dob March 13, 1911 
Tilden, Nebraska 

Dear Mr. Barnard: 

We are attachina a report dated October 31, 1967 
received from Interpol',  -• 	'which relates to a request 
concerning the above named person. 

We trust that you will find the enclosure of interest 
and value. 

Sincerely, 

Fred J. Dou 
Chief, N.0 

Enclosure 



Fred J. Dou 
Chief, N.0 

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL POLICE ORGANIZATION 
INTERPOL 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

INTERNATIONAL OFFICE2 

SECRETARY GENERAL 
37 BIS RUE PAUL VALERY 
• PARIS (IP). FRANCE 

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE: 

DIRECTOR. LAW ENFORCEMENT 
COORDINATION 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20220 

CABLE: INTERPOL. WASHINGTON 

Room 610 
633 Indiana Ave N.W. 
Washington,D.C. 20226 

 

November 24, 1967 

Mr. Alfred Barnard 
Director 
Bureau of Regulatory Compliance 
Food & Drug Administration 
2221 Jefferson Davis Highway 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 

Re: HUBBARD, Lafayette Ronald 
dob March 13, 1911 
Tilden, Nebraska 

Dear Mr. Barnard: 

We are attaching a report dated October 31, 1967 
received from Interpo]4(Melbourne)which relates to a request 
concerning the above named person. 

We trust that you will find the enclosure of interest 
and value. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure 



Document H-13C. This document is a one page memorandum dated 10/31/67, 

to Chief, NCB, Interpol National Central Bureau, from one of its repre-

sentatives. This is a cover memorandum describing an attachment (document 

H-13D). 

This memorandum is released with deletions. The deleted portions in 

this memorandum consist of names and other identifying characteristics, 

which if released would automatically disclose the identity of a confiden-

tial source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

0 



INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL POLICE ORGANIZATION 

--31st_OctobertJ9_67. 

Chief, N.C.B., 
Interpol National. Central Bureau, 

Room 610, 
633 Indiana Avenue N.W.1  

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20226. 

Dear Sir, 

Lafayette Ronald HIS3A.M. 

I refer to your letter of 6th February, 1
967, addressed to 	 

representative of the International Crimi
nal Police Organization conCernink - the' 

above-nned person and, as requested, I as
 forwarding details of this person 

as known in this office. 

These details afeconteirPd in_the attache
d report which was prepared 

for the information of 	
authorities from thom a similar 

request to yours was received.  

Then mating this request, 	
informed us that HUB3IIRD 

was travelling on an American passport. 2
.4131.13% issued in,:i!:adrid on 5

th February 

(1,965.,  

The delay in forwarding this i'-rforma
tion is regretted but the relevant 

file has been unavailable owing to it bei
ng required in the course of certain 

enquiries being made into activities - no
w orohibited - in this State in 

relation to HUB:SAM/a theories of Scient
ology. 

Yours faithfully 	 



'NW/AG 

Our Ref 	24..80..71.. 	 

Your Ref 	• 

31st-Octobert19_67. 

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL CENTRAL BUREAU 

BOX 2763Y, G.P.O. 

MELBOURNE, C.1, VICTORIA 

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL POLICE ORGANIZATION 

Chief, N.C.B., 
Interpol National Central Bureau, 
Room 610, 
633 Indiana Avenue N.W., 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20226. 

'Dear Sir, 

Lafayette RonPld HUBBARD. 

I refer to your letter of 6th February, 1967, addressed to the MPlawi 
representative of the International Criminal Police Organization concerning the 
above-named person and, as requested, I am forwarding details of this person 
'as known in this office. 

These details are contained-in_the attached report which was prepared 
for the information oftLIa.. eeodesian,Polle authorities from whom a similar 
request to yours was received. 

When making this request, the(Rhodesian PoliCrPinformed us that HUBBARD • 
was travelling on an American passportCZ.413113)issued in(Madrid onT5 7e7tETIlatilifyy747 

0:017). 

The delay in forwarding this information is regretted but the relevant . . 
.file has been unavailable owing to it being required in the course of certain 
enquiries being made into activities - now prohibited - in this State in 
relation to HUBBARD's theories of Scientology. 

Yours faithfully, 

C1.9 621 	• •-•"" ":757; 	'11.1/9  • 

(R. H. Arnold) 
AUSTRALIAN REPRESENTATIVE.  



Document H-14. This document consists of a file jacket containing 
thirty—two pages of correspondence and reports with various dates, 
regarding an investigation conducted by a municipal agency. 

This document is released with deletions. On page 1 of the document, 
the name and address of the addressee and the deleted portion at the top 
on page two are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because release of 
either portion would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. The remaining deletions on these two pages are exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release of any of these portions would 
automatically disclose the identity of the municipal agency, which is a 
confidential source. 

On page 3, the name of the addressee is deleted, because release would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). The remaining deleted portions on 
this page are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release would 
disclose the identity of a confidential source. 

On page 4, the name and address of the addressee is deleted because 
release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
This portions is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). The remaining 
deleted portions in this page consist of confidential information obtained 
from a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(D), because release of any portion would automatically disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 

On pages 5 and 6, the addressee's name and address, as well as the 
deleted portion removed from the reference material, are exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because these portions if released would automatically 
disclose the identity of a confidential source. The remaining deletions 
on these pages are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

Deletions found on page 7 consist of names and addresses of specific 
individuals, which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion 
of personal privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 

The pages 8-22 are released in their entirety. The remaining ten pages 
of this document are exempt in their entirety, because release of any 
portions would automatically disclose the identity of a confidential 
source, the municipal agency. These pages are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)7)(D). 
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COUNTY OF MARICOFA, STATE OF ARIZONA 

THE STATE OF ARIZONA 
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INFORMATION FOR 
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L Lae= (5 Counts) 

  

Defendant. 

 

 

In the name and by the authority of the State of Arizona 

	

rq•rl 	% 
• ‘14.. 	 4a • 

is accused this 13+.n day of Septembt,r 	, 19 5t; , by the County Attorney of 

f 

w 

PRACTICING Maricopa County,_State of Arizona, by this information, of the crime of 
147DICAN' 	 L LiCT-.0:61', a faiony, 
committed as follows, to-wit: 

The said ! dd  Clart 
on or about the 25" 	day of 
this inforinatign at arld in,the County of bcaricopai  
Ida Ss ILL a, %maw.: u.t.ty !MU Olenavialy 

VIM" a human being, by then 
tt cure human iiis for compensation, 

CAIT.:.7 7  

August , 19 55 , and before the filing of 
State of Arizona did then and there. _, 
prac‘lce meazcine upon one 
and there claimin; his villircness 
hb 	havini; any license Sc 	do; 

For futher and separate causes of act1L.z, bean-, different 
‘:ffenses cf the same class of crimes and offenses as the charts. 
set forth in Count I hereof, the said rDD cL:str. is accused by.  
this information of the crime of PRACTICING MFDICINE WITEXT A 
LICFNSP, as follows, to-vit: 

CC,UNT II 

The said ltD CLAZ on or about the 27th day of August, 1955, and 
before the filing of this information at and in the County of Maricopa, 
Stalc -:of:Arizona, did then and there wilfully, unlawfully and 
felonloumly practice medicine upon one ITYTHFL DTIM, a human being, 
by then and there administering to said rythel Deuel certain treatments 
and practices to cure human ills, for compensatic;n, he not having any 
license so to do; 

CCUTI 'II 

The said 'DD CLARK on or about the 29th day cf August, 1955, end 
before the filing of this information at and ,^ the County of 4ericopa, 
State of Arizona, did then and there wilfully, gala tally and feloniously 
practice medicine upon one RkMAiA WACXFM, a human being, by then and.  
there administering tc said Ramona Wacker certain treatments and prac-
tices tc cure human Ills, for cumpensaticn, he not having any license 
so to do; 

C:AT17 Iv 

The said F:DD CLARK on or about the 31st day cf Auzust, 1955, and 
before the filing cf this information at and in the County cf Aaricopa, 
Ctate of Arizona, did then and there wilfully, unlawfully and feloniously 
practice medicine upon one RAMONA (27. 7 T., a human nein:, by then and 
:here administerin; to said I-:amona Ly:ackar certain treatments and prac- 
c::fter, to care human ills, fcr 	 havinc, any license 

contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such cases made and provided and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Arizona. 

LI 



I 
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said YLD CLARK on or s—u: :he 2nd day of September, 1955, 
mac'._ _,.re the filini; of this infermation at and in the County of 

Mate of Ariz-dna, dfd thsn and there ,frilfully 1  unlawfully 
feloniously practice medicine upen one Ramona 've-fcker, a human 

-- d 	there 	 said 	fi.mo na '1=c 1re” c--1-:-- 
fratemfnes and practices to cure human ills for compensation, he net 
havinz any license se to do; 

contrary te the form, force and effect of the statute in such cases 
made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of 
krizena. 

County Attorney of Maricopa County, Arizona 
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT 
COUNTY OF MARICOPA, STATE OF ARIZONA 

THE STATE OF ARIZONA 

vs. 

EDD CLARK, 

In the name and by the authority of the State of Arizona 

EDD CLARK 

is accused. this 13th day of t4aPtlitaPi. 	,:19 55 , by the County Attorney of 

Aleatif idiliotatitakteg
i
tiegibb

e
y 

i
t
it
hiNtp

i
rma

t
tio

.
n, of the crime of PRACTICING 

141411  , committed as follows, to-wit: 	COUNT  

The said Edd Clark • , 	 • e 	, 	 i 
on or about the 25th 	day .of 'PlgUIR 	, 1955 , and before the filing of \ 

. Iti
phipaiTika

t
tioM

a
takaitr

a
C
t
anly

e
itat

i
r
i
tiona. State of Arizona did then and there, 
sly practice medicine upon one . A 

EYTHPIIDEUEL,'a human.beieg„ by then and theie 'claiming hievillingnees 
.to cure humaWilla for cempensation, he not having any license so:to t; 

„ 	 . 
Por-f4ther anGeeparate Causes/of Aetion, being 	\ 
offenses of thelameclape of crimes and Offenses as the, charge 
set forth in COunt.JHhereof, thesaid -EDG.CLARK ii.aceesed bp- 	A 
thieinfermatioeof the .crime. PRACTICINGIIRICTNE WITHOUT A 	\ ‘ ,  
LICENSE -as folliews to-viti 	' 	1 • 	.  a 	 t    ‘,. 

COUNT' TI  
. 	• 

TheaaWEDD CLARK on or-float-the 27.th,dey. ot August,4955i.and 
before the filing of this' information at And in the CoUntyprMaricope, 
EtatetieVAtizona,.did then end there wilfully', unlawfully ;and 
TeloniCueWpractice medicine:upon one NYTHRL D. D aLhuMeAbeing, 
'by then And:there-adMiniatetint-tesaid: p$tholtilitel/gertaiii.tOcitments 
and practices to eure;human ills, for• compensationrhe.not having,any 
license-804o do; 

COUNT  

The said EDD CLARK on or about the*29th.daysof.tugustr1955$ gat 
before.the filing of this information At_and in the7CoUnty,orRAticaPas 
State prAtisena,did,then, and there Wilfully)  unlaifUllyiadd,felonipusly 
practice medicine upon one

, 
RAMONA'..WACKER,,A. huMan teing,Dy . thanT and\ 

there Administering to said Ramona.Macker certain treatments and Ora& 
Uccle to coree -hurdan 	 compensation, he not baving. any license 

..ftso, to do; • . 	• 	; 

COUNT 17  
The Said 	CLARK on 'or about the 31st day of August, 1955v and 

before the filing` of.  thieinformation. at and in the Cdunty of MiaricOpal. \ 
State of Arizona, did then:and there wilfully, unlaWfully and feioniouslit 
practice medicine upon one RAMONA WACKER, a human beingv hy then and 
Ihete:addinistering to said Rations Wacker certain treatments and 

Weans human Ills, for' compensation, he not having any license 
Ao_to.doi 	 _ 
contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such cases made and provided and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Arizona. 

un 	On949F9FPRWM2131;:?9fflOrift 
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COUNT V  

The said EDD CLARK on or about the 2nd day of September, 1955, 
and before the filing of this information at and in the County of 
Maricopa, State of Arizona, did then and there wilfully, unlawfully 
and feloniously practice medicine upon one Ramona Wacker, a human 
being, by then and there administering to said Ramona Wacker certain 
treatments and practices to cure human ills for compensation, he not 
having any license so to do; 

contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such cases 
made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of 
Arizona. 

WM. P. MAHONEY, JR. 

County Attorney of Maricopa County, Arizona 
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_ 	. 

December 5,1955 

(Mr. Charles Pe Thomas, Chief of Police 
Phoenix Plice Department 

L_ Ehoenix,Arizona 

CONFIDENTIAL 

RE: THE HUBBARD OF SCIENTOLOGISTS INTERNATIONAL 
616 North 3rd Street, Phoenix, Arizona. -(2 

Dear Sir: 

Will you be good enough to inform this_ department whether or not the above organization urns? If so, what is its function? 

If it does not exist, did it ever? 

Your immediate cooperation will be grateful 
appreciated. 

Ve rr.y truly_yours, 
STANFORD POLICE-DEPARTMENT 

JOSEPH W. KINSELLA 
Chief of Police 

JJM:EBM 
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MUNK MOPES TO CORPUS CHRISTI 
Henry U. Schlenk, who since 1947 

bas been Busies: Relations Director 
of your Bureau in Akron will leave 
June 1st to assist the Better Business 

Bureau Organiz-
ing Committee of 
Corpus Christi. 
Texas in establish-
ing a Bureau in 
that city. When 
this new Bureau 
is ready to start 
operations. 
Schlenk will be in-
stalled as its man-
ager. This will be. 

the seventh Better Business Bureau 
ill 're)(SS. 

"flank" Schlenk has had a principal 
responsibility in the bringing in of the 
300-odd new Akron business firms 
who have Mined the Akron Bureau 
in ftc past Lau-  teats.-11i lia's teen' 
active in the Service Div;Sion, as an 
investigator of various solicitations 
and he set up the Bureau's Employer 
Service Program for use in Akron 
industrial plants. 

• Ile has been a wheel-horse in the 
local Junior Chamber of Commerce. 
serving two terms as Trustee and one 
as Vice-President. lie was one of two 
candidates nominated for the Presi-
dency of that organization, but was 
forced to withdraw dramatically the 
last minute as the confirmation of his 
Corpus Christi appointment came 
through. 

Mrs. Schlenk has been a merchan-
dise shopper for the Bureau and this 
spring she was the State's principal wit-
ness in the trial convicting four unli-
censed chiropractors in Akron. The 

Leal inquiries to the Better Busi-
ness Bureau wherein some persons 
are apparently offering "Dianetik" 
treatments or hearings for $7.50 an 
hour prompted us to check into this 
new fad further. 

A hook, "Dianetics" published last 
year by L. Ron Hubbard of fers various 
theraputic techniques for mental prob-
lems which AI r. Hubbard claims can be 
used and applied by any individual 
without medical or psychiatric training. 
Mr. Hubbard himself is described1,1100 
his publishers as a mathematician-aft 
a philosopher. hut he is not a licensed 
medical man. 

The American Psychological Asso-
ciation has described the balk as, "a 
bodge Dodge of accepted theraputic 
teclutequesagnanatnee„;,,jhis 
A7.7zntbiatiw4oer• thltiliaCWrInit• • 
Hubbard's assertion that anyone hav-
ing read this hook may practice this 
type of mental theraphv safely with-
out danger to the patient. 

The Better Business Bureau of 
Akron, without presuming to pass on 
the merits of this controversy, does 
hold the opinion that few Akronites 
would knowingly call in a clumsy-
thumbed screw-driver mechanic to re-
pair the expensive electronic miracle 
that is a modern television set. It 
hardly seems logical then to permit an 
untrained amateur psychologist to 
monkey with that infinitely more 
complex miracle of coordination, the 
human mind. 

Schtenks and their two youngsters have 
lived at 7/40 Copley Road. 

Carter I 'n shuts, Inc. has been order-
ed 

 
the Federal Trade Commission to. 

stilt using the word, "liver" in the name,. 
advertising and selling its pills, former-
ly known as "Carter's little Liver 
Pills". The Commission based its order 
on its finding that the pills have no 
value in the treatment of any condition. 
disease or disorder of the fiver: 

This is another significant link of 
the chain that the 1.11.• is forging 
around that small but noisy group of 
medical pitchnen who distort the hpo-
est purposes of advertising with irre-
sponsible spiels. In releasing the un-
animous opinion of the FTC, Commis- 
sioner,  John Carson said: 	• 

"The Commission is not opposed-to 
`advertising'! Nor is any Commis- 

. slow or eintilovee,Otly.Cintriqtl.- 
erou op p sec Cl) tavivoitisisitir,NrArt- 
rational • man is opposed to 'other- 
Using or to any legitimate form of 
merchandising . 
Calling on the manufacturers and 

distributors of medicinal preparations • 
and their advertising agencies to "rid 
the house" of those.who misrepresent 
their products, Commissioner Carson 
said: 

"There is every reason to believe that 
the consumers who are victims of these 
practices are all too often the less in- 
formed, and less able to protect them- 
selves and their pocketbooks ... They 
are all too often the consumers who are 
weakened by the fear of illness and 
burdensome medical expenses, and by 
unemployment, and who thus become 
the ready victims of those who weinkl 
prey on them by falsely advertising 
medicinal products." 
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minims for the treatment et =metal net physleal disorders. 
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ibis thole operation sameld to be directed Levert the afro' ling of the tinting of 
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December 5,1955 

 

CONFIDENTIAL 

THE PUBBARDOF SCIENTCLOGIST3 INTERNATIONAL 

wear Sir: 

Will you be good enough to informthia department 
whether or not the above organization exists? If so, 
what is its function? 

If it does not exist, did it ever? 

Your immediate cooperation Will be grateful]' 
appreciated. 

Very truli—m..74=-Ii 

JJM:EBM 



Decttber 5,1955 

• , 	 • :••", .t • 	-1  

GOSIDESTIAL 

RE: TIMID:WIRD OF SCII3TOLOGISTS /NTERNITIONAL 

Dear Sir:. 

whether or not the above organisation-iidbreaT-- If so, 
what is its function? 

Will you be good enough to inform tbAILAepartaiant 

it.does. not exists: al it eirerir";s--i..--k' Ii  • .. 

• 
' Tour 1.11MUldlate cooperation Will be . gratetnrr 

appreciated. 

	Very truly' Tetra,  
	

• 

• . 

JJM:EBM 

r." 
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1.;:2 6.52F. Sir; 

7:: 1:ave. e:7;:rdysed a•des ire to err.4s t t:. tt  

bottom of Scientology ,and Hubbard?: Mny I razz,ost. 	; 
that,  you =bite a letter- to.ne, 4 setting forth the • 	 1.ff! 

rarioue th-l-Igs you cant to }nom. 
• 

May I also direct your attention to yotm• 	, • • • / 
public' library • Ytheitan 'MOB 	-the 	 • 
and etas Knows. end thatic.. the standard gyariera. 	- • • •717 1"t4r4s4.• 

reference of technical. 	1-you trill find- 	- • 
background. • You might so. write the •MS-.1s-cy- 
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SCIIIIItuorts TO CORPUS CHRISTI 
Henry 0. Schlenk, who since 1947 

has len Business Relations Director 
111 your Bureau in Akron will leave 
June Ist to assist the Better Business 
rfai-e-;-:4••--ez9--nri--r! Bureau Organiz-- •.,:••,......,,..„„ 

e • Z& 

- 
	tog Committee of 

• ‘1;;>:;:":1!  Corpus Christi, 
Texas in establish-
ing a Bureau in 
that city. When 
this new Bureau 
is ready to start 
operations, 
Schlenk will he in-
stalled as its man-
ager. This will be. 

the seventh Better Business Bureau 
in Texas. 

• • 
"Hank" Schlenk has had a principal 

responsibility in the bringing in of the 
300-odd new Akron business firms 
who have joined the Akron Bureau 
in the pro: four yeah.-  Ire Iii;teen-
active in the Service Division. as an 
investigator of various solicitations 
and lie set up the Bureau's Employee 
Service Program for use in Akron 
industrial plants. 

He has been a wheel-horse in the 
local Junior Chamber of Commerce. 
serving two terms as Trustee and one 
as Vice•President, lie was one of two 
candidates nominated for the Presi-
dency of that organization. but was 
forced to withdraw dramatically the 
last minute as thesconfirmation of his 
Corpus Christi appointment came 
through. 

Mrs. Schlenk has been a merchan-
dise shopper for the Bureau and this 
spring she was the State's principal wit-
ness in the trial comiding four unli-
censed chiropractors in Akron. The 

Local inquiries to the Better Busi-
ness Bureau wherein sonic persons 
are apparently offering "Dianetic" 
treatments or bearings for . $7.50 an 
hour prompted us to check into this 
new fad further. 

A book, "Dianetics" published last 
year by L. Ron Hubbard offers various 
theraputic techniques for mental prob-
lems which Mr. lluhhard claims can be 
used and applied by any individual 
without medical or psychiatric training. 
Mr. Hubbard himself is described/19.1 
his publishers as a mathematician-antr—
a philosopher. hut he is not a licensed 
medical man. 	. • 

The American Psychological Asso-. 
dation has described the book as, "a 
bodge podge of accepted theraputic 

• techniquesotitb...ngw.:atantea'!. .This 
- Atmotiatiamdaes act agcy: 	— 
Hubbard's assertion that anyone hav-
ing read this book may practice this 
type of mental theraphy safely with-
out danger to the patient. 

The Better Business Bureau of 
Akron, without presuming to pass on 
the merits of this controversy, does 
hold the opinion that few Akmnites 
would knowingly call 'in a clumsy-
thumbed screw-driver mechanic to re-
pair the expensive electronic miracle 
that is a mmlem television set. It 
hardly seems logical then to permit an 
untrained amateur psychologist to 
monkey with that infinitely more 
complex miracle of coordination, the 
human mind. 

Schtenks and their two youngsters have 
lived at 7i40 Copley Road. 

Carter Po whicts. Inc. has hen order-
ed In' the Federal Trade Commission to 
stop using the word, "liver" in the name, 
advertising and selling its pills, former; 
Iv known as "Carter's Little Liver 
Pills". The Commission based its order 
on its finding that the pills have nn 
value in the treatment of any condition. 
disease or disorder of the fiver. 

This is another significant link of 
the chain that the FTC is forging 
around that small but noisy group of 
medical pitchmen who distort obis hon-
est purposes of advertising with irre-
sponsible spiels. In releasing the un-...L. 
animuus opinion of the FTC, Commis-:1 
sinner John •Carson said: 

"The Commission is not opposed to 
• 'advertisingl Nor is any Commis-

sioner or emrloyee of The Commis- 
-717.1r(Ti;c:eo . 1d'ailvEtirsi I la%  NJ 

rational man is 'opposed to 'adver-
tising' or to any legitimate form of 
merchandising. 
Calling on the manufacturers and 

distributors of medicinal preparations 
and their advertising agencies to "rid 
the house" of those .who misrepresent 
their products, Commissioner Carson 
Said : 

"There is every reason to Wiest that 
the consumers who are victims of these 
practices art all too often the less in-
(mined, and less able to protect them-
selves and their pocketbooks ... They 
are all too often the consumers who are 
weakened by the fear of illness and 
burdensome medical cir

i
cuses, and by 

unemployment, and who thus become 
the ready victims of those who would 
prey on them by falsoly advertising - 
medicinal products." 
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"CAREFUL WITH DIABETICS" 
	

"LIIIE2" tarred Fron 
CAUTIO4 PSYCHOLOGISTS 
	

game of Carter's 



Chumeh .of .Scientology 

and its adnisters are clecaly.i
n-

terested in your good health.. 

Devotedly, the practItionere 

of this Church visit hundreds of
 

people who era ill and unhappy. 

The miniotoro and practi-

tioners of this Church go further
 

than simple comfort and prayer.
 

Their activities are dedicated to
 

being effective. 

Christ sat throe goals for 

Man: Madam, Good Health, and
 

Immortality. 

The Church of Scientology.  

believes deeply that these goals
 

are worthwhile, that they should
 

be accampliched. 

By Divine and earthly au-

thority, we of the Church can
 

apply effective skills to the
 

mind and spirit, and can bring
 

them greater freedom, rest, and
 

peace. 

The brothers of this Church 

art not zealots or bigots. They
 

do not demand that you beliovo.
 

They are highly skilled and do-

greed experts in the alleviation
 

of suffering. Thoy are long--

trained and practiced in the
 

handling and rolief of the ills
 

of mind and spirit. 

Our way of carrying out the 

goals of Christ is to bring about
 

Wisdom, Good Health, and Immorta-

lity in tho individual man. 

To do this, 	.ractition 

are have bassi train4d, in 
p/idiL.  

tine to occlesiaatical aubjactai
 

in all the better kr:thin &villa of
 

the mind and spirit, and the wie-

dea of ton thousand years of
 

thinking ton as well: 

In Particular, the people of 

the Church are exports in Scien
-

tology, a science which wane
 

"Wisdom " or knowing how to know. 

about life. 

Scientology, in the hands of 

a practitioner, can accomplish
 

for Man the goals which have bean
 

sot. Our practitioners .are
 

skilled as well in Freudian Anal-

ysis, and in Dianstice. 

You can have confidence in.  

Scientology because of the Code
 

• of the Scientologist: As a Soi 
ontologist, I pledge myself to 

- 

the Code of Scientology for the
 

good of all. 

1) To hoar or speak no - Word of 

disparagement to the press, 

public or precleara concern-

ing any of my follow Sciento-

logiste, our professional aria' 

ganization or those whom' 

names are closely connected 

to this science. 
2) To use the bast I know of 

Scientology to tho best of u 

ability to better Ay pro-

clears, groups and the world.. 

To refuse to accept for pro-

coining and to refuse to ac-

cept money from any proclear 

or group I feel I cannot hou- 

-ostly.halp. 

4) To punish to the full.
 4m-

tont of my power anwana mis-

urging or degrading Sciento-

logy to harmful ends. 

5) To prevent the use of Sc
ion-

tology in advertiscaents of 

other products. 
To discourage the abuse of 

Scientology in the press. 

To employ Scientology to the 

greatest good of the greatest 

number of dynamics. 

6) To render good prooeaa
ing, 

sound training and good dis-

cipline to those students or 

peoples entrusted to my can. 

To refuse to impart the per-

sonal secrets of my pre-

clears. 
10) To engage in no unseemly dis

-

putes with the uninformed on 

the subject of my profession. 

To secure such a course of 

help and much a guarantee of re-

fund, you or your family nee
d 

• only contact the pastor of
 the 

Church of Scientology, at 403 E
. 

Roosevelt, or phone 

The Church of Scientology 

does not, in any way, conflic
t 

.-with, practice, or discour
age 

medical science. 	Our sole c
on- 

cern. is with the hastening of re
-

covery from accident or shock
, 

the eradication of psychomati
c 

relapses, or the alleviation o
f 

conditions of ill health :stemmin
g 

from the mind and spirit. 3) 

9) 
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COUNTY OF MARICOPA, STATE OF ARIZONA 

THE STATE OF ARIZONA 

 

Defendant. 	I  

No. 
INFORMATION FOR 

:" 
:•-(5 	Luz:D.5 ;. 

 

In the name and by the authority of the State of Arizona 

TGD CLARK 

 

Sep tether 	, 19 57; , by the County Attorney of 
by this Information, of the crime of PRACTICING 

s rea.:41re 

_Laun_ 

is accused this -stn day of 

PLifencotl!Orn5m7 
committed as follows, to-wit: 

The said : ad Clark 

on or about the 25:: 	day of 
	August 

this Afounaton at arid in.he
M 

 n1ty 
 C LOI
l
L
i

L
a ric

1
o
1
p
.4 

: 	D^..7: t., a itunan bath?, by then 
to 

 
cure human iii, it; T compensation, 

1955 , and before the filing of 
did then and there titsf,Arizo,pa 

praciice ..odicine upon one 
and there claininj his willin:ness 
ha not huvinz any licattse St; t, do; 

For futber and separate causes of action, 	1.itr, different 
offenses of the same class of crimes and offenses as the charge 
set forth in Count 1 hereof, the stud rei Claid*. is accused by 
this information of the crime of PRACnCING Y.F.VICr WITTLUT A 
i..yr.e2ige, as fcliova, to-vat: 

CCVNT 71  

The said MD CLAM on or aboat the 27th day :f Auzust, 1955, and 
before the filing of this information at and in the County of Paricope, 
State of.:Arizorui, did theca and there 612-fully, unlawfully and 
feloniously practice medicine upon one EIThrt DrUFL a human being, 
by then and then administering to said Frittel 1:auel certain treatments 
and practices to cure human ills, for compensation, he not.having any 
license so to do; 

C.:13NT IT 

The said EDD CLAM on or about Liao 29th day of August, 1955,  cad 
before the filing cf this information at end in the County of fiericepa, 
S tate of lorizzaa, did then and there wilfully, unlawfully and feloniously 
practice ttedicine upon one RAS-NA vcrsh, a human being, by then and 
there ar:.mi.nistering to said Ramona -decker certain treatments and prac-
tices too cure human iila, for coapensation, he not taring any license 
so to do; 

C:-.tfrr /V  

The said rt•D CLARIS on cr about the 31st day of Auzust, 1955, and 
before the filir.g of this informatl:..n at and in the County of )karicopa, 
:tate cf kritona, did then and there 	 =lawfully and feloniously 
practice medicine upon one P.AN-I:A o'AC7.•1;., a hum....-n bald..., by then and 

aeministerin:; tc said ta—at 	Cc-'• ' 4 :1 	 aid prat - 
.. _̂[ 

 
t... vase hr.= ilLs, tc.r 	 ,..cease 

ccf:rary to the form. force and effect of the 	 in such cases made and provided and 
agans: the peace and dignity of the State of Arizona. 

• -• 	... • , 



sr: or 2U,us :he 2nd day of 5e;tember, 1.5"55 1  
he :flint; sf this inform......“ at ant in the County 
_ate 	Lrtzsno, itd thsn and store 	 unLawfhliv 

dzins17 ;raciice medicine norm nne Hansna ',sacker, 	human 
:hen and :here edmini2srin.., 	said  	cersaPn 

n-pn:a and practices to cure "ins ills ftr comdensation, he n.: 
t  any license so to do; 

:ants-dry in the farm, force and effect of the statute in such cases 
=ate and provided and against the peace and diznIty of the State of 
Lrizone. 

County Attorney of haracopa County, Aorisona 



othment H-15; is an undated, eight-page list of names and addresses, of 
which, the first six pages are identical to Document A-1 which was released 
with deletions; and the last two pages are identical to Document H-118 
which was released in its entirety. 



L 9-15; is an undated, eight-nage list of names and addresses, of 
7"-., the r; 

^c-  six pages are identical to Document A-1 which was released 
with deletions; and the last two pages are identical to Document 9-113 
which was released in its entirety. 



Dud Love ' 
1818-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

Michael Moran 
1704-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

Marilyn Roatsong 
1818-19th Street 
Washington, D. C. 

Pem Wall 
1827-19th Street 
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Document H-17. This document is a three page memorandum of interview 
dated 6/12/63, between an individual and FDA employees J.0. Gesling and 
W.N. Swain. This memorandum describes an interview with specific individuals 
concerning their experiences with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. Deletions found on page 1 in 
lines 6 and 9-11 in paragraph 1 consist of confidential information of a 
medical nature. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6), 
because release of any portion would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. 	 0 

The last paragraph on page 3 is exempt from disclosure under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(5), because it consists of an opinion expressed by the employee 
regarding this interview. 

The remaining deleted portions throughout this document are exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release of any portion would disclose the 
identity of the people being interviewed, who is a confidential source. 



4-093.N 
Hubbard E. Meter 
	

June 12, 1963 

MEMORANDUM OF INTERVIEW 

Between: 	  

J. O. Gesling and W. N. Swain, Division of Regulatory 
Management 

d spoken to Mr. Van Smart over the telephone a couple 
-times concerning scientology and the S Meter and an appointment 

was made for her to come in and discuss the matter at this time. 
As best it could be dete ned the ostensible reason for the 
visit was the fact that 	 her husband had 
received Scientology treatment for condition 
for several years and had had very litt e, f any, results and in fact, 
for the past five years ha een unemployed, unable to obtain work 
and bad spent some time i 

ons purporting to help people 
rea.were not do 

to the condition of the 
eople who worked at the 
was quite vehelent that s 

shoo 	e done about the 	and misleading nature of these agencies 
in purporting to bald out help to the unfortunate and failing to 
provide help. She was quite vehement to the effect that the Food, 
and Cosmetic Act prohibited misleading and that these agen 
misleading the public in purporting to help individuals. 
seemed to understand that the laws application was limit  onlyertain 
articles and circumstances. 

recited as her history that around 1950 she had read the book, 
ne ca the Science of Mental Health, and had pursued the question of 

receiving some Dianetic treatment for her troubles of that time, managed  
to get in touch with the organisation at Phoenix and shortly thereafter,,k 
arranged for a training course n the vicinity of her home, which at 
that time (1954) was i 	 Following this were several 

explained that due to his status, and for other vague 
re ans, t eir €yo children, age 5-1/2 and 3 years old, had been removed 
from their custody and placed in a foster home, that the psychological 
services and other vol nteer_orsAniv 
in trouble in th 
adequate job, bot 
with rep 

Drug) 
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training_xialti_And co-a 	n experiences among the instructors being 
Dr Richard Steve - 	 ndicated that she had received some benefits 
rom e p ac ices a- or diample, when on a co-auditing tour of Grand 

Central Station in New York she exteriorized and her thetan found itself 
near the ceiling of the Grand Concourse from which vantage point she could 
look down and see the entire' activities of Grand Central Station and hear the 
sounds, smell the smells, etc. 	Another such experience involved bringing 
a flowering tree into bloom when it apparently had no intention of doing 
so otherwise. In this first among other discussions she later described 
how she learned why "she always had to have dirty clothes." It developed 
that she never finished with all of the laundrying tasks of the household, 
but that she had through Scientology procedures, discovered that in one of 
her past lives, she had been a professional laundress and found it necesary 
to always have dirty clothes ahead of her to ?e washed. This experience 
improved the whole laundry stivation. Touching more intimately on the 
trouble between herself and her husband, she explained that in another 
past life she had been engaged in the sale of sexual favors as a means of 
support and livelihood for her family for an entire lifetime, with resulted 
effects on the interpersonal relationships between herself and her husband 
which apparently involved some rejection of his advances. To continue with 
her history, in 1955 or thereabouts, she came to the Academy of Scientology 
at Washington and took advanced courses in auditing, the RCS and RCA courses, 
as nearly as could be determined. These encompassed at least 300 hours of 
co-audit expe 	 hile at the Academy of Scientology, she met and fell 
in love with 	 hom she subse•uently married. The marriage occurred 
in 1956 in 	 t which she was a member. 
Incidental o her 	 act vities, she brought it out that she had 
undertaken the confirmation- class of the more over-active youngsters and had 
managed to make an excellent improvement in their personality by the app-
lication of Scientology techniques to this confirmation class of the more 
over-active youngsters and had managed to make an excellent improvement in 
their personality by the application of Sc 	 techniques to this 
confirmation class. Since her marriage t 	 she has not actively 
pursued the further training in Scientology, but apparently has offered 
her services to acquaintances at times, such as auditing and according to 
her, she has not practiced professionally as an auditor. 

On inquiry it was revealed that at the time she took her training there 
was very little use of the E Meter and she demonstrated by holding Mr. 
Swain's hand, the manner in which auditors by feeling the hand and observing 
facial expression of the individual, could determine their response to the 
auditing questions. 

story was told in somewhat less detail to the effect that about 
the time o his graduation from high school, around 1950, he joined up with 



a group of practitioners of Dianetics in Fahere he was 

raided. After some preliminary training he also came to the Academy of 

Scientology at Washington, D. C. His declared reason-for coming was to 

rid himself of a disturbing and disabling set of pains in his back, shoulder 

and neck and severe headache attacks. He took the HCA, the HAA and the ACC 

in the period of 1955 and 1956. The earlier aspects of his attendance were 

straight forward processing in an effort to rid him of his troubles and 

only later did he receive training in becoming an auditor, primarily for the 

treason that the other processing had achieved nothing and 	wAs 	that 

ItSi
th  anced procedures might achieve some results. Both Mr. and Mrs. 	- 

l ndicated that.he had received no'benefitsfrom the organ zation't ' 

practices. 	 characherized the whole matter on which- he had C.  

expended severe 	ousand d•Ilars as bei nothing mor- than a good parlor 

game. In 1955 	 ith the understanding 

that he was tp o•tain some app ntment in t e post office there, but he 

has never obtained this appointment and has not engaged in gainful employment 

of any other sort during this .eriod of time. As best as could b- gathered, 

there was a certain amount of 	 • nvolved 

in his condition, and 
Also, personal difficulties wit 	 which 

resulted in consultations with the social services in t vein 	and the 

eventual placement of their children in a foster home 	 inquired 

if there was any possibility of the government ordering rests ution of the 

money expended with the Scientology outfit for no good purpose. The legal 

situation with respect to restitution under the Food and Drug actions was 

explained to him. He seemed to understand that civil action on this part 

independent of the government would require his production of rather extensive 

evidence if he hoped to benefit from such civil action. 

401!!!!!!!!! wore on and with considerable discouragement by 	 and 
seemed to get more vehement and somewhat incoherent as the 

with less response to her co a tion by Mr. Swain, the conference was 

eventually terminated, 	 su es d that possibly their troubles 

with the social services o 	e 	 ight better be presented'  

to their congressman and prevaile n 	 to take with them the two 

reels of tape and other recorded materia w ich she had prepared for presen-

tation to someone who could do something about the social services. 

W. N. Swain 
cc Balt. 

Bu 
\ 	GC 
\WNSwain:j1 7-5-63 



inbbard'E; Meier Jane 12, 1963' 

MEMORANDUM OF INTERVIEW . 

between  Mrs.; DorothilRobereyaller. Robert-Wailer both of 
3340=Biyairtlacer'131mkta, Nai-TOrr,71116ne• =fiber, 
Area code 602.73271593 

J. O. Gesling and W. N. Swain, Division of Regulatory 
Management . 	' 	 ' 

• 

Mrs. Wallet,aad spoken to Mr. Van Smart ovei the'telephene a couple-
ems concerning scientology and the E Meter and an appointment 

was made for her to come in and discuss the matter at this time. 
As best it could be aete;mined the ostensible raison ler the 
visit was the factithat7Nr. Robert Wallet, ler,husband, had .  
received ScieUtology treatment force are back and:beadacg9conditioni, 
for several' years and had had vetriittla, if any;.  results andla4act,.. 
fOrthe pest-live years had been unemployed,, nabla to obtain work .  

'anti had spent dome time inei state hospital for a mental condition.)4 

fit soie3time during his experience of unemployment he was also an /0 
alcoholic) 	- • 

Oirse Walleyh explaieed thatylue to his statue; and.fOr other vague.. 
'reasons, their tgo.children, age 5-1/2 and 3 years old, had been removed 
from their custody and placed in a foSter home, that:the psychological 
services and other eolun er—ntganitiatkatEpurporting to, help people 
in trouble - in the myra-Corning, New YorParea.  were not do 
adequate job, both 	respect 	Condition of the 
with es 	some 200:other eople who. worked at the 
with s. Waller and s. Wall 'was quite vehement that s 

- ghoul e done'abOut the alse and misleading nature orthese agencies  
in purporting. to hold autshelp to the unfortunate and - failing to' 
provide help. She was quite'yehement to the effect that the Food',IDrug‘ 

• and Cosmetic Act prohibited Misleeding'and that these &gentle 
misleading the public in purporting to help individuals. (. Mr. Wall 
seemed to understand that the laws%applicatiOttwas limited-to only certain 
articles and circumstances. 

s. Walle recited as her history that around 1950 she had read the book, !"%k 
D antics the Science of Mental Health, and had pursued the question of 

. , ,receiving some.Dianetic -treatment for her troubles 'of that time, managed 
to get in teach with the organization at rreaix and shoitlY thereafter, j. 
arinngetfor a training  course in the vicinity of her home,- which'at 
that time'11954) Was latCyonicere, NewlibikP.Followieg ihis'were several 



training.  visits andtco-a dill 
( ,Dr. .Richard Steve'. 	s. Walle 

experiences among the instructors being 
indicated that she had received some benefits 

from. the practices as or example, when on a co-auditing tour of Grand 
gentral Station in New York she exteriorized and her thetan found itself 
near the ceiling of the  Grand. Concourse from which vintage point she could 
look down and see the entire'activities of Grand Central Station and hear the 
sounds; smell the Smells; etc. Another such experiente involved bringing.  
a flowering tree fnto.bloom when it,appareetly had no intention of doing • 
so otherwise. In'this.first among other discussions she later described 
how she learned,whi "she always hadto have dirtY clothes." It developed' 
that .she never finished with all of the laundrying tasks of- the household, .. 
but that -she had thioughScientology procedures, discovered-that in one of 

. her past lives,ehe had been a .professional%laundress_apdfound• it necesery 
to always.have'dirty clothes ahead of her to be washed.: This experience • 

It! 
• Improved the whole landdry- stivation. • Touchi mOre'intimately on the 
trouble between'herielfand her husband, she  plained that in another. 
past life she had been engaged in the sale of sexual favors as a means of 
support and livelihood for her family for en entire lifetime, with resulted 
effects.on the interpersonal relationships between herself and her huaband.  
which apparently involved some rejection of his advances. To continue with 
her history, in 1955 or,  thereaboute, she came to the Academy of'Scientology ' 
at.  Washington and took advanced courses in auditing, the HCS and HCA courses, 
as nearly as could' be determined. These encompassed at least 300 hours of - 

.co-aodit-  expe 	hile at the Academy of Scientology,' she met and fell 

	

in love wi h 	 Wherm'she subsequen ly married. -:The marriage occurred 
in 1956 inl onkers t.hrEpiacoparthric at which she was . member.  
Incidental to.he Episcopal/activities, She brought it out that she hid • ' 
undertaken the cenfirmnion class of the more over-active. youngsters and had 
managed, to make anlexcellent improvement intheir.personality by.the,aPp"-
lication of Scientology techniques to this confirmation class Ofthe more 
over-active youngsters and had managed to•meke an excellent improVement in 
theii personality by the application of Sclentolo techniques to this 

- confirmation.class: Since her marriage toCir.'Waller  she has not actively 
pursued the further training in Scientology, but eminently his offered 
her services to acquaintances at times, such as auditing•and according.to 
her, she has not practiced professionally as an auditor. . . 

9 	- 	 . 	 • . 	 _ 	 . 	. 	. 	. 
On inquiry it was revealed that at the time she took her training there 
was very little use of the E Meter and she. demonstrated by-holding Mr. • . 
Swain's hand, the manner in which auditors by feeling the hand-and.observing 
facial expression of-the individual, could determine their response to' the 
auditing questions:. - ' 

C  Mr.  wailei;lestoty was told id somewhat len detail- to the effect that- about • 
. 	. 	. 	 . 	. 

the time of his graduation'from high school, around 1950; he.joined up-with. 



--;-r • 	' 	• :•• 

, 	• 
a group Of practitioners of Dianetica ino)eoriatillatt,miswhere he was 
raided. After some preliminary' training he also came to the Academy of 
Scientology at Washington, D. C. His declared reason'for coming was to 
rid himself of a disturbing and disabling set of pains in hid back, shoulder 
and neck and severe headache attacks.' He took the RCA, the HAA end the ACC 
in the period of 1955 and. 1956. The earlier aspects of his attendance were 
atraight- forward processing in an effort to rid him of his troubles and 
only later did he receive training in becoming an. auditor, primarily for the - 
reason that the other processing had achieved nothing and it was_felt_that 
the, vaned procedures might achieve some results.:  Both(Mr. and Mrs. 

indicated that  he had'received no benefits from the-organiintion's 
practices..(Mr. Wallstchatacherized the whole matter on which he had-
expended sevetaLtlieusend dollars as being nothing more than good.parlor 
game.' In 195.5,(01. Waller removed to Elmyra„Newliret with the understanding 
that he wae to obtein some appointment in the-pest office there; but he 
has never obtained this appointment and has not engaged in gainful employment 
of any other sort during this period of time. As best as could hi gathered, 
there was a certain amount of (alcoholism or indulgence in alcoholjinvolved .  
in his condition, and mental instability whichresulted 	attendance 
at the state hospital:.) Also, personal difficulties with Mrs. Waller which 

! - _i  

resulted in censultations with the social services in the v c n  y and the 
eventuallplacemeni of their children in a fosterhOme4:01t, Walla inquired 
if there was any Possibility of the governMent ordering restitution of the: 
money expended with the Scientology outfit for no good purpose. The legal 
situation with respect to restitution under the Food and Drug actions. was 
explained to him. He seemed to understand that civil action on this part 
independent of the government would require his production of rather extensive 
evidence if he hoped to benefit from.  such civil. action. 

seemed to get more vehement and somewhat incoherent as the - 
n erence wore on and with considerable discoUragement by 	 and 

with less response to her conversation by Mr. Swain; the conference was 
eventually termineted. 	. Walletjsuggested that possibly their troubles 
with the social services o 	e town vicinity might better be piesented 
to their congressman and prevaile• 	alley)  to take with them the two 
reels-of tape and-other recorded material yr-Mahe had prepared. for presen-. 
tation to someone who could do something about the social services. 

some background investigation the presentation of these two individuals 
as witnesses in theeventual trial of the action would be very interesting, 
as examples of the sort of personality that is produced by the Personal 
Efficiency Course and other courses of the-Scientology organization. 

is a compulsive talker and impressetone as being on the -verge o 
v ng in a sort of fantasy while . Wallef>seems like* more stable end 

restrained sort orperson'who apps 	has had considerahlediffUlties 
f_his involvement in the organiiation. On the other hand,  it 

not seem like 

cc Balt. 
Bo 
-GC 

• WNSwain:jl. 7-5-63 

hat'the-gOVetdthUdriibuld want to' e bound by state:" 
made _'ti 



• 

Document H-18. This document is a three page internal memorandum dated 
8/1/66, for the File, from a municipal agency's trial attorney. This 
memorandum consists of an investigative interview with a specific individ—
ual pertaining to persons associated with Scientology. Reference is 
also made to two other complainants. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material found in 
the last paragraph on page 2 and the first paragraph on page 3 consist 
of information, including medical references pertaining to two specific 
individuals obtained from the files of the Food and Drug Administration. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6), because release 
would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
The remaining deleted material in this document, that is those on pages° 
1 and 2, consist of confidential information pertaining to specific 
individuals obtained by the municipal agency. These portions are exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release of any portion would 
automatically and immediately disclose the identity of the municipal 
agency, who is a confidential source. 
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CI *0 h. 	Atlanta District 

on ti 
4;2 FROM : Inspector Turner 0. Hailey 

DATE: 2-7-63 

Mr" 
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

5010-104 

UNITED STATES G. _ ERNMENT 

Memorandum 

L. Ron Hubbard, Individual 

Hubbard Guidance Center 
Washington, D.C. 

547. 
EDRJ CT: Scientology Cells 

-If

i 

 
`1(),961V  
4.1Crti--  °LAE 

call was received recently at Miami Resident Station from a M. Kermit 
lywood41=ona,  in relation to the subject individual's 

er  aid he had been working for years with the FBI and AMA to break up 
He 	Cult". He said he had a personal 	ax  to grind in that his 
children had been taken awaytogainxby  friend ofXrdiyofe-d-d-Viifetjand  in- 
doctrinated in "Scientology". 	

_ 

	 complimented the Food & Drug Administration on the recent 
seizure of the "Hubbard Electrometer", the "Hubbard E Meter" and various pieces 
of literature in the Washington, D.C. area. 

He volunteered the information that two local chapters or "cancer cells" of 
the "cult", as he called them, are as follows: 

(1) Private residence qt.  11  S.W. 7th Street, Miami 
unknown at present-was formerly nenneu by 

(2) Personal residenice onr..1Ss. Evelyn 115.ca4,13t05=NiE. 4th Court,a2pS> 
Fla.- She is reportedly an auditor in the organization (National). 

said that he heard through a confidential source that Hubbard 
sent out an "alert" to all chapters of his organization immediately following the 
seizure'. He further added that he hopes to bring charges locally under "practicing 
mddicine without a license" and "public nuisance". He also skid that once the 
Washington seizure'is adjudicated, he would be willing to help id multiple seizures 
are contemplated. 

ec-‘4, 

Respectfully, 
) 

Inspector Turner 0. 
Atlanta District 

iley 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT.„ 
Bureau of Enforcement  

Forwarded for your inforation. If yo desire follow up, please 
instruct. We ree currently unable to find 	As. Briefing Memorandum of 
January 24, 19b3," to which- you referred in recent correspondence on this subject. 
If possible, please send us another copyfOf your 1-24-63 briefing memo. 

0+1 DRM 
lcc Balt. 
lcc BFA 
lcc At 

/rt%422W//c/a446h 
Leo 	L. Blanton 

2/117 

a)t 4Ctlet'' 
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DATE: 2-7-63 c- 

L. Ron Hubbard, Individual 

Hubbard Guidance Center 
Washington, D.C. 

1/,'" 
V Li 

(1) Private residence at 
unknown at present-was 

(2) Personal residenjce o 
4111110 She is reportedl uditor in the organization (National • 

Respectfully, 

Inspector Turner 0. llailey 
Atlanta District 

CPTIONAI FOAM NO. 10 

5010-‘0A 

UNITED STATES CL... ERNNIENT 

• Memorandum 
"“.1-0 	: Atlanta District 

FROM/ : Inspector Turner O. Hailey 

SUBJECT: Scientology Cells 

A call was received recently at Miami Resident Station from a 
in relation to the subject individuali sL6-prons: 

aid he had been working for years with the FBI and AMA to break up 
the "Scientology Cult". He said he had a personal ax to grind.  in that his 
children had been taken away 	 and in- 

doctrinated in "Scientology", 
complimented the Food Ez Drug Administration on the recent 

seizure of the "Hubbard Electrometer", the "Hubbard E fitter" and various pieces 
of literature in the Uashington, D.C. area. 

He volunteered the information that two local chapters or "cancer cells" of 
the "cult", as he called them, are as follows: 

said that he heard through a confidential source that Hubbard 
sent out an "a ert" to all chapters of his organization immediately f011owing the 
seizure, He further added that he hopes to bring charges locally. under "practici 
mddicine without a license" and "public "nuisance". He also said that once the 
Washington seizure,is adjudicated, he would be willing to help id multiple seizure 
are contemplated, 

0110111111e 

DTVTSTON OF REGULATORY 111PAGEKEUT 
3ureau of Enforcement 

Forwarded for your information .11, 
''
you  nesire follow up, nlease 

instruct. we are currently unaole 'Lc:fin° aRri/X. 	 Metorencum of 
January 22,, 1963," to which you referred in recent corresnondence on this 
If possible, please send us another cony of your 1-2L-63 briefinm memo. 

ter,[z/c) - (7hoe.177eL,, 
Leonard L. Manton . 

subject. 	 

n , 1 JPJ 

lc° Balt. 
lcc EFA 
icc At 



Document H-21A. This document is a one page memorandum dated 2/7/63, to 
Atlanta District, from Inspector Turner 0. Hailey. Subject: Scientology 
Cells. This memorandum consists of a summary of a telephone conversation 
with a complainant regarding Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material found in 
sentences 1, 2, 3 in paragraph 1, deleted material in paragraph 2, and 
the deleted material found in the last paragraph on line 1 consist of 
the name and address of the complainant. This portion is exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. The remaining deleted portions in this document 
consist of confidential information supplied by the individual. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because release would D 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 



Document H-21B. This document is a three page memorandum dated 5/28/63, 
to Atlanta District, from Inspector Turner 0. Hailey. Subject: Scientology 
Interview. This memorandum is an investigative interview with a complainant 
regarding that person's experience with Scientology. This document is 
released with deletions. The deleted material found in paragraph 2 on 
page 3 consist of confidential information supplied by a second individual 
other than the complainant. These portions, as well as all the other 
deleted material in this document, are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), 
because release of any portion would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. 
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DATE: 5/28/63 

\1/\  
L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
Washington, D.C. 

WBL/oc 
0+1 BE 
CC BFA 
CC At 
CC Miami 

1=7""w. " 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: Atlanta District 

FROM : Inspector Turner 0. Hailey 

SUBJECT: Scientology Interview 

Refer to attached copy of assignment memorandum dated 3/4/63 from Bureau 
of Enforcement. In connection with this assignment a  pntC'r  nr inrormpi 

contacts has been made by this inspector with 

ANIMPIO NSIONIPhas inaicated that he nas 

copies of-at least documents from the Founding Church of Scientology loaned 

out to other Government agencies,. which might be of benefit to us. He has.  

constantly promised to recover these documents and have certified copies . 

made for this inspector. To this dates not Produced these 

documents. When they are received they - will be submitted. 

The following is a summary of the fragmentary bits of infor:ation gathered 

through these various informal discussions with 	 or whatever value 

it may be. 

First Is a white male 
various response e pose ions including that of 

d appears to be of above-average intelligence. 

that he lost his wife an 	children through divorce es 

wifels becommin 	fatuated with "Scientology" 
was and supposedly_ still is o 

ceLtologythanuer aurne- r 
o nen namely 

e- eration of this Cnanter 

Division of Regulatory Management 
Bureau of, Enforcement 

-were also associated with the 
aid that his Wife became rroreand 

i/e/n 

As requested in _out_assignment_memo of 3/4/63 Inspector Hailey has interviewed 

complainant 

To date as not been able to document any of the charges he made 

in his Ittt-er t 

Inspector Hail%y_will investigate.the activities o 
who supposedly are operating.Sclento ogy Chapters In 

rk 	11,r7C-
William B. Logan 
Actg. Chief Inspector - Atlanta District 
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and eventually dragged thei 
himself attended one meeting out of 
and he was appalled by what he saw. He 
e "E-Meter" and told that it would cost 

aid he signed some sort of 
mer s he has promised to produce. 

In the ensurin month 	 d his wife became quite distant to each 

other as a result of her infatuation over Scientology. 	q 3 result he 

eventually sued her for divorce which was granted in 
court. C q'od,-  of the 	hildren, however, was nrdca 	une wife due 

tp 	 He said the judge told him he would have 

giv 	sm the children ad he had enough money to support them. Subsequently 
theft  according t 	ran away with the children: t 

who formerly assisted in the running of the above mentioned 
Scientology Chapter. He said at the best of his knowledge they are still 
there. This he skid is in violation to t court order prohibiting removal 
of the children from 

s talked to. the Federal Bureau of Investigation,the American 
Association,-the Florida Bureau of Narcotics, th 

;edical Society, and various organizations in an attem,:t to secure a thorouErh 
investigation of Scientology. At the present time he is writing a bock 
which he plans to publish soon exposing the fallacies of the Scientoldry 
Chapters which he refe- 	0' "cancer cells". He recently held a twc- 
hour discussion with 	 the American Eedical Association. 
also assures the insnec 

has proms r to aid him in 
an alert to all doctors in 

rea o report any persons they come in contact 
associated with Scientology and especially any "diabetics". 

The part about diabetics.results from an inform 	Lnlaint to 
that a "diabetic" was taken off insulin by _ _ 	

.:ho is said b• 	 o cl TdrentoloEy 

meetingsL -iii his private °=.e. In addition to the abo'✓ -mentioned 
individual, 	

_ 
ay tha..qcientology meetings are still being held 

at two other locations i These are as follows: 

1. 	 'oes not know who operates this 
- establishment. However, he says that he has heard a rumor that ac:EiE77

;7 
has some sort of correctior W1 on 

'-rthTSChapter. He said he IT... ear 	hat this individual was taking some 

sort of drug to immunize himself against radiation and possibly had given 
it o other members. 	 Says he described this drug t - 

f-;ANA and was old that it was probably "Lysergic Acid". 	This 
-is a ery dangerous drug This inspector drove by the above-Yientioned 

1111111 r 
address and noted a- 	 ,dividual walking across the front 

wn 	 1"P la 	along with a gray-heaped gen e:. 1: appearing in his 50's. Directly . 
in front of the two-story white. frame house on the lawn is a sign mounted 
on a post which says "Scientology Florida Headcuarters". 

more involved in the "Scientology" 
children into it. He said. that he 
curiosity to see what was going on 
said that he was given a test on 
him :34,000 to/be "cleared". 
contract. This is one of the coca 

nis 
-th- 
with who are 
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This.chapter_is still supposedly 

On 	3 63 this inspector accompanie• 
iho is employed a 

i Ls individual,. acco 	8al so lost 
hi= wife as a result of "Scientology" while he was livina.  at 

related that at that time, which was about t ie Inda_e 
ne_waLliving with his cousin, 

He said the meetinrrs were held in that home and 
ne person in crarge was 	 He does not know her 

address. Accordr7 to 	 un_s Chapter no, holds its meetings 
somewhere in 	 says that he only attended one 
Friday night meeting. he rememoers some discussion about a "ARC Triangle". 
He said he spent $10 on he and his wife. However, he said that his wifi 
attended all the meetings regularly and became quite involved. He feels 
that some sort of hypnosis is involved and says - that "E7-eters" definitely 
were used although he never actually saw one.41111101111,said that his 
wife underwent a wholesale change of personality. Formerly she had been 
dependent upon him for everything. Once she became "hypnotized" by 
Scientology she 1 	all use for him, he said. Subsequently they were 
divorced. - 	 says that "Scientology" definitely was the cause for 
the divorce. 

Any further information which this inspector encounters will be subcItted 
regarding t 	 'fled individuals. If and when the ddcuments 
i_romised 	 re secured, they will be forwarded. 

--- 

Respectfully, 

h/11-4(-1-  
Inspector Turner 0. alley 
Atlanta District 

TOH/jgc 
x 6/3/63 

5 an interview  
of 

2 
ocerated 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: Atlanta District 

FROM : Inspector Turner 0. Hailey 

SUBJECT: Scientology Interview 

/10109117,74;;A-c,  

1 	 JU 
(fir  

DATE: 5/28/63 

L. Ron Hubbard 	 _ 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
Washington, D.C. 

4,6o ?3  V - 
Refer to attached copy of assignment memorandum dated 3/4/63 from Bureau 
of Enforcement. In connection with this assignment 	 infor 
contacts has been made by this ins ector with 	Kermit V. Mi 	3628 SM  

e,581irrerlue Hollywood, 71-67ttiet. 	• 	has in icated that he has 
copies 814-ant least documents from the Founding Church of Scientology loaned 
out to other Government agencies, which might be of benefit to us. He has 
constantly promised to recover these documents and have certified copies 
made for this inspector. To this date Qtr. MilleZ)has  not produced these 
documents. When they are received they will be submitted. 

The following is a summary of the fragmentary bits  of information gathered 
through these various informal discussions witt(4'fr. Mille for whatever value 
it may be. 

First, 	 ìs a white male rine Corps  veSragabow.t.--45_year  
served in various responsible positions including that of 
-7-Mrine Co sand appears to be of above-average intelligence. 

ays that he lost his wife andrrifFiNkchildren through divorce as 
a result of his wife's becomming infatuated with "Scientology" 

er-in- aw, Mis. Evelyn Hackep walmnd  supposedl  still is operating 
Scientology Uha ter .t her Home ate  05 NE EpUr.  

Two men namely 	 and im Watg,D2,  were also associated with the 
operation of this hauter 	 said that his wife became more and 

    

043 Division of Regulatory Management 
Bureau of Enforcement 

 

As requested in o 	as 	ent memo of 3/4/63 Inspector Hailey has interviewed 
complainantl..ermit 	V. Miller. 

To datge+IrliErel)has not been able to document any of the charges he made 
in his 142IE-OtrerialreaKROMIF:,  

Illaptctor Hailey_wilQnvestigate the activities o,"Red" Thornton, Evel 
lijait, an Cacl Millerwwho supposedly are operating Scien o ogy Chapters in 
the iami at 

WBL/oc 
0 + 1 BE 
CC BFA 
CC At 
CC Miami 

William B. Logan 
Actg. Chief Inspector - Atlanta District 
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more involved in the "Scientology" and eventually dragged their LEhree  
children into it. He said that he himself attended one meeting out of 
curiosity to see what was going on and he was appalled by what he saw. He 
said that he was given a test on the "E-Meter" and told that it would cost 
him $4,000 to be "cleared". 	Miller  aid he signed some sort of 
contract. This is one of the documents he has promised to produce. 

In the ensurin month:40111OMM.: d his wife became quite distant to each 
other as a result of her infatuation over Scientology. As a result  he 
eventually sued her for divorce  which was granted in CEnmi, Florida,  
court. 	tod of tho'aree>hildren, however, was awarded to The wife due 
t 	. M. 	 p fainiZE> He said the judge told him he would have 
given him the children had he had enough money to support them. Zubsesuently 
the  fe according t.4 	_ran away with the children(to  lawai .  it. 

who formerly assisted in the running of the above,mentioned 
cientology Chapter. He said at the best of his knowledge they are still 

there. This he said is in violation to the court order prohibiting removal 
of the children from eaa=tito-ri-Eia.  

has talked to the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the American 
Me ical Association, the Florida Bureau of Narcotics, theade  County)  
Medical Society, and various organizations in an attempt to secure a thorough 
investigation of Scientology. At the present time he is writing a book 
which he plans to publish soon exposing the fallacies of the Scientology 
Chapters which he refer 	"cancer cells". He recently held a two- 

of the American Medical Association. He 
also assures the inspec or thatc5. John  ana 	inistrative direa.10m,  
i„.1rull'elitarrrgeraraion iarga 	ori 	has promised to aid him in 

his 07g-Ht. He said that  . Hana  has sent out 'an alert to all doctors in 
(thenade  County Florida:parerTZ-Feport any persons they come in contact 
with who are associated with Scientology and especially any "diabetics". 
The part about diabetics,results from an informal 	int to 
that a "diabetic" was taken off insulin by a(L4_Carl Mille 

deziece, MigailliTOTA7)who is said byZiliran.401100411.- o ho 	cientology 
mee ings in his private hole. In addition to the above7mentioned 
individual, >ft.:-M1117?..says the Scientology  meetings are still being held 
at two other locations in Ithr,̀   iami area  These are as follows: 

1. CSI.Elevent asjillesoes not know who operates this 
establishment. However, he  says that he has heard a rumor that 
he-atendznivi*Fuirei 	" d" Thorntdphas some sort of connection wi 

'Tarthapter. He said he 	tard that this individual was taking some 
sort of drug to immunize himself -against radiation and possibly had given 
it to other members. ,--116:111122)says he described this drug tegillint,..)  
field f AMA and was told that it was probably !'Lysergic Acid". 	This 

is a very dangerous drug. This inspector drove by the above-mentioned 
address and noted atpralft=h-Fatett 	iiidividual walking across the front 
lawn along with a gray-headed gentlemen appearing in his 50's. Directly 
in front of the two-story white frame house on the lawn is a sign mounted 
on a post which says "Scientology Florida Headquarters". 

• 

hour discussion with 



On 5/13/63  this inspector accompanied Kgrmt  V. Mil  e on an interview 
of Mrr-Sand Smit ho is employed at Bq raM  

„4,1j,,„ on . This individual,, according .ta 	 1V117-717*ad also lost, 
---Eis_wife as a result of "Scientology" while he was living atSifetc.h---,  

w S : related that at that timet ,which was about the middle 
...*-57160,Iasivingwith, his cousin, 411.gpSm&t  ,-at 

Beach,_  Florida, He said the meetings  were held in that home and 
the person in charge was a grg:-Elizabeth Dellault.  He does not know her 

this Chapter now holds its meetings 
says that he only attended one 

Friday night meeting. He remem err some discussion,about a "ARC Triangle". 
He said-he spent $10 on he and his wife. However, he said that his wife 
attended all the meetings regularly and became quite involved. He feels 
that some sort of hypnosis is involved and says that "E-Meters" definitely 
were used although he never actually saw one.ctrrSMIDIttaid that his 
wife underwent a wholesale change of personality. FOrmerly she had been 
dependent upon him for everythihg. Once she became "hypnotized" by 
Scientology she o t all use for him, he said. Subsequently they were 
divorced. 	 says that "Scientology" definitely was the cause for 
the divorce. 

Any further information which this inspector encounters will be submitted 
regarding the 	- 	• ed individuals. If and when the documents 
promised b ermit V. Mille are secured, they will be forwarded. 

address. According to 
somewhere in 

• 
, 	• 
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4::=25..tHE  Fourth Coa  - This Chapter is still supposedly 
operated b3 . 6(41 ,7trerifltiaaar.Ls,mother-in-trot, 

Reepectfully, 

Inspector Turner O. Hailey 
Atlanta District 

TOH/jgc 
x 6/3/63 



Document H-25. This document is a three page memorandum dated. 11/21/66, 
to Atlanta District, from Inspector William L. Morton, Miami. Subject: 
Contested Seizure — Sample 4093 B, Hubbard E Meter, Founding Church of 
Scientology. This memorandum is a report of an interview with a particular 
individual regarding that person's experiences with Scientology. This 
document is released with deletions. The deleted portion found in the 
last paragraph on page 3 is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(5), because it 
constitutes an opinion expressed by the investigator concerning the 
person interviewed. The rest of the deleted material in this document 
is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release of any portion 
would immediately identify the complainant, who is a confidential source. 0 



DATE: 	 1?Y,  

LO:TION. 
G 	RC:- NO.:. 

•• Fir:ITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	Atlanta District 

FROM : 	Inspector 211lia:i L. Morton - Miami 

SUBJECT: 	Contested Seizure - Sample 4093 B 
Hubbard E. Mete_ 
Sou. 	z. Church of Scientolozv 

On KoveTher 10, 1566, Mr. Merl Rvan, who is assizned to the office of 
callPd Atlanta Dstr4 ct and re:::uestsd the nefel:er 

indiv idual be visited to deterTne if this was tbe c,..avro:,c:_upddress 
ae9e.,:_tzLa_the present status of her husband 	  

On Love er 15, 136'f, a visit was made to the above-referenced ird 	dual. 

	 c87:12 to the door and would not:open it, She aske,..;;Ir -; was there) 
This Inspector made an attesIpt to 4 6entify 	bu 	 caid she 
was vary busy and fur ce to return at 1:30 	that b.,:. 

At 1:30 	 asain. returned to the residence of the 

E.1307ES 071 2ht.? L.007- 22a talked threo..ch 
I 	 :asain refused to open the door hut 

she as busy and W27 cpectj..,sif_a_lon: distance Lei_/-n. _ 	ThtS 

tn- 	 ti   he 7.22=2' of the isit and tnied 
e desired inforr.ateon. 

incpactos_..ashrd    hoc: 	  
said the0 	

Che 	thtt-Sh had received some literature 	 _-ti  
she hued read it, she could ...at answer any 0S02 	con.cenui 

GENERAL COUNSEL 
ATTENTION: MR. MERL RYAN: 
	 11/30/66 

This memorandum reports in detail the information previously telephoned 
to you by Chief Inspector Hayward E. Mayfield. 

E. L. Bush 
Supervisory Inspector 

ELR/njh 
0+2-GC 

lcc-At 
lcc-Miami 



vas asked by this Inspector about (Hcbbc-a E Hetet). She said 

.e reed the literature she received from 	 she could not answer 

these questions. 

asked this Inspector if he could return the ne::t rorni.e7 at E:CO a.m. 

;plained that she would be free at that tiea. This inspector a:reed to 

no2t 

 

with her the next aornins at 8:00 

The above information vas.relayGd via telephone to Supervisor Inspector Al is 

Cosby on 11/15/66. 

11 71:26, this Inspector aeair atte:rote-' t- ::eat with 

esponded to a knock on the door and invited this fls-pectz-- 

•,s verr talkative and answered the cluestions asked by this Inspector. 

was asked what her feelinns ware concerning the (Church of Scien- 

She said it should be referred to (Predicalony instead o: Scientolojy). 

said that (Ron Hubbard) was a smart an but thounht he had one off 

e ceep end. 

said that 	 had river. Ron Hrbbard (the 17-eshi.eston Auditor) 

-process her; nowever 	 said that she -.lever was processed 

tne Auditor would have to prove Loher that they were' better than she or 

never would be processed. 

	

said that had visited her 	 last year and that  	aga 

a yo“,/, man was with him and kept an Eagle ve on him at all times; therefore, 

she did not have an opportunity to talk with 	 concernins any necessary 

matters.  

_ - 	  

_ _ , 
   She -further said that 	Jwas a slog. man andhad1fotten no bette

r 

during his stay at   said that she felt that 

would return to their home when a Lealized thst the Scientology was Lor the 

birds• aid that she would „elbows if nothing had ever 
happened and try to make a home that she would be proud of. 



assured this Inspector that she would be happy to assist the 
Goverlent in any manner that the Government felt Yes necessary. 

SEiliAnY OF FINTNJ3S: 

aid that she would be happy to help the Gdvercent 	any 
Lilat she could. 

esoectfully, 

r2CA(C- 
illiam L. orton 023 

Inspector - Atlanta District 

X11/29/56 
At-orig 
illami-cc 

• 
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.;rNSA GEN. REG. NO. V 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

   

GC 

  

TO 	Atlanta District 

FROM : 	Inspector William L. Morton - Miami 

 

DATE: 	Novem r 21, 1966 

 

Mrs. E. H. Troup 
3411 S W 24 Terrace 
Miami Fla 33145 SUBJECT: 	Contested Seizure - Sample 4093 B 

Hubbard E. Meter 
Founding Church of Scientology 

 

    

On November 10, 1966, Mr. Merl Ryan, who is assigned to the office of 
General Counsel, called Atlanta District and requested the referenced 
individual be visited to determine if this was the 	 dress 
and asc ' the present status of her husband,/ r. Elmo H. Trou and 

On November 16, 1966, a visit was made to the above-referenced individual. 
rs. Troup  ame to the door and would notThpen it. She a 	o was there. 
is—Inspector made an attempt to identify himself but,Mrs. Troup said she 

was very busy and for me to return at 1:30 p.m. that 

At 1:30 p.m., this Inspector again returned to the residence of the 
individual. 	rs. Troup gain refused to open the door but opened the 
jalouses on t e door and talked through them. Mrs. Trou again said that 
she was busy and was expect' 	long distance 	. 	11. This 
Inspector explained t 	._Troup- he nature of the visit and tried to 
get the desired information. 

This Inspecto 	daSo.u.) hoc,._.  	• as feeling. NO. T;O:Dy 
said that 	Tro 	 _AR 	ely 	on  

She said t 	shFhad received some literature from 	 and until  
she had read it, she could not answer any questions concerningcMr. Troup; 

GENERAL COUNSEL 
ATTENTION: MR. MERL RYAN: 	 11/30/66 

This memorandum reports in detail the information previously telephoned 
to you by Chief Inspector Hayward E. Mayfield. 

z_siataz 
E. L. Bush 
Supervisory Inspector 

ELB/njh 
0+2-GC 
lcc -At 



tha r. Trou. had bl•od clots (small cans) attache to h s legs which caused 

small.urns on the . legs. CITS: Thor,  said that the above ordeals 

of the processing. 

p said that Cir.'=.4 had given Ron Hubbard (the Washington Auditor) 

o process her; however, 4577EED said that she never was processed 

and the Auditor would have to prove to her that they wereaetter than she or 

never would be processed. she 

were part 

was asked by this Inspector about (Hubbard E. Meter). She said 
until she read the literature she received from &,s1g+Err 	she could not answer 

these questions. 

Mrs. Trou asked this Inspector if he could return the next morning at 8:00 a.m. 

explained that she would be free at that time. This Inspector agreed to 

meet with her the next morning at 8:00 p.m. 

The above information was relayed via telephone to Supervisor Inspector Alvis 

Cosby on 11/16/66. 

On 11/17/66, this Inspector again attempted to meet with 
responded to a knock on the door and invited this I 	in. 

very talkative and answered the questions asked by this Inspector. 
was asked what her feelings were concerning the (Church of Scien- 

She said it should be referred to (Predicalogy instead of Scientology). 

said that (Ron Hubbard) was a smart man but thought he had gond off 

end. 

said 
husband, to the S 
car. She said th 
that on one occa 
finger and ret 

hen she lived in Arlington, Va, she droveCICEE 
ntology meeting almost every day a d aited for him in 
he used three pairs of coveralls ea day. 
, the auditor had r. 	to tout the wall with his 
his ordeal was kept up for five 	ur . She further said 

.s. Trou said thateflirial  had visited herCrnorida)last year and that 
a ung man was with him and kept an Eagle Eye on him at all times; therefore, 

she did not have an opportunity to talk with kit-Cir.-Orpa concerning any necessary 

matters. 

sr rou said that fl,4,---r--- 	  Trou Wv—e"—Efie Church  of Scientology $100,000 4_1ast;) 
...------... 	----- 

She further said that . fr'nria—ra—ritkaThariTicl—Flargotren no better 

uring his stay at 	Hi  . rou  said that she felt thatCfriiip)  
would return to their home when he realized that the Scientology was—Tor the 

birds. NzE177:7Psaid that she would greehaMCEEEDas if nothing had ever 

happened and try to make a home that she would be proud of. 



ms s.  Tr4Dassured this Inspector that she would be happy to assist the.  
Government in any manner that the Government felt was necessary. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS: 
...--- 

t "j„..2,_g_arne_dat at rs. E. H. Troup resides at 3411 S. W. 24 Terrace, 
eidmi, Florida 3314 . r. 	 qp Is, now it112512.2.1.1asjial_pn as been 
therftf—agiOximatelv_pne—XPAX,,...ec wiling t 	. roll 	_ITITIrgay9 

,000,7sEntrartirch of Scientology list y ....) 

rs. Troup said that she would be happy to help the Government in any way 
at she could. 

t is the opinion of this Inspector that Mrs. Troup would make the Government 
a rather good witness. She appears to be familiar with the whole operation 

_thetiGhurch,_.of,Scientology. _ 

auect!ully, atosis 	 AiCr-iam L. Morton 023 
Inspector - Atlanta District 

X11/29/66 
At-orig 
Miami-cc 



Document H-27. This document is a two page memorandum dated 2/28/63, 
to Director, Baltimore District, from George D. Tilroe, Washington 
Resident Station. Subject: Hubbard E Meter Investigation. This 
memorandum describes an investigation done on a particular individual 
associated with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions found in 
paragraph 1 on page 1 consist of specific names, which if released would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). The remaining deleted material on this page and 
that deleted from the top third on page 2 consists of confidential 
information of .a medical nature disclosed by a confidential source, 
pertaining to a specific individual. This portion of the document is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(D), because release would constitute 
a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. The deleted material in the last 
paragraph on page 2 and in the third from last paragraph consists of 
confidential information concerning a specific individual, which if 
released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). The remaining 
deleted portions on this page and document consist of specific names of 
the complainant and other confidential source. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. 



Document H-27. This document is a two page memorandum dated 2/28/63, 
to Director, Baltimore District, from George D. Tilroe, Washington 
Resident Station. Subject: Hubbard E Meter Investigation. This 
memorandum describes an investigation done on a particular individual 
associated with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions found in 
paragraph 1 on page 1 consist of specific names, which if released would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)(D). The remaining deleted material on this page and 
that deleted from the top third on page 2 consists of confidential 
information of a medical nature disclosed by a confidential source, 
pertaining to a specific individual. This portion of the document is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(D), because release would constitute 
a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. The deleted material in the last 
paragraph on page 2 and in the third from last paragraph consists of 
confidential information concerning a specific individual, which if 
released would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). The remaining 
deleted portions on this page and document consist of specific names of 
the complainant and other confidential source. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. 



DATE: 

V/1/1/1 
i I i  

February 28, 1963 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
Founding Church of Scientology 

et al 

RDON G. THOMPSON 
Chi_ Inspector 

OPT.WORMN0.10 

:jJNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DIRBCTOR, EALTIORE DISTRICT 

FROM : George D. Mite 
:;ashington Resident Station 

SUBJECT: Hubbard B Meter Investigation 	
J-I 

As a follow-up to Atlanta District memorandum of 2/15/63 concerning a 
complaint received through the FRI by  the Tampa Resident Station  and the 

subseouent interview with complainant--  ''''''''''''''''''' -" ' ''''  I visited 

	

   to determine the condition of 	 end 
nas connection with the Scientelcfy organization. (This inforintiou vas 
received by DR'.: form Atlanta District). 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT: 

For your information. You may wish to have St. Louis check at ̀ the Records 

Center.' 

GGT:fw 

f 	; 	. 
1 	 - 	

• • 
1 1  

•• 	 • 	 ' 

O&cc-DRM 
cc-BFA 

GDT 

cGC 
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2 
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I contacted 	   	 by phcne at 	 . 
	 -ecplied th2ti   bad expressed the-I,Thys that sri7-Itele:Gy cu•124 ::: 
4 7,,-- rfl-ce  I ii and &nine emeticn1 problems. He also ind;cated that at rnfl t.i:.2 

   discnssed a demonstrated cure of cancer. Afl.,:•rntly the or::u:i7;•tinn 	.. 
3 d :n.ffured cancer in a volunteer by high dests of niacin. 	Therl by use a  

cientology methods had cured the cancer. There tras Ili ind 4 caticn tt•r.t the 
13-vet,ir  had or had net been used in this method.   	id4- i_71a.st: that  

v.. 
	  hacl used the 2-Keter (or had it used cn him) but  that : h::..1 anrntly 

'been used in a manner simillar to a lie detc:cter.  ... 
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.A  letter in the file< her 	  

     

                      

• , 

      

                            

          

indicates that her huctaid'="whele life 3,:CMS to he all nrc.n d 

      

                

                

                

   

• Ly. 

          

scientelegy." 

I plan no further 

(kricc A br r 
Sec-sere D. Tilsce 

Inspector 

Baltimere District 

• • 
• • 

• 

..• 

• 

• • 

• • 
• 
• • 



DATE: 

For your information. You may wish to have St. Louis check at the Records 
Center: 

GGT:fw 

Ogcc-DRM 
cc-B FA 

GDT 

	-14 

44  p t  ,' 

IIRDON G. TH?MPSON 
Chi 	Inspector 
-4-63 

• L •• 	• OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
11 	 (610-1N 

C't 
It UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

o  Mern orandum 
TO 	: DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 

FROM : George D, Tilroe 
Washington Resident Station 

SUBJECT: Hubbard E Meter Investigation  

Y(71 

February 28, 1963 

Ron Hubbard 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
Founding Church of Scientology 

et al 

As a follow-up to Atlanta District memorandum of 2/15/63 concerning a 
complaint received through the FBI by the Tampa Resident Station and the 
subsequent interview with complainantC(Mrs, Chan L. Johnson),7I visited 
/Walter Reed Hospitallto determine the condition of fMr. Chan L. Johnsoq7and 
his connection with the Scientology organization. (This information was 
received by DRM form Atlanta District). 

Review of Mr. fjohnsen's medical records forwarded to Walter Reed, from 
the U. S. Army Hospital in San Juan, Puerto Rice indicated his condition as: 

"Schizophrenic reaction, n.e.c., chronic, undifferentiated type, 
manifested by flatness of affect, concreteness of thought, delusional pre-
occupation with the scientology organization, depression, ingestion of drugs, 
ideas of reference, and isolation and withdrawal. Predisposition: Probable 
life long disease. Stress: Unknown, Impairment: Undetermined (3007) LD-No, 
EPTS". 

Summation of a. daily nurse's report from the Puerto Rico Hospital indicates: 
"11/29/62 - Indicated he has been taking dexedrine for about 18 months 

Also alcohol. Claimed this caused his hospitalization, 
12/5/62 - Says he has no religious preference - believes in good of 

them all, Indicates he is a member of Hubbard Guidance School or Hubbard 
Association of Scientologists International since 1957, Quit for a year which 
he regrets but is now active and says things are going well. 

12/10/62 - Engrossed in science fiction book most of the time, 
Talked about "next war being interplanetary", "Talked about flying saucers." 
Talked about "weight loss after death." 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT: 



2 

• 12/11/62 - Attempted to bring orderly into discussion of scientology. 
12/13/62 - Giving up scientology until he gets out of hospital. 

Medical records-covering Mr. Johnson's stay at Waiter Reed were not 
vailable at the present time. Mr. Johnson was discharged on Feb. 25, 1963. 

I contacted(br. Franklin Del Jones - Captain MC)by phone at ghe Hospital.? 
Jonetecalled that(patientihad expressed the views that scientology could 

increase 	Q.and solve emotional problems. He also indicated that at one time 

faohnsoidiscussed a demonstrated cure of cancer. Apparently the organization 
had induced cancer in a volunteer by high doses of niacin, 	Then by use of 
scientology methods had cured the cancer, There wp no indication that the 
E-Meter had or had not been used in this method, 	Jones/did indicate that 
raohnson)had'used the B-Meter (or had it used on him) but that it had apparently 
been used in a manner simi.liar to a lie detector, 

The information concerning the presence of L, Ron Hubbardia..t Walter Reed 
during 1956 was not verified. (Records covering this year have been sent. to: 

Army Records Center 
9700 Goodfellow Blvd. 
St, Louis, Mo. 

A letter in the files from'Mrs. Johnsen - 4303 Leona St. - Tampa,) 
Oorid3iindicates that her husband's"whole life seems to be all around 
scientology." 

I plan no further follow-up, DRM ay. wish to request St. Louis District 
to determine if L. Ron Hubbard was in alter Reed during 1956) 

Cie e 
George D. Tilroe 
Inspector 
Baltimore District 

RV.  



Document H-28. This document is a four page memorandum dated 2/15/63, 
to Atlanta District, from Frank J. Jancarek, Tampa. Subject: Investi—
gation of Referred Complaint. This memorandum consists of an investigative 
interview with a complainant and their experiences with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in this 
document consists of specific names and confidential information supplied 
by the complainant, which if released would automatically disclose the 
identity of the complainant, who is a confidential source. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(D). 



Document H-28. This document is a four page memorandum dated 2/15/63, 
to Atlanta District, from Frank J. Jancarek, Tampa. Subject: Investi-
gation of Referred Complaint. This memorandum consists of an investigative 
interview with a complainant and their experiences with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in this 
document consists of specific names and confidential information supplied 
by the complainant, which if released would automatically disclose the 
identity of the complainant, who is a confidential source. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6)(7)(D). 



FROM : Frank J. Jancarek, Tampa 

C 

BFA 
cc: Tampa 
cc: At 

OPTIONAL 1010A NO. 10 

• 5010-104 

• UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: ATLANTA DISTRICT DATE: February 15, 1963 

SUBJECT: Investigation -bf Referred 
Complaint 

Hubbard Guidance Center 
Founding Church of Scientology 
1812 19th Street, N. W7—
Washington 25, D. C. 

On 2-14-63, Inspector George A. Masters and this inspector were 
visited at the Tampa Resident Office by Special Agent Franklin J. Huckaba, 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Tampa, Florida. This visit was for the 
purpose of referring to our agency a complaint received by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, Tampa office, from the following individual: 

Special Agent Huckaba stated that 	 had visited his office 
on 1-23-63 with a complaint against the above reverenced firm, and at that 
time had been told by Mr. Huckaba that the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
had no jurisdiction insofar as he could determine from the available facts. 
Mr. Huckaba stated that 	 complaint did not indicate any legal 
evidence of fraud on the part or the referenced firm, and that he believed 
this complaint to be of more interest to the Food and Drug Administration. 

The information subsequently obtained from Special Agent Huckaba 
was verified and expanded on by the complainant, and for reasons of brevity, 
is included in the following account. However, Mr. Huckaba furnished the 
inspectors with a carbon copy_of_a_letter from the complainant to the ref-
erenced firm, datedCJanuary 21, 1963T-in addition to a photostatic copy of 
a recent local newspaper article concerning FDA's recent action against the 
referenced firm. Both of these documents were obtained by Special Agent 
Huckaba during his interview with   and are attached to and 
submitted with this memorandum as xrti and 10. 

Ceau of Enforcement 
Division of Regulatory ManageMent 

Forwarded for your information. This investigation concerns 
another recent complaint against the Hubbard Caidance Center by the wife 
o_ 	 who apparently fell victjm.to their scliem 

.x.„,,,b,,f4, 	- -6/a4-<- 4( 
Wam 

fi 
B. 
4 
Loga. 

Acting Chief Inspector 
4.t4n4p District 
2/25/b3 7:1131,10i 

cc: 



	

1'r 		 believes that her husband discussed  his involvement 
with this group in detail with 	 and that 	 could pro- 
bably furnish more information in regard to this organization. At the time 
of her husband's admission tol 	 talked at length 
wits 	 and learned from him that L: KohHdbbarc, founder of the 
scientology group, was himself/ 	  
was unable to furnish any further information in regard to thfrtTiteresting 
detail. 



	 described her husband as being very intelligent and 
inquisitive and for this reason is at a loss to understand his belief in 
this group. She stated that he is completely absorbed in the dogma of 
scientology, and s.2.213.41 	probably reject any approach by the Food and Drug 
Administration for information or assistance. 	!apparently feels 
obligated to honor his financial Commitments wilITIEis group, but unlike 
his wife, does not feel that he has been victimized or defrauded in any 
particular period. 

	

The inspectors then inquired as to whether or not     had 
purchased or leased any device from this group.  	 !stated that 
they had attempted to sell him an E Meter some time ago, but that he never 
made the purchase and that she was unaware of the details. In response to 
further inquiries 	 'stated that her husband had a large quantity 
of literature received from this group, but that this  was in storage with _ .. 
their household goods and inaccessible 	  
	 stated that most, it not ail, of this 
literature was received through .the mails. 

	 iispresently residing with their four_year_dld son 
at the home  	 'future 
residence will, of course, be determinedby     next assignment 
following release frohi 	

WT-
stated that she could 

always be located through her husband's parents. 

	 hinformed the inspectors that she desired to help the 
Food and Drug Administration in any way possible—and that she personally 
desired to file suit against this firm., 	 explained that her 
financial situation would not permit filing-Slat unless she could certainly 
win, but that she felt she had reasonable,grounds for taking such action. 

	Following 
his counsel, she wrote-Ili—group-on-3";:rwary 217-1963, (seee-Exhibit 90, 
and receiving no answer, brought this complaint to the attention of Special 
Agent Huckaba. Prior to terminating this visit, the inspectors told 

 	 chat they could not furnish any legal advice and that the 
FoOd and Drug Administration could not furnish information for use in a 
civil action against the firm. However, she was also informed that any 
information which was a matter of public record, including any seizures 
and court action instituted by our agency were, of course, available. 
The inspectors had previously showed    a reprint of an article 
appearing in the January 4, 1963, edition or the newspaper, Evening Star, 
which concerned the recent seizure action against this group. At her re-
quest, a verifaxed copy of this newspaper article and a copy of the public 
release appearing on page 6 of the January 1963 FDA Report on enforcement 
and compliance were furnished to her for her information. 

Exhibits 1 through 3, 3a, 4 through 7, 7a, 8, 8a, 9 and 10 are 
attached to and submitted with this memorandum. All are identified with 
the exhibit number, date, and inspector's initials. With the exception 
of exhibits 9 and 10 which were obtained from Special Agent Huckaba, the 



remaining exhibits are verifaxed copies of documents or copies i)   r 
possession; all copies were made during this visit at the 	-ireST6tiit-e7---- 	, 

t 

	

	 also has additional copies of the documents reeZifla from 	 , 
MiT—Ruckaba.  

Exhibits 1 and 2 are copies of the cover and inside rear page of a 
booklet entitled in part, "Ability," which was the only piece of this group's 
literature 	 , presently has available. Exhibits 3 and 3a are 
copies of the front and back of      'last results of analysisbv 	 
the group; this was received along with a letter from the group t6, 	

_ 
- 	I 

	' a copy of which is submitted as Exhibit 4. Exhibit 
5 is a letter to 	 from her husband's doctor, dated 31 January, 1963. 
Exhibit 6 is a copy of( 	 receipt showing costs and terms of the con- 
tract and installment note. Copies of these latter two documents are marked 
and submitted as Exhibits 7, 7a, 8 and 8a. Exhibit 9 is _a carbon copy of an 

	

unanswered letter from 	 to the group, dated 	

	

which was wrilten on a vrie of a legal officer at 	
    Exhibit 10 is a  copy of a press release appearing in the .... 

Respectfully, 

Frank J. Jancarek/George A. Masters 
Inspectors, Atlanta District 

FJJ/ds 
X 2-20-63 
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•Ft 	 5010-104 

, it 	• •CNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: ATLANTA DISTRICT DATE: February 15, 1963 

FROM : Frank J. Jancarek, Tampa 	 Hubbard Guidance Center 
remanding Church of Scientology 
1812 19th Street, N. W. 

SUBJECT: Investigation—of Referred 	 Washington 25, D. C. 
Complaint 

On 2-14-63, Inspector George A. Masters and this inspector were 
visited at the Tampa Resident Office by Special Agent Franklin J. Huckaba, 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Tampa, Florida. This visit was for the 
purpose of referring to our agency a complaint received by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, Tampa office, from the following individual: 

Mrs 	IL, Johnson  
480 Leona Street 
Tampa 9, Florida 

Special Agent Huckaba stated that Mrs. Johnson)had visited his office 
on 1-23-63 with complaint against the above rrerenced firm, and atLthat 
time had been tad by Mr. Huckaba that the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
had no jurisdiction insofar as he could determine from the available facts. 
Mr. Huckaba stated that:1/4gs. 	Johnson's)complaint did not indicate any legal 
evidence of fraud on the part of the referenced firm, and that he believed 
this complaint to be of more interest to the Food and Drug Administration. 

The information subsequently obtained from Special Agent Huckaba 
was verified and expanded on by the complainant, and for reasons of brevity, 
is included in the following account. However, Mr. Huckaba furnished the 
inspectors with a carbon copy of a letter from the complainant to the ref-
erenced firm, datedt.January 21, 1963,'in addition to a photostatic copy of 
a recent local newspaper article concerning FDA's recent action against the 
referenced firm. Both of these documents were obtained by Special Agent 
Huckaba during his interview with<Ms. 	Jo husks ky, and are attached to and 
submitted with this memorandum as Exhibits 9 and 10. 

Bureau of Enforcement 
Division of Regulatory Management 

Forwarded for your information. 
,
This investigation concerns 

another recent complaint against the Hubbard Iraidance Center by the wife 
of(a serviceman who apparently fell vict'aut their sc em 

i 	 01 d'AW, 

Acting Chief Inspector 
District 	 X':a 

William B. Log 

VIBLibi 
cc: BFA 	 C.X) 

cc: Tampa 

61 cc: At Ck 
-M,, 



Following telephone arrangements, the inspectors visitedOMrs.  Johns  
at the above noted address and obtained the following information-at that time. 

This complaint against-the-referenced-group Involves s. Johnson' 
husband, an Lee Johnson y>who  ta_presently a patient at Walter ee . epaW1  

2D spital, ashington, D. C. (mi.. 	Johnsi)is an enlisted career member of 
tEE-UTTEtTeStates-APEr-FUrrestly holding tfil rank- of Spec11171f-F5UFTE as 'Cls -  
(5p 4), service numErRA'T4541469. 

According to s. Johnson her husband first learned of this group 
whiledtationed with t e 3 r rmy Band group in GermagOduring 1957 or 1958. 
His increasing interest in the group's doctrines eventually led him to  con-
tract with  them  for 75 hours of "processing" during the period from Acril 18 .̂" 

Ma 6 19 ,..To obtain' this course of treatment, he signed a consxaslith 
e group,(8atemnimAp- 

_-- 
.1.- 190.  which7called for payments totaling 2,066.  

A verifaxed copy of this contract, showing all details  of this asreement , was 
obtained by the inspectors from a photostat copy ins. Johnson' possession, 
and is submitted with this memorandum as Exhibits 6, /, ra, 	and 8a. 

Mrs. Johnso ' complaint is that the group in effect defrauded them 
by deman ing suc an exorbitant fee for which she feels is an absolutely 
worthless, senseless, cheat. She then related the following course of events, 
but stated that she did not have reason to believe that this group was re-
sponsible for her husband's present condition. 

last assignment was in Puerto Rico where/contracted a 
tropical orm o influenza and was later admitted to the U. S. Army Hospital, 
Fort Brooke, San Juan, Puerto Rico, in November 1962, for treatment of mental 
illness. From there he was transferred to Walter Reed General Hospital, 
Washington, D. C., entering that institution on January 1, 1963, for continued 
treatment of his mental disorder. He is presently under the care of Captain 
Fanklin Del Jones, M.19, Medical Corps Officer at that hospital. Mrs. Johnso 

state 	a 	 responded well to treatment at Walter Reed, and is 
expected to be released in the near future for return to active duty. 

. Johnson stated her husband has informed her by letter that he 
has been v sited- several times at(Filler 	RIO by representatives of the 
scientology group, who are attempting to induce him to sign another contract 
with this group for additional "processing." She then charged that the group 

i was deliberately delaying this until her husband s(rdischarpZraFitrEiS  
thy -coulniaiWatidated_on_grounds_04ental firebt-lfreittrica Johnson  
has written her husband telling him that if he assumes any urther obligations 
with this group, that she will take their four year old son and leave him. 
Her husband responded to this threat by promising not to sign any furtherson-
,tracts under any circumstances. 

believes that her  husband discussed his involvement 
with this group in detail withZ'Dr.  Jon4.3)  and that 	 could pro-
bably furnish more information in regard to this organization. At the time 
of her husband's admission togitareedriirr71.15Hffsbiptalked  at length 
with DFT-1711-land learned from him that  L.  Ron Hubbard, founder of the 
sciento ogy group, was himself[5:mantal_patiggt  aroundj,9.  • 	s.  Krinroy 
was unable to furnish any further information in regard to this 	retesting 
detail. 

t' 	• 

rs 



C'Mrs. Johnsoi)described her husband as being very intelligent and 
inquisitive and for this reason is at a loss to understand his belief in 
this group. She stated that he is completely absorbed in the dogma of 
scientology, and w 	robabl re'ect an a roach b the Food and Drug 
Administration for information or assistancd. 	o nson apparently feels 
obligated to honor his financial Commitments with this group, but unlike 
his wife, does not feel that he has been victimized or defrauded in any 
particular period. 

The inspectors then inquired as to whether or  not(Al. Johnso had 
purchased or leased any device from this group. (Mrs. Johnsoa)stated that they had attempted to sell him an E Meter some time ago, but that he never made the purchase and that she was unaware of the details. In response to 
further inquiries,(trs. Johnsetated that her husband had a large quantity 
of literature received from this group, but  that this  was in storage with 
their:household goods and  inaLLessible(prilillMagamLAceives his next..  caartgin=entlirs. Johnson)tated that most, if not all, of this 
literature was received through the mails. 

at the home 	er usband's parentsnrflamp 
Mrs. Johnso is presently residing with theirismaglcl son 

The Johns 	future 
residence will, of course,  be determined by o nson next assignment 
following release front  alter Reed,)-buttfrs. ohnsoftstated that she could 
always be located through -her husband's parents. 

(C. John;;Z:g.nformed the inspectors that she desired to help the 
Food and Ilrug Administration in any way possible and that she personally 
desired to file suit against this firm. 	 explained that her 
financial situation would not permit filing su t unless she could certainly 
win, but that she felt she had reasonable grounds for taking such action. 
rsaathe.advice-of.her usband s dUFEBt, 	 as-Zbntactel: 

al' Of 	r_agaslall_Air Force Base here in 	PloricrIollowing 
s counsel, she wroteIM-gtoup-on-ISnuary 	3, (see Exhibit 9), 

and receiving no answer, brought this complaint to the attention orSpecial 
Agent Huckaba. Prior to terminating this visit, the inspectors told 

(Mks. Johnson)that  they could not furnish any legal advice and that the 
Food and Drug Administration could not furnish information for use in a 
civil action against the firm. However, ihe was also informed that any 
information which was a matter of public record, including any seizures 
and court action instituted by our agenc  , were_t  of  course, available. 
The inspectors had previously showed  s.  Johnaq0  a reprint of an article 
appearing in the January 4, 1963, edition of-  the newspaper, Evening Star, 
which concerned the recent seizure action against this group.-  At her re-
quest, a verifaxed copy of this newspaper article and a copy of the public 
release appearing on page 6 of the January 1963 FDA Report on enforcement 
and compliance were furnished to her.for her information. 

Exhibits 1 through 3, 3a, 4 through 7, 7a, 8, 8a, 9 and 10 are 
attached to and submitted with this memorandum. All are identified with 
the exhibit number, date, and inspector's initials. With the exception 
of exhibits 9 and 10 which were obtained from Special Agent Huckaba, the 



remaining exhibits are verifaxed copies of documents or copies i Mrs. Johnson 
possess• • all copies were made during this visit at the ohnson res 
ors. Johnso. also has additional copies of the documents rec e from 

literatur 
copies of t e ront and back ()Mr. johnsonrg)last results of analy21412 
the group; this was received along with a letter from the group t(Mrs. Johnso  
direrraerrnr -0, 	a copy of which is submitted as Exhibit 4. Exhibit 
5 is a letter to rs. Johnso from her husband's doctor, dated 31 January, 1963. 
Exhibit 6 is a copy o-doluf receipt showing costs and terms of the con-
tract and installment note. Copies of these latter two documents are marked 
and submitted as Exhibits 7, 7a 8 and 8a.. Exhibit 9 is a carbon copy of an 
unanswered letter from 	ohnson to the group, dated anuary 217196 
which was 	written on a 	o a legal officer at MacDill Air Force  

Flor'd 	Exhibit 10 is a copy of a press release appearing in the 
	a r bune, Sunday, January  

Respectfully, 

Frank J. Jancarek/George A. Masters 
Inspectors, Atlanta District 

FJJ/ds 
X 2-20-63 

Exhibits 1 and 2 are copies of the cover and inside rear page of a 
booklet entitled in art, "Ability," which was the only piece of this group's 

presently has available. Exhibits 3 and 3a are 



Document H-30. This document is a one page memorandum dated 2/21/62, to 
Chief Inspector, from Inspector Narrow. Subject: Hubbard E Meter. 
This memorandum consists of a description of an interview with a specific 
individual. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in this 
document consists of specific names, addresses and other identifying 
characteristics, which if released would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(C). 



Document H-30. This document is a one page memorandum dated 2/21/62, to 
Chief Inspector, from Inspector Narrow. Subject: Hubbard E Meter. 
This memorandum consists of a description of an interview with a specific 
individual. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in this 
document consists of specific names, addresses and other identifying 
characteristics, which if released would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(C). 



 

MAY WS: EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

 

TO 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

CHIEF INSPECTOR 

Inspector Narrow 

_Hubbard E. Meter 
'teller DRM, BE-/Bu 1-28 
Letter NY/Bu 1-28-63 
Bu Dist Assignment 2-7-63 

mr3° 
DATE: February 21, 1963 

On 2/15/63 I called on the residence of the above. 
	  mother of the above, answered the door. 
	 Saidtht  "her son has moved 	

	 inquired if 	
	 said 	has 

.done nothing but write a booklet explaining his theories'. 
	 „supplied me with three copies of this book. 

I gave, 	 my  Buffalo address and asked her to 
forward any new material one n- 	''''''''  "and the work of the 
Founding Church of ScientolOgy to me. Booklets to accompany this 
memo, 

Frederick F. Narrow 

(2 DIV. OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT 

As per your request of 1/28/63 re 	 of 
Syracuse, N. Y. 

-1,/9 
Wil kam-L.,Prillmay 

- -- 	400"' 	 Chfa Inspector . 

(. 

./2/22/63.„./ 
... 

Encl: Booklets 



DATE: February 21, 1963 

Mr. Charles Sturge 
211 Clarendon St, 
Syracuse, N. Y. 
roposed Health Ranch 

As per your request of 1/28/63 
Syracuse, N. Y. 

lec 

re(Charles Sturge of 

ii 	Prillmay 
of Inspector," 

14/22/63./ 
0-•".  

Wil 

Encl: Booklets 
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MAY '962 EDITION 
• GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

CHIEF INSPECTOR 

Inspector Narrow 

Hubbard E. Meter 
CDEtter DRM, 	BB/Bu 1-28 
Letter NY/Bu 1.28-63 
Bu Dist Assignment 2-7-63 

On. 2/15/63 I called on the residence of the above. 
Cha es St 	mother of the above, enswered the door, 

ai
—
d that 'her son has moved Op 2721 	Marinere DrI 

mer on , 	
VL57,) 

e t washington.. 
-------- 

I inquired if Charles had organiz . • Scientology ant 
COI-ganic Gardailhg-Ffam project yete(Mrs. Stu  -SardCammile, has 
done nothing but write a booklet explaining his theories": 

grs.Sturgupplied me with three copies of this bookt  

I gave l my B a address and asked her to 
forward any new ma erial on Charles' wor and the work of the 
Founding Church of Scientology to me. Booklets to accompany this 
memo. 

1/1/  DIV. OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT 

Frederick F. Narrow 

 

/Ve 44-,A  600 5/r 



Document H-31. This document is a three page memorandum dated 7/30/63, 
to Bureau of Enforcement, Attn: Division of Regulatory Management, from 
Denver District, J.J. Cox. Subject: Hubbard E Meter. This memorandum 
is an investigative interview with a particular individual regarding 
experiences with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. Deletions found in paragraph 
3 on page 1, subparagraphs 1, 2, 3, and 4 on page 2, as well as the 
deleted portion on line 1 in paragraph 2 on page 3, consist of names of 
specific individuals and identifying characteristics as well as 
confidential information, which if released would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(C). The remaining deletions in this document consist of the 
name and address as well as confidential information supplied by the 
person interviewed, which if released would immediately identify a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



Document H-31. This document is a three page memorandum dated 7/30/63, 
to Bureau of Enforcement, Attn: Division of Regulatory Management, from 
Denver District, J.J. Cox. Subject: Hubbard E Meter. This memorandum 
is an investigative interview with a particular individual regarding 
experiences with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. Deletions found in paragraph 
3 on page 1, subparagraphs 1, 2, 3, and 4 on page 2, as well as the 
deleted portion on line 1 in paragraph 2 on page 3, consist of names of 
specific individuals and identifying characteristics as well as 
confidential information, which if released would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(C). The remaining deletions in this document consist of the 
name and address as well as confidential information supplied by the 
person interviewed, which if released would immediately identify a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 
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.UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: BUREAU OF ENFORCEMENT 	 DATE: 	7/30/63 

Attention Division of Regulatory Management 
Re: L. Ron Hubbard 

FROM : Denver District. 	 The Founding Church of 
Scientology 

Washington 25, D. C. 

	

On 7/9/63, 	 wife of 	

 	 phoned the Denver District and requesV'an inter-
view with District.  Director Alfend. On 7/11/63 she came to the'Denver District 
office and was interviewed by District Director Alfend and Chief Inspect)sr Cox. 

 	 )indicated that she was having marital problems, that she was 
afraid that her husband may become iengrossed in L. Ron Hubbard's Founding 
Church of Scientology again and thtfg pseudo religious teachings have no 
morals or ethics which could only cause more problems for her and her 
husband. 

She stated that at the present time, there_were meetings one night 

	

each week of The Founding Church of Scientology at 	

her home, that  	 __-_ 	is a front name for The Founding 
Church of Scientology and that 	 'has completed several of the courses 

runs) 	 . 	 

offered by L. Ron Hubbard and his Church of Founding Scientology and is now 

	

known as 	

She stated that L. Ron Hubbard has not been in the United States since 
January of 1962; that he remains in England except for an occasional visit to 
the United States. 

That L. Ron Hubbard, Jr., son of the founder, lives at 6231 Palm Avenue, 
Bell, California and in years past has been a leader in The Founding Church of 
Scientology on the West Coast, however, in the past few years he has had a fall-
ing out with his father and although evidently continuing in the work because 
of the financial return he is no longer closely associated with his father as 
he has been in the past. 
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	 „,brought with her a handwritten list of persons presently 
or formerly engaged in promotion of the E-Meter, photocopies of this list 
are attached, and designated as list A. She had these comments pertaining 
to various names on this list: 

 	 has 
had a falling out with L. Ron Hubbard and The Church of Founding 
Scientology and is very bitter against both at the present time. 
	 may be able to supply us with all of the up-to-date 
literature and materials and so-forth distributed by L. Ron 
Hubbard or his Church. If approached properly, she would probably 
furnish this information to the Food and Drug Administration. 

	  was 
	 of L. Ron Hubbard's school in 	. 	 She, too; has 
'became  disillusioned with L. Ron Hubbard and may be able to give 
- us some help. 

	 has been badly  

	

mistreated by members of L. Ron Hubbard's organization.  	

	 She report-
edly is very bitter towards the L. Ron Hubbard organization. 

	 brought with her approximately 20 issues of the pamphlet 
"Ability, Freedom of Science by L. Ron Hubbard"; the book "Dianetics, the ori-
ginal thesis by L. Ron Hubbard"; approximately 50 leaflets and folders from 
Hubbard Communications Office, St. Hill Manor Esst. Grinstead, Sussex, plus 
several miscellaneous pieces of literature.  	iolso brought eight 
magnetic recording tapes made by L. Ron Hubbard in Phoenix, Arizona, during 
his work there in 1954. These eight tapes were all in boxes. She brought 
one additional tape in a cellophane bag which is known as the "miracle" tape, 
also made by L. Ron Hubbard in Phoenix, in 1954. 

	 stated that all E-Meters are now produced in England. 
She doesn't know how they get in the United States or how many get in, the 
extent or distribution or anything else about them. She stated that the 
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remainder of the E-Meters manufactured by Ray in Portland, Oregon, maybe in 
the hands of one Lorraine Harr, Portland, Oregon, and that Mrs. Harr maybe 
selling the rest of these machines. However, she does not know this and this 
is a guess on her part. 

tc    has had personal contact with many close members of L. Ron 
	 She stated that[ 	 (address unknown 

Hubbard's staff and that rumors are that he has had a falling out with Hubbard; 
that he may also be a source of information. 

That L. Ron Hubbard is now offering a course in England leading to a 
Doctorate degree'in Scientology at a price of $800 each. 

This was the extent of the information supplied by.    She 
stated that she would be glad to help us in any way that she could; she stated 
that she did not want the literature or the tapes, and that we could have them; 
that she was going to throw them out anyway. 

We will hold the literature and the tapes here at Denver District and 
no investigations will be made unless you advise us to do so. Additional in-
formation on the E-Meter and L. Ron Hubbard were forwarded you in memos of 
June 21, 1963 and May 25, 1963. 

JJC/rp 	 JOFIH J. COX 

Enclosure: List of names and Ag;1-resses 
! , 

V /  

Chief Inspector 

4:14-// 

/ 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

-‘,Aemorandum 3/ 

SUBJECT: Hubbard E Meter 1' OF:5 

0v 	•< 	Robert & Evelyn Wingate 
2540 Teller Court 
Denver, Colorado. 

_No: 2380775 

TO 	: BUREAU OF ENFORCEMENT 	 DATE: 
Attention Division of Regulatory Management 

Re: L. Ron Hubbard 
FROM : Denver District 	 The Founding Church of 

xn 	41.1 	 Scientology 
Washington 25, D. C. 

	On 7/9/63, MrdrEvel Wingati  wife of/Robert Wingate'Ormer manu- 
facturer' eaqer2rer2if the  Hubbard-E. Meter (pee Inspector Seaman a memo 10 9762—fort] 
warded—to DRM on10/17/Jarone phoned the Denver District and reques an inter-

'view with District 0iiector Alfend. On 7/11/63 she came to the'Denver District 
office and was interviewed by District Director Alfend and Chief Inspector Cox. 

cMrs. Wingate)indicated that she was having marital problems, that she was 
afraid that her husband may become engrossed in L. Ron Hubbard's Founding 
Church of Scientology again and thtg pseudo religious teachings have no 
morals or ethics which could only cause more problems for her and her 
husband. 

Mrs. Evelyn  Wingastated that her husband made the Hubbard E. Meter 

C

f 	October, 1958 to matzh of 1960; that he produced approximately 300 units 
allwhich were sold in the United Statei, mostly to individuals; that the 
me 	sold for $76.50 or $89.50 each and 10% of each sale went to L. Ron Hubbard; 
that her 	has had nothing to do with the manufacture and distribution 
oreany E. Meters since March of 1960. --- iof 

She stated that at the present time, there were meetings one night 
each week of The Founding Church of Scientology at Sohn and Mildred Galuska) 
073904 West 21st Avenue, Golden, Colorado

e
ithatO7rs. Phyllis Moore, 8060 West 

c38th Avenue, Wheatridge, Coloradoitruns e First Church of Science from) 
her home, that Lthe First Church o Science)is a front name for The Founding 
Church of Scientology and that(Mrs. Moore)has completed several of the courses 
offered by L. Ron Hubbard and his Church of Founding Scientology and is now 
known as(Reverend Moore.) 

She stated that L. Ron Hubbard has not been in the United States since 
January of 1962; that he remains in England except for an occasional visit to 
the United States. 

That L. Ron Hubbard, Jr., son of the founder, lives at 6231 Palm Avenue, 
Bell, California and in years past has been a leader in The Foundipg Churih'of 
Scientology on the West Coast, however, in the past few years he has had a fall- 
ing out with his father and although evidently continuing in the work because 
of the financial return he is no longer closely associated with his father as 
he has been in the past. 
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dare. Wingategbrought with her a handwritten list of persons presently 
or formerly engaged in promotion of the E-Meter, photocopies of this list 
are attached, and designated as list A. She had these comments pertaining 
to various names on this list: 

ais. Gladys Carlson, 2424 Julian Street, Denver, Colorado,;,)has 
had a falling out with L. Ron Hubbard and The Church of Founding 
Scientology and is very bitter against both at the present time. 
6;rs. Carlsolpmay be able to supply us with all of the up-to-datet 
literature and materials and so-forth distributed by L. Ron 
Hubbard or his Church. If approached properly, she would probably 
furnish this information to the Food and Drug Administration. 

rs. Jean Thomason,Voris, 1407 E. 11 Avenue, Denver, Coloradoawas 
formerly heacliof L. Ron Hubbard's school indiondon,,,, She, too, has 
become disillusioned with L. Ron Hubbard and may be able to give 
us some help. 

efa Pastel, 16545 Oakfield, Detroit 35, MichigaDhas been badly 
mistreated by members of L. Ron Hubbard's organization. She report-, 
edly was drugged and forced to make out a new will leaving all her 
property and belongings to the L. Ron Hubbard FoundatitigShe report-
edly is very bitter towards the L. Ron Hubbard organization. 

Maxine Farnum, 1166 Carnegie, Tucson, Arizona, wrote a book titled 
"Promiscuity for Housewife" from a Scientological viewpoint. 
Mrs. Wingate stated that this book was widely read among members of 
L. Ron Hubbard's organization; that the teachings of L. Ron Hubbard 
and his Founding Church of Scientology encourages promiscuity among 
married couples. Mrs. Wingate had no comment regarding Mildred 
Roach, Sylvan Stein, and Ray and Pamela Kemp, the other three 
names on this sheet. 

afts. Wingatarought with her approximately 20 issues of the pamphlet 
"Ability, Freedom of Science by L. Ron Hubbard"; the book "Dianetics, the ori-
ginal thesis by L. Ron Hubbard"; approximately 50 leaflets.and folders from 
Hubbard Communications Office,.St. Hill Manor Esst. Grinstead, Sussex, plus 
several miscellaneous pieces of literature. airs. Wingatt:elso brought eight 
magnetic recording tapes made by L. Ron Hubbard in Phoenix, Arizona, during 
his work there in 1954. These eight tapes were all in boxes. She brought 
one additional tape in a cellophane bag which is known as the "miracle" tape, 
also made by L. Ron Hubbard in Phoenix, in 1954. 

CMrs. Wingate stated that all E-Meters are now produced in England. 
She doesn't know how they get in the United States or how many get in, the 
extent or distribution or anything else about them. She stated that the 
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remainder of the E-Meters manufactured by Ray in Portland, Oregon, maybe in 
the hands of one Lorraine Harr, Portland, Oregon, and that Mrs. Harr maybe 
selling the rest of these machines. However, she does not know this and this 
is a guess on her part. 

She stated that Cohn Kenworthy, Philadelphia, Penna.Zaddress unknown 
to(Mrs. Wingate3 has had personal contact with many close members of L. Ron 
Hubbard's staff and that rumors are that he has had a falling out with Hubbard; 
that he may also be a source of information. 

That L. Ron Hubbard is now offering a course in England leading to a 
Doctorate degree in Scientology at a price of $800 each. 

This was the extent of the information supplied by rs. Wingat. She 
stated that she would be glad to help us in any way that she could; she stated 
that she did not want the literature or the tapes, and that we could have them; 
that she was going to throw them out anyway. 

We will hold the literature and the tapes here at Denver District and 
no investigations will be made unless you advise us to do so. Additional in-
formation on the E-Meter and L. Ron Hubbard were forwarded you in memos of 
June 21, 1963 and May 25, 1963. 

JJC/rp 	 JO.i J. CO 
Chief Ins 

( Enclosure: List of names and Addre ses 

(  

actor 



Document H-35. This document is a four page memorandum dated 3/22/63, 
to Director, Buffalo Distirct, from Inspector Larry Kerness. Subject: 
4093 V, Hubbard E Meter. This memorandum is an investigative interview 
pertaining to a specific individual associated with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material found in 
paragraph 3 on page 2 consists of names and addresses and other identifying 
characteristics of two specific individuals, which if released would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). The deleted material found in 
paragraph 4, 5, and the top of page 3 consists of confidential information 
of a medical nature, which if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(6). The deleted material in the rest of page 3, except for the 
last paragraph, are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The 
deleted material in the last paragraph on 3 and the top of page 4 consists 
of specific names as well as confidential information of a medicial 
nature concerning a specific individual, which if released would constitute 
a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). The deleted material found in the last 
paragraph on page 4 consists of the name of a specific municipal agency 
as well as identifying information, which if released would disclose the 
identity of the agency, which is a confidential source. This portion is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The remaining deleted materials 
found in the second and third paragraphs, and in the exhibit number 2, 
consist of names of specific individuals, which if released would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These portions are exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 



Document H-35. This document is a four page memorandum dated 3/22/63, 
to Director, Buffalo Distirct, from Inspector Larry Kerness. Subject: 
4093 V, Hubbard E Meter. This memorandum is an investigative interview 
pertaining to a specific individual associated with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material found in 
paragraph 3 on page 2 consists of names and addresses and other identifying 
characteristics of two specific individuals, which if released would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). The deleted material found in 
paragraph 4, 5, and the top of page 3 consists of confidential information 
of a medical nature, which if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(6). The deleted material in the rest of page 3, except for the 
last paragraph, are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The 
deleted material in the last paragraph on 3 and the top of page 4 consists 
of specific names as well as confidential information of a medicial 
nature concerning a specific individual, which if released would constitute 
a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). The deleted material found in the last 
paragraph on page 4 consists of the name of a specific municipal agency 
as well as identifying information, which if released would disclose the 
identity of the agency, which is a confidential source. This portion is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). The remaining deleted materials 
found in the second and third paragraphs, and in the exhibit number 2, 
consist of names of specific individuals, which if released would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These portions are exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 



As a follow-up to information requested in Memorandums 
DRM,BE/Buffalo et al dated 1/28/63, and New York/Buffalo dated 
1/28/63, Inspector Frederick F. Narrow of Buffalo District visited 
the home of Mr. Neil R. Brown at 11 Everett Road, West Albany, N. Y. 
Mr. Brown was listed in the latter memorandum as the Albany repre-
sentative for the Academy of Scientology. Inspector Narrow's Memo 
of 2/21/63 reports that he was unable to contact Mr. Brown; but inter-
viewed Mr. Brown's wife. She told Inspector Narrow that Neil R. Brown 
is now a salesman for Parents, Inc. (main office, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., 
New York 17, N. Y.), and that her husband had quit the practice of 
Scientology about a year ago. 

A memorandum of a telephone conversation between Mr. Howard 
Rice, Investigator, N. Y. State Education Dept„, Medical Practices 
Division, Albany, N. Y.,and Buffalo District, dated 2/21/63, requests 
that Mr. Rice be contacted to obtain any additional information he 
might have prior to making an FDA Follow-up Investigation. On 3/22/63, 
I visited Mr. Howard Rice, Investigator, at his office in the State 
Education Bldg., Albany 1, N. Y. Mr. Rice gave me his files on 
Neil R. Brown and the Academy of Scientology, Albany, N. Y. From 
these files, I obtained the following information: 

Administration: Dote....  4/P// 
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Memorandum 

Inspector
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 Larry Kerness 

SUBJECT: 	4-093 	
) 

lidarapa-t7 Meter 
FDC 48405 

DATE; March 22, 1963 

L. Ron Hubbard 
THE DISTRIBUTION CENTER 

	

THE HUBBARD COMMUNICATION OFFICE  	
THE FOUNDING CHURCH OF SCIEN- 	

_ 	- 

TOLOGY 
HUBBARD DIANETICS RESEARCH 

FOUNDATION 
NEIL R. BROWN SCIENTOLOGY.  

CENTER, Albany, N. Y. 



	— 
	)regarding a complaint received 

--- 
from 	  _ 	 —  

	 of the 	  
	fiat reported a case of a person being treated by Neil R. Brown 

	

-of the Academy of Scientology to 	 of the, 	

On the basis of this newspaper article, Mr. Rice visited 
Brown and obtained little information. tr. Brown eventually sent a 
letter to Mr. Rice, dated 11/10/58, on the Academy of Scientology 
letterhead and in a printed Scientology Center envelope. This en-
velope is attached as Exhibit No. 1. The letter states that the 
purpose of the Academy of Scientology is to disseminate information 
on Scientology. It describes Scientology as a Science apart from 
Psychology and Psychiatry. It also stated that Mr. L. Ron Hubbard 
founded the Academy, as well as the Science of Dianetics. It states 
that Mr. Hubbard was educated at George Washington University, 
Princeton University, and Mr. Hubbard trains people in Scientology 
in Washington, D. C. Mr. Brown states that he was certified by 
Hubbard on 6/19/56 and has the complete requirements of a Doctor of 
Scientology degree. He states that,he has received his training in 
Washington, D. C. at the Academy of Scientology - one of the many 
schools of Scientology in this country. 

In a Memo from Howard Rice/A.J. Bardo, Jr. dated 3/1/62, 
Mr. Rice reports that he eontacted ------ 	  of 

... 

• 

4-093 .V 
Hubbard E. Meter 
FDC 48405 

-2- March 22, 1963 

A newspaper article dated 9/29/58, from the Albany Knicker-
bocker News, written by Evans Richards, described the Academy of 
Scientology as a school for teaching people to communicate with one 
another. It mentions that Mr. Neil R. Brown of 899 Mercer Street, 
Albany, N. Y. runs the school, and casts some detrimental remarks 
about its authenticity. 

	 who referred the complaint to Hr. Rice: 

As a result  of the interview with   Mr. Rice 
visited, 	  

	

   and obtained the following information. 	
	 had been treated by Neil R. Brown and her 
parents_ were complaining of an exorbitant fee charged by Brown. 

	

 	 was described as a disturbed child who had 	
    She was recommended to !Neil R. Brown by 

On 2/19/62, Mr. Rice interviewed 	 and her husband, 
   at 	 office in the 	
The parents did not want/ 	4ctico become part of any court action or 
have her testify in court. They reported that their daughter has not 
confided in them regarding the treatment Brown was giving her, but she 
appeared to be improving    The parents became concerned when 
they were asked to sign a contract for   allowing for 50 hours of 
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treatment by Neil R. Brown. A copy of this contract is enclosed as 
Exhibit No. 2. The parents ultimately refused to sign the contract 
and their daughter did not receive further treatments. Mr. Rice 

L reports that the girl is currentl,    and that 
shc_may have been harmed  by the treatment received from Brown. He 
said  he thought that . 	—77 . 	was currently under the care of 

As a result of the complaint  regarding.-    the 
Medical Practices Division assignee 	 ro—Invetigate 
the case. She was supposed to visit Brown as  a  patient and obtain 
information. In a Memo dated 3/27/62, 	 ...     , reports that she 
visited Brown on 3/22/62 and was immediately asked for $1,000 in 
payment for treatment on a contract basis. She did not sign the 
contract. -Mr. Brown was located at 399 Mercer St. at this time. 

On 2/28/62, she again visited the Academy of Scientology and 
contacted Mrs. Neil R. Brown. Mrs. Brown gave her 100 questions 
which she called a Personality Analysis 	 made a future 
appointment. 

On 3/29/62,    again visited the premises and was 
charged $15 for another questionnaire containing approximately 105 
questions. Mr. Brown called this a Tone Test Questionnaire. 

On 4/9/62 	 again contacted Mr. Brown at which time 
he asked her to sign a $1,000 contract. She did not sign. 

Mr. Rice gave me the following list of names which appear to 
be patients of Neil R. Brown.  	

He said these patients were marked down as visiting 2 times per week. 

• 
	 The following is a list of Physicians under whose care; 	
	was being treated, prior to her visits to Neil R. Brown: 



0'1"-̀ 7 
g Larry erness 1.tc,/! 

Alban' Resident Station enc.: 3 Exhibits 
cc: BFA 

AD/File 
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Mr. Rice said that the State Education Department was inter-
ested in taking legal action against Neil R. Brown for the illegal 
practice of Psychology. However, he said that the lack of cooperation 

him a Very strong case. He as1.2ci that he be notified of the results 
of the 	 in allowin, 	  to testify, does not give 

of any visit we might make to the Brown premises, now located at 
11 Everett Road, West Albany, N. Y. He said if we could ascertain for 
him that'Brown was still treating people, his office might consider 
,taking action, in view of the $1,000 contract required. I told him we 
would let him know of anything which might be useful to his investiga-
tion. He said that the status of his investigation is now halted, 
pending a follow-up investigation and the adjudication of the seizure 
of the Hubbard E. Meter, which took place in Washington, D. C. 

A pamphlet entitled, "Scientology Information Booklet - that 
Branch of Psychology which treats .of Human Ability"--"copyright 1956 
by L. Ron Hubbard", stamped on the last page, "Neil R. Brown, 
Official Representative of the Hubbard Association of Scientolog4sts 
International," was obtained by Mr. Rice from   This 
pamphlet was originally given to 	  

Exhibit No. 3 is a copy of an order sheet for other publica-
tions distributed by the "Distribution Center, Inc." 

Mr. Rice alsoinformed me that Neil R. Brown was a graduate 
of the Milne School, Albany, N. Y. and that he was approximately 28 
years old. 

I will make a follow-up visit to the<Milne School to obtain 

	

any information concerning Mr. Brown's education, and visit the 	
	 )to determine if Mr. Brown has' 
   I will also visit the home of"Neil R. Brown and 
obtain information pertaining to his past and present connection with 
the Academy of Scientology. 
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	  Dollars 	 by- 	 Tt:  

	  that 	  
• . 	•  

will receive a type of service calledSz4221, 	 

by the method and practice of Scientology, in the mouth 'of rift'? hoard.-
cubjeot to the right of soil R. Brown to require p;-elirinary tette. 

It is further understood and agreed by all of the partiooheroto that,thOlTfl 
following policies shall govern the terms, of this contract,. with no ezoiptionmi 
and that failure on the part of the party, parties of' the second part to c. ply 
with these policies rill result in the'iMmedinte oangoilation end torn-the-none! 
this oontraot with the understanding that the amount of coney mentioned above '. 
shall be paid in full to the party of they first part and that the party, 'partioa 
of the second part shall assume full responsibility for the non-oemplotion of 	. -,-2=A17- 
this oontraot. 

and the appointed length of time per visit is 2,t03  hours. 
' 	' 	 . 	 • I t. 

c)-?.': 

Policy 2. The party of the first reserves the right to roquire that.tho 
person being processed live in a different environment and the said party'of-the. :-•:';',:l 

7 -'-': <--•,f," 

first part shall have the right to choose such environment as he considers wilL, ' Y 
be most helpful for the purpoee of this contract,-and for the duration cf_tho _ TAT' 
oontraot. 

• 

Policy 3. The party, parties of the second part, being entirely free- from -S‘f!  
any restraint or duress, do hereby release the party of the first part from Ri1,747; 
and all liability or responsibility for any consequence° resulting from training 
education, or processing practices or methods used by the party elf the fi2st 
part or his associates. 

Policy 4. The party, parties of the second part understand fully and mom-Pz 
pletely that the purpose of the party of .the first part and/or his aseociatos 
based upon the practices of Soiontology, which the-party,,partia*UndorntaMd 
be a guide intended to make people more aware of themselves to-lumen beingM*Wil 
rot the treating or diagnosis of human ailmentsflof body or mind and not -theLteachl- 
ing of medical arts and soienoee and not the granting of eoholnotio dogrCeS 
furnishing accreditation toward the acquiring of college, university or Other . 	Cr 

sgholastio degrees. 
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Policy 1. The person to be processed must maintain an appointed rin'-ter of 
visits per week and oaoh visit shall be on an appointed day for En appointed 
length of time. The appointed number of visits per week ie 	tho.anpointed 
.visiting days are  to he arranged in advance of each wieThi 



	 :';;;:iWl'a•/1 	vra1t.rie 
tiVt,t9 

it ),frik Acerayr  ---1,77.4:r 457..1!  

	

.2 7.  " 	 e•s•  
Wolt 

.1€aatitytS.e4ryyrip.sfuRi:ectivr4t,Is t 
itt:6i-P 4 

full resa ef"thoir meneli_elir't 

tt the person yuvesomelle not enitrOLE 

until the 'yoroon to bill:proSetted:haer 

oontraott4. 

Polioy 8., If the person being processed 
does not tchi046 goals to the 

satisfaction of the party of the first pa
rt, he or the mmy hort.their money rc...al. 

funded or may be offered additional prooe
seing or training at no extra oost at 

the option of the party of the first part
. 

IN WITNESS 'WHEREOF, the parties hereto ha
re set their hand° and seals 

tte 	  day of 	  196 	. 

O 

It 

STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF ALBANY 

personally appeared 
On this 	 day of 	  196 	 before me, the wasoriber, 

ethics person dosoribed in and who executed
 

to me known, and known to me to be the 

the foregoing instrument, and 	he 
	

duly 
acknowledged to me that he exeouted the

 came. 

Notary Public, State of,Rem'erk 

STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTT OF ALBANY 

On this 	 day of 	 , 196__, heforeme4  thesubsoribor, 

personally appeared 	 . 

to me known, and -known to me to be the same person described in and rho
 executed 

• 
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This is your book list. You may use it to order books and another will be sent to you, if you 
fill this one out and return it. Check column #1 if you have this book. Check column #2 if you want 
to order this book with the return of this Book List. Check column #3 if you want to order this book 
some time in the future. 

If a book is out of stock when your order is received, it will be Back Ordered routinely, unless 
you specify otherwise. When a book is back-ordered, it is sent to you as soon as it is received in 
stock. 
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NEW BOOKS 

HAVE YOU LIVED BEFORE THIS LIFE? ....American Edition 	 
THE HUBBARD ELECTROMETER by John Sanborn 	  
CEREMONIES OF THE rounding Church of Scientology 	  

$3.50 
$2. 50 
$2. 00 

HCA EXTENSION COURSE TEXTS 

Dianetics: the Modern Science of Mental Health 	by L. Ron Hubbard 	 $4. 00 
Science of Survival 	by L. Ron Hubbard 	  -$7. 50 
Advanced Procedure and Axioms 	by L. Ron Hubbard 	  $2. 50 
Scientology: the Fundamentals of Thought 	by L. Ron Hubbard 	  $1. 25 

HCS EXTENSION COURSE TEXTS 

The Hubbard Electrometer 	  $2.50 
Scientology: 8-8008 	by L. Ron Hubbard 	  $3.50 
The Creation of Human Ability 	  $5.00 
Clear 	Procedure: Issue One 	by L. Ron Hubbard 	  $2.00 
ACC Clear Procedure of Oct. 15, 1958 	by L. Ron Hubbard 	  $1.25 

BOOKS FOR BEGINNERS 

Dianetics: the Modern Science of Mental Health by L. Ron Hubbard 	 $4.00 
$1.25 
$1. 25 
$2. 50 
$1. 25 

The Problems of Work by L. Ron Hubbard 	  
Dianetics: Evolution of a Science by L. Ron Hubbard 	  
Scientology: Its Contribution to Knowledge by U. K. Gerry 	  
Summary of Scientology 	by Jack Horner 	  

• ADVANCED BOOKS 

$3.00 Dianetics '55 by L. Ron Hubbard 	  
Scientology 8-80 	by L. Ron Hubbard 	  $1.25 
Professional Auditors Bulletins Books 1 to 5 	by L. Ron Hubbard.. ea 	 $1, 25 
Advanced Clinical Course Manual 	  $1.25 
Control and the Mechanics of S-C-S 	  $1.25 

Notes on the Lectures of L. Ron Hubbard 	 • $2.00 
ABILITY Issue 80 - Axioms, Logics and Prelogics 	  $1. 25 

ON CHILDREN 

Child Dianetics 	  $2.75 
Creative Learning by Silcox and Mainard 	  $3.00 

ON BUSINESS AND WORLD PROBLEMS 

How to Live Though an Executive 	by L. Ron Hubbard 	  $2.00 
Fortress in the Sky by L. Ron Hubbard 	  $ 	.50 
All About Radiation 	• $3.00 
Brainwashing 	  $1. 25 

SELF HELP 

I Self Analysis 	by L. Ron Hubbard 	  $1.00 
Group Auditors' Handbook 	  $2.65 

POETRY 

Lntentions 	by Julian Cooper (Poet Laureate of Scientology) 	  $2.00 
Viewpoints 	by Julian Cooper 	  $2.00 

SPECIAL BOOKLETS OF INTEREST 

Preventive Dianetics 	  $1.00 
Education and the Auditor 	  $1.00 
Dianetic Processing 	  $ 	.50 
Lecture Course Booklets Nos. 	1 through 50..(not complete sets)...ea. $ 	.50 

POCKET 

CERTAINTY Magazine #4 , 	  $ 	.75 

BOOKS 

Fear - a novel by L. Ron Hubbard 	  $ 	15 1 
The Great Religions by Which MTh rive 	  $ 	35 
How the Great Re11,2ions Began 	  $ 	.35 

. The Gospel of St. John 	  $ 	.50 
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SCIENTOLOGY AND DIANETICS PERIODICALS  

ABILITY Issue 110 - Techniques of Child Processing 	  $ .35 ABILITY Minor 5 - "The Hope of Man" 	
 $ .75 ABILITY 37 - "Man's Relentless Search" 	
 $ .75 ABILITY 71A - Being Clear and How to Get There 	  $ .10 ABILITY M-1 - The Scientologist Manual of Dissemination 	  $ .75 ABILITY M-4 - Straight Wire 	

 $ .75 Journal of Scientology, Issue I6-G - Scientology, Science of Certainty. $1.25 Journal of Scientology, 28G - Scientology, A New Science 	  $1. Z .  Journal of Scientology, 31G - Scientology Workbook 	  $1. 25 ABILITY Issue 120 - Scientology Books 	
 $ .35 Special Reprint List 	  Free Tape Recording List 	 Free Special ABILITY Packet 	
$ .75 Excerpts from "Scientology: Fundamentals of Thought" 	  $ .05 Excerpts from "The Problems of Work" 	  $ .05 Personal Efficiency Course Booklet 	

 $ .25 
Church of Scientology Brochures, Nos, I and 2 	  ea. $ .05 

CHARTS AND GRAPHS  

Creed of the Church of Scientology 	
 $1.25 Creed of the Church of Scientology (on Velum) 	  $1.50 Tone Scale - Illustrated in Color 	
 $2.00 Tone Scale - Illustrated in Black and White 	  $1.00 Chart of Attitudes 	
 $ .50 Chart of Human Evaluation 	
 $1,00 

PHOTOGRAPHS OF L, RON HUBBARD  

Colored Full Length Photograph (8" by 10") 	  $1. 50 Photo (Black and white) of sculptured bust 	  $1.50 Photo in Black and White 	
 $5, 00 

OTHER MATERIALS  

Scientology Pens (ballpoint in green and gold) 	 3 for $1.00 Blazer Badges (members only) gold wire 	 $10.00 Scientology Scarves (green and gold - from England) 	$10.00 Testing Materials (fUrnished to Professional Auditors - 
Prices on request) , 	. 

LECTURES OF-L.-RON HUBBARD-ON-LONG-PLAYING RECORDS-(33 1 / 3 ) 

Clearing Congress of July 1958 - Album - 3 hours of Lectures 	 $8.00 Listed below are 3 individual records from July 1958 Album, "Violence" 	
 43,00 "The Goal of Auditing" 	
 $3, 00 "The Magic Button" 	
$3,00 Final Lecture of January 1959 Congress - LEADERSHIP 

	
$3.00 London Clearing Congress Album - 6 hours of Lectures 

	
$24. 00 

LECTURES OF L. RON HUBBARD ON MAGNETIC TAPE  

Tape Recorded Lectures and Public Processing Tapes are available from the Distribution Center. They are sold by the reel - 7 inch keel, twin track, 3 3/4 ips. (two hours of playing time) 
Lectures earlier than January First 1960 	 $ 25,00 Lectures later than January First 1960 	 $ 30.00 

TAPE RENTAL LIBRARY 

The First reel is selected from the Tape Rental Library Series and purchased for $25,00. Select another reel from the List of tapes in the Tape Rental Library and upon returning your first reel with a $2. 50 exchange fee, you will be sent your next reel. This exchange plan is effective on a-continuing basis and Rental Tape is good for exchange as long as it is in good condition upon return to the Tape Library. A Full List of tapes available will be sent upon request. Following is a sampling of the titles available: "Ability, the Keynote of Scientology" and Pro-cessing session. "Health and Certainty". "The Second Dynamic". "The Eight Dynamics". 

ALL DISCOUNTS APPLY ON THE PURCHASE OF BOOKS AND TAPE RECORDINGS. DISCOUNTS DO NOT APPLY ON BOOKS COSTING $1.00 OR LESS. NO DISCOUNTS APPLY ON RECORDS AND ITEMS OTHER THAN BOOKS AND TAPES. 

To order books and other items on this list, please check the item ordered in the middle column (#2), fill in the blanks below, and send to: 	

The „Distrtioutiett Center; Inc. BOX 242, SILVER SPRING, Md. (Include postage as follows: Up to $1,25...10 cents. $1.26 to $3. 50... 15 cents. Above $3.50... 20 cents.) 
All orders should be prepaid or they will be shipped C. O. D. Please check discount status: En  HASI Member; 	Franchise Holder. 	 Check or money order enclosed 	Amount $ 	

Send C.O.D. 

NAME 	
DATE 

ADDRESS 
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,-UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

DIRECTOR, BUFFALO DISTRICT 

Inspector Larry Kerness 

/97/3--- 4-093  
&Mare? Meter 
FDC 48405 

K 

DATE; -March 22, 1961 

L. Ron Hubbard 
THE DISTRIBUTION CENTER 
THE HUBBARD COMMUNICATION OFFICE 
THE FOUNDING CHURCH OF SCIEN- 

TOLOGY 
HUBBARD DIANETICS RESEARCH 

FOUNDATION 
NEIL R. BROWN SCIENTOLOGY 

CENTER, Albany, N. Y. 

As a follow-up to information requested in Memorandums 
DRM,BE/Buffalo et al dated 1/28/63, and New York/Buffalo dated 
1/28/63, Inspector Frederick F. Narrow of Buffalo_District visited 
the home of Mr. Neil R. Brown at 11 Everett Road, West Albany, N._Y: 

- Mr. Brown was listed in the latter memorandum as the Albany repre-
sentative for the Academy of Scientology. Inspector Narrow's Memo 
of 2/21/63 reports that he was unable to contact:Mr. BroWillbut inter-
viewed kir Brown's wife. She told Inspector Narrow that Neil R. Brown'. 
is now a salesman for Parents, Inc. (main office, 52 Vanderbilt Ave.', 
New York 17, N. Y.), and that her husband had quit the practice of 
Scientology about a year ago. 

A memorandum of a telephone conversation between Mr. Howard' 
Rice, Investigator,_N. Y. State Education Dept", Medical Practices 
Division, Albany, N. Y.,and Buffalo District, dated 2/21/63, requests 
that Mr. Rice be contacted to obtain any additional information he 
might have prior to making an FDA Follow-up Investigation. On 3/22/63, 
I visited Mr. Howard Rice, Investigator, at his office in the,State) 
Education Bldg., Albany 1, N. Y. Mr. Rice gave me his files on 
Neil R. Brown and the Academy of Scientology, Albany, N. Y. From 
these files, I obtained the following information: 
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A newspaper article dated 9/29/58, from the Albany Knicker-
bocker News, written by Evans Richards, described the Academy of 
Scientology as a school for teaching people to communicate with one 
another. It mentions thatMr. Neil R. Brown of 899 Mercer Street, ,  
Albany, N. Y. runs the school, and casts some detrimental remarki 
about its authenticity. 

— — 
On the basis of this newspaper article, Mr. Ri-CZ visited 

— Brown and obtained little information. sir. Brown eventually sent a 
letter to Mr Rice, dated 11/10/58, on the Academy of Scientology 
letterhead and in a printed Scientology Center envelope. This en-
velope is attached as Exhibit No. 1. The letter states that the 
purpose of the Academy of Scientology is to disseminate information 
on Scientology. It describes Scientology as a Science apart from 
Psychology and Psychiatry. It also stated that Mr. L. Ron Hubbard 
founded the Academy, as well as the Science of Dianetics. It states 
that Mr. Hubbard was educated at George Washington University, 
Princeton University, and Mr. Hubbard trains people in Scientology 
in Washington, D. C. Mr. Brown states that he was certified by 
Hubbard on 6/19/56 and has the complete requirements of a Doctor of 
Scientology degree. He states that,he has received his training in 
Washington, D. C. at the Academy of Scientology - one of the many 
schools of Scientology in this country. 

In a Memo from Howard Rice/A.J. Bardo, Jr. dated 3/1/62, 
Mr. Rice reports that he antactedtpr. Frederick V. Morgen;reF%ft of 
461 	g...pt. Alban N. Yjregarding a complaint received from 
Dit'R: W. Whalen of the 	elbany City Health ent r IroTeS 

erflEd—Seported a case of a person being treated by eil R. Brown.; 
the 	Academy of Scientology to(5iTiEraral)of the.tiany Citypleal,ra 

epartmen) who referred the complaint to Mi. Rice. 

As a re_glt of the interview with(r. Morgenstern) Mr. Rice 
visited 

	

	 at the Albany Medical tenter Hospit) 
131- and obtainertire—gllowing information.aare-Talte=fiWk.  

ofleausa N—Irlhad been treated by Ne1171797Mirard- her - 
ps.E5.5.12..aan....257plaining of an exorbitant fee charged bytBrownn_.: 

cgane Marie GiffilDwas described as a disturbed child who had/previously 
been under  pArdlitaa She was recommended to (Heil R. Brot5n by 

(her brother, o.. .:2:±,?21aat, 
On  2/19/62, Mr. Ricebinterviewed 	' • and her husband, 

alter Gift `h at Ort57—MITIZPoffice in the bany Medical Center  
e parents did not waliCa)to become part of any court action or 

have her testify in court. They reported that their daughter has not 
confided in them regarding the treatment Brown was giving her, but she 
appeared to be improvingeriaD. The  arents became concerned when 
they were asked to sign a contract for 500 allowing for 50 hoursjof 



orty or Marty Haber 
Florence Nemith 
Gennie Cody 
Meriam Brin 
George Heidt 
Brenda Pasnick 
Carol Helen Roy 
John Pattison or Pettison or Paetison 
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treatment by" Neil R. Brown. A copy of this contract is enclosed as 
Exhibit No. 2. The parents ultimately refused to sign the contract 
and their daughter did not receive further treatments. Mr. Rice 
reports that the girl is currently Claecpsychiatric c rg, and that 
,she_may_have_been harmed by the treatment received from Brown. He 
said he thought thateredrffin)was currently under the care of encori;rscanegp22.0.2,..„Y-- 

As a result of the complain re ardin „Tine Giffin, the 
Medical Practices Division assigne  Florence Adl rnvestigate 
the case. She was supposed to visit Brown as_a_Ratient and obtain 
information. In a Memo dated 3/27/62,14iss Adler)reports that she 
visited Brown on 3/22/62 and was immediately asked for $1,000 in 
payment for treatment on a contract basis. She did not sign the 
contract. (Mr. Brown was located at 899 Mercer St. at this time. 

On 2/28/62, she again visited the Academy of Scientology and 
contacted Mrs. Neil R. Brown. Mrs. Brown gave her 100 questions 
which she called a Personality Analysis. Miss A3le.2,)made a future 
appointment. 

On 3/29/62iMilflair again visited the premises and was 
charged $15 for another questionnaire containing approximately 105 
questions. Mr. Brown called this a Tone Test Questionnaire. 

On 4/9/62,6iss Adl-ai again contacted,(Mr. Brown at which time 
he asked her to sign a $1,000 contract. She did not sign. 

Mr. Rice gave me the following list of names which appear to 
be patients 	 R. Brown.  nee said that these names were, 
atained-anrreptitiously-at the time-of,one ofThirlEarttY167;;) 
He said these patients were marked down as visiting 2 times per week. 

The following is a list of Physicians under whose care  Jane-)  
...
111Dwas being treated, prior to her visits to Neil R. Brown: 

Dr. Anna Perkins - between 1960 and 1961 
Dr. Glazer - saw Jane Giffin in the Albany Medical Center 

Hospital twice 
Dr. Arthur Hengerer - saw Jane Giffin in the Albany Medical 

Center Hospital 



41„.„,,2 
L rry erness 
Albari Resident Station enc.: 3 Exhibits 
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Dr. Nathan Frodkin - saw Jane in the Albany Medical 
Center Hospital 

Dr. Frederick V. Morgenstern - saw Jane Giffin in the 
Albany Medical Center Hospital, 
after treatment by Brown. She is 
currently under his care. 
Dr. Morgenstern is a Psychiatrist 

_Mr. Rice. said that the State Education Department was inter-
ested in taking legal action against(Neil R. Brown for the illegal 
practice of Psychology. However, he said that the lack of cooperation 
of theGOamily in allowingaane Giffih to testify, does not give 
him a very strong case. He asked that he be notified of the results 
of any visit we might make to the Brown premises, now located at 
11 Everett Road, West Albany, N. Y. He said if we could ascertain for 
him Ehat'Brown was still treating people, his office might consider 
taking action, in view of the $1,000 contract required. I told him.:we 
would let him know of anything which might be useful to his investiga-
tion. He said that the status of his investigation is now halted, 
pending a follow-up investigation and the adjudication of the seizure 
of the Hubbard E. Meter, which took place in Washington, D. C. 

A pamphlet entitled, "Scientology Information Booklet - that 
Branch of Psychology which treats .of Human Ability"--"copyright 1956 
by L. Ron Hubbard", stamped on the last page,:."Neil R. Brown, 
Official Representative of the Hubbard Association of Scientologists 
International," was obtained by,Mr. Rice fromndirttst=  This 
pamphlet was originally given to Cane Giffin. 

Exhibit No. 3 is a copy of an order sheet for other publica-
tions distributed by the "Distribution Center, Inc." 

Mr. Rice alsotdnformed me that Neil R. Brown was a graduate 
of the Milne School, Albany, N. Y. and that he was approximately 28 
years old. 

I will make a follow-up visit to theLMilne School'to obtain 
any information concerning Mr. Brown's education, and visit the CDeptj 
(gf Correction of the State of New York;) to determine if Mr. Brown has 
& criminal record) I will also visit the home of(Neil R. Brown and 
obtain information pertaining to his past and present connection with 
the Academy of Scientology. 



SCIENTOLOGY CENTER. ALBANY 
889 MERCER STREET 

ALBANY 8, N.Y. 

Mr. Howard L. Rice 
New York State Education Department 
23 South Pearl Street 
Albany 7  N. Y. 



iii5 	then •  
, party, parties of the secold- pat. 	' oogsideri~s  

• inenthlv twygients tot/slink flit; briMared 4;  Dollars  

(gr. Walter P. nt tiff" ) 
	

that (rail 2ana 	 iliftt  

will receive a type of servioe called 

by the method and practice of Scientology, in the.smount*tillnr.  
subject to the right of Neil R. Brawn to require preliminary tette. 	-  

• :•; 	_ 	. 	. 
It is further understood and agreed by $11 of the pa1409.1102"to  that tIIs 

following policies shall govern the terms. of this oonime4ti'*ith no SseigOiciasi 
and that failure on the part of the party, pvties:of the :Sioomd part to )004 
with these polioiet will result in theism:1410e canoilleaiin ent10201flitill40f 
this contract with the understanding that the swats, matey aientioned Own' 
shall be paid in full to the party of the first part aid that the party;j)arties 
of the second part shall assume full responsibility for the nonneompletiod of 
this contract. 

Policy 1. The person to be processed must maintain an appointed number of 
visits per week and each visit shall be on an appointed day for in,appointety 
length of time. The appointed number of visits per week is a a  the appoint 
visiting days are  to be arranged in advanse of sea elaMk-• 	44,1 fl  

end the appointed length of time per visit is lite%  hours. • 

Policy 2. The party of the first reserves the right to require thatjthe 
person being processed live in a different environment and, the maid parttof.4*1 
first part shall have the right to choose such environment as he eonsiders!Willr 
be most helpful for the pdrpoes of this oontraot, and for the duration 
contract. 

Polioy 3. The party, parties of the second pert, being 	 fr  
any restraint or duress, do hereby release the party of the first part from;: 
and all liability or responsibility for any gonseqnenees resulting from,trein 
education or processing practises or methods used by the:party -6f the ties,-  
part or his asscoiates. 	 -1.`•";). 

Polioy 4. The party, parties of the second part understaalfully and .coo-'' 
pletely that the purpose of the party 'of,the first part and/or his,asimoiarbes.ii: 
based upon the practices of Scientology, which the!Party,AmirtieSrunder004  
be a guide intended to make people more aware of themselves as*Sin being*: 
not the treating or diagnosis of human ailmentsiof,boay* O* mind'andn0V40' 
ing of medical arts and sciences and not the granting of scholastic degraSs 
furnishing accreditation toward the acquiring of college, university or,Othe*. 
scholastic degrees. 

4 



STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF ALBANY 

me to be the 
and 	he 
acknowledged 

same person 
duly 
to me that 

STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF ALBANY 

On this 	day of 

personally appeared 
to me known, and known to me to be the 

t1-1 	 • 

	$ 196 	before le•  thm'subsoribert h  

SLIMS person described in and who execute
d. 

their 

•-itthrliailen.**WeeElk • not-,on 
4 . , 	a  

Until tbe7ZipeteorCte- te;Prea0 ,r 0.  
.0ontraoted:. P"O 	 • • . 

4. 0 	 • 	-t• 3/4.2;  

Polioy 8.. If the person. being ;
recessed does not lehieve.goals to the, 

satisfaction of the party of the firit p
art, he or stis mit bert.theii mow 

funded or may be offered additional proc
essing or training at so extra oOsti 

the option of the party of the first par
t. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF;  the parties 
hereto have set their hands and *sale 

the 	 day of 	
• 194 	• 

• 

• 

On this 	 
personally appeared . 
to me known, and known to 
the foregoing instrument, 

before Me, the 

described in and 

he executed the 

subeeriberl  

who executed 

same. 

Notary Public, Statso41110Ork 

day of 

••• 
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[NEW BOOKS 

HAVE YOU LIVED BEFORE THIS LIFE? ...American Edition 	 $3.50 
THE HUBBARD ELECTROMETER by John Sanborn 	  $2. 50 
CEREMONIES OF THE Founding Church of Scientology 	  $2.00 

HCA EXTENSION COURSE TEXTS  

Dianetics: the Modern Science of Mental Health by L. Ron Hubbard 	$4. 00 
Science of Survival by L. Ron Hubbard 	  -$7. 50 
Advanced Procedure and Axioms by L. Ron Hubbard 	  $2. 50 
Scientology: the Fundamentals of Thought by L. Ron Hubbard 	 $1.25 

HCS EXTENSION COURSE TEXTS  

The Hubbard Electrometer 	  52.50 
Scientology: 8-8008 by L. Ron Hubbard 	  $3.50 
The Creation of Human Ability 	  $5.00 
Clear Procedure: Issue One by L. Ron Hubbard 	 $2.00 
ACC Clear Procedure of Oct. 15, 1958 by L. Ron Hubbard 	  $1.25 

BOOKS FOR BEGINNERS  

Dianetics: the Modern Science of Mental Health by L. Ron Hubbard 	$4. 00 
The Problems of Work by L. Ron Hubbard 	  $1.25 
Dianetics: Evolution of a Science by L. Ron Hubbard 	  ji 1. 25 
Scientology: Its Contribution to Knowledge by U. K. Gerry 	  $2. 50 
Summary of Scientology by Jack Horner 	  $1. 25 

ADVANCED BOOKS  

Dianetics '55 by L. Ron Hubbard 	  
Scientology 8-80 by L. Ron Hubbard 	  
Professional Auditors Bulletins Books 1 to 5 by L. Ron Hubbard.. ea. 
Advanced Clinical Course Manual 	  
Control and the Mechanics of S-C-S 	  

Notes on the Lectures of L. Ron Hubbard 	  
ABILITY Issue 80 - Axioms, Logics and Prelogics 	  

$3.00 
$1.25 
$ 1 . 2 - 
$1.25 
$1.25 

$2. 00 
$1.25 

ON CHILDREN 

Child Dianetics 	  $2. 75 
Creative Learning by Silcox and Mainard 	  $3. 00 

ON BUSINESS AND WORLD PROBLEMS  

How to Live Though an Executive by L. Ron Hubbard 	  $2.00 
Fortress in the Sky by L. Ron Hubbard 	  $ .50 
All About Radiation 	 $3.00 
Brainwashing 	  $1.25 

SELF HELP 

Sell Analysis by L. Ron Hubbard 	  $1.00 
HL 	Group Auditors' Handbook 	  $2.65 

POETRY • 

Intentions by Julian Cooper (Poet Laureate of Scientology) 
Viewpoints by Julian Cooper 	  $2.00 

SPECIAL BOOKLETS OF INTEREST  

Preventive Dianetics 	  $1.00 
Education and the Auditor 	  $1.00 
Dianetic Processing 	  $ .50 
Lecture Course Booklets Nos. 1 through 50..(not complete sets)...ea 	 $ .50 
CERTAINTY Magazine #4 	  $ .75 

POCKET BOOKS  

Fear - a novel by L. Ron Hubbard 	  $ .35 
The Great Religions by Which Men Live 	  $ .35 
How the Great Religions Began 	  $ .35 

. The Gospel of St. John 	  $ 50 

I 	 

	$2.00 
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SCIENTOLOGY AND DIANETICS PERIODICALS 

$ 	.35 
$ 	.75 
$ 	.75 
$ 	.10 
$ .75 
$ 	.75 

ABILITY Issue 110 - Techniques of Child Processing 	  ABILITY Minor 5 - "The Hope of Man" 	  ABILITY 37 - "Man's Relentless Search" 	  ABILITY 71A - Being Clear and How to Get There 	  ABILITY M-1 - The Scientologist Manual of Dissemination 	  ABILITY M-4 - Straight Wire 	  Journal of Scientology, Issue 16-G - Scientology, Science of Certainty 	 $1.25 Journal of Scientology, 28G - Scientology, A New Science 	  $1.25 Journal of Scientology, 31G - Scientology Workbook 	  $1.25 ABILITY Issue 120 - Scientology Books 	  $ 	.35 Special Reprint List 	 Free 
Tape Recording List 	 Free 
Special ABILITY Packet 	  $ .75 Excerpts from "Scientology: Fundamentals of Thought" 	  $ 	.05 Excerpts from "The Problems of Work" 	  $ 	.05 Personal Efficiency Course Booklet 	  $ .25 

Church of Scientology Brochures, Nos. l and 2 	  ea. $ 	.05 
CHARTS AND GRAPHS 

Creed of the Church of Scientology 	  $1.25 Creed of the Church of Scientology (on Velum) 	  $1.50 Tone Scale - Illustrated in Color 	  $2.00 Tone Scale - Illustrated in Black and White 	  $1.00 Chart of Attitudes 	  $ 	. 50 Chart of Human Evaluation 	  $1.00 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF L. RON HUBBARD 

Colored Full Length Photograph (8" by 10") 	  $1,50 Photo (Black and white) of sculptured bust 	  $1.50 Photo in Black and White 	  $5,00 
OTHER MATERIALS 

Scientology Pens (ballpoint in green and gold) 	3 for $1.00 Blazer Badges (members only) gold wire 	 $10.00 Scientology Scarves (green and gold - from England),... $10.00 Testing Materials (famished to Professional Auditors - 
Prices on request) 

.4-ECTURES.OF 	2.O`1-HUBBARD ON 	PLrYTING RECORDS 

Clearing Congress of July 1958 - Album - 3 hours of Lectures 	 $8. 00 
1 

Listed below are 3 individual records from July 1958 Album. "Violence" 	
 $3.00 "The Goal of Auditing" 	  $3. 00 "The Magic Button" 	  $3.00 Final Lecture of January 1959 Congress - LEADERSHIP 	  $3.00 London Clearing Congress Album - 6 hours of Lectures 	  $24.00 

LECTURES OF L. RON HUBBARD ON MAGNETIC TAPE  

Tape Recorded Lectures and Public Processing Tapes are available from the Distribution Center. They are sold by the reel - 7 inch reel, twin track, 3 3/4 ips. (two hours of playing time) 
Lectures earlier than January First 1960 	 $ 25.00 Lectures later than January First 1960 	 $ 30.00 

TAPE RENTAL LIBRARY 

The First reel is selected from the Tape Rental Library Series and purchased for $25.00. Select another reel from the List of tapes in the Tape Rental Library and upon returning your first reel with a $2.50 exchange fee, you will be sent your next reel. This exchange plan is effective on a continuing basis and Rental Tape is good for exchange as long as it is in good condition upon return to the Tape Library. A Full List of tapes available will be sent upon request. Following is a sampling of the titles available: "Ability, the Keynote of Scientology" and Pro-cessing session. "Health and Certainty". "The Second Dynamic". "The Eight Dynamics". 

ALL DISCOUNTS APPLY ON THE PURCHASE OF BOOKS AND TAPE RECORDINGS, DISCOUNTS DO NOT APPLY ON BOOKS COSTING $1.00 OR LESS, NO DISCOUNTS APPLY ON RECORDS AND ITEMS OTHER THAN BOOKS AND TAPES. 

To order books and other items on this list, please check the item ordered in the middle column (#2), fill in the blanks below, and send to: 	

Die Distrigtilion ainter; 	BOX 242, SILVER SPRING, Md. 
(Include postage as follows: Up to $1.25...10 cents. $1. 26 to $3.50...15 cents. Above $3.50... 20 cents.) All orders should be prepaid or they will be shipped C, 0. D. Please check discount status: In HASI Member; 	Franchise Holder. 	Check or money order enclosed 	Amount $ 	 Send C.O.D. 

NAME 	
DATE 

ADDRESS 



Document H_h2; is a one-Pace memorandum dated 3/23/63" to the Director, 
Chicago District, from P. D. Sherman, Instector: subject: 4093 V, 
Hubbard 5 meter, PDC )48405. This memorandum consists of information 
obtained on a specific individual. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions consist 
of confidential information pertaining to the individual in question, 
which if released, would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privicy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (-6) (6). 



Refer to YRM/C 1/25/63 and DRM/Districts 1/24/63, re above 
investigation. My reMo Of 2/12/63 coverediRov Justin, wanted 
by the F.B.I. 

On 3/22/63 FBI Agent James Rumoh phoned re that,17loy Justin.was 
arrested recently in Los Angeles, California- He will be returned 
tc, 	 _ He will not be - 	. 

for the Chicago offense; a memo re this case will be prosecuted ...  
filed with his 	 in  the hopes Justin will receive 
no more 

DRS may wish to contact the FBI office in Washington to see if 
justin had identification on him when arrested showing he was a 
minister of Scientology. 

XI s 

224.44_ 
R. D. Sherman 

Encl.: cc this memo 	 W. G. Kuop 
cc Ad/file 

DATE: March 23, 1963 

-S  {ORM NO. 10 
""" "^10-104 

UNYistD STATES GOVERNMENT.  

Memorandum 
TO 	DIRECTOR, CHICAGO DISTRICT 

FROM : R. D. Sherman, Inspector 

SUBJECT: 4-093_,,.„abbard E neter 	Lafayette Ron Hubbard 
L- F3e-41 ---84135 

Encl.: cc this memo 

cc Ad/file 

RDS:sd 

DiviFrom or RECULPTORv 	 3/25/63 
Attention: Mr. Van W. Smart  

For your information. 

Founding Church of Scientology, et al 



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
0-104 

UNIT.t.D STATES GOVERNMENT_ 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DIRECTOR, CHICAGO DISTRICT 

	
DATE: March 23, 1963 

FROM : R. D. Sherman, Inspector 

Y9, 
SU JECT: 4- 93,_, 

=48495 
bard E meter 	Lafayette Ron Hubbard 

Founding Church of Scientology, et al 

Refer to DRM/C 1/25/63 and DAM/Districts 1/24/63, re above 
investigation. My memo of 2/12/63 covered(Roy Justin) wanted 
by the F.B.I. 

On 3/22/63 FBI Agent James Rumnn phoned me thatRoy_Jusilh was 
arrested recentl in Los Angeles, California. He will be returned 
to±T.L.13ir-'T-Tratalaa_Tiga:SIS2-----1,02,;=7) He will not be 
pritedfortherChicago offense; a memo re this case will be 
filedAwith histlarmlifren-Op2.2e  in the hones(Justin,will receive 
no mora_Oemporary leaves from the  osp22  

DRM may wish to contact the FBI office in Washington to see if 
.,,Tustinihad identification on him when arrested showing he was a 
adhiSter of Scientology. 

tgic)‘, a11  
R. D. Sherman St4t24- 

Encl.: cc this memo 

cc Ad/file 

RDS:sd 

DIVISION-GE-REGULATORY  MANAGELLENT 	 3/25/63 
Attention: Mr. Van W. Smart  

For your information. 

Encl.: cc this memo 	 W. G. Kupp 
cc Ad/file 



Document H-44. This document is an undated, one page, typewritten 
information sheet pertaining to a specific individual. 

The entire document, except for one paragraph, is releaseable. The 
deleted paragraph consists of a specific individual's name and identifying 
characteristics, which if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(6)(7)(C). 



Document H-44. This document is an undated, one page, typewritten 
information sheet pertaining to a specific individual. 

The entire document, except for one paragraph, is releaseable. The 
deleted paragraph consists of a specific individual's name and identifying 
characteristics, which if released would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(6)(7)(C). 



Lafayette Ronald MUBEAND, U. 5. Navy Serial No. 113392, U. 
Veserve. 

Enlisted June 19, 1941, discharged honorable, February 16, 1946, 
as a Lieutenant, serving four years sand eight months in the G. 	aavy 

Resigned U. S. naval heserve, October 30, 1950, honorable. 

Medals or decorations: (For service while in U. S. navy) 

American Theater Ribbon 
Awrican Defense Ribbon. 
Asiatic-Yacific Theater Ribbon 
txpert FjS3.e end Pistol 
orld ijar II Victory Medal 

Did service in DIC, Now !ark, on USS YP-422 

Asiatic Flout included TCS PC-615, U.S 4LOOL LEA-54 

Marino 4sserves May 1, 1930 to October 22, 1931, 1st Sergeant 

Wifels mtrii, was Louise Hubbard from Montgomery County 

1941 livod 3038 P St., N. W. 

1930-32, George Washington University, did not graduate 

Belonged to the Explorer's Club 

1950 address 4303 Elm Street, Bethesda, Md. 

While in the Navy commlaints were registered for unpaid bills from 
Margolis 'ailoring Company, Washington, D. C., Pander in Australia 
and also Alaska. 

ie did belong to the Allied Scientists of the World .... 

Hubbard is drawing about 30% disability for claims of arthritis, 
service connected. 
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Document H-46. This document is a one page letter dated 1/28/63, addressed 
to a private institution, from Gilbert S. Goldhammer, Director, Division 
of Regulatory Management, Bureau of Enforcement. This letter is a 
request for information regarding a specific individual. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions consist 
of the name of the institution and identifies the information requested. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release 
of any portion would immediately identify the institution, which is a 
confidential source. 



Document H-46. This document is a one page letter dated 1/28/63, addressed 
to a private institution, from Gilbert S. Goldhammer, Director, Division 
of Regulatory Management, Bureau of Enforcement. This letter is a 
request for information regarding a specific individual. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions consist 
of the name of the institution and identifies the information requested. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release 
of any portion would immediately identify the institution, which is a 
confidential source. 



January 28, 1963 

...... • • 

Gentlemen: 



Office of the Begiatre'r) 
George Uaobington Univercttq 

inflleMElter— 
Dashingtons  D. D. ' 

Cantletten: 

43 	., 

Jautary 20, 1903 

In connection sith our Ointment inVeatiAptioa-of Dz. Lafayette ten Unbbetd 
aad his distribution of a device Tacracoliairatirfledittintuor 

Dedotel Food, StecS,:_eed Cosmetic Act*  information concerning hie 
Oarlosattecirdia-desireCiererdairto'eueluste hie 4uhltfieation 
kin the 	cal device field} 

Ca toad opptecioteyour cupplyinc this Agency vithja certified copy of 
Ur. CUbbardsoliaadatiOreierd. :Ore-Lafayette ton Zubbard is paid tic 

cliairn-recniind a Potholer of Science Degree in Engineering free George 
thurbington University in 1933.. Ea opperently attended, the University 
from 1930 thimoush 1933. 

• 

tour prompt response could be appreciated. 

Sint rOWS4CUTOs 

Silbert S. 6,141 ==or. Director 
.Diviolon of Beguletory Ehnegemet 
Sumas of Enforcnnpfle  

cc Halt'  
cc GC 

- cc DVA 
CDTilroe:ms:1-28-63 
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DocUment H-47. This document is. a one page memorandum dated 
Philadelphia District, from Bureau'of Regulatory Management, 
Enforcement. Subject:-  '4093 V,'Hubbard EMefer FDC 48405. 
memorandum is a request for information regarding 'a specific 

1/25/63, to 
Bureau of - 

individual. 

--- This document is released with deletions_:The deleted portions in this 
document consist of requests for information to be obtained from specific, 
sources. These portions are exempt under15U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because 
release of any portion would immediately identify the source of information, 
which is a confidential source. --  



Document H-47. This document is a one page memorandum dated 1/25/63, to 
Philadelphia District, from Bureau of Regulatory Management, Bureau of. 
Enforcement. Subject: 4093 V, Hubbard E Meter FDC 48405. This 
memorandum is a request for information regarding a specific individual.-

. 
This document is released with deletions::ItThe deleted portions in this 
document consist of requests for information to be obtained from specific 
sources. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because 
release of any portion would immediately identify the source of information, 
which is a confidential source. 
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• Outing 1252 Mr. Bowed uea Charted vith-couteept of court In Wichita, 
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of the trial it in reporta that he roved to Milv4elphis Aare an 
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obstructing justice.  
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school valiant a state Meuse. r" -  
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Document H-48; is a one-nage memorandum dated 2/5/63, to the Philadeln a 
District, from Inspector James E. Tessmer; subject: Investigation of 

L. Ron Hubbard DPW? memo 1/25/63. This memorandum is a summary of 
results of an investigation regarding a specific individual. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions consist 
of names of specific individuals which if released would constitute an 
unwarranted invaison of personal privacy. These portions are exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C). 



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

nrla 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
	

141  

TO 	: Philadelphia District 
	

DATE: 2/5/63 

Hubbard Dianetics Foundation, Inc. 
FROM : Inspector James E. Tessmer 	 Founding Church of Scientology.  

L. Ron Hubbard 
Distribution Center, Inc. 

SUBJECT: Investigation of Mr. L. Ron Hubbard et al 
FARM memo I-25-S3 

In accordance with referenced memo, I visited Scranton University 
and spoke to. 	 .. 	...7concerning the case 
of Mr. Hubbard. 	 ,tated that the VA Guidance Center at Scranton 
University has been closed tor at least 5 years to the best of his know-
ledge. No records were availableat the University. Mr. Hubbard was never 

	

a student at the University according tc 	
who checked students records. 

I visited the VA office at Wilkes Barre, Pa. and,speke to a 	 

checked the records available, however, there were. none pertaining to 
Mr. L. Ron Hubbard or his case number C-7017422. 	 suggested 
that I contact the VA office in Washington and the V.R.E. Division of 
the VA at Philadelphia, Pa. 

JAMES E. TES MER 
'Inspector, Philadelphia District 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT -Fehruary 14, 1963 

We were unable to locate any record on Mr. L. Ron Hubbard at 
Scranton University or nearby area. Follow-up is being conducted at 
the VA in Philadelphia. 

THOMAS H. KINGSLEY 
Supervisory Inspector 

THK/fmz 

-`" 



• 
4 .4_dia 

JAMES E. TE 	R 
Inspector, Philadelphia District 

We were unable to locate any record on Mr. L. Ron Hubbard at 
Scranton University or nearby area. Follow-up is being conducted at 
the VA in Philadelphia. 

THK/fmz 

THOMAS H. KINGSLEY 
Supervisory. Inspector 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. ID 
1010-104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	' Philadelphia District 
	 DATE: 2/5/63 

Hubbard Dianetics Foundation, Inc. 
FROM : Inspector James E. Tessmer 	 Founding Church of. Scientology, 

L. Ron Hubbard 	/ 
Distribution Center,'Inc. 

SUBJECT: Investigation of Mr. L. Ron Hubbard et al 
INM/P memo 1-2br 	

41-
® P34_ 

In accordance with referenced memo, I visited Scranton University 
and spoke todir. J. T. Doherty,; Director of Guidance)concerning the case 
of Mr. Hubbard. eft. Dohertistated that the VA Guidance Center at Scranton 
University has been closed or at least 5 years to the best of his know-
ledge. No records were availableat the University. Mr. Hubbard was never 
a student at the University according to(Mr. J. A. Finnegan, Registrar,) 
who checked students records. 

I visited the VA office at Wilkes Barre, Pa. and spoke to Miss, 
Florence Austin, Secretary to the Adjudication Officer.) liss Austin 
checked the records available, however, there were none pertaining to 
Mr. L. Ron Hubbard or his case number C-7017422. (Miss Austin)suggested 
that .I contact the VA office in Washington and the V.R.E. Division of 
the VA at Philadelphia, Pa. 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT 
	

<February 14, 1963 

Lik 
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'ocument R-14?; is a three-e-pa2e memoranda' dated i/ll:/63, to tlae D;--eor,  

Seattle District, from, inspector Robert I. Parkinson; subject: Back-
ground. The memorandum consists of information regarding a specific 
individual. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 1.8.0. 552 (b) (7) (E) 
because release would disclose investizative technicues and procedures 
not generally known by the public. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	 DIRECTOR? SEATTLE_DISTRICT --....-7 

rRom : 	Inspector Robert E. Parkinson 

SUBJECT: 	Background of L. Ron Hubbard  

DATE: 2/14/63 

L. Ron Hubbard—, 
Inc-Pririthriro lurchof Scientology, 

etc. 

VD 73 V 
An investigation was made in Helena, Montana re L. Ron Hubbard as 

assigned GWR/REP memo 2/6/63 pursuant to All Districts memo 1/24/63 re 
L. Ron Hubbard et al. 

A visit was made to Helena High School on 2/14/63 to obtain information 
concerning the scholastic background and any other information we could 
obtain on L. Ron Hubbard. 

He originally enrolled at Helena High School on September 6, 1927r He 
attended school the fall semester of 1927 and part of the spring semester 
of 1928. He was dropped May 11, 1928. 

His grades were as follows: 

1st semester 
English V 	80 	Physics I 	66 
English IV 	75 	Spanish 3 	22 
History American 89 

2nd semester 
French II 	fail 

Two grades appeared on an unmarked card. They were English IV 75 and 
History I 77. Miss Kathryn Megard, girls councilor, who furnished the 
records, and she assumed they were his second semester grades at the time 
he was dropped. 

The above grades are based on the following scale. 

92-100 excellent 	75-83 fair 
84-91 	good 	 below 75 failure 

ADMINISTRATION  

For your information as requested by BE/Se memo 1/24/63: 

/
/Weir  

G. W. RYNERSON 
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The enrollment card for Sept. 6, 1927 showed that he resided at 
736 5th Ave. in Helena. He was born March 13, 1911 at Tilden, Nebraska. 
He previously attended school at Queen AnneHigh School in Seattle. 

He was classified as a Sophomore 2 when he enrolled in Helena High 
School 

His daily program was showed on the back of his enrollment cards as 
follows: 

Sept. 6, 1927 Morning: 
English V 
Study 
Physics 

Afternoon 
Geom. II 
History U.S. I 
Study 
Spanish III 

Jan. 30, 1928 	Morning 
Physics 
As. 
Geom II 

Afternoon 
As. 
Amer. Hist. II 
French II 
As. 

Dropped May 11, 1928. 

Some subjects such as Geometry, appear on the daily program card which 
do not appear on the grade card. 

The attendance card shows his attendance as follows: 

Nov. 1927 	2-half days absent 
Dec. 	 2 days absent 
Jan. 	 day absent 
Feb. 	 2 days absent 
April 	 5 days & 2-half days absent 
May 	 4-half days absent 

The high school annuals for 1927 and 1928 were found in the high school 
library. Mr. Hubbard vas in a group picture of the Junior class in 1928 
and in a group picture of the staff of "The Nugget" which was the high 
school paper. Mr. Hubbard was listed as one of two joke editors. 

We were able to contact two former members of "The Nugget" staff, but 
Mr. Don Williams, who is employed by the Montana Dept. of Highways, vas 
the only one who could remember Mr. Hubbard. He said he remembered hits 
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being clean, friendly, and he thought he was intelligent and a good student. 
Hs thought Mr. Hubbard had graduated, and he didn't recall him as being in 
any trouble. 

There was no record for Mr. Hubbard after he was dropped the spring 
semester of 1928. 

Mr. Williams said he did not associate with Mr. Hubbard other than 
as members on the staff of "The Nugget." 

Two other former students shown in the group picture in the 1928 annual 
and two former teachers who - had taught at the high school at that time were 
contacted, but they could not remember Mr. Hubbard. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ruegg, 737 5th, Helena who lived across the street from 
the apartment building where the Hubbard family lived were contacted. 
They could only remember Ron Hubbard as being a small red haired boy, and 
that his father was in the Navy and they had traveled a lot. 

The Helena Police Dept. was visited to see if Mr. Hubbard had any 
record, but records were not kept prior to 1940. 

ROBERT E. PARKINSON 

REP/gll 



Documents H-50 and H-109 are identical. This document is a four page 
memorandum dated 2/4/63, to Director, Philadelphia District, from Inspector 
W. Remle Grove. Subject: 4093 V Hubbard E Meter, FDC 48405. This 
memorandum describes the results of an investigation conducted on specific 
individuals and events. 

This document is released with deletions found on pages 1 and 3. The 
deleted material in these two pages consists of confidential information 
obtained from a confidential source which is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(D), because release of any portion would automatically disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 
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memorandum dated 2/4/63, to Director, Philadelphia District, from Inspector 
W. Remle Grove. Subject: 4093 V Hubbard E Meter, FDC 48405. This 
memorandum describes the results of an investigation conducted on specific 
individuals and events. 

This document is released with deletions found on pages 1 and 3. The 
deleted material in these two pages consists of confidential information 
obtained from a confidential source which is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(D), because release of any portion would automatically disclose 
the identity of a confidential source. 
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September 3, 1954 

Honorable Warren Olney III, 
Assistant Attorney General, 
Criminal Division, 
Department of Justice, 
Washington 25, D. C. 

ATTENTION: BEN BROOKS, Chief 
General Crimes Section. 

Re: United States v. Ernest Kish, 
John Neugebauer and Helen O'Brien, 
also known as Mrs. John Neugebauer 
No. 17079 - December Term, 1952 
Assaulting Deputy United States Marshals 
while engaged in the performance of 
their official duties. 
(D. of J. Ref. WO:JWK:ae 39 E 336) 

S i r:- 

In response to your letter of August 26 1954, please be advised that on June 18, 1953 there was a t-verdict of guilty as to all three of the above defendants following which a motion for a judgment of acquittal and for a new trial was filed. On November 2, 1953 his Honor, Judge Welsh, granted the judgment of acquittal as to O'Brien but overruled the motion as to Kish and Neugebauer. The latter were fined t200.00 each. 

Respectfully, 

W. WILSON WHITE 
United States Attorney 

By O. CLINTON FOGWELL, JF. 
Assistant. United States Attorney Mr. Spiegel 



• 
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HLW:LCB:nza 	 November 26, 1955 

#34064 

Honorable Oliver Gasch 

United States Attorney 

Room 3136-C 
United States Court House Bld

g. 

3rd and Constitution Ave., M.
W. 

Washington, D. C. 

RE: United States v. Ernest 
Kish, et al 

Criminal No. 17079 

Tour Ref: OG:EPTsacs 

Dear Mr. Gasch: 

We are in receipt of your let
ter. dated November 20, 

19SS, in which you request 
all Weis and records which 

we may have with reference to
 a person known as L. Ron 

Hubbard. 

We have checked with our Pili
ng Room and have found 

the shoes mentioned criminal
 case. This case grows out 

of Bankruptcy No. 23747 in th
rmatter Of Hubbard Diasetic 

Foundation, L. Ron Hubbard. 

If you wish information rega 
ding Bankruptcy We. 

7i  
23747, we would suggest you 

coat t the Referee in 

Bankruptcy, 3042 United State
s C urt Moose, Philadelphia, 

Pa. 

We are enclosing herewith our
 Pile No. 34064, 

Criminal No. 17079 and trust 
it will be of some help to 

you. Please acknowledge rece
ipt of same on the attached 

copy of this letter also encl
osed and return same to us. 

Please return file to us when
 it has served its purpose. 

Very truly yours, 

Receipt of the above is 

herewith acknowledged:  
HAROLD R. WOOD 
United States Attorney 

BT: 
LOUIS C. BECHTLS 

:me. 	
Assistant United States Attor

ney 



 

TED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUST 

OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

WASHINGTON. O. C. 

November 20, 1958 

AlICW•talr Alt. 144.3.. TO 
LRIMMSTATIVIATfORIYET 
TOMO RAC Piel-Y. PLIAS POP-.I TO ITITTIALIO /SO MOMS 

OG:EPT:acs 
wn-me *TAT= COLOR HOUTA OLOLDOOO INC NCO COCIller(OW AbetlE SW. 

 

 

  

Honorable Harold K. Wood United States Attorney Eastern District of Pennsylvania 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Dear Mr. Wood: 

A person known as L. Ron Hubbard has organized in 
the District of Columbia certain corporations some of which 
are the following: Academy of Scientology; Congress of 
Scientologists; Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation; Dis-
tribution Center, Inc.; Founding Church of Scientology;. 
Hubbard International Association of Scientologists; Hubbard 
Guidance Center; and, Scientology Consultants to Industrial 
Efficiency. The operation of these corporations may con-.  
stitute misuse of the corporate charters in that such com-
panies may be guilty of practicing medicine in violation of 
our healing arts statute. 

I have been informed that Hubbard was taken into 
custody at 237 North Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania, on December 18, 1952, under a federal warrant executed 
in connection with a case docketed in the United States District 
Court in Philadelphia. It is my understanding that that pro-
ceeding was based upon a petition'filed ancillary to a bank-
ruptcy proceeding pending in the United States District Court 
for the State of Kansas. 

It would be greatly appreciated if you would grant 
us the opportunity of having access to any and all files and 
records which you may have with reference to this matter con-
cerning Hubbard. Such material will aid us considerably in 
arriving at an understanding of the background of our problem 
here. We may be able to proceed against the corporate charters 
of the Hubbard corporations on the theory, that Hubbard has vio-
lated the statutes which regulate the practice of medicine in 
the District of Columbia. 

I thank you in advance for the courtesy assistance. 	
, o.s. aft FT) r 

_ Ot 4 	 NOV24195)5 u-A  
OLIVER GASCH 
United States Attorney 

Sincerely, 



recorded. Because of the expense involved and the importance 

of the subject matter, every effort was made by them as the 

directors of the Hubbard Association to seed to it that there 

were no interruptions of any kind. 

On the afternoon of December 16, 1952, two Deputy 

United States Marshals, John J. Gericke and Levi P. Gordon, 

were given a warrant, issued at the direction of Judge Allan 

K. Grim, for the production of L. Fon Hubbard in the United 

States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania 

in order that he might be examined in connection with a bank-

ruptcy matter. Both marshals knew that the warrant for Mr. 

Hubbard had only to do with a civil matter and not with any 

crime. 

Mr. Gericke testified at the trial that he and Mr. 

Gordon went first to 122 North Mole Street in order to serve 

the warrant, having been informed by the Chief Deputy Marshal 

that Hubbard could be found at that address. Having rung the 

bell at 122 North Mole Street and there being no response, Gericke 

and Gordon noticed a white card on the door stating "Call Hubbard 

Foundation, 237 North 16th Street", and thereupon went to that 

address (N.T. 14). As the two marshals approached the particu-

lar property, they noticed a woman open the door and walk in, 

closing the door behind her (N.T. 15). Although they had rung 

the bell at the Mole Street house and although they had no search 

warrant or any other legal document giving them the right to 



The facts out of which the charge grew are as 

follows: 

In December, 1952, a series of lectures were given 

in Philadelphia by L. Ron Hubbard, an internationally known 

engineer, writer and the founder of Dianetics and Scientology. 

These lectures were sponsored in Philadelphia by the Hubbard 

Association of Scientologista, Inc., of which Mr. and Mrs. 

John Heugebauer, two of the above named defendants, are the ex-

ecutive heads. Mr. Hubbard came to Philadelphia from London 

especially for these lectures which were given for a period 

of three weeks to about thirty-five people each of whom paid 

$500.00 for the course. Those who attended were principally 

engineers although the group also included a teacher, several 

doctors, a lawyer, a psychologist and an executive of the duPont 

Company. 

In anticipation of the series, Mr. and Mrs. Neugebauer 

had in November, 1952, bought the property at 237 North 16th 

Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and prepared it for use as 

the scene of the lectures. The entire building is owned by Mr. 

and Mrs. Neuesbauer, the first two floors being used as a meet-

ing place and lecture room, the top floor being residential with. 

a caretaker living there (N.T. 130, 149)• 

it. and Mrs. Neugebauer also made arrangement° at con-

siderable cost for the lectures delivered by Mr. Hubbard to be 

-2- 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR 
THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA  

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

• 
vs. 

ERNTST KISH, JOHg NEUGEBAUM 
and MIS. JONI KEUGEBAUER 	 NO. 17079 

DEFENDANTS' BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL 
OR, IN TEE ALTERNATIVE, FOR A NEW 

TRIAL 

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 

The three above named defendants were convicted by a 

jury of violation of Section 111 of Title 18 U.S.C. which pro- 

vides: 

"Whoever forcibly assaults, resists, opposes, 

impedes, intimidates, or interferAs with any 

person designated in Section 11114. of this Title 

while engaged in or on account of the perform- 

ance of his official duties, shall be fined not 

more than $5,000.00 or imprisoned not more than 

three years, or both." 
	

• 

In other words, the defendants have been convicted of assault-

im3 Deputy United States Marshals while enraged in the perform-

moo of their official duties. 

DECEMBER SESSIONS, 1952 

-1- 



NOnt 

3. V 	3 1 5E.17C, 

brother, attorney, 	an.:Irs.1Ef 

we 	: 	, :. • 

Occu?at ion 	 Oreanizer, 	 1-Cf.:1..:  P: •  

Founuatim  

?rev Jots e 
Ph 1z1...1,-  12 

".cars ;ad marks 	 hone 

;'run iuus criziaal 	cc:ni 

K-ezae 
trw. 

rte3i..let:cc 	 :;2C rlaL: 	.,40" , 

71-  o 

D3/4 te. 	.._r t:. 
Flare of birth 	 Doyles tot:1, 

height 	 6' 3" 

v;ei 	 237 lbs.  
Build 	 Wusc uaztr 

hair Bror 

4-es 	

n 
C3 ray 

C oz.? la.ti on 	 tJedilmi 

aelat:_ves 	 Parents - 	and 
East Etletcin Et., Barberton, 

Broth,rs - 	 -enrth , o: iot 
sr...):1/2E Kenziere , 	; 
Akron , Ohio 

Soars and ?larks 	 it ft an amputated 5 below Cubit, 
la) seas left check, tattoo of 
4  
woman ^death before di e honor" left 
upper arm 

Character is tice 	 'Fears as t..a oho 

Occupation 	 Hachinist, 	C. Machine, 
Barberton, Ohio 

Admitted arrests 	 Arrested 1940 - assault & battery, 
Akron, Ohio - one yr. 'fl-ob..tion, 

- P 

•-27 
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On December 31, 1952, SMtRI FRIAR, Clerk, Records Section, 

Philadelphia Police Department, adviScd that their records reflected 30 

information relative to the subjects. 

The following descriptions of the subjects were obtained 

through observation and interview: 

JCS HFKRY rEUCI.S;JR, vs,  
John Ncyga 

122 Worth hole St., Phila., 
6/29/24 	

,s. 

Isene N. Ti. 
51  101' 
170 lbs. 
Wed 
Brown 
Blue 
Medium 
HERR'S 0. YE.U.7:EBAIM, father, r.-!ent, 

N. R.; ROSE 1.1.1.4.A NEUSEanR, 
mother, Keene, N. U.; ciders - 
CATFRTNE WHIM, rayutte, N. C., 
and ROSEMARIE PRC7=LR, Tosttvoreland, 
N. 	EZIEZ O'BRIEZi ffrazaua, 
wife, 122 rorth Role St., Phila., PE. 

Organizer of lecture groups, Hubbard 
Foundation  

C. S. NAVY, Serial No. uxXmorm, 
January 1942 - April 191;4 

Sole left jaw in front of ear 
roam known 

HEIM 	YEUriFBAUER  
122 North Hole St., Philadelphia, 
10/3/10 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
51  10" 
160 lbe. 
Rusky 
Blurade 
Blue 
Fair 
JELLS J. WIESEN, fathers, attorney, 
1732 Bankers Security Building, 

Waite 

Residence 
Date of birth 
Place of birth 
Height 
Height 
Build 
Hair 
Ryes 
Complexion 
Relatives 

> Occupation 

gilitsry Service 

Scars and marks 
Previous criminal record 

Naas  
Residence 
Date of birth 
Plane of birth 
Haight 
Weight 
Build 
Fair 
Er9a 

Complexion 
Relatives 

Pa. 

—26— 
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aey identifies:tea during this time. I did net °hawse any 

violemee derimg this incident, 

°I have read the above atateeemt and it is tree to the hest of 

ey knaeledes 

rigiteeesese 
Dale t. Biestand, 

12/16/52 

Jams V. Redfield, 
12/16/5210  

p/ Richard Seel Terg 

Spacial Agent, Feria; al Bureau of Ileeetiemtice 

Special Agent, Federal Dereau of Iseestigetien 

Om Datesbar 16, 1952. JAMES NeeCreAN, Highway Petrel, Yhileeelphia 

Felice revetment, Sedge Rio. 679, was interviewed by SA :AMPS 	m  s 	Bv1111.10 

end the writer, at which time he etsted that be vas villing to testify to 

tbe following informations 

ES advised that approximately 4130 p. n., an Decreer 16, 1952, 

	 in the vicinity of RAM and Cherry Streete, be rts eemeeeed by a 

Cited States Marshal who stated that he needed essiatanse at 237 North 

16th Street. Patrolmen MOGCUAM related that be proceeded to the above 

address and observed a nem who identified himself as a United Staten 

Marsha heleleg bask a large arced on a at airese by gen point. Hs said 
thet be told the crowd that the tee mem sere gaited Staten Marshals and 
bed a warrant for ths arrest of L. RCM HUbleRD. to than raid that ba 
end the Marshal holding tau revolver started to premed rp the claps, et 
which time they ears peshed backwards by two mon steed/az in treat of the 
grvs44 Patrolman Me00010 stated that a large blondes- beaded Penn said 
thet the taro Narshels weld not show her a warrant, to which Patrolman 
YeGOSAM replied that they did not here to thew her a werrant. He further 
irbated that epee leernine that L. W5 HUM= was 	tairs, bet  eleee  with 
tee terthels, pecceeded up the flatmate,  red arrested =BARD and three 
ether percales. In ocaelesiose be stated that they salted until a ewagens 

arrived, at take time they trensparted EMBZeRD sad the three other 
individuals arrested to the United States Covert Heave, 9th tad Chestnut 
Stzteta. 

The records of the Philadelekia Credit terse% Inc., were 
checked by SE LARD C. PCTEMSCO on December 19, 1952, with negative 
mtrata in reference to the eubjecta. 

25 
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catmoseoat 
Dale N6 Eiostaad, gpeeial Agent. federal =roan of In-activities%)  12/16/52 

Jams b'. Redfield, trait/ Agent, Petra/ kers= of Invoctigatiam, 12/18/5to 

Pa. 
pester 18, 1952 

r n, atter/ toal Terg,  give tka fellsaing wintery etstasoct to Pthla N. Kloctaad cad Jokes V. Redfield mho hsve 5de,1-tified them. salvos to am tz tpeial Agent., of tkm redarel bursae of invoatigatice. 
"I cm 25 years old being tern Merck 13, 1517 kt 	E. J. I me rosins fit.-Jai= presently comepleyeda I resift at 2154 leg Read, Foonsazhca, N. J. I gra:lasted from the panjamin L Prez i aPO Esthal 18 railaidelphia, ft., • 
olt appremieste/T 4:00 Ft on 12/16/0 I was in the elescrsom as the Zed fig= a 237 P. lbtk St. listeattag to a lectors being delivered by Mem ra*Smrd tea / heard lead voices swing from tsvoctsirce Win OfErlos orators-4 the sleacreen beriodly sod said gemotkilig-to the greet toad scmebedy help es, there are tom ma trying to fares their rs v.  in davastairmet best of the tramp left the, claesracm.at this potato I cos am* of tee pores= is this trevcoe I *hearted. tip sttimtwg from the top of the stairway tee mon scarieg tate, sea of them was very dark orapleirlowi. stadia: 5 er,  6 st4T2 frac tke tops I also torred opcoonimmto17 tsa ateassto cL.cadnd en is staff is frost of the tem etruk=" tlaskiag their passage rep tke °Ulm, I board cos of the ereaccre cunt Efell4nrd.1  At this tie* tits creed F.- em 1  r ,MTMA.._.4 	 ek-n 4 7427. alo feat Enka stairs I saw csa of the ntresagcr: kr1 4vg  a rwa2rar in kin had. I than beardIMmoact Risk shy 'Ce shcAA aS caste' £kwtly Om:WU? a malformed polies= =rived and r'ne-fl that thm tic strangers vows B. S. throb:1s, ?to crowd tea yet tka ratainy oralledo to the two nos. 

tiring 
 

is entire incident I reca214  to the host of gr =warn Otgrioa cad John Nem whims the two etrengers far ammo id,ratifiontiea to shit t&3 too otw.a. replied 117:2 dealt mesd to cis emy itt=tificatisnO I also did not oea tke tom men sham 
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//is r as grain' Agents of the Federal Peroau of
 laveatigation. 

°I on 31 years old boing born 12/13/21 at Sew 
lark City. I 

roside at 2209 taint! St. and an presently emp
loyed at the I/Anwar 

il
Exprosa Agency. 18th & Narktt Sts., Phila.. 

Pao as a Platform 

E:a4 This is tonporary 
employment in connestion with student 

t

activities at Hubbard Foundation. 1 an as Ind
estriml Magi/scar and 

Plant Eamager by prangs:ice. 

°On Madan Doconber 16, 1952 at approximately
 4:00 ?V I was 

sitting im the lecture hall cm the 2nd floor o
f 237 N. 16th St. 

when I hoard loud voices in the hall which st
epped tha Datum. 

I recognised these TACOS as Halms Oita and two strange c
an. 

After the voicos increased in tempo gala Orki
on entered the 

lecture hail and said Ithare is trellis).* cut he
ro, will some of 

you follows help John.* or words to this effe
ct* Thar. was a note 

of real shaken fear in her voice. I reeked out
 with several 

other students. I rowed veal! at the head of 
the stairs in front 

of the group next to Nrueat Kish. I was about t
wo steps from this 

top of tka stairway going down cod facing a man in a trench 
coat 

and slcaoh hat. Zockod ralso are yea and what 
do you. want.' Ea 

said hes are U. S. Nershals and have a warrant
 for Ken rubbard.i 

I said 'Identify yourself/ad show your warran
t.' He said Ulu 

mot thawing as-body aarthieg.* Theo ha said *
I want to SO4 

Eth4ord.r At ads- point after his statement that he would not 

identify himself the inerming pressure free 
the pooplo behind ' 

forced us, Kish and myself, against the two n
em down the stain. 

Ho blows were struck. There was on effort by all part
ials to 

cmiatain their balsas*•  to cam foil to ny knowledge. T
hu dark 

'maple:aimed stranger did stmablo backward aga
iaat the wall since 

ho was is beck of the man wearing the trench eoat and had no ono 

to loan on. fish end I stepped ea the batten s
tep and stood.c.it  

this peimt the mom wearing the trench coat tol
d the dark complexioned 

24n to go sad get a palicences  Nossochils fumbling valor
 his trench — 

cent ha draw a gum pointing it mainly at Kish.
 Ea said ~fake one 

Step forward and I*11 shoat.* I asked his 'Sho
o ua your identification. 

le cs.td !I have identified novelf.i I_L tf'oe 	on.--kurri 

(.. 
n to itiatif -n,..,,,isetiteatme•t. At this 

toLipmerevaratr .—a-1r=rant.i Na 

	ifl the oar 	 with a uniformed peliecom". 

With the appearance of the palieseas the tens
ion of to crowd 

wooed amd the imcident was over* 

*I have rood the /sheet statement and have famnd
 it trot*. 

a/ Charles J. Wahbsurn 
-23- 
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war. risk obtained the Level of the first step and asked the man who ha was Ike said U. 8. Earghal,' his attitt oppeared nom probably like a 'thee.' 

Mr. tisk ask= kin far identification, gad ha said he doosnot =vs to identify kineolf. 

ask= tip can if it yes all right for no to ale= the front dear, and ho =id go ahead. ZS still had the g  in kis band at this time. 

w/ then aimed the door see sane besk behind hiss and passed off to his loft and stood at the bottom of the stairway. So didn't Par any attention to Mee 

WI didn't sea the other men with kin daring this time, and a*Parontly he sent kis out for a polisessa. Vp to this time I didn't =ow there was a pelisses= sr the pollee eatecnees. 
the pollee ea= in and vetoed the verificative the me was a V. 8. Racial. float this tins the Ranks' leaked dersetairg in the oarrider =hied the stairs. Then with the pelisse= vent egetalro pushing through the people on the stairs. 
Mails vs =re all an the stairway JO= Nora vas en the telephoto. 
*I have rood the thews statemest at throe pegs sad it is tae sad Germ= to the best et my knewledgo. 

a/ hart= R. Biota? 
EC/tsetse 

Jena To Rad/isld. eposial Agent, Podorel Rum= of /asoatiostion, 12/14,0 

tele 84 Ciastand. Spatial Arent, Podoral Byrum of Imroetigstiwn. Want°  

itt

12 
altaapkial Pt. 
/18/52 

( 
w/. Charles Ake tookbearn,  min the following volretary statement to bale C. Nicatamd and James W. Redfield 'eke have identified thew=slvea 
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acu no blame sr violsoce of any kind daring the time I observed
 

this incident. 

have rend the above statement and find it true to the hoist of 

pr kmeelefte. 

s/ Billiton Balms ioung 

mCittessees 
Dale R. Bleatand, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of investigation, 

12/17/52 

Janes V. Redfield, Special Agent Federal Bureau of Investigation, 

12/17/52w 

'Philadelphia, Fa. 
Deemmik4r 14, 1952 

Tom *I an 32 	of age, being born on December 15, 1920 at Vanhattan, 

Now bark City. I reside at present at 147 U. 15th Street and I 

can always be reached 	Er parents at 255-04 147th Road, 

Rosedale 22, Lens Island a o Kr & Bre. Peter Dicker. 

*About 300 P.M. on Deeenber 16, 1952, I was in the elazaream as 
the 2d floor of the Hubbard Foundation, 237 1 16th Street, 

Phila., Pt. ThletilWinar-aaramo_saichling_tholtantker 4RiPh? 
fttires am- is It lacked durtv Interco. although evaryr.s is en 

the Id floor is the classroom. 

11/ hoard the downstairs doer open sad Belau ORrieu than loft the 

classroom to eoe who it was. I hard voices dommstairs Gaming 

oltser to the stairway. A fww moments later Belau popped Ler head 

is the be of the classroom and saigOthers is a ample of follows 
trying to 	upstairs.' Sone of the fellows in the back row 
get tp and I did too. We than vent dem the stairs in a group, 

ethers of the alms follseing, the lecture having been stepped. 

As I gene doom I saw a men in the hallegy oboe to the foot of 

the stairs, and immediately realised that he asp holding a gen. 

*I Bertha R. ticker, voluntarily furnish the foliating utatessit 

to James V. Redfield and Dale U. Eiestand who here identified 

themselves to no es Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of 

investigation. 
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gaban I get te the altaareca I bachened to Jaha Dena and told-
kis Melee moods yam.,  Ro thma immediately left tha alszareen. 
after that I remained is ay eat and did not Ire the elsearesa. 

ig/ have reed the above statemcat of three peace cod it is tree 
mid correct to the heat ef gr Madge. 

a/ Alice 14 Mama= 

rattan 
Paws W. Redfield. Special Agent. Fedora]. t=cn of inveatigativa 
12/17/52 

Dale 114 Wiestamd, Special Agent, Federal 	as at Inerestlgatica 
12/17/52s 

ePtiladalphia. Ft. 
socsehtr 17, 1.9f2 

rI. William Raley Yorng►  furnish the fellomiag velmtary etstaasst 

{ 

to Dale E. Riostead and James W. Sodflold e'er Loco identified 
themselves to me ao Special Agents of tbs Federal Daman cf 
Investigatioas 

°I nn 1.6 yearn cad beiag been ea 11/2l/06 at lisavtaa. N. J. I.  
reside at

e 
 )5% fly Place, Southeant, tea, D. C. I an a 

psychologst presticiag at Ream OS. Wands Sidge, lkth cad 
G. Ste., Washington, D. C. 

elei svpronimately ksOo PAI cm 12/16/5P vile 1 acs attending a 
Iasi era given ky Era Rabtard ca the lad flaw et 237 H. liotk I . 
kward Ismi vas des stairs. At this joist I loft the clam:ream 
with Wow members of the grasp cad tram the top cf the stairs 
etstrved the alarm' crowded with stades:to. dt the bottom at 
the stairway steed a nea with a ges in his hood dering the stadante 
ts take mother atop. Bales Ottriea amd &sr lasebted Jabal Dena 
.shad that nem mks elained he was an artier to idcatiiy himself 
cod thew a carremt. This isekelained he vas a Federal efiser mad said trs did not have to iftatify kimsolf.1  Ellen O''ian flea 
said tale cot and gat a policeman to identify yea.,  'Wan thta 
stated rt am a Federal *Meer cad S at here to Stott* t-telf.1 
yAt this plat a police= catered amd the stair:Ay was then mmds 
crailable to the anfartomett officers. 

20 
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themnelves to ca as Spacial Agent
s of the Federal Bureau of 

I- 
Investigation. 

"I reside at 711 Nein Street, Riv
erton, N. J. and an ecployed.as 

a teacher at the 
Tarns School (Rdgewater Township

 School), in 

Beverly, N. J. 

"About h,15 P.A. on De
cember 16, 1952 1 was in

 the reception room 

of the Hubbard Foundation at 237 
1. 16th Street, Phila., Pa. I 

had just removed my stoat and 
was arranging my papers, when two

 

men opened the front door and wal
ked in. 

"The two men came over to Tel  asking where i.e Fubbard. 
I told then 

he was giving a lecture. They th
en asked when ho was end I said 

in the room above. They then sai
d we want to see him. 

"I said, I doubt than you cense*
 him now as ha is giving a 

lecture, but there will be a brea
k in a short time, and you could 

probably talk to him then. 

"At this point they spoke loudly
 and said they were going tome 

him and it was on a personal Rat
ter. 

"At this time Helen O'Brian hoard
 the loud talking and case down 

wear the foot of the stairs. 

erp to this time I do not recall 
whether the two men identified 

themselves, alejough they may hav
e said they—ware Yelp:anon. _ 

"Males O'Brian when she came to t
he foot of the stairs, called to 

them, mad asked what they wanted
. The two men then walked over t

o 

Ulm Sento! the stairs, and said 
something to the effect, whore i

s 

Hubbard, we want to see him on a
 personal matter. 

!bias. then said 'I am Helen O'B
rien, this is my place, and you 

cannot go upstairs. 

t
DI was not in the position to s

ee whether the two men showed H
et)  

nmy identification. 

oftwarer in about a isiauta—I-wass
-raedy_to_zejrcetairs, end I 

slippaernasomaihrs two  men and Jklen, and premeeds7aia un
 the stairs 

to theaeCcvre_roon. nertiliqam 
was very Lmod and Helen wee 

in:sitting they couldn't go up. 
Along about this tine I recall 

bearing one of the mein spying they were Feder
al nun. 
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Dee etarted to or= up the ctairs. I tried to stop hie, but ho 
get pest us, and then some of the crowd vent hy no pushing Doc, 
the taller fellow, and the crowd down the stairs again. It ■as 
at this time that I noticed mr. Kish In.frent of nc. 

Ma short fellow then pulled his gun and pointed it at the crowd, 
sad kept caring Its a U. S. Marshal. Se pointed it mainly at Kish 
and said, come another stop dawn and /1 11 shoot. I heard a lot 
et ttlk about =owing ideatification, but didn't 441 asycrat show 

identification. 

°Than the policeman cast in and said these wen are U. S. Marshals 
thay denit have to show their identification. Then the polices= 
aunt upstairs followed by the two awn. They then arrested Mr. 
gmbberd and thought that Ram Hubbard Jr. was the one that pushed 
Doc down the stairs, hut they straightened that out, tee=n Rams 
GM told then it was t. Kish. 

sAll through the whole staircase episode, they kept saying they 
den't have to show identification we're U. S. Marshals, we can 
to get Hubbard. 

eMhea asked to show any warrant to cane in the building to crest 
a person they said they didn't need anything. The said they 
wonted to get Hubbard. 

°I have read the above statement of throe pages and it is true 
and correct to the best of my knowledge. 

a/ Charles Deakin Jr. 

nits:est 
Janes M. Redfield, Spec. Agent, Federal Burs= of Investigation, 
12/18/52 

Dale M. Hiestemd, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
12/18/52m 

'Philadelphia, Pa. 
December 17, 1952 

(
la Era. Alice M. Thomason, volontarily furnish the following 
Statement to Dale M. Riestand and Jan= W. Redfield who identified 
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the effect that 'If you keep am coning /Ill lot yet have it.' rink Calmly replied 'Oe cheat and Shoot.' ar to that effect. I heard 
considerable talk in r eference to identification and summons or =neat in which the dark eamplarioned individual repeatedly 
pronounsed the word as indentification and repeatedly asserted that ho did not have to show inything. 

'Boring the entire tine that I observed this incidence I did not 
gee any violanoo, or whatever I wild refer to as violence. 

DI have read the above statement of two page: and it is true & 
correct to the beat of my knowledge. 

s/ Leland Valley 

;amasses 
James W. Redfield, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Phila. Pa. 12/17/52 

Dale M. Hiestand, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation 12/17/52* 

!Philadelphia, Pa. 
December 18, 1952 

f

wI Charles Oaskin Jr. voluntarily furnish the fells-wing statement to Janes N. Redfield and Polo N. Hiestend, who identified them—selves to as as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Inveatigatien. 

II as 27 years of ambeing tort October 7, 1925 at Philadelphia, Pa. I live at 2032 Later Street, Phil' 46, Po. I ea employed at Philadelphia Nary Yard in the KMAC at shop 1-33 as a general helper. 

fat men 360 and 4100 P.N. am December 16, 1952, I was in the classroom an the 2d floor of the Hubbard Foundation, 237 N. 16th Street. At this time Nolan O'Brian came in and said, some guys ere trying to break in. 

!I :toped up and met est to the stairs tome what was going an. I don't recall tether chrome else was with no at the time, bat I sew two man the bad John Noygn up against the wall, about 2/4 of the sty up the stairs near the bend in the) stairs. John caid don't let than up,' but the short fellow said go on up Dot. So this fellow 

-- 	- 
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'arrant, The short man with the hat screeched that ha didnt have 
to chow nobody nothin and that he could go anywhere he wanted. Be 
eared hie gun as he did this. 

*I beard Felen O'Brien ask him several tines foe his identification 
and the short man yelled to the effect that he didnt need no 
'identifications'  

tn..elin-ewas no violence that I observed except the brandishing of 
tumorateClies'Scr-rf-ralirrtew—linnt The Mort 

man quieted down. The crowd on the stairway thinned out and the 
Abort man vent up stairs with his etal held in his hand followed 
by another strange ran and a policeman in uniform. 

PI Dave road the above statement of 3 pares and it is true & 
correct to the best of my knowledge. 

s/ Alfred W. Kozak 

'Witness 
James W. Redfield, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Dale M. Hieetand, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Invectigation, 

12/17/52 

"Philadelphia, Pa. 
December 17, 1952 

"I, Leland Kelley,  furnish the following voluntary statement to 
Tale M. Biestand and Jars W. Redfield who have identified them- 
selves to as as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 

°I as 28 year; old being born on July 29, 19214 at Morristown, K. T. 
I reside at 23 Goodrich St., Canton, N. T. 

'it apprexinately 3:30 PU on 12/16/52 while attending a lecture 
given by Ron Hubbard on the 2nd floor of 237 N. 16th St. I heard 
a disturbanse outside of the classroom. Malan O'Brien then 
casualy entered the classroom and asked for soma to help as a 
couple of Bea were trying to barge in. I left the classroom and 
oboomod Dnest flak ataadiag at the top of the stairway in front 
of a very dark complexioned wan. The next thing that I observed 
elms the very dark complexioned aam'etoolaimg at the foot of the 
stairs pointing a gun it-Iiih at which tim he made a atatefteut to 
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ocrrect to the bast of my  knowledge. 

s/ Robert L. Gish 

agitness 
Janes W. Rodelfield4  Special Agent s  Federal Dareau of Investigatian 
12/17/52 

Dale L. Slestand, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
12/17/52a 

"Philade1p%4es  pa. 
December 17, 1952 

"I Alfred W. !attics  furnish the following voluntary statement to 
Dula W. Blastand and Tamar V. Redfield who hove identified them- 
selves to ne as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of investigation° 

rj 

S 4A  4 1/ 	 DI an 30 years of ages  being born Deeenber 13, 1922 at Camdma, N. T. 
I reside new at 239 Aerth 16th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. and ay 
permanent address is 1262 Sheridan Streets  Comte, W. J. 

%bout 4s0C PM in the afternoon of Dee. 16, 1952, I as sitting 
on the 2nd flea of 237 S. 16th St, Phila., Pa attending a lecture. 
I heard *ass ocometien outside the deer which maenad to he down-
staira. There was acme kind of hub hub about somebody wasting to 
break into the place aid a somber of foliage walked eat the deer 
to tee what was going om4 I was about the seventh ar eight fellow 
cat. Sines the stair and passageway was narrows  there was a pile 
up of people going down stairs. I was able to see nest of the 
stairway dean and I saw two strange 100)-ing  ma swamistoe 
Iron the bottom. As mere fellows cane out of the lecture men, 
there was mere of a pile-up en the stairs and several fellow meet 
peat Ise trying to see stet it you all about. The stair' got se 
jarcood up that there no a bunch up at tha batten And the two 

(
strange nee crecliett keep their motion of going up the 'taps end 

L'fiailiagli;4  
1111 Oust WA with a hat pilled wvar his ayes Ulan  drew a gun end 
said to the effect that yonore looking at the barrel of a .38 and 
It Mona abbot you deem. This was said in a hysterical tote of 
rtice and he waved the gum around. I  tbette&lbe cri ,ere a melee 
Simam_scrt. Then I beard to 	Oltvion ask the mon to the effect 
a:;:as are yell Where is year identification? Mere ie your snatch 
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to Mr. O'Brien & he refused. Nr. Gordon returned with a policeman. 
I asked the policeman his number and he answered rfoulre going in 
the wagon.' I read his number on his cap end gave it to Ur. O'Brien 
I then waited without incident until more pol:.emen arrived. 

"I have read the above statement and it is true end correct to the 
best of my (-inowledge 

s/ John Neugebzuer 

"-Witnessed: 
William U. Gooding Special Agent FBI PhilacelpLia 
Dale R. Hiestand;  Special Agent FBI Phila., P6.11.  

On December 17 and 16, 1952, the following pirsoris, who 
attended a lecture given by L. RON iit3BLF.D at 237 North 16th Street, on 
December. 16, 192, furnished voluntary signed statements to LiA JAYES h. 
REDFUILD and the writers 

"Philadelphia, Pa. 
December 17, 1952 

(CI Robert L. Gish, voluntarily furnish the following statement 
to James W. Redfield and Dale U. Yiestand who identified them- 
selves to me as Special Agents of the Federal 3urf,au of Investigation. 

"I am 29 years of age;  being born on August 2/4, 1923 in Kansas City, 
) Missouri. I am employed as an electronics engineer, and editor 
/ of the Philo° Tech Rep Division Bulletin, lucated at 22nd Street 

L and Lehigh Ave. Phila. 

"About ten minutes to four on DecemLer 16, 1952 I was in tla class-
room on the second floor& the Hubbard Foundation, 237 N 16th 
Street;  when I beard several people talking in loud voices outside 
in the region of the staircase. 

■Helen O'Brien came in and said 'Some of you fellows come down and 
help us;  there are a couple of fellows downstairs, who say they are 
Federal officers here to arrest Ron,' but won't identify themselves'. 

■A number of the men got up including me and rushed down the stairs. 
In front of me were kr. Wish, Mr. Washbourn and Yr. Gaskon. 

"As the three men reached a point half way downstairs, a man who 

13 
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"During the entire incident, I struck no blow and saw no blows 

struck. My reasons for not admitting the US karshals were that 

they did not show their identification in the beginning and I was 

not sure of their identity after he showed his card since they 

would cot wait for me to make a telephone call to verify their 

identity and they refused to show me any warrant. Further, I had 

heard of two previous attempts to assasinate my guest, Yr. Hubbard, 

once by two men wearing the uniforms ornolicemen and I thought 

these men might have this purpose. Further, within the past two 

weeks, a few uninvited persons have attempted to bluff their way 

into our lectures stating they would explain their identity to litr. 

Hubbard. kr. Hubbard received six or ei,,ht long distance person to 

person telephone calls which he refused to accept. I wanted to 

protect my guest against intruders because he is an internationally 

Bons person who was engaged in a lecture. 

"I have read the above 4 page statement & it is true & correct to 

the best of my knowledge. 

8/ Helen 0 Brien Neugebauer 

oltitnessedt 
Willies H. Gooding SA FBI Philadelphia 12/16/52. 

Delo W. Hiestand, Special Agent, FBI Philadelphia 12/16/52. 

"December 16, 1952 
Room 511, Zidoner Bldg. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

n, John Henry Neugebauer, make the following voluntary statement 

to mita H. Gooding and Dale it, hiestand who have identified 

themselves as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

I know I do not have to make any statement and any statement I 

make can be used against ma in court. No threats or promisee have 

been nada to me. I know I have the right to an attorney. 

"I was born June 29, 1924 at Keene, New Hampshire. I 6omuleted 

High School in Beene, N. J. and have the equivalent of 1 year 

college at Yale University. 

'I as it member of the Association of Scientologiste  of which Dr. 

Ron Hubbard is the founder. I have been using my home as a 

meeting place to etudy Scientology. Dr. Hubbard came from Rngland 

to give a series of lectures beginning December I, 1952. 

ll 
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7. °I.. ken Hubbard is a personal friend and a noted writer on 

Scientology. kr. Hubbard cane to the U. S. from England two 

reeka ago as a guest of my family and for the prpoae of delivering 

a series of lectures to an Association of Scientologiste composed 

chiefly of professors and other members of the engineering 

profession. 

"At approximately 300 p.m. December 16, 1952, Vr. Hubbard was 

delivering a lecture in the second floor front room to a group of 

APPrckimatelY 35 People at 237 North 16th Street, a private 
property owned jointly by me and my husband when I beard a 
disturbance an the first floor. Hy a disturbance I moan I heard 
voices and a shuffling of feet. I went downstairs and found 2 

men at the foot of the stairs. I asked their identity and they 
answered 1Therela Hubbard?' I told then he was lecturing upstairs 
and I asked then to wait until intermission. I asked them what 
they ranted with Hubbard and they answered that they had a warrant 
for his arrest. I asked to see the warrant and they answered 
'its none of your business.' They asked again 'Where's Hubbard?' 
I again told them the lecture was in progress, that I owned the 
building that I did not know who they were and that they could not 
go upstairs until intermission. I was standing at the foot of the 
narrow stairway leaning on the bannister. They then started to 
push past me. I then called my husband, John Heugebauer, who 
was near the door of the lecture room. My husband one downthe 
stairs and inquired what the trouble was. I told him they said 
they had a warrant for Mr. Hubbard but they wouldn't show it to ne. 

At that point, the man later identified as Deputy Marshall John J. 
Gerioke, pulled out his identification card. I asked him who I 
could telephone who could verily his identity. He answered by 
saying he was going upstairs for Hubbard. I then suggested that 

we call the police. He then pushed zy husband and me stating 

'I will show yet what I will de.' I then went to the lecture room 
and told some of the group near the door that I did not know who 

the two men viers; that they sore forcing their way upstairs; & 
that they said they had a warrant for Mr. Hubbard but I had not 

seen it. 

*A few of the group started downstairs. Ur. Carina pulled out 
his gun and ramaztad 'Somebody is going to be killed.' Approximately 

a doss people sere on the stairs or looking down the stairs at that 

point. I walked down the stairs at which time the second man later 
identified as Deputy Marshal Levi P. Gordon came in the front door 

rith a policeman. 

10 
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0About 15 =inside later, / heard tr. enrich* nation ny =Me out 

at.gs a snail r,--4”,er r. is 'chick I was seated. is them ens. 
into the reon sad asked ne to asocapagy kin attar whisk he took us 
to the US ger:hall' office in the U6 Court Souse, Philadelphia. 

eI did not strike suyese with gr fist during the incident. I 
had no physical oostast with gr. Wick* ant at no tines get sewer 
than four foot to him. tails going even the stairs, I night have 
trashed against his companion, mhos I do not recall seeing lentil 
I got into the Patrol legion. I an so ens strike any bin during 
the incident. 

wry purpose for coins thavantaira was %o no what was going en. It 
there had been a fight, I planned to eor-rate the parties. 

sI was snare of the fact that three atteapta had boon nade ea 
Esbberd's life. Oa two instances, his woad be amine attempted 
to gain =trance to hie lectures. Sinew December 1:1952, lass 
00frion had had diffiszlty with imtreiers en noro than ens occasion. 

RI have road the above statement and it in to the host of gr 
recollection true. 

s/ Ernest I. Nish 

Mita/nen* 
Tinian N. Cooding, Special Agent, PEI Phila 12/26/52. 
Dais N. Cientsad, Special Agent 7E1 Philads)pma 12/16/52' 

sDasember I6i 1952 
Roca 3032 US Court gas, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

a$ Wan Mules Nescobaser, make the following voluntary atate-
=et to =lion H.  eoodin1 sad Dale 14 Sint/sad who have identified 
Untelves an ppoCisl Agents of tke Petrel Stress of Investigation. 
I ham I en rat have to woks any statement and any statement I cake 
ea toLhg1d again:et ma. No tkreats or premises have beta nada to 
Rae r:Anasie that I have the right tom attorney. 

2  
OE rap berm October 3, 1910 at Ps41a1;lphia, Pa. end attended 
tomer Collage and tka University of Itstrtsle verita Graduate school 
is acnivelent of 3 rare collate education. I cm serried, have no 
ehiltrcn and reside et 122 North koala Street, Philadelphia.  I ca  
cm ergeniaer of loot-ere trims in teicatelecy. 

- 9 - 
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a. 	 ,epety 	enitcd Stete5. Listrict tourt, 
Laztern District of Pennsylvania, advised the records reflect Judge kill,14 i. CURLY issued warrant directed to United States Yarshel, Eastern District of Pennsylvania, to bring forthwith L. RON HUBBARD before United States 
District Ce”..rt jr 	 r)f?r,f10^^'," 1Cy 

_ 	 j a- •  . LI 	; 	 , 	̂..;1 

U,BRIF.N NEU3EBaUER upon interview f Jrnished the following 
5,s-rtr‘r ,i.-Pteeente to Si eiLL1.14 h. 3(joDINU and the writer: 

. 	 Bldg 
?a. 

f.lbh, zake tne following voluntary statement to ,:lam n. rico:ling and Dale Y hiestand who have identified thee-selves as S:Decial Agents of tne lederal Bureau of Investigation. I know I ,do not have to make any statement and any statement I make can bo held against no in court, go threats or promises hsvc been made to me. I know I have the right to any attorney. 

PI vex born February 2, 1921 at Doylestown Ohio son my permanent residence ig 426 E. HU/nal Street Barberton Ohio. i am employed as a VettLais',. at the B and C Machine Co, Barberton :hio. I ooepleted high school in Barberton Ohio and a six months course Inryj ne: 4rii.:1 4t the .Milo State Rehabilitation Board, Akron, Ohio. 
tT),?11,2-ti [er,noipt:on of Scientologists. 

L 
aa. ta extend c ur e s by Dr. L. Ron Hubbard. Yy Philadelphia addrees 1618 Stammer Street. 

"About 3130 ?d December 16, 1952, while I was in the lecture . room at 257 Forth 16th Street, 2nd floor, listening to Dr. nulbard 10ocure, we heard a commotion downstairs. Dr. Hubbard stopped ti.r lehture and the lady I knew as Miss O'Brien rushed into the room and said EOM; preoplc were downstairs starting a 'rough house. 4  kboat 20 poop lz left the lecture room and started dawn the stairway. I lett the oli,cisroom and started down tba rtairway to a et4 what tna disturbance was. I was moving dorm the ttalre with several othar peep-10 (the stairs rem c.,xeaeoefly full with people ahooto cf 0! nnti behind  me) when I saw L mar. who I later learned was 
.asscickn back nday &ne, draw a revolver. Ao said 
you're locking at. !rove one foot _forced and I'll Kniryorht stopped. I turnd around Lail -.:ant back ultstairs the clsnsroom, 

- 
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The present location of Mr. and Mrs. John Neugebauer could 

possibly be determined by visiting Mr. F. J. O'Brien (father of Mrs. 

Neugebauer) who isttill practicing law in Phila., Pa.. 

Among the correspondence in this file was a letter from the 

United States Department of Justice, the office of the U. S. Attorney 

in Washington, D. C. dated 11/20/58 from U. S. Attorney Oliver Gasch 

indicating that a person known as Mr. L. Ron Hubbard was organizing a 

corporation in Washington, D. C. and they requested information per-
taining to this criminal case which had taken place in Philadelphia. 

A copy of this letter is attached to this report (Exhibit 3). Also 

attached to this report is a copy (Exhibit 4) of a letter sent by 

Assistant U. S. Attorney Lewis C. Bechtle indicating the shipment of 

this criminal number to Washington attorney and indicating that further 

information regarding bankruptcy #23747 might be obtained from the 

Referee in Bankruptcy, Room 304, U. S. Court House, Phila., Pa. 

Philadelphia District is checking with the Referee in Bankruptcy on 

this particular case to see if we can find any additional information 

pertaining to L. Ron Hubbard. 

1/\/. R42 iir-)21=j,2t3-(.4"
  

W. REMLE GROVE 
Inspector, Philadelphia District 

WRG/fmz 



 

the Marshals. 
9th & Chestnut 
Carr, who held 
bail, and Mrs. 

These three people were taken to the Court House at 
Sts. and taken before the.  U. S.. Commissioner, Henry P. 
Mr. Kish on $2500 bail, Mr. John Neugebauer on $1500 
Helen O'Brien on $1000 bail.V  '' ==="=" 	== ''' = '''''  

    

   
 

 
 

 

   
 

 
 

 

   
 

 
 

 

   
 

 
 

 

   
 

 
 

 

It appears in all these records that Mr. L. Ron Hubbard was 
not involved in any contact with the Marshals, and.. is therefore not 
involved in this criminal case in any way. 

On 2/18/53, Federal Grand Jury returned a true bill against 
the three defendants involved and trial was held 6/15/53. Sentence 
was passed on 11/2/63 by Judge Welsh granting the acquittal of Mrs. 
Helen•O'.Brien but fined Mr. Kish and Mr. Neugebauer $200 each. 	

0 

A portion of the records available in criminal file 0.7079 
were verifaxed and are enclosed with this report. (Exhibit 1).. The 
areas underlined in red ink may be of interest to DRM. It is inter-
esting to note that Mr. Kish is a founding member of the Hubbard 
Asso. of Seientologists,. that Mrs. John Neugebauer is an organizer 
of lecture groups in Scientology, and her husband, Mr. John Neugebauer, 
is a member of the Asso. of Scientologists. Also included in these 
records were names and addresses of 8 of the students that were 
attending this meeting or lecture being given by Hubbard. The names 
of the students attending this lecture are: 

afred W. Kozak 
1262 Sheraton St. 
Camden, N. J. 

Mr. Leland Kelley 
23 Goodrich. St. 
Canton, N. Y. 

Mr. Charles Gaskin, Jr. 
2032 Kater St. 
Phila., Pa. 

Mrs. Alice M. Thomason 
711 Main St. 
Riverton, N. J. 

Mt. William H. Young 
3508 Ely Place S.E. 
Washington, D. C. 

Mr. B. R. Eicker 
147 N. 15th St. 
Phila., Pa. 

Mr. Charles J. Washbourn 
2209 Walnut St. 
Phila., Pa. 

Mr. Richard S. Ferg 
2154 Browning Road 
Pennsauken, N. J. 

Camden, 
remains 

These addresses were checked with the current Philadelphia, 
and Riverton telephone directories and only one individual 
listed, that being Mr. Gaskin, Jr. 

Note that Mr. and Mrs. Neugebauer had purchased the property 
at 237 N. 16th St. especially for this series of lectures which were 
given by Mr. L. Ron Hubbard. They indicated in the defendant's brief 
(a portion of which is attached as Exhibit 2) that Mr. Hubbard had come 
from London especially for these lectures which were given for a period 
of 3 week to approx. 35 people each of whom paid $500 for the course. 
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In the U. S. Attorney's office, I spoke with U. S. Attorney 
Reiter. After checking the Attorney's files, it was determined the 
case we were interested in was Criminal #17079. Since this was a 
relatively old case, request was put in for the records which are cur-
rently stored in the record branch. 

The following day the U. S. Attorney made the entire file 
available to me and indicated that I could copy various portions of 
the records within the file and if need be, the entire file could be 
made available for the Food and Drug Administration on a written 
request. 

The title' for this case was the U. S. District Court for the 
Eastern District of Pennsylvania - United States of America vs. Ernest 
Kish, John Neugebauer, and Helen O'Brien. 

The background for this case is as follows: On the afternoon 
of December 16, 1952, two Deputy U. S. Marshals, Mr. John J. Gericke and 
Mr. Levi P. Gordon, were given a warrant, issued at the direction of 
Judge Alan K. Grim, for the production of Mr. L. Ron Hubbard in order 
that he might be examined in connection with a bankruptcy matter (Bank-
ruptcy Case #23747 - Hubbard Dianetic Foundation). 

The two Deputy Marshals went to the address given for the 
Hubbard Foundation at 122 N. Mole St., Phila. to serve this warrant. 
After reaching this address and receiving no response to their ringing 
of the doorbell, they noticed a card on the door stating "Hubbard 
Foundation, 237 N. 16th St." and proceeded to that address. The two 
Deputy Marshals noticed a woman enter this same property and followed 
her into a room on the first floor. They asked this lady (later 
identified as Mrs. Alice Thomason) if.  Mr. L. Ron Hubbard was present 
and she indicated that he was on the second floor, of the building 
giving a lecture at that time. 

As the Marshals started up the steps to the lecture room, 
another woman appeared on the steps leading to the second floor 
(later identified as Mrs. Helen O'Brien [Mrs. Neugebauer]) and asked 
what their business was. The Marshals indicated that they had a warrant 
for Mr. Hubbard's arrest and Helen O'Brien requested identification 
from the gentlemen and to see the warrant. During the ensuing con-
versation, several people left the lecture and came to Helen O'Brien's 
assistance, namely Mr. Neugebauer and Mr. Ernest Leo Kish. Further 
conversation brought Mr. Kish down the steps, he apparently struck 
Gordon and grabbed him by. the lapel of the coat and the shirt and 
forced him back down the steps. At the same time, Mr. John Neugebauer 
apparently struck Deputy Marshal Gericke. After this struggle, one 
of the Marshals backed off and pulled out his revolver and told the 
crowd not to come any closer while the other U. S. Marshal went to 
Secure the assistance of a passing Philadelphia policeman. With the 
assistance of the policeman, the warrant was served on Mr. L. Ron 
Hubbard, and Mr. Kish and Mr. & Mrs. Neugebauer were arrested by 



biVision of Regulatory Management (BE)/P memo of 1/25/63 
indicated that Mr. L. Ron Hubbard was charged with contempt of court in 
Wichita, Kansas for_failure to appear at a bankruptcy hearing. U. S. 
Marshals approaching Mr. Hubbard to serve a warrant were apparently 
attacked by Mr. L. Ron Hubbard and 3 of his followers. The Philadelphia 
Police Department was called Into the investigation and Mr. Hubbard was 
charged.with assault and obstructing justice.  	

/r. 
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A visit was made to the U. S. Marshal's office at the Court 
House, 9th & Chestnut Sts., and according to their records, "Mr. L. 
Run Hubbard was arrested on 12/16/52 by Deputy Marshal Gericke and 
Detputy Marshal Cordon at 237 N. 16th St., Phila., Pa. on an order to 
produce bankruptcy for examination issued by Judge Grim. This civil 
action is #23747." A notation on this index card showed that the FBI 
number for.the fingerprints of Mr. L. Ron Hubbard was 244210B. The 
U. S. Marshal's office indicated that the best place for additional 
information would be from the U.- S. Attorney's office located on the 
fourth floor of the Court House. 

BUREAU OF ENFORCEMENT  

- 	. - 
This memorandum furnishes some of the information requesteCin 

regard to. criminal action in Philadelphia. Additional information on 
bankruptcy proceedings to follow. 
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Divieion of Regaletory Hancgemsnt (0)Armetto of 1/25/63 
indicated that lit. L. Ron BUbbard was charged with contempt of court in 
Wichita, Sameas for failure to appear at a bankruptcy bearing. U. S. 

"rgersbela approeehing M. Hubbard to serve a warrant were.ajparcutly 
enacted by Mr. L. RonHubbard and 3 of his f011owars. :The Philadelphia. 
police Department was callei.  into the isivestigaticulard.Mx. Hubbard was 
charged with assault' end obstructing justice. Lt-Dist. was requested to 
investigate this incident and obtain copies of any criminal or police 
records.eneounteredij 

Ce:check with the reccida section of the Philadelphia Police-) 
Dpartment  reflected no information relative to a Mr. L Bon Hubbard.; 

-Avian wan-code 0-4/1P.S, S. 1,40401!sof44Ceat the court 
& Chestnut Ste., and according to their records, 9Mr. L.- 

Hisbbard was arrested on 12/16M2 byDeputy Hprehal Ceriche and 
Depots. Raabe; Gorda at 237 S. 16th St., Phila., Pa. on an order 
produce bankruptcy for essadratiot issued by :edge Grim: This civil 
action to 023747:" A potation on this lade= card showed that the F12 
number tor the fingerprints of Mr. L.: SpaHubbard ups 2442102. Tic 
U. S. Marshal's office indicated that the test place for additional 
information would be from the U. S. Attorney's office located on the 
fourth floor of the Covet House. 

=KM 

Ibis Memorandum furnishes some of the infarc Lion reilleStaLirl 
regard to criminal -action in Fhiladelphia. Additional information on 
bankruptcy proceedings to follow. 

 

MOUE J. 
Acting SupervisInspectorory  
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in the U. S. Attorney's office, I spoke with U. S. Attorney 
Reiter. After cheching the Attorney's files, it was determined the 
case we were interested in vac Criminal 617079. Since this was a 
relatively old case, request was put in for the records which are cur-
rently stored in the record branch. 

The following day the U. S. Attorney made the entire filo 
available to no and indicated that I could copy various portions of 
the records within the filo and if need be, the attire file could be 
made available for the Food and Drug Administration on a written 
request. 

The title for this case was the U. S. District Court for the 
Eastern District of Pennsylvania - United States of America vs. Ernest 
Kish, John Nougebauer, and lielen O'Brien. 

The background for this case is en follows: On the afternoon 
of December 1G, 1952. raw Deputy U. S. Marshals, Hr. John J. Gericke and 
Hr. Levi P. Gordon, wore given a warrant, issued at the direction of 
ju4A Alan M. Grim, for the production of Ht. L. Ron Hubbard in order 
that he might be esamitted in connection with a bankruptcy matter (Bank-
ruptcy Case 03747 - Hubbard Dietetic Foundation). 

The two Deputy Hatchets wont to the addreoa given for the 
Eabbard Foundation at 122 H. IS to St., Phila. to servo this variant. 
After reaching this matinee end receiving no response to their virgin 
of the doorbell, they noticed a card an the door atating "Hubbard 
Foundation. 237 N. 16th St." and proceeded to that address. The two 
Deputy Marshals noticed a woman enter this game property and folloued 
her into a room en the first floor. They asked this lady (late' 
identified ao Mrs. Alice Thomnasn) if Mr. L. Ron Hubbard was prices* 
and she indicated that he was on the second floor of the building 
giving a lecture at that time. 

As the Marahala started up the steps to the lecture room, 
another woman appeared en the °tops leading to the second floor 
(later identified as Mrs. Helen O'Brien [Mn. Seufebauerl) and asked 
%Cat their husinene was. The Marshals indicated that they had a warrant 
for Mr. Hubbardso arrest end Helot. O'Brien requested identification 
from the gentlemen and to coo the warrant. During the ensuing con-
versation, several people left the lecture and came to He/en O'Brian's 
assistance, namely Ott. Ucugebauar and Hr. Ernest Leo Kith. Further 
coaversation brought Mr. Kish down the step°, ho apparently struck 
Cordon and grabbed him by the lapel of the coat and the shirt and 
forced him back down the atepo. At the Demo time, Hr. John Neugebauer 
apparently struck Deputy Hershel Gericice. After this struggle, one 
of the Marshals backed off and pulled out hie revolver and told the 
crow ►  not to came any closer while the other U. S. Marshal went to 
secure the assistance of a passing Philadelphia policeman. With the 
assistance of the policeman, the warrant was served on Hr. L. non 
Hubbard, and Mr. Kish and Hr. 6 Mrs. Neufchatels were =anted by 



the Marshals. These three people were taken to the Court Rouse at 9th & Chestnut Sts. and Wien before the U. S. Commissioner, Henry P. Carr, who held Mr. Kish on $2500 bail, Mr. JobAHeugebauer on 05QQ bail, and Mrs. Helen O'Brian on $1000 bail. Cie  names of the three redifendents were checked with the Philadelphia Police records section, Caowever, there was no police record. for these tame People. 
It appears in ell these records that Hr. L. Ron Hubbard was not involved in any contact with the Marshals, and iwtherefore not involved in this criminal case in any way. 

.; 	On 2/18/53, /Federal Grand Jury returned a true bill against. the three defendants involved and trial was held 6/15/53. _Sentence was pained on 11/2/63 by Judge'Welsh granting the acquittal of Mrs. WetAnnarien but fined Mr. Kish and Mr. NeUgebquer $200 each. 

A portion of the records available in criminal file 91/079 
were verifened and are enclosed with this report, (Sahthit 1) The areas underlined in red ink may be of interest to ARM. It is:inter-esting to note that Nr. Kish iss founding member of the HUbbard Aseo. of Scientologists, that Mrs. John Newpebauer is an organizer of lecture groups in Scientology, and her husband, Mr. John NeageheUet. is a member of the Asso. of Scientologists. Also included in these toc940:winelitimpLond satteeeep of.8.ef,the students, that 
attending thin meeting or lecture being given by Hubbard. The Its of the students attending this lecture are: 

Alfred W. Kozak 
1262 Sheraton St. 
C tdette N. J. 

Mr.. Leland Kel/py 
23 GeotItieh,Ct. 
Canton, U. Y. 

Mr. Charles Oeskin, Jr. 
2032 Rater St. 
Phila., Pa. 

Hrs. Alice M. Thomason 
711 Main St. 
Riverton, N1 J. 

Hr. William H. Young 
3500 Sly Place S.B. 
Washington, U. C. 

B. R. Hickey 
147 N. 15th $t. 
Phila., Pe. 

Hr. Charles J. Washbeurn 
2209 Walnut St. 
Phila., Pa. 

Hr. Richard S. Perg 
2154 Browning Road 
Pennsauken, N. J. 

Thep° addressee were checked with the currant-Philadelphia, Camdenvond Riverton telephone directories and only. one individUil remains-listed, that being:Mr. :Cahill, Jr. 

gage that Mr. and Mrs. Neugebauer had autchaSed the property at 237 N.-,16th St. especially for this series of lectUree which ware given by Mr. Z.-Ron Hubbard. Theylidicated in the defendant's brief (a portion of which is attached as Exhibit.  2) that Mr:Ilubbawd had come fimmaLondon especially for these lectures which were given for a period of 3 week to approx. 35 people each of whom paid $5000for the doers°. 



The present location of Hr. and Mn. John Maugebauer could 
possibly be determined by visiting Mr. P. J. O'Brian (father of Mn. 
jleugebauer) mho is till practicing law inibits.. Ps. 

Among the correspondence in this file Imo 4 letter from the 
United States Department of Justice, the office of the U. O. Attorney 
in Washington. P. C. dated 11/20/58 from U, S. Attorney Oliver Gnach 
indicating that a person known as Mr. L. Ron Hubbard vas eftenisits$ 
corporation in Washington. D. C. end they requested information 
tainimg to this crieirel case which had takes Place in PhiladelPhiefr 
A copy of this letter is attached to this report (Hnhibit 3). Also 
attached to this report is a eopy (S:Shit 4) of a letter sent by 
Assistant U. S. Attorney Lewis C. necktie indicating the Shipment of 
this criminal number to Washington attorney and indicating that further 
information, regarding bankruptcy 023747 might be obtained from the 
RAfAree in 9aphroptay, Room 904, U. 9, Court Rouse, MI4. Pa. 
Philadelphia District is cheching[mith the Referee in Hank4uptey on 
this.particular case to sec if we can find any additional information 
pertaining to L. Ran Hubbard. 

. RHMLS GROSH 
IusPectet, Philadelphia Dietrict 
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HOBERT E. caisszus  Deputy Clerk, United States District Court, Western District of Pennsylvania, advised the records reflect Judge ALLEN K. GRIM issued 'arrant directed to United States Marshal, Fasten District of Pennsylvania, to bring forthwith L. ROM HUBBARD Wiese Gaited States District Court in bankruptcy ancillary proceedings on December 16, 1952. 
On December 16, 1952, ERNEST I&O KISH, JOHN HENRI NKADEBAUER, and RUIN 00BRISA NEUGEBAUAR upon interview furnished the following voluntary signed statements to SA wawa R. GOODING end the writer* 

*December 16, 1952 
Room 511, Widener Bldg 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

c

*I, Ernest Leo 'Jab. make  the following voluntary statement to William H. Gooding and Dale N Hiestand who have identified them-solves as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. I know I do not have to make any statement and aey statement 1 make can be held against me in court. No threats or praises have been made to me. I know I have the right to any attorney. 
*I VIA born February 2, 1921 at Doylestown Ohio and my permanent residenos is 426 B. Huston Street Barberton Ohio. I am employed as a Machinist at the B and C Machine Co, Barberton Ohio. I completed high school in Barberton Ohio and a six months coarse in engineering at the Ohio State Rehabilitation Board, Akron, Ohio. .1 an a founding caber of the Hubbard Association of Salentologists. 
00n December 1, 1952, I arrived in Philadelphia, Pa. to attend a , series of lectures by Dr. L. Ron Hubbard. My Philadelphia address \is 161D Samar Street. 

'About 300 PM December 16, 1952, while I was in the lecture room at 237 Werth 16th Street, 2nd floor, listening to Dr. Hubbard lecture, we heard a commotion downstairs. Dr. Hubbard stopped the lecture and the lady I know as hies O'Brien rushed into the ream and said 80010 people were downstairs starting a 'rough houso.t About 20 people left the lecture ream and started down the stairway. I left the classroas and started down the stairway toe se what the disturbance was. I was moving down the stairs with several other people (the stairs were oadpletely fall with people alma of me add behind me) when I saw a man who I later learned was Deputy Marshall Gerioks back away and draw a revolver. He said 'this is a .38 you're looking at. Move one foot forward and I'll shoot.' Everyone stopped. I turned around and wdnt back upstairs to the classroom. 
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*About 15 minuten later, I heard Mr. Gerioke mention my name out 
side a small seminar room in which I was seated. Se then came 

into the roan and asked me to accompany him after which he took me 
to the 08 Marshall' office in the US Court House, Philadelphia. 

'I did not strike anyone with my fist during the incident. I 
had no physical contact with Mr. Gerioke and at no time got nearer 
than four feet to him. While going doom the stairs, I night have 
brushed against his companion, whom I do not retail seeing until 
I got into the Patrol Wagon. I saw no one strike agy blow during 
the incident. 

a 	purpose for going downstairs was to see what was going on. If 
there Lad been a fight. I planned to eeperate the parties. 

'I was aware of the fact that three attempts had been made on 
Hubbard's life. On two instances, his would be assasins attempted 
to gain entrance to his lectures. Since December 1,7952. Miss 
O'Brien had had difficulty with intruders on more than one occasion. 

*I have read the above statement and it is to the best of sr 
recollection true. 

s/ Zrnest L. Kish 

slitnessella 
William B. Gooding, 8psoial Agent, FBI Phil* 12/16/52. 
Dale H. Niestand, Special Agent FBI Philadelphia 12/16/52* 

*Deoember 16. 1952 
Room 3032 US Court Hie, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

/1111 Wen O'Brian Neueebaner, make the following voluntary state—
ment te William B. Gooding end Dale M. Siesta:aid who have identified 
themselves as Spaniel Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
I knew I do mot have to make any statement and any statement I make 
can be held against me. No threats or premises have been made to 
neo  Mbuow that I have the right to an attorney. 

*I vas born October 3, 1910 at Philadelphia. Pa. and attended 
Beaver College and the University of Pennsylvania Graduate School 
the equivalent of 3 years collage education. I am married, have no 
children and reside at 122 Forth hole Street, Philadelphia. I em  
an organiser of lecture groups is Scientology. 

- 9 - 
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1  6

1. Ron Hubbard is a personal friend and a noted writer on Scientology. Mr. Hubbard came to the U. S. fros Angland two weeks ago as a guest of my family and for the purpoie of delivering a series of lectures to an Association of Scientologists composed chiefly of professors and other members of the engineering profession. L_ 

'At approximately 3,30 p.m. December 16, 1952, Mr. Hubbard was delivering a lecture in the second floor front roam to a group of approximately 35 people at 237 North 16th Street, a private property owned jointly by me and my husband When 1 beard a disburbance on the first floor. By a disturbance I mean I heard voices and a shuffling of feet. I went downstairs and found 2 men at the foot of the stairs. I asked their identity and they answered 'Where's Hubbard?' I told them he was lecturing upstairs and I asked them to wait until intermission. I asked them ahat they wanted with Hubbard and they answered that they had a warrant for his arrest. I asked to see the warrant and they answered *it's none of your business.' They asked again 'Where's Hubbard?' I again told them the lecture was in progress, tluA I owned the building that I did not know who they were and that they could not go upstairs until intermission. I was standing at the foot of the 
narrow stairway leaning on the bannister. They then started to push past me. I then called my husband, John Neugebauer, who was near the door of the lecture room. HP husband cane down the stairs and inquired what the trouble was. I told him they said they had a warrant for Mr. Hubbard but they wouldn't show it to me. At that point, the man later identified as Deputy Marshall John J. Oeriake, pulled out hie identification card. I asked him who I could telephone who could verify his identity. He answered by saying he was going upstairs for Hubbard. I then suggested that we call the police. He then pushed my husband and me stating i. 1/ will show you what I will do.' I then went to the lecture room and told some of the group near the door that I did not know who the two mon were; that they were forcing their way upstairs; & that they said they had a warrant for mr. Hubbard but I had not seen ito 

eit few of the group started downstairs. Mr. Oericke pulled out his gun and resuucked 'Somebody is going to be killed.' Approximately a doses maple were en the stairs or looking down the stairs at that point. I walked down the stairs at which time the second man later identified as Deputy Marshal Levi P. Gordon cams in the front door with a policeman. 

10 
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"During the entire incident, 1 struck no blow and saw no blows 
struck. My reasons for not admitting the US Marshals were that 
they did not show their identificetion in the beeinning and I was 
not sure of their identity after he showed his card since they 
would not wait for me to make a telephone call to verify their 
Identity and they refused to show me any warrant. Further, I lad 
heard of two previous attempts to assasinate my guest, Mr. Hubbard, 
once by two men wearing the uniforms ornolicemen and I thought 
these men eight have this purpose. Further, within the past two weeks, a few uninvited persons have attempted to bluff their way 
into our lectures stating they would explain their identity to Hr. 
Hubbard. Mr. Hubbard received six or eifnt long distance person to 
person telephone calls wnich he refused to accept. I wanted to 
protect my guest against intruders because he is an internationally 
famous person who was engaged in a lemture. 

*I have read the above 4 page statement & it is true & correct to 
the beat of my knowledge. 

e/ Helen 0 Brien Neugeoeuer 
*Witnessed: 

William H. Gooding SA FBI Philadelphia 12/16/52. 
Dale M. Hieetand, special Agent, FBI Philadelphia 12/1C/52. 

*December 16, 1952 
Room 511, l'ad-ner Bldg. 
Philadelphia, Ps. 

John Henry Neugebauer, make the following voluntary statement to William H. Gooding and Lai* M. hiestand who have identified 
themselves as Special Agents of the ederal Bureau of Investigation. 
I know I do not nave to make any statement and any statement I 
make can be used against me iu court. No threats or promisee have been made to me. I know I have the right to an attorney. 

"I was corn June 29, 1924 at Keene, Nee Hampshire. I izompleted 
High Scheel in Keene, N. J. and have the equivalent of 1 year 
college at Yale University. 

41 am a member or the Association of scientologiats of which Dr. 
L, Ron Hubbard is the founder. I have been using my home as a 
meeting place to study Scientology. Dr. Hubbard came from Pneland 

L.', 
to give a series of lectures beginning December 1, 1952. 

Mb 
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to Mr. O'Brien c he refused. Mr. 30:Jon returned with a policeman, 

I esk,Li the doliceman his :lumber and t1T answered /rourre going in 

the 	urcitortel I re ac hls 	
f.ap 	elive it to Mr, l',Hrien 

I then wL,itcq fi thont jN:nc..Ta. 	 GrOrf. pot. 'men ar:".v ed. "I have re&c, %he scove stf',trwini i:1" 	h true end correct to the 

best of sty 'snow ledge 

s/ rohn a6tnatrr "Nilnessed: 
Niiiiaa L. duociing 	

f;;Fait 
	

t:elphin 
Dale V. tilbsta”:" -.1-tcfl11 A.4ent 	

FF.." On Decemoer 17 
	

the foLu in pirsons, who 

attendee f: Lecture given uy . 	PU3hAri, at c.`31 forth 16th Street, on 

December lt, 	farnisaed veluiltary signed itatementm to if. 

REDYIFID and the writer! 

"Philadelphia, Pa. Deember 17, 1952 
"/ Robert L. 0 mh,  voluntarily furnish trio 'olioreing statement 

1.. 

to i?mis N. ftc...,:riptid :41.-i DE.,,e v. rilst4,..n1 w:,.1 Lawit.litod them- 

selves to me a:i Sicial Aehnis of the Fide al .3u-";it. or Investigation. 
"I am 29 years  if are, aeih... b ,rn Ln AL,,Ist :h, 15:3 in !Thnsas City, 

Missouri. 1 am ei7loyeu Lz,  FA leotronicJ -.nzin,-,r, ,:i euitor 

of the Philo° Tech Rep Divirion eulletin, 1Juaieci at 22:Iii Street 

and Lehigh Ave. Phila. 
"About ten sinutts to fpur t:: 	

lr2 I w'.5 	tbo zlasa- 

mom on the second floorof the Hubbard Founiation, 237 N 16th 

Street, when I  heard severhl oscine t;11:inc it loud voices outside 

in the region of the staircase. 
"Helen o'Brien came in to said 'Some of you fellows come down and 

help us, there are a coupAe of fellows downai.airs, -.1no say they are 

Federal officers here to ::;rest hon,' bat ',“utt identify themselves'. 
"A number 	ten got u.) tcclud:ing me 	rushed down thh stairs. 

In front of Le were Mr. Kish, Mr. washbcurn and Sr. Gaskon. 
"As the three Ten ttache a point half way cicvastairs, G A&Z RhO 

—13— 
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correct to the best of my knowledge. 

a/ Robert L. Gish 
',fitness 

James W. Redfield, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation 12/17/52 
Dale M. Biestand, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation 12/17/52' 

'Philadelphia, Pa. 
December 17, 1952 

"I Alfred W. Kozak, furnish the following voluntary statement to Dale M. Hiestand and Jams W. Redfield who have identified them- selves to me as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
pj 	81 am 30 years of age, being born December 13,  1922 at Camden, N. J. I reside now at 239 North 16th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. and my permanent address is 1262 Sheridan Street, Camden, W. J. 

'About litOC PM in the afternoon of Deo. 16, 1952, I was sitting on the 2nd floor of 237 N. 16th St, Phila.. Pa attending a lecture. I heard some commotion outside the door which seemed to be down-stairs, There was soma kind of hub bub about somebody wasting to break into the place and a number of fellows walked out the door to 	what was going on. I was about the seventh or eight fellow out. Since the stair and passageway was narrow, there was a pile up of people going dawn stairs. I was able to see most of the stairway down and I saw two strange looking men animals tops from the bottom. Aa more fellows came out of the lecture room, there Was mere of a pile-up on the stairs and several fellows wont past me trying to see shot it ems all about. The stairs got as jammed up that there was a bunch up at the bottom and the two strange amen couldn't keep their motion of going up the  step. and i 	>0.3.1.1a044 

'A abort man with a hat pulled over hie eyes IdesLdrew a gees mad said to the effect that you're looking at the barrel of a .38 and /Pm gonna shoot you down. This was said in a hysterical tons of vides and he waved the gun around. IthoSsaawanise et as 

	

	crt. then I heard Helen O'Brien ask the man to thiarect are you? liters is your identification? MOWS is your search 
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warrant? The short man with the hat screeched that he didnt have 
to show nobody nothin and that he could go anywhere he wanteld. He 
waven his pun as he did this. 
*I heard Helen O'Brien ask him several times for his identification 
and the short son yelled to the effect that he didnt need no 
'identificationsl  

"there was no violence that I observed except the brandishing of \\ 
j9gLiami. -Thin  unirormid-iimier-CrtlealIte- caMOTe-wnd-thi-ehert 
man quieted down. The crowd on the stairway thinned out and the 
short man went up stairs with his gun held in his hand followed 
by another strange man and a policemen in uniform. 
"I have read the above statement of 3 pages and it is true & 
Correct to the best of my knowledge. 

s/ Alfred W. Kaiak "Witness 
James W. Redfield, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Dale M. Hiestand, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, 

12/17/52 

"Philadelphia, Pa. December 17, 1952 

{

"I, Leland Kelley, furnish the following voluntary statement to 
Dale B. Riestand and James 1. Redfield rho have identified them. 
selves to me as Special Agents of tha Federal Bureau of Investigation. 'I as 28 years old being born on July 29, 1924 at Merristowni  N. T. 
I reside at 23 Goodrich St., Canton, N. T. 
"At approximately 3130 PM en 12/16/52 while attending a lecture 
given by Ron Hubbard on the 2nd floor of 237 N. 16th St. I heard 
a disturbance outside of the classroom. Helen O'Brien then 
casually entered the classroom and asked for some to help as a 
sample of sea an trying to barge in. I left the classroom and 
observed Ernest nab standing at the top of the stairway in front 
of a very dark complexioned man. The net thing that I observed 
was the very dark complexioned man stauding at the foot of the 
stairs pointing a gun it Ile& at ahich tine he made a statement to 

16 
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the effect that 'If you keep on coning I'll let you have it.' Kish *allay replied roo ahead and shoot.' or to that effect. I heard oonsiderabletalk in r eference to identification and summons or warrant in which the dark complexioned individual repeatedly pronounced the word as indentification and repeatedly asserted that he did not have to show anything. 
*During the entire tine that I observed this incidence I did mot see any violence, or whatever I would refer to as violence. 
'I have read the above statement of two pages and it is true & correct to the best of my knowledge. 

a/ Island Kelley 
Witnesses 
James W. Redfield, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Phila. Pa. 12/17/52 

Dale M. )(intend, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation 12/17/52•  

•Philadelphia, Pa. 
December 18, 1952 

{ 

RI Charles Oilskin Jr. voluntarily furnish the following statement As Janes W. Re ield and Dale M. Hiestand, who identified them- selves to as as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. III an 27 years of ages being born October 7, 1925 at Philadelphia, Pa. I live at 2032 Water Street, Phila 46, Pa. I no employed at Philadelphia Navy Yard in the %MAO at shop 1-33 as a general helper. •Detweea 3830 and 4,00 P.M. on December 16, 1952, I was in the elaseroun on the 2/1 floor of the Hubbard Foundation, 237 N. 16th Street. At this Was Palen O'Brien came in sad said, some guys 
ars trying to break in. 

'II lumped up sad vent out to the stairs toast what was going on. I don't recall whether anyone else was with me at the time, but I saw two nen who bad John Nom up against the wall, about 2/1# of 
the way up the stain near the bend in the stairs. John said don't 
lot then up, but the short fellow odd go on up Doc. So this fellow 
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Doe started to some up the stairs. I tried to stop him, but ho 
got past me, and then same of the crowd went by me pushing Doc, 
the teller fellow, end the crowd down the stairs again. It vas 
at this time that I noticed Mr. Kish in.froat of me. 

"The short fellow thin pulled his gun and pointed it at the crowd, 
sad kept saying Ion a U. S. Marshal. He pointed it mainly at Kish 
and said, yeas another flap down and I'll shoot. I heard a lot 
of talk about showing identification, but didn't see Wale  show 
identification. 

"Then the policeman cams in and said these man are U. S. Marshals 
they don't have to show their identification. Than the policemen 
wont upstairs followed by the two nen. They then arrested Mr. 
flUbbard and thought that Ron Hubbard Jr. was the one that pushed 
Doc down the stairs, but they straightened that out, because some—
one told them it was Mr. Kish. 

"All through the whole staircase episode, they kept saying they 
don't have to show identification we're U. S. Marshals, we cams 
to get Rebhan'. 

When asked to show any warrant to come in the building to arrest 
a person they said they didn't need anything. The_ said they 
wanted to get Rtabbard. 

III have read the above statement of throe pages and it is true 
and correct to the beat of my knowledge. 

a/ Charles Deakin Jr. 

Miltmess 
flames M. Medfield, Spec. Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
32/18/52 

Dale M. Hiestand, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
12/18/521  

"Philadelphia, Pa. 
December 17, 1952 

( 

RNth. Alice H. Thomason, voluntarily furnish the following 
statement to Dale M. Hie stand and James W. Redfield who identified 

- 18 - 
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themselves to me as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

▪ reside at 711 Main Street, Riverton, N. J. and am employed as a teacher at the Fornum School (3dgewater Township School), in Beverly, N. J. 

'About 4t15 P.M. on December 16, 1952 I was in the reception room of the Hubbard Foundation at 237 N. 16th Street, Phila, Pa. I had just removed my coat and was arranging my,papers, when two men opened the front door and walked in. 

"The two men came over to Tte, asking where is Hubbard. I told them he was giving a lecture. They then asked where he was and I said in the room above. They then maid we want to see him. 

"1 said, I doubt that you can see him now as ho is giving a lecture, but there will be a break in a short time, and you could probably talk to him then. 

"At this point they spoke lowly and said they were going totes him and it was on a personal matter. 

'At this time Helen O'Brien heard the loud talking and case down near the foot of the stairs. 

°Bp to this time 1 do not recall whether the two men identified themselves all 	the. 	have said  they were Federal  men. 
*Bolen O'Brien when she came to the foot of the stairs, called to thus, and asked what they wanted. The two men then walked over to the feettof the stairs, and said something to the effect, where is Hubbard, we want to see him an a personal matter. 

Mica then said 'I am Helen O'Brien, Vain is my place, and you cannot go upstairs. 

I 'I was not in the position to see whether the two men showed Helen any identification. 

'However in about a minute Luswerssuiy.to...gt_enetairs, and I alippediiound-the -two men andReleg, and proceeid up the stairs to the.1293i4re_ream. The tali-leg was very Bend and Helen wes insisting they couldn't go up. Along about this time I recall hearing one of the men saying they were Federal men. 
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ashen I get to the classreoa I beckoned to John Dem and told him Melee seeds pee,  Me then immediately left the classroom. After that I remained is my seat and did net inn the GUI'S. 
oI have read the above statestent of three pages and it is true and cermet to the best of my knowledge. 

s/ Alias D. Thomason 
*witness 

James W. Redfield, Spoeial Agent, Federal Bureau of tanstigatica 12/17/52 

Dale N. Riestand, Sposial Agent, Federal Sweat of Investigation 12/17/52° 

',Philadelphia. Pa. 
Deesaber 17, 1952 

I. Willies Melee Youngs furnish the following velemtary statement to Dais M. liestend and James W. Sedfield who have identified themselves to me as Special Agents of tic Federal Sarum at Investigatiem. 

NI am bó years alt being harm em 101/06 at Beepteu, D. J. I reside at MOS Say Plass, Dentbeasto  leshiagten. D. C. I am a psychologist practising at Seem 516, Calmest. Bldg.. lkth sod G. Ste., Waakingtma, D. C. 

"At appreaimately be00 FN ea 12/16/51 while I was steadies a looter, give tir MO. Nabberd as the Sad floor et 237 W. 36th I heard lend veless demastairs. At this point I left the classroom with other members of the group mud from the top of tie stairs oho:weed the stainer weeded with atedeats. At the bottom of 
te 
the s

take seether
tainer stood a man with f gum is his hand daring the stednete Melee O'Brian and her hembemd JohaNeyga asked that an wh

ste
o  'Limed he was an Wiser to hAsatify himself and show a warrant. This mem claimed he vas a Morel Wiser mod said 40 did not have to ideetify himself.,  Velma diarist them said Ile out end get a pollees= to identify yea.,  Thie Man.thee stated II am a Federal Wiser aid de met have to smatiOpormat.1 eAt this point a pelisses* matured set the skimp was then mode available to the safareement officers. 

20 
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•I saw no blows or violence of any kind during the time I observed this incident. 

"I have read the above statement and find it true to the beat of my knowledge. 

a/ 1t1111as Balms Young 
altititesseet 

Dale M. Riestand, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, 12/17/52 

Jams W. Redfield*, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, 12/17/52e 

'Philadelphia, Pa, 
Deeember 18, 1952 

"I Barthe R. Sicker, voluntarily furnish the following statement to Jams 11, Redfield and Dale Y. Nice:tam' who have identified themselves to me as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

years 	age, "I am 32 	of 	being born an December 15, 1920 at Manhattan, Mew York City. I reside at present at 147 1. 15th Street and I can alms be reached through my parents at 255-08 147th Road, Rosedale 22, Lang Island a/o Mt & MM. Peter Ricker. 
*About 3t30 P.M. on December 16, 1952, I was in the classroom on the 24 floor of the Hubbard Foundation, 237 M 16th Street, Alla., Pa. tbSIBLIMLBOInr-aapona-matchingtitireRt4419r4Own. Saila la it looked  egrtmlegetwess_although everyone is on the 24 floor is the classroom. 

*I heard the downstairs door open and Belem OBrien then left the alaseroes to me who it was. I heard voices downstairs coming closer to the stairway. A few momenta later Helen popped Sr bead is the deer of the °lasers= and maid thers is a ample of fellows trytag to come upstairs.' Same of the fellows in the back row get up and I did too. Be them went down the stairs in a group, ether* of the class following, the lecture having been stopped. As I came down I stec a man in the hallway aloes to the foot of the stairs, and immediately realised that he was holding a gun. 

-21- 
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*Mr. Wish obtained the level of the first step and asked 
the man who he was the said U. S. Marshal,' his attitude appeared
 more probably like a 'thug.' 

'Mr. Wish asked kis far identification, and he said he d
oesn't have to identify himself. 

oI asked the man if it was all right for me to close the f
ront door, and he said go ahead. Be still had the gun in his 

hand at this tine. 

a/ then closed the door and came leek behind him and pass
ed off to his loft and stood at the bottom of the stairway. Be didn'

t pay any attention to me. 

• didn't see the other an with him during this time, and 
apparently he sent him out for a policeman. Up is this t

ies I didn't know there was a policeman or the pollee consermo
d. 

"The pelisse same in and raised the verificatica the ma
n was a 6. S. Marshal. about this tiro the Marshal looked downstair

s in the corridor behind the stairs. Than with the poli
ceman went upstairs pushing through the people an the stairs. 

MLiL ee yore all on the stairway "ha Soya* was an t
he telephone. 

'I have read the above statement of three pages and it i
s true and correct to the best of my knowledge. 

11/ Berths R. Backer 
meitmesee 

James W. Redfield. Bimetal Agent. Federal Bursae of inves
tigations  22/18/52  

Selo 16 
*
stand, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, 

Warn 

aPhiledelphia. Ply 
12/18/52 

(
I, Charles Jahn leshbourn. maks the following voluntary s

tatement to Dale I. Sleets' and James W. Redfield who hove identif
ied, themselves 
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I

to me as Special Agents of the Federal Boman of Investigation. 

0I me 31 years old being born 12/13/21 at New York City. I 
reside at 2209 Walnut St. and am presently splayed at the Railway 
Uprose Agency, 18th & Market Ste., Phila., Pa. as a Platform 
ma. This is temporary employment in anneetion with student 
activities at Hubbard Foundation. I am an Industrial Engineer and 
Plant Manager by profession. 

*On Tuesday, December 16, 1952 at approximately 4.00 PM I was 
sitting is the lecture hall on the 2nd floor of 237 V. 16th St. 
when I heard loud voices in the ball which stopped the lecture. 
I recognised these voices as Helen 0112.11Ms and two strange men. 
After the voices increased in tempo Helen Wirt= entered the 
lecture hall and said 'there is trouble out are, will some of 
you fellows help John.' or words to thin effect. There was a note 
of real shaken fear in her voice,. I rushed out with several 
other students. I found myself at the head of the stairs in front 
of the group next to resat Kish. I was about two steps from the 
top of the staireey going down and facing a man in a trench coat 
and slouch hat. flaked 'Who are you and what do you want.' Be 
said 'we are U. S. Marshals and here a warrant for Ran Hubbard.' 
I said 'Identify yourselfand show your *arrant.' He said 'I'm 
not showing anybody anything.,  Then he said 'I want to see 
Hubbard.' At this point after his statement that he would not 
identify himself the increasing pressure from the people behind forced us, Kish and waif, against the two men does the stairs. 
1110 blows were struck. There was an effort or all parties to maintaim their balance. Ns on fell to my knowledge. The dark complexioned stranger did stumble backward against the wall since he was in book of the man wearing the trench eat and had no 4019 to lean on. Kish and I stopped on the bottom step and stoolicAt this point the man wearing the trench eat told the dark complexioned — 	ma to go and get a policeman. Meanwhile fabling under his trona 
oat he drew a gm pointing it mainly at Kish. Be said !fake one 
staip forward and I'll shoot." I asked him 'Show us your identification.' identified myself.' risohavl 

warrant.' Be 
iretedly to ebow satifteatime or tit. At this t the dares eliMplairlesepaiweimassed with a uniformed policeman. With the appearance of the passim the testes of the crowd eased and the. incident was over. 

Is/ have read the above statement and have found it true. 

s/ Charles J. Washbourn 
-23 - 
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Witnesses, 
Dela 116 Niesteuds  Special Agent, Thema awful at Invsatigatiw, 12/18/52 

James W. Redfield, Special Agent, Federal tureen of Investigatisn, 12/16/52* 

( 

"Philadelphia. Pa. 
December 18, 1952 

i

',II. Richard Seal Forgo  give the foliating veluntery statement to Das N. Riestend and Jane V. Redfield who bins ideatified them-selves to me as Special Agents of the Federal Buren of Investigation. 
"I am 25 mill old being born March 13, 1927 at Camden, N. J. I ms Amine alectrioian presently unespleyed. I reside at 2154 train Rood, Pennsauken N. J. I graduated from the Benjamin Franklin sigh Soheol in Ailadelphia, Pa. • 
"At approximately 4,00 PN on 12/16/51 I was in the el/sere= an the 2nd floor of 237 W. 16th St. listening to a looters being delivered by Ron Notobsret when I heard lend voices owing from downstairs. Olen O'Brien entered the elesuntes hurriedly and said something . to the effect 'VnM somebody help es, there are two sea trying to fern their way in downstairs.' Root of the group left the oleseroannt this peat, I was one of the persons is this grumps  I observed, while "tending frets the top of the stairway two men veering hate, see of when 	very dark owsplexioned, standing 5 sr 6 steps from the tope I also observed approximately ten Modesto ended en the stairway in front of the two stranger" blacking their passage up the stairs. I heard one of the strangers sq "Me went Inbbardes At this tine the wend 

thcala1tagy the feet 	the stairs I seen one of the atropine heading a .  severer in his had. I then heard Ernest Nish ear NIA shoed and ihmet0" Shortly tboreefteramtiforwed polisanan arrived and MEWSMali that Untie strangers were U. S. NM:shale. The creed then made the staling wvallatble to the two as. 
"During the entire incident I recall, to the best of my memory, Melon O'Brien sad ,Tole NOM asking the two strangers for some identifintion to whin the two strangers replied III daft need to show sup idestifiesties.0 I also did not see the two an shearing 
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any identification during this time. I did net observe say 
violence during this incident. 

°I have read the above statement and it is true to the best of 
pr knowledge 

e/ Richard Seal Virg 

wilitnessess 
Dale I. Hiestand, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
12/18/52 

James V. Redfield, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
12/18/52. 

(
On December 18, 1952 JAMES WOMAN, Bighmay  Patrol, Philadelphia 

Police Department, Badge Uo. 679, was interviewed by SA WIN W. REEVIELD 
and the writer, at which time he stated that he was willing to testify to 
the following information, 

He advised that approxinately 4130 p. m., on December 16, 1952, 
while in the vicinity of Race and Cherry Streets, he was summoned by a 
United States Marshal who stated that be needed assistant*. at 237 Berth 
16th Street. Patrolman MOW related that he proceeded to the above 
address and observed a man who identified himself as a United States 
Marshal bolding back a large crowd on a stairway by gun point. Be said 
that he told the steed that the two an are United States Marshals and 
had a warrant for the arrest at L. ROB HUBBARD. HO then said that he 
and the Marshal holding the revolver started to pressed up the steps, at 
'Isiah tine they were pushed backwards by two sea standing in treat of the 
groups Patrolman MbOOMAN stated that a large blonde headed unman said 
that the two Marshals wield not show her a warrant, to which Patrolman 
*OARS replied that they did not have to alum her a warrant. He firth's 
-stated that upon learning that L. ROM HUBBARD was upstairs, hay along with 
the Marshals, pressed up the stairway and arrested HUBBARD and three 
other persons. ln conclusion, he stated that they waited until a meagona 
arrived, at 'fish time they transported )MAID and the three other 
individuals arrested to t* United States Court Pause, 9th and Chestnut 
Streets. 

The records of the Philadelphia Credit !furore, Ins., ware 
Meshed by SR I801/RD C. FteRRSON on December 19, 1952, with negative 
results in reference to the subjects. 
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On December 31, 1952, JERRY FRIAR, Clerk, Reco
rds Section, 

Philadelphia Police Department, Suited that th
eir records reflected no 

information relative to the subjects. 

The following descriptions of the subjects wer
e obtained 

through observation and interview: 

JOHN HFRRY NEUOFBAUER, wa.  

John Noyga  
122 North Mole St., Phila., Pa. 

6/29/24 
Keen%N. H. 
50  10 ,  
170 lbs. 
Medium 
Brown 
Blue 
Medium 
KERRY O. NEUOEBAUXR, father, Keene, 

N. H.: ROSE MAN NRUGEBAUER, 

mother, Keene, N. H.; sinters - 

CATHERINE CHITS, Fayette, N. C., 

and ROSEMARIE PROVINDER, Westmoreland, 

N J l HFINN O'BRIEN NEMEBAUER, 

wife, 122 North Mole St., Phila., Pa. 

Organises of lecture groups, Hubbard 

Foundation 
U. S. Navy, Serial No. unknown, 

January 1942 - April 1944 
Mole left jaw in front of ear 

Mono known 

HELEN O'BRIEN NEUORBAUYE  

122 North Mole St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

10/3/10 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
5' 10" 
160 lbs. 
Husky 
Blonde 
Blue 
Fair 
JAMES J. 041BIEN, father, attorney, 

1732 Bankers Security Building, 

Name 

Residence 
Date of birth 
Place of birth 
Height 
Weight 
Build 
Hair 
Iron 
Complexion 
Relatives 

Occupation 

Military Service 

Scars and marks 
Previous criminal record 

Wane  
Residence 
Date of birth 
Place of birth 
Haight 
Weight 
Build 
Hair 
480 
Complexion 
Relatives 
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Philadelphia; J. VICTOR O'BRIEN, 
brother, attorney, same address; 
Mrs, JEAN THUD:ii, sister, housewife, 
Havertown, Pa. 

Organizer, lecture groups, Hubbard 
Foundation 

Elmo Roper Public Opinion Polls, 
Philadelphia (area supervisor) 

Hone 
None mown 

EMW.ST LEO KISH 
426 Rest Huston Street, Barberton, 
Ohio 

2/2/21 
Doylestown, Ohio 
6' 3° 
237 lbs. 
Muscular 
Brown 
Gray 
Medium 
Parents - JOSEPH and MART KISH, 426 
East Huston St., Barberton, Ohio; 

Brothers - WILLIAM, Wadsworth, Ohio; 
JOSEPH, Kenmore, Ohio; CHAdILS, 
Akron, Ohio 

Left arm amputated 91  below elbow, 
le scar left cheek, tattoo of 
woman "death before dishonor" left 
upper arm 

Wears mustache 
Machinist, B. & 
Barberton, Ohio 

Arrested 1940 - assault & battery, 
Akron, Ohio - one yr. probation, 

PH 89-27 

Occupation 

Previous employment 

Scars and marks 
Previous criminal record 

Name 
Residence 

Date of birth 
Place of birth 
Height 
Weight 
Build 
Hair 
Eyes 
Complexion 
Relatives 

Scars and Marks 

Characteristics 
Occupation 

Admitted arrests 

Machine, 

4 
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IN THE unrED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR 
THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSXLVANIA  

• 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 	 DECEMBER SESSIONS, 1952 

vs. 

ERNEST KISH, JOH1 NEUGEBAUER 
and MRS. JOE! NEUGEBAUER 	 NO. 17079 

0 

EGFENDANTSg BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL 
OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR A NEW 

TRIAL 

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 

The threo above namsd defendants were convioted by a 
Sury of violation of Section 111 of Title 18 U.S.C. Vhioh pro- 
vides: 

"Whoever forcibly assaults, resists, opposes, 
impedes, intimidates, or interforos with any 

person designated in Section 111k of this Title 
while engaged in or on account of the perform- 

moo of his official duties, shall be fined not 
moro than 05,000.00 or-imprisoned not more than 

three years, or both." 

In othor vords, the defendants have been convicted of assault- 
ins Doputy United Stator Marohals chile enraged in the perfora- 
Elmo of their official duties. 

-1- 



The facts out of which the charge grew are as 

follows: 

In December, 1952, a series of lectures were given 

in Philadelphia by L. Ron Hubbard, an internationally known 

engineer, writer and the founder of Dianetios and Scientology. 

These lectures were sponsored in Philadelphia by the Hubbard 

Association of Scientologists, Inc., of which Mr. and Mrs. 

John Neugebauer, two of the above named defendants, are the ex-

ecutive heads. Mr. Hubbard came to Philadelphia from London 

especially for these lectures which were given for a period 

of three weeks to about thirty-five people each of whom paid 

$500.00 for the course. Those who attended were principally 

engineers although the group also included a teacher, several 

doctors, a lawyer, a psychologist and an executive of the duPont 

Company. 

In anticipation of the series, Mr: and Mrs. Neugebauer 

had in November, 1952, bought the property at 237 North 16th 

Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and prepared it for use as 

the scene of the lectures. The entire building is owned by Mr. 

and Mrs. Neugebauer, the first two floors:being used as a meet-

ing plaoe and lecture room, the top floor being residential with 

a earetaker living there (N.T. 130, 10). 

Mr. and Mrs. Neugebauer also made arrangements at con-

siderable cost for the lectures delivered by Mr. Hubbard to be 
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recorded; Because of the expense involved and the importance 

of the subject matter, every effort was made by them as the 

directors of the Hubbard Association to see to it that there 

were no interruptions of any kind. 

On the afternoon of December .16, 1952, two Deputy 

United States Marshals, John J. Gericke and Levi P. Gordon, 

were given a warrant, issued at the direction of Judge Allan 

K. Grim, for the production of L. Pon Hubbard in the United 

States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania 

in order that hs might be examined in connection with a bank-.-

ruptcy matter. Both marshals knew that the warrant for Mr. 

Hubbard had only to do with a civil matter and not with any 

crime. 

Mr. Gericke testified at the trial that he and Mr. 

Gordon went first to 122 North Mole Street in order to serve 

the warrant, having been informed by the Chief Deputy Marshal 

that Hubbard could be found at that address. Having rung the 

bell at 122 North Mole Street and there being no response, Gericke 

and Gordon noticed a white card on the door stating "Call Hubbard 

Foundation, 237 North 16th Street", and thereupon went to that 

address (N.T. 	As the two marshals appripaohed the particu-.  

lar property, they noticed a woman open the door and walk in, 

closing. the door behind her (N.T. 15). Although they had rung .  

the bell at the Mole Street house and although they had no search 

warrant or any other legal document giving them the right to 
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IN REPLY. REAP( REFER TO 
INITIALS Alt NUM•EN 

OG:EPT:acs 

I thank you in advance for the courtesy _of _vo r 
I.S. Afff assistance. 

414.4.4- 
OLIVER GASCH 
United States Attorney 

Sincerely, 
NOV 2 4195b 

TED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUST 

OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 

November 20, 1958 
AOCIRESS ALL MAIL  TO: 

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

ROOM 311111-C 

UNITED STATES COUNT HOUR SOLOING 

MO ASO OONISTITUTION AVENUE NW. 

 
 

Honorable Harold K. Wood 
United States Attorney 
Eastern District of 
Pennsylvania 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Wood: 

Swatted - 

A person known as L. Ron Hubbard has organized in 
the District of Columbia certain corporations some of which 
are the following: Academy of Scientology; Congress of 
Scientologists; Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation; Dis-
tribution Center, Inc.; Founding Church of Scientology; 
Hubbard International Association of Scientologists; Hubbard 
Guidance Center; and, Scientology Consultants to Industrial 
Efficiency. The operation of these corporations may con-
stitute misuse of the corporate charters in that such com-
panies may be guilty of practicing medicine in violation of 
our healing arts statute. 

I have been informed that Hubbard wail taken into 
custody at 237 North Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania, on December 16, 1952, under a federal warrant executed 
in connection with a case docketed in the United States District 
Court in Philadelphia. It is my understanding that that pro-
ceeding was based upon a petition filed ancillary to a bank-
ruptcy proceeding pending in the United States District Court 
for the State of Kansas. 

It would be greatly appreciated if you would grant 
us the opportunity of having access to any, and all files and 
records which you may have with reference to this matter con-
cerning Hubbard. Such material will aid us considerably in 
arriving at an understanding of the background of our problem 
here, We may be able to proceed against the corporate charters 
of the Hubbard corporations on the theory that Hubbard has vio-. 
lated the statutes which regulate the practice of medicine in 
the District of Columbia. 
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034064 

Honorable Oliver Basch 

Baited States Attorney 

Room 3136—C 
United States Court House Bldg

. 

3rd and Constitution Ave., N.V
. 

Washington. D. C. 

kit United States v. Ernest K
ish, et al 

Criminal No. 17079 
Tour Refs OG:RPTtacs 

Dear Mr. Garth: 

We are in receipt of your lett
er dated November 20, 

193S, in which you request all
 files and records which 

we nay have with reference to 
a person known as L. Ron 

Hubbard. 

We have checked with our Pilin
g Room and have found 

the above mentioned criminal c
ase. This case grows out 

of Bankruptcy No. 23747 in tba
satter of Hubbard Diametic 

Peandatioa, L. Ron Hubbard. 

If you wish information raga d
ing Bankruptcy No. 

2;  23747, we would suggest you c
oot t the Referee in 

Bankruptcy, 3042 United States
 C urt House, Philadelphia. 

Pa. 

We ars enclosing herewith our 
Pile No. 34064, 

Criminal No. 17079 and trust i
t will be of some help to 

you. Please acknowledge receip
t of sane on the attached 

copy of this letter also enclo
sed and return sane to es. 

Please return file to us when 
it has served its purpose. 

Very truly yours, 

Receipt of the above is 

herewith acknowledged: 
HAROLD L. WOOD 
United States Attorney 

Date: 

Inc. 

 

Offs 	  

LOUIS C. IISCUTLE 
Assistant United States Attorn

ey' 

 

y4t - sal 
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September 3, 1954 

Honorable Warren Olney III, Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, 
Department of Justice, 
Washington 25, D. C. 

ATTENTION: BEN BROOKS,  Chief 
General Crimes Section. 

Re: United States v. Ernset Kish, John Neugebauer and Helen O'Brien also known as Mrs. John Neugebauer No. 17079 - December Term, 1952 Assaulting Deputy United States Marshals while engaged in the performance of their official duties. (D. of J. Ref. WO:JWK:ae 39 E 336)  
r:- 

In response to your letter of August 26 1954, please be advised that on June 18, 1953 there was a'verdict of guilty as to all three of the above defendants following which a motion for a judgment of acquittal and for a new trial was filed. On November 2, 1953 his Honor, Judge Welsh, granted the judgment of acquittal as to O'Brien, but overruled the motion as to Kish and Neugebauer. The latter were fined $200.00 each. 

Respectfully, 

W. WILSON WHITE 
United States Attorney 

By G. CLINTON FOOWELL, JR. Assistant United States Attorney Mr. Spiegel 



Inspector W. Kerala Grove 

./fern 14 
SUBJECT: 4-993 V 

..14Habbard E Meter 
FOC 48405 

FROM : 

00110KALFORMNMW 

• 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: Director, Philadelphia District  

REFE7  

FEB 1' 4 ' 

DATE: February 4, 1963 

Hubbard Dianetics Foundation, Inc. 
L. Ron Hubbard 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
Washington, D. C. 
et al 

b 

Division of Regulatory Management (BE)/P memo of 1/25/63 
indicated.that Mr. L. Ron Hubbard was charged with contempt of court in 
Wichita, Kansas for failure to appear at a bankruptcy hearing. U. S. 
Marshals approaching Mr. Hubbard to serve a warrant were apparently_ 
attacked by MX. L. Ron Hubbard and 3 of his followers. The Philadelphia 
Police Department was called into the investigation and Mr. Hubbard was 
charged.with assault and obstructing justice. P Dist. was requested to 
investigate this incident and obtain copies of any criminal or police 
records encountered. 

A check with the records section of the Philadelphia Police 
Department reflected no information relative to a_Mr. L. Ron.Hubbard. 

- 	- 
A visit was made to the U. S. Marshal's office at the Court 

House, 9th & Chestnut Sts., and according to their records, "Mr. L. 
Ron Hubbard was arrested on 12/16/52 by Deputy Marshal Gericke and 
Deptity Marshal Gordon at 237 N. 16th St., Phila., Pa. on an order to 
produce bankruptcy for examination issued by Judge Grim. This civil 
action is #23747." A notation on this index card showed that the FBI 
number for_the fingerprints of Mr. L. Ron Hubbard was 244210B. The.. 
U. S. Marshal's office indicated that the best place for additional 
information would be from the U. S. Attorney's office located on the 
fourth floor of the Court House. _ 

BUREAU OF ENFORCEMENT  

This memorandum furnishes some of the information requestedAn 
regard to, criminal action in Philadelphia. Additional information on 
bankruptcy proceedings to follow. 

iGEORGE 	RSTENBERG 
Acting Supervisory Inspector 

GJG/fmz 
2 cc - BFA 
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In the U. S. Attorney's office, I spoke with U. S. Attorney 
Reiter. After checking the Attorney's files, it was determined the 
case we were interested in was Criminal #17079. Since this was'a 
relatively old case, request was put in for the records which ire cur-
rently stored in the'record branch. 

The following day the U. S. Attorney made theentire file 
available.to me and indicated that I could copy various portions of 
the records within the file and if need be, the entire file could be 
made available for the Food and Drug Administration on a written , 	. request. 

The title for this case was the U. S.: District Court for the 
Eastern District'of'Pennsylvania - Unitedfitates of America vs. Ernest 
Kish, John Neugebauer, and Helen O'Brien. 	 ' 	• 

The background for this case is es follows: On the afternoon 
of December 16; 1952, two Deputy U. S. Marshali, Mr. John J. Gericke and 
Mr.,Levi P. Gordon, were given a Warrant, issued at the direction of 
Judge Alan K. Grim,'for the production of Mr. L. Ron Hubbard in order 
that he might be examined in connection with a_bankruptcy matter (Bank-
ruptcy Case #23747 - Hubbard Dianetic Foundation). 

• 
The two Deputy Marshals went to the address given for the 

Hubbard Foundation at 122 N. Mole St., Phila. to serve this warrant. 
After reaching this address and receiving no response to their ringing 
of the doorbell, they noticed a card on the door stating "Hubbard 
Foundation, 237 N. 16th St." and proceeded to that address. The two 
Deputy Marshals noticed a woman enter this same property and followed 
her into a room on the first floor. They asked this lady (later 
identified as Mrs. Alice Thomason) if.Mr. L. Ron Hubbard was present 

-and she indicated that he was on•the second floor. of the building 
giving a lecture at that time. 

As the Marshals started up the steps to the lecture room, 
another woman appeared on the steps leading to the second floor 
(later identified as Mrs. Helen O'Brien [Mrs. Neugebauer]) and asked 
what their business was. The Marshals indicated that they had a warrant 
for Mr. Hubbard's arrest and Helen O'Brien requested identification 
from the. gentlemen and to see. the warrant. During the ensuing con-
versation, several people left the lecture and came to Helen O'Brien's 
assistance, namely Mr. Neugebauer and Mr; Ernest Leo Kish. Further 
conversation brought Mr. Kish-down the steps, he apparently struck 
Gordon and grabbed him by. the lapel of the coat and the shirt and 
forced him back down the steps. At the same time, Mr. John Neugebauer 
apparently struck Deputy Marshal Gericke. After this struggle, one 
of the Marshals backed off and pulled out his revolver and told the 
crowd not to come any closer while the other U. S. Marshal went to 
secure the assistance of a passing Philadelphia policeman. With the 
assistance of the policeman, the warrant was served on Mr. L. Ron 
Hubbard, and Mr. Kish and Mr. & Mrs. Neugebauer were arrested•by 
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the Marshals. These three people were taken to the Court House at 
9th & Chestnut Ste. and taken before the D. S..Commissioner, Henry P. .• 
Carr, who;held Mt. Kish on $2500 bail, Mt. John Neugebauer on $1500 
bail, andMks:Helen O'Brien on $1000 bail.. The names of the three 
defendants were checked. with the.Philadelphia.Poiice records section, 
however, there-wee no police record for these three people. 

It appears in all these records that Mr. L. Ron Hubbard was 
not involved in any contact with the Marshals, and.is_therefore not 
involved in'this criminal case in any way. 

• 
On 2/18/53, Federal Grand Jury returned a true bill against 

the three defendants involvedland trial was held 6/15/53. Sentence 
Was passed on 11/2/63 by Judge Welsh granting the acquittal of Mrs. 
Helin?O'Brien but fined Mr. Kish and Mr. Neugebauer $200 each. 

A portion of the records available in criminal file #17079 
.were verifaxed and are enclosed With this report. (Exhibit 1), The 
areas underlined in red ink may be of interest to DRM. It is inter-
esting to note that Mr. Kish is -a founding member of the.Hubbard 
Asso. of Saientologistsv  that Mrs. John Neugebauer is an organizer 
of lecture groups'in Scientology, and her husband, Mr. John Neugebauer, 
is a member of the Asso. of Scientologists. Also included in these 
• records were names and addresses of 8 of the students that were 
attending this meeting or lecture being given by Hubbard. The names 
• of the students attending this lecture are: 

Alfred W. Kozak 
1262 Sheraton St. 
C;..mden, N. J. 

• 
Mr. Leland Kelley 
23 GoOdrich,St. 
Canton, N. Y. 

Mr. Charles'Gaskin, Jr.. 
2032 Kater St. 
Phila., Pa. ' 

Mrs. Alice M. Thomason 
711 Main St. 
Riverton, N. J. 

Mr. William H. Young 
3508 Ely Place S.E. 
Washington, D. c. 

Mr. B. R. Ricker 
147 N. 15th St. 
Phila., Pa. 

Mt: Charles J. Washbourn 
2209 Walnut St. 
Phila., Pa. 

Mr. Richard S. Ferg 
2154 Browning Road 
Pennsauken, N. J. 

These addresses were.checked with the current Philadelphia, 
Cauden, and Riverton telephone directories and only one individual 
remains listed, that being Mx. Gaskin, Jr. 

Note that Mr. and Mrs. Neugebauer had purchased the property 
.at 237 N. 16th St. especially for this series of lectures which were 
given by Mr. L. Ron Hubbard. They indicated in the defendant's brief 
(a portion of.which is attached as Exhibit 2) that Mr. Hubbard had come 
from London especially for these lectures which were given for a period 
of,3 week to approx. 35 people each of whom paid $50(flor the course. 



The present location of Mr. and Mrs. John Neugebauer could 
possibly be determined by'visiting Mr. F. J. O'Brien (father of Mrs. 
Neugebauer) who is till practicing law in Phila., Pa._ 

Among the correspondence in this file was a letter from the 
United States Department of Justice, the office of the U. S. Attorney 
in Washington,,D. C. dated 11/20/58 from U. S. Attorney Oliver Gasch 
indicating that,a person known as Mr. L. Ron_Hubbard was organizing a 
corporation in Washington, D. C. and they,requeiiedinformation per-
taining to this criminal case which had taken place in Philadelphia. 
A copy of this letter is attached to this report (Exhibit 3). :Also 
attached to this report is a copy (Exhibit 4) of aletter•sent by 	• 
Assistant U. S. Attorney Lewis C. Bechtle indicating the shipment of 
this criminal number to Washington attorney and indicating that further 
information regarding bankruptcy #23747 might be obtained'from the 	• 

Referee in Bankruptcy, Room 304, U. S. Court House, Phila.,jPa. 
Philadelphia District is checking with the Referee in Bankruptcy on 
this particular case to see if we can find any. additional information 
pertaining to L. Ron Hubbard. 	 • 

. RU  
W. REMLE GROVE 
Inspector,_ Philadelphia District 

WRG/fmz 
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Rain F. GH1SmELL, Deputy clerk, united States District Court, Eastern District of Pennsylvania, advised the records reflect Judge ALLEN K. GRIN issued warrant directed to United States Marshal, Eastern District of Pennsylvania, to bring forthwith L. ROE HUBBARD before United States District Court in bankruptcy ancillary proceedings on December 16, 1952. 
On &ocionlear 16, 1952, MINES? IRO Kith, JOHN IVARY HSU:MAUER, e'en kalni O'BRIEN HEUGEBAUER upon interview furnished the following taluntary signed etatemento to SA WILLIAM H. GOODING and the writer: 

°December 16, 1952 
Rom 511, Widener Bldg 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

"I, ?attest leo Kish,' make the following voluntary statement to alit/am h. Gooding and Dale N hiestand who have identified them-selves as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. I know I do not have to make any statement and any statement I make can be held against me in court. No threats or promises have been made to me. I know I have the right to any attorney. 
RI was born February 2, 1921 at Doylestown Ohio and wy permanent residence is 426 E. Huston Street Barberton Ohio. I en employed as a Machinist at the B and C Machine Co, Barberton Ohio. I ooepleted high school in Barberton Ohio and a six months course in engineering at the Ohio State Rehabilitation Board, Akron, Ohio. I am a founding membor of the Hubbard Aneoeiation of Soientologists. 
uUn December 1, 1952, I arrived in Philadelphia, Pa. to attend a merlon of lectures by Dr. L. Ron Hubbard. fir Philadelphia address 13 1618 Summer Street. 

'About 3130 PM December 16, 1952, while I was in the lecture room at 237 North 16th Street, 2nd floor, listening to Dr. Hubbard lecture, we heard a commotion downstairs. Dr. Hubbard stopped the lecture mad the lady I know as Miss O'Brien rushed into the room and said some people were downstairs starting a 'rough houaesk Abort 20 people left the lecture room and started down the stairway. I left the classroom and started down the stairway tea oo vbat the disturbance was. I moo moving doom the otaire with several other people. (the stairs were oeapastoly full with people 'Hada of me and behind me) when I saw a man who I later learned was Deputy Maropall Gericka back away and draw a revolver. He said 'This is i .38 you're looking at. Move one foot forward and I'll shoot.' Everyone stopped. I turned around and went back upstairs to the classroom. 

- 8 - 
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%beet 15 elmatee later. I heard W. Oariske wentiemer name ant 
dide a wall esainter Teen la abide I una seated. fe then came 
Into the rem and skied an te cseempamy him after dish he task me 
to the OB Nershills edifice is the UN Overt Nouse. Philadelphia. 

°I did not strike memo with my fist during the incident. I 
had no physical sates% with We deriche and at me time get moans 
thin four feet to his. Sidle going doom the stairs. I nisbt have 
brushed against his companies. wham I de mot resell secimg 
I get late the Patrol laden. I saw no ace strike any blow during 
the insident* 

w purpose for going donmetairs wee tom what 10;:
r
cts en. If 

there hed been a flabby I planned to separate the 	• 

°I was man of the fact that throe attempts had been made es 
Nalobardes life. Oa two instances, hla scald be assasins attempted 
to gala entrance to his linter's. Siam Demember 1,1952, files 
09Irion had had dittiumatr with tatraders es mere than mete easels. 

have read the above statement cad it in to the best of MY 
resellostien trim. 

s/ Ernest Z. Kish 

eyitnossOil 
Willies N. Goodinla Spatial Agent, PIM Phil. 12/14/52. 
pals IL Nested, Special Agent PIM Philadelphia 32/16/5/rn 

nOpeemher 36j 1952 
Rase 3032 NB Court Nee, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

1/1 Nalma 011blem Neigabener make the fellseing valeatary stets-
nob to allies N. Needing imd Oslo N. tasted whet have identified 
tbaealata as 010011. Agents of the Moral Barmen of Invemtigatime. 
I base I.de nOtleavie to make any statement and sly statement tepti 
4641,,11444 sisilit me. wo threats or premises have hem made,t0 )Acid 

that I have the right to se macron. 

wI was berm Ostehar 3, 1910•atildlatillida. P.. end atteadol 
Newer dellege and the leiversibr of Pasuselnals Oradmate babool 
the solvalteat of 3 years college education. I am married. have no 
shildna sad reside at 122 Werth Yale Streets  Philadelphia. I  mn  
aye arisalser of  looters Demme In Soleatelegr. 

- 9 -• 
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... 

°L. Hen Hubbard is a personal friend and a noted writer on 
Scientology. Mr. Hubbard came to the U. 8. from England two 
weeks ago as a guest of my family and for the purpose of delivering 

a series of lectures to an Association of Scientologista composed 

chiefly of professors and other members of the engineering 

profession. 

°At approximately 3830 p.n. December 16, 1952, mt. Hubbard was 
delivering a lecture in the second floor front roan to a group of 

approximately 35 people at 237 Worth 16th Street, a private 
property owned Jointly by me and q husband when I beard a 
disburbanoe on the first floor. If a disturbance I neap I hoard 
voices and a shuffling of feet. I went downstairs and found 2 
men at the foot of the stairs. I asked their identity and they 
answered 'Where's Hubbard?' I told them he was lecturing upstairs 
and I asked thee to wait until intermission. I asked them what 
they wanted with Hubbard and they answered that they had a warrant 
for his arrest. I asked to see the warrant and they answered 
'it's none of your business.' They asked again 'Where's Hubbard?' 
I again told them the lecture was in progress, that I owned the 
building that I did not knee who they were and that they could not 
go upstairs until intermission. I was standing at the foot of the 
narrow stairway leaning on the bannister. They then started to 
push past me. I then called ffff husband, John Neugebauer, who 
was near the door of the lecture rocs. My husband came down the 
stairs and inquired what the trouble was. I told his they said 
they had a warrant for Mr. Hubbard but they wouldn't show it to no. 
At that point, the man later identified as Deputy Marshall John J. 
Gericke, pulled out his identification card. I asked him who I 
could telephone who could verify his identity. He answered by 
saying he was going upstairs for Hubbard. I then suggested that 

we call the police. He then pushed my husband and me stating IL 

'I will show you what I will do.' I then went to the lecture room 
and told some of the group near the door that I did not know who 

the two men were; that they were forcing their way upstairs; & 
that they said they had a warrant for Mr. Hubbard but I had not 

seen it. 

11 few of the group started downstairs. Mr. Oericke pulled out 
his gun and reasslid igasebedy is going to be killed.' Approminately 
a down; people were an the stairs or looking down the stairs at that 
point. I walked down the stairs at which tine the second man later 
identified as Deputy Marshal Levi P. Gordon came in the !rant door 

with a policeman. 
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"During the entire incident, 1 struck no blow and saw no blows 

struck. My reasons for not admitting the US Marshals were that 
they did not show their identification in the beginning and I was 
not sure of their identity after he showed his card since they 

would not wait for me to make a telephone call to verify their 
identity and they refused to show me any warrant. Further, I had 
heard of two previous attempts to assasinate my guest, Mr. Hubbard, 

once by two men wearing the uniforms ornolicemen and I thought 
these men might have this purpose. Further, within the past two 
weeks, a few uninvited persons have attempted to bluff their way 
into our lectures stating they would explain their identity to v. 
Hubbard. Mr. Hubbard received six or eight long distance person to 

persem telephone calls which he refused to accept. I wanted to 

protect my guest against intruders because he is an internationally 

foams person who was engaged in a lecture. 

"I have read the above 4 page statement & it is true & correct to 

the best of my knowledge. 

e/ Helen 0 Brien Neugebeusr 

"Witnessed" 
William H. 'Gooding SA FBI Philadelphia 12/16/52. 
Dale V. Hiestand, Special Agent, FBI Philadelphia 12/16/52. 

"December 16, 1952 
Room 511, Widener Bldg. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

(
MIA John Henry Neugebauer, make the following voluntary statement 

to William H. Gooding and Dale M. Hiestand who have identified 

themselves as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

I know i do not have to make any statement and any statement I 
males can be used against ma in court. No threats or promises have 
been made to ne. I know I have the right to an attorney. 

was born June 29, 1924 at Keene, New Hampshire. I completed 
High School in Keene, H. J. and have the equivalent of 1 year 
college at Tale University. 

!I am a member of the Association of Scientologieta  of which Dr. 
Ls Ron Hubbard is the founder. I have been using my home as a 
meeting place to study Scientology. Dr. Hubbard came from England 
to give a series of lectures beginning December 1, 1952. 

11 
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to Kr. O'Brien & he refused. Mr. Gordon returned with a policeman. I asked the policeman his number and he answered 'You're going in the wagon.' I read his number on his cap end give it to Mr. O'Brien I then waited without incident until more policemen arrived. 
°I have read the above statement and it is true and correct to the best of my knowledge 

a/ John Nougebauer 
"Witnessed: 

William E. Gooding Special Agent FBI fhiladelphia Dale M. Hiestand, Special Agent FBI Phila., Pa.• 
On December 17 and 18, 1952, the following persona, who attended a lecture given by L. RON HUIMIARD at 237 North 16th Street, on December 16, 1952, furnished voluntary signed statements to SA JAMES W. REDFIELD and the writers 

*Philadelphia, Pa, 
December 17, 1952 

(-- 

°I Robert L. Gish, voluntarily furnish the following statement to James W. Redfield and Dale N. Riestand who identified them- selves to me as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
DI am 29 years of age, being born on August 24, 1923 in tartans City, Missouri. I am employed as an electronics engineer, and editor of the Philco Tech Rep Division Bulletin, located at 22nd Street and Lehigh Ave. Phila. 

"About ten minutes to four on December 16, 1952 I was in the class-room on the second floorof the Hubbard Foundation, 237 N loth Street, when I heard several people talking in loud voices outside in the region of the staircase. 

"Helen O'Brien came in and said 'Some of you fellows come down and help us, there are a couple of fellows downstairs, who say they are Federal officers here to arrest Ron,' but won't identify themselves'. 
number of the men got up including me and rushed down the stairs. In front of me were Mr. Kish, Mr. Washbourn and Mr. Oaken. 

"As the three men reached a point halt way downstairs, a man who 

- 13 
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correct to the best of my knowledge. 

s/ Robert L. Gish 

*Witness 
James 1.1baileld. Special Agent, Federal Doman of Investigation 
12/17/52 

gals N. Blestand, Special Agent, Federal bureau of Inrsetigatima 
12/17/52* 

°Philadelphia. Pa. 
December 17, 1952 

°I Alfred N. Ratak furnish the following voluntary statement to 
Solo N. Niastand and Janes W. ladlield who have identitiod them- 
'elves to me as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of IsrestAgatian. 

°I am 30 years of Age, being born Demother 13, 1922 at Cambay N.  J. I reside new at 239 North 16th Street. Philadelphia, Pa. and qy 
permanent address is-1262 Sheridan Street. Sandra, N. J. 

!about brOC Pit in the afternoon of Dec. 16, 1952. I as sitting 
OR tic 2nd near as  237 N. 16th St, Phila. Pa attesting a lecture. 
I beard some easeetiee outside the door which seemed to be down-
stairs. Than was some kind *fie& bub about sanotady emeeking to 
break tate the place and a number of follows milked out the door 
totes whet as going on. I woe about the seventh or eight follow outs Um* the stair and passageway was narrow. there was a pile ere of peepla going deem stairs. I as able toseo meet of the 
stainer deem-sod I saw two strange looking an severalsteps 
free the Bette. As more follows came out of the looters rose,-  there was mere of a pilessep a the stairs and astral follows ent past me tryimg to see what it lee all about. The stairs got se 
Seed up that there's a bunk t at the bottom and the too 

e men ottleoptheir motion of going up the steps ani 

91 Oat as filth a bat pulled over his eyes 14.&•draw a gen end SSW the offset that you're looking at the tel. of a .38 and 
Its Anna Abeetriudown. Ilse was said in a hysterical tens of Sas And he wand the gum .read. I tbo pt the ges_Bie a mania 
88 	tart. Than I Sardinian 01 	ask the as to the effect are you? Where is y...- -t 	there Is your mare 

-15- 
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warrant? The short man with the hat screeched that he didnt have to show nobody nothin and that he could go anywhere he viant;a. Hs 
Lived his gun as he did this. 

•I heard Helen O'Brien ask him several times far his identification and the short man yelled to the effect that he didnt need no 
'identifications'  

(• 1,„rawasno violeneethetlohserved except the brandishing of 910Lorn-Wra-MiltcreW--mainerref-TurneraWlirand-triEort man quieted down. 151707iTowd on the stairway thinned out and the short man vent up stairs with hie gun held in his hand followed 
4, another strange man and a policeman in uniform. 

"I have read the above statement of 3 pages and it is true & correct to the best of my knowledge. 

e/ Alfred w. Rosa 

'Witness 
James W. Redfield, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation Dale M. Riestand, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, 12/17/52 

*Philadelphia, Pa. 
December 17, 1952 

▪ Leland Kelley,  furnish the following voluntary statement to Dela M. Riestand and James W. Redfield who have identified them- selves to me as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigatiom. 
▪ as 28 years old being born on July 29, 1924 at Morristown, N. Tr I reside at 23 Goodrich St., Canton, N. Y. 

alit approximately 3s30 PM en 12/16/52 while attending a lecture given by Ron Hubbard on the tad floor of 237 N. 16th St. I heard a disturbanee outside of the classroom. Bolen O'Brien then casually entered the classroom and asked far some to help as a soupla of sea REV trying to barge in. I left the classroom end observed Muss% Wish standing at the top of the stairway in front of a very dark complexioned man. The next thing that I observed was the vSc iagexionemeas 	at the foot of the stairs poieting a gynii-155-iiihiehtime he made a statement to 

16 
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the offset that 'It you beep en sting /s11 1st you have it.' Kish sillily replied Me ahead and shoot.' or to that effect. I heard eensiderable talk inrefsrenes to identification end areas or warrant in which the dark complexioned individual repeatedly pronounced the word as indentification and repeatedly asserted that ha did not have to show anything. 
'Daring the entire tine that I observed this incidence I did not see any violets, or whatever I would refer to es violent. 
*I have read the above statement of two pages and it is true & correct to the best of my knowledge. 

s/ Leland Kelley 
Witnesses 

James W. Redfield, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Phil*. Pa. 12/17/52 

Dals X. attend, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation 12/17/52* 

*Philadelphia, Pa. 
December 18, 1952 

c

aI Charles Gratin Jr.  voluntarily finish the renting stateiwnt to Jaw's 1. Redfield and Dale K. Ricotta, who identified thme• selves to so as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigatias. a/ en 27 years of ant being bora October 7, 1925 at Philadelphia, Pa. I live at 2032 Later Street, Phila 46, Pa. I a employed at Philadelphia Navy Yard in the NW at shop 143 as a general helper. 
*Nekoosa 3130 and 4,00 P.Y. on December 16, 1952, I was in the elastot as the 2d floor of the Hubbard Foundation 237 N. 16th Street. At this Si.. Volt OIRries case in and said, some guys are trying to break ion. 

sp1 jumped up and meat out to the stairs tone tat was going ea. I test recall tether coyote else was with me at the time, but I sew two menthe bed John Noyga up against the well, about 2/14 of the ty up the stairs near the bend in. the stairs. John said don't let them Ope'but the short fellow said go on up Doc. tie this fellow 

$ 
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Des starlet to ems up the stairs. I tried to stop him, but he 
got past me, and then ems of the crowd went by no pushing Deo, 
the taller fellow, and the crowd down the stairs again. It ass 
at this time that I method sr. Kish in frost of me. 
"The abort fellow they pulled his gm and pointed it at the crowd, 
sad kept saying Ito a U. S. Marshal. Be pointed it nainly at flak 
and said, apes smother step down and I'll shoot. I hoard a lot 
of talk shout showing identification, but didn't see sane show 
identification. 

'Then the policeman owe in and said these men are U. 8. Miradas 
they don't have to show their identificatios. Then the policemen 
wont upstairs followed by the two an. They then arrested Mr. 
Rebbert and thought that in Hubbard Jr. was the one that pushed 
Doc down the stairs, hot they straightened that out, because see-
ms told thee it was W. Kish. 

*All through the whole staircase episode, they kept saying they 
don't have to show identification we're U. S. Marshals, we cans 
to. got Rahhard. 

game asked to show any warrant to come is the building to arrest 
a peeve they said they didn't need anything. The said they 
wanted to get Rubbard. 

!I have read the above statement of three pages and it is true 
and correct to the beat of my knowledge. 

a/ Charles (Raskin Jr. 

Mitoses 
Jememell. Redfield. Sims. Agent, Federal Scram of Investigativar 
12/18/52 

Ds1 S. Hiestand, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
12/18/52' 

!Philadelphia. Pa. 
December 17, 1952 

(! el Mrs. Alice M. Thomason, voluntarily furnish the following 
Itateseant to Dale M. Riestant and Jams M. Redfield who identified 

-18 m  
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ithasselves to ee as Special Agents of the Faders/ Bureau of 

Investigation. 

?

.. Kreside at 711 Hain Street, Riverton, N. J. and an employed as 

a teacher at the Forms School (Rdgintater Township School), in 

Beverly. N. J. 

A▪  bout 615 P.Y. am December 16, 1952 1 was in the reception roan 
of the Hubbard Foundation at 237 N. 16th Street, Phila, Pa. I 

had just removed my coat and was arranging my papers, when two 

men opened the front door and walked in. 

'The two men came over to me, asking where i
s Hubbard. I told thee 

he was giving a lecture. They then asked where he was end I said 

in the room above. They then said we went to see his. 

ol said, I doubt that you can see him now as he is giving a 

lecture, bus there will be a break in a abort time, and you, could 

probably talk to hie then. 

‘it this point they spoke loudly and said they were going tons 

him and it was on a personal matter. 

'At this time Helen O'Brian heard the loud talking and came dam 

seer the foot of the stairs. 

Opp to this time 1 do not recall whether the two men identified 

themselves, &laugh they may have said the:years  

'Belem O'Brian when she came to the foot of the stairs, called to 

the, end asked what they wanted. The two men then walked over to 

the fiklitot the stairs. and said something to the effect, where is 
Hibbard, we want tom him ski a personal matter. 

Was then .said II am Helen. O'Brien, this is my place, and you 
Nowt go upstairs. 

C 
was not in.the-position to see whether the two men showed Helen \

s) 
 

spy identification, 

oftener in shout aSulassas-roody-te_ge_gostairs, and I 
slipped—around the two men and 	, and priusecbd up the stairs 
to the .leatgre—roaa. Ti Tafdng was very Aged and .Helen was 
insisting they couldn't go up.,  Along about this time I recall 
hearing one of the men acing they were Federal men. 

\ -1 
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Mks I set to the elsearees I beamed to Jahalarha and We 
his 'bla moods yeast 10 them isediately loft the elassrema. 
After thai I remained is my seat and did at leave the elanaltie 

have reed the above statemeat of three mos and it is trio 
and earreetto the best of my hmeoledse. 

a/ Alio. L Thamsamt 

Witness 
Ames 
1 	

11  
7 /0
. Padfield, Weis' Ages% Federal IPantPant of lavestigatiaa 

2/1 

Dale N. Elestamd, spacial Agent, Federal Paean Threstigaties 
12/17/5” 

•Philaviskiia, Ps. 
Desember 17, 1952 

{

lt r s"Ttaraiastelleli=Stsstthet 	   James T. lsd isll rbk    
thessaves to a as special Asses of this Sabra "anoint 
Lavestigatism.. 

III se 6.6yearoold bolas bola a 11/21/26 at gisetta. P.  is I-
real& at Me 127 Plass, Southeast, lashimitea, la C. I sm a 
payehalegist preetimias at Roma $26, Colorado Ms., 311th met 
0. sts„Washiastea, D. 0. 

ma appradakaal 'NOD IN a 12/16/$2 whits I was attending a . 
Leta sire wt. IhNterd ea the 2md floor et 237 N. 164k 1 . 
heard lead velem domustaline. At this Feist I left the elaseroom 
with oiler news of the seep mad free the top of the stairs 
shearredthe stairway eremdedwith stedeate. At the batten of 
the stairway steal a mos with s sem is his Mai. 	Hs stedeato is tale seethes step, bias Otos am' her hobs* 	Dana asked that man who liaised ha was ateffisor to 	himself mad ghee a warreml.. This 	Maimed he was a Pedant Cisme mad 
said 'S did met have to ideality hbeself.# Ne1am Milt them 
said ass oat ad sot a pelisses to ideldify yea.. IOW than 
stated 'I am a Federal anis ad de at kiwi to 	474401,0 yAt this plat a *Lies entered mad the stalrogy was the side 
mailable to the lateralt offline. 

— 20 
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"I saw me blame er violence of nap kind during the time I observed 
this incident. 

•I have read the above statement and find it true to the best of 
my knowledge. 

s/ Willis Helms Young 

"Witnessed 
Dell MI. Riestand, Special Agent, federal teen of investigation, 
12/17/52 

jamas 1. Redfield, Special Agent, Federal Sere** of Investigation, 
4/17/521  

"Philadelphia, Pee 
Deeembin 18, 1952 

III Berths R. Ricker, voluntarily furnish the following statement 
to James 1. Redfield and Dale 16 Riestand who have identified 
themselves to me as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. 

&A?---  New York City. I reside at present at 147 I. 15th Street and I "I au 32 years of age, being born on Deeember 15, 1920 at Manhattan, 

cam almsys be reached through q parents at 255-08 1h7th Road 
Rosedale 22, brag Island o/e Mr & lea. Fitter Richer. 

"About 300 T.Y. on Desember 16, 1952, I was in the classroom as 
the 2d floor of the Hubbard Foundation, 237 1 16th Street, 
Fhila., Ter. Vertatianwswoutemai dear  ..dert-
ilidintimr_is it knnatsigtigg  lestavest. slthough everyone is en 
the 2d flee in the classroom. 

*I heard the downstairs deer open and Helen °Brien then left the 
classroamito see she items. I heard voices dawnstairs calm( 
elan to  the stairre7. A few moments later Helen pepped her head 
in the deer of the olassreme and said Ithers is a ample of fellows 
trying to is epstairs.1 Some of the fellows in the back rew 
get ep and I did too. We than vent down the stain in a group, 
ethers of the class fel/Awing, the looters having been stopped. 
An I same down I as a man in the hallmmy close to the toot of 
the stairs, and immediately realised that he was holding a god 

-21e 
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C. tisk obtained the level of the first step and asked the an 'be he was oho said V. B. lirshal,,  his attitude smeared an probably like a fthag.0  

W. nab asked him far idamtifisatioms  sad he maid be doesn't have to identity himself. 

!I asked the an if it ems all right for me to sloes the front deers  and he said go  ;heed. Me still bad the 1's  in his bead at this time. 

▪ the slowed the doer amd saes bsek babied kissed passed of to his left mod stood at the bottom st the stairway. Mo didn't fl smy attention to me. 

mX &diet see the ether men with him during this time, sod sgperestly he est him out for a pelisse  110 to this time I didett knew there was a polies sr the pollee esseareed. 
"The pelisse same is amid vilest the verification the sues a 11. g. Nnale fleet this time the Marshal leaked desestaire is the eerier behlad the stairs. then with the pelimems met upstairs pasha( through the people ea the stairs. 
Mile us were all on the stairway Jahn Norge ems sm the telephone. 
'I have

- 
 reed the above statement of three pages sad it is true and serest the best of my knowledge. 

S/ Isrtheit. taker 

Jaen M lfs  Redfield, Rpesial Met, Pederal Bureau of Tavestigatism, 12AI 

gelo
w
t
a
ktstand, Special Agent, Ntral Baroan of Tavestigetla, 

•Philatelpkias  Pa. 
22/11/0 

eSels Charles Jelsitishboura, make the felled*" vaster statement Dale Re tasted mad James W. Redfield eke have SWIM themselves 
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I

to me as Special Agents of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

I am 31 years old being born 12/13/21 at Ise York City. 
I 

eside at 2209 Walnut St. and am pr
esently emplisped at .he Railway 

ogress Amoy, 19th & Market Sta., Phila.
, Pao as a Platters 

man, This is tamporary emplaystat in easammrties,with statist 

ctivities at Hubbard Foundation. I an as 
Indistriallbutinser and 

lant imager by professions 

*On Tuesday, December 16, 1952 at approminately 4000 PM I
 was 

sitting. is the lettere hall a the tad floor of 237 M. 16
th St. 

when i heard loud voices is the ball which stepped the L
atins. 

I racognited these voices as Slam 001R1104 a
nd two strange men. 

After the voises increased is tempo isle O'Vrima altered
 the 

lecture ball and said 'there is trouble out here, will so
me of 

you fellows help John.' or words to this afoot. There 
was a sets 

of real shaken fear in her voles. I rushed out with seve
ral 

other students. I found spelt at the heed of the stairs
 in front 

of the group eat to Past lithe I was about two staple 
from the 

top of the stairway going down end facing a man in a tre
nch mat 

and sloush hat. flaked 'Who are area and what de you wa
nt.' is 

said two are II. S. Marshals wad have a warrant for Ron H
ubbard.' 

I said 'Identify youreelfand show your warrant.' He sai
d 'Pm 

not showing anybody earthing.' Then he said 'I want to s
ee 

1144ber00.. At this point after his statement that be wou
ld not 

identify himself the increasing pressure from the people 
behind 

forced us, Kish and myself, against the two men dawn th
e Odra. 

le Maws were struck. ?here was an effort by all Pootioo
 to 

soutane their balance. We one feIl to my kmewladge. Th
e dark 

camplasiened stranger did stumble backward against the wa
ll since 

he was in bock of the man ageing the trench Set and ha
d no as 

to lean en. Kish and I stepped on the bettor atop and s
tadia** 

this paint' the an wearing the trench coat told the dark 
compleaiened 

man to go 'and get a pelieesan. Mssawhils fabling under 
his trench 

meat he drew a gun pointing it mainly at Kish. MO said '
fake one 

step forward and I'll shoots' I asked him 'Show us your 
identificatian.' 

identified myself.' I, said l'havetel.4deatetrn 
an warrant.' MO 

thentem itmw edateitatilladwierth a uniformod policeman. 
t. At this 

With the appearance of the pilliemela the Unman of tie a
rced 

sped and lbs. bastion% was over. 

II/ have read the above statist and ban found it true. 

a/ Charles J. Inabbsura 
-23. 



caitextemeo • Sole No Slesteed, Spoolal Ito 	Emreas of Laveatisaticm, 
12/18/52 

Janet No liedfieldo  OpmeislAspato Peemsel Beroes of Immatisatiamo 12/12/52" 

flp4wro 

andladelphia. Pao hateiher 180  1952 ( -no  himbsel Seal Porgy  flvo tS felladasvettatery etate=ast to 
Shlei3, Sioetend and Jests WO Ileineld So hmwo Ltentitied tarp, 
paves to rm co Spatial Agate of the Mama 	of tavostiaatteao °I a2 25 yoore old bates harmMara 1.3„ 1927 at Chzetemo 110 Jo 1 
marine Rloottladon pretaratly varalcsodo I reside at 219s 
Zwesdnaheodoftwommdceio No Jo I medalled from tS Vaajetis 

.-Yroaklie N$S4 Schaal in Ptdladolphiao  Poo • 
eat erfeadasiolf 422  Pa en 12/164 ISM in tin olasereem on the 
22d floor of 237 Vo 16th St° lietealag to a /eaten being del/owed 
by Ram achherd sham I hoard 1malvedeom ometas from doosetaireo 
Malta 09Brica entered the elemareon herricar sad said tesethiskr 
te the Watt Valid seadamdt help coo  thieve are tee 12=3 twins 
tom, forte their orgy lag decoetaireav mat of the mop loft the 
alasarocaes this potato 1 trim eat of tko its fe tibia Snaps 
I. abooreedo  chile attunes fres the top of tuns stainer too nom 
warty hate, taus of tomato very dark emplassiteedo  stadia@ 5 
sr • steps rtes the tape X else etroswed appeoaimately ten 
atelasts weeded ea thm stains; la frost of the too Orson 

(

Waking their pomp ap the stairs° I heard cum of the stramepro 
;:.IAA !Ipe last Ahhiordos At this tit the reel 

- ak 

L

'4   
•  

IPA 

stairs I eaw one 	etaisserre Wadies a 	// 
it Ms basd4 I thorn boaalSamoot Nish soy 0190 Sherd eel 

SOSO 47kerfly :eaf sr avaifesseed pellet= arrived sad 
assameed that tin tea streasere wart Vo So Forshalao  St areal 
them mode the stairway available to the two ammo Senn the satire inaidest I nos11 to the beat of ay mown 
MelimesleSelos - abeam tablas the two Orman= far ease 
itatifidatient to tibia the two staves replied Ma dealt mead to 
Asa soy idomtifitatimass I also did est see the too sea obtains 
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any 148*MS/cation daring this tine. I did not observe any 
violence dories this incident* 

III have read the above states:at and it is true to the best of 
my knowled's 

s/ Richard Beal Deng 

Witnesses' 
Dale N. Biestand, Special Agent, federal Bureau of Investigation 

12/18/52 

James V. Redfield, Special Agent, Moral Bureau of Ievestigatien 
12/18/528  

Oe Deeenber 18, 19521  MRS WOMAN. Highway Patrol, Philadelphia 

Parise Deportment, Badge No. 679, vas interviewed by SA an N. =NM= 
sad theMelter„ at whieh tine he stated that he was willing to testify to 
the fellnwing informations 

Re advised that approximately 100 p. a., an December 16, 1952, 
Mille is the vicinity of Race and Cherry Streets, he was summed by a 
gaited States Marshal who stated that he needed assistance at 237 Nerth 
16th Street. Patrolman INCOME related that he proceeded to the abets I 
address and observed a an who identified himself as a sited States 
Marshal holding bask a large steed on a etairway hy gun point. Me said 
that he told the creed that the two Bea were United States Marshals and 
had a warrant for the arrest at L. RCN ROBB/RD. MO then said that he 
and the Marshal holding the revolver started to proceed ip the steps, at 
Whisk tine they were pushed backwards by two ass stadia" in front of the 
groups Patrolman WOW stated that a large blonds heeded mean said 
that the two Marshals meld not show her a warrant, to which Patrolman 
INMAN replied that they did not have to show her a warrant. He further 
'stated that upon lemming that L. BON HUBBARD was upstairs, Welting  with 
the Marshals, prseeeded isp the stairway and arrested MUM= and three 
other persons. la omeelssion, he stated that they waited until a *wagons 
arrived, at uhish time they transported MUM= and the three other 
individuals arrested to the gaited States Bonet Mouse, 9th sad Chestnut 
streets. 

The mords of the Philadelphia Credit In% Ins., were 
checked V/ gig MORD O. P521111011 on Desenher 19. 2952. with negative 
results in referenes to the subjects. 

25 
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On December 31, 1952, JERRY FR 
Philadelphia Police Department, staked 
information relative to the subjects. 

IAR, Clerk, Records Section, 
that their records reflected no 

The following descriptions of 
through observation and interview; 

Name 

Residence 
Date of birth 
Place of birth 
Height 
Weight 
Build 
Heir 
grell 
Complacion 
Relatives 

> Occupation 

Military Service 

Scars and marks 
Previous criminal record 

Residence 
Date of birth 
Place of birth 
Height 
Weight 
Build 
Bair 
Eyei 
Compleaion 
Relatives  

the subjects were obtained 

JOHN HFRRY NKUOREADER. wa.  
John Worn 

122 Worth Mole St., Phila., Pa. 
6/29/24 
Hoene R. H. 
51  1014° 
170 lbs. 
Medium 
Brown.  
Blue 
Medium 
HENRY 0. NEWEBAUER, father, Keene, 
N. R.; ROSE MAR NEDOEBAUER, 
mother, Keane, N. La slaters — 
CATHERINE WHITE, Fayette, N. C., 
and ROHENARIZ PROVINDER, Westmoreland*  
N. J.; HILES O'BRIEN NEWEBAUIR, 
wife*  122 North Mole St., Phila., Pa. 

Organiser of lecture groups, Hubbard 
Foundation 

U. S. Navy)  Serial No. unknown, 
January 1942 — April 1944 

Mole left jaw in front of ear 
None known 

BEIM O'BRIEN NEMEBADER  
122 North Mole St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
10/3/10 
Philadelphia*  Pa. 
5' 
160 lbs. 
Rushy 
Lam& 
Blue 
Fair 
JAMES J. °MIEN, father*  attorney, 
1732 Bankers Security Building, 

— 26 
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Philadelphia; J. VICTOR O'BRIEN, 
brother, attorney, same address; 
Mrs. JEAN TH12;?., cister, housewife, 
Havertown, Pa. 

Organizer, lecture groups, Hubbard 
Foundation  

Elmo Roper Public Opinion Polls, 
Philadelphia (area supervisor) 

Hone 
None knout 

ERNEST IhO KISH 
426 East Huston Street, Barberton, 

Ohio 
2/2/21 
Doylestown, Ohio 
61 3" 
237 lbs. 
Muscular 
Brown 
Gray 
Medium 
Parents - JOSEPH and MAAT KISH, L26 
East Huston St., Barberton, Ohio; 

Brothers - WILLIAM, Wadsworth, Ohio; 
JOSEPH, Kenmore, Ohio; CHArtILS, 
Akron, Ohio 

Left arm amputated 5" below elbow, 
in scar left cheek, tattoo of 
woman "death before dishonor" left 
upper arm 

Wears mustache 
Machinist, B. 8, C. Machine, 
Barberton, Ohio 

Arrested 1940 - assault & battery, 
Akron, Ohio - one yr. probation. 

> Occupation 

Previous employment 

Scars and marks 
Previous criminal 2c.cord 

Mama 
Residence 

Date of birth 
Place of birth 
Height 
Weight 
Build 
Hair 
Fyee 
Complexion 
Relatives 

Scars and Marks 

Characteristics 
Occupation 

Admitted arrests 

P 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR 
• WE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA  

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 	• 
	

DECEMBER SESSIONS, 1952 

vs. 

EREEST KISH, JOH1 EEUGEBAUER 
"and HRS. 07083 TIEUGEBAUER 	 NO. 17079 

DEFENDANTS0  BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR JUDOWENT OF ACQUITTAL 
OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR A vim 

TRIAL 

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 

The three above named defendants were convicted by a 

jury of violation of Section 111 of Title 18 U.S.C. which pro-

vides: 

"Whoever forcibly assaults, resists, opposes, 

impedes, intimidates, or interferas with any 

person designated in Section 1114 of this Title 

while engaged in or on account of the perform-

once of his official duties, shall be fined not 

more than 050000.00 or imprisoned not more than 

threo yoaroo  or both." 

Di other wordoo  the defendanto have been convicted of aneault-

ing Doputy Unitod Statoo Mardi:ale while ongagod in the porforE 

aneo of their official dutioo. 



The facts out of Which the charge grew are as 

follows: 
	 4 

In December, 1952, a series of lectures were given 

in Philadelphia by L. Ron Hubbard, an internationally known 

engineer, writer and the founder of Planetios and Scientology. 

These lectures were sponsored in Philadelphia by the Hubbard 

Association of Scientologiete, Inc., of which Mr. and Mrs, 

John Neugebauer, two of the above named defendants, are the ex-

ecutive heads. It. Hubbard came to Philadelphia from London 

especially for these lectures which were given for a period 

of three weeks to about thirty-five people each of whom paid 

$500.00 for the course. Those who attended Ire re principally 

engineers although the group also included a teacher, several 

doctors, a lawyer, a psychologist and an executive of the duPont 

Company. 

In anticipation of the series, Mr. and Mrs. Neugebauer 

fwd in November, 1952, bought the property at 237 North 16th 

Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and prepared it for use ao 

the coons of the lectures. The entire building is craned by DWO 

and Mrs. Neugebauer, the first two floors being utiod co a =eat-

ing plaoo and lecture room, the top floor being ropidential with. 

a earotaher living there (N.T. 130, 10)0 

MN and Mrs. Neugebauer also made arrangemonto at con-

aiderablo cost for the lectures delivorod by Ur, HUbbard to bo 

• 



recorded. Because of the expense involved and the importance 

of the subject matter, every effort was made by them as the 

directors of the Hubbard Association to seedto it that there 

were no interruptions of any kind. 

On the afternoon of December 16, 1952, two Deputy 

United States Marshals, John J. Gericke and Levi P. Gordon, 

were given a warrant, issued at the direction of Judge Allan 

K. Grim, for the production of L. Pon Hubbard in the United 

States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania 

in order that he might be examined in connection with a bank-

ruptcy matter. Both marshals knew that the warrant for Mr. 

Hubbard had only to do with a civil matter and not with any 

crime. 

Mr. Gericke testified at the trial that he and Mr. 

Gordon went first to 122 North Mole Street in order to serve 

the warrant, having been informed by the Chief Deputy Marshal 

that Hubbard could be found at that address. Having rung the 

bell at 122 North Mole Street and there being no response, Gericke 

and Gordon noticed a white card on the door stating "Call Hubbard 

Foundation, 237 North 16th Street", and thereupon went to that 

address (N.T. 34). As the two marshals approached the particu-

lar property, they noticed a woman open the door and walk in, 

closing the door behind her (N.T. 15). Although they had rung 

the bell at the Mole Street house and although they had no search 

warrant or any other legal document giving them the right to 
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WASHINGTON. D. C. 

November 20, 1958 
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DIMPLYFISAMAIMMTO MMLANOMMION 
OG:EPT:acs 

 

 

 

a ALL MAIL nos 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY mei MIO-C 
UMTin MITI Car HOUSE SLALOM/ 210 Mi COMITITV110.1 AVMS WM. 

Honorable Harold K. Wood United States Attorney Eastern District of Pennsylvania Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Dear Mr. Wood: 

A person known as L. Ron Hubbard has organized in 
the District of Columbia certain corporations some of which 
are the following: Academy of Scientology; Congress of 
Scientologists; Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation; Dis-
tribution Center, Inc.; Founding Church of Scientology;.  
Hubbard International Association of Scientologists; Hubbard 
Guidance Center; and, Scientology Consultants to Industrial 
Efficiency. The operation of these corporations may con-.  
stitute misuse of the corporate charters in that such com-
panies may be guilty of practicing medicine in violation of 
our healing arts statute. 

I have been informed that Hubbard was taken into 
custody at 237 North Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pennsyl- 	• 
YAMS, on December 18, 1952, under a federal warrant executed 
in connection with a case docketed in the United States District 
Court in Philadelphia. It is my understanding that that pro-
ceeding was based upon a petition filed ancillary to a bank-
ruptcy proceeding pending in the United States District Court 
for the State of Kansas. 

It would be greatly appreciated if you would grant 
us the opportunity of having access to any and all files and 
records which you may have with reference to this matter con-
cerning Hubbard. Such material will aid us considerably in 
arriving at an understanding of the background of our problem 
here. We may be able to proceed against the corporate charters 
of the Hubbard corporations on the theory, that Hubbard has vio-
lated the statutes which regulate the practice of medicine in 
the District of Columbia. 

I thank you in advance for the courteayst 	r 
assistance. 	

I.S. AM: Pt 

Oft Val - 

Sincerely, 	
NOV 2 4 1958 

OLIVER GASCH 
United States Attorney 
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834064 

Honorable Oliver Gasch 

United States Attorney 

Room 3136-C 
United States Court House Bldg. 

3rd and Constitution Ave., N.W. 

Washington, D. C. 

RBs United States v. Ernest Kis
h, at al 

Criminal No. 17079 
Tour Refs OG:EPTsacs 

Dear Mr. Basch: 

We are in receipt of your litter
"dated November 20, 

1958, in which you request all fi
lep amid records which 

we nay have with reference to a 
person known as L. Ron 

Hubbard. 

We have checked with our Piling 
Room and have found 

the above mentioned criminal ca
se. This case grows out 

of Bankruptcy No. 23747 in tat
ter of Hubbard Dianetic 

Foundation, L. Ron Hubbard. 

If you wish information raga din
g Bankruptcy Mo. 

23747, we would suggest you cen
t t the Referee in 

Bankruptcy, 3042 United States
 C urt House, Philadelphia, 

Pa. 

We are enclosing herewith our Pi
le No. 34064, 

Criminal No. 17079 and trust it 
will be of some help to 

you. Please acknowledge receipt
 of same on the attached 

copy of this letter also enclose
d and return same to us. 

Please return' file to us when i
t has served its purpose. 

Wary truly yours. 

Receipt of the above is 

herewith acknowledged: 

LONtS C. SICSUS 

Assistant Baited States Attorney
 

Date: 

Sac. 

HAROLD K. WOOD 
United States Attorney 

By; 

Aikk^,-444,1147,R- , 	 , 	 , 	. a 
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34064 	

September 3, 1954 

Honorable Warren Olney III, 
Assistant Attorney General, 
Criminal Division, 
Department of Justice, 
Washington 25, D. C. 

ATTENTION: BEN BROOKS, Chief 
General Crimes Section. 

Re: United States v. Ernest Kish, 
John Neugebauer and Helen O'Brien, 
also known as Mrs. John Neugebauer 
No. 17079 - December Term, 1952 
Assaulting Deputy United States Marshals while engaged in the performance of 
their official duties. 
(D. of J. Ref. WO:JWK:ae 39 E 336) 

S I r:- 

In response to your letter of August 26 1954, please be advised that on June 18, 1953 there was a'verdict of guilty as to all three of the above defendants following which a motion for a Judgment of acquittal and for a new trial was filed. On November 2, 1953 his Honor, Judge Welsh, granted the judgment of acquittal as to O'Brien, but overruled the motion as to Kish and Neugebauer. The latter were fined $200.00 each. 

Respectfully, 

W. WILSON WHITE 
United States Attorney 

By O. CLINTON FOGWELL, JR. 
Assistant United States Attorney Mr. Spiegel 



Document H-51.  This document is a four page memorandum dated 2/12/63, 
to Director, Baltimore District, from Washington Resident Station. 
Subject: L. Ron Hubbard Investigation. This memorandum consists of 
information obtained relating to the individual being investigated. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in this 
memorandum consists of confidential information obtained by the investigator 
from a confidential source. These portions are exempt not only under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), but also exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(E), because 
release would not only disclose the identity of a confidential source, 
but would also disclose investigative techniques and procedures not 
generally know by the public.  
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3. L. Ron Hubbard Invest    2/12/63 

Another letter in this file indicates that 14r. Hubbard w
as ''''  

The file also had a copy of a newspaper article wElich i
ndicated that Mr. 

Hubbard had discovered gold on the property of his fian
ce in Bealsville,Md. 

The article indicates that Mr. Hubbard married Miss Lou
ise Grubb in Rock-

ville, Md. 
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GEORGE D. TILPOE 

GDT:b1c/dict. 
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UNITED -  STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	:DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
	 DATE: 

Febivary 12, 1963 

FROM :Washington Resident Station 

SUBJECT: 
George WaShington_Uptiversity  

L Ron Hubbard Investigation 	 2029 G St. N.W. WaSh.,D. C. 

 
 

  

XAs part of our investigation of Mr. L. Ron Hubbard, information was desired 

( 

as his attendance and record at! the George ATZEThgton University. Mr. 
Hubbard claims to have received a chemical engineering degree from the 
University. The University registrar, Mr. Frederick Houser, would not 
supply 'a certified copy of the record, but did allow review and copying 
of any information 'in the jacket of Mr. L. Ron Hubbard. The following , 
information was obtained..  

I

Mr. L. Ron Hubbard was admitted to George Washington University pn Sept. 
24, 1930 to the School of Engineering, with a major in civil engineering. 
The record indicates that his parents were Lt. H. R. Hubbard, USN, 16 
Brookdale Ave., Oakcrest, Alexandria, Va. 

/The college transcript shows the following: 
L......_ 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT: 

For your information. Further follow-up will be dependent on advice 
from you. 
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2. L.Ron Hubbard Invest. G.W. Univ., GDT, 2/12/63 

1 1930-31 

1 
' 1931-32 

COURSES: 	Credits 	Grade 	Credits 	Graden 

English I& II,Rhetoric 	3 	C 	 3 	 B 
Chemistry 3-4, Gen. 	3 	D 	 5 	D 
M.E.3/4,Mech.Drwg. 	3 	B 	 3 	C 
Math 12,Plane analyt.geom. - 	F 	 - 
Phys. Ed. 21/22 	 1 	C 	 1 	 A 
German 1/2 	 E 	 - 	F 
Math 19,Differential Calc. 	 F 
CE 25/26,Materials of Coast. 4 	B 

Physics 13,Dynamics, 
sound & Light. 

Math 19, Differential 
Calculus 	 3 

Math 20, Integral 	 3 
Math 12, Plane analyt. 

geom. 	 3 
English 115/16,Short 

Story 	 3 	D 	 3 
Physics 12, Electricity 
& Magnetism 	 3 

Physics 14, Modern Physi- 
cal Phenomena, Molecular 

& atomic physics 

Mr. L. Ron Hubbard did not receive any degree from George Washington Univer-

sity. He was,however, eligible to return for another semester. In September 

1931 he was placed on probation due to grades. On April 23, 1932 he was 

issued a warning relative to his grades in mathematics and physics. A math 

instructor indicates on a probational report that "failed make up in 
analytics, failed. calculus flatly. Work throughout.term was weak,also failed 

final exam. Apparently loafing. Polite, talkative, but weak student". 

The grading system used at George Washington University is as follows: 
A = 90 - 100% 
B = 80 -89% 
C = 70 - 79% 
D = 60 - 69% 
E = Conditional grade 
F = Failure 

The record also indicates that Mr. Hubbard graduated from Woodward Prepara-

tory School(Southeastern University of the Young Men's Christian Association) 

in June 1930. During his attendance at the school he took courses in English, 

Spanish, elementary algebra, intermediate algebra, advanced algebra, plane 

geometry, ancient history, medieval and modern history, world history, U.S. 

history, economics, physics, physical geography, commercial geography, solid 

geometry and plane trigonometry. While at the Woodward School he received 



i 
r  The file also contains a letter from the Navy Department, Bureau of Naviga-

tion(reference #NaV4M0L) which indicates that Mr. Hubbard failed to pass 
regular mental examination for midshipman, 17 April 1929, making the fol-
lowing marks: geometry 1.2, algebra 0.0, English 3.2, U.S.History,2.5, 
ancient history 2.5, physics 1.8(range 4 - 0 with 2.5.required) 

I 
The record from Helena High School, Helena, Montana indicates that on May 
4, Mr. L. Ron Hubbard broke his right hand and was unable to take final 
examinations. Mr. Hubbard also attended Swavely's Preparatory School, Mannasas, 
Va., in 1929/30. During the first semester at Swavely's he developed eye 
strain and was taken to the Washington Hospital. His condition was ap-
parently diagnosed as Myoptic error, and this condition prevented his entry 
into the U. S. Naval Academy. 

3. L. Ron Hubbard Invest. G. W. Univ. GDT, 2/12/63 

a grade of "B" in advanced algebra, solid geometry and trigonometry. He 
also received a grade of "A" in economics. At the time of his attendance 
at Woodward Preparatory School his address was given as 5144 Fulton St., 
N. W., Washington, D. t. 

The record also indicates that he attended Helena High School, Helena, Montana 
during 1927 and 1928. At this school he obtained the following grades: 
medieval and modern history, gradet77; U.S.history, grade 89; English 2B, 
grade 80; English 3A, grade 75. Mr. Hubbard also attended Queen Annelligh 
School, Seattle, Washington in 1927. While at Queen Anne he received the 
following grades: algebra,elementary I, grade D & C; Algebra, advanced II, 
grade C; English I, grade D; English II, grade C; history, world II, grade C; 
physiography, grade B; French I, grade C; Spanish I, grade C; commercial 
geography, Grade C: 

Hubbard alsotne  attInded Union High School of Bremerton, Washington in 1926, owin i 	there he obtaine/gratatesg  : Spanish II, grade D & D; physical geography, 

Lgrade B. 

Another letter in this file indicates that Mr. Hubbard wasfiropped from 
Helena High School, Helena, Montana, on May 11, 1928 due to failure of 
French, Spanish, geometry and physics., 

During 1927 and 1928 Mr. Hubbard accompanied his father to Guam where he 
was tutored in history and English by his mother(there is no indication of 
the name of Mrs. Hubbard). 

(/— 
A letter in the file from the Veteran's Administration Guidance Center, Univer- 

1  sity of Scranton, Scranton, Penna., dated April 4, 1947, requests information 
I concerning Mr. Hubbard's scholastic record, indicating that he was applying 

/ for .disability compensation. This letter stated that the reference number 
L 	was "56A-7BE C-7017422". 

The file also had a copy of a newspaper article wlich indicated that Mr.' 
Hubbard had discovered gold on the property of his fiance in Bealsville,Md. 
The article indicates that Mr. Hubbard married Miss Louise Grubb in Rock-
ville, Md. 



4. L. Ron Hubbard Invest. G. W. Univ. GDT, 2/12/63 

r-Th  Mr. L. Ron Hubbard was also a president of the student chapter of the_ 
American Society of Civil Engineers while he was enrolled at George 
Washington, University. 

GEORGE D. TILROE 

GDT:blc/dict. 
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Attorney General 
State of New Jersey 
State House 
Trenton, New Jersey 08608 

_ice? Sir;  

It has cone to my attention that there exists at present a group of pOOtLC: 

selling and promoting an applied philosophy called Scientology in Bur:/in,:ten 

Yew Jereey. 

Scientology, New Jersey 

=- ,: ton, New Jersey 08016 

4 

	
Telephone: 1-609 386-6549 

Directors: Helen Whitney, lector 
_Kathy Lull, Assistant Director 

I further understand that there are several complaints filed at vericus ley 
of government in the state by people who have been harmed in various C,:: _..c cy 

the Scientology Center and Lie practices of this "reliricusi' cult, In my 
opinion these complaints have some validity. 

I could be considered by some to be an expert on the subject of Sciente1 c2, 

it's structure, corporations and metnoas. Therefore oclieve tnere coald 

1)-iy be a basis of civil and/or crirdnal investigation and prosecution. 

-.Lt has tialfl long time since I've ask,a anyo.A. to oeilevem...or-tn.ce my wr.L, 

for anything or rabble rouse. 	believe that the only method to cr.:one the tra, 

nature of this dangerous "science" is to present only facts an docureete frn:e 

rultiple sources. 

The. only thing 1 request you take 	to thoroughly and independently investi 

the matter and take whatever lawful action the evidence indicates. 

Te aasist you towards th,s end T 
and background source'raterial. 

you with some basic :•nro=,a,:-..c.n 

- 
?he first major book on the subject "Dianievics: ..:odera_S_cince of 'lental - 
by L. Ron Hubbard, was written at Bay Head,  new Jersey in 1949. 

Ths_Hubbard Dianetic ♦Research Foundation was incorporated in 1950 at 
jere67.7SHarthereaTter-it'Jat-f6reed5-61OSTidn7(and meved out 

etnte) by legal action based on, I believe, by "practicing medicine v:ithcee 
------- 	- • 

1:0142:: L. .Ron Hubbard turned Dianctic,s 	 inMarch 1952 

at Vhcentx., Arizona. 2ecauee of civil and gover=ont action the 

...1-.17dctidrdAeseCiaan of Seientologiets" (H.A.S.) was fa-mei and 

lats.: "The Eubba-d Asecc::.:tic=cfSciontolojy.  international" 



(N.k.S.I.) was created. 

In mid 1953 the H.A.S.. moved to: 

/ 526 Cooper Street 
Camden, New Jersey 

NOTET-I-b-Plieve it was an Arizona Corpo
ration 

business in the state of New Jersey. 

NOTE: Again-dub Leo civil and government
 actions ar4 for the only reason 

that it afforded a better tax structure 
and ease of operation 

Scientology was incorporated as a relig
ion. 

In the latter part of 1953 (Oct., Nov.,
 Dec.) at Camden, New Jersey the follow

ing 

corporations were created by L. Ron Hub
bard. 

"The Founding Church of Scientology" 

UThe Church of American Science" 

"The Church of Human Engineering's 

NOTB:-  I believe they are presently ina
ctive, being superseded "Cor 

deny the existence of these corporation
s 	these New jersoy 

corporations are, in fact, the firs
teligiousPtun. YOU wf_n 

corporations'in other states including W
ashington, D.C. 

Scientology is contimmlly revising its p
ast and public -;,,age t“ 

Siaxe 

notice in some of the following source
s-sa-furnishn.; certLtn 

discrepancies in this regard. The rese
archers cannot be faYted 

because they were and are confronted wi
th a highly ccaplex h:dden 

and interlocking organization and corpo
rate structures. 

(ientologi)moved back ts.„.."SamLmo
na__(6,16 North 3rd Street) and t

hen 

-65-7:6e;351
.4-14.0,,S1812 19th Street, N.W) 

nd_again due to civil and government ac
tion and pressure in Fsb”uary c

-,;5:;  

, 	 - 	
-- _ _ 	 .......-_,.. 	

. --- 	- 	- - 

NOTm: As an interesting sidelight. The 
existence of the religious corpor-

ations was a carefully guarded sceret
-k6P-t7fFEE-jhe ETA:7-STI:.--  

membership for several months zor rearCh3T-ii6adiJafebPLhe 

droves. We had to create a carefully des
igned propaganda ca_.: aign 

to slowly gain their accepuance tnat Sc
ientology was a religion. 

TEESTRP:s--Pr-gZarai-res:riZZ-T5
-the '1G.=2. 	

-- - - 	-- ,/ 

Additional sources of information are: 
(Tins by no means is a complete List.) 

ROOKS 

Scientology: The Now Religion 

by George Nalko 
Delacorte Press, New York 

The Mind Benders 
by Cyril Vosper 
Neville Spearr.an, London 

The Scandal of Scientology 

by Paulette Cooper 
Tower Publications, Now York 

Inside Scientology 
by Robert Kaufman 
Olympia PrO05p  Nan YO:,. 

 

 

 

registered to conduct 
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to slowly gain their acceptance tnat S
cientology was a rel- en 

Thial--e:s a genera-±-re's- d-tfdrti-6Tthe  

Additional sources of in 
	are: (This by no mea

ns is a complete list.) 

(H.A.S.I.) was created. 

In mid 1953 the H.A.S.. moved to; 

//126 Cooper Street 
• _ 

C Camden, New Jersey 

NOTEr-i-bflieve it was an Arizona Co
rporation registered to conduct 

business in the state of New Jersey. 

NOTE: Aga5-n---dU-S-Teref.,..vi---1andgeTrerrlent actions and for
 the only reason 

that it afforded a better tax structur
e and ease of operation 

Scientology was incorporated as a reli
gion. 

	

- In the latter part of 1953 (Oct., No
v., Dec.) at Camden, Net: Jersey the f

ollowing  	

corporations were created by L. Ron Hu
bbard. 	

... 

 

"The Founding Church of Scientology" 

"The Church of American Science" 

"The Church of human Engineeringu 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: I believe they are presently inac
tive, being superseded by cthoc-

corporations- in other states including Wash
ington, D.C. Since 

Scientology is continnPlly revising its
 past and public liy,age the i 

deny the existence of these corporat
ionsthese N,Bw vC175Z.7 

corporations are, in fact, the fir
stQlraligiousun. :ou 

notice in some of the following sources
-i:Lam _trnish-ink certain 

discrepancies in this regard. The res
earchers cannot be fatltai 

because they were and are confronted w
ith a highly cc:Iplexhtdion 

and interlocking organization and corp
orate structures. 

_ ..... _ _ 

AnAArain due to civil and government 
action and pressure in February 1954 

(S-cientology)moved back t2=E4genLy--  
'-4 7 	(616 North .lira Street) and

 then 

on7:7675:9_1i4L,c1812 19
th Street, N.V.. 

. 	- 

30D KS  

Scientology: The Now Religion 

by George Malko 
Delacorte Press, New York 

The Mind Benders 
by Cyril Vosper 
	 V 

Nuvillo Spoar=, London  

The Scandal of Scientology 

by Paulette Cooper 
Tower Publications, New York 

Inside Scientology 
by Robert Kaufman 
Olympia n:005, New York 



prTerE 

Scientology, 
by Alan Levy 
Life Xhgazine, November 15, 1908, page 

99. (Vol. 652  #20) 

270:-MTYS 

1'1r. Paul Rheingold 
99 Park Avenue 
Xew York, New York 10016 

RADio SHOWS 

The Larry Josephson Show 
1.1.3P-1-1714 
359 E. 62nd St. 
Now York, New York 

(Broadcast Aug. 17, 1972) 

Yr. Michael 1. Sanders 
1 

1700 Pennsylvania 	
, Ave., 	r 

Washington, D.C. 20006 

The Barry Farber Show 
.rica 
1440 Broadway 
New York, New Yerk 

kr.readcast Aug. 22, 
Syndicated by: 
Syndicated Feature&  
P.O. Bex 121 Tixes 0ouarc  	

New York, -Pict; York 10056 	 

-L-V14 /• 

G0V7RNY-q,NT 

Internal Revenue ✓Service (They disallowed tht±fts t'- 

/ 
in 1967.) 	

oxaa s sta 

Department of Health, Education and Welfare; 
Food and Drug Administrations 

Department of Justice 

7) foot Ship 
"The Apollo" presently berthed at Tangiers, Morocco. Plus the files 

	 

Among the many illegal and/or unethical practices Scientelov. engages I 

	

contrary) is their standard procedure to acquire as much information as pessiblt. 
	. 

	

on each and every member. I mean every possible detail of their personal, 
	--- 

(regardless-of what their literature state and the protestations to the 

family, educational, financial and professional life. 

The member is told that his file is completely confidential but in reality 
Portions and sometimes copies of his complete file are sent to Sciertolegy 
Headquarters in Los Angeles, East Grinstead, Sussex, England and their 250 

	

are open to many people within the Scientology Center the rile originated from.-- 
	----- 

L. Ron Hubbard lives on that ship and runs Scientology from its 

used against him, to gain hi& 

	

speaks out against it or comrhts 

	

------ 	_ 

-- 

a 

1
::hon someone tries to leave Scientology, 
Ocient ,y Crime" that =2471)CrS file is 
cooperation, money and to get him to rejoin. 

	

Some  	
A:rther his confidential filo is used to harass, intimidate and coorce, 

	

of the wnyu aru to ruvual portion° of his 
filo to f_ d0, family, creJltore  	

and  employers. 



. 	- 
If you need or wish additional information or documentation please feel r'4:3 

to contact ms. Within the 	•perimeters of facts, truth and documents cefer 

you may fullest cooperation and assistance in this: ratter; 

cc: 
Lmel:ican Psychiatric Association 
Anorican Medical Association 
State of Na:.; jersey Board of Medical Exariners 
Burlington County Medical Society 
Chief of Burlington County Detectives 



.„ 
Ron Hubbard, Jr. 

P.O. Box 4094 
Whittier, Calif. 90605 

(213) 6983826 

September 8, 1972 

Attorney General 
State of New Jersey 
State House 
Trenton, New Jersey 08608 

Dear Sir; 

It has come to my attention that there exists at present a
 group of people 

selling and promoting an applied philosophy called Sciento
logy in Burlington 

New Jersey. 

Scientology, New Jersey 
Box 548 
Burlington, New Jersey 08016 

Telephone: 1-609 386-6549 

Directors: Helen Whitney, Director 
Kathy Lull, Assistant Director 

I further understand that there are several complaints fil
ed at various levels 

of government in the state by people who have been harmed 
in various degrees by 

the Scientology Center and the practices of this "religiou
s" cult. In my 

opinion these complaints have some validity. 

I could be considered by some to be an expert on the subje
ct of Scientology, 

it's structure, corporations and methods. Therefore I beli
eve there could possi- 

bly be a basis of civil and/or criminal investigation and 
prosecution. 

pent 12 years in Scientology helping to create and  promote
 the Big Lie.  

It has bdoria long time sincerve asked anyone to believe en 	take my word 

for anything or rabble rouse. I believe that the only meth
od to expose the true 

nature of this dangerous "science" is to present only fact
s and documents from 

multiple sources. 

The only thing I request you take is to thoroughly and ind
ependently investigate 

the matter and take whatever lawful action the evidence in
dicates. 

To assist you towards this end I am furnishing you with so
me basic information 

and background source material. 

The first major book on the subject "Dianetics; Modem Scje
nce of Mental Health" 

by L. Ron Hubbard, was written at Bay Head, New Jersey in 1949
. 

The Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation was incorporated 
in 1950 at Elizabeth, 

New Jerseyo,.. Sho tZrtneroaf cer"'it" was ' riled to c
lose doom and moved out of 

state)- by legal action based on, I believe, by "
practicing medicine without a 

license". 

NOTE: L. Ron HubbArd turned DianetieD into Scientology in 
March 1952 

• at Phoenix, Arizona. Because of civil and governm
ent action the 

sqlubba-r-d-A -661a-ran of Scientologists" (H.A.S.) was fned 
and 

later "The Hubbacd.P.t•orn of Scientology Internationa
l" 



(H.A.S.I.) was created. 

In mid 1953 the H.A.S._meved to: 

--- ---- 

526 Cooper Street 
Camden, New Jersey ._,--- 

NOTE1-1-bilieve it was an Arizona Corporation registered to conduct 

business in the state of New Jersey. 

NOTE: Again-chit-no civil and government actions and for the only. reason 

that it afforded a better tax structure and ease of operation 

Scientology was incorporated as a religion. — ' 

In the latter part of 1953 (Oct., Nov., Dec.) at Camden, New Jersey the following 

corporations were created by L. Ron Hubbard. 

"The Founding Church of Scientology" 
"The Church of American Science" 
"The Church of Human Engineering" 

NOTE: I believe they are presently inactive, being superseded by other 

corporations' in other states including Washington, D.C. Since 

Scientology is continually revising its past and public image they 

deny the existence of these corporation.BITC-these New Jel;sey 

corporations are, in fact, the firsttreligioushtup. You will 

notice in some of the followintsources-L11±am-farniShing certain 

discrepancies in this regard. The researchers cannot be faulted 

because they were and are confronted with a highly complex hidden 

and interlocking organization and corporate structures. 

An a ain-due to civil and government action and pressure in February 1954 

-Scientology_ oved bac t 	 (616 North 3rd Street) and then 

on 	ashi goon 	19th Street, Nev.) 

NOTE: As an interesting sidelight. The existence of the religious corpor- • 

ations was a carefully guarded secret-k4cf-fra-fire77A76.I. 

membership for several months -fotrfWartflOranIcrYJOe-tiTthe 

droves. We had to create a'carefully designed propaganda campaiga 

to slowly gain their acceptahra-that Scientology was a religion. 

--___ifisrawara-ge-si-stwnce to the idea. 

Additional sources of information are: (This by no means is a complete list.) 

BOOKS 

Scientology: The Now Religion 	 The Scandal of Scientology 

by George Malko 	 by Paulette Cooper 

Delacorte Press, New York 	 Tower Publications, New York 

The Mind Benders 
by Cyril Vesper 
Nuvillo Spearman, London  

Inside Scientology 
by Robert Kaufman 
Olympia Prose„ Now York 



ARTICLE 

Scientology, 
by Alan Levy 
Life Magazine, November 15,

 1968, Page 99. (Vol. 65,
 #20) 

ATTORNEYS 

Mr. Paul Rheingold 
99 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 

RADIO SHOWS 

The Larry Josephson Show 

WBAI—FM 
359 E. 62nd St. 
Now York, New York 

(Broadcast Aug. 17, 1972)  

Mr. Michael I. Sanders 

1700 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W
. 

Washington, D.C. 20006 

The Barry Farber Show 

1t$40 Broadway 
New York, New York 

(Broadcast Aug. 22, 1972). 

Syndicated by: 
Syndicated Features, Inc. 

P.O. Box 121 Times Square 

New York, New York 10036 

GOVERNMENT  

/ Internal Revenue Service
 (They disallowed the chur

chgs tax exempt status 

in 1967.) 
 

Department of Health, Educa
tion and Welfare; 

Food and Drug Administratio
n. 

Department of Justice 

Among the many illegal and/
or unethical practices Scie

ntology engages in; 

(regardless of what their l
iterature states and their 

protestations to the 

contrary) is their standard
 procedure to acquire as mu

ch information as possible 

on each and every member. I
 mean every possible detail

 of their personal, 

family, educational, financ
ial and professional life. 

The member is told that his
 file is completely confide

ntial but in reality 

portions and sometimes copi
es of his complete file are

 sent to Scientology 

Headquarters in Los Angeles
, East Grinstead, Sussex, E

ngland and their 350 

foot ship "The Apollo" pres
ently berthed at Tangiers, 

Morocco. Plus the files 

are open to many people wit
hin the Scientology Center 

the file originated from. 

L.2222fard lives on that 
ship and runs Scientology

 from it. 

When someone tries to leave
 Scientology, speaks out ag

ainst it or commits a 

"Scientology Crime" that 
members file is used agai

nst, h1m2  to gain his silenc
e, 

cooperation, money and to g
et him to rejoin. 

Further his confidontial fi
lo is used to harass, intim

idate and coerce. Some 

of the ways are to reveal p
ortions of his filo to frio

nda, family, creditors 

and employers. 



L. Ron Hubbard, Jr. 
"Nibs"' 

If you need or wish additional information or documentation
 please feel free 

to contact me. Within the perimeters of facts, truth and do
cuments I offer 

you my fullest cooperation and assistance in this matter, 

cc: 
American Psychiatric Association 
American Medical Association 
State of New Jersey Board of Medical NYAminers 

Burlington County Medical Society 

Chief of Burlington County Detectives 



Fl) 

City-of-Rockville 
County of Montgomery ) ss:  

Wayne L. Pines, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 

I am Acting Associate Commissioner for Public Affiars, Food and 

Drug Administration, United States Department of Health, Education, 

and Welfare, Rockville, Maryland 20857, In this capacity, I have 

marasmixion responsibility for the overall implementation and direction 

of the Food and Drug Administration's response under the Freedom of 

Information Act. 

In connection with my responsibilities under the Freedom of Informa- 

tion Act, I have directed employees of the Agency operating under m my 
re-review_and 

direction and control to/re-examine the documents previously denied to 

tplaintiff in this action in accordance with the Court's order of 	 /1-  

:.`` 3.1÷(  /-,t 	141:t":41Sitt 	'As a result of that review, it has been 

determined that the following documents, previously denied to plaintiff 

,f
ra 

should-no lOngef-bewithherd-from plaintiff 

E-7-t" -fr 

As a further result of that review, attached is an index of the 

E-1.301,/iwidmdocume , nts which the Agency continues to wkx withhold from the plaintiff 

-? 	

; 
either in  in whole or part, amirthe together with an explanation of the 

---, 
011 #6 /.7,  

type of record involved, and the statutory basis for that continued 

//=2/c?.y /f-q/3 mv„,  fy,i4;2/.6- 

23 
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DIRECTOR,- Bi\LTIMORS DISTRICT. 

Inspector Wendell D. Brown 
.Norfolk Inspection.Station 

4-39317,. Hubbard B Meter-
-PDC 45405., 

Lowland 11.: Llalxker,3r:, 
(deceSsed)- 
7.105 North Shore Bead,: 
Liotfolk,, 

n toczaoraudum• to Baltimore District, dated January.-29, 1963,' Division ot. 
Regulatory Management stated that the referenced individual aad be.en,a sponsor': 
of the Dianetics movement in:the Washington D. C. area during 1950'and i931. 
The.,..re...wranduct requested:, that we attempt to locate and interview Lt. Walker. 

la February 1, 1963 T.-Made an attempt to locate Dr. ?..lalker.:1: tie,was. not  
found listed in the current telephone directoryfor, .liorfolk or.,  any of the 
&tar:rounding 	 I -visited the Chamborr of Commerce in Notifolk.anxi began 
checking through the old city directories. 7 Y found- the-VDT. ldai cer. asas".! 
last listed in the 1951 city directory and his address was given as '1135 
North Sithrre Road"; no office address was: listed.. Sala wiles namP was listed 
a the director; as kiargaret B. Walk.c.' The 1949, city „directory listed the 

ane< home. address?f&r Dr. 1.4aiker and i;ave his office address as 310 West York. 
Street La Norfolk. 1 visited the York .9:7.20i: office addresS ia hopes. that 
Z might locate oor.te of his former associates, hcwe.ver, I discovered_that 
of the iuildiags in-this-area had beer. demolished to make way .for construction 
et.a new highway. 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT: 

f :y-oe be! i eve ..me should lat tempt to locate Mrs. 

0i:cc-ORM 
. cc-BFA 

NOB 



2. 	Hubbard IL Meter, Rowland H. Walker, 	MD, NCB, 2/5/63 

i!visited the home address at 1105 North Shore Roaaland found that the house 
is now occupied by a Dr. James Kitterman. 	DT, Kitterman's wife was hone, .1 
but stated that clic knew nothing of Dr. -Walker and his family, butbel;eved 
that Dr, 'shier had died sometime ago. I visited Dr. Xitterman at his office 

&Itll? West 21st StreMin Norfolk. Dr: kittarman said that Dr. iiialker had 
died under mysterious circumstances is November 1950. He said it was rumor- - 
ed thattr. Walker had coamitted suicide, but that he had no:waytof knowing 
this for sure.- ',Dr. Kitterman said he actually did not know very much about 
Dr. Walker, but he felt sure that I would find nobody who was very familiar 
with him. He said Dr. Walker apparently had very few, if any, friends in 
this area. 	 - 

Dr. Kitterman stated that:We:1950 he was discharged fret; the WaVy'and''came to 

_Norfolk. - to go into private practice. He learned that Dr. Walker was -going to_ 
sell his home sad he attsmpted to buy it. He said that the ,Seaboard Citizens 

Zank. in Norfolk had a mortgage on the prolerty of Dr. .a.lkereandtnat it was, 

-aometime before'they could make all of the arrangements to 3Uy che.house‘: 
Wriag this ,period of. tine he saw tr. Walker and his wife severaletimes, but 

did not become friends-with them.- Lie said ::hat Dr. Walker had some office - 
'equipment:at his home, piled in the garage, aad told [rim to' cake whatever - 
he wanted of the equipMent because he had no further use for it. Dr. Ritternan:Y. 

learned from some of the ether doctors in/Norfolk that Dr. Walker:had bedomo 

interested in "psychosomatic:medicine" and:nad apparently become quitein7. 

volved in this practice. :At any rate, the local Medical Association put:: 

pressure on e'er. vicikerito quit.practiciag medicine in narfolk. Dr.:Xitterman 

said that they actually didn't put pressure-on him, they simply told him to 
get out,of business. They were apparentlrable to enforce this mandate,The- — 

cease at the time 1Lr, Kitterman knew Dr. Walker ha 'i:as not practicing medicine: 

Jr. Xitternaa ,stated that before'he was able to complete the arrangements to:e. 

buy the home, he was. called by ;?.irs; Walker in November1950 and - she asked him 

to be a pallbearer at her husband's funeral: He said he was quite suorisede: 
because he was' not really a:friend,of theirs and had seen them only aYfew 
times. .He agreed to be a Pallbearer at the:funeral and said that this was • 
where he first learned thatDi..:Walker apparently had, very few friends.' 
stated that'the funeral was very small and cold. ..The funeral Was held at 

the ..z.7.oiscopal Church in theMeadewbrook section. Of Norfolk.' Dr;. Kitterman,:, 

Saidat the casket was not--open et the funeral and: this led. him to be- - 

lieve the rumor that "ST. Walker had eommitted suicide. -  He said- it was alsoe 

commonly known among the doctors in Norfolk that Dr.'--Walker was 7 a "dope addict";' 

La August.1951, ar. Kitterman completed buying the house of pr. Walker. Zhe 

aeller was listed on the contract only as eMrs. Walker., DT. .Kitterman says 

that-he has not seen Mrs. Walker since then,-but that Several -years-ago he' 

had a lettr from her,-  and that the latter was nailed from Williamsburg, Va. 
. 	_  

I visited four homes in the immediate area of :cr. Walker's home, but found' 

that none of his previous neighbors had known him or his family very well..  

ofNone 	them knew'where airs. Walker might now live. 	was able to determine ':  

tfl3r Dr. Walker had been about:43 years old at the- time of his death,' and, : 

had had two Small daughters who were then about 8 and 10 years old. 



Hubbard E Meter,' Rowland H.: Walker; Jr.; MD, WOB 2/5/63: 
_ - - 

\ 
 

... • 
i, 	I visited Williamburg, Va.,, but was unable to locate Mrs..-Walker and contd.., 

find no indications that she had ever lived there. /A check back through : 7 
the old city directory at the Chamher. of Commerce, and through old telephone ' 

.directories at the telephone.company, showed no listing for Mrs. Walker. 
, 	. . 	 . 

7  visited 1r. Fenton Jordan; Norfolk. City Traffic Engineer, who had lived:: 

in the neighborhood 'with .Iir. Walker He said Dr. , Walker was a .very strange: 

, man and he knew no. One who knew him well. He did not where Mrs.-Walker was 

now living. 

I contacteds. Frances 14; 'Lankford who works. ih: the' office at.  the Episcopal. 
▪ Church of the Good Shephetd, where- Dr; Walker isHburind. Mrs., Lankford ;aid 
that as far she knoWs 	Wolker'S eermanent..home is Olatham,,,:Virgihia and-: 
that the return address she: gives, she believesis4TO Box 147.. 'She said,: 

however,... that the,  last.two, letters she,  has received:,fromMrs; Walker came ' 
froMrStaunton, Va.,. 'andthat,the returd--addressfwesa:PO_bo2,141hich.:she. could ,`_-  
net:renlember.' STle:-sa id Chat _there are several hospitals ' for mentally disturbed 
• people. in Staunton, Va.J. and:,  that -she helievea t`at,Mrs. thatWelker; is patient, 

• one :Of theaa:hosnitaIs.:,' She that there- is one 110 S §it7ar for 'Very 'nervous- people j, 

and:one for mentally ill:peOple in Staunton and-does not knoWnwhichenn. of 

these:- is: Mrs. Walker' .spresent home: I had. checked.; the Easterm'Siare Mental 
g:HOSpital: at Willihmsberg et..the tide': of My visit. there: on FebruarY:5 

- 	detarmined 'that Mrs.: tatter was not a patient-  at:that--hospital. ' Mrs .<iankfoxd 

saLd 

 

that Mn. Wa_'_ -r's oldest 'datighter,. Susan, is how married-  and living,  in . 
Williamsburg, Va. where 	husband is a Student et ,yilltam. and Mary:   

did tot know:herr-Max:7 Led. n'A'i;ie!:% -3114 Said thati:the.,younger daughter, Margaret vs 

her last-  year: ac Vary Washington Collage, 

" 	 - - 

I visited"the N i Orfolk County Medical.Society on:FebrUary 6, 1963.and nterviewett. 

Harr, lib avian,. :rho keeps, all of the records.T,HSheaaid .thet:.she:knew 

cr. Walker personally: aid: knew,:that:-he had been addicted to:naicotici; :; She 

said that she believes that I t -wasr  for this : reascnal that the medical:: society. _ 

put pressure on him to quit practicing: medicine,. ,hut:  she had .no: reibrOS 'which 

would- substantiate this.,±.Y I had been told earlier, ,by: Dr, Kitterman, that' Dr- es-, 

Walker had lost his narcotics- license .f4 "Mrs .-Marr :said she knew DrI.: Walker's  
.c.father,--who-was one of:„theeutatandingHdentiati iA

 -Norfolk, alulalaoknew DT. 

Valker: She,Said: that She remembered :the t' he had gone in with some ..hehick,1 

Organization; but- believed- that' ha did this when he was .trying2Co-break 	:;-

narcotiCs -addiction. She said she thought that was where he.was when he :died 

in Elizabeth,. N. J., in 1930; .She: pulled Dr. Walker's records front her file 
- and advised me that he was born 'in 1909, graduated from the University.  

Pe'nisylvania Medical School and practi-Zed medicine in.Martinsville,:Va: for ' 

nine years before-  coming to Norfolk in 1947. He only practiced medicine in' 
.7 4crefolk.  for about two years. 	Tha Virginia itiedical Monthly, Volume 78, 1951; 

carried a- report of Dr. Walketrs death: It stated that he, died :in:Elizabeth 

New Jersey on November 27; 1950 following a heartattack.:' The article also:t 

s tzted that The was a widely. known:consultant .of the Hubbard Diabetic, Foundation. 

Mrs ..Matt said that. this was a mis take and - that -it had been, reported in the. , 

aewspaper. that he was:widely known consultant of,the Hubbard Dianetie±Foundation, 

This investigation to locate Dr. Walker revealed that he is now:dead. - HoWeVerYt 

his wife is apparently still living, either in Chatham, Va. or at a hospita 

et Staunton, Va. She.maTbe able to supply some of the information.we need,-;7-  

or she may be able to tell us who could:::-supply the information. 
- - 	- 	r 

WOB:blc/dict. 	 WENDELL BROWW--r 

• 



Chicago 	__ 

P.. D. Shaman 

Kubbard E Water 
4-093 V 

2/121631 

Ron Hubbard  
Distribution Canter; 

Rev.: 'Jerrold 
425 Snri,  St.; Apt..703- ; 

'ar.bitegoi.  

Rear to 13T.04/Districto.  1-24;41 re! L. Roe Rubbard.Assaciate.kfirmsand--Y-;,:7, 
those-individuals who - areactivaciti..this movement Ia=may reportiof-12/4/63:'; 
ou[!ead Jarlan I rotated:.  that:a Jerry Redia: was"..holding-  the regular Friday 
niaf. raetinea for.Scientolany :in_Chicago at:lThe.b7ands liotel.:and..he bad 
learned throu&I .her basin:dui that I .interviened 	_.fiedla wished. oe .to  
telephone 	InateadrI 'waited - till we:received -a telephone.eall. from;',, 
Regan_ late in the -afternoon-  of 211/13.;j I;re turned his phone Coll and 
learned:that:he was ragisteredCas a Reverned,RedingattheaboVe--addresa.:'. 
13R.1-wiatrotified thar4gedioate-laitet- to Talk tatter after 1 finally, sotiz in. ;.‘,1 
tooth with hit on the afternocia :of. 215/63:±t.:"At."-that:tirse he toley:Me:he had 
learned crcel(Pearl Rarlan7s husband of-..My?Vinitz.to" her and .:-thak; 

is ;7.a charge 	Scientology: in- this. area "sad-concerned - with "what happened,. 
he Wished- to interview oat,' He also Warmed information aad r .tol# him. that 

the ,Diatrict Director :could give-it and:Tthat 
Scientology. at" this officia.;: :!tie was.: told wawouldiget,..141„totirl!With:lairti: 

	 - 	- - - 	- -- ---- - 	 -tc  r- 	- 	--- -- - 

Drratri4 "CoF 
ttenticts: 

r7"."fa report taverl the ihttevisi:With the ScientoloaL;  •niurster:innet ;Wished 
t-Q disc= atir interview with Pearl Earikm.,_.7 You miy1.._-,e.1.-iteriwteil in -:-

Lirris aedinTs7atteisS or the C'ehi-^cskyo Llturcia. -.We Lel-lave it is a Sna.3.1-• 
1 	 . 

f.:,:tica c-Z -4,--.ci-eir regular rriebsy r-ri-gat business tosetanga-: 

• AIK/rh 
Zara to 12113 	 

. 	ce 
' 	• 

W.1.111-= v.. Kupp 
an.t trapector 



slow: Hubbard E Meter 4-093 V 	Rev. Jerrold G. Ifecliii)- ,DS 2/12/63 

He stated he is a counsel Employed at Pagineering Asgenvy, 140 S. Dearborn,.  
on the 8th floor. '111.e office phorte is fiaancial 6-8480. Ha at_ated that it 
ear alright to phone hire at work but not to ask- for him by his title!), - 	- 
After receiving permission from MI an interview was arranged to meet him 

lobby of his buildingtat 12:30 PM on 2/8/63, which was done... We ' 
proceeded to the cafeteria in an adjacent building where the followirG inter-
view took place after, we e=hanged credentials.,,, 

CREDESTIALS CARD. 

He showed me a small identifit:ation card reading on one side "The Pounding 
Church of Scientology of Washington, D. C.. [This 	te certify that Jerrold 
G. Medin is ordained as urfeister of the church in-'good standing for the year 
1962. Renewal date January 1963. Signed nary Sot Hubbard,Seeretary.L.  

exPlained that his new credeatiala card had not yetarrived.), 

The reverse.  side carried his photograph and signature ami this iniormation: .„ 

l
Height 6' weight:220 lbs, hair brawn, eyes brown, titan:Cain American, 
ace o2 birth Chicago; III.. date of birth October 10, 1923."s 

?EARL :TAWS  

~ticd&nit:Ad sus-that he understood that I hadaiiterviewed(lirs. Biirlata'and',-, 
wished to know iwhet took -place,2 I sclothwledged IaplIced teiPearl7Marlan72- 
einc-e I w 	 rr as veil aware he had:beein- telephone contact .with-her heaband:.;:- _ 

t h .  er -minister 7rthen 
I - countered. by. aaking,him. if. he: were Pearl;  Harlan' a ministerthicli4in since?, After soma 
hesitation he replied that he Wee no  

the use' nottiier ethyl etas., 'and even if he ;Jere her :minister; since-she had  
not :chosen;  tes• conf ids,  in him "ss"..to-  what s'r.e_ enatv. told Me tjthat V. as a- govern7 

... pent inspedtor could certainly not discuSi it with him.-; .Hie resiarkeici 2thatrue.1-... 
had reached, an impasse et'an, early stage in our-cooversation. lite stated'. -.•. ,̀-....,- . 
that, he natlerstansd , thatelieihad demozistrated-  the Z Mater 'to me. . This. I2 '-- - %„.. 
catago ally_denied_j.  .„ . 	. 	 . : 

de thew stated ,that a-seceed thing: that coacerned him was that:be usiderstOod 
that fear of their local umbers; including himself; believed that ,their: 
telephones had been tapped and had I ...dorke this? I told him that I. had never 
tapped any bel.ephotwis anti never: to My knowledge had Foodand Drag administration. 
ever tapped any telephones; I inquired whether the four men were all ministers 
and he explained that two of them were spiritual adviser:Gs When Hedin mentioned.' 
the wire tapping I took out my diary and mada notes on this but except for. :` 

crede-ntials; I dicl aot use, my diary,  any more during_theArtterniew.; 
Prom  reenory I recortikia the conversation as.  best. "3:1-1 could.after--the interview 
UM' Over.. 

ilk me .! 
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.. _ 
Uedin told me that Pearl Harlan was kneWa for her' eccentric ideba-anoi es c. 
n trouble waker„ that she was enly,toleratad because of her -husband:John 
who was a good follawaYCensequeatly Hedinjelahea to clear up sn'sda-;.. 
understwedingwl. might hawk:a hout:geiaotologyt ii told hisik we  had any..  
question'swe would always go to, their Washington hiallquarters,Aust:the:* 
semis as, 12 I bed'any,nunstinne after interviewing him, we Weuld,ptobahiy:-.c  
resolve thew by interviewing their Washington eifice.  

- -, ,...ee.ax;\when he tea imed,x would give no information-Abell 	a 	Ian -, 
Interviowathen esked'whats.ny/JOh)Was.'.-I"caplained in general the work..-.: 

-  

of the Peed &, DrugjasPeciot. ,II 'Stressed, the fact.that:very little a€:7. . 
:ourweni. sn.5

. 
 based. po personelcempiaints'althOUgh if a weann:eteaPlained-,-' . 

-abontliadiagaalasectja a enn'el corn wenlways-IntervieWed:hee,-*Hef_... 
rwal:teld'aa would.-take no action on, sampletneckna 	since thesis 

haVe.oceutied in the compleintant's- howe  
. 	• 	., 	: 

SCIMOLOWY C4VMCM:IN CHICAGOi 

• then'turni&theconvereatilmi:Intnjinestione anent his congregation:and bia 
:theOlogicalberbg-cundlHaskelitehin his church met.and:he'!stated,that-they 
r. et. everYPri4stnight"etTO.P11*t4n:ssndailetai.HHia  congregationmaries 

_ in sine from late 50 persons Hethought:the 0hicagerChurch'wasilatingled-' 
about 1955.,:tiedin was-boraA*Chicage and raised is Elmburatalsaboibi2A--
Hedia twee bask:toithicagoTabout.SeptemberrIS62. e race ves no salary. _  _ 
frenthe- nengregatiant thair,nialaterearwrequized,to Support!themSelvie:$ 

askesinhadta-tellection plaMebe:,itarted to-say no.  and thew:keit* .., 
ne that:they,40,:take epaieollectien to defray the rental of the..-ronn,wherey: 
their:cherch Meets et thaSandauklotel  

Skokie greduntedJfrogSPUr‘aUniversity in chemical. Engineeringj.Ha.fientinee 
that in hie present-Job eapaeftl.ba-bed,.had'sone denlings:withrFO68:61Drug 
Adwiaistrationzre:4-Vaod Additives in,the:formoflreeervatiVaannIinlar 

Ha toss living Lt Wabash, Indian...vibe& he first.becamejnterestedqa:Spiento 
. This'was about 1950. fiedipgbecame as auditor in 1961-end-n minister in 1964;' 
I asked tot the in between step- of which he bad tolkne,COpiripsatInivisery" 
and he stated that he skipped,thatistep. 

. 	 • 
I asked what Sciences:they.stedied,,physics,:eheeietry,nr Whate-htudied.;,& 
at the Washington, D. C.-Academy of'Scisetology and:showed We:Slpictuce:in-a; 
Wazhington; D.C. newspaper which describedjherederat,:seizureJof!therEMeteren„c 
• sh.wed the front of their 

	

	 -stated, H S it would)Sehard'ilestribe 
the course he studied because it was entire* differenteu tts.persoteoeld 
progress as rapidly As possible and he went thru the cenzaa:init.comperatively, 

: 	short.timehen he shoead we the newspaper clipping-.1: told hith -thatwe knew c" 
there was semakind of seizure. but had very little file inforwation:orctbe- . 
matter at Chicago: 
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HICIVITS OF SCIF-.11%,01.CCI 

I asked him what Scientology" had done for him. • He stated thatitgaver 
him complete peace ei..mind, he knee Where hei had been and where: he was. 

is ether sancta what his goal in life was: 	asked, what: people 
come to them for, mental,  distinbances„, pointing out;  that. Dienetico 	• 
been a Science of WenteIllealth. He .stated:they-dida'.t „want such...people, 
they granted: those' who had respenaihility..;;.fie spent cenaiderabletire 
explaining the theme that SpientolOgy wee the first -be_ recogaise that 
the .IQ of ax persen could be raised and they, ratan it considerably, ,:. 

et 30 points 
: 	 . 

• • 	 . 	 . 	 , 

IIe told 	his congr.eg.stibe had Several ..Toes - ant several 	in. It;;;2. 
At one ;tile while he was tang he stated something abestelecturee 
hastily ehariged it' to isastaces.j.: I, told- him it Was my understanding that ”1)-.;:j Catholics could net participate/at-any other:rang/GUS service and ;thee' 
ha stated that maybe - same of then did not centimes to.  attend the Catholic;:;. 
Church.  

"  
I asked Hedij if t ha religion centered around Cod and ha stated that it •-• 
did, that was in the eighth dynamic. I then asked if they believed in 
2esus and ha stated that they did, that he was in the seventh. Did they 
believe in the Boly Spirit? Yes, that is ourselves, described in. the 
snwenth. 

thee asked him haw his Jewish mos:there reacted to their acceptance of 
Jesus? He then told to that the Jews, in his congregation-  wore not very  
far advanced in their studies and had not yet cone to this matter and he - 
deals have. to see what happened when-  they restated thin point, ye thee 
laughed together. 

Hedieldees.: present a very 'geed. appeninace;',  ère " iswell disused and poised.
fle pointed out..:that. his neight was- non1205- Ibs.-,inateeenf 220•7 1ba.'.. and ;I 
noticed bis nech.eas en the Spartan side.' 

think the important thing of significance in this interview is that'-the  
Scientology group .=e aware ofteur contact with Pearl Harlan and are-trying  
to itrba out what tee have learned; Their .description that they have a church -- 
in Chicago is none too cowrincing. Their church in not advertised in-the 
Classified Directory for. Chicago and"it lists a considerable rams° of 
denominations. ['koala has nit, ,00lice record horst) -; 
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DATE: 2/12/63 

SUBJECT: Hubbard E Meter 
4-093 V 1 

Rev. Jerrold G. Hedin 
425 Surf St., Apt. 708 
Chicago, Illinois  

OPTIONAL FORA. NO. 10 
5010-104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 
	Chicago District 

FROM : R. D. Sherman  L. Ron Hubbard 
Distribution Center, etc., 
Washington, D. C. 

Refer to DRM/Districts 1-24-63 re: L. Ron Hubbard Associated firms and 
those individuals who are active in this movement. In my report of 2/4/63 
onTeadlHarlan I related that a Jerry Hedi6 was holding the regular Friday 
night-meetings for Scientology in(Chieago- at :The Sands Motel and he had 
learned throughther husband that I interviewed her. Hedin wished me to 
telephone him. Instead I waited till we received a telephone call from 
Hedin late in the afternoon of 2/1/63. I returned his phone call and 
learned that he was registered as atReverend Hedih at the above address. 
DRM was notified that Hedin'wished ta-talk tame after I finally got in 
touch with him on the afternoon of 2/5/63. At that time he told me he had 
learned from (Pearl Harlan's husband of my visit to her and that since he 
is in charge of-Scientology in this area and concerned with what happened, 
he wished to interview us. He also wanted information and I told him that 
only the District Director could give it and that we had no file on 
Scientology at this office. He was told we would get in touch with him 
in a few days. 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT 
	

February 14, 1963 
Attention: Mr. Will Swain 

This report covers the interview with the Scientology minister who wished 
to discuss our interview with, earl Harlatr. You may be interested in 
Rev. Hedin's.account of the Chicago Church. We believe it is a continu-
ation-of-their regular Friday night business meetings. 

RDS/WGK/rc 
Enc. cc this memo 
cc: Batt 

Ad/file 

Will 	G. Ktipp 
Chief Inspector 
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He stated he is a e.ounselor employed at Engineering Agency, 140 S. Dearborn, (pa the 8th floor, Thflifice phone isqlnanZial .6-8400:-  He stated that it was 	phone him at work but not to 	him by his title. 
After receiving permission from DRM an interview was arranged to meet him in the lobby of his building at 12:30 PM on 2/8/63, which was done. We 
proceeded to the cafeteria in an adjacent building where the following inter- view took place after we exchanged credentials. 

CREDENTIALS CARD 

He showed me a small identification card reading on one side "The Founding_ Church_of Scientology of Washington, D. C. This is to certify that 'Jerrold"' .G. Hedin)is ordained as minister of the church in good standing for the year 
1962. Renewal date January 1963. Signed Mary Sue Hubbard, Secretary." 

(Heii explained that his new credentials card had not yet arrived.) 

The reverse side carried his photograph and signature and this information: "Height 6' weight 220 lbs, hair brpwn,,eyes brown, citzenship American, :k 
.51-4Ed-of -bi-rth-Chibigo, Ill., date of birth 0ctober -10, 1923:" 

PEARL HARLAN INTERVIEW  

(Lledir)told me that he understood that I had interviewed Mrs. Harlan and 
wished to know ;what took place. I acknowledged I talked to Pearl Hari-all-,  
since I was well aware he had been in telephone contact witifliri-hueband: I countered by asking him if he werel!earl Harlan'iyminister. After some 
hesitation he replied that he was not her-minister: I then told him since he was not her minister, and even if he were her minister, since she had 
not chosen to confide in him as to what she had told me, that I as a govern-ment inspector could certainly not discuss it with him. He remarked that we 
had reached an impasse at an early stage in our conversation. He stated 
that he understood that she had demonstrated the E Meter to me. This I 
categorically denied. 

He then stated that a second thing that concerned him was that he understood that four of their local members, including himself, believed that their 
telephones had been tapped and had I done this? I told him that I had never 
tapped any telephones and never to my knowledge had Food and Drug. Administration ever tapped any telephones. I inquired whether the four men were 	ministers 
and he explained that two of them were spiritual advisers. When 	entioned 
the wire tapping I took out my diary and made notes on this but except for listing his credentials, I did not use my diary any more during the interview. From memory I recorded the conversation as best as I could after the interview 
was over. 
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'Hiale•told me that ?earl Harliinl was known for her eccenr_iii_d_e_as and ass 
_ ,a trouble maker; that she was'on1VtOle-Fitad because' of-her-husband John; 

who was a good fellow. Consequently(Hedia)wished to clear up an-mis7 
understandings I might have about Scientology. I told him if we had any 
questions we would always go to their Washington headquarters, just the 
same as, if I had any questions after interviewing him, we would probably 
resolve them by interviewing their Washington office. 

,Hedin, when he realized I would give no information about the Harlan 
-"interview, then asked what my job was. I explained in general The work 
of the Food & Drug Inspector. I stressed the fact that very little of 
our work was based on personal complaints although if a woman complained 
about finding an insect in.a can of corn we always interviewed her. He 
was told we would take no action on samples such as these since contamination 
might have occurred in the complai9Xant's home. 

SCIENTOLOGY CHURCH IN CHICAGO 

I then turned the conversation into questions about his congregation and his 
theological background. I asked when his church met and he stated that they 
met every Friday night at 8 PM in the Sands Motel.. His_congregation varies 
in size from 15 to 50 persons. He thought the Chicago Church was founded 
about 1955. HedinWus born in Chicago and raised in ElMhurst,,a suburb. 
Hedin came back to,Chicago about September 1962. He receives no salary 
from the congregation; their ministers are required to support.themselves. 
When I asked about a collection plate he started to say no and then told 
me that they did take up a_collection to defray the rental of the room where 
their church meets at the(Sands MoteiZ; 

cjedin graduated from(Purdue University'in Chemical Engineering He mentioned 
that in his present job capacity he had had some dealings with Food & Drug-' 
Administration re: Food Additives in the form of preservatives on papery' 
used for packaging material. 

He was living at Wabash, Indiana when he first became interested(in Scientology. 
This was about 1950. Hed—re)be-Sme an auditor in 1961 and a minister in 1..962: 

'I asked about the in between step of which he had told me, spiritual adviser, 
and he stated that he skipped that step. 

I asked what Sciences they studied, physics, chemistry, or what? He studied 
at the Washington, D. C. Academy of Scientology and showed me a picture in a 
Washington, D.C. newspaper which described the Federal seizure of the E Meters 
and showed the front of their building. He stated it would be hard to describe 
the course he studied because it was entirely different. A person could 
progress as rapidly as possible and he went thru the course in a comparatively 
short time. When he showed me the newspaper clipping I told him that we knew 
there was some kind of seizure but had very little file information on the 
matter at Chicago. 
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BENEFITS OF SCIENTOLOGY 

I asked him what Scientology had done for him. He stated that it gave 
him complete peace of mind, he knew where he had been and where he was 
going, in other words what his goal in life was. I asked what people 
came to them for, mental dist4ubances, pointing out that Dianetics had, 
been a Science of Mental Health. He stated they didn't want such people;  
they wanted those who had responsibility. He spent considerable time 
explaining the theme that Scientology was the first to recognize that.  
the IQ of a person could be raised and they raise it considerably, 
about 30 points. 

He told me his congregation had several Jews and several Catholics in it. 
At one time while he was taDang he stated something about lectures and 
hastily changed it to sermons. I told him it was my understanding that 
Catholics could not participate in any other religious service and then 
he stated that maybe some of them did not continue to attend the Catholic 
Church. 

I asked Hedin'if their religion centered around God and he stated that it 
did, that was in the eighth dynamic. I then asked if they believed in 
Jesus and he stated that they did, that he was in the seventh. Did they 
believe in the Holy Spirit? Yes, that is ourselves, described in the 
seventh. 

I then asked him how his Jewish members reacted to their acceptance of 
Jesus? He then told me that the Jews in his congregation were not very 
far advanced in their studies and.had not yet come to this matter and he 
would have to see (That happened when they reached this point. We then 
laughed together. 

Hedin does present a very good appearance; he is well dressed and poised. 
He pointed out that his weight was no11/205 lbs. instead of 220 lbs. and I 
noticed his lunch was on the Spartan side. 

I think the important thing of significance in this interview is that the 
Scientology group are aware of our contact withibarl Harlsh and are trying 
to find'out what we have learned. Their description that-they have a church 
in Chicago is none too convincing. Their church is not advertised in the 
Classified Directory_for Chicago and it Hats a considerable range of 
denominations.-  Hedin has no police record here. ' 

R. D. Sherman, Inspector 
RDS:lp 



DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE ors -rarer 

George D. Tilroe 
Washington ReSident Station 

 

March 6, 1963 

L. Ron Hubbard 
I V A No C-7017422 

Hubbard E--;deter Investigation 

During my course of duty with DRM on the Hubbard investigation, I 
prepared a letter for Van Smart's signature addressed to'the Chief 
Administrator of the Veterans Administration;recuesting.that!the 
V,A. supply use with intrmation concerning L.. Ron Hubbard and his 
disability claims, To date,DRM has not hadanyword.frowthe V.A. 

Due to the fact. that V,;1., has been formally contacted by letker 
requesting thisjnformation„.I do not plan on visiting the_Veteran's 
Benefits Office'in Washington, D.CtIas suggested in Philadelphia 
viemorandum of February 8, 1963 until such time as answer is received 
by DRM frowthe V.A.„:onless directed toc,do•otherwise.. 

it • ; 

George D. Tilroe 
Inspector 
Baltimore 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MAFAGEMENT: 

r n • 
For your,information., We,do not propose 4.4 write 'again to[the/ 
Veterans Administration since they have alreedy.berequested 
to furnish us vith tHe information desired'reiarding L.,Rou'A 
Eubbard. 

GEORGE N. SODY 
Director, Baltimore District 

. 	3/16/63 

cc CDT 

CWS:mbs 



Itts"5-cfctor W. Ramie. Greve 
\I 	• 

Dubbard g ileter 
\ rpc.43505 

Hubbard Dianctica-Fonndltion, I. 
L. Den Eubbard 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
Washington, D. C. 
at al 

#_. 
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SspertAsoryr la toneet  A, 
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czei 	7:43a peter?-,i dr;  
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Li 	 er:9; 

Director, Philadelphia District 
	 Fehrzary 8, 1963 

, %, • 

Dann tunas dated 1/23/63- requasted:Stvisit toZhe- VA Guidance 

Center, University, of Scranton, Scranton; Pa.ite check on application 

camber 'C-7017422" filed by L. Ron Eubbard :for rehabilitation.-  

Thf!' VA Guidance. at.  the. U; of:Seranten has:been- Clesedler 

approtely.5 yearn. A.-Check.lias mada-mith:the- VA officeHinvtdilkos-
Barre, Pa. -and Philadelphia, Pa.;:hewever,Tneithemiof these offices' 

have any-record oiL....Bon-linbbard-or. C-7017422'.. Both Offices_ !Jugs:. . 
gested that a check be Evade with the Veterans Benefits Office, 

itunitions Building, Washington 5, D. C. t-inere .a master file is uaintained 

on all individuals. 

. U. REMLE .6:ROVE . . 
Inspector, Philadelphia District 

BD AU OP FIELS ADNINISTRATION 

By copy of this veto me are requesting Baltimore District- to 

visit the Veterans Bene2its Office, MUnitiona Building, Washington,  5, • 

D. C. and check on L. ltcn Hubbard and i-,2C-7017422. 

WaG/fro 
cc: DR3 

Balt (2)i,' 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

DATE: February 8, 1963 TO 

FROM 

Memorandum 
IL, - 

Director, Philadelphia District (Thefreto  

Inspector W. Ramie Grove 

/ern Vir 
SUBJECT: 4-093 V  

ritteihtfid E Meter 
FDC 48405  

Hubbard Dianetics Foundation, Inc. 
L. Ron Hubbard 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
Washington, D. C. 
et al 

DRM/P memo dated 1/25/63 requested a visit to the VA Guidance 
Center, University of Scranton, Scranton, Pa. to check on application 
number "C-7017422" filed by L. Ron Hubbard for rehabilitation. 

. 	• 
The VA Guidance at the U. of Scranton has been closed for 

approximately 5 years. A check was made with the VA office in Wilkes-
Barre, Pa. and Philadelphia, Pa., however, neither of these offices 
have any record of L. Ron Hubbard or #C-7017422. BOth offices sug-
gested that a check be made with the Veterans Benefits Office, 
Munitions Building, Washington 5, D. C. where a master file is maintained 
on all individuals. 

W. REMLE GROVE 
Inspector, Philadelphia District 

BUREAU OF FIELD ADMINISTRATION• 

By copy of this memo we are requesting Baltimore District to 
visit the.Veterans Benefits Office, Munitions Building, Washington 5, 
D. C. and check on L. Ron Hubbard and #C-7017422. 

/ GEO 	GERSTENPERG 
Supervisory Inspector 
2/11/63 

WRG/fmz 
cc; DRM 

Balt (2) 



EALTEME DISTRICT Jn-o-_, 23, 1953 
C Volney C. Mathison, Electropsichometri 

Los Angeles.  California I:1watt  
Director, Lon Lnceles District , .f'icademy of Sciontolecy 

(Church of Scientology) 
7.n(alan, C.Clicorolfl  

William C. Moore 
Washington, D. C. 

Mr. Volney G. TrCathisca, .:ho claims to Le the developer 
of the electro-1.2sychoreeter, is inconzed ovor the octivities 
of I:ubbard end the Church of Sciontoloay. He h:s ca/lerl ,,.-
tw4cc to czpress his view: of these elle:Led Maitztors of hit 
invention. 

en tho oecesicn of hit. last telephone cell, he aoid thet 
he had receivod z letter frc::: 	1.7illinm l.laohin3tcn, 
D. C., inciniriag :s to the availability cf the ::athizon Electro- 
psyno.nater., 	1:a•ehloca rerpoct: that 	'?..cora tight be a 
:ellowor of 	-.1.o 7 - 	 tc 
ronlao   -1.Yrh 	c-arrently in diffi- 
cultirc rith rR.A. 	ctatea - 	he will havo no part of zupply- 
ins the Church 	Lcie.ntoics 	r any cf it: fella-dors, with 
instrument:. for tn: 

There in 
January 17, 
end a ccpy or h. • -..1L 

latter of 
'.gton, D. C., 

January 17, 

Mr. Metz.: 	fljc.1-17is el nc.: C....n:ch a: 
into bu::in. 	arevrth 

_crding 
to get back 

6, 

GCRLO n. 7.bSD 

Esclosure 
2 cc this 

Copy i.:athiscn/LA ltr 	n e y 1' -12.Lnn/Locre ltr (both dtd 1-17-63) 

cc 	with c 	 hi 	 S)p 	 Httisonsotc itr (I-17-5  

Eubhard Electrometer 
lathison Elootrcpsychcmoter 

).f> 

0 , 
GRW:rm 



BALTIMORE'DISTRICT 

Directot, la,AngelesDistrict 

Hubbard Electrometer 
• —lithrThflnlectropsycicometer 

13q 
January 28.4963 

VOlney G. Mathison, ElectrOpsychometriSt 
Los Angeles,. California 

Academy of Scientology 
(Church of Scientology) - 

Los Angeles, California 
William C. Moore 

Washington, D. C. 

Mt..VollieyG..tathison,.Who_claims to be the developer 
of the electropeychometer, is incensed over the activities 

'Hof Hubbard. and the Church of Scientology. He haocelled we' - 
mice to express his views of these alleged imitatOtssof his 
invention,. 

On the occasion'of hia last telephone call. to said that 
he had received a letter ft= Hr. William C. Maorewf Washington, 
D. C., inquiring as to.the availability/of the Mathison Electro-
psychometer. Mt. Mathison suspects that Mr. Moore might be a 
follower of Hubbard who is seeking a source of instruments to 
replace the Hubbard Electrometers which are currently in diffi-
culties with PDA. He states that he will-have no part of supply-
ing the Church:of Scientology, or any of its followers, with 
instruments for their purposes. ' 

There is attached a copy of Mr. Mathison's letter of 
'January 17; 1963; to Mr. William C. Moore, - Washington, D. C., 
and a copy ofhiotransmittal'leiter to FDA dated January 17, 
1963.  

• - 	It may be that Mr. Mathison's soepicions regarding 
Mr. Moore and friends of the ChurCh of Scientology to get beck.. 
into business are worth. investigatiOg. 

_
Enclosure 
2 cc this memo. 	„ 

Copy Mathison/LA itr withipy Mathison/Moore ltr (both dtd 1-17-63) 

• • 	• 	• 
i.;C:14.; with cpy Mathison/LA ltrand cpy.thathisen/OUsre lti (147-63). 
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Enclosure 

Tel. REpubl ic 2-5024 

VOLNEY G. MATHISON, Electropsychometrist 
Personalized Self-Suggestion and Self-Hypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 

1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 
LOS ANGELES 7. CALIFORNIA 

Don't drift 
Upon the Ocean of Life 

Set a course 

Then, whether the weather 
Be sunny or stormy — 

Holdtok 	
• 

Arrive! 

THERE IS A WAY! 

—Volney G. Mathison 

February 27, 1963 

Mr. R. G. Wood 
P.S. Food and Drug Administration 
1521 West Pico Blvd. 
Los Angeles, California 

Dear Mr. Wood: 

In a previous letter I mentioned a possible 
witness against scientology,' Richard Halpern> 
Stamford, Connecticut.- 

I made my own check on this yesterday and find 
that apparently the situation with the FDA has 
nreunited"jialpern,with Hubbard and Halpern is of 
no value as- a-  possible witness. 

The clipping enclosed herewith indicates 
that the psychiatrist who was held up at gunpoint 
and $30,000 demanded of him by a scientologist, 
was either,Dr. Eli Badar, OH a ,Dr. Powell.. Seems 
to be-some confusion in the clipping. 

This clipping was from June 1957 issue 
the Aberree, so that event occurred a month 
before then. .The Aberree story was in turn 
from a story in the Chicago Tribune. 

Also you might be interested in the child—
cremation story in the same clipping. 

Hubbard was sued in Phoenix in March, April 
or May 1956 for fraud by a number of swindled clients. 

Very sincerely_ yours, 

MATHISON ELECFHOPSYCHOMETpHS 

hisOn' 

of 
or two 
taken 



SCIENTOLOGISTS OUTWITTED 
CHICAGO -- Carl and Karen Roth, 

who have been teaching a course 
in basic Scientology in the Chi-
cago area, have been named as 
master minds of a gang plot to 
rob Dr. Eli Badar, psychiatrist, 
of $30,000. One of the gang was 
arrested after they had enticed 
Dr. Powell to the Roth apartment, 
where he was told his wife would 
be killed unless he drew the mon-
ey from the bank . He managed to 
outwit the gang by informing bank 
officials of the plot while going 
thru the motions of withdrawing 

• the money. Others involved include 
• Bruce Pomaville and James Corbett. 

* * * 
SUTTON FREED ON MURDER CHARGE' 
PHOENIX, Ariz.--Robert Sutton, 

D.D., D.Scn., one of the • "theta 
clears" of the Third Clinical; 
course and a former official in • 
the Phoenix Church of Scientology, ;  
and his divorced wife  ,•Freddie  

Sutton, were remarried here April 
11, a few hours after the Rev. Mr. 
Sutton was freed by a jury in the 1 • 
firing of four bullet:; 1:1t0 the 

' back of a friend, William Boone, 
' ex-disc jockey. Boone died 32 

days after the shooting, and Dr. 
Sutton was tried for murder. 

The Rev. Mr. Sutton based his  • 
defense on the "unwritten law" and 
self - defense , claiming that he 
shot only because he felt his own 
life was threatened. Mrs. Sutton, 
testifying for the defense, ad-
mitted 

 
on the stand that she and • 

the murdered man had been none. 
too inhibited on the second dynam- I 
is both before and.  after the di- 
vorce. 

Three ballots were taken be- 
fore the jury brought in its "not 
guilty" verdict. One of the jurors 
said two of the eight women on 
the jury were the only ones ever 
to vote for conviction. 

The Suttons, after the trial 
and wedding, left for San Diego, 
where the three Sutton children 
had been staying during the hear-
ing . 

"We're both very happy,'" th e 
Rev • Mr. Sutton said, adding , 
"We've never stopped loving one 
another." 

* * * 
TWJ ADMIT CREMATING CHILD 

CHICAGO -- Stanley and Therese 
Gottlieb, arrested here early in .  
April for shoplifting a shirt and • 
pair of scissors from a Loop de• 
partment store, are also facing 
charges of larceny t•• 	rn4- 4-1 -• 

• 
._ . 	__.. 	

..  
; :prding to police, confessed to : 

ectives that they had been ' . I 
aeling thruout the country, . 

• rglarizing fraternity houses 
Jr cash to live on, and forging 
necks on stolen identification 
,apers to purchase airline tick- :• 
ets. . 	

L. 
Also, Mrs. Gottlieb admitted ,: ' 

a baby born to them in New York , • 
' last December died in February , -... 

and because they feared arrest 
they reported the death, they , 
burned the child's body in an ap- Y 
artment building incinerator. 

Asked by police why they trav- • . 
eled so much, Mrs. Gottlieb said h.  
they wanted to " straighten out ;... : 
our problems" . 	

1,, 

' 	"What are your problems?" Po-  1•• 

' lice asked her. 	
. 

"Marriage and Scientology," •••• 
she said. 	

,... , 

	

t• 	: 
Gottlieb, a graduate of one of :•-. - 

the doctorate courses, met his ':: 
wife four years ago, she said , :: 
while teaching Scientology to 1; ., 
small groups of students in Mil- •: •'• !•, 
waukee. 	

,'••:: 
I• 

------1 s BOOKS s KOOKS 4 WOKS 0 WOKS (4: ri ;' 

DOGT0RATE,  counsE NOTES—from Sci- :t ';': ...:.r, 
• cotolow n-cOOB 

I ectures. . . . S3 1 	:•. ..: 

CLI H951%5.°IiMadrft:17sc.oa 
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Tel. REpublic 2-5024 

ON E 	YCHOMETERS 

February 27, 1963 
Don't drift 

Upon the Ocean of Life 
Set a course 

Then,whethertheweathermi.
. R. G. Wood

xoldtoit. 
Besunnyorstomq— 
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Arrive! 	1521 West Pico Blvd. 
THERE IS A IVAY! Los Angeles, California 
—Volney G. Mathison 

Dear Mr. Wood: 

In a previous letter I mentioned a possible 
witness against scientology, Richard Halpern, 
Stamford, Connecticut. 

I made my own check on this yesterday and find 
that apparently the situation with the FDA has 
Itreunited" Halpern with Hubbard and Halpern is of 
no value as a possible witness. 

The clipping enclosed herewith indicates 
that the psychiatrist who was held pvyat gunpoint 
and $30,000 demanded of him by a sciOntologist, 
was either Dr. Eli Badar, OR a Dr./Powell. Seems 
to be some confusion in the clipping. 

This clipping was from June 1957 issue of 
the Aberree, so that event occurred a month or two 
before'then. The Aberree story was in turn taken 
from a.story in the Chicago Tribune. 

Also you might be interested in the child-
cremation story in the same clipping. 

Hubbard was sued in Phoenix in March, April 
or May 1956 for fraud by a number of swindled clients. 

Very sincerely yours, 

VOLNEY G. MATHISON, Electropsychometrist 
Personalized Self-Suggestion and Self-Hypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 

1208-121.11.  WEST 30TH STREET 
LOS ANGELES 7. CALIFORNIA 

Enclosure 
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VOLNEY G. MATHISON, Electropsychometrist 
Personalized Self-Suggestion and Self-Hypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathishn Electropsychometer 
1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 

LOS ANGELES 7. CALIFORNIA 

Tel. REpublic 2.5024 

Don't drift 
Upon the Ocean of Life 

Set a course 

Then, whether the weather 
Be sonny or stormy— 

Hold to it. 	. 
Arrive! 

THERE IS A WAY! 
—Volney G. Mathison 

Feu 21 63 

	 Alphia Hart 
"Aberree" 
207 N -v.ashington 
Enid Oklahoma 

Dear Alphia Hart :I 

 
 

0 

' Religion, re Hubbardys'bootleg meters, is a big smoke screen. 

The FDA nas no power to concern itself with religion, as such. 	does concern itself with sh:irpstefs peddling weird mislabelled contraptions, fluids, compounds, some toxic, some dangerous 

The FDA is understaffed, inadequately financed; does not operate at the behest of organized medicine. 

I get a pain in my nether end to observe that in the entire field of metaphysics, I haven't. seen a single reference to the an fact that the FDA moved successfully against the biggest drug-makers in the NS,t USA, in the that'de situation 



Tel. REpublic 2-5024 

VOLNEY C MATHISON, Electropsychometrist 
Personalized Self-Suggestion and Self-Hypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 

1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 
LOS ANGELES 7. CALIFORNIA 

Don't drift 
Upon the Ocean of Life 

Set a course 

Then, whether the weather 
E &sunny or stormy— 

Hold to it. 
Arrive! 

THERE IS A WAY! 

—Volney G. Mathison 

Feb 21 63 

RAM Alphiallart 
"Aberree" 
207 N V;ashington 
Enid Oklahoma 

Dear Alphia Hart: 

Religion, re Hubbard's bootleg 
meters, is a big smoke screen. 

The FDA has no - power to concern 
itself with religion, as such. IL does 
concern itself with sharpsters. peddling 
weird mislabelled contraptions, fluids, 
compounds, some toxic, some dangerous 

The FDA is understaffed, inadequately 
financed; does not operate at the behest 
of organized medicine. 

I get a pain in my nether end to 
observe that in the entire field of metaphysics, 
I haven't seen a single reference to 
the as fact that the FDA moved successfully 
against the biggest drug-makers in the 
XXII USA, in the thal *de situation 
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AR• 6 1963.. 
DIRECTOR, BOSTON DISTRI 

Inspector Howard I. Bias 

trate 2/14/63 Inspector Rearm/ 
Director of Panneapolia District 
re L. Ron Hubbard and Hubbard B. Neter 
4-093V 
FDC 48405 

February. 21, 1963 

L. Ron Hubbard 
The Distribution Center 
The Hubbard Communication Officc 

. Hubbard Di:matins Research 
• Foundation, et al 

• r 	 .• 

Inspector Dearon's cab refers to MN n 	of 1/24/61 relative:.  
to L. Ron Hubbard distributor of the Hubbard Blectio tleter. -: --
Inspector Beaton, in his case, nutmeats that a- Professor Isaac 
dation of Boston University might have information relative to 
Dlr. Hubbard's character and background. 

• Isaac Asimov' fa Assistant .Protessor of micro biology•at Boston' 
University School of Medicine; Boston, Oassachunetto. 	has 
cLansca one day a week on Thursday and mites science fiction -
and books of science during the.renainder of the *leek.. His home 
is at'45 Greenough Street, tcuton, tkunachusetts. - 	• • 

• - • 
I intervimed Professor 4sir2rv- at the School of F.:edicts:ie. -He 
told me that he knee very little about Ut. Hubbard and had mat:' 
hit i only three tinIni, the first tine wee in .1939 at ez publishing 
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firm office wherObey were introduced and thee was-the extent 
of this first mepting....He later met t4r. Eubbaid.in  1943 or.1944 4. 

.,at the Philadelphia, lennsyluania Navy Yard where Mr. Hubbard 
was.p visitor..Mr. Hubbard had lunch with a group which included . 

-Professor Astenv and the next day the Professor tat him while 	' 
• he ens on a tour of the Navy Yard. PrOfessor Asimov had, nomther -
Th contacts with Mr; Hubbard. Ho said that he believed that he wan 
an officer in the Armed Forces diming Uorld tier II.. Ha was not 
pure whether7be was in. the Navy or the Army but.pcesumed that he, 
wan in the Navy as he Was touring the Many Yard when' he met him 
in '43 or'!44. 

. 	• 
Professor Mimeo thought that'john U. Campbell, Jr., Editor of. 
Analog of Science'Fact'and Science Fiction, could probably supply - 
further information about Hubbard. He said that Mr. Campbell 
haclbeen associated with Hubbard in Dianetics and then severed 	-. 
hie connections with him. Mr. Campbell lives at 1457 Orchard 
Coed, Noentainside,fiew Jersey., His telephone number is Adams 
3-3420. - He is employed by - Condi Want Publications of New York, 
Vow York.. 

He also told me that Joseph A. Wintery-N.D., new dedessedi was 
a brother-in-law of Mr. Campbell and be had witten'a book entitled. 
"A Doctor, looks at Dianetics". 

In my discussion with Profespor'Asimovs-.he told es-that Time' 
magazine had published a detrimental article about Mr. Hubbard 
at the time he was engaged in a divorce-suit. He,thought'that 
this article appeared. aoma tine in 1953 or 1954: 

Ho said-that there uma one Othor.person'that Might know a great 
deal about Hubbard; a Mr. A.R. VanVogt of Lou Angeles, who had 
been -a "bignhot" in Dianetica on the west coast. Fendogt had 
continued the west coast operations after the east:coast had 
simmered down:, He felt that VanVogt would bee good source of 

- information if he uould talk. Professor Aoimov saiethaehe did 
not know-. VanVogt persOnelly.but because of his connectionsjFauFoges) 

7- he felt that he, if anyone, should hnov a great deal about MT. Hubbard. 

It-is quite possible that the Administration knowa:sf Mi. VanFogt. 

Howard I-. Nisi- 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
,t5010-10f 

,UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DIRECTOR, LOS ANGELES DISTRICT DATE: March 7, 1963 

L. Ron Hubbard 
" The Distribution Center 

The Hubbard Communication Office 
Hubbard Dianetics Research 
Foundation, et al 

FROM :'Inspector D. L. Dovel 
Inspector Dale E. Harper 

SUBJECT: Interview with(A. E. van Vogt` 
re; L. Ron "'Tubb-a-8z Hubbard 
E-Meter 4-093V FDC 48405.  

tc 
On 2/21/63 Inspector, Howard I. Niss of Boston District interviewed 
Isaac Asimov' who is assistant Professor of microbiology at the Boston. 
University School of Medicine. It was thought that Professor Asimov' 
had some knowledge pertaining to the background and character of 
L. Ron Hubbard. During the interview, Professor Asimov stated that 
a former associate of Hubbard'Ion the wet coast, A,E._vae 
might be a good source of'information with respect to Hubbard. 

Pursuant to DRM requestsf 2/28/63, Inspector Dale E. Harper and I 
Interviewed,A. E. van Voi17'at his headquarters. Ee is presently 

( 
- - 

ePeratini-a bfanetits cenIer in Hollywood at_7089 Hawthorn called__ 
Ilollywbod Dianetics: Although-van Vogt was the Director of the 
Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation in Los Angeles until he severed 
TITE -5WITections with Hubbard in 1950 he furnished us with very littler_ 
factual information. 

He stated that he first met Hubbard in 1945. As they were both science 
fiction writers, the two men had a common bond. He was unable to provide 
any background on Hubbard other than from his limited personal experience 
with the man. 

ADMINISTRATION; 	 March 8, 1963 
Attn: Division of Regulatory Management 

Submitted for your information. 

KENNETH E. KIMLEL 
Supervisory Inspector 



The subject took an interest in Hubbard's 'ideas and became his associate, 
rising to the head of the Los Angeles office of the organization. In 
1949 another member of the organization told van Vogt that Hubbard 
was beginning to adopt a metaphyaical phiroa- oPhy'igith respect to the 
cult. As van Vogt stated-he-was of the "rational school", and against 
bringing in any religous oc.m6thithysical ideas into the organization, 
a basis of conflict between the 'two men was now apparent. In 1950 
Hubbard openly proposed that the organization adopt the new religous 
ideology to van Vogt and the remainder of the following. 

About half the group went along with Hubbard and his ideas, however, 
van Vogt and the remainder split off from the organization to continue 
with a strictly Dianetics approach. The Dianetics group was then formed 
which van Vogt now heads. 

According to van Vogt he has seen Hubbard only three times since their 
split in 1950. . . once in 1951, 1953, and 1954. He stated when he 
saw Hubbard in 1954, it w.s at one of Hubbard's lectures in Phoenix. 
He did not have any conversation with Hubbard at this last meeting 
of the two men. Van Vogt stated that he has had no communication 
or connection with Hubbard or his organization since they came to 
the parting of the ways. He claims he does not have any knowledge 
of the cult's current activities. 

While he was associated with Hubbard, van Vogt stated that he knew 
very little of Hubbard's actual activities. He explained "Hubbard 
may have many followers, but he does not have any friends". He 
mentioned that Hubbard was out of town most of the time during their 
association. Hubbard would not disclose his plans to his wife according 
to van Vogt, as Hubbard would leave on a trip without even giving 
giving her any notice of his plans to take a trip. Van Vogt stated 
"no one really gets close to, or really knows Hubbard." 

We asked van Vogt if he thought Hubbard were normal with respect to 
the later's mental state. After some thought on the matter, van Vogt 
would offer no definite comment. We also inquired if he thought 
Hubbard were sincere in his endeavors. He replied that he thought 
the man was very sincere and "believed every word of it". Van Vogt 
stated that Hubbard "knew advertizing and how to attaet a crowd". 
Otherwize, he knew little of the character or activities of Hubbard 
and his organization. 

He thought Hubbard may have been married four timesas he said he once 
saw a letter from a woman in New Orleans who intimated that she was 
once married to Hubbard. He did not remember the woman's name or 
any other facts about this alleged marriage. Hubbard may have taken 
some courses at U.C.L.A. according to van Vogt. 



Mr. van 'ogt was unable to supply any aipronal details. He impressed E the inspectors that he knew a great dea 	at he told us during our 
interview. From the appearance of van Vogt's operation, it is the 
Inspector's opinion that his version of the organization is not very 
successful. He may have retained much information because he is currently 
operating a similar type organization as to the form practiced during 
his association with L. Ron Hubbard. 

Van Vogt's parting remarks to the Inspectors was that we could gain a 
better picture of the "Hubbard type" be reading his (van Vogt's) new 
book The Violent Man. 

19. 1.0471A0- 
D1 L. Dovel, Inspector 

Dale E. Harper, Inspector 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
5010-104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum V\\ 

 

TO 	DIRECTOR, LOS ANGELES DISTRICT 
	

DATE: February 13, 1963 

FROM :D. L. Hovel, Inspector 	 Founding Church of Scientology 
Newton Chin, Inspector 
	 Hubbard Communication Office 

Distribution Center 
SUBJECT: Hubbard E Meter 	 Hubbard Guidance Center 

4-053_1-- 	 Academy of Scientology 
48405 	 New York Testing Clinic 

During the course of our recent investigations involving the Church 
of Scientology and L. Ron Hubbard, it was learned that Hubbard's former 
wife Sara is still living in the Los Angeles area. She is now remarried 
(Mrs. Miles H ollister), and is currently residing at 1124 Ridgeside 
Drive in Monterey Park, California. This was learned during a visit 
to her former attorney's office, Caryl Warner,in Los Angeles. Warner 
represented the former Mrs. Hubbard in her divorce suit against Hubbard 
in 1951. She was married to Hubbard on 3-10-46 at Chestertown, Maryland. 
A divorce was granted .to her in 1951 after a great deal of scandal regarding 
their marriage which include d alleged torture and kidnapping of her by 
Hubbard. 	I was furriished a letter of introduction to the former Mrs. 
Hubbard by Caryl Warner's wife Barbara during my visit to their office. 
I then telephoned Mrs. Hollister and reques&an interview' to which she 
agreed. 	As Mrs. Hollister was very close to Hubbard at one time, it 
was hoped that she could furnish us with some valuable information. 

On 2-12-62 Inspector Newton Chin and I interviewed Mrs. Hollister 
at her Monterey Park home, This interview was disagbinting, however, 
from-our standpoint as she provided very little information. After 
explaining the general nature of the type of information desired, she 
stated she did not she how she 'could be of much help to us in our invest-
igation. We mentioned that local newspaper accounts published in 1951 
stated that Hubbard was a Paranoid. She stated that she attempted to 
get Hubbard to seek'help as she thought he was mentally. ill, but she 
denied that any doctors had ever treated Hubbard for this type of illness 
or offered this diagnosis. 

   

ADMINISTRATION: 

Attn: DR M 

February 180  1963 

Submitted for-your information: Memos submitted this day conclude 
Our investigation. -' 

Kenneth E. Kimlel 
Supervisory Inspector 



We pointed out that these same newspaper articles had stated that 

certain of Hubbard's aesocittes, specificaLly Frank Bernard Dessler, 

had criminal records. Dessler was the manager of the Los Angeles Hubbard 

organization in 1951. According to her, Dessler stole an automobile back 

in the 1920's during his youth. She did not know where this occurred or 

any other details. She knew of no other members of the organization that 

were ever in any trouble with the law. 

We explained that these newspaper articles mentioned above stated 

that Hubbard was arrested and fined fifty dollars in November of 1950 

for leaving their daughter unattended in a parked automobile. She 

claimed that Hubbard should not be blamed for this episode as he just 

walked acjross the street for a minute when he was arrested for this. 

She said this happened in Los Angeles in front of the foundationstformer 

offices located at 2600 So. Hoover Street. 

We then inquired if she knew of any suits or liens against Hubbard 

or the organization. She explained that she knew of only one instance, 

and this was second-hand information to her. She said a former associate 

of Hubbard's, A. E. VanVogt, had told her that the Hubbard Dianetic Research 

Foundation had a tax problem of some type with the state. She knew nothing 

further of this situation. 

Mrs. Hollister had no knowledge of the E Meter or any similar device. 

Inquiry was made if Hubbard or the organization ever used drugs 

for any reason. She replied that she could not answer for the organization 

as a whole, but at the time she was married to Hubbard, he was very in- 

terested in all types of drugs. She mentioned that Hubbard frequently 

took benzedrine and thyroid while she was married to him. 

No additional information regarding Hubbard or his organization 

was obtained during the interview. 

 

D. L. Dovel, Inspector 

Newton Chin, Inspector 



GORDON G. T 	0 
Chief Inspector 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
, .5010-104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
	

DATE: February 26, 1963 

FROM : Washington Resident. Station, 
Founding Church of Scientology 

--Distribution Center, Inc., et al 
SUBJECT: L. Ron Hubbard 

I visited Mr. Gil Haley of the Fraud Division of Internal Revenue Service, 
this morning, to review the records that he had obtained for us concerning 
individuals in the Scientology organization. Only two of the individuals 
listed as complainants on our recent seizure action, had filed income tax 
reports from Washington or Maryland sources. They may have filed them in 
other districts. Mr. Pemberton W. Wall indicated for 1962, that he had 
earned $1,100 as a spiritual counselor with the Founding Church of Scientology. 
In his income tax report he deducted $80.00 for electronic equipment which 
was used in his training for professional status. 

`.Mr. Bonnie B. Turner indicates in his tax report that he is a minister of 
the Founding Church of Scientology and had received $1,900 during 1962. 
Mr. Turner lists as his wife, Eleanor Turner. 

Other individuals whose reports were reviewed were: /David Foster, whose 
occupation was listed as cafe worker. Mr. Foster claimed no church income. 

\Mr. Robert G. Stephens indicates that he is a musician and is affiliated 
with the Unitarian Church of Montgomery County, Maryland. He does not 
indicate income from church sources. 

Other information obtained was of no benefit. 

Mr. Haley indicated that if he can be of any further assistance to let him 
know and that in turn he would appreciate any information which we can 
supply which would indicate that any of these individuals, or individuals 
connected with the Founding Church of Scientology, had received larger 
amounts of money, or any money at all, from their religious affiliation. 
He emphasized that only two of the individuals that we had listed had filed 
a report in this area. 

GDT:b1c/dict. 	 GEORGE D. TILROE 
Inspector, Baltimore District 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT, ATTN: MR. SWAIN: 

For Your information. 

GGT:fw 

O&cc-DRM 
cc-BFA 

GDT. 



4-093 V 	 .,The DistributiOn Center 
Hubbard,E Meter., 	 Washington .D C 

.FDC 48405 ,  

MEMORANDUM FOR THE FILE  

"January,25, 

On.JanUaryj24, tvisited theOffices of the Tax, Division of che 
Department of'Justiced.ri an:attempt to interview Mr..Warren Wise -,  
,the attorney who is,handling thi!taxleXemptIon case on the _ Founding 
Church of Scientdlogy. ,  Mr. Wiaejis the attorney who'revieWed our 	_ 
records on the church:-during the week-of January 11, 1963;1 Mr. Wise 

::yes not available for interview. HoWever,-Mr. Lyle Turner of the :T 
Tax-Division was-:interviewed concerning. this case. Mr. Turner was 
unable to'suppliany new information Concerning the Founding-Church 

,ThofScientelogyor"the ,individuals involved., /:  

I'nexLinterViewed-Mt. -Gil Haley 'of the Fraud Division-niz Internal - 
Revenue Service. Mr. Haley offered assistance inchecking individuals 
and, corporations thrunghLtheir files.. He indicated that,tax,information 
as well as any- informationof fraud investigation made, by the IRS would' 
be made available to.us upon presentation of a.lis,e,of names of the 

*individuals and'corporatiOns: I intend to supply -Mr. Haley with, such 
:a list and obtain information which / 1) may, pertinent., to this case.,:,. 

OnJanuary 22, 1963, I intervieweeMr.. Robert H/Maynet who_ is: 
Liaison Officer'of the FBI. Mr. Haynes offered assistance in checking:.. 
FBI's records of individuals to be Cheeked through the FBI'records. 	- 

• 

George,D. Tiltne- 

GDTilroe:ca 1-25-63 

'On JanusrY 22, 1963,1 inteririewediii:Joe T.:TUrnetTPostal InspectorH ,, 
located St the City Post:Office. Mr.' 

, 	,
TUrner Outlihed:hriefly - his • 

pending investigation..4 the Scientology organliatioh.% He 1.8:Obtaining 
' 	-.case file whichwill.be reviewed -With-him on Friday,,- February-  



-.Ntwercly, 

, 

6.:Alfred Barnard _ 
Director 
Bureau of Regulatory Compliance 

'ABarnardtvs.  11/206i • 

cc d.4767:W/inecortesp._ 
R-1 R/F 

Mr. Fred J. Douglas 
Chief. N.C.B.. 
INTERFOL 
Room 610 
633 Indiapa Ave.. N.W. - 
Washington, D. C. 20226. 

Dear Mr. Douglas:" 

Thank you for the additional information accompanying your 

communication of*Novamber 24. As ypu probably know, We Still 
, 	, 	• 	 ; • 

have no final disposition of our action involving Hubbard here" 

in:the District.of Columbia:, We will appreciate continuing 

to be- kept-  posted. 



GJG/fte 
2 cc - DRM 

11  

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
• 110-10. 

Z. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

bs!!!!1!!:_°!9_4-4,110 n - 
Subject memos requested P Dist to visit's. Tereshenkb and 

obtain specific information concerning her treatment by a scientology 
auditor. On the afternoon of 1/24/63 Inspector Grove and I went to the 
address given forlire. Florence Teiarlilikb, 218 Spruce St?, AUdubon,' 
IC J. Mrs. Tereshe-nkrineWeredthe door and we identified ourseives--- 
io her and indicated that we would like to speak with_her 	concerning 
Scientology and the E Meter. Without hesitation,ts. Tereshenko-
asked us to come in and sit down. 

We inteiviewed iMrs. Tereslie-a6 and obtained the following 
information; Mrs. TereshenkO,- age 49, is a divorcee and is currently) 
living with.her unmarried son James (age 26)‘ She informed us that 
ihrhtd undergone approximately 78 hours of,processing and that(er„, 

.sonThad been processed for 40 hours. The auditor who processed-Mrs., 
(-TereSheaeo and also hersomwas Mrs. Mary Lang' who is a nextdoor 

neighbor. Mrs. Lang's address iss222 Spruce it., Audubon, N. J.' Mrs. 
Land had lived beside Mrs. TereshenkO for apProximately- 20 years but 
never approached Mrs. Tereshenko)to become a patient. She stated 
thatOcie". Lantis a class two auditor but is currently undergoing 
training in Washington under the supernision of the Founding Church 
of Scientology to became a class three auditor., Mrs. Tereshenko' 
additionally informed us that Mrs. Lang would complete.  her training 
on or about 1/25/63. 

There are supposed to be class one, class two, and alas 
three auditors. Cladi'one and class two auditors are individual 
learning the art oeuclearing"and the class three auditors are 
individuals that are.supposed.to  have mastered the err:Of clearing 
and can conduct` their own clinics. 

-%( 

BUREAU OF FIELD ADMINISTRATION  
- 	- 
Information obtained in the 

is forwarded PS requested. 

esie RGE ' • NBERG 
4-{

:
•
>. 
 
10r  

Acting upervipory Inspecto 
run./01  

It 

nvestigation J Mrs. Tereshenko ;  

Memorandum 
TO 	: Philadelphia District 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

Inspectors W. Remle Grove and 
Philip B. White 

BFA/P memo 1/23/63 and 
DRM/P memo 1/17/63 

rec-alltiMA-g•Netor.  

DATE: January 25,963,

\ 

 

The Distribution Center--Pra's- '==='-  
(Founding Church of Scientology) 
Washington, D. C. 	_ 

...„.. 

\\44   

Mie. Margaret Tereshenko 	.1  
218 Spruce St.. 
A 

/ 
uduhon, N. J. 
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Mrs. Tereshenke told us that she had asked Mrs. Lanefor help 
after a long series of physical ailments which had necessitated Yong 
medical confinements due to surgery and hospital tests:.:.,Mrs. Teresherdn” 
related the following medical history of herself to uLL In 1958 she 
was ill for most of the year and consulted various doctorS who pre-
scribed drugs which didn't seem to alleviate her condition. She con-
sulted(iz. Earl B..Keller; gynecologist, whose Offices are on Rt. 70, 

_ Eastgate 	Cherry- HillyNen Jersey. Dr. Keller performed a 
-hlatoreciemy on Mrs. Tereshenko- on September 26, 1958. 

On 12/28/58 Mrs. Tereshenkolhad a benign breast lump removed 
by(Br7.Kirkiand), genetral aSigiotirjieclisal CenteiT'ChirrY Hill, N. J.,-

Ofts. Tereshenko‘still complained of severebaCk Pain and consulted, 
cyrtKelleragain  on 5/5/59. Dr. Kellekoperated on Mrs. Tereshenko . 

and performed a(Cyalocehaed a Rectoceie., 

After recovery from these operations,.01. Tereshenkmdeveloped 
throat trouble and still complained of some gynecological ailments. 
In September 1959, she again consulted:Drt:Kirkland and entered West' 
Jersey Hospital for tests. The tests revealed several tumors in the 

--tHibaf area and a thyroidectomy was performed byar. Keiler:' Mrs.' 
Tereihenk6 then told us that she still, after recovering' from the 
previous surgery, had some "female trouble" and consulteder. Ralph -) 
Wright. He diagnosed her condition as a kidney infection-ad'usts in „. 
the urinary tract. 

In February 1961, she was operated on for removal of the 
urinary cysts and treatment of the kidney infection. Removal of the 
cysts was done by-Dr. Wright, urologist, 300 Broadway,_Stephens 
Camden, N. J. All,inrgery was performed in his office. 

'In May of 1961 she still suffered from various ailments and 
was referred by Dr. Wright to,Dr. Maadain of Hahnemann Hospital; 

(pile., Pa. Dr. McFaddenrecommended tests. Mrs. Tereshenko stated 
fails at this time that she was undepping severe mental anguish because 
of her various physical ailments and she felt that she just couldn't 
possibly undergo more tests at a hospital. At this time, she turned 
"in desperation" to Mrs; Lang. Mrs. Lang then begen"processing"JMICI 
Tereshenko at the same time she was undergoing tests.at  Hahnemann 
Hospital. Mrs. Tereshenko underwent the hospital tests in the morning 
and was processed in the afternoon by/Hrs. Lang.--,  

Mrs. Tereshenko,said that the immediately noticed after the 
first day of processing that she was brightening up. It should be 
noted here that up until Mrs. Tereshenko,began "processing," she was 
taking various types of antibioties and prescription drugs to help 
her condition; however, she was informed by the auditor that no drugs 
can be taken for 8 hours before the "processing" begins as the 
presence of drugs in the body causes.the E Meter to give incorrect 
readings. Also, processing cannot be done after 10 PM as the body is 
supposed to.be too run down. 
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Tereshenko also informed us that the hospital tests were 
negatiye jai any type of infection. She then related to us that after 
the thtte week of processing her outlook ola life was much better, and 
that she recalled how to read music and type. She had been unable to 
read music for the past 30 years although she had studied the piano 
for a period of 6 months when she was a child and as a result of pro- 
cessing cound now play the organ. She told us that she had been a victim 
of colitis and diverticulitis but that while she was undergoing processing, 
she felt completely cured of all physical ailments. 

Mrs. Tereshenko informed us that a major portion of processing 
was perfoiffied with the use of an E Meter. During the first 3 - 5 hours 
of processing; all the exercises are physical in ordei to relax the 
individual and the E Meter is not used. This initial phase ofipro-
ceasing involved several different type drills. Mrs. Tereshenko did 
not describe the drills specifically but she did give names to three of 
them. They were: 1. hand to hand drill, 2. wall to wall drill, 	• 
3. mirror drill. From this point on the E Meter, which is a small 
metal box with needle indicators, is placed between the auditor and the 
individual. She stated that she held in her hands a "metal can" appara-
tus which was attached to the E Meter by wires. 

Mrs. Tereshenkd defined processing as goingtthrough one's 
life recalling all possible events until the patient digs out the 
occluded portion of his or her life which is causing the anguish, 
either emotional or physical by using specific drills. She did not 
elaborate on these drills. She said that it was similar to a phsycho-
analytical approach. 

Mrs. Tereshenko described Mrs._Langas "sort of an analyst 
who guides the patient." She stated that the E Meter is merely an 
indicator of the subconscious. It measures subconscious reaction and 
assists the auditor in helping the subject undergoing processing. She 
told us that the auditor did not promise anything, but rather asked 
at the onset of processing, "What do you want scientology to.do for' 
you?" 

Mrs. Tereshenko related that processing took her back to her 
early childhood. In fact, she remembered that her father had sexually 
molested her at the age of five. She feels that remembering this 
incident was a prime factor in securing cure of her present physical 
and mental anxieties:and was probably the cause for a portion of her 
illadjusted sex life. Scientology terms such an incident as an ingram, 
which is defined as a moment of physical pain or emotion which is . . 
buried in the subconscious. 
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Mrs. Tereshenko then related other incidents that'she had 
recalledIflrocessing. Her family: moved several times starting from 

, \Chicago to West Berlin, N. J. ancred Lansdowne:ye. At the age of 5, 
September 1917,Tehe remembered a Mexican family lived next door. She 
also stated that she remembered afire in the house next door and a 
little girl had died in the fire. She said that her father was the 
cause of the fire and the he had molested the girl. Several years 
later, the family moved into the house which had burned (evidently, 
fire damage to the house was superficial) and that she was emotionally 
sick all the time that she lived 'in that house. She again attributed 
all her physical and emotional ailments to psychosomatic origins. She 
stated, "There is nothing in scientology books that hasn't been proved 
in my case." 

She then told us that - Mrs. Lang had loaned her some scientology 
books to use for her own knowledie"while Mrs _ 1#ng_was attending the 
School of Scientology in Washington. She told.Us that Mrs. Lang had 
treated several subjects while undergoing training to be a class three 
professional auditor. .Mrs. Tereshenkd said that she was not charged 
for her treatments, but rether'that it was done as sort of a favor to 
her by her next door neighbor. A friend of hers'will undergo auditing 
next week and Will pay $300 for a week's "intensive" processing. She 
told us that scientology was not to her a.religion as such, rather that 
it was:a method of treatment and that it could not be done without the 
use of an E Meter or, without specific processing drills. She stated 
that she thought that processing had made her more aware of her own 
religion;• 

Mrs. Teresh.enko showed us the following literature that she 
had on hind which was loaned to her by Mrs. Lang: A list of the liter-
aturet Which we observed is as follows: 

1. Dianetics -. The Modern Science of Mental Health, A Handbook of 
Dianetic Therapy, by L. Ron Hubbard 

2. Scientology: The Evolution of Science, by L. Ron Hubbard 

3. Dianetics: The Evolution of Science,•by L. Ron Hubbard 

4. Scientology: A History of Mai; by L. Ron Hubbard 

5. The Problems of Work, by L. Ron Hubbard 

6. Science of Survival, by L. Ron Hubbard 

7. Scientology: 8-80, by L. Ron Hubbard . 

• 
Mrs. Tereshenko'indicated that she was an Associate Member of 

Hubbard Association of Scientologists International which cost her $1 
and receives pamphlets from the organization several times a mcinth.. 
She pointed to a stack of pamphlets (approx. 6 inches high) that she 
had received and gave us two copies of a pamphlet titled "What Is 
Scientology." These two copies are enclosed with this report (Exhibit 1). 
She also furnished us a "testimonial letter" which is enclosed with 
this report as Exhibit 2. 

• 



Mrs. Teresheab said that she had no desire to be an auditor 
but she was 	interested'in the theoretical aspects of scientology 
since it had helped her so much. It should be noted here that Mrs. 
Tereshenko at various tithes'throughout'our two interviews with NEI- 

-constantly emphasized the therapeutic effects of scientology to her. 
She told us that she had consulted Dr. Wright twice since she had 

undergone processing and that he said-that she was in good physical 

condition and in fact was amazed at-the change in'het. She also con-
sultedlir. Tatum of Audubon, N. J., who is her family physician, once 

since undergoing processing and he could find no physical ailments. 

On our second interview with Mrs. Tereshenko on 1/25/63, we 

obtained medical_releases from her to use in consulting the various 

doctors who had treated her and also to obtain case reports from the 
hospitals where she had been a patient. At this time, Mrs. Tereshenko-

told us that she bore no malice against doctors who had treated her 
during the last couple years,. however, she felt that scientology was 
definitely the motivating factor which had effected the cure from her 

physical-ailments. 

She stated that her sister-in-law had sent several copies of 

Washington newspaper articles to her related to the seizure and she' 

thought the newspapers had grossly distorted the factaabOut the E 

Meter and scientolOgy.-  She stated she would be glad tb cooperate 
with us:in any way because the benefits that scientology rendered to 

her were immense. ' 

At the end of the interview we asked Mrs. Tereshenko.whether 

there'Were any other auditors in this area, She-replied-that a Mr.' 

.Irving Garfield, 2255 Baird Blvd., Camden, N. J. NO 6-2414) is a 
practicing (Class #3) auditor for groups as.  well as individuals. 'Mts 
Tereshenko attended a group session held by_Mt. Garfield in the Garden 

Room of,the Cherry Hill Inn the last week ontly 1961 and thought 

.0E-proCessing did not differ from what she received. 

A visit was made to each of the various medical doctors that 

treated or operated onIkra. Tereshenko: I (Insp..Grove) identified 
myself, explained the purpose 'of my visit.and gaveeach_doctor a 

copy of the Medical Records Authorization (PD4.61). • 

Each doctor pulled his file (*Mrs. Tereshenko and collaborated 
information already obtained from(Mii. Tereshenko. Each indicated that 
the medical work performed ontMti. Tereshenko-was necessary to correct 

her physical ailments. Ironically,.each doctor,. without consulting any 

of(Mrs, Tereshenko's other doctors, had made anotation_on his record 

that she (Mrs. Tereihenk6)-wrai-Mervous, emotionally unstable, and 

-dWelt on her medical problems- to excessive lengths.' This undoubtedly 

resulted in non specific pains,...) 
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A visit toCWest Jersey-Hospital, Camden, N. J.twas made and 
medical records of Mrs: Tifeitienko rtrieyedritiese medical records 
confirmed thatqltp:  Terephenkolhad been in the, hospital for the 
operations and had been released without any compliCation. 

• 

Conclusions  

- The auditor who treatedairs. Tireihenkflas Mrs. Mary Lang;) 
..?22 Spruce St., Audubon, N. 	(Lineglp 7-4080: This auditor is 
currently undntping further, training at the Washington headquarters. 
of the Founding Church of Scientology. 

In this case, the auditor did mot promise anything directly' 
with respect to the health effects treatment, but did appear to 
implant in the patient's mind that mind over matter is the only ap-
proach to be used concerning the relief of physical and emotional ail-. 
meats. 

Mrs. Tereshenko was not actively solicited by the auditor to 
become elitientrin—fict, it appears that'Mrs..Tereshenko approached 
her first for help. It does not appear that(Mrs,,Tereshenke considers 
scientology as a religion, however, she considers it as a means tb.a 
cure. 

From the description given to us.by::Mrti. Tereshenko,. we would.. - 
classify the E Meter wich was used in "clearing" aneing—a "British 
Mark IV E Meter." We classified the device as being of this.type on' 
the basis of a photograph which:Mts. Tereshenko"showed us and the label 
on the device shown to us in the photograph which had inscribed 
"British Mark IV E Meter." 

No charges were assessed byLMrs. Lang,for the treatment but ...' 
we learned that a patient who will be treated‘by Mrs. Lane on the week 
following the date of.this interview will pay $300 fora week's 
intensive processing: 

Titles of all scientology literature in possession of Mrs..; 
Teteshenko are described in the main body of the memo. 

It appears that Mrs. Tereshenko does not intend to become an' 
auditor. .She it simply obtaining auditing services in the position 
of a subject. 

• 
TO gain more information concerning Mrs. Tereshenkore' histoiy, 

we obtained medical release forms for use in contacting physicians and 
hospitals in which.Mrs. Terethenko•has been a patient throughout the 
last 3 years. 

which._ 

ajac:Atal)_t_c 

W, REMLE GROVE • 	4.7.4r  PHILIP. ITE 
Inspector, Philadelphia District Inspector, Philadelphia District 

• 
WRG/PBW/fmz 



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

5010-004 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

'Memorandum 
TO 	: SAN FRANCISCO DISTRICT DATE: February 19, 1963 

FROM : Raymond F. Krueger, Inspector 	---tr:-R.on Hubbard 
Founding of Church of Scientology 
Vallejo, California 

SUBJECT: Hubbard-E-Meter Investigation 
4-093 V 
C,ITC—'+x840 

/27p— Distribution Center, Inc. 
Washington, D. C. 

Regarding DRM memo dated 2/6/63, the subject of the Hubbard-E-Meter 
FDC 48-405, I visited Mr. Fred Boma-Tier at his place of business, which 
-is the Monarch Sheet Metal Works of 2030 Center Boulevard, Vallejo,'  
California. 

I showed my credentials to Mr. 13-7n"ronie and stated the purpose of my visit. 
-Mr. Bommer''explained that his wife.  is the one who is involved with the 
ClitifEh-of Scientology, and that he himself is a member of the Catholic 
Church which he attends regularly. He said that shortly after he and 
his wife were married, she converted to Catholicism and later drifted 
to the Church of Scientology. He added that his wife is still deeply 
involved with the Church of Scientology. Mr. Bommer stated that his 
wife would like very much for him to join the Church of Scientology, 
but he says that it is not for him, since he feels this is a very com-
plex and demanding study. 

Mr. Bomme said his wife went to the Center in Washington, D. C. The 
event took place roughly as follows. Mr. Bommer"s wife went to 
Washington, D.C. and enrolled in the.gudft-ori-s- class of the Church of 
Scientology in that city... Mr. Bommer`described her condition at that 
time as one of considerable nervousness. Mr. Bommer received several 
rather disturbing and disorganized letters from MEJ.B2Emer. Mr. Bommer-) 
then began calling the school in an effort to learn of the whereabouts 
of his wife. He could not obtain this information from the people at 
the school. According to -Mr. Bommer, they were evasive, but did acknow-
ledge that she was enrolled there. Mr. Bommei' then received a phone call 

ADMINISTRATION: 	 March 6, 1963 
Division of Regulatory Management; 

As requested in your memorandum DRM/SF dated Febr 	, 1963 

H. P. ROBERTS 
Supervisory Inspector 
San Francisco District 
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froM the Washington, D.C. Police. Department. He was informed that his 
wife had been taken into custody after she had turned in a false fire 
'alarm.' Mr. Sommer arra-  that his wife had'been staying in a rooming house 
near the school, but for one reason or another, had moved to the YWCA. 
an her mentally disturbed condition, she had imagined sthmething 

(
had frightened her and she had gone to the lobby of,the YWCA and turned 
in the fire alarm.' 

Mr. Sommer then went to Washington, D.C. to bring his wife home. While 
'there, he went to the School of Scientology to obtain a refund on the 
payment made, sinceiMrs. Bonner had not completed her course in auditing. 
He said, the gentleman; a Mr. Smith, who he added is no longer with the 
organization, at first refused to give back his money and later agreed 
to mail him a check, which Mr. Bonner said he,has never seen. . (eh. Sommer stated that his wife was in a very confused state, when he 

/ obtained her release from the Washington, D.C. General Hospitaii. . The; 
physician there told him to have her undergo further treatment, when I 
she arxived in California.).  On,their_return trip home, they traveled 
Lin a stateroom on a train.j During this time, Mr. Bommer said, she 
improved considerably. 	 _ 

According to Mr. Bommer, although his wife had improved somewhat, she 
voluntarily admitted herself to the Napa State Hospital at Napa, California:,  
.Mrs. Bommer underwent_a series of shock treatments. According to Mr.Bommer, 
she_ Sas improved steadily, although he indicated her condition at present 
is still one of considerable tension. 

Mr. Bommer.stated that at the time he was quite upset about the con--  
dition in which he found his wife in Washington, and also the fact that 
the personnel at the School of Scientology would not refund his money. 
He took the matter up with the Better Business Bureau. 

I gave the attached affidavit to Mr. Bonner and requested he sign it. 
He read it carefully and declined- to- BB—so. He added, that there was 
one minor error in that my affidavit stated the academy had told him 
they had not heard of his wife. He said this was not true; they knew 
she was registered at the school, but they did not know her whereabouts. 
This statement is underlined in red. He did not give the dates required. 
Mr. Bommer did not wish to sign the affidavit, nor a release of medical 
records on his wife. He stated, his wife is still very deeply involved 
with the Church of Scientology and he felt that if he did sign such a 
document as my affidavit or,release her medical records to FDA, it may 
cause her considerable concern. He felt this was inadvisable in her 
condition. He added that his wife is familiar with the "trouble" the 
Church of Scientology is having with the Food and Drug Administration, 
and if word got back to her that he had been cooperating with us, , 
extreme difficulties may result. 
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I asked Mr. Bommer if he felt it was possible for me to interview 
rMr-r—Bommer. He felt it was inadvisable and that in her present nervous 
condition, an interview by a Food and Drug inspector may prove extremely 
upsetting, and be enough to cause a mental breakdown on her part. He 
added that she is happy in this organization. He does not wish to dis--
turb her further. Mr. Bommer said that although Mrs. Bommer is not an 
auditor, she has taken a number of courses both in Washington and at the 
Center in Los Angeles. He mentioned that these courses have cost him 
considerable money, however, since Mrs. Bonner is happy in this organiza-
tion, he feels her mental stabilitfis of utmost importance, and con-
dones her activities on this ground. 

To summarize, Mr. Bommer has changed his outlook toward the Church of 
Scientology since he registered his complaint with‘the Better Business 
Bureau in 1957. He feels his wife has improved considerably and is 
actually gaining strength from the association with the Church of 
Scientology. Although he feels his wife is well on the road of recovery, 
her mental balance appears delicate, since he indicated that just an 
interview with her may cause a new or a further disturbance. Wishing 
not to antagonize his wife, Mr. Bommer refused to sign an affidavit or 
release of medical records. 

Althouth Mr. Bommer refused to sign the attached affidavit, he told 
me the information was essentially true; with the one exception underlined. 

RAYMOND F. KRUEGER 
Inspector 
San Francisco District 

Attached: 
Affidavit 
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Memorandum 
TO 	DIRECTOR, LOS ANGELES DISTRICT 	 DATE: February 13, 1963 

FROM : D, 1., Dovel, Inspector 	 Founding Church of Scientology 
L. D. Baxter, Inspector 

Mrs. Dean Casteris 
SUBJECT: Hubbard E. meter 	 2774 Webster Ave. 

4-093V 	 - Long Beach, California 
FDC 48405 

Richard F. Steves: 
295 Mesa Drive 
Costa Mesa, California 

On 2-4-63 Mr. Swain of Division of Regulatory Management telephone the 
Los Angeles District Office and requested we visit each of the above two 
individuals, The Post Office Department received a complaint from_Mrs. 
Casteris during January of 1962 stating that she was visited by an auditor 
of'the Church of Scientology, Joseph M. Lehman, 2323 Hunington Lane 
Redondo Beach, Californa, following a heart attack, Mr: Lehman told her , 
he could cure her heart condition using the E meter. 	The other individual, 

c  Mr. Steves; was an officer and Director in the Founding Church of Scientology: 
About two or ,three years ago he broke away from the organization, 

On 2-5-63 I visited the Casteris residence and found no one at home. 
The following morning I phoned the Casteris home before attempting another 

vottE visit. A malelanswered the phone. lie stated that-Mrs. Casteris was in bed 
and inquired whom was calling After I identified myself, the man told me 
he was her husband and perhaps her could be of some assistance. He offered 
to pay a visit to the District Office in preference to a home interview 
or other location. I then agreed to this interview. 

ADMINISTRATION: 	 February 15, 1963 

Attn: DRM 

Submitted per DRM telephone assignment 2/4/63 

n
t) 

Ice eth 
f 

 E. Kimlel 
Supervisory Inspector 

Encl: • 
CC this memo 



At 10:30 a.m. on 2-6-63, Mr. Casteris arrived at the Los Angeles 

District Office for an interview. Supervisory Inspector, C. G. Shane 

and I interviewed him at this time. After explaining the nature of our 

interest,,Mr. Casteris informed us that he was "pro-scientologist", while 

the converse was true of his wife, He stated that he was a "student" of 

Scientology, but was not an auditor. He,of course, denied that the 

organization made any representations that the meter was useful in the 

diagnosis or treatment of any mental or physical diseases, but he did 

acknowledge that many ills could be cured as"fringe benefits" from the use 

of the E meter. 

H e explained in great detail that the trouble with humanity in general, 

was the use of "overt acts", He defined this as the foul deeds one commits 

against his fellow man. lie stated that he had no objections to our talking 

with his wife, but he wished us to understand that his wife was,a "pyschotic" 

with much hostility against him and the organization. He explained, however, 

that his wife was basically a"good woman". Mr. Casteris stated his wife 

waviesently'under the care of Dr. William Evangelatos, 6120 Seville Avenue, 

in Huntington Park for her heart condition. lie requested that if we still--

desired to talk with his wife, we should contactDr. Evangelatos and obtain 

his opinion that our visit would no t cause his wife any ill effects. According 

to him, if the doctor had no objections to our visiting his wife, he would 

have no objections to such an interview. Provided Dr. Evangelatos had no 

objections, he stated that we could talk with his wife alone any afternoon 

after 1:00 p.m. at the Lagoon B-B-cne,1415 Santa Fe Avenue in Long Beach. 

This establishment is operated by thelCasterist. Mr. Casteris stated that 

he would not mention it to his wife that he had talked with us. 

-- 
On 2-7-63 Inspector Lee D. Baxter and I visited the offices of Dr. 

Evangelatos and inquired about the health of Nrs. Casteris. Dr. Evangelatos. 

stated that the woman was suffering from hypertension and clinical angina. 

In his opinion, oijry a severe shock such as resulting from some very bad 

(news would present any danger to her health. He stated that he knew of no 

reason why our visit should pose any danger to Mrs. Casteris' health. 

Inspector Baxter and I then drove to4h0.4igoon B-B-Que in Long Beach. 

Upon entering this establishment, we found a middle-aged woman and Mr. 

Casteris
d 

 present. ,(Instead of identifying ourselves at this time, we 

ordetaCocaCola and presented the appearance of regular customers: 

There were no other customers present at this time. Mr. Casteris then 

drew a mug of beer from the tap and briefly greeted us, but did not give 

any indication that he otherwise recognized us. He had stated during 

his visit to the Los Angeles District Office on 2-6-63 that his wife 

would  be alone at the cafe anytime after 1:00 p.m. As he made no effort 

fe—leave the area, we did not pursue the matter further at this time 

We returned to the cafe the following morning when it opened up for 

business at 10:30 a.m. Mr. Casteris was not present, .however, a man about 

30 years old was working with Mrs. Casteris. No customers were present. 



We identified ourselvesito. Casteris and explained the nature of 

our visit to her. She did not appear the least bit surprised at our visit. 
She claimed that the Post Office complaint she submitted in January of 1962 

was actually not a complaint, but a letter of inquiry to find out if the 
Church of Scientology was a legitimate organization. We then asked her if 
she had ever been approached by (Ise-Fh M. Lett-an, one of the organization's 

auditors, with any type of offer to treat her heart condition using the 
E meter. She replied that she had, but his was about five years ago. She 

admitted that,Lehman'had offered to treat her hypertension with the use 
of the E meter. According to her, there was no mention by/Lehman that 
this involved any particular type of faith on her part, or was it necessary 
that she join the organization to receive a cure. ,Mrs. Casteris stated 

that she did not permit Lehman to treat her. She also mentioned that her 
husband had had her "on the cans" (the E meter), but she would not say if 
he attempted any type of treatment. Mr. Casteris earlier stated that he 
was not an auditor, and only qualified guditors were permitted by the cult 
to use the E meter. 

• 

We inquired if any fee was mentioned with respect to the attempted 
treatment by Lehman. She stated that a fee would have been charged, but 

she declined to state the amount. :Mrs. .Casteris said she could not under-
stand why such "high fees" were charged when the organization sepresentede 

itself as a non-profit organization. We also asked her iFIehman: her 
husband, or any other members of the cult had made any representations 
that she should discontinue visiting regular medical doctors for her 
heart conditions. She would not give us an answer on this point. I 

i 
We inquired if-Mrs. Casteris would.be  willing to sign a statement that 

she was contacted by Lehman who stated that he could successfully treat her 
heart condition by the use of the E meter, and that no acts of faith or 
membership in the Church were required. She refused, stating that she 
would sign no statements of any type. She explained that Lehman may have 
done this on his own inititive without the approval or sanction of the 
organization. Mrs. Casteris stated that she had seen the newspaper ' 

publicity regardift the Washington D. C. seizures and she considered it 

"a good thing", but she said' she wantc410 part of the affair. 

(c 	
It appeared -to the inspectors that Mr. Casteris had informed his 

wife of our pending visit and warned her in some manner not to fully 

ooperate with us in the matter. 

On 2-11-63 I visited the address provided -for Richard P. Steves in 

Costa Mesa' by DRM in the phone call to Los Angeles Untrict on 2-4-63. 
—The man who answered the door identified himself as "Mr. Coleman" and 

stated that he had never heard of. Steves. As I was leaving the home I 

noted that there was a late modelBuick sedan parked in the driveway. 

The registration slip on the steering column indicated that the car was 

owned by a (Donald B. Coleman. 
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. I then_ehecked the Orange County Telephone Directory for the names 
of. Richard F. -Steves -and Donald B. Coleman, There was no listing for 
Steves. 	Coleman was listed as the Rev. Don B. Coleman, 295 Mesa Drive, 
in-,Costa Mesa. This was the addSs I had just visited. 

I then visited the Costa Mesa Post Office. The Post Master stated 
Steves'had given them a change of address card last November. H is 
new address is `407 Avondale Avenue in Haddonfield, New Jersey. 

„19, JC .J90, 	. 
D. L. Dovel, Inspector 

L. D. Baxter, Inspector 



. 	x 
hief I pector 

Robert Wingate 
1610 Carr Street 
Lakewood, Colorado 

As directed by Bureau of Enforcement memo dated 10-3-62, I viIted 
Mr. Robert E. Wingate to determine if he is currently manufacturing the E-Meter. 

/p /   (#1,- 
	 oe 

ci/ s J 

TO: ADMINISTRATION 10-17-62 

ATTN: DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT 	

7 
This investigation made as requested in your memo of 10-3-62 to 

Denver and Seattle Districts Robert ingage.has 3 devices (2 broken - ?( 
1 good). They were manufac re n Tucson, :Atizotia, and brought here 
by him. He refused some information and declined details on his split 
with Hubbard. Although he denies it, evidently he is still practicing 
Scientology. He states devices are presently bein: imported from England, 
but that he has nothing to do with it. 

TO: 	DIRECTOR, DENVER_DISTRICT 
enanrsalo 

FROM: 	Lewis W. Seaman 

SUBJECT: Hubbard, E-Meter 

10-9-62 

(L. Ron Hubbard 
Hubbard Communication Office 

The Founding Church of Scientology 

Academy of Scientology 

The Distribution Center 

Hubbard Guidance Center 

Personal Efficiency Foundation 
1812 19th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 

Hubbard Association of Scientologists 
International Los Angeles and Washington, 
D.C. 



DIRECTOR, DENVER DISTRICT 
Hubbard, E-Meter 
10-9-62 
Pg. 2 

Mr. Wingate stated he ceased the manufacture of the E-Meter in 
1959, about six months after an E-Meter was picked up by a FDA inspector 
and sent to Los Angeles or San Francisco for examination. He resided at 
1439 E. Hendrich Drive, Tucson, Arizona, at that time. 

He stopped making the device over a disagreement with Hubbard 
who controls the patent rights. Hubbard wanted Wingate to ship the 
device to England, and Wingate could not or would not do it. 

Mr. Wingate stated he has one device in working order and two 
broken devices. The working device was in his office desk drawer. The 
device had no serial or other identifying numbers. It is labeled in part 
"Hubbard Electrometer for use in Scientological Clearing". 

He stated that Hubbard is now manufacturing and importing the devices 
from London, England. They have to be purchased from the two schools, 
"Hubbard's Association of Scientologists International", one in Los Angeles, 
California and one in Washington, D.C. 

Wingate says he no longer works as a scientologist, but later stated 
he is the local "Kingpin". There are supposed to be a number of scientologists 
in the Denver area. None have E-Meters imported from England. Names of other 
scientologists were refused. 

The devices in Wingate's possession were manufactured by him and 
brought from Arizona to Denver by him. 

Mr. Wingate, throughout interview, refused specific information, 
such as the details of the disagreement between him and Hubbard. Names of 
other scientologists, what his current business is if he is not practicing. 
scientology. Each refusal was preceded by the statement "If I knew what 
you wanted". 

Documentary sample of Wingate's devices and possibly other devices 
can be collected if needed. 

L. W. Seaman 



911 
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION 

VETERANS BENEFITS OFFICE 

MUNITIONS BUILDING 

/1. 96 	

WASHINGTON 25, D.C. 

MAR 7 1963 YOUR FILE REFERENCE: 

Van W. Smart, Deputy Director 
Division of Regulatory Management 
Bureau of Enforcement 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
Washington 25, D. C.' 

IN REPLY REFER TO: 

C-7 017 422 
d

i
ll( HUBBARD,  Lafayette R. 

1072[212 

Dear Mr. Smart: 

x 

Mr. Hubbard was rated to be 40 per cent disabled for combined service- 

connected disabilities from December 11, 1947. His disabilities con-

sist of an ulcer condition, bursitis of the right shoulder, arthritis 

and blephoro-conjunctivitis. He is receiving $77 monthly compensation. 

He entered active service in the United States Navy on November 24, 

1941 serving as a Lieutenant and was honorably discharged on February 16, 

1946. Three of these four and a half years of service were spent on 

sea duty. 

Our files disclose that Mr. Hubbard was a free lance writer at the time 

he entered the naval service. He returned to school receiving Vocational 

Rehabilitation and Educational training under Public Law 16 to com- 

plete training in professional writing. 

The above information should be kept confidential. 

very truly yours, 

\y. MALONEY 
Acting Adjudication Officer 

Show veteran's full name and VA file number on all correspondence. If VA number is unknown, show service number. 



1 
Dallas Distric 
February 25, 16.3 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT 

For your information as requested in your memo of 2/5/63. 

James E. Anderson 
Chief Inspector 	 ir (--( 

b lm 
Attachments 

TO: 	Director, Dallas District 	 February 13, 1963 

FROM: Inspector, A. V. Ignatowicz 	 L. Ron Hubbard 

SUBJ: Interview with Mr. Alphia O. Hart 	1 	The Founding Church 
of Scientology 

Hubbard E Meter, 

DRM Assignment Memorandum 2/5/63 requested contact with a Mrs-) 
Alphia Hat regarding her connection with the aboveraisted organizations 
iirs:-AliCe Hart was contacted at Enid, Oklahoma—She had studied a course 
at a Hubbard Dianetics Association School in Camden, New Jersey, during 
1953. The course was to qualify her as an Auditor in Dianetics. She 
met and married her husband Mr. Alphia Hart, at this time. Mr. Hart- was 
attending an advanced course'in Dianetics at the Hubbard Schoor-th-16hila-
delphia, Pennsylvania, during April or May, 1953. She states her husband, 
Mr. Alphia Hart, has completed the total course of study offered by the 
Hubbard Organizations and was awarded every degree conferred by the Hubbard 
Organizations. She stated her husband knows more about Dianetics,,  
Scientology, and Metaphysics than any other person alive. Mr. Hart was _ 
presently at their home in Enid reviewing some new publications in the 
field of Metaphysics in order to write requested reviews on the subject 
material. 

Mr. Alphia Hart was contacted at his home workshop and his associ-
ation with Lt_Ron Hubbard and the Hubbard organizations was reviewed. 

r-Alphia O. Hart, born in 1902, was employed by the U.S. Army Air Corps 
as a Civil Service employee Grade GS-9. His dutiei werggailit-Writing 
for training movie films. 116-fial-employd at Lob/4n Air Base, Denver, 
Colorado. He was the only civilian employee assigned as a writer for the 
film coverage of the Bikini AtollA Bomb test. The OSI Offices in Washington, 
D.C., would probably have the old CID records concerning the background 
investigation conducted to furnish Mr. Hart with a security clearance 
enabling him to work on the Bikini Project. Mr. Hart's historical records 
may be with the CID Office which is,still part of the Department of the 
Army, since the Air Corps was still'a'part of that department in 1946. 
Hart was given a gold identification card signifying his security level. 
Mr. Hart left government employment in 1952. 
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Mr. Hart developed a critical condition of high blood pressure 
during the late 1940's. His search for a cure of this condition lead 
him_to_his introduction to Dianetics. He took the auditor's course in 
1952 at Wichita, Kansas, and went on to take all of the courses offered. 
He has attained every degree offered by the Hubbard Organizations. Mr. 
Hart was Office Manager for Hubbard's Communications Office in Phoenix, 
Arizona, during 1952. Hubbard at this time was searching for a substi-
tute name for Dianetics. Hart suggested that the process of treatment be 
called Scientology. Hubbard several months later began using the term 
"Scientology". 

Mr. Hart attended an advanced course in Dianetics at Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, during 1953. L. Ron Hubbard made a personal appearance 
during one of the night class sessions and announced the formation of 
the Founding Church of Scientology. Hubbard explained to the students 
that under the cloak of religion the practitioners could then claim_the 
protection of the, constitutional amendment dealing with freedom of religion 
and circumvent some medical practice laws. 

Mr. Hart met and married'Mrs. Hart while at Philadelphia in 1953. 
They returned to Phoenix, Arizona, and shortly after Hart and Hubbard came 
to the parting of the ways. Hart believed Hubbard was profiteering from 
Dianetics and disagreed with Hubbard's policies. The Harts left Phoenix 
and moved to Enid, Oklahoma. A number of people associated with Meta-
physics wrote Hart asking his view on some of Hubbard's policies and the 
use of Dianetics. These letters lead Hart to publish his first copies 
of the "Aberree." The magazine was conceived as an expose of Hubbard's 
divergence from Dianetics. None of the 1955 or 1956 copies are available 
at Enid, Oklahoma. 

The "Aberreelipublished 10 times a year containing articles that 
deal with Metaphysics, spiritual ideas, and anything that may aid mankind. 
Two recent issues, the January-February and the March; 1963 issues included 
editorial comments concerning our offices' action involving Hubbard's 
E Meters. Three copies of each issue were obtained and are attached. 
Mr. Hart's picture on page 2 of the January-February issue is outlined 
in red pencil. The articles are also marked with a red pencil. Note 
the policy of the magazine which appears on page 3. 

Hubbard circulated th story that he had discharged Hart for mis-
management of the Phoenix, Ar izona, office funds. Hubbard later, in one 
of his British publications,rrevoked Hart's degrees, furnishing the reason 
that an investigation by the CSCE had disclosed HART WAS A Communist. 
Hart does not know what the CSCE stands for and states he never has been 
a Communist. Hubbard has never written to HART TO REVOKE THE GRANTED 
DEGREES. Hart continues to use the awarded titles whenever he desires. 

Mr. Hart states that the patents for the original E Meter (Electro 
Synchrometer) are held by Mr. Volney Mathison who resides in Los Angeles, 
California. Hart did not furnish Mr. Mathison's address since he did not 
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want to involve Mathison in our office's current activities with the 
Hubbard E Meter. Mr. Hart has, in the past, written some advertising on 
the E Meter for Mr. Mathison. The Hubbard E Meter is Hubbard's adapta-
tion of the original E Meter which he has produced in England. 

Mr. Hart studied the practice of Dianetics and Scientology 4d 
the incorporated use of the E Meter in the process of "Clearing" indi-
viduals. The E Meter is employed as a lie detector to evaluate an indi-
vidual's subconscious approach to the aberrations binding his body to 
various mentel_and physical ills. The last course Hart took was an ad-
vanced clinical course given in(Phoenix during 1954:--Hart believes the 
E Meter is an excellent tool that-should be-died in the practice of Dia-
netics. 

Hart recently published an article written by an author he did not 
wish to name that dealt with a statistical study of the assassination of 
United States Presidents. The FBI visited Mr. Hart as a result of this 
article and conducted an investigation of him. The findings of this in-
vestigation would probably be available through the FBI Offices in Wash-
ington, D.C. Mr. Hart refused to divulge the name of the agent or the 

\date of the FBI visit to his home in Enid, Oklahoma. 

Mr. Hart volunteered this information: "If your office is thinking 
of subpoenaing me as a Government witness, you had better know I'll be 
a hostile witness. I haven't the time to spare from my work here in the 
first place, and I don't think your office is taking the right approach 
by proceeding against the E Meters instead of against Hubbard." 

Mr. Hart's voluntary statement that he would prove to be a hostile 
witness to the Government's case is adhered to by the inspector. Mr. Hart 
is an intense individual deeply devoted to the pursuit of Metaphysics. 
He is gifted with a fabulous command of the English language as demon- 
strated by his magazine "The Aborree." Hart is one of the individuals 
who assisted L. Ron Hubbard in building his organization encompassing 
the practice of Dianetics. Hart is a recognized international expert 
in the field of Metaphysics and could probably argue the Dialectic approach 
to Dianetics on an equal or higher plain than L. Ron Hubbard. Mr. Hart 
has an established opinion concerning the value of the E Meters which will 
not be changed. 

fr< ire( 
A. V. I atow53  
Inspector: 

ATT: 3 copies "The AbMree" 
January-February, 1963, issue 
3 copies "The Abnree" 
March, 1963, issue. 
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Sample No. 	  

AFFIDAVIT 	i  

State of California 

County or 	Solano  

Before me,  Raymnrid F' Kruevar 	an employee of the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare, Food and Drug Administration, designated by the Secretary, under authority 
of the Act of January 31, 1025, 43 Statutes at Large 803 (5 U.S.C. 521); Reorganization Plan No. IVt 
Secs 12-15, effective June 30, 1940; and Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1953, Secs. 1-9, effective. 
Ann 11, 1953, to administer or take oaths, affirmations, and affidavits, personally appeared 

("Fred Bommer 	in the county and State aforesaid, who, being 
firs 'duly sworn, deposes and says: 

That on or about 	  my wife went to Washington, D.C. to 

attend classes at the Church of Scientology Center in that city. Her condition 

at that time was one of considerable nervous tension. During the next few weeks 

I received some disturbing letters from her; after she had been there approxi- 

mately 	weeks, I tried to call her at the Academy. They teld_me they_had  

not heard of her. Shortly I received a call from the Washington, D.C. Police 

Department indicating my wife was taken into custody following her turning in of 

a false fire alarm. They added that due to an apparently disturbed condition, 

she had been admitted to the D.C. General Hospital. I went to Washington, D.C. 

and brought her back to our home in Vallejo. 

Her condition improved considerably; on the trip home; however she did undergo 

a series of treatments at the Napa State Hospital. She has steadily improved 

to the point of full recovery. 

Finn 	  

Per 

 

Title 

 

   

   

Subscribed and sworn to before me at 	  

this 	1 9 	day of  CTeI 

Employeee Department of Health Eduhtion, 
Welfare designated under Act of January 31. 1925, 
Reorganization Plan IV effective June 30, 1940; a6 
Reorganitiat1on Plan No. 1 of 1953, effective 
April 11, 1953. 

FD-463a (Rev. Feb. 1958) 
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State of California ) 

   

      

County of 	Solari()  

Before me 	Thayrnnrid F lfruegrr 	, an employee of the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare, Food and Drug Administration, designated by the Secretary, under authority 
of the Act of January 31, 1925, 43 Statutes at Large 803 (5 U.B.C. 521); Reorganization Plan No. nn 
Secs 12-15, effective June 30, 1940; and Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1953, Secs. 1-9, effective 
Aprl 11, 1953, to administer or take oaths, affirmations, and affidavits, personally appeared 

rFred Sommer 	In the county and State aforesaid, who, being 
firs duly sworn, deposes and says: 

That on or about 	  my wife went to Washington, D.C. to 

attend classes at the Church of Scientology Center in that city. Her condition 

at that time was one of considerable nervous tension. During the next few weeks 

I received some disturbing letters from her; after she had been there approxi- 

mately 	weeks, I tried to call her at the Academy. They told me they had 

not heard of her. Shortly I received a call from the Washington, D.C. Police 

Department indicating my wife was taken into custody following her turning in of 

a false fire alarm. They added that due to an apparently disturbed condition, 

she had been admitted to the D.C. General Hospital. I went to Washington, D.C. 

and brought her back to our home in Vallejo. 

Her condition improved considerably on the trip home; however she did undergo 

a series of treatments at the Napa State Hospital. She has steadily improved 

to the point of full recovery. 

Firm 	  

Per 	  Title 	  

Subscribed and sworn to before me at 	  

this 	1 	day of 	 1st. 

Employee 	tie Department of Health Educ tion, 
Welfare designated under Act of January 31, 1925, 
Reorganization i  Plan IV effective June 30, 1940; a' 
Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1953, effective 
April 11. 1953. 

FD-463a (Rev. Feb. 1958) 
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State of California 

   

     

County of 	Solano  
_ — 

Be fore me,  Raymond F Krueger 	an employee of the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare, Food and Drug Administration, designated by the Secretary, under authority 
of the Act of January 31, 1925, 43 Statutes at Large 803 ( 5 U. S. C. 521); Reorganization Plan No. I4 
Secs 12-15, effective June 30, 1940; and Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1953, Secs. 1-9, effective, 
Ap ri 11, 1953, to administer or take oaths, affirmations, and affidavits, personally appeared 

!Fred Bommer 	In the county and State aforesaid, who, being 
firs duly sworn, deposes and says: 

That on or about 

 

my wife went to Washington, D.C. to 

  

attend classes at the Church of Scientology Center in that city. Her condition 

at that time was one of considerable nervous tension. During the next few weeks 

I received some disturbing letters from her, after she had been there approxi- 

mately 	weeks, I tried to call her at the Academy. They told me they had 

, 	I 
not heard of her. Shortly I received a call from the Washington, D.C. Police 

Department indicating my wife was taken into custody following her turning in of 

a false fire alarm. They added that due to an apparently disturbed condition, 

she had been admitted to the D.C. General Hospital. I went to Washington, D.C. 

and brought her back to our home in Vallejo. 

Her condition improved considerably on the trip home; however she did undergo 

a series of treatments at the Napa State Hospital. She has steadily improved 

to the point of full recovery. 

Firm 	  

Per 	  Title 	  

Subscribed and sworn to be fore me at 	  

this 	1 9 	day of 	e..Am. 	19e. 

FD-463a (Rev. Feb. 1958) 

Employee cCkfirbie Department o[ Health Education, 
Wel fare designated under Act of January 31, 1925, 
Reorganization Plan IV effective June 30, 1940; a' 
Reorganization Plan No. 1 o f 1953, effective 
April 11, 1953. 
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State of California 

   

      

County or 	Solano  

Before me 	Raymond P Krungpr 	, an employee of the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare, Food and Drug Administration, designated by the Secretary, under authority 
of the Act of January 31, 1925, 43 Statutes at Large 803 (5 U.S.C. 521); Reorganization Plea No. 
Secs. 12-15, effective June 30, 1940; and Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1953, Secs. 1-9, effective. 
April 11, 1953, to administer or take oaths, affirmations, and affidavits, personally appeared 

(-Fred Bommer 	in the county and State aforesaid, who, being 
first duly sworn, deposes and says: 

That on or about 	  my wife went to Washington, D.C. to 

attend classes at the Church of Scientology Center in that city. Her condition 

at that time was one of considerable nervous tension. During the next few weeks 

I received some disturbing letters from her, after she had been there approxi- 

mately 	weeks, I tried to call her at the Academy. They told me they had 

not heard of her. Shortly I received a call from the Washington, D.C. Police 

Department indicating my wife was taken into custody following her turning in of 

a false fire alarm: They added that due to an apparently disturbed condition, 

she had been admitted to the D.C. General Hospital. I went to Washington, D.C. 

and brought her back to our home in Vallejo. 

Her condition improved considerably on the trip home; however she did undergo 

a series of treatments at the Napa State Hospital. She has steadily improved 

to the point of full recovery. 

Firm 	  

Per 	  Title 

Subscribed and sworn to before me at 	  

this 	1 9 	day of  cl\m.  

Employee cCkffff.‘ese Department of Health Education, 
Welfare designated under Act of January 31. 1925, 
Reorganization Plan IV effective June 30, 1940; cc 
Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1953, effective 
April 11, 1953. 

FD-463a (Rev. Feb. 1958) 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

DO( 
AIR MAIL 

TO 	: DIRECTOR, SEATTLE DISTRICT 
	

DATE: February 15, 1963 

FROM 	J. Kenneth Kinney, Inspector 

SUBJECT: 4TA193—v. 
Hubbard E Meter 
FDC 48405 

Hubbard Dianetics Research 
Foundation 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
Etc. 

Divorce of Margaret G. Hubbard, Port Orchard, Washington 

DRM/Se Dist. 1/24/63 assignment requested in part an investigation into 
the divorce by Margaret Grubb Hubbard from L. Ron Hubbard at Port Orchard, 
Washington, in 1947. The microfilm file was reviewed by Inspector Pierce 

and myself on 2/14/63 and arrangements made for 1 certified copy of 40 
pages, which is attached to this memo. There was no charge for the 
certified copy of the court records. The Kitsap County Clerk is 
Margaret C. Smith, 1120 Morton Street., Port Orchard, Washington. 

Review of the microfilm revealed some details as follows for quick reference 
and possible follow-up of other aspects of this case in other areas of the 

country. 

The divorce case was filed as No. 23323 in the Superior Court of Kitsap 
County, Washington, on 4/14/47 with Louise G. Hubbard as the plaintiff and -
Lafayette Ronald Hubbard as the defendant. Ronald E. Danielson was the 
lawyer for the plaintiff. The file shows they were intermarried at Elkton, 
Maryland on 4/13/33. Two children at the time of filing this case were: 
Lafayette Ronald Hubbard, Jr., 12 years and Katherine May Hubbard, 11 years. 
They charged the defendant wilfully deserted and abandoned the plaintiff 

and minor children in December 1945 and refused support. His address at 
that time may have been P.O. Box 270, Stroudsburg, Pa. 

February 19, 1963 

BUREAU OF ENFORCEMENT 
DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT 
ATTENTION: WILL SWAIN 

We are enclosing copies of records covering the divorce of 

L. Ron Hubbard by Margaret G. Hubbard subsequently known as Polly Morton 
and now Mrs. John T. Ochs of Box 312,Gap, Pennsylvania. These records 
also include a petition for modification of the divorce decree which 
charges L. Ron Hubbard among other things with a bigamous second marriage. 

ARNOLD N. MORTON 

Acting Director, Seattle District 
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A default decree by stipulation of both parties was filed 6/16/47. The 
plaintiff received the two children starting on 6/1/47 with $25 for the 
care and support of each and visitation rights by the defendant and $100 
attorney fees plus court costs. The plaintiff retained her properties in 
Maryland and Washington but the defendant was to retain the Colby, Washington, 
property. This order was made by the court on 6/23/47. 

On 8/11/47 there was filed an affidavit for order to show cause why the 
fees and support should not be paid although the defendant was able to pay. 

The final decree of divorce was filed on 12/24/47. 

On 6/11/51 a petition was filed for modification of the decree of divorce, 
stating: 

(1) plaintiff employed in 1947, now remarried and has no salary. 
(2) the defendant was then in modest financial circumstances but has 

now great wealth acquired as an author and as founder-president of dianetics. 
(3) cost of living up. 
(4) as of June 8, 1951, defendant has paid nothing for the support 

of said children. 

The petitioner prayed for an order increasing the amount of childrens 
support money commensurate with his present financial condition and court 
costs. 

It also charged the defendant bigamously married Sara Northrup Hubbard 
on 8/10/46 at Chestertown, Md., and they lived together as husband and 
wife until on or about 2/24/51 when they separated in California. They 
were divorced on her complaint in a decree of the District Court of the 
State of Kansas ing Sedgwick County, Judge Wm. C. Kandt, presiding, in 
Cause No. A-36 574 entitled "Sara Northrup Hubbard, plaintiff, vs. Lafayette 
Ronald Hubbard, defendant." The decree was granted on 6/12/51. At that 
time L. Ron Hubbard lived at 211 West Douglas Avenue, Witthita, Kansas. 

The file further shows that Polly Morton, formerly Margaret G. Hubbard, 
did receive some $1600 support money from her former husband in 1951, 
but the attorney, Mx. Danielson, never did receive his fees. When we 
interviewed Mr. Danielson on 2/14/63 he stated he had no additional 
information on L. Ron Hubbard except for his personal opinion that Mr. Hubbard 
was a proverbial liar. He stated the last address he had for the former 
Margaret G. Hubbard, now known as Mrs. John T. Ochs, was Box 312, Gap, 
Pennsylvania. The last correspondence with her was in December 1961. 

Accompanied by: 

Larry L. Pierce 

Attachment: 
1 certified cy divorce action (40 pages) 

• 



.,..-vtmgel„ Harris R. - 2100 Connecticut Ave., N.W. alias "Wine 

'"Angel, Jeanette - 2100 Connecticut Ave., M.N. alias "Smoker 

Behnke, Werner 1810 Connecticut Ave., N.W. _ 

...Bagley, Frodel - 1900.8 St. Washington, D.C.. 

e-Boruck, Matie -1713 RiggsPlace,-14.W. 

e-Breedon, PaUl 	1921 190.ST N.W: 

-Conway, Roger M. - 1500 Maseachusetts.Ave. 

Marguerite - 1919 19th St. 

r-Fisher, Natalie - 1818 19th St. 

er.Ford, Eunice 1713 Riggs St., N.W.. 

-Foster, David K. e. 1708 16th St. N.W. 

Fudge, John 1812 19th St.,-N.W. 

'Gibbons, William S. - 1818. 19thh St.N.W. 

--Gi1lispie, John J. 2911 Columbia Road, N.W.;  

j.,11laseat14 Dbmglsis-5211011/5119At9i:V•Vsli. 

George Hooker 7'''211619ih,Sic.,' N.W., 
>Hancock, Helen L. 7 2110:19th St., N.H..H 
-Hermann, Mogen° V.7 1830 Connecticut Ave. ,-N.W. 
„Horner, Ann - 1816 19th St.,  

--Horner, Arthur L. - 1816 19th St., N.W. 
-Hoskins, Donald Millard 1921 19th Si., N.H." 

e.-44thes, Anton - 1713 RiggsFieee, N.W.-
,King, Stella L. 7. 1900 S St.',.M.W. 

-Knop, WilliaM- F..III • 2413 Old FrederickNeed - Catonsville,,-Md. 

-Lambright, Doris 7 1907 S St: . 

4--Leve;'Bud 7 1818 19th St. 

Herbert W: 
Michael - 1704 19th'St..: 

;Foyer, Fred - 1823 Lamont St. N.W. 

--Reeve, Jean -.1921 19th St, 

-Rohrer, Wayne - 4201 Watkin Trail - Annandale, Va. 

--Rouisong, Marilyn - 1818 19th St., N.W. 

7:erStfnmns,-  Robert G. - 4503 Walsh St.. 7 'Chevy Chase, 



Temporary Card Issued 
	

Y ao - 60_ 

Permanent Card Issued__ 

Fingerprints Sent     ,/ 30 49 

7 Ags*a__ 

Form No. 65-3€M.202102 (62) .000  114 

THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
DEPARTMENT OF LICENSES 

Clic21 

h(1) Record 
\11  APPLICATION 	 Date 

CABARET OR PUBLIC DANCE HALL 

EMPLOYEE'S IDENTIFICATION CARD 

No. 47/ 2,47_&7 

Full and complete answers are required to each question. 
	 P H 0 T 0 

ORIGINAL 
	

Any false statement made by the applicant herein is cause for disapproval of 

RENEWAL 
	 this application. 

Applicant must furnish 2 photographs (11/2  inches square) of recent date. 

(2) Name (Print) —... .L.Z.V.C....1.10.fflif  L-- 	 _ (3) Tel. No. I E I /71 /94 	_ _ 
(First, Initial, Last) 

(4) Professional or Assumed Name  (-7--fetto #0,,,,  
(5) Residence 	.I) WS.air"  Cr 	 Apt No ._&i. ,3_ 

_ , , 
(6) Date of Birth 	9 No,  i 	(7) Place of Birth Erin bici /-//r) i 	CILIA2A__ 	ArkaSsig-+ 

CITIZEN (cross out one) 

Sex 	Rini- LE:  	Height 	A -11 3/i 	Weight 	/ '70 	Hair RR° to it)  iti-713nrAr 	  
Eyes__.____. 2a32 042____________I rniincioi_____ 	  Social Security No  0  4r -19-  9679.  

(9) Place of employment 	 (9 WAN/ /-42-4.3.j& '' (/DLycco/co  

(10) Address 	Othhirk- kl-&_  	 (11) Occupation__11.12.S  i t tajli  

(12) Has your application for a license ever been denied? Ea 	If so explain 	  

(13) Have you ever had a license suspended or revoked?. Aid 	 

(14) Do you hold any license issued by The City of New York? 

(15) Were you ever employed in a cabaret or public dance hall where the license was suspended or revoked? 	 k)(2.__If so, explain_rr 

(16) Have you ever been arrested or summoned to court (except traffic violations) 
	

AI n 

If so, list offenses, dates and final dispositions 

(17) If renewal, have you been arrested or summoned to court since your last license issued? 	/JO  
If so, explain_ 

In consideration of being granted the license hereby applied for, it is agreed that the applicant will comply with the rules and regulations of the 

Department of Licenses that are now in force or that may in the future be promulgated. PENALTY FOR FALSIFICATION: Falsification of any 

statement made herein is an offense punishable by a fine or imprisonment or both. (N. Y. C. Administrative Code Section 952.9.0) 

	 _110/5.LE  
Signature of Applicant 

Examined By 	  

DEPARTMENT USE ONLY 

.No.. 	 Date of Expiration_ 	4  

Returned 

COMMISSIONER'S COMMISSIONER'S ACTION 

Based on Statements in Application, Inspection Report, Office Report, and any other relevant matter. 

	

ITO- Y Dr /96_2  A r afenviev vidi,ort 0a  r,  S(caa4 $  NO  Ong CZ.  t IT a'aS r 	 19 	 Date 	  

OR s_92ifpfeaci 	(2)   — 

	

fin  ip.'.. 	?7 i--75  /Tem  i3i.Ceigia,67  .lig Mover iir-   /r 	Approved 	 Denied 

Ct" Y  A_Pfm al> ra 4/ 'L  Ayala ,g4.--'55 nal  y e i . c • Pay . CLAM  Case  
/1/45 vg.a ic wing- r ra Caarer-  , CV? Ac  i a ft R Ati/ 4,4 is S veal' st,.. glair A o int)) ice II 
MT ? a I b 1 ma...4- 

 
CA Te  17. 

GSTe t> 	Uhrii 56;36_7  
Pc. Pory com t ts 5 	 e Date _ 	V2.5=6 

RECEIPT OF PERMANENT EMPLOYEE'S IDENTIFICATION CARD IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED. 

Signature of Applicant 

No 	/ CI "7 	Date of Expiration__  F-  6 9 

Commissioner. 



.-Tucker, Janet - 1214 Henderson lane - Pelle Church, Va. 

Tarter, Pantile B. - 1012 19th St., N.W. 

,Walker. P. Fred - 1261 2fat St., N.W. 

--Vali, Pam- 1927 19th Ste,-U.W. 

staoten. Jahn P. - 252 Park St. - Ranbrillop.Nava Scotia Canada 



;;;;Z 	LE  Cubliard E rotor 
PDC 48405 

Ito Distribution Center 
Ueshington, D. C. 

Febraary.1, 1963 

U. G. Veterans Atinistretion 
Adminietrator'ef Veterans Mars. 
Vesicant Avenue = Sten DC2 I Street°, D. U. 
Uashinoton 25, S. C. 

ittentiont John C. Gleason, Jr. 

Gentle at 

In connection with a case presently pandins in the District Courts*,  
us arc inwetiostie3 the activities cad becticreuzfl of Ur. Lafayette. 
Conald Unbbard, 

Our ievestigetina indleetce that this ladividuel le dracie3 a SO% 
disability for claps of arthritto incurred chile servins in 0o 
U. 9. Devy„ 

• 
eb could appreciate VarifidatiOn- of dais ieforoactien and cap other 
inforbation chich ciptht aid our ioccerication of the bestarouoi of 
this individual. 

Ur. L. Don DUbbard's Peva Serial Ca. ia'113302. 

Sincerely poems, 

Van U. Cr.:art, Deputy Director 
Divisionof peculator/ flonazo=nt 
tureen Of Baforcomat 

cc Salt 
cc GC 
cc DPA 
CDTilrocurs 1-31-63 



Tel. REpublic 2-5024 

VOLNEY G. MATHISON, Electropsychometrist 

Personalized Self-Suggestion and Self-Hypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 

1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 
LOS ANGELES 7, CALIFORNIA 

Don't drift 

Upon the Ocean of Life 
Set a course 

Then, whether the weather 
Be sunny or stormy 

Hold to it. 

Arrive.' 

THERE IS A WAY! 

—Volney G. .Mathison 

Feb 16 63 

Dear Mr Wood 

I don't know whether you see or 

care to see this stuff pouring out from 

"scientology" 	Am sending it along 	 06 
anyway. 	Not necessary to return. 

PS They are also still sending out 

literature from Englad peddling 

"electrometers" to individual USA purchasers. 
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Tel. REpublie_2:5024 

VOLNEY G,._MATHISONrElectropsychometrist 
—Rericiritilii7dtSelf aigesiiOWiregetlifinino Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 

1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 
-06...A 	LES 7. CALIFORNIA 

May 28, 1963 

A 
be_C 

. S. Food and Drug Administration 

. S. Dept of Health and Welfare 
Tashington, D.C. 

Don't drift 
Upon the Ocean of Life 

Set a course 

Then, whether the weather 
Be sunny or stormy— 

Hold to it. 
Arrive! 

THERE IS A WAY! 
— Volney G. Mathison 

Dear Sirs: 

Herewith a concise re sIgtement_oLthefunctipps 
of and claims made for the Mathison Electropsychometer.„ 

The functions claimed are those set forth 
in the sp.eciftuflons,of_tha original patent 
# 2,6846810nSsuea July 27,1954, as follows: 

1:-  The instrument registers electrical ohmic 
resistance between two metal hand-held 
electrodes. It therefore registers the 
ohmic resistance drops resulting from 
the sweat-jetting action of the psycho-
galvanic reflex---the "GSR" of medical 
literature. 

2: Since the metal electrodes are usually hand-
held, the electropsychometer also registers 
a myodynamic reflex, or reflex variations 
of muscular gripping tension in the fingers 
and hands. This action is similar to that 
obtained with other expensive types of 
instruments, such as the myograph. 

3: The electropsychometer achieves a simultaneous 
composite registration of both the psycho-
galvanic reflex and the myodynamic reflex. 

4: The instrument consequaatly may used as a 
device for registering the emotional 
reactions of an examinee that occur under 
interrogation. 

5: Increasingly quiescent electropsychometric 
registrations developing during a system 
of interrogation or review of a situation 
in the past history of the examinee indicates 
some relativaN degree of relaxation. This 
relaxation may or may not be permanent. 
The same system of interrogation administered 
at a later date may or may not cause a 
recurrence of emotional registrations on the 
electropsychometer. 
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Volney G. Mathison, Electropsychometrist 
1214 WEST 3 OTH ST. 

LOS ANGELES 7, CALIF. 

U. S. Food and Drug Administration 
U. S. Dept of Health and Welfare 
Washington, D.C. 

(Attention - of Section investigating 
bioelectronic modalities.) 



VOLNEY G. MATHISON, Electropsychometrist 
Personalized Self-Suggestion and Se1f-Hypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 

1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 
LOS ANGELES 7. CALIFORNIA 

Tel. REpublic 2-5024 

Don't drift 
Upon the Ocean of Life 

Set a course 

Then, whether the weather 
Be sunny or stormy— 

Hold to it. 
Arrive! 

THERE IS A WAY! 

—Volney G. Mathison 

U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
U.6. Dept of Health and, Welfare 
Washington, D.C. 
May 28, 1963 
Page 2. 

6: The electropsychometer is not, per se, 
a modality for relieving an examinee 
of nervous, physical, or psychical 
tensions. 



Tel. REpublic 2-5( 

VOLNEY G. MATHISON, Electropsychometrist 
Personalized Self-Suggestion and Self-Hypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 

1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 
LOS ANGELES 7. CALIFORNIA 

Don't drift 	 January 17, 1963 
Upon the Ocean of Life 

Set a course 

Then, vbethertheweather US Food and Drug Administration 
ilt.m.yorstormy- 1521 West Pico Blvd. 

Hold to it. 	Los Angeles, California Arrive! 
THERE IS A WAY! Attention Mr. G. R. WOod 
—Volney G. Mathison 

[J/ 3  

Dear Sirs: 

Herewith a copy of a letter which I have 
sent to Mr. Wm. C. MoOre, 1303 Wisconsin Avenue 
N W, Washington D.C., in response to an inquiry 
from him. 

This inquiry comes addressed to me in a 
certain keyed way which, corresponds to my name as 
the scientology concern have me listed on their 
mailing list, so I suspect it may be from some 
person looking for a new supply of instruments 
for scientology. 

Some years past, we supplied Hubbard with a 
small model electropsychometer; but cancelled the 
distributorship because of what I considered to 
be possibly harmful and destfuctive interpretations 
of the instrumentegistrations of the psychogalvanic 
reflex when used in Hubbard's classes and by his 
students. Hubbard subsequently began producing 
the spurious imitation,of - the patentA electro-
psychometer which he called the "electrometer." 

I intend to take precautions to make sure 
that no Mathison electropsychometers are obtained 
by any one for the purpose of promulgating or 
continuing the concepts and methods of Hubbard 
or his scientology concern. 

oYCHOME' 'RS 

Very ruly yours, 

1' THIS 

/ 
1 y 

VGM:mp 

K-__Y 



Don't drift 
Upon the Ocean of life 

Set a course 

Then, whether the weather 
Be sunny or stormy— 

. 	Hold to it. 
Arrive! 

THERE IS A WAY! 
—Volney G. Mathison 

Tel. REpublic 2-502 

VOLNEY G. MATHISON, Electropsychonzetrist 
Personalized Self-Suggestion and Self-Hypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 
• ( 

1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 
LOS ANGELES 7, CALIFORNIA 

January 17, 1963 

Mr. Wm. C. Moore 
1303 Wisconsin Avenue N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 	• 

Dear Sir; 

Thank you for yourinquiry'about the Mathison 
electropsychometer. 

' ' . I would appreciate your advising whether you 
'have any specific program or proposed application 

' of'the instrument. 

The II S Department'of Health and Welfare 
through the agency of its Food and Drug administrat-
ion has confiscated the "electrometers" and books ' 
of the Hubbard Scientology concern in Washington DC, 
probably because of mislabelling, the mislabelling 
in turn presumably being comprised in the extensive 
Hubbard publications which evaluate psychogalvanic 
reflex registrations with various unsupportable or 
at least controversial interpretation$. 

Are you connected with or in anyway 
interested in scientology? 

Very sincerely yours, 
r 	„--, 

MAT;IS FITROPSYCHOMFT 
/ 

-- 0VA  
79011eYsur. 

VGM:mp 

Enclosures 



Case D-98872 ' 
	

Wichita - City Police Dept. 

c/.  

Virginia Pigott (30)wfe 	6-6-52 

The above was arrested at 6:00 PM this date at the Kings X Hamburger 
,stand at Kellogg and Oliver and charged Vagrancy and Investigation (mental). 

At approximately 4:45 PM this date as I reported for duty,' was 
contacted in the(Vice Dept. by Det. Bruff.: He informed me that he had 
received a call from the Manager of the Kings X Hamburger Stand at 
Kellogg and Oliver in regards to an unknown woman, driving a green Ford 
coach, 1942 model, bearing a New Mexico license 236-639. He said this 
woman was dressed in a green sweater, brown skirt and had a. green ribbon 
in her hair. The manager thought she was taking some kind of pills. She 
had been in the place for some time and was acting in a very peculiar manner. 
He thought that possible she might be taking some kind of dope or barbiturates. 

(Set. Bruff)asked me to check into this as I was going to the Eastern part 
of the city. 

At approximately 5:45 PM this date I went to the Kings X Stand at 
Kellogg and Oliver and contacted(Leslie (no) Dunnavant who lives at the 
Baton Hotel: He told me he was the Assistant Superintendent of the 
establishment and that the woman he had called about was sitting in a 
booth at the North Side of the room. He said that this woman had been 
stuffing something down her brassiek,and had been trying to get the young 
Male help in the Stand to come and sit with her in the booth. I, Bet. 
Mountain walked up to this woman Virginia Pickett, this being the name 
given to me by this woman after some interrogation. I showed her my badge 
told her that I was a Police Officer and asked her to come outside. She 
got up and went to her car parked on the North side of. the Hamburger Stand. 
At this time she became violent and Abusive. She had about five packages of 
freshly opened cigarettes in front of her. She immediately stated that 

( 

her name was Mrs. L. Ron Hubbard, and that she wouldn't give Tom Seed, 
the County Attorney, any more dates as he had tried to daterher. She 
stated that she was a very good friend of Mr. Fletcher, the F, B. I, agent. 
She kept rambling on until she became Belligerent, I then was convinced 
that I had a Mental Case on my hands and I did not wish to transport her to 
the station by myself after hearing the statements she had been making 
about prominent men in the city.' I called for the beat man to assist me, 
and in a few minutes Officer Lort and Officer Bennet arrived on the scene 
and after considerable pursuasion we got this woman into the Police car 
and she was brought to the station. The Station Lieutenant talked to 
this woman and was convinced that she be held for vagrancy and Inviestigation 

(as a mental case,, and so ordered.; The Investigation sheets were made 
out by Lieutenant Cook and Turned over to the Desk Sargeant. 

In the Matron's office this woman was stripped and several cigarette 
butts and bits of paper were found inside her brassier and several cigarette 
packages and cigarette butts were found in her purse and pockets. She 
was checked to determine if she was using narcotics but no medicine or 
equipment was found to indicate the use of any drys. The woman's car, 
a_1942 Ford with New Mexico plates 236-639 was taken care of by Officers 
Lort and Bennett. This report will suffice for the officers as far as the 
arrest is concerned,for details of the disposition of the car, see their 
report under this case. 

/S/ E. G. Mountain #114 
/s/ Officers Lort & Bennett by J.C.B. 



Case D-98872 
	

Wichita Police Dept. Report 

Virginia Pickett Pigott 	(30) Wfe 	6-6-52 

.The above arrested Kellogg and Oliver charged Vag and Inw(Cmental).T 
Check other officer's report for facts leading to this officer's report: 
I attempted to converse with the above named person in the Matron's Office and 
found her to be somewhat mentally unsound, rational(?) and, was in such a 
state of mind that she could not give any sound answers to my questions asked.) 
The matron stated that. this lady yells and hollers at times and believes 
that steps should be made to have her transferred to the County Jail 
if unable to get a deposition on the case here at the station. Due to the 
condition of this lady, and, that she was in no condition to be let out 
on the street into society I contacted the Probate Court Judge (MACK BRYANT). 
Heestated that he was familiar! with this lady, and that she had been 
committed once before in 1951 in his court. I contacted W,C.Norton 
421 s roosevelt phone number 40336 or 623182, a friend of Virginia Pigott, 
that he could not help her, and in all probability should be taken through 
the Probate Court, as he could not help her as she thought. I attempted 
to contact her sister Mary E. Wiggins 1402 N. Brdy phone 76846, however, 
learned that she was in California. After my contacting Judge Bryant, 
this officer signed a committment paper in which she was transferred to the 
Sedgwick County Jail on 6-7-52, The 1941 Ford Coach bearing (51) New Mexico 
License 2-36369 serial number 18-5922566 was left in the Red Ball Garage 
until a check has'been made with-the New Mexico authorities as to the 

(ownership and if stoles. Virginia Pigott stated the car was given to her 
by Mr. Hubbard of the Hubbard Dianetic Foundation 211 W. Douglas Phone no 
76271, I contacted Miss Krehbal of the Foundation. She stated that Mr. 
Hubbard was in Phoenix, Arizona, and, that she would attempt to locate 
hiss address for the department. According to the information I get from 

(Virginia Pigott and Mr. Larry Otey of 910 North Yale, the car registration 
is made out to a Dean Carranahan, an Alias of Mr. Hubbard. I was advised 
that Mr. Hubbard address is Evergreen Groves 48th and East Indians School 
Road, Phoenix, Arizona, Mr, Mahoney of the Hubbard Foundation stated that 
Hubbard gave the car to Virginia Piggott because of back payment of-wages, and 
believed that the title of the car had been changed. *** 

Covey 76# 
6-8-62 



D-98872 	 Investigation 	Wichita Police Dept. Repot 

Virginia Pigott (30) wfe 	6-6-52 

The above lady was arrested approx. 5:35Pm.mdate at Oliver and 
Kellogg in back of Kings X and charged with V & I'Nental case.; 

This is an additional report on this case in regards to the disposition 
of the automobile. 

The auto, a 1941 Ford Coach bearing (51 New Mexico Lic 2-36369 
Motor No. 18-5922566, this car was impounded in the Red Ball Garage 



el obeit S. Ale ander)
 Ph.D. 

Chairman of the Des rtnent 

RSA:rs 

May 1/, 19m::. 

Th: 4lbany Medical College of Union IT rtiversit 

Albany, New York 	 FOUNDED IN 1039 

ospuitoset of Physiology 

- 

Dr.- Joseph B. Davis 
Bureau of Medi ine 
Department of a th, 
Education and 	fare 
Food and Drug dministration 

Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Davis: 

A brief note to ackLOwledge the material you forw
arded. 

Pressure of other Sings has preventeu my goin6 o
ver this 

material carefully, but it looks as ::our h 

ahbuld be pretty easy to nail. At nest, the c,adl;
et seems to 

be an electro-massage device, but the labelinE ()
Qs far beyond 

this. 	  

The Hubbard "E" meter is in a little diLT il.t, ca
tegory. 

Although I have not opened the box to see :nst 
::hat the 

circuit looks like, it seems to he a reasohably 

instrument for measuring skin resistance, with 
adeivate 

sensitivity to pick up changes in the physioloical r
ant Le. 

I have not attempted to check its linearity, out 
there is no 

particular reason why a diagnostic instrument ree
ds to have a 

high degree of linearity to be useful. I would rate
 this 

device as being a legally acceptable product to u
se tor 

assessing emotional reactions, or to assist in lo
calizing 

.1 
	 certain types of acute inflamatory processes. If 

their label-

ing stays within this area, I do not see a case. 
However, if 

their labeling goes beyond into the broad spectru
m of all sorts 

of disease, chronic as well as acute, then you ha
ve the same 

type of case as you had with the Microdynamometer
. 

After June 1, my schedule should be reasonably fl
exible, 

so I should be on deck if you need me. 

Sincerely yours, 



(Chairman of the Dep rtment 
obert S. Ale ander) Ph.D. 

RSA:rs 

110-6-1,4( g'-vmog7,, 

The Albany Medical College of Union Universit 
FOUNDED IN 1839 , 

10- ci 

Department of Physiology 

Dr. Joseph B. Davis 
Bureau of Medi ins 
Department of e th, 
Education and 	fare 
Food and Drug dministration 
Washington 25, D. C. 

May 17, 1963 

Dear Dr. Davis: 

A brief note to acknowledge the material you forwarded. 
Pressure of other things has prevented my going over this 
material carefully, but it looks as though theSItyLdemtre_ 
should be pretty easy to nail. At best, the gadget seems to 
be an electro-massage device, but the labeling goes far beyond 
this. 	  

The Hubbard "E" meter is in a little different category. 
Although I have not opened the box to see just what the 
circuit looks like, it seems to he a reasonably legitimate.---
instrument for measuring skin resistance, with adequate 
sensitivity to pick up changes in the physiological range. 
I have not attempted to check its linearity, but there is no 
particular reason why a diagnostic instrument needs to have a 
high degree of linearity to be useful. I would rate this 
device as being a legally acceptable product to use for 
assessing emotional reactions, or to assist in localizing 
certain types of acute inflamatory processes. If their label-
ing stays within this area, I do not see a case. However, if 
their labeling goes beyond into the broad spectrum of all sorts 
of disease, chronic as well as acute, then you have the same 
type of case as you had with the Microdynamometer. 

After June 1, my s hedule should be reasonably flexible, 
so I should be on deck f you need me. 

Sincerely yours, 



Nathan Dodell, Require , 
Assistant Whited State; Attorney 
Washington; D. C.— 

Res - Rated Statee v. ... Hubbard Electrometer; Civil No..1-63 
4-093 V; 	 48405  

:Dear Mrt,Dodellt 

In aecordance with our telephone conversation of today, we are, 
listing below the expense* incurred by the Government in obtaining 
expert testimony in the above matter. 

Witness  
Thomas Mc?. Brown, 
901 23rd St., N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20037; 

.Nov; 23; 1966 .;; Conference 
Merch. 30, 1967 - Conference 
April 12, 1967.-- TegtimOny: 

Richard A. Steinbach, M.D. 
3800 Reservoir Road, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20007 

Nov. 23, 1966 - Conference - 
March,24„ 1967 - Conference 
April 13, 1967.-  Testimony 
Taxi fare 

Total 

450.00 
50.00 

-N2421. 
$195.00 

Total 

$50.00 
50.00 
99.00 
2.20 

$197.20 

Leon Tochelson, 
Dept. of.Psychiatry,Geo.Washington HOspital. 

. 901 23rd St.; S.W. 	• 
Mashingtoh;, D.C. 20037 

Nov.? 23, 1966 - Conference 	 • $50.00 
April 1. 1967 - -Conference 	 50.00 
April A2..1967 ,-Testimony 	 45.00  

4195.00 



Dr. John I. Lacey 
Vele Hesearch Institute 	. 
Yellow Springs, Ohio:45387 

:April 3, 1967:-.Pretrial conference 
-April 4, 1967 Conn testimony 

April 3, 1967 - Per Diem 
April 4,-1967 -7 	" 

April 3, 4; 1967 Travel expepoes 

95.00 

.8.00 
16.00 

Total 	0293.7 

1 contacted Dr. Lester Henry, Department of Internal Medicino, 
Howard University School of Medicine, Washington, D. C: today and 
determined that ho hao thecfollowing claiMab/e.  exponseo4 

Nov. 234 1966,- Conferende fee 
Merch'30, 1967 - " 	" 

. April 18,1967 - Testimony 

Sincerely yours. 

. MEHL J.,BRAM 
Assistant to:Director 
Baltimore District 

cc CO, Atg.11ro. Sick 

"joist' 2i4AtcE2 
E.000 pbne VOW 

W21-111E13 :11,11 IT t+ 
WU-BOON --
liE,CIEDNED 

1 • 

5 

Total 	4195.00 

We will confirm Dr. Henry's expenses immediately upon receipt. 

050.00 
50.00 
jaz422 



❑ APPROVAL 	❑ REVIEW 	 ❑ PER CONVERSATION 

❑ SIGNATURE 	❑ NDTE AND SEE ME 	❑ AS REQUESTED • 

❑ COMMENT 	❑ NOTE AND RETURN 	❑ NECESSARY ACTION 

❑ FOR YOUR INFORMATION 

❑ PREPARE REPLY FOR SIGNATURE OF 	  

____000
020ste sse  

NOTE.- 	NOT USE THIS ROUTE SUP nT0 DATE 
SHOW Ft.mJAAL CLEARANCES OR APPROVALS 	6/12/67 

TO: e2. MRS. SI 
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GENERAL COUNSEL 
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From • 
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3-548 P 
Dianezene - E-Meter 
FDC 41556 

The Distribution Center Inc 
Washington DC 

March 31, 1959 

MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE 

Present: Edward Troxell, First Assistant U. S. Attorney, Criminal Division) 
Capt. Ernest Jefferson, DC Police Department. 

Taylor Quinn, Resident Inspector, Washington, D. C. 
:Robert Jo Asman, Assistant Chief, Civil Division, 

U. S. District Attorney's Office, Washington, D, C, 
Oliver Gash, Do S. District Attorney, Washington, D, Co 

Will N. Swain, Division of Regulatory Management 

This meeting was called to report to Mr. Troxell the experiences 
of Inspector Quinn in his one week's training course at the establishment 
and to learn from Mr, Troxell the details of certain other developments 
for the purpose of formulating plans for further investigation. 

Mr, Troxell was told that Mr, Quinn had received just about the 
type of training which might have been expected from a review of the 
literature in our possession, that no evidence was developed which would 
indicate that the E-Meter was being misbranded by representation in the 
course of this type of training program, and it seemed unlikely that a 
further pursuit of this approach would yield any information of material 
value without the expenditure of an inordinate amount of time and money. 
For that reason, Mr. Quinn was being withdrawn from the course in order to 
utilize hie time more efficiently. 

He was also advised that there was no evidence developed to indicate 
fraud or of any skepticism or disbelief on the part of the operators or 
participants, in the establishment's activities. 

Troxell was advised that the FDA would make an inspection of 
the firm distributing the E-Meters from Tucson, Arizona and any information 
developed there would be followed up appropriately for enforcement of the 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. He was advised that we would bear in mind 
that L. Ron Hubbard was a moving force back of all this activity and that 
he would be included as a defendant in any action we might take if the 
evidence justified such inclusion.. He was also told that he would be kept 
advised of developments. 

Mr. Troxell supplied a seven-page memorandum to the files dated 
March 16, 1959 with respect to a patient, Ernest Alsvary, who had attempted 
suicide, blaming his plight (in a suicide note) on L. Ron Hubbard. He 
furnished the additional information which he had received only moments before 
the conference took place that E. Alsvary had been successful on the night 
of March 30 in a second suicide attempt* 



• 

- 2 - 

Memorandum of Conference - -3/31/59 

Mr. Troxell is still pursuing the possibilities of civil action 
in the nature of an injunction against violation of the Healing Arts Act 
of the District of Columbia. He suggested that a re-inspection by 
Inspector North at the Washington location of the firm might be very valuable 
to him if it were conducted with the understanding that Inspector North 
pursue every appropriate line of inquiry as vigorously as possible during 
the inspection. He indicated that he was aware that Inspector North would 
probably be accused of various improper actions if Such an inspection were 
undertaken and agreed that it should be a two-man operation. both for 
purposes of physical safety and to refute any false accusations which might 
be broughtfigainst them. 

He was not promised that any ouch inspection would be made but was 
told that its advisability would be considered. 

Will N. Swain 

cc Balt LA 

cc BM DDB 	BE 	BRA GC DRM 

WNSwain:vw 4/7/59 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL 

WASHINGTON 25, D.C. 

(6° 
V /  

IN REPLY REFER TO 

Pers-E24-LWB:km 
113392/1105 
25 Feb 1963 

Department of Health, Education & Welfare 
Food and Drug Administration 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Gentlemen: 

The following statement of the naval service of former Lieutenant Lafayette 
R. Hubbard, U. S. Naval Reserve is forwarded in response to your letter of 
31 January 1963: 

COMPONENT 	ACTIVE 
	

TRAINING 
	

INACTIVE 

MONT NG-ENL 
USMCR-ENL 
USMCR-ENL 
USMCR-ENL 
USNR-OFF 
USNR-OFF 	22 Sep 41- 6 Oct 
USNR-OFFF 24 Nov 41-16 Feb 

41 
46 

30 Jun 30-19 Jul 
23 Aug 31- 6 Sep 

19 Oct 
1 May 

30 20 Jul 
31 	7 Sep 

19 Jul 
7 Oct 

17 Feb 

27-29 Oct 28 
30-29-Jun 30 
30-22 Aug 31 
31-22 Oct 31 
41-21 Sep 41 
41-23 Nov 41 
46-30 Oct 50 

29 October 1928 Honorably discharged 
22 October 1931 Honorably discharged 
30 October 1950 Resignation accepted under honorable conditions 

PROMOTIONAL HISTORY (NAVY)  

19 Jul 1941 Lieutenant (junior grade), U. S. Naval Reserve 
15 Jun 1942 Lieutenant, U. S. Naval Reserve (Temporary) 

VeSsels to which attached and duties performed: 

VESSEL 	 PERIODS  

Supervisor of Ships 
	

15 Jan 43-20 Apr 43 
Portland, Oregon 

USS PC-815 	 21 Apr 43- 7 Jul 43  

DUTIES  

Prospective Commanding 
Officer, connection 
fitting out USS PC-815 

C. 0.; Morale, Welfare, 
Medical & Shipts Service 
Officer 



Pers-E24-LWB:km 
113392/1105 

VESSEL 	 PERIODS 
	

DUTIES  

Supervisor of Ship-
Building, U. S. Navy 
Portland, Oregon 

USS ALGOL (AKA-54) 

2 Dec 43-21 Jul 44 

21 Jul 44-28 Sep 44 

Connection fitting 
out USS ALGOL (AKA-54) 
(Navigator, Training 
Officer) 

Navigator; Training 
Officer, Chief Ship's 
Censor 

Medals and awards earned: 

American Defense Service Medal 
American Campaign Medal 
Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal 
World War II Victory Medal 

No record of any civil or military offenses. 

No record of attendance at U. S. Naval Academy. 

Married to Louise Grubb Hubbard as of 2 June 1942. No record of date or 
place of marriage. 

By direction of Chief of Naval Personnel: 

Sincerely yours, 

C. R. J SON 
Command , U. S. Navy 
Directo 
Officer '=rvices and Records Division 

2 
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Mr .,.lalter ?fatale) 
Chief Administrator 

,. 	Attorney Generals Office 
, Trenton, New Jersey 

Dear ,Mr. McHale:' 
t 	• • 

On October 11, 1950, the New Jersey Board of Medical Examiners ,  
2 ' reported to the New Jersey) Attorney General's office that the Hubbard 

Dianetics Research Foundation of Elizabeth, N. J. was operat 	 • 
---mediefil school without a license and, practicing medicine. 	 • - .• 

•• 	• A check has been made at the Attorney General's Office in 
Newark, N. J. by the U. S. Food and Drug Administration for any records:: 

, concerning this incident but we were informed that records prior to -Ft ' 
, 1957 were kept in,Trenton, N. J. 

in the Attorney General's Office for any action taken against the 	 4 - •' 
Grove, we are requesting that a check be made of available records  

In line with your telephone conversation today with Inspector • `.•-• ' • 

-,' Hubbard Dianetics Research Foundation, Inc. of Elizabeth, N. J. 'or 
Mr.- L., RonMubbard' since 1950. , 

c5, 
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Chief of Naval Personnel 
Arlington Annex 
Columbia Pike and Arlington Blvd. 
Arlington, Virginia 

Attention: Mr. Breedlove, Room 3056 

Dear Sir: 

In connection with our current investigation of a Mr. Lafayette aonald 

Hubbard we desire verification of certain information concerning his 

enlistment in the U. S. Navy. It would be appreciated if you would 

supply or verify the following information: Mr. L. Ron Hubbard is 

said to have the U. S. Navy Serial No. 113392. 
and 

1. Length/ dates of service in U. S. Navy, the Naval Reserve and 

the Marine Reserve. Mr. Hubbard is believed to have been both 

an/ enlisted man and served as a LfettfeAar:f7-- 

2. Honorable discharge. 

3. Married or single oaf-_„'._ end date-ond-place-of 
,S a.Njme f 

maer
4
0
474e' 	6 4T arc; t 

4. Medals and decorations obtained. 

5. Positions handled during service. 

6. Any evidence of civil action or court martial action during 

Naval career. 

Information indicates that Mr. Hubbard Aiiiiitiof attended the Naval Academy 

and information concerning the dates of attendance would be desirable. 

If available through your office we would also desire a transcript of 

records from the Naval Academy. 

A representative from iii/i this Agency will contact you concerning 

obtaining AWE this information. 
1-31-63 	Sincerely yours, 

cc GC BFA Balt CDTilroems 	Van W. Smart, Deputy Director 
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Information indicates that Mr. Hubbard attended the Naval Adademy, 

and information concerning the dates of attendance would be desirable. 

If available through your office, we would also desire a transcript of 

records froui the Naval Academy. 

A representative from this Agency will contact you concerning 

obtaining this information. 

Van Smart 



tabard F. Steves 
President of the C.E.C.S 

COMMITTEE OF EXAMINATION. CERTIFICATION AND SERVICES 

OF THE 

 

 

26.1.6.60.41. thidathiatt. 4 sciento.thqAts  , 
biliAtzationict 	• 

SIG NORTH THIRD STREET • PHOENIX, ARIZONA, U. S. A. 

December 17, 1954 

- _rear—Mary 

Since taking over the job of Operation Phoenix, I have 
completely neglected many of my duties of the C.E.C.S. 

We are going to feature in each of our coming publications 
one of your pictures and a short writeup on you. We want 
the field acquainted with our professional auditors. We're 
proud of you and the work you're doing. 

What we need is two pictures of yourself. Go to your local 
photographer and get two pictures of passport size. These 
will be the only size and kind we accept. Sometime ago I 
sent out a data sheet similar to the one enclosed and have 
since then discovered them to be quite inadequate. So, 
please fill out the enclosed form and return with the pass-
port pictures in a hurry. One picture will go on file here 
and one will be sent to the printers for the coming Auditor's 
Directory. This directory is going to be printed this Jan-
uary, so please rush these pictures to me. 

I want to know a few things more. Are you having a problem 
getting preclears? How well are you received by society? 
What social functions do you attend? 

We are enmass embarking upon establishing ourselves on the 
third dynamic. You are the Professionals; you are the ones 
the people look up to; so let's get this ball rolling: 

RFSjb 
Enc1-1 

MEMBER: PHOENIX CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 . 
5010-104 	 T-• 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 

FROM : 

Ditision of Medical Review 
Bureau of Medicine 

General Counsel's Office 

DATE: DEC 10 1963 

 

SUBJECT: United States v. Hubbard E-meter. S. No. 4-093 V. 
F.D.C. No. 48405. 

We have been advised in the past that the Bureau of Medicine 
has been in contact with proposed expert witnesses who will testify 
at the trial of this case and we have so informed the United States 

- Attorney. 

We have been requested; by the Assistant United States 
Attorney for the District of Columbia who is handling the case, to 
furnish the name and address of each witness for the government, and 
summary of their qualifications andjestiMony. 

We therefore need to know: 

4  (a) Has the Bureau of Medicine • 1 act contacted expert 
_ . witnesses. 

(b) If so, the name address, and, qualifications and 
summary of testimony. 

(c) If Bureau of Medicine has been unable to obtain 
expert witnesses, we need to know why the persons 
obtained will not testify or are not suitable. This 
information is requested for transmission to the 
United States Attorney. 

(d) If Bureau of Medicine has not contacted expert 
witnesses, when will the experts be obtained. 

We must have this information by the close of business on 
Friday, December 13, 1963. 

At, ca,engdt a 6- ea /02//0 3 

A57,9  

„5-.• et Pal 



• 
- Division of Nedicalgavies.  

Buroeu of Medicine 	. 

Generel Ccunsel9s Office 

. 	. 
'United States v:,finbbaidir—mntet. 	4-093 V. 
V.D.C. re. 4840.c. 

tie ham been-.ativieeti in thrpest that thetUrem.ef Medicine 
hag been  14.tenteat:rdth , - boned expert uitneases- who cr31ll testify 
at the trial of this.caSO.so• vt herflog infteukarthe United States 
Attorney:.  

- . -Me have been reeyeated, by theAssistent United States 
Attorney for the District o“.olnebiatrho.is bra:idling the case, to 
furnish the nrera end address- of:cechuitnossfor the gerurmunt,,01„ 

..01Flarf Pt their qualifications 

tie iborefere nrcd•to lobisra 

(a) Has the Bureau of Medicine infant contacted export 

(b): If no, the oath, eddrosb, andlinalifloatioUs . end 
ste=ary of testimony. •  

. 	. 
(e) Xi- Buret/2n of Pedicine hasbeenUnable to obtain' 

expert.uitneases, as need-to tuwartsbythaversons: 
-obtained trill not testify or erstUrt.smiteb1eVfbis 
information is =emoted for transmission to- the-
United Staten-Attorney.' 

(d) If Doreen of.Medicins has nbt contented expert 
tatnePsas: triumnuiii.thp,expertslie-obtPined. 

- 	. 	• 
tae suet have this information byr-thi.c1oXe of hisinotWon' 

Friday, December 13, 1963. 
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A. F 

DIVISION OF MKDICIAL REVIEW 
DEVICE BRANCH 
ATTENTION; DR. JOSEPH DAVIS 

FILE 

?-5  

November 10, 1964 

Division of Cane Supervision 
Duroeu of Regulatory Compliance 

4-093 V., 
Otibbar“ Reter 
PTC 4840 

The Distribution Center 
Pounding Church of Scientology 
Washington, D. C. 

 

 

The legal steps in this case have reached a point at which we believe we are justified in filing a Notion for Summary Judgment for its dis-position. -In this regard, we will need affidavits from those individuals who have examined the devices, setting forth a description of the structure of the device, the function of the device as an electronic instrument, its function as a diagnostic and therapeutic device when used in attach-ment to the human body and also from a person qualified to set forth the facts a statement of the utility of such a galvanometer in diagnosiq and therapeutics. We also will need affidavits from specialists in the various fields of medicine covering the various conditions claimed in the labeling of the article. As a minimum this should include a psychiatrist and/or psychoanalyst capable of discussing the utility of the practices involved in the treatment of mental ailments; and in covering the broad range of other conditions, an internist, an orthopedist, a dermatologist, a pediatrician, and possibly others. We would suggest that the documents be prepared in rough draft form and submitted promptly to Division of Casa Supervision for review with the General Counsel's office as to compliance of the language with legal requirements before the documents are prepared finally. These should be prepared specifically for the experts who are to sign them, vetting forth their qualifications in the early content of the affidavit. 

The voluminous labeling in this cane is at present located in Mts. Sisk's office in the General Counsel and may be reviewed as to the location of the various expressed claims if such review is necessary\ We believe you have in your office a copy of the charges involved. It., 

After the language of the affidavits ore prepared so es to be cuitabl' 

i 
legally, we believe that a conference should be had with each of the -, prospective witnesses to determine that they can conscientiously execute. the affidavits and ouch appropriate changes to be made as required by the extent of their, knowledge. When you have supplied us with the names N 



Dr. Joseph Davie 	
-2- 

and addresses of the individuals wh
o will be utilized in thin regard, 

we will inform the Baltimore Distri
ct ao that they may execute the 

proper purchase order for the servi
ces and payment of these experts 

in this regard. The rate of paymen
t at the present is $30.00 for 

each day involvement of the export 
in preparation and execution of 

the affidavit. 

Wo hope to be able to file the Moti
on for SuMmary Judgment with suppor

t-

ing affidavits within the next two 
weeks, so we would appreciate 

expeditious preparation of the roug
h draft' affidavits with the target

 

dam of November 18. 

N. N. Swain 

cc Salt 

cc GC 

ce BRO Reading File 

WNSwain:blw dffiz 11/10/64 



g-u93V - E-Meter Seizure Trial 

September- 212,-1970 	---.1  
Division of Case Guidance (BD-310) 

Founding Church Hubbard E-Meters 	
( 

Washington, DCF 41-126) 

TILE GENERAL COUNSEL 

1. Here are the conditions under which FDA would agree to terminating this seizure action without a re-trial: 

a) the withdrawal of the Claim and Answer and 
the filing of a default decree of condemnation; or 

b) the filing of a Consent Decree of Condemnation 
providing for the destruction of the seized E-Meters and that part of the seized literature which refers 
to the E-Meters. We would not object to the return of the remaining literature to the claimant. The 
Consent Decree should enjoin the claimant and all 
his agents and affiliates from any future use of 
the E-Meter. There should be no language in the 
decree which would bind the government to any 
understanding that scientology is a religion or 
that the use of the B-Meter or any other similar 
device is under any circumstances exempt from the 
requirements of the FDC Act. 

T.E. Byers 
cc BD-310 Reading file (McGee) 

BTLoftus:mg 	d/t 9-21-70 
RID signed T.E. Byers 9-21-70 
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4-033V, .F..cilobard F. Meter H 

LflLC" S, BALTDICRS 

Inspect-Or Wendell -  0. Browt. 
Norfolk Inspection Station 

Rowland 	 > 
-.c.clecessed) 
1105 north Shore Road, 

Virg 4 nia ' 

. 	. 
In a ra•-ccooranduratO Baltimore District, anted 'January 29,'196.3, 'Division of 

Regulatory 14.anageraent- stated that the referenced individual had been. a upons.or 

of the Dianetics movement in:;the Washington.D. C. - area during.  1950 end 1951.. 

The,— 	ranch= requested -.that we.attempt to- loc_ate. and intenricw ix.- Walker. 
., 	• 	 • 	• 

Cra February 12'1963:I:made  an attempt :to—locate Dr.. 7.ialker.. 2e was not 

faun  &listed in.. the. -treent telephone dirctory for. Clorfolk . or any. 

surrounding cities. 	vieiteci the Chamber .of Cocraerce• in Nor:folic and began 

checkin.g. through the 	city directories. •:1 found:  that Dr. 'calker - 5725 

• list listed in. the '1.951-city directory and his:address .:as given as 1105 

..North Shore- Road; no office address was list-ed.. .2ia uffe's aame.was listed 

•in: .the director-) as.:largaret 3. Waller.. The 1949 city directory- listed the

horoeaddresa .:for Dr— Walker and gave his crir;.4 -tr address as 31O- - WC-on:York,  

Street in v-10:ciolk. I visited the York Street office address in. hopes. that 

night locate some of his former_ associates, ta;wever; I discovered, that all 

of the- b-uilclings in.. this-:.arsa' had- been d.....silished- to make ---ay for construction 

of a .new highway.. -: 	• 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY l•IANAGEMENT: 

r you heiieve we should attempt to locate Mrs.cia1Aer, pleas» advise. 

GORDON G, THOtiPSON 
Chief Inspector 
2-8-63 

CST: qv/ 

02:-cc-01211 
cc-SFA 

WOB 



2. 	Hubbard 2 Meter, Itowland H. Walker, Jr:, MD, WOB, 2/5/63 

. 	- 

I visited the home address at 1105 :forth Shore noad and found that the house 

is now occupied by a r. James Kitterman. 	Dr, Kitterman's wife was hone, 

but stated that she knew nothing - of. Dr..Walker and his family, but believed 

that Dr. WaLker had died sometime ago... I visited Dr. Kittermaa at his oFfice 

air117 West 21st Stree:in Norfolk. Da-  Kittermen said that Dr. .,alki- had 

died under mysterious circumstances in November 1950. tie said it was'  il=1:07-' 

eel that ft. Ti7alleer had committed suicide, but that he had no way of knowing 

his foi sure. Dr. Kitterman said he actually did not know very much about 

Dr. Walker, but he felt sure ehat I would find nobody who was very familiar 

with him. He said- Dr.. Walker apparently had very few, if any, friends in 

this area. 
• . 	. 

Dr. Nitterman stated thateim 1950 he was discharged from the Navy and came to 

Norfolketa gainto - private practice. He learned that Dr.-Walker was going to 

sell his home and he attempted. to buy it.: He said thettheCeabond Citizens 

Bank in Norfolk had a morteage on the property of Dr. .c:alkeeelan t.-:at it was 

sometime before they could make all of,ehe arrangements-  to buy ehe house. 

During this ̀period of. tins he sari Dr. Walker and his wife several times, but . 

did not become friends-with them. Ee said e!-,:ar Dr. Walker had some office 

equipment at his home, piled in the garage, and told his to take whatever 

he wanted .of the equipment because he had no-ferther use for it.. Dr. Kittervan 

learned from some of the etherdoctors in. Norfolk that Dr. Walker had become - 

interested in."psychosomatic medicine" and Itld apparently become quite in-

'solved in this practice. . At any rate, the local Medical Association put, . 

pressure on. Jr. 75ciker et- suit. practicing medicine in elat:T.11k. Dr. Kitterman 

said- that they actually didn't put pressure-on him, they simply told him to 

get out of business. Trey were apeareatly.able to enforce thia mandate, - be-

cense at the time Dr. Kitterman knew- Dr. Walker he was not eraeticing medicine. 

Dr. Kittermaa Jested that before he was able to complete the areangements to 

Oily the home, he Was called by ?irs. Walker in November1350 and•ane asked him 

to be 'd pallbearer at her husband's funeral:- lie-said he was suite suorised 

because he was not really a friend of theirs and had seen them only aHf-ew 

times. He agreed tobe a Pallbearer at ehe:funeral and.said that this was 

wherehe first learned that Dee Walker apparently had very few friends. .lie 

stated that the funeral was very small and cold. The funeral was held at 

the ??.eiscopal Church in the Meadowbreok section of NO-rfork.. Dr. Kitterean-

Said that the 'casket rasa not open at the funeral and this led him to be-

lieve the. rumor that jr. Walker had dommitted suicide. He said it was also 

commonly known emote the doctors in lioriolk that Dr.-Walker was.a "dope addict". 	 

In August 1951, Dr. Ritter man completed buying the house of 	Walker: T
he 

seller was listed on the contract only as Nrs. WaLkere  Dr. Xittermen say
s 

that he has not seen Ars. Walker since then, but that several years ago he 

had a leteer from her,. and that the latter was mailed from 7Ai111emsburg, Va. 

I visited Four homes in the immediate area of Dr. Walker's home, but found 

that note of his previous neighbors it-id known him or his family very well.. 

None of them knew-where 'ire. Walker might now live. - I was able to determine 

tRae Dr. Walker bad been about 43 years old at the time of his death, cud 

had had two small daughters who were then about- O and 10 years old. 



3. Hubbard E Meter Rowland E. Walker, Jr.; MD,, WOB 2/5/63: 

I visited WilliPmhurg, Va.,, but was unable to locate Mrs. Walker and could. 

find no indications that he had ever lived there. A check back through 

the old city directory at. the Chamber. of Commerce, and through old telephone 

directories at the telephone company, showed no listing for Mts. Walker. J.  
• - 	 . 	. 

1 visited :Ir. Penton Jordan, Norfolk, City Traffic Engineer, who had lived 

in the-neighborhood With :Dr. Walker. , He said nr. Walker was a very strange,  

mart and He knew no one Who knew him well. He did not where mss. Walker was 
, 	• 

now living.  

I contacted. 7.rs..Frances W. Lankford who works-in the  Office 3t the zoisccpal. 

Church of the Good Shepherd, where Dr. Walker ;3 burind. 	Iank2ord said 

that as far ahe knows Mrs... Walker's permanent home is Chatham, Virginia and 

that the return address she.g±Ves: she believes; 'is PO Box 147. She slid, 

however, that the last two letters she , has received from xra. Walker rrele 

from Staunton, Va., and that the return addressWas a PO box47hich she could 

	

-not remember. 	said that there are several hospitals for mentally disturbed 

people. in Staunton, Va. and:that:She believes that Mrs. Walker is' patient at 

one of these :hospitals.: She that there is:one hospital for -.-ary nervous people.,  

and one.for mentally ill peOple:in Staunton and:does not know which one 

these is Mrs. Walker's present' home-. 1 had checked the 2eastern,State. Mental:: 

Hospital at WillLemsburg atHthe tine of my visit there on February 5 and 

determined that. Mrs. Nall-.or -.gas not a patient' at that hospital.. 1-:7a. Lankford 

. said that trs. Walker's oldest daeshter, 3usan, is now married and living in 

Williamsburg, Va..where herhustiand is a stu n detat William and Mary. She 

:Zia not know:her:martied.name: 'She said that the younger daughter, Margaret 

Ann, is in her Lest year at :fry Washiagton College. 

- 	- 
t  visited the NOrfolk County Medical Society on February 6, 1953 and interviewed'' 

Liss Marr, librarian, who keeps, all of the records.: She said that she knew 

Dr. Walker carsomally aadiknewthat:ne had been addicted to narcotics. She 

said chat she believes that it was' forsthis reason that the medical society 

put - pressure on him to quit practicing medicine, but she had no- records which 

Would:siabstantiate thia,s: I had been told earlier, by Cr. itittere;An,"that Dr. 

Walker had: lost his narcotics licensee: Mrs. Marr said she knew Dr. Walker's, 

father, who was one of:the Outstanding dentiataia Norfolk, and also knew Dr. 

walkers- She said that she remembered that he had gone is with some' "quack" 

. organization, but - helieved-thatthe did this when he was trying to break his: 

narcotics addiction. She said she thought that was where he was when he:died 

ia illizabeth, N. J., in 1950.. „She pulled Dr. Walker's records from her file 

and advised me that he was born in 1309, graduated from the r.Sniversity of -s 

Pennsylvania Medical School and practiced medicine in. Martinsville,. Va. for 

nine years before coming . to Norfolk in 1947. He only practiced medicine in 

Norfolk far about two years. 	The Virginia Medical Monthly, Volume 78, 1951, 

carried a report of Dr. Walker's death: it stated that he died-in Elizabeth 

New Jersey on November-27; 1950 following a heart attack. The article also 

stated that he was a widely known consultant of the Hubbard Diabetic Foundation. 

Mart said that, this was a mistake and that-it had been reported is the. - 

newspaper that he was-widely known consultant of the Hubbard Dianetic Foundation ,  

This investigation to locate Dr. Walker revealed that he is now dead. However, 

his wife is apparently still living, either in Chatham, Va. or at a hospital 

a Staunton, Va. She may be able to supply some orthe information we need, 

or she may be able to tell us who couldacpply the information. 	' 

MB:hie/diet. 	 WENDELL O. BROi414 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

,; 

ti 
William G. tupp 
Chief Inspector 

RDS/WGK/rc 
Enc. cc this memo 
cc: Salt 

Ad/file 

TO. 
	Chicago District 	 DATE: 2/12/63 

	

\)/ 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

R. D. Sherman 

Hubbard E Meter 
4-093 V -- 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Distribution Center, etc., 
Washington, D. C. 

Rev. Jerrold G. Hedin 
425 Surf St., Apt. 708 
Chicago, Illinois  

Refer to DRM/Districts 1-24-63 re: L. Ron Hubbard Associated firms and 
those individuals who are active in this movement. In my report of 2/4/63 
on Pead Harlan I related that a Jerry Hedin was holding the regular Friday 
night meetings for Scientology in Chicago at The Sands Motel and he had 
learned through her husband that I interviewed her. Hedin wished me to 
telephone him. Instead I waited till we received a telephone call from 
Hedin late in the afternoon of 2/1/63. I returned his phone call and 
learned that he was registered as a Reverend Hedin at the above address. 
DRM was notified that Hedin wished to talk to. me after I finally got in 
touch with him on the afternoon of 2/5/63. At that time he told me he had 
learned from Pearl Harlan's husband of my visit to her and that since he 
is in charge of Scientology in this area and concerned with what happened, 
he wished to interview us. He also wanted information and I told him that 
only the District Director could give it and that we had no file on 
Scientology at this office. He was told we would get in touch with him 
in a few days.- 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT 
	

February 14, 1963 
Attention: Ns. Will Swain 

This report covers the interview with the Scientology minister who wished 
to discuss our interview with Pearl Harlan. You nay be interested in 
&ev.,Ecdin's account of the Chicago Church. We believe it is a continu-
ation of their regular Friday night business meetings. 



SUED: Hubbard E Meter 4-093 V - Rev. Jerrold G. Hedin - RDS 2/12/63 

He stated he is a counselor employed at Engineering Agency, 140 S. Dearborn, 
on the 8th floor. The office phone is Financial 6-8400. He stated that it 
was alright to phone him at work but not to ask for him by his title. 
After receiving permission from DRM an interview was arranged to meet him 
in the lobby of his building at 12:30 PM on 2/8/63, which was done. We 
proceeded to the cafeteria in an adjacent building where the following inter-
view took place after we exchanged credentials. 

CREDENTIALS CARD 

He showed me a small identification card reading on one side "The Founding 
Church of Scientology of Washington, D. C. This is to certify that Jerrold 
G. Hedin is ordained as minister of the church in good standing for the year 
1962. Renewal date January 1963. Signed Mary Sue Hubbard, Secretary." 

(Hedin explained that his new credentials card had not yet arrived.) 

The reverse side carried his photograph and signature and this information: 
"Height 6' weight 220 lbs, hair brown, eyes brown, citzenship American, 
place of birth Chicago, Ill., date of birth October 10, 1923." 

PEARL HARLAN INTERVIEW  

Hedin told me that he understood that I had interviewed Mrs. Harlan and 
wished to know what took place. I acknowledged I talked to Pearl Harlan 
since I was well aware he had been in telephone contact with her husband. 
I countered by asking him if he were Pearl Harlan's minister. After some 
hezitation he replied that he was not her minister. I then told him since 
he was not her minister, and even if he were her minister, since she had 
not chosen to confide in him as to what she had told me, that I as a govern-
ment inspector could certainly not discuss it with him. He remarked that we 
had reached an impasse at an early stage in our conversation. He stated 
that he understood that she had demonstrated the E Meter to me. This I 
categorically denied. 

He then stated that a second thing that concerned him was that he understood 
that four of their local members, including himself, believed that their 
telephones had been tapped and had I done this? I told him that I had never 
tapped any telephones and never to my knowledge had Food and Drug Administration 
ever tapped any telephones. I inquired whether the four men were q_ ministers 
and he explained that two of them were spiritual advisers. When ile-din:mentioned 
the wire tapping I took out my diary and made notes on this but except for 
listing his credentials, I did not use my diary any more during the interview. 
From memory I recorded the conversation as best as I could after the interview 
was over. 



SUBJ: Hubbard E Meter 4-093 V - Rev. Jerrold G. Hedin - RDS 2/12/63 

Hedin told me that Pearl Harlan was known for her eccentric ideas and as 
a trouble maker, that she was only tolerated because of her husband John; 
who was a good fellow. Consequently Hedin wished to clear up an mis-
understandings I might have about Scientology. I told him if we had any 
questions we would always go to their Washington headquarters, just the 
same as, if I had any questions after interviewing him, we would probably 
resolve them by interviewing their Washington office. 

Hedin, when he realized I would give no information about the Harlan 
interview, then asked what my job was. I explained in general the work 
of the Food & Drug Inspector. I stressed the fact that very little of 
our work was based on personal complaints although if a woman complained 
about finding an insect in a can of corn we always interviewed her. He 
was told we would take no action on samples such as these since contamination 
might have occurred in the complain/fant's- home. 

SCIENTOLOGY CHURCH IN CHICAGO 

I then turned the conversation into questions about his congregation and his 
theological background. I asked when his church met and he stated that they 
met every Friday night at 8 PM in the Sands Motel. His congregation varies 
in size from 15 to 50 persons. He thought the Chicago Church was founded 
about 1955. Hedin was born in Chicago and raised in Elmhurst, a suburb. 
Hedin came back to Chicago about September 1962. He receives no salary 
_from the congregation; their ministers are required to support themselves. 
When I asked about a collection plate he started to say no and then told 
me that they did take up a collection to defray the rental of the room where 
their church meets at the Sands Motel. 

Hedin graduated from Purdue University in Chemical Engineering. He mentioned 
that in his present job capacity he had had some dealings with Food & Drug 
Administration re: Food Additives in the form of preservatives on paper 
used for packaging material. 

He was living at Wabash, Indiana when he first became interested in Scientology. 
This was about 1950. Hedin became an auditor in 1961 and a minister in 1962. 
I asked about the in between step of which he had told me, spiritual adviser, 
and he stated that he skipped that step. 

I asked what Sciences they studied, physics, chemistry, or what? He studied 
at the Washington, D. C. Academy of Scientology and showed me a picture in a 
Washington, D:C. newspaper which described the Federal seizure of the E Meters 
and showed the front of their building. He stated it would be hard to describe 
the course he studied because it was entirely different. A person could 
progress as rapidly as possible and he went thru the course in a comparatively 
short time. When he showed me the newspaper clipping I told him that we knew 
there was some kind of seizure but had very little file information on the 
matter at Chicago. 
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SUBJ: Hubbard E Meter 4-093 V - Rev. Jerrold G. Hedin - RDS 2/12/63 

BENEFITS OF SCIENTOLOGY 

I asked him what Scientology had done for him. He stated that it gave 
him complete peace of mind, he knew where he had been and where he was 
going, in other words what his goal in life was. I asked what people 
came to them for, mental dist4ubances, pointing out that Dianetics had 
been a Science of Mental Health. He stated they didn't want such people, 
they wanted those who had responsibility. He spent considerable time 
explaining the theme that Scientology was the first to recognize that 
the IQ of a person could be raised and they raise it considerably, 
about 30 points. 

He told me his congregation had several Jews and several Catholics in it. 
At one time while he was tains he stated something about lectures and 
hastily changed it to sermons. I told him it was my understanding that 
Catholics could not participate in any other religious service and then 
he stated that maybe some of them did not continue to attend the Catholic 
Church. 

I asked Hedin if their religion centered around God and he stated that it 
did, that was in the eighth dynamic. I then asked if they believed in 
Jesus and he stated that they did, that he was in the seventh. Did they 
believe in the Holy Spirit? Yes, that is ourselves, described in the 
seventh. 

I then asked him how his Jewish members reacted to their acceptance of 
Jesus? He then told me that the Jews in his congregation were not very 
far advanced in their studies and had not yet come to this matter and he 
would have to see what happened when they reached this point. We then 
laughed together. 

Hedin does present a very good appearance; he is well dressed and poised. 
He pointed out that his weight was no14/205 lbs. instead of 220 lbs. and I 
noticed his lunch was on the Spartan side. 

I think the important thing of significance in this interview is that the 
Scientology group are aware of our contact with Pearl Harlan and are trying 
to find out what we have learned. Their description that they have a church 
in Chicago is none too convincing. Their church is not advertised in the 
Classified Directory for Chicago and it lists a considerable range of 
denominations. Hedin has no police record here. 

R. D. Sherman, Inspector 
RDS:lp 



DIRECTOR, DALTima-ta DI STRICT 
	 Parch 6, 1963 

George D. Tilroe 
	 L. Ron Hubbard 

hhshington resident Station 
	 V.A. No. C-7017422 

Hubbard E-Meter Investigation 

During by course of duty with DIN on the Hubbard investifation. I 
prepared a letter for Van Smart's signature addressed to the Chief 
Ailministrator of the Veterans Administration requesting that the 

supply use with ink, ration concerning L. Ron Hubbard and his 
disability,claims, To date, rtM has not had any word from the V.A. 

Due to the fact that V.A.,has been formally contacted by 1et6er 
requesting this inforrvation. I do not plan en visiting the Veteran's 
Benefits Office in Washington. D.C. as suggested in rniladelphia 
nethorandum of February 8, 1963 until such time as answer is received 
by Dam from the V.A.,, unless directed to ndo otherwise. 

George O. Tilrce 
Inspector 
Baltimore 

DIVISION OF RE-AMATORY 

For yonr.information.: Lie. do not propose to write -agJia toe 
Veterans adthinistration 'since they have already 
to alrnIsh us uitb the information desired regarding L 

GEO2GB W. SOOY 
Director, Baltimore District 
3/1d163 

cc DDT 



TO 

Crint-wg 

Director, Philadelphia District ( It  >n 	DATE: February 8, 1963 

01./10.4ALMANANO.0 
5010-1114 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

Inspector W. Remle Grove 

Sr-4 /711  

4-093 	V 
'Hubbard E Meter 
FDC 48405 

Hubbard Dianetics Foundation, Inc. 
L. Ron Hubbard 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
Washington, D. C. 
et al 

DAM'? memo dated 1/25/63 requested a visit to the VA Guidance 
Center, University of Scranton, Scranton, Pa. to check on application 
number "C-7017422" filed by L. Ron Hubbard for rehabilitation. 

The VA Guidance at the U. of Scranton has been closed for 
approximately 5 years. A check was made with the VA office in Wilkes-
Barre, Pa. and Philadelphia, Pa., however, neither of these offices 
have any record of L. Ron Hubbard or #C-7017422. Both offices sug-
gested that a check be made with the Veterans Benefits Office, 
Munitions Building, Washington 5, D. C. where a master file is maintained 
on all individuals. 

W. REMIE GROVE 
Inspector, Philadelphia District 

BUREAU OF FIELD ADMINISTRATION 

By copy of this memo we are requesting Baltimore District to 
visit the. Veterans Benefits Office, Munitions Building, Washington 5, 
D. C. and check on L. Ron Hubbard and #C-7017422. 

7 Wa9tGERSTENBERG 
l/rAdit  

Supervisory Inspector 
2/11/63 

WRG/fmz 
cc: DRM 

Balt (2) 



BALTIMORE DISTRICT DISTRICT 	 . 	- 	January 28...4963 • 

	

Volney G. Mathison, Electropsychometrist  	
, 	Los Angeles, California 

Director; Los AngelesDistrict - 	Academy of Scientology •  
S. • .(Church of Scientology) 

Los Angeles, California 
Hubbard Electrometer. 	• 	 William C. Moore 

Mr. Volney G. Mathison, who claims to be the developer 
of the electropsychometer, is incensed over the activities 
of Hubbard and the Church of Scientology. He has called me 
twice to express his views of these alleged .imitatorssof his 
invention. 

On the occasion of his last telephone call, he said that 
he had received a letter from Mr. William C. Moore of Washington, 
D. C., inquiring as to the availability:of the Mathison Electro-
psychometer. Mr. Mathison suspects that Mr. Moore might be a 
follower of Hubbard who is seeking a source of instruments to 
replace the Hubbard Electrometers which are currently in diffi-
culties with FDA: He states that he will have no part of supply-
ing the Church of Scientology, or any of its followers, with 
instruments for their purposes. 

There is attached a copy of Mr. Mathison's letter of 
January 17, 1963, to Mr. William C. Moore, Washington, D. C., 
and a copy of his transmittal letter to FDA dated January 17, 
1963. 

It may be that Mr. Mathison's suspicions regarding 
Mr. Hoore'and friends of the Church of Scientology to get back 
into business are worth investigating. 

CORDON R. WOOD 

Enclosure 
2 cc this memo 

Copy Mathison/LA Itr with cpy Mathison/Moore ltr (both dtd 1-17-63) 

cc Adm with cpy Mathison/LA ltr and cpy Mathison/Moore ltr (1-17-63) 

MaEhTion ElictrOisyccdmeter 	7 	Washington, D. C. 

.... II:: 



Tel. REpublic 2-5024  

VOLNEY G. MATHISON, Electra psychometrist 
Personalized Self-Suggestion and Self-Hypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 

1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 
LOS ANGELES 7. CALIFORNIA 

February 27, 1963 
Don't drill 

UpontheOceirartolule 
Seta course 

Then,whetherMeweather
M Besunnyorstormy— . R. G., Wood 

U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
Arrive! 	1521 West Pico Blvd. 

THERE IS A WAY! Los Angeles, California 
—Volneyalqathisem 

- Dear Mr. Wood: 

In a previous letter I mrmtioned a possible 
witness against scientology, Richard Halpern, 
Stamford, Connecticut. 

I made my own check on this yesterday and find 
that apparently the situation with the FDA has 
"reunited" Halpern with Hubbard and Halpern is of 
no value as a possible witness. 

The clipping enclosed herewith indicates 
that the psychiatrist who was held up at gunpoint 
and $30,000 demanded of him by a scientologist, 
was either Dr. Eli radar, OR a Dr. Powell. Seems 

.to be some confusion in the clipping. 

This clipping was from June 1957 issue of 
the Aberree, so that event occurred a month or two 
before then. ,The Aberree story was in turn taken 
from a story in the Chicago Tribune. 

Also you might be interested in the child-
cremation story in the same clipping. 

Hubbard was sued in Phoenix in March, April 
or Nay 1956 for fraud by a number of swindled clients. 

Very sincerely yours, 

MATHISON ELECTROPSYCHOMETEHS 

;..m 0_, /A 
Vol;ney G lvf thi 

VOK:mp_.  

Enclosure 



SCIENTOLOGISTS OUTWITTED 
CHICAGO -- Carl and Karen Roth, 

who have been teaching a course 
• in basic Scientology in the Chi- 
cago area, have been named as 
master minds of a gang plot to 

. rob Dr. Eli Badar, psychiatrist, 
of $30,000 . One of the gang was 

, arrested after they had enticed 
! 	Dr. Powell to the Roth apartment, 
• where he was told his wife would 

be killed unless he drew the mon-
ey from the bank . Ile managed to 
outwit the gang by informing bank 
officials of the plot while going! 
thru the motions of withdrawing ,  
the money. Others involved include 

• Bruce Pomaville and Jams Corbett 
* * * 

SUTTJN FREED ON MURDER CHARGE 
PHOENIX, Ariz.--Robert Sutton, 

D.D., D.Scn., one of the "theta 
clears" of the Third Clinical 
course and a former official in 
the Phoenix Church of Scientology 
and his_ divorced wife, Freddie  

Sutton , were remarried here April 
•: 11, a few hours after the Rev. Mr, 

Sutton was freed by a jury in the 
firing of four bullets into the 

: back of a friend, William Boone, 
• ex-disc jockey. Boone died 32 

days after the shooting, and Dr. 
Sutton was tried for uurder.  

The Rev. Mr. Sutton based his 
, defense on the "unwritten law" and 
, self - defense, claiming that he 

shot only because he felt his own 
life was threatened. Mrs. Sutton, 
testifying for the defense, ad-
mitted on the stand that she and 
the murdered man had been none 
too inhibited on the second dynast-
ic both before and after the di-
vorce. 

Three ballots were taken be-: 
fore the jury brought in its "not 
guilt)" verdict. One of the jurors 
said two of the eight women on 
the jury were the only ones ever 
to vote for conviction. 

The Suttons, after the trial 
and wedding, left for San Diego, 
where the three Sutton children 
had been staying during the hear-
ing. 

"We're both very happy, -" t h e 
Rev. Mr. Sutton said, adding, 
"We've never stopped loving one 
another." 

* * * 
TI'D ADMIT CREMATING CHILD 

CHICAGO -- Stanley and Therese 
Gottlieb, arrested here early in 
April for shoplifting a shirt and 
pair of scissors from a Loop de-
partment store, are also facing' 
charges of larceny "- 

rprdingto.  police, confessed to 
ectives that they had been 
veling thruout the country, 

rglarizing fraternity houses 
.}r cash to live on, and forging 
necks on stolen identification 
,apers to purchase airline tick- 
ets. Also , Mrs. Gottlieb admitted,' 

, a baby born to them in New 'York 
last December died in February, 
and because they feared arrest if 
they reported the death, they !: 
burned the child's body in an ap- • 
artment building incinerator.  

Asked by police why they trav- 
eled so much, Mrs. Gottlieb said 
they wanted to "straighten out', 
our problems" . 

"What are your problems?" po- 

lice asked her. 
"Marriage and Scientology," 

she said. 
Gottlieb, a graduate of one of - 

the doctorate courses, met his • 
wife four years ago , she said, 
while teaching Scientology to 
small groups of students in Mil- 
waukee. i 

. BOOKS * WOKS * WOKS o BOOKS 01 
cocroRATE MORSE NOTES--from Sei- 

entoloQ-  K-11308 lectures 	 
itCLINICAL COKKKE NOTES--  from au to 

.. 	:-. - - - t.r..iniu:: c.arse .... ....._  



VOLNEY G. MATHISON, Eleciropsychometrist 

Personalized Self-Suggestion and Self•Hypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 

1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 
LOS ANGELES 7. CALIFORNIA 

1  

Feb 21 63 

IDE**  Alphia Hart 
"Aberree" 
207 N i.ashington 
Enid Oklahoma 

Tel. REpublic 2-5024 

Don't drift 
Upon the Ocean of Life 

Set a course 

Then, whether the weather 
Be tunny or stormy— 

Hold to it. 
Arrive! 

THERE IS A WAY! 

—Volney G. Afathiton 

Dear Alphia Hart: 

Religion, re Hubbard's bootleg 
meters, is a big smoke screen. 

The FDA has no power to concern 
itself with religion, as such. IL, does 
concern itself with sharpsters peddling 
weird mislabelled contraptions, fluids, 
compounds, some toxic, some dangerous 

The FDA is understaffed, inadequately 
financed; does not operate at the behest 
of organized medicine. 

I get a pain in my nether end to 
observe that in the entire field of metaphysics, 
I haven't seen a single reference to 
the Ex fact that the FDA moved successfully 
against the biggest drug-makers in the 
XXX 

 
USA, in the thal 'de situation 
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DIRECTOR BOSTON DISTRICT FebrUary 21 
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1963 

nspector Paward I. Hiss 
• 

• Homo 1/14/63 Inspector.Bearont - 
Director of Minneapolis5District 
re L. Ron Hubbard and Hubbard: E; Meter 

',PDC 48405 

L. Ron Hubbard 
The DisLribution Center'i-' 
The Hubbard Communication Offis 
Hubbard Dianetics Research 
Foundation, et al 

Inspector Bea-ren t s:MS) refers to DEM memo of 1/24/61 relative: :. 

to L. Ron Hubbard . distributor of the Hubbard Electra Meter.. 

i,Inspector &taxon, in his memo, - suggests, that a Professor. Isaac 

Asirnv of B.:paten:University; might have information .relative to 

.11 /41r Hubbard 's character  and. background. 

Isaac Asimov is Assistant Professor of micro biology at Boston 

Uhiversity School :  of Medicine, Boston, Massachusetts. He has. 

classes one:  day a week on Thursday and writes science fiction 

'and' boc!,:s of science during the reminder of the week. His home 

is at 45 Greenough:Streec•liewton, Massachusetts.. 

I interviewed Professor Asimov at the School of Medicine. Be 

told me that he knew very little about Mr. Hubbard and had met 

him only three times, the first time was in 1939 at a publishing 

cont:.  on 'page 2) 
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• G. B. McDonald' 
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firM offf_ce where they were ihtroduced and that was the extent 
of this first meeting... lie:later met le..Hubbard in 1943 or 1944 
at the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Nairy Yard where Mr. Hubbard '‘ 
was a visitor. Mr. Hubbard - ha-4i lunch with a group which included -HI 
Professor' Asimov and-,the.next day the Professor teat him while 
he 'was on a tour of-the Navy Yard. Professor Asimov had no other 
contacts with Mr. Hubbard:HHe said that he believed that he was 
an officer in the Armed Forces during, tiorld Ilar II. He was not,' ' 
sure whether he was ,in the Navy or the Army but presumed that he 
was in the Navy as <he was touring the Natty Yard when he met 

Professor Asimov thought that John W. Campbell, - Jr., Editor .  of • 
Andlog of Science fact anthScience Fiction, could probably supply. 
further information•aboutHubbard. He ,said that Mr. Campbell 
had been associat,2d - with Hubbard in - Dianetics and then severed 
his_ connections with him. Mr. Campbell, lives at 1457 Orchard 
Road, Mountainside; New Jersey:, His telephone number .is Adams 
3-3420. He is employed by. Conde Nast Publications of New York,. .—  
NS' York.  

- He also told me. that Joseph. A. Hinter, M.D., new deceased, was 
a brother-in-law of Mr. Campbell and he had written .a book entitled 
"A Doctor Looks at Dianetics".' 

In my discussion with Professor Asimov, he told me that Time 
magazine had published a detrimental article about Mx. Hubbard 

41. 	 at the time he was _engaged in a divorce suit. • He. thought that ,  
this article appeared. Boise .tiMe in 1953 or 1954. 

He said that there was one other person that might know a great 
deal• about Hubbard; a Mr. A.E.VauVogt of Los P.ngeles, who had 
been a "bigshot" in Dianetics on the west coast. VanVogt bad 
continued the west coast operations after the east coast had 
surztered down. He felt that .VanVogt would be a good source of 
information if he would talk: Professor Asimov said that he did 
not,  knew VanVogt personally but because of his connections (VanVoges) 
he felt that he, if anyone, should know a great deal about Mr. Hubbard. 

- It isT'Auite possible that the - Acinistrationknows of Mr. VanVogt. 

Yr, 

Eaurrd I. Piss.: 



OPtIONALMKAM.10 
5010-101 CA e .,. 	• 	- 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DIRECTOR, LOS ANGELES DISTRICT 
	

DATE: March  7,  1963 

L. Ron Hubbard 
The Distribution Center 
The Hubbard Communication Office 
Hubbard Dianetics Research 
Foundation, et al 

FROM 
	

Inspector D. L. Dovel 
Inspector Dale E. Harper 

_ . 

SUBJECT: Interview with(A. E. van Vogt ' 
re; L. Ron Hubtial-d-:k Hubl5Efd.  
E-Meter 4-0914728405.  

47/  

Cn 2/21/63 Inspector:Howard I, miss of Boston District interviewed 

Isaac Asimov who is assistant Professor of microbiology at the Boston 

University School of Eedicine. It was thought tit:y[1 Professor Asimov 

had some knowledge pertaining to the background and character of 

L. non Hubbard. During the interview, Professor Asimov stated that 

a former associate of Hubbard's_on the west - coast, A. E. van Vogt, 

might be a good source of information with res2ect to Hubbard. 

Pursuant to DRM request.of 2/28/63, Inspector Dale E. Harper and I 

Interviewed A. E. van Vogt-at his headquarters. He is presently 

operating a Dianetics center in Kollywood_at7089 Hawthorn callecl 

	

flollywood Dianetics 	Although. van Vogt was the Director of the 

Hubbard Hianetic Research Foundation in Los Angeles until he severed 

nis connections with jubbard. in 1950,he_furnished us with Very little' 

factual information. 

He stated that he first met Hubbard in 1945. As they were both science 

fiction writers, the two men had a common bond. He was unable to Drovide 

any. background on Hubbard other than from his limited personal experience 

with the man. 

	

ADMINISTRATION: 	 March 8, 1963 
Attn: Division of Regulatory Management 

Submitted for your information. 

KENNETH E. KIMLEL 
Supervisory Inspector 



The subject took an interest in Hubbard's ideas and became his associate, 
rising to the head of. the Los Angeles office of the organization. In 

1949 another member of the organization told van Vogt that Hubbard 

was beginning to adopt a metaphysical philosophy with respect to the 
cult. As van Vogt stated he was of the "rational school", and against 
bringing in any religous or metaphysical ideas into the organization, 

a basis of conflict between the two men was now apparent. In 1950 

Hubbard openly proposed that the organization adopt the new religous 

ideology to van Vogt and the remainder of the following. 

About half the group went along with Hubbard and his ideas, however, 
van Vogt and the remainder split off from the organization to continue 
with a strictly Dianetics approach. The Dianetics group was then formed 

which van Vogt now heads. 

According to van Vogt he has seen Hubbard only three t:mles since their 
split in 1950. . . once in 1951, 1953, and 1954, he stated when he 

saw Hubbard in 1954, it  -7az at one of Hubbard's lectures in Phoenix. 

Ile did not have any conversation with Hubbard at this last meeting 

of the two men. Van Vogt stated that he has had no coanunication 
or connection with Hubbard or his organization since they came to 
the parting of the ways. He claims he does not have any knowledge 

of the cult's current activities. 

While he was associated with Hubbard, van Vogt stated that he knew 
very little of Hubbard's actual activities. Ile explained "Hubbard 

may have many followers, but he does not have any friends". Ie 
mentioned that Hubbard was out of town most of the time during their 
association. Hubbard would not disclose his plans to his wife according 
to van Vogt, as Hubbard would leave on a trip without even giving 

giving her any notice of his plans to take a trip. Van Vogt stated 

"no one really gets close to, or really knows Hubbard." 

We asked van Vogt if he thought Hubbard were normal with respect to 

the later's mental states  After some thought on the matter, van Vogt 

would offer no definite comment. We also inquired if he thought 
Hubbard were sincere in his endeavors. lie replied that he thought 

the man was very sincere and "believed every word of it". Van Vogt 

stated that Hubbard "knew advertizing and how to attaet a crowd". 
Otherwize, he knew little of the character or activities of Hubbard 

and his organization. 

He thought Hubbard may have been married four titmesas he said he once 
saw a letter from a woman in New Orleans who intimated that she was 

once married to Hubbard. He did not remember the woman's name or 
any other facts about this alleged marriage. Hubbard may have taken 

some courses at U.C.L.A. according to van Vogt. 



Mr. van 'ogt was unable to supply any apl 
at the inspectors that he knew a great dea 	at he told us during our 

details, He Lnpressed 

interview. From the appearance of van Vogt's operation, it is the 
. Inspector's opinion that his version of the organization is not very 
successful. He may have retained much information because he is currently 
operating a similar type organization as to the form practiced during 
his association with L. Ron Hubbard. 

Van Vogt's parting remarks to the inspectors was that we could gain a 
better picture of the "Hubbard type" be reading his (van Vogt's) new 
book The Violent Man, 

019, .11,9nAsj__ 
D1 L. Dovel, Inspector 

Dale E. Harper, Inspector 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	DIRECTOR, LOS ANGELES DISTRICT 
	

DATE: February 13, 1963 

FROM :D. L. Dovel, Inspector 
Newton Chin, Inspector 

SUBJECT: Hubbard E Meter 
4-02.2V-- /99 

• —cgbc 48405 

Founding Church of Scientology 
Hubbard Communication Office 
Distribution Center 
Hubbard Guidance Center 
Academy of Scientology 
New York Testing Clinic 

During the course of our recent investigations involving the Church 
of Scientology and L. Ron Hubbard, it was learned that Hubbard's former 
wife Sara is still living in the Los Angeles area. She is now remarried 
(Mrs. Miles H ollister), and is currently residing at 1124 Ridgeside 
Drive in Monterey Park, California. This was learned during a visit 
to her former attorney's office, Caryl Warner,in Los Angeles. Warner 
represented the former Mrs. Hubbard in her divorce suit against Hubbard 
in 1951. She was married to Hubbard on 3-10-46 at Chestertown, Maryland. 
A divorce was granted to her in 1951 after a great deal of scandal regarding 
their marriage which include d alleged torture and kidnapping of her by 
Hubbard. 	I was furnished a letter of introduction to the former Mrs. 
Hubbard by Caryl Warner's wife Barbara during my visit to their office. 
I then telephoned Mrs. Hollister and request%n interview to which she 
agreed. 	As Mrs. Hollister was very close to Hubbard at one time, it 
was hoped that she could furnish us with some valuable information. 

On 2-12-62 Inspector Newton Chin and I interviewed Mrs. Hollister 
at her Monterey Park home. This interview was disawointing, however, 
from our standpoint as she provided very little infdrmation. After 
explaining the general nature of the type of information desired, she 
stated she did not she how she could be of much help to us in our invest-
igation. We mentioned that local newspaper accounts published in 1951 
stated that Hubbard was a Paranoid. She stated that she attempted to 
get Hubbard to seek help as she thought he was mentally ill, but she 
denied that any doctors had ever treated Hubbard for this type of illness 
or offered this diagnosis. 

ADMINISTRATION: 
	 February 18, 1963 

Attn: DR M 

Submitted for. your information.. Memos submitted this day conclude 
our investigation. - 

Kenneth E. Kimlel 
Supervisory.  Inspector 



lib 

We pointed out that these same newspaper articles had stated that 

certain of Hubbard's aesociates, specifically Frank Bernard Dessler, 

had criminal records. Dessler was the manager of the Los Angeles Hubbard 

organization in 1951. According to her, Dessler stole an automobile back 

in the 1920's during his youth. She did not know where this occurred or 

any other details. She knew of no other members of the organization that 

were ever in any trouble with the law. 

We explained that these newspaper articles mentioned above stated 

that Hubbard was arrested and fined fifty dollars in November of 1950 

for leaving their daughter unattended in a parked automobile. She 

claimed that Hubbard should not be blamed for this episode as he just 

walked aciross the street for a minute when he was arrested for this. 

She said this happened in Los Angeles in front of the foundationstformer 

offices located at 2600 So. Hoover Street. 

We then inquired if she knew of any suits or liens against Hubbard 

or the organization. She explained that she knew of only one instance, 

and this was second-hand information to her. She said a former associate 

of Hubbard's, A. E. VanVogt, had told her that the Hubbard Dianetic Research 

Foundation had a tax problem of some type with the state. She knew nothing 

further of this situation. 

Nrs. Hollister had no knowledge of the E Neter or any similar device. 

Inquiry was made if Hubbard or the organization ever used drugs 

for any reason. She replied that she could not answer for the organization 

as a whole, but at the time she was married to Hubbard, he was very in- 

terested in all types of drugs. She mentioned that Hubbard frequently 

took benzedrine and thyroid while she was married to him. 

No additional information'regarding Hubbard or his organization 

was obtained during the interview. 

D. L. Dovel, Inspector 

Newton Chin, Inspector 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 

FROM : Washington Resident Station 

SUBJECT: L. Ron Hubbard 

DATE: February 26, 1963 

Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center, Inc., et al 

I visited MI'. Gil Haley of the Fraud Division of Internal Revenue Service, 
this morning, to review the records that he had obtained for us concerning 
individuals in the Scientology organization. Only two of the individuals 
listed as complainants on our recent seizure action, had filed income tax 
reports from Washington or Maryland sources. They may have filed them in 
other districts. Mr. Pemberton W. Wall indicated for 1962, that he had 
earned ;31,100 as a spiritual counselor with the Founding Church of Scientology. 
In his income tax report he deducted $80.00 for electronic equipment which 

was used in his training for professional status. 

' Mr. Bonnie B. Turner indicates in his tax report that he is a minister of 
the Founding Church of Scientology and had received 51,900 during 1 962. 

Mr. Turner lists as his wife, Eleanor Turner. 

Other individuals whose reports were reviewed were: David Foster, whose 
occupation was listed as cafe worker. Mr. Foster claimed no church income. 
Mr. Robert G. Stephens indicates that he is a musician and is affiliated 
with the Unitarian Church of Montgomery County, Maryland. He does not 
indicate income from church sources. 

Other information obtained was of no benefit. 

Mr. Haley indicated that if he can be of any further assistance to let him 
know and that in turn he would appreciate any information which we can 

supply which would indicate that any of these individuals, or individuals 
connected with the Founding Church of Scientology, had received larger 
amounts of money, or any money at all, from their religious affiliation. 
He emphasized that only two of the individuals that we had listed had filed 

a report in this area. 

GDT:blc/dict. 	 GEORGE D. TILROE 
Inspector, Baltimore District 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT, ATTN: MR. SWAIN: 

For Your information.- 

; f
r. 

 pe 1 it 
GORDON G. T GGT:fw 
Chief Inspector 

0&cc-DRM 
	

3-4-63 
cc-BFA 

GDT 



4-093 V 
Hubbard E Meter 
FDC 48405 

The Distribution Center 
Washington D C 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE FILE  

January 25, 1963 

On January 24, I visited the offices of the Tax Division of the 
Department of Justice in an attempt to interview Mr. Warren Wise, 
the attorney who is handling the tax exemption case on the Founding 
Church of Scientology. Mr. Wise is the attorney who reviewed our 
records on the church during the week of Jarivary 11, 1963. Mr. Wise 
was not available for interview. However, Mr. Lyle Turner of the 
Tax Division was interviewed concerning this case. Mr. Turner was 
unable to supply any new information concerning the Founding Church 
of Scientology or the individuals involved. 

I next interviewed Mr. Gil Haley of the Fraud Division of Internal 
Revenue Service. Mr. Haley offered assistance in checking individuals 
and corporations through their files. He indicated that tax information 
as well as any information of fraud investigation made by the IRS would 
be made available to us upon presentation of a list of names of the 
individuals and corporations. I intend to supply Mr. Haley with such 
a list and obtain information which may be pertinent to this case. 

On January 22, 1963, I intervieweer. Robert H. Haynes who is the 
Liaison Officer of the FBI. Mr. Haynes offered assistance in checking 
FBI's records of individuals to be checked through the FBI records. 

On January 22, 1963, I interviewedvMr. Joe T. Turner, Postal Inspector 
located at the City Post Office. Mr. Turner outlined briefly his 
pending investigation of the Scientology organization. He is obtaining 
case file which will be reviewed with him on Friday, February. 1, 1963. 

George D. Tilroe 

/Mr 
GDTilroe:ca 1-25-63 	• 



........ 

November 29, 1967 

Mr. Fred J. Douglas 
Chief, N.C.B. 
INTERPOL 
Room 610 
633 Indiana Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20226 

Dear Mr. Douglas: 

Thank you for the additional information accompanying your 

communication of November 24. As you probably know, we still 

have no final disposition of our action involving Hubbard here 

in the District of Columbia. We will appreciate continuing 

to be kept posted. 

Sincerely, 

(__ 
-Alfred Barnard 

.c Director 
Bureau of Regulatory Compliance 

ABarnard:vs 11/29/67 

cc 1-.566:TW/inc corresp. 
R-1 RiF 
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DATE: January 25\ 1963\  V  
1 

The Distribution Center-- -c-'' 
(Founding Church of Scientology).  

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

:.UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: Philadelphia District 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

Inspectors W. Remle Grove and 
Philip B. White 

BFA/P memo 1/23/63 and 
DRM/P memo 1/17/63 
re: Hubbardfleter, 

t: 

Filis. Margeret,Tereshenlo 
218 Spruce St. / 

' 	udubon, N. J. 
',. CLIncoln 7-0926U4,..!--() ...... 

Subject memos requested P Dist to visit Mrs. Tereshenko and 
obtain specific information concerning her treatment by a scientology 
auditor. On the afternoon of 1/24/63 Inspector Grove and I went to the 
address given for Mrs. Florence Teresheab, 218.Spruce St., Audubon, 
N. J. Mrs. Tereshenk&-inswereethe door and we identified ourselves-- . 
to her and indicated that we would like to speak with her concerning 
Scientology and the E Meter. Without hesitation, Mrs. 
asked us to come in and sit down. 

We interviewed,Mrs. Tereshenko and obtained the following 
information: Mrs. Tereshenko; age 49, is _a divorcee and is currently-
living with her unmarried son James (age_26): She informed us that 
iffe-hid undergone approximately 78 hours of,processing and that her 
son had been processed for 40 hours. The auditor who processed_ Mrs.. 
7ereshenko and also her son was Mrs. Mary Lang who is a nextdoor 
neighbor. Mrs. Lang's address is:222 Spruce St'., Audubon, N. J. Mrs. 
Land had lived beside Mrs. Tereshenko for ap-proximately 20 years but 
never approached Mrs. Tereshenko to become a patient. She stated 
thaOfis. Lintis a class two auditor but is currently undergoing 
training-Iii7Washington under the superuision of the Founding Church 
of Scientology to became a class three auditor. Mrs. Tereshenko 
additionally informed us that Mrs. Lang would complete her training 
on or about_1/25/63. 

There are supposed to be class one, class two, and class 

learning the art of "clearingu'and the class three auditors are , 	. - 
three auditors. Claad one and class two auditors are 

individuals that are.supposed.to  have mastered the art-of clearing 
and can conduct their own clinics. 

BUREAU OF FIELD ADMINISTRATION 
. 	. 	. 

Information obtained in the 
is forwarded As requested. 

nvestigation Mrs. Tereshenko 

Actiug(upervisory Ipsiector 
GEORGE . RSTENBERG- -.:L 

2/11/631,  
GJG/fmz 
2 cc - DRM 
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Mrs.-  Tereshenko told us that she had asked Mrs.. Lang'for help 

medical confinements due to surgery and hospital testa.._Mrs. Tereshenko:' 
after a. long series of physical ailments which had necessitated long 

related the following medical history of herself to us. In 1958 she 
was ill for most of the year and consulted various doctors who pre- • 
scribedArugs which didn't seem to alleviate her condition. She con-
sulted(Dr. Earl B.-Keller; gynecologist ;._.whose offices are on Rt. 70, 
Eastgate Drive, Cherry Hill, New Jersey. Dr. Keller performed a 
historectOMY on Mrs. Tereshenko on September 26, 1958. 

On 12/28/58 Mrs. Tereshenkflad a benign breast _ 
byCar: KirkjanC general sOrgeonLMedleal Center, Cherry 
Mrs. Tereshenke,still complained of severeebiek pain and 
Dr. Relief again on 5/5/59., Dr. Keller operated on Mrs. 
Wind performed EC:ie.toeel and a Rectocele., 

lump removed 
J.' 

consulted. 
Tereshenko 

After recovery from these operations„Mrs„Tereshenko, developed 
throat trouble and still complained of some gynecological ailments. 
In September 1959, she again consulted'Drt Cirkland and entered West' 
Jersey Hospital for tests. The tests revealed several tumors in the 

- throat area and a thyroidectomy was performed by Dr. Keller Mrs. 
Tereshenko then told us that she still, after recovering from the 
previous surgery, had some "female trouble" and consulted Dr. Ralph 
Wright. He diagnosed her condition as a kidney infection and cysts in 

-the urinary tract. 

In February 1961, she was operated on for removal of the 
urinary cysts and treatment of the kidney infection. Removal of the 
cysts was done by Dr. Wright, urologist, 300 Broadway, Stephens Bldg., 
Camden, N. J. All.stirgery was performed in his office. 

In May of 1961 she still suffered from various ailments and 
was referred by Dr. Wright to.Dr. McFadden of Hahnemann Hospital; 

-Phila., Pa. Dr. McFadden_ recommended tests. Mrs. Tereshenko stated 
to us at this time that she was undergoing severe mental anguish because 
of her various physical ailments and she felt that she just couldn't 
possibly undergo more tests at a hospital. At this time, she turned 
"in desperation" to Mrs. Lang. Mrs. Lang-then began"processing" Mrs 
Tereshenko at the same time she was undergoing tests.at Hahnemann 
Hospital. Mrs. Tereshenko underwent the hospital tests in the morning 

-mind was proCessed in the afternoon by Mrs. Lang. 

Mrs. Tereshenko said that the immediately noticed after the 
first day of-Processing that she was brightening up. It should be 
noted here that up until Mrs. Tereshenko began "processing," she was 
taking various types of antibiotics and prescription drugs to help 
her condition; however, she was informed by the auditor that no drugs 
can be taken for 8 hours before the "processing" begins as the 
presence of drugs in the body causes.the E Meter to give incorrect 
readings. Also, processing cannot be done after 10 PM as the body is 
supposed to be too run down. 
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Mrs. TereshenkO- also informed us that the hospital tests were 
negativetarinTt57Peof infection. She then related to us that after 
the thitd week of processing her outlook os life was much better, and 
that she recalled how to read music and type. She had been unable to 
read music for the past 30 years although she had studied the piano 
for a period of 6 months when she was a child and as a result of pro- 
cessing cound now play the organ. She told us that she had been a victim 
of colitis and diverticulitis but that while she was undergoing processing, 
she felt completely cured of all physical ailments. 

Mrs. Tereshenko informed us that a major portion of processing 
was perforied with the use of an E Meter. During the first 3 - 5 hours 
of processing,..all the exercises are physical in order to relax the 
individual and the E Meter is not used. This initial phase of:pro-
cessing involved several different type drills. 'Mrs. Tereshenko did 
not describe the drills specifically but she did give names to three of 
them. They were: 1. hand to hand drill, 2. wall to wall drill, 
3. mirror drill. From this point on the E Meter, which is a small 
metal box with needle indicators, is placed between the auditor and the 
individual. She stated that she held in her hands a "metal can" appara-
tus which was attached to the E Meter by wires. 

Mrs. Tereshenko defined processing as going through one's 
life recalling all possible events until the patient digs out the 
occluded portion of his or her life which is causing the anguish, 
either emotional or physical by using specific drills. She did not 
elaborate on these drills. She said that it was similar to a phsycho-
analytical approach. 

Mrs. Tereshenko described Mrs. Lang as "sort of an analyst 
who guides the patient." She stated that the E Meter is merely an 
indicator of the subconscious. It measures subconscious reaction and 
assists the auditor in helping the subject undergoing processing. She 
told us that the auditor did not promise anything, but rather asked 
at the onset of processing, "What do you want scientology to do for' 
you?" 

Mrs. Tereshenko related that processing took her back to her 
early childhood. In fact, she remembered that her father had sexually 
molested her at the age of five. She feels that remembering this 
incident was a prime factor in securing cure of her present physical 
and mental anxieties.and was probably the cause for a portion of her 
illadjusted sex life. Scientology terms such an incident as an ingram, 
which is defined as a moment of physical pain or emotion which is 
buried in the subconscious. 
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Mrs. Tereshenko then related other incidents that she had 
recalled 'by- processing. Her family moved several times starting from 

.Chicago to West Berlin, N. J. and -to Lansdowne, Pa;' At the age of 5, 
September 1917; she remembered a Mexican, family lived next door. She 
also stated that she remembered a fire in the house next door and a 
little girl had died in the fire. She said that her father was the 
cause of the fire and the he had molested the girl. Several,years 
later, the family moved into the house which had burned (evidently, 
fire damage to the house was superficial) and that she was emotionally 
sick all the time that she lived in that_house. She again attributed 
all her physical and emotional ailments to psychosomatic origins. She 
stated, "There is nothing in scientology books that hasn't been proved 
in my case." 

books to use for her own knowledge while Mrs....Lang was attending the 
She then told us that Mrs. Lang had loaned her some scientology 

School of Scientology in Washington. .She told us that Mrs. Lang had 
treated several subjects while undergoing training to be a class three 
professional auditor. Mrs. Tereshenko said that she was not charged 
for her treatments, but rather that it was done as sort of a favor to 
her by her next door neighbor. A friend of hers will undergo auditing 
next week and will pay $300 for a week's "intensive" processing. She 
told us that scientology was not to her a.religion as such, rather that 
it was a method of treatment and that it could not be done without the 
use of an E Meter or without specific processing drills. She stated 
that she thought that processing had made her more aware of her own 
religion. 

Mrs. Tereshenko showed us the following literature that she 
had on hand which was loaned to her by Mrs. Lang. A list of the liter-
ature:: which we observed is as follows: 

1. Dianetics - The Modern Science of Mental Health, A Handbook of 
Dianetic Therapy, by L. Ron Hubbard 

2. Scientology: The Evolution of Science, by L. Ron Hubbard 

3. Dianetics: The Evolution of Science, by L. Ron Hubbard 

4. Scientology: A History of Man, by L. Ron Hubbard 

5. The Problems of Work, by L. Ron Hubbard 

6. Science of Survival, by L. Ron Hubbard 

7. Scientology: 8-80, by L. Ron Hubbard 

Mrs. Tereshenko indicated that she was an Associate Member of 
Hubbard AssOeration of Scientologists International which cost her $1 
and receives pamphlets from the organization several times a month. 
She pointed to,a stack of pamphlets (approx. 6 inches high) that she 
had received and gave us two copies of a pamphlet titled "What Is 
Scientology." These two copies are enclosed with this report (Exhibit 1). 
She also furnished us a "testimonial letter" which is enclosed with 
this report as Exhibit 2. 
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Tereshenko said that she had no desire to be an auditor 

but she wad-Very interested in the theoretical aspects of scientology 

since it had helped her so much: It should be noted here that Mrs. 

Tereshenko at various tiales'throughout our two interviews with litc 

constantly emphasized the therapeutic effects.  of scientology to her. 

She told us that she had consulted Dr. Wright twice-since she had 

undergone processing and that he said that she was in good physical 

condition and in fact was amazed at the change in her. She also con-

sulted Dr. Tatum of Audubon, N. J., who is her family physician, once 
since undergoing processing and he could find no physical ailments. 

On our second interview with Mrs. Tereshenko on 1/25/63, we 

obtained medical releases from her to use in consulting the various 

doctors who had treated her and also to obtain case reports from the 

hospitals where she had been a patient. At this time, Mrs. Tereshenko 

told us that she bore no malice against doctors who had treated her 

during the last couple years, however, she felt that scientology was 

definitely the motivating factor which had effected the cure from her 

physical ailments. 

She stated that her sister-in-law had sent several copies of 

Washington newspaper articles to her related to the seizure and she 

thought the newspapers had grossly distorted the facts about the E 

Meter and scientology. She stated she would be glad to cooperate 

with us in any way because the benefits that scientology rendered to 

her were immense. 

At the end of the interview we asked Mts. Tereshenko whether 

there were any other auditors in this area. She-replied that a Mr. 

Irving Garfield, 2255 Baird Blvd., Camden, N. J. (WO 6-2414) is a 
iiiictiCing (Class #3) auditor for groups as well as individuals. Mrs. 

Tereshenko attended a group session held by Mr. Garfield in the Garden 

Room of the Cherry Hill Inn the last week of July 1961 and thought 

the- processing did not differ from what she received. 

A visit was made to each of the various medical doctors that 

treated or operated on Mrs. Tereshenko. I (Insp. Grove) identified 

myself, explained the purpose of my visit.and gaveeachdoctor a 

copy of the Medical Records Authorization (FD-461). 

Each doctor pulled his file on.Mrs. Tereshenko and collaborated 

information already obtained from-Mrs. Tereshenko. Each indicated that 

the medical work performed onflits. Tereshenko was necessary to correct 

her physical ailments. Ironically, each doctor, without consulting any 

ofitirs. Tereshenko's other doctors, had.  made a notation on his record 

that she (Mrs. Tereshenko)'wag-nervous, emotionally unstable, and 

dwelt on her medical probleMs to excessive lengths: This undoubtedly 

resulted in non specific pains„, 	- 



W. REMLE GROVE 
Inspector, Philadelphia District Inspector, Philadelphia District 

PHILIP B. WHITE 
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A visit to est Jersey Hospital, Camden,14..J. was made and 
medical records of Mrs. Tekeshenko reviewed. These medical records 
confirmed thatkrs. TereshenkoJkad been in the.  hospital for the 
operations and had been released without any complication. 

Conclusions  

The auditor who treated Mrs. Tereshenko was Mrs. Mary Lang,_; 
222 Spiuce St., Audubon, N. J. (Lincoln 7-4088). This auditor is 
currently undergoing further_ training at the Washington headquarters 
of the Founding Church of Scientology. 

In this case, the auditor did not promise anything directly 
with respect to the health effects treatment, but did appear to 
implant in the patient's mind that mind over matter is the only ap-
proach to be used concerning the relief of physical and emotional ail-
ments. 

Mrs. Tereshenko was not actively solicited by the auditor to 
become a-patient;in-fact, it appears that Mrs. Tereshenko approached 
her first for help. It does not appear that Mrs. Tereshenko considers 
scientology as a religion, however, she considers it as a means to a 
cure. 

From the description given to us by Mrs. Tereshenko, we would 
classify the E Meter wich was used in "clearing" as being a "British 
Mark IV E Meter." We classified the device as being of this type on 
the basis of a photograph which Mrs. Tereshenko'showed us and the label 
on the device shown to us in the photograph which had inscribed on it, 
"British Mark IV E Meter." 

No charges were assessed by/Mrs. Lang for the treatment but 
we learned that a patient who will be treated by Mrs. Lang on the week 
following the date of this interview will pay $300 for a week's 
intensive processing. 

Titles of all scientology literature in possession of Mrs. 
Tereshenko are described in the main body of the memo. 

It appears that Mrs. Tereshenko does not intend to become an 
auditor. She it simply obtaining auditing services in the position 
of a subject. 

To gain more information concerning Mrs. Tereshenko's history, 
we obtained medical release forms for use in contacting physicians and 
hospitals in which Mrs. Tereshenko has been a patient throughout the 
last 3 years. 

wilrapsw/fmo 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

memorandum 

TO 	: SAN FRANCISCO DISTRICT 
	

DATE: February 19, 1963 

FROM : Raymond F. Krueger, Inspector 	Lc Ron Hubbard 
Founding of Church of Scientology 
Vallejo, California 

SUBJECT: Hubbard-E-Meter Investigation. 
4-093 V 
.E.DC4840 

Distribution Center, Inc. 
Washington, D. C. 

Regarding DRM memo dated 2/6/63, the subject of the Hubbard-E-Meter 
FDC 48-405, I visited Mr. Fred BomMer at his place of business, which 

'is the Monarch Sheet Metal Works of 2030 Center Boulevard, Vallejo,-
California. 

I showed my credentials to Mr. Sommer and stated the purpose of my visit. 
Mr. Bommer:'explained that his wife is the one who is involved with the 
ChUiChof Scientology, and that he himself is a member of the Catholic 
Church which he attends regularly. He said that shortly after he and 
his wife were married, she converted to Catholicism and later drifted 
to the Church of Scientology. He added that his wife is still deeply 
involved with the Church of Scientology. Mr. Bommer stated that his 
wife would like very much for him to join the Church of Scientology, 
but he says that it is not for him, since he feels this is a very com-
plex and demanding study. 

Mr. Bommer said his wife went to the Center in Washington, D. C. The 
event took place roughly as follows. Mr. Bommer'S wife went to 
Washington, D.C. and enrolled in the auditor's class of the Church of 
Scientology in that city. Mr. Bommer'described her condition at that 
time as one of considerable nervousness. Mr. Sommer received several 
rather disturbing and disorganized letters from Mrs. Bommer. Nr. Bommer' 
then began calling the school in an effort to learn of the whereabouts 
of his wife. He could not obtain this information from the people at 
the school. According to Vt. Bommer, they were evasive, but did acknow-
ledge that she was enrolled there. Mr. Sommer then received a phone call 

ADMINISTRATION: 	 March 6, 1963 
Division of Regulatory Management; 

As requested in your memorandum DRM/SF dat d February ft, 1963 

H. . ROBERTS 
Supervisory Inspector 
San Francisco District 
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from the Washington, D.C. Police Department. He was informed that his 
wife had been taken into custody after she had turned in a false fire 
alarm. Mr. Sommer said that his wife had-been staying in a rooming house 
near the school, but for one reason or another, had moved to the YWCA., 
In In her mentally disturbed condition, she had imagined something which 
had frightened her and she had gone to the lobby of,the YWCA and turned 
in the fire alarm.' 

Mr. hammer then went to Washington, D.C. to bring his wife home. While 
there, he went to the School of Scientology to obtain a refund on the 
payment made, since Mrs..Borinn'r•had not completed her course in auditing. 
He said, the gentleman; a Mr. Smith, who he added is no longer with the 
organization, at first refused to give back his money and later agreed 
to mail him a check, which Mr. Bommer said he,has never seen; 

.Mr. Bommer stated that his wife was in a very confused state, when he 
' obtained her release from the Washington, D.C. General Hospital. The 
physician there told him to have her undergo further treatment, when - 

' she arrived in California.) On their return trip home, they traveled' 
min a stateroom on a train.2 During this time, Mr. Bommer said, she 
improved considerably. 

According to Mr. Sommer, although his wife had improved somewhat, she 
voluntarily admitted herself to the Napa State Hospital at Nara, California. 
Mrs. Bommer. underwent a series of shock treatments. According to Mr.Bommer, 
she has improved steadily, although he indicated her condition at present 
is still one of considerable tension. 

Mr. Homer stated that at the time he was quite upset about the con-
dition in which he found his wife in Washington, and also the fact that 
the personnel at the School of Scientology would not refund his money. 
He took the matter up with the Better Business Bureau. 

I gave the attached affidavit to Mr. Bommer and requested he sign it. 
He read it carefully and declined to do- so. He added, that there was 
one minor error in that my affidavit stated the academy had told him 
they had not heard of his wife. He said this was not true; they knew 
she was registered at the school, but they did not know her whereabouts. 
This statement is underlined in red. He did not give the dates required. 
Mr. Bommer did not wish to sign the affidavit, nor a release of medical 
records on his wife. He stated, his wife is still very deeply involved 
with the Church of Scientology and he felt that if he did sign such a 
document as my affidavit or. release her medical records to FDA, it may 
cause her considerable concern. He felt this was inadvisable in her 
condition. He added that his wife is familiar with the "trouble" the 
Church of Scientology is having with the Food and Drug Administration, 
and if word got back to her that he had been cooperating with us, 
extreme difficulties may result. 
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I asked Mr. Bonner 'if he felt it was possible for me to interview 

r 	Sommer. He felt it was inadvisable and that in her present nervous 
condition, an interview by a Food and Drug inspector may prove extremely 
upsetting, and be enough to cause a mental breakdown on her part. He 
added that she is happy in this organization. He does not wish to dis-
turb her further. Mr. Bommer said that although Mrs. Sommer is not an 
auditor, she has taken a number of courses both in Washington and at the 
Center in Los Angeles. He mentioned that these courses have cost him 
considerable money, however, since Mrs. Bonner is happy in this organiza-
tion, he feels her mental stability-is of utmost importance, and con-
dones her activities on this ground. 

To summarize, Mr. Sommer has changed his outlook toward the Church of 
Scientology since he registered his complaint with the Better Business 
Bureau in 1957. He feels his wife has improved considerably and is 
actually gaining strength from the association with the Church of 
Scientology. Although he feels his wife is well on the road of recovery, 
her mental balance appears delicate, since he indicated that just an 
interview with her may cause a new or a further disturbance. Wishing 
not to antagonize his wife, Mr. Sommer refused to sign an affidavit or 
release of medical records. 

Althouth Mr. Bommer refused to sign the attached affidavit, he told 
me the information was essentially true; with the one exception underlined. 

RAYMOND F. KRUEGER 
Inspector 
San Francisco District 

Attached: 
Affidavit 
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Men2orandum 
TO 	:DIRECTOR, LOS ANGELES DISTRICT 	 DATE: February 13, 1963 

	

FROM 	D. L. Dovel, Inspector 
	

Founding Church of Scientology  	
L. D. Baxter, Inspector 

Mrs. Dean Casteris 
SUBJECT: Hubbard E. meter 
	

2774 Webster Ave. 
4-093V 
	

Long Beach, California 
FDC 48405 

Richard F. Stoves 
295 Mesa Drive 
Costa Mesa, California 

On 4-4-63 Mr. Swain of DiVision of Regulatory Management telephone the 
Los Angeles District Office and requested we visit each of the above two 
individuals. The Post Office Department received a complaint fromjIra; 
CasteriS during January of 19.62 stating that she was visited by an auditor 
of-the Church of Scientology, Joseph M. Lehman, 2323 Hunington Lane 
I:tedondo Beach, Californa, followingd heart attacK. Mr. Lehman told her 
he could cure her heart condition using the E meter. 	The other individual, 

- 14r. Stoves, was an.officem and Director in the Founding Church of Scientology: 
About two or .three years ago he broke away from the organization: 

On 2-5-63 I visited the'Casteris residence and found no one at home. 

visit. A- malelanswered the phone. He stated that'Nrs. Casteris was in bed 
The following morning I phoned the Casteris home before attempting another 

VoICS.  

and inquired whem'was calling? After I identified mySelf, the man told me 
he was her husband and perhaps her could be of some assistance. He offered 
to pay a visitV to the District Office in preference to a home interview 
or other location. I then agreed to this interview. • 

ADMINISTRATION: 	 February 15, 1963 

Attn: DRM, 

Submitted per DRM telephone assignment 2/4/63' 

:KanAleth E.,Kimlel 
Supervisory Inspector 

Encl:• • 
	 LEP 

CC this memo 
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At 10:30 a.m. on 2-6-63, Mr. Casteris arrived at the Los Angeles 

District Office for, an interview. SupervisorYInspector, C. G. Shane 

and I interviewed him at this tine. After explaining the nature of our 

interest,'Nr. Casteris. informed us'that he was "pro-scientologist", while 

the converse was true Of his wife. lie stated that he was a "student" of 

Scientology, but was not an auditor. He,of course, denied that the 

organization made any representations that the meter was useful in the 

diagnosis or treatment of any mental or physical diseases, but he did 

.acknowledge that many ills could be cured as"fringe,benefits" from the us
e 

of the E meter.. 

II e explained in great. detail that the trouble with humanity in general, 

was the use of "overt acts", He defined this as the foul deeds one commit
s 

against his fellow man.' He stated that he had no objections to our talkin
g 

with his wife, butte wished us.to understand that his wife was a "pyschot
ic" ' 

with much hostility against him and the organization. Pe explained, hOWeV
er, 

that his wife was. basically a"good woman". 'ir. Casteris stated his wife 

was_presently under the care of Dr. William Evangelatos, 6120 Seville Aven
ue, . 

in Huntington Park for her heart condition. He requested that if we still
 

desired to talk with his wife, we should contact- Dr. Evangelatos and obtai
n 

his opinion that our visit would no t cause his wife any ill effects. Acc
ording 

to him, if the doctor had no objections to our visiting his wife, he would
 

have no objections to such an interview. Provided Dr. Evangelatos had no 

objections, he stated that we could talk with his wife alone any afternoon
 

after 1:00 p.m. at the-lagoon B-B-Que,1415 Santa Fe Avenue in Long Beach. 

This establishment is operated by thefCasteris'. Er. Casteris stated that
 

he.would not.mention it to his wife that he had talked with us, 

On 2-7-63 Inspector Lee D. Baxter and I visited the offices of Dr. 

Evangelatos and inquired about the health of 	Casteris. Dr. Evangelat
os 

stated that the woman was suffering from hypertension and clinical angina.
 

In his orinion, - o4y a severe shock such as resulting from 'some very brd 

news would present any danger to her health. He stated that he knew of no
 

reason why our visit should pose any danger to irs. Casteris' health, 

Inspector Baxter and I then drove to4herlagoon B-B-cue in Long Beach. 

Upon entering this establishment, we found a middle-aged woman and Er. 

orderecia Coca Cola and presented the appearance of regular customers. 
CPsteris present, rInetead of identifying ourselves at this time, we 

There were no other customers iiresent at this time, ?Jr, Casteris then 

dreW a mug of beer from the tap and briefly greeted us, but did not give 

any indication that he otherwise recognized un. He had stated during 

his visit to the Los Angeles District Office on 2-6-63 that his wife 

would  be alone at the cafe anytime after 1:00 p.m. As he made no effort_ 

to-leave the area,.we did not pursue the_matter further at this time . 

We returned to the cafe the following morning when it opened up for 

business at 10:30 a.6. •Mr. Casteiis was not present, however, a man about
 

30 years old was working with Mrs. Casteris. No customers were present. 
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We identified ourselves to-Mrs. Casteris and explained the nature of 

ou•r visit to her. 'She did not aPPear the'least bit surprised at our visit. 

She claimed that the Post Office complaint she submitted in January of 1962 

was actually not a complaint, but a letter of inquiry to find out if the 

Church of Scientology was a legitimate organisation. We then ahked her if 

she had ever been approached by J6SeTiETI.LehMen, one of the organization's 

auditors, with any type of offer to treat her heart condition using the 

E meter. She replied that she had, but his was about five years ago. She 

admitted that Lehman had offered to treat her hypertension with the use 

of the E meter. According to her, there was no mention by.lehman that 

this involved any particular type of faith on her part, or was it necessary 

that she join the organization to receive a cure. _Mrs. Casteris stated 

that she did not permit Lehman to treat her. She also mentioned that her 

husband had had her "on the cans" (the E meter), but she would not say if 

he attempted any type of treatment. Mr. Casteris earlier stated that 'he 

was not an auditor, and only qualified quditors were permitted by the cult 

to use the E meter. 

i•ie inquired if any fee was mentioned with respect to the attempted 

treatment by Lehman. She stated that a fee would have been charged, but 

she declined to state the amount. Mrs. .Casteris said she could not under-

stand why such "high fees" were charged when the organization rehresentede 

itself as a non-profit organization. We also asked her iFichaan, her 

husband, or any other members of the cult had made any representations 

that she should discontinue visiting regular medical doctors for her 

heart conditions. She would not give us an answer on this point. 

she was contacted by Litman who stated that he could successfully treat her 
We inquired is Mrs. Casteris would.be willing to sign a statement that 

heart condition by the use of the E meter, and that no acts of faith or 

membership in the Church were required. She refused, stating that she 

would sign no statements of any type. She explained that Lehman may have 

done this on his own inititive without the approval or sanction of they  

organization. Mrs. Casteris stated that she had seen, the newspaper - 

publicity regarding the Washington D. C. seizures and she considered it 

"a good thing", but she said' she wanteglo part of the affair. 

C

It appeared to the inspectors that Mr. Casteris had informed his 

wife of our pending visit and warned her in some manner not to fully 

cooperate with us in the matter.  
...___ ..... ..._ 

On 2-11-63 I visited the address provided for Richard F. Steves in 

. Costa iiesa by DPJI in the phone call to Los Angeles 'istrict on 2-4-63, 

-The man who answered the door identified himself as "Mr. Coleman" and 

stated that he had never heard of Steves. As I was leaving the home I 

noted that there was a late modelEuick sedan parked in the driveway. 

The registration slip on the steering column indicated that the car was 

owned by aiDonald 3, Coleman. 
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of. Richard F. Steves and Donald B. Coleman. There was no listing for • 
J tlien:checked the Orange County Telephone Directory for the names 

Ste1.7TS. 	Coleman was - listed- a-S thejRev. Don B. Coleman, 295 Mesa Drive, 
in"Costa Mesa. This. was the addSs I had just visited. 

• 
• I then visited the CoSta.Mesa Post Office. The Post Nhster stated.  

Steves had given them.a change of address•Caid last November. H is 
new address i“407 Avondale Avenue in :Haddonfield, Few Jersey. 

.19 )90a. 
D. L. Dovel, Inspector 

L. D. Baxter, Inspector 
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/Chief I apector 

!if • CL' 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Hubbard Communication Office 

TO: ADMINISTRATION 10-17-62 

ATTN: DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT 

This investigation made as requested in your memo of 10-3-62 to 	\,76 
Denver and Seattle Districts..x_Robert_Wingate..has 3 devices (2 broken - 
1 good). They were manufaceGred in Tucson, _Arizona, and brought here 
by him. He refused some information and declined details on his split 
with Hubbard. Although he denies it, evidently he is still practicing 
Scientology. He states devices are presently being,imported from England, 
but that he has nothing to do with it. 

TO: 
	

DIRECTOR, DENVER DTSTRTCT 

FROM: 	Lewis W. Seaman 

SUBJECT: Hubbard, E-Meter 
•• . 
	 The Founding Church of Scientology 

Academy of Scientology 

The Distribution Center 

Hubbard Guidance Center 

Personal Efficiency Foundation 
1812 19th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 

Hubbard Association of Scientologists 
International Los Angeles and Washington,'- 
D.C. 

I 
Robert Wingate 
1610 Carr Street 
Lakewood, Colorado 	

se/ 

As directed by Bureau of Enforcement memo dated 10-3-52, I voted 
Mr. Robert E. Wingate to determine if he is currently manufacturing the E-Meter. 
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DIRECTOR, DENVER DISTRICT 
Hubbard, E-Meter 
10-9-62 
Pg. 2 

Mr. Wingate stated he ceased the manufacture of the E-Meter in 
1959, about six months after an E-Meter was picked up by a FDA inspector 
and sent to Los Angeles or San Francisco for examination. He resided at 
1439 E. Hendrich Drive, Tucson, Arizona, at that time. 

He stopped making the device over a disagreement with Hubbard 
who controls the patent rights. Hubbard wanted Wingate to ship the 
device to England, and Wingate could not or would not do it. 

Mr. Wingate stated he has one device in working order and two 
broken devices. The working device was in his office desk drawer. The 
device had no serial or other identifying numbers. It is labeled in part 
"Hubbard Electrometer for use in Scientological Clearing". 

He stated that Hubbard is now manufacturing and importing the devices 
from London, England. They have to be purchased from the two schools, 
"Hubbard's Association of Scientologists International", one in Los Angeles, 
California and one in Washington, D.C. 

Wingate says he no longer works as a scientologist, but later stated 
he is the local "Kingpin". There are supposed to be a number of scientologists 
in the Denver area. None have E-Meters imported from England. Names of other 
scientologists were refused. 

The devices in Wingate's possession were manufactured by him and 
brought from Arizona to Denver by him. 

Mr. Wingate, throughout interview, refused specific information, 
such as the details of the disagreement between him and Hubbard. Names of 
other scientologists, what his current business is if he is not practicing 
scientology. Each refusal was preceded by the statement "If I knew what 
you wanted". 

Documentary sample of Wingate's devices and possibly other devices 
can be collected if needed. 

L. W. Seaman 



YOUR FILE REFERENCE: 

) C-7 017 422 

1
21( HUBBARD, Lafayette R. 

-307Z/212 

IN REPLY REFER TO: 

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION 
VETERANS BENfrits OFFICE 

MUNITIONS BUILDING 

WASHINGTON 25, D.C. 

ft11,R 7 1363 

Van W. Smart, Deputy Director 
Division of Regulatory Management 
Bureau of Enforcement 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
Washington 25, D. C. 

a 

Dear Mr. Smart: 

Mr. Hubbard was rated to be 40 per cent disabled for combined service-

connected disabilities from December 11, 1947. His disabilities con-

sist of an ulcer condition, bursitis of the right shoulder, arthritis 

and blephoro-conjunctivitis. He is receiving $77 monthly compensation. 

He entered active service in the United States Navy on November 24, 

1941 serving as a Lieutenant and was honorably discharged on February 16, 

1946. Three of these four and a. half years of service were spent on 

sea duty. 

Our files disclose that Mr. Hubbard was a free lance writer at the time 

he entered the naval service. He returned to school receiving Vocational 

Rehabilitation and Educational training under Public Law 16 to com- 

plete training in professional writing. 

The above information should be kept confidential. 

/)0

Very truly yours, 

MALONEY) 	/ 
---t- nt" 
/9.  "gel 

Acting Adjud5cation Officer 

Show veteran's full name and VA file number on all correspondence. If VA number is antnown, show service number. 



DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT 

Dallas Districl 
February 25, 1063 

For your information as requested in your memo ofoo' 2/5/63. 

6d. 	 James E. Anderson  
Chief Inspector 

blm 
Attachments 

TO: 
	

Director, Dallas District 
	

February 13, 1963 

FROM: Inspector, A. V. Ignatowicz 
	

L. Ron Hubbard 

SUBJ: Interview with Mr. Alphia O. Hart 
	

The Founding Church 
of Scientology 

Hubbard E Meter, 
4-093 V 

1/4) 7_5 

DRM Assignment Memorandum 2/5/63 requested contact with a Mrs. 
Alphia Hart regarding her connection with the aboveelisted organizations 
Mrs. Alice Hart was contacted at Enid, Oklahoma—SHe had studied a course 
at a Hubbard Dianetics Association School in Camden, New Jersey, during 
1953. The course was to qualify her as an Auditor in Dianetics. She 
met and married her husband Mr. Alphia Hart, at this time. Mr. Hart was 
attending an advanced course in Dianetics at the Hubbard School—in-Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania, during April or May, 1953. She states her husband, 
Mr. Alphia Hart, has completed the total course of study offered by the 
Hubbard Organizations and was awarded every degree conferred by the Hubbard 
Organizations. She stated her husband knows more about Dianetics, 
Scientology, and Metaphysics than any other person alive. Mr. Hart was 
presently at their home in Enid reviewing some new publications in the 
field of Metaphysics in order to write requested reviews on the subject 
material. 

Mr. Alphia Hart was contacted at his home workshop and his associ-
ation with L._Ron Hubbard and the Hubbard organizations was reviewed. 
Alphia O. Hart, born in 1902, was employed by the U.S. Army Air Corps 
as a Civil Service employee Grade GS-9. His duties were script writing 
for training movie films. He was employd at Lowry Air Base, Denver, 
Colorado. He was the only civilian employee assigned as a writer for the 
film coverage of the Bikini AtollA Bomb test. The OSI Offices in Washington, 
D.C., would probably have the old CID records concerning the background 
investigation conducted to furnish Mr. Hart with a security clearance 
enabling him to work on the Bikini Project. Mr. Hart's historical records 
may be with the CID Office which is still part of the Department of the 
Army, since the Air Corps was still apart of that department in 1946. 
Hart was given a-gold identification card signifying his security level. 
Mr. Hart left government employment in 1952. 
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2/13/63, A.V.I., Founding Church of Scientology' 

Mr. Hart developed a critical condition of high blood pressure 

during the late 1940's. His search for a cure of this condition lead 

kim.to his introduction to arnetics, He took the auditor's course in 

1952 at Wichita, Kansas, and went on to take all of the courses offered. 

He has attained every degree offered by the Hubbard Organizations. Mr. 

Hart was Office Manager for Hubbard's Communications Office in Phoenix, 

Arizona, during 1952. Hubbard at this time was searching for a substi-

tute name for Dianetics. Hart suggested that the process of treatment be 

called Scientology. Hubbard several months later began using the term 

"Scientology". 

Mr. Hart attended an advanced course in Dianetics at Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania, during 1953. L. Ron Hubbard made a personal appearance 

during one of the night class sessions and announced the formation of 

the Founding Church of Scientology. Hubbard explained to the students 

that under the cloak of religion the practitioners could then claim the 

protection of the constitutional amendment dealing with freedom of religion 

and circumvent some medical practicelaws. 

Mr. Hart met and married Mrs. Hart while at Philadelphia in 1953. 

They returned to Phoenix, Arizona, and shortly after Hart and Hubbard came 

to the parting of the ways. Hart believed Hubbard was profiteering from 

Dianetics and disagreed with Hubbard's policies. The Harts left Phoenix 

and moved to Enid, Oklahoma. A number of people associated with Meta-

physics wrote Hart asking his view on some of Hubbard's policies and the 

use of Dianetics. These letters lead Hart to publish his first copies 

of the "Aberree." The magazine was conceived as an expose of Hubbard's 

divergence from Dianetics. None of the 1955 or 1956 copies are available 

at Enid, Oklahoma. 

The "Aberree5ipublished 10 times a year containing articles that 

deal with Metaphysics, spiritual ideas, and anything that may aid mankind. 

Two recent issues, the January-February and the March, 1963 issues included 

editorial comments concerning our offices' action involving Hubbard's 

E Meters. Three copies of each issue were obtained and are attached. 

Mr. Hart's picture on page 2 of the January-February issue is outlined 

in red pencil. The articles are also marked with a red pencil. Note 

the policy of the magazine which appears on page 3. 

Hubbard circulated th story that he had discharged Hart for mis-

management of the Phoenix, Ar izona, office funds. Hubbard later, in one 

of his British publications,-revoked Hart's degrees, furnishing the reason 

that an investigation by the CSCE had disclosed HART WAS A Communist. 

Hart does not know what the CSCE stands for and states he never has been 

a Communist. Hubbard has never written to HART TO REVOKE THE GRANTED 

DEGREES. Hart continues to use the awarded titles whenever he desires. 

Mr. Hart states that the patents for the original E Meter (Electro 

Synchrometer) are held by Mr. Volney Mathison who resides in Los Angeles, 

California. Hart did not furnish Mr. Mathison's address since he did not 
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2/13/63, A.V.I., Founding Church of Scientology 

want to involve Mathison in our office's current activities with the 
Hubbard E Meter. Mr. Hart has, in the past, written some advertising on 
the E Meter for Mr. Mathison. The Hubbard E Meter is Hubbard's adapta-
tion of the original E Meter which he has produced in England. 

Mr. Hart studied the practice of Dianetics and Scientology ands  
the incorporated use of the E Meter in the process of "Clearing" indi-
viduals. The E Meter is employed as a lie detector to evaluate an indi-
vidual's subconscious approach to the aberrations binding his body to 
various mentai_as1  physical ills. The last course Hart took was an ad-
vanced clinical course givenin Phoenix during 1954. Hart believes the 
E Meter is an excellent tool that- should be used in the practice of Dia-
netics. 

Hart recently published an article written by an author he did not 
wish to name that dealt with a statistical study of the assassination of 
United States Presidents. The FBI visited Mr. Hart as a result of this 
article and conducted an investigation of him. The findings of this in-
vestigation would probably be available through the FBI Offices in Wash-
ington, D.C. Mr. Hart refused to divulge the name of the agent or the 
date of the FBI visit to his home in Enid, Oklahoma. 

Mr. Hart volunteered this information: "If your office is thinking 
of subpoenaing me as a Government witness, you had better know I'll be 
a hostile witness. I haven't the time to spare from my work here in the 
first place, and I don't think your office is taking the right approach 
by proceeding against the E Meters instead of against Hubbard." 

Mr. Hart's voluntary statement that he would prove to be .a hostile 
witness to the Government's case is adhered to by the inspector. Mr. Hart 
is an intense individual deeply devoted to the pursuit of Metaphysics. 
He is gifted with a fabulous command of the English language as demon- 
strated by his magazine "The AbArree." Hart is one of the individuals 
who assisted L. Ron Hubbard in building his organization encompassing 
the practice of Dianetics. Hart is a recognized international expert 
in the field of Metaphysics and could probably argue the Dialectic approach 
to Dianetics on an equal or higher plain than L. Ron Hubbard. Mr. Hart 
has an established opinion concerning the value of the E Meters which will 
not be changed. 

. 	A.T( 4-na 
A. V. I6atowicz 
Inspector: 

ATT: 	3 copies "The Ab..Lrree" 
January-February, 1963, issue 
3 copies "The Ahtrree" 
March, 1963, issue. 



Februsey 6, 1963 -  _ 

• 
Division of Regulatory Nanagettont - 	L. Ron ledeaste  	- . 
&nee= of.Enforcement 	- 	Ponndin Church-44 Seientoloey 

•• 	• 	• . 	.    . 	 Rubberd Oaidenie Center'. 
4-093 V. 	- - / 	 - Distribution Certi4•1:44;e'.  . 	. 

SAN nava= DISTRICT 

 	FDC_4840e. _ ... ... .. 	 .... .... 	• 

giSjidlittedrAmvestigstion of V. Ban Hubbard and the above organizations.- 
%. 	• in connection with the above-referenced seizure we have leer &A. threueh 

the Better Business Bureau and the Post Office Department thatcieee 'Free 
efommer at 145 ail 	• 1771...-Tf . CelifoRnfl; -tad reported an Gelatin-Ott 
with Scientology with raptizt to his -enc.:-  Be advises thit his wife he- 
came .interested in the Gabbard operation and went totTishinetae„ 	 • 
to take various centres 'end  treatments at the__ Scientology estahlisheent. 
61EF touted up in psvehopathie yard  of the y. C. teaeral _   
eeshingion„:5:7C4. eats wits retureed.to ceeliforeia5Zire ci.e 	entered 
• in theeeepe SiateEesoitol? t=1- Someee)reporiedthat doctors at the 
hospital indicate that she has a basic mental difficulty but that the 
eeotional upheaval 'klatch caused her confinement can be traced directly 
• to her processing at the hands of the Scientology organization. 

When the Post Office looked into this complaint in lelle4r.t_EavieDee- 
WW ùnfitiiErirerlea3eis_rereeteieri ate mental 
(but)asked that the inspectors not talk to his vile since-bee eager be 
severely disturbed by such as interview and she vas still connected with 

-end involved in the Scientology operationc 	_ 
.. • . 	" 

Please arraage to interview 	mss if possible, and obtain the facts 
of this matter in the form of as affidavit. Also, if possible,obtain 
authorization for disclosure of affeiniioriitIni theree 

Sore Di 	tte-folla'ap--et the giro, 
rtonerafl spitafln4 	If it is appropriali-i&dia7  etirEficer. 

etences otetement alto caul be obtained from s. Zomelei)cencerving the 
...sort of treatments she received, use of the E =4 r, promises of thera-

peutic benefit of either mental or physical ailments, end 'lazes of eny 
individuals with uhom she had contact bath in 	in an rect-14-Cilg°  
within the Scientology setup, and her views of the necessity for religious 
beliefs te achieve the promised result. - - 

Refer to DRR briefing memorandum of Jesteety 24,1963, for further details... 

Thin assignment was originally issued under date of Jantiery 30, inadvert- 
eedeeeeed to Los Angeles District before cue hed learned the name of 

Hr. Fred Bonze ) and it requested a visit to the Better business Bureau 
oTOPelliiiicTL) The earlier assignment may be disregarded. 

cc LA 
Enclosures: 
cc this memo 

Van W. Smart 



WS AISQLES DISTRICT 

`"""riarst 

Division of Regulatory Mauageosit . .. 
Bureau of Enforcement 7 	

February 1, 1463 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Pounding Church of Scientology 
The Hubbard Widinee Center 
Distribution Center, 
Etc./ 

In connection with our invostig tip  of Mt. L. Eon Wand 	the above 
. 	associated firms please visit t 	ttor :Wetness Bureau inettlein 

•	 
On April 10, 1957 the allejo BBB wretatho4. 4t.90.....S4Letter-' 
BUSiMeSS Bureau indicating hat they bad "received A rather pathetic 
inquiry rewarding the sUbject.a  The letter indicates that the inquirer 
etatosthat his 'wife became interested iallubbard 4s operation end vent  
todLitEshiset0h>to taus sources. The wife ended up_tn46.71WiZhnpathic tar4) 

(6fl kaaltingterrend-Wirfaurned_tan(California state srars17 
rnistitution:5reiltpaircr stated that doctors a the hospital say that 
-ande has a basic mental difficulty but thitthe emotional upheaval which 
caused Mr confines= can be traced disectly to her "processimC et . 
the haade of Hubtard and his associates. 	- • 

Please attempt to obtain the name of this inquirer from the Utter 
Easiness Bureau with view toward interviewing him regarding his We's 
ccaeltloa and her contact with RobiberesaPerations. Authorizations 
for disclosure of uedical 

LIo  
recotishould be obtained end a copy for-

est-Zed toriatiplOriibTiiTtiTSCAllow-up  et_tht.5Taihiii6i-linaiii4 
if its location ien ie determined. 

If the investigation indicates that Ea interview with(the 	patient (xii-Q 
(-Cf-thiii-61179) is feasible please ebtain from her otatements pertain-
-UT-to naffae net forth in tho DRM briefing memorandum of January 24, 
1963. 

Enclosures: 
cc this memo (2) 

	

cc Bat 
cc BEA 
cc GC 
CDTilroems 1-30-43 414/.- 

Van W. Smart 

-Writfornier.) 



Semple 

--AFFIDAVIT 

No. 	  

State of California  

County o f 	Solano  
• 

Before me,  Rnymnna F Krueger 	, en employee of the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare, Food and Drug Administration, designated by the Secretary, under authority 
of the • Act of January 31, 1925, 43 Statutes at Large 80 3 (5 U.S.C. 521); Reorganization Plan No. 
Secs. 12-15, effective June 30, 1940; and Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1953, Secs. 1-9, effective. 
April 11,. 1953, to administer or take oaths, affirmations, and affidavits, personally appeared 

Fred Bommei 	in the county and State aforesaid, who, being 
first duly - sworn, deposes 

That on or about 	 my wife went to Washington, D.C. to 

attend classes at the Church of Scientology Center in that city. Her condition  	

at that time was one of considerable nervous tension. During the next few weeks 	 

I received some disturbing letters fiom her; after she had been there approxi- 

mately 	 weeks, I tried to call her at the Academy. They told pa_tikeyltad  	

not heard of her.Shortly I received a call from the Washington, D.C. Police 

Department indicating my wife was taken into custody following her turning in of 	 

a false fire alarm. They added that due to an apparently disturbed condition, 

she had been admitted to the D.C. General Hospital. I went to Washington, D.C. 

and brought her back to our home in Vallejo. 

Her condition improved considerably on the trip home; however she did undergo 

S 
a series of treatments at the Napa State Hospital. She has steadily improved 

to the point of full recovery. 

Firm 	  

Per   Title 

Subscribed and sworn to before me at 	  

this 	1 9 	day of  C—e-\t. 

FD-463a (Rev. Feb. 1958) 

and says: 

Employe eOifria7Ci\DepartmenolHeal ttZrdUettion, 
Welfare designated under Act of January 31, 1925. 
Reorganization Plan IV effective June 30, 1940; a-
Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1953, of fective 
April 11, 1953. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNM 

Memorandum 
TO DIRECTOR, SEATTLE SEATTLE DISTRICT DATE: February 15, 1963 

FROM : J. Kenneth Kinney, Inspector 

//50v 
SUBJECT: -4n093-V 

Hubbard E Meter 
FDC 48405 

Hubbard Dianetics Research 
Foundation 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
Etc. 

Divorce of Margaret G. Hubbard, Port Orchard, Washington  

DAM/Se Dist. 1/24/63 assignment requested in part an investigation into 
the divorce by Margaret Grubb Hubbard from L. Ron Hubbard at Port Orchard, 
Washington, in 1947. The microfilm file was reviewed by Inspector Pierce 
and myself on 2/14/63 and arrangements made for 1 certified copy of 40 
pages, which is attached to this memo. There was no charge for the 
certified copy of the court records. The Kitsap County Clerk is 
Margaret C. Smith, 1120 Morton Street., Port Orchard, Washington. 

Review of the microfilm revealed some details as follows for quick reference 
and possible follow-up of other aspects of this case in other areas of the 
country. 

The divorce case was filed as No. 23323 in the Superior Court of Kitsap 
County, Washington, on 4/14/47 with Louise G. Hubbard as the plaintiff and 
Lafayette Ronald Hubbard as the defendant. Ronald E. Danielson was the 
lawyer for the plaintiff. The file shows they were intermarried at Elkton, 
Maryland on 4/13/33. Two children at the time of filing this case were: 
Lafayette Ronald Hubbard, Jr., 12 years and Katherine May Hubbard, 11 years. 
They charged the defendant wilfully deserted and abandoned the plaintiff 
and minor children in December 1945 and refused support. His address at 
that time may have been P.O. Box 270, Stroudsburg, Pa. 

February 19, 1963 

BUREAU OF ENFORCEMENT 
DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT .  
ATTENTION: WILL SWAIN 

We are enclosing copies of records covering the divorce of 
L. Ron Hubbard by Margaret G. Hubbard subsequently known as Polly Morton 
and now Mrs. John T. Ochs of Box 312,Gap, Pennsylvania. These records 
also include a petition for modification of the divorce decree which 
charges L. Ron Hubbard among other things with a bigamous second-marriage. 

ARNOLD N. MORTON 
Acting Director, Seattle District 



A default decree by stipulation of both parties was filed 6/16/47. The 
plaintiff received the two children starting on 6/1/47 with $25 for the 
care and support of each and visitation rights by the defendant and $100 
attorney fees plus court costs. The plaintiff retained her properties in 
Maryland and Washington but the defendant was to retain the Colby, Washington, 
property. This order was made by the court on 6/23/47. 

On 8/11/47 there was filed an affidavit for order to show cause why the 
fees and support should not be paid although the defendant was able to pay. 

The final decree of divorce was filed on 12/24/47. 

On 6/11/51 a petition was filed for modification of the decree of divorce, 
stating: 

(1) plaintiff employed in 1947, now remarried and has no salary. 
(2) the defendant was then in modest financial circumstances but has 

now great wealth acquired as an author and as founder-president of dianetics. 
(3) cost of living up. 
(4) as of June 8, 1951, defendant has paid nothing for the support 

of said children. 

The petitioner prayed for an order increasing the amount of childrens 
support money commensurate with his present financial condition and court 
costs. 

It also charged the defendant bigamously married Sara Northrup Hubbard 
on 8/10/46 at Chestertown, Md., and they lived together as husband and 
wife until on or about 2/24/51 when they separated in California. They 
were divorced on her complaint in a decree of the District Court of the 
State of Kansas in Sedgwick County, Judge Wm. C. Kandt, presiding, in 
Cause No. A-36 574 entitled "Sara Northrup Hubbard, plaintiff, vs. Lafayette 
Ronald Hubbard, defendant." The decree was granted on 6/12/51. At that 
time L. Ron Hubbard lived at 211 West Douglas Avenue, Witchita, Kansas. 

The file further shows that Polly Morton, formerly Margaret G. Hubbard, 
did receive some $1600 support money from her former husband in 1951, 
but the attorney, Mr. Danielson, never did receive his fees. When we 
interviewed Mr. Danielson on 2/14/63 he stated he had no additional 
information on L. Ron Hubbard except for his personal opinion that Mr. Hubbard 
was a proverbial liar. He stated the last address he had for the former 
Margaret G. Hubbard, now known as Mrs. John T. Ochs, was Box 312, Gap, 
Pennsylvania. The last correspondence with her was in December 1961. 

Accompanied by: 

Larry L. Pierce 

Attachment: 
1 certified cy divorce action (40 pages) 



„Adkins  gaurin - 1812 - 19th St., N.W. - 

_,-Angel, Harris R. - 2100 Connecticut Ave., N.W. alias "Wine 

'<Angelo  Jeanette - 2100 Connecticut Ave., N.W. alias "Smoker 

Behnke, Werner - 1810 Connecticut Ave., N.W. 

__Bagley, Frodel - 1900 S St. Washington, D.C. 

Boruck, Marie - 1713 Riggs Place, N.W. 

,--Breedon, Paul M. 1921 19th ST N.W. 

,-Conway, Roger M. - 1500 Massachusetts Ave., N.W. 

--'Edelstein, Marguerite - 1919 19th St. 

Fisher, Natalie - 1818 19th St. 

„-Ford, Eunice - 1713 Riggs St., N.W. 

Foster, David K. - 1708 16th St., N.W. 

,--Fudge, John - 1812 19th St., N.W. 

<Gibbons, William S. - 1818 19thb St.N.W. 

John J. - 2911 Columbia Road, N.W. 

woes, Ibugide-S212311:9101tAtWjaisli. 

--Hancock, George Hooker - 2110 19th St., N.W., 

,HRancock, Helen L. - 2110 19th St., N.W. 

--Hermann, Mesons V. - 1830 Connecticut Ave., H.W. 

.:Horner, Ann - 1816 19th St., N.W. 

-- Horner, Arthur L. - 1816 19th St., N.W. 

--Hoskins, Donald Millard - 1921 19th St. N.W. 

,-James, Anton - 1713 Riggs Place, N.W. 

,King, Stella L. °' 1900 S St., N.W. 

d--Nnop, William F. III - 2413 Old Frederick Road - Catonsville, Md. 

„ienbright, Doris - 1907 S St. 

--love, Bud - 1818 19th St. 

--- isore, Herbert W. III - 1825 T St., N.W. 

— Moran, Michael - 1704 19th St. 

„Payer, Fred - 1823 Lamont St., N.W. 

--Reeve, Jean - 1921 19th St, 

-Rohrer, Wayne - 4201 Watkin Trail - Annandale, Va. 

.c7Routsong, Marilyn - 1818 19th St., N.W. 

-:Stevens, Robert C. - 4503 Walsh St. - Chevy Chase, Md. 

rA 



'ooker, Janet - 1114 Henderson Lane - Falls Church, Va. 

Thrner, Bantle B. 1812 19th St., 11.11. 

Walkar, F. Fred - 1261 21st St., EX. 

--Wall, Pep.: - 1927 19th a., N., 

---Kaaten, Jahn P. - 252 Park 3t. - Konbrilla, Nova Scotia Canada 
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THE CITY OF NEW YORK. 

'DEPARTMENT OF LICENSES 

ORIGINAL 

RENEWAL 

Full and complete answers are required to each question. 

Any false statement made by the applicant herein is cause for disapproval of 
this application. 

Applicant must furnish 2 photographs (11/2  inches square) of recent date. 

APPLICATION 
CABARET OR PUBLIC DANCE HALL 
EMPLOYEE'S IDENTIFICATION CARD 

(1) Record No  '  
Date 

PHOTO 

(2) Name (Print) 	 [-  
(First, Initial, Last) 

(4) Professional or Assumed Name 	ritz.,45- /43  -t  
o ID --Tr H Sr  (5) Residence 

(6) Date of Birth 	9 A/9 / 	(7) Place of Birth 

.1.1W-RiseerS,IAgur,-----Sex  MA(, I! 	Height  A-rt  
Eyes 	 ).(-3:3/222.9 	_Scarliceriiii fig_ 	  

(9) Place of employment 	_....,c12.22I42/41 /47-‘3:2.- 	(I PAL.--el.0 ,1 

(10) Address 	0—(t.r..Lict/  C- 

(12) Has your application for a license ever been deniedf__NO 	If so explain 

(13) Have you ever had a license suspended or revoked? A/ti 	If so, explain 	  

(14) Do you hold any license issued by The City of New York? 
	

/Jo 
(15) Were you ever employed in a cabaret or public dance hall where the license was suspended or revoked7_41(' 	If so explain_ --:— 	. 

(16) Have you ever been arrested or summoned to court (except traffic violations) 	A /..0_ 	  

If so, list offenses, dates and final dispositions 

(17) If renewal, have you been arrested or summoned to court since your last license issued? _ 

If so, explain 

In consideration of being granted the license hereby applied for, it is agreed that the applicant will comply with the rules and regulations of the 
Department of Licenses that are now in force or that may in the future be promulgated. PENALTY FOR FALSIFICATION: Falsification of any 

statement made herein is an offense punishable by a fine or imprisonment or both. (N. Y. C. Administrative Code Section 932-9.0) 

(2> e_-- 	 _Ai 
Signature of Applicant 

Examined By 	  

(3) Tel No 	./  

Apt 

H A Ai° /1/9/ CITIZEN  (cross out one) 
3/../  

Weight 	/1° 	Hair / RO 0.1 4  

Social Security No  O ;19.-1  P "1719_4'9  

(11) Occupation 	 

DEPARTMENT USE ONLY 

Temporary Card Issued 
	 471 	3o 	No 

Permanent Card Issued 	  

Fingerprints Sent 	 4/30//-• 

Date of Expiration.. 	- 	f  

9 /30A  
Returned 

No 	 /// 	 Date of Expiration 

COMMISSIONER'S ACTION 

Based on Statements in Application, Inspection Report, Office Report, and any other relevant matter. 

4'6.‘ 	/4'6_9 	A? 	TCni /CV 14--,ar it CA -rid  _ands c 	072-se 	P 	 Date 	 19 

6.7 c 	 $ 	 bi5di  _e_rr 
	

Approved 
	

Denied 

Ca-r 	 ra Aif V het P 	r9  c.c.:LS. 	y at a trr CAC,  
r ra 	 CR 	R 	/S 	 r>,,g 	as.7e 

l'ACe p, 
Commissioner. 

C.14.2-1? /9 ,?,.> /-)9 C OC/..c f3 Er,1 
pc.• y re.  

RECEIPT OF PERMANENT EMPLOYEE'S IDENTIFICATION CARD IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED. 

Signature of Applicant 
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the Distribution Center 
Washington, D. C. ' 

FDC 48405 
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___ 	_  ......  _ _ 	. 	• -...... 	....-,..--.- • 	:-..-- "- 	- . 	"......... 

. 	_ 	. 

_ 	_. 	.. 	 
U. S. Veterans Administration - 
Adrdnistrator of Veterans Affairi. ----:-- --- ' .. _. . 
Vermant Avenue - Between U & I Streets, 11: W. 
Washington 25, D. C.. - ' ---.±.---- -• - . _ ' 

. 	..". 

Attention: John S. Gleason, Jr. 

Gentlemen: 

In connection with a case presently pending in the District Courts, 
vs arc investigating the Activities and background of Mr. Lafayette 
Ronald. Hubbard. 	 _ 

Our investigation indicates that this individual is drawing a 30% 
disability for claims of arthritis incurred chile serving in the 
U. S. Navy. 

We would appreciate verification of this information and soy other 
information which might eid our inventigation of the background of 
this individual. 

Er. L. Ron Rubberd's Naval Serial Ho. is 113392. 

Sincerely yours, 

Vett W. Smart, Deputy Director 
Division of regulatory Management 
Bureau of Enforcement 

• 

cc Bait 
cc GC 
cc BFA 
CDTilroe:ms 1-31-63 



Don't drift 
Upon the Ocean of Life 

Set a course 

Then, whether the weather 
Be sunny or stormy— 

Hold to it. 
Arrive! 

THERE IS A WAY! 

—Volney G. Mathison 

6 

ruly yours 

Tel. REpublic 2-5024 

VOLNEY G. MATHISON, Electropsychometrist 
Personalized Self-Suggestion and Self-Hypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 

1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 
LOS ANGELES 7, CALIFORNIA 

Feb 16 63 

Dear Mr Wood 

I don't know whether you see or 

care to see this stuff pouring out from 

"scientology" 	Am sending it along 

anyv:ay. 	Not necessary to return. 

PS They are also still sending out 

literature from Englad peddling 

"electrometers" to individual USA purchasers. 



X 
Tel. REpublic 2-5024 

VOLNEY 	 -Electropsychometrist 
-r.-RerStin-aliied-Self-SUaeitiOn arid Self-liykno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 

1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 
ELES 7. CALIFORNIA 

..---- 	 May 28, 1963 	 e`',,  - -- Don't drift 

"I 	"1  
/ 	Upon the Ocean of Life 	

Pit 
7
/ 	Set a course 

Then, whether the weather 	 l. -. /!G 
Be sunny or stormy— 

Hold to it. 	 S. Food and Drug Administration 
Arrive! . 	. S. Dept of Health and Welfare 

THERE IS A WAY! 7lashington, D.C. 
—Volney G. Mathison 

..Dear Sirs: 

Herewith a concise restatement of the functions 
of and claims made for the Mathison Electropsychometer. 

The functions claimed are those set forth 
in the specifitcations,of_the original patent 
# 2,684;6$07 issued July 27, 1954, as follows: 

1: The instrument registers electrical ohmic 
resistance between two metal hand-theld 
electrodes. It therefore registers the 
ohmic resistance drops resulting from 
the sweat-jetting action of the psycho-
galvanic reflex---the "GSR" of medical 
literature. 

2: Since the metal electrodes are usually hand-
held, the electropsychometer also registers 
a myodynamic reflex, or reflex variations 
of muscular gripping tension in the fingers 
and hands. This action is similar to that 
obtained with other expensive types of 
instruments, such as the myograph. 

3: The electropsychometer achieves a simultaneous 
composite registration of both the psycho-
galvanic reflex and the myodynamic reflex. 

4: The instrument consequently may used as a 
device for registering the emotional 
reactions of an examinee that occur under 
interrogation. 

5: Increasingly quiescent electropsychometric 
registrations developing during a system 
of interrogation or review of a situation 
in the past history of the examinee indicates 
some relativeN degree of relaxation. This 
relaxation may or may not be permanent. 
The same system of interrogation administered 
at a later date may or may not cause a 
ronn-nrctnnt. 	 .t 



 

VOLNEY G. MATHISON, Electropsychometrist 
Personalized Self-Suggestion and Self-If ypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 

1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 
LOS ANGELES 7, CALIFORNIA 

Tel. REpublic 2-5024 

     

     

Don't drift 
Upon the Ocean of Life 

Set a course 

Then, whether the weather 
Be sunny or stormy— 

Hold to it. 
Arrive! 

THERE IS A 1VAY! 

—Volney G. Mathison 

U.. Food and Drug Administration 
U.S. Dept or Health and Vvelfare 
Washington, D.C. 
May 28, 1963 
Page 2. 

The electropsychometer is not, per se, 
a modality'for relieving an examinee 
of nervous, physical, or psychical 
tensions. 



VOLNEY G. MATHISON, E 1 ectropsychometrist 

Personalized Self-Suggestion and Self-Hypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 

1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 
LOS ANGELES 7. CALIFORNIA 

17, 1963 Don't drift 	 January  
Upon the Ocean of Idle 

Set a course 

Tel. REpublic 2.50 	

a 	k 

Then,whethertheweather US Food and Drug Administration 
Bessinnyorslormy— 1521 West Pico Blvd. 

Holdtois. . 	 Los Angeles, California 
Arrive! 

THERE IS A WAY! 

-van.?  G. Mathison 

Dear Sirs: 

sent 
N vi, 
from 

Herewith a copy of a letter which I have • 
to Mr. Wm. C. Moore, 1303 Wisconsin Avenue 
Washington D.C., in response to an inquiry 
him. 

  

  

  

  

Attention Mr. G. R. Wood 

This inquiry comes addressed to me in a 
certain keyed way which corresponds to my name as 
the scientology concern have me listed on their 
mailing list, so I suspect it may be from some 
person looking for a new supply of instruments 
for scientology. 

Some years past, we supplied Hubbard with a 
small model electropsychometer; but cancelled the 
distributorship because of what I considered to 
be possibly harmful and destfuctive interpretations 
of the instrument?Asegistrations of the psychogalvanic 
reflex when used in Hubbard t s classes and by his 
students. Hubbard subsequently began producing 
the spurious imitation 6f . the patentud electro-
psychometer which he called the "electrometer." 

I intend to take precautions to make sure 
that no Mathison electropsychometers are obtained 
by any one for the purpose of promulgating or 
continuing the-concepts and methods of Hubbard 
or his scientology concern. 

Very truly yours, 

15 

	

qATkS 	ELECT -0 pYCHOF-1- .'RS 

/ 
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VGM:mp 
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VGM:mp, 

Enclosures 

Tel. REpublic 2-502e 	_11 	

1 jt. 1-1?  

'114* 

Don't drift 

Upon the Ocean of Life 

Set a course 

Then, whether the weather 
Be sunny or stormy— 

Hold to it. 

Arrive! 

THERE IS A WAY! 

—Volney G. Mathison 

VOLNEY G. MATHISON, Electropsychometrist 

Personalized Self-Suggestion and Self-Hypno Recordings 

Inventor and manufacturer of the Mathison Electropsychometer 

1208-1214 WEST 30TH STREET 

LOS ANGELES 7. CALIFORNIA 

January 17, 1963 

Mr. Wm. C. Moore 
1303 Wisconsin Avenue N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Sir: 

Thank you for your inquiry about the Mathison 
electropsychometer. 

' I would appreciate your advising whether you 
have any specific program or proposed application 
of the instrument. 

The U S Department of Health and Welfare 
through the agency of its Food and Drug administrat-
ion has confiscated the "electrometers" and books • 
of the Hubbard Scientology concern in Washington DC, 
probably because of mislabelling, the mislabelling 
in turn presumably being comprised in the extensive 
Hubbard publications which evaluate psychogalvanic 
reflex registrations with various unsupportable or 
at least controversial interpretation, 

Are you connected with or in anyway 
interested in scientology? 

Very sincerely yours, 



Case D-98372 	 Wichita - City Police Dept. 

Virginia Pigott (30)wfe.  6-6-52 

 

 

 

The above leas arrested at 6:00 PM this date at the Kings X Hamburger 
stand at Kellogg and Oliver and charged Vagrancy and Investigation (mental). 

At approximately 4:45 PM this date as I reported for duty,' was 
contacted in the Vice Dept. by Det. Bruff. He informed me that he had 
received a call from the Manager of the Kings X Hamburger Stand at 
Kellogg and Oliver in regards to an unknown woman, driving a green Ford 
coach, 1942 model, bearing a New Mexico license 236-639. He said this 
woman was dressed in a green sweater, brown skirt and had a green ribbon 
in her hair. The manager thought she was taking some kind of pills. She 
had been in the place for some time and was acting in a very peculiar mane r. 
He thought that possible she might be taking some kind of dope or barbiturates. 
Det. Bruff asked me to check into this as I was going to the Eastern part 
of the city.  

At approximately 5:45 PM this date I went to the Kings X Stand at 
Kellogg and Oliver and contacted Leslie (no) Dunnavant who lives at the 
Eaton Hotel. He told me he was the Assistant Superintendent of the 
establishment and that the woman he had called about was sitting in a 
booth at the North Side of the room. He said that this woman had been 
stuffing something down her brassier and had been trying to get the young 
Male help in the stand to come and sit with her in the booth. I, Det. 
Mountain walked up to this woman Virginia Pickett, this being the name 
given to me by this woman after some interrogation. I showed her my badge 
told her that I was a Police Officer and asked her to cone outside. She 
got up and went to her car parked on the North side of the Hamburger Stand. 
At this time she became violent and Abusive. She had about five packages of 

(
freshly opened cigarettes in front of her. She immediately stated that 
her name was Mrs. L. Ron Hubbard, and that she wouldn't give Tom Seed, 
the County Attorney, any more dates as he had tried to datel-her. She 
stated that she was a very good friend of Mr. Fletcher, the F. B. I. agent. 
She kept rambling on until she became Belligerent. I then was convinced 
that I had a Mental Case on my hands and I did not wish to transport her to 
the station by myself after hearing the statements she had been making 
about prominent men in the city. I called for the beat man to assist me, 
and in a few minutes Officer Lort and Officer Bennet arrived on the scene 
and after considerable pursuasion we got this woman into the Police car 
and she was brought to the station. The Station Lieutenant talked to 
this woman and was convinced that she be held for vagrancy and Investigation 
as a mental case, and so ordered. The Investigation sheets were made 
out by Lieutenant Cook and Turned over to the Desk Sargeant. 

In the Matron's office this woman was stripped and several cigarette 
butts and bits of paper were found inside her brassier and several cigarette 
packages and cigarette butts were found in her purse and pockets. She 
was checked to determine if she was using narcotics but no medicine or 
equipment was found to indicate the use of any drys. The woman's cart 
a 1942 Ford with New Mexico plates 236-639 was taken care of by Officers 
Lort and Bennett. This report will suffice for the officers as far as the 
arrest is coricerned,for details of the disposition of the car, see their 
report under this case. 

AS/ R. G. Mountain #114 
/s/ Officers Lort & Bennett by J.C.B. 	 



Case D-98872 	 Wichita Police Dept. Report 

Virginia Pickett 	Pigott 	(30) Wfe 	6-6-52 

The above arrested Kellogg and Oliver charged Vag and Inv (mental). 
Check other officer's report for facts leading to this officer's report. 
I attempted to converse with the above named person in the Matron's Office and 
found her to be somewhat mentally unsound, rational(?) and, was in such a 
state of mind that she could not give any sound answers to my questions asked. 
The matron stated that this lady yells and hollers at times and believes 
that steps should be made to have her transferred to the County Jail 
if unable to get a deposition on the case here at the station. Due to the 
condition of this lady, and, that she was in no condition to be let out 
on the street into society I contacted the Probate Court Judge (MACK BRYANT). 
Hecstated that he was familiaryt with this lady, and that she had been 
committed once before in 1951 in his court, I contacted W.C.Norton 
421 s roosevelt phone number 40336 or 623182, a friend of Virginia Pigott, 
that he could not help her, and in all probability should be taken through 
the Probate Court, as he could not help her as she thought. I attempted 
to contact her sister Mary E. Wiggins 1402 N. Brdy phone 76846, however, 
learned that she was in California. After my contacting Judge Bryant, 
this officer signed a committment paper in which she was transferred to the 
Sedgwick County Jail on 6-7-52. The 1941 Ford Coach bearing (51) New Mexico 
License 2-36369 serial number 18-5922566 was left in the Red Ball Garage 
until a check has been made with the New Mexico authorities as to the 

(ownership and if stolen. Virginia Pigott stated the car was given to her 
by Mr. Hubbard of the Hubbard Dianetic Foundation 211 W. Douglas Phone no 
76271. I contacted Miss Krehbal of the Foundation. She stated that Mr. 
Hubbard was in Phoenix, Arizona, and, that she would attempt to locate 
hist address for the department. According to the information I get from 
Virginia Pigott and Mr. Larry Otey of 910 North Yale, the car registration 

( 
is made out to a Dean Carranahan, an Alias of Mr. Hubbard. I was advised 
that Mr. Hubbard address is Evergreen Groves 48th and East Indians School 
Road, Phoenix, Arizona. Mr. Mahoney of the Hubbard Foundation stated that 
Hubbard gave the car to Virginia Piggott because of back payment,of wages, and 
believed that the title of the car had been changed. ;** 

Covey 	7611 
6-8-62 



D-98872 	 Investigation 	Wichita Police Dept. Report  ------- 

Virginia Pigott (30) wfe 	6-6-52 

The above lady was arrested approx. 5:35Pm.m date at Oliver and 
Kellogg in back of Kings X and charged with V & I Mental case. 

This is an additional report on this case in regards to the disposition 
of the automobile. 

The auto, a 1941 Ford Coach bearing (51 New Mexico Lic 2-36369 
Motor No. 18-5922566, this car was impounded in the Red Ball Garage 

7,1 



Dear Dr. Davis: 

A brief note to acknowledge the material you forwarded. Pressure of other things has prevented my going over this material carefully, but it looks as though theItsilLy_dPvire should be pretty easy to nail. At best, the gadget seems to be an electro-massage device, but the labeling goes far beyond this 	  

The Hubbard "E" meter is in a little different category. Although I have not opened the box to see just what the circuit looks like, it seems to be a reasonably legitimate instrument for measuring skin resistance, with adequate sensitivity to pick up changes in the physiological range. I have not attempted to check its linearity, but there is no particular reason why a diagnostic instrument needs to have a high degree of linearity to be useful. I would rate this device as being a legally acceptable product to use for 
assessing emotional reactions, or to assist in localizing certain types of acute inflamatory processes. If their label-ing stays within this area, I do not see a case. However, if their labeling goes beyond into the broad spectrum of all sorts of disease, chronic as well as acute, then you have the same type of case as you had with the Microdynamometer. 

so I should be on deck kf you need me. 
After June 1, my Wledule should be reasonably flexible, 

Sincerely yours, 

7 6e.S. 

(
Robert S. Ale ander Ph.D. 
Chairmanof the Deportment 

RSA:rs 
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D•partminat of Physfologr 

Dr. Joseph B. Davis 
Bureau of Medi ine 
Department of e th, 
Education and 	fare 
Food and Drug dministration 
Washington 25, D. C. 

May 17, 1963 



June 12, 1967 

Nathan Dodell, Esquire 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Washington, D. C. 

Ret United States v. ... Hubbard Electrometer; Civil No. 1-63 
4-093 V; F.D.C. No. 48405  

Dear Mr. Dodell; 

In accordance with our telephone conversation of today, we are 
listing below the expenses incurred by the Government in obtaining 
expert testimony in the above matter. 

Witness  
Thomas McP. Brown, M.D. 
901 23rd St., N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20037 

Nov. 23, 1966 - Conference 
March 30, 1967 - Conference 
April 12, 1967 - Testimony 

Total 

$50.00 
50.00 
95.00 

$195.00 

Richard A. Steinbach, M.D. 
3800 Reservoir Road, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20007 

Nov. 23, 1966 - Conference 	 $50.00 
March 24, 1967 - Conference 	 50.00 
April 13, 1967 - Testimony 	 95.00 
Taxi fare 	 2.20 

Total 	$197.20  

Leon Tochelson, M.D. 
Dept. of Psychiatry,Geo.Washington Hospital 
901 23rd St., N.D. 
Washington, D.C. 20037 

.Nov. 23, 1966 - Conference 	 450.00 
April 1, 1967 - Conference 	 50.00 
April 12, 1967 - Testimony 	 95.00 

Total 	$195.00 



$95.00 
95.00 

8.00 
16.o° 

j9 
$2931 .7 

Nathan Dodell, Esq. - 6/12/67 

-2- 

Dr. John I. Lacey 
Fels Research Institute 
Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387 

April 3, 1967 - Pretrial conference 
April 4, 1967 - Court testimony 

April 3, 1967 - Per Diem 
April 4,• 1967 - " 	" 

April 3, 4, 1967 - Travel expenses 
Total 

I contacted Dr. Lester Henry, Department of Internal Medicine, 
Howard University School of Medicine, Washington, D. C. today and 
determined that he has the following claimable expenses': 

Nov. 23, 1966 - Conference 
March 30, 1967 - " 
April 18, 1967 - Testimony 

fee 

Total 

$50.00 
50.00 
95.00  

$195.00 

We will confirm Dr. Henry's expenses immediately upon receipt. 

 

Sincerely yours, 

 

MERL J. RYAN 
Assistant to Director 
Baltimore District 

cc GC, Att. Mrs. Sisk 
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Memorandum of Conferencett3/31/59 • 

Mr. 'frozen ie still pursuing the' possibilities of civil action 
in the nature of an injunction against violation of the Healing Arts Act 
of the District of Columbia.' He suggested that a re-inspection by 
Inspector North at the Washington location of the firm might be very valuable 
to him if it were-ionductedicith the understanding -that Inspector Nort.h  
pursue every• appropriate'llie of-inqUiry* vigorously as poslible during —_- 
the inspection.- He indicated that he• vas, ware. that Inspector North .would. 
probably be accused OVvei-inus•improper *Cations if Such an inspection were 
undertaken and agreed '-tharcit'should -be a'ttcrotsan operation: both for 
purposes of physical sifetY.and -te.:refutelilitt:false accusations which-might 
be broughtsgainat them. : 	• --. 

Ha was`  no'Prami- 	 'woad-  be- inedi bUt vas - 
told that its advisabilitY,:sou2dbe'lnoUsidered..2:_11:.,_ 	- 	= - 	- • 
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Duriag 1930 and 1951 a(Roland Sl. (pr AL)Aillitir,-Jr., M. IC.?, was said to •• • • 
be a aponaor of the DiauaticanoveziontrtEl iiiihington. D. C. 	•  

',Dr. walketyfts anutFrailst stiliggprommtmp:- 4RE. 141kerfileasseeleied 
himecif -with the Dianetics moversent.due to practices withialch he objected. 
We have been unable to locottl;. iiiikorseTipresent OdroSS.:,, 

Pleamo cwde on attempt to locate qtr. 	 tbeufirTkiiiiketood.th stew .. 
trnAird intervicming him concerning iii‘nonsmetionotthAaeakd reasons 
for his disassocintion.- -lbe AMA Joined too not 	ualifer Anent 
he nay not be a member of the:local ead4081 society. 

Planma_slao.lotrretee(Fh astine.A4.-INieri107 	 toad, Seliiiiireft. 
14 	Plea isiA  is listea_ie as oltAbility eseasiaa as a Sciantologirt.. 

ease determine if she is a friaibilie141divead her underetandiag of the 
cperation of Rho sub4ect 

An individual by tha new Hunan .1.3611 sizry Avenue„  toltieore:? )ORI
. 
 

4.)•.4:fl.-sbould ale° be laterviewediti -triiinehis or her connection Mith tWi-.  • 
above firm. Determine if 	Pini.sauladividuel is a frAachise holder. 

......... 	... 	... 	. 	 . 	. 

In all contacts with the above individuate pleeae solicit theft views on 
mattarefilseusead leDRM Waling mareoratuftn of January 24, 1963.  . 	• 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL 

WASHINGTON 25, D.C. IN REPLY REFER TO 

Pers-E24-LWD:km 
113392/1105 
25 Feb 1963 

' Department of Health, Education & Welfare 
Food and Drug Administration 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Gentlemen: 

The following statement of the naval service of former Lieutenant Lafayette 
R. Hubbard, U. S. Naval Reserve is forwarded in response to your letter of 
31 January 1963: 

COMPONENT  

MONT NG-ENL 
USMCR-ENL 
USMCR-ENL 
USMCR-ENL 
US NR-OFF 
US NR-OFF 
USNR-OFFF 

ACTIVE 

22 Sep 41- 6 Oct 41 
24 Nov 41-16 Feb 46  

TRAINING 	 INACTIVE 

19 Oct 27-29 Oct 28 
1 May 30-29 Jun 30 

30 Jun 30-19 Jul 30 20 Jul 30-22 Aug 31 
23 Aug 31- 6 Sep 31 	7 Sep 31-22 Oct 31 

19 Jul 41-21 Sep 41 
7 Oct 41-23 Nov 41 

17 Feb 46-30 Oct 50 

29 October 1928 Honorably discharged 
22 October 1931 Honorably discharged 
30 October 1950 Resignation accepted under honorable conditions 

PROMOTIONAL HISTORY (NAVY)  

19 Jul 1941 Lieutenant (junior grade), U. S. Naval Reserve 
15 Jun 1942 Lieutenant, U. S. Naval Reserve (Temporary) 

VeSsels to which attached and duties performed: 

VrbSEL 	 PERIODS 	 DUT1Eb  

Supervisor of Ships 	15 Jan 43-20 Apr 43 Prospective Commanding 
Portland, Oregon 	 Officer, connection 

fitting out UM PC-815 

IES PC-815 
	

21 Apr 43- 7 Jul 43 C. 0.; Morale, Welfare, 
Medical & Ship's Service 
Officer 



VESSEL. 	 PERIODS 

Supervisor of Ship- 	2 Dec 43-21 Jul 44 
Building, U. S. Navy 
Portland, Oregon 

USS ALGOL (AKA-54) 	21 Jul 44-28 Sep 44 

Medals and awards earned: 

American Defense Service Medal 
American Campaign Medal 
Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal 
World War II Victory Medal 

No record of any civil or military offenses. 

No record of attendance at U. S. Naval Academy. 

Pers-E24-LWP:km 
113392/1105 

DUTIES  

Connection fitting 
out USS ALGOL (AKA-54) 
(Navigator, Training 
Officer) 

Navigator; Training 
Officer, Chief Ship's 
Censor 

Married to Louise Grubb Hubbard as of 2 June 1942. No record of date,  or 
place of marriage. 

By direction of Chief of Naval Personnel: 

Sincerely yours, 

C. R. J SON 
Corrmand!r, U. S. Navy 
Directo 
Officer ervices and Records Division 

2 
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On October 11, 1950, the New Jersey Board of Medical Examiners 
' reported to the New Jersey. Attorney General's office that the Hubbard 

Dianetics  RepAargioUeundation of Elizabeth, N. J. was operating a 
school without a license and practicing medicine. 

A check has been made at the Attorney General's Office in 
Newark, N. J. by the U. S. Food and Drug Administration for any records 
concerning this incident but we were informed that records prior to 
1957 were kept in Trenton, V. J. 

In line with your telephone conversation today with Inspector 
Grove, we are requesting that a check be made of available records 
in the Attorney General's Office for any action taken against the 
Hubbard Dianetics Research Foundation, Inc. of Elizabeth, N. J. or 
Mr. L. Ron Hubbard_since 1950.J.: 

• • : y ' Very truly yours, 

- . FRANCIS J. EIS 
,VCeLic-e•A-4— 	.4

1ter

: 

 

* Supervisory inspe ctor 

••:4 t:; 	
• 

,;•-• 	• 

: 	 • ' 	, 	• 

Walter McHale) 
1 Chief Administrator 

Attorney Generals Office 
Trenton, New Jersey - 

Dear Mr. McHale: 

- 
DEPARTMENT OF 

HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 
FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION. - 1 

• • 1 	•: ; 	PHILADELPHIA 6, PA. 

10 March 20, 1963 
. • 



Chief of Naval Personnel 
Arlington Annex 
Columbia Pike and Arlington Blvd. 
Arlington, Virginia 

Attention: Mr. Breedlove, Room 3056 

Dear Sir: 

In connection with our current investigation of a Mr. Lafayette Ronald 

Hubbard we desire verification of certain information concerning his 

enlistment in the U. S. Navy. It would be appreciated if you would 

supply or verify the following information: Mr. L. Ron Hubbard is 

said to have the U. S. Navy Serial No. 113392. 
and 

1. Length/ dates of service in U. S. Navy, the Naval Reserve and 

the Marine Reserve. Mr. Hubbard is believed to have been both 

an/ enlisted man and served as a Ltecl-fc-Aan-t- 

2. Honorable discharge. 

3. Married or single %i 	ause=eftd—ditened—t=frere=0{- 

eacrilt_ 
a. N2  me cf Spat 

4. Medals and decorations obtained. 

5. Positions handled during service. 

6. Any evidence of civil action or court martial action during 

Naval career. 

Information indicates that Mt Hubbard 61St4Lt4EA attended the Naval Academy 

and information concerning the dates of attendance would be desirable. 

If available through your office we would also desire a transcript of 

records from the Naval Academy. 

A representative from 	this Agency will contact you concerning 

obtaining fAiii this information. 
1-31-63 	Sincerely yours, 

cc GC BFA Balt GDTilroems 	Van W. Smart, Deputy Director 
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Information indicates that Mr. Hubbard attended the Naval Academy, 

and information concerning the dates of attendance would be desirable. 

If available through your office, we would also desire a transcript of 

records from the Naval Academy. 

A representative from this Agency will contact you concerning 

obtaining this information. 

Van Smart 

a 



COMMITTEE OF EXAMINATION. CERTIFICATION AND SERVICES 

OF THE 

Wzcb&vut amoriallott. 4. schattatogia.., 
gativwdzonat 

S16 NORTH THIRD STREET • PHOENIX. ARIZONA. V. S. A. 

December 17, 1954 

Since taking over the job of Operation Phoenix, I have 
completely neglected many of my duties of the C.E.C.S. 

We are going to feature in each of our coming publications 
one of your pictures and a short writeup on you. We want 
the field acquainted with our professional auditors. We're 
proud of you and the work you're doing. 

What we need is two pictures of yourself. Go to your local 
photographer and get two pictures of passport size. These 
will be the only size and kind we accept. Sometime ago I 
sent out a data sheet similar to the one enclosed and have 
since then discovered them to be quite inadequate. So, 
please fill out the enclosed form and return with the pass-
port pictures in a hurry. One picture will go on file here 
and one will be sent to the printers for the coming Auditor's 
Directory. This directory is going to be printed this Jan-
uary, so please rush these pictures to me. 

I want to know a few things more. Are you having a problem 
getting preclears? How well are you received by society? 
What social functions do you attend? 
We are enmass embarking upon establishing ourselves on the 
third dynamic. You are the Professionals; you are the ones 
the people look up to; so let's get this ball rolling. 

Best 
	

-----''.---.. 

,..,: :::::::7 

(,,chard F. Steves 
President of 	C.E.C.S 

RFSjb 
Enc1-1 

MEMBER: PHOENIX CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 



OPTIONAL IOU, NO. 10 
3010-101 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
DATE: PA:ct 

Li u , 

 

TO 	Division of Medical Review 
Bureau of Medicine 

FROM 
	

General Counsel's Office 

SUBJECT: 
	

United States v. Hubbard E-meter. S. No. 4-093 V. 
F.D.C. No. 48405. 

We have been adVised in the past that the Bureau of Medicine 
has been in contact with proposed expert witnesses who will testify 
at the trial of this case and we have so informed the United States 
Attorney. 

We have been requested, by the Assistant United States 
Attorney for the District of Columbiawho is handling the case, to 
furnish the name and address of each witness for the government, and 
summary of their qualifications and testimony. 

We therefore need to know: 

(a) Has the Bureau of Medicine in. act contacted expert 
witnesses. 	 II 

(b) If so, the name, address, and qualifications and 
summary of testimony. 

(c) If Bureau of Medicine has been unable to obtain 
expert witnesses, we need to know why the persons 
obtained will not testify or are not suitable. This 
information is requested for transmission to the 
United States Attorney. 

(d) If Bureau of Medicine has not contacted expert 
witnesses, when will the experts be obtained. 

We must have this information by the close of business on 
Friday, December 13, 1963. 

/ 
*tre.t€,,,-/ C/ 	/c0371 



latilitiON oft laDICEAl. DEVIEd 
DT.VICE IgIANeg 	 

ATTM110::: 	.X)Sard D.AVIS 

..... . .... 	. 

torero of Reeulatory Compliance . :eHeeee-e-eere,e • • _ •_ ..••. • 
• 

flee. . eee=ey 	The Distribution Center 
Unhbard leiter 	 - 	Founding Church of Scientot*a • 

Wachington, D. C. 

The Legal steps lu this case have reached a point at thich we believe 
ve are justified in fiIins a Nation for Summery Judgment for its dis-
position. in this regard, sae 4411 need affidavits heal those individuals 
who have exemine4 the devicea;-setting forth a descriptive of the structure 
at the device, the fUnctica of the device 04 sa electronic instrument, 
its function as eediesnestic Red therapeutic device then used in attach-
ment to the human body tad oleo from a person qualified to ect forth the 
farts 2 statement of the utility of such a golvaeometes in diagnosis and 
therapeutics. We also will 04.ta effidevits from specialists in the 
various fields of medicine covering the various conditions claimed in 
the labeling of the article. As a M41-  's-  tide should include a 
psychiatrist enelos psychoanalyst capable of• diecuseing the utility of 
the practices involved In the treatment of mental ailmemts; and in 
coverine the brood range of other conditions, an internist, rn orthopedist, 
a dermatoloeist, a pediatrician, and possibly others. W eould suggest 
that the documents be prepared in rough draft form and submitted promptly 
to Division of Cese Supervision for review with the Central Ceunsells 
office us to co=plienco of the language with legal requirements before the 
documents are prepared finally. These should be prepared specifically for 
the esperto who are to sign them; setting forth their eualificstions the 
the early content of the affidavit:: 	- " 
eeee 
The voluminous labeling in Ole case is ct present located in lice. Siskla 
office in the General Counsel and may be reviewed 22 to the location of 
the vsrlues expressed claims if such review is necessary. Ile belicv© 
you have in your office a copy of the chart-lea invelVed. 

After the laneuege of the affidavits are prepared to so to be suitable 
ue believe that a conference should be had with each of the 

prospective witnesses to determine that the7 can censcientiously executer 
the eftidavito tad such appropriate changes to be mode ea required by 
the extent of their knowledge. When you have supplied Ks with the names 

... ...... ................ 



V. H. luain 

. • , 

Dic Joseph Davis . 	, 
• .., 	•- 	• 	• 

rib ad4resses of the individusle tea willibe wtilist4 is this.rozards  
we will inform.  the Baltimore Mistrict'eo that they way execute the 
proper pexcheae order for theservloes sad payment of these expetti 
fu this regerdibe rate of pxynent:ot the present is ;30.0J for 
each day involves:gut of the expert is preparation and extcutioa of 
the affidavit. .1.: .": 

We hope to be ale to file the Nation Lot Sua:mary Judgeent with copra- 
_ 	leg affidavits within the nest two.week$4:so we would appreciate 

cspeditious preparations of the rough draft affidavits with the ter:;et 

cc GC 

cc BRC Reading File 

wuswain:blw i#t 11/10/64 
• 

• 

...... 	....... 	-• 
• • 

• •• 
•.• •• • 

• 



4-0937 - E-Meter Seizure Trial 

September 7P,~1970~ 	Tieti 

Division of Case Guidance (BD-310) 
. 	7 	Founding Church Toieg 

Uubbard 	 — Washington, D.0 	(ILF 41-426) 

1. here are the conditions under which FM would agree to 
terminating this seizure action without a re-trial: 

a) the withdrawal of the Claim and Answer and 
the filing of _a default decree of condemnation; or 

_b) the filing of a Consent Decree of Condemnation 
providing for the destruction of the seized E-Meters 
and that part of the seized literature which refers 
to the E-Meters. We would ,  not object to the return 
of the remaining literature to the claimant. .The 
Consent Decree should enjoin the claimant and all 
his agents and affiliates from any future use of 
the E-Meter. The.re should be no language in the 
decree which would bind the government to any 
understanding that scientology is a religion or 
that the use of the-- E-Meter or any other similar 
device is under any circumstances exempt from the 
requirements of the FDC Act. 

Bye rsT.E . 

cc 	BD 310 'Reading file: (McGee)  

BTLoftus:mg - 4:lit 9-21770 
R/D signed T.E. Byers -,9-21-70.: 

sj 

. 	r 	 • 
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Document H-65. This document is a nine page memorandum dated 2/19/63, 
to Director, Dallas District, from Inspector John R. Vodneck, Inspector 
Boland B. Shepherd. Subject: 4093 V, Hubbard E. Meter, FDC 48405, 
Church of Scientology of Dallas. This memorandum consists of an investigative 
report on the Church of Scientology of Dallas and members of that 
organization. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material on page 
1 contains the name and address of the confidential source. The deletions 
found on pages 7 and 8 consist of confidential information obtained from 
confidential sources. These deleted portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(D), because release of any portion would immediately identify 
a confidential source. 



Document H-65.  This document is a nine page memorandum dated 2/19/63, 
to Director, Dallas District, from Inspector John R. Vodneck, Inspector 
Boland B. Shepherd. Subject: 4093 V, Hubbard E. Meter, FDC 48405, 
Church of Scientology of Dallas. This memorandum consists of an investigative 
report on the Church of Scientology of Dallas and members of that 
organization. 

This document is released with deletions'. The deleted material on page 
1 contains the name and address of the confidential source. The deletions 
found on pages 7 and 8 consist of confidential information obtained from, 
confidential sources. These deleted portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(D), because release of any portion would immediately identify 
a confidential source. 



DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT 

For your information. 

blm 
Enclosures (4) 

Dallas District 
February 20, 1963 

( 	 C 
James E. Anderson 
Chief Inspector 

TO: 	Director, Dallas District 

FROM: Inspector, John R. Vodneck 
Inspector, Boland B. Shepherd 

SUBJ: 4-093 V, Hubbard E Meter 
`FifC-48465.  

Church of Scientology of Dallas 

Mr. William D. Shea 
Mrs. Dolores Pauline Stokes 
Mrs. Carolyn-Jo Gilland 
Mr. A. H. Gilland  

February 19, 1963 

L. Ron Hubbard 

The Distribution Center 

The Hubbard 
Communication Office 

The Founding Church 
of Scientology 

Hubbard Dianetics 
Research Foundation 

Academy of Scientology, 
et al 

This investigation was conducted as a result of DRM memo of January 
24, 1963. A letter from the Veterans Administration Hospital, Waco, Texas, 
dated September 22, 1960, from H. C. Mitchell, M.D. 	''' 
	 gave the names 
Red Shea, Delores Stokes, and Andy and Carolyn Gilland in the Dallas 
Fort Worth area who were practicing Scientologists at that time. 

Church of Scientology of Dallas was listed in the current Dallas 
Telephone Directory at 4812 Mockingbird Lane. On February 13, 1963, 
Notice of Inspection, 482, was issued to Mrs. Dolores Stokes, Spiritual 
Counselor of the Church of Scientology of Dallas, credentials were shown 
to Mrs. Stokes and to Carolyn Jo Gilland, a Minister of the Church. 
Mrs. Stokes informed the inspectors that the following were the only people 
with authority in the Church of Scientology of Dallas. Mr. William D. Shea, 
Resident Minister, who resides at 4812 West Mockingbird Lane, Dallas, Texas, 
born in Massachusetts, June 17, 1917, and was formerly a special agent 
for the Prudential Insurance Company in Dallas, Texas. Mts. Carolyn Jo 
Gilland, Minister, resides at 1900 Hillcrest, Irving, Texas. (Formerly 
lived at 4612 Catchin Drive, Fort Worth, Texas). Mrs. Dolores Stokes 
a Credit`iuditor and Spiritual Counselor, residing at 2315 Colony Court, 
Dallas, Texas. During 1958-59 Mrs. Stokes was employed as a clerk for the 
Small Business Administration in Dallas, Texas. 



Page 

2/19/63, J.R.V.-B.B.S., Founding Church of Scientology 

The inspectors were also introduced to Gray Moore, a member or 
a counselee of the Church, who was there at the time of our visit. During 
our interview with Mrs. Stokes and Mrs. Gilland, Gray Moore was requested 
to leave the room, since he had no authority in the Church. 

We explained the nature of our visit to Mrs. Stokes and Mrs. Gilland. 
We inquired as to the use of the Hubbard E Meter in their work. 

Mrs. Stokes informed the inspectors that the Church of Scientology, 
Dallas, operated as a branch of the Founding Church of Scientology, 
Washington, D.C., and that the Church holds a franchise from Hubbard's 
Communication Office Worldwide, Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, 
Sussex, England. 

Mrs. Stokes stated that at the present time the Founding Church 
of Scientology of Texas is located in Houston, Texas, but the lady in 
charge at Houston was retiring and negotiations are now in progress to 
move the headquarters of the Texas organization to Dallas. 

When asked where the E Meters were obtained, Mrs. Stokes stated 
that Mr. Shea's and hers had come from England. Mrs. Gilland stated that 
she had obtained hers in Washington, D.C., and when asked how many E Meters 
she had, Mrs. Gilland replied that we were getting beyond our scope in 
requesting this information, and we did not pursue this further. 

We then asked to see the E Meters, and were then taken into a 
"Counseling room" where one E Meter was on a table and Mrs. Gilland brought 
another E Meter into the room. They were both labeled "Hubbard Electrometer 
for use in Scientological clearing Pat. pending." 

Mrs. Stokes then explained the operation of the E Meter. This 
is a transistor battery type wheat stone bridge which passes a current 
through the body, and the dial on the Meter measures this current as 
resistence or in changes of density that occur within the body. This 
is accomplished when the Counselee completes the circuit by holding a 
terminal in each hand consisting of two can-like objects. Mrs. Stokes 
stated that the E Meter was used only as an indicator to establish in what 
area a person's problems lie. If signs of grief or depression appear, 
the needle on the E Meter falls to the right. Mrs. Stokes then asked 
Mrs. Gilland to hold the terminal cans and to tell her a lie. A lie also 
is supposed to make the needle fall to the,  right. Mrs. Gilland then stated, 
"I like the leaky faucets in my house." The meter dial did not move, 
and Mrs. Stokes stated that the battery was weak and this was the cause 
of its not registering. Mrs. Stokes continued that when an area of dis- 
turbance is located, a routine of questioning in this particular area 
is used. This helps the person gain more control over himself physically 
and mentally, makes him more aware of himself as a spiritual being and 
in this way helps his family, and he becomes aware of how his problem can be 
solved by himself. 
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Mrs. Stokes explained that the areas of disturbance could be located 

without E Meter; however, the E Meter saved the counselor time. 

When asked if there was any particular procedure they followed in 

counseling, Mrs. Stokes replied that no definite procedure was follow
ed. 

An introductory course is given by Mr. Shea, a course in communicatin
g 

is given by Mrs.St)kes. On Sunday afternoon they have discussion ses
-

sions and some counselees or members will come in and play tapes. It
 

is up to the individual counselor whether or not the E Meter would be
 

employed in counseling 

The inspectors were allowed to copy "The Church of Scientology Creed.
" 

While this was being done Mrs.St'Dkes remarked that this was not bad a
t all 

(referring to our investigation). She stated that she had heard that
 in 

Washington they had kicked around the E Meters, and seized unconstitu
tionally 

religious books, personal property and broken up counseling sessions.
 

The inspectors asked Mrs.Etokes- what literature they had. She 

provided a book list from "The Distribution Center, Inc., Box 242, 

Silver Springs, Maryland," and checked the books which they had on ha
nd. 

Copies of this list are attached to this memorandum. 

Mrs. Stokes 'at this time informed the inspectors that she and tars. 

Gilland were supposed to have appointments now, and we would have to 
con-

clude our visit. 

Prior to leaving, the inspectors made appointments to see the residen
t 

Minister, William D. Shea, the next morning and also 'an appointment t
o 

task to Mrs. Gilland, privately. Mrs. Stokes informed us that she wo
uld 

not be available for another interview until the following week; howe
ver, 

she stated we could contact her tomorrow for a definite time. 

On February 14, 1963, another visit was made to Scientology of Dallas
, 

4312 Mockingbird Lane, and the Resident Minister, William D. Shea, in
ter-

viewed. 

Mr. Shea stated that he would be unable to give us any information 

since this Church's lawyer had informed him "to keep quiet." We aske
d 

Mr. Shea who had called, and he stated that Mrs. Stokes had called th
e 

Founding Church of Scientology in Washington, D. C., and talked with 
John 

Fudge, who had told her to call Oscar Brinkman, lawyer, 1200 13th Str
eet 

Northwest, Washington 6, D. C. Shea stated that he was to obtain a c
opy 

of our report of the previous day's visit. Be was informed that this
 would 

have to be requested through Washington. 

Shea stated that he would like to work with us, that he had nothing 

to hide; but he would have to go along with their Legal Staff. 
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When asked how he got started, Shea replied that he first heard 
of Scientology in 1956 or 1957, from a friend and went to the College of 
Ministers in Washington, D.C., for a course in 1958. Shea was asked how 
long it took to go through the course, and he replied that depended on the 
individual. He stated that you could obtain a Certified Auditor's Certifi-
cate in as little as 5 months up to 2 years, depending on the amount of 
effort exerted. A Minister's certificate was stated to be obtained in 
the same length of time, all depending on the amount of effort applied. 
Shea stated that the test for the Minister degree, required a full day's 
examination in which you must have a basic understanding of the eight 
major religions. 

Shea informed us that he had just returned from England in December, 
1962, after spending 8 months at a school in England. The school was 
reportedly run by L. Ron Hubbard. 

Shea stated that they did not operate as an organized religion, 
but Scientology is a way of life and you get so involved in it you forget 
about any monetary aspects; however, Shea stated that donations had helped 
offset his expenses of going to England. 

Shea informed us that he, Mrs. Stokes and Mrs. Gilland were the 
only people with authority in the Church of Scientology, Dallas, and that 
he and Mrs. Stokes were both divorced. 

The inspectors were allowed to copy the awards which were displayed 
on the office wall. The Auditor Award is as follows: "Hubbard Communi-
cations Office awards on behalf of the Academy of Scientology, Washington, 
D.C., having special trust in his skill and regard for (name of individual) 
we do hereby attest and recommend his ability in the practice of Dia-
netics and Scientology and have the honor to award him the grade of Hubbard 
Certified Auditor by our hand and seal this (the date)." Each certificate 
was signed by L. Ron Hubbard and bore a certificate number. Following 
are the dates of the Auditors' awards: 

William D. Shea, 30 of August, 1958. CA216. 
Carolyn Jo Gilland, 27 July, 1959, cA228. 
Dolores Stokes, 26 February, 1960, CA337. 

The Minister's certificate is: "The Founding Church of Scientology 
of Washington, D.C., the Church Counsel does hereby attest that (name 
of individual) this date has been selected and ordained by our Council 
as a Minister of the Church, and by the power invested in us by our Articles 
of Incorporation, and the Laws of the District of Columbia, we do empower 
him to practice devine counseling to give spiritual advice, to hear confes- 
sions, and to officiate at marriages, funerals, baptisms, and other sacraments 
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and to perform all duties that may devolve upon him as a Minister of said 
Church of Scientology. Before God and man on (date) in Washington, District 
of Columbia." Signed by Chairman of the Council, L. Ron Hubbard, and 
secretary Mary Sue Hubbard. 

William D. Shea, Minister of the Church, 6 of September, 1958. 
Carolyn Jo Gilland, Minister of the Church, 13 July, 1960. 

We asked if Mr. Gilland was active, and Mr. Shea indicated that 
Mr. Gilland had a certified Auditor's certificate, but that he was a 
pilot and he had just finished giving Mr. Gilland a course. 

Shea stated that he was starting a self-advancement course on 
Monday evening, February 18, 1963, and told Mrs. Stokes to prepare invi-
tations for us. Mrs. Stokes brought the invitations and handed them to 
the inspectors and stated she would like a copy of our report of our in r-
view with her the preceeding day. We  informed Mrs. Stokes that such 
a request could be made to Washington. 

Mr. Shea was asked for a list of members of the Church, and he 
declined to furnish us with such information. Mr. Shea was asked if 
they did any advertising, and he stated that they were listed in the Yellow 
Pages of the Telephone Directory. Attached to this memorandum is an ad 
which appeared in the current edition of the Dallas Telephone Directory 
Yellow Pages, and was clipped from beneath the heading "Marriage Counselors." 
At this point Mr. Shea informed us that he had given us as much informa-
tion as he could and our interview with Mr. Shea was concluded. 

On February 19, 1963, Mr. Andrew H. Gilland, was interviewed.in 
regard to his connection with the Church of Scientology and with the use 
of the E Meter. 

Gilland is presently employed by Neville Penrose, Inc., Fort Worth, 
Texas, as a private pilot. He is currently residing at Route 9 Box 262, 
Fort Worth, Texas. Gilland stated that he was 38 and was born March 11, 
1924. He and his wife formerly lived at 4612 Catchin Drive, Fort Worth, 
Texas, but they have been separated and divorced since November, 1962. 
Carolyn Jo (Mrs. A. H.) Gilland, formerly operated the Church of Scientology 
Fort Worth, at their former home, but she is now working as a Minister at 
the Church of Scientology, Dallas, 4812 Mockingbird Lane, Dallas, Texas. 

Mr. Gilland stated that he became interested in Scientology after 
he had read the book "Dianetics, Modern Science and Mental Health," in 
the spring of 1959. He continued thalhe had been in an airplane wreck 
during the Korean War and didn't know how he had gotten out of it. After 
reading the book "Dianetics," his wife "Book audited" him, and he remembered 
how he had escaped. Prior to this time this had been an emotional problem 
with him. After this, he decided to go to Washington to school for the 
benefit of his own problems. Gilland took an 8 weeks course in Washington 
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during August and September, 1959. 

Gilland was asked if he adhered to the principles of Scientology, 
and he replied that there is "not much principles to it. The main thing 
I got so I was responsible for my own problems." Gilland went on to explain 
that during the first 5 weeks of the course in Washington the E Meter was 
not used. This period consisted of lectures, both tape and oral, and 
pairing off with another student in which one would be the "student auditor" 
and the other the "Preclear." The E Meter was introduced to the class 
during the last three weeks of the course. First introduction was "Principles 
of the E Meter", a book. Then the students used the E Meter on each other. 
The E Meter measures body deisity. When you have a change in emotion, 
the meter of the E Meter will measure this emotion. This is measured 
when the needle changes from the normal level and the book told us hot,- 
to recognize certain patterns of the needle. The E Meter is somewhat like 
a lie detector. 

When an area of disturbance or emotion is uncovered by the use of 
the E Meter, a routine of questioning is used until this area "clears." 
According to Gilland, "No other instrument or device was used in the treat-
ment." 

Mr. Gilland was asked if anyone advised him to continue his present 
religion or religious affiliation, and he replied, "No one advised him in 
regard to religion." He told us that he was Episcopalian but "I don't 
have the same regard for the Episcopalian Church as I used to have." 
The question, "What is your impression of the Church as a religion" was 
asked. Mr. Gilland replied that he considered this a religion, and 
that it changes your spiritual considerations and he stated that it was 
very close to Budhism. 

When asked if Scientology was explained to him as something other 
than a religion, a super Science, he replied that he thought that it 
was a scientific approach to understanding religion. Gilland then was 
asked if he was advised that this practice could affect mental, spiritual, 
or physical improvement and to this he replied that they didn't tell him 
anything. They made no statements that it would help me physically, 
mentally, or spiritually. 

Gilland stated that the school he went to in Washington was directed 
by the Founding Church of Scientology and that his instructors were 
John Fudge and Vernon Towsend, and that there were 12 in his class. The 
only other students he could remember wereclincent and Beverly Bourquin) 
who were stated to be entertainers. Oeverly Bourquir9worked with him in 
the Auditor-Preclear combination. • 
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Gilland informed us that he could not think of anyone who had been 
exposed to Scientology and had not been benefitted in some degree from it. 
He said that he continues on the mailing list and he was asked to join 
a Church to buy books at a discount. When asked how to join the Church, 
he stated that you send $5.00 per year and they would send you a member's 
card which entitled you to buy books for a 207 discount. This is after 
the completion of a course. 

Gilland stated that there was not a Church of Scientology in Fort 
Worth and that he has not.  attended any courses or had other contacts with 
the Church other than what he attended in Washington in school. He stated 
that, due to his work, he was gone quite a bit of the time and that even 
when his former wife had operated the Church in Fort Worth, he had not 
attended. 

It is interesting to note that during our interview with W. D. 
Shea in Dallas, he stated that Gilland had just finished taking a course 
from him; however, during our interview with Gilland no mention was made 
of this course. 

In DRM memo dated January 24, 1963, it is stated that the E Meter 
is a religious instrument for use as a part of the Confessional of the 
Founding Church of Scientology; however, no mention was made of the E Meter 
as part of the Confessional during our interviews with any of the individuals 
contacted. 
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In Dr. Mitchell's letter of September 22, 1960, stated "Red Shea 
and Dolores Stokes practicing at 3519A OAK LAWN, Suite 2, Dallas, Texas." 
In an attempt to determine when the office was moved, City Directories 
since 1958 were checked, not only for the address of the Church of Scientology 
but also for the names William D. Shea and Dolores Stokes. 1958 Directory 
lists W. D. and Miriam Shea, 3400 Mockingbird Lane, special agent Prudential 
Insurance Company, and Mary Nash Dress Shop Sales woman. The 1959 Directory 
at the same listing as the 1958 directory. The 1960 Directory listed 
William D. Shea, Scientologist, consultant, 4717 Virginia Ave., Apartment 
205 and Miriam Shea at 3400 Mockingbird Lane. The 1961 Directory 
W. D. Shea Consultant, Scientology, Dallas Home 4118 Travis, Apartment 102. 

In 1962 there was no listing. 
Scientology, Dallas, William D. Shea, Consultant, 3519A Oak Lawn A

v
enue. 

The 1958-59 Directories list Mrs. Dolores P. Stokes, Clerk, Small 
Business Administration, home 3284C Southern Oaks Blvd. 1960 Directory 
lists Dolores Stokes, Office Secretary, 4717 Virginia Ave., Apartment 209. 
The 1961 Directory lists Dolores Stokes, Consulting Scientologist, home 
4118 Travis, Apartment 202. The 1962 Directory had no listing. 
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It was noted during the check of the City Directories that Dolores 
Stokes and William D. Shea were residing at the same addresses during 	• 
1960 and 1961. 

The current edition of Dallas Telephone Directory lists William 
D. Shea at 4812 Mockingbird Lane, this is the same address as the Church 
of Scientology, Dallas, and Dolores Stokes at 3736 Granada. 

It appears that Scientology, Dallas, was at 3519A Oak Lawn, Dallas, 
Texas, in 1961. The address crossed out on invitations given to the inspectors 
of 6050 Sherry Lane is now a realty office and no record in the Directory 
that Scientology, Dallas was at this address; however, it, may have been 
there prior to 1957. 

Mrs. Miriam Shea has left the city of Dallas and did not leave a 
forwarding address; hence, she could not be contacted. 

John R. Vodneck 
Inspector 

Boland B. Shep erd 
Inspector 

nt 
Typed from Stenorette 2/20/63 



Dallas District 
February 20, 1963 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT 

For your information. 

blm 
Enclosures (4) 

„„Ld 	a4L,et4„,„,__ 
James E. Anderson 
Chief Inspector 

TO: 	Director, Dallas District 

FROM: Inspector, John R. Vodneck 
Inspector, Boland B. Shepherd 

SUBJ: 4-093 V, Hubbard E Meter 
-1151-48405 

Church of Scientology of Dallas 

Mr. William D. Shea 
Mrs. Dolores Pauline Stokes 
Mrs. Carolyn-Jo Gilland 
Mr. A. H. Gilland  

February 19, 1963 

L. Ron Hubbard 

The Distribution Center 

The Hubbard 
Communication Office 

The Founding Church 
of Scientology 

Hubbard Dianetics 
Research Foundation 

Academy of Scientology, 
et al 

This investigation was conducted as a result of DRM memo of January 
24, 1963. A letter from the Veterans Administration Hospital,4Wac2A_Texas, 
dated September 22,  1960, from.i C. Mitchell M.D. todlr.  Philip R.,) 
t2VBrton of Texas Medical AssMation, Austin, Tex6-67.3gave the names of Red Shea, Delores Stokes  es 	and Carolyn—Gilland in the Dallas 
Fort Worth area who were practicing Scientologists at that time. 

Church of Scientology of Dallas was listed in the current Dallas 
Telephone Directory at 4812 Mockingbird Lane. On February 13, 1963, 
Notice of Inspection, 482, wastissued to Mrs. Dolores Stokes, Spiritual 
Counselor of, the Church of Scientology of Dallas, credentials were shown 
to Mrs. Stokes and to Carolyn Jo Gilland, a Minister of the Church. 
Mys: Stokes informed the inspectors that the following were the only people 
with authority in the Church of Scientology of Dallas. Mr. William D. Shea, 
.Resident Minister, who resides at;4812. West Mockingbird Lane, Dallas, Texas; 
born in Massachusetts, June- 17, 1917, and wai-formerly a special agent 

. for the Prudential Insurance Company in Dallas,.TeXas. Mts. Carolyn Jo 
Gilland, Minister, resides at 1900 Hillcrest, Irving, TexaS. (Formerly 
lived at 4612 Catchin Drive, Fort Worth, Texas). Mrs. Dolores Stokes 
a Crediteiuditor and Spiritual Counselor,

, 
 'reSiding-ft 2315 Colony Court, 

Dallas, Texas. During 1958-59 Mrs. Stokes was employed as a clerk for the 
Small Business Administration in Dallas, Texas. 
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The inspectors were also introduced to Gray Moore, a member or 
a counselee of the Church, who was there at the time of our visit. During 
our interview with Mrs. Stokes and Mrs. Gilland, Gray Moore was requested 
to leave the room, since he had no authority in the Church. 

We explained the nature of our visit to Mrs. Stokes and Mrs. Gilland. 
We inquired as to the use of the Hubbard E Meter in their work. 

Mrs. Stokes informed the inspectors that the Church of Scientology, 
Dallas, operated as a branch of the Founding Church of Scientology, 
Washington, D.C., and that the Church holds a franchise from Hubbard's 
Communication Office Worldwide, Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, 
Sussex, England. 

Mrs. Stokes stated that at the present time the Founding Church 
of Scientology of Texas is located in Houston, Texas, but the lady in 
charge at Houston was retiring and negotiations are now in progress to 
move the headquarters of the Texas organization to Dallas. 

When asked where the E Meters were obtained, Mrs. Stokes stated 
that Mr. Shea's and hers had come from England. Mrs. Gilland stated that 
she had obtained hers in Washington, D.C., and when asked how many E Meters 
she had, Mrs. Gilland replied that we were getting beyond our scope in 
requesting this information, and we did not pursue this further. 

We then asked to see the E Meters, and were then taken into a 
"Counseling room" where one E Meter was on a table and Mrs. Gilland brought 
another E Meter into the room. They were both labeled "Hubbard Electrometer 
for use in Scientological clearing Pat, pending." 

Mrs. Stokes then explained the operation of the E Meter. This 
is a transistor battery type wheat stone bridge which passes a current 
through the body, and the dial on the Meter measures this current as 
resistence or in changes of density that occur within the body. This 
is accomplished when the Counselee completes the circuit by holding a 
terminal in each hand consisting of two can-like objects. Mrs. Stokes 
stated that the E Meter was used only as an indicator to establish in what 
area a person's problems lie. If signs of grief or depression appear, 
the needle on the E Meter falls to the right. Mrs. Stokes then asked 
Mrs. Gilland to hold the terminal cans and to tell her a lie. A lie also 
is supposed to make the needle fall to the right. Mrs. Gilland then stated, 
"I like the leaky faucets in my house." The meter dial did not move, 
and Mrs. Stokes stated that the battery was weak and this was the cause 
of its not registering. Mrs. Stokes continued that when an area of dis- 
turbance is located, a routine of questioning in this particular area 
is used. This helps the person gain more control over himself physically 
and mentally, makes him more aware of himself as a spiritual being and 
in this way helps his family, and he becomes aware of how his problem can be 
solved by himself. 
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Mrs. Stokes explained that the areas of disturbance could be l
ocated 

without E Meter; however, the E Meter saved the counselor time
. 

When asked if there was any particular procedure they followed
 in 

counseling, Mrs. Stokes replied that no definite procedure was
 followed. 

An introductory course is given by Mr. Shea, a course in commu
nicating 

is given byMxs.Stokes. On Sunday afternoon they have discuss
ion ses-

sions and some counselees or members will come in and play ta
pes. It 

is up to the individual counselor whether or not the E Meter w
ould be 

employed in counseling 

The inspectors were allowed to copy "The Church of Scientology
 Creed." 

While this was being done Mrs.Seokei remarked that this was no
t bad at all 

(referring to our investigation). She stated that she had hea
rd that in 

Washington they had kicked around the E Meters, and seized unc
onstitutionally 

religious books, personal property and broken up counseling se
ssions. 

The inspectors asked(Mrs.B6okes' what literature they had. She
 

provided a - book list from "The Distribution Center, Inc., Box 242, 

Silver Springs, Maryland,".and checked the books which they ha
d on hand. 

Copies of this list are attached to this memorandum. 

Mrs. Stokes'at this time informed the inspectors that she and 
Mrs. 

Gilland were supposed to have appointments now, and we would h
ave to con-

clude our visit. 

Prior to leaving, the inspectors made appointments to see the 
resident 

Minister, William D. Shea, the next morning and also'an appoin
tment to 

talk to Mrs. Gilland, privately. Mrs. Stokes informed us that
 she would 

not be available for another interview until the following wee
k; however, 

she stated we could contact her tomorrow for a definite time. 

On February 14, 1963, another visit was made to Scientology of
 Dallas, 

4812 Mockingbird Lane, and the Resident Minister, William D. S
hea, inter-

viewed. 

,Mr. Shea stated that he would be unable to give us any informatio
n 

since this Church's lawyer had informed him "to keep quiet." 
We asked 

Mr. Shea who had called, and he stated that Mrs. Stokes had ca
lled the 

Founding Church of Scientology in Washington, D. C., and talke
d with John 

Fudge, who had told her to call Oscar Brinkman, lawyer, 1200 1
8th Street 

Northwest, Washington 6, D. C. Shea stated that he was to obt
ain a copy 

of our report of the previous day's visit. He was informed th
at, this would 

have to be requested through Washington. 

Shea stated that he would like to work with us, that he had no
thing 

to hide, but he would have to go along with their Legal Staff.
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When asked how he got started, Shea replied that he first heard 
of Scientology in 1956 or 1957, from a friend and went to the College of 
Ministers in Washington, D.C., for a course in 1958. Shea was asked how 
long it took to go through the course, and he replied that depended on the 
individual. He stated that you could obtain a Certified Auditor's Certifi-
cate in as little as 5 months up to 2 years, depending on the amount of 
effort exerted. A Minister's certificate was stated to be obtained in 
the same length of time, all depending on the amount of effort applied. 
Shea stated that the test for the Minister degree, required a full day's 
examination in which you must have a basic understanding of the eight 
major religions. 

Shea informed us that he had just returned from England in December, 
1962, after spending 8 months at a school in England. The school was 
reportedly run by L. Ron Hubbard. 

Shea stated that they did not operate as an organized religion, 
but Scientology is a way of life and you get so involved in it you forget 
about any monetary aspects; however, Shea stated that donations had helped 
offset his expenses of going to England. 

Shea informed us that he, Mrs. Stokes and Mrs. Gilland were the 
only people with authority in the Church of Scientology, Dallas, and that 
he and Mrs. Stokes were both divorced. 

The inspectors were allowed to copy the awards which were displayed 
on the office wall. The Auditor Award is as follows: "Hubbard Communi-
cations Office awards on behalf of the Academy of Scientology, Washington, 
D.C., having special trust in his skill and regard for (name of individual) 
we do hereby attest and recommend his ability in the practice of Dia-
netics and Scientology and have the honor to award him the grade of Hubbard 
Certified Auditor by our hand and seal this (the date)." Each certificate 
was signed by L. Ron Hubbard andobore a certificate number. Following 
are the dates of the Auditors' awards: 

William D. Shea, 30 of August, 1958. CA216. 
Carolyn Jo Gilland, 27 July, 1959, cA228. 
Dolores Stokes, 26 February, 1960, CA337. 

The Minister's certificate is: "The Founding Church of Scientology 
of Washington, D.C., the Church Counsel does hereby attest that (name 
of individual) this date has been selected and ordained by our Council 
as a Minister of the Church, and by the power invested in us by our Articles 
of Incorporation, and the Laws of the District of Columbia, we do empower 
him to practice devine counseling to give spiritual advice, to hear confes- 
sions, and to officiate at marriages, funerals, baptisms, and other sacraments 
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and to perform all duties that may devolve upon him as a Minister of said 
Church of Scientology. Before God and man on (date) in Washington, District 
of Columbia." Signed by Chairman of the Council, L. Ron Hubbard, and 
secretary Mary Sue Hubbard. 

William D. Shea, Minister of the Church, 6 of September, 1958. 
Carolyn Jo Gilland, Minister of the Church, 13 July, 1960. 

_ 	We asked if Mr. Gilland was active, and Mr. Shea indicated that 
Mr. Gilland had a certified Auditor's certificate, but that he was a 
pilot and he had just finished giving Mr. Gilland a course. 

Shea stated that he was starting a self-advancement course on 
Monday evening, February 18, 1963, and told Mrs. Stokes to prepare invi-
tations for us. Mrs. Stokes brought the invitations and handed them to 
the inspectors and stated she would like a copy of our report of our int r-
view with her the preceeding day. We  informed Mrs. Stokes that such 
a request could be made to Washington. 

Mr. Shea was asked for a list of members of the Church, and he 
declined to furnish us with such information. Mr. Shea was asked if 
they did any advertising, and he stated that they were listed in the Yellow 
Pages of the Telephone Directory. Attached to this memorandum is an ad 
which appeared in the current edition of the Dallas. Telephone Directory 
Yellow Pages, and was clipped from beneath the heading "Marriage Counselors." 
At this point Mr. Shea informed us that he had given us.as  much informa-
tion as he could and our interview with Mr. Shea was concluded. 

On February 19, 1963, Mr. Andrew H. Gilland, was interviewed in 
regard to his connection with the Church of Scientology and with the use 
of the E Meter. 

Gilland is presently employed by Neville Penrose, Inc., Fort Worth, 
Texas, as a private pilot. He is currently residing at Route 9 Box 262; 
Fort Worth, Texas. Gilland stated that he was 38 and was born March 11, 
1924. He and his wife formerly lived at 4612 Catchin Drive, Fort Worth, 
Texas, but they have been separated and divorced since November, 1962. 
Carolyn Jo (Mrs. A. H.) Gilland, formerly operated the Church of Scientology 
Fort Worth, at their former'home, but she is now working as a Minister at 
the Church of Scientology, Dallas, 4812 Mockingbird Lane, Dallas, Texas. 

Gilland stated that he became interested in Scientology after 
he had read the book "Dianetics, Modern Science and Mental Health," in 
the spring of 1959. He continued thathe had been in an airplane wreck 
during the Korean War and didn't know how he had gotten out of it. After 
reading the book "Dianetics," his wife "Book audited" him, and he remembered 
how he had escaped. Prior to this time this had been an emotional problem 
with him. After this, he decided to go to Washington to school for the 
benefit of his own problems. Gilland took an 8 weeks course in Washington 
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during August and September, 1959. 

,_Gilland was asked if he adhered to the principles of Scientology, 
and he replied that there is "not much principles to it. The main thing 
I got so I was responsible for my own problems." Gilland went on to explain 
that during the first 5 weeks of the course in Washington the E Meter was 
not used. This period consisted of lectures, both tape and oral, and 
pairing off with another student in which one would be the "student auditor" 
and the other the "Preclear." The E Meter was introduced to the class 
during the last three weeks of the course. First introduction was "Principles 
of the E Meter", a book. Then the students used the E Meter on each other. 
The E Meter measures body deisity. When you have a change in emotion, 
the meter of the E Meter will measure this emotion. This is measured 
when the needle changes from the normal level and the book told us how 
to recognize certain patterns of the needle. The E Meter is somewhat like 
a lie detector. 

When an area of disturbance or emotion is uncovered by the use of 
the E Meter, a routine of questioning is used until this area "clears." 
According to Gilland, "No other instrument or device was used in the treat-
ment." 

Mr. Gilland was asked if anyone advised him to continue his present 
religion or religious affiliation, and he replied, "No one advised him in 
regard to religion." He told us that he was Episcopalian but "I don't 
have the same regard for the Episcopalian Church as I used to have." 
The question, "What is your impression of the Church as a religion".was 
asked. .Mr. Gilland replied that he considered this a religion, and 
that it changes your spiritual considerations and he stated that it was 
very close to Budhism. 

When asked if Scientology was explained to him as something other 
than a religion, a super Science, he replied that he thought that it 
was a scientific approach to understanding religion. \Gilland then was 
asked if he was advised that this practice could affect mental, spiritual, 
or physical improvement and to this he replied that they didn't tell him 
anything. They made no statements that it would help me physically, 
mentally, or spiritually. 

Gilland stated that the school he went to in Washington was directed 
by the Founding Church of Scientology and that his instructors were 
John Fudge and Vernon Towsend, and that there were 12 in his class. The 
only other students he could remember were Vincent and Beverly Bourquin) 
who were stated to be entertainers. Beverly Bourquil9worked with him in 
the Auditor-Preclear combination. 



The number assigned was 50868 arrested for disturbing the peace, 
aid a $10.00 fine. FBI record and number 725208B. 

The Sheriff's Office in Dallas did not have a record of either 
Dolores Stokes, Carolyn Jo Gilland, or A. H. Gilland. 
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Gilland informed us that he could not think of anyone who had been 
exposed to Scientology and had not been benefitted in some degree from it. 
He said that he continues on the mailing list and he was asked to join 
a Church to buy books at a discount. When asked how to join the Church, 
he stated that you send $5.00 per year and they would send you a member's 
card which entitled you to buy books for a 20% discount. This is after 
the completion of a course. 

Gilland stated that there was not a Church of Scientology in Fort 
Worth and that he has not attended any courses or had other contacts with 
the Church other than what he attended in Washington in school. He stated 
that, due to his work, he was gone quite a bit of the time and that even 
when his former wife had operated the Church in Fort Worth, he had not 
attended. 

It is interesting to note that during our interview with W. D. 
Shea in Dallas, he stated that Gilland had just finished taking a course 
from him; however, during our interview with Gilland no mention was made 
of this course. 

In DRM memo dated January 24, 1963, it is stated that the E Meter 
is a religious instrument for use as a part of the Confessional of the 
Founding Church of Scientology; however, no mention was made of the E Meter 
as part of the Confessional during our interviews with any of the individuals 
contacted. 

Olitside investigation of William D. Shea, Mrs. Dolores P. Stokes, 
and Mrs. A. H. Gilland revealed the following information. 

The Sheriff's office of Dallas County,had an information card 
dated September 16, 1953, on William Dollard Shea. Scars, marks, and 
tattoos: a 1 inch scar on the chin. Wears a mustache. Mother's name 
and address: Jessie McCormick, St. Augustine, Florida. Father deceased. 
Wife or husband's name and address: divorced. Mirriam Shea, 3400 Mockingbir 
Lane, Dallas, Texas. Divorced. Son or daughter's name and address: 
Karen Shea, 3400.Mockingbird Lane, Dallas, Texas. Father-in-law's name 
and address: Benjamin J. Neimark, deceased. Mother-in-law name and 
address: Sophia Neimark, Highlands, New,Jersey. Employer's name and 
dress: Prudential Life Insurance Co., 3911 Lemmon Ave., Dallas, T  as_,) 
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Information obtained from the Dallas Police Department showed the 
arrest of a William D. Shea on February 25, 1950, as a result of an acci-
dent D and D. This was listed under #152109. The Dallas Police Depart-
ment did not have any other record on any of the other individuals 
heckad 

The Highland Park Police Department had thefollowin:::::rds: 

William D. Shea, Jr., 3700 Cedar Springs, April 11, 1959 cif" 

Jail. 
3400 Mockingbird Lane, September 16, 195322Lifliftl the peace to County 

in  car to 
jail. Speed warned. Paid $70.00#20,211., 

Another record on Shea listed under 12811, Shea, William Dollard, 

,-/The Highland Park Police Department lad-iinedords -on either the__ 
edillands or Mrs. Stokes. However, the following information was obtained -',,, 

//on Miriam Shea, wife of William D. Shea. Miriam Shea, 3400 Mockingbird 
Lane, dated October 30, 1960, drunken party in bed no clothing. Men and 
women. #222999. November 24, 1960. Loaned car to James Monroe Day. 
His license suspended for DWI issued ticket for permitting unlicensed,-"-  
driver. 

Police checks were also made at North Richland Hills, Police Dept., 
Fort Worth Police Dept., and Tarrant County Sherif's Office for informa-
tion on A. H. and Carolyn Jo Gilland. None of the afore-mentioned depart-
ments had any records of these individuals. 

In Dr. Mitchell's letter of September 22, 1960, stated "Red Shea 
and Dolores Stokes practicing at 3519A OAK LAWN, Suite 2, Dallas, Texas." 
In an attempt to determine when the office was moved, City Directories 
since 1958 were checked, not only for the address of the Church of Scientology 
but also for the names William D. Shea and Dolores Stokes. 1958 Directory 
lists W. D. and Miriam Shea„3400 Mockingbird Lane, special agent Prudential 
Insurance Company, and Mary Nash Dress Shop Sales woman. The 1959 Directory 
at the same listing as the 1958 directory. The 1960 Directory listed 
William D. Shea, Scientologist, consultant, 4717 Virginia Ave., Apartment 
205 and Miriam Shea at 3400 Mockingbird Lane. The 1961 Directory 
W. D. Shea Consultant, Scientology, Dallas Home 4118 Travis, Apartment 102. 
Scientology, Dallas, William D. Shea, Consultant, 3519A Oak Lawn Avenue. 
In 1962 there was no listing. 

The 1958-59 Directories list,,Mrs. Dolores P. Stokes, Clerk, Small 
Business Administration, home 3284C Southern Oaks Blvd. 1960 Directory 

-lists Dolores Stokes, Office Secretary, 4717 Virginia Ave., Apartment 209. 
The 1961 Directory lists Dolores Stokes, Consulting Scientologist, home 
4118 Travis, Apartment 202. The 1962 Directory had no‘listing. 



Boland B. Shep erd 
Inspector 
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It was noted during the check of the City Directories that Dolores 
Stokes and William D. Shea were residing at the same addresies during 
1960 and 1961. 

The current edition of Dallas Telephone Directory lists William 
D. Shea at 4812 Mockingbird Lane, this is the same address as the Church 
of Scientology, Dallas, and Dolores Stokes at 3736 Granada. 

It appears that Scientology, Dallas, was at 3519A Oak.  Lawn, Dallas, 
Texas, in 1961. The address crossed out on invitations given to the inspectors 
of 6050 Sherry Lane is now a realty office and no record in the Directory 
that Scientology, Dallas was at this address; however, it may have been 
there prior to 1957. 

Mrs. Miriam Shea has left the city of Dallas and did not leave a 
forwarding address; hence, she could not be contacted. 

John R. Vodneck 
Inspector 

nt 
Typed from Stenorette 2/20/63 



Document H-66;  is a one page memorandum dated 1/3/69, to Division of 
Case Guidance, to the attention of Tom Rice, from Dallas District, 
subject; complaint. This document is a follow-up to Document H-67 con-
cerning a specific individual. 

This document is released with deletions. The deletions found in the 
subject title in lines three and four of paragraph one, consist of the 
name of the complaintant and address which, if released, would disclose 
the name and identity of a confidential source. This portion is exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). The deleted portion found in line 5, 
of paragraph one, consists of confidential information in the form of a 
medical reference. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (6) 
because release would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy. 
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FROM : 

SUBJECT: 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE 	(RC-100) 	 DATE: January 3, 1969 
ATTENTION: TOM RICE 
	 01•11Sini••• 

Dallas District 	(DAL-DO) 	 Founding Church of Scientology 
Washington, D. C., et al 

	 (A.F. 41-126) 
......... 	. 	........... 	_ .... 	. 

Complaint 	  
	 Scientology Houston 
	  2415 Srazoria Street 

Houston, Texas 

In accordance with our telephone conversation on today's date, 
attached is a report dated November 19„_1968. concerning our 

	

investigation of the case of 	
	 whose family believes that—Scientology—II 
reSponsible  

We are sorry if this report was omitted from our memo of 
December 26, 1968. 

. mi.tuK0 
FOOD AND DRUG OFFICER 

RVM/bmd 

Attachment: Memo dated 11/19/68 
Xerox copy 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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, TO 	DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE (RC-100) 

	
DATE: January 3, 1969 

 

ATTENTION: TOM RICE 

Dallas District 	(DAL-DO) 
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FROM : 

    

Founding Church of Scientology 
Washington, D. C., et al 

41-126) 

Scientology Houston 
2415 Brazoria Street 
Houston, Texas 

SUBJECT: Complaint 

     

       

In accordance with our telephone conversation on today's date, 
attached is a report dated N ember 19 1968, concerning our 
investi ation of the case o 	rs c==_ R_ t eii 	To a s 
(Houston, Texa whose family believes that Scientology is 
itglitanb e forLIsear20tiermer cdoliit. 

We are sorry if this report was omitted from our memo of 
December 26, 1968. 

RVM/bmd 

Attachment: Memo dated 11/19/68 
Xerox copy 

  

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
SOM-SS 



Document H-67. This document is a one page memorandum dated 12/26/68 to 
Division of Case Guidance from Dallas District. Subject: Complaint. 
This memorandum is a brief description of documents El and H68. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in this 
document is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D) because release of any 
portion would identify a confidential source. 



Document H-67. This document is a one page memorandum dated 12/26/68 to 
Division of Case Guidance from Dallas District. Subject: Complaint. 
This memorandum is a brief description of documents 81 and H68. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in this 
document is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D) because release of any 
portion would identify a confidential source. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE' (RC-100) ,) 

FROM : 	Dallas District 	(DAL-DO) 

- - 	- 

DATE: December 26, 1968 

Founding Church of Scientology 
Washington, D. C., et al. 
(A.F. 41-126) 

SUBJECT: 	Complaint  	
Scientology Houston 
2415 Brazoria Street 
Houston, Texas 

Attached is a ceflort dated November 19. 196R concerning our investigation 
of the case o4 	 whose family 

	

believes that Scientology is responsible tor 	

We are forwarding you 41 exhibits which were obtained during this 
investigation as they may be helpful in evaluating the national 
Scientology picture. 

We plan no further follow-up. If you require additional information, 
please advise. 

F000\A13D DRUG OFFICER 
sph 	. ALEC Cct\K"-  \Q__ 

RVM/dpw 

Attachments e. ,e! ii!e g' 

0 r. 	 /14-11 / 	7 	 . 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	DIVISION OF CASE.GUIDANCE 

FROM : 	Dallas District (DAL-DO) 

SUBJECT: 	Complaint Mrs. W. E. (Velma) Johanson 

DATE: December 26, 1968 

Founding Church of Scientology 
Washington, D. C., et al. 
(A.F. 41-126) 

ScientOlogy Houston 
2415 Brazoria Street 
Houston, Texas 

Attached is a r ort dated November 19, 1968. concerning our investigation 
of the case 	Mrs. W. E. (Velma) Johanson, Houston, -Texas whose family 
believes that Scientology is responsible or eremanta rea  

We are forwarding you 41 exhibits which were obtained during this 
investigation as they may be helpful in evaluating the national 
Scientology picture. 

We plan no further follow-up. If you require additional information, 
please advise. 

r Cik TEC 
FOO 	DRUG OFFICER 

RVM/dpw 

PP 714;,,it 
atit.00 	 fif 

:7-24412Litis  
3(6  ye 

Ikvr(t-Th  

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 

Attachments 



Document H-70. This document is a four page memorandum dated 2/12/63 to 
Director, Baltimore District from Washington Resident Station. Subject: 
L. Ron Hubbard investigation and a specific individual. This memornadum 
consists of an interview with a specific individual regarding that 
persons experiences with the Church of Scientology and its members. 

This document is released with deletions. On page 1, the material 
deleted under the title subject as well as material deleted in lines 5 
and 6 and part of line one in paragraph 2 contains the name of the 
person being interviewed which, if released, would disclose the identity 
of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(D). The remaining deleted material found on this page consists 
of confidential information pertaining to the person being interviewed. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C) because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

On page 2, the deleted material found in paragraph 2 consists of confidential 
information supplied by the person being interviewed which, if released; 
would not only constitute and unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, 
but would automatically disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C) and (D). The remaining 
deleted material on this page is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), 
because release would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
On page 3 the deleted material found in lines 8, 9, 10 through to the 
end of paragraph 1 consists of specific and confidential information 
pertaining to the individual being interviewed, release of which would 
not only constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, but 
would also disclose the identity of the person interviewed who is a 
confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C) 
and (D). The deleted material found in lines 2 through 4 in paragraph 3 
consist of confidential information of a medical nature pertaining to a 
specific individual, which, if released, would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). The remaining deleted material on this page is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. 

On page 4, the deleted material in paragraph 3 consists of detailed 
specific information supplied by the person being interview, release of 
which would not only constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
priviacy, but would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C) and (D). The remaining 
deleted material is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 



Document H-70.  This document is a four page memorandum dated 2/12/63 to 
Director, Baltimore District from Washington Resident Station. Subject: 
L. Ron Hubbard investigation and a specific individual. This memornadum 
consists of an interview with a specific individual regarding that 
persons experiences with the Church of Scientology and its members. 

This document is released with deletions. On page 1, the material 
deleted under the title subject as well as material deleted in lines 5 
and 6 and part of line one in paragraph 2 contains the name of the 
person being interviewed which, if released, would disclose the identity 
of a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(D). The remaining deleted material found on this page consists 
of confidential information pertaining to the person being interviewed. 
These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C) because release 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

On page 2, the deleted material found in paragraph 2 consists of confidential 
information supplied by the person being interviewed which, if released, 
would not only constitute and unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, 
but would automatically disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C) and (D). The remaining 
deleted material on this page is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), 
because release would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
On page 3 the deleted material found in lines 8, 9, 10 through to the 
end of paragraph 1 consists of specific and confidential information 
pertaining to the individual being interviewed, release of which would 
not only constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, but 
would also disclose the identity of the person interviewed who is a 
confidential source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C) 
and (D). The deleted material found in lines 2 through 4 in paragraph 3 
consist of confidential information of a medical nature pertaining to a 
specific individual, which, if released, would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). The remaining deleted material on this page is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. 

On page 4, the deleted material, in paragraph 3 consists of detailed 
specific information supplied by the person being interview, release of 
which would not only constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
priviacy, but would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C) and (D). The remaining 
deleted material is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
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2. 	L. non Hubbard 	 ....  	 2/12/63, CDT 	

	 . 	.....  stated that during 1957 and 1953, Mr. L. Ron Hubbard, Jr. and 
Mr. GlennElliot were ministers of the church who presided over the religious 
sessions. 	Miss Marilyn Routsong was, at that time, treasurer or the various 
organizations. 	He stated that until October 1953 Mr. L. non Hubbard, Sr. 
was present full time at the Washington facilities. In 1953 Hubbard left to 
reside in England.    indicated that several meetings were held 
by Mr. L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. during which he attempted to alleviate the fear 
of the members of the church about the use of the atomic bomb. To do this 
he indicated that clearina of the various individuals would protect them 
from atomic 	 described Dianetics as the bible of 
the organization and Scientology as the practice. 

	 stated that during hisl: _ 	_....    c.:ith Mr. L. Lon 
:u3bard, Mr. Hubbard indicated to hfM that the church had been set up as 
a means of eliminating to:: payments, as the church is a ta:: free or,:aniza-
Lion. He indicand that Hubbard told him, that through this church affiliation 
much of the businesses handled by L. Ron Hubbard could be handled through 

	

this to free organization, 	

stated that "processing' was definitely indicated as a means 
'of eliminatinig various physical afflications. He stated that they indicated 
that after one was processed and had become clear, that these physical ail-
ments would be eliminated. He further indicated that one can be audited 
without the use of an E Meter, but that an individual cannot be cleared 
without the use of an E Meter.-  He then went on to say, however, that the 
practice of -Scientology was indicated as a cure for various ailments even 
though the E Meter was not used. 

/n individual interested in being processed or becoming an auditor would go 
through a series of several sessions learning this practice. At the time 
of the first session, the E Meter would not be used. .However, during the 
second and/or third sessions of processing, the E Neter would be an essential 
component. 	He indicated that the beds located in the various rooms of the 
huilding are used in the processing procedure when the E Meter is used. The 
patient being placed in a reclining position at the time of the processing. 

	 stetec that he could definitely testify to the fact that 
Dianetics was promised as a cure for physical ailments. He stated that 
he knew this by overhearing a conversation between en auditcr(name unknown) 
and a female patient who had lesions on her legs. He also recalled another 
incident where an individual with lung trouble was promised help by the 
use of the Scientology practices. He stated that his only knowledge of 
the use of the E Meter and the attempted cure of a patient was with regard 
to a female who suffered from "female trouble". He stated that he could 
not remember the patient's name or the e::act details, ecept that the auditor 
had inserted the cord of the E Meter into the vaginal opening to obtain 
his E Meter readings and that complications(believed to be infection) had 
resulted. 



L. Ron Hubbard Invest. 	. _ 2/12/63, GDT 

stated that the organization freely practiced"free love". He 
ndicated tnat Mr. L. Ron Hubbard continuely philosophized that "what the 
body is capable of the body shall do". He further indicated that most of 
the rooms in the various buildings had tape recorders hidden beneath the 
beds and/or under various pieces of furniture. He felt certain that this 
information,obtained on the recorders, was used in a mild form of blackmail. 
	 stated that he,himself had been blackmailed by Hubbard when 
he 

	

   He stated  that Hubbard had indicated to him that it would be wise 
for nim to 	 if he did not want information concerning 
	 to cone out into the public.  	

	 was questioned as to his knowledge of various individuals who 
have been connected with the organization. He stated that Mr. Richard 
Steves did auditing during 1950, as well as Mildred Dean Galusha. Mr. John 
Galusha was said to nave been in charge of all auditors, with part:odor 
emphasis  on those auditors who traveled throughout the country. 	  
	indicated that Mr. Bonnie D. Turner had made several advances to- 

and on one occasion had been "slugged". 	alse stated 
tnet.r. George T. Elliott performed marriages at the church. 

	 stated that he recalled hearing of a 13 er 14 year  i.d  
-who'had resided at the Academy of Scientology for over one year. 	  

	stated that Mr. Drinkman(the attorney presently handling the 7Di. 
sezbure action) was,at one time, a member of the Founcing Church of Scien- 
tology and a close associate of L. Lon Hubbard. 	Eriahman is said to 
be io/constant personal contact with Mr. L. Ron Hubbard and was believed to 
have been connected with Dianetics during its reign in Kansas. 

	 /was questioned as to his knowledge of the reasons for t-he 
change of name from 'The Church of 1:an's ..elision" to the Yeundias CL-._.. 
of Scientology. He indicated that L. Ron Hubbard had informed him that 
this change was made due to tan implications. Hubbard had indicated that 
the flew York Founding Church of Scientology was a tax free organization, 
whereas the Washington Church was not. The chanse or name was brought about 
to facilitate the purchase of equipment, supplies, etc. through the Few 
York City Church on a tax free basis. The equipment then was turned over 
to the Washington church by means which lower the tan rates. 

	 stated that members of the church and auditors may 	E Keters. 



. 	Ron EuLhard Invest. 	 2/13/33, CDT 

further indicated, however, that auditors don't have to be 7C-7.1;:e":6 of 
the ohurch. Concerning the church, he indicated that he believed the mem-
:er.chip,,fee was :7,25.00 a year and that in addition to this fee, donations 
were'  collected durinc: the church services. He also recalled that a build-
in2 fund drive was instituted sometime around 1953. 

was questioned as to his personal knowledge of any immoral 
acts per—Jrmed on the premises of the Founding Church of Scientology. lie 
indicated that he had no direct knowledge, however, the female associates 
of the church congregated at a small restaurant on the downtown side of 
the Conn. Ave. and R St. interchange(across the street from Empire Drugs), 
between the hours of 9:o0 and 11:00 EN. He stated that these women spoke 
freely and loudly of their relationships with Mr. L. Ron Hubbard and other 
individuals connected with the Founding Church of Scientology. He stated 
that this restaurant is still used as a hangout for the members of these 
orc-anzations. 

	 stated he would be more than willing to be a witness at any 
trial: or to help us in any way that he could. 

GEM-LE D. TILROE 

GDT:b1c/dict. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
	

DATE: February 12, 1963 

FROM : Washington Resident Station 

SUBJECT: L. Ron Hubbard Investigation 

C2-fr- 	Joseph C.--Efte mann 
'430 Hom;a1 Ave. KensIngton, 

L. Ron Hubbard, Distribution 
Center, Inc., Founding Church 
of Scientology, et al 

Arrangements were made withEir. Malcolm Houston, 1010 Vermont Ave. Washing-
ton, D. C., to interview his clkent&r. Joseph C. Ettelmann. Mr. Houston 

' s current y involved in a civil action against Mr. L. Ron Hubbard on a 

Jed in the District of Columbia, June 14; 1962. Information concerning this 
particular court action was previously submitted in a memorandum to the 
ivision of Regulatory Management.' 

...... 
cp.. Ettelmann,) during 1957 and 1958, was involved infilie6ale of property 
to Mr. L. Ron Hubbard. In order to consumate this sa e, Mr. Hubbard re- 
Tared Mr. Ettelmann to takj courses in the Founding Church of Scientology. 

i 

Mr. Ettelmann took courses in processing, and actually completed only,four 
sessions. 	e civil action interrupted additional sessions which Mr. 

i 

Ettelmann was Planning on taking at the Founding Chdrch of scientology.‘kr. 
Ettelmann supplied the following information. Most of the information which 
he supplied cannot be documented and is his personal opinion. 

IN X 
ts1/4 



2. L. Ron Hubbard Invest. re:(Mr. J.C. Ettelmann,)2/12/63, GDT 

(74r. Ettelmann)stated that during 1957 and 1958, Mr. L. Ron Hubbard, Jr. and 
Mr. Glenn Elliot were ministers of the church who presided over the religious 
sessions. 	Miss Marilyn Routsong was, at that time, treasurer of the various 
organizations. 	He stated that until October 1958 Mr. L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. 
was present full time at the Washington facilities. In 1958 Hubbard left to 
reside in England. cqr. Ettelmann/indicated that several meetings were held 
by Mr. L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. during which he attempted to alleviate the fear 
of the members of the church about the use of the atomic bomb. To do this 
he indicated that clearing of the various individuals would protect them 
from atomic fall-out. livIr. Ettelmann?described Dianetics as the bible of 
the organization and Scientology as the practice. 

(Mr. Etftimann,stated that 'during hisgmsiness dealings)with Mr. L. Ron 
Hubbard, Mr. Hubbard indicated to him that the church had been set up as 
a means of eliminating tax payments, as the church is a tax free organiza- 
tion. lie indicated that Hubbard told him, that through this church affiliation 
much of the businesses handled by L. Ron Hubbard could be handled through 
this tax free organization. cDuring 1957 and 1958, Mr. Etftimann received many 
'flecks from Mr. Hubbard, all of which were \ 	',signed by L. Ron Hubbard. 
ost of the checks received were also countersigned by Marilyn Routsong and/or 

Mary Sue Hubbard. Mr. Ettelmann indicated that most of these checks were Mary 
drawn on the Lincoln National Bank of Washington, D. C. 

(Mr. Ettelmann)stated that "processing" was definitely indicated as a means 
of eliminating various physical affiications. He stated that they indicated 
that after one was processed and had become clear, that these physical ail-
ments would be eliminated. He further indicated that  one can be audited 
without the use of an E Meter, but that an., individual cannot be cleared 
without the use of an E Meter. He then went on to say, however, that the 
practice of Scientology was indicated as a cure for various ailments even 
though the E Meter was not used. 

An individual interested in being processed or becoming an auditor would go 
through a series of several sessions learning this practice. At the time 
of the first session, the E Meter would not be used. However, during the 
second and/or third sessions of processing, the E Meter would be an essential 
component. 	He indicated that the beds located in the various rooms of the 
building are used in the processing procedure when the E Meter is used. The 
patient being placed in a reclining position at the time of the processing. 

Ettelmannistated that he could definitely testify to the fact that 
Dianetics was promised as a cure for physical ailments. He stated that 
he knew this by overhearing a converpation between an auditor(name unknown) 
and a female patient who had lesions on her legs. He also recalled another 
incident where an individual with lung trouble was promised help by the 
use of the Scientology practices. He stated that his only knowledge of 
the use of the E Meter and the attempted cure of a patient was with regard 
to a female who suffered from "female trouble". He stated that he could 
not remember the patient's name or the exact details, except that the auditor 
had inserted the cord of the E Meter into the vaginal opening to obtain 
his E Meter readings and that complications(believed to be infection) had 
resulted. 



3. 	L. Ron Hubbard Invest. re &r. J.C. Ettelmann) 2/12/63, GDT 

(Mr. Ettelmann)stated that the organization freely practiced"free love". He 
indicated that Mr. L. Ron Hubbard continuely philosophized that "what the 
body is capable of the body shall do". He further indicated that most of 
the rooms in the various buildings had tape recorders:hidden beneath the 
beds and/or under various pieces of furniture. He felt certain that this 
information,obtained on the recorders, was used in a mild form of blackmail. 

[fir. Ettelmannistated that he,himself had been blackmailed by Hubbard when 
he faas hesitating about the signing over of a piece of property to Mr. 
Hubbard.) He stated that Hubbard had indicated to him that it would be wise 
for him to(sign over the property)if he did not want information concerning 

--- 

a previousj,divorce of Mr. Ettelmann)to come out into the public. 	r. 
ubbard indicated that the divorce action was not legal. (Mr. Ettelmannj 

stated that he had checked into this and as far as he could tell it was 
a legal(divorce, however,Jhe would not take the chance that it was legal, 
knowing of Hubbard's ways add means of obtaining information. He also 
stated that Hubbard let him know that he knew of Can arrest that had been 
made in Georgia on charges that Mr. Ettelmann had committed armed robbery 
and rape. Mr. Ettelmann had been acquitted of these charges. The infor-
mation concerning this robbery and rape charge was obtained by Mr. Hubbard 
from the security check list which Mr. Ettelmann had filled out: 

(Mr. Ettelmann)was questioned as to his knowledge of various individuals who 
have been connected with the organization. He stated that Mr. Richard 
Steves did auditing during 1958, as well as Mildred Dean Galusha. Mr. John 
Galusha was said to have been in charge of all auditors, with particilar 
emphasis on those auditors who traveled throughout the country. [Mr. Ettel-
man also)indicated that Mr. Bonnie B. Turner had made several advances to-,  
ward/kr. Ettelmann)and on one occasion had been "slugged". 	He also stated 
that Mr. George T. Elliott performed marriages at the church. 

(Mr. Ettelmann)stated that he recalled hearing of a 13 or 14 year old girl, 
who had resided at the Academy of Scientology for over one year. 6e in-
dicated that this girl had been classed as mentally retarded his indivi-
dual may be the Helene Mason referred to in my previous memo 41r. Ettel-) 

(mann) stated that Mr. Brinkman(the attorney presently handling the FDA 
seizure action) was,at one time, a member of the Founding Church of Scien-
tology and a close associate of L. Ron Hubbard. Mr. Brinkman is said to 
be inkonstant personal contact with Mr. L. Ron Hubbard and was believed to 
have been connected with Dianetics during its reign in,Kansas. 

(Mr. Ettelmanniwas questioned as to his knowledge of the reasons for the 
change of name from "The Church of Man's Religion" to the Founding Church 
of Scientology. He indicated that L. Ron Hubbard had informed him that 
this change was made due to tax implications. Hubbard had indicated that 
the New York Founding Church of Scientology was a tax free organization, 
whereas the Washington Church was not. The change of name was brought about 
to facilitate the purchase of equipment, supplies, etc. through the New 
York City Church on a tax free basis. The equipment then was turned over 
to the Washington church by means which lower the tax rates. 

fmr. Ettelmanistated that members of  the church and auditors may buy E Meters. 

• 



4. L. Ron Hubbard Invest. re :CMr. J. C. Ettelmanni22/13/63, GDT 

He further indicated, however, that auditors don't have to be members of 
the church. Concerning the church, he indicated that he believed the mem-
bership fee was $25.00 a year and that in addition to this fee, donations 
were collected during the church services. He also recalled that a build-
ing fund drive was instituted sometime around 1958. 

\Mx. Ettelmann)was questioned as to his personal knowledge of any immoral 
acts performed on the premises of the Founding Church of Scientology. He 
indicated that he had no direct knowledge, however, the female associates 
of the church congregated at a small restaurant on the downtown side of 
the Conn. Ave. and R St. interchange(across the street from Empire Drugs), 
between the hours of 9:30 and 11:00 FM. He stated that these women spoke 
freely and loudly of their relationships with Mr. L. Ron Hubbard and other 
individuals connected with the Founding Church of Scientology. He stated 
that this restaurant is still used as a hangout for the members of these 
organizations. 

Mr. Ettelmannr,stated that he had been requested to design and build a 
"memorial for the living". This memorial was to be hung in the Founding 
Church of Scientology. He described the memorial as a large brass plaque 
with a light behind it, and a means of cutting script names into the plaque. 
Each name would be for an individual who was willing to pay $400.00 to have 
his name placed on this"memorial for the living". Due to the court action, 
this plaque was not finished. He also indicates that he had manufactured 
bracelets with a small emblem on the top. This emblem consisted of a tri-
angle with two s's embossed on top. On the back of the emblem were the 
following letters "AD 8 

John Doe 
Scientology clear 

LRH". 
Mr. Ettelmann stated that the "AD8" indicated 8 years after the founding of 
Dianetics(After Dianetics 8). These bracelets were presented in January of 
1959 to some 350 individuals who attended a Scientology Congress at the 
Shoreham Hotel. Mr. Ettelmann stated that most of these individuals were 
from foreign countries. 

EttelmanOstated he would be more than willing to be a witness at any 
trial, or to help us in any way that he could. 

GEORGE D. TILROE 

GDT:blc/dict. 



Document H-71. This document is a two page memorandum dated 2/12/63 to 
Director, Minneapolis District from I. Bearon, Inspector. Subject: 
4093 V, E Meter, FDC 48405 Scientology investigation DRM/M memo 2/5/63. 
This memorandum describes the inspectors interview with specific individuals' 
relatives. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material found 
throughout this document consists of names and addresses of two specific 
individuals as well as identifying characteristics which, if released, 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 



Document H-71. This document is a two page memorandum dated 2/12/63 to 
Director, Minneapolis District from I. Bearon, Inspector. Subject: 
4093 V, E Meter, FDC 48405 Scientology investigation DENIM memo 2/5/63. 
This memorandum describes the inspectors interview with specific individuals' 
relatives. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material found 
throughout this document consists of names and addresses of two specific 
individuals as well as identifying characteristics which, if released, 
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 
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U N 1TED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
DATE: February 12, 1963 TO 	: DIRECTOR, MINNEAPOLIS DISTRICT 

FROM : I. Bearon, Inspector /S_ 
SUBJECT: 4-093 V, E Meter; FDC 48405 

Scientology Investigation 
DRM/M Memo 2/5/63 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
Washington, D. C. 

	

On this date I visited the home of( 	
	 as per M District's current 
investigation of the FOlading Church of Scientology, etc., 
and as per instructions in DRM and BE's memo of 2/5/63, refer-
enced "4-093 V, E Meter, FDC 48405". 

_._.......__........_...__.
.mother. 

	 told me that her son,cnow all  has been engaged 
clot—Fears 	.... 	. 	. 

   She stated that she had not seen her son 
for almost two years but hears from him regularly. The last 
letter, she stated, was received about a week ago. 

	  said that her son lives_with_a private family 
(whose name she did not know) an 	  
	-Cknd that all of _the letters received oy her bear 
this return address;_ 	...,,,...did not know when her son 
would return to, 	 but certainly not before this 
summer - i.f_then-t-ar did she know how often he returns to; 
hig 	 address. 

February 15, 1963 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT 

For your information. 

JPD/t1c 

cc: DRM 
AD 
M 

. Durham 
aa-- 

Chief Ch 	Inspector 



Director, Minneapolis District 	 page 2. 

	  apparently knew nothing of. 	association 
with the Founding Church of Scientology. —the stated that she 
had mentioned to him some time ago that he ought to start 
thinking of fashioning a career for himself rather than spend 
a lifetime 	 but did not 
know that he 	taken steps in that direction. She also 
mentioned that her son did a "lot of reading" when at home 
and probably became interested in the school.in  this way. 

I. Bearon 
Inspector 

IB/tic 
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DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT 

For your information. 

Durham 
Chief Inspector 

TO 	: DIRECTOR, MINNEAPOLIS DISTRICT 

FROM : I. Bearon, Inspector 

SUBJECT:  4-093_V, E Meter; FDC 48405 
Scientology Investigation 
DRM/M Memo 2/5/63 

DATE: February 12, 1963 

L. Ron Hubbard 
Founding Church of Scientology 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
Washington, D. C. 

On this date I visited the home  of(7anes D. Boren, 417 -  
gitati, No:, St7-C1B1.-nr, Minnesot as per M District's current 
investigation orrninntWChurch of Scientology, etc., 
and as per instructions in DRM and BE's memo of 2/5/63, refer- 
enced "4-093 V, E Meter, 	48405". 

I saw and spoke with Mrs. Leo Schreder t  James Boren s mother. 
s. Schredgx)told me t Either son, now 32; has een engaged 

for yearsesstraveling salesman selling peridanlis  
&or-to-451a: he said that his occupation carried him 
"through—The western part of the country, including Nevada 
and California She stated that she had not seen her son 
for almost two years but hears from him regularly. The last 
letter, she stated, was received about a week ago. 

rirncl•tcat 	said that her son lives_with_a private family 
(whose name she did not know) at 972 Eddy St., San Franciscop 

CII0J15214.52:bnd that all of the letters received by her bear 
this return address."ergareWS did not know when her'son 
would return tort. Cloud) but certainly not before this 
summer - if then - nor did she know how often he returns to 
hi  an Francisco address. 

February 15, 1963 

JPD/tic 

cc: DRM 
AD 



Director, Minneapolis District 	 page 2. 

Isp_Sear apparently knew nothing o Zoren's association 
with the Founding Church of Scientology. 	e stated that she 
had mentioned to him some time ago that he ought to start 
thinking of fashiohing a career for himself rather than spend 
a lifetime selling magazines from door-to-doer, but did not 
know that he had taken steps in that direction. She also 
mentioned that her son did a "lot of reading" when at bane 
and probably became interested in the school.in this way. 

I. Bearon 
Inspector 

IS/tic 



Document H-72A. This document is a one page memorandum of telephone 
conversation dated 9/5/63 between G. W. Rynerson, a Food and Drug employee 
and a complainant. The memorandum consists of a discussion of the 
complainant's complaint against Scientology and persons associated with 
the orginization. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in 
paragraph 5 consists of confidential information including medical 
references which, if released, would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(6). The remaining deleted material in this document is exempt 
under 5 U.S.0 552(b)(7)(D), because release of any of these portions 
would automatically disclose the identity of the person being interviewed 
who is a confidential source. 



Document H-72A. This document is a one page memorandum of telephone 
conversation dated 9/5/63 between G. W. Rynerson, a Food and Drug employee 
and a complainant. The memorandum consists of a discussion of the 
complainant's complaint against Scientology and persons associated with 
the orginization. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in 
paragraph 5 consists of confidential information including medical 
references which, if released, would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(6). The remaining deleted material in this document is exempt 
under 5 U.S.C"552(b)(7)(D), because release of any of these portions 
would automatically disclose the identity of the person being interviewed 
who is a confidential source. 



September 5, 1963 

MEMORANDUM OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATION 

SUBJECT: E-Meters 

BETWEEN: G. W. Rynerson 
and 

	

Call was received on 8/27/63 from 	  
He did not wish to give his home address or phone number but said he 

	

would be working. 	

	

   The phone number there is' 	

He complained about practices of Dr. William Fisk who operates 
as the Church of Scientology at 11121/2  4th Avenue, Seattle and follows 
the practice of "Dianetics." Fisk, he said, uses E-Meters in psycho- 
logical treatment of emotional disturbances. 	'was aware that the 
Government had seized such devices. He was concerned because his wife 
had become an ardent devotee of the cult and Fisk had used his influence 
to seduce her. 

At my suggestion he agreed to attend a forthcoming meeting 
of the group with his wife and to take more detailed notice of the 
devices being used. 

He called again today to say that he had attended a meeting 
and could give us some further information. I told him I would have 
an inspector call on him shortly. 

7 	

I told him we were not prepared to attempt seizure of the 
devices at this time, pending hearings on the seizure in the East, but 
chat we would be interested in gathering any available information for 
later use either by ourselves or appropriate State authorities. He 
said he would be available at the same location through next week. 

......... 



September 5, 1963 

MEMORANDUM OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATION 

SUBJECT: E-Meters 

BETWEEN: G. W. Rynerson 
and 

Limn E. Johnson 

Call was received on 8/27/63 fromcr.  Russell E. Johnson." 
He did not wish to give his home address or phone number  but said he 
would be working ccin a construction Joh ori:9343 29th SoutE-TfirOUM, 
nerteptentr.7  The phone number there is 	-3802:1> 

He complained about practices of Dr. William Fisk who operates 
as the Church of Scientology at- 1112' 4th Avenue, Seattle and follows 
the practice of "Dianetics." Fisk, he said, uses E-Meters in psycho-
logical treatment of emotional-disturbances. elohnsoniwas aware that the 
Government had seized such devices. He was concerned because his wife 
had become an ardent devotee of the cult and Fisk had used his influence 
to seduce her. 

At my suggestion he agreed to attend a forthcoming meeting 
of the group with his wife and to take more detailed notice of the 
devices being used. 

He called again today to say that he had attended a meeting 
and could give us some further information. I told him I would have 
an inspector call on him shortly. 

He said his wife admits going to Fisk for psychiatric help 
for emotional disturbance. He was more concerned now because she wanted 
to take their children there. He said he had consulted an attorney 
and they were determined to prevent it. He said he was no longer welcome 
at the Church because he had openly accused Fisk of using it as a tax  
"dodge." 

I told him we were not prepared to attempt seizure of the 
devices at this time, pending hearings on the seizure in the East, but 
that we would be interested in gathering any available information for 
later use either by ourselves or appropriate State authorities. He 
said he would be available at the same location through next week. 



Document H-72B. This is a four page memorandum dated 9/9/63 to Director, 
Seattle District from Inspector Edward R. Floyd. Subject: E Meters. 
This memorandum describes the experiences of a specific individual with 
regard to Scientology and persons associated with the orginization. 

This document is released with deletions. On page 1, the material 
deleted under the title "Background" is exempt under 5 U.S.0 552(b)(7)(C), 
because release of any of this portion would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. The deleted material under "Administration" 
is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(5), because it constitutes part of the 
deliberative process. The remaining deleted material on this page is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. 

On page 2, the deleted material found at the last portion of paragraph 1 
and all of paragraph 2 consists of confidential information including 
medical references pertaining to a specific individual. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6), because release would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The remaining deleted 
portions on this page as well as on pages 3 and 4 are exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. 



Document H-72B. This is a four page memorandum dated 9/9/63 to Director, 
Seattle District from Inspector Edward R. Floyd. Subject: E Meters. 
This memorandum describes the experiences of a specific individual with 
regard to Scientology and persons associated with the orginization. 

This document is released with deletions. On page 1, the material 
deleted under the title "Background" is exempt under 5 U.S.0 552(b)(7)(C), 
because release of any of this portion would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. The deleted material under "Administration" 
is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(5), because it constitutes part of the 
deliberative process. The remaining deleted material on this page is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the 
identity of a confidential source. 

On page 2, the deleted material found at the last portion of paragraph 1 
and all of paragraph 2 consists of confidential information including . 
medical references pertaining to a specific individual. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6), because release would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The remaining deleted 
portions on this page as well as on pages 3 and 4 are exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. 



For your information; The enclosed clipping reports the death 

of Rev. Fir and seems self-explanatory. We plan no folloW-uo unless  

/advised.--1 	

Report will be submitted later. 
G. W. 
9/11/ 

erson 

) 
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	 ;stated that his wife is relatively high strung 
but that this condition has become progressively worse. She doesn't 
seem to have any self control, is easily irri4ted_by the children  
and she has beaten and kicked the older boy 

According t 	  his wife became interested in the 
organization when she answered an advertisement for "personality 
testing" which appeared in the "Personal" column of the Seattle Times 
newspaper approximately 12-14 months ago. (Approximately July, 1962.) 
At which time she attended a meeting and has since been "treated" by 
"Dr." William J. Fisk, Pastor of the Church of Scientology and head of 
the Personal Efficiency Foundation. 

Organization Operation 

According to 	 /the Church of Scientology conducts 
meeting every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday nights from 7-10 p.m. at 
11121/2  4th Avenue, Seattle, Washington. These meetings are open to the 
public and are usually attended by 20 to 25  people. Most of these are 
members who are called "Preclears." 	 only knew the in- 
dividuals by their first names and was unable to provide a list of s, 
the people who attend the meetings. He went on to explain that preclear 
is a term used by the organization for new members who then attempt 
to  work up to a "clear" -- a state of ultimate being which according 
to 	 'no one has ever attained. 

   stated that the Church claims to believe in God 
but actually preaches that each individual is God in himself. They 
are also against Society and Laws and believe that each individual should 
have complete freedom of self-expression, self-regulation and self- 
government. 

The practice of "Dianetus" and the art of healing by the 
"laying on of the hands" is taught by William J. Fisk. Discussions 
pertaining to the above subjects have been given by Dr. Fisk and by a 
Ron Arnold of Seattle at various meetings. 



According tr 	 a diagram of the devices used by 
the organization is as follows: 	

J./ I, 47E fc.d 

7-2,14 Arrvi 

m 	O 
I 	.4. C.-it5  
5.-s. 5 7riva ,  et ea I 

The device is approximately 10% inches long, 7 inches wide 
and 4 inches high. The name plate which is located on the inside of 
the cover contains the following: "Hubbard - E-Meter - made in England." 
According to 	 there are at least 15 of these devices in use. 
Most of them are in mahogany colored boxes. At least one, which is 
believed to have been received recently, is in a grey-colored box. 

As far as 	 knows, no drugs are used by the organi-
zation. 

The use of the device is not restricted to any one person 
or persons and everyone will use the device at one time or another. 
The device is used during the meeting when "audits" are given. Each 
audit costs between $3 and $4.00, and consists of the following: Work-
ing in pairs, one individual known as an "auditor" will adjust the 
device, as per Dr. Fisk's instructions, and will ask the other who sits 
holding an electrode in each hand a group of questions which has been 
prepared for him by "Dr." Fisk. These questions may and do pertain to 
anything which may have happened to the patient. The "auditor" observes 
the tone arm needle. If the needle rises and falls evenly the device 
is said to have "cleared" itself. If any sudden movement, up or down, 
of the needle is observed there is a question as to whether the device 
has "cleared" itself or not -- and if the patient is telling the truth. 

Johnsoniclaimed that he is able to "clear" the device even when 
he gives an erroneous answer.) 

Every ten minutes, during a 21/2  hour session - "audit" - the 
reading of the tone arm needle and the tone arm dial is recorded on 
the list of questions. Dr. Fisk then prepares the next list of questions 
for the patient using this information. 

After one 2% hour session, the individuals trade places and 
the first auditor becomes the patient -- and the first patient the 
"auditor." 

A person can take as many "audits" as he wishes or may take 
an "Intensive" session, which costs $350.00 and consists of  5/5 hour  

	

sessions. These sessions are given by "Dr." Fisk himself., 	

7-e-fri E •••-•-•'•\ •' e elk 

c yl  ,e_r(f-s ‘:-Ite 



stated that he had never taken an "Intensive" session and didn't know 
what it consisted of. 

According tc'   a member, after taking an "Intensive" 
session can then_take an advanced session known as the H.C.A. -- (Hubbard 
Communication 	 fdidn t know what the letter A stood for) 	... 	
which is given by the Church of Scientology in Los Angeles, California. 
(Cost of session is $800.00.) 

   stated that "Dr." Fisk has never told his wife 
what is'-engilliher. His only remark has been that she looks better 
now then she did when she first came down. 

 	 feels that his wife's condition is becoming worse 
and he questions the activities and practices of "Dr." William J. Fisk, 
who he doesn't think is either a bona fide Doctor or a Reverend. 

.... 	..... 	 
	 ,stated that he was aware that the Food and Drug 

Administration had seized some E-Meters and wondered if we could do 
anything in regard to their  use by  "Dr." Fisk. The inspector repeated 
the information given to'"'='_ ===•by Supervisory Inspector G. 
Rynerson on 9/5/63. 

Attached_are_two pieces of  literature and the contents of a 
letter sent tc   by the Church of Scientology of 
Washington State. These items were identified by 	 with his 
initials and the date "9/9/63." 

	 stated that although not entirely welcomed at the 
Church he would try to obtain additional pieces of literature and send 

	

them to us. My office card was given to him at this time. 	

	 Mated that he could be contacted through his 
lawyer, 	 if necessary. 

ead-W-0-A-17,  
Edward R. Floyd 

vt. 

&Tr, 
fi _ 
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• Memorandum 
DATE: September 9, 1963 TO 	: DIRECTOR, SEATTLE DISTRICT 

FROM : Inspector, Edward R. Floyd 

SUBJECT: E-Meters 

cr.r.esugrisccmatat*.  

4:91cr  Church of Scientology 
1iI2r4TMenue 
Seattle 1, Washington 

Personal Efficiency Foundation 
c'1112c4TincaUF44=0am4„„. 
Seattle 1, Washington 

Kagra,),.,(Rty,,), William J. Fisk 
1022 Union Avenue 
Seattle, Washington 

In accordance with GWR/ERF assignment-dated 9/5/63 a visit 
was made to4343 29th S., Seattle, Washington where,  Mr. Russell E;D',  
(Johnsoljwas interviewed regarding the use of E-Meters by the above 
referenced individual. 

( Oft. JohnsonLhad contacted the Food and Drug office on 8/27 
and again on 9/5_by- telephone and complained about the practices of 
Dr. William J. Fisk who operates as the Church of Scientology and uses 
the E-Meters in phychological treatment of emotional disturbances. He 
went on to state that his wife had become involved with this organiza-
tion to the extent that their marriage is threatened. (Memos of these 
telephone calls is attached). 

 

Background 

  

     

Cir. Russell E. JogaZOisityears old  _has_been_married_to ---------- — 

1— 	  

Norma for 10 years, and they have —4 children -- ages 6 months to 6k 
years. He is a ntrzerter 1231cle:_)._ 

According to Mr: Johnson, his wife (33) was a prostitute prior 
to their marriage. He went on to say that because of the children he 
has attempted to save the marriage up until now but is currently pre-
paring to start divorce proceedings. 

Administration:  

For your information: The enclosed clipping reports the death ' 
of Rev. Fi and seems self-explanatofy. We plan no folloW-up unless 

//advised 	Since dictating the above we have discussed this case today 
with Mr. Van Smart and Mr. Artoild Welch: an accordance with their advise, 
we are cooperating with the Seattle Police Depart 	in their investigation 
,and are obtaining pertinent material , 
which they have picked 'ma 	 . G. W. 	erson 
Report will be submitted later. 	 9/11/ 



jii. Johns 	stated that his wife is relatively high strung 
but that this condition has become progressively worse. She doesn't 
seem to have any self control, is easily irritated by the children 
and she has beaten and kicked the older boy. (At times(Mr. Johnson)  
stated that he has seen her_stand in front of a mirror and scream 
hysterically. According to Mr. Johnson:she is an alcoholic but will 
not admit to being one.) 

rs. Johnsonjhas been under psychiatric observation by 
Dr. Theodore L. Dorpat, 1700 E. Cherry Street, Seattle and Dr. Allen 
R.:__Dannhaur, 1309 Columbia, Seattle, Washington. Dr.,pannhsur_treated 
her approximately one year ago. 'She-has not visited either since that 
time.; Mr. Johnson has not been able to obtain a diagnosis from either 
of these doctorein regards to his wife's condition. 

According to(Mr. Johnson his wife became interested in the 
organization when she answered-an advertisement for "personality 
testing" which appeared in the "Personal" column of.the Seattle Times 
newspaper approximately.12=14 months ago. (Approximately July, 1962.) 
At which time she attended a meeting and has since been "treated" by 

t "Dr." William J. Fisk, Pastor of the Church of Scientology and head of 
the Peisonal Efficienty Foundation. 

Organization Operation 

According to(kr,..johnsprathe Church of Scientology conducts 
meeting every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday nights from 7-10 p.m. at 

1/4 11123/4  4th Avenue, Seattle, Washington. These meetings are open to the 
public and are usually attended by 20 to 25 people. Most of these are 
members who are called "Preclears.",(Mr. Johnson/only knew the in-
dividuals by their first names and.was unable to provide a list of 
the people who attend the meetings. He went on to explain that preclear 
is a term used by the organization for new members who then attempt 
to work up to a "clear" -- a state of ultimate being which according 
totmr. Johnson)no one has ever attained. 

(Mr. Johnson7stated that the Church claims to believe in God 
but actual13,- Pieaches that each individual is God in himself. They 
are also against Society and Laws and believe that each individual should 
have complete freedom of self-expression, self-regulation and self- 
government. 

The practice of "Dianettcs" and the art_of healing by the 
"laying on of the hands" is taught' by William J. Fisk. Discussions 
pertaining to the above subjects have been given by Dr. Fisk and by a 
Ron Arnold of Seattle at various meetings. 
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According to(kr. Johnson)a diagram of the devices used by 
the organization is as follows: 

11,1%, #4 tea d, A. 

Sans; Id Mried 
The device is approximately 101 inches long, 7 inches wide 

and 4 inches high. The name plate which is located on the inside of 
the cover contains the following: "Hubbard - E-Meter - made in England." 
According todMp. Johnson?there are at least 15 of these devices in use. 
Most of them are in mahogany colored boxes. At least one, which is 
believed to have been received recently, is in a grey-colored box. 

As far as(Mr. JohLTS4knows, no drugs are used by the organi-
zation. 

The use of the device is not restricted to any one person 
or persons and everyone will use the device at one time or another. 
The device is used during the meeting when "audits" are given. Each 
audit costs between $3 and $4.00, and consists of the following: Work-
ing in pairs, one individual known as an "auditor" will adjust the 
device, as per Dr. Fisk's'instructions, and will ask the other who sits 
holding an electrode in each hand a group of questions which has been 
prepared for him by "Dr." Fisk.) These questions may and do pertain to 
anything which may have happened to the patient. The "auditor" observes 
the tone arm needle. If the needle rises and falls evenly the.device 
is said to have "cleared" itself. If any sudden movement, up or down, 
of the needle is observed there is a question as to whether the device 
has "cleared" itself or not -- and if the patient is telling the truth. 

Vkr..Johnsonjclaimed that he is able to "clear" the device even when 
he gives an erroneous answer.) 

Every ten minutes, during a 21 hour session - "audit" - the 
reading of the tone arm needle and the tone arm dial is recorded on 
the list of questions. Dr. Fisk then prepares the next list of questions 
for the patient using this information. 

After one 21 hour session, the individuals trade places and 
the first auditor becomes the patient -- and the first patient the 
"auditor." 

A person can take as many "audits" as he wishes or may take 
an "Intensive" session, which costs $359.00—and-cansists of 5/5 hour 
sessions. These sessions are given by 'C.Dr." Fisk' himself. (Mr. Johnson.) 



stated that he had never taken an "Intensive" session and didn't know 
what it consisted of. 

According to(kr. Johnsa, a member, after taking an "Intensive" 
session can then take an.advanced session known as the H.C.A. 	(Hubbard 
Communication -2(Mr. Johnsonididn't know what the letter A stood for) 
which is given by the Church of Scientology in Los Angeles, California. 
(Cost of session is $800.00.) 

Mr. Johnson stated that("Dr." Fisk has never told his wife 
what is 'I-watcher. His only remark-has been that she looks better 
now then she did when she first came down. 

r.-Johns si feels that his wife's condition is becoming worse 
and he questions the activities and practices of "Dr." William J. Fisk, 
who he doesn't think is either a bona fide Doctor:or a Reverend. 

stated that he was aware that the Food and Drug 
Administration had seized some E-Meters and wondered if we could do 
anything in regard to their use by n:Dr." Fisk. The inspector repeated 
the information given tolveLLISSby.Supervisory Inspector G. W. 
Rynerson on 9/5/63. 

Attached are two pieces of literature and the contents of a 
letter sent to FINNIETWMPINVMMWMPby the Church of Scientology of 
Washington State. These items were identified bytaralEirgwith his 
initials and the date "9/9/63." 

. Johnsopl stated that although not entirely welcomed at the 
Church he would try to obtain additional pieces of literature and send 
them to us. My office card was -given to him at this time. 

(14rt_JohnspAtated that he could be contacted through his 
lawyer,4!Emdamin AsarT3aE-garditirSZWUrF7:Washington,1 if necessary. 

Edward R. Floyd 

41.42.14-b.„1; 

tlea6201:4/4.,_ 
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Document H-73. This document is a three page memorandum dated 2/13/63 
to Director, Los Angeles District from D. L. Dovel, Inspector. Subject: 
Hubbard E Meter 4093 V FDC 48405. This memorandum describes an interview 
with a complainant regarding that persons experiences with Scientology 
and members associated with the organization. 

This document is released with deletions. On page 1, the deleted material 
found in lines 2 and 3 consist of confidential information of a medical 
nature which, if released, would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion 
of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). 
The remaining deleted material on this page is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(D), because release would disclose the identity of the complainant 
who is a confidential source. 

On page 2, deletions found in lines 1 and 2 in paragraphs 2 and 3 consist 
of confidential information pertaining to the complainant. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because release would constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The remaining deleted 
materials on this page are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because 
release would disclose the identity of the complainant who is a confidential 
source. 

On page 3, deleted materials found on lines 2 and 7 in paragraph 2 are 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C), because release would constitue an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The remaining deleted materials 
on this page are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release 
would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
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to Director, Los Angeles District from D. L. Dovel, Inspector. Subject: 
Hubbard E Meter 4093 V FDC 48405. This memorandum describes an interview 
with a complainant regarding that persons experiences with Scientology 
and members associated with the organization. 

This document is released with deletions. On page 1, the deleted material 
found in lines 2 and 3 consist of confidential information of a medical 
nature which, if released, would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion 
of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). 
The remaining deleted material on this page is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
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Kedneth E. Kimlel 
Supervisory Inspector , 

OPTIOM.41. 100./4 MO. 10 
5010-101 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	:DIRECTOR, LOS ANGELES DISTRICT • 
	 DATE: February 13, 1963' 

The Distribution Center 

FROM : D. L. 'Dovel Inspector- 	 Washington 

T..TBJECT; thibbard E Meter:: 
4-093 V 
7-nR7055 

The Founding Church of 
Scientology - 

/la letter to Commissioner Larrick 

on 1-6-63 lauding FDA for its action against the Hubbard E Meter. She 

,indicated that she had considerableinformation available to us because 

of personal experiences with the cult, She stated that her mother had 

received. treatment from the organization and was bilked of thousands of 

dollars by the cult. 

On 2-11-63 I contacted 	 at her home in: 	  

She  explained that her mother has been an, 	 
	About 1948. she and her mother 

moved to,Tucson, Arizona...from Florida::  After arriving inTucson,:a man  

began to visit their home daily for,a reason then unknown to 

She later learned that this individual was a Hubbard Dianetic Auditor, 

	  She related that'on one specific occassion when she 

was present,  she head her mother crying and sobbing hysterically in the -- 

room being used for the auditing session. 

According to 	 her mother was paying about five dollars 

a day for each treatment which lasted about one hour. She did not 

know the individual's name who was visiting her mother at this time 

or any other information. She explained she got married in 1949 and 

her mother moved back to (Coral.Gables, Florida where she is presently 

living. 

ADMINISTRATION: 
	 2/15/63 

Submitted per BE memo 1/23/63. 

cc this memo 

Reference is made to Bureau Of-EnforCeMeht/Los Angeles memo of 1-23-63  

requesting a visit to the home-of 	 	WTOM 	



r. 	 

	 She stated her mother 
was still being visited by an auditor at this time, but she could not 
furnish any facts as to the auditors identity, the price charged, or 

	

if the E meter or any other device was used by the auditor.  	
did not appear to understand our position in the matter, as she did not 
have any apparent knowledge of the E Meter's use by the cult. 

	 According to her, her mother has lost some interest in 
Scientology since that time. She does not know if her mother still 
has an active interest in the cult or not.1 	 belives that 
the organization has lost interest in her mother because she no longer 
has the money she once had. Family pressure may have help steer the 
the woman away from the cult, but 	 Ls not sure of this fact. 

	 was unable to provide any specific information with 
respect to her mother's experiences which would appear to be useful 
for Our purposes. The Woman's experiences could not be tied in to - 
the use of the meter by this organization. 	Because of the time 

since this occurred,=:::::  :::::: === ::::: ==was able to provide very little 
information of any type. 

	 present. husband was also present for part of the 
interview. He wag"unable to add very little information also. 
He did mention, however, that the cult used drugs to some degree in 

their onerations. According to 	an auditor administers a 
stimulant type drug such as beniedrine to a subject before a session, 
so that the subject will feel better from the effects of the drug if 
for no other reason. He stated that he thought LSD was also being 
used by the cult-at this time. 

Various pieces of literature addressed to her mother were received 
after the woman had moved back to,Florida. 	 stated this 
material was in storage in Tucson with some of her other things at the 
present time. She recalled that one such piece of material received 
gave detailed instructions what a member of the cult should do if ever 
arrested for any reason. This was said to instruct members not to divulge 
any information which could later prove harmful to the organization. She 
said it also contained the name and address of an attorney in New Jersey 
that a member should contact in the event of his arrest. There were also 
instructions to members which gave detailed information in the event any 
drugs were found on a member at the time of an arrest, the member should 
provide no information as to the source etc. of the drugs until the above 
mentioned lawyer could be contacted,  	 stated she would provide 
us with this literature when she could jet over to 	and pick it up. 



	stated that these drugs are obtained from renegade doctors 

or druggrsts...He could furnish no further information regarding this 

alledged practice. 

He mentioned that his former wife was a one time employee of_the 

	 In the early 1950's. A group ofr 	 

—employees were stated by him to  have been active in Dianetics or 'Scientology 

at this time. According to) 	the company investigated the cult s 

activities because of the possible loss of classified information leaking 

out through the cult members,. 	indicated that the security officer 

at the tLme 	 may be available and be able to provide some 

additianal information, 
19. to-e. 190-4. 
D, L. Dovel, Inspector 

• 



jr,27  
Kepineth E. Kimlel.  
Supervisory Inspector 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. '0 
5010-104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 	iff> 
TO 	:DIRECTOR, LOS ANGELES DISTRICT 
	

DATE: February 13, 1963 

The Distribution Center 
FROM : D. L. Dovel, Inspector 	 Washington D/C 

The Founding.. Church of 
SUBJECT: Hubbard E Meter 	 Scientology 

4-093 V 
-11:7777455 

Reference is made to Bureau Of-Enforcement/Los Angeles memo of 1-23-63 
requesting a visit to the home of 44s. Jiary__AliCe_Dillon; 421;  Goldeqrod) 
Corona Del Mar, California .onsia letter to Commissioner Larrick 
on 1-6-63 lauding FDA for its action against the Hubbard E Meter. She 
,indicated that she had considerable information available to us because 
of personal experiences with the cult. She stated that her mother had 
received treatment from the organization and was bilked of thousands of 
dollars by the cult. 

On 2-11-63 I contacted(Mrs—Dillo) at her home in erona Del Mats) 

f 
She exolained, that her mother has been an arthritic for approximately 
25 years and is confined to a wheelchair. About 1948 she and her mother 
moved toiTucson, Arizona from Florida. Afte'r arriving inaucson,f a man 
began to visit their home daily for a reason then unknown to4Ors, pillorip 
She later learned that this individual was a Hubbard Dianetic Auditor. 
as. Dillon stated she made it a point to leaye the house when the auditor ,-.___ 
came to-tht house.) She related that- on one specific otcassion when she 
was present, she heNd her mother crying and sobbing hysterically in the 
room being used for the auditing session. . 

_ 	 . 
According tothrs. Dillon„) her mother was paying about five dollars 

a day for each treatment which lasted about one hour. She did not 
know the individual's name who was visiting her mother at this time 
or any other information. She explained she got married in 1949 and 
her mother moved back to (Coral Gables, Florida where she is presently 
living, 

ADMINISTRATION: 	 2/15/63 

Submitted per BE memo 1/23/63• 

Encl: 
cc this memo 



Various pieces of literature addressed to her mother were received 
after the woman had moved back to Florida. airs. Dillonistated this 
material was in storage in Tucson with some of her other things at the 
present time. She recalled that one such piece of material received 
gave detailed instructions what a member of the cult should do if ever 
arrested for any reason. This was said to instruct members not to divulge 
any information which could later prove harmful to the organization. She 
said it also contained the name and address of an attorney in New Jersey 
that a member should contact in the event of his arrest. There were also 
instructions to members which gave detailed information in the event any 
drugs were found on a member at the time of an arrest, the member should 
provide no information as to the source etc. of the drugs until the above 
mentioned lawyer could be contacted. (Mrs. Dillon stated she would provide 
us with this literature when she could get over to Tucson and pick it up. 

sirs. Dillon stated she obtained a divorce from her husband in 1953 
and moved back to Florida to be with her mother:3 She stated her mother 
was still being visited by an auditor at this time, but she could not 
furnish any facts as to the auditors identity, the price charged, or 
if the E meter or any other device was used by the auditor. (Mrs. Dillon) 
did not appear to understand our position in the matter, as she did not 
have any apparent knowledge of the E Meter's use by the cult, 

tMrs. Dillon explained that she soon moved back to Tucson and was, 
remarried)  According to her, her mother has lost some interest in 
Scientology since that time. She does not know if her mother still 
has an active interest in the cult or not. (Mrs. Dilloqbelives that 
the organization has lost interest in her mother because she no longer 
has the money she once had. Famil pressure may have help steer the 
the woman away from the cult, but Irs. Dillon7is not sure of this fact. 

(Mrs. Dillon was unable to provide any specific information with 
respect to her mother's experiences which would appear to be useful 
for our purposes. The Woman's experiences could not be tied in to 
the use of the meter by this organization. 	Because of the time 
since this occurred,(Mrs. Dillon)was able to provide very little 
information of any type. 

cMrs„ Dillon's)present:husband was also present for part of the interview. lie was unable to add very little information also. 
He did mention, however, that the cult used drugs to some degree in 
their operations. According to(billon?an auditor administers a 
stimulant type drug such as bertgedrine to a subject before a session, 
so that the subject will feel better from the effects of the drug if 
for no other reason. He stated that he thought LSD was also being 
used by the cult at this time. 



•(Dillon)stated that these drugs are obtained from renegade doctors 

or druggists. He could furnish no further. information regarding this 

alledged practice. 

He mentioned that his former wife was a one time employee of the 

(Hughes Aircraft Plant in. Tucson)in the early 1950's. A group of (Hughes)'-

employees were stated by him to have been active in Dianetics or Scientology 

at this time. According to(Dillon)the company investigated the cult s 

activities because of the possible loss of classified information leaking 

out through the cult members. (Dillon/indicated that the security officer 

at the time /a Mr. Kane,ea may be available and be able to provide somei 

additional information. 	 19. 	194_ 
D. L. Dovel, Inspector 



Document H-78. This document is a two page memorandum of telephone 
conversation dated 1/11/63 between Food and Drug employee W. N. Swain, 
Division of Regulatory Management and a complainant. This memorandum 
consists of an interview regarding the individual's relative's experiences 
with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in lines 
1 through 6 in paragraph 2 consist of confidential information including 
medical references pertaining to a specific individual. This portion is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6), because release would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The remainder of the 
deleted material in this document consist of names of specific individuals 
which, if released, would automatically disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

0 



Document H-78. This document is a two page memorandum of telephone 
conversation dated 1/11/63 between Food and Drug employee W. N. Swain, 
Division of Regulatory Management and a complainant. This memorandum 
consists of an interview regarding the individual's relative's experiences 
with Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in lines 
1 through 6 in paragraph 2 consist of confidential information including 
medical references pertaining to a specific individual. This portion is 
exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6), because release would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The remainder of the 
deleted material in this document consist of names of specific individuals 
which, if released, would automatically disclose the identity of a 
confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



Hubbard E-Meter 

St 

The Distribution Center 
Washington, D. C. 

AEMOSASMIM OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATION  

January 11, 1963 

Bet e Mrs. N. Tereshenko 
506 Sterling Road 
Silver Spring, Meryl 
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W. N. Swain, Division of Regulatory Management 

Mks. Tereshenko called to state that elm had read the news accounts of 	  the E-Meters at the Hubbard Distribution Center, and had almost concurrently with the news articles received a letter from her sister-in-law 

Peggy Tereshenko 
218 Bruce Street 
Au409 ,AlqW 4gFPeY 

Th!0149r:Priew, 	Tereshi •, has a long history of illness, in,  ..eluding a-complete h 
but cannot be treated with drugs for t • 

sterec 	e is now go ng t rou 
e menopause cause o t e existence 

y may c • liffeeroua-kfaug-treatment-
ther died of cancer  

	

ven up a 	 services of a sc entology auditor, who has given her some seventy-five hours of pro-cessing. In the letter she reported that the auditor had left and would be back in the Spring, when he would complete the "clearing" process, to eliminate the remaining "occluded areas." She stated that the "clearing" is to improve the general abilities, capabilities and personality of the individual, and that the recovery of good health is only and "incidental" bonus to the marvelous improvements achievable with scientology. She:alleges that one of the astronauts was given scientological processing before his flight. Her so4letates, has had forty hours of "processing" and she is rounding up a group of acquaintances to begin treatment with the auditor upon his return to the area. 

cAtfi.jeresbonic inquired what she should do in the interest of her sister-in-law. She was told that while we could not give advice concerning "scientology" per se, we do feel that the abatdonment of proper medical attention for h person in the condition described was a very serious matter and that it would be worthwhile to encourage the resumption of medical supervision of her condition. The nature of Our charges was ex- 

	

plained toTereshen 	she was promised that if the Food and Drug Administration issued a statement concerning scientology, a copy would be mailed to her. 



-2- 

s. Tereshe 	asked that we do not reveal that she had supplied this in- 
ormation a out her sister-in-law, and suggested that if the sister-in-law 
were visited, the inspector could perhaps indicate that the sister-in-law's 
name had been encountered in the files of the scientology organization 
in connection with the seizure. We promised that we would keep the source 
of our information confidential in the event we visited her sister-in-law. 

W. N. Swain 

c Salt 
cc 

WNSwain:ms 1-17-63 



Document H-85. This document is a four page, handwritten, personal 
letter dated 7/20/60, addressed to the American Medical Association from 
a complainant. This letter consists of a complaint against the Church 
of Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material found on 
page 1 in the second paragraph is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C) and 
(D), because release would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy and disclose the identity of a confidential source. The remaining 
deletions on this page, towards the bottom of the page, consist of 
confidential information in the nature of a medical reference. This 
portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6), because release would constitute 
a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

On page 2, deletions found in lines 2, 3, 13, 15, and 16 consist of 
names of the individual talked about as well as confidential information, 
which, if released, would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). The 
remaining deleted materials on this page consists of confidential information 
of a medical nature which, if released, would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These portions are exempt 
under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). 

On page 3, the deleted material found on line 4 consists of the name of 
a specific individual which, if released, would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(C). The remaining deleted material on this page consists of 
confidential information of a medical nature which, if released, would 
constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of privacy. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). 

On page 4, the name of the complainant is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), 
because release would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
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a specific individual which, if released, would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(7)(C). The remaining deleted material on this page consists of 
confidential information of a medical nature which, if released, would 
constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of privacy. These portions 
are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(6). 

On page 4, the name of the complainant is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), 
because release would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
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Interview withi. CNIAM2S 
1516 Worth Foists* Avenue, Los Ango/es, 
Califora 	On April 27, 1971, by 
;woe° 	Jones  

Stated that ha has no formal education in the field of 
Poyubology,butOcunded the katituto of Ability 

ins with the Scientology movement in 1965. the World 
Headquarters of the Institute of Ability an located at this of 
TO stated that his fired dealings with the Scientology 
began in(pril, 1953,) when he took a ebt-wook course at the 
Ar1ommo0 Scientology Maces. He cot and became friends with 
L. pa libbbard. the Scientology founder.,IS basediately gerusesd 
topveraide. Californi440whogo ha tan a Scientology franchise office 
until/1965.)We contemd- called for payment to Scientology of la 
f his gross. All other expenses and finances wore borne by(Sernert) 

To sus intimated and believed in Scientology teachings, and often 
dealt directly with Hubbard in business transaction*. 

About (1965,) itabberd become very militant in his do-sliest and‘erneri 
decided to go on his own, [A court trial, within the AciontoloSY 

eppe*r or participates) 'inner
1 	

that !band signed at toast 
organisatism, apparently wan 	111 however, garner declined to 

one letter ileolaringalierner)to be a suppressive perinn, and declared 
him "fair goose". friends end associates also received a pries of 

uo longer in their o:geniretion and ordering non.nasociation. t:r 
'disconnect letters", notifying Scientolmcpmembere that 

Imo° was indicated as implying that spy Scientology ember wag free 
to do whatever he wished to do againstaleruer.> anyway possible, 
and not suffer any consequanco from tlie scientology otSenbiation. 
The tors "12.45 was Also applied to/Derver,?which indicated that 
he could be dealt with by being abed with a 45.caliber firearm. 

r axing August or September, 1965, three people appeared at the 
(Lucerne Valley conch him of Sernor, and 	to shoot up signs 
kind other property, bettor stated ;het tlae driver of the car was 
ildentified, prosecuted, and convicted for the offense.. The other 
/members were not identified, SO believes the name of the person con-
-Victed was Thomas Curtis. 

"F  Berner also stated that he was spied upon by men wearing the Sea organisatise uniform, consisting of a white jumpsuit with helmet 
land militeartype belt. On another 

t_ 

	occasion, a comber of the "Sea 
organisation" appeared at Lams alley, but could not locate Der. 
uses residence and contested the Sheriff's office for directions. 
Berner 1m notified and confronted the "sea organisation" member. It 
was lamed he wanted** served with a entice to appear for a Scion. 
tology tried. the men was searched but was found to be unarmed. 



Document H-86. This document is a one page memorandum of an interview 
dated 4/27/71, between Inspector M. P. Jones and a specific individual. 
This memorandum consists of the individual's experiences with the Church 
of Scientology and persons associated with that organization. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in this 
document consist of confidential information in the nature of names, 
addresses, and description of specific events pertaining to the individual 
being interviewed which, if released, would automatically disclose the 
identity of this person who is a confidential source. The materials 
deleted in this document are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



Document H-86. This document is a one page memorandum of an interview 
dated 4/27/71, between Inspector M. P. Jones and a specific individual. 
This memorandum consists of the individual's experiences with the Church 
of Scientology and persons associated with that organization. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in this 
document consist of confidential information in the nature of names, 
addresses, and description of specific events pertaining to the individual 
being interviewed which, if released, would automatically disclose the 
identity of this person who is a confidential source. The materials 
deleted in this document are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



Interview with 	

Inspector a 	P. Jones  
	 en April 27, 1971, by 

	 stated that he has no formal education in the field of 

	

Psychiatry 	or Fsychology , but 	

Arinone;.? Scientology offices. De net and became friends with 
began in/April, 1953,)uhen he took a six-iweek course at theZlsenix, 
Lie stated that his first dealings with the Scientolwry movetiant 

L.  'Lam linbberd, the Scientology founder. . De immediately returned 
to 	vbere he ran a Scientology franchise office 
unt11).965.;)Eas contract called for payment to Scientology of 107. 
of htz gross. All other expenses and finances ware borne by 	 
lie vas interested and believed in Scientology teachings, and often 
dealt directly with Hubbard in business transactions. 

	

About (19G5,) Hubbard becante.yery tilitant in his dealings and 	

	

decided to go on his own, 	

	 learned that hubbard signed at least 
one letter declaring 	to'be a suppressive person, and declared 
him "fair game". Frr=ds and associates also received a aeries of 
"disconnect letters", notifying Scientology Lombers that 	(vas 
no longer in their organization and ordering non-associaCion. "Fair 
game" vas indicated as implying that any Scientology manlier vas free 
to do whatever ha wished to do against. 	Tin any tray possible, 
and not suffer any consequence from the ScioaCology organisation. 
The term "P2-45" was also applied to 	which indicated thet 
he could be dealt with by being shot with a 45-caliber firearm. 	. 



Document H-89. This document is a two page memorandum dated 12/14/70 
(with exhibits consisting of three one page pieces of personal correspondence 
and a 63 page pamphlet authored by the individual interviewed) to DRF 
DD, Los Angeles Field Office from Inspector James P. DiGrazia. Subject: 
Scientology Investigation. This memorandum consists of an interview 
with a specific individual describing that person's experiences with the 
Church of Scientology and persons associated with it. 

This document is released with deletions. On page 2, in paragraph 6, 
the deleted material found in the last portion of line 1 and 2 consist 
of the name and address.of a specific individual not being interviewed 
which, if released, would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). The 
remaining deletions in this memorandum on pages 1 and 2 contains the 
name, address and other identifying characteristics associated with the 
individual being interviewed which, if released, would automatically c  
disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.0 552(b)(7)(D). The exhibits are exempt in their 
entirity under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release of any portion 
would automatically disclose the identity of the person being interviewed 
who is a confidential source. 



Document H-89. This document is a two page memorandum dated 12/14/70 
(with exhibits consisting of three one page pieces of personal correspondence 
and a 63 page pamphlet authored by the individual interviewed) to DRF 
DD, Los Angeles Field Office from Inspector James P. DiGrazia. Subject: 
Scientology Investigation. This memorandum consists of an interview 
with a specific individual describing that person's experiences with the 
Church of Scientology and persons associated with it. 

This document is released with deletions. On page 2, in paragraph 6, 
the deleted material found in the last portion of line 1 and 2 consist 
of the name and address of a specific individual not being interviewed 
which, if released, would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). The 
remaining deletions in this memorandum on pages 1 and 2 contains the 
name, address and other identifying characteristics associated with the 
individual being interviewed which, if released, would automatically 
disclose the identity of a confidential source. These portions are 
exempt under 5 U.S.0 552(b)(7)(D). The exhibits are exempt in their 
entirity under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D), because release of any portion 
would automatically disclose the identity of the person being interviewed 
who is a confidential source. 



OPTIONAL FORM HO. 10 	 5010402 
MAY 1047 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	DRFDD, LOS-FO 
	

DATE: 12/14/70 

FROM 	Inspector, James P. Di Grazia (311) 

SUBJECT.: 	Scientology Investigation 

- 	• 

	

On_12/8/70, Bud Loftus and I visited the 	
	 ana interviewed 	

• 	 is a former Scientologistthel was-
Initially interviewed bi-c-iire on 12/1/70. In response to questions from me 
and Mr. Loftus, .      reiterated some of his statements to me on 
12/3/70 and provided us with additional information in response to question-
ing.. 

   He stated the purpose of life in Scientology 
is to play better games and thereby create an affect. 

   He stated the techniques of Stiencoiugy-are—
concetTed with the discharge and erasure of engrams. 

	 'stated the religious symbols such as the cross and the 
relfgIous-Ze.remonies such as marriages and funerals, were introduced into 
Scientology to create an affect of an orthodox religion. 	 believes 
Scientology is a religion, with or without these symbols. 	stated 
there is a workability to Scientology. 

DCG, BD 310, Attn: Bud Loftus 	 12/15/70 

For your information. 

JAMES P. DI GPAZIA 
Acting Supervisory Inspector 

orig. & 1 cc BD - 310 w/exhibits 
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Memo to DRFDD, LOS-FO 
From: Insp. James P. Di Grazia (311) 

         

        

         

        

         

        

         

        

         

        

         

        

 

         

        

 

         

        

 

         

        

 

         

        

SUBJECT: Scientology Investigation 

         

        

         

        

         

        

uu "'stated the process known as auditing is not always 
stated as a religious practice in Scientology. He stated that 
L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. has claimed Scientologists can heal with auditing. 

	  tated when he was associated with Scientology the '' 	 
organTiatiOn claimed a new member would not have to leave his own 
religion in order to become a Scientologist. At that time the  

	

Scientology organization did not practice being a religion.  	

	

was associated with Scientology fromj.950 through:065 	

	 ,)stated he received a fair game order in_cpwhich  
demonstrated the absence of ethical standards in the Scientology 	---) /./. 
organization. This letter putl 	 ,r1 notice that he was(libel;>/:""A''''i  
for any and all actions perpetrated against him by anyone in the -- 
Scientology organization. 

ystated he also received letters indicating he should 
apply technique R2-45 to himself. This particular technique is a route 
whereby an individual places a 45 caliber pistol to his head and'Incssoci-
ates himself from his body. 

	 "defined "divine" as static, no physical entity and the 
power—of-life. He also ex aired in brief Confucianism, early Confucianism 
and Zin Buddhism. 

 	stated he knows a 	  
 	 who has also received letterS-  of disconnection from the 
Scientology organization. 

 	 stated he considers Scientology a threat to the general 
heaLernhd welfare of the public. 

	 provded_mtwith all his literature and correspondence 
on En'ientology.   requested we return a portion, which was done. 
With the excePtiloinf the attached 6 exhibits, the remainder of the infor-
mation has already been forwarded to Mr. Loftus. 

/-/ 

• 

/JAMES P. DI GRAZIA (311) 
Inspector, Los Angeles District 



OPTIONAL FORM Na m 	 somms 
MAY 5062 EDITION 
WA GEN. REO. NO. 27 

SITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

DRFDD, LOS-FO 

Inspector, James P. Di Grazia (311) 

Scientology Investigation  

DATE: 12/14/70 

Charles Berner 
Institute of Ability 
Lucerne Valley, Calif. 
(Phone: 714/248-7007 

On 12 8/70, Bud Loftus and I visited thella 
---- Cryatal_Creek- 	„Lucerni-FilleTMErtf. and interviewednharles Bern 

Head 	of the Institufits—mt7rEe7Rriormer_scientolog41777Angas 
initially interviewed by,  me on 12/37-70. In response to questions from me 
and Mr. Loftus, cranriBrilla'reiterated some of his statements to me on 
12/3/70 and provided us with additional information in response to question-
ing.. 

ua 

 Mr. Berner compared Scientology withA/bilitism. his religion  
. Berner stated the purpose of life n- 	 th 4Ailitism is e fulfillment of  

understanding-of-each.other. He stated the purpose of life in Scientology 
is to play better games and thereby create an affect. 

Berner stated the techniques of Abilitism are concerned with the 
creation of understanding? He statec the 	niqticerrsztefinstograre— 
concerned with the discharge and erasure of engrams. 

Mr. Berner stated the religious symbols such as the cross and the 
rel ous 	emonies such as marriages and funerals, were *ntroduced into 
Scientology to create an affect of an orthodox religion. 	..__Iesst,r)believes 
Scientology is a religion, with or without these symbols. rMr. Bernd) stated 
there is a workability to Scientology. 

DCG. BD 310, Attn: Bud Loftus 12/15/70 

For your information. 

 

7°9 

 

 

JAMES P. DI GRAZIA 
Acting Supervisory Inspector 

orig. & 1 cc BD - 310 w/exhibits 



12/14/70 

Charles Berner 

(: Institute of Ability 
Lucerne Valley, Calif. 

Page 2 

Memo to DRFDD, LOS-FO 
From: Insp. James P. Di Grazia (311) 

SUBJECT: Scientology Investigation 

Gr. Bernedstated the process known as auditing is not always 
stated as a religious practice in Scientology. He stated that 
L. Ron Hubbard, Sr. has claimed Scientologists can heal with auditing. 

r. Berne stated when he was associated with Scientology the 
organ zation claimed a new member would not have to leave his own 
religion in order to become a Scientologist. At that time the 
Scientology organization did not practice being a religion. 	r. Bern 
was associated with Scientology fromC11110 through 	Cad was employed 
for a short time by the Scientology organization in 1962) 

(if:Cie:7a stated he received a fair game order inebawhich 
demonstrated the absence of eth17„cal standards in the Scientology 
organization. This letter put(Mr. Berner n notice that he was 
for any and all actions perpetrated against him by anyone in the 
Scientology organization. 

etif.71:1)stated he also received letters indicating he should 
apply technique R2-45 to himself. This particular technique is a‘route whereby an individual places a 45 caliber pistol to his head andkibsoci-
ates himself from his body. 

(ir. Berner)efined "divine" as static, no physical entity and the 
power_of—life. He also e ai, (Gin brief Confucianism, early Confucianism 
and Zin Buddhism. 	 a&Lag 

4 

OE: Berne) stated he knows a gchard Halpern, 68 Highridge, Ridgefiel.01  CulagStialik who has also received letters of disconnection from the 
Scientology organization. 

r. Berner )stated he considers Scientology a threat to the general 
heals and welfare of the public. 

us with all his literature and correspondence 
requested we return a portion, which was done. 

the attached 6 exhibits, the remainder of the infor- 
mation has already been forwarded to Mr. Loftus. 

JAMES P. DI GRAZIA (311) 
Inspector, Los Angeles District 

• Mr. BernerJpded  
on 	eftitr."--Mr. Ber 
With the except 
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2 November, 1968 

Charles Berner 
P.O. Box 789 
Lucerne Valley,'California 

Mr. Berner: 

On order of Commodore L. Ron Hubbard, the(law suit 
against you has been cancelled. You are to be gdaranteed 
a safe conduct by the bearer of this message, Master at 
Arms Mitchell Spence, to and from the Advanced Organization, 
Los Angeles, to appear before a Captain's Mast given by my-
self. No one else is to be concerned in this meeting. My 
intention is to indicate the route of salvage of yourself 
and members of your group on standard, safe, Scientology 
lines. Ron has now given,us 100% Standard Technology and 
the entire path to become fully Operating Thetans asAap 
accomplished fact. And the'ethics knowhow of the eflations 
of this universe to insure it. 

Come with Mk- Spence and get the matter hailed. 
cym, 

Captain Bill Robertson 
Sea Organization 

THE CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF CALIFORNIA 



THE ADVANCED ORGANIZATION - LOS ANGELES 
916 SO. WESTLAKE LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90006 TEL. 385-2471 

4 November 1968 

H. Charles Berner 
P.O. Box 798, 
Lucerne Valley, Calif. 
92356 

Mr. Berner: 

I am in receipt of your note delivered by my Master-
at-Arms, Mitchell Spence. 

I understand that you are not a member of Scientology 
or its Organizations and that is precisely the reason for 
my requesting your attendance to meet me here at the 
Advanced Organization. 

Our ethical codes of conduct now include the exact 
path for a being or group of beings to move themselves, 
to Operating Thetan, regardless of the situation in which 
they have been in the past or currently are in. As I am 
a Captain in the Sea Organization I am responsible for 
seeing these steps are carried out in my area of ommend. 

I expect to hear from you shortly saying w 	can 
appear here. 

Again, this matter will be handled betweeni,y 	and I 
alone and you are guaranteed safe conduct to An& from the 
meeting and while at the AO 

BILL ROBERTSON 
Captain Sea Organization 

THE CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF CALIFORNIA 
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THE ADVANCED ORGANIZATION - LOS ANGELES 
916 SO. WESTIAKE LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90006 TEL. 385-2471 

 

Charles Berner 
P.O. Box 798 
Lucerne Valley 
Calif 92356 
	

19 November 1968 

• 
Mr. Berner, 

Three of your Board of Trustees members 
may accompany you to our meeting here at AOLA. 
All have safe conduct. 

I will be going out of town on the 24th 
November. If you arrange to be here before then, 
fine, if not your terminal will be Lt. Commander 
Yvonne Gillham, a Class VIII Auditor. 

Captain W, B. Robertson 
Sea Organization 

WBR:sep 

THE CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF CALIFORNIA 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY 
OF CALIFORNIA, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, 
et al., 

Defendant. 

STIPULATION  

Subject to the approval of the Court, the parties enter this 

stipulation to resolve all claims regarding withheld documents 

previously requested by plaintiff under the Freedom of Information 

Act. In entering this stipulation defendants make no admission 

that plaintiff is legally entitled to any additional information 

under any exemptions of the FOIA previously claimed other than 

heretofore provided. Rather, defendants'release of information 

is made purely in the exercise of discretion and in order to 

resolve and settle this matter, and to conserve the time of this 

Court and the parties. 

1. Defendants agree to release, seven documents which have 

previously been contested in this litigation (H-140, H-211(b), 

Hn-22, P-9, P-11, E-32 and H-4). 

2. In return for the release of the seven listed documents, 

intiff agrees to d smiss its appeal in this matter. 

Georee 	endall 
CANA , 	RNS & O'TOOLE, P.C. 
1521 Sixteenth Street, N.W. 
Wash. ngton, D.C. 20036 
(202) 328-3100 

51-11,"hi.. 5. AhArt.4.:,  
STANLEY S. HARRIS 	'f't 
United States Attorney 
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. 
Geo ge 	Ke 'all 
CANA , 	RNS & O'TOOLE, P.C. 
1521 Sixteenth Street, N.W. 
Wash'ngton, D.C. 20036 
(202) 328-3100 

U.S. Department 01 Justice 

United States Attorney 
District of Columbia 

United States Courthouse, Room 2800 

Constitution Avenue and 3rd Street N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20001 

Church of Scientology of California 

v. FDA, Civil Action Nn. 77-1307 

SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM OF THE PARTIES 

This supplemental memorandum reflects the agreement of 
the 

parties in addition to the settlement stipulation agree
d upon 

and attached hereto. This is the only supplement to th
e stipulation. 

1. In its action for attorney's fees plaintiff, throug
h its 

attorney, agrees to seek no more than $40,000.00 in fee
s. 

2. Neither party shall use the fact of the settlement sti
pulation 

and the release of seven documents, either in support o
r in opposition 

to a claim for attorney's fees. 

3. The parties agree not to disclose this supplemental me
morandum 

to the Court during litigation of the question of attor
ney's fees unless 

plaintiff seeks more than $40,000.00 or if either party
 attempts to use 

the fact of the settlement stipulation and the release 
of seven doc-

uments, either in support of or in opposition to a clai
m for attorney's 

fees. 

5 t- Ji1 s az1,4.4-; 
° 

Av.144.44, 
ROYC 	. LAMBERTH 
Assistant United States Attorney 

. CRAIG WRENCE 
Assistan United States Attorney 

STANLEY S. HARRIS 
United States Attorney g7  
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-C~tC~- 
ROYCW C. LAMBERTH 
Assistant United States Attorney 

R. •AIG 	NCE 
Assistant United States Attorney 
U.S. District Courthouse - Rm. 2634 
3rd and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
(202) 633-4963 

APPROVED this 	 day of December, 1982. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 



Document H-140; is a flAle page (two copies) memorandum, dated 2/4/
63, 

to Director, Baltimore District, from, Inspector, J. C. Bullard, S
ubject; 

4093 V, Hubbard E. Meter, FDC 48405. This memorandum consists of 
informa-

tion obtained on Scientology investigations conducted by agencies 
and 

organizations other than the Food and Drug Administration. 

This document is released with deletions. On page three, the dele
ted 

material contained in the upper portions of this page, consists of
 con-

fidential information pertaining to a specific individual which, i
f re-

leased, would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal priva
cy. 

This portion of the document is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) 
(C). 

The rest of the deleted material throughout this document, consist
s of 

the names of the various organizations and agencies as well as spe
cific 

individuals and other identifying characteristics which, if releas
ed, 

would immediately disclose the identity of a confidential source.
 These 

portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 

A 
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DATE: February 4, 1963 

Re: L. Ron Hubbard and 
Distribution Center, Inc. 
Founding Church Scientology, 

Inc., etc. 
Washington, D. C. 

RDON G. i OMPSON 
Chief Inspector 
2-5-63 

• OPTIONAL FORM MO. 10 
S010-10.4 

• al 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 

FROM : Inspector J. C. Bullard 

ient /(51  

SUBJECT: (4-093 	ubbard E-Meter 
FDC 4-8

Va./H
405 

, 	• 

DRM/Balt;'memo 1/24/63 requested background information on the above 
firms be obtained from several organizations_in Washington, D. C. These 
organizations included the Better Business Bureaqr-the NavyDepartment,-

_WoodwetdachOat_fer:BOys--Ameritamjiyciliatric..Associetjpn,' 'Chamber:, 

ofC04ilefeeTIreasury Department, FBI, etc. These investigations were 
conducted 	

treasury 
the week of 1/28/63.to 2/1/63. 

SUPERINTENDENT OF CORPORATE RECORDS, RECORDER OF DEEDS,-.\  

6th 	D St.„ N.W., Washington,D. C.  

On 1/28/1963 I visited the above office and learned that they had records_ 

for the following firms:.  

1. Distribution Center, Inc., Washington, D. C. 
2... Founding Church of Scientology, Washington, D. C. 
3. Hubbard Association of Scientologists International 

Washington, D. C. 
4. Pan American Friends Foundation, Washington, D. C. 

5. National Academy of American Psychology, Washington, D. C. 

Arrangements were subsequently made with the Division of Regulatory 
Management to obtain a letter formally requesting that these records 
be copied and and certified copies be provided this Inspector. These 
records are to be picked up on 2/4/63 and delivered to DRM. 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT: 

For your information. We will withhold any additional follow-up pending 

instructions from you. 

GGT:fw 

06-cc-DRM 
cc-BFA 
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The cost for reproducing these records is to be borne by the Baltimore 
District Office. This was estimated byrthe Recorders Office)at $73.00. 

-'BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU------------- , 
E St., N. W., Washington, D. C.'A 

On 1 /28/63 I visited Mr. 	 Tindal'' of the above office. CE 
cTisidal was extremely anxious to help to the extent that he furnished this 
Inspector their complete files on L. Ron Hubbard, Founding Church of 
Scientology, and Pan American Friends Foundation. These files were 
reviewed and then delivered to DRM for their review. The files were 
returned on 1/29/63. 

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 
10th & Constitution, Washington, D. C. 

On 1 /29/63 I visited Special Agent Gilbert Haley, Room 7217, phone 
Worth 4-3207 and discussed the problems he was encountering in furnishing 
us with tax records of a number of individuals. This list of individuals 
had been submitted by Inspector Tilroe previously. 

During this brief discussion, I learned that Agent Haley was complain-
ing due the length of the list of names. He stated that it would take 
a terribly long time and much effort to dig out this many returns. 
The following compromise was brought about. I requested that he 
check each of the names of individuals listed as claimants living in 
Washington, D. C. against their fraud file. He stated that he would 
do this. 1 further requested that he obtain the tax records for the 
following people: 

Marilyn Routsong 
Anton James 
Harris R. Angel 
Jeannette Angel 

Plus one additional name to be selected at random from the list. . Also 
requested were the returns of 

 

John Fudge, Washington, D. C. 
Bonnie B. Turner, Washington, D. C. 
Rev. Andrew Bagley, 200 W. 24th St., New York 
Frank Bernard Bessler, 128 S. Camden Drive, Beverly 
Don G. Purcell, Omago Oil Company, Wichita, Kansas. 

promised complete cooperation. 

 

   

 

   

 

   

 

   

Hills, Cal. 
Agent Haley 
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(4100DWARD SCHOOL FOR BOYS 	 -------- 
\-1736 G. Street (3rd Floor YMCA Bldq.2,) 

On 1 /30/63 I visited. 	W. R. Lewis, head master and, Adam E. Campello, 
assistant head master of the above schoolD 

These gentlemen furnished this inspector with-  the following information: 
L. Ron Hubbard was received at this school on 1/3/30 and received a 
diploma on 5/1 1/30. His home address, at that time, was listed as 
5144 Fulton St., N.W., Washington, D. C. According to their records, 
Hubbard had previously attended Helena High School, Helena, Montana, 
where he averaged about 80% and Queen Anne High School, Seattle, Wash., 
where he averaged about a "C". He had also attended Union High School, 
Bremerton, Montana. An additional note stated that he had attended the 
Naval Academy. 

He had paid his tuition in full. 

L. Ron Hubbard graduated 6th out of a class of 19 with a "B" average. 
He took a straight Academic Course. He made an "A" in Physics, and a 
"B+" in Plain Geometry and Solid Geometry. 

There was no record of any disciplinary action taken against Hubbard 
while-  attending this school. 

AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION
,  

,., 1700 18th St., N. W.  

On 1/30/63, I visited the abcc office and talked to(Mr. J. H. Turgeon,) 
assistant business manager. Mr. Turgeon/ystened to my problems and — 
then directed_ me_to(Dr. Bartholemew Hogan,jassistant director. (Phone 
Adams 2-7878)2 (Dr. Hogan)stated that he had recently taken over as 
an assistant director and would not be acquainted with any prior his-
tory of the Scientology outfit. 

I told(br. Hogan)that this office was aware of a letter which had been 
sent to a(Mr. Leonard)on 3/14/51 (by Dr. John C. Whitehorn, president, 
American Psychiatric Association) Mr. Hogan)then reviewed their 
council minutes from the meeting o that date. He learned that indeed c 
a letter had been sent. It was in answer to(Mr. Charles Leonard, New 
York City,)to a proposal that thefAmerican Psychiatric- Association test) 
(60proved psychiatric therapy against dianoetic therapy) .The American 
Psychiatric Associatiorpcleclined to enter in to such an agreement, and 
replied by way of the letter on 3/14/51. 

• /Dr Hogan)stated that they'wOuld make a more intense search of their ,..  
files to determine if there was any additional information there. 
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On 1/1/63 1/1/63 I phoned(Dr. Hogan)and learned that he had not yet had an 
opportunity to make a search of their old records. 

(-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA MEDICAL SOCIETY 
(1718 M Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 

On 1/30/63 1 visited this office and talked to(Mr. Fred, Trust,) assistant 
director. (1kr. Trustistated that thelMedical Society7does not normally 
handle this sort of thing. The receptionist recalled hearing one inquiry 
some time ago but the caller left no name. 

p1ASHINGTON BOARD OF TRADE 616 K St., N. W., Washington, D. C  

On 1/30/63 I visited the above office and talked to(Ars. Lowery, 3rd 
floor, Washington Trade Building.? (AN Lowery)stated simply that they 
occasionally received complaints on the involved organization, but for-
ward them immediately tofhe-Better Business Bureau) for their follow-up. 

rCHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
1, 618 H St., N: W., Washington, D. C./ 

)n :1/30/63i 	 this office and talked to the receptionist, a 
(Miss Pebble/ (MissPebble/referred me to the Washington Board of Trade," 
since this is the cNational Headquarters for the Chamber of Commerceiand 
would not deal with any local issue. 

NAVAL DEPARTMENT, Naval Annex 
Columbiana and - Arlington Blvd. 
Arlington, Virginia  

On 1/30/63 I made several phone calls to Naval Records Personnel sections 
which eventually led to a Mr. Breedlove, Room 3056 Naval Annex, 	on 
OX 42820. It is Mr. Breedlove's job to supply various Government agencies 
with records of naval personnel. Mr. Breedlove outlined the procedure 
and requested a written request for the necessary information. I delivered 
a letter from DRM requesting information on L. Ron Hubbard. 

Mr. Breedlove was extremely cooperative and assisted the inspector in 
reviewing the Register of Alumni 1845 to 1962 on the U. S. Naval 
Academy. This bock is put out by the Alumni Association, Inc. 	It 
contained no reference of any L. Ron Hubbard ever attending the Naval 
Academy. A review of the Register of the retired, commissioned and 
warrant officers, regular and reserved in the U. S. Navy and Marine 
Corp through 7/1/62 was made. The name L. Ron Hubbard could not be 
locater-' within this Register. Mr. Breed love then checked out the 

1= 

=== 

• 
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service number which we furnished him. 113392 - This number was 
obtained from the[D. C. Police Department. He found that this 
number did coincide with that of L. Ron Hubbard. 

Mr. Breedlove then introduced the Inspector to Mr. Lester W. Bryant. 
Mr. Bryant is in charge of officer records for the Navy. He is 
located in'itoom 3536 at phone number Oxford 4-2730. Mr. Bryant was 
also very cooperative and stated that he would immediately telephone 
for the records of this individual. He suggested that it would pro-
bably be Tuesday morning before these records could be furnished. I 
requested that at this time he phone Mr. Swain's office in DRM. He 
stated that he would comply. 

This concludes the investigation done to this date on the entitled 
subject. 



:oc=ent H-211 (b);  is a toro-page rough draft of promosed letter 
dated 

11:E.171 to John Joseph.Matonis, rsc., from Thomas A. Flanne-y, Unit
ed 

States Attorney. The letter consists of comments recarding claima
nt's 

stipulations of facts. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.c..C. 552 (h) (5) 

because it constitutes attorney work product. 



Nor-  Vo-  SEjJT 

March 18, 1971 
TAF:ND:rjm 

John Joseph Matonis, Esquire 
2620 P Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Re: United States of America v. An article of device ... 
"HUBBARD Electrometer" or "HUBBARD E Meter", etc. 
District Court No. 1-63 

Dear Mr. Matonis: 

On Friday, March 12, 1971, you exchanged proposed stipu-
lations of fact with Nathan Dodell of this office, and arranged 
to meet Friday, March 19, 1971, to discuss the proposals. 
It was also agreed that written comments would be made on the 
respective proposals. Our comments on your numbered proposals 
are as follows, subject to the discussion on March 19th. 

1. We woad stipulate that the Founding Church of Washington, 
D.C. was a District of Columbia incorporation, but not that 
it was religious. 

2.-3. Not acceptable. 

4. Any such stipulation would have to include additional 
language. (See Response to Pretrial Memorandum and Order No. 
1 on Issues (5) and (6)), and Memorandum in Opposition to 
Claimants' Combined Motion for Sanctions, Dismissal and/or 
Preclusion of Evidence, at 3-4. 

5. Not acceptable. 

6. Not acceptable. See out paragraph 7. 

7.-11. Not acceptable. See our reply to claimants' pre-trial,W 
brief. 

12.-17. Not acceptable. 

18. 

rr e 	;taste( pxt--/LAr etv 	14' 
Oj r  (re 	 a4-fr  a-cat-Id/CP 



19. Not acceptable. 

20. A stipulation on this is inappropriate. 

21. We would atipulate that the E-meters seized were the 
property of claimants who are properly identified in the claims 
and appearances in this action. 

.22._-Not acceptable. 

23. Any such stipulation would have to include a statement . to the effect that a document may be a relevant source for determinin; intended use and may be labeling whether or not it was seized. 

24. Not acceptable. 

25.-26. We would stipulate that the wiring diagrams filed by libelant (Exs 78, 82, 84, 86, 88) were not seized, are not 
the res in this action, and were drawn by the Government and not by any of the Claimants; and that they accurately describe the 
E-meters which are part of the res in this action. 

27. Not acceptable. See the reply to claimants' pre-trial 
brief. 

28. See out comment on your proposal 4. 

29.-30. Not acceptable. 

31. This proposal is not satisfactory as written, but perhaps 
can be modified so as to be acceptable. 

32.-38. These proposed stipulations are irrelevant. 

Very truly yours, 

THOMAS A. FLANNERY 
United States Attorney 

By: 
JOSEPH M. HANNON 
Chief, Civil Division 
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Document H1'-22; is a two-page Inter-agency corres
pondence to Gregory 

E. Hovendon, Chief, Consumer Affairs Section, Ant
i-Trust Division, 

Department of Justice, from Peter Barton Hutt, As
sistant General 

Counsel, Food, Drugs, and Product Safety Divisio
n. This correspondence 

consists of a discussion concerning the enforceme
nt of Judge Gesell's 

order with regard to the E-Meter. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U
.S.C. 552 (b) (5) 

because it constitutes attorney work product. 
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Gregory B. Hovendon 
Chief, Consumer Affairs Section 
Asti-Trust Division 
Star Building 
Department of Justice 
Washington. D.C. 20530 

Ras United States v. An Article of 
Device ... R-ester, Civil Action 
to. 71-2064, C.A. D.C. VDC 48405.  

This is in response to your letter of !larch 24, 1972, and tha.s sequant 

Dear Greg: 
	 S-0 s V 

g 	.3/ o ar7P 
correspondence dated May 1 and 3, 1972, between your office and the United 
States Attorney's office for the District of Columbia, concerning enforce-
ment of Judge Gesell's order. 

For purposes of discussion. I shall refer to the Order as consisting of 
two parts; seizure and injunction. With respect to the seizure portion, 
we interpret the order as requiring the Food and Drug Administration to 
supervise relabeling of the condemned Z-meters and literature once a 
bond is posted by the claimants; subsequent orders have provided that 
the final iestallnent of the bond is due in mid 1973. No relabeling is 
therefore yet possible; there in nothing for the Agency to supervise. 
And, even if the claimants' failure to post the first increment of the 
bond can be interpreted as an option on claimants' part that the condemned 
article and literature be destroyed, the Court of Appeals has stayed the 
destruction provision of the Order. It is my understanding that you 
stated to Hrs. Sisk of this office, on April 6, 1972, that you agreed 
with this interpretation and that there is nothing for the Agency to enforce 
at this time. 

With respect to the injunction provisions of the Order. as we have indi-
cated earlier, we continue to believe that they are beyond the authority 
of the District Court. Even if this position is incorrect, however, the 
Agency has no affirmative obligations under those provisions other than 



Page Two - Gregory B. Uovendon 

to paser,en affidavits relating to the bona fides of potential nonSciento-
logical users of the E-eeter. to such affidavits have been filed. Under 
the remaining injunctive provisions, the Agency has the right to inspect 
and copy written scatesentS or contract forma, signed by persons both -
giving and receiving auditing, which state that the E-meter is understood 
to be not medically useful. and which are to be retained for a period of 
three years. This type of inspection must take its tarn along with all 
other inspections conducted by the Agency. As you know, the FDA does 
notional sufficient personnel even to conduct necessary food and drug 
health inspections and has received appropriations to hire 1,000 new 

'inspectors to attempt to catch up on conducting those inspections. 

Because of this, as we have previously stated, we do not believe a 
nesting between representatives of this office, your office, and the 
Halted States Attorney's office respecting enforcement of the Order 
would be fruitful. Indeed we believe that the pendency of the appeal chairmen  the Order makes this position even stronger. Perhaps a 
telephone call would suffice to clarify any remaining questions. How-
ever, should such a meeting be insisted upon by your office or the 
United States Attorney's office, please call Hrs. Sisk and she will 
arrange such a nesting. 

Very truly yours, 

Peter Barton Butt 
Assistant General Counsel 
Fond, Drugs, and Product 

Safety Division 

PSH:ALG:JSISK:rmb 
5/16/72 



Document P-9; is a two page memorandum dated 
11/29/68, to Alfred Bernard, 

Director, Bureau of Regulatory Compliance, fr
om Alvin L. Gottlieb, 

Deputy Assistant, General Counsel, subject; 
Scientology. This memor-

andum concerns the nature and course of certa
in investigations of certain 

persons and includes the attorney's advice in
 charge of litigation in 

general, and case, in particular. 

This document is released with deletions. De
letions found in paragraphs 

one on page one, and two, and the last half o
f paragraph four, on page 

two, contain the opinion of the author of thi
s memorandum in regard 

to this litigation. These portions are exemp
t under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) 

(5) because it constitutes an internal memora
ndum containing opinions. 

Deletions found in lines three and four, in p
aragraph one, on page one, 

and deletions in sub-paragraph one on page on
e, contain the names and 

addresses of specific informants which, if re
leased, would disclose the 

identity of a confidential source. These por
tions are exempt under 5 

U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). The deleted material
 in line six of paragraph 

one, contains confidential information, which
 if released, would 

constitute an unwarranted invasion of person
al privacy. This portion 

is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C). Th
e deleted material in sub-

paragraph two, consists of the authors recomm
ended course of action to 

be taken. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S
.C. 552 (b) (7) (E) because, 

release would disclose investigative techniqu
es and proceedures. 
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JJNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

-MeMorandum 
TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

Mr. Alfred Barnard, Director 	 DATE: November 29, 1968 
Bureau of Regulatory Compliance, 1.i,eart 

Alvin L. Gottlieb 
Deputy Assistant general Counsel  
Food, Drug, and Environmental Health Division 

Scientology 	 /...2  6 

requests 
seems to have been mass confusion concerning three simple 

requests I made the other day concerning Scientology. This may hel 
qaear it up. 

, 	Recently, Mr. Joseph Hannan, Chief, Civil Division, United States 
Attorney's Office, Washington, D. C., called metu,advise that the 
United States Attorney had received letters from the Abbot and a 
Monk, from the 1101 Y_Cross Abbey_in_Berryville, Virginia)about cases of 
airen who had been hurt or injured by Scientology after they 
harleft5iiChiatric careifor Scientology. He called me because of 
FDA's considerable experience with investigating Scientology in the 
seizure action which his office tried. He requested that we investigate 
these cases to see if they have any connection with the D.C. 
Scientology organization. I requested two things be done: 

1. That there be interviews with the Abbot and the Monk at 
the Holy Cross Abbey in Berryville, Virginia, and that the parents 
'of these children be interviewed to get the facts first hand. 

(---- 2. That the local storefront for the Scientology organization.? , 
iin Georgetown be visited, incognito, by either the Resident or some i 
'other Inspector unknown to the Scientologists, so that whatever 
Lliterature is available to the public could be picked up. 

Subsequent to my conversation with Mr. Hannan, Mr. Abe Levine, 
Office of the General Counsel, Post Office Department, also called 
me to say they have been requested by the United States Attorney's 
Office, Washington, D.C. to investigate possible mail fraud violations 
by Scientology. Mr. Levine asked that we provide whatever information 
the Food and Drug Administration might have about current practices 
involving use of the mails. As a result, I requested that we try to 
have the Districts furnish whatever current letters, leaflets, etc., 
they might have received concerning Scientology. 

L. 
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I learned by accident that the investigation had been called off. 1 
ostly, I suppose, because it had mushroomed, without my knowledge, into\ 

la monstrous investigation which I had neither requested nor anticipated. 
/ In any event it would have been considerably more efficient if I had been  
(kept somewhat informed. 

We have some obligation to Mr. Bress, the present United States 
Attorney for the District of Columbia to conduct some investigation 
which may involve violations of the Food and Drug law in the District, 
especially since Mr. Bress personally overruled his Chief Assistant who 
wanted to drop the 2-Meter case in the District. Mr. Bress permitted me 
to personally present our arguments to him, and decided that the E-Meter 
would be tried by his office. As you know, we won the case and the 
Scientology crowd appealed. 

The Scientologists are arguing to the United States Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia that the seizure action was 
improper because it interfered with the religious freedom of Scientology. 
We had argued that it was not, and the District Court agreed. The 
Department of Justice is currently prosecuting a case before the Court 
of Claims in which the local Scientology organization is claiming it 
is a tax-exempt religious organization; the Department of Justice says 
it is not. The Commissioner has reported to the Court of Claims that 
the organization is not entitled to a tax exemption status as a religious 
organization. 

As you know, we are currently knee-deep in two injunction suits 
in which Scientology organizations are trying to stop detentions of 
E-Meters. We are defending those, in part, on the basis that the 
religious eedom, even if applicable, does not include the freedom to 
violate the law.] 



Document P-11; is an undated two-page (2 copies) rough draft interagency 
correspondence to Henry H. Fowler, Secretary of the Treasury from Herbert 
L. Ley, Jr., M.D., Commissioner of Food and Drugs. It is a request for 
possible interagency cooperation. (Note: Memo bears the statement,  
"HOLD DON'T ISSUE"). 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5) 
because it constitutes an intra-agency memorandum or letter which was 
never issued. 
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Hubbard E-Meter 	 ' Ìwsti: ‘ 1 East Grinstead 
Office Saint Hill Manor 

Sussex England 
The Honorable Henry H. Fowler 	 i' 

et:4-e,....4.4—P-Th etz....9111 314.0t,-n 

--11714-12" 	 L 

Secretary of the Treasury 	 arT ;t4-1-T---‘" 	z--m 1--(1 k z 
A Fifteenth Street and Pennsylvania 

i li 7- 2-/C i 

' 
• 

Our interest 39"Scientology lies in the use of a device commonly known as 

' 
the Hubbard E.-Meter which has been represented by its labeling to be adequate 

/I • 	, 
and effective for the diagnosis and treatment of essentially all mental and 

./ 
 

'physical ailments of mankind. In 1963 we seized over 100 of the devices 

chariing'ihe labeling to be false and misleading. This seizure was contested. ,• 	 • 

After'a thirteen-day trial, ajuiy determined the device to be misbranded. 

Washington, D. C. 20220 
Avenue, N. W. 

The claimanit.haxe'filed.an appeal which is pending. 

We believe-rhe E-Meters now being distributed in this country are received 

solely from foreign sources. We hold that the intended use of the devices 

has been established and they are in violation of the law when offered for 

entry. While several detentions of the devices have been made, we would 

appreciate the assistance of the Bureau of Customs in alerting the appropriate 

Food and Drug District office of all proposed entries of the E-Meter "evices. 

(AF 41-126: 

Deer Sir: 

A nationwide promotion involving imported devices used in "Scientology" has 

recently come to our attention. "Scientology" was originated and developed 

by Mr. L. Ron Hubbard, an american, who wrote the 1930 best selling book 

"Dianetics: The Modern Science of Mental Health." Scientology is An 

outgrowth of "Dianetics" and represents Hubbard's theories of psychology, 

the treatment of personality, mental problems, And other things. The 

headquarters for the organization is now located in Saint Hill Manor, East 

Grinstead, Sussex, England,' 



The Honorable Henry M. Fowler 	 2 

The E-Meter has been 

and by various means 

The names previously 

offered for entry under various names and sources 

including personal luggage, mail entries and others. 

encountered for the device are; Hubbard E-Meter, 

Azimuth meter, Azimuth alignment meter, British Mark 

Electrometer, and Confessional Aide E-Meter. 

Sincerely yours, 

V E-Meter, Hubbard 

cc All Districts 

cc CC-1 (Mr. Kirk) 

cc CL-20 (2) 

cc CF-1 

cc RC-1 (Mr. Barnard) 

cc RC-110 (Mr. Rice) 

cc RC-110 (Mr. Butts) 

cc RC-1 RIP 

TMRICE:HEBUTTS:mms d/t 11-22-68 

Herbert L. Ley, Jr., M. D. 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs 

FOOTNOTE TO ALL FDA DISTRICTS:  
Detentions should be made under 502(f)(1) 
where no misbranding literature accompanies 
the device. You may wish to alert customs 
officials in your areas directly of the 
contents of this letter. 

THRICE:HEBUTTS 

FOOTNOTE TO OLGS: We believe some of 
these devices may be entering the U. S. 
by private car after transshipment to 
Canada. You may wish to alert Canadian 
officials, and Dept. of State. 

TMRICE:HEBUTTS 
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Document E-32. This document is
 an eight page memorandum dated

 3/19/68, 

from the files of a foreign age
ncy. This memorandum consists o

f a 

report of investigation concern
ing the Church of Scientology. 

This document is released with 
deletions. Deletions found on p

ages 1, 

2, and 7 contain the names of t
he agency and individuals assoc

iated with 

chat agency. These portions are
 exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7

)(D), 

because release would disclose 
the identity of a confidential 

source. 

The deleted material found on p
age 4 of this document consists

 of confi—

dential information, including 
medical references, which if re

leased 

would constitute a clearly unwa
rranted invasion of personal pr

ivacy. 

This portion is exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(6). 

The deletions made on page 6 an
d page 8 consist of confidentia

l information, 

which if released would constit
ute an unwarranted invasion of 

personal 

privacy. These portions are exe
mpt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C)

. 

Note: Please excuse the poor r
eproductions of this document.

 Several 

attempts had been made by this 
Agency, using the instruments a

vailable 

to it, to reproduce better copi
es; however, we were unsuccessf

ul. 
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Document H-4; undated, is a four-page investigative re
port from The 

United States Defartment of Justice, Federal Bureau of
 Investigation. 

It contains investigative information on a specific in
dividual. 

This document is exempt in its entirety under 5 U.S.C. 552 (
b) (6) and 

(7) (C) because disclosure would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted in-

vasion of personal privacy. 

a 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON 25, D.C. 

The following FBI record, NUMBER 915 702 B 	, is furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY. - 
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,t, 	DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES 	 Office of the Secretary 
1 
s
.. 
 :

c

c' 	  

Office of the General Counsel 
Food and Drug Division 
Rockville, MD 20857 

October 27, 1982 

NOTE TO ROBERT C. WETHERELL, JR.  

Bob, 

Attached is an offer of settlement made by the plaintiff 
in the Scientology FOIA case and the documents involved in 
both complete and redacted form. Please go over them with 
the view of providing the agency's response. When you have 
reached a preliminary decision, please call me so that we can 
discuss. FYI, Documents H-4 and H-211 originated with the 
Department of Justice and are being initialy considered by 
Mr. Lawrence 

Incidental ,--- 	you can see from the date of the 
settlement offer, there is less time than usual -- the letter 
got lost in. the mail. 

Joanne E . Valentine 



Russell F. Canan 

Mane. J. Bunts. Jr. 

Jefrrey B. O'Toole 

William C. Walsh 

LAW OFFICES 

CANAN, BURNS & O'TOOLE 
• A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

1521 SIXTEENTH STREET N.W. 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20036 OF COUNSEL 

Michael Diamond 

(202) 32S-3100 

TELEX 904059 (904059 WSH) 

 

George H. Kendall Ill 

Aim DoNoma 

Amhony P. Sister!,lie 

David J. RotInvell 

Julie H. Blair 

Daniel H. Murray 

September 7, 1982 

Mr. R. Craig Lawrence, Esq. 
Assistant United States Attorney 
United States District. Court 
3rd & John Marshall P1., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 

 

RE: PURIM OP SCIENTOLOGY OF CALIFORNIA 
v. zosansimumani, et al 

Dear AUSA Lawrence: 

Last Thursday in our phone conversation, we briefly 
discussed the possibility of settling this matter short of review 
by the Court of Appeals. I am writing to set forth a proposed 
framework for settlement. 

As you are well aware, this case has been pending since 
1975. While at the beginning hundreds of documents were being 
sought by my client, that number now stands at roughly 140. 
(This number represents the total number of documents, some 
partially released, still contested in this case.) Both prior to 
and after our phone conversation, I reviewed the file and 
discussed the case with my client. 

While we believe that our prospects on appeal are quite 
favorable as to a majority of the withheld information, we are 
willing to forgo further litigation if the agency is willing to 
release 8 documents in their entirety. (H-140, H-211(b), Hn-22, 
P-9, P-11, E-32, H-4, H-4a). Upon release of these documents, we 
will file a motion to withdraw the notice of appeal filed on this 
date. 

It is our desire that you present this proposal to the Food 
& Drug Administration in the near future and contact me when you 
have a response. I will be happy to discuss this matter with you 



. Kendall 

cerely yours, 

LETTER TO AUSA R. CRAIG LAWRENCE 
PAGE TWO 

or with representatives of your client if you believe that 
would facilitate the process. 

Assuming that we can reach an agreement regarding the 
remaining documents that still leaves at issue the question 
of attorney's fees. We are amenable to a future discussion 
of that issue with a view towards settlement without further 
litigation. Please advise me accordingly whether you have 
the authority to negotiate as regards to attorneys' fees. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions 
or suggestions. I will await your call. 

GHK/le 



ectfully submitted, 

Geo ge . Kendall 
CAN• 	RNS & O'TOOLE, P.C. 
152 Sixteenth Street, N.W. 
Was ington, D.C. 20036 
(20 ) 328-3100 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY 	) 
OF CALIFORNIA, 	

) 
Plaintiff, 	) 

) 
v. 	 ) Civil Action No. 77-1307 

) 
FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, ) 
et al, 

) 
Defendants. 	) 

NOTICE OF APPEAL 

Notice is hereby given that the Church of Scientology of 

California; plaintiff above named, hereby appeals to the United.  

States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit 

from the Order of the District Court granting defendant's motion 

for summary judgment entered in this action on the 9th day of 

July, 1982. 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing Notice of 

Appeal was mailed, postage prepaid, to the office of Assistant 

United States Attorney R. Craig Lawrence, United States 

District Courthouse, Room 3419, Washington, D.C. 20001 this 

le  day of September, 1982. 



Document H-93; is a two page letter dated 2/5/63, (with a photograph 
attached) addressed to the Honorable John F. Kennedy, President of the 
United States, from a complaintant. The letter consists of a complaint 
of the Church of Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in this 
document consists of specific names of individuals as well as addresses 
and indentifying characteristics pertaining to the complaintant which 
if released, would immediately disclose the identity of the complaintant, 
who is a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552 (b) (7) (D). 



Document H293; is a two page letter dated 2/5/63, (with a photograph 
attached) addressed to the Honorable John F. Kennedy, President of the 
United States, from a complaintant. The letter consists of a complaint 
of the Church of Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in this 
document consists of specific names of individuals as well as addresses 
and indentifying characteristics pertaining to the complaintant which 
if released, would immediately disclose the identity of the complaintant, 
who is a confidential source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552 (b) (7) (D). 



   

   

   

 

February 5, 1963 

THE HONORABLE JOHN F. KENNEDY 
PRESIDENT OF THESE UNITED STATES 
WHITE HOUSE 
WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
	

V 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

SIR: 

ENCLOSED HEREWITH, I RESPECTFULLY SUBMIT TO YOU: 
I. DATA ON SCIENTOLOGY AND DIANETICS BY L. RON HUBBARD, SCIENCE FICTION 
WRITER, COMPILED BY OLIVER FIELD, DIRECTOR OF LEGAL AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
DIVISION OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, 525 NORTH DEARBORN ST., 
CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS, DEPARTMENT OF INVESTIGATION. 

2. COPY OF L. RON HUBBARD'S "ALERT MEMO" TO HIS CELL LEADERS THROUGHOUT 
AMERICA AND THE WORLD AFTER OUR U.S. PURE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 
SEIZED THE TOOLS OF THIS QUACK PRACTIONER IN THE EVIL PREMISE OF SCIEN-
TOLOGY. 

3. COPY OF MEMORANDUM TITLED "SCIENTOLOGY SEIZURE" DIRECTED TO ME BY 
INSPECTOR TURNER 0. BAILEY, OF THE MIAMI OFFICE OF THE U.S. PURE FOOD AND 
DRUG ADMINISTRATION UNDER THE HEADING: SCIENTOLOGY DEVICES SEIZED: CURE-
:ALL CLAIMS ATTACKED. 

4. A PICTURE OF 	 MY CHILDREN.. IMO ARE 

	

THE  CABILYES OF SCIENTOLOGY. THEIR-UST ITOWN ADDRESS WAS 	
	 AND ARE AS.GUINEA PTGS IN THIS PSYCHOTIC UNSCIENTIFIC  

	

I-DIOTOLOGY IN THE HANDS OF   SCIENTOLOGY AUDITOR AND 	

MR. PRESIDENT, I RESPECTFULLY ADDRESS YOU AS THE RECOGNIZED LEADER OF 
THE FREE WORLD AND PETITION YOU AND YOUR GREAT OFFICE TO: 

DIRECT THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES TO EXAMINE THE 
SCIENTOLOGY FILE OF THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION WHICH I 
INITIATED APPROXIMATELY THREE YEARS AGO, IN A REPORT TO MR. LEE 
TEAGUE, FORMER DIRECTOR OF THE MIAMI DIVISION, AND TAKE 
APPROPRIATE ACTION: EXAMINE, AFFIRM OR DENY THIS CRIMINAL 
INVESTIGATOR!S.CONTENTION SUPPORTED BY_FACT THAT: 



John F. Kennedy, President 
United States of America 
February 5, 1963 

1. SCIENTOLOGY, LIKE AN EVIL GENIUS WHO TRIES TO PLAY GOD, IS A 
FRAUD AND: 

2. FURTHERMORE, THAT L. RON HUBBARD HAS TRIED TO HIDE THE EVIL 
PHILOSOPHY OF DIANETICS AND SCIENTOLOGY UNDER THE PROTECTION OF THE FIRST 
ADMENDMENT OF THE CONSTITUTION AS A RELIGIOUS INSTITUTION IN ORDER TO: 

A. AVOID PAYMENT OF MANY MILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF FEDERAL INCOME 
TAX. 

B. FRAUDULENTLY PRACTICE MEDICINE WITHOUT A LICENSE. 
C. USE THE UNITED STATES MAILS TO DISTRIBUTE THE FRAUDULENT 

SCHEME. 
D. PLACE BEFORE THE PUBLIC OF THE UNITED STATES AND OTHER 

COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD, HIS SINISTER PRONOUNCEMENTS MORE 
SINISTER THAN KARL MARX AND LENIN IN COMMUNISM AND MORE 
DANGEROUS TO THE MORALS AND MINDS OF MAN THAN THE MOST 
LEWD, LASCIVIOUS AND EVIL PORNOGRAPHY EVER COMPOSED BY 
A SICK MIND. 

MR. PRESIDENT, I AS YOU, TOOK THE OATH TO DEFEND THE CONSTITUION_OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WHEN I JOINED 	

THIS DUTY, SIR, ALONG WITH A PROPER RELIGIOUS CHILDHOOD PREPARED ME AS A 
PRIVATE CITIZEN TO RECOGNIZE A THREAT TO OUR GREAT COUNTRY AND OUR FREE WAY OF 
LIFE WHEN THE PSYCHOTIC, EVIL AND DEBILATISING PHILOSOPHY OF L. RON HUBBARD 
DESTROYED MY FAMILY. MY  WONDERFUL CHILDREN, MR. PRESIDENT NOW LANGUISH IN 
HUBBARD'S SNAKE PIT OF SCIENTOLOGY WITHOUT DIRECTION IN RELIGION, MANNERS AND 
THE MORALS OF MANKIND. 

THE IDIOT-LUNATIC FRINGE OF SCIENTOLOGY IS A DANGER TO MAN-KIND AS WAS 
HITLER, MUSSOLINI, STALIN AND NOW CASTRO IN CUBA. A KNOWLEDGE OF SCIENTOLOGY 
BY THIS WRITER, MADE KHRUSHCHEV COME THROUGH LOUD AND CLEAR AS HE POUNDED HIS 
SHOE ON A TABLE AT THE UNITED NATIONS. 

I, IN CONCLUSION, RESPECTFULLY PETITION YOU AND YOUR HONORABLE HIGH OFFICE, 
ONE FATHER TO ANOTHER, TO AID IN THE PROTECTION OF THE RELIGIOUS AND MORAL 
STANDARDS OF OUR GREAT COUNTRY AND OF OUR CHILDREN, I AM SIR, 

RESPECTFULLY_ 



al 

February 5, 1963 

THE HONORABLE JOHN F. KENNEDY 
PRESIDENT OF THESE UNITED STATES 
WHITE HOUSE 
WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

SIR: 

0 / 

ENCLOSED HEREWITH, I RESPECTFULLY SUBMIT TO YOU: 
1. DATA ON SCIENTOLOGY AND DIANETICS BY L. RON HUBBARD, SCIENCE FICTION 
WRITER, COMPILED BY7OLIVER FIELD, DIRECTOR OF LEGAL AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
DIVISION OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, 525 NORTH DEARBORN ST., 
CHICAG0,10, ILLINOIS, DEPARTMENT OF INVESTIGATION. 

2. COPY OF L. RON HUBBARD'S "ALERT MEMO" TO HIS CELL LEADERS THROUGHOUT 
AMERICA AND THE WORLD AFTER OUR U.S. PURE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 
SEIZED THE TOOLS OF THIS QUACK PRACTIONER IN THE EVIL PREMISE OF SCIEN-
TOLOGY. 

3. COPY OF MEMORANDUM TITLED "SCIENTOLOGY SEIZURE" DIRECTED TO ME BY 
INSPECTOR TURNER O. HAILEY, OF THE MIAMI OFFICE OF THE U.S. PURE FOOD AND 
DRUG ADMINISTRATION UNDER THE HEADING: SCIENTOLOGY DEVICES SEIZED: CURE‘ 
ALL CLAIMS ATTACKED. 

4. A PICTURE OF oasA, MICHAEL AND MELINAE MILLER' MY CHILDRE 	RE 
THE C 	OF SCIENTOLOGY-. THEIR-LAST KNOWN ADDRESS WAS(445 KEONEI 

OLULU, Haar AND ARE AS GUINEA PIGS IN THIS PSYCHOTIC UNSCIENTIFIC 
I IOTOLOGY IN THE HANDS OF I ATSO SCIENTOLOGY AUDITOR ANDCTIfEITM 
COTHEISND 

MR. PRESIDENT, I RESPECTFULLY ADDRESS YOU AS THE RECOGNIZED LEADER OF 
THE FREE WORLD AND PETITION YOU AND YOUR GREAT OFFICE TO: 

DIRECT THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES TO EXAMINE THE 
SCIENTOLOGY FILE OF THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION WHICH I 
INITIATED APPROXIMATELY THREE YEARS AGO, IN A REPORT TO MR. LEE 
TEAGUE, FORMER DIRECTOR OF THE MIAMI DIVISION, AND TAKE 
APPROPRIATE ACTION: EXAMINE, AFFIRM OR DENY THIS CRIMINAL 
INVESTIGATOR'S CONTENTION SUPPORTED BY FACT THAT: 

vce 



RE LLY, 

KERMIT_V.._MTl.1  ER- 

3628 S. W. 58TH AVENUE 
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 

John F. Kennedy, President 
United States of America 
February 5, 1963 

1. SCIENTOLOGY, LIKE AN EVIL GENIUS WHO TRIES TO PLAY GOD, IS A 
FRAUD AND: 

2. FURTHERMORE, THAT L. RON HUBBARD HAS TRIED TO HIDE THE EVIL 
PHILOSOPHY OF DIANETICS AND SCIENTOLOGY UNDER THE PROTECTION OF THE FIRST 
ADMENDMENT OF THE CONSTITUTION AS A RELIGIOUS INSTITUTION IN ORDER TO: 

A. AVOID PAYMENT OF MANY MILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF FEDERAL INCOME 
TAX. 

B. FRAUDULENTLY PRACTICE MEDICINE WITHOUT A LICENSE. 
C. USE THE UNITED STATES MAILS TO DISTRIBUTE THE FRAUDULENT 

SCHEME. 
D. PLACE BEFORE THE PUBLIC OF THE UNITED STATES AND OTHER 

COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD, HIS SINISTER PRONOUNCEMENTS MORE 
SINISTER THAN KARL MARX AND LENIN IN COMMUNISM AND MORE 
DANGEROUS TO THE MORALS AND MINDS OF MAN THAN THE MOST 
LEWD, LASCIVIOUS AND EVIL PORNOGRAPHY EVER COMPOSED BY 
A SICK MIND. 

MR. PRESIDENT, I AS YOU, TOOK THE OATH 	TO DEFEND THE CONSTITUION OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WHEN I JOINEDCTIE PENNSYLVANIA NATIONAL GUARD, IN 

IMY 

ILLIAMSPORT, PENNSYLVANIA, THE U.S. MARINE CORPS, THE COAST GUARD RESERVE, - 
THE U.S. ARMY, THE COAST ARTILLERY AND THE U.S. AIR FORCE, WHERE I TERMINATED 

SERVICE AS A PROVOST SERGEANT.WITH CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE DUTY. 

THIS DUTY, SIR, ALONG WITH A PROPER RELIGIOUS CHILDHOOD PREPARED ME AS A 
PRIVATE CITIZEN TO RECOGNIZE A THREAT TO OUR GREAT COUNTRY AND OUR FREE WAY OF 
LIFE WHEN THE PSYCHOTIC, EVIL AND DEBILATISING PHILOSOPHY OF L. RON HUBBARD 
DESTROYED MY FAMILY. 'MY WONDERFUL CHILDREN, MR. PRESIDENT NOW LANGUISH IN 
HUBBARD'S SNAKE PIT OF SCIENTOLOGY WITHOUT DIRECTION IN RELIGION, MANNERS AND 
THE MORALS OF MANKIND. . 

THE IDIOT-LUNATIC FRINGE OF SCIENTOLOGY IS A DANGER TO MAN-KIND AS WAS 
HITLER, MUSSOLINI, STALIN AND NOW CASTRO IN CUBA. A KNOWLEDGE OF SCIENTOLOGY 
BY THIS WRITER, MADE KHRUSHCHEV COME THROUGH LOUD AND CLEAR AS HE POUNDED HIS 
SHOE ON A TABLE AT THE UNITED NATIONS. 

I, IN CONCLUSION, RESPECTFULLY PETITION YOU AND YOUR HONORABLE HIGH OFFICE, 
ONE FATHER TO ANOTHER, TO AID IN THE PROTECTION OF THE RELIGIOUS AND MORAL 
STANDARDS OF OUR GREAT COUNTRY AND OF OUR CHILDREN, I AM SIR, 



Document H-94; is a one page memorandum dated 11/8/66, to the Director, 
Boston District; from Inspector Jerome J. Donovan, subject; FDA General 
Counsel, B. District, telephone request 11/7/66. This memorandum is 
a description of an attempt to contact and interview a specific individual. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in this 
document consist of specific names and addresses and other identifying 
characteristics which if released, would constitute an unwarranted in-
vasion of personal privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 
(b) (7) (C). 



Document H-94; is a one page memorandum dated 11/8/66, to the Director, 
Boston District, from Inspector Jerome J. Donovan, subject; FDA General 
Counsel, B. District, telephone request 11/7/66. This memorandum is 
a description of an attempt to contact and interview a specific individual. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in this 
document consist of specific names and addresses and other identifying 
characteristics which if released, would constitute an unwarranted in-
vasion of personal privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 
(b) (7) (C). 



to 
OPTWORMN0.10 
501:104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DIRECTOR, BOSTON DISTRICT DATE: November 8, 1966 

Orig & cc Buel M. Walters 

FROM : Inspector Jerome J. Donovan 

SUBJECT: FDA General Counsel/B District 
Telephone Request 11/7/66 

In line with subject request I attempted to contact and interview 
    I was informed by his employer 	  
	 'that he was on a 

trip to 	and was not expected back for 4-5 weeks. 

From   I obtained his home address, 
	 and visited it.  	
the occupant, informed me that they had recently purchased the property 
from him. She said that she had his telephone number for his work, but 
did not know the name of his employer or his home address. She said 

	

she thought he  had been living in 	
but was now in   on vacation. 	 said she had 
talked with 	 wife one week ago and 	 indicated that 
her husband would be in 	'for anothei five weeks, and she was 
going to. join him. 

I calledi 	 'information but they had no listing for 
him in that city. 

-aireine /4.-k-O-21-e-C1C11-' 
/Jerome J. Donovan 

#'• 

L
i/TO: OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL 

ATTEN: MR. M. J. RYAN 	 November 9, 1966 

	

This information phoned 11/9/66. It appears that 	 'is 	
	 land will be for 3-4 weeks. 



OPTIONAL FORM NO. II 
solo-104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DIRECTOR, BOSTON DISTRICT DATE: November 8, 1966 

FROM : Inspector Jerome J. Donovan 

SUBJECT: FDA General Counsel/B District 
Telephone Request 11/7/66 

In line with subject request I attempted to contact and interview 

Ftephen L. Moshieq I was informed by his employer,(Dwight Batteaut 
of Listening, Inc., 6 Garden Street, Arlington, Massjthat he was on .93 
trip tolingland7and was not expected back for 4-5 weeks. 

From (Registry of Motor Vehicles files2I obtained his home address, 
1737 Main Street, Acton, Mess.2and visited it. (Mrs. Irene Klinedinstj 
the occupant, informed me that they had recently purchased the property 
from him. She said that she had his telephone number for his work, but 
did not know the name of his employer or his home address. She said 
she thought he had been living inghe Harvard Square, Cambridge are h7 
but was now in [Englan on vacation. airs. Klinedinst said she had 4- 
talked withttephen's ife one week ago and 

n 	
(firs. Mos ier7indicated that 

her husband would be (Rnglanlifor another five weeks, and she was 
going to join him. 

I called(Cambridge telepho&information but they had no listing for 
him in that city. 

 

Jerome 
Arteva/k-1  

J 	J. Donovan 

("TO: OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL 
ATTEN: MR. M. J. RYAN 

 

November 9, 1966 

This information phoned 11/9/66. It appears that*. Moshieciis (gut of 
the count7iand will be for 3-4 weeks. 

eiA„_‘Nrv-N .lx)m)05.)14 
Orig & cc 
	

Buel M. Walters 



Document H-97. This document is a two page memorandum dated 12/29/70 to 
DRFDD, Los Angeles Field Office, from James P. DiGrazia, Inspector. 
Subject: Scientology Investigation. This memorandum describes the 
interview with an individual regarding that person's experiences with, 
and opinions of, Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in line 
1 of paragraph 1 on page 1, consists of the name of a specific agency, 
which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

The remaining deleted portions in this document consist of names, addresses, 
and other identifying characteristics pertaining to the person being 
interviewed, which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion 
of personal privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 
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DRFDD, Los Angeles Field Office, from James P. DiGrazia, Inspector. 
Subject: Scientology Investigation. This memorandum describes the 
interview with an individual regarding that person's experiences with, 
and opinions of, Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in line 
1 of paragraph 1 on page 1, consists of the name of a specific agency, 
which if released would disclose the identity of a confidential source. 
This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 

The remaining deleted portions in this document consist of names, addresses, 
and other identifying characteristics pertaining to the person being 	°  
interviewed, which if released would constitute an unwarranted invasion 
of personal privacy. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(C). 



For your information 	' 	 
cooperation if needed. 

cc this memo 

	1.,"5" 	g to give us dditional 

LtC.E.Y4Z ec; 
OLENSKI (180) 

Sup 	Inspector, Los-FO 

FORM NO. 	 S]10-106 
PAAYiSCEDITION 

;.• 	GSA GEN REG. NO. 37 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DRibD, LOS-F0 

FROM : James P. Di Grails, Inspector (311) 

SUBJECT: Scientology Investigation 

DATE: 12/29/70 

Information provided by the 	 
contained an investigation of a 	who has complained of the 
Scientology organization. 

On 12/9/70 Bud Loftus of.  the Bureau of Drugs, Division of Case 
Guidance, and I interviewed 	

	related his association with Scientology to us. 

by a friend. 	 enrolled in and completed an introductory Communi- 

Around December of.1965  	;was first made aware of Scientology 

cation Course-in Scientology. The fee was $20 for this course, given at _ . 
the,  	 recalls signing some type ...... 
of legal release before taking the course. 

	 stated he joined Scientology because he wished to get to 
know himself better and appreciate his surroundings. 	 T   is. Jewish 
and] was told by the„Scientology organization that Scientology embraces all 
religions and that 	 could retain his present religion. 

	 then enrolled in a Realization Course in Scientology. The 
fee was $150 for this course. Before instruction began in this course 	 

	

    was given written instructions telling him not to visit a doctor for 
six months during auditing. These instructions were not signed by anyone in 
Scientology.    signed his name to these instructions, pledging not 
to visit a ddetor for this period of time.     was not provided a copy 
of these instructions.   feared this would lead to total dependence 
on Scientology. 

DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE (BD 310) 	 Ran. 5, 1971 
Attn: Bud Loftus  
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	attended 3 or 4  sessions of the Realization Course when 
he involved his    in Scientology.--      raised 
doubts about Scientology in 	 lown mind. These doubts were dis- 

	

pelled by the Scientology organization. 	

	 stated he underwent initial auditing with an E-Meter 
during the Realization Course. '    t;stated he felt hypnotized during 
auditing, during which he was asked many personal questions. This was the 
only time he was audited.'    described it as a "Security Check". 

During the course, 	 was asked to sign various oaths and 
pledges and was informed that violating any of these codes would classify 
him an "enemy" by the Scientology organization. 

	

Durinf  	 while taking the Realization Course, 	
called in to report he was sick and unable to attend a session. He related 
to the organization that he had,    He was told to come in and 

	

receive a "touch assist" and "see no doctor, nor take any drugs".  	
stated a disease free condition was one of the results expected from auditing 
in Scientology, although such was not guaranteed. 

After this event 	 inquired as to the total cost to reach 
"clear". He was informed by the Scientology organization that it would cost 
$4,000 to $5,000, and was asked to sign a contract for this amount of 
auditing. 

	'then left Scientology organization. He was contacted 	
thereafter by the organization which asked that he answer some questions. 

	

- 	, 		 feared that if pursued by the organization 
he could be coerced into taking more auditing in Scientology. 

	 Atated he saw no evidence of violence in the Scientology 
organization. 

	'stated he considers Scientology practices analogous to those 
demonstrated in the film, "The Manchurian Candidate". He felt that if sub-
jected to enough auditing, he could be instructed to do anything asked by the 
Scientology organization. 

The interview was discontinued after this point,  	stated 
he would be willing to talk to us again in the future on this subject. 

JAMES P. DI GRAZIA (311) 
Inspector, Los Angeles District 



OATE: 12/29/70 

ge7,e Tsnder 

t
(
— 

1150 Aqua Vista, Apt. 6 
North Hollywood, Calif. 
Phone 213/761-0780) 

TED 	LENSKI (180) 
Sup Inspector, Los-FO 

v. ! 	OPTIONAL FORM NO IC 
	 SOID.104 

MAY MO EDITION 
GSA DEN. REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DRFDD, LOS-F0 

FROM : James P. Di Grazia, Inspector (311) 

SUBJECT: Scientology Investigation 

Information provided by the Los Angeles. 	Attorney's Office) 
contained an investigation of a Steve Lander?who has complained of the 
Scientology organization. 

On 12/9/70 Bud Loftus of the Bureau of Drugs, Division of Case 
Guidance, and I interviewe4r. Lander at his office, 1800 No. Argyle„ 
Suite 4o6, Hollywood, Calif. (213/466-4306).) 

Mr..Iander is 23 years old and a partner in his father's advertising 
and special promotion agency. 

(Mr. Lander' related his association with Scientology to us. 

Around December of 969 Mr. Lander'was aware  first made 	of Scientology 
-14F by a friend. (Mr. Lander enrolled in amc completed an introductory Communi-

cation Course in Scientology. The fee was $20 for this course, given at 
theCTIo. Hollywood Scientology Center.7(6. Lander)recalls signing some type 
of legal release before taking the course. 

kr. Lander/stated he joined' Scientology because he wished to get to 
know himself better and appreciate his surroundings. fiir. Lander7is Jewish ' 
and was told by the, Scientology organization that Scientology embraces all 
religions and that /Mr. Lander could retain his present religion. 

&Ir. Lander?then enrolled in a Realization Course in Scientology. The 
fee was $150 for this course. Before instruction began in this course[Mr. 
Iandei)siss given written instructions telling him not to visit a doctor for 
six months during auditing. These instructions were not signed by anyone in 
Scientology. i'mr. Lander)signed his name to these instructions, pledging not 
to visit a doctor for this period of time. (Mr. Lande4 was not provided a copy 
of these instructions. (Ar.'Ianderifeared this would lead to total dependence 
on Scientology. 

/DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE (BD 310) 
Attn: Bud Loftus 

at. 5, 1971 

    

For your information.r. Lander ailli to gilie us ,dditional 
cooperation if needed. 

CO this memo 
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ve Lander 
11150 Aqua Vista, Apt. 6 
No. Hollywood, Calif. 
Phone 213/761/0780) 

'Mr. Landerlattended 3 or 4 sessions of the Realization Course when 
he involved hist-Cousin, Cary Samuels,?in Scientology. rills :cousin)raised 
doubts about Scientology in/kr. Lander's7own mind. These doubts were dis-
pelled by the Scientology organization. 

44r. Lander/stated he underwent initial auditing with an E-Meter 
during the Realization Course. cMr. Landerlstated he felt hypnotized during 
auditing, during which he was asked many personal questions. This was the 
only time he was audited. rmr. Lander/described it as a "Security Check". 

During the course,[Mr. Lander/was asked to sign various oaths and 
pledges and was informed that violating any of these codes would classify 
him an "enemy" by the Scientology organization. 

During(March 1970;4/while taking the Realization Coursedar. Lander ? called in to report he was sick and unable to attend a session. He related 
to the organization that he hadja headache) He was told to come in and 
receive a "touch assist" and "see no doctor, nor take any drugs". (Mr. Lander2 
stated a disease free condition was one of the results expected from auditing 
in Scientology, although such was not guaranteed. 

After this event,cMr. Lander inquired as to the total cost to reach 
"clear". He was informed by the Scientology organization that it would cost 
$4,000 to $5,000, and was asked to sign a contract for this amount of 
auditing. Ike refused to do so.? 

rm.. Landerithen left Scientology organization. He was contacted(iwice? 

I: 

hereafter by the organization which asked that he answer some questions. 
These calls were to his home, and he insisted such request be made to him 
at his office: Mr. Lander did not receive additional calls and never 
*answered any questions.likr. Lander?feared that if pursued by the organization 
e could be coerced into taking more auditing in Scientology. 

fMr. Lander/stated he saw no evidence of violence in the Scientology 
organization. 

(Mr. Lander/stated he considers Scientology practices analogous to those 
demonstrated in the film, "The Manchurian Candidate". He felt that if sub-
jected to enough auditing, he could be instructed to do anything asked by the 
Scientology organization. 

The interview was discontinued after this point,Cargtr. Landeritated 
he would be willing to talk to us again in the future on this subject. 

JAMES P. DI GRAZIA (311) 
Inspector, Los Angeles District 



Document H-98. This document is a one page memorandum dated 10/6/66, 
from the files of a municipal agency. Attached to the memorandum is a 
copy of a one page form entitled "Report of Property Purchased or Seized 
Under Narcotic and Marihuana Laws." This memorandum describes an 
interview with a particular individual. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted materials in both 
the memorandum and the attachment consists of specific names, addresses 
and other identifying characteristics, which if released would 
immediately disclose the municipal agency, which is a confidential 
source. These deleted materials are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 



Document H-98.  This document is a one page memorandum dated 10/6/66, 
from the files of a municipal agency. Attached to the memorandum is a 
copy of a one page form entitled "Report of Property Purchased or Seized 
Under Narcotic and Marihuana Laws." This memorandum describes an 
interview with a particular individual. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted materials in both 
the memorandum and the attachment consists of specific names, addresses 
and other identifying characteristics, which if released would 
immediately disclose the municipal agency, which is a confidential 
source. These deleted materials are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(D). 
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Memo for office file; 

Subject: Interview with 	  

About 8:10 PH, Thursday 	 responded to 
	 and talked to   of 
the sane address' 

	 'lives at the above address in a room which she  shares 
with a white.  female 20 year: identified as. 	  

a large room with sofa, chairs, bed.and'
. 	
Wtst appeared to be a kitchen. 

The room in which the subject 	 land her roommate lived was 

   was asked what she know of narcotics and also if she had ever 
had any. She stated that she had never used any dope and futh r that if she did she 
would be dropped from the school. ( there was no indication of any use of narcotics). 

	 :stated that she left her home and parents_  	
and-that she is a member of the school of Scienyology and futhet that, the mason thrt 
she belo;Js tc it is because she wanted to learn about the communication between 
people and also the other beliefs of the schoolc 

	 was advise of the calli her  mother has made and after a 
short conversation she aggrecd to call her mother-I 	and let her know how 
things area with her and also at the school. 

Witness 	  



BUREAU OF NARGOTICS 
enEy4;0 SEPTEMBER 1961) 

REPORT OF PROPERTY 
PURCHASED OR SEIZED UNDER NARCOTIC AND MARIHUANA LAWS  

Case No  None 
	

OFFICE OF DISTRICT SUPERVISOR,_ 

Defendant  NO DE Fr, af, 

1. Description of purchase ontrzim 
	

Date  Novrthar 29 	 , 19 _64...; 

MARKS OR LABELS 
(DESCRIBE FULLY) 

One amber bottle labelad  
co-1) cancylea _with iron?  

-containing 190-rocdd  
capsules. 

NUMBER OF 
EXHIBIT 	EVIDENCE 

	SUSPECTED DRUGS 

NUMBER ENVELOPES 

3_ 
	Unimown 

OUANTITY 
	

MARKET VALUE 

CIGAR- 	 IL- 
ETTES GRAMS LEGITIMATE LEGITIMATE 	

t
i 	 

2. Other property: 
NUMBER NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLES ESTIMATED VALUE 

Ety; 
3: Date- and place Of 	 *ngf 11--14-sehig:17-Saligh-toIe-Liy-ienii•Ag,;- 

, 	 !u 	 C 	12 - 7 

4. Date sealed  - 12-1-66- 	----Iriitialet1 by (not less-than-Tpersonsji 	
5: Drugs or other- pr-  peetytiot sent hid-lei-nisi:are- located 

• 	
6. REMARK 	 received the ahnvgt ran-mire' frnm hQ,  A- 
T•hile at thg: anartmArt. nf  't  

	 '&,c1 1 	 

	

given her dauchter  five dollars and ae d her to nurrha co tho mpc:11pcz whiles A 'T thn Ci.;-.4nn  I 	 
toloo. Foundation. 	 said, to her motimr, that the cansulas were Fiven I. 	 
to her in loose form at the . itaiiiiii .te-f Via purchase and  that she placed them  in the above 	3, 	_ 	• 	 aescrlbed 	oocne Remelt-, 	  turn9d the capsules  over  to 	  

-, ante a 	 apertnsnt,  at aoout 	1 	 

	

, 	. 

7. Rendered bi 	 Apprcivecby/' 	  

*Strike out word not applicable.- 	
(OVER) 

O2 	L. 41  02 11 2274;1 	 



E
Th 

Narcotic Squad) 
.0ctober 6,1966 

ureder ..j: 

• 

Jlemo for office filer 

' • Subject: Interview with6artha Joan Warren, white,femal&48 years, of 1818 19 th. 
- 	street NW, Washington, 6.Crg 

About 8:10 PM,'Thureclaafficere p.E.Rice and iliKalacKinnontesponded to 
1818 19 th. street NW,Jand talked to Martha J: Warren, white female, 18 yearn] of the same address; 

. 	. 	, 
iseMarthaWarren)lives at the above addrees-thenroOm which she shares 

with a white female 20 yearn identified asOebroah Conne11.7 

The room in which the subjectikartha warren7and her'roomMatelivedwas 
a,larga room with sofa, chairs, beflnd whatiappeared,to be &kitchen.: 

filiseWarregwas asked what she knew of-narcotics and also if she had•ever • 
had any. She stated that she had never used antelope and futh r that if she did she 
would be dropped from the 'school. '( there'was no indication-.of any use Of narcotics). 

- 	t_ 	• .4 	.• , • , 
[kiss Warren?stated that she left'her'bome and - parehisewhe live in,Va.) 

and that she is'a member of the school of-Scienyology:and futhet that the reason that 
she belongs to it is because she wanted to lear&about. the commUnication between 
people and-alsethe other beliefs of the school..  

(Miss Warren was advise of the calls her mother has mado and after a 
short•conversation ehe aggreed to call her mother(in Valand let hor know how 
things area with.her,and Also at the school. 

When [the officere.)were about to Wye they ware both extended the invextaion 
to join in and abet, ved lectureenciO4.69tarting at, 8:00 PM.: 	' 	7 



' ”r".•!--*Ntsv, 



Case No.  None  

Defendant  NO DEF011iktif 

1. Description of purchase Madam * 

OFFICE OF DISTRICT .SUPERVISOR, 
VILhinatons  D.C.  

Date  Novernhar 29 	'  

FORM II7 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT 
BUREAU OF . NARCOTICS 

(REVIStD SEPTEMBER 1961) • 

• -e• 
REPORT OF PROPERTY 

PURCHASED OR SEIZED UNDER NARCOTIC AND MARIHUANA LAWS  

EXHIBIT 
NUMBER 

NUMBER OF 
EVIDENCE' 

ENVELOPES 

SUSPECTED DRUGS 
• MARKS OR LABELS 

• (DESCRIBE FULLY) 

QUANTITY MARKET VALUE 

CIGAR-
ETTER GRAMS LEGITIMATE LEGITIMATE 

1 1 Unlmoun One amber hceitle labeled 
Dier14) rapaulan nith iron 

--- 
. 	e, 

containing.190-rounl Talaggi  
capsules. • 

. -- - 	- 

-cl,  0.0  '.:.>• - _ _ _ _ ___ ___ _ 
_ 

Book 805 	oaize-375 --• _____ - 

2.  Other property: 
NUMBER  NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLES - ESTIMATED VALUE — -. —. 

- 
I 

- 
I 

 

- -- - - 	-. 	--- 	_- 

- ---- - 
sr 	; t• — 

.9 s 	. .'. +': .B I 

	

1.— 	'L.a 

	

- 	.. :1.! 4:' 	-4 ‘14 	..annt  

- - - - 	- '4  I 
C4 4.2 4rni .4.1 . . 	0: 'Litt 	1  

r 
3. Date-andplace-of pyithaSektEi*Dataamiditithaelezitalagy_Fozgad,- rile"-  	 a m 

• v. 	,it 	L ,ir. 

4. Date sealed.  '-12‘i-66 	Initialed by (not' less-than 2 persons 
or otherfplopetty not sent to chemist are located at 

. 	 Narcotic 	Squads  =DC 
6. REMARKSIMrs. Warren)reenived the above efinntilne Vrnm her ightersolirte-ha Jean rarron,)  
While at the apartment. of Etre. tiarrert, 2802 S.  9th.-Stn-Arlingtons  Va.. FirDe  Wazronead 
al van her 	ter five do 	an 	to nurohase the rapanloa while at. the glen 
tology Foundation. Martha Jean Warren said, to her mother, that the capsules Isere given 
to her in loose form at the tine of the purchase and that she placed them in the above  
described oottle herself. chrs. Warren7turned the capsules over to t. Fogls and Pvt.  
C..liam (61...,a Lu 1\45.1a L. Ceralt918 presence), wails at firs. uarren. a apartments  at about ,   

i 	- f 	Bobert L. Graham 	 7  Lt. Metro Krenitsky, ) 
--...._ 	NI-al-colic Agent 	... _51/4,pproved by  C

‘,-, 	
ce•

-rnifildrut)el‘kirotPt ' '''Ild  
7. Rendered by. 	narcotic Squad. !TUC  

. 	_ 	 ,...," 
*Strike out word not applicable. 

net; R. 	-"— 

(OVER) 
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Date - U. S. Chemist 

9. Chemist'SReport of Analysis: 

-EXHIBIT- 
NUMBER 

. 	. ! 	, 	. 
-LABORATORY- 

NUMBER . 

I 

TOTAL-WEIGHT 
FOUND 

, -----.^^ - ----- '-- 	- 	- 
SUBSTANCE FOUND 

----,. 

- 	_ 	_ 

PERCENTAGE OF 
ANHYDROUS 

_ , _NARCOTIC_ - 
ALKALOID 

NET WEIGHT OF 
.._ANHYDROUS— 

NARCOTIC' 
--ALIcALOID--- 

----,---'-- _. _- 
WEIGHT AFTER .  

,-; -ANALYSIS 4-- .... -. 

_ 	.._ 
GRAMS 

GRAMS _:__.__.GRAMS-__. 

I - 

- .- _ ---- 

• _ 	_ 	,_. 	_ — - ---. 

_ _ _ - 
In 7! ,  to I.1.1. 	V ' 4 	rr.,•G'3'.• 	400 	0• • Jthor.I1 I 	,.4.1 ;ISO 	tfr IL 

•••K • ( ••),.• 'CL I'.. .L 1.:‘E.I ...,': 	- 
- -- • 

REMARKS 	 

"-- —Address- 

  

Chemist in Charge'.. _ 	 , 	_ 

  

.^-• , 	 3-•- d., 

EC iEE 
J_ 

f•Sn•Z -0.-f-7 1 
et u, iri 	m_. E.: • ED 4 I, 

H:.>.:• 
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-Document H-102;.  is a two page memorandum dated 4/1/63, to the Director, 
Baltimore District from, George D. Tilroe, Washington Resident Station, 
subject; Scientology investigation. This memorandum consists of specific 
information on a particular individual. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material found on 
lines four, and five, in paragraph two on page one, contains the name of 
a specific individual and confidential information pertaining to that 
individual which if released, would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). The 
remaining deleted portions in this document consists of confidential 
information including medical details pertaining to the referenced 
individual at the title of this memorandum. These portions are exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (6) because release would constitute a clearly un-
warranted invasion of personal privacy. 



Document H-102; is a two page memorandum dated 4/1/63, to the Director, 
Baltimore District from, George D. Tilroe, Washington Resident Station, 
subject; Scientology investigation. This memorandum consists of specific 
information on a particular individual. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material found on 
lines four, and five, in paragraph two on page one, contains the name of 
a specific individual and confidential information pertaining to that 
individual which if released, would disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. This portion is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). The 
remaining deleted portions in this document consists of confidential 
information including medical details pertaining to the referenced 
individual at the title of this memorandum. These portions are exempt under 
5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (6) because release would constitute a clearly un-
warranted invasion of personal privacy. 



To determine his present status 
organization, arrangements were made through 
superintendent o 

in connection with the 

For your information. 
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-'''UNITED STA'T'ES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum lb 

TO 	: DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 

George D. Tilroe 
Washington Resident Station 

Scientology Investigation  

DATE: April I, 1963 

Re: Mr,Roy Justin 
(nee --13177M7717" 

X KO/ SERIV5 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

Information supplied to DRM by Chicago District indicates that Mr. Justin . 
had been arrested by the FBI in Los Arig-eles_ 
A wa ant for his arrest had been issued by  the District of Columbia  _ 
,, 	244  due to unauthorized leave froil‘-im—M.i•re e.  	Mr. 

.Justin is reportedly a scientoloeist who`s  sent toitt)Ito  give 
----advanced training toALL:122." --1- —• '' 	 ---"-- 6.•-hu+ 	a-1, 

. Dunn 
04-.74;i0 it is reported that he 
Mr, Justin was admitted tofu 	c 	 J 	under thefi.Me.7 

	

on Sep!milier  25, 1958 following an arrest on March 2, 19 	involving 

reviewed Kr. ustiii s. file and supplied the o owing information from it. 

Mr. Justin was admitted on 9/25/58 under the si.-.8.6—ts=ta, 

aVeWte., His record indicates that he had attended the University:-
of Pennsylvania for one year, but had flunked out. In 1956, he is said 
td have come to Washington, D. C. as a bookkeeper. His record indi'cates 
that since being in Washington, D. C. religion has become more important 
to him, but the record does not indicate any specific religion (Mr. 
Justin- was raised by Jewish parents). 

In November of 1959,  Mr. Justin was released on a trial basis on condi- 
In December of 13591_ 

the court in the District of Columbia was note ied by the St. Elizabeth's 
os it 	that,  Mr. Justin,  was not keeping contact and thereby violating 
relinditions of his release. However, it was not until November of 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT, ATTN: MR. SWAIN: 

tion that he regularly report for. 

cQC 
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- 1962 that ct  Justi 1was placed in r e unauthorized leave category at 
0;:llizabet 4as,py,ta eri  Strawinsky indicated that this was due to 
a -Clerical error). 

On January 5, 1960,'Mr. Justin called t. Elizabeth's and indicated that 
he is undergoing s cho-thera 	five times a week, ut would not 
indicate from whom the syc o-t jrigDwas being administered. He also 
indicated that he was traveling from city to city withellloosycho72> 

On April 4, 1961, the District of Columbja Detective Bureau (Homocide 
and Missing Persons) requested oft. Elizabeth's the whereabouts of 
Mr. Justin.. 

The record also indicates that Mr. Justin had been attended by 
Marttiew T. Moor CO'in(Philadelphia, Pa.)An 1958. 

The record does not indicate in direct language that Mr. Justin is or 
has been associated with the Scientology or related organizations. It 
does indicate, however, that he is obtainingimpsycho-therapv9from 
unknown sources or individuals. 

I aske 	K-Strawinsk about the possibility of interviewingrMr. .Justin' 
should he return to 	Llizapetn r 77177117Thand she could see no 
reason that this could not be done. 	Cgirttrawinsk stated that she had 
no informatiOn-thatiJustin had been a 	 that he would return to 

C 
atabetti43—Flos p t -31 P L_ 
I next spoke with,Mr. Frederick Schmidt, security and liaison officer 
for the Department of HEW. Mr. Schmidt indicated that he would request 
the FBI to supply us with a copy of the FBI records on(Mr. Roy Justin. 
This record is expected within one or two days, and will be turned over 
to 41r. William Swain, Division of Regulatory Management, by Mr. Schmidt. 

The Division of Regulatory Management may desire to have a membef the 
Bureau of Melf_ing_jriterviewrAr. -Roy Justin'upon his return to 

Ctiliabeth 	itatZ> I plan no further follow-up at this time. 

GEORGE D. TILROE 
Inspector, Baltimore District 

CC:GDT 

GDT/ekm 

t.) 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO : DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 

Re: 

DATE: 	April 	1, 	1963 

Mr/Roy Justin 

FROM George D. Tilroe 	
tt.,01 (neeT-EIFFiTe-Mr— 

Washington Resident 	Station 

SUBJECT: Scientology Investigation 

Information supplied to DRM by Chicago District indicates that 	ju
st; 

had been arrested by the FBI in Los An6ele.s.  

A warrant for his arrest had been issued by  the 5istrict of Cols:.:.:_  

    due to unauthorized leave from, 	  

Justin is reportedly a scientolonist who was sent to 	to give 

advanced training to 	  

	  During his stay in 

	 it is reported that he 	  

N. 	Justin was admitted to   under the( 	 

   on September 25, 1958 following an arrest on March 2, 1951'
-iirreiving 

To determine his present status in connection with the scjentology 

organization, arrangements were made through 	  

t. 
	
i terw . sucUi of flitg,ndent 	• . 	o nvie. ..... 

reviewed Mr:MIMI:21'10e and supplied the follo;Ang inforration fro
m 

	

r. Justin .:as admitted on 9/25/53 under the 	

   His record indicates that he had attenoed the 

eT Pennsyl vania for one year, but had :flunked out. 	In 195'J,, he is eeid 

,L0 have CCMC to Washington, D. C. as a bookkeeper. His record indieatos 

that since being in Washington, D. C. religion has become more irtnnrtant 

to him, but the record does not indicate any specific religion 

Justin- was raised by Jewish parents). 

In November of 1959, Mr. Justin was released on a trial basis on condi-

:ion that he regularly report for   In December of lgcq 

.the court in the i)ictrict of Columhices riot-flied by the 	 _ ...... 

	

    that mr. Justin was not keeping contact and thereby violating 

e conditions of his release. However, it was not until November of 

DIVISION OF REGULATORY MANAGEMENT, ATTN: 'MR. SWAIN: 

CGI? 
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R. Justin 
Scientology Invest. 

1062 that Mr. Justin was placed_ht_the unauthorized leave category at .....  
    indicated that this was due to 
a clerical error). 

On January 5, 1P602  Mr. Justin called; 	 end indicated that 
he 	is undergoing ...... .  	five times a weeK, but would not 

indicate from whom the 	 was, being administered, He also  	 

	

indicated that he was traveling'from city to city with 	

On April 1, 1961„. the District of Columbia Detective Surea- 

and Missing Persons) requested o   the whereabouts of 

Mr. Justin. 

The record also indicates that Mr. Justin .hed been attended bv-- -. 

             

             

             

             

             

 

The record does not indicate in direct language that 

has been associated with the Scientology or related  

 

r 

It 

does indicate, however, that he is obtainine, 

unkncwil sources or individuals. 

I ask& 	 ab.out_the_pcssikiljty of intervieYinc 

should he return to    and she could sec nn 

reason that this could not be done.    stated that she had 

no information. that Justin had been arreStCd or—that he would return;  to 

I next spoke with Mr. Frederic): Schmidt, security and liaison officer 

for the Department. of HEW. Mr. Schmidt indicated that he would ronvest 

the F3I to supply us with a copy of the FBI records on Mr. Roy J:: tin. 

This record is expected within one or two days, and will be tvrns:6 oyer 

to Mr. William SwTin, Division of Regulatory Management, by Mr. Schmidt. 

The flivision of Regulatory Management may desire to have a m=her of the 

Bureau of Medicine interview Mr. P. 	Justin uoon his return tn, 	 

    I Han no further follow-up at this time. 

GEORGE D. TILROE 

Inspector, Baltimore District 

CC:GDT 

GDT/ekm 



Document H-103; undated, is a one-page type-written attorney work product 
consisting of a list of names and addresses of potential witnesses. 

This document is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (5) because it constitutes 
attorney work product. It is also exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (6), (7) 
(C) and (D) because disclosure wouldconstitutea clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy, and would identify a potential witness 
who is a confidential source. 



COMPLAINANTS - TELEGRAM 

David Birrell 
c/o Sabia - 53 West 74th St. 
New York, N. Y. 

James D. Farren 
520 East 12th St. 
New York, N. Y. 

Charles & Grace Clayberger 
17 Stuyvesant Oval 
New York, N. Y. 

Rita Gordon 
222 West 83rd St., Apt. 5C 
New York, N. Y. 

Know Martin 
New York; 
N. Y. 

Rose Gruner 
140-58 Prince Ave. 
Flushing, N. Y. 

Mel Lachs 
3324 - 93rd St. 
Jackson Heights, N. Y. 

William V. Joel 
245 West 75th St. 
New York, N. Y. 

Paul D. Jacobs 
14 Washington P1. 
New York, N. Y. 

Angelo Tallarico 
2227 Stillwell Ave. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Mary A. & Adele Vonie 
3515 - 75th St. 
New York, N. Y. 

R. H. Thomas 
New York 
N. Y. 

David Ziff - Minister pro tem 
New York 
N. Y. 

Tom (Smith) Mott 
180 Calremon Ave. 
New York, N. Y. 

Sonnie Moskin 
320 West 23rd St. 
New York, N. Y. 

Richard Sabia 
53 West 74th St. 
New York, N. Y. 

Donald & Hazel McCanney 
8475 Ashton 
Detroit, Michigan 

Bill Simmons 

Denise Seeley 



Document H-105; is a four page memorandum dated 4/5/63, to Director of 
the Buffalo District, from, Larry Kerness, Albany Resident Station, subject; 
4093 V. Hubbard E-Meter, FDC 48405. This memorandum consists of an 
investigative interview with an individual who was associated with the 
Church of Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in paragraph 
one on page one, consists of the name of the State agencies which if re-
leased, would disclose the identity of a confidential source. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 



Document H-105; is a four page memorandum dated 4/5/63, to Director of 
the Buffalo District, from, Larry Kerness, Albany Resident Station, subject; 
4093 V. Hubbard E-Meter, FDC 48405. This memorandum consists of an 
investigative interview with an individual who was associated with the 
Church of Scientology. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material in paragraph 
one on page one, consists of the name of the State agencies which if re-
leased, would disclose the identity of a confidential source. These 
portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (D). 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMEN"I' 

Memorandum 
TO 

:DIRECTOR OF BUFFALO DISTRICT 

FROM :Larry Kerness 
Albany Resident Station 

/C--  
SUBJECT: 4-093A„ r1)(5Og 

siarliatexd.E. Meter 
FDC 48405 

oArE:4_5_1063  

Mr. Neil R. Brown 
11 Everett Road 
W. Albany, N. Y. 
Academy of Scientology, et al 

Memorandum, Division of Regulatory Manageient and Bureau of Enforce-
ment/all Districts dated January 24, 1963, requests information concerning 
the various organizations and individuals connected with the Academy of 
Scientology, the Hubbard Communication Office, etc. 'Neil R. Brown of Albany, 

(NeW7York, was listed in one of the Hubbard Publications as bang the local 
Albany area_representative for the Academy of Scientology. -The New York_. 
State Education Department, Medical-Practices Division, is also interested in 
Brown0and has made a preliminary investigation of him and the Academy of 
Scientology as reported in my Memorandum of March 22, 1963. On March 27, 1963, 
I visited theOepiitment of Correction of the State of New York, Division of— 
<Identification, 35 Columbia St., Albany, New York) After a check of the(stat& 
Criminal Records) learned that Mr. Neil R. Brown has no record on file. 

After several unsuccessful attempts to interview,Mr. Brown, Inspector 
George F. Kanter and I were finally successful. On April 5, 1963, we inter-
viewed Mr. Brown at his home, 11 Everett Road, West. Albany, New York. Mr. 
-Brown stated that he was no longer practicing Scientology professionally. He 
said that he began the practice of Scientology on a part time basis, in the 
Albany, New_Yori-ilea, in September of 1957._ He said that he gradually expanded 
his practice into a full time operation in 1958, 1959,  and 1969, covering the 

CBinghamton,_Syracuserand Albany, New York, areas.  

DIV'S= OtREGUIATORY MANAGEMENT; 
For your information; we have previously submitted Inspector "Harness" 

memo of 3/22/63 on this subject. 

eNea-,-6.2  
nd L. Sweeney 

Foo & Drug Officer 
RLS: 	 4/11/63 
Orig. & 1 cc DEM 

r?n 
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He said that the operation again tumbled to a part time business in 1961, 
1962, and 1963'in the Albany area only. At the present time he said he 
talked to people about Scientology but, would not accept persons for 
classes for "Processing" and would not accept any payment for his services. 
He said that he was a full time emplpyee.of the ,Parents Institute, 52 
Vanderbilt Av., New York,.Newabriiand is engaged in the sale of encyclopedias_ 
and educational literature. 'He moved from his previous address at 899 
Mercer St., Albany, New York, on about January 15, 1963. At this foiMer 
address he maintained a studio and class-rooms for use in his practice. He 
said that Stsh-issbusiest times he had from 6 to 12 persons in a class every 
week and a maximum of 3 to 4 persons at one time under* contract calling for 
" processing". He said that his maximum earning during these periods was 
Approximately $3,800 per year. 

Mr. Brown said he first became interested in Sqientology from a 
neighbor while he was attending the University of Arizona; in 1954 and 1955. 
He said that he also studied for one year'(1954)-at-,Temple University in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He did not graduate Mut either-institution. 
He said that he moved to Washington,D. C. in 1955 and enrolled in an 8 
month full time course at the Hubbard Academy in Washington, D. C. from 
which he graduated in June of 1956. He said he was awarded a certificate 
of completion as an accredited professional auditor. He said that he took 
an advanced clinical course in Washington , D. C. in 1957 and this course 
was one of the requirements leading to a Doctor of Scientology degree. 
Be said he also took Personal Efficiency course in Washington D.C. in 1956= 
and 1957 , part_time. After leaving Washington in 1957, he began his 
practice in Albany Newyork that year. Initially, he said he worked under 
a temporary or'inferim Franchise from the Hubbard CommunicationssOffice Ltd. 
World-Wide , Sussex, England. He said this interim Franchise was good for 

'3 months periods and was to be renewed periodically. This- interim Franchise 
was to lead to a permanent Franchise. However, when he learned that the 
policy of the organization changed in 1961 to provide "honorary" Franchise's 
which were permanent and required that the practioner remit 10% of his 
income to the Hubbard Communications Office, Ltd, 'Sussex, England,. in ex -
change for the latest information on Scientology and Dianatics, he began to 
decrease his business. In addition, he would have been required to main- 
tain a 	of 5 to 9'persons. He said that his volume of . 
business would never support that many people. Thus, he has gradually gone 
out of business.. Mr. Brown gave me his original copy of Interim Franchise 
Certificate no. F/2094, dated April 11, 1961. The,Certificate states that 
it is not valid after July 25, 1961. 

*,.Brown said he never signed a permanent agreement with the 
Hubbard Communications Office and never held a permanent or honorary Franchise. 
Mr. Brown said that he has a Certificate of Completion of his H.C.A. course, 
but was unable to find it. He'said that he was still interested in Scientology 
but, the only way he could get back into it, would be to accept a position 
on the staff of one of the regional offices at a salary of $35 to $50 per 
week. He said this was not practical in view of. the fact he has a wife and 
one' child. Furthermore, he said that an area Ohief-of-Staff earns amMaximum 
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of $ 120 to $135 per week and that the nearest office was in New York 

City: Mr. Brown, said that he was the only person in this upstate New York 

area who has practiced Scientology. 

When he' was operating,:Mr. Brown said he reported directly to the 

Hubbard Communications Office, Ltd. Sussex, England. He said that other 

area offices and their Chiefs-of Staff or Secretary, would also report di-

rectly to the English office. He said that,Mr. Andy Bagley was the person 

he remembers as being the Secretary of the NeW-York-CitY Regional Office. 

Mr. Brown said that he did not know the names of any of the other important 

persons from this organization located in the United States. We asked Mr.: 

Brown if he had.a Hubbard E.Mdter on theepremises. He said he did, and 

produced a device which measured approxitately 8"  x 6" and appeared to be a 
galvanometer. The labeling on the plastic covered dial read "Hubbard 

Electrolmter (for use in Psychophysical Detection) ". A number stamped on 

the back read " 00144.".. 	He said this meter had been used when he was 

practicing, in one of the two types of "Processing". Generally, he said the 

meter was used in the Thinkingness or directed for the Processing. He said 

he also used another type of Processing without the meter, which he termed 

as General Awareness and Physical Control Processing. The meter appeared 

quite dusty and long unused. He said that the meter, when in use, showed 

by needle deflections caused by responses to a series of questions he asked, 

what problems or subjects he could work on with the person being "Processed". 

He said that a large needle deflection in response to a specific question, 

would show sometrouble". The meter would be helpful in determining what 

further "treatment" would be given. He said if the person showed extremely 

curious' reactions to certain questions, he would not treat them but, would 

recommend they return to their own doctor or another physician whose name 

he gave them. 

If he thought he could help them, he would assign them to class-room 

work or private "Ability" processing. He said he would never treat "severe 

mental cases". We asked him if he was qualified to differeniate a severe 

mental case from any other . He said he was not. He said Scientology 

could help people develop methods to increamotheir own physical and mental 

abilities, increase 	. Scientology can also aid in changing the 

personality of an individuali(introvert to extrovert, etc.)' and improve the 

fundamentals of everyday communication. 

Mr. Brown stated that he received the Hubbard E. Meter from the 

Washington.  D. C. office and that he paid for it by check. He could n
ot lo-

cate any shipping records or receipt, for the Meter. 'Mr. Brown stated that 

he was born on.September 3, 1934 and he has never been convicted of
 a crime.' 

Mr. Brown impressed us as having convinced himself that Scientology 

will do all the things claimed for it . He also,apparently regards Scientology 
as a business to which he might return if the financial rewarlarere great 

enough. 
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Exhibits attached: 

1- Interim Franchise Certificate(F-2094 

2- A blank mimeographed contract form previously used for 	' 
"Processing" patients. A new contract form replaced this one. 
A copy of the new form is attached to my memorandum of March 22, 1963.. 

Larry Kerness /L-74e-_s 

Albany Resident Inspector. 

IX: 

Enc: 2 pgs. Exhibits 
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DATE:4_5..1063 

Mr. Neil R. Brown 
11 Everett Road 
W. Albany, N. Y. 
Academy of Scientology, et 

Memorandum, Division of Regulatory Management and Bureau of Enforce-
ment/all Districts dated January 24, 1963, requests information concerning 
the various organizations and individuals connected with the Academy of 
Scientology, the Hubbard Communication Office, etc. Neil R. Brown of Albany, 
New Yvrk, was listed in one of the Hubbard Publications as being the local 
Albany area representative for the Academy of Scientology. The New York_ 
State Education Department, Medical Practices Division, is also interested in 
Brown-and has made a preliminary investigation of him and the Academy of 
Scientology as.reported in my Memorandum of March 22,_,1963. On March 27, 1963, 
I visited the 
   After a check of the 	 

I learned that Mr. Neil R. Brown has no record on file. 

C .. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 

:DIRECTOR OF BUFFALO DISTRICT 

FROM :Larry Kerness 
Albany Resident Station 

SUBJECT: 4••993iTA R724  
---Hubbard E. Meter 

FDC 4-6405 

vJ 

After several unsuccessful attempts to interview Mr. Brown, Inspector 
George F. Kanter and I were finally successful. On April 5, 1963, we inter-
viewed Mr. BroWn at his home, 11 Everett Road', West. Albany, New York. Mr. 
Brown stated that he was no longer practicing Scientology professionally. He 
said that he began the practice of Scientology on a part tine basis, in the 
Albany, New York area, in September of 1957. He said that he gradually expanded 
his practice into a full time operation in 1958, 1959, and 1960, covering the 
Binghamton, Syracuse and Albany, New York, areas. 

DIVISION OF:REGULATORY MANAGDENT: 
For your information; we have previously submitted Inspector "Kerness" 

memo of 3/22/63 on this subject. 

Ra= nd L. Sweeney 
Foo 8, rug Officer 

BLS: 	 4/1
D
1/63 , .„ 

Orig. & 1 cc DRM 
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He said that the operation again tumbled to a part time business in 1961, 
1962, and 1963 in the Albany area only. At the present tine he said he 
talked to people about Scientology but, would not accept persons for 
classes for "Processing" and would not accept any payment for his services. 
He said that he was a full time employee of the Parents Institute, 52 
Vanderbilt Av., New York, New York and is engaged in the sale of encyclopedias 
and educational literature. He moved from his previous address at 899 
Mercer St., Albany, New York, on about January 15, 1963. At this former 
address he maintained a studio and class-rooms for use in his practice. He 
said that atEhisbusiest times he had from 6 to 12 persons in a class every 
week and a maximum of 3 to 4 persons at one time under contract calling for 
" processing". He said that his mayimum  earning during these periods was 
approximately $3,800 per year. 

Mr. Brown said he first became interested in Scientology from a 
neighbor while he was attending the University of Arizona, in 1954 and 1955. 
He said that he also studied for one year (1954) at Temple University 'in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He did not graduate from either institution. 
He said that he moved to Washington,D. C. in 1955 and enrolled in an 8 
month full time course at the Hubbard Academy in Washington, D. C. from 
which he graduated in June of 1956. He said he was awarded a certificate 
of completion as an accredited professional auditor. He said that he took 
an advanced clinical course in Washington , D. C. in 1957 and this course 
was one of the requirements leading to a Doctor of Scientology degree. 
He said he also took Personal Efficiency course in Washington D.C. in 1956 
and 1957 , part time. After leaving Washington in 1957, he began his 
practice in Albany New. York that year. Initially, he said he worked under 
a temporary or interim Franchise from the Hubbard Communications:Office Ltd. 
World-Wide , Sussex, England. He said this interim Franchise was good for 
3 months periods and was to be renewed periodically. This interim Franchise 
was to lead to a permanent Franchise. However, when he learned that the 
policy of the organization changed in 1961 to provide "honorary" Franchises 
which were permanent and required that the practioner remit 10* of his 
income to the Hubbard Communications Office, Ltd, Sussex, England, in ex -
change for the latest information on Scientology and Dianatics, he began to 
decrease his business. In addition, he would have been required to main-
taimsa professional staff of 5 to 9'persons. He said that his volume of 
business would never support that many people. Thus, he has gradually gone 

Certificate no. F/2094 dated. April 17, 1961. 	The Certificate states that 
out of business. MI. Brown gave me his original copy of Interim Franchise 

it is not valid after July 25, 1961. 

Mr. Brown said he never signed a permanent agreement with the 
Hubbard Communications Office and never held a permanent or honorary Franchise. 
Mr. Brown said that he has a Certificate of Completion of his H.C.A. course, 
but was unable to find it. He said that he was still interested in Scientology 
but, the only way he could get back into it, would be to accept a position 
on the staff of one of the regional offices at a salary of $35 to $50 per 
week. He said this was not practical in view of the fact he has a wife and 
one child. Furthermore, he said that an area Chief-of-Staff earns althiaximum 
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of $ 120 to $135 per week and that the nearest office was in New York 

City. Mr. Brawn said that he was the only person in this upstate New 
Ycrk 

area who 'has practiced Scientology. 

When he was operating, Mr. Brown said he reported directly to the 

Hubbard Communications Office, Ltd. Sussex, England. • He said that oth
er 

area offices and their Chiefs-of Staff.  or Secretary, would also report di-

rectly to the English office. He said that Mr. Andy Bagley was the pe
rson 

he remembers as being the Secretary of the New York City Regional Offi
ce. 

Mr. BrOwn said that he did not know the names of any of the other impo
rtant 

persons from this organization located in the United States. We asked
 Mr. 

Brown if he had a Hubbard E.Mater on The:premises. He said he did, an
d 

produced a device which measured aPproxiMately 8" x 6" and appeared to be a 

galvanometer. The labeling on the plastic covered dial read "Hubbard 

Electrometer (for use in Psychophysical Detection) ". A number stampe
d on 

-the back read " 00144." 	He said this meter had been used when he was 

practicing,in one of the two types of "Processing". Generally, he sai
d the 

meter was used in the Thinkingness or directed for the Processing. He 
slid 

he also used another type of Processing without the meter, which he te
rmed 

as General Awareness and Physical Control Processing. The meter appea
red 

quite dusty and long unused. He said that the meter, when in use, sho
wed 

by needle deflections caused by responses to a series of questions he 
asked, 

what problems or subjects he could work on with the person being "Proc
essed". 

He said that a large needle deflection in response to a specific ouest
ion, 

would show sometrouble". The meter would be helpful in determining w
hat 

further "treatment" would be given. He said if the person showed extr
emely 

curious reactions to certain auestions, he would not treat them but, w
ould 

recommend they return to their own doctor or another physician whose n
ame 

he gave them. 

If he thought he could help them, he would assign them to class-room 

mental cases". We asked him if he was qualified to differeniate a seJ'
ere work or private "ability" processing. He said he would never treat "S
evere 

mental case from any other . He said he was not. He said Scientology
 

could help people develop methods to increamrtheir own physical and me
ntal 

abilities, tincrease I.Q.) . Scientology can also aid in changing the
 

personality of an individuantrovert to extrovert, etc.) and improv
e the 

fundamentals of everyday communication. 

Mr. Brown stated that he received the Hubbard E. Meter fro
m the 

Washington D. C. office and that he paid for it by check. He could no
t lo-

cate any shipping records or receipt, for the Meter. Mr. Brown stated
 that 

he was born on September 3, 1934 and he has never been convicted of a 
crime. 

Mr. Brown impressed us as having convinced himself that Scientology 

will do all the things claimed for it . He also,apparently regards Sc
ientology 

as a business to which he might return if the financial rewartmere g
reat 

enough. 
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Exhibits attached: 

1- Interim Franchise Certificate F-2094 

2- A biAnk  mimeographed contract form previously used for 

"Processing" patients. A new contract form replaced this one. 

A copy of the new form is attached to my memorandum of March 22, 1963. 

Larry Kerness 

Albany Resident Inspector. 

LK: 

Enc: 2 pgs. Exhibits 



Document H-107; is a one-page handwritten note dated 1:/;, 	an 

individual giving 	ir consent for Food and Drug 	_ c ____s to PAe 

their property. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted portions consist 
of names and addresses which if released would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy, and disclose the identity of a confidential 
source. These portions are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552 (b) (7) (C) (D). 
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Document H-108; is a two page memorandum dated 4/23/71, of the Post 
Office Department to A. H. Marsh Jr., Postal Inspector in charge, from 
M. P. Jones, Postal Inspector. This memorandum consists of an investiga-
tive interview with a specific individual regarding that persons experi-
ence's with Scientology and members of that organization. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material thourgh-
out this document consists of the name, address and detailed information 
concerning the individual being interviewed and the individual's 
experience's with Scientology. This document is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552 (b) (7) (C) and (D) because if any portions were diclosed, it would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and would 
disclose the identity of a confidential source, the individual being 
interviewed. 



Document H-108; is a two page memorandum dated 4/23/71, of the Post 
Office Department to A. H. Marsh Jr., Postal Inspector in charge, from 
M. P. Jones, Postal Inspector. This memorandum consists of an investiga-
tive interview with a specific individual regarding that persons experi-
ence's with Scientology and members of that organization. 

This document is released with deletions. The deleted material thourgh-
out this document consists of the name, address and detailed information 
concerning the individual being interviewed and the individual's 
experience's with Scientology. This document is exempt under 5 U.S.C. 
552 (b) (7) (0 and (D) because if any portions were diclosed, it would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and would 
disclose the identity of a confidential source, the individual being 
interviewed. 
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INITIALS 
Report of Festal Inspector 	H, P. Jones 

Postal 	['},Rrg 	
A. 11, Harsh, Jr.„ Washington, D. C. 20269. 

1. Deference is made to your preliminary report of February 22, 
1971, under the above case nuraber, requesting assistmce of an  
inspector in Los Angeles, CA, in the interview of 	
	 concerning his , experier.ces with 
the Scientology movement. It was indicated that 	 had 
left the movement and vas now being harassed by Scientology 
cials. 

_A 
2. 	 'presently resides 	

	 was interviewed at 	 March 19, 1971. 
Ho indicated that' since. 	when he left Scientology movement, 
he has been harassed in various ways but has not received any 
threatening letters as such, Be allet.es that the Scientology ;nye- 
mat has attayted to discredit him 	

3. Further, 	  

	 only as41t,-2s that it was 
related to the Scientology problem. 

POD szcpc7457 9 	2029-A 
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Los Angeles, California 	- 2 - 	 Case Nei. 	

4. also alleges that duringl 	

	 could not 
_give specific details on this alleged harassment._ 

5. -------- ---became associated with the Scientology movement in 
( 19504-  and worked closely with Scientology founder, L. Ron Bubbard. 
Be worked in the Elizabeth, New Jersey,-offices; the Los Angeles 
offices; and visited England to help train Scientology personnel. 

	 Us again visited England 
.and_tauaht specialized sixweek courses fOi Scientology personnel.  

6. , 	,indicated that he and Z,. Eon Ilubbard experienced a 
good rapport until about 1968, when Hubbard beasne. extreme in his 
control of the Scientology movement and became obsessed with his 
position of "Commodore". World headquarters were in England until 
about 1968, when they were moved to Bubbard's Apollo flagship, where 
he assumed control of his "fleet", of eight vessels. A sea organis- 
ation was formed whicl 	 described as equivalent to the 
Brown Shirts, which enforced Scientology directives. 

7. 	 stated that he was still very such involved in the 
basic principles of Scientology/ 	  
	 Be has experience in „. 
operating the E meter, which he described 	as a device for measuring 
thought response. Be stated it vas a simple machine, basically 
nothing more than a galvanometer. 

0. Although 	 h-annot prove that the various harassment 
actions were caused by Ceientology officials,:he can give consider-
able information regarding the formative years of Scientology, as 
well as his personal association with L. Ron Ilubbard, end his oper-
ating experiences with the E meter.  Be was to furnish copies of the 
Scientology newsletters, 	 but 
as of the date of thin report, ne has not done so. 

9. 	Please feel free to contact me at any time if I may be of any 
further assistance. 

M. P. JONES 
H. P. Jones, 
Postal Inspector. 

cc: TIC, San Francisco, CA 94101. 

to 



Postal Inspectorgat, A. H. Harsh, Jr.. Ltaahington, D. C. 20260. 

1. Reference is made to your preliminary report of February 22, 
1971, under the above case number, requesting assiltence of an 
inspector in Los Angeles, CA, in the interview oftlr. Jack Horner, 
1246 S. Westgate, Los Angeles, CA, concerning his experiences with 
the Scientology movement. It use indicated thatekr. Horneilhad 
left the movers= and was now being harassed by Scientology offi-
cials. 

2. 66. Horner presently residesat 1246 S. Westgate, Apt. 1, 
Vest Los Angeles, CA, telephone: (213) 479-7575. with offices 
at 1700 Westwood Blvd.. lest Los Angeles. telephone: (213) 474* 
1565445r. Horner was interviewed atadskfice on)Harch 19, 1971. 
He indicated that since(1968t)when he left Scientology movement, 
he has been harassed in various ways but has not received any 
threatening letters as such. He alleges that the Scientology move-
ment has attempted to discredit himigy nailing fake newsletters to 
members of the Association of international Dianologist, a movement 
organized by Mr. Eetnerzlpis offices were broken into during- Octo-
ber, 1970, and tapes containing his mailing list were stolen. Dur 
ins November, 1970, members of the Monologist group received fake 
newsletters designed to discredit Or. Horner and his group. 

3. F4rther.[On October 16, 1970, Hr. Horner was assaulted as he 

Eo 

returned to his home in the evening, by an unknown person. He 
filed a crime report and there was a police investigation. Sever 
blows were struck before the person was chased off. the identit 
f the assailant is unknown and Hr. HorgEsjenly assumes that it was 
related to the Scientology problem. 

ce4  
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Los Angeloo, California 	- 2 - 	 Carle Hod262,849944PY 

' 	. , 	 . 
4. tilr. Hornor)also alleges that doringg268,1idvertisemants wera • 

i(g 
aunt out to persona associated with Ur. Horner, indicating that he 

ni; to give a lecture in a local theatre. According to Ur. 
rner, persons who °hawed up for the mooting had their namoa and 
ddroneee taken by Scientology officialS. Mr. Hornsecould not 

_give organic detail° on this alleged hargivammt. 

5. ‘Lfr. Iforne4become associated with tha Scientology movement in 
,1950; and worked closely with Scientology founder,. L. Son Hubbard. 
lie worked in the Elizabeth,-Ueu Jersey, offices; the. es Angeles 
• Office(); and visited England to help train Scientology personnel. el. norner2wan fired during 1952 and after about Out =nth°, roturned 

to work in their Phoenix, Arizona, officelp Ha again visited England 
and total  specialized six-week courses for Scientology personnel. 

1955 tr. IkerncgNorked in the Washington, D. C., offices and also 
ado a working vlsit to South Africa. , 	• 

64 	Hornelindicated that he and 4. Bon Eabbard orooriencod a 
good rapport un it about 1964,- when. Hubbard bet= extrema in hie 
control of the Scientology movemsnt and Wet:ma oboonsed with hie 
position of "COmmodore". World headquarters von in Englerd until 
about 1968, when they were mooed to Shbbard'a Apollo flagship, 'whore 
he assumed control of his "fleet" of eight vesdole: Assn (moonier 
Anon vas formed which(Uk. Ifornor7described as equivalent to the 
Brown Shirts, which enforced Scientology directives. 

7. Car. cornea stated that he van still very much involvedhin the 
haute principles of Scientologylaavino organized his own Dianology " 
uovement along similar lines in about 196917 Ho has experience in 
operating the 8 meter, which he described as a device for measuring 
thought response. Ha stated it was a *Ample machine, basically 
nothing more than a galvanometer. 

8. Althedie°6%, Horner 	of prove that the various harnosmastt 
actions were caused by'8cientology official° he can give consider-,  
able information regarding the formative yanro of Scientology, as 
well as hib personal association with L. Eon. Hibbard, and his opera 
ating exporiencoo with the a motor. Ha was to furnish copies of the 
Scientology nowsletteisCcritical of himself and his movementalbut 
as of the date of this report, he hap not done so. 

9. Masao fool free to market ma at any tics if I may be of any 
furtherassistance. 

M. P. JONES 
ti P. Janes, 
Postal Inspector. 

cer. /IC, San Vrancioco, CA 94101. . 
to 




